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m.AMERICABEFORE OOLUMBUS^
PRIMITIVE RACES OF THE CONTINENT

By Professor Konrad Haebler

WHERE DID AMERICAN MAN COME FROM?
TTHE problem how the first men may have
*• come to America has always given
much food for reflection to both learned
and unlearned. Many could not imagine
that a continent should exist with count-
less different races for whom no place could
be found in the genealogy of Genesis, and
for want of a better way out of the diffi-

culty they assumed that the inhabitants
of America were the descendants of the ten
lost tribes of Israel. This naive assump-
tion did direct service to science itself by
offering occasion to sortie intelligent ob-
servers to go thoroughly into the manners
and customs of the American Indians, in

the hope of discovering analogies which
might serve them as ]:)roofs.

A second hypothesis regarding the origin

of the Americans has received a far more
scientific colouring. The fabulous island-

world of the Western ocean, the oldest

evidence of which is the mythical Atlantis

of Plato's Timaeus, exercised an indirect

influence on the discovery of the New World,
in so far as even Columbus was under the
spell of belief in it. Whether it was based

on any historic or prehis-

toric fact has not hitherto

been proved. But men
of science are not wanting

who answer this question in the affirmative,

and who see in a land-bridge over the
Atlantic Ocean the way by which the first

men came to the American continent.
Modern research no longer takes up so

naive a position on this question as the old
Spaniard who therewith attributed to the
Indians a Keltiberian origin. The sinking

Was there a

Land-bridge over

the Atlantic?

of a continent between Europe and America
in an age when our part of the earth was
inhabited by peoples whose traces are still

to be found must in any case have left

some signs which could not have escaped
the advanced investigation of the earth's

surface. The attempt to trace the out-

lines of this continent from the cliffs and

Th F'
shoals of the Atlantic Ocean is

_ also worthless trifling. On the
. . . other hand, geologists of note
to America , ,. .-, .°.^ ^

believe that they can prove
that the northern part of the Atlantic
Ocean was not always covered by water,
and they think it was by this way that
man came from the Old World to the New,
in times when the climatic conditions of

our part of the globe were still considerably
different from those of history.

Finally, still a third hypothesis exists

for the population of America. It would
be the simplest of all did not the same
science which admits the possibility of a
North Atlantic land-bridge having existed

dispute the same possibility for this.

Nowhere do the continents of the Old
and New World approach nearer to one
another than in North-west America, where
Bering Strait separates them by only a
narrow arm of water, and the Aleutian
Islands also make it possible for a navi-

gator provided with but the most primitive

appliances to cross from one to the other.

At all times vessels of the inhabitants of

the Asiatic coasts have occasionally been
tossed by wind and weather as far as the

shores of Alaska, and that an immigration
took place in this direction even in historic
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times is almost a certainty. The resem-

blance of the American aborigines to Mon-
golian peoples and the similarity of certain

ethnological peculiarities in races of the

Pacific states of America to those of the

civilised nations of Asia have long

brought this hypothesis many adherents.

Some, indeed, would find direct proof of

intercourse between the Chinese

and America in the accounts
America's

Earliest

Inhabitants
of the land of Fu-schan, and
on the strength of this would

boldly claim the Aztec civilisation to have
been an offshoot of the Chinese. Such
inferences, however, have not been able

to stand the test of strict examination.
In the ages which we can connect with

even the earliest Chinese epochs America
was certainly not populated by this means

;

and if the geologists are right who assert

that the far north-west did not rise from
the waves of the Pacific Ocean—which
once flowed with a boundless expanse to
the North Pole—until after the Glacial

Period, then the first inhabitants of

America certainly did not get there in

this way, for by this time the bones of

many generations were already bleaching
on the soil of the Xew World.

Since it has been proved that the human
race on American soil can be traced back
to the same periods of the earth's history
as in the Old World, the question whence
the first men came there has lost much of

its importance. It is true that the cradle
of the human race can hardly have been
in America ; to cite one objection, the
anthropoid apes, which are indispensable
to the theory of evolution as the connecting
link between the animal world and man,
have at no time been native there, any
more than they are now, as the fossil finds
in all American excavations have proved.

But, however, if the first men came
over during periods in which the distribu-
tion of land and water on the earth's
surface was still quite different from that
_ .

,

shown by history, then geologyProblem •,,
-^

-. f '^ ^ » -V
, . . , will one dav. at least, be ableof America s ,

" '

First Man .*
^^'^'^ ?" answer to our ques-

tion. Yet even this negative
result is of unqualified scientific import-
ance, for it puts all those in the wrong who
pretend to see in the customs of the savage
and civilised races of America the influ-

ences of certain ethnographic units familiar
to our ideas. If the first man made his

home in America at the time when his

fellow in the Old World still vied with the

beasts in gnawing the bones of the game
he had killed, and if a hollow in the hills

was the only shelter he knew, the dispute
as to whether the civilisations of America
are to be traced to Aryan or Semitic
influences may be given up as idle. For
this much at least is irrefutably proved by
the palaeontology and history of the Xew
World—that its development from the
times of the mammoth to its discover}' by
Christopher Columbus was continuous and
was not influenced from without.
America is also highly interesting to the

student of the early history of the human
race as well as to the geologist, in that it

preserved the witnesses of a past of which
we find in the Old World only scanty and
often obliterated traces until a later time.

This later time did not, it is true, possess
such a developed method of research as

the present day, but in its accounts, and
in the memorials that it handed down to

posterity, it has consigned to us far richer

material for research than has the Old
World, and has given us information of

events and conditions in the early history

of man which we should otherwise seek in

_,, „^ vain. Even the most highly
The Stone i- j r \

o
..

. . civilised races of America were

.^^ '."^

only at the beginning of the
Copper Age when they were

discovered, while most of the inhabitants

of the New World still lived entirely in

the Age of Stone.

Americans once asserted that they had
dug human bones out of strata of the
Tertiary Period ; but, like those who had
made similar assertions regarding finds in

the Old World, they failed to give scientific

proof. On the other hand, human relics

have come to light there, as they have here,

that belong to the Interglacial Period ;

nor are such relics, althovigh naturally not
very numerous, limited to a small area,

but are found both in the mountainous
regions of California and in the vast plains

of the Argentine pampas. In America, too,

man was the contemporary of the mam-
moth and other ancient gigantic species of

animals, and at a later but still prehistoric

period the New World even had a popula-

tion which in places was fairly considerable.

That this was the case is evident from the

considerable number and unusual size of

the refuse accumulations of prehistoric

man that are known by the name of
" kitchen-middens." These refuse mounds
exist in North and South America, on the

shores of the ocean, on the inland seas,
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and on the banks of the great rivers, and,

besides their scientific name, are called

"shell-mounds" in the North and "sam-
baquis " in the South. They consist of

accumulations of the inedible parts of fish

and other aquatic animals, especially shell-

fish, and naturally contain among this refuse

fragments of objects that were used by the

men who inhabited their sites. That these

objects belong chiefly to the earliest human
culture, the Palaeolithic, was to be antici-

pated, but it must not be forgotten that

refuse mounds are also met with, especially

in South America, which belong not only

to the Neolithic Period, beyond which the

wild Indian of Eastern South America has
never advanced, but even with certainty

to historic times.

What number of people and what time
it may have taken to throw up these

mounds, which are often hundreds of feet

long, and of considerable height, we have
as yet no reliable means of determining.

But it can scarcely be assumed that they
were formed very slowly, for otherwise the

action of the elements, especially on the

sea-coasts, would scarcely ever have allowed
accumulations to be made

IS ory^ rom
^^,]^j(,j-^ j-jave stood the test of

the Ancient ,, j <- wt
c. ,, . thousands of years. We are.
Shell-mounds ,, ^ ^ ^ , ^^ • ,

therefore, undoubtedly justi-

fied in concluding, from the large extent and
wide distribution of these mounds, that
large areas of the continent were thickly

populated even in prehistoric times.

This fact must especially be kept in view,

in order to estimate at their proper value the
hypotheses regarding the civilising influ-

ences of the peoples of the Old World on
those of the New ; for if in times when even
Asia and Europe still possessed an exclu-

sively uncivilised population America was
already inhabited by man in exactly the
same manner, then, considering the geo-

graphical conditions of the continent,

foreign influences can only be called in

to account for culture phenomena when the

supposition of independent development
is insufficiently strong.

If we now view the American continent
in its entirety on its appearance in

historic times, it affords us surprising

confirmation of the extraordinary influence

of geographical position on the develop-
ment of human culture. The compara-
tively narrow strip of coast which accom-
panies the mountain-chain of the
Cordilleras—the backbone of America, as
it has been significantly called—at its

western foot, with the terraces in which
these mountains rapidly rise to consider-

able height, was almost in its whole extent,

from Alaska down to Chili, the seat of

civilised and half-civilised races ; at any
rate, their degree of civilisation was far

above the level of that of the population
of the vast plains and extensive lowland

p . . through which, east of theCor-

p, , dilleras, the mightiest rivers of

f,
. the earth roll their waters to the

Americans tt i ,. ,

sea. Here lay the two great

centres of civilisation of Peru and Mexico,
the latter of which, it is true, spanned the
American continent from ocean to ocean
near its narrowest part.

In the regions east of the Cordilleras,

which probably form three-fourths of the

whole area of the continent, man was still,

at the beginning of the sixteenth century,

in a primitive stage of civilisation. North
America showed him then at best as

beginning to rise from his state of " natural

man" ; whereas in the southern continent

no traces of this are to be discovered.

The clever paradox that hunger is the

father of all progress, because it forces man
to fight with his surroundings, has probably
nowhere been more strikingly confirmed
than in South America. The Peruvian of

the mountains, for example, on a soil

from which he wrung his living by energetic

toil, created one of the most ingeniously

organised of bodies politic in the world's

history, while his eastern neighbour, revel-

ling in the luxuriant wealth of tropical

Nature, roved about in a condition which
did not even bring before his mind the

principal difference between man and beast.

It is true that Nature held the Indian
back, keeping him at the lowest possible

stage of civilisation, not only through its

bounteous gifts, but also by reason of

other and less beneficent influences. On
the vast plains which accompany the

great rivers far along their upper courses

Nature denied to man even a permanent
, abode, one of the most neces-

a urc s
sary conditions for the develop-

Influence •'
. ^ ,. t^/

J.
ment of progress m culture. 1 he

floods which recurred periodic-

ally, placing areas of many square miles

under water for weeks and months, com-
pelled the Indian—who had to build his hut

close to the banks of the rivers on account

of the fish that gave him food—regularly

to abandon his dwelling and leave it to

destruction. It is no wonder that he
became an indefatigable swimmer, an
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excellent boatman, and an expert fisher-

man ; but his mind became as little

associated as his body with the soil he

lived on, and the water that washed away
his light hut effaced also from his mind
any remembrance of his past history.

Historical research was for a long time

helpless as regards these primitive races.

Attempts were first made to
"/""^^ pick out from the endless mass
.... of races and tribes the groups
Aborigines ,, , i i i

that were more or less closely

related to one another ; but even these

attempts encountered the greatest ob-

stacles. The outward appearance of the

aborigines, their complexion, and the form
of their skulls and bodies, were first

tried as distinctive marks. It proved
that races of different complexions ex-

hibited signs of relationship, whereas the

same complexion and figure were repeated
in races that were not related at all ; and
the skull measurements often gave every
gradation from the dolichocephalic to the

brachycephalic among the individuals of

a single small tribe.

The only guide that has hitherto proved
at all trustworthy is the linguistic one.

On the bases that we obtain with its aid is

founded, almost exclusively as regards

South America, the little we know of the

history of these races, or rather the little

we know in the way of facts. The un-
civilised Indian knows nothing of the
history of his tribe. He rarely knows
more than the names—and perhaps, in

the country not subject to floods, the

dwellings—of his father and grandfather.
After a few generations the knowledge
of long migrations fades away into a dim
tradition, and in his legends the over-

growth of mythological fantasies com-
pletely stifles clear historical recollection.

This also explains how the Indians
so easily changed under the influence

of new surroundings. Language alone

followed this process of transformation

rr^ %j- J comparatively slowly, and
The Mixed a. • j i . r

. . contamed elements of per-
Languages of • , , • ,

j. j ^i
.. ... sistency which asserted them-
the Indians ,

^
i ^ i j nselves more lastmgly amid all

change. But far more importance must be
attached to the influence exercised by mix-
ture on the languages of the Indians. It

will seldom have resulted from peaceable
intercourse. The Indian in his natural

state, while looking on the beasts of the
forest almost as his equals, considered

every strange man, on the other hand,

5678

much as game, and every man was strange
to him who was not of his clan. This
explains the war of " all against all " that
existed among most of the Indian tribes.

Whether we have to regard this same
conception as accounting for the anthro-
pophagy which seems at times to have
existed throughout the whole American
continent, from one end to the other, may
perhaps be disputed. In any case the
Indian pursued his human enemy with the
same unmercifulness as he pursued his

worst enemies in the animal world, and his

war was, as far as the male portion of

the hostile tribe was concerned, a war of

annihilation. But he behaved otherwise
towards the women. In the restless life of

the nomadic Indian a great share of the
daily toil and care fell to the female sex,

and the Indian knew well how to ap-

preciate the faithful services of his women.
Thus, when he succeeded in capturing

the women of a hostile tribe in battle,

it was only rarely that he wreaked his

wrath on them ; far oftener he saw in them
.a welcome addition to the hands that

provided for his bodily well-being. It is

„ -^ clear that these strange womenHow 1^ CUV
_, .. who were adopted into the
Tribes were , •, .11 j
p . tribe must also have exercised
r ormed ,, r 1an influence lor change upon
it under certain circumstances, especially

if such adoptions happened repeatedly.

It must often have come to pass that a
tribe, whose outward circumstances were
favourable rapidly increased, so that at

last all its members could no longer find

room within its circle. It was then
naturally the youngest members—those in

the first stage of manhood—whom the

uneasy pressure first affected, and whom
must have first migrated. Only a few
women, or none at all, would have followed

them on their journey into the unknosvn,
for their diligent hands could far less be
spared at home than the surplus warriors.

So that, in order to establish a home,
these warriors would have to resort to

the abduction of women. The nearest

village would then be attacked ; the

men that could not escape would be
slaughtered ; but with the women the

band of warriors would combine to form a

new tribe, which must naturally show in

every respect the mixture of different

elements. This formation of new tribes is

not only logically quite admissible, but it

is also verified by historical instances

among the many races of South America.
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PREHISTORIC SOUTH AMERICA
THE EARLY PEOPLES & THEIR CIVILISATIONS
rROM the few historical facts that we are
* able to glean with the help of the

sciences of language, ethnology, and anthro-

pology, we are still only able to ascertain

in rough outline the past of the chief

races of South America. Of those that

we can still recognise the Tapuyas are

considered to be the oldest. " Tapuya " is

really not a name at all, but the term in the

Tupi language for all " strangers," or
" enemies." Karl von den Steinen, an
authority to be frequently cited, calls

this group that of the Ges tribes ; others

follow the example of some of their

Indian neighbours and call them the Crens,

meaning the " old " or " ancient ones."

They have become most popular under
the name of Botocudos, from the lip-peg

(botoque), which, however, is worn as

ah ornament of distinction not only by
them but also by most of the other

primitive races of South America ; even

„ , . . the warriors of the Chibchas,
Prehistoric i j. u jm.- n_ who must be unconditionally
apuyas

reckoned among the civilised
of Brazil . , °

races, stuck as many pegs
through their lower lips as they had killed

enemies in battle. The name " Tapuya "

recommends itself most, because in history

it has been specially applied to the Ges
tribes, and did not, like all the other names,
actually belong only to a small number of

the tribes that are called by it. The age
of these tribes is shown by the fact that
their neighbours, who have driven them
farther and farther from their former
abodes, call them " the ancients."

The most decisive proof that they
have lived in the regions of Brazil

from the earliest times, long previous to

history, is the circumstance that the palaeo-

zoic skulls from Lagoa Santa, which Lund
brought to light in the caves there, exhibit

all the characteristics peculiar to the
Tapuya skull. On the other hand, it is

doubtful whether the " sambaquis," or

refuse-mounds, of Brazil are also attri-

butable to them, because the Tapuyas

seem at all times to have been, as they are

to-day, a nomadic race of hunters, and
never a race of navigators and fishermen.

Only such a race, and a comparatively

sedentary race, too, could have consumed
such quantities of shell-fish as form the

_ . mounds of the sambaquis. The

n^Y\V^ Tapuyas have played an his-

.." %. ^ torical part only passively.
the Tapuyas r^.,

^
i iTi iiThey were probably once the

sole masters of the whole of Brazil,

from the watershed of the Amazon down
to the Parana ; but probably even in pre-

historic times they were hemmed in on
all sides so that at the time of the Spanish
conquest they ruled practically only the

hill-country of the interior of Brazil.

Tribes of them were also drawn into

the great racial migration which, several

centuries before their discovery by the

Spaniards, set out from the east to rnake
an onset upon the more highly civilised

races of the Andean highlands : but the

Semigaes, who on this occasion pene-

trated into the region of the upper tribu-

taries of the Amazon, became differen-

tiated in character from their race, and so

assimilated themselves with the sur-

rounding Tupi and Carib tribes that only

their name and their language still show
their old connection.

There have probably never been any
races of the Tapuya stock on the north
side of the Amazon. Here, until a few
centuries before Columbus, one of the

most extensive races of the New World,
the Aruacs, held unlimited sway. They,
too, belong indisputably to the oldest

nations of America. Where
Where the ,, • , • i u j
. their real original abodes may
Aruacs , i i i

H la S
have been can be only ap-

^^ proximately determined. The
Aruacs also represent the type of an
inland race. Although in later times many
of their tribes were quite at home on the

water as navigators and fishermen, their

primitive culture points unconditionally

to an inland home. And although they
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were subsequently the undisputed masters
of the vast regions north of the Amazon
from the Andes to the shores of the ocean,

their original abodes cannot have been
in the luxuriant, tropical lowlands of the

great river territories of South America
;

on the contrary, the characteristics we
find common to all their widespread
branches, as the original elements of their

culture, lead us to the conclusion that

their home was situated above the region

of periodical floods, and yet was still in

tropical climes. Now, as we find them on
the eastern slopes of the Cordilleras,

from the peninsula of Goajira in the north
down to the borders of Chili, and in

specially large numbers in Eastern Bolivia,

the original home of all these tribes is

probably to be sought in this direction.

The tribes of the Aruac group, among
which must also be counted those called

the Nu tribes by Karl von den Steinen,

ranked far higher in civilisation than the

Tapuyas ; and although Tupis and Caribs

subsequently became fully their equals,

the civilisation of the Aruacs was founded

much earlier than theirs. There is abun-
dant proof that the Aruacs were the
teachers of their younger conquerors.
When the Aruac group may have begun

to spread from the hill country of Eastern
Bolivia to the north-east, east and south-

east, and whether in its advance it found
the basins of the Orinoco and Amazon
and their tributaries still unpeopled or in-

habited by other races, cannot be ascer-

tained even approximately. It is probable
that it found these new regions

../fk-
'^'^^ uninhabited, because Aruac

races have formed a uniform
substratum over large areas

of Northern South America, which sub-

stratum of race reappears wherever the
later conquerors did not completely fill

the area. But to judge from its extent,

and from the great deviations in the
language of its various branches, this

group of races took not only hundreds
but thousands of years for its migrations.

In spite of this the Aruacs were not a
rude, savage race when this process

began, for even the original race knew an

of the

Aruac Races

A GROUP OF INDIAN ARUACS ONE OF AMERICA'S EARLIEST RACES
Until a few centuries before the coming: of Columbus, the Aruacs, one of the most extensive races of the New World,
held unlimited sway on the north side of the Amazon. Higher in civilisation than the Tapuyas, this group was by
no means a rude, savage people, for even the original race knew an agriculture that cannot be called quite primitive.
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agriculture that cannot be called quite

primitive. In large parts of South America
the agricultural Indians live not only on
maize, which is grown all over America, but
even to a greater extent on the tuberous
root of a species of euphorbiace(X , the

manioc {Manihot plum.) or cassava.

In the raw state these roots are highly

poisonous, owing to their containing prussic

acid ; otherwise they are rich in nutritious

properties. Now, in early times some
unknown Indian tribe made the discovery

that the manioc is deprived of its poisonous

Far-Reaching
Properties by squeezing the

_,. , sai) out of the root and pre-
Discovery of an '-

,. i ,, •
, .. T, .. parmg the latter m a suit-
Indian 1 nbe i i

® i-
able manner : a discovery

of far-reaching importance, considering that
the manioc afterwards formed almost the
sole means of subsistence of hundreds of

thousands of Indians. As the manioc shrub
does not flourish in the tropical and flood-

exposed lowlands, neither the Tupis nor
the Caribs, both of whom probably were
originally pure fish-eaters, can have been
the inventors of this process ; still less

the Tapuyas, who did not practise agri-

culture at all. It does not natvu'ally follow

that the honour of this discovery is due to

the Aruacs, whose probable original abodes

certainly correspond to the special climatic

conditions necessary for the manioc

;

it is conceivable that they, too, were first

instructed in the art of preparing the
manioc by a still more highly civilised race.

But this certainly took place in the
original home of the race, which, with its

gradual expansion, spread the cultivation of

the manioc, so that finally the Indians of

other stocks also learned the art from them.
The Aruac races are further distinguished

by their skill in making earthen vessels.

This is still so characteristic of them at

the present day that, of the races of

Central Brazil, Karl von den Steinen

classes those of the Aruac stock under the

name of " potter tribes." It is certainly

not a coincidence that, the farther one goes

from the east coast of the continent

towards the mountains, the better and
finer the pottery becomes. All the races

that inhabit the eastern slopes of the

Cordilleras were comparatively far ad-

vanced in the working of clay, and the

products of their industry are distinguished

by variety of form and purpose and by
elegance of decoration—which ranges from
simple lineal ornament to the plastic imita-

tion of living things—from the products of

tlie primitive races of the lowlands. This
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distinction is certainly not limited to the

Aruac races. South of them, among the

races of the Gran Chaco, which are still

regarded as belonging to other stocks, the

same thing is observed, and the pottery

which has been dug up from the ruins of

the old Indian

STONE SEATS IN

settlements m
Catamarca vies

with that produced
by many civilised

nations. There can
be scarcely any
doubt that with
the Aruacs it is not

a case of inde-

pendent develop-

ment but of an
influence exercised

by the ancient
civilised races of

the Peruvian high-

lands or their
eastern neighbour>

But this infiuenc<

must also belong t( >

an extraordinarily

early period, for

even the Aruac
races, who have never risen to a higher

mode of hfe, and still live at the present

day, hundreds of miles away from their

ancestral home, in the state of almost pure

savages, are the providers and teachers of

their neighbours in the matter of pottery.

The Aruac races have acquired quite a

special claim to a comparatively higher

culture from the fact that anthropophagy
had long been absent from their ranks,

whereas round about them it still existed,

at least as a religious rite, even among
races of an unquestionably higher civilisa-

tion. It is remarkable that the great mass
of the Aruac races, in spite of the fact that

some of their tribes lived for generations in

the closest contact with tribes of other

stocks among whom the enemies killed

or captured in war were regularly eaten,

never relapsed into this barbarous custom.
This progress in culture also must have

belonged to the period that preceded the
migrations of the Aruac races, because it

was common to every tribe. When we
consider that this ancient race was already
familiar with agriculture, skilled in the
preparation of earthen vessels, and dis-

inclined to anthropophagy, w-e are almost
tempted to look for the ancestors of the
Aruacs among the civilised nations that
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peopled the high valleys of the Cordilleras

long centuries before the founding of the
Inca dynasty. But an important circum-
stance stands in the way of this hypothesis.

The Aruacs, as we meet them in history,

never developed a really higher civi-

lisation than, as we
have shown, prob-

ably belonged to

the original race
;

^^, the latter must
"" therefore have

reached the lim't of

its progress— that

is, it must have
passed the culmin-
ating point—before

the expansion of

the nation over the

whole north of the

South American
continent began
Here we have a

contradiction. A
nation whose pro-

gressive develop-
'—xT-*--- ment is over can no

longer generate an
USE BY THE ARUACS expausivc force

such as is seen in the spread of the
Aruac stock, and all that we know of

the history of Indian migrations shows
that they have proceeded only from com-
paratively young and rising races.

We shall therefore have to explain the

historical process thus. At a period when
their original stock on the plateaus of

Bolivia began to develop vigorously, the
Aruacs were raised from the pure natural

state by the cultural influences of the

more highly civilised races in the west, and
were advanced in a manner that indirectly

served to strengthen the aspir-

ing power of the race. In the

old home there was no scope

for this abundant energy, and so

the emigration began. Whether this moved
simultaneously in a southern and northern
direction cannot be ascertained. We meet
with detached tribes of this family south
of their original abodes and likewise in the

far east. But they throw no light on the

date and direction of their migrations. On
the otli£r hand, we can trace the northern
current for a long time, and fairly clearly.

As the Aruacs had already begun to till

the ground in their home, their migrations

will, on the one side, have progressed

much more slowlj' than those of races that

The Tribes

in Search of

New Lands
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Aruac
Tribes on
the Sea

did not know any artificial means of pro-
curing food ; on the other side, they
must certainly have moved first in a
direction that did not compel them to
accommodate themselves to other habits.
This was only possible if they followed the
spurs of the Cordilleras northward. We
find them in the sixteenth century in the
mountains between Santa Marta and
Venezuela, and at the present day in the
peninsula of Goajira, their most northern
continuation. The Carios in the neighbour-
hood of Coro also practised agriculture on

Venezuelan soil, and lived in
permanent abodes at the time
of the discovery. At the Cabo
de la Vela. Nature checked their

northern advance ; but their migration
was continued in an easterly direction, and
reached, still centuries before the discovery
of America, the mouth of the Orinoco.

Meanwhile, a change had taken place in
respect to part of the race—Aruac tribes
had become used to the water, and had
become navigators and fishermen. Whether
this change began among the coast tribes
or among those which had penetrated from
the old home into the flood districts of the
upper tributaries of the Orinoco is doubt-
ful ; the latter appears the more probable,
as the sea offers

too many diffi-
culties for elemen-
tary navigation.
Moreover, Aruac
tribes are r(^-

peatedly foun
scattered in the
basin of the Ori-

noco. At any rate,

the race must still

have possessed a
considerable power
of expansion, foi"

even the ocean on
the east coast si

no limit to its ni

grations. Tli

Aruac navigator-
ventured out from
the mouth of the
Orinoco upon the
open sea, and grad- tombs of the
ually gave the whole island-world of
the Caribbean Sea what is supposed
to have been its first population. A
little farther, and they would have
reached the North American continent
from the islands and made the connection

between it and the southern continent,
which does not seem ever to have been
effected. Meanwhile, their brother tribes
on the mainland still followed the sea
coast in their new change of direction.
Through Guiana they turned again to the
south, and even the Amazon did not prove
an insuperable obstacle to them. Aruacs
are found, with the sure signs oi an immi-
gration from the north, as far as the
watershed between the tributaries of the
Amazon and of the Paraguay.
The migrations of the Aruacs came to a

standstill only when they were met by
other races with the same desire for ex-
pansion. This probably took place com-
paratively early, the tribes that were
advancing south-eastward coming upon
the Tupi races. At a later period they
encountered the Caribs, to whom finally,

in a struggle which lasted for centuries, the
majority of the northern Aruacs fell victims.

Although the Tupis have had unin-
terrupted intercourse with the wdiite man
from the first discovery of Brazil down
to the present day, the methodical in-

vestigation of this race is considerably
behind that of others. The reason for

this lies in the fate that awaited the race
upon the occupation of the land by Euro-

peans. At an early

date the mission-
aries formed, from
a dialect of the
Tupi language, the
so-called lingua
geral, in which a
series of grammars,
translations, etc.,

have been written.

It is due to this

that the study of

the wild Tupi
languages, if they
may be so termed
as opposed to the
lingua geral culti-

vated under Euro-
pean influence, has
been improperly
neglected, and thus
one of the best

ARUAC PEOPLES means of ascer-

taining the ancient history of the Tupi
stock has been withheld from us. The
same circumstance—long familiarity with
the race—has also kept ethnologists from
giving their closer attention to the Tupis,
whose characteristics have, meanwhile,
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been gradually succumbing to the influence it had no special need of expansion,

of civilisation, so that for the ethnograph- On the other hand, the migration of the

ical and historical study of the best-known Tupis along the coast of the Atlantic

stock of the South American Indians we Ocean in a northerly direction seems to

are restricted to inadequate material. have proceeded, comparatively speaking,

The original home of the Tupis has also much more rapidly. Up to the mouth of

been said to have been in the highlands the Amazon they never occupied a broad

of the interior, but this is based on quite area, but satisfied themselves with driving

unreliable data and is in contradiction the old Tapuya races from a narrow

to what is shown by the characteristics strip of the coast-land, on which, always

of the race in historic times. The mother with an eye to the water, they settled,

country of the Tupi races is presumably That their territory at the time of

to be sought not very far from where the conquest still formed an exceedingly

Europeans first met them, although their narrow strip as compared with its length,

expansion and migrations had then been but one which was nowhere broken by the

going on in different directions for cen- return of the hostile nations they had dis-

turies. Their original home was, in any placed,goes to prove that its occupation took

case, in the region of the northern affluents place quickly and at no very remote period,

of La Plata, but scarcely on the other The migrations of the Tupis must have

side of the watershed
from which the rivers

run northward to the

Amazon. In contrast to

the Aruacs, the Tupis are

a decided water-race.

Although most of their

tribes, but not all, also

tilled the ground to a

hmited extent, in the six-

teenth century they still

lived almost exclusively

by fishing and hunting.

On the Paraguay and its

tributaries, and on the

rivers of the regions of

which their wandering
hordes further took
possession, they boldly

launched their canoes in

peace and war. In early

times they peopled the

few islands that lie at

inconsiderable distances

from the coast, and they
were evidently at home
on the sea itself so far

as their small craft per-

mitted. Even the Tupi
tribes who went far into

the interior in their mi-

grations still remained
navigators and fishermen.

A map of the races of _, ., ,
^ ^arib idol

_ ^. . . The idol represented in the above illustration,

bOUth America shows at which throws an instructive sidelight on the

once the direction in worship of the Caribs, was discovered in 17112 eminently the aggrcssoi'S,

which the Tupi race ex- in a cave in Carphenter's Mountain. Jamaica, q^^^^ ^yj^h proud Self-

panded. It first followed the affluents consciousness the southern Tupis called

of La Plata in a southerly direction to themselves Guaranis (warriors). Nor
the ocean, but only slowly so long as must we forget that with few exceptions,
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been of a considerably

different character from
those of the Aruacs.

Whereas the latter evi-

dently proceeded slowly

and without serious
fighting (in the territory

of the Aruacs we scarcely

ever find clear traces of

a strange population not

merged in them by
assimilation), the migra-

tions of the Tupis bear

throughout the stamp of

having been warlike in

their nature. Even the

name Tapuya (strangers

or enemies), which they
gave to all races with
which they came in con-

tact, is historical evidence

of this. In their inter-

course with Europeans
the Tupis by no means
proved to be a particu-

larly savage and cruel

race ; they were the

good friends of the first

settlers, and subsequently

became tractable material

in the hands of the Jesuit

missionaries. But in their

relations with their
Indian neighbours they

seem to have been pre-



REMNANTS OF AN ANCIENT RACE: PRESENT-DA l -BS AT HOME
The youngest of South American races, the Caribs were at one time a powerful people, with a degree of civilisation

exceedingly low. Eating their enemies was so characteristic of the Caribs that their name of "cannibal " has become
identical with the term for man-eaters. The Caribs of the present day bear little resemblance to their remote ancestors.

to be explained by special circumstances,

the Tupi tribes were given to cannibalism.

It was certainly no longer a scarcity

of food that made them cannibals, nor
was it a sacred ceremony springing

from religious conceptions, such as we
find among several civilised races of

ancient America. The Guarani ate the

prisoners he made in battle to celebrate his

victory over his enemies. The custom
observed in this connection is almost a

characteristic of the Tupi tribes.

The prisoners were not put to death im-
mediately upon their captors' return from
the warpath, but were first kept for some
time in by no means severe imprisonment,
which became lighter and lighter the nearer

the time of their end approached, and
terminated with most luxurious living,

during which the prisoner was not only
abundantly provided with the best of food
and drink, but was even married to the

daughters of the tribe. Meanwhile, with-

out his being aware of it, preparations were
made for the feast which was to be
crowned by his death. In the middle of

the ceremonial dances of his enemies

he received the fatal blow ; immediately
thereupon followed the definitely pre-

scribed dissection of the corpse, and the
distribution of the portions among the

mem.bers of the tribe. The women and
even the sick who were prevented from
attending the feast also received their

share. In this form of cannibalism it is

obvious that the characteristic features

of different stages of culture come into

contact. It still contains reminiscences

of the time when the flesh of an enemy, like

that of a wild beast, served to appease

hunger. But it is already pre-eminently the

expression of proud triumph over the

conquered enemy, for we have special

testimony that the feast bore the character

of the celebration of a victory. But
finally, ceremonial influences also begin to

show themselves to such an extent that

the transition from the cannibalism of the

Tupis to the human sacrifices of the Aztecs

appears near at hand.

As anthropophagy, in this or in a similar

form, is a common trait of almost all

Tupi tribes, it must have begun in the

original home of the race. This is a
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further argument against the Tupis having

come from the higWands of BoUvia. The
Tupi tribes which hve nearest to this

region, and should accordingly present the

most archaic forms, are the only ones

which have entirely done away with canni-

balism, and have generally reached the

highest degree of civilisation of any mem-
bers of the race : these are the

„ f. *r ^ Omaguas between the Putu-

^ ,.. mayo and Caqueta, and the

Cocamas at the confluence of

the i\Iaranon and Ucayali. How these tribes

of the Tupi stock could be cut off so far

from the others is not difficult to explain.

The Aruacs coming from the north halted

at the great waterway of the Amazon at

about the same time as the Tupis from
the south reached its other bank.

So that, to the difficulties that Nature
set in the way of a farther advance,
was here added the hostility of new and
powerful tribes. It was probably this, even
more than the river jvith its innumerable
sluggish arms—which is no grave obstacle

to a race familiar with boats—that was the
chief reason why the main body of the
Aruacs could not advance any more to the

south bank than the main body of the

Tupis could advance to the north bank.
That attempts could not have been want-
ing on both sides is shown by the small

detached tribes of each nationality that

are met with in turn on the hostile bank.
But, on the whole, the di\'ision is sudden
and sharp. To the Aruacs it meant the
end of their onward movement. Theyseem
still to have possessed the power to oferthe
Tupis an invincible resistance, but not to

continue their advance in a new direction.

But the Tupis continued to advance.
Their traditions show that they followed
the Amazon and its tributaries upward

;

and that the passage up the Amazon did
not appear an impossibility to these

Indians was proved in the year 1641, when
some of them served the Portuguese as

p
guides during the first expedi-

g .. .
^ ° tion of the kind undertaken by

the Amazon ^^^ l^^^^'"-
, 0^1*^? .^^ the

enormous extentof the Amazon,
it no longer appears possible to follow the.

Tupi migration upward in its basin, but
probably even the tribes of the Xingu and
Tapajoz did not come down from the
watershed to the Paraguay, but from the
Amazon up its tributaries. For, in con-
trast to the Aruacs and Tapuyas, traces of

Tupi tribes only occur where there was
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sufficient water to allow them to remain
true to the characteristic of their race.

Numerous hordes of Tupis may have been
scattered and destroyed in the network of

the Amazon, and we cannot now ascertain

to what circumstance it was due that the
ancestors of the Omaguas and Cocamas
managed to break through the central
mass of the Nu-Aruac tribes and penetrate
almost to the foot of the Cordilleras. Prob-
ably the report of a rich cultivated land
led them up the Amazon and its tribu-

taries, as in later times the legend of the
Omaguas and of the ever-vanishing Eldo-
rado led the Spaniards down the same way.

According to the traditions of the Spanish
chroniclers the remembrance of an inva-

sion by the hostile population of the low-
lands had not quite died out even among
the Indians of the civilised states. Be-
tween the immigration of the Omaguas to

their later abodes and the discovery of

America there must in any case have been
a considerable space of time, for the

Omaguas not only rose far above the
average degree of civihsation of the Tupi
races under the influence of more highly

^ .. . civilised peoples, so that they
Canbs and j '^ u v j.ii j_ . renounced cannibalism, tilled

^.^,. .. the ground, and occupied
Civilisation *=•

. ^ ^^ i
•

permanent dwelling-places—in-

deed, even founded large towns—but the
knowledge of all these achievements had
even had time to spread abroad among
their less civilised neighbours, who
reported the name of the Omaguas to the
Spaniards as being a race of fabulous
wealth and extraordinary power.
The youngest of the races of South

America is that of the Caribs. It is partly

due to this circumstance, and to good
fortune in the field of ethnographic re-

search, that we know its history somewhat
better than that of the other groups. The
original abodes of the Carib race probably
lay near the original home of the Tupi race.

As the latter peopled the upper affluents

of the Paraguay, the Caribs peopled the

upper basin of the Tapajoz and of the

rivers flowing in the same direction to the

lower Amazon. The degi"ee of civilisation

attained here by the Caribs must be de-

scribed as extraordinarily low ; their

language could not count farther than
three, really only to two, and we must
imagine that their other conditions of life

corresponded to this poverty of ideas.

Even here mutual intercourse will have
taken place between them and the Tupis,
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which may have had lasting influence on
both races. Their development was so

similar that one of the first investigators

in this field, Karl von Martins, even re-

garded the Tupis and Caribs as brother

tribes and descendants of a common race.

At present, however, one is more inclined

to the view that the Tupis and Caribs

came from different stocks, but were early

and closely co-related.

The Caribs were likewise cliiefly a race

of fishermen, and their relations to the

world of water were those which earliest

reached a higher development. They, too,

like the Tupis, the more the old home
became too small for them, followed the

rivers of their native land downward, so

that they gradually got to the Amazon
itself and so to the open sea. The traces

of their migration in this direction are

obliterated, and it is not impossible that

their arrival at the mouth of the Amazon
preceded the appearance of the Tupis.

But in that case it was probably
also the Caribs, and not the Tupis, who
first checked the advance of the Aruac
races ; indeed, the enmity between the

Caribs and the Aruacs has left

widespread traces, whereas be-

tween the latter and the Tupis
contact took place at compara-

tively few points only. What may have
given the impulse to the migrations of

the Caribs is no cleai"er than the causes
of all the other great movements of

the races of the American continent.

On the other hand, we are better informed
as to the manner of their progress,

owing to the fact that it was still fresh

in the memory of the generation of

aborigines found by the Spaniards when
they discovered America. Of all Indian
races the Caribs were by far the most
feared. Even to the Europeans these

dauntless sons of the wilderness offered a

stubborn resistance, and indeed frequently

came off victorious in their bloody battles

with the first bands of discoverers, but only

to fall, later on, before better equipped
expeditions. The Caribs were ruthless in

their warfare, not only with Europeans,
but also with the Indian population,

before the white men appeared.
At "what period they were transformed

from a comparatively harmless race of

fishermen, as Karl von den Steinen found
them in the original home of the race
on the Upper Xingu, into the nation of

bold and savage water-pirates, spreading

A Check
to the

Aruacs

terror far around, as we find them in the
fifteenth century, is, of course, a mystery.
But the fact that the Caribs made their

language prevail over almost the whole
region north of the Amazon, including a
large part of the Antilles, and this, so

far as tradition leads us to infer, by violent

methods alone, shows that the race must
^. _ .. have possessed quite extra-

„ ordmary power. When theKnown as ^ •, •< ^ ,, • ...
^ ^ . Caribs began their migrationsMan-Eaters , °

.,,
^

they were still at the stage when
the flesh of their enemies was welcome food

:

and they apparently never rose above this

rather rude standpoint of anthropophagy.
Eating their enemies was so charac-

teristic of the Caribs that among the

Spaniards their name was identical with
the term for man - eaters, and in its

corruption to
'"' cannibals " this term has

become the common property of all

civilised nations. This circumstance has
fatally affected historical research, as, of

course, races of other origin also adhered
to the custom of anthropophagy, and it

was generally sufficient for the dicoverers

of the sixteenth century to ascertain that

a race was given to cannibalism to count
it at once among the Caribs. It was only
later and often most recent research

that succeeded in bringing order into this

confusion. In the cannibalism of the

Caribs, as in that of the Tupis, there are

no signs of the beginning of a refined

conception. It is true that actual hunger
will have but rarely driven them to it, for

as fishermen and hunters they knew how to

gain their livelihood from a bountiful

Nature ; moreover, as soon as their

expansion over Aruac territory began,

their women probably continued the
agriculture practised by these tribes,

although on a more limited scale.

But it is chiefly the expression of

warlike triumph that serves to explain

their cannibalism, and their wars with all

hostile tribes were wars of extermination, in

which no male captives were

_f „ /__^,^ made, but all the adult men
were put to death. The shy and
peaceable Aruacs could not

have been dangerous opponents ; they even
met the Europeans upon their first appear-

ance with respectful timidity, which was
only changed to fearful flight after they
had learned by years of suffering what
bitter experiences were in store for them
in intercourse with the white man. So
that even weak parties of Carib warriors
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must often have succeeded in overcoming
far superior bands of their opponents.

But if the Carib on the warpath behaved
with ruthless ferocity towards the male
portion of hostile tribes, he, too, spared

the women. On the restless expedi-

tions that he undertook, often for con-

siderable distances, in his narrow canoe,

„ . , women could not accompany
Settlements

,

,

,, i i u„ ... the warrior ; they would have
* ounded by , j- , ' < -i j.

»v <-> -1. been a far greater hindrance to
the Caribs , •

,

,

° t ,
•

,him than on expeditions by
land. But as at least the longer expedi-

tions were not undertaken exclusively for

the purpose of spoil and plunder

—

although the warlike expeditions of the
Caribs are often decidedly distinguishable

from migrations—but had for their object

the founding of new settlements, the

Caribs probably mixed extensively with
the women of another race. And it is onl}'

owing to the circumstance that the Carib ex-

]:)editions were made exclusively on territory

inhabited by Aruac races that the inter-

mixture did not become more multiform.

The time of the Carib migrations can be
somewhat more precisely judged than
that of any other similar event. We have
already indicated that the advance of

the Caribs to the mouth of the Amazon
seems to have preceded the arrival of the

Tupis at that river. But the Tupi races

must also have been pretty near the

same goal at that time. Otherwise it can
scarcely be explained why the Caribs
should have extended their conquests
exclusively in a direction in which they got
farther and farther from the tribes they
had left behind, so that finally they lost

all touch with them. The discovery of these

almost venerable remains of a people at

the most primitive stage of development
on the Xingu is really due to mere chance.
From there to the Amazon the Tupi

population forms a perfectly continuous
mass in which sprinklings of the Carib
stock are nowhere to be found. So that it

_ must have been the advance of

f!^* A the Tupis that gave the Carib
of the Aruac . , ^ , , ,
Tribes

movement its northerly direc-

tion, and the weak resistance of

tie Aruacs must then have enticed the
Caribs farther and farther, and have allowed
them to spread over the north of South
America very much more quickly than we
can assume to have been the case with the
migrations of the Aruacs, or even with
those of the Tupis. In spite of this, it was,
of course, centuries before the Caribs could
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make their race the prevailing one from
the mouth of the Amazon to the lagoon of

Maracaibo. Their extreme outposts broke
through the belt of the Cordilleras,

presumably at no great distance from the
northern sea-coast—even in the basin of

the river Magdalena there is still a tribe

of Carib origin, although rather as a de-

tached horde amid nations of other races.

But, generally speaking, the higher

civilisation of the races in the mountain
regions of the Andes placed an insuper-

able obstacle in the way of their progress.

In the basin of the Orinoco, whose
tributaries they navigated in their canoes
far into their upper courses, right to the
foot of the mountains, spreading fear

and terror among the dwellers on their

banks, Carib tribes seem to have settled

only to a limited extent ; but at its mouth
we find them numerously and almost
exclusively represented.

That here they established their dominion
on a stratum of Aruac races is unquestion-

able, although direct proof of it is not so

clear os in other parts. The last conquest
of the Caribs, which had not come to

an end at the time of the dis-

^ *
*^f f

covery of America, was that of
onques o

^^^^ Antilles. When the Cor-
the Oaribs .... 1 1 1 1

-
1

diUeras checked his advance
westward, the Carib, whose continual

roving into new lands for centuries had
become to him a necessary of life, looked
around for new objects. While some
made their raids up the Orinoco, others

made their aim th^- small islands lying

off the Venezuelan coast, often within

sight, of whose Aruac population they
presumably had heard from the coast-

tribes of the mainland. It was probably
here that they made a further and

—

for American conditions—important ad-

vance in the art of navigation : they
learned to use the sail, an art probably
known by none of all the other aborigines

of the New World except the Maya races,

but by these more perfectly.

The circumstance that the conquest of

the islands took place in such recent

times is of special importance in judging

the nature of Indian migrations. On the

large islands of the Antilles the first

Spanish settlers found an almost unmixed
population of the Aruac race—a peace-

able, friendly, good-natured people, living

on the aluindant produce of their agri-

culture, with a little hunting and fishing

added. But even these Aruacs already
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lived in constant fear of the Caribs, who
sprang up on the coasts in their fast-

saihng canoes, sometimes here, sometimes
there, and phmdered and burned one settle-

ment of the Aruacs after another, murder-
ing the men and carrying off the women.
The Aruacs were well aware, from the

fate that had befallen the smaller islands

in the course of the last generation,

what the ultimate issue of this unequal
struggle would be. When the continual

raids had sufficiently weakened the male
population of an island, the Caribs no
longer appeared merely as flying robbers,

but came in larger bands to crush the
last resistance of the islanders. A war
of extermination would then be waged
upon the occupants of a permanent
settlement on the island, and after the

massacre or probably the flight of the last

of these the settlement furnished a new
centre of expansion to the unscrupulous
Caribs. On the Lesser Antilles the Spariards
found almost everj'where the remarkable
.

.

phenomenon that the language
inguis ic ^j ^j^g women was different

Phenomenon r j.i j_ r ^i t i

r , • J from that of the men. In early
Explained .- ., . . .

-^

times this gave rise to every
possible kind of incorrect conjecture, until

a closer study of the linguistic elements
revealed the fact that the language of

the women was a dialect of Aruac, while

that of the men was Carib.

This discovery, in connection with the
stories told by the islanders of the invasion
of the Caribs, showed that the Antilles

had been conquered during the existing

generation, and that the women of the
Caribs, with their different language, were
none other than the female portion of

the Aruacs, who had become the wives
of the conquerors. To the historical

student of Indian migrations this fact was
of no ordinary significance, for it shows
us, in the first place, how slowly the

expansion of one race over the territory

of another proceeded, it having taken
generations to fill districts so small in

extent as the islands of the Antilles. On
the other hand, it gives us the key to

the explanation of the extraordinary

multiplicity of the American languages, and
to the bounds, effaced almost beyond recog-

nition, between the races of one indepen-
dent linguistic stock and those of another.

For, though not in the conquering genera-

tion, in the offspring proceeding from
. the intermixture with strange

imi s o women both the anthropolog-

_ . ical-physical and the ethnic
Excursions i i- • .- i . i.and linguistic elements must
naturally have blended in such a manner as,

attaining a new fixity, to form a new race.

The question has been much discussed

whether the excursions of the Caribs

may not have extended to the mainland
of North America, which is at no great

distance from the Antilles, and thereby
have brought the native populations of

the northern and southern continents in

contact with one another, of which there

is no trace on the isthmus connecting the

two parts. But what one was inclined

to regard as Carib influence in the art

productions of northern Indians has not

stood the test of scientific investigation.

It is certainly singular that the two
parts of the American continent—on
which for thousands of years man had
been making slow progress in the develop-

ment of his faculties—not only remained
uninfluenced and unknown by mankind
of the other continents, but should also

have remained equally strange and un-

known to each other, in spite of isthmus
and island-bridge. And yet it seems to

have been so. The line dividing the

northern and southern races on the land
bridge of Central America certainly does

not come at the narrowest part ; on the

contrary, the territory occupied by the

nations of southern origin extends to the

primitive sphere of culture

of Central America. But
the line is a sharp one

:

different races do not over-

lap one another here, as we so frequently

find to be the case in the interior of nearly

every continent. Neither can we trace

the slightest influence of any consequence
having been exercised by the inhabitants

of the one half on those of the other.

The Line

Between North
and South
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The Avondale Mounds in Washington County, Mississippi

The De Soto Mound u, ]> :Y ison County, Arkansas

NORTH AMERICAN MOUNDS AND THEIR PURPOSES
The American mounds were sometimes used for burial purposes by the primitive peoples. But the mound also entered
'°to their worship, and the third illustration shows a religious ceremony centring round a small mound with symbolic
shell and reversed arrows, while the chief huts of the village are burning. How large some of the mounds were is
well illustrated in the second picture, some of them having from three to seven million cubic feet of material.
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III

RACES OF THE NORTH AND EAST
THE STORY OF THE PAST AS REVEALED
BY THE ARTIFICIAL EARTHWORKS

f IKE the southern half, North America
'~' also witnessed extensive migrations in

prehistoric and even in historic times, but
the investigator who seeks to trace them
is in a much more unfavourable position

on the soil of the northern than of

the southern continent. The civilisation

brought to the New World from Europe
has already extended its victorious march
over almost the whole of the United
States, a triumph which has filled the
mother civilisation with undivided admira-
tion and the daughter with pride.

This victorious march has swept away
with unusual inconsiderateness the traces

left of the ancient civilisation of the
aboriginal population. Whereas in South
America we still find the Indian master of

vast regions, under conditions of life that
evidently form to a large extent analogies

to the peculiar aboriginal civilisation found
_ . . ,. by the first Europeans, in
Driving the -v-- ,, .

, , ^ -,

, .. - North America the Indian
Indian from . j- . ,

,^ ., . . has lor centuries been con-
North America ,. , , . , ,, , .,

tinuously driven by the white
man from the neighbourhood of his settle-

ments ; only in isolated cases have there
been men in North America in earlier

times who took a benevolent interest in

the Indian, and attempted to reconcile

him to the new civilisation and \\in

him over to the new conditions.

It is only in the last few decades that
the American people have also recognised
that they were on the point of destroying
their solitary and last opportunity of

ascertaining the earlier history of their

home, and, with that liberality which we so

often find there, works have now been
undertaken on a large scale, some of which
have already been brought to a successful

conclusion, with the object of ascertain-

ing the historical meaning of the ethno-
graphical relics in the territory of the
United States. It is, moreover, true that

the Indians themselves no longer play
any part in large portions of this territory.

Where they have not already been quite
exterminated or absorbed by civilisation,

their traditions, although not generally

quite so scanty as those of the Indians
of South America, are still of very limited

value ; for, apart from the remembrance
„. of their stitiggles for generations

P
^ with the white man, their

iP^^,„^,.„^ shadowy reminiscences of the
time when the Indian was still

sole lord of wood and prairie have been
almost entirely effaced. Here, too, the
most valuable part of our material is, on
the one hand language, and on the other
hand what the oldest wi-iters were able to
ascertain from the Indians when they
first met them.
To this are added the results of excava-

tions, which have been undertaken on a
larger scale than in South America. But
down to the present day the American
has had erroneous ideas concerning the
most important marks of the earlier

history of his land, the famous artificial

mounds of the pre-Columbian period. A
far wider gap separates the history of
recent from that of olden times in the
northern than in the southern continent.
Both for geographical and for historical

research North America falls into three
groups, not always sharply defined, but
clearly perceptible. The first is formed by
the lands in the extreme north of the con-... tinent, extending from Alaska to
Ice-bound ^ 1 J ,

.
°

, ,

- . - Greenland, which are broken up
L>ands of , n t f
the North y numerous flowing and stand-

ing waters, though these are
rigidly ice-bound for a considerable part of

the year. It has been supposed that these
lands did not always bear the inhospitable
character with which the long-continued
cold and gloom of the Polar winter has
stamped them in the present period of
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the earth's history. But if this supposition

is at all correct, it refers at best to times

that are not separated from us by his-

torical, but by geological periods ; and
if, perchance, the first man came to

America by way of these most northern

lands, this event was certainly followed

by thousands of years in which his passage

was sunk in absolute oblivion.

Not until times rather later
Where did

the Innuits

Come from?
than the decline of the Roman
Empire did a new migration

take place here, which is of very little

importance in the general history of man-
kind, but has left some slight traces behind.

The Esquimaux—or, as they call them-
selves, the Innuits—have been taken
by many for an American race, or for

descendants of those Indians who had had
a special development under the influence

of Polar nature. If certain resemblances
in build and in mode of life between them
and the most northern Indian tribes of

the Pacific coast, the Haidahs and Thlinkits,

are not to be traced to mutual influence,

we are certainly driven to such a con-
clusion. But, considering the strikingly

Mongolian character of the Innuits and the
still closer relationship that connects
them with the races of Northern Asia,

it is far more probable that their home is

to be sought in Asia ; as immigrants they
have always been treated with hostility

by the Indians. The custom of the Indians,

by no means confined to South America,
of annihilating the men in their tribal wars,
but of incorporating the women in their

own tribe, involved the formation of mixed
peoples where the different races were in

close contact for a great length of time.

In this case it was the north-west
coast of Alaska, opposite the Asiatic

continent, and in a more favoured climatic
situation, which, at all events, afforded
the first home to a large number of Innuit
tribes which gradually came over, or else

mutual influences have been at work
. . which explain the analogous
America ^

, , r°,-,manners and customs of the
Innuits and the Indians of

North-west America. In any
case, the Innuits found the American
continent already peopled by Indians up
to the latitude of Bering Strait ; other-
wise in their further migrations they
would scarcely have turned to the in-

hospitable north, over whose vast area
their traces extend in scanty relics of
houses and implements. Whether they
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Peopled by

Indians

made other attempts at a southward
advance elsewhere cannot be ascertained
from these finds ; but in any case they
must have met with the same hostile

reception from the races of Indian blood as

met them in the north-west.

Such a contact between the races cannot
have been of long duration, as otherwise
ethnographic proofs would have been
found, as in the extreme west. Those
who regard the Innuits as an Indian tribe,

gradually driven toward the Pole, would
find proof of their view in the fact that the

northern sagas which relate the voyages of

Eric Rauda to Vinland ascribe the destruc-

tion of the settlements there to the

Skraelings, a name given by the northern
settlers in Greenland to the Esquimaux.
Now, it is an undoubted historical

fact that the Vikings undertook voyages
to the north-east coast of America as tar

back as the year 1000, but owing to

the saga's poetic dress, in which alone the

little information relating thereto is pre-

served, we do not know with certainty

where these settlements were, nor the

character of the population found there.

-, . The difference between the

\^ Skraelmg, the Vikmg s enemy

J
. in Greenland, and the skin-clad

North Indian, with whom he
fought under similar conditions in Vinland,
might easily make so little impression on
the Viking's mind, used to the dress and
manners of North European civilisation,

that both would appear as one to the bard
who recited Viking deeds in saga song.

In spite of this the sagas give us a clue

to the date of the migrations of the

Innuits. They doubtless made their way
to Greenland from the American coast

or from the islands lying north of it.

As the Innuits were at war with the

northerners of Greenland about 1200, and
succeeded in driving them away during
the course of the two following centuries,

we may conclude with a fair amount of

certainty that the expansion of the Innuits

over the North American Continent must
have come to an end about the same time.

The migrations of the Esquimaux have
no connection with the history of the rest

of America, whereas, on the other hand,
there was frequent contact between the

Indian races of North America, as there was
between the races of South America. For
the northern as well as for the southern
half of the continent the eastern chains

of the Cordilleras formed an unmistakable
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boundary of culture. In the north as well

as in the south the region of higher civilisa-

tion lies on the Pacific side of the mountains,

not on the Atlantic side. But the further

step in assuming a connection between
northern and southern civilisation and
between the northern and southern primi-

tive races is not justified.

If the Indian in the basin of the Mississippi

is more closelj'^ related, ethnographically, to

the Indians in the basin of the Amazon or

Orinoco than to his western neighbours on
the other side of the Cordilleras, this fact

is sufficiently explained by the similarity

of their conditions of life. Man at a low
stage of civilisation is everywhere, both
in the Old and New Worlds, dependent in

the highest degree on 'his natural surround-

ings, and where these produce similar con-

ditions the development of man will also

tread similar paths.

On the v/hole, the Indian population of

North America east of the Cordilleras

exhibits a far greater uniformity of race

than is the case in South America, and,

although with the aid of language a

number of largely diff jrent stocks may be

^TT . .. distinguished (which presup-
Ncw World s

^
1 J 1 J.pose a separate development

Languages
for hundreds if not thousands
of years), the division of the

North American races is more recent than
that of the South American. This is shown
by the mere fact that, of the thousand or

so different languages and dialects of the
New World named by Brinton in his
" History of the American Race," about

750 belong to the part south of the Isthmus
of Panama and only 250 to Central and
North America. But at the same time
the multiplicity of the latter races is also

so gi'eat as to have required an extra-

ordinary length of time.

The most important problem of the
pre-Columbian history of North America
is formed by the question : Who were the
builders of the so-called mounds ? These
mounds of earth, or, more rarely, stones,

erected by the hand of man, often with a
considerable expenditure of labour, are

scattered more or less numerously over the
greater part of the United States. We find

them in the north near the Great Lakes
and far into the territory of Canada. And
although towards the south, from the con-
fluence of the Mississippi and Arkansas,
they become rarer, their traces may be
found not only as far as the mouth of the
Father of Waters, but even in the most

southern regions of the peninsula of

Florida. On the west side the southern
limit of the mound region has not yet

been ascertained with certainty, but even
there it extends to Texas and Mexico,

touching the region of civilisation of the

Pueblo Indians and the races of Central

America. Its bounds are scarcely narrower
in an east-and-west direction,

. ""^f °
. for while the artificial mounds

B Id

^^ ' ^^""^0^^ reach the 70th degree of

longitude in the State of Maine
in the east, their most western outposts in

the north are beyond the loist parallel.

Now, the mounds in this vast area are

certainly not numerous everywhere or

equally distributed. On the other hand,

it seems as if the real home of the mound-
builders lay in the basin of the central and
upper Mississippi and its eastern affluents,

especially the Ohio, while the groups of

such erections lying outside this region are

characterised more or less as radiations

from this centre.

When more careful attention was first

given to the earthworks in the states of

Ohio, Illinois, and Wisconsin in the early

part of this century, people were quite

astonished at their large number, the con-

siderable size attained by some of them,

and the original forms, sometimes border-

ing on the regularity of mathematical
figures, which they exhibited in many
instances. Astonishment grew when the

interest that was thus awakened led to

earthworks of like or allied character being

constantly discovered in new parts, and
when the excavations, which were at first

made at only a few places, yielded inex-

plicable results. Thus the conviction

gradualh^ dawned upon scientific and lay

investigators that the mounds must be

the relics of a long-vanished nation.

Those whose conjectures were aided by a

vivid imagination did not hesitate to con-

nect the race of the mound-builders directly

with the Toltecs, the race that for a long
• time was held to be the stan-

Earthworks
(jard-bearer of every civilisation

CiviHsaHon
discovered on the soH of North
and Central America. But even

the more cautious were convinced that

these erections proved the existence of a

highly developed civilisation in an epoch

thousands of years back. Unquestionably

the artificial mounds were the work of a

sedentary race, for the Indian who roved

about in the state of a nomad could not

possibly have had time, power, orincUnation
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Fortifications

on the

Mississippi

to erect even the most insignificant of

these earthworks, not to speak of the

structures—not very numerous, but of

imposing dimensions—of Etowah, Cahokia,

etc., tlie largest of which had a content

of 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 cubic feet. To
erect such structures required a population

not only of far greater density than had ever

been found anj^where on the

North American Continent,

but one that must also have
been excellently organised to

be able to subject such labour as these

gigantic works entailed to a common will.

But what a race, what a state must that

have been which not only produced these

structures but protected the banks of the

chief river-courses for many miles with
extensive fortifications, such as would
seem in early times to have accompanied
the Mississippi in an almost uninterrupted
chain from the mouth of the Arkansas up
to the Illinois. And an almost incredible

range of territory is given to this state if,

instead of merely taking into account the
region most thickly covered with such
earthworks, we extend its boundaries as far

as the earthworks can be found.

A sedentary population of such density
must naturally have been mainly dependent
on a cultivated food supply, and that
the mound-builders had been agriculturists

was evident from all that was brought to

light in the excavations made in the
mound region. Not only were ears and
grains of maize found, with the vessels and
implements necessary for its preparation,
but the excavations, or inferences from them,
proved that other seeds and fruits were
also possessed by the mound-builders.

Indeed, their agriculture must have
been already highly developed, for careful

investigation revealed not only irrigation

works and aqueducts of considerable extent
in places, but, in the valleys of the great
rivers, even cultivated patches, on which
the excess of moisture had been countei-

\M J n -ij acted by a raising of the
Mcund-Builders j • i_ j i-i ^

and Their
groundmbeds. Themound-

AdvancedArts builders must also have
possessed rich experience in

handicraft. Their pottery exhibited not only
a great variety of forms, adapted to the most
different purposes, but in the better articles
attained great technical perfection. Here,
too, no trace could be found of the use of
the potter's wheel, but some vessels
seemed to have been given a glaze of
very fair quality. The excavations could
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naturally not give a very definite idea of

the people's accomplishments in weaving,
on account of the greater perishability

of all fabrics, but even of this art both
coarse and fine specimens were by no
means wanting. It was thought that

special proof of a higher civilisation was
given by the specimens of copper orna-

ments brought to light in the earthworks.

The whole of America was in the Stone
Age when Columbus discovered it, so that

if worked copper was found here, although
in no considerable quantity, it must neces-

sarily have belonged to a race of higher

civilisation, and long periods must have
elapsed since the decay of this race for

its progress in culture to have been entirely

lost again to after-ages.

The race had certainly had a special

knowledge of architecture. This was
proved not only by the almost incredible

number of earthworks erected by them,

and the astounding massiveness of the

large mounds, but, above all, by the variety

of form that they had been able to give

to their works. It is true that the structures

were often merely accumulations of earth

of truncated conical form, or

rj-^ti .r°c.^ obleng-oval or rectangular
Tell the Story S , t. . •

f th P mounds or terraces, but m
other places they exhibited

the most surprising forms. The outlines

of some of them were unmistakable repre-

sentations of living creatures—snakes,

birds, and mammals, and even the

human form. If this proved that this

ancient race possessed an artistic eye,

another kind of earthwork was still more
calculated to inspire respect for its achieve-

ments in culture. Earthworks were dis-

covered which reproduced the mathematical
figures of the circle, rectangle, square, and
polygon with an accuracy which investi-

gators pronounced to be quite inconceivable

without the use of instruments.
In its religious ideas such a people must

certainly also have risen far above the

naturalism and animism of unci\nlised

races, and of this, too, the remains seemed
to offer proof. If a considerable part of

the earthworks had served as fortifications,

dwellings, and cultivated land, there were
innumerable others which, from their

position and form, would not have been
suited for these purposes. Many of them
proved to be graves, either of single

persons or of whole families, and there were
even graves for large numbers and burial-

grounds like cemeteries. The manner
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in which the dead had almost always

been interred with articles used in their

earthly occupations left no room for doubt
that the race of the mound-builders
believed in a second existence. It even
seemed as if religion played an extra-

oi'dinarily important part among them
in all the concerns of life. Almost every-

where that earthworks occurred with any
frequency there were mounds of a certain

kind which could not be explained at the

first glance. These mounds, generally of

conical form, had at their base, or even in

their higher strata, a horizontal layer of

firmly beaten clay or clayey earth, which,

upon the removal of the overlying masses,

in general proved to be a carefully levelled

surface like a floor, rather inclined towards

the middle, in the centre of which the

traces of fire were often found.

The discoverers of this form of mound
thought themselves justified in regarding

these floors as sacred places, and the remains

of fire as affording traces of sacrifices ;

and as human bones were repeatedly found

in ashes, human sacrifices were supposed

to have played an important part in the

mound- builders' religious

rites, as in many other parts

of the New World. The
discoverers therefore gave

these earthworks the name of altar-

mounds, and from their frequency they drew
the conclusion that the old civilised state

must have possessed a numerous and
influential sacerdotal caste, to which pre-

sumably the most imposing of the great

earthworks, the terraced pyramids for

sanctuaries honoured by special worship,

owed their origin.

Thus the picture of the race that erected

the earthworks was no longer shadowy
and indistinct ; on the basis of these

discoveries, and with the aid of the

analogies of the civilisations found on
American soil by the first Europeans,
fairly definite ideas had been arrived at.

But it was thought that quite an extra-

ordinary age must be ascribed to this race,

because at the time of the discovery of

America all memory of these peoples had
already vanished, and, from the high

stage of civilisation they had occupied, it

was thought that their gradual decline and
the extinction of all their traditions must
have taken a considerable space of time.

On the other hand, a particularly

remarkable discovery had been made.
One of the mounds representing living

Religious Rites

of the

Mound-Builders

things was discovered in the neighbour-

hood of Bloomington, Wisconsin ; and
several of the older archaeologists thought
they recognised in it the form of an
elephant or some other animal with a trunk.

Now, among the pipe-bowls in the form
of animals that have been found in large

numbers in excavations in the mound
. . region, the representation of an

mcnca s
animal provided with a real

re IS one
^^.^^^]^—^^ distinguished from

""
the trunk-like snout of the

tapir, which in Chiapas is a sacred animal

—also occasionally occurs ; they were
therefore convinced that the builders of

that mound must at least have had a tra-

ditional recollection of the form of an
elephant or mastodon. But as the probos-

cidians were extinct on American soil

long before historic times, the tradition

of the mound-builders must have gone

back to the ages to which the mastodon
skeletons of the Missouri valley belonged.

From the arrow-heads that were found

with those skeletons it was assumed that

the animals had been killed by man.
Although the above view of the

mound- builders was formerly the pre-

dominant one, for a long time scholars

have not been wanting who, doubting the

existence of a prehistoric civilised race on
the soil of North Am.erica, are of opinion

that the ancestors of the same Indians who
inhabit the United States to-day erected

these mounds in comparatively recent

times. The more the ancient history of the

New World was subjected to methodical

investigation, the greater became th^

number of the mounds. In the course of

the last few years the sytematic examina-

tion of the earthworks in the different

parts of the Union, which has been under-

taken on a very extensive scale by the

North American Bureau of Ethnology at

Washington, has proved irrefutably "that

the mounds really possess neither the age

commonly attributed to them nor all the

peculiarities demanded. On
the contrary, they are not

the work of one race, but are

probably the relics of the

different Indian races which inhabited the

territory o[ the United States before and after

the discovery of America by Columbus.

The inferences as to the age of the

mounds drawn from the " elephant

mound " had not met the approval even

of many who still did not doubt that

the builders of this mound intended to
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represent an animal with a trunk. But
after recent investigations this too seems by
no means certain. The soil of the mound
has undoubtedly been under cultivation for

years, but its form, although not so clear,

has remained quite recognisable. It now
appears that the ground is very light

sand, and that the trunk has probably been
formed at the head-end merely

oun s as ^^ ^j^^ long-continued influence
Monuments i , i i

'^
, • n r

t tt. D ^' '^"^ elements, especially ot

the wmd. Ihe mound was
presumably meant to represent the bear,

an animal often used as a totem. In a
like manner the most recent surveys have
done away with other old erroneous ideas.

There is, at all events, no denying
that a rmniber of earthworks in the
valley of the Ohio, especially those

of the so-called Newark group, exhibit

forms of almost mathematical regularity
;

but the circumstance that of all the
circttlar circumvallations only one or two
are almost perfectly round, while the great

majority only imperfectly attain this

evidently desired end, goes to prove that
they were built experimental}}^ rather than

' with the help of instruments of precision.

It likewise proves quite erroneous to

regard the artificial mounds over the
whole extent of their range as uniform, and
therefore as the relics of a single race.

Closer investigation shows rather that a
number of different groups of mounds can
be so clearly distinguished by their form
and contents that in certain districts we
are even able to trace the settlements of

,two different mound-building populations
at one and the same place.

The hypothesis of a particular ancient
civilised race being the mound-builders
collapses. The mounds remain to us as a
class of highly important monuments,
from which we can derive information of

the earher history of the North American
Indians that no other sotirce can give.

Starting from the assumption that the

-ri. c. i r state of Indian civilisation hadThe State of • , j.- ^^ ,^

Indi
remamed practically the same

r:„:i:.«*:^. since the discovery of America,
Crivilisation ., . , ,

-J '

11 it had not advanced through
intercourse with the white man, the
Indians were considered to have been
almost without exception nomadic races
of hunters, whose unconquerable love of
unrestrained freedom would never and
nowhere have permitted them to form
large communities and erect ])ermanent
dwellings. This conception is perfectly
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unhistorical. In large tracts of North
America there were, even in the sixteenth

century, restless hordes of Indians, who
lived almost exclusively by hunting, of

which they were passionately fond.

But near to them, or separating them,
and probably throughout the greater

part of the present United States, there

were also Indian races which had made,
compared with them, quite considerable

progress in the path of their culture

development. So far as there are still any
descendants of these races in existence,

the pohcy of the Anglo-American colonists

towards the Indians, which has been guided
merely by self-interested motives, has
certainly reduced them again to a stage of

civihsation little different from that of

their nomadic and savage fellows.

The Indian mounds and graves have left

us evidences of a civilisation that tell an
undeniable tale ; and an impartial exami-
nation of the oldest accounts of the first

meeting of the white man and the red
man on North American soil confirms in

numerous particulars what the mound-
finds lead us to suppose. Individual re-

searches are certainly not yet

„ ^ *^. ° far enough advanced for the
valuable material of the dis-

coveries to be used wholly and
fully. We know too little of the ancient

migrations of the pre-Columbian Indians
to be able with certainty to connect the
boundaries that archaeology traces in

certain districts with definite racial boun-
daries. But where this has become pos-

sible the antiquities serve materially to
clear up historical hypotheses, and a
combination of the different methods of

research will further reduce the unin-

vestigated area yesLV by year.

The whole basin of the Mississippi—

a

broad strip of land beginning at the Great
Lakes in the north and extending to the
lowlands of the lower Mississippi—was in

earliest times peopled by tribes comprised
under the common name of Algonquins.
Of the better known Indian tribes belong-

ing to them are the Chippewas in the north,

the Delawares, Mohicans, and Ottawas in

the north-east, and the Shawnees in the
south-east. From their traditions it is

supposed that their original home is to be
sought in the north-east, beyond the Great
Lakes, although they had been driven
thence before the time of Columbus by
the nations of the Iroquois race. Their
migrations from the north seem to have

Research on
the Dark Ages
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proceeded by two separate branches. The
one went in a south-easterly chrection,

mainly along the sea-coast ; not, like the

Tupis in South America, peopling only a

narrow strip, but spreading out widely,

and following the rivers that flow into the

sea far into the Alleghany Mountains. In

spite of their being near the water, the

Algonquins were scarcely ever exclusively

a race of fishermen. Whether they were
already agriculturists when they moved
down the east coast is doubtful.

Even the eastern Algonquins practised

agriculture in later times, but their

fellows who moved along the Great Lakes

on their .way westward, and in earlier

times inhabited their banks, certainly did

so even at the time of the migration. As
was always the case, the farther the tribes

were led apart by their migrations, which
continued slowly for centuries, the more
differentiated they became in customs and
mode of life. If it were not for the un-

mistakable sign of a kindred language, one

would scarcely suppose that the Chippewas
of the north-v/est and the Shawnees in the

south were brothers of one and the same
^, ., . race. A number of nations

ct^iltaHor"" °^ ^^® Algonquin race are

'I R *r
'^ distinguished from all other

e igion
jj^(^ia.ns of North America by

their com^paratively advanced civilisation.

There is no doubt that even in early times

they had taken to a settled mode of life and
devoted themselves to agriculture.

Nor is it mere chance that in several

points their religious ideas border on
those of their neighbours in the extreme
north-west. From certain peculiarities in

this respect one might be inchned to seek

their home in the north-west rather than
in the east, for many of them remind us of

the Tinnes on the one hand, and the Pueblo
tribes on the other. The Chippewas and
Lenapes already possessed, in their painted
wooden tablets or sticks, a system of

interchange of ideas that had advanced
beyond the purely pictorial character to a
kind of hieroglyphic symbolism, which was
specially employed for preserving the

remembrance of sacred rites. Their reli-

gious system, with the worship of the sun
and the four cardinal points as the homes
of the wind-gods, we shall find further

developed among the Pueblo Indians.

A further resemblance to the latter

obtains in the cult of the totems, or clan

tokens, which we meet with not only in

the Pueblos but also among many other

Indian tribes of the Pacific coast as far as

the Thlinkits and Haidahs on the borders

of Alaska. For this reason we may, at all

events, regard races of this stock as the

builders of the peculiar earthworks known
as effigy mounds. It'is an interesting fact

that all the animals—bear, snake, various

birds, fishes, etc.—from which most of the

designations and sacred objects

of Ef"^
of the clans (the totems) were

?. ^^^ derived are represented in

these mounds. As these earth-

works did not serve as burial-places, and
were little adapted for fortifications, v^e

may perhaps regard them, hke the meeting-

hall of the Iroquois or the " kiva " of

the Pueblo Indians, as the centre of the

cult of the clan. Whether Indians of the

Algonquin race were also the builders of

the mounds on the central Mississippi and
on the Illinois we would rather doubt,

especially as this district exhibits mounds
of various types that are all different from
those of Wisconsin. If a not very reliable

tradition of the Lenapes or Delawares can

be credited, the answer would have to be

decidedly in the negative.

In spite of their great progress in the

paths of civilised hfe, the Algonquins did

not manage to build durable dwellings.

This is the more peculiar, as they might

have seen those of the neighbouring Pueblo

Indians, with whom commercial relations

seem to have existed. But we maj^ not

place them lower in the scale of civilisation

solely on this account. The erection of

stone buildings—which are better able to

defy the destructive influence of time than

wooden huts at best only coated with lime,

and even than mounds of loose earth

—

creates only too easily an erroneous idea

of the degree of civilisation of a race.

At the lower stages of civilisation man
is, however, primarily dependent on his

natural surroundings, and if the limestone

and sandstone plateaus of the west

offered the Pueblo Indians the opportunity

. . of easily becoming no mean
Primitive

^^^j^^gj-g^ ^he wooded hill regions
popper ^^ ^j^g j^j,g district denied to

the Algonqums the opportunity

of handing down to posterity similar

impressive proofs of their civilisation.

But the Algonquins achieved something

that scarcely any other race of North

Atlantic Indians did : they knew and

worked copper. It certainly occurred in

such purity in the hills between Lake

Superior and Lake Michigan that in the
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best specimens it covild even be shaped l^y

hammering in the cold state. Probably,

however, they also knew a primitive and
not very efficient method of smelting and
welding, with the help of which they

formed beads and small plates of the metal,

while they were able to emboss the latter

with figures. The bands of the Algonquins

who were advancing south-

eastward, having crossed the
Race Named
After the

Savannah
Savannah River, came upon
solid masses of strange Indians,

who rendered the continuation of their

migration in the same direction im-

possible. This probably led first to a

temporary halt, but, space eventually

proving too limited for the gradually

increasing numbers of the Algonquins,

their migrations were resumed in a

westerly direction. The Indians who
marched up the Savannah, crossed the

AUeghanies, and began to s]:)read over the

valleys of the Green River and Tennessee,

were called after the Savannah by their

neighbours, from their long sojourn on this

river, and as " Savannees "—which with
time has become " Shawnees "—have
preserved the remembrance of this stage

of their migrations down to historic times.

The Shawnees and related Delaware
tribes are proved to have taken an impor-
tant part in the erection of the earthworks
that occur throughout Tennessee and the

neighbouring states on the lower tributaries

of the Ohio. A large number of such
mounds in this district have been erected

for burial purposes, sometimes singly, but
generally in groups, and very often in

connection with larger earthworks and
circumvallations, and the manner of inter-

ment has so characteristic a stamp that in

it we find undoubtedly a racial peculiarity.

Whereas in other parts of the mound
area the dead were frequently buried in a
crouching position, like the mummies of

South America, or in bone-heaps after

removal of the flesh, the mode of interment
_ . practised here reminds one

^ - greatly of that usual in Europe.

the T 'b
'^^^^ bottom and four side-v/alls

of a hole in the earth were lined

with flat stone slabs, and the corpse was
laid in it, lying full length on its back.
Flat stones served to close the sarcophagus,
and, if there was any fear of the earth
falling through the spaces between them,
these spaces were often covered by a second
layer of smaller slabs. Such graves are
repeatedly found, even without mounds
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over them, but they are especially numerous
in the small conical mounds on the
southern tributaries of the lower Ohio,
where the Shawnees and kindred Indian
races hved down to historic times. We
should expect these Shawnees to have
been the builders of the graves and the
earthworks connected with them, and we
are able to prove it. We thus obtain
an important argument in judging of

the age of many groups of earthworks,
in opposition to the fanciful theory of a

past of thousands of ^^ears.

The custom of interring the dead in

stone receptacles, as above described, has'

been practised by Shawnee Indians not
only in historic times, but, where there

was suitable stone, down to the last

century, and has been observed by
numerous writers in different places in-

dependent of one another. In accounts of

earlier times the erection of a mound a

few feet in height and of conical form is

repeatedly mentioned. Moreover, if ex-

cavations have revealed that burial-places

of this particular kind have repeatedly con-

tained articles of undoubted European
origin among the things

,. ^., . placed with the dead, the
the Algonquin ^ j £.->.
. . mounds of this type are

certain proof that the parti-

cular localities were at some time occupied
by members of the Shawnee group of the

Algonquin race, whose migrations have
been going on in this region down to

historic and even post-Columbian times.

The Indians who checked the advance
of the Algonquins in a southerly direction

belonged, presumably, to the group
of the Muskokis, whose best-known
representatives were the Creeks and
Chickasaws. Although these Indian tribes

were the first to come in contact with
Europeans at the time of the discoveries

—

the best part of De Soto's adventurous
expedition from Florida to the Mississippi

having been made through the territory

of Indians of the Muskoki race—they
have hitherto been more neglected by
research than the more northern tribes.

As descendants of this race have been
found only on the banks of the rivers

flowing into the Gulf of Mexico parallel to

the Mississippi, and as in this district

they formed a compact body unmingled
with foreign tribes down to the discover}''

of America, we must assume that they
were less given to migration than most
of the other Indians. The land occupied
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by them in the sixteenth century was
presumably the ancient home of the race

;

we may, perhaps, behold in them descen-

dants of the earliest inhabitants of Eastern
North America. In early times their

abodes near the Mississippi undoubtedly
extended much further northward, and
possibly even further east ; so that

there may be some truth in the tradition

of the Lenapes that they drove the

Muskokis from their more northern settle-

ments on the Mississippi.

The Muskokis were also by no means at

the low level of civilisation that, judging
by modern views, is usually attributed

to the earher Indian population of the

continent. They tilled the ground on
the most extensive scale, and their agri-

cultural produce excited the admiration of

De Soto's Spaniards. Their settlements

were called " towns " by the Spaniards,

and some of them contained a large

number of inhabitants. They, too, took
a large part in the erection of the artificial

mounds, and the characteristics of their

work are speaking witnesses to the

progress they had made. In the district

of the Muskokis are some of the

largest mounds that the whole
Practical

Uses of the
p .1 1 region of the mound-budders
Earthworks ^ , , t-, ,, ,

can boast, ihese earthworks
—which probably bore at the same time
the dwellings of the foremost members
of the tribe, and formed a place of ,refuge

for the whole tribe when attacked by
enemies—are not, like the smaller mounds,
round or conical in form, but remind one
rather of the terraced erections on which
rose the temples and palaces of the civilised

races of Central America. The De Soto
mound, although it is not absolutely

proved that it was erected by the Muskokis,
gives a fair idea of this type.

The most imposing erection of this

kind is the Etowah mound in the

south of Georgia, and it can be proved
that it was still inhabited by Muskoki
tribes at the beginning of the six-

teenth century, being used as a palace

and fortress by their chiefs. As it is

surrounded by a large number of smaller

mounds, which are enclosed by a kind of

fortification, partly rampart and partly

moat, we can form from this an idea of

old Indian towns which agrees in so many
respects with Le Moyne's description that

a great degree of reliability may be
accredited to the latter. The Muskokis
had acquired a degree of civilisation that

leads us to infer that they had been a
sedentary race for a very long time.

Although the ground of the district they
occupied did not afford them suitable

material for massive buildings, yet they,

almost alone among the Indians of the

East, built stronger dwellings than could

be erected of purely vegetable materials.

The most recent investigations

r a^
* V u ^^^ excavations have proved

Th ''^"h
*" *^^^ some of the mounds that,

by reason of their floor-hke

layers of clay and the remains of bones

and ashes found in and beneath these,

were pronounced by their first discoverers

to be altar-mounds, in reality bore the

houses of the Muskoki Indians.

The ruins of these houses, which appear

here and there to have been round, but

generally square, show that these Indians

constructed their dwelhngs of a framework
of wooden posts, between which the ground-

work for a stucco-hke wall-plaster was
formed with cross-beams and interwoven

twigs and branches. The plaster was
left rough outside, but inside it was
smoothed and whitewashed, as in the

archaic buildings of the Pueblo Indians.

It was applied only to the side-walls,

on which it seems to have reached

rather above the height of a man ; above

rose an arched roof borne by the thin ends

of the posts and by pHant staves, and

covered with vegetable matter—a remin-

iscence of the leaf-hut that had been usual

among most Indian races, and also in earher

times among the Muskokis. The bones

and heaps of ashes in the mounds are

explained by the custom of consigning a

man's house to the flames when he died.

In Le Moyne's description the deceased

seems unquestionably to have been

buried outside the village circle, under a

mound which, on account of its smallness,

we may perhaps regard as only the nucleus

and beginning of the one to be erected.

But among the Muskokis the deceased

was generally buried in the
Peculiar j^^^^^ -^ggj^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^5
Burial

^^^ ^^.^ j^^^ g^ ^^^ consumed
Customs

^^^ ^^,^jjg ^^^^ ^^g building

collapsed, the place was covered up
with earth. This peculiar mode of burial,

of which traces may likewise be found in

historic times, characterises in its turn,

like the stone graves of the Shawnees, an

ethnographic district, and enables us to

throw a ray of light into the darkness that

almost completely veils the earlier history

.5699
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of the Indian races.

As in the south, so

also in the north the

territory of the Algonquins was bordered

by foreign races of Indians. The land

around the great North American lakes

and their outlet to the sea, the River St.

Lawrence, was the abode of the races

of the Iroquois stock. Of all the Indians,

these were most distinguished by their fine

physical development and—probably as

its consequence—by bravery, love of

fighting, and warlike virtues, which long
made them the most dreaded enemies.
The real Iroquois, however, only became
an important factor in the history of

these districts in the last few centuries

before the colonisation of North America.
In earlier times the race of the Cherokees
had seceded from them, and played no
less important a part in the earlier history
of America than they did subsequently in

the time of colonial rule. The original

home of the common race of the Iroquois
and Cherokees is supposed to have been
in the farthest north-east of the territory

they afterwards occupied. It is true that
in historic times the whole Lake region,

including the districts bordering it on the
south and west, was occupied by the Iro-

quois and the kindred race of the Hurons.
But this removal cannot have occurred

in very early times, for these races seem to
have taken but little part in the erection
of artificial mounds. We are, therefore,

forced to ascribe the earthworks of Michi-
gan and Wisconsin to an earlier occupation
of this district by Algonquins. And as
these northern works are but rarely of a
defensive character, it seems as if they
were erected earlier than the period of
struggle which must have attended the
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expansion of the Iroquois. The races that

erected the efhgy-mounds were, therefore,

probably past their prime, and had per-

haps even settled in other parts, when the

races of the Iroquois family received the

impulse that helped them to expand over
the greater part of northernmost America.
On the other hand, the separation of the

Cherokees from the main race belongs to

a much earlier period. The direction of

their migrations agrees admirably with
the theory that the original

home of the race was in

the extreme north-east.

The Cherokees would then
have moved off as a first

wave in a southerly direc-

tion, so that in course of

time they
came to the
basin of the

Ohio, where
they are
proved to

have long

had their
abodes.
They do
not seem to

A " PREHISTORIC " SCENE OF TO-DAY
The above illustration of a Pueblo woman engaged in

making pottery is from a drawing made by an artist in

Mexico recently, and illustrates a scene which is no doubt
the same to-day as before the dawn of American history,

for the Pueblo Indians are a primitive people existing

in a land where modern invention has attained its highest.

have found these districts uninhabited
;

on the contrary, it is certain that Algon-
quin tribes not only sojourned there

temporarily^ before them, but, as they did
farther south and west, built permanent
settlements and tilled the ground. At
least some of the mounds in the farther

course of the Ohio may owe their origin

to the latter ; and under Algonquin
influence, but also in consequence of
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continual fighting, the Cherokccs in turn

proceeded to build artificial mounds,
which once more form a special province, played an

of the Cherokee district, and we must
assume that the cultivation of tobacco

important part in the
agriculture of the whole
region. But the upper
valley of the Ohio furnishes

not only the most numer-
ous, but also, to judge from
their forms, the oldest

types of the Indian pipe,

and shows the uninter-

rupted course of its further

development so clearly that

we must suppose it to have
been the abode of a race

closely connected with the
history of the tobacco-pipe,

as the Cherokees were.

The mounds furnish the

most remarkable instances

of circumvallations of al-

most mathematical regu-

larity. But as these are not
exclusively hmited to the

upper course of the Ohio, it

remains doubtful whether
the greater number of them
may not have been erected

by the earlier inhabitants

of the valley for protection

against the advance of the

Cherokees. but have been
restored by the latter, after

the conquest, to serve the

same purpose. Cherokee
graves certainly occur in

connection with many of

these groups ofmounds, and
at least bear witness to the

fact that the invaders

adopted the manners and
customs of the conquered
as far as the earthworks

PRIMITIVE PUEBLO WATER-CARRIERS were Concerned ; what part
This scene, like that on the opposite page, is drawn from life of the present day, and thcv mav haVC taken thcm-
is yet in every sense worthy to be regarded as a scene from prehistoric America, cpl.fpc j^ rlp^'plnninP' this

within the vast mound region, by their

ethnographic peculiarities. Two things
are characteristic of the Cherokee
mounds : in the first place, the dead are
buried in a lying position, but only in a
more or less perishable covering (bark or
stuffs), and generally in mounds that
served as burial-places for large numbers

;

in the second place, pipes, ranging from
the most archaic to almost modern forms,
such as are peculiar to the Indians, occur
in these graves. Pipe-smoking is found in

the mound region far beyond the borders

primitive architecture is of course diffi-

cult to ascertain. The migration of

the Cherokees through the valley of

the Ohio took place practically in pre-

Columbian times, but it had not yet

come to an end when the white man
entered this district.

Only a little farther south, in the valley of

the small river Tennessee, the agreement
between the still existing groups of mounds
and the position of the so-called " overhill

towns " of the Cherokees, as recorded by
the earhest visitors, testifies that these
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Indians, having once adopted the custom
of mound-building,- remained true to it

even on their further migrations.

Yet another large branch seems to ha\'e

been detached from the Iroquois race in

the Hurons, who expanded in a westerly

direction along the south bank of the

River St. Lawrence as far as the lakes.

_. ^, . , Whether this took place at a
Five Nations of ^-^^ .^^, ^^ ^^^ migrations
the Iroquois r t x u i. 4.1

. T, 01 Iroquois tribes to the
and 1 uscaroras , , ^ , , i i .

south cannot be proved, but
is very probable; for whereas the " Five
Nations" of the Iroquois and the Tus-
caroras in the far south had so strong a
consciousness of belonging to the same
stock that at the beginning of the eighteenth
century the latter returned to the north and
were received into the league as a sixth

nation, even in the time of the first settlers

there existed between Iroquois and Hurons
a bitter enmity which had lasted from
time immemorial, and which had a decided
influence on the settlement of the land by
Europeans in colonial times.

As regards civilisation, these Iroquois
races were doubtless behind the Chero-
kees in most respects. They also were
agricultural and sedentary to a small

extent. When the first colonists ascended
the River St. Lawrence, Hochelaga was
decidedly a town-like settlement of per-

manent character. Nor are earthworks
entirely wanting in this district that mark
the sites of old Indian settlements.

But they do not bespeak the higher civi-

lisation of the more southern districts.

They are clearly defensive works, and
therefore were probably not built until

the real Iroquois undertook the forcible

extension of their dominion over the terri-

tory of their neighbours. But this cannot
have been long before the discovery of

America, as these wars were still going on
when the first white men began to pene-
trate from the coast into the interior.

By " Iroquois," in "the narrower sense, are

meant only the tribes that

inhabited the most northern
states of the Union and the
neighbouring districts of

Canada down to the time of early colonisa-

tion. These, too, seem to have occasionally

erected earthworks—a proof that even
they did not lead an entirely unsettled
life, although permanent dwellings and
agriculture—these bases of progress in

civihsation—play a smaller part with them
than with most of the other nations. Of all
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Tribes

that Inhabited

Canada

the races that the first European settlers

found on American soil the Iroquois best

represent the type that has erroneously
been regarded as characteristic of the
whole Indian population of North America.

In the main the Iroquois were still a
race of hunters, and one that pursued its

human game with the same cruelty and
ruthlessness as its animal game. As they
were an inland race, navigation and fishing

did not play the same part in their

economy as it did with the Tupis and
Caribs, although they constructed excellent

canoes of the bark of trees, and possessed

a skill in damming up streams, for the

purpose of catching the fish, that told of

long experience. But their element was
hunting and war. In build the Iroquois

were superior to most of their neighbours,
and to their comparatively wild life thej^

owe a development of their physical powers
such as was no longer possible even at the

beginning of a civilised life.

By their strength, and still more by
their bloodthirstiness and savage cruelty,

they had made themselves a terror to all

their neighbours far and wide. That
racial relationship did not prevent them

from displaying their warlike

*y*J^^ , , propensities is proved by the
and Dreaded ^^ ^ , v < j.i ^

. . Struggles betv/een them and
Iroquois ,, °°t •

i,- u xuthe Hurons, m which the
latter, despite their equality in numbers,
on account of their more peaceable dis-

position were forced to retreat farther and
farther before their enemies. But the war-
like expeditions of the Iroquois extended
by no means exclusively, perhaps not
even mainly, westward. Their southern
neighbours had also to suffer severely

from their hostility, and in all probability

their invasions were the cause of the

latest American migration, which we have
still to mention, namely, that of the Sioux-

Dakotas, which must probably have taken
place only in the last few centuries

before Columbus. It is a characteristic

sign of the superiority of the Iroquois in

war that' the only bands that pushed
southward seem to have been small in

numbers ; at any rate they were able only

to establish tribes of moderate size in

the conquered ' districts, such as the

Conestogas, and the Susquehannas on the

banks of the river of the latter name.
What has made the Iroquois specially

famous is the league in which the five

tribes that remained in the old home com-
bined with one another for attack and



HIAWATHA, THE GREAT ONONDAGA CHIEF
Hiawatha, who among the American Indians was regarded as a person of miraculous birth, was supposed to have
been sent on earth to teach man the arts of civilisation. It was he who first discovered the value of maize as food,
and taught his people the sciences of navigation and medicine. When the white man landed in America to preach
Christianity, Hiawatha exhorted the Indians to receive the words of wisdom, and then departed to Ponemah, the
land of the " Hereafter." Longfellow's great poem has given to Hiawatha an abiding place in literature.

From tlie drawini; by J. Walter Wilson, R.I.
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defence. This has been regarded as proof

of a special talent for statesmanship, and
as showing consequently a higher degree

of intellectual development than the

other Indians possessed.

But weighty reasons are opposed to such

an interpretation. In the first place, it is

by no means certain that this league was
the product of the uninfluenced

Famous
^^^^^^^^ development of the

Le7"uT
Indians. Hitherto it has been

eague
pj-g^^y generally assumed that

the league of the Iroquois was concluded

in the fifteenth century—about 1430. But
the further the examination of Indian

tradition with regard to underlying facts

has been proceeded with, the more we
have been convinced that all that seemed
to appertain to the savage of an infinitely

remote past, without history or record, in

reality only applies to a few generations

back. According to the latest calculation,

the league was probably not made
until about 1560 ; this assumption is

strengthened by the stories of dissensions

between the various Iroquois nations,

which can scarcely belong to so remote a

past as would result if the league was
created about 1430.

If the alliance came about at so late a

date, the earUest contact with the white

man must have preceded it ; whether this

was of a hostile or amicable kind, it must
have exercised a different influence on the

origin of the idea of an alliance if the latter

had grown out of purely Indian con-

ditions. Too much honour has been done
to the chiefs who formed the league by
the conception that has been spread of

its purposes. The idea that the league

was intended to do away generally with
the state of war, and bring about per-

petual peace among all Indians, is in such
striking contradiction to the whole history

of the Iroquois race before and after it

was made, that this interpretation may un-
hesitatingly be pronounced an erroneous
one. The exaggerated manner the Indians

„. ,. have of expressing themselves
Hiawatha ,^- , ? t. j
• u- * . may certamly be credited
ii\ History and -.i 1 / 1 a j m.
... . With having formulated it in
Literature , °,.,

, ,

such grandiloquent terms,
although no more was intended by them
than to put an end to the dissensions
between the small Iroquois tribes, which
had previously been only too frequent.

Even so, there still remains sufficient

in the League of the Five Nations to
assure to the Onondaga chief Hiawatha,
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who is considered to have been the father

of the idea, quite as prominent a place

in history as has been prepared for him
in literature by Longfellow's immortal
poem. In the whole history of the Ameri-
can nations, and the civilised races by no
means excepted, there is not on record

a second instance of the natives having
had the insight to subordinate their sense

of independence, which was carried al-

most to the point of unruliness, for any
length of time to higher considerations.

Among the ]\Iexicans we also find alli-

ances of kindred races ; but these neither

rested on so intelligent a basis as the league

of the Iroquois, nor were they destined

to last so long or to exercise a similar

influence on the fortunes of the nation.

In the case of the Iroquois, the self-deny-

ing act of their chiefs had as its consequence
the maintenance of their supremacy among
their neighbours until the time when the

latter, even earlier than they themselves,

sank into insignificance before the invasion

of the white man.
If the nations of the Iroquois lea.gue

exhibit at the present day the highest

percentage of natives who have not suc-

-, . cumbed to European civih-

i>«!»,''°?"k? sation, but have been able to

reconcile themselves to it and
Races at the

Present Day
becomxC good citizens of a

modern state, they owe this mainly to

the wise foresight of their forefathers,

who, by forming the league, created the
first basis of a political order, from which
accrued to them power over their kind,

and respect and consideration on the part
of the new immigrants.

^^'hen the races of Iroquois stock began
to expand southward—a process which, as

we have mentioned, belongs to the last

few centuries before the discovery of

America—they not only became involved
in hostilities with the Algonquins, but
another race was also driven by them
from its abodes and forced to seek new
districts. This was the Sioux or Dakota
race, which certainly does not seem to

have possessed in those times the import-

ance that it afterwards acquired under the

government of the L^nited States. That
the original home of these Indians, noted
for the resistance they offered to settlers in

the Far West in the course of the last

century, was also east of the Alleghanies

—

in Virginia and North Carolina—is a dis-

covery for which historical research has
to thank linguistics. For, in the language



A SCENE FROM THE PRESENT THAT ILLUSTRATES THE PAST
A Pueblo hunter of Katzimo on the look-out.
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of the long-neglected Indians of the

central states, older forms of the same
linguistic stock have been found whose
later dialects are spoken in the vast region

of the Sioux and Dakotas west of the

_^ „. Mississippi. Even in the east
The Sioux ,

,

, •

^
r .i •

_ the nations of this group were

y. almost exclusively restricted

to hunting ; it seems that they
never seriously took to agriculture or

possessed permanent dwelling-places. A
race that grew so little attached to the soil

as these restless hunters must naturally

have retired more quickly before the

energetic advance of an enemy than the

agricultural Algonquins and Cherokees.

Whether they fought with the latter in

the valley of the Ohio we cannot tell from
the obscure tradition of the Sioux tribes

regarding this migration from the east.

The migration certainly belongs to a later

period than the secession of the Cherokees
from the main race of the Iroquois. But
probably the courses of the two races came
but little in contact, as the Sioux, coming
down the Big Sandy, reached the Ohio at a
point lying on the south-west border of the
territory over which the Cherokees expanded.
As soon, however, as they were beyond
reach of the hostility of the Iroquois the
migration of the Sioux would also have
assumed a slower pace, names of places and
rivers confirming the tradition that they
settled for some time in different parts of

the Ohio valley. But they never seem to

have settled permanently ; for Europeans
who followed the Ohio downward came
across no nations of this race on its banks.
The names given by the Sioux themselves to

the different groups reflect a long separa-

tion between the upper and lower part of

the river. But when De Soto crossed the
American continent he came upon nations
of the Sioux race only on the other side

of the Mississippi—a proof that the whole
migration of the races from the eastern

states to the borders of the region they
still occupied in this century took
place in pre-Columbian times. Prob-
ably many other races peopled these

vast regions when the first white men
set foot on American soil ; but what we
know of them is infinitely little.

Even what has been brought to light, by
laboriously following up scarcely percep-

tible traces, regarding the great races of

the Algonquins, Muskokis, Iroquois, and
Sioux, is so scanty that it can scarcely be

called their history. The extensive and
zealous researches that have

can y only recently been bee^un on
Results of . -^ . { ,, -P , .

P , American soil will surely bring

to light many other memorials
to w'hich even historical attributes may
be given; but unfortunately more than
a few main features in the pre-history

of the American Indians science will

scarcely ever be able to trace.

CHIEFS OF THE SIOUX RACE OF AMERICAN INDIANS
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AMERICAN PEOPLES OF THE WEST
THE LIFE, CUSTOMS AND CIVILISATION
OF THE PREHISTORIC CLIFF-DWELLERS

TF we cross the Rocky Mountains from the
•^ east, we enter the region of a develop-

ment in culture of an evidently different

kind. This difference is most striking if we
cross by the Upper Rio Grande and the

affluents of the Colorado from the hunting-

grounds of the buffalo-hunters into the

territory of the Pueblo Indians. On
closer examination, however, it appears

that all the races of the Pacific coast,

up to the borders of the Esquimaux region

in Alaska, exhibit close agreement in the

evolution of their customs, so that, in

spite of hnguistic differences, they are

more closely related to one another than
to their eastern neighbours.

The inhabitants of the far North-west

—

the Thlinkits, L-laidahs, and Nootkas—are

almost exclusively races of fishermen, a

not very frequent occurrence on North
American soil. It is evident, moreover,

that they were not driven to

f th V*" ^^^^ mode of life by their

KT *i. xir » natural surroundings, but deve-

loped thus h"om the very begin-

ning. This we may infer from the fact that,

in spite of their racial individuality being

comparatively highly developed, they have
no traditions indicating an earlier and
different state of development. When they
first came in contact with Europeans they
had developed, independently of foreign

influences, a number of institutions that

told of a very long period of gradual pro-

gress in culture. That they were expert

navigators and fishermen and skilled boat-

builders was too natxiral under the pre-

vailing conditions to justify us in basing
general conclusions upon it.

Like some of the Indians of the East,

the natives of the North-west also attached
chief importance, not to the family, but
to the gens, or clan ; accordingly they,

too, did not occupy single houses, but
built one house for all the families of a

clan, in which each had only a compart-

Slavcry

Among the

Indians

ment. The same community also ruled

their life outside the house : common the

work, common the benefit. A special

feature with them was the system of

totems, or clan symbols derived from living

things, for which a reverence similar to

fetishism was shown by all the

members of the clan, but only

by them. These totems certainly

also had their share in deve-

loping the artistic efforts of the race, for

the representations of the clan fetishes

—sometimes of huge dimensions, as on
the wooden totem-posts of the Haidahs
and Bellacoolas—are among the most
frequent proofs of their artistic sense,

which exercised itself on the most diverse

raw materials, such as wood, stone, and
bone, but not clay. Now, with time a
more highly developed social system had
grown out of the gentile system.

Almost all the Indians of the North-west
were familiar with slavery, and that in

its most pronounced form, according to

which the slave is the chattel and there-

fore the saleable property of his master.

This presupposes a higher development
of the ideas of clan, family, and property

than we find among many other Indian

races, whose slaves were almost exclusively

captives taken in war, who either met a

painful death or were amalgamated with
the tribe. The same development is

shown by the fact that almost all these

races carried on a more or less extensive

trade—the Sahaptins journeyed from the

upper Columbia to the Mis-
' °?^^ souri—and even used shell-

as a Medium , ^ i <
, _ . money as a standard medium

of Exchange r i. t_ • i. j.

01 exchange, which seems to

have been recognised throughout the

greater part of the Pacific coast to the

borders of the Mexican states. Finally,

all the Pacific tribes, although agriculture

was either entirely unknown to them in

consequence of the climatic conditions, or
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only played a subordinate part, were
sedentary, but with this peculiarity : they
possessed permanent winter dwellings built

of stone and earth, but in the fishing-sea-

sons they erected also temporary summer
dwellings at different places. In all these

peculiarities there prevails among the

Indians of Western North America, always
excepting the sprinkling of tribes of much
lower development in Central California, a
very general agreement, which is by no
means limited to the coast tribes who live

by fishing, but extends to the agricultural

tribes living farther south and east.

South and south-east of the territory

of the north-west Indians, and separated
from them by a number of small tribes,

some of them still at a very low stage of

development, is another large region of a
similarly developed culture, which from
the earliest times has interested scholars

in no common degree—the region of the
Pueblo Indians. Remains of these races

have been preserved through all the
vicissitudes of colonial wars down to the

History

of the Aztec

Peoples

present day, and under circumstances
which make it still possible to study among
them the traces of their early civilisation.

The boldest historical conjectures have
been made about these races. Like the

mound-builders, they, too, were supposed
to have formed in prehistoric times a

mighty and extensive empire with a highly

developed civilisation. Such theories con-

nected them, far' more directly

than was possible in the valleys

of the Ohio and Mississippi,

with the Central American
civilised states of the Toltecs and Aztecs.

A peculiar tradition of the latter supported
this in a very remarkable manner. When
the Spaniards, after the conquest of

Mexico, inquired of the Aztec priests

and scribes the early history of their race,

they gave the following account. At
a remote period they had set out from a
place called Aztlan, which lay on a great

lake in the far north ; had wandered for

countless years, during which they had
been split up into several tribes, and

^M%^

COLLECTION OF INDIAN CARVED PIPES OF NORTH-WEST AMERICA
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founded temporary settlements at the

various places, and had finally settled on
the Lake of Mexico, to found the town of

Tenochtitlan. This tradition has supplied

food for the imagination for centuries.

In the great water on which Aztlan
lay was seen a resemblance of the region

of the great North American lakes, and an
enterprising American even gave a group
of earthworks in Wisconsin the name
of Fort Aztlan. All erections of an un-

explained type that occurred north of

the borders of the Mexican

A TK
^*^* empire as far as the Lake

-f . . .

^*''
district were considered to have

^ °" been stations of the Aztecs.

But whether any actual facts can be
proved to underlie this tradition is

doubtful. As regards the direction in

which a higher civilisation spread, we
find in the history of the Central American
races facts that are difficult to reconcile

with the Aztec tradition. But the idea

that an indistinct knowledge of a pre-

historic relationship between the civilised

race of the Aztecs and their less civilised

northern neighbours may be reflected in

the legend must not be rejected offhand.

It is thought that linguistic affinity with
the races of the Nahua stock, among
whom the Aztecs of Mexico became most
famous, can be traced into the heart of

the Pueblo region, as far as the group
of towns called by the Spaniards "Tusa-
yan," but better known at the present

day by the name of the chief place,

Moqui. Resemblances in customs, reli-

gious ideas, and old traditions are un-

mistakable in all these races. But quite

as unquestionable, if not more important,

are similarities of this character between
the Pueblo Indians and their northern

neighbours, so that we should finally

arrive at the result that in the whole mass
of races, from x\laska nearly to the Isthmus,

we have the members of one great family,

which, however, seeing that its linguistic

disunion is so great as almost to deny all

connection, must have been broken up
into different branches in very early times.

Considering how firmly half-civilised

races in particular cling to everything

connected with their religious ideas, often

even when the original conditions on
which the traditional institutions were
founded have long disappeared, it is
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EXAMPLES OF DRILL BOWS USED BY THE EARLY INHABITANTS OF AMERICA Mansell

'certainly noteworthy that in this very

respect remarkable points of agreement
have been discovered between the Indians

of the North-west and the Pueblo races.

In the whole region of the latter the sacred

hall in which a great part of the religious

ceremonies are held, and the others at

least prepared for, is the " estufa,"

erroneously so called by the Spaniards
from its peculiar structure. The Pueblo
Indians call it kiva. In structure the kiva

differs very considerably from all the other

buildings of the Pueblo Indians in the

most important points. It always lies

more or less away from the rooms of which
a pueblo (village) is composed, and
which are built close to and over one
another. It has the peculiarity that it is

at least partly, and often entirely, sunk
below the ground, and is only accessible

by a ladder from an entrance built in the
middle of the roof.

The kiva is to the Indians of the pueblos
what their meeting-house is to the eastern

Indians ; here the men assemble to discuss

common affairs, but especially to prepare
for and to perform their religious rites.

Even to-day there exist in the pueblos
still inhabited by Indians a large number
of such underground meeting-houses,
which, so far as missionary activity has
not yet done away with the remains of the

5710

original rites, serve their old purposes. If

we compare these kivas with those that
occur in the remains of old Indian towns
that have long been in ruins, it appears that

centuries of intercourse with the white man
have made scarcely anj/ change in the kiva.

In the inhabited pueblos, and even in

many that in all probability have sunk
into ruins without being trodden by
European foot, the kiva is a rectangular

hall ; on the other hand, the older the
riiins are the more exclusively do we find

kivas of circular form, although all the

dwelling-rooms of the same ruins are

rectangular, and circular build-How the ^
1 1 j.1. 1

^. mgs occur onlv rarely through-

„ .. out the Pueblo region in the form
of towers. The circular kivas

undoubtedly represent an older type;
for whereas the four-sided kivas are lined

with stone, carefully coated with plasteY,

and neatly whitewashed up to the posts

forming the roof, the stone wall of the

round kivas reaches to only three-fourths

of the whole height. This is then com-
pleted by horizontal beams fitting into

one another, which approach roundness
owing to the number of angles they form,

and are constructed exactly like those

of the log-house tj^pe of building which
the pioneers of the West learned from the
Indians. This form of the kiva is certainly
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a reminiscence of the time when the
Pueblo Indians were not the skilled

builders they afterwards became. Its

being sunk below the ground, a custom
by which the Indians of various parts
sought to give their dwellings greater

height and better protection from the
elements, and its beam-work point un-
mistakably to other conditions of life

;

but we can well understand how it is that
only in these halls that served for religious

purposes, long unintelligible to the Indians
_ .. . themselves, the memory of con-

gi us
(jitions has been preserved of

. ,p .. which almost all trace has
been lost in their general life.

Now, it is undoubtedly very remarkable
that round and square houses, partly dug
in the ground, lined with stone slabs, and,
at least in some cases, only accessible by
an opening in the roof, occur as dwellings
among various Indian races of California

who are not particularly closely related

to the Pueblo Indians either linguistically

or ethnographically. Moreover, these same
Cahfornian races, like the Pueblo Indians,

make a great feature in their religious

ceremonies of certain dances reminding
one almost of theatrical performances,
which in both cases, if not exclusively

performed in the common dwelling- hall,

were prepared in a part of it curtained
off temporarily for the purpose. As in

these dances almost similar masks,
fashioned as snakes, skeletons, etc., occur
in both cases, we are justified in assuming,
that these races have a common stock of

traditional customs that is not due to late

adoption or transmission, but to an
original relationship.

That the stone structures of the

cliff-dwellers, in the almost inaccessible

canons of the rivers that cut their way
through the central plateau, are to be
regarded as dwellings of the same races

whose last remnants now inhabit the

pueblos of the regions of Cibola and
Tusayan un&er the name of Zufiis and
Moquis, is beyond all doubt. The transi-

tion between the architectural forms is

unmistakable, and the connection between
clif£-dwellins;s and houses, both on the

STONE ARROWHEADS, KNIVES AXES AND HAMMERS FROM DI.c-FERENT PARTS OF AMERICA
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plateau and in the river valleys, has also

been clearly proved by excavations, as

has also the chronological sequence. We
must certainly not overlook the fact that

the migrations of the Pueblo Indians also

proceeded slowly, in consequence of their

living almost exclusively by agriculture.

Indeed, at times events occurred which
„ ., positively caused a retrograde
Pueblos ^ '

,

J , ,
'='

P movement, and to such an ex-

P^ ii&^" ^^^^ ^^^"^^ '^^^ wanderers returned
to parts they had left long ago

and occupied anew their partly ruined
dwellings. Such occurrences are even
related in the traditions of the present

Pueblo Indians of times certainly later

than their first meeting with the Spaniards
about the middle of the sixteenth century.
But although the most northern evidences

of the Pueblo civilisation, the cave-ruins,

reveal an architectural development that

is in no respect inferior to ttiat displayed

by the carefully built pueblos of the
valleys of the Chaco and Chelley, yet the
other antiquities show an earlier type in

the north, and furnish evidence of a later

development that continued down to the
time of those degenerate Pueblo Indians
whom we know to-day.

Pottery especially affords us a further

glimpse of the early history of these

races. It is not chance that the North
Californiah tribes, who could work wood
and stone skilfully, and otherwise occupied
by no means the lowest rung of social

culture, had no pottery. The potter's art

develops only where Nature is not bounti-

ful with that necessary, water, and man
has to procure and preserve a supply.
For races that live by fishing, wickerwork,
more easily produced, suffices, and for this

Nature had given them a suitable material
in the reed and other aquatic creeping plants.

Of these they made baskets, which were
often utilised as vessels in which fish

could be cooked in water heated by the
primitive method of throwing red-hot stones

p
into it. But water could not

of Pott r
^® ^®P^ "^ these receptacles for

Evoluti^/ ^^y \^ri^'OA of time, and when
these races migrated into drier

districts their need of pottery led to its

manufacture. The evolution of their pottery
from spinning and basket-making is un-
mistakable from the manner, peculiar to
the Indians of both north and south, of
building their pots from an endless thread
of clay. If the far North-west is the com-
mon home of the Californian and Pueblo
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Indians, the latter evidently did not develoj)

into potters until after the sejjaration of

the groups. This stage has not yet been
discovered from the antiquities. We find

the Pueblo races, even in their earliest

northern abodes, at a respectable stage of

development, not only as architects, but
also as potters. In the central Pueblo
regions, on the Chaco and Chelley, we then
perceive a further advance, while the

culmination of their artistic activity was
reached at Sikyatki, not far from Moqui,
which was destroyed only shortly before

the arrival of the Spaniards.

We are not without an explanation of

this. As is commonly known, the races of

the west in the latitude of the Californian

peninsula are divided up by the nations in

the lowest stage of civilisation. Not only

do the traces of a struggle with these occur
in the south, in the cave-dwelling and the

pueblos built on easily blockaded spurs

of the plateaus, but dwelling-places agree-

ing remarkably with the pueblos also

occur in the north as far as the Haidahs,
a proof that the Pueblo races sought to

protect themselves from the aggression of

. hostile tribes. This first attack
pposing

^ Athabascan or Tinne tribes
Races in -'j- , , j

^ —tor as such we must regard

them, in spite of the scanty
proofs of linguistic affinity—although not

the immediate cause, probabh' decided

the direction and subsequent development
of the tribes that were driven south, which
are first met with in history at the Mesa
Verde and the river San Juan.
The theory that the whole region of the

Pueblos, from^ the river Mancos in the

north to the mouth of the Gila in the south,

and from the Rio Pecos in the east to the

Colorado in the west, ever constituted a

united body politic is quite as untenable

as the similar hypothesis regarding the

region of the mound-builders. The states-

manship of the American natives has

scarcely anywhere been great enough to

form, much less maintain, an extensive state.

In the territory of the Pueblos there

prevailed, probably during the whole
period of their social prosperity, the same
system of small communities based on the

gens that the Spaniards found existing

there at the discovery ; its remains may
still be recognised without difficulty from
the traditions of the Pueblo Indians, in

spite of the mixtures caused by the fusion

of the population. It has its root in the

soil. Their primitive agriculture, which is



LARGE VASES OF THE COILED AND INDENTED VARIETY

WORK OF THE CLIFF-DWELLERS: EXAMPLES OF BASKET-MAKING AND POTTERY
Investigations among: the cliff dwellings of the Mesa Verde have brought to light from graves and refuse-heaps many-

articles which help us to understand the people and their customs. The above examples of basket-making and pottery-

show in a most interesting manner how the latter was modelled on the former. The baskets were coated on the outside

with a substance composed of clay mixed with rather coarse sand, stopping all the interstices and rendering them
watertight, and the pottery, as shown in the illustrations, was made to resemble in its outward appearance the baskets.
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certainly said to have supplied in a good
year crops sufficient to last for two or

three years, did not suffer any great

number of people in one place, owing to

the unfavourable climatic conditions. The
Pueblo region was certainly more thickly

populated in earlier times than it is now,
but when the Spaniards first entered it its

period of prosperity seems to have been
over. For although the earliest accounts

give the number of large and small towns
of the Pueblo Indians at seventy or

seventy-one, these lie exclusively in the

southern and eastern parts of the Pueblo

must also be assumed in quantity.

For the height of development in culture

often comes after the first traces of decUne
in a nation, but it scarcely ever precedes the

culmination of the material development.

The petty jealousies and feuds of the

small communities with one another had
a fateful influence on the history of the

Pueblo Indians. Occasion for these was
incessantly given by outward circum-

stances—in the limited areas fit for cultiva-

tion, and the insufficient quantity of

moisture, the most careful use of which
could alone make the soil productive and

RUINS OF A CLIFF-DWELLING: "SPRUCE-TREE HOUSE" IN THE MESA VERDE, COLORADO
In a great plateau, thirty miles long and twelve or fifteen wide, situated largely in the Indian Reservation, and called
the Mesa Verde, have been unearthed many examples of the communal cliff dwellings of the early inhabitants of
America. The cliff-dweller has been described as " a dark-skinned fellow. " His hair was usually black, and moderately
coarse and long. He was of medium stature, and the back of his skull was flattened by being tied firmly against a
board in infancy. He had fair teeth, much worn as the years grew upon him from munching ill-ground corn.

This and illustrations on pages 5713, 5715, and 5717 are from N'ordenskiold's " Cliff-Dwellers of the Mesa Verde."

the land inhabitable. These outward
conditions had an influence on the develop-

ment of the Pueblo civilisation similar to

the influence they had on the inhabitants

of Peru, who had to fight with the same
climatic difficulties. We therefore not only
find here, as we do there, surprisingly

ingenious and extensive irrigation works,
but, from the analogy to Peruvian con-

ditions and from the existing customs of

the present Pueblo races, we may also

infer that a water law was carefully made
and enforced among the old Pueblo peoples.

A continual struggle with drought is not

region, the same as are still partly peopled
by the descendants of the old natives, while
the central and northern parts, in which
the most architecturally perfect buildings
have been found, seem to have been then,
as they are to-day, forsaken and in ruins.

Although it is quite probable that
many of the southern pueblos may not
have existed when the more northern ones
were built and inhabited, the circumstance
that the latter are also technically the most
perfect is a certain sign that the southern
races already show the beginning of a
decUne which, as it is displayed in quality,
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THE MESA SUMMIT AT THE TOP OF THE OLD TRAIL

THE ENCHANTED MESA AS VIEWED FROM THE NORTH

IN THE LAND OF MESAS: THE STRANGE TABLE-LANDS OF MEXICO
The natural formation of these mesas, or table-lands, of Mexico appealed to prehistoric man as suitable sites for his

dwelling-places, and in the stone age of America many communities made their dwellings on the tops and in the
clefts of these table-lands, where, owing to the difficulty of access, they could en'oy comparative safety from attacks.
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indicated solely by the recollections of the

present Indians, or by the ruins of the old

works, but dependence on the fertilising

moisture plays so prominent a part in the

whole pronounced religious system of

these races that we must suppose that the

climatic conditions were little different

then from what they are now.
Excavations in the ruins ha\ e often

proved the existence of old sources of water

in or near them, and it has often required

only moderate labour in removing sand
and rubbish to increase considerably the

yield of these springs. That a race whose
whole existence depended on obtaining water

would have spared no pains to increase it

is testified beyond doubt by the discovery

of artificial reservoirs and similar works.

In spite of this it would be wrong to see

in variations of the sources of a water
supply the only reason for the migrations

of the Pueblo races, because these migra-

tions were not from the dry districts to the

more favoured ones, but exactly the

reverse—from the woodland farther and
farther into the arid sand-steppe.

If it were a mere hypothesis that the

southward movement of the Pueblo
Indians was brought about from an
invasion of the Central Californian savages,

there can scarcely be any doubt that

the aggression of similar hostile races

decided the further course of these

migrations. And
if some of the

magnificent ruins

of the valleys of

the Chaco and
Chelley are not
well ada])ted for

a prolonged de-

fence, it only
proves that at

the time of their

erection the pres-

sure of hostile

races had not
yet begun. But
this is easily

accounted for by
assuming that
tlie buildings in

these valleys,

among which
even cave-build-

ings are fairly

numerous, were
erected at a time
when the more weapons and utensi
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northern settlements —which almost en-

tirely lay protected, especially the

numerous and extensive cave-dwellings on
the Rio Mancos and other northern

affluents of the San Juan—were still

inhabited, and were adapted to form a

barrier against marauding savages.

According to European ideas we are

much inclined to think cave-dwellers

men at the lowest stage of culture. But
the cliff-dwellers of Western North America
were not this at all. Sedentary, living

almost solely by agriculture, they had
already reached the stage of rearing

domestic animals, and as basket

-

,"*""?,,.„ makers, weavers, and potters
of the Cliff- , , J. ^ i.

jj J.
they were superior to almost

all their neighbours. It was
they who, like the Mexicans, produced
those original feather-covered webs that

excited the great astonishment of the

Europeans. Their pottery is quite equal,

in purity and simplicity of form and decora-

tion, to that of their neighbours.

But there was one art in which the

Pueblo Indians were superior to all the

other races of the northern continent,

including the Aztecs—the Mayas, in part,

excepted—namely, the art of building. A
race that was able to erect buildings in

caves like the Cliff Palace discovered by
Gustaf Nordenskiold [see page 172J in a
side valley of the Mancos was no longer

rude and primi-

tive ; it was a
race which, if

not to be num-
bered among
civilised peoples,

was at least well

on the way to

become one. Na-
ture herself had
certainly gone a
long way toward
making the in-

habitants of this

district builders.

In the sandstone
that encloses the

narrow valleys
of most of , the

waters of the

north-western
plateau-land in

layers of vary-

ing resistance,

the natives w^ere

LS OF THE CLIFF-MEN offered a material



REMAINS OF THE GREATEST BUILDING OF THE CLIFF-DWELLERS
On page 17.2 of the History appears a remarkable illustration of a palace under a cliff in Cliff Palace Canon, Colorado,
indicating: how consideraljle was the culture of those early people of America, and another view of that striking monument
of the Stone Age is given in the above picture. "Literally hanging from a tremendous cliff," the buildings were
inhabited by the first settlers of Colorado, who had every reason to feel themselves secure in their inaccessible homes.

that can almost be shaped of itself. This

stone broke down to a considerable

extent, under the influence of atmospheric

forces, in pieces that required but little

working to make them fit for house-

building. The rudest buildings—sub-

structures—such as are also to be seen

at the CUff Palace, were therefore

probably constructed merely by pihng
up stones selected for the purpose ; but
of these simplest beginnings only a

few traces have been preserved. The

„ material is for the most part
ui mgs

brought into the proper
of the Pueblo

x j.i . iu
J

-. shape with great care, the

layers secured by an almost
invisible but sufficiently strong cement,

and every joint so carefully faced with
small stones that the outer surfaces of

the buildings have not merely withstood
the action of the weather for centuries,

but even at the present day seem to be
firm and smooth.

Moreover, the Pueblo Indians had two
other architectural accomplishments in

which few races of the New World equalled

them : layering the material in strips

of equal size—an advance which they

probably learned from the long layers in

the stone of their native valleys—and
mortising tlie joints, an art not even known
by the Maya architects of Chichen-Itza.

Such skill naturally presupposes long

practice in the art, but we cannot trace

its development. Besides the great

assistance rendered by Nature, the migra-

tions of the Pueblo Indians undoubtedly
furthered the development of their archi-

tectural knowledge to an extraordinary

degree, by giving them occasion to use

the experience gained in the course of a

building period whenever they erected a

new settlement.

The migrations which we have had to

assume as having been from north to south,

in historic times, have not to be included

in this respect. On the contrary, the

buildings of the northern and central Pueblo
regions—for instance, the Cliff Palace,

and the ruins of Kintiel, Pueblo Bonito,

and Nutria in the Chaco valley—while

bearing traces of greater age, exhibit the

highest development of Pueblo archi-

tecture, whereas the later settlements of

the same regions and farther south are

not so carefully built, although this
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HOPI INDIAN GIRLS GRINDING CORN INDIAN GIRLS WEAVING BASKETS

CAVE-DWELLER IN DANCING ATTIRE
I'nderwood

AN INDIAN POTTER AT WORK

SCENES IN THE PRIMITIVE INDIAN HOMES OF AMERICA
Some of the customs of America's early Indian inhabitants are here illustrated. In the first of these pictures there is

represented a home scene at Shonghopavi, Arizona, where Hopi girls are shown in the act of grinding the shelled
corn by rubbing it under flat stones of granite. The extraordinary fashion of hair-dressing depicted in the second
illustration belongs exclusively to the maidens of the tribe, as after marriage the hair is arranged differently.
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AN INDIAN RESERVATION INDIAN VILLAGE SCENE

A MORNING PROMENADE PLAZA
Underwood

PUEBLO" OF MISHONGINOVI

AMONG THE CLIFF-DWELLERS OF TO-DAY: SCENES IN AN INDIAN RESERVATION
Six hundred feet above the desert, in the Hopi Indian Reservation, Arizona, stands the picturesque village of Wolpi,
shown in the twfo upper views 6n this page. The people inhabiting these rocky eminences are also depicted, the
third illustration showing wonten and children of Oraibi, situated in the same reservation as Wolpi. Mishonginovi,
a view of which is given in the last picture, is the second largest village of the ancient cliff-dwellers in Arizona.
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is by no means explained l)y a want of

material. Thus there is no alternative

but to assume that the latter buildings

were erected at a time when the conditions

under which the Pueblo Indians lived

had already changed for the worse. But as

even these buildings belong to a period

prior to the dicovery by the Spaniards,

we come once more to the
e a ivc

QQj^ci^giQji ^jja.t the golden
Methods r J.1 T-i T_i

f n f ^S^ o^ t"6 Pueblo races was
already past in the sixteenth

century. Here we are led to the further

inference that the migrations of the Pueblo
Indians cannot have been spontaneous.

Ideas drawn from modern warfare
have been applied too much to ancient

times, and consequently the defensive

strength of the Pueblo towns has been
declared so inadequate that the purpose of

defence has been positively denied them.
But we have only to consider the offensive

and defensive weapons of the Pueblo.
Indians, who were in any case considerably

superior to their opponents in social

culture, to see at once that very primitive

means of defence must have sufficed.

The war waged by the Indians upon one
another has always consisted in surprises

;

the idea of a siege, if only of days, or of

the artificial cutting off of indispensable

resources, especially of water, which became
a dangerous weapon as the art of war
advanced, need scarcely be seriously con-

sidered in the wars to which the Pueblo
Indians were exposed. The attacks of the

enemy had for their object plunder that

was of immediate use and easy to carry

away, and, if possible, prisoners, especially

women and young persons.

The enemy, moreover, would certainly

have tried to damage the crops of the

Pueblo Indians in these wars ; but to

gather in the ripe fruit was a com-
paratively long business with the means
at the disposal of these primitive races,

and so the plundering Apache or Navajo

^ .... would let the Pueblo Indian
Combination , - ir j J.^ • n • -t

- _ . himself do this first ; he pre-

„ ferred to fetch the stored-up

crop from the house rather
than the ripe crop from the field. But even
the pueblos that did not lie in the inacces-

sible caves of the canons or on the easily

blockaded spurs or ledges at the edges of

the plateau, but on the level ground of

the river valleys or in the plains at the
foot of the tableland, afforded sufficient

protection from a sudden attack. Owing
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to the massive style in which they were
built, a larger number of inhabitants

would be always threatened at the
same time, and therefore could easily

combine for common defence.

Furthermore, the older pueblos are far

more closely built even than those now
inhabited, so that outside they show an
unbroken wall several stories high, while
inside the stories rise in terraces from a
central court. The entrance to this court
was in most cases easily defended ; fur-

ther, the ground floor had no entrances
opening on to the court, access being
obtained to the rooms of the occupants
solely from the first platform, which could
be reached only by ladders.

The enemy were also educated by the

continual struggle, and if the danger of

their attacks and their numbers increased

in the same measure as the strength of the

defenders diminished through unfavour-
able outward circumstances, the more
civilised and physically weaker Pueblo
Indians would have eventually to yield

to the more robust and hardy sons of

the desert. But this would take place

through circumstances mainly

*I*R^
independent of the strength of

p" .''" the settlements. So at least

we must imagine the war that

gradually crushed out the civilisation

of the Pueblo races over a considerable

part of their ancient territory. The}^ were
surrounded north and east by Indian races

that belonged to the most savage and
brutal of the whole continent. The
Apaches and Navajoes made themselves a
terror even to the Anglo-Saxon pioneers

of the West in the present century, and
they were nations of the same stocks that

surrounded the Pueblo region on various

sides. Even when the Spaniards first

entered this region they heard of the deadly
enmity between the Pueblo Indians and
their neighbours, and were themselves
sympathetically drawn into the struggle.

Just as the peaceable inhabitants of the

pueblos were at continual war with the

flying robbers of the prairie in historic

times, so, too, did their forefathers fight

with their enemies' forefathers for their

existence. From, the circumstance that a

marked relationship exists in build and in

various customs between the Navajoes and
the Northern Pueblo Indians at the pre-

sent day some would draw the conclusion

that the former are to be regarded, not

so much as a tribe hostile to the Pueblo
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Indians, but rather as a kindred tribe that

once itself occupied settlements in the

Pueblo region, and became a roving race

of robbers only through hostile oppression.

Although the fact remains that the Pueblo
civilisation succumbed to the invasion of

hostile neighbours, these must certainly

have been other than the Navajoes. It

is true that since the last century these

Navajoes have been known as a tribe that

practises agriculture, though to a limited

extent ; that possesses the largest numbers
of horses and sheep of any Indians of the

west ; and whose squaws weave the finest

coloured cloths of sheep's wool. But all

these are acquirements that belong to

times subsequent to contact with the

white man. Moreover, the social progress

to south, we have left a whole group of

Pueblo ruins—and that the most southern
of all—unnoticed. The attention of the

first Spaniards who entered the Pueblo
region from Mexico was attracted by a

number of ruins that met their eye in the

basis of the Gila River, the most southern
affluent of the Colorado. These were
remains of settlements which unmistakably
bear the character of the Pueblos, although
they constitute a group of themselves.

The Gila valley, however, did not
offer its inhabitants the suitable building

material that had made the Pueblo
Indians in the upper parts of the table-

land such excellent builders. The ruins

of this and the adjacent valleys are there-

fore distinguished bv the material used,

WOODEN MASKS AND RATTLES OF THE NORTH-WEST COAST OF AMERICA

of the Navajoes rests chiefly in the hands
of their women, whereas among the Pueblo
Indians the main burden of tilling the

ground falls to the men. This civilising

influence of the female sex may be traced,

however, in its ultimate origin, to the
Pueblo Indians, whose women, captured
in their raids, have been their teachers.

This intermixture explains also the phys-
ical afflnities of the races and resemblances
in their languages.

One more point in the early history of

the Pueblo races needs mention : their

relations to their southern neighbours,

the civilised races of Mexico. If in the
foregoing we have assumed that the
Pueblo civilisation progressed from north

which is a kind of brick made of mud
mixed with vegetable substances and air-

dried ; a material known in many parts

by the Spanish name of " adobe," and
frequently used in historic times and even
to the present day. But otherwise these

buildings are also distinctly the work of

Pueblo tribes. Here, too, we have towns
consisting mainly of a single solid mass of

houses, or really only rooms ; these rooms,

built over one another in storeys, enclose

an inner court, from which they rise in

terraces, while the outer walls are mostl)'

perpendicular. This is therefore exactly

the character of the more northern settle-

ments of stone, such as we found from the

cave-buildings on the San Juan to the open
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towns of the Moquis and Zufiis. These
buildings must have been erected by the

same races that built the more northern

ones, or by races nearly related to them.
Now, as these towns were found for-

saken and in ruins by the Spaniards at a

time when the central pueblos were still

largely inhabited, they must certainly

belong to an earlier period than many of

the stone pueblos. But no conclusions

may be drawn from this antagonistic to

the view that the Pueblo civilisation deve-

loped generally from north to south. The
race that built the ruins of the Gila valley,

generally known as Casas Grandes, cer-

tainly did not learn its architecture here.

Generally speaking, the material, owing
to its comparatively poor resistance to

atmospheric influences, is by no means
calculated to induce man to erect hollow-

buildings above ground. In the ruins on
the Rio Gila we can perceive only the
endeavour to retain architectural forms
that had gradually become a need of the
race, even in districts in which the natural
conditions were considerably less favour-

able. The race

that erected them
separated from
the body of the

Pueblo Indians
only when the

latter had fully

developed its

cha racteristic
civilisation far-

ther north, on
the plateaus of

the sandstone
mountains, and
as no traces of

the same civilisa-

tion occur far-

ther south, it

appears that this

race, whether it

was harassed by
hostile peoples,

or induced by
natural causes
again to change
its abodes, re-

joined the more
northern mem-
bers of the race
before histoiic

times. In the
legends of the

Underwood

THE HANDICRAFT OF INDIAN WORKERS
- In this illustration are shown the artistic creations of Indian

Indians who have weavers and potters in a Hopi house, Grand Canon, Arizona.

settled in the vicinity of these ruins

since the last century they are almost
exclusively called houses, palaces, or for-

tresses of Montezuma, and we shall

scarcely be far wrong if we regard this as

the survival of an indistinct recollection of

the deeds of Mocteuzoma I. Ilhuicamina.

But such a tradition was certainly not
developed until after the conquest of

Mexico by the Spaniards. This is obvious,

not only from the fact that the empire of

_, , , Mexico-Tenochtitlan never ex-

tended to anywhere near these

A U-. » parts, but above all from the
Architecture ^-

, ,i j ji • i

Circumstance that there is abso-

lutely no style of architecture like that

of the ruins of the Gila within the sphere

of civilisation of the Central American
states, and that the resemblances to the
architecture of the Central American
are much less within the Pueblo region

than, for instance, in the region of the

mound-builders. It may be considered

historically proved that the spheres of

civilisation of the Pueblo Indians and of

the Maya and Nahua races, at least during
the time that

their respective

characteristic
architectures
were developing,

were entirely ex-

clusive of one
another and had
no connection
whatever. But
in all probabi-

lity this was
not always so.

Although the
legends of an
original home in

the far Aztlan of

the north, in the
form in which
they became
known to the

Spaniards, re-
ferred only to

comparatively
unimportant
changes of abode
made by the
various nations
of the Nahua
race at no very
remote period,

this does not
preclude the
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TREES CUT DOWN BY PREHISTORIC MAN: REMARKABLE FIND IN ARIZONA
This unique picture illustrates an extraordinary discovery near Phoenix, Arizona, where, in recent times, a petrified
forest was unearthed. It is supposed that the tree blocks, some of which are here shown, were chopped thousands
of years ago by the prehistoric inhabitants of the country, becoming petrified in the course of the long ages.

Primitive

Religious

Ceremonies

possibility that in the very earhest times
races hved even as far down as the region

of Mexico who exhibited a racial relation-

ship to all the other nations inhabiting the

Pacific coast of North America.
Besides wide-spread linguistic resem-

blances there is the recurrence of religious

ideas and customs, which are too peculiar to

have been the result of simultaneous inde-

pendent development in different places.

The simultaneous worship of the sun
and fire is certainly in itself an idea so

familiar to the primitive races

of all ages and all lands that

from its occurrence in different

tribes we could not infer that
they were related, even if it were not prac-

tised in like manner in other neighbour-
ing tribes. On the other hand, it is very
remarkable that both among the Pueblo
Indians and among the civilised races of

Central America all the fires through 3ut

the tribe had to be extinguished at regular

intervals ; and that at one place only,

amid elaborate religious ceremonies,
priests appointed for the purpose, by
rubbing two sticks, obtained the new fire,

which was then spread from this one
centre by speedy messengers. Another
highly characteristic religious idea common
to these same races is that of the feathered
snake. Apart from the fact that Nature

itself furnishes no creatures as patterns
for such a form, the snake is often one
of the most dangerous enemies of man
in the legends of American races. Among
the Pueblo Indians it is also most closely

connected with the deities of fertihsing

moisture, which to them is the essence of

all good. Besides these there are a

whole number of other resemblances.

We may mention a parallel of a non-
religious character. Feathers, especially

those of the gorgeously coloured tropical

birds, or of the eagle as the symbol of

power, have played an important part in

the ornament of all primitive races.

But only in very few parts of the earth has
the attempt been made by primitive races

to imitate, by weaving, the feather coat
that adorns and protects the birds.

The races of the Mexican Empire brought
this art to a perfection that has never
since been attained, so that it is most
singular that of all the American races

only the Pueblo Indians practised a similar

art, although considerably more primitive,

and that not as a comparatively late

acquirement, but where we first found
them, on the northern borders of their

territory, farthest from the Mexican
borders, dwelling in the caves of the
Mancos valley, and producing their

characteristic archaic pottery.
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GRANARIES OF THE INDIANS OF THE COLORADO DESERT

MOQUI INDIAN WOMEN BUILDING HOUSES
Among the Moqui Indians of America the customs of the sexes with regard to the division of labour are different
from those generally prevailing among other tribes, the women performing heavy tasks, such as house-building,
while the men undertake the lighter household duties and engage in such occupations as blanket-weaving.

SCENES IN THE LIFE AND CUSTOMS OF AMERICAN INDIANS
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ANCIENTCMLISATlONSfCENTId\LAMERICA
THE LAND AND THE PEOPLES

AND THE CULTURE OF THE MAYA RACES
AT the Isthmus of Panama, the Cor-
** dilleras, the backbone of the American
continent, sink so far below the level of

the sea that only their highest points rise

above the waters to form a narrow range
of inconsiderable height ; but a few
degrees farther north they begin again to

tower mightily aloft. The district known
to-day as Northern Panama and Costa
Rica is a mountainous country ; its

highest points even there rise nearly

7,000 feet above the sea-level. How-
ever, the range is again interrupted in

its northward advance.
The marshes of Nicaragua and the

Isthmus of Tehuantepec form two more
depressions of great depth, and here, rather

than at the narrowest point, we should place

_ Tx- • the true line of demarcation

n *
*^

XT .t. between the peoples of North
Between North , r ^

j^ 1 a

d S th
^ ^outh America.
Between these two points is

the only place where Central America
seems to have made the attempt at

continental expansion so characteristic

of the eastern portions of the two great

half - continents. But the Isthmus of

Yucatan, a thickly wooded, hilly country
lying before the mountain plateau of

Guatemala, has no developed river system
on any large scale ; and to its position

between the Bay of Campeche and that
of Honduras it owes the favourable
character of its climate, lying low
as it does in the tropic latitudes.

Above the Isthmus of Tehuantepec the
northern continent begins to expand, but
for nearly ten degrees of latitude farther

north it is formed by the Cordilleras, which
spread wider and wider, leaving only a
narrow strip of shore at their feet on

tlie east and west, and filling up the main
portion of the continent with their

peaks. Hence the peculiar character of the

Mexican climate. Although the district

of ancient Mexico lies entirely within the

tropics, yet only on the seaboard is the real

tropic temperature encountered, which, if

. , it brings the advantage of

Pe^uutr^
Nature's fullest glory, in-

^,. , volves also the disadvantage
Climate c ^ ^ j. tl-

of a dangerous climate. I his

disadvantage is nullified by the nature

of the country, which consists of a high

plateau rising sufficiently high above
the sea to be free from the dangers
of malaria, and yet only so high as to

enjoy an almost uninterrupted spring-

time and to provide for man's neces-

sities with generous hand, and reward his

toil with richest bounty. The main moun-
tain-range, however, rises boldly and
majestically to the regions of the everlast-

ing snow which shines down from the peaks

of Popocatepetl and the summit of Orizaba

upon the eternal springtide at their feet.

In the immediate neighbourhood of this

highest point the Cordilleras divide into

an eastern and a western range. Between
these there stretches a highland studded

with numerous lakes, of moderate size,

but extraordinarily fruitful

—

Home of the
^^^ Mexican highland. Here

^. ..! ,. was played out to its close
Civilisations ., i-,^i" ^ 1 „+

the little-known drama of

the ancient civilisation of America.

The country from the Lake of Nicaragua
to the northern parts of the valley of

Mexico has been the home of one of the

oldest civilisations of the New World. It

is as yet wholly impossible to give any
exact dates for its beginnings in the past,
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and impossible it will probably remain, even
if success should crown the attempt to

interpret those undeciphered memorials
which now look down upon our efforts to

solve their riddle. But if anyone, starting

with the conception of the " New " World,
considers this civilisation as moderately
young, he does it great injustice—nearly

.T .... as great as do those who place
Unreliable , ° , n • i • • i

„. . . its most iiounshmg period more
Histories

,

,

±-i .

, . . than 11,000 years m the past.
of America ~, '.

.^ u €Ihe native authors who have
written the history of the peoples of

Central America, working in the first

century after the conquest, and aided by
the old traditions and the pictorial sculp-

tures, occasionally place these beginnings
as far back as the last century before the

Christian era.

There is little congruity in their pro-

ductions, which do not inspire us with
confidence. The dynasties which have been
deciphered from the pictorial decorations
previous to the time of Columbus agree
with the Spanish and Nahuatlac sources
of information, and go back in a great

number of individual states from 700 to

800 years before the discovery of America.
Only these testify to an almost invariable

character of the civilisation, even in the
earliest times, and certainly do not go
back as far as that primal starting-point

at which we are entitled to place the
beginnings of the history of these peoples.

We can probably get nearer to the truth
with the help of the chronological indica-

tions which can now be gathered from
the memorials of the Maya civilisation.

The Maya were accustomed to reckon from
an established point in the past, exactly
as we reckon from the birth of Christ ; and
not only the year, but the actual day,
which forms the starting-point of their

chronology has been satisfactorily made
out. This was June 28th, according to

our reckoning, of a certain year dating back
more than 3,750 years before the erec-

.- . , tion of the monument which
Memorials r j.i i • r ^i_ 1

. „ forms the basis of these cal-

CiviHs^aUon
^ulations. Even here, however,
we unfortunately have no sure

foundation for chronological limitations

—

for we do not know by our reckoning the
time at which the inscription in question
was set up, nor can we be certain whether
that day marked a real event in the remote
history of the people, or whether it repre-
sents a point on which to base calculation
and inference, resembling in this respect
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the Jewish chronology, which goes back
to the creation of the world. We must
therefore attempt to gain a conception of

the earliest history of these civilisations

by other means ; and their memorials,
which have come safely down to us through
the storms of centuries, afford richer and
more copious information, although it be
not entirely complete.

The highly painted pictorial work which
the Spanish conquerors of Montezuma's
kingdom have handed on to us has induced
men for centuries to consider the civilisa-

tion of the peoples of Central America as
Mexican. This is a great historical error.

The Mexicans—or the Aztecs of Mexico-
Tenochtitlan, to give them their proper
ethnographic name—are neither the
founders nor yet the most important
representatives of this civilisation to
which their name has been unfortunately
attached by the sport of circumstance.

Shortly before the Spanish invasion of

the district they had obtained a leading

position among the peoples of the country.

A consciousness of the fact that their

civilisation was not the result of their

own efforts, but was inherited

by them from others, was inhe-
Obstacles to

the Progress

of Discovery
rent in the Aztecs themselves,

and appears in the chronicles

of their native historians
;

yet so cloudy
is it, so interwoven with error, that we
could scarce have arrived at the truth

with nothing but these indications to

help us. That truth became plain only

when the ruined monuments were dis-

covered of another civilisation, older and
more highly developed than the Aztec,

and when something of its language had
been learned. But progress in this direc-

tion did not begin before the close of the

eighteenth century ; and even to-day we
have advanced only half-way towards the

full understanding and appreciation of

these highly important historical materials.

The chief obstacle to the progress of

discovery has been the fact that historical

investigation had taken a wrong direction

until recent times. The errors thereby

produced were further disseminated by
two gi"eat visionaries, the Indo-Spanish
historian, D. Fernando de Alba Ixtlilxochitl

(pronounced Ishtlilshotshitl) and the

French missionary and author, the Abbe
Brasseur, of Bourbourg. The first-named,

during the last ten years of the sixteenth

century, was the author of a large number
of historical treatises concerning the
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countries of ancient Mexico, based upon
extensive investigations into the several

modes of writing current among the ancient

Indians of the country, and also into

the physical characteristics of the western

peoples of his own time. In these works he
gives an exhaustive account of the civilisa-

tion presumed to be the most ancient in

Central America, that of the
e o ecs

jQ^i-g^^g . Q^j^^ Yie traces back to

{°c \t^
their civilising influence almost
all the intellectual development

of the ancient nations of Central America.
This theory obtained credence far and
wide, and to an extraordinary extent.

The rediscovery of the old ruined cities

brought about the search for fresh material.

It aroused intense enthusiasm in the
youthful missionary Brasseur, whom
chance had brought to the seat of these

old civilisations. Eagerly, but without
thorough historical and philological train-

ing, he collected Central American antiqui-

ties and quickly published a series of works
upon the subject. He was not content to

pile all the culture of ancient America upon
the Toltecs ; he hinted also at vague
connections with the civilisations of Egypt
and India, and attributed to this race an
extent of knowledge that the peoples of

to-day could scarcely attain again.

American ethnology is a science still in

its youth. But the methods of historical

criticism have been brought to bear upon
the ancient history of Central America

;

and one of the first results has been to

clear away the wild speculations of the
Abbe Brasseur and to shatter the tradition

of the all-prevailing influence of Toltec
civilisation. Two facts are now incon-

testably established. Among the numerous
peoples and constitutions which rapidly
followed one another, and which played an
important part upon the tableland of

Anahuac, there existed, probably towards
the end of the first thousand years of the
Christian era, a kingdom and a dynasty of

Th R"ddl
^^^^^"s ^vho were known as Tol-

of A t
^^^^' ^''^"^ ^^^ name of their

AmcHcT capital, Tollan or Tula. They
are mentioned in almost all the

native historical documents. The particular
historical facts handed down by these
documents are extraordinarily scanty ; we
shall come back to them in treating "of the
history of Anahuac.

Neither the date at which they existed, nor
their relations to the surrounding peoples,
afford us the smallest justification for
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considering these transitory nationalities as

the creators, or even as the chief exponents,
of that great civilisation whose highly

developed monumental art is rightly the

astonishment of the latter-day world.

The little principality of the Toltecs was
situated at a considerable distance from
the seat of that civilisation ; moreover,
the nationality to which it has given its

name belonged to the great mass of

Nahuatl-speaking races, to which also the

Aztecs of Mexico-Tenochtitlan belonged.

The oldest and most highly developed
memorials of this civilisation bear unmis-
takable tokens of its being derived from
another race.

This brings us to the second historical

fact that has been indisputably established.

The whole of Central America has un-
doubtedly passed through a uniform
process of civilisation. Its foundations,

and most of the development that has been
built vipon those foundations, belong to an
era in the remote past ; and that particular

civilisation with which we meet in all

Central America was already in existence,

complete in all its details, before the

V tu
peoples of Nahua origin came
down from the north and m-

Cradle of

Civilisation
vaded the district of Central

American civilisation ; or, at any
rate, it was thus complete before the peoples

of this civilisation and those of the Nahua
race had so closely cohered as to make it

possible to speak of them as exercising

each an influence upon the other. But if

this old civilisation did not originate in

the Nahua race, then the Toltecs could not
have originated there either. A Nahua
race has been their origin

;
grant this, and

the whole Toltec legend, which has so long

played a great part in the more ancient

history of America, collapses utterly.

The peoples to whom Central America
owes the peculiarly high development of

its civilisation belong to the Maya race.

The name Maya-Indian is now the usual

designation of the natives of the Yucatan
peninsula, and this limited application of

the term has been in force since the time
of the discovery of America. Consequently
the Yucatan peninsula has been regarded
as the cradle of this civilisation for a
considerable period. This is, however, a
mistake ; in the scientific sense the name
Maya race included all the peoples speak-
ing a language distinguished by marked
difi[erences from the Nahua tongue. The
purest dialect of this is the true Alaya, but
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its kindred dialects were spoken in the

whole district between the Cordilleras and
the Atlantic Ocean from the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec to Nicaragua. In the

luxuriant tropical districts which spread

from the foot of the Cordilleras to the Bay
of Tabasco, and are watered by the river

Usumacinta and Rio de la Pasion, in the

-. modern province of Chiapas in
aya »s ory

^j^^ Mexican republic, and in

J,
... the neighbouring portions of

the small republics of Central

America—in these it is that we must
locate, if not the birthplace, at any rate

the habitation of the Maya peoples, who
there brought the civilisation peculiar to

their race to a high pitch of development.
Even to-day it is wholly impossible to

write the history of the Maya peoples.

Such of their old traditions as have come
down to us through the medium of the
Spaniards are quite insufficient and far

scantier than what we learn of the history

of their more northern neighbours, the
Nahua peoples ; even there, and in the few
historical texts written in the Maya
language, the traditions of the people are

still distorted and warped. As, in political

life, the Nahua not only pressed upon and
crowded the Maya, but to some extent
scattered and absorbed them, so, in their

historical picture-designs, much is due to

the influence of the traditions of these
more powerful neighbours. Moreover,
these designs, as far as history is concerned,
go back only one or two hundred years

;

the more extensive chronological register

of " ahaus " (periods) unfortunately refers

only to Yucatan ; this province must,
upon internal evidence, be considered as
conquered comparatively late.

Thus for the earlier history we are almost
entirely thrown back on such information
as we can gain from the monuments which
have come down to us. These are of great
richness and extraordinary importance.
On the conquest of the Mexican kingdom

The S h
^^^^ Spaniards were so dazzled

Colquctr'^ ^y ^^^^ nationality which con-

of Mexico fronted them, to all seeming, in

full vigour, that they concen-
trated their attention exclusively upon it,

and hardly deigned to bestow a glance upon
the states of Tlazcala and Tezcuco in the
immediate neighbourhood. Hence we can-
not be surprised that they give us no
information of these monuments of the
ancient Maya kingdom, hidden in the
boundless forests, although they far sur-
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passed in splendour all that Montezuma's
kingdom could display. In the real Aztec
district but one single building of monu-
mental character has been preserved
(the ruins of Xochicalco, pronounced
Shotshicalco), whereas the ancient Maya
cities of Chiapas and the neighbouring
district afford hundreds of temples and
palaces for inspection.

Later again, when the Spaniards entered

into closer relations with the Maya peoples

on the peninsula of Yucatan, they became
acquainted with some, at least, of the

interesting buildings which served the

early needs of these peoples, yet they
did not fully grasp their importance.
While the land of Mexico offered them its

boundless treasures, the temples of the

Maya and the land which loving Maya toil

had changed into a garden contained

nothing which the greed of the conquerors

could have reft away.
Only when the destructive floods of the

conquest and its confusion had passed by,

and when the first friars came over, did it

begin to dawn upon the Spaniards what
testimonies of the past lay hidden among

thispeople, insignificant though

Maya
Writing

they had become. Here it

was that they found, what they
never met with again on the

whole of this recently discovered continent,

a people that had learned to preserve its

thoughts in written text. The Maya
characters still remain one of the most
interesting problems in American anti-

quarian science. Although some of the

early Spanish friars in Yucatan had been

able to acquire a knowledge of them suffi-

ciently extensive to enable them to read

and, within limits, to write them, yet in

the course of time this knowledge has

been so entirely lost that the most skilled

American antiquarians of to-day cannot
agree upon the system to which the Maya
writing should be ascribed. To some
extent controversy upon the point is

futile ; the Spanish clergy who were able

to learn the writing from the inhabitants

have confirmed its phonetic character.

As a comparison of the two shows
at a glance, the writing of the Nahua
peoples, who probably derived the use of

written characters from the Maya, is far

in the rear of the Maya system. As they
also had already formed a system more
or less phonetic for the writing of proper

names, all attempts to reduce the Maya
writings to the level of ideographic or
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purely hieroglyphic characters are pro-

nounced erroneous once and for all. On
the other hand, it would apparently be just

as erroneous for us to attempt to reduce

this writing to an alphabet in the wav
that the Spanish
clergy of the sixteenth

century reduced it,

selecting individual

elements from the '

old Maya writing for ^-

use in instructing
l_

their catechumens.
Success has now re-

warded the efforts to

establish the ]\Ia\'a

arithmetical system*

Their system of

figures employed only

four signs altogether
;

the point for unity, a

horizontal stroke for

the number 5, and
two conventional
signs for 20 and o.

This arithmetical
equipment is not par-

ticularly impressive,

and the Maya might
be thought far behind
many older and newer
nations whose sys-

tems can employ
figures of greater

value and in larger

number. But the

ingenious method has
been discovered by
which the Maya, with
these simple aids

—

and no use is made of

the 20 in this method
—can write figures

up to the equivalent

of many millions, and
we rightly feel a high

respect for their intel-

lectual penetration.

In the Maya arith-
+ V0I "fot" A PAGE FROM THE DRESDENmetlCai notation, The memorials of the Maya civilisation w

exactly as in ours handed down to us show that these people had an extra- objectS intelligibly,
.,'./, .,. I ordinary fancy for adorning their buildings, their '

i

it IS the position of sculptures, and even their earthenware with pictorial yCt It WaS SO ClUmSy

the sign that gives it
decorations and inscriptions of considerable length,

^j^ comparison that a

the second, fourth, and each following

place had twenty times the value of the

preceding figure ; while figures in the

third place had, for reasons based upon
the Ma^•a calendar system, only eighteen

sinanmpvMiiiMMi^B times the value of

those in the second
place. With this

notation, which is

absolutely unlimited,

the Maya were ahead
of not only all the
peoples of America,
but even of the
Greeks and Romans.
It is certainly to be
expected that this

]ieople would have
employed some in-

genious method for

writing words ; and
the delicate signs of

their script, the firm

execution of their in-

scriptions in lapidary
style, confirm this

conjecture, though
the inscriptions are

unintelligible to us.

In spite of this their

script is a valuable
help in investigation,

for it affords the
only criterion by
which we can pre-

cisely separate the

districts of Maya and
Xahua civilisation,

which are often with
difficulty distin-
guished, owing to

constant communica-
tion and their inter-

acting influence one
on another. For even
though the Mexicans
had also formed a

hieroglyphic sj'stem

capable at least of

whi^hllve b^e^n describing concrete

its value ; but they placed their signs in a

vertical line—whereas we write them
horizontally—and employed one of them
as a decimal multiplier. In fact the lowest

figure of a column had the arithmetical

value which it represented ; the figures in

glance at a manuscript, together with

a complete examination of inscriptions

carved in stone, inform us at once to

which of those two civilisations the

creators of any given monument belonged.

As we ca.ntj)t understand the historical
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writings, and cannot rely upon the oral

tradition handed down by the Spaniards,

the Maya script is the only means of

defining the extent of the district which
was subject to the civilising influences of

their culture in ancient times. In this

connection the greatest importance
attaches to the fact that the Maya peoples

_ had an extraordinary fancy for

p. ^
.^.^^ adorning their buildings, their

„ .. sculptures, and even their
Decorations .f . i .li

•

earthenware, not only with pic-

torial decorations of more or less richness,

but also with inscriptions of considerable

length. We owe it to this fact that we can
ascribe buildings which show unmistak-
able affinities with Maya architecture to

their real founders, and, on the other

hand, can attribute many a monument
to the Maya which lay entirely outside

of the dominions which they are known
to have inhabited.

The number of the ascertained sites of

the Maya civilisation, the ruins of which
lie hidden in the impenetrable forests of

Chiapas, Honduras, Yucatan, etc., con-

tinues to increase year by year ; more
abundant opportunities are thereby
afforded us for investigating the life of

this forgotten people. Now and again an
unexpected discovery extends the known
area of the Maj^a civilisation bej'ond its

previous limits in one or another direction
;

but, upon the whole, the boundaries of

this area are tolerably well settled. In the

first place, the whole of the Yucatan
peninsula belongs to it, with the numerous
islands which lie along the coast and
were taken over by the Maya, obviously
with a view to civilisation.

On the north-west of Yucatan their

district has not spread so far, and at most
reached to the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.
However, in this district, in Chiapas, on
the banks of the Usumacinta, and in the
low-lj-ing valleys of its numerous tribu-

taries, we must place not only the highest

iM u r development of the ]\Iaya
The Home of -t- . t_ - i -^ ^

civihsation, but also its original

home. Here lay and here still

lie the famous ruined cities of

Palenque, of Ococingo, of Menche, and the
recently discovered Piedras Negras group,

all remarkable for the splendid richness of

their artistic decorations and the extent
of their inscriptions. Here, too, on internal

evidence, must be placed the home
of that most important and most beautiful

among the few Maya manuscripts that
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Civilisation

have been preserved for later generations,

the Codex Dresdensis ; the remaining
two—the Codex Perezianus in Paris,

and the Tro-Cortesianus in Madrid

—

are of later date and very probably
of Yucatan origin.

The illustration on the preceding page
throws an interesting light on the Maya
inscriptions and pictorial decorations,

which, as we have seen, were frequently
of very considerable length. This repro-

duction of a page from the famous Maya
MS. in the Royal Free Library at Dresden,
shows a section of the so-called " tonala-

matl," a sacred season of 260 days, con-

stantly met with in manuscripts and
employed for prophetic purposes. But
while the drawings partly tell their own
story, the writing cannot be deciphered,

even the most skilled American anti-

quarians of the present day, as already

stated, being unable to agree to any
definite extent upon the system to which
it should be ascribed.

On the south-west of Yucatan the Maya
district spreads up into the Cordilleras ;•

and though we cannot follow the traces

of this nationality on to the Pacific sea-

„ board in any direction, yet it
Famous ^

•'

i.
• r

j^
was only a nan^ow strip of

„ 7 coast which they failed to bring

under their influence, for the
mountain range shows traces of their

settlements up to and beyond its water-
shed. The southern boundary of the
]\Iaya district is perhaps as yet the most
uncertain. On the Atlantic coast two of

the most famous Maya rains, Quirigua and
Copan, are hidden by the valley walls of the
Motagua in Guatemala and Honduras

;

and the whole of Guatemala up to the
boundaries of the republic of San Salvador
seems at one time to have been inhabited
by people of the Maya race.

On the north the characteristic memorials
of the Nahua element make a sharp
division of areas possible ; but on the
south the style of the neighbouring peo]:)les

was of no definite character, and so it has
not yet been settled whether coincidences

and similarities in this district are due to

the neighbouring influence of the Maya or

to a real ethnological connection with
them. Within these boundaries the area

of Maya civilisation embraces an extent
of about 7,000 square miles—that is,

rather more than the kingdom of Prussia
;

in more than half of this, traces of an
unusually large population are apparent.
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THE LIFE AND CUSTOMS OF THE MAYA
\Y7AS this district ever a united Maya^ kingdom ? There is no difficulty in

arriving at the assumption that it was. The
half-mythological, half historical traditions

which have been transmitted to us in the

dialects of Kakchiquel and the Maya of

Yucatan mention a great kingdom on
many occasions. Now it is the Nachan
kingdom, tlie kingdom of the great snake,

a mythological symbol which meets us

over and over again in the whole district

of Maya civilisation. In another legend

it is the kingdom of Xibalbay, the king-

dom of a mighty and powerful ruler from
whom the heroes of the legend won their

independence after much toil and struggle.

Historical coincidences have been ob-

served in both these stories, and the

capital of the Nachan kingdom has been
identified with Palenque, that of the Xibal-

l:)ay kingdom with the Zapotec

f M ^
"*^

Mitla. Even it these conjec-

_. .,^^*. tures were iustified, and they
Givihsation , .„-,,, , i

are stillm dispute, it need not

necessarily follow that these kingdoms had
ever embraced the whole or even the
greater part of the Maya district. In the
disruption which is so prominent a feature

in the ancient constitutional history of

Central America, a power of very moderate
dimensions according to modern ideas,

proved a sufficient foundation for the
legend of a mighty kingdom. The historical

circumstances of later times, at any rate,

afford no evidence in favour of a previous

political confederacy of the little Maya
principalities.

The Maya language, moreover, not only
in recent times, but at the period of the
Spanish conquest, was divided into a set

of dialects sharply differentiated each from
the rest. When the monks began to study
individual dialects for purposes of com-
munication, they recognised in them
that relationship to a common source which

the natives themselves had totally for-

gotten. This fact obliges us to place the

disruption of the Maya in a remote anti-

quity, and to suppose a long period of

separate existence to the several communi-
ties wherein the different dialects were

formed. More careful ex-
?;''*'

!i^ . amination of the Maya
Maya Monuments it ^ a +^ „_ , memorials has led to a

Similar result. The monu-
ments of Copan in Honduras, of Palenque
in Chiapas, of Chichen-Itza in North
Yucatan, of Peten and Tical on the

boundary of the Guatemala tableland

—in short, all the monuments that are

scattered over the district of Maya civili-

sation—bear the marks of a uniform

development of that civilisation.

Only a more particular study of their

individualities has made it equally unmis-

takable that all these buildings do not

belong to one and the same period, and that

the coincidences they display are not such

as to enable us to ascribe their foundation to

any one people or to any one constitutional

unity. Under these circumstances the fact

becomes all the more important that it

was not merely one member or a few indi-

vidual members of this nation that rose

to the perfection manifested in their

ingenious system of writing, of arith-

metical notation, and of chronology.

On the contrary, on the highlands of

Guatemala, in Copan and Chama, in the

lowlands of the Usumacinta, in the valley

„. ., . of theMotagua, inthe FarEast,

fThl''"*''
'" ^^^ ^^^^-^^ °^ Cozumel, all

w ^
€> . ^ the peoples of Maya origin could

Maya Script if,- , j, • • j.\

record their traditions m the

same script, and controlled the com-
plicated calculation of their festivals by the

same astronomical rules—rules that pre-

suppose observation over a great lapse of

time. In a word, the astonishing achieve-

ments of the Maya peoples in civilisation

—
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achievements absolutely unparalleled in

the New World—must belong to an epoch

previous to the period of disruption.

Only one branch of the Maya people

had no share in these achievements—the

Huasteca, on the north coast of Mexico,

who had been driven to the estuary of the

Panuco River. This fact is important

for the criticism of the legends of the

Nahua migration. In historical times the

Huasteca were divided from their southern

kinsfolk by a wide district peopled

generally by the Nahua, though these were

divided into numerous small states.

Whether the Huasteca had migrated into

the Nahua district, or whether immigra-

tions of the Nahua had cut them off from
their parent stem, the fact remains that

and from the pictorial decorations of

their architecture. In no single district,

with the exception of the Yucatan penin-

sula, has the attempt as yet been successful

to trace a connection between the Maya
states of the sixteenth century (the

history of which can be retraced some ten

generations, that is, two or three hundred
years) and the states which centre round
the great ruined sites. It is only during

the last twenty years that these have been
carefully investigated.

To-day nearly all these places lie farfrom

the roads which the traffic of later times

has opened up; they are hidden in the wild

depths of the tropical forest, where vegeta-

tion springs up with such overpowering
vigour that often a few years after an

/I (T-

2APOTEC REMAINS AT MITLA

at one period the Maya and the Nahua
must have found themselves in opposition,

and this at a time when the 5laya had
not completed the most important part

of their progress. Otherwise, either the

Huasteca would have shared in the Maya
civilisation, or else, isolated in the midst
ot Nahua peoples, they would not have
retained their national peculiarities un-
disturbed. Such a case of arrest upon the
lower planes of civilisation is only possible

when the neighbouring elements are in a

state of mutual repulsion.

Until the key to the inscriptions has
been found, we can draw conclusions as to

the circumstances and conditions of life

among the peoples of antiquity only from
the general character of the Maya cities
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[DOLS TWO THOUSAND YEARS OLD

expedition has cut paths and made the

ruins accessible the next expedition finds

that the jungle has again reconquered the

whole. Under these circumstances it is

hopeless to try and infer the age of the ruins

from that of the trees under which they

are hidden ; all the more so, as historical

tradition tells of more than one ruined city

that the Spaniards found hidden in tropical

vegetation when they made their first dis-

coveries in the sixteenth century. Even
then the imposing erections with which
the soil of Chiapas is thickly sown were,

for the natives as well as for the Spaniards,

merely the long-silent witnesses of a remote
past to which there was attached neither

the traditions of history nor the legends

of romance. The verv names of these



RUINS SHOWING THE FIRST DEPARTURE FROM THE VILRTICAL ARCHITECTURE

REMAINS OF A ZAPOTEC FORTIFICATION ON A HIGH HILL NEAR MITLA
Recent excavations at Mitla have brought to light many extensive ruins of ancient palaces, tombs, and other
edifices—relics of its pre-Columbian period—many of them displaying considerable architectural beauty.

SCENES AT MITLA, THE ANCIENT CAPITAL OF THE XIBALBAY KINGDOM
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places had long been completely for-

gotten ; the ap])ellations that later times

have accepted have no original authority,

THE HALL OF MONOLITH
COLUMNS

but rest rrpon Spanish tra-

dition or have been trans-

mitted to us by the wild

Indian tribes of the neigh-

bourhood. A peculiar
characteristic of the old

Indian peoples has contri-

buted not a little to this

result. The names of their

towns, of their persons, and
even of their gods, were
taken without exception
from material objects :

hence they could easily be
represented by hieroglyphs

of a conventional and uni-

versally intelligible nature.

Of this we have countless

instances in the manu-
scripts of Nahuatlac origin.

This mode of writing was
intelligible over the limited

region where it persisted,

but its phonetic interpreta-

tion was by no means every-
where the same. For
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instance, the Mexican read as
'

' Cinacatan,"

in his language, " the Town of the Bat "

(probably a totemistic denomination of a

little Maya state that was
still in existence in the time
of Cortes) ; but the Maya
vocalised the same concept

as " Tzutuhil." Each of

these names was equally

employed and equally well

understood in the one dis-

trict as in the other—

a

proof of the intimate asso-

ciation of the Maya and
Nahua peoples. Now, at

the time of the discovery of

America, the area of the

oldest Maya civilisation

had been already aban-

doned by the Maya ; the

Spaniards undertook the

colonisation of the land

under the guidance and
with the help of the Nahua.
Consequently, in the case

of a district that for hun-
dreds of years was the

home of the highest Maya
civilisation, and had never

entirely fallen into the

I'lulcrwoml

PREHISTORIC RUINS AT MITLA: HALL OF MOSAICS
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hands of the Nahua, we find in our
authorities only place-names of Nahua
origin. Hence, the ruined places of Chiapas
are designated without exception by Span-
ish and Nahuatlac names

;
yet these places

show indisputable signs of their Maya
occupation in the style of their pictorial

decorations, and, above all, in the numerous
inscriptions in the Maya character.

To judge from extent, from beauty, and
from technical perfection, an important,
if not the central, point of the civilisation

of this people must have been situated

on the eastern slope of the Cordilleras, in

Chiapas. Separated by no great distance,

religious element must have been of trans
cendant importance ; so much so that to
some, at least, of the old Maya cities a
government by the priestly caste has
been attributed. The analogy of neigh-
bouring conditions and the scanty
counter statements of historical tradition

do not confute the theory. The migra-
tion legends of the Central American
peoples are of great importance ; for the
settlements, even of those peoples that
had made a considerable advance iin

civilisation, were only of relative duration.
In the legends we constantly meet with
the story that the peoples, under the

MAYA COPY OF THE GREAT TEMPLE OF CHICHEN-ITZA IN NORTHERN YUCATAN

reaching from the foot of the mountain
to the sea, the ruined sites remain of

Ococingo, Palenque, Menche, and Piedras
Negras. Each of these must once have
formed a large town, a centre of religious

and political life, round which a thick
population clustered. To us there remains
little save the sites of the temples' and
perhaps of one or two palaces. It is a
characteristic peculiarity of all Central
American civilisation to have practically
no profane buildings to show, but a large
number of religious erections of great
extent and particular beauty. At once
the conclusion offers itself that in the
political life of the old Mava towns the

guidance of their national god, wandered
about until the god, speaking himself
or through one of his servants, ordered
the people to settle definitely on a certain

spot and to build him a dwelling-place.

This merely means that the priests

were the ruling class, as being the
servants and representatives of the god-
head ; the fact is confirmed by our own
historical knowledge of peoples who were
ruled by religious and not by warrior

leaders. We consider the almost exclu-

sive preponderance of religious buildings

in Palenque, in Menche, and other ruined

places ; we observe the pictorial decora-

tions remaining in these temples, which
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\ve find to be almost entirely composed
of divinities and priests in nearly every

case with the insignia of temporal domi-
nion—the sceptre and a peculiar head-

dress of richest featherwork ; and hence
we conclude that the same conditions

must have prevailed to an unlimited

extent in these old IMaya towns. Cer-

tainly, centres of political power might
have existed elsewhere and have left

behind them fewer and less-enduring

memorials. We might be led to this con-

clusion by the analogy of the neighbour-
ing Nahua district, where Teotihuacan
and Cholula were recognised centres of

religious life and r^ r

were adorned f"'
with greater
buildings than
many a royal

capital, without
being in an}-

unusually close
connection with
the political life

of those districts.

But the old Maya
towns, with the

extensive pre-
cincts of their

temples, are very
numerous, and
are not ver}'
widely separated

;

hence it is im-
possible to find

room either near
or between them
for the existence

of such independ-
ent political cen-
,

^ ,1 THE TEMPLE OF THE SUN AT PALENQUE
ires aSWOUlU The worship ofthe sun occupied a foremost place in the Maya relit

the town for most of the year. The monu-
ments themselves show us how thorough
and extensive ancient Maya agriculture

was ; many of the elements current in

their hieroglyphic script were borrowed
from agricultural implements ; in their

religion the divinities of fruitfulness played
a most important part and are adorned
with symbols relating to agriculture.

The reports of the Spaniards further con-

firm the fact : in the districts inhabited at

their time they found everywhere a dense
population supporting itself by careful

tilling of the soil. As winter caused but a

short interruption of agricultural opera-

tions, the popu-
lation had no
permanent habi-

tations in the

immediate neigh-

bourhood of the

temples, their
hoiises for their

daily needs being

placed in the

middle of their

fields. Their frail

dwellings, built of

wood and wattle-

work, straw and
matting, offered

no resistance to

the march of

time, and left no
traces of their

uin which could
ave survived the

ipse of centuries.

Un the environs

of Palenque, in

the depths of that

forest which has
, . J- . aya religious

form the natural observances, this illustration showing a temple erected to that deity, covered the tOWn
counterpoise to tliis high develop-
ment of the priestly forces. One, at
least, of the ruined cities, Palenque,
bears traces within and around itself which
admit the possibility of other than sacred
conceptions attaching to the ground.

Within the limits of the ruins are
to be found constructions for bringing
water and seiving it throughout the dis-

trict which are too extensive to have been
connected with the temple buildings alone.
The remains of an ancient Indian town
are not great, even though the town was
of considerable extent and population.
The common folk were occupied by their
agricultural labours at a distance from
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more or less since historical times, there

are, it is true, concealed memorials of

antiquity, isolated and at a distance

from the tovvn
;
probably, therefore, when

Palenque was a flourishing town, its

neighbourhood was also inhabited by an
industrious agricultural population. We
know, from the figures which have been
transmitted to us of the state of thing*

in Mexico-Tenochtitlan, what large crowds
of people were occupied in the temple
services of the Central American peoples.

So, as the temples in each of the old Maya
cities are always numerous and often of

considerable extent, we have in this fact an
exact correspondence with the traditions.



A VIEW OF THE OUTER WESTERN FACADE OF THE PALACE

EASTERN FACADE OF THE INNER WING OF THE PALACE

REMAINS OF THE ANCIENT MAYA PALACE AT PALENQUE IN MEXICO
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At tlie same time the extent and miport-

ance of the temples are evidence tor the

strong jiowers of the ruhng priestly castes.

Tlie Maya buildings, which we must
consider, witiiout exception, as monu-
mental buildings in our sense of the word,

were almost always erected upon a foun-

dation in the form of a hill, displaying

many resemblances to the

St ic o7*
i"<^^"ds of the North American

.
^ f-f . Indians. Here and there, where

Architecture,, j ,. , ,

the ground was favourable,

natural hills were employed for this object,

and cut down to the size of the designed
erection. But generally the whole mound
or terrace was artificially constructed of

, boulders, rubble, gravel, or earth, accord-

ing to the nature of the material at hand.
In countless cases these mounds, known

as " ku " in the Maya tongue, are all that

remain to tell of an ancient building. In

such cases we must suppose that the

mound was crowned by an open altar, or

a construction of some perishable material,

of which all traces have disappeared.

Kus without buildings upon them are

found in Chiapas only in connection with
more ]3ermanent erections ; but in Yuca-
tan, where the Maya architecture can be
traced in many other directions, there

stand, or stood, unnumbered kus in

complete isolation, and these in the later

.Spanish period often formed the only
memorials of the ancient Indian settle-

ments. All the larger temple sites of the
Maya show a number of earth terraces

;

these were arranged in an exactly parallel

order, and formed the four sides of a
lower court in the midst.

But in the case of such groups of mounds
the sides are usually covered with flagstones

or with smooth plaster spread over them
;

and the terraces almost invariably support
buildings which may be of considerable size.

At the eastern foot of the Cordilleras,

both in Chiapas and on the boun-
daries of Honduras, Nature provided the

^ _ , Maya with a hard sandstoneMaya Peoples r • .,, i
•

i

Igaorant
"^

.

^^^ argillaceous kmd.

of the Arch ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ material for

their purposes. It could be
quarried in large blocks without trouble

;

being only moderately heavy, its transport
offered no insurmountable difficulties, and
it was capable of being worked even with
their inadequate instruments. For the
Maya, in spite of their artistic cleverness,
apparently made no use of metal tools in
their work, although they seem to have
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had some knowledge of copper work lor

decorative productions. Their ignorance
of the arch is a fact of importance for

the Maya architecture. They overcame
the difficulty by making each new course
overhang the one beneath it until the
opening became small enough to be closed

by a single slab. However, this kind of

arch could cover only a moderate breadth,

could hardly be built firmly enough to

support a second building, and obliged

the construction of the roof to be extremely
massive. The consequence was that the

fore -wall of the building that composed
the roof provided a surface often more
than half the size of the storey beneath it.

The Maya architects were in the habit of

using this surface for ornamental decora^

tion, and it became so important an archi]-

tectural feature that the monuments of

the highest development often retain it

without the massive roofing behind, merely
as an isolated ornament to finish ofl the

building. A facade of this kind, which
really contained but one floor of rooms,

often produced the appearance of a threej-

storied building. The Maya could only placfe

. one storey upon anotlier in

, .*! J*^^ . tower-shaped buildings of con

-

Like Terraced -, 1 1 . j. ii j.i_

p .

.

siderable extent ; on the other

hand, they have built many
temples in another style of two or more
storeys. This was done in pj^ramidal form,

The foundation upon which they were
raised gave all the Maya buildings the

appearance of a terraced pyramid. The
building did not stand exactly upon the

edges of the artificial mound ; an open
space ran around every side of it. If a

second storey was to be raised, it was only
necessary to increase the height of the

mound at the back of the building until

it was ujx)n a level with the roof. This
roof then formed an open space before the

door, and in the centre of the mound thus

raised a second storey could be erected.

Entrance to this could be gained either

from the sides of the mound which were
not built upon, or by a stairway against

one of the sides of the building. The Maya
architects were invariably obliged to con-

struct buildings of considerable breadth,

because bold and lofty erections were
unattainable with the means at their

disposal. The heaviness of the broad and
massive roof is dispelled only by the rich

ornamental design of the sides and the

facade. The boldness of design and the scru-

pulous finish of detail are extraordinary.



THE CIVILISATION OF THE MAYA

The Maya buildings entirely exclude the

supposition that they were formed by
merely putting together any material at

hand. They are, without exception, the

result of uniform design, and their arrange-

ment most certainly implies previous sur-

vey and full calculation. The sculptures

are even stronger evidence for this fact
;

they often rise a considerable height fiom
the ground, and their design occupies

many yards of wall space. This is

especially the case with the stone carvings.

It is wholly inconceivable that these

masses of stonework should have been

and in Yucatan (especially Uxmal and
Chichen-Itza). But the sculptured figures

in each of these several districts have such
strongly marked characteristics that they
require separate description. In the ruined

cities of Chiapas, the oldest district of

Maya civilisation, the bas-relief is the

prevailing feature of their sculpture. At
one place it is a form of relief in clay or

stucco, a development of the potter's art
;

instances are the altar slabs of Palenque
and a long row of interesting examples.

Elsewhere it is relief in stone, requiring far

greater artistic skill. For instance, the

THE IMPOSING REMAINS OF AN AZTEC TEMPLE IN YUCATAN

begun only when the blocks had been
placed in position ; on the contrary, it is

plain from the manner of their insertion

that they were previously worked apart.

This implies a previous capability for

planning and disposing ornamental designs

which is possible only to the highest powers
of the surveyor and calculator.

All these architectural peculiarities are

to be found, though with certain local

differences, among all those Maya races

which have left buildings of any import-

ance behind them. They are to be found
not only in the ruins of Chiapas, but also

in Guatemala (Tikal), in Honduras (Copan),

famous altar-pieces of Palenque, and the
splendid slab from Menche-Tenamit. If

we leave out of sight the fundamental
peculiarities of style, the skill of the Maya
in each of these materials must excite our

highest admiration, both for the designs

conceived and for the technical perfection

of execution. With them are to be ranked

by right of birth the artists in the neigh-

bouring district, forming the modern
republic of Guatemala.
The true Guatemala highland need not

be considered with reference to the most

ancient Maya civilisation. At the beginning

of the sixteenth century in that district
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the Spaniards certainly met with the inde-

pendent Maya states, Quiche, Kakchiquel,

and Tzutuhil. But there is hardly a doubt

tliat these states iirst came into existence

in later centuries. On the other hand, the

lowland on the east of Guatemala, on the

borders of Yucatan, was in the occupation

of the Maya at the height of their

civihsation. The states of Tikal

of m""^ and Peten certainly belong to a
°. ..'?^^. far earlier period of development
Civilisation ., j tt. .i 7 • w

than do utatlan, iximche,

and Cinacatan, the capitals of the three

principalities previously named. The
highly cai-ved wood panels which have
travelled from the ruins of Tikal to the

museum of Basel, if allowance be made for

difference of material, must certainly, by
their design and execution, be placed in the

same category as the Chiapas memorials.

Unless we are to conceive entire in-

dependence for each separate Maya
state, the towns of Chiapas and those of

Lower Guatemala must have been more
closely connected with each other than
they were with the rest of the Maya dis-

trict. At any rate, in this district remains
of old Maya roads can be traced here and
there, whereas such roads are rarer towards
the south and reappear in any number
only around a central point in Yucatan.
The most southerly ruined sites, Ouirigua

and Copan on the Honduras boundary
with their numerous characteristics, form
another district of civilisation still wider
in extent. Ouirigua, on account of the

stiffness and clumsiness of its artistic

figures, is considered one of the oldest

states of the Ma5'a civilisation. It may
perhaps be older than Copan, which was
more advanced and which probably con-

tained the germs of an early destruction
;

but it is certainly of later date than : the
northern Maya settlements, for its art is

move advanced than the art of the north
was. and has closer affinities with the art

of Copan. With the exception of two
„^ , . efforts in Yucatan. Ouirigua
statues and j /- .1 i"' ^ ^

. . and Copan are the only states

J
. . which rose to the full portrayal

of the human form ; real statues
there are certainly none, but we find

caryatids and memorial pillars of human
shape. These unmistakably represented
})articular individual personalities, though
trammelled by symbolical and stereotyped
accessories. Each of these stelae is covered
with extensive inscriptions ; but though
these cannot be deciphered as a whole,
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their value is manifest from the fact that

they have already made us acquainted
with seven dates which are calculated from
the fixed point of time before referred to,

3,750 years before the erection of the oldest

of these pillars. The dates upon these

seven monuments are important, inasmuch
as the respective ages of the pillars give us

a minimum length of time for the Copan
civilisation which erected them.
The difference between the earliest and

the latest date amounts to 108 years ; we
may therefore conclude that the destruc-

tion and fall of Copan formed the conclu-

sion of this period ; for it is improbable,

given the continuance of certain conditions

and the absence of any counteracting
cause, that the established custom of

erecting portrait memorials should have
been dropped. This train of argument
certainly does not lead to much ; the time
and circumstances which brought about
the fall of Copan are as little known to us

as are the same circumstances in the case

of the other Maya states. When the

Spaniards entered the continent, Copan
was already in ruins, a mystery overgrown

f
^y *^^ primeval forest. So en-

anc y o
^^j-g^y j^a.d it fallen into oblivion

jj.*^*. . that Cortes with his band was
able to march past it at the

distance of but a few miles, while his

Indian guides, who must have informed
him of all the wonders of the country,
never mentioned it even once.

As almost all the monumental buildings

in the Maya district with which we
are acquainted consist of temples, we see

that religion must have played a most
important part in the public life of the

ancient Maya. The Maya possessed a

large number of different divinities, with-

out reckoning the. little fetishes, or house-

hold gods which every house possessed, and
which were known here, as in the Antilles,

by the name of " zemes." Their poly-

theism was, however, of a limited character

compared with that of other peoples ;

this is the more likely, owing to the

probability that many of the different

names of the gods which have come down
to us were current among dififerent Maya
races to denote similar conceptions.

Moreover, the varied representations of

the gods in the monuments and in manu-
scripts were certainly to some extent

only different forms of one and the same
divine power. The missionaries were
able to describe this consciousness of an



MAYA HIGH-PRIEST SACRIFICING TO THE GOD KUKULKAN
This illustration from tlie bas-relief in stone from Mencli(5-Tenanit, now in the British Museum, shows the god habited in

the royal insignia, the sceptre and the rich feather dress, while before him kneels the high-priest in the act of sacrifice,

the rich clothing and the feather head-dress denoting his office. The sacrifice consists in tearing the tongue
with the thorns of the rope the priest holds in his hands, and allowing the blood to drop into the sacrificial vessel.
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The Place of

the Sun
in Worship

underlying unity in the case of the god

Hunabku, who was invisible and supreme ;

naturally their zealous orthodoxy saw here

some fragmentary knowledge of the one God.

Hunabku does not appear very promi-

nently in the Maya worship or mythology ;

of this the sun is undoubtedly the central

point. Kukulkan and Gukumatz—prob-

ably in his essence Itzamna also

—are only variant names,
originating in difference of race,

for the power of the sun that

warms, lights., and pours blessings upon the

earth. As the sun rises in the east out of

the sea, so the corresponding divinity

of the traditions comes over the water

from the east to the Maya, and is the

bringer of all good things, of all blessings

to body and soul, of fruitfulness and
learning. In the last character the

divinity is fully incarnated. He appears as

an aged greybeard in white flowing robes
;

as Votan he divides the land among
the peoples and gives the settlements

their names ; as Kabil, the " Red
Hand," he discovers writing, teaches the

art of building, and arranges the marvel-

lous perfection of the calendar. This

part of ^the myth has undoubtedly a

historical connection with the sun-myth,

the real centre of all these religious

conceptions, and
is further evi-
dence of the
powers of the
priesthood and of

the fact that their

i n fl u e n c e was
exercised to ad-

vance the pro-

gress of civilisa-

t i on. Fully
realistic is a con-

ception of that

particular deity

which is repre-

sented in the

Maya art by the

widely prevailing

Good
and Bad
Gods

Thus the feathered snake, perhaps f>ven a

symbol of the thunder, appears among
the Maya, on the highland of Central

America, among the Pueblo Indians, and
also among some Indian races of the

North American lowland. It represents

the warm, fruitful power of the heavens,

which is invariably personified in the chief

luminary, the sun. The symbols of the

snake and of Quetzal, the sacred bird with
highly coloured plumage are attributes of

more than one Maya divinity.

Under different shapes in the Tzendal
district, in Yucatan to a large extent, and
particularly in Chichen-Itza, they have
so coloured the religious and the artistic

conceptions of the Maya that we meet
with traces of this symbolism in almost

every monument and every
decoration. The dualism of

the ^laya Olympus also origi-

nates in a mythological inter-

pretation of natural phenomena. The
representatives of the sun— light and
life—are opposed to those of the night

—darkness and death ; both have nearly

equal powers and are in continual con-

flict for the lordship of the earth and
of mankind. Moreover, the good gods
have been obliged to abandon man after

expending all their benefits upon him, and
have made him
promise of a
future return, to

support him in

the struggle, and
to assure him of

victory at the

last. Around
these central my-
thological con-

ceptions, which
in different forms
are practically

common pro-
perty among
most early peo-

ples, are grouped,
in the case ofMAYA TEMPLE OF THE CROSS

symbol of the Orig^inally an oratory, this building, the work of early Americans, tllC Maya, a large

feathered snake '^ °^ very remote antiquity. The cross had a symbolical meaning number of iudl-
i-r-y- 1

' among the ancient Maya other than as an emblem of Christianity. ^- , , ,

branch of the sun-worship. In the
tropical districts, for a great part of the
year the sun each day, at noon, draws up
the clouds around himself ; hence, with
lightning and thunder, the symbols of

power, comes down the fruitful rain in

thunderstorms upon the thirsty land.
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teristics, each diversely' developed. Not
only was human life subject to the

power of the gods in a large and general

way, since the gods had created and tormed

it, but also religion—or, to be more exact,

the Maya priesthood—had contrived a

special system whereby man's life was



RELIGIOUS CUSTOMS OF THE MAYA : THE GROUP OF THE CROSS
This picture represents a religious custom obtaining among' the Maya peoples, who inhabited districts of Central
America in the pre-Columbian days. To avert supposed calamities and on religions festivals it was usual to sacrifice
newly-born children and offer their bodies to the gods. Such an offering the priest on the right is holding in his
hands. A remarkable fact concerning this tablet is that it was executed with the aid of blunt instruments of flint.

ostensibly under the permanent influence

of the gods, even in the most unimpor-
tant trifles. Upon this subject the

quarters of the heavens and the constella-

tions were of decisive importance ; careful

and keen observation, lasting apparently
over a great period of time, had put the

Maya priesthood in possession of an
astronomical knowledge to which no other

people upon a corresponding plane of

civilisation has ever attained.

Their calendar still bears traces of its

development ; in earlier times it con-

sisted of eighteen months of twenty
days each, as with many other American
peoples. At the time of the discovery

of America the Maya knew how to correct

the solar year by means of five inter-

calary days, a piece of knowledge which the

Nahua peoples also possessed ; but they
were also aware that this did not corre-

spond with the real length of the solar

year, and corrected the error with greater

. , . , accuracy than the Old World
Astronomical , j j 4. r^ >

, ,
had done previous to Gregory s

Laws known ,, ,• ^ r ,, ^tt .

. .. ^ alteration of the Western
to the Maya

, , tt • j.i

calendar. Herein they were
superior to the Spaniards, who destroj^ed

their civilisation without suspecting this

fact. This carefully corrected solar year

was then considered in relation to all other

possible annual calculations, and upon
it the priestly caste established a number

of astronomical laws more carefully worked
out than in any other nation. Of nearly

equal, if not of even greater, importance
to the solar year was the ritual year of

twenty weeks with thirteen days each ;

each division of it belonged to a particular

divinity. Here the four quarters of the

heavens played an important part, since

to each of them a quarter of the ritual

year belonged. But in all this diversity

the consciousness of a higher unity

clearly existed ; evidence for this is the

special symbol of the four quarters of the

heaven—the cross—which the Spaniards

were highly astonished to find every-

where in the Maya temples, as an object

of particular veneration. Moreover, an
influence upon the motions of the earth

was certainly attributed to the morning
and evening stars and to the Pleiades.

Perhaps also the periods of revolution for

Venus, Mercury, and Mars were approxi-

mately known and employed in calculation.

The knowledge of these minute astro-

nomical calculations was the exclusive

possession of the highest priesthood,

though at the same time they exercised a

certain influence upon the whole national

life. Upon these calculations the priests

arranged the worship of the gods. The

Maya worship is sharply divided from that

of the Nahua. and in particular from the

bloody idol-worship of the Aztecs, which
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has been erroneously considered as almost

the typical form of Central American
worship. However, human sacrifice does

not seem to have been entirely excluded
from the Maya religion. But in earlier

times, before communication with the

Nahua peoples and their

Unknown
"^ lower forms of civilisation had

"^th °M^ exercised a deteriorating in-
aya

fJ^gJ^(.g ^pgn the Maya culture,

human sacrifice was practised most rarely,

and the Maya knew nothing of the canni-

balism which, even among the Aztecs,

accompanied these sacrifices. It was only on
the high festival, when, at the outset of a

new year, the Maya kindled the fire anew
to symbolise the commencement of a

period, that a human victim was offered

to the gods. The Maj^a were certainly

fully aware of the high value of blood as

a sacrifice ; only the power of atonement
was not inherent in the blood of a slaugh-

tered victim, but in that of a living man.
The blood was shed in honour of the god,

with fasting and discipline, by tearing the

tongue or some other sensitive portion of

the body with thorns or other instru-

ments of torture. Yet this happened only

upon high occasions. The usual offer-

ings were of a wholly inoffensive kind, and
consisted of the first-fruits of the hunts-

man's spoil or of the produce of the ground.
The most widely spread of all forms of

cffer ng was the censing with burning
copal resin, a religious use which continued
to the time of Christianity, and, in

individual cases, until recently ; upon
the discovery of outlying Maya ruins,

traces of such incense offerings of

quite recent time have been found.

Peacefully, with no shedding of blood,

the life of this people passed by ; under
the unlimited but mildly exercised ad-
ministration of a priestly aristocracy they
passed a life that was laborious but free

from care. Upon their memorials, weapons
of war appear only as attributes of the gods.

Amid the blessings of prosperity and
advancing civilisation they came to know
the dark side of life. Long and careful

cultivation of the fruitful tropic soil

had given them a kingdom which they
increased by an extensive trade. It may
have been a merchant ship from a har-

bour in the Maya district that met with
Columbus and his comrades upon their

fourth voyage over the Atlantic between
Jamaica and the mainland ; its sails,

its well-clothed crew, and its cargo
may have pointed to the existence

of a higher civilisation behind the

district of the Antilles and the naked
. savages who inhabited it,

rospcri y jg^^ prosperity was fatal to

.u* KT *• the nation. Phallic worship,
the Nation , j- • •, r

reverence to a divmity of

unnatural lust, are signs of moral decay
among the ruling classes of this people

;

and so it is intelligible that they went
down before an external shock, though it

was the shock of an enemy which was
by no- means of overpowering strength.
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END OF THE MAYA CIVILISATION
AND THE COMING OF THE SPANIARDS

IT was about the ninth century of our
^ era—perhaps a century oi two earlier—
that the peace of the Maya states of

Chiapas and Tabasco was broken by the

invasion of the Nahua peoples. A manu-
script of Kuikatec origin informs us of a

wave of conquest which passed from the

south-west of Central America to the

Isthmus of Tehuantepec, then turned
towards the east, troubled some part of

Guatemala, and frnall}^ penetrated to the

Acalan district, directly bordering on the

Yucatan peninsula. The enemy was then
situated in the rear of that group of

states to which Palenque, Menche, and
other centres of Maya civilisation belonged.

The reason that we cannot recognise these

ancient names in the lists of the Kuikatec
conquest is, perhaps, simply because the

documents have not been deciphered. At
an}' rate, invading hordes of the kind did

not spare the Maya district, which was
easy of access and possessed

nvasion
^jj ^^^ allurements of a high

of the Nahua ..... ^ . , . ° ,

p . civihsation. It is doubtful
whether hard fighting took

place or not between the unwarlike Maya
and the fierce, invading Nahua. The ruins

of Chiapas and Tabasco show scarce a trace

of wilful destruction such as is unmistak-
able in the case of Mayapan (Yucatan).
It was far less difficult for this people to

give up their wonted habitations than it

would have been for a more civilised

race. It was only for their gods that
they built permanent edifices ; they were
themselves satisfied with frail thatched
huts in which they slung their hammocks,
almost their only furniture, for the night.

It is just possible that Copan, with
its one century of flourishing civilisa-

tion, was only a temporary halting-place

of the Maya peoples, who had abandoned
their more northerly settlements in the
Usumacinta lowland before the invasion
of the advance guard of. the Nahuatlac
migration. If this be the case, then there
also thfey were left only a few generations

in peace. The later devastation of this

district by numerous and compact bodies
of Nahua races would show that the con-

querors followed later the tracks of their

flying adversaries, and there also put
an end to their peaceful existence. The
- . final result, however, of the

^. ^rxVJxf struggle between these two
the Old Maya irr j. i

^. ... .. ditferent races, a struggle
Civilisation , . , ^11,1which apparently lasted a
considerable time, was to shatter the old

Maya civilisation and to divide the races

belonging to it into two essentially distinct

groups, the Maya people of Yucatan and
those of the Guatemala branch.
Upon their invasion the Maya found

Yucatan still uninhabited, whether this

invasion followed upon their flight before

the Nahua peoples or was an event of

earlier times. Probably Yucatan offered

no great or immediate attractions to them.
Thanks to its position between two
seas, the climate of the peninsula was
healthy ; the sea-breezes also brought
moisture sufficient for the needs of a
luxuriant vegetation. But running water
—that indispensable condition of a per-

manent settlement—^is scarce to be found
on the whole peninsula.

A search for the precious liquid in sub-

terranean caverns, the collecting of it in

reservoirs, and the transport of it often to

the height of three or four hundred feet up
steps and ladders, is an undertaking not

lightly entered upon by any people that

can find more suitable ground at its

disposition. Undoubtedly, Yucatan was
first settled by the Maya far later than

Chiapas or Tabasco. All the

-,
* ,.^ remains that have been brought

Excavations , 11.1 .1 x 1 j
„ ,

to light bv the manifold excava-
Reveal ,. ^ - ^, ,. .,

tions, even those from the

lowest strata, point to the highly advanced
civilisation of the inhabitants ; traces of a

gradual development of this civilisation

there are hone. The immigrating people

must therefore have gained their culture

elsewhere, as is demonstrable in the case
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of the Maya in the neighbouring districts

farther west. In Yucatan, also, a consider-

able portion of the civilised districts was
in ruins at the time of the Spanish invasion

';

but other towns and temples,

which fully correspond in cha-
Features of

the Ancient

Maya Art
racter with those destroyed,

were then in full perfection.

And tradition was certainly able to give a

more or less connected account of the cities

that had been abandoned and destroyed.

The Yucatan buildings display an art of

an undoubtedly late period compared
with the art of

the more westerly

states ; the ex-

ecution is not so

careful, and there

is a certain ad-

mixture of for-

eign elements. In

place of the

simple design of

the old monu-
mental buildings,

where the sole

decorations were
the carved slabs

and their accom-
panymg mscrip-

tions, we have
here, partly re-

sulting from the

nature of the

material em-
ployed, an excess

of ornamental
detail, a wilfully

exaggerated sym-
bolism, the ex-

istence of which
is far more in-

telligible in the

case of an older

people than it is

in a nation ad-

vancing by the
strength of youth. The lavish employ-
ment of stereot^j>ed forms leaves but
meagre space for inscriptions, so that this

valuable adjunct of the ancient Maya art
is here almost entirely wanting.

In the sculpture and wall paintings the
influence of elements of Nahuatlac origin is

unmistakable ; this brings the foundation
of the Yucatan ruins nearer to the time
when the two races came in contact.
The calendar of the Yucatan Maya also

shows traces of a later origin, and diverges
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in many points from that 01 the Maya race

of Chiapas. These differences have a par-

ticular importance, as they show the
Yucatan people in concord with the Nahua,
who certainly developed their civilisation

later, and in divergence from their own
original race. Tradition also—^though

often, after the manner of tradition,

returning upon the creation of all

things—does give grounds for that sup-

position that the occupation of Yucatan
was the result, in the first instance, of

the collapse of the old Maya civilisation.

Yucatan appears
to have been ori-

ginally divided
into a number of

small individual

states, each with
its own separate

traditions ; con-

sequently the

history of the

peninsula con-

tains a large

number of dif-

ferent traditions

which cannot be
traced to a com-
mon source, and
do not show
sufficient points

of contact among
themselves to

enable us to con-

struct a general

history of the

Maya race. We
ma}', however,
conclude that the

emigrations and
the settlements

in Yucatan were
not the result

of one uniform
leadership, but
that separate

little bands, independent of one another,

had fled beyond the thick woods that

bound Yucatan. Individuals among
these groups retained the old institutions

under which they had seen happier times

in their more western home. The god
Itzamna was named as the founder and
the first ruler of the sacred town Itzamal.

Similarly Kukulkan, who was certainly

only the incarnation of a similar group of

ideas, is said to have been the first king of

Mayapan to have carried on for man}^
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years a rule of peace and prosperity, and
to have been the origin of the princely

house of the Cocomes. This means that

the bands of Maya who chose Itzamal and
Mayapan for their new abode were still

under the government of their old priestly

caste. On the analogy of Mexico we may
conclude that these priests had marched at

TL c J the head of the emigrants with

Totn
" the holy images of the gods,

flt^ 1
^^^ ^^^ finally given them com-
mands, presumed to be from

heaven, for the colonisation and the build-

ing of the new towns. In Itzamal the

priestly caste seems to have been pre-

eminent until the town was absorbed in

the neighbouring states, which were rapidly

extending under a secular rule. Mayapan
in the course of time took a predominating
position among these. The fact, however,
that the race of kings in that town traced

their origin from Kiikulkan himself is a

proof that this royal house either owed its

origin to a secularisation of its priestly

rulers, or, at any rate, was founded with
the help and approval of the priesthood of

their national god.

Circumstances seem to have been some-
v.'hat different, even from the begin-

ning, with those bands of the Maya who
were known as Itzaes, and who founded
and gave its title to the town of Chichen-
Itza. In this case, even at the outset of

their emigrations, a secular government
appeared in place of. their priestly leader-

ship ; for although the Tutul Xius are

occasionally mentioned as holy men, they
appear everywhere as a family of warriors
and princes. Their traditions most
distinctly point to their origin from the
Maya states of the west ; the land of

Nonoual is particularly mentioned as a
starting-point of their migrations ; that is,

the Nonohualco of the Nahua, the coast-

line of Tabasco. Starting at that point,

they arrived, after long wanderings, at

Chacnouitan. the most southerly part of

,. ,„ ^ Yucatan, and they founded
oettlements .i .c / • j. j. a^

. .. their hrst important town m
M p 1

Ziyan Caan on the lake which
was afterwards called Bacalar.

In later times, as also appears in the annals
of the Tutul Xius, the historical interests

of Yucatan gi^avitated to the north of the
peninsula ; only on the lake Bacalar the
Spaniards, under Montejo, met with a
numerous Maj^a population in several

extensive towns. For something like sixty

years the rulership of the Tutul Xius lasted
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in Ziyan Caan ; then they also marched
northward and eventually chose Chichen-
Itza for their residence. Chichen-Itza is

a town which has played a considerable

part among the sacred places of Yucatan,
a part resembling that of Teotihuacan in

Anahuac ; its fortunes had no lasting

connection with the race of the Tutul Xius
which had founded it.

In the meantime, the territorial princi-

palities in the whole neighbourhood had
been greatly strengthened, and their

conflicting interests brought war and
destruction upon the rising towns. It

seems to have been the Cocomes, the rulers

of i\Iayapan, who overthrew the throne of

the Tutul Xius in Chichen-Itza after a

government of 120 years ; the town itself

they made loosely dependent upon their

owTi state, but the governors and their

followers were obliged to start upon a fresh

emigration. According to these traditions,

Yucatan owes to this same race of princes

another of its noblest towns and the rich

artistic decorations with which it is

adorned. At any rate, the Tutul Xius fled

in a slanting direction across the whole
peninsula as far as the northern coast, and

settled in Champoton, where
they are said to have ruled for

V * xir more than 250 years. This
Yucatan Wars r , • <- j i j.i

fact is confirmed by the ex-

tensive burial-grounds of a Maya people

which have been discovered on the little

islands which lie opposite to the town of

Champoton, or Potonchan, knowTi later as

a site of Nahuatlac population.

Apparently it was here that the Maya
people who were subjects of the Tutul Xius
entered into relations with the Nahua people,

who had gained accessions of strength

in the meantime. In the fourteenth cen-

tury troops of Nahuatlac soldiers played
an important part in the internal wars of

Yucatan ; and that it was not, as tradition

relates, only the Cocomes of Mayapan who
availed themselves of the services of these

strangers is proved by the artistic style

of the productions with which we meet
even in the territory of the enemies of

the Cocomes, especially in Chichen-Itza
;

here chiefs and warriors are repeatedly

immortalised in an art the style of which
betrays its affinity to the pictorial art of the

Aztec manuscripts at the very first glance.

Such confederations as these enabled
the Tutul Xius to extend their rulership

from Champoton towards the north and
east. They entered into treaties of peace

Nahuatlac
Soldiers in
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with the princes of Mayapan ; and families

of ruhng princes again held the sceptre in

Itzamal and Chichen-Itza. At this time

the Tutul Xius changed their residence

from Champoton to Uxmal (pronounced
Ifshmal). Their splendid state buildings

in that district are sure evidence of a long

period of peace, which they utilised to

advance further their civilisation.

The different little states were under a

rulership that was at least mild, but forced

them to keep peace with one another ; the

artistic energy resulting from this peace

expended itself in the countless monu-
mental ruins with which we meet upon the

soil of Yucatan. It was in this period, too,

that the country was opened up, as was
formerly the district between Palenque
and its neighbouring towns, by the exten-

sive and carefully made system of high-

roads, remains of which have been found
in the most widely separated places.

Religious purposes were the chief object

of this work. According to the traditions,

the roads led from the chief temple of

Chichen-Itza and Itzamal out into the

country in all directions, as far and wide
as people prayed and made pilgrimages to

_ Kukulkan, the feathered snake,

.

\i
unmistakably the chief among

c aya
^^^^ Maya deities of later times.

Chichen-Itza was specially con-

nected with Cozumel, an island town
not far from the eastern coast, which seems
to have formed a wide circle of temples in

the whole of its extent ; it was here that

the Spaniards first found the cross, the
symbol of the god who ruled the fom"

quarters of the heaven.
The Indian summer of the Maya civilisa-

tion was not fated to last long in Yucatan.
The yoke of the Cocomes was heavy upon
land and people. At the beginning of their

rule, in order the better to secure their

position, they had created an aristocracy

which was obliged to give personal service

to the government ; for this, however,
they were recompensed by rich grants of

land and people, which they ruled—or,

more exactly, plundered—through their

representatives. The result was that the
Cocomes introduced, probably in imitation
of Nahuatlac predecessors, the institution

of slavery, which had hitherto been un-
known to the Maya. They based their

rights on the principle of conquest. The
state of Mayapan owed a considerable
portion of its extent to the sternness of this

rlile ; in this way Chichen-Itza became

tributary to the government of Mayapan.
The iron hand of government growing
heavier and heavier may very well, in the
course of time, have brought it about that

the position of the common people, who
were subject to the tributary caciques,

degenerated into a kind of subjection not
very different from slavery. Moreover, the

ruling classes abandoned them-... selves to the unlimited enjoy-

Q ment of life ; even the legends

of the founding of their state

speak of acts of dreadful immorality.
The result was that the rulers did not feel

their position secure, though they were
situated in the midst of a nobility bound
to themselves by common interests.

After the manner of tyrants, they thought
they would find their surest protection in a

foreign bodyguard, and they took warriors

of the Nahua race from the district of

Tabasco into their service. Even with
this help they were not entirely success-

ful in suppressing manifestations of dis-

satisfaction. One of the first to revolt

against the tyranny of the Cocomes was
the prince of Uxmal, but the fortune of

war decided agamst him, and factions

which broke out in Uxmal itself resulted in

the abandonment of the royal town by its

inhabitants, though not in its destruction.

The remainder of the Tutul Xius were
again obliged to retreat and founded
a new principality in Mani, which, how-
ever, never attained the splendour and
importance of the imperial towns of

Chichen-Itza and Uxmal.
The rising of the Tutul Xius had, how-

ever, set the example of revolt, and soon
found imitators among the petty kings

who were hard pressed by the Cocomes,
though not so hard as had been the aris-

tocracy of Mayapan. The next to refuse

the respect he owed to the tyrant of Maya-
pan was the prince of Chichen-Itza. But
he also was brought to punishment. A
man of extraordinary energy sat upon the

„ _ , throne of the Cocomes. Hunac
Hunac Eel t^ i . • i

Eel was certamly an even

f\i
^'^^'^

harsher tyrant than his prede-
ayapaa

^ggg^^.g j^g^^ been, but he was
also a far-seeing politician. He knew very
well that he could not rely upon the fidelity

and dependence of his subjects; therefore

he sought protection for his rule outside of

his kingdom. The chronicles speak of a

treaty which Hunac Eel had made with

the governors of the kings of Mexico in

Tabasco and Xicalango ; this is certainly
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an anachronism, for at the time when
Hunac Eel was king of Mayapan the

Aztec rulers of Mexico-Tenochtitlan were

fighting to win their own independence

from the Tecpanec kings of Azcaputzalco.

But the fact is certainl}' well attested that

Hunac Eel entered into alliance with the

warlike Nahua of the neighbouring princi-

pality. In spite of his great display of

power—Hunac Eel entered upon his cam-

paign against Chichen-Itza with thirteen

tributary princes—the result of his expedi-

tion was far less decisi\'e than liad been

his war against •

Uxmal, but
Chichen-Itza
succumbed to

overpowering
forces. The town,

however, re-

tained its own
princes, who were

to some extent

dependent upon
the Mayapan
go vernment.
For some time
past the kingdom
of Cocomes had
been in a state

of internal war.

The uncertainty
of the chronolog-

ical calculations

of Yucatan his-

tory does not
make it plain

how long these in-

ternal struggles

in the kingdom
of Mayapan had
continued ; ap-

parently about a
century passed
by before the
crash came. This was, however, brought
about by continual revolts in Chichen-Itza.
Religious motives may have been at the

bottom of this invincible animosity, or may
at least have stimulated it. Mayapan and
the priestly town of Itzamal, which were
in close alliance, reverenced Itzamna as

their divine founder, while Chichen-Itza by
degrees had become the central point of

the whole district of Maya civilisation for

the worship of Kukulkan, the feathered

snake, representations of which are a pre-

dominating characteristic in Chichen art.

The rivalry between Itzamal and Chichen-
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Itza gave occasion for complications re-

sulting in hostilities between the states ;

it certainly gave considerable impulse to

the animosity with which the people of

Mayapan were accustomed to regard the

rival they had never entirely subdued.
But the Cocomes were also blind to their

own real interests ; they allowed the spirit

of division to make further and further

inroads into their kingdom, until at last

even their foreign mercenaries could no
longer cope with the power of the enemy.
An alliance was concluded between the

Tutul Xius, who
had retreated to

their highlands
of Central Yuca-
tan, the rulers

of Chichen-Itza,

and the enemies
in the immediate
neighbourhood
of the Cocomes,
and neither the

bands of Nahua
warriors nor the

fortifications
with which
Mayapan had
long since been
surrounded could
make head
against the
united forces of

so many oppo-

.

nents. The Co-

comes kingdom
collapsed, and
with it disap-

peared the last

trace of a Maya
confederation.
The proud cap-

ital which for

nearly 500 years

had been the central point of the kingdom

—a kingdom whose boundaries had em-

braced the greater part of the Yucatan

peninsula—was utterly destroyed by its

revengeful enemies. Though this is a

most important occurrence in Yucatan

history during the century which pre-

ceded the Spanish conquest, yet its date

remains quite uncertain.

Apparently the decisive battles took

place about the year 1436, after a previous

period of nearly twenty years had passed

almost without'any cessation of hostilities.

That this conflict must have consisted

REMAINS OF THE ROYAL PALACE AT UXMAL
During the era of Mexican civilisation many stately buildings were
erected at Uxmal, but when a revolt broke out against the tyranny
of the Cocomes the royal town was abandoned by its inhabitants.



COURTYARD OF THE NUNS' HOUSE AND ELLIPTICAL PYRAMID
Built by the Maya peoples in the great days of their prosperity, Uxmal, which some writers are prepared to regard
as the home of the earliest civilisation, is to-day so many heaps of ruins from which we may learn much of the past

Uiultrwood

PREHISTORIC RUINS AT THE IMPERIAL TOWN OF UXMAL IN YUCATAN
F 23 D 5753
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rather of a series of revolutionary combats
than of a continuous war is certainly to

be inferred from the change in circum-

stances which had taken place. Even the

hated Xahua body-guards were not in-

volved in the tj'rant's fall, but were spared

by the conquerors. They were even

allowed to settle in the province of Aculan,

m the neis:hbourhood of Cam-
* ^°

, peche, and there to form a little
the Cocomes - _ . .

Power
Nahua state. But this was ap-

parently soon absorbed by the

Maya, who surrounded it on all sides, for, a
century later, at the time of the conquest,

not a single Nahua-speaking inhabitant

was to be found on the peninsula.

The conquerors, too, left equally un-

molested a last branch of the Cocomes
race, which was in Ulua at the time of the
revolution, apparently attempting to enlist

fresh Aztec reinforcements for the help of

its mother state. It ma}' have collected

around itself the last surviving dependents
of the old dynasty, and have founded
another small state with their help ; by
this means the name of Cocomes survived
to future generations. The province of

Zotuta, with its capital Tibulon, situated

deep in the forests of the central regions,

was the scene of its rule until the Spaniards
made their way there also.

It is not easy to explain the nature of

the influence which the fall of the Cocomes
power exerted upon the two rival priestly

towns ol Itzamal and Chichen-Itza. Under
its king Ulmil, Chichen-Itza had been for

a long time the central point of the resist-

ance offered to the kings of Mayapan;
consequently the vials of the royal wrath
had repeatedly been poured out upon
town and land. In spite of this, up to the
time of the destruction of Mayapan, the
king of Chichen-Itza invariably appears
as a powerful ally of the revolted party.
One would have expected that the holy
town of the feathered snake would now
increase in strength and vigour. On the
„ , contrary, its name entirelv dis-

Split into
3-PPea-rs from the traditions

;

Kingdoms }^P°" ^^® division of Yucatan
into seven little kingdoms, a

condition of things which the Spaniards
found upon their conquest, Chichen-Itza
appears no longer as an independent king-
dom. The abandoned ruins of the town,
which were speedily covered by a luxu-
riant vegetation, were offered by the kings
of Itzamal as a resting-place for the first

small Spanish troop which made its way
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into Yucatan. A possible explanation of

this remarkable fact may be found in

the legend that a prince of Chichen-Itza
had abandoned the land, with the greatest

part of his people, in one of the many
revolutions which disturbed the last days
of the Mayapan dynasty.
He is said to have turned again to the

original dwelling-places of the Maya in the
far west, hoping thus to avoid these scenes
of war and oppression. The Maya state

of Peten-Itza, on the lake of Peten, in

Guatemala, is reputed to owe its origin to

him. On his expedition to Honduras,
Ferdinand Cortes visited its capital, which
was situated on the island of the Peteh
lake called by the Spaniards the Isla de
Flores. In this district, also, ruins oj

Maya towns have been recently discovered

which would not disgrace the architects

of Chichen-Itza, supposing them really to

have been the founders of a second
younger civilisation in this district, which
was, for the Maya, classic ground.
Another curious tradition is connected

with the little kingdom of Peten-Itza.

The favourite horse of Cortes is said to

have been so ill in that place that it could

• S^ ^o farther. It was, there-

ju
""^"^^

fore, handed over to the Maya,

g . . with orders to look after it

carefully, that it might be given
over to the next Spaniards who should
come that way. But the Indians, whose
reverential awe of the horse—an animal
with which they were entirely un-
acquainted—is known to us from many
episodes of the conquest, thought that

the best way to look after the horse was
to pay him the honours due to a god,

to quarter him in a temple, and to feed

him with sacrifices. This worship con-

tinued until the noble charger was killed

by this unusual food, and must then have
been replaced by a facsimile in clay.

The Maj'a state of Pente was the

longest to maintain its independence
against the Spaniards. The remoteness and
isolation of the district in which the last

Itzaes had set up their habitation were
their best protection. Here, for more than
a century after the visit of Cortes, the

worship of the old gods, the practice of the

ancient art, and the study of the old

sacred books were maintained ; more
than one attempt on the part of mission-

aries and governors to destroy this last

retreat of heathendom came to an in-

glorious end in the extensive jungles which
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spread their sure defences around the little

kingdom of Peten on all sides. It was
only in 1671 that a simultaneous attack

upon different sides succeeded in uniting

a sufficient force at the lake of Peten
;

even then the Maya, who had learned the

arts of war in their century of battles,

resisted with the courage of despair ; but
the Indians and their rude and almost
primitive implements of destruction could
not make head against protective armour
and better weapons. And so destruction

came upon the last town in which the

most ancient civilisation of the New World
had gained a respite for its independence.

many generations, also provided secular

ru!ers for the newly rising principality.

The Cheles did not probably attempt to

revive the aggressive policy of the Cocomes.
Nevertheless, their state, next to the state

of Zachi, was by far the most extensive

which the Spaniards found in the peninsula,

and embraced, with the exception of the

little Nahua territory of Campeche, the

whole of the north and east. The district

of this principality, in which the Spaniards
found a friendly reception from the outset,

became later the germ of the Spanish
province of Yucatan ; Merida, the capital

of this province, was built upon the site

^^tk> J^'M.m^ ^X.^i 1 ' Lux:^.i.u'X..jiiLJi mji jim i n

-.i.^u'.-Mii'.'^itu^^^".' ik

RUINS OF A BEAUTIFUL TEMPLE AT UXMAL, SHOWING THE ELABORATE CARVINGS

Long before this time a similar fate had
befallen all the other Maya kingdoms.
Strangely enough, that town had gained
the most profit from the revolution against

Mayapan, which should have been most
deeply involved in the fall of the Cocomes,
as being their closest all}'. The greatest

part of the district which formed the old

kingdom of Mayapan did not fall into the

power of the Itzaes of Chichen, or the

Tutul Xius of Mani, but to the old priestly

town Itzamal ; and the race of the Cheles,

from which the high-priesthood of the

kingdom of Mayapan had been drawn for

of the ancient Tiho, only a few miles from
Itzamal. Chiefly in consequence of their

foolish conduct, the Spaniards had many a

hard battle to fight before they subjugated

the whole Maya district of Yucatan ; but

when once peace and order had been

firmly re-established in the country, the

natiVe population, which was even then

numerous, displayed all the virtues pecu-

liar to the ancient race. The docile,

pliable, and frugal Maya -Indians tilled

the soil for their Christian lords and
priests with the same industry which they

had displayed under their ancient masters,
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and the clever architects and sculptors

now erected temples and palaces upon
modern designs with all their ancient skill.

It is doubtful whether the Maya
kingdom of Guatemala, and the later

kingdoms of Quiche, of Kakchiquel, and
of Tzutuhil, were first populated when the

inroads of the Nahua race menaced the

old civilisation of the Tzendal

Mn^* district. It is far more prob-

„f^* able that the acquisition of
mg oms

^j^ggg territories by Maya
peoples belongs to an eai^lier period.

The connection of kindred nations in

their immediate neighbourhood in so

momentous a fashion naturally could not

fail to have an influence upon these

kingdoms; at any rate, the people of

the western higliland gained then a

strong additional element, which was
more advanced than they in civilisation

and consequently must have had a con-

siderable influence upon these races.

The Maya people of Guatemala also

had a full share in the important acquisi-

tion which the civilisation of their race

had gained. They were well acquainted
with the art of writing in the hieroglyphic

signs peculiar to the Maya civilisation.

Their legendary traditions, which have
come down to us in even greater number
than have those of their most advanced
kinsfolk on the east, show the same
number of religious conceptions ; the same
gods, with now and then even the same
names, are prominent here as there. The
complicated astronomical calendar, which
must count among the most important
scientific achievements of the Maya peoples,

was for them also the governing principle

in religious and civic life.

But the habits of their daily life, and
the buildings thereby developed, were
different, and resulted in a sensible differ-

ence in the artistic character of the district.

This is especially the case with their

architecture, which cannot but surprise us,

. , ., supposing it to have been
Architecture

i
• i j • j r

exclusively derived from
-1. . _ the architects of Palenque,
Wcstcra Rac2S , , , , , ^, ,. , ,

^ ,'
Menche, etc. 1 he highlands

of Guatemala, in which the capital town of

Quiche and its related governments were
situated, offered, for the expression of their

artistic tendencies, a material of the same
value and nature as the Maya had at their

disposition in the lower districts. Never-
theless, the architecture of the western
races never even approximated to the rich
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decorations of the east, and the number
of memorials in the plastic art, the high-

land origin of which is indisputable, is very
small. However, from the numerous ex-

amples of pottery found in the highlands

and in the western district of Guatemala,
we observe that these Ma^'a peoples did

not break away, as did the Huastecs,
from the specific Maya civilisation of the

original race, but that they had shared
in every form of its development. On
pottery ware from Quiche and related

towns inscriptions and calendars have been

transmitted to us which we are accus-

tomed to find carved in stone or moulded
in stucco as architectural decorations

among the other Maya races.

The number of sites in the western
Maya district, the ruins of which have
been discovered, is by no means small,

and remains of massive stone buildings,

though without the usual artistic decora-

tion, are by no means lacking. But the

preponderance of fortifications in the sites

of the west distinguishes them in a

marked wa}^ from those of the lowlands

and the Yucatan peninsula. Among the

buildings of the lowlands are to be found
many the position of which

^x!^\^.^
^'"^ was certainly chosen with a

With the ,

-^ , 1^1
. , , „ , view to resisting hostile
Nahua Feoples ., , r, j_ j .•

attacks. But consideration

of strategical necessities is nowhere very

conspicuous, and in many places entirely

wanting. In Guatemala quite the contrary

is the case. The choice of site here shows
that strategical considerations were gener-

ally of the first importance. Walls, for-

tresses, and citadels, often of considerable

extent, which could have been reduced
only by the combined attacks of large

forces of men, are the most remarkable
remains in the district of Quiche.

The Maya in the lowlands were of a dis-

tinctly peaceful disposition
;
possibly in the

course of time an entire change in their

national character was brought about by
their continual wars with the warlike

Nahua races, some of which can be de-

monstrated to have made their way even as

far as Nicaragua. It is, however, more
probable that from the outset differences

existed between the peaceful races of the

flourishing coast-land and the more
primitive peoples of the mountains, differ-

ences derived from the internal divisions

of the district, which did not manifest
themselves tvithin the historical epoch.

The old town Tulan continually appears-



EXAMPLES OF THE EARLY RELIGIOUS SCULPTURES OF CENTRAL AMERICA
Religious worship played an important part in the lives of the Santa Lucians, one of the early races who
inhabited America. Among their many deities the most prominent were the sun and moon, both of which in works
of sculpture were represented with human forms. The bent staff emanating: from the mouth of the worshipper in
the first picture represents a petition or prayer which he is making to an aged divinity. The second picture shows
a worshipper, the image of death reminding him of the end of his days, adoring a flaming deity, probably the sun.
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as a source of all emigrations, and must
be sought for in the district of Tabasco,

if by Tulan we may understand an in-

dividual town. From this town Nima-
Quiche—the great Quiche—emigrated with

three brothers, and turned his steps west-

ward to the mountains, as we learn from
the traditions of the western peoples. The

. brothers are said to have

of the Western
^^®" divided the land so that

p *. *^ *" one obtained the district of
eop es

Chiapas (Quelenes), the other

obtained Verapaz (Tezulutlan), and the

third the district of Mames and Pocomams
(on the north-west of Guatemala), while he
himself gained the land of Quiche, Kak-
chiquel, and Tzutuhil ; the royal house of

this kingdom traced its origin from him.
In spite of its Nahua influences this tradi-

tion clearly shows the consciousness of a
national unity, even among such Maya
peoples as have played no further part in

history ; and it also refers their origin

to a time when this national consciousness
had not been so wholly deadened as it

afterwards was. Chiapas now appears as
one of the four Maya kingdoms, and
there is nothing to show that this district

had already fallen into the hands of

foreign conquerors ; therefore this division

of peoples must be regarded as belonging
to a time long before the flight of the
Maya from Chiapas.
The later history of the race is hope-

lessly confused. Continual internal wars,
constant emigrations and change of place,

revolts against tyrannical power, and
confederations of peace are its chief con-
stituents. The very dynasty of the Quiche
race is by one historian given as consisting

of eleven generations, by another as
consisting of seventeen, and even some-
times as of twenty-three. However, the
kings of Quiche certainly held an important
position among the ruling races of

Guatemala, and a chronicler declares that
the Quiche kings date back to the era of

P the Aztec rulers of Mexico-

^f .k r» • k ' Tenochtitlan, adding at the
of the Quiche ,. A - ^l ,^ • u '

J.. . same time that the Quiche
kingdom was not merely

equal to the Aztec kingdom in extent,
but that it was even far superior to it.

For the disruption of the small kingdoms
of Kakchiquel and Tzutuhil, different

reasons are suggested. The succession to

King Acxopil, the successor of the Nima-
Quiche, the real founder of the Quiche
kingdom, may possibly have led to the
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disruption. The rulers of the smaller king-

doms remained, however, in honourable
relations with the chief kingdom of

Quiche, and were even interested in the

maintenance of the supreme power in con-

sequence of the mode of succession peculiar

to these American kingdoms.
Acxopil during his lifetime handed over

to his eldest son the government of the

kingdom of Kakchiquel, and to the younger
the government of Tzutuhil, with the stipu-

lation that after his death the elder son

should govern the whole kingdom, in-

cluding Quiche, the second son should

govern Kakchiquel, and a third should

rule over Tzutuhil. The object of this

arrangement was that each ruler, before

obtaining the highest position in. the

state, should undergo a training for

supremacy in positions of gradually

increasing importance. It does not

appear, however, that this regulation was
strictly observed after his death.

Icutemal, the elder of the sons of Acxopil,

got possession of the throne of Quiche ; but

he handed over therulership of Kakchiquel
to his own elder son, and not to his brother.

This was a signal for the out-
n ra o

]3j.gg^]^ of protracted internal
n erna

struggles, which lasted uninter-
Strugglcs /=°, ' , X +1
; ruptedly almost up to the

Spanish conquest. In this case also the

neighbouring Nahua races were enlisted as

'allies in the wars of these related Maya king-

doms. Their influence was here so strongly

pronounced that the bloody human sacri-

fices and the cannibalism practised by the

Nahua were also adopted b}' the Maya.
At any rate, all our information testifies

that the Maya people in Guatemala were
far more extensively commingled with
Nahua elements than in Yucatan.
The three kingdoms continued mutually

independent and in a state of constant

internal struggle until the arrival of the

Spaniards. In 1492 a number of the

chiefs of Kakchiquel revolted against Cay
Hunahpu, who had again attempted to

extend his empire at the expense of his

neighbours. He was defeated, and atoned
for his aggression by his death. In this

there is nothing extraordinary ; but the
Kakchiquel attached such importance to

this victory fhat they made it the starting-

point of a new chronology. In true revo-

lutionary style they abolished the whole
of the old priestly calendar and created a

year of 400 days, divided into twenty
months of twenty days each. They are



THE SYMBOLICAL SCULPTURES OF THE SANTA LUCIANS
That the Santa Lucians had attained a highly developed state of culture is evidenced from their works of art. Although
most of their sculptures represent some form of worship, there are many depicting scenes of ordinary day life. To the
latter belongs the centre picture, where two men of the nobler classes are seen conversing. The other two show sick
men, one of whom is visited by a medicineman in the guise of a deer, which is a reminder of the moderate number of years
he has liveil, thus bidding him be of good hope ; the other an elderly man finding himself in the presence of death.
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of Aztec

Domiaioa

the only race of Central America which
abandoned the scientific astronomical

calendar of the Maya. It requires no
great penetration to see that their new
year was no advance upon the old one, but

was an act as futile as it was arbitrary.

In spite of numerous relations
The Years

^^-^j^ ^^^ Nahua races, there

seems to have been no real con-

nection between the Maya king-

dom and the Aztec kingdom of Montezuma.
The existence of each was known to the

other, and embassies may have b^en
exchanged between them even before the

arrival of the .Spaniards. The Aztec con-

quests certainly came extremely close to

the boundaries of the Maya kingdom in the

last ten years of Aztec dominion ; this

did not conduce to any close connection
between the two groups of states.

The- Quiche were so much occupied
with warding off the attacks of hostile

kinsfolk within the boundaries of their

own kingdom that they could not turn
their attention to foreign conquest, which
inight have brought them into conflict

with the Aztecs. When the Spaniards
began to encroach upon the Aztec king-

dom, Montezuma II. is said to have sent

a great embassy to the king of Kakchi-
quel ; they do not, however, seem to have
been able to come to an understanding.
Before the Spaniards had undertaken the

subjugation of the Maya kingdom of

Guatemala, emissaries of the king of

Kakchiquel appeared in Mexico, which
was the fiist kmgdom to fall before Cortes,

and asked for his help against the Quiche.

Naturally this help was gladly lent in view
of future possibilities. In the year 1524
the Adelantado Pedro de Alvarado ap-

peared in Iximcat, and, in alliance with
the Kakchiquel, began a war against the

Quiche, and conquered them in several

bloody conflicts. The Tzutuhil had re-

mained neutral, trusting to the inaccessi-

bility of their kingdom, and had refused

their help, not only to the Quiche, but also

to the Spaniards. This fact provided a

pretext for Alvarado to turn his forces

against them ; and neither the resources

of Nature nor those of art could avail to

protect the Tzutuhil against the power of

Spain. The Kakchiquel learned too late

that they had gained a Spanish alliance,

for which they had so much sought, at the

price of their own freedom.
When they tried to shake off

the yoke which was impar-

ceptibly laid upon them, the

moment had long since passed when their

resistance could have been attended with
any hopes of success. The blood that

they shed in vain could only expiate their

criminal action in being the first to throw
open their country to the foreign invader.

Alliance

at the Price of

Freedom

FRONT AND BACK VIEWS OF BURIAL MASKS OF .THE ANCIENT MEXICANS
These masks, grenerally made of copper or wood, were used among the Maya peoples lor the purpose of covering the
face of the dead, thus keepingaway the demons while their wearers made their iourney to the " abode of the clouds."
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ADVANCE OF THE NAHUA PEOPLES
THE LEGEND OF TOLTEC CIVILISATION

IN the sixteenth century the Spaniards

found a numerous population of Nahua,
people who had been settled for many
hundreds of years, in a territory which lies

upon the north of the districts of Maya
civilisation, and stretches to the borders of

the Pueblo Indians—that is, from the

Isthmus of Tehuantepec up to the bound-

aries of Texas and New Mexico.

These peoples did not, however, consider

their country as their original home ; in

fact, there was there a remnant of a foreign

population which had, in general, followed

the steps of Nahua civilisation. The migra-

tion legends which were widely extant

among the Nahua give very consistent

narratives, and point to the home of the

race having been situated in the far north

upon a great water. In this legend the

place-names Aztlan (the Town on the

Water) and Chicomoztoc (the Seven

Caves) play a great part. This legend has

evoked a whole literature.
Emigration ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^le Pacific
of the Nahua

q^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ American
Peoples

jg^^^g^ ^^.^^ Bering Strait to

the Plain of Mexico, scarcely a spot can

be found which one or another inquirer

has not connected with the emigrations of

the Aztecs from Aztlan-Chicomoztoc to

Mexico-Tenochtitlan.

The traces of emigration of the Nahua
peoples in a northerly direction, other

than those of a legendary nature, are

extremely inadequate. The district which

lay a little to the north of the later centre

of Nahua civilisation—that is, the plateau

of Anahuac—was populated in compara-

tively early times by the race of the

Pueblo Indians. Their civihsation sho\ys

some points of resemblance to the Nahua
culture ; but the fundamental differences

are so striking or extreme that it is

impossible to suppose a Nahua migration

through this region even in remote times.

Traces of the Nahua language have cer-

tainly been found in proper names, or,

as it were, fossilised in the dialects of the

Pueblo peoples in Sinaloa, and as much
farther north as the Hopi or Moqui or

Tusayan. Even in the district of Maya
civilisation we are surprised to find in the

chronicles of the sixteenth century many
names of places derived from the Nahua

speech. But we are well
Indians as

assured that the reason for
Guides to

^j^.g .g ^^^ ^^^^ ^j^g ^^^^^
the Spaniards

^.^^^.^^ extended mto this

territory, but that the Spaniards were

guided into this district by Indians who
were only acquainted with Nahua power
and with Nahua names for the places.

These names have thus been stereotyped

by tradition, and confirmed by the pre-

ponderance of the Nahua element in the

midst of the Spanish colonisations. A
similar state of things must undoubtedly

have come to pass on the north also.

The historical trachtions of the Nahua
race invite the conclusion that their ori-

ginal home was certainly situated in the

northern portion of the district in which

the Spaniards found their race pre-

dominant. Not only the hieroglyphic

designs, which were partially complete

before the period of conquest, but also

the Spanish chroniclers, who collected

their information from the natives, point

to the fact that the Nahua races had long

lived as a wholly uncivilised fishing and

hunting people within those boundaries

where they were discovered in the six-

teenth century. Even then there were

individual related peoples who had not yet

obtained a share in the civilisation of their

more favoured brethren, and only a short

time had elapsed, if we may
Wandering

bgheve tradition, since certain
Races Turn to

Agriculture
races who at the time of the

Spanish conquest stood high

in the scale of general civilisation had

given up their wandering lives and turned

to agriculture and the blessings of progress.

The desire for a settled life was certainly

not prominent among the Nahua, and

least of all among the Aztecs, and it is a
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tendency uliicn ue cannot consider to

have be'en gained by imitating civilised

predecessors, even in the case of the most
civilised peoples of America

Like the Maj'a, the Indians of Central

America made no difhculty about aban-

doning their habitations, where for genera-

tions they had been settled and had
worked, supposing their '

political circumstances to

have altered for the worse.

The wanderings of thi'

Aztecs are of themselves

evidence that they wen-
the last to leave their

common home, Aztlan-

Chicomoztoc. For at least

ten years in historical times

they wandered among the

different nations of the

Nahua race, which ages

ago had obtained a secure

settlement and made great

advances in civilisation.

That tradition should have
remained pure in the case

of such inequality of

development, under the

unfavourable circum-
stances which the nomad
life of an uncivilised people
involves, is wholly in-

credible ; mythological and
religious conceptions have
much more probably
formed the basis of tlir

legends of the migration
of the Nahua from Aztlan-
Chicomoztoc. Constantly
and for all time the Nahua
have been an inland race.

unmistakably associated with the water.

A legend which places their birthplace on
a great water is evidence of this, and in

their history the lakes on the highlands

of Anahuac play a most important part.

Even without this lake district a number
of centres of Nahua development were
also situated on the shores of lakes—as,

A PYRAMIDAL BUILDING OF THE AZTECS IN OA XACA
The western slopes of the Cordilleras are particularly rich in architectural

.
antiquities, relics of the early Aztecs, who at one time inhabited these regions.

Both on the Atlantic and Our knowledge of the significance of these reUcs is necessarily limited, as for cen-

alcn r>n tVip Po \^r- ^r>a + + turies they remained buried, and have only been excavated within recent times.

a late period they drove out an older

population which does not seem to have
been akin to themselves. But even after

some of their peoples had settled in the
tropical climate of their coast-land they
still retained the objection of an inland
race to the " great salt water." The Maya
engaged in an extensive maritime com-
merce from their own harbours ; the Nahua
peoples engaged in commerce, too, but
their extensive trafhc was carried on ex-

clusively on the high-roads, although many
of the Nahua people were acquainted
with the construction of fishing-boats.

Yet in their history we find the Nahua,
with all their objection to the sea,
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for instance, Tezcuco. Chalco, and
Tenochtitlan. Over and over again, in

history and in legend, we meet with the

water and that which it brings forth.

The nature of their environment had
made the Nahua a people of hunters and
fishers ; it had also created in them a

further characteristic, a fierce warlike

spirit. It is true that under the snowy
peaks of the Cordilleras an everlasting

spring reigned in the deep valleys of

Mexico ; the climate was far more suit-

able for a people of careless enjoyment
than for a race of ferocious warriors.

Hunting, moreover, could not have exer-

cised a very hardening influence ; in the
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whole kingdom there was no wild animal
which could have been particularly dan-
gerous to huntsmen, when armed even
with the simplest of weapons. It was the

ancient inhabitants of the land that made
the Nahua a nation of warriors.

Upon their immigration they did not find

their future country uninhabited, as the

Maya had done in Yucatan. That they
found there a trace of inhabitants foreign to

themselves may be concluded from the

traditions, although the inadequacy of our
information makes it impossible to estab-

lish the ethnological character of this

race. In the myths of the Nahua giants

of superhuman size and un-
c a ua

|-,Q^j^(jgj strength appear, and
, ,1, . though we cannot put a literal

of Warriors . . ^ , , f, • , •

mterpretation on this, as did
the old Spanish chroniclers, who identified

the bones of antediluvian animals with
the skeletons of this giant race, we may
none the less conclude that the Nahua
had a long and bitter struggle with a
powerful enem}^ and that they must
have exerted their utmost resources and
carried on a war of unceasing destruc-

tion before they succeeded in winning a

territory where their race might develop
to its full strength. It was in this warfare
that that fierce warrior spirit was im-
planted in this untutored people.

, We find the Nahua everywhere a race of

warriors, alike fearful and feared, and
we come across some of them outside

their later district, as, for instance, in

Yucatan and Guatemala ; but the tra-

ditions within their own territories are of

an equally warlike character. Battle and
victory, conquest and destruction are the

dominant features of their art ; and in

their case war was closely connected with
religion—^religion in its most horrible and
frightful form, as it appeared in the bloody
worship of the Aztecs for their national

god Huitzilopochtli. In the strange horrors

of this worship inquirers have attempted
to trace the influence of peoples earlier

than the Nahua ; they have ascribed the

cult to the temporary stay of the Aztecs
in the district of Tarasca. But even leaving

out of sight the fact that a remote branch
of the Nahua race was possibly settled

even in Tarasca, this cruel worship,

with its numerous human sacrifices, is

by no means peculiar to the Aztecs.

It appears in a more or less horrible

form among almost all the Nahua people,

and it is no external accessory of divine

worship ; it is rather the typical form of

that worship. Let us suppose that the

majority of this race were not under the

influence of similar conceptions ; we have
then to ask by what possibility that com-
pact could have been brought about
between Mexico, Tlazcala, and Huexot-
zinco, the provisions of which regulated

wars for these three states, with a view
to providing a sufficient number of cap-

tured enemies for sacrifice to their gods

REMAINS OF AN ANCIENT AZTEC BUILDING NEAR TEHUANTEPEC IN OAXACA
That the ancient Aztecs possessed many claims to civilisation is demonstrated by the majesty and digrnity of their

architectural designs, which often attain enormous dimensions. The specimen on this page was concealed for ages

within a luxuriant growth of vegetation, so dense that people living in the near vicinity were unaware of its existence.
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upon given occasions. War. liuman
sacrifice, and ceremonial cannibalism are

characteristic of the Nahua. The special

influences that led the national character
of the race in this direction must certainly

be placed in a period long anterior to

the disruption of the Nahua people into

its separate branches, and still further

anterior to the supposed stay of the Aztecs
among the people of Tarasca.

At the time of the Spanish invasion the

Nahua certainly were no longer that

nation of fishermen, hunters and fierce

warriors which had
begun to develop at

the outset in the

highlands of Ana-
huac. On the con-

trary, a development,
lasting for centuries,

had resulted in a

civilisation which in

many districts could
compete with the

civilisation of the

Maya, and the exter-

nal splendours of

which completely
dazzled the Span-
iards. This civilisa-

tion, however, as

almost all our sources

of information con-

sistenth^ assert, was
not the result of slow
development on the

part of the people

themselves, but was
acquired and im-
ported from without.
The Nahua races of

the valleys of Mexico,
the traditions of

which are known to

us, were proud to
consider themselves
almost all the Chichimec races appear
originally as half-wild, wandering, ill-

clothed tribes of huntsmen, who received
their first introduction into the ways of
civilisation by communication with older
nations who were already firmly settled
in confederate towns and states, and were
occupied in agriculture. The different
histories of the race, which were not con-
fused by any attempt to harmonise the
Christian and old American chronologies,
go back some six or seven centuries into
the past. Many a race which has later
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THE AZTEC GOD OF

Chichimecs, and

played an important part in the history
of Central America must have given up
its wild and wandering life, and have gained
its first impulse to civilisation within
that short period ; these traditions, which
almost without exception avail themselves
of long dynasties to serve their chrono-
logical necessities, imply the previous
existence of several civilised states.

The Toltecs, as the chief exponents of

Nahua civilisation, appear to some extent
in the more ancient sculptures, and. still

more often in the later histories which
were modelled upon
European examples.
According to the later

legends which have
come down to us, the

Toltecs were a branch
of the Nahua race,

and also came from
the north, from
Chicomoztoc to the

town Huehuetlapal-
lan. about the fourth

century of our era.

At the beginning of

the sixth century
they are said to have
been settled on a
tableland of Mexico,

Tula being the
capital of their king-

dom, and soon to

have risen to a fabu-

lous development of

civilisation. Here all

their esoteric know-
ledge is said to have
been acquired, and
it was also here that

the scentific regula-

tion of the calendar,

which became an
example for allDEATH AND WAR

other peoples, was carried out by the

Toltec priests and kings. Moreover, the

Toltecs are also said to have compiled the

histor}' of the past and to have established

an authentic text of it. But, above all,

they are reputed to have been the teachers

of all later nations in the sphere of art,

especially in architecture and sculpture.

The buildings which adorned their

settlements displayed a splendour and a

magnificence almost unrivalled by the

famous palace towns of later times, such
as Tezcuco and Tenochtitlan. After an
existence of several centuries the Toltec



TOLTEC RING SEATED ON HIS THRONE
To recent research we owe much of our knowledge with regr.ird to the Toltecs, a prehistoric people of
Mexico and Central America who had attained a high level of civilisation, and were advanced in arts.
The above picture, by a French artist, is based upon the suggestions as to costume and decorations, as
well as the actual physical characteristics of the people, obtained from their sculptured remains.
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"THE STONE OF THE SUN : A RELIC OF AMERICA'S ANCIENT CIVILISATION
This interesting- relic of the past, known as Tizoc's Stone, or the Stone of the Sun, consists of a block of trachyte
measuring over eight feet in diameter, thirty-one feet in circumference, and two feet six inches in depth, the surface

being ornamented with two figures ingeniously portrayed in fifteen different attitudes, recalling the victories

of the Emperor Tizoc, who in every one of the groups is represented holding the vanquished by the hair.

strong mythological element. For instance,

there is said to have been a decree that the

rule of each individual monarch should

last neither more nor less than fifty-

two years; if he lived longer, he was
obliged, after a reign of fifty-two years,

to abdicate in favour of his eldest son
;

supposing he died before that period, a
council of the elders continued the govern-
ment in his name until the legal term was
fulfilled. Ffty-two years, however, was
the period of the great Mexican cycle of

years which was used to make the ritual

'^.^-s^-sr ^ calendar coincide
with the solar

year ; at the

beginning of this

period, the holy
fire was again
kindled with
ceremonial festi-

val, under the
belief that by
that means the
existence of the

world was again
insured for a like

jieriod. The
further we re-

trace the story,

however, the

more doubtful
do the facts

become, and the

kingdom is supposed to have collapsed,

about the year 1055, as a result of internal

struggle and external attacks. Its terri-

tory fell into the hands of the other

neighbouring states. The Toltec nobles,

however, who fled into every district of

Anahuac iipon the fall of the kingdom,
were everywhere the missionaries of that

advanced civilisation which was acquired

by the other peoples of the Nahua as a

direct result of the fall of this kingdom.
These are the general features of the

legend ; the details, however, are terribly

confused. Even
in the case of the

Indian historian

Ixtlilxochitl, the

author of the

Toltec legend,
who has depicted
it in two differ-

ent places, the

chronology of

the names and
the details are

anything but
consistent in his

two accounts. A
great part of the

Toltec stories is

mere legend, in

which we can
u n m i s t a k - aztec calendar stone

1 . • Discovered near Zecateces in Mexico, this primitive calendar of early
aoiy recognise a American civilisation is now in the National Museum at Mexico city.
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THE TOLTEC GORGE : IN PREHISTORIC TIMES A POPULOUS CENTRE
At the Toltec Gorge, so called because of its association with the Toltec civilisation of Central America, large
quantities ofinstruments and weapons have been discovered, these throwing considerable light on the customs ofthe past.
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stronger is the mythological element.

Excavations have certainly laid bare

ancient ruins upon the site of the presumed
settlement of that famous Toltec kingdom
in the town of Tula, some miles north of

Mexico, but these ruins are neither

extensive nor imposing. The artistic value

of the ruined buildings upon the soil of

the old Nahua states sensibly
Quctzalcoatl

^y^-jinishes as we advance

thrxoltecs
^^^^ ^^°^'^^ ^° south—a fact

in opposition to the Toltec

legend. Moreover, with the exception of

the foundation and destruction of cities,

almost everything that we know of

the Toltecs centres round the personality

of a king, Ouetzalcoatl.

But this name, denoting the feathered

snake, like the Maya Kukulkan, is also the

name of a divinity which in later times

was worshipped far and wide throughout
the Nahua kingdom ; his appearance
makes us the more suspicious, as othei

names in the dynasty also coincide with

the names of gods, and several kings have
been deified by tradition. For these

reasons the historical substratum of the

Toltec legend becomes more and more
hypothetical. Once, perhaps, there may
have existed a Toltec principality, with
Tula for its capital, which may have
played a certain part in the racial feuds

of the little Nahua kingdom ; but the

Toltecs have no right to the importance
which has been ascribed to them as being

the chief civilising influence of Anahuac.
The name " Tulan " also appears in the

original legends of the Maya ; it does
not, however, denote any one particular

place, but it is a general designation for a

large ro^^al settlement richly adorned
;

the legend also alludes to no less than
four Tulans existing at the same time. If

we could venture to identify the Tula of

Nahua tradition with the similarly named
Maya towns, and could then consider
the Maya people themselves as the Nahua

Th T Toltecs, this would be the
_ ° easiest solution of the problem.

«!, XI K Unfortunately there are great
the Nahua ,-rr i.- :V r i.

difficulties m the way of such an
explanation. The Toltecs are invariably
a people related to the Nahua, and there-

fore speaking their language ; and their

habitations upon the north of the later

Nahua district—the plateau of Mexico

—

are in accordance with this fact ; neither

of these can be brought into connection
with the Maya by any means. If,
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however, we cannot venture to identify

the Maya with the Toltecs, we may
consider the connection between Maya
and Nahua civilisation as indisputable.

We have now to ask in what mannei the

advance in civilisation which the Ma^'a had
gained also fell to the share of the Nahua
peoples, and how these peoples advanced
from the coast of Tabasco up into the

northern heights of the Mexican tableland.

The political circumstances which the

Spaniards found on the Mexican tableland

at the conquest have brought it about that

we possess reliable information concerning
the history only of those })eople who lived

in Anahuac ; that is, in the neighbourhood
of the Mexican lakes. The numerous
related nations that had settled on the

north, and even more extensively on the

south, of the tableland were almost as

much strangers to the Aztecs and their

related nations of Anahuac as the Maya
peoples were. In historical times the

immediate neighbours of the Maya of

Guatemala were the Zapotecs, the Mixtecs,

and the Kuikatecs. Even if their habita-

tions remained unchanged, as they appa-
rently did, throughout the

ac s rom
pgj-JQ^^ ^j^g^|. ^^le Nahua settle-

_. ** ments of Anahuac lasted, we
Discovery ,, .

can, nevertheless, suppose a

long-existing connection between the
Maya and this branch of the Nahua
nation, and this all the more because
the necessary indications which we have
at our disposal for the reconstruction

of the earlier history of this race point
to a close connection.

An illuminated manuscript of Kuikatec
origin that has only recenth' been dis-

covered informs us that the Kuikatecs,

under the guidance of their racial god,

apparently entitled " Maollin," wandered
and fought for six centuries in the district

which formed the boundary between the

]\Iaya and Nahua peoples in ancient

times. The localities mentioned in the

manuscript cannot all be certainly identi-

fied, but they point to the districts of

Guatemala and Chiapas. The migrations

then continued in a southerly direction

not far from the Pacific coast.

There the Kuikatecs finally met with
an insurmountable obstacle, and therefore

turned aside in an easterl}- direction,

crossed the north of Guatemala, and
finally arrived safely in Chiapas, in a
territory of Acalan, a district immediately
bordering upon Yucatan. Probably these
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and similar migrations of the Nahua races

brought about the fall of the flourishing

Maya towns of Chiapas and Tabasco. The
majority of the Maya peoples may have
abandoned their old home to this enemy

;

but some of their members there certainly

were who either became the subjects of the

new arrivals, as their tributary vassals,

or were prevented by force from escaping
the new dominion. It is in these causes that
we must seek the interchange of civilisa-

tion between the Maya and the Nahua

teristic. Their invasion into the district of

Maya civilisation cannot be affirmed with
the same certainty ; but in later times
we meet with them in the immediate
neighbourhood of the Maya, and settled

upon a portion of that district the anti-

quities of which indisputably point to a

previous settlement of the Maya peoples.

On the Zapotecs the influence of Maya
civilisation was extremely powerful. Even
their language has undergone a strong

admixture of Maya words and forms. It

AN UNDECIPHERED PAGE FROM THE VIENNA NAHUA MANUSCRIPT OF ZAPOTEC ORIGIN
The page here reproduced belongs to the series of Codex Viennensis, in which regular pictorial designs appear in

connection with dates. It is, therefore, presumed that these hitherto inexplicable designs are of a historical character.

races. The well-known precedents of the
Germanic migrations upon our own conti-

nent make us familiar with the fact that a
people in a high state of civilisation may
collapse helplessly before the vigorous
attacks of a less cultured race, but that
in a short time their own higher culture

leavens the mass of the conquerors and
again brings the old civilisation to the
front. How far the Ruikatecs were
influenced by Maya civilisation we cannot
exactly define ; but in the case of the
Zapotecs this influence is very charac-

would, however, be a mistake to dispute

their connection with the Nahua race ; for

the Spanish chronicles regard the Zapotecs

as a nation foreign to the Maya and
connected with the peoples of Mexico.

Moreover, even the scanty accounts which
we learn from this people themselves show
that they must be placed among the

nations of the Nahua race. Among these

nations, however, they were at any rate

one of those peoples who very early gave

up the savage life of the old hunting races

for a more civilised mode of existence.
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for centuries they have unmistakably
taken a leading position in all the acquisi-

tions of civilised progress among the Nahua
peoples. A considerable portion of the

literary treasures which have come down
to us from the time when the Nahua
civilisation was developing independently
belongs to the Zapotecs. Their manu-

M scripts are not written in Maya
_ ^.

.

*^*
script, but, with the exception

c igious
^^ some small characteristic

divergences, coincide with the

mode of writing found in Aztec and other

undoubtedly Nahuatlac documents. Prob-
ably the Zapotecs, or their kinsfolk,

formed their mode of writing, which later

became the property of all the Nahua
peoples, under the * influence and in

imitation of that with which the Maya
had made them acquainted.
A further relationship is visible between

the Maya manuscripts and those of

Zapotec origin in the extensive repre-

sentations which are concerned with the

religious calendar, in which, as we know,
the Maya have given proof of astonishing

astronomical knowledge. The peculiar

sacred calendar system of the Maya shows
the combination of the numbers 20 and
13—.a combination which appears no-

where else in the world. This system was
adopted in its main elements by the
Zapotecs and four other Nahua peoples.

Moreover, careful examination has
established the fact that the titles for

each particular day, which are invariabl}-

taken from the objects of daily life, are

essentially the same in the case of ever}^

language the calendar names of which are

known to us. So close is this coincidence

that even the names of the days with
which the sacred or ritual year might
begin (a year composed of 13 by 20 equals
260 days, in combination with the solar

year) hang together, in the case of Maya
and Nahua peoples respectively, in such a
way that a more ancient group of names
„ . in combination among the
. Maya of Chiapas and Tabasco,

th M ^^^ ^^® Zapotecs and related

nations, can be distinguished
from a more recent combination in use
among the Maya of Yucatan and the
Aztec-Nahua. It is plain that these aie
no chance coincidences, and when we
consider the remarkable development
which astronomical science had reached
among the Maya, it is equally plain in

this case who it was that gave and
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who it was that received. Finally,

the Zapotecs were instructed by the

Maya in another department—that of

architecture. The old Zapotec district,

which is to-day the Mexican province
Oaxaca, contains ruins of ancient Indian
buildings in different places ; but most
of these are so dilapidated that we can
draw only the vaguest conclusions as to

their original condition.

The ruins of Mitla are an exception to

this rule, chiefly because their stronger

buildings made them more capable of

resisting the attacks of time. Mitla is

only the Mexican name for the town
which the Zapotecs themselves called

Yopaa ; both names mean " the Place
of the Dead." Possibly the Xibalbay of

the Maya, which also means "Town
of the Dead," is the most ancient name
of this town, and goes back to an
epoch when this district was also in

possession of the Maya peoples. At
any rate, there is no particular proof of

this in the paintings which exist in the

rooms of the temple-building of Mitla

and are still in good condition ; they
are undoubtedly of later origin

and belong to the Nahua civili-

P . sation. On the contrary, the

architectural style of the building

—partly below and partly above ground,
with its decorated rooms and its roof of

over-hanging courses—resembles far more
nearly the Maya architecture than that

of the younger Nahua peoples. For
instance, the temple buildings of the

Aztecs consist almost entirely of high

pyramids artistically faced, on which there

are no buildings at all, or erections of only

a temporary nature.

Our historical information about the

Zapotec kingdom goes back only a few
decades—certainly not a century—before

the Spanish conquest. When the Aztec
kingdom began to extend in a south-

westerly direction, the Zapotecs appeal
in the circle of the Aztec princes. About
the year 1484, Ahuitzotl, the seventh
king of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, made an in-

vasion far into the Zapotec district in the

direction of Tehuantepec, and in the

fortress Huaxj^acac he laid the basis of

further conquest. At that time different

Zapotec towns or principalities became
either subject or tributary to the Aztecs

;

and on this occasion Mitla also, the sacred

town of the Zapotecs, was conquered and
destroyed by the Mexicans.
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PYRAMIDS OF THE SUN AND THE MOON AT TEOTIHUACAN, IN MEXICO
The pyramids of the sun and the moon, at Teotihuacan, belong to that early period when, like Mitla, Teotihuacan was
not only a place of pilg-rimage for the living, but also a sacred place, in which to be buried was to be sure of salvation.

Human
Sacrifices m
Worship

one being borrowed from the other. There
is a further point to be considered. The
custom of human sacrifice is a character-

istic feature in Nahua worship ; at the

bottom of it was the religious belief that

the offering to the god was sanctified by
its sacrifice, and that to some extent tran-

substantiation into the divine essence took
place. Consequently the sacri-

fice—often before its death

—

became an object of venera-
tion. Thus, too, it was that the

corpse was eaten, in order that everybody
who tasted of it should assimilate a portion
of the divine substance ; and for this

reason again the skin of the victim
served as a sacred covering for the image
of the god himself, or for his earthly
representatives, the priests.

These ideas are entirely Nahuatlac, and
are altogether wanting among the Maya
of ancient times who had not been in-

fluenced by the Nahua ; also among
3'ounger nations of the same origin, among
whom the custom of human sacrifice was
in restricted use, the particular Nahua
adoptions of it are nowhere to be found.
Ouetzalcoatl, in Maya consciousness, has
always been a divinity who not only
objected to human sacrifice in his own
worship, but entirely abhorred the charac-
teristic Nahua use of the offering, and this

at the time when it gained its highest
importance and extent under the Aztec
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dominion. The worship of Ouetzalcoatl

was carried on in a closed temple-chamber
with penance and discipline, but only with
inoffensive victims. It formed a kind of

secret worship in opposition to the bloody
sacrifice openly made to Huitzilopochtli

and Tezcatlipoca ; and to it the last king
of the Aztecs, Montezuma, resorted as soon
as his own gods and their priests had
proved helpless before the stranger who
had come forth from the waters of the

west, with his beard and his armour of

gleaming brass.

In one other place we find a wide dis-

trict of Mexico thickly covered with the

ruins of old buildings—that is, on the

eastern coast-line, north of Vera Cruz, in

the district of the Totonacs. It is possible

that these Nahua architects also had
Maya, neighbours upon their borders

;

these must have been the Huastecs. who
had been driven northward far from the

mass of the Maya people. But
the ruins that have been found
in their own district are very
inadequate, and our knowledge

of their history is extremely scanty ; it

would therefore be a bold conclusion to

assign the existence of the numerous archi-

tectural remains in the district of the

Totonacs to the influence of their civilisa-

tion. Moreover, the position of the build-

ings is here of a different character from
those in the Mava district. The terraced

The Work of

Nahua
Architects



A NEARER VIEW OF THE PYRAMID OF THE SUN
This closer view of tlie pyramid of the sun illustrates the striking manner in which Nature has regained
mastery over the works of man, the huge mound being now entirely covered with shrubs and other natural growth.

colours, at the time when a systematic
examination of them was at length under-
taken. The few antiquities that have
been found upon these ancient centres of

progress are so little consonant with the
glowing descriptions of the conquistadores
that we must either suppose their surprise

„ . _ led them into considerable
Sacred Town ,

•
,

. exaggeration, or we must
^T . „ assume that a large portion ofNahua Races ,, ^ i i i t

the ornamental buildings was
constructed of far more perishable material
than was the case elsewhere. Of the ruined
sites of pure Nahuatlac origin only two
are worth particular consideration,

namely, Teotihuacan and Xochicalco.
Teotihuacan is a striking example,

clearly demonstrating how short was the
historical recollection of the different

Nahua royal families in spite of all the
long genealogies that have been put
forward. This town has already become
mythical to the generation with which
the conquerors came into contact, and
yet for centuries it had been the religious

centre and the sacred town for the Nahua
races of the tableland of Anahuac, even
as Mecca is for the Mohammedans, or

Jerusalem for the Christians. Our his-

torical sources give us no information as

to whether it played any part in politics

under the most ancient Chichimec domi-
but they ascribe its foundation

pyramid here, too, forms the foundation
of that space which was consecrated to the

worship of the gods, following the univer-

sal character of the pyramids in the Maya
and Nahua territories. But the heavy
flights of steps, and a wall running round
the upper terrace, are a distinct divergence
from the normal type ; they excite parti-

cular attention, as they remind us of the

strategical purposes so strongly marked in

all the Totonac cities.

Generally the Totonac pryamids do not
seem to have been crowned with a massive
temple of stone, and in this respect they
have approached the Hahua type ; but
in the few cases where the upper platform
is decorated with a stone temple, a coin-

cidence with the style of the Central

American architecture is apparent in the

unusually heavy roof rising above a

building which is low and narrow in

comparison with the main mass of the

^ . erection ; the impression of
Towns that , • ,i •

,

„ .... heaviness thus given is only
Surprised the . n i i .i 'j.

c . . dispelled by the prominent
Spaniards , ^

, ,
•'

,

^
,

,

facade which crowns the
whole. We should be the better able to de-

cide how far the Nahua peoples succeeded
in independently developing their highest

civilisation and their artistic style after

the Spanish arrival if more extensive

ruins had been left of those great towns
which the astonishment of the conquerors
has painted for us in such brilliant to the remotest antiquity ; they put it
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forward consistently and invariably as the

holiest and most venerated of temples,

with the most influential priesthood. The
question may be left undecided as to

whether the modern designations of the

most important pyramids of Teotihuacan
—as " the hill of the sun," " the hill

of the moon," etc.—have been justified

„,. «... by archaeological inquiry ; at
The Striking ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^, p^^j^ ^f

the dead " is correct for the
Pyramids at

Teotihuacan
long range of little hills which

stretches out behind the larger pyramids.
Teotihuacan was, like Mitla, not only

a place of pilgrimage for the living, but
also a sacred place, in which to be buried
was to be sure of salvation. Even in

the most recent times the neighbourhood
of the ruins has been an inexhaustible

hunting-ground for the little pots and clay

figures which formed the offerings with
which the dead were usually committed
to the earth. Moreover, the other names
mentioned are in entire accord with the

ancient Xahua civilisation.

The Xahua religion was founded upon
those startling manifestations of Nature
which have struck the imagination of

men in every part of the world. Nature-
worship, under later influences, was wholly
changed to an anthropomorphic realisa-

tion of religious conceptions, and by
degrees many accessory notions fastened
themselves around individual divinities.

Yet, almost withovit exception, the gods
of the different Nahuatlac nations can be
traced back to particular phenomena of

Nature. Even Huitzilopochtli, the fearful

war-god of the Aztecs, whose worship
was accompanied by a shedding of human
blood that has never been equalled

elsewhere, originally sprang from an en-

tirely inoffensive conception of Nature.
He is the incarnation of the sun's bene-

ficent power, which in the early spring

begins a fruitful reign, and in the autumn
fades away and dies before the burning heat

-J
and the drying winds. Legend

y . tells of his miraculous pro-

. , creation, of his battle with the
jy 2 t ft C S

hostile twins, and of his death,
proceeding in exactly the same manner
as among the most different peoples in

the Old and New Worlds. The sacred
symbol of Huitzilopochtli is the colibri,

the feathers of which decorated the god's
left leg, according to the legend, to remind
him of the fact that his mother Coatlicue
received him in the form of a bunch of
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feathers which she carried unwittingly in

her bosom. To the Mexican highlands,

however, the colibri is what the swallow
is to the temperate zones—the messenger
who announces that Nature again awakes
from her winter sleep. In autumn the

image of the god was every year destroyed
by a priest of another godhead by shooting
at it with an arrow to the accompaniment
of particular religious ceremonies ; this

was the end of the good part of the year,

the return of which was celebrated in the
spring as the return of Huitzilopochtli.

Under the form of the colibri he had
also been the guide of the Aztecs on their

migrations ; he had continually called

them on with his cry :
" Tiui, tiui !

" until

they had come to the seat of their power.
Here was the first impulse to anthropo-
morphism ; for along with the bird, the

image of the god and his representatives,

the priests, had accompanied the people.

These conceptions then became so con-

fused that the belief finally arose that

Huitzilopochtli was only a casual historical

personality who had been exalted to the

height of a racial god. Human sacrifices

played an essential part in

^ ,*
"*

all Nahuatlac worship ; but

CK'^f^G A
^^® great extent to which
they were carried in the Aztec

worship of Huitzilopochtli arose from
the unusually ferocious disposition of

the Nahua national character.

The real chief god of the Nahua people

is Tezcatlipoca. He is much more easily

recognisable as an incarnation of the sun,

and this not in its beneficial character

as the bringer of all good, of light and
warmth and fruitfulness, but also in its

dangerous and destructive power, as hot

drought and devouring fire. In its first

character Tezcatlipoca was no doubt
originally to the Nahua that which
Kukulkan-Quetzalcoatl had been to the

Mava people—the father of civilisation

and culture. But when in the course of

time the worship of the feathered snake
as Ouetzalcoatl made its way among the

Nahua, then the legend began to be
formed of the enmitv between these two
divinities : with a recollection of the

previous power of Tezcatlipoca, the legend

ends with a victory of this god over the

foreign intruder, but shows him more and
more in the light of a hostile, cruel god,

while all the ideas concerning beneficent

kindly powers group themselves around
Quetzalcoatl, notwithstanding his defeat.
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The numerous gods of the beneficent

powers of Nature and of the fruitful soil

are a peculiarity of the Nahua religion.

On the one hand the}^ show the impor-
tant influence of animism on the concep-

tions of Nahua mythology ; upon the other

hand they make it evident how important
was the part that agriculture played in the

- ,, , life of these peoples at the time
Influence of , a.i a- x t-x^when their conceptions of the

gods were coming into exist-
Agriculture on

the Peoples &^^-^ "t ^u^^Vu^ "^ " ^'^--^^

ence. In this there is matter
for surprise, inasmuch as in later historical

times we meet with individual Nahua races

upon a lower plane of civilisation.

A confusion of the divinities of different

races had unmistakably taken place in

a considerable portion of their mythology
as it existed at the time of the Spanish
conquest and has come down to us. Every
people that rose to an important position

in this civilisation contributed its own
national divinities to the common stock
of conceptions ; in worship and legend it

created for them an important position,

but side by side with their worship it

worshipped and preserved all the more
ancient deities. This is the simplest mode
of explaining the extraordinary number of

the gods in the Aztec Olympus, which the

ancient historians have also described
with expressions of astonishment.

After the power of the sun, which warms
the earth and makes it fruitful and
flourishing, the most important element
of the Mexican highland climate was the
rain. The success of every crop depended
entirely upon the opportuneness and the
sufficiency of this heavenly gift. The old
historical sculptures of the different Nahua
races of the east often describe the
pregnant effects upon the general life of

the people consequent on years of drought.
Hence we need not be surprised if the

gods of water, of moisture, and of the
clouds that pour forth rain, take a
significant place in the national worship.

_,, ,
There are but few divinities of

Tlaloc I.- T. 1 1

th G d f
^^'^'c^ "^^^ have so many and

g . such extensive sculptures as
of Tlaloc, the god of lain. He

was depicted in a peculiar position, semi-
recumbent, with the upper part of the
body raised upon the elbows, and the
knees half-drawn up, perhaps with the
intention of symbolising the fructifj'ing

influence of moisture upon the earth. By
his side there was also a goddess with
similar essential characteristics ; as a
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symbol of fruitfulness she had presented
him with numerous children. In addi-

tion to this, the fruitfulness of the soil

was represented by a large number of

independent divinities, for the most part

of the female sex. Coatlicue, who had
brought up Huitzilopochtli, as being the

mother of the colibri, was the goddess of

flowers and fruit. The legend of the Aztec
goddess of the fruitful corn-land, Centeotl,

was especially detailed. In the narrower
sense she represents—and to a larger

extent than Xilonen, who appears as her

daughter—the maize, the staple food of

the Americans, the yellow colour of which
was sacred to her. The fact that the maize
plays a large part in the hieroglyphic

writing of both the Maya and the Nahua
testifies to the importance of this grain in

the domestic economy of ancient America.
As the goddess of fruitfulness, Centeotl

is also the protector of women in child-

birth ; in spite of this her worship was
accompanied with far more human sacri-

fices than were customary for all the

remaining Nahua divinities. The idea

which runs throughout the Aztec sacrifice

—namely, that the victim,

Totn oVthe ^^^^ ^^^°^^ ^^^ ^^^^^' ^^
GodV Dearth !^^^^^ dedicated to the god

becomes a part of the god
and is one with him, is especially to be
recognised in her worship ; in this the

numerous female victims received a share

of the reverence paid to the goddess in a
complicated ceremonial which took place

before their death.

The god of death has already appeared
among the Zapotecs ; his sacred town,
Yopaa (or Yapooh), became famous under
its Mexican title, Mitla. Mitla is a popular
reduction of the form Mictlan, and is at

once the name both of the god of death
and of his kingdom. He also is accom-
panied by a female goddess, easily to be

recognised in the pictorial representations

of Mitla by the invariable death-mask
with its prominent row of teeth. As in

the case of most peoples, the conception
of death is connected with the ideas of

the north and of darkness. His kingdom
is situated in everlasting darkness within

the earth ; his worship was carried on
by the priests at night, clothed in black

or in dark-coloured raiment.

According to Aztec ideas the kingdom
of death was not the inevitable end of

all life. The common herd—that is, every-

body who had not been able during his
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life upon earth to make good his claim to

a better lot—found his way to Mictlan
sooner or later. It was not, however, as

in the Christian hell, a life of endless

torture which was there prepared for the

departed. The journey was certainly

long and surrounded with every kind of

danger. For this reason they never forgot

to bury food, drink, and all kinds of

amulets—especially strips of aloe paper

—

together with the corpse ; but of the

final fate of the dead man, who passed
after all his journeyings into the ninth
division of the lower world, the Mexicans
themselves could give no adequate account.
Far different was the fate of those

who, according to the conceptions of these

peoples, had shown particular merits in

upon the most important festival of their

gods in order to be witnesses of his honour.
There came into the kingdom of Tlaloc

not only those who were sacrificed to him,
but also all those who were drowned or

struck by lightning. The manner of their

death was a sign that the god loved them
and took them to himself. The highest

heaven—for the heaven also rose in nine

divisions above the earth—was that of

the sun and his incarnations Huitzilo-

pochtli, Tezcatlipoca, and Quetzalcoatl.

Hither came the souls of the kings and
the mighty, of the priests and the nobles,

who had been able during their earthly

life to approach more nearly to the gods
than common men ; but, above all, the

souls of those went to the sun who

COLLECTION OF MASKS AND HEADS FOUND AT TEOTIHUACAN, IN MEXICO

life or death. All the offerings brought to

the gods entered, as we know, into imme-
diate and close connection with the god-

head ; this connection was naturally

continued in the future life, where such
victims shared in the joj^s of heaven, in

the service and the company of their gods.

The nature of these pleasures had
been fully detailed for us in the case of

those who entered into connection with
Tlaloc. They went up to the summits of

the highest mountains, the abode of the

clouds, where a splendid garden awaited
them, in which all the waters of the world
had their source and cooled and refreshed
the whole neighbourhood. There they
lived among everlasting feasts and games,
and could even descend again to the earth

had fallen in battle ; and by these means
many were able to lay claim to the heaven
from which they would have been natu-

rally excluded. Hither, too, came all

those who had been sacrificed to the sun-

gods as prisoners of war or had fallen in

religious struggles ; and this conviction of

the meritorious, nature of death in battle

contributed not a little, as among the Mo-
hammedans, to nourish the warlike spirit

of these peoples. Finally, there came to the

sun the souls of all women who had died

in childbirth. There they all carried on a

hfe of unending pleasure ; with song and
dance they accompanied the sun on his

course ; and when he sank in the west, in

holy sleep, they renewed their strength to

begin their work anew upon the morrow.
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As we see, the religion of the Nahua
peoples was by no means without its mild

and kindly side. Their peculiar concep-

tion of the consubstantiation of the victim

with the divinity deprived human sacrifice

of much of its native horror, and the desire

to win a life of everlasting joy induced

many to offer themselves as willing victims

to the god. The continued
,,.' ."*^ practice of cannibalism rested
Victims to -^ • -1 ±- TD

tK r H
upon a similar conception, rsy

tasting the victim, which had
become to some extent divine, the eater

of it also shared in the godhead ; similarly,

with certain ceremonies, an image of the

god which was not offered in sacrifice, but

formed of eatable material, was broken

and consumed by the worshippers. The
greater refinement of manners which the

advance of civilised development brought

to many of the Nahua races may also

have had a share in opposing the horrible

human sacrifices.

When the Aztecs first invaded the par-

ticular district of the Nahua peoples they

had but little civilisation but were a race

of bold warriors of great physical develop-

ment. In the district of the lakes of

Chalco, Tezcuco, and Zumpango they

found other races springing from the same
stock who had developed a highly cul-

tured civilisation as a result of centuries of

residence. Here, as everywhere, civilised

progress had not made these races either

stronger or more capable of resistance ; and
the attacking Aztecs, though of similar

origin to the other nations, saw in their

refinement a falling away from the old

customs—a degeneration. Their conscious-

ness of their superiority, the success that

invariably attended their efforts, were to

them proofs of the good-will of the gods,

who preferred to be worshipped in the old

fierce manner rather than with the modern
milder cult ; and by degrees this idea

tended more and more to bring back
the dreadful form of worship. The

Aztec Power extended over
1

c angc
cQ^nti-igg containing the most

°
,

* „ different peoples, who had
Aztec Power , ^ ,^ ' .

been more or less subjugated

;

from these their religious ideas led them
to exact that awful tribute which made
them hated by every nation that was
dependent on them.
These peculiar circumstances were

neither of long historical duration nor very
widely spread, but have none the less

greatly contributed to throw back our
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knowledge of the preceding history of the

Central American district, and to spread
abroad false ideas concerning it. The chief

task, at the moment, for Mexican archje-

ology is to distinguish what is transitory

and isolated from what is characteristic

and universal.

The name Teotihuacan, representing the

company of the Nahua gods, leads us
naturally to the consideration of their

religious conceptions ; similarly, the name
Xochicalco, the last of the ruined towns
that we need mention, affords an excellent

opportunity for some remarks upon Nahua
art. In their general character the ruins

of Xochicalco are very similar to those in

the district of the Totonacs. Spurs running
out into the plain from the main mountain
range have been made defensible by stone-

work and trenches on every side ; and
these works of art are ei:ected in terrace-

fashion over a considerable extent of the
mountain side. In the immediate neigh-

bourhood of these there seems to have
been an ancient settlement, a village

or a town ; but the fortified space
itself contained only temples and palaces

_
,

and the dwellings of the
Temple j 1

r .1. 1^. garrison, and served as a
of the Flower " r r ,, • i 1 •, .

„ .. refuge tor the inhabitants
Goddess c ?^ 1

•
J

• r
of the place m time of

danger. Within the fortifications, though
not on the summit of the hill, stands
the temple pyramid which certainly gave
the name to the place—for Xochicalco
means " in the house of flowers."

There stood a house of flowers, the

temple of the flower goddess, Xochiquetzal.

In spite of the destruction to which it has
been subjected in the course of centuries,

this building is still one of the finest

that has been discovered upon American
soil. Ancient chronicles would have us
believe that at the time of its comple-
tion the temple pyramid of Xochicalco
had five storeys ; examinations of the

position have proved that it never had
more than one, and that the storey which
can now be seen. Upon this, following the

sloping rise of the pyramid, a building

without a roof, running round three sides

of the pyramid, but open in front, con-

tained a sacred temple space, but was not
itself a properly enclosed temple. This
particular form of building is certainly

connected with the worship of the Nahua
peoples, whose religious ceremonies were
almost entirely carrietl on under the opeu
heaven and in the full light of day.
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THE CHICHIMEC SUPREMACY
NAHUA DOMINION IN LEGEND AND HISTORY
IT was within the boundaries of the
* civilisation described that the history

of the Nahua peoples was developed.

If we would pass a right judgment
upon this history, we must, above all

things, keep one point in view—the

extreme narrowness of the conditions

within which the early ancient history of

Mexico was brought to a close.

Thelimitsof the older historical traditions
nowhere overpass the mountain range
which on almost every side surrounds the

valley of Mexico proper
;
places like Tula

and Tulancingo, only a few miles distant

from the central point of Nahua history,

the Lake of Tezcuco, are lost in avenues of

distance. The main portions of those

peoples who spoke the Nahua language
were entirely unknown to this tradition

;

in the last century, at the time when the

Aztec warlike expeditions penetrated into

more remote districts, one or two names of

individual kings are men-
tioned. The district in

which the ancient Mexican
history ran its course accord-

ing to tradition is little more than 6,500
square miles in area. Separated by a

distance of but a few miles were here

situated the capitals of all the states which
succeeded to the empire of the district of

Mexican civilisation during the last cen-

tury of the ancient regime, and it is these

towns which the Spanish historians de-

scribe as the seat of so many empires and
dominions.

According to tradition the oldest inhabi-

tants of Anahuac are the Olmecs—or

Ulmecs—and the Xicalancs. These ap-

parently were regarded as the giant people
the conquest of whom cleared the way for

the settlements of the Nahua race ; more
often, however, the Olmecs and Xicalancs
are considered as the conquerors of the

piants, and as the founders of the oldest

sacred towns Teotihuacan and Cholula.

That these names were invariably used to

designate the Nahua peoples at large is

The Scat of

Empires and

Dominions

proved by the fact that their names are

always to be found in that district whither
the seven races were led who left their

common home, the seven caves of Chico-

moztoc, in order to seek the promised land.

The Olmecs are said to have been accom-
panied on their migrations by the Zapotecs

and Mixtecs ; to these are

s tti

™*'^^
occasionally added the Toto-

A h
nacs, and even the Huastecs,
who spoke a Maya dialect. By

this we may understand that the settlement
of the Olmecs in Anahuac was supposed
to be contemporaneous with the settle-

ment of the other people of the same race

who did not form the focus of the Nahua
interests ; that is, the people with whom
we meet as intruding upon and shattering

the Maya civilisation. Beyond this, tradi-

tion has nothing to say of the Olmecs and
Xicalancs ; no roN'al name, no event, was
preserved in their histor}'. But the fact

that they were closely connected with the

seat of the highest and most ancient

priestly knowledge shows that we must
not think of them as a rude hunting tribe,

but that their arrival marked an epoch of

civilisation for the highland of Anahuac.
The next group of Nahua races that

found their way into Anahuac and became
of historical importance were the Chichi-

mecs. The ancient historians employed
this name in a double sense. In its

general meaning it denotes the whole
group of the later Nahua people ; in this

sense our historical sources speak of the

Teo Chichimecs—the inhabitants of the

district of Tlazcala—the Toltec

f M^k Chichimecs, the Colhua Chichi-

OrJ in
^^^^' ^"^ ^^® ^^^^^ Chichi-

"^"^
mecs. In this case the name

means neither more nor less than those

peoples who were of true Nahuac origin

and belonged to a great group of Nahua-
speaking races ; these races were called

savages—this is the sense of the word

—

when other related races had already

undergone the influence of civilisation, and
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so had grown out of their ancient national

characteristics. These changes took place

under the influence of a foreign nationality

—that of the Maya, as we already know
;

hence the name Chichimec gained the

meaning of " unadulterated," " pure," and
in this sense it was a term applied to all

the Xahua peoples who could claim purity

of origin. We learn that no
Emperor

individual Nahua race was
°

, ! f

.

originally called by this name
Chich.mccs

^^^^ ^j^^^ f^^^ ^j/^^ ^^^ j^^
Chichimecs, the Toltecs, the Colhua, the

Aztecs, but never the Chichimecs, are men-
tioned as having come among the seven

races from the caves of Chicomoztoc.

In spite of this, in the course of time, and
as a result of long traditional transmission,

the name Chichimec came to be the desig-

nation of a race, or, more properly, of a

certain body politic. For a time this body
must have played an important part

among the peoples of Anahuac. We have
mention of kings of the Toltecs, of the

Colhuas, and of the Aztecs ; but in the

case of the Chichimecs an emperor is men-
tioned, and the title Chichimecatl Tecuhtli—" the lord of the Chichimecs "—was the

highest to which a governor of the different

Nahua states could lay claim.

Eleven kings, including Chichimecatl,

had apparently already I'eigned over this

people when the Toltecs of Tula sent an
embassy to the Chichimec court and
offered the government of their country to

the king's second son ; there is here a
vague recollection of some family connec-

tion between the Chichimecs and Toltecs.

The first Chichimec prince who is said to

have ruled after the fall of the Toltec king-

dom—the king Xolotl—is said to have
had a reign of nearly 300 years. The
artistically conceived system of ancient

Mexican chronology has been traced far

into the past by native writers who were
influenced by Christianity, and for this

reason they went back only far enough to

make the chronologies of the
egcn ary

qj^ ^^^ 'fsew Worlds coincide,

.
'

jf
^

. and to connect their people
With the confusion of tongues

at the Tower of Babel. The chronologies
proposed for the history of the old king-

doms have no scientific value whatever.
The tradition of numerous peoples of

Anahuac preserved the legend of a long row
of kings or princes who are said to have
ruled the land ; and in many cases these

genealogies are connected with the gods,
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or include such gods in the genealogical

tree. Certain authors like Ixtlilxochitl,

and probably many before him of whose
writings he availed himself, arranged a

number of such dynasties in a vertical

line instead of in parallel columns ; how-
ever, by their means we have been able

to trace back Mexican history right to

the beginning of the Christian era, or

even further.

The kingdom of Toltec civilisation is

one of the unhistoric legends which
originated in the manner we have
described ; its legendary source is betrayed
by the fact that its kings constantly bear
the names of gods, and that the town
Tollan (Tula), from which the name
Toltec is supposed to have been derived,

can scarcely have been the capital of a

Toltec kingdom. In the Toltec legend is

reflected a recollection of the historical

importance of a state the central point

of which was Culhuacan.
This cannot be traced back into those

remote times in which the Toltec kingdom
has been placed, but belongs to an historical

period ; at that time a large number of

. other Chichimec states, to-
ouris ing prg^j^gj. Yvith Tezcuco, had a

^ .^. flourishing existence, and then
Communities .

.

, , ?,, , , ,

it was that the youngest branch
of the Nahua race, the Aztec, began to

attract attention to itself. Such knowledge
as has come down to us of the ancient

kingdom—extending over a period from
the sixth century, in which tradition

places its beginnings, up to the thirteenth

century, in which its historical period

begins—is of importance in only this

respect : it shows us in abstract form,

little influenced by the realities of the time,

those conceptions and ideas which the

Nahua people themselves held concerning

their common civic life. Thus far the

legends throw light on the internal history

of the race, both in ancient and in more
modern times.

The tradition of the oldest times,

speaking as it does of numerous reigning

deities, would of itself show us the im-

portant influence of the priestly caste

among the older Nahua races, even if we
had no examples from historical times of

the energy and tenacity with which the

priests struggled against the inevitable

inroads of a secular power. The gods,

partly under their own sacred names,
and sometimes appearing as princes who
ruled for centuries and were canonised
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alter their death, are the constant guides
of the Nahua races on their migrations,

or laid the foundation of particuJar

prosperity and unusual growth during
their periods of settled existence; this fact

proves that theocracy and a rule of priests

under the special protection of heaven
was a typical characteristic among the

Nahua, and also among the Maya peoples,

for a long period of their development.
It was at this time that most of

the great temple pyramids were founded
;

and their foundation under such a govern-
m.ent explains to us why tradition has
considered them, for the most part,

anterior to the founding of a secular state,

or has ascribed them to some earlier

people. As long as nations of a common
origin and similar religious conceptions
were in exclusive contact with one another,

so long were the priests able to keep the

peace without great difficulty. There was
certainly rivalry among the priests of

divinities belonging to different races,

and this now and then led to those ani-

mosities which the legend represents as

the battles of the gods among themselves
;

at the same time peace and
prosperity were well-nigh

universal and gave every
necessary encouragement to

a rapidly spreading civilisation. But
the spread of this civilisation, however,
threatened the priestly states with a two-
fold danger. Among their subjects there

were to be found now and then certain

people outside of the sacerdotal caste who
realised the true state of affairs and
objected to a monopoly of profit on the

part of the priests. Moreover, increasing

prosperity invited attacks from less

civilised neighbours, with which the

priestly power alone could not cope.

Thus there grew up, side by side with the

priests, the class of " caciques," the

military power. The importance of this

class increased in proportion to the growth
of danger from without, and to the value
of their services in repelling it, until at

length the military leaders recognised that

they were indispensable and declined to

surrender to the priests that power which
they had with difiiculty acquired. Civili-

sation thus enters upon a fresh struggle

—

that of the secular and religious powers.
At the outset the priestly caste often

succeeded in frightening their super-

stitious people with threats of divine

wrath ; every defeat in battle, every

Gods Fighting

Among
Themselves

Secular and
Religious Powers
in Conflict

failure of the crops, every devastating
plague, enabled them for a time to keep
the balance of power between the secular

and the religious forces. Here we have
the cause of those repeated long inter-

regnums with which we meet at the

beginnings of almost every dynasty. In

many cases the secular power attempted
to win over the religious

power and to reconcile it

to the new state of things

by means of liberal con-
cessions ; but the natural result every-
where came to pass. The military class,

when once they had gained the upper
hand, concentrated the power more and
more in themselves, declined to resign it

in times of peace, and by degrees created
a military nobility which acted as a
counterpoise to the priestly power and
invariably led to the establishment of a
dynasty in which succession was regu-

lated either by election or by inheritance.

Among the related peoples these changes
were accomplished in a gradual and
uniform manner. The mere fact that one
little race had shaken off the priestly

yoke and chosen a king for itself demanded
a similar development on the part of its

neighbours, and at an early period the

Caciques became connected by a com-
munity of interest with the dynasty,
both in their political and family relations.

Only when their common enemy, the

priestly caste, had finally been forced into

a secondary position did the desire foi

empire on the part of the secular rulers

become obvious. This ambition led to the

wars of conquest among the petty princes

who from time to time rose from one or

other of the nations of Anahuac to be a

dominant power.

The nations of Mexico were incompetent
to organise a large empire, and, like

almost all the peoples of the New World,
remained thus divided up until the Spanish

arrival. Even the greatest monarchs exer-

cised lordship over only the
Mexico's

Divided

Nations

immediate neighbourhood of

their residences. The outlying

districts, even when closely con-

nected with the central state, were invari-

ably ruled by feudal princes, whose fidelity

was not proof against many external

temptations. If the ruling monarch were

strong enough to subdue his disobedient

vassals, then his kingdom not only extended

over his own territories, but included those

lying without it ; but, the larger the
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number of these subject kings, the greater

became the danger that this loosely con-

structed political organisation might en-

tirely collapse. As a matter of fact, it is in

this fashion that one empire after another,

Chichimec, Colhua, andTezcucan, came into

existence and fell to pieces again ; and if the

Spaniards at the beginning of the sixteenth

century had not brought the
The Supreme

^^^^^^ system to an end, the

flh' K'
Aztec empire would undoubt-

ings
^^jy have suffered a like fate.

Naturally, under these circumstances, the

yoke of the central government was gener-

ally light. When a disobedient vassal was
subdued, or when the king with his army
passed through the subject province to

make fresh conquests, then his hand was
heavy upon the land, and the life and
property of his people were at his disposal.

But the contributions which in

time of peace were sent up to the

seat of power in acknowledgment of

subjection were in few cases more than
nominal gifts, and were generally only a
half-voluntary tribute, rather symbolic
than real. vSo easy was this rule that the

lords of neighbouring, and also of more
distant, districts occasionally preferred to

recognise the dominion of some other

prince, and to pay him a vomntary tribute,

in order to assure themselves against the
possibility of his forces being turned
against themselves. This is the explana-
tion of those kingdoms, nominally of large

extent, being so often overthrown by a
mere handful of people in a very short

space of time.

For as soon as the prestige of the king,

which was founded upon the imagination
of his people, had been shattered, then all

who had paid him tribute shook off his

feeble yoke and declared themselves
independent until a new potentate from
another race succeeded in making himself
a terror in the land. Although numbers
of princely houses imagined, as we have

said, that they could trace

'dVh™^ their genealogy uninterruptedly

^ . . through six or seven centuries,

yet it is only at the begin-
ning of the twelfth century that history
begins. At that time a number of

so-called kingdoms were already in

existence in Anahuac ; among these
the Chichimec kingdom, with its capital

Tenayocan, on the west side of the lake
of Tezcuco, held the leading position.

The next in importance was the kingdom
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of Acolhua, with its capital Culhuacan,
lying to the north of the lake of Chalco

;

it had apparently inherited the Toltec
civilisation and was the chief centre of the

culture of the time. Its ruling dynasty
traced its origin to Topiltzin, the last

Toltec king. In the middle of the century
this line of kings had to struggle against

an unexpected attack from the Chichimec
power, and to make way for a dynasty
from that race, which paid a nominal
allegiance to the lords of Tenayocan.

Atzcaputzalco, Coatlichan, and Xalto-
can are named as being other kingdoms
under the protection of the one we have
mentioned ; all these places are to be found
in the immediate neighbourhood of the
central lakes. Moreover, the states of

Tlazatlan, Zacatlan, and Tenamitec are

also named as being countries which were
subject to the authority of the Chichimec
dynasty, so that this Chichimec power
seems to have extended nearly over the

whole valley of Mexico. All these princi-

palities had made long strides in civilisa-

tion, an advance generally attributed by
the chroniclers to Toltec influences. The

invasion of fresh Xahua races

still living in unreclaimed
savagery threatened this

civilisation with unmistakable
dangers towards the end of the century.

The Tecpanecs and Chalca obviously
were sprung from Chicomoztoc—" the

seven caves " ; the consciousness of

their relationship with the Nahua races

already settled in the valley of Mexico
had never been lost, and consequently
Tollan also appears as one of the

resting-places of their migration.

Then they appear in Anahuac proper,

at Chapultepec, but in spite of their

numbers they do not seem to have
pressed the Chichimecs either very long

or very hardly. A short time later they
formed a political community completely
organised in the most southerly portion of

the lake district, and here the Chalca
states attained an importance in the next
century before which the fame of the

Chichimecs and of Acolhua began to pale.

At that time also the youngest of the

Nahua races—the Aztecs—had appeared
in the lake district ;

their own traditions

relate that they had been the last to leave

the " seven caves," and that their migra-

tions had lasted longer and their wander-
ings been more extensive than those of the

other races related to them. At that time

Nahua Races
Living in

Savagery
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they were entirely under the government
of their priests, who carried the image of

their national god, Huitzilopochtli, upon a
litter before them, and issued their orders

as commands from heaven. The race

cannot have been numerous when it first

obtained permission from the Chichimec
lords to make a settlement in Chapultepec,
but the addition of numerous related tribes

and the acquisition of friendly contingents

from neighbouring towns increased their

importance every year, and their warlike

prowess began to make them famous

—

even notorious—in the unending wars of

the different dynasties, in which they
played a considerable part as allies of one
or the other party.

Up to this point they had remained true

to their institutions ; in spite of all the

chances of war, and the changes which it

brought, the priests of Huitzilopochtli

continued to hold the power. It was then
that this god began to undergo a meta-
morphosis from the character of sun-god
to that of war-god. But even the Aztecs
could not resist the influence exercised

upon them by the exigencies of their

,
position and the example of

Aztecs • 11 J •

_. , „ , neighbouring races ; and m
First Secular V" r .i - u-
», , spite 01 the vigorous objec-

tions of the priesthood they
chose their first secular monarch, Huitzili-

huitl, about the year 1250. Like the
princes of the neighbouring states he had a
king's title and exercised a king's power
within his own race, but he was not suc-

cessful in founding an Aztec dynasty.
He had entered into an alliance with the

Cacique of Zumpancoa gainst theTecpanecs
of Xaltocan, had started upon a campaign,
but had only succeeded in exciting the

opposition of the other Tecpanec princes

to his Aztecs. As he declined to pay
tribute to the Tecpanecatl Tecuhtli, the

ruling monarch of the race who resided in

Atzcaputzalco, he was attacked on every
side by the subjects and the allies of the
Tecpanecs, and after numerous losses and
a vain attempt to summon to his aid the
Chichimec king of Tezcuco, he was obliged
to abdicate. The priestly caste again
obtained the power and succeeded in

making peace with their neighbours,
though at the sacrifice of that independence
which Huitzilihuitl had defended.
The ruling powers of Anahuac had

meanwhile become more or less weakened
;

the Chichimec ruler. Tlotzin PochotI, and
his successor, Ouinantzin, did not succeed

in keeping their territory intact. Theii
inclinations were rather towards arts of

peace than feats of war. They had turned
their attention chiefly toward the decora-
tion of their capitals, and had neglected

to protect their boundaries, so that the
reins of power fell from their hands. The
ties which bound the subject kings of

_ Atzcaputzalco, Xaltocan, and
^°^*^

. other states, to the central

T, government grew looser and
looser. Owing to the circum-

stances under which the Aztecs appear
among tfiese states, scarcely any traces

are left of a defensive alliance between the

Tecpanec states and the kingdom of the

Chichimecs. The direction which their

development took was largely influenced

by the change of settlement from Tenayo-
can to Tezcuco under Quinantzin.

Tezcuco, under the preceding govern-

ment, had become a dangerous rival of the

old capital, while the Chichimec princes

were devoting their attention to the decora-

tion and adornment of their palaces and
gardens. The government of the impor-
tant province of Tezcuco fell into the

hands of the presumptive successor of

the emperor, Chichimecatl Tecuhtli. As
governor, Ouinantzin had already held a
royal court in Tezcuco ; while still in

Tenayocan he had established his position

as emperor, and had then entrusted the

government of his present capital to

another's hands and gone back to his

chosen Tezcuco. In consequence of this

change of capital from the western to the

eastern side of the lake the whole Chichi-

mec kingdom naturally enough gravi-

tated in that direction.

At that time the boundaries of the

Chichimec kingdom stretched far away over

the valley to the east. Tlazcala^ Huexot-
zinco, and other states upon the eastern

tableland, were then governed by princes

of Chichimec race. But as the kingdom
gained ground in the east it became en-

feebled on the west and
abandoned the field to the

Tecpanec states. The
change of residence to

Tezcuco did not entirely commend itself to

all the Chichimecs, and as Quinantzin could

not rely on the fidelity of his satraps a great

confederacy was soon formed against him,

which was secretly fostered by the Tec-

panecs and tended to the separation of the

whole of the western portion of the king-

dom of Tezcuco. Once again a Chichimec
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state was formed about the ancient

capital Tenayocan, in which a relation of

Quinantzin usurped the title of Chichi-

mecatl Tecuhtli. The emperor himself

seemed little disturbed at this occurrence.

He made sure of his power in the east ; on
the west he allowed things to take their

course, as he was not strong enough to con-

trol them. The rival state was,
ic imec

j^Q^ygygj-^ of no long duration
;

r . v^ 1. J within a short time the opposi-
Estabhshed .• , •

. . i j u .^u
tion kmg was attacked by the

Tecpanecs, who had succeeded in bringing

the Aztecs to their help. After the fall

of Tenayocan the Chichimec power was
firmly established in the western districts.

This state of affairs very soon after

received the sanction of an international

confederacy which was formed between
the Tecpanec king of Atzcaputzalco, as

emperor of all the Tecpanec states, and
Quinantzin. To Quinantzin the Tecpanec
king yielded the predominant position of

Chichimecatl Tecuhtli, but by thus cleverly

renouncing the appearance of power he
gained a signal advantage in reality, for

Quinantzin in return admitted all his

claims to the ancient territory of the
Chichimecs and confirmed him in their

undisputed possession.

These battles had so entirely broken up
and confounded every element in the
Nahuatlac nationality that the new king-

doms were founded on a territorial far

more than on a national basis. Thus we
findTezcuco the capital of districts that had
been named by the different Xahua races.

Tecpanecs, Aztecs, Colhua contributed at

least as much to their population as did
the Chichimecs and the eastern races.

The Aztecs were in the worst position
;

their habit of offering their services in

war to the highest bidder, the wild ferocity
with which they carried on their warfare,
which had been the chief factor in forming
their religion with its infamous sacrifices

of human blood, made them the objects

-.. . of universal hostility. The

g wars which ravaged the country

n-^i,., on the north of the lake districtBroken up ^ .

,

i r i . • ,

at the end of the thu'teenth
or the beginning of the fourteenth centurv
brought destruction upon their capital
Chapultepec

; and the Aztec race, like

many another, was broken up and dis-

persed. Scattered companies of them
entered again into the services of the
neighbouring states as mercenaries, with
the intention of gaining permission to
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form fresh settlements as a reward for

their prowess in war. But only two races

—the Mexica and the Tlatelulca—kept
their lineage sufficiently pure in the
following ages to have a clear remembrance
of their origin, until their turn for rule

also came in the course of time. They
had, however, much ground for thankful-

ness to the prince of Colhuacan, who had
offered a refuge for their wanderings in

Tizaapan or in Iztacalco.

The Tecpanecs had gained the chief

advantage from the troubles of these

times. The western portion of the lake of

Zumpango from the north, as far as Chalco
on the south, had become their almost
undisputed territory. The eastern portion

belonged similarly to the kings of Tezcuco.
But the weak point of all these American
states—their inability to organise a

government over a large extent of country
—became apparent here also. Atzcaput-
zalco, as the early centre of the w-hole

Tecpanec kingdom, for some time retained

considerable importance, and for a number
of \'ears its kings bore the title of Tecpane-
catl Tecuhtli. But imperceptibly the

_ , centre of gravity of the polit-
Centres of o ^ r

Tecpanec
Government

ical world shifted more and
more toward the south. While
the ancient Culhuacan again

flourished next to Atzcaputzalco and
Tenayocan, and quickly surpassed them
both in importance, thalco, Tenanco,
and Amequemecan rose in the soutlj as

fresh centres of Tecpanec government.
Circumstances threw the leadership

into their hands when, about a cen-

tury later, a common enemy of all the

states of the lake district appeared in the

Mexica people. At the time of their

greatest development the Tecpanec states

are said to have been no fewer than
twenty-five in number ; many of these

were closely bound together by ties of

relationship. A feeling of close connection
was certainly alive among them all, and
this sentiment became the more vigorous

when the very existence of the race was
threatened. But, in the meantime, indi-

vidual Tecpanec kings had been fighting

as furiously among themselves as the

princes of the Chichimec race under
similar circumstances had fought and were
continuing to fight with all other kings.

In the first half of his reign, Quinantzin,

the Chichimec emperor, was apparently
indifferent to the loss of the western pro-

vince of his kingdom ; but he had not
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finally renounced his claims upon it. For
the time being he had concentrated all

his powers on strengthening the newly
formed kingdom on the eastern tableland.

When signs of insurrection became visible

even there, he met them with an unusual
display of energy, and was generally able

to restore order. When this was done he
again turned his attention to the province
he had lost. His first attack was upon
the prince of Xaltocan, whose kingdom,
owing to its inaccessible situation, had
never been made tributary to the Tec-
panecs. The well-organised forces of the

united kingdom of Tezcuco easily over-

came all attempts at resistance on the

part of the Xaltocans.

After this victory the Tecpanec emperor
did not think it expedient to allow the

possession of this loosely connected pro-

vince to be contingent upon the uncertain

results of a war. With a view to strengthen-

ing this connection he offered peace and
alliance to the Chichimecs, and declared

himself ready to recognise their claims to the

dominion of the whole lake district, and to

acknowledge their overlordship, which was
in his case to be merely for-

®*
K*

* "^^^" Quinantzin was satisfied
rea mg

^-^j^ ^j^jg result. He allowed
the Tecpanecs the possibility

of pursuing their peaceful and statesman-
like projects while he exercised at least a
nominal suzerainty over a district which
was far wider than any that his fore-

fathers had possessed. When he died, in

the year 1305, no less than seventy subject

kings were present at the magnificent
ceremonies which attended his burial in

Tezcuco ; no less than seventy kings paid
homage to Techotl, the youngest son of the

deceased monarch, whom he had nomi-
nated as his successor, for the elder

brothers had lost all claims to the throne
by participation in an attempt at revolt.

The most remarkable feature of the

government of Techotl is that he first in

Central America attempted to introduce
a general change in the organisation of

the states, which had hitherto been of a
loose and wholly unstable character.

Hitherto every subject king had reigned
in his own province as free and unfettered
as the Chichimecatl Tecuhtli himself had
in his government of the central portion of

the kingdom ; so long as he paid the
moderate tribute and in time of war offered

no opposition to the passage of an army
through his dominions, he might be sure

that no heavier burdens would be laid

upon him by his feudal lord. Quinantzin's
reign had repeatedly displayed the serious

dangers to the continuance of a united
kingdom which were involved in such a
state of affairs. The old king himself
had, by sternly suppressing any attempt
at insubordination, done much to increase

T h tv
^^^ security of the political

g J
unity. Techotl energetically

^ys em o
followed out these views. He
contrived to gather most of the

vassal kings together in Tezcuco, and to

keep them in his immediate neighbourhood,
under the honourable pretext of forming a
council of state ; their representatives,

who ruled in their places, owed even
greater allegiance to their feudal master.

Moreover, a new division of the country
was arranged, the old racial boundaries
were definitely abolished, the number of

districts for the purposes of government
was increased almost threefold, and
thereby the danger that local insurrections

might spread far and wide was largely

diminished. Finally. Techotl, by means of

a number of ordinances that were binding
throughout his realm, kindled a spirit of

unity among his people.

All these arrangements could only have
been valid for his dominions on the east

of the lakes ; the west, which was almost
as closely united, though perhaps not so

strictly organised, under the Tecpanec
king Tezozomoc, was almost beyond the

reach of any kind of aggression. The state

of nominal vassalage which Quinantzin
had established remained undisturbed
under the rule of Techotl ; but after an
energetic and ambitious monarch, in the

person of Tezozomoc, had ascended the

Tecpanec throne the danger of rivalry

between the Chichimec kingdom, now
known as Acolhuacan, and the Tecpanec
kingdom became gradually more threaten-

ing. It was under the son and successor

of Techotl, the king Ixtlilxochitl, that the

storm broke. The satraps

*!L
"^^ whose powers had been limited

on ecpanec
^^ Techotl's reforms, and who
entertained for him an ani-

mosity not difficult to comprehend, made
all kinds of excuses to avoid taking part

in his funeral ceremonies.
Their passive resistance was of little

danger ; more important was the attitude

of the Tecpanecatl Tecuhtli. Tezozomoc
openly declined to recognise the suzerainty

of the 3'oung Chichimec prince, and was
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Against

the King

unmistakably striving to throw off a yoke

that had been sensibly relaxed. With the

careless patience, which for generations

was a striking characteristic of the

Chichimec rulers, Ixtlilxochitl bore with

the equivocal behaviour of his most
powerful vassal. On the other hand,

however, he appeared to be firmly deter-

mined to settle his dubious
Intrigues

relations with the Tecpanec
king in the spirit of his father's

reforms. Tezozomoc met this

straightforward policy with craft and
dissimulation of every kind. As soon as

Ixtlilxochitl threatened to enforce his

dernands, Tezozomoc declared himself

ready to fulfil all claims.

But as soon as he had appeased him
by a show of submission he declined to

fulfil the responsibilities he had accepted,

under pretexts of the most trivial kind.

It was a mistake fraught with important
consequences that Ixtlilxochitl permitted
these intrigues to continue year by year.

He shook the confidence of his own friends

and allies, and gave his opponent time,

not only to make proper preparations in

every direction for a decisive conflict, but
also to make allies of some of those vassals

whose fidelity was weakening.
According to tradition, Tezozomoc, in

three successive years, had sent a heavy
tribute of raw cotton to Tezcuco, and had
first requested, then required, and finally

commanded that this tribute should be
redelivered at Atzcaputzalco ready woven
into stuff. Twice were his commands
fulfilled ; but the third time an embassy
was returned to the effect that the
Chichimec ruler had received the tribute

with thanks, and would use it to arm his

warriors, who were determined to punish
their disobedient vassals.

Even then Ixtlilxochitl proceeded to wait
for the attack of the Tecpanecs. Tezozomoc
sent his army twice across the lake into

the district of Tezcuco, but

D*f""T d^^
twice suffered a heavy defeat at

'n Battle
^^^ hands of adversaries whose
numbers continually increased.

In spite of all this he unconditionally re-

j ected all the offers of the Tezcucan emperor
to make peace on condition of recognising
his superiority, and now openly advanced
the claim that the title of Chichimecatl
Tecuhtli belonged to him, in the first

place, as being the direct successor of the
founder of the Chichimec empire, the "king

Xolotl. In spite of this he would un-
doubtedly have been defeated if Ixtlilxo-

chitl could have made up his mind to

follow up with vigour the advantages he
had won. Repeated victories brought to

his side many of the little kings who had
hitherto remained neutral ; and many of

the allies of Tezozomoc were beginning to

weaken in their fidelity.

Thus when Ixtlilxochitl made his attack,

he could easily collect a considerable army

;

and in the province of Tepotzotlan he won
a brilliant victory against a hostile army
of 200,000 men. It is difficult to under-
stand how Ixtlilxochitl allowed himself to

be again befooled by the cunning Tezozo-

moc. After a four months' siege the capital

of Atzcaputzalco was incapable of offering

further resistance. Tezozomoc agreed to

an unconditional surrender and begged
for pardon, appealing to the sentiment of

kinship. Although he had been so many
times deceived, Ixtlilxochitl was once
again satisfied with mere promises. With-
out completing the work of conquest he
withdrew his victorious arm}' from the

walls of his enemy's capital. This was a

. signal for a general collapse.
onquenng

Expectation of booty or re-

_ ward m some form or othermpcror
^^^ brought certain waverers

to his side to fight against the dreaded
Tecpanecs; but they had no idea of

exposing themselves to the revenge
of Tezozomoc, who had been left in

possession of his princely power, with-

out themselves gaining any correspond-

ing advantage.
An ominous stillness greeted the Chi-

chimec emperor when he returned to his

capital. Reports soon began to come in

that Tezozomoc was making fresh prepara-

tions ; and when he at last invited the

king and his son, Nezahualcoyotl, to come
to Chiuhnauhtlan to receive his oath of

allegiance, the king no longer dared to trust

himself in the traitor's hands. But his

prudence came too late. When Tezozomoc
perceived that his cunning plan had been
laid bare, he hastened to Tezcuco by
forced marches. While defending his

capital, Ixtlilxochitl was captured and
expiated the many mistakes of his life

with his death. His son and heir, Neza-
hualcoyotl, only with the greatest diffi-

culty escaped the sentence of death

which Tezozomoc, the newly crowned
Chichimecatl Tecuhtli, passed upon him.
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THE RISE OF THE AZTECS
AND THE FORTUNES OF THE MEXICAN KINGDOMS
'T'HE fall of the Chichimec kingdom of
•' Acolhuacan took place in the year 1419.
We must, however, go back for a century
to pick up the threads required for the

understanding of its further development.
We have seen that the Mexica had been de-

prived of their refuge, Chapultepec, which
they gained upon the change of the Chichi-

mec capital to Tezcuco, and that it was with
difficulty that they obtained from the Tec-
panec ruler permission to settle elsewhere.

The priests may have explained their

misfortunes as due to the wrath of the

gods at the deposition of the theocrac}'

and the choice of a king ; at any rate,

they did not succeed in regaining the

favour of heaven for their people,

though for a considerable time they
had been in undisputed possession of

power. While the Mexica were feared

among all their neighbours for their

plundering raids, they were constantly

_. ., . sought for as allies in time
The Mexica r ° tj i • j.- x
. p of war. J3ut m times of peace
"* ^ the chief anxiety of their

neighbours was to keep these

restless strangers as far off as possible.

They probably then paid the Tecpanec
princes an unusually heavy tribute,

and submitted to a certain measure of

degradation, for their presence was barely
tolerated, and they were sent about from
one settlement to another.

Thereupon Tenoch, a priestly guide of

the Mexica, once again exhorted them
to migrate in the name of the god Huitzilo-

pochtli, and led the scanty remnants of

his people forth from their flourishing

towns into the marshy coast-land on the
west of the lake of Tezcuco. There, being
warned by an omen from heaven, he
probably founded that town which in

the course of time became the capital of

the Aztec kingdom, Mexico-Tenochtitlan.
Almost at the same time the related

Tlatelulca withdrew from the tyrannical

oppression of the Tecpanecs, and founded
a second settlement in their immediate

neighbourhood, Tlatelulco, which later on
became a keen rival of Tenochtitlan, but

was at last outstripped by and incor-

porated into the rival town. This migra-

tion to Tenochtitlan, which is placed in

the year 1325, had not gained indepen-

dence for the Mexicans. There, too, they

found themselves within the dominion of a

Tecpanec king, were obliged to
^

^f^^^ J obtain his permission to settle,

^^^ .f^^ and continued to owe him
y ugnves

^^-^ij^^g^ ^s they had fixed their

capital at a distance and settled in an
uncultivated district considered almost un-

inhabitable, they did, however, by degrees,

free themselves from his crushing tyranny.

In spite of its unfavourable situation the

sister town developed with unexpected
rapidity. The Mexicans were not the

only people who were trying to escape from
the dominion which had so long oppressed

them. The reforms of the Tezcucan
kings were felt to be as unsatisfactory as

the tyranny of the Tecpanecs, and from
both kingdoms numerous fugitives

streamed into the barren wilderness and
were readily received by the Aztecs of

Tenochtitlan and Tlatelulco, eager to in-

crease their strength. Thus these towns
entirely lost their national character, and
their population was composed of elements

more and more diverse. The new arrivals,

while they gladly fell in with the civilisa-

tion and the customs of the ancient in-

habitants, exerted a refining influence upon
the harshness of the Aztec customs, began

to amalgamate the latter with
their own institutions, and
contributed in no small degree

to soften the deep hatred with
which the worshippers of Huitzilopochtli

were regarded by all their neighbours.

From the outset Tlatelulco far out-

stripped the neighbouring Tenochtitlan.

It was to Tlatelulco that the emigrants

from the country of the Tecpanecs turned

by preference, and we can easily under-

stand that the relations of the ruling prince
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gained concessions more easily than out-

siders. Thus it was a special mark of

favour that the king of Atzcaputzalco
agreed to set up a member of his family as

a feudal prince in Tlatelulco when the

town was strong enough to demand a king

of its own. On the other hand, numerous
emigrants from Culhua turned their steps

toward Tenochtitlan. The ancient Cul-

huacan capital had long ago obtained
an almost independent position under the

suzerainty of the Tecpanecs, and had
repeatedl}^ played an important part in

the political history of the whole kingdom.
Internal dissensions had broken out at

last somewhere about the time when the

Mexicans had founded their new capital.

Numerous peoples of the Culhua, who had
been driven from their homes by that

revolution, made their way to Tenoch-
titlan, where within a short time their

nitionality was more strongly represented

than was that of the Aztecs. The newly
founded state owed to these circumstances
its first important revolution. Mexico had
been founded under the guidance of the

p;"iests ; the name of Tenochtitlan (the

town of Tenoch) was derived from the
priestly guide who had led the people
thither. But the traditions of centuries

had made the Culhua accustomed to a mon-
archy ; and though in religious matters
they yielded to the custom of the country,

in temporal affairs thev declined to submit

permanently to priestly government.
Several members of the old ro>-al family
had come to Mexico among the fugitives.

A compromise between the old inhabi-

tants and the new colonists finally led to

the choice of a king in the town of Tenoch,
and the colonist element was sufficiently

strong to bring about the election of

. Acamapichtli, the son of the
5,'^**^°

, king who bore the name of
a Vassal -

Kingdom
Culhuacan. After the fall of his

father's dynasty he had fled to

Tezcuco, and had there married a princess

of Chichimec race, Ilancueitl. The con-

nection of these dynasties has an extra-

ordinarily strong influence upon all the

later history of the Aztec kingdom of

Tenochtitlan, and we have here the
primary explanation of many facts that

would be wholly unintelligible if we were
to consider the town and the kingdom
only from the Aztec point of view.

Mexico now remained, in spite of its

friendly relations with Tezcuco, a Tec-

panec vassal kingdom. Acamapichtli was
obliged to obtain the confirmation of his

election in Atzcaputzalco ; it was in the

service of Tezozomoc that the young king
of Mexico made his early expeditions,

which were so successful that he soon
became highly respected among the vassal

kings. The first campaign that he under-
took in the Tecpanec service was in o

southerly direction against the Chalca.

AZTEC BRIDGE OF PETRIFIED WOOD ACROSS THE TEMASOPE RIVER IN MEXICO
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A PRESENT-DAY RAILWAY THROUGH A PREHISTORIC CUTTING
This illustration depicts a striking section of the Mexican Nochistlan railway, which, according to a recent report,

rejoices in ebony sleepers, and ballast of silver ore drawn from prehistoric and disused mines beside the track,

these ancient mines being of Aztec origin, as is also the remarkable hand-hewn cutting shown in the picture.

These people, although related to the

Tecpanecs, had founded a kingdom on the

southern shore of the Lake Tezcuco, and
on the lake which they called the Lake of

Chalco. This state had grown so large

that it had split up into numerous vassal

states. The Mexican chronicles of these

wars describe them as the exploits of the
Mexican kings only, but, until the fall of

the Tecpanec kingdom, the kings of

Mexico acted only as allies in these wars.
Acamapichtli died in the year 1403,

without having left any commands as to

the succession ; this fact probably marks
the ascendancy of the priestly caste,

which was once again making despairinf

efforts to restore the theocracy. Bvt
_ foreign elements, accustomed to

P
^ ^'^ ^^ a dynasty of monarchs, had
™ already become too strong

;

though the priestly caste suc-

ceeded in making a succession dependent
upon a new election, they could not prevent
the choice from falling upon the son
of Acamapichtli, Huitzilihuitl. We are
particularly told of him, too. that he was
obliged to obtain a confirmation of his

election from the Tecpanec ruler. As
subject to Tezozomoc he took part, in the
following year, in the war which led to the

overthrow of Lxtlilxochitl and of the

Chichimec kingdom, although this king

was closely connected with him by his

marriage with his sister. Even allowing

for the exaggerations of the chroniclers,

we see very plainly that the kings of

Mexico had become at that date most
important vassals, from the fact that the

king of Tlatelulco was commander-in-chief
of Tezozomoc, and therefore also of the

troops of HuitzilihuitL These two kings

did not live to the end" of the wars. The
ruler of Tlatelulco fell in one of the battles

in which the Tezcucans were victorious ;

Huitzilihuitl died in 1417 in Tenochtitlan,

the to^^R which he had striven to extend
without and to organise within. The
result of his efforts was that his half-

brother Chimalpopoca succeeded to the

thi"one unopposed, representing his country
upon the fall of lxtlilxochitl.

We must suppose that it was only by
force of circumstances that Huitzilihuitl

and Chimalpopoca continued to fight on the

side of Tezozomoc, for they had far greater

advantages to expect from the success of

lxtlilxochitl, who was their friend and
connection by marriage, than from the

victory of their tyrannical emperor.

They could not, however, have given the
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Tecpanec king the smallest grounds for cunning. He took it as an insult that he
suspicion. When this monarch proposed should have to content himself with a

to increase and organise his kingdom by second place in his father's kingdom, and
uniting it with the Tezcucan territories, the indifference of Tejauh enabled him,

the Mexican Chimalpopoca was regarded after a few months, to drive his brother

as one of the six subject kings, together from the throne, and to set himself up as

with the rulers of Chalco, Tlatelulco, Chichimecatl Tecuhtli, the king of the

Acolman, Coatlichan, and Huexotla.
Tezozomoc's intention to make his king-

dom more secure both within and without

was only incompletely realised. The con-

ditions imposed upon the vassal kings were
most oppressive ; two-thirds of the income
from their provinces they were obliged to

send to the king, retaining only a third for

themselves. Consequently they felt the un-

just burden of this tribute far more than
the honour of their promotion, and they
expressed their dissatisfaction with no at-

tempt at concealment. The newly crowned
Chichimecatl Tecuhtli was not successful

m obtaining recognition of his power
throughout the kingdom of Ixtlilxochitl.

The distant provinces on the north
and east, however, gladly seized the

opportunity of refusing all payment of

tribute and declaring their independence
;

and so strong was the hostility of the

Tlazcalans against Tezozomoc that they
received the exiled heir of Tezcuco, the

prince Nezahualcoyotl

,

and offered him a refuge

in their mountains

A Bloodless

Revolution

in Anahuac

whole of Anahuac. This revolution was
bloodless, but not so its results.

The vassal kings had already
borne the yoke of the aged
Tezozomoc, the hero of a hun-

dred fights, with the greatest impatience,

and they considered it wholly intolerable

to become the vassals of Maxtla, a young
prince who, in his own government in

Coyohuacan, had only succeeded in making
himself thoroughly hated by his subjects

and the neighbouring princes.

It was by an act of violence against the

legitimate ruler that he had thrust himself

into his place. The kings of Mexico and
Tlatelulco placed themselves at the head
01 the dissatisfied subjects ; Tejauh had
fied to Tenochtitlan, and so it was there

arranged to surprise Maxtla at a festival,

to overthrow him, and to reinstate Tejauh.
But the conspiracy was betrayed, and the

victim of it was not Maxtla, but Tejauh-
Maxtla did not know with which of the

-^r'
'^.

^6^

until

the intervention of
the Mexican king Chimal-

p o p o c a was successful

in obtaining the repeal

of the sentence of death
that had been passed
upon him. Tezozomoc was
already advanced in 3^ears

when he united the whole
of Anahuac under his rule

;

he enjoyed the fruits of

victory for eight more
years before his death,

and named his son Tejauh
as his successor. But by .- -—3^^^^ r-

this act he sowed the seeds „^ C""^?!!^
of dissension in both his "* "~" "^

family and his kingdom. ^ characteristic example of aztec carving
Among aii. tne sons OI This colossal head carved in stone is part of an Aztec min discovered at Itzamal,

Tezozomoc, Maxtla. who in Yucatan, and illustrates the high quality of the artistic work of this very early

had been aDDOinted re- ^°^' '° "^any respects, primitive race of people which inhabited Central America
, f C -nh <

'" ^^^ pre-Columbian days. The design was probably executed with blunt flint.

unquestionably the one who was most
like his father, though he had not in-

herited his tenacity and his calmness in

addition to his energy, bravery, and
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Aztec kings he would have to deal first

without waiting, therefore, for further

developments, he attacked with swift

decision first the Mexicans and then



RELICS OF PRIMITIVE TIMES: AZTEC MASKS AND KNIFE Manseii

These further examples of the artistic workmanship of the primitive Aztec peoples represent mosaic death masks
" ' " The mask on the right is encrusted with turquoise mosaic.

Maxtla's Rule

of Lawlessness

and Oppression

a id a flint knife with ornamental handle, set with stones.

Tlatelulco. So successful was he in each
of these campaigns that both kings were
overthrown and their cities and countries

laid waste. They would, perhaps, have
been destroyed for all time if revolt had
not broken out in every part of Maxtla's
kingdom against his rule of lawlessness and

oppression. The sympathies
which a large portion of the
eastern provinces felt for the

ancient royal house were
greatly strengthened by Maxtla's aggran-
disement. As his hands were entirely

tied by the wars, the Chichimec Neza-
hualcoyotl considered that the time had
come to make some attempt to regain his

father's kingdom. Tlazcala and Huexot-
zinco willingly placed their bands of

warriors at his disposal.

The feeble opposition with which he met
in most of the provinces of his father's

kingdom enabled him to reconquer a large

part of it, but the capital, Tezcuco,
offered anunconquerable resistance. Tezo-
zomoc had here set up the prince of the
old royal house as his representative.

This prince knew very well that he had
nothing to hope from the mercy of the

lawful heir of the Chichimec kingdom
if he were once defeated ; he therefore

made the most vigorous and ultimately

successful efforts to maintain himself

in the capital. But as long as he remained
unsubdued the position of Nezahual-
coyotl was untenable, chiefly on account
of the moral impression conveyed. The
campaigns that had been begun with such
brilliant success ended in a manner
not very far removed from defeat.

The first result of this half success was
that a number of allies began to weaken
in their fidelity, so that Nezahualcoyotl
must have begun to fear that attack of

Maxtla which he would certainly have to

withstand. In this dangerous position

the allies whose aid he most desired

—

the Aztecs—offered their help. After

Maxtla had retired from Mexico they
had at once re-established the empire.

For a moment their choice had wavered
between Itzcopuatl, the brother of Chimal-
popoca, and his nephew Montezuma, who,
though young, had already been crowned
with the laurels of many victories. For-

tunatelv, their constitution was wide
enough for more than one vigorous man
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to make himself useful in it. The kingdom
still bore unmistakable traces of its

development from an aristocracy. Apart
from the priesthood, still most influential,

the king had by him two high temporal
dignitaries, the tlacatecatl (lord of the

armies) and the tlacochcalcatl (lord of

the arrow). Montezuma was called to

-, , _,
the first of these two posi-

Confederacy
^-^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ thereby tO

Against the

Tecpanecs
satisfy his ambition and also

to expend his energy in act-

ing with his royal uncle for the good of

the realm. Recent events pointed with
sufficient clearness to the direction his

energies should take, for Maxtla uncondi-
tionally refused to recognise the choice

that had been made, and was threatening

a new attack. Thus a common enemy
again brought the Mexicans and the

Chichimecs together.

Montezuma went to Nezahualcoyotl and
formed a confederacy with him against
the Tecpanecs, which confederacy was at

once joined by the newly chosen king of

Tlatelulco. It was immediately agreed
that they should carry the war as soon as

possible into the enemy's country. Neza-
liualcoj^otl openly announced his intention

of re-establishing the old royal house in

Tezcuco, thereby certainly estranging
many friends who had hoped to gain
their own independence if they stood
by him in the hour of misfortune. But by
entering into alliance with all the enemies
of the Tecpanec tyrant he was fully com-
pensated for the dangerous elements in

his own situation. The campaign which
he led in person along with the Mexicans
was finally decisive after many victories

on either side. With the support of the
king of Tlacopan the allied Aztecs and
Tezcucans gained a complete victory
over the Tecpanecs.

Atzcaputzalco was captured and de-

stroj^ed, and Maxtla fell, either in battle

or afterwards, beneath the blows of his

„ p opponents. Those who had
1 he * ate

thought that with the fall of the
. . Tecpanec tyranny freedom had

come tor Anahuac were cruelly

undeceived. The more prudent of the de-

pendents of Nezahualcoyotl had remained
neutral in the decisive battles, and now
they openly revolted. But the power
of the allies increased no further ; and
the division of political power which
had been arranged after the capture
of Atzcaputzalco. at the festivities which
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took place in Tenochtitlan lo celebrate

the victory, was now immediately carried

out. Anahuac was divided between the
kings of Mexico and Tezcuco. Nezahual-
coyotl, who had not even yet been able

to effect an entrance into his ancient
capital, obtained the whole of his father's

kingdom, which had embraced the eastern

half of Anahuac, and also the title of

Chichimecatl Tecuhtli. The historical

importance of this title still gave its

recipient the right to claim the first

place and the highest rank among the
allies. The part played by the Mexi-
cans had hitherto been of too little

importance to enable them to dispute

about this position ; they had to thank
their long friendship and relationship

with the monarchs of Tezcuco for the

fact that an important portion of the
booty fell to their share.

With the exception of the district of

Tlacopan, which had been exempted from
destruction to provide lands for those

who had given their help against Maxtla,

the whole kingdom of the Tecpanecs, in

which the Mexicans themselves, like the

other kings, had hitherto
onqucre

been only vassals, now fell
ing om o

-^^^ their power, which at
the Tecpanecs ^ . ,,

^
, ,. ,

first they were obliged, no
doubt, to enforce with arms. Their
position in the councils of the allies

became still more prominent ; here they
were considered as having equal rights

with the Tezcucans, w^hile the king of

Tlacopan, the third member in this new
triple alliance, remained independent, but
was obliged to recognise the unconditional

superiority of the two other members.
In the future these conditions were to

remam unchanged ; it was arranged
also that all future conquests should be

divided between the allies, so that the

king of Tlacopan should obtain a fifth

part of the spoil and the rest should be

divided in equal portions between the

rulers of Tezcuco and Tenochtitlan. Such
were the contents of the treaty between
the leading nations of Anahuac.

These political relations continued to

the time of the Spanish invasion ; the

confederation that would eventually have
broken up remained undisturbed until

the time of the conquest. The three

allied kings carried on a number of wars,

especially against their immediate neigh-

bours on the south ; no doubt the booty
was then divided in accordance with the
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provisions of their compact. The Mexi-

cans seem, however, to have gained greater

accessions of territory even in these cases

of common conquest. But each of the

aUied kings undertook isolated wars of

conquest against adjoining territories.

Consequently, the division of the kingdom
into eastern and western territories is not
strictly adhered to ; we meet with the

Tezcucans on the west and on the coast of

the Pacific Ocean, and similarly we find

the Aztecs on the east as far as the shores

of the Gulf of Mexico.
The most important change which the

lapse of time brought about within the

confederacy consisted in the fact that the
kings of Tenochtitlan began more and
more to take a leading part. Though
keeping strictly to the legal conditions of

the confederation, the kings of Tezcuco
allowed themselves to be pushed into the

background by the kings of Tenochtitlan
;

the reason lay solely in a national pecu-
liarity of both peoples and their leaders.

The kings of Tezcuco had always been
more renowned for the care they expended
upon the internal well-being of their

. „ kingdom than for their warlikeA r amous j-j.- t-i j. j.-

J.. J
expeditions. Ihis reputation

rr
^^

was supported by both of the

kings who held the throne at

the time of the confederation, Nezahual-
coyotl and his son Nezahualpilli. It

was not that they were lacking in warlike
vigour ; when it was a question of main-
taining their authority or preserving the
integrity of their kingdom, they were fully

equal to the task ; but they never under-
took wars of conquest. Under no cir-

cumstances was war an end in itself to

the kings of Colhuacan ; it was invariably
the means to higher ends.

During the first ten years Nezahual-
coyotl concentrated his attention upon the
reorganisation of his kingdom, which
had been greatly shattered by revolutions

following upon the death of Ixtlilxochitl.

He kept in view that feudal system which
his father, and his grandfather, Techotl,
had introduced ; and this in spite of the
sad experience which both he and his

predecessors had had of it. Similarly he
followed the steps of his ancestors with
regard to the organisation of a judicial

system ; his decrees were long respected
by the Spaniards as being particularly

valuable. Above all, he resembled the
earlier kings in his love for the fine arts

;

temples and palaces, gardens and baths,

streets and bridges, arose under his care,

both in the capital and in the provinces.

Wherever in the whole valley of Mexico
more important artistic buildings were
taken in hand, the finished art of Neza-
hualcoyotl and his architects became the

guiding principle of their construction. He
showed his thankfulness to the Mexicans

for the support which they

fTif^ p ^^^ given him in the hour of

\r. ^ necessity by his erection of the

aqueduct which brought spring

water in pipes of clay enclosed in stone

from Chapultepec to the capital of the

Aztecs situated among the marshes ; and
when, in the year 1445, continuous rains

had made the lake rise to a threatening

height, and had almost flooded the whole
of Tenochtitlan, he it was who built a

wide mole of a semicircular form, and kept

the low-lying water round the town from
uniting with the lake which was threaten-

ing danger.

Nezahualcoyotl also devoted uninter-

rupted attention to intellectual progress.

He was himself one of the foremost poets

that the ancient American civilisation

produced ; his melancholy songs passed

from mouth to mouth long after his race

and his kingdom had disappeared from
the face of the earth. The maturity of

his intellect is to be seen in the traditions

that we have of his religious ideas. His

predecessors had been accustomed to

exercise a wide tolerance toward the

religious conceptions of their various

subjects, which often differed materially

from one another. But in this matter
Nezahualcoyotl far surpassed the fame
of his ancestors.

In the very capital of his kingdom,
in the city of Tezcuco, he allowed tem-

ples to be erected to the most different

divinities, even a temple to Huitzilo-

pochtli, although he was as averse

to the blood-stained worship of this

divinity as were his forefathers. Being

thus convinced of the in-

J'^.^P^^*" f; adequacy and incomplete-
Intellectual Lafc ^,^^^H

^^ ^.^^ worships of his
and Progress ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^. ^.-^^^ ^^ ^j^^

conception of the one God who created

and sustains the world. Perhaps it would
be a bold comparison to call the Tezcuco

of Nezahualcoyotl the Athens of Central

America ; but in his time Tezcuco

certainly was the one great centre of

all the intellectual life, progress, and

learning to be found in these kingdoms.
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THE MEXICAN SUPREMACY
AND THE POWERFUL EMPIRE OF MONTEZUMA
A LTHOUGH Nezahualcoyotl had a large
^* number of sons by different women, it

was only in the year 1463 that he entered

upon lawful wedlock with the princess

Azcaxochitl of Tlacopan. There was one
son of their union, Nezahualpilli, who
was eight years old at the death of his

father, which took place in 1472.
Brought up under the care of the king

Axayacatl, in Mexico, he remained the

true son of his great father in his intel-

lectual capacities. He was not allowed
to take the same important position in

the triple alliance as his father had held,

who was older than his Aztec confederates,

and whose age and intellectual endow-
ments had been a check on the encroach-

ment of the neighbouring kingdom. His
son was obliged to take the second place

within the confederacy ; for now not only

might and splendour, but also the pre-

ponderance of age and experience were

^ . on the side of the Mexicans.
cxicans

^^^ development of the king-

. ^p dom of Tenochtitlan was
different in many essential

details. Its equality with Tezcuco in

the confederation of 143 1 had not been
entirely deserved ; immediately before the

gates of the capital lay the sister state

Tlatelulco, governed by its own inde-

pendent monarch. And although the

Mexicans were more feared for their

prowess in arms than respected over a wide
district, they yet had first to subdue that

kingdom before they could lay claim to

suzerainty over the Western Anahuac.
A famous line of royal heroes, the sons

and nephews of Huitzilihuitl, had devoted
themselves successfully to this task. At
first their expeditions were directed chiefly

toward the south ; after Xochimilco and
Cuitlahua had been incorporated, the end-

less wars against the states of Chalca began.
The Mexicans had already overcome the

people of Chalca many times when the}/

were in the service of the Tecpanecs ; but
these had not yet been entirely subdued.

Mexican Kings

on the

Battlefield

and at the time of the revolution they had
again recovered their independence, as

had many other portions of the Tecpanec
kingdom. Even now the people of Chalca
offered an invincible resistance to the

Mexicans alone. But their provocations
had also driven Nezahual-
coyotl into the ranks of their

enemies ; and the numerous
Chalca states were unable to

offer any prolonged resistance to the united
armies of the three allied kingdoms. For
nearly twenty years—1446-1465—three

successive kings of Mexico took the field

yearly against the Chalca with varied
success, until they succeeded in reducing
their last fortress, the town of Chalco.

From 1465 the Chalca were reckoned
among the states tributary to Tenochtitlan.

In the year 1440, Itzcohuatl, who had
helped to found the confederacy of 1431,
died, and his nephew Montezuma (more
correctly " Mocteuzoma ") Ilhuicamiim,

succeeded him on the throne ; this was
the king who did most to extend the Aztec
dominions. The war against Chalco,

which was brought to a successful end in

the last years of his reign, claimed most
of his attention, but at the same time he
extended the boundaries of his kingdom
in other directions also. Moreover, he
made most important improvements in

the internal organisation of the state.

Even under the government of Itzco-

huatl his high position enabled him to exer-

cise great influence, for he had been at the

same time commander-in-chief of the army
and high-priest of Huitzilopochtli. Nor

was it for nothing that he
had been the intimate
friend of Nezahualcoyotl.
The capital owed to him the

most important of those buildingswhich ex-

cited the astonishment of the conquerors
;

the dykes which connected the town with
the mainland ; the canals which served as

its high-roads ; the temples, and in parti-

cularthe temple of Huitzilopochtli, to which
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generations had made additions, and which
was not even ended on Montezuma's death,

although he brought out the final plans.

In religious matters Montezuma showed
some sympathy with that toleration

practised by the kings of Tezcuco. In

Tenochtitlan there were ah^eady numerous
temples to foreign divinities, and it

T> M • • speedily became the custom
The Mexicans

^^ celebrate every victorv
Blood-stained ,, •'.

,

„ , . over another race by trans-
necatombs , ,• ., , j -.

plantmg its gods and its

worship to the capital. As a matter of fact,

these importations exercised no material

influence upon the peculiar character of the

Aztec worship ; on the contrary, the higher

the power and the fame of the Mexicans
rose, the more eagerly did they continue
their horrible sacrifices of human blood.

They were possessed with the idea

that their successes, which became more
brilliant year by 37ear, were owing to the

favour of heaven, which they had gained
by their numerous sacrifices ; and in order

to retain this favour they increased their

blood-stained hecatombs in proportion

to the growth of their power. Every
national festival, every victory, every
recommencement of the cycle of years,

every coronation, and every dedication of

a temple was celebrated with bloody
sacrifices ; the greater the occasion, the

more numerous the victims. Nor was it

only a question of thankfulness to the gods
whose favour they had won ; by these

means they attempted to make atonement
to those whose anger they had incurred.

When, in the year 1445, a famine which
lasted several years came upon the whole
of Anahuac, the Aztec desire for sacrifice

rose almost to the pitch of frenzy. At
first they were themselves sufficiently

strong to make captives of their foes in

border warfare ; the brave hearts of these

prisoners, which were torn still palpitating

from the breast which the obsidian knife

had cleft, were considered as the most
. welcome offering to the gods.

.t'^j
'^^

^ But at length their necessities
Under a Great ,

°
, j j^i„ . became greater, and their

Famine P^ ^ ^

warriors thinned in number,
and, exhausted by famine, were neither

available for sacrifice nor equal to the
fatigues of a campaign. The rulers of the
state, trembling before the wrath of

heaven, then conceived an idea unparal-
leled in the history of the world. They
concluded a formal contract with the

warlike states of the east, the Tlascalans
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and the Huexotzincos, upon whom the
famine had pressed less severely, to hold
an annual sham fight in a particular place,

between an equal number of warriors,

apparently with the idea of providing the
necessary victims for the services of the
gods from the prisoners who should then
be taken. As a matter of fact, during the
years of famine such battles took place
several times ; but after that time had
passed by the warlike disposition of the
Aztecs provided a number of sufficient

victims from real warfare, and mimic
warfare became superfluous.

The greater the power and prestige of

the Mexicans grew, the more oppressive

they found it to have exactly in front

of the gates of their capital an almost
independent community ruled by its own
kings, the sister town of Tlatelulco. The
time when this state could have rivalled

Mexico in glory and splendour had long
passed awaj^ but there remained a
hostile disposition which was apparent
in all kinds of little animosities. The
Mexicans, naturally, only waited for a
favourable opportunity to take their

TK K* f
I'^^'^^g^ ^o^ these

;
but, con-

Ti \ 1 T^ sidering the number of enemies

^ .. that they had both within and
Overthrown .,, , -^ , • ,

without their realm, it was a
hazardous act to endanger peace at the
gates of the capital by any show of aggres-

sion. It fell out exactly in accordance
with their wishes that the king of Tlate-

lulco entered into a most traitorous

compact with their enemies at a time when
the wars against the Chalca claimed the
undivided attention of the Mexicans.
When Montezuma again returned to

Tenochtitlan from the successful campaign
in the south, he turned his overpowering
forces on Tlatelulco ; and, in the battles

which followed, the allies, as usual, failed

to come to the help of its short-sighted

king, who lost his throne and his life. In

spite of this the Mexicans were satisfied

with setting up a vassal king of Tlate-

lulco in the person of a governor who
was unconditionally subject to themselves.

But although Moquihuix owed his eleva-

tion entirely to his uncle, Montezuma, the

deeply rooted aversion of the people of

Tlatelulco from their more fortunate rivals

won him over in the course of time.

When Axayacatl, in the year 1468,
ascended the throne of Tenochtitlan after

the death of Montezuma, Moquihuix made
the attempt to win back the independence
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ol his little state by force of arms. The
struggle is said to have lasted full five

years before the powerful Mexicans suc-

ceeded in definitely crushing the resist-

ance of their neighbour. We see by this

fact how the singularly loose organisation

of the states allowed a little band of brave

and determined warriors to threaten the

existence even of a powerful kingdom, so

long as they could rely upon the sym-
pathies of its remaining subjects. After

the subjection of Moquihuix, the Mexicans
chd not again commit the folly of planting

the seeds of disunion so close to the centre

of their kingdom. Tlatelulco ceased to

exist as an individual town ; it was incor-

porated with Tenochtitlan, from which it

had long been divided only by a canal, and
those of its inhabitants who did not submit
to the new order of things were banished.

Tenochtitlan, by its union with Tlate-

lulco, now acquired a considerable exten-

sion of territory, security against con-

tinually threatening danger, and an extra-

ordinary increase of power. In the whole

of Central America down to the Isthmus

of Tehuantepec, and northward from that

point, the Tlatelulca had been

f m"*
. energetic traders, and nearly

o cxican
^^^ ^j^^ commerce between the

°^^'"
north and the south had

passed through their hands. Of all the

states in and around Anahuac the Tlaz-

caltecs were almost their only rivals in this

department, although their traffic was car-

ried on rather among the states upon the

gulf than upon the Pacific coast.

Hitherto the feeble character of their

home policy had at times unfavourably
influenced the commercial undertakings

of the Tlatelulca, but after the Mexicans
had gained possession of the town the

business interests of its inhabitants were
also under Mexican protection. From this

time onward the Mexican merchants play

an important part as forming the recon-

noitring and intelligence department of

the Mexican armies, and as opening the

way for acts of aggression in all their wars.

Under Axayacatl the kingdom ofTenoch-

titlan reached its widest extent. The
Mexican power went at least so far north-

ward as to overpass the mountain range

which surrounds the high valleys oi

Anahuac. Here Tula and Tulancingo
represent the extreme outposts, the con-

nection of which with the Aztec kingdom
was neither firm nor lasting. Moreover,
upon the west the Mexicans made

conquests at a late period and of no great

extent. Only the portions of Michuacan
on their immediate boundaries were sub-

ject to their rule ; with the Tarascos, who
dwell farther west and extended to the

seaboard, they never really measured their

strength. On the Pacific coast the influ-

ence of the central states spread first

«r-j A toward the south. But it was
Widespread

^^^ exclusively the kings of

J

^**^ Tenochtitlan who made towns

and ])rinces tributary to them-

selves in this district ; the Tezcucans also

had vassals here. It has been already

observed that the Mexican power was
confined to a few fortified towns in the

Zapotec country ; but on the north-west

and south, beyond the Isthmus of Tehuan-
tepec, numerous vassal princes seem to

have recognised their suzeramty.

On the east wide districts were subject to

the central power. If originally the kings

of Tezcuco had here overshadowed the

Aztecs, yet the latter, in course of time,

had gained the upper hand, owing to the

peaceful inclinations of the princes of

Tezcuco, and by availing themselves of

every opportunity which the Mexicans

afforded them. The king of Tenochtitlan

undoubtedly may be reproached for having

traitorously employed his regency during

the minority of NezahualpiUi to aggrandise

himself at the expense of the allied king-

dom ; but, in fact, even upon the east, the

influence of the Aztecs was preponderant

and overspread the states on the coast of

the Mexican Gulf from Panuco in the north,

through the district of the Huastecs and
Totonacs, as far south as Xicalanco and
Nonohualco to the borders of Yucatan.

However, in the immediate neighbour-

hood of these allied central powers there

existed a point of continual disturbance

which was a refuge for all those who
wished to escape the ever-increasing

tyranny of the Aztecs ; this was the

kingdom of Huexotzinco and the republic

of Tlazcala. In earlier times
Tyranny

^^^^ j^^^ belonged tO the
of the

Chichimec kingdom of Tezcuco,

and in the period of persecution

had lent their support to the legal heir of

that country, Nezahualcoyotl. But when
he entered into alliance with the Aztecs,

with a view to recovering his kingdom, his

earlier allies broke away from him, and

from that time forward created uninter-

rupted disturbances upon the boundaries

of the kingdom. As a result of a whole
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series of campaigns, Huexotzinco seems
to have been made tributary—at any rate,

for some time. But whenever the aUied

kings forced their way into the moun-
tainous country of the Tlazcaltecs, and
obtained some apparent result by devas-

tating it with fire and sword, the lawless

spirit of this brave little people invariably

__ . . survivedall theattacksof the
How the Aztec

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^-^^ ^^ ^^^
Kmgdom

_ ^^ ^^ Anahuac. Though
was Organised , , • j ^u

shut m on every side, the

Tlazcalans maintained their independ-
ence until the arrival of the Spaniards

;

and the ferocious hatred with which they
regarded their neighbouring persecutors

made them the firmest allies of Cortes

against Tenochtitlan.

The organisation of the Aztec kingdom
was essentially the same as that of the

other Central American states. When they
had firmly subjugated territories, they
made tributary vassal kingdoms of them,
and attempted to secure the fidelity of

their subject kings by setting up therein

members of the royal family, or its connec-

tions by marriage. But the Mexicans
attempted to secure their hold, not only

upon the thrones of their conquered king-

doms, but also upon the land itself. Each
successful campaign was followed by free

gifts of land and people to all those whose
warlike prowess had contributed to the

success ; at times we should be correct in

speaking of an actual colonisation of the

conquered district.

Bravery in war was thus stimulated by
the prospect of a brilliant reward which
was within the reach of even the humblest
warrior ; and this newly founded feudal

aristocracy provided a protection and a
counterpoise to any yearnings for indepen-
dence that the vassal kings might have had.
The colonisation and organisation of con-
quests in this manner did not, however,
extend beyond the country of Anahuac and
the districts in the immediate vicinity of its

p . southern border. Want of

/^ J t *!. rnen chiefly prevented the
Conquered by the ,

-' ^ . ., ^

1^ . extension of asimilar formMextc&ns r ,1
of government over the

more distant provinces. But even there a
victorious campaign was immediately fol-

lowed by the deposition of the reigning
monarch and his dynasty, and the installa-

tion of a subject king. Provided a specified

tribute were paid, the conquered province
remained in other respects almost as

independent as before. Every year the
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messengers came from Tenochtitlan to

collect a tribute, in cases where they
were not permanently settled at the

court of the vassal king ; and, in

order to ensure obedience and respect to

the king and to his land, particular points

on the most important lines of communi-
cation were strongl}^ fortified and power-
fully garrisoned.

These posts formed a meeting-place for

the collectors and for merchants in times of

peace and a basis for resistance in case

of revolt. We have particular notice of

such garrisons in the outlying provinces of

the Mixtec and Zapotec territory on the

south, and in the district of the Huaztecs
and I'ontonacs on the east. With all

these ;;rovisions the Mexicans did nut

succeed in preventing frequent insurrec-

tions, sometimes of a dangerous nature
;

but in spite of the burning hatred with

which they were regarded by a great part

of their subjects, on account of their

bloody and tyrannical rule, during a whole
century tiiese subjects never succeeded
in seriously endangering the existence of

the empire by a general insurrection.

Axayacatl, who died in the
Montezuma II. _ xj. i, i. u i

,^ _,. , year 1477, after a short but
on the Throne of -'1 •

^' ' • r i, ,

T i.*-ti glorious reign, was followed
Tenochtitlan P ,

°
i i t ,by two monarchs who did

not attain the fame of their forefathers.

Tizocic and Ahuitzotl did indeed lead

the armies of the Aztecs to victory in

different directions beyond their borders ;

but they had neither the personal qualities

nor the good fortune to confer any par-

ticular benefits upon the state, the extent
of which made it more and more difficult

to rule. But in the person of Monte-
zuma II. a monarch again ascended the

throne of Tenochtitlan who seemed capable
of reviving the great traditions of the past.

Before he ascended the throne he had
already covered himself with military

glory, and he made it his particular

object to justif}' the hopes which were
set upon his rule ; but fortune was not
particularly favourable to him. In the

last years of Ahuitzotl's reign belief in the

invincible powers of the Mexican arms
had begun to grow visibly weak ; the

Zapotecs had recovered their complete
independence, and in Tlazcala the

Mexicans had again received a defeat.

A few isolated successes did not enable
Montezuma, by means of a sensational

victory, to remove the impression of

the discomfitures thev had suffered.
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Prospects for the future within the

realm were also threatening ; the alliance

between Mexico and Tezcuco, upon which
the power of the central states had
hitherto chiefly rested, began to grow
weaker and weaker. Nezahualpilli, al-

though his bravery had been proved upon
many a field, had, like his predecessors,

been no lover of war ; and it

was owing, for the most part, to
Montezuma
Guilty

of Treachery
the influence of the confedera-

tion that he had supported the

Mexicans in their restless desire for exten-

sion of territory, while at times he had
stood aside and remained neutral. So it

was no wonder if the kings of Tenochtitlan

became more and more convinced that they
were the sole repositories of strength and
power, and that the other confederates

had no right to equal prestige or to an
equal share in the spoil. Their exaggerated
opinion of themselves led to arrogance

;

and this produced distrust upon both
sides, resulting in secret enmity.
The Mexicans began to conceive the

plan of attacking their previous con-

federates upon the first opportunity, and
reducing them to the position of vassal

states. During an unsuccessful war
against Tlazcala in the year 15 12, which
the Aztecs and Tezcucans undertook in

common, Montezuma is said to have
carried his faithlessness so far as to have
left the confederates in the lurch during
a battle, and to have even entered into

treasonable correspondence with the
Tlazcalans. Nezahualpilli did not find

courage to avenge this insult by an open
declaration of war, but from this time the
confederates regarded one another as

enemies, and when Nezahualpilli died, four
years later, hostilities broke out openly.
The king of Tezcuco had neglected to

choose his successor during his lifetime,

so Montezuma was able to obtain the
election of a prince whom he hoped to use
according to his desires. Cacama was
_. -. Montezuma's own nephew, and
The New -r , r 1

j^.
if he were a man of strong

J,
character the fact had never
yet been made manifest.

Character, indeed, was far more apparent
in his brother Ixtlilxochitl, who, though
younger, had made a name for himself as a
warrior during his father's lifetime. But
all his attempts to prevent the election of

Cacama were unsuccessful ; and as he
regarded his nephew merely as Monte-
zuma's tool, Ixtlilxochitl might suppose
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himself fighting for the independence of his

father's kingdom when he openly raised

the standard of revolt. He did not suc-

ceed in maintaining himself any length of

time in Tezcuco ; but in the northern

provinces he found numerous supporters.

There he might reckon upon the help oi

all those who feared that the victory of

Cacama would mean the establishment

of an exclusively Mexican dominion ; and
so he succeeded not only in utterly de-

feating an army that Montezuma sent

against him but also in making progress,

slowly but steadily, forward, until he so

threatened Tezcuco that Cacama preferred

to conclude peace with him on condition

of dividing their father's kingdom.
The kings of Anahuac must undoubtedly

have heard long ago of the appearance
of wonderful foreigners who had come
oversea from the east into the neighbour!-

ing district. The extensive trade and the

admirable organisation of traffic in the

kingdom of Anahuac and the neighbouring

provinces would certainly have brought
them rumours, and perhaps particular

information, concerning the first appear-

. ance and the further progress
paniar s

^^ these foreigners who for
ssis c y ^j^^ j^^^ twenty-five years had

been spreading over the

islands and on the south. What super-

stitious ideas were excited by this occur-

rence can be understood from the

important place given to discussions

in the later historians as to whether
the appearance of the Spaniards had
any connection with the old prophecies,

which spoke of an entire revolution of

their conditions of life, which should come
forth from the east. At any rate, as

regards the Spaniards, the belief of the

natives that their appearance was con-

nected in some way with the promised
return of Quetzalcoatl was to them a help

no less important than was the universal

enmity with which the nations of Central

America regarded the Mexican dominion.
This hatred brought to their side the

large bands of native allies who helped them
to overcome all the difficulties which con-

fronted the passage of a few hundred men
into the centre of these extensive states,

while the religious awe in which they
were held afforded them a friendh' recep-

tion and a firm footing on the coast-land,

and cleared the way for their entrance into

Mexico—an entrance which implied the fall

of the ancient kine:doms of Central America.



NATIVE CIVIUSAriONSofSOUTH AMMCA
MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OF THE

VANISHED RACES
THE CHIBCHAS IN HISTORY AND LEGEND
nrHE southern extremity of the Cordil-
* leras or the Andes is formed of one
mountain chain ; but twenty-six degrees
south of the equator they divide into two
ranges which diverge more widely as they
proceed northward. At first these enclose
only a narrow tableland, on which one or

two lake systems are to be found ; after-

wards the mountain ranges become more
complex. Between the main ridges and
parallel with them long valleys form a river-

bed to which the streams on the heights at

either hand contribute until the river is

strong enough to force a passage through
some outlet in these mountain walls. On
the west the rivers, after a precipitous

descent, rush wildly down across the
narrow strip of barren coast-land to the
ocean. On the east, after a' fall quite as

abrupt, they reach the wooded lowlands
and feed the great river system of La
Plata, the Amazon, and the Orinoco.

Many of the valleys lie at very consider-

able heights—the level of Lake Titicaca is

more than 12,600 feet above the sea
;

Quito has an elevation of 9,380 feet ; and
Bogota 8,750 feet. Yet it is not difficult

to understand why it was only here that

the native South American civilisation

could take root and develop. With the
exception of occasional tracts, the narrow

strip of coast-land lying

between the mountains
and the sea upon the west
is not actually sterile, or

at least is not wholly incapable of cultiva-

tion. But the almost entire absence of

rainfall throughout the year, and the heat
of a tropical sun, whose rays are here

nearly vertical, destroy all beginnings of

vegetation before they have sufficiently

established themselves to afford shade and
protection to their own roots or to under-

TM ^T . .
growth. At intervals, in the

The Natural f ^. j. -u r x i-_ . - long stretch of coast-lme,
Features of °

the Country
streams and rivers descend

Cradle of

South American
Civilisation

from the mountains, but the
scanty limits of the level country afford

them no space for development. So at

the melting of the snows they rush down as

devastating torrents to the sea, while in

the dry seasons they are either dried up
entirely or contain so little water that

a narrow belt of vegetation in the

immediate neighbourhood of their banks
is all that can find a bare subsistence.

If on the western side it is the almost
entire absence of rainfall which precludes

human habitation and progress, upon the

east the excessive rainfall is equally

unfavourable to human industry. Here,
too, for the most part, the mountain face

descends abruptly. But beneath it spreads
a boundless expanse of lowland over which
the rivers flow but gently. When the
mountain streams are swollen by the melt-

ing snow, these rivers rise high above their

banks ; districts of such extent are then

so inundated that the boundaries even
between the most important river systems
disappear, and a canoe can be borne from
one river to the next. Here also primitive

man, with his rude implements, could gain

no sufficient footing to enable him to

wrest from Nature the means of life. Nor
was any such struggle necessary ; from
the wealth of her tropical abundance
Nature afforded him only too easily the
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means of satisfying his modest require-

ments, and he became a wanderer with

no definite or settled dwelling-place.

Thus there remained for man's habita-

tion only that huge mountain mass which
bears in its long folds the peaks and ranges

of the Cordilleras, and forms low valleys

between its mountain arms. It rises above

. . the sea-level to a height of

Mir-s*''*'
several thousand feet, almost to

H^h'T f ^^^^ snow-line of the Alps
;
but

the temperature that prevails

even at this height in tropical latitudes is

by no means unfavourable to man and to

his requirements. Primitive man here

found that most indispensable of all

requisites, water — water in sufficient

abundance to fertilise the soil, and yet

not so abundant as to be an invincible

enemy ; w'ater, too, that presented him
with provision in the fish which were
found in the greater and smaller lakes, into

which brook or river swelled when its

course was dammed ; and these fish could

be caught even with the primitive imple-

ments of early times.

Here the forest ofiered him a refuge, and,

in the next stage of his progress, material

for his inventions. The rocks which the

mountain torrents brought down to him
were ready for him to build with. In

the Cordilleras of South America he
found two more precious gifts, which had
the greatest influence upon the develop-

ment of his civilisation—the potato, which
grew even upon the heights where the maize
could not flourish ; and the llama, the house-

hold animal of the American continent,

which bore man's burdens, clothed him
with its wool, and fed him with its meat.

All these conditions were perhaps not
equally favourable over the whole of

that great stretch of country which forms
the region of the South American civilisa-

tion
;

yet it is plain from what has been
already said that the natural conditions con-
tributing to the development of a civilisa-

„ .. ^ tion were at hand. At any rate,Mow Nature ,, , ,- ,•

. . , . even m the remotest anti-

^ ,
. quity, these conditions raised

Development ^ , -
^ i , ,

culture to a higher plane
than it attained at that time among the
inhabitants of the rest of South America.
The knowledge of the proper mode of

preparing the manioc and skill in pottery
ware seem to spring from those ancient

civilised influences which proceeded from
the peoples of the Cordilleras, apparently
from the range of Bolivia, where they were
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more widely extended than elsewhere.

It is in this region that we must seek for

the early home, not only of many un-
civilised peoples of South America, but
also of all the civilised peoples ; as is

apparent from the fact that in South
America all tradition points to the pro-

gress of civilisation from south to north,

whereas in the districts of Central America
the contrary was the case. The civilisation

actually attained, though its development
was by no means uniform, is, on the whole,

of a higher standard as we penetrate
southward. For this reason, and also

because in the extreme north this civilisa-

tion existed undisturbed at the time of the

Spanish invasion, while at the same time
in the south numbers of older states had
been absorbed by the Incas, we shall

begin our narration of the ancient history

of these civilisations from the north.

The most northerly of the civilised

districts of South America is that of

the Chibchas. For philological reasons
attempts have been made to show the

relation of the Chibchas to other races,

and in particular to those that inhabit the

most southerly regions of Central America
immediately on the north of

the Isthmus of Panama ; it

has thus been inferred that
the Chibchas emigrated to their

later settlements from the north. Others,

also, have attempted to identify scattered

Chibcha bands in Costa Rica, which are

said to have arrived there from the south.

But if even their connection with races

living outside their boundaries should be

established, yet the peculiar nature of the

Chibcha civilisation in Colombia justifies

us in disregarding the historical import-

ance of these, and confining our attention

to the Chibchas themselves.

Their district lay upon the eastern bank
of the central river of Magdalena, from
which it was divided by a high range of

mountains stretching from Rio Funza on
the south as far as Carare and Sogamoso
on the north and penetrated by no river

of any importance. On the east it borders

on the Cordilleras themselves. In a few
places there were passes across those

mountains, known to the Chibchas even
then, and on the north-easterly corner, in

the later San Juan de los Llanos, there

seems to have been from early times

communication between the inhabitants

of the highland and those of the lowland
upon the east. A high tableland, intersected

Home of

the

Chibchas
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by numerous rivers, for the most part

of small importance, covered with a

great number of large or small lakes, and

bounded bv the two river systems above

mentioned—such is the district of the Chib-

chas. It has an area of about 500 square

miles, and was tolerably thickly populated

at the time of the conquest. In the Chibcha
traditions there is nothing

Chibcha
to lead us to conclude that

Legend of Man s
^^^^.^^, inimigration into this

Creation
district was of a late date.

Their religious ideas invariably preserve

the tradition of an early period of develop-

ment ; and so closely were their con-

ceptions bound up with the localities

in which the Spaniards met with them
that they seem to have considered them-
selves as autochthonous. This is their

legend concerning the creation of man.
After Chiminigagua had created heaven

and earth, and had sent out the birds that

brought light into all countries, a lovely

woman named Bachue, or Furachogue, is

said to have risen from the lake of Iguaque,

on the north-east of Tunja, with a child

three years old upon her arm, and to have
built for herself a hut not far from there in

a flowery valley, to have cultivated the

ground, and to have carefully bi ought up
the child. When the boy had become a

man she is supposed to have married him,

and to have presented him with a progeny
so numerous that the surrounding country

was occupied and peopled by it. When
they grew old, the couple wandered back
to the lake of Iguaque, and there took leave

of their posterity-, and disappeared again,

in the form of two giant snakes, into the

lake from which they had first come forth.

In spite of this and similar legends it is

doubtful whether the first home of the

Chibchas is rightly to be placed in the

river district of the Magdalena. It must
be noticed that they were there surrounded
by people with whom they were in a
state of continual war, and whose language

rw., ^, .. . was in no way related to their
The Chibchas i,t ".11 -own. Moreover, the character

of their civilisation was so
Surrounded

by Enemies
entirely different that we can

hardly believe the Chibchas to be a branch
of the race surrounding them which had
attained a higher cultivation under the
influence of more favourable conditions.

It is impossible, also, to establish any
connection between the Chibchas and the
other civilisations of the south. They
were divided from their nearest civilised
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neighbours, the Ouitus, by the deep
depression which the valle^^ of the lea

River and the lake of Cocna makes in the

Cordilleras at the sources of the Magda-
lena, and there are no coincidences in

religion or civilisation to point to an earlier

close connection between these peoples.

Similarly upon the north there is abso-

lutely no race or district which the Chib-

chas can be shown to have reached,

carrying with them germs of the civilisation

which brought forth a rich harvest in the

river S3^stem of the Magdalena.
From the earliest times the Chibcha

district must have been divided into a
number of little communities about as

numerous as the towns were later on ; for

over each of these settlements, with the

districts surrounding them, a cacique

continued to rule in later times. At first,

all of these towns wei"e of an equal import-

ance, were independent of each other, and
perhaps were connected in groups merely
by their common veneration of certain

sacred shrines ; but in the course of time
some of these petty monarchs began to

enrich themselves at the expense of their

. neighbours. Around each nu-
p*"° cleus thus formed, other families

c^ ,
had gathered by degrees, under

Struggle ° , .
-^

. ' .,

compulsion or persuasion, until

at last five caciques divided the govern-

ment of the district, almost all the

other local caciques being dependent
upon them. This distribution was not
definitely settled once for all. but each of

the five head caciques (the " kings " of the

Spaniards) was continualh' attempting to

aggrandise himself at the expense of the

others. The period immediatel}' preceding
the Spanish arrival was one of furious

struggle ; its result would undoubtedly
have been the closer incorporation of the

political groups upon the highland of

Bogota if the Spaniards had not indis-

criminately subjugated all the kings and
extended their power over a district which
reached far beyond the boundaries of

the old Chibcha kingdom.
Of the five states which divided the

district of Chibcha in the century imme-
diately preceding the arrival of the

Spaniards, the first was known as Zi]"ipa, or

Bogota, after the name of its governor,

which is said to mean the sun ; the

Spaniards gave this name to the capital

of the country. The four others were as

follows : the state of Zaque or Hunsa,
with its capital Tunja ; the state of
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Sogamoso, the priestly kings of which

bore the title of Iraca ; Guatabita, which

lay on the lake of the same name ; and
lastly Tundama, to which belonged the

extreme north-east of the district, from

the line of the Cordilleras to the later San

Juan de los Llanos. Although in later

times the central point of political power
. was to be found in the states

H^rt°or'" °^ "^"^"^^ ^""^ Bogota, yet the

tK^'ch'Kch
tradition of the Cliibchas re-

corded that this condition of

affairs was of recent establishment. Be-

tween the states ofTundama, Sogamoso and
Guatabita the traditionsmade no difference

as regards the period of their foundation.

But if their religious and mytho-
logical circumstances be considered, we
may assert that Tundama was rather on
the circumference of the Chibcha civili-

sation, of which Sogamoso formed the

political centre, during that period which
immediately preceded the rise of Zaque
and Zippa ; whereas Guatabita formed
the oldest religious centre of the whole area

of Chibcha population. Here, on the lake

of Guatabita, tradition placed all those

events of the past which served to explain

the conditions of the present. Here in

particular was placed the battle between
the mythological hero of the Chibchas,

Bochica, who was certainly an incarnation

of the sun. and his wife Chia, an incarnation

of the moon, who was as wicked as she was
beautiful. According to tradition, the

Chibchas, at their first appearance, were
mere savages living in the valley of the

Funza River, which was then entirely

surrounded b}' mountains upon the south.

Bochica came to bring them the blessings

of civilisation ; he taught them how to

cultivate the maize and potato, to make
them garments by spinning yarn, and to

live as an organised communit}'. But Chia
everywhere opposed his efforts towards
civilisation, and when she saw that in spite

of her energy the work of Bochica became

Th Fi d
"^°^^ ^^*^ more successful, she

• Avi°u dammed up the outflow of the

J . runza until its waters filled

up the whole valley', and only
a few of the inhabitants succeeded in

escaping to the highest peaks. Thereupon
anger overcame Bochica. He banished
Chia from the earth, and put her into
the heaven as the moon ; then with his

lightning he split the enclosing valley
wall, so that the waters rushed out in

the mighty waterfall of Tequendama, and
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only the lake of Guatabita remained as

a memorial of the universal flood. The
details of this legend reflect a high
veneration for the powers of Nature which
is a characteristic feature in the religion

of the Chibchas. Mountain and rock, tree

and shrub, but especially water, brooks
and lakes, were considered by them as

inhabited by divine beings, and were
objects of particular veneration.

This veneration showed itself especially

in pilgrimages, dances, and the burning
of incense, and in the bringing of costly

presents. The Chibchas offered these

divinities objects peculiarly suitable for

decoration and sacrifice, since their dis-

trict provided them with many precious

stones, especially emeralds, and also with
gold. The}^ had the greatest skill in

beating out gold and then tastefully inlay-

ing it with jewels. Hence their offerings

were especially suitable for the service of

the gods, and the habit of making these

offerings turned their artistic tendencies

into particular channels. This custom no
doubt contributed not a little to the

unusuallj' high development of the gold-

smith's art among the Chibchas. The sites

of their worship—both of the
c ics o a Q^g g^j^^ q£ ^YiQ dead who were

Remarkable "^
, , •,, .,

^. ... ^. connected with them—caves.
Civilisation , , ...

lakes, and similar places, conse-

quently provide a rich hunting-ground, and
one onh' too easily attainable, for the

costly antiquities of the Chibcha civilisa-

tion. From the Spanish conquest to the

most recent times treasures to a large

amount have been gathered from such
places, for the most part to be melted
down and coined into money. It is only in

more recent times that greater respect has
begun to be shown to these remains of a

remarkable civilisation. Fortunateh', a

sufficient number of the inexhaustible and
valuable antiquarian relics of the country
has come down to us to enable us to form
a judgment about them.
The lakes—and especially the lake of

Guatabita—were localities much fre-

quented for the purpose of making reh-

gious offerings. The festival sacrifices

which the newly elected monarch offered

in the lake of Guatabita even in later

times gave rise to the fairy legend of El

Dorado, the golden man, who is said to

have been thrown into the lake of Guata-
bita. The proceedings were as follows .

In all the Chibcha states the accession ot

a new monarch was celebrated with
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prolonged religious ceremonies. His coro-

nation was preceded by long and strict

fasting ; and at the end of this time of

penance, sacrifices and festivals of unusual
extravagance took place. But in Guatabita
the following ceremony closed the festival.

The inhabitants of the whole land came
together in procession to the shores of

the lake, and on the day of coronation
the priests brought the young ruler from
his place of penance to the lake, where a

vessel awaited his arrival, richly loaded
with the most expensive offerings of gold

and emeralds. The four most important
caciques, clothed in their richest and most
brilliant robes, entered the vessel ; on the

shore of the lake, to the accompaniment of

ofierings of incense, which were continued
throughout the whole crowd of people there

gathered together, the new monarch was
clothed in festival robes by the priests,

smeared with a sticky kind of earth, and
then powdered from head to foot with
gold dust. Gleaming like the sun—and in

most of the Chibcha states the kings were
considered as descended from the sun

—

he, too, entered the vessel, took his place

_ , among his caciques, and was
„ '

f,.** then rowed out upon the lake.

. . Q . In the middle of the lake the

boat was stopped, and now the

monarch offered to the gods, who were
supposed to inhabit the lake, the rich store

of offerings, while the people on shore

celebrated the sacrifice by dancing to the

accompaniment of musical instruments
until the monarch reached the land again,

and then for the first time began to take
part in a festival continued for many days.

Though this mode of sacrifice was pecu-
liar to Guatabita, yet the holy sacrificial

spots were constantly visited by both the

rulers and the subjects of the other Chibcha
states. There were a large number of

sacred lakes which were regarded as proper
places for sacrifice, and were connected by
high roads carefully kept in repair for the
convenience of the pilgrims. Upon all

extraordinary occasions—famines and epi-

demics, victorious battles, and at other

times also—the kings of the different states

ordained festival pilgrimages in which
almost the whole people took part ; for

such pilgrimages were not only a duty
that they owed to the gods, but were at

the same time a festival for the people,

who were then allowed free indulgence in

all sensual pleasures. The main objective

of all pilgrimages was Guatabita, the spot

most highly and widely revered in the
whole Chibcha district. Probably even
now the lake contains immense riches,

which were poured into it in the shape of

offerings. Repeated attempts to drain it

have twice been partially successful.

Seaixh upon the districts around the

banks has brought to light gold to the

A I k r
^^^^^ o^ thousands of pounds,

„ ., although it was only the ordi-
Boundless • i i .l ^ i rr ^

^ nary mhabitants who offered
Treasures , / ., , ,

then- gilts upon the shore.

What boundless treasures must be
hidden in that lake ! For not only the
rulers of Guatabita, but each " usaque,"
" guecha," and, in fact, everybody of any
social position whatever, was rowed out
a short distance upon the lake and
made his offering as nearly as possible

at the central point of the sacred locaht}'.

When the Spaniards came into the
Chibcha district, Guatabita had lost its

independence, and formed a part of the
kingdom of Zippa, or Bogota. But that the
religious centre was situated originally

in Guatabita, and not in the new seat

of power, is proved by the fact that
Bogota is never mentioned in the mytho-
logical and legendary traditions, while

the most extensive and most elaborate

cycle of legends centres round Guatabita.

Side by side with Guatabita, Sogamoso
(Sugamuxi) undoubtedly possessed some
religious importance. The little state

which bears this name lay on the eastern

boundary of the Chibcha district, where
two difficult passes over the eastern Cor-

dilleras make communication possible

with the lowland of Llanos. The develop-

ment of many religious customs shows
that the two states here came into contact,

and that their communication was not

without influence upon the Chibchas.

The bloodless worship which the Chib-

chas offered to Nature, natural objects,

and especially water, held the first place in

Guatabita. But their religion was by no
means entirely composed of

un-wors ip
^^^^i harmless conceptions

;Among the , -jz s j
#^i.-i u human sacrifice formed an

integral portion of their sun-

worship. They certainly believed that the

sun had been created by Chiminigagua.
But this inexplicable creator seems never

to have enjoyed divine honours, while the

worship of the sun is everywhere to be

found, as in the case of the Dorado
ceremonies at Guatabita. The especial

servants of the sun were the priesthood,
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the " jeques," who were well organised and
united by strict rules ; as in the case of

all early peoples, they exercised a wide

influence upon the country and its in-

habitants. The training to which the jeques

were obliged to submit reminds one of

the manner in which the medicine-man
of the North American savages was forced

. to gain a reputation for holi-
Fchshes in ^^^^ ^^^ -^ ^j^-^ ^^^^ ^j^^

u ... cess was more systematic. Mot
nouseholds -^

, i-i , .

every man was at liberty to

proclaim himself as an intermediary
between God and man. The priestly caste

was already one of the estates of the realm :

the position passed from uncle to nephew,
the usual line of succession among the

Chibchas. A period of penance and pre-

paration extending over many years had
to be passed through, and the permission
of the monarch obtained.

Among the Chibchas every house had
its own fetishes : these were little shape-
less human figures, in the case of the rich

families made of gold, while those of the

poor were of clay ; they almost always
contained an interior receptacle for offer-

ings. Besides these there was a large

number of inferior divinities, to which
no especial priests were attached, but
which special classes of the people wor-
shipped—a worship which might become
universal on particular occasions. The
temples with their priests were employed
for a very anthropomorphic form of sun-
worship, and all the celestial bodies were
considered as the satellites of the sun.

Sacrifices of blood, and particularly
human offerings, appear almost exclu-
sively in the sun-worship. The mode of
sacrifice was peculiar. The chosen victim
was conveyed to a mountain-top upon
which the rays of the rising sun smote.
Here he was killed at the moment when the
sun rose above the horizon, and the rock
was smeared with his warm blood so that
the sun could immediately derive nourish-

rr..«i p^,™c ™6nt therefrom. A similar
Crfuel r orms ,• ,

, ,, ,

of Human conception lay at the bottom

Sacrifices
°^ another peculiarly horrible
form of sacrifice. In this case

the victim was brought to the appointed
place, bound to the top of mastlike poles,
and slowly done to death with arrows
and spears, while the priests caught the
blood that streamed down and offered it

to the images in the temple. Greater
refinement is apparent in another mode of
human sacrifice, where the idea that the
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victim is identified with a divinity is

prominent. This idea is borrowed from
Aztec customs. It is remarkable that

for this purpose there were chosen onl}^

boys who belonged to the races living

in Llanos, on the east.

This circumstance is also connected with
the fact that the sun rises in the east and
points to the eastern origin of the primitive

Chibchas. From the later San Juan de
los Llanos there was carried on a regular

trade in small boys, whose navels were cut

immediately after their birth as a mark
that they were destined for sacrifice

to the sun. When six or eight years old,

they were brought into the towns by mer-
chants, and the caciques purchased one
or more of these sacred boys in pro-

portion to their wealth. Until fifteen years

of age they were honoured almost like

divinities. They lived in the temples,

where the priests were their servants

;

they acted as intermediaries between
God and man in the case of suppliants

;

and if they ever left the temple buildings,

which did not often happen, they weie
carried in litters, like kings and nobles,

in order that their holy feet
°" -^ might not touch profane ground.
ep or

-pjj^g they lived until they
Sacrifice , . rc-ibecame of age. If such a sacri-

ficial youth found an opportunity to

commit an act of unchastity, he became
unfit for sacrifice : he was driven out, and
sank to the level of an ordinary mortal;

but otherwise bis earthly career ended
with a great feast in which the Chibchas
gave full rein to their passion for display

in processions and musical performances.

The sacrificial youth was the central point

of the festival, and when it was at its height

the heart and entrails were suddenly torn

from the victim's bod}^ amid a deafen-

ing uproar from the mob, his head was
struck off, and his blood and heart were
carried to the feet of the gods as rapidly

as possible. It was supposed, therefore,

that the gods were supported by the flesh

and blood of the victim. Both the Chib-

chas and their priests seem never to

have practised cannibalism ; the corpse

was secretly buried by the latter, who
gave out that the sun had eaten it.

One of the duties of the priests naturally

consisted in the regulation of the calendar.

All that has been said of the complicated
chronology of the Chibchas, of their three

different and concurrent methods of

reckoning the year, is a figment of the
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imagination, and the pretended calendar

signs of the Chibchas are a feeble attempt
at deception. Writing was absolutely

unknown to the Chibchas ; even the

mnemonic system of the Peruvians—the
" quipus "—was never used by them.
Their year consisted of twelve lunar

months, which were divided into smaller

divisions according to the
Misconceptions i r au Tj.

•

phases of the moon. It is

..

*
r^L l^t'

° also entirely false that they
the Chibchas , .,., . ^

devoted ten days to religious

contemplation and retirement, ten to work,

and ten to pleasure. A year of 360 days
would naturally have brought them into

obvious contradiction with the seasons ; and
as, for religious reasons, the priests care-

fully watched the sun, they were probably
able to make the year coincide with the

a little plateau on the right bank of the
upper Magdalena River, are to be found
remains of an ancient American civilisation

presenting peculiar characteristics. The
ruins are now named San Agustin, after a
miserable village which was founded in

the previous century by the natives who
felled the quina-wood ; but what its

ancient name was, and who the people
were who left such remarkable memorials
behind them, are still wholly uncertain.

The Chibcha civilisation never extended
so far, but with no other of the races with
which the Spaniards came in contact can
these antiquities be connected. At the

time of the Spanish conquest, and also

according to Chibcha traditions, though
these do not go back very far, this district

was inhabited by the wild hordes of the

THE STRAIT OF MAGELLAN, AT THE SOUTHERN EXTREMITY OF CHILI

sun, though perhaps by arbitrary methods.
The pillars found among people whose
architecture has advanced very little

have frequently been considered as dials or
gnomons. It is certainly remarkable that
in the Chibcha district, where stone
architecture was entirely unknown up to
the time of the conquest, numbers of stone
pillars have been found, well set up and
rounded, which apparently fulfilled no
particular purpose ; they lie there as if

they had been casually left on the road.
These may be considered as sun-dials

;

but the entire lack of information as to
their use, and also the fact that there are
no traces of them in places which are
well known to have been thickly popu-
lated, make the theory very doubtful,
On the south of the Chibcha district,

and only a few miles distant from it, on
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Paeces, a race of cannibals and restless

hunters, upon the lowest planes of

civilisation, and accounted the most
dangerous neighbours of the Chibchas.
The memorials of the San Agustin civilisa-

tion must even then have been in ruins and
have remained abandoned in the depths
of the primeval forest, as they continued for

another three centuries, until

certain wood-cutters pene-
Memorials of

San Agustin
^. ... .. irated into this ningle m their
Civilisation , j. • . j

search for quina-trees, and, m
order to prove the truth of their marvellous
accounts of numerous temples of human
figures, brought forth from the darkness of

the forest the monuments which to-day
adorn the market-place of San Agustin.

Upon the wooded hills at the upper
course of the stream which flows through
San Agustin and takes its name from the
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town, the wood-cutters found a numbei
of little temples, the construction of which
is without parallel upon American soil.

The people who erected them were making
their first attempts at architecture. They
were unable to work or to build into walls

the stones which the mountain streams

brought down to the tableland which they

... inhabited ; they therefore sunk

tI""*1T f
^^^'^' ^^^V^^^ half in the ground.

cmp es o
Qj-gg^^ blocks of stone were

gus in
^^^ ^p ^.^^ ^y ^.^^ .^ ^j^g

manner of dolmens, forming a four-

cornered room small enough to be roofed

in by a huge slab. One might be tempted
to consider these cell-like constructions

as burial-places. But nothing has been
found to justify this theory ; on the

contrary, the general character of their

position shows undoubtedly that they

were intended for temples. It also appears

that they were never closed in upon every

side ; but the monuments clearly show
sculptured pillars which formed the en-

trance, upon the back of which a large

picture of a god was occasionally drawn.
At the present time scarcely a temple

remains in a sufficient state of preservation

to enable us to get an accurate plan of it
;

but from the descriptions and drawings of

the first discoverers we are forced to

conclude that the numerous carved stones

which are now lying about in the woods,
and some of which have been brought
down to San Agustin, were at one time
united into a single area of temples con-

sisting of little consecrated chambers

;

and the considerable number of these

monuments points to a rich population.

The memorials of San Agustin fall into

three classes—^supports or pillars, which
formed the temple entrance ; altar-stones

sculptured with pictures of the gods in

human form ; and monuments of various
kinds to which no particular place in

the temples can be assigned. The
temple pillars display the art of this

Th A t f
unknown people at its highest

,, ,
development. Though their

an Unknown i v, ^ i i ir-
p . architectural capabilities were

extremely limited, yet their

plastic art had attained such a pitch
of perfection as to imply a long
previous period of development. In their

representations of the gods, symbolical
tendencies confined the makers to archaic
types ; on the other hand, the pillars show
a realism and a characterisation which
tempt us to suppose that they were
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})ortraits of realities. But in this case the

artists laid stress only upon the face and
its expression ; the rest of the body is

never drawn with freedom, but for the

most part is carved in relief upon the

supports, the pillars, or the stones, and
the figures are usually disproportioned.

The clothed legs and the bare feet are

often much reduced in size and occasion-

ally disappear in the foundations. Their
pictures of the human frame display a
peculiar kind of clothing, now reminding
us of flowing robes and now merely showing
a waist-cloth. But the torso is nearly

always portrayed as clothed with a sleeved

garment terminating in a band at the

wrist. As in the case of nearly all South
American civilisations, the sculptures of

San Agustin never display the head bare

—

from the square helmet to the carefully

wound turban we have before us almost
all the head-coverings which appear in the

gold-work of the Chibchas and the clay

figures of the Peruvians.

The realistic character of these heads
enables us to form some general con-

clusions upon the features of this un-

known nation. The noses are
cu p ures

g^j-Q^gly proportioned with

c . .. broad cartilages, the cheek-
San Agustin , • j. j.i i-bones are prominent, the lips

remarkably protruding and giving an
impression of sensuality where this is not
the result of the artistic mode of represent-

ing the mouth. The eyes, for the most
part, are large, with strongly accentuated
pupils, of almond shape, covered by eye-

brows often well marked. The most
carefully carved pillars which formed
corresponding pairs display above the

head-dress the symbolic picture of an
animal, the head of which is broad and
rather flat, the body thick, and the tail

long and annulated.

The representation has resemblances to

the chameleon or to a stumpy lizard ; but

as it displays many correspondences with
memorials of a third race, which have
occasionally been considered as apes, but

are more properly identified with the

puma or American lion, this is probably
the correct interpretation here. Lastly,

these " protectors of divinity " grasped
weighty clubs in their hands ; and
when the figures of the gods are armed,
they, too, carry only clubs and staves.

The figures of the gods are far less

realistic ; the living element in them is

constantly overpowered by ornamental
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tendencies proceeding from symbolism.
Only occasionally are nose and eyes
depicted with any reality, and the contour
of the face is constantly indicated merely
by three small right angles ; of this there

are many examples in Chibcha gold-work.

The most important feature of the gods
is the mouth ; this, too, is often drawn
at right angles, but almost invariably

displays a double row of powerful teeth

from which the four eye-teeth in the

upper and lower jaws protrude. This
5)eculiar arrangement of teeth depicted in

almost all their representations is an
important indication for the solution of

the riddle as to

the origin of the

monuments : it

appears again in

a large number
of clay vessels

with faces on
them, of Peru-
V i a n origin,
which have been
found in the
valleys on the

coast-line from
Chim.u to Santa.

If we retrace the

conceptionsupon
which this facial

representation
was founded, a

clay figure' from
Tiahuanaco leads

us to the con-

clusion that the

jaws of the puma
were thus de-

picted. Thus, we
are here con-
cerned with a

ape in the act of copulation ; and, as at

least two undoubtedly phallic represen-
tations have been found in a district of

this unknown people, an attempt has
been made to connect them with the
powers of procreation. But in this case,

too, we have to deal with the god incarnate
in a sacred animal, the puma, which is

devouring the victim that is brought to

him. Among similar representations there

exists a fish in the hand of a divine

figure, and similarly a snake ; and in

another instance the snake is being
devoured by a very realistic owl. The
number of sculptured stones around the

ruins of San
Agustin is con-

siderable ; but in

other directions

similar stones are

found in isolation

between the
Magdalena River
and Popayan,
and also in the

neighbourhood of

this town. In
Quito we have no
instances of stone

sculptures of this

character, but all

the traditions
concerning the
worship of the
bloodthirsty god
Supay and his

temples cor re-

spond so well with
the ruins of San
Agustin that
earlier relations

between theseTHE SUN -GOD OF THE CHIMU PEOPLES ucLwccii lucbc
The piece of terracotta here illustrated, showing- the sun-god of the pCOpiCS Can VCry

divinity to whom ancient peoples of Chimu, was discovered near Trujillo by Mr. T. well bc UrCSUmed
the qualities of

"^^'ttMynng. its antiquity is undoubted, dating possibly to SOOOb.C.
Jr, fK« rv^i^^lo J

this' bloodthirsty beast of prey were
attributed. An excellent support for

this theory is seen in the fact that occa-

sionally even the images of San Agustin
hold tiny figures of human victims in

their hands, which for that reason must be
children who had not yet been destined to

sacrifice. These results are also important
for the identification of the monuments of

the third race. Here the animal in one
instance appears with its long annulated
tail above a human victim of such small
proportions that it holds it in its forearms.
In this figure investigators have seen an

In the middle of

Peru the Marafion and the Santa flow for

a time northward in two parallel valleys,

until they pass through the Cordilleras
;

here we shall also meet with a civilisation

the monuments of which so constantly
remind us of San Agustin as to lead us to
the conclusion that in ancient times there

was one single people of a uniform civilisa-

tion which inhabited the high valleys from
ten degrees south latitude as far as several

degrees north of the equator, and that it is

the remains of these that can be observed
in the inhabitants of the Santa Valley of

Quito and of the upper Magdalena.
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THE STATES OF THE MAGDALENA
AND THE END OF THE CHIBCHA KINGDOM

THE oldest historical traditions of the

Chibchas are connected with Soga-

moso. A king, Nompanem, is said here to

have immediately succeeded Bochica, and
to have reduced the teaching of that hero

to legal form. But the purity of the old

teaching was lost among

t\ i^
*
H*

° ^^^^ successors. Idacansas,

tl* ^^'L*'^^ related bv the legends to
Kings a Heroes , , -,, "

,-

have been the most famous
ruler of Sogamoso, is said to have kept his

subjects in check far more by treachery

and deceit than by virtue and \*alour. In

later times we only hear of quarrels for the

dominion of Iraca among the different

caciques who were subject to the kingdom,
and at the time of the conquest the political

importance of Sogamoso was entirely

overshadowed by Zaque and Zippa.

Side by side with Guatabita and
Sogamoso, which may be considered as an
older group of states, owing to the con-

nection of their historical traditions with
their religious ideas, the kingdoms of

Zaque of Tunja, and the kingdom of Zippa,

or Bogota, form a more recent group of

states, founded on a purely political basis.

Tradition intimates that they originated

in a revolt against the ancient kingdoms.
The first ruler of Tunja, or Hunsa, is said

to have been set up there by a king of

Sogamoso ; according to some authorities

the capital, Hunsa, was so called from
his name Hunsahua, while others assign
Ramiriqui as the ancient residence of the
rulers of Tunja. At any rate, these rulers,

by means of their prowess in war,
obtained in a short period not only con-

„. siderable prestige, but also

f m'o^
entire independence. When

Sha e
^^^ kingdom began to extend
its boundaries in all direc-

tions, its ruler was no longer satisfied with
the title " Usaque," which he had hitherto
borne, a title which belonged to most of

the independent and tributary caciques
;

he therefore assumed the title of "Zaque,"
by which the rulers oi Hunsa are better
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known than by their proper names. Of
the successors of Hunsahua but little is

told us, and that little is chiefly legendary.

For instance, Tomagata is said to have
been ^ kind of human monster with four

ears and a long rat's tail, who by means of

his piety acquired all kinds of magical
powere, which he did not employ for the

benefit of his subjects.

Another ruler, whose government lasted

until the -arrival of the Spaniards in South
America,though not in the Chibcha district,

has been shrouded in legend. He is said to

have sprung directly from the sun, the

rays of which made a daughter of the

cacique of Guacheta pregnant. As a child

of the sun he enjoyed reputation for

many years before he gained any temporal
power. But when the ruling zaque made
himself hated by his people for his

tyranny, Garanchacha placed himself at

the head of the revolt and easily gained

a victory which at once gave him
the position of a zaque. A change

s
°^ residence from Ramiriqui to

Tunja (Hunsa) has been ascribed

to him, and the isolated stone pillars, to

which reference has been made, have
been connected with his rule. He is

said to have proposed to build a magni-
ficent temple to his father, the sun-god,

in the neighbourhood of Hunsa, and for

this reason he had those pillars brought
from a distance ; they were transported

only by night, that the people might believe

that the gods themselves created the

materia] for their temples. But before the

work was ended news came to the king of

the arrival of the Spaniards on the lower

Magdalena River, and for this reason the

temple building was suspended.

Fully to estimate the value of this

tradition it is highly important to observe

that a zaque named Garanchacha can
find no place in the dynasty of the kings

of Tunja, at any rate in so far as their

names have been transmitted to us in

the histories of the battles with the Zippas.



THE STATES OF THE MAGDALENA

The only kingdom in the Chibcha dis-

tricts upon the history and civilisation

of which we have any detailed information
is that of Bogota. Its kings played a

part similar to that of the Aztecs in Mexico
and the Incas in Peru, and, like them,
so attracted the attention of the conquerors
that other races and states were wholly
disregarded. It is true that even in this

case the traditions do not go back very
far ; and if we consider the entire lack of

any aids to the memory we cannot be
surprised at the fact. Originally the ruler

of Bogota (Bacata) was merely a vassal

(usaque) of the king of Guatabita. He
was, however, obliged to protect the south-

west boundaries of his kingdom from the

constant incursions of the savage cannibal

Muzos and Panches. The military power
developed in these efforts very soon gave
him a considerable preponderance over
the other usaques, and he became, as

it were, the generalissimo of the com-
bined forces of Guatabita.
To protect their boundaries the Chibcha

rulers in early times formed a special regi-

ment of warriors, the guechas. This force

was recruited from the whole
-„ . dominion, underwent special
Warrior ... j .1 i

• >

^ trammg under the kmg s per-

sonal observation, and was then
stationed on the borders. As the usaques,

or caciques, were taken exclusively from
the warrior caste, the road to high position

lay open to every man who could distin-

guish himself by especial bravery, although,

as a rule, the usaque nobility stood aloof

from the lower orders. A kind of military

organisation existed in times of peace
;

the usaques upon the borders were the

commanders of the portions of the warrior
class there stationed, and brought up their

contingents if war broke out in another
part of the district, however distant from
the boundary entrusted to themselves.

For this object the separate usaques carried

different standards by which they could
be recognised both in battle and in camp.
The guechas also had a particular dress

assigned to them. Like all members of

the Chibcha races, they never wore their

head bare. They wore a head-dress not un-
like a cap, the hair being closely cropped

;

and it was a special privilege of their rank
to pierce their ears, their nostrils, and
their lips. For each enemy that a guecha
killed in battle he was allowed to fasten a
golden ornament in his under lip, a deco-
ration which considerably increased his

ferocious appearance. The guechas were
armed with long spears, axes, slings, and
throwing-sticks, from which they could
sling short, sharply pointed arrows. A
declaration of war, which was generally

accompanied with particular formalities,

was preceded by weeks of religious cere-

monies
;

then the usaques and the

-, . guechas put on their most bril-
Mummies ? .

^ , i • 1 • 1

_ . . liant apparel, which consisted
Carried . ^-^ . j^i

into Battle
°^ wavmg feather garments,
gold and precious stones ; and

they marched out followed by an endless

company of women, who conveyed pro-

visions and large quantities of the intoxi-

cating chicha for their use.

It was a peculiar custom to carry with
them into battle the mummies of famous
warriors ; these were borne into the thickest

part of the fight upon a richly covered
litter surrounded by a chosen band of

picked warriors. As in the case of their

sacrifices, processions, singing and shout-

ing, the unpleasant din of their instru-

ments played an important part in war.
The victory was celebrated with weeks of

festivals and dances and rich thank-
offerings to the gods ; but a defeat, too,

was the occasion for expiatory offerings

to appease the divinities whose anger had
presumably been aroused.

From the band of usaques to whom the

protection of the southern boundary
was entrusted arose, some two centuries

before the Spanish arrival, the ruler of

Muqueta, who is distinguished with the

title of Zippa and Bogota after his king-

dom had become the most important in

the Chibcha district. He is said to have
won his independence from Guatabita by
availing himself of a festival at the

sacred lake to make an attack. He may
have been invited to the festival from
motives not wholly disinterested ; at any
rate, it enabled him to win an easy
victory over his master. He next proceeded
to extend the boundaries of his king-

dom at the expense of the
n ps ar

j^Qs^j^g races on the south and
ing om

yygst a.nd his rapid successes
of Antiquity , . ,

,^ ,

soon gave him the preponder-

ance over the other members of the race.

Partly by force of arms, and partly by the

voluntary help of such provinces as were not
satisfied with their own rulers, the Zippa
kingdom increased so rapidly that it was
soon able to consider itself as uniting the

whole Chibcha race under its sway.

The usual line of succession among the
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Chibchas, as among many American
])eoples, was from uncle to nephew on the

sister's side. It was not, however, the

royal race of Bogota but the race of

usaques of Chia who appointed the Zippa,

as appears from the following legend.

The brother of a cacique of Chia had
entered upon a liaison with one of the

cacique's wives, and when this was dis-

covered and he was threatened with death

on the sacrificial mast, he fled to the court

of the Zippa. Here he made himself so

invaluable b\^ his military capacity that

he was appointed to the succession in

default of any legal heir. When his

brother attained this high position, the

ruler of Chia began to fear for his personal

safety. Thanks to the intervention of the

mother and the sister of the two princes,

a compact was made according to which
the son of this sister should succeed the

cacique of Chia, and should also succeed

the Zippa in the event

of his death ; and this

mode of inheritance

is said to have en-

dured for all future

time. At the bottom
of this peculiar cus-

tom, which is cer-

tainly also found
among the Kak-
chikel, but with a

different origin, lies

the desire to give

greater security to a

kingdom composed
of many little dis-

tricts of doubtful
fidelity. This could
he done by appointing
a mighty vassal, and
especially a near rela-

tion, as the future

successor, and by
providing him with
the means of seizing

the power at the
critical moment.
Everyone who was
destined to govern a

district, small oi

large, had to pass
through a long period
of probation. The
test of continence thereby involved had
much in common with the probation of
the priests ; and the priests, too, superin-
tended the ordeal. At the close of it the
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which merchants

ornaments for the ears and nose were put
upon the young warrior in token of his

high position, and his accession then took
place accompanied by the most licentious

festivities. The power which a cacique
exercised when once he was recognised

was practically unlimited. Each usaque
possessed in his own province powers

similar to those of his master in

his central dominion. To him
-^ . the usaques owed unconditional

obedience, but they had a power
of appeal from their master, whereas
the ordinary subject had none. The
position passed from uncle to nephew,
and though each succeeding ruler had to

be confirmed in his position by the

monarch, yet the latter could only nomi-
nate a prince of his own to the throne in

the event of a family of caciques becoming
extinct, or in case of treachery and rebel-

lion. The gifts and the tribute paid to the

governor did not
press heavily upon
the people, and con-

sisted chiefly of gold
and woven cloth.

Arrears, however,
were rigorously ex-

acted. In the kingdom
of Zaque emeralds
formed a costl}' por-

tion of the tribute.

The rich mines of

^luzo, which were
then in the power of

hostile savages, were
but little worked.
These precious stones

formed an important
medium of exchange,
commerce being
carried on side by
side with conflict,

not only among the

several Chibcha
states, but also far

beyond their boun-
daries. Almost every
third day was a

market day, and in

particular places in

the Chibcha district

fairs were held at

special times, to

came in with their

special wares from the most remote dis-

tricts. Long measure and dry measure
are said to have been in use : the medium



AYMARA ART: TERRA-COTTA FIGURES FROM BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
In art the Aymara were in advance of most semi-barbarous peoples. Examples of their pottery, given on this and

the preceding page, show, both in ornamentation and modelling, that their art had passed the rudimentary stage.

of exchange consisted of a coinage made
of fine beaten gold ; and interest was paid
upon trade debts from the day on which
they were contracted. Although in this

manner the most beautiful and costly

precious stones came into the hands of

the Chibchas, yet they themselves under-
took mining operations in search of them.
In Somondoco traces have been found
showing that they knew how to lay bare
those veins in the rock which contained
the emeralds, and to pick out the veins

with sharp instruments until they yielded

the precious stones.

During the last half-century before the

conquest all the splendours of Chibcha
art were concentrated at the courts of

the Zaque in Tunja, and Zippa in Bogota.
It is true that the palaces of these rulers

were constructed of only wood and straw,

l)ut the splendid proportions of their

design impressed even the Spaniards. A
double wall of palisades surrounded the

palace quarters,which were
of considerable extent, and,
being covered with a roof

of waterproof tapestry,

formed a dry promenade. The outer stock-

ade was interrupted at intervals with masts.
It was further decorated with little pieces

of gold plate ; these moved with every
breath of wind, glistened in the sunlight,

and made a metallic noise as they clashed
together. The interior of the court was
kept scrupulously clean, and contained a

Splendid

Palaces of Wood
and Straw

large number of rooms wherein the ruler

and his court resided and where his

treasures were kept. The buildings in

which the ruler received his sub^'ects were
naturally fitted up at the greatest expense.

As in the case of the temples, so also in

the palaces of the Zippa, the foundations

of the main pillars were laid upon the

corpses of victims who were apparently
buried alive and crushed to death when
the pillar was raised ; the offering of their

blood to the gods was supposed to pre-

serve the house from ill fortune. The
walls were constructed of wood and the

roofs of straw, but of these materials

nothing was visible from within. The
floor was thickly covered with clean mats

;

the walls and roof were hung with different

coloured tapestry, decorated with golden
ornaments and richly adorned with pre-

cious stones. The ruler sat upon a throne

of wood which was richly overlaid with

gold, surrounded by the highest priests

and dignitaries.

No subject dared approach him without
bringing some gift, and then he was allowed

to enter only with head bowed and eyes

fixed on the floor. He was obliged either

to maintain this posture or to turn away
from the king as long as he remained in

his presence ; no one was sufficiently

honourable to look him in the face,

as to be placed face to face with the

monarch was equivalent to a sentence of

death. The ruler's feet were never allowed
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to touch the floor ; if the necessities of

religion or war obliged him to leave his

palace, he changed his throne for an open
litter, decorated no less richly with gold

and precious stones, which was carried on
the shoulders of four men. A numerous
escort invariably accompanied the mon-
arch. At the head of the procession were

A If • • K servants who swept the

Two"**
streets before him and laid

J^ J J «r- down carpets ; then fol-
nundred Wives , , i j r

lowed a band of musicians

and a numerous bodyguard composed of

priests and dignitaries. The common
people, for whom each exit of the ruler was
a festival, brought up the rear.

In the immediate neighbourhood of the

palace, though not within its limits, were
the dwellings of the king's wives ; of these

the last Zippa is said to have had as many
as two hundred. Only .one among these

ranked as a legal wife, and her privileges

were by no means insignificant ; among
others she is said to have had the right

of enforcing a prescribed period of con-

tinence upon her husband at her death.

It is related of the wives of the usaques,
each of whom is said to have had a
considerable number, that they were
allowed to punish misconduct in their

husbands with stripes, as they were not
subject to the laws which governed the
common people. Adultery among women
was visited with stern punishment upon
both them and their paramours ; upon
mere suspicion, upon an incautious word,
the outraged husband might kill his wife.

The position of the ruler, as well as of

indi\'idual caciques, was inherited by
nephews and not by sons, only the personal
property of the dead man coming to the
wife and children. Among the Chibchas,
on the death of the king and the more
important dignitaries, certain women and
servants also followed them into the other
world. The corpse was quickly embalmed
and forced into a sitting posture, while

ft. n • ,
the funeral ceremonies went

Customs
on for days with singing and

of the Chibchas
drinking; then the priests
took the corpse by stealth

to a secret place and buried it in a deep grave
—first the mummy, with its costly raiment
and valuable offerings of gold and precious
stones, and then, upon a thin covering of
earth, were laid the women who were to
accompany the dead man. These women
were made almost unconscious by means
of stupefying drugs, and upon them
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more earth was laid and then a number of

slaves. The earth was often piled into

a mound above the whole. After the

burial the funeral lamentations lasted

some days longer, being also renewed upon
the anniversary ; but the general interest

was quickly concentrated on the new
ruler, who had meanwhile been under-
going the ordeal previously mentioned.

In the 37ear 1470 Saguanmachica sat

upon the throne of Bogota. As the rules

of the succession ordained, he had governed
the district of Chia until his predecessor's

death. Even at that time the kingdom
of Zippa had attained important di-

mensions. Saguanmachica, however, con-

tributed not a little by his conquests to

gain for it that leading position among
the Chibchas which it retained until the

arrival of the Spaniards. His predecessors

had already turned their arms against

the foreign states around them, and had
also subdued many of the kindred Chibcha
peoples. Saguanmachica attacked the

caciques of Fusagasuga on the farther side

of the Pasca River and easily won a bril-

liant victory. But it led to important
consequences ; the king of

emequene
Qya.tabita felt himself insecure

_. „. and opened hostilities himself
ippa ing

^^ anticipate a Zippa attack.

Saguanmachica energeticallj^ repulsed him
and penetrated into the land of Guatabita

;

but his victorious career was checked by
the most powerful Chibcha king, the

Zaque Michua, of Hunsa, who came to

the help of Guatabita and threatened
the boundaries of Bogota.
Neither of these warriors seems to have

been prepared for a decisive battle. Affairs

relapsed to their former position, and the
robber inroads of the neighbouring savage
tribes gave the Zippa king so much to

do that he was obliged to put off his cam-
paign of revenge against the zaque from
year to year. As soon as Saguanmachica
had re-established peace upon his borders,

he again overran the land of Guatabita
and menaced the Hunsa boundaries from
that point. But before he reached their

country Michua marched against him
with a powerful armv, and both leaders

perished in the furious battle which ensued.
Success finally rested with the Bogota,

but, panic-stricken at the death of their

king, they eventually relinquished the
fruits of victory and returned home.
The successor to the Zippa throne was
Nemequene, the most important ruler
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that the land ever possessed. He, too,

had previously been cacique of Chia, and
his nephew, Tisquesusa, succeeded him
in that position. The Fusagasugas, who
had recently been subdued, considered
this a favourable opportunity to regain
their independence ; at the same time the
Zipaquira, the Nemza, and those hereditary
enemies, the savage Panches, made an in-

road into the country.
Nemequene showed himself equal to

every danger ; with one army he repulsed
the external enemy while Tisquesusa sub-
dued the rebels with another. After that
he took up Saguanmachica's plans for con-

quest. Guatabita fell into his hands
rather by treachery than by force. The
people of Guatabita were the cleverest gold-
smiths in the Chibcha district ; they dis-

played the highest skill in covering stone
figures with finely beaten gold, on which
those artistic little engravings peculiar to

the Chibcha art were produced, represent-

ing men and beasts individually and in

groups. Consequently, every king, every
usaque, every cacique, was anxious to have
one or more of the Guatabita goldsmiths.

But the monarch desired to

turn the artistic skill of his

subjects to his own advan-
tage, and demanded that two

warriors should enter his service in return
for every goldsmith that he sent abroad.
This fact gave the Zippa his opening.

He and his caciques suddenly expressed
a desire for numerous goldsmiths ; and the

best warriors of Bogota went to the court
of Guatabita in their place. There they
not only formed a combination among
themselves, but by means of persuasion
and presents succeded in winning over
numerous allies among the other foreigners.

By these means the Zippa got the border
fortress of Guasca into his power, and
when one day he suddenly appeared
before the capital of Guatabita there was
no one to oppose him. The king and his

escort were killed in the palace, and his

territory was incorporated with the king-

dom of Bogota, and placed under the
government of a brother of Nemequene.
The next object of Nemequene's attacks

was the ruler of Ubaque. It was only after

several months of fierce warfare that he
made his submission to the Zippa and
gave him his two daughters to wife ; but
the conclusion of peace brought a con-
siderable accession of territory to the
Zippa kingdom, although he left the ruler

Two Warriors
for One
Goldsmith

of Ubaque in possession of his dominions
as a vassal prince. While Nemequene was
thus rounding of^ the boundaries of his

kingdom by these little conquests, a grave
danger was threatening its internal peace.

The brother of the monarch, who had been
made governor of Guatabita, succeeded,

partly by treachery and partly by force,

P in getting possession of the

P .. fortress where the prince of

Q Ubaque kept his rich treasures.

But before the robber could
carry off his booty he was surrounded by
the troops of the Ubaque, reduced to starva-

tion, and finally killed in an attempt to

break through the lines of the besiegers,

after throwing the treasures into a neigh-

bouring lake. Though his attack was
entirely justified, the Ubaque was afraid

of the anger of the Zippa, whose brother,

the governor, had been killed. The rich

presents which he sent to Nemequene were
not received until he had appeared at court
to plead his cause in person. But when
he related to the monarch a full and
truthful account of the circumstances,
Nemequene recognised the injustice that
his brother had committed, and took no
action against the Ubaque.
Nemequene's love of justice was equal to

his reputation as a warrior ; all the laws
that were in force in the Chibcha district

at the time of the Spanish conquest were
ascribed to him. The number of these

regulations was certainly limited, and
the punishments assigned were severe.

Death in different forms was the punish-
ment for murder, desertion, rape, incest,

and sodomy ; a coward was clothed

in woman's garments and given woman's
work to do. The apparel and the orna-

ments of high rank were forbidden to the

common people ; only the usaques were
allowed to bore their ears and noses for

the wearing of ornaments. To be carried

in a litter was the exclusive privilege of

the king and of those to whom he might
grant permission. Among the

.
" ^ regulations of the civil law

_. " which testify to greater progress

in the idea of justice we have
the following : The property of a man who
died without heirs invariably came to the

monarch ; if a wife died in childbed, and
the child also, the husband was obliged

by law to recompense his wife's family,

though, however, no such recompense was
necessary if the child lived, he being

then responsible only for its maintenance.
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Throughout his rule Nemequene had
never forgotten to prepare for a decisive

battle with the Zaque. Quemuenchatocha,
a boy aged eighteen years, had succeeded

Michua in Tunja, and no doubt it was
owing to his youth that war was not begun

on his side first. But Nemequene could

not resign the traditional claims of his

predecessors to supremacy. He
'•****

therefore, with a powerful army,
versus

j^ggg^j^ ^Yie subjugation of the
^'"^

vassals of the Zaque. After his

first successes, he sent a message to the

Zaque, advising him to recognise his

supremacy if he did not wish to risk being

driven from his kingdom. But the Zaque
was not a man to be easily frightened.

He knew that he might reckon upon the

support of all those who, like himself, were
threatened with the encroachments of the

Zippa ; a powerful army soon came to him
from the Iraca of Sogamoso. The battle

was hotly disputed and for a long time

remained indecisive ; both monarchs were
visible far and wide as they were borne
in their gleaming litters above the heads
of the multitude, hurrying among the

bands of warriors, and exciting them to

the highest displays of courage. Then the

Zippa advanced too far to the front, and
received an enemy's arrow in the breast.

In vain did he exhort his men to stand
fast. The news spread rapidly through
their ranks, and the troops of the Zaque
attacked with redoubled vigour, and won
a complete victory. The defeated army
was finally obliged to return to Bogota
after abandoning all its previous conquests,
the Zaque making only a show of pursuit.

Nemequene returned to his capital still

alive, but five days afterwards he suc-

cum.bed to his wound. His successor,

Tisquesusa, who had already won a high

reputation as governor of Chia, immedi-
ately upon his accession resumed the war
with the Zaque. His first campaign
brought about the subjection of a number
of usaques who had hitherto been the

vassals of the king of Tunja. He was
already preparing for a decisive conflict

with his adversary when news came to him
that an invasion had been made into the

Chibcha district by a powerful foreign

enemy—the expedition of Queseda and his

comrades. Here, as everywhere, the Spani-

ards won a brilliant victory at the first

onset, and this they chiefly owed to the

fear which their horses inspired in the

natives. Tisquesusa fled into the woods
;

but his retreat was betrayed and he was
crushed. His successor submitted to the

foreign enemy. The Zaque awaited the

Spaniards in haughty neutrality without
offering resistance ; for that reason he
was not deprived of the throne, but died

a natural death soon afterwards.

Many of the rulers continued an obstinate

resistance ; but after the main kingdom
had been subjugated to the foreign

dominion, their efforts were useless, and
only provoked that ferocity which so often

stained the Spanish conquests in cases

where the natives did not offer a ready sub-

mission. Upon the death of Tisquesusa, the

. loosely organised kingdom of
oming o c

t}^e (3Jiibchas collapsed. The
„ ... people never again were
Conquistadors ^. ^ i_ ^^ ^^^ .

strong enough to attempt
the recovery of their independence. In a
very few years the Spaniards obliterated

the last traces of the native civilisation,

with its peculiar characteristics, as much
by their oppression of the natives as b}' the

material improvements which they brought
into the empire ; their introduction of fresh

blood rapidly modified the Chibcha race.

ANCIENT INCA BRIDGE NEAR GUARANDA
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III

MIXED RACES OF THE WEST COAST
THEIR LIFE. CUSTOMS AND RELIGIONS

AN intersecting system of mountains,
'*• where the Magdalena and the Cauca
take their rise, is all that separates San
Agustin from the most northerly province
which belonged to the Inca kingdom at the

time of the Spanish conquest. This range
stretches uninterruptedly over thirty

degrees of latitude, reaching almost every-

where from the coast of the Pacific Ocean
to the eastern slope of the Cordilleras,

whence numerous streams rush down into

the great plains of South America. Here
the Spaniards found for the second time a
rich and well-organised civilisation in their

newly discovered world.

The most mistaken ideas have prevailed

until recently concerning the Inca kingdom
of Tahuantinsuyu, and, as in Central

America, mainly through the fault of the

native chroniclers. In Mexico we saw that

Don Fernando de Alba Ixtlilxochitl intro-

duced an unhistoric factor into the ancient

history of the country in his

account of the Toltecs ; Garci-

laso de la Vega has done the

same for the South American
])rovinces, by which we mean the different

groups of states which are incorporated
in the great Inca kingdom at the end
of the fifteenth century ; this historian

is generally known as "el Inca," in order
to distinguish him from other authors
of the same name, and in reference to

his descent from the royal house of Cnzco.
During the sixteenth century he wrote

a history of Peru in which such un-
bounded and unreasonable confidence

has been placed, owing to the author's

connection with the natives, that the
accounts of other chroniclers of greater

impartiality have, until recently, been
entirely neglected. The work of Garcilaso

is nothing more than an enthusiastic

panegyric of the dominion of the ancient
native rulers ; it displays all their exploits

in the clearest light, but sometimes fails to

see, or entirely neglects, the shady side

of their history. In particular the struggles

Ancient

Peru in

History

Civilisation

Under
the Incas

which must have endured during thousands
of years of previous development are

dismissed as being the work of the Incas,

although their dominion was onh' a few
centuries old, and although their state

was certainly the youngest among the
different civilisations of South
America. The extensive dis-

trict which was afterwards sub-

ject to the Inca rule contained
numerous centres of civilisation from the
earliest times. It is as difficult here as
in the case of the northern civilisation to

decide whether the amount of culture
which they all possessed, and which shows
their connection with a particular civilisa-

tion, enables us to conclude the exact
amount of culture that had been attained
by the inhabitants before this disruption
into separate races and peoples.

In the history of human development the

same phenomena continually occur under
different circumstances ; and care must
be exercised in deciding whether coin-

cidences and connections belong to a
previous relationship or are rather results

of earlier collateral influences. If such
an early relationship existed at all, it must
at any rate be referred to times earlier

than the foundation of the kingdom of

Peru, which is said to have taken place at

the beginning of the Christian era.

This tradition is due to the inifuence

of that desire so remarkable among the
Mexican chroniclers to make the history

of their own country synchronise with the
history of the Old World. The different

civilisations within the Inca kingdom were
_ . situated in districts inhabited
^^.

. ^ by at least three races which
on Ancient •' , , , j -• • u i

« can be clearly distinguished

on hnguistic grounds. Geo-
graphical causes gave such a peculiar

character to the development of each of

these that the possibility of their common
origin is counterbalanced by the difference

in their monuments. Perhaps closer

relations existed between special groups
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of these nations. The kingdoms of

Quito, of Chanchan, and the more southern

provinces on the coast, seem to have been

in closer connection with one another than

with the Peruvians of the highlands, the

Quechua and Aymara. It can hardly be'

doubted that these latter were the origi-

nators of that civilisation which the Incas

later made the common pro-

theT mara ^'^^^^ °^ ^^^ ^^®"" subjects.

-,.^ .,.^°\^'"* In recent times the Aymara
Civilisation ,, ^ t ^ l

ran the risk of havmg a part

ascribed to them in South America
similar to that which was attributed

to the Toltecs in Central America.
Early settlements on the most northern

boundary of this civilised district have
been ascribed to them, and to the

influence of their migrations has been
attributed all traces of unusual culture

which have been discovered from Colombia
as far south as Chili and beyond the eastern

Cordilleras into the Argentine district of

Catamarca. On the other hand, we may
consider it as proved that the Aymara
were the authors of the remains of a par-

ticular civilisation, and one by no means
despicable, existing upon the south-east

of Tahuantinsuyu around the lake of

Titicaca. We may also ascribe to the
influence of this ancient civilisation the

existence of the fine, artistically wrought
pottery that has been brought to light upon
the borders of Gran Chaco, now almost
inaccessible to the white man, in a district

that has been inhabited only by nomad
Indians within human memory. This pot-
tery displays ornamentation, not onlv in

colours but also in modelling, of a kind that
has been met with but rarely without the
boundaries of the ancient civilised peoples.
But the peculiarities of the Aymara

civilisation are so distinct and so en-
tirely-consequent upon the geographical
conditions of their early home that they
do not justify us in attributing the origin
of all civilisation exclusively to this people.

Evolution '^'it^ °J
the Aymara must

of the
rather be considered with the

Quito State
civilisation of the Ouitu and of
the Yunga as merely one of the

factors which go to make up the general
picture of South American civilisation.
Among those states which were incor-
porated with the Inca kingdom at the time
of the Spanish conquest, but which could
point to a long period of independent
development, the most northerly was
Quito. Its inhabitants were called Cara.
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They did not, however, consider theii

origin to have been in this district, but
supposed themselves to have invaded,
between the ninth and tenth centuries of

our era, the territory which they possessed

about the sixteenth century. Here they
founded a new state. They were by no
means certain of their original home.

Migrating from a southerly district, they
are said to have followed the coast to the

Pacific Ocean ; they then entered the

province of Manta, somewhat inland, but
continued their migrations along the coast-

land, which offered but few attractions for

settlement. Finally, the Esmeralda River
enabled them to gain the richer and
healthier valleys of the mountains. The
population in these was dense, but un-
civilised, and could offer no lasting

resistance to the more highly developed
military skill of the Cara, and about the

year 1000 a king named Quitu firmly

established their rule. He created the

organisation of the country, one of those

close oligarchical monarchies which are

found almost everywhere among the

early races of America. He introduced the

worship of the sun and moon among all

the peoples he subjugated, and
Dynasty

Founded
by Quitu

was the founder of a dynasty
which ruled for several cen-

turies over the Quito kingdom.
His successors at first proceeded to extend
the boundaries of the kingdom upon the

north ; the peoples in that direction were
as primitive as those which had been sub-

jugated in the centre of the kingdom, and
conquest in this direction was limited only
by the difficulty of establishing lines of com-
munication with their base of operations.

Matters were diffeient toward the south.

The later Scyris, the kings of Quito,

soon began to turn their arms in that
direction, but in the well-organised state

of Puruha they soon met with a resistance

which entirely barred their progress.

After the two rulers had measured their

strength, with indecisive results to either

side, they concluded a treaty which was
to do away with all possibilitv of hostilities

for the future. Up till now the throne of

Quito had descended eleven times from
father to son, or, failing an immediate
heir, from uncle to nephew, according to

the custom of the land. Chance then
brought it about that the Scyri possessed
neither son nor nephew to take up the
reins of government, but only a daughter.
At such a conjuncture the princes and
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caciques of the realm had the right to

elect a new Scyri ; but the king was able to

persuade them to alter these rules for the

succession, and made a compact with the

king of Puruha according to which his son
was to marry the princess and ascend the

throne of Quito, thereby fusing the two
kingdoms into one. In this newly formed
kingdom the town of Quito remained the

capital, and all the more so as upon the

southward the clouds of Peruvian con-

quest began to lower threateningly.

Quito was a kingdom not only extensive

and rich, but also well organised and
civilised—a prize to excite the desires of

any monarch anxious for conquest.

Though the Cara did not understand, as the

Peruvians did, the art of la^-ing down
high-roads and building bridges in their

country, they were by no means despic-

able architects. The king had laid out
gardens and built palaces in Liribamba
among a number of little lakes connected
by canals ; and these formed not only a

royal palace worthy of a mighty prince,

but also a strong fortress in which an
army of thousands of warriors might offer

a vigorous resistance to their

f _
*'^*

opponents. The soldiers of the
and Puruha /- j t-> i j
• w

f
Cara and Puruha were armed
only with spear and sling, but

they used these weapons with most
astonishing accuracy, as the Inca warriors

were to learn when their turn came.
Prowess in war had become somewhat

impaired under the later Scyris; a
generation of peace had produced much
advance in wealth and material comforts,

but had not called forth the fierce virtues

of war. Consequently, when the Inca
Tupak Yupanki first turned his arms
against the Quitu he met with but little

resistance. The outlying provinces, which
were only loosely connected with the

kingdom, were for the most part won over
by the promises of peace which the Inca
held out to them as he advanced threaten-

ingly at the head of his veteran army.
When Tupak Yupanki invaded the

kingdom of Puruha every step of progress

was bought at the price of blood ; but
when the Sc3n-i general, trusting to

superior numbers, gave battle in the open,

he suffered such a decisive defeat that the

Inca gained possession of all Puruha
almost without striking another blow.

However, he did not at once invade the
district of Quito ; after establishing

garrisons in the territory he had

conquered he returned to Cuzco in 1460,
as his attention was claimed elsewhere.
The Scyri died a few years after these
events. His life had been peaceful, and he
had grown old, before the attack of Tupak
Yupanki had invested him with heavier
responsibilities at a time when he was not
strong enough to resist. But a year of

- ... . battles had aroused those
Inca Victory ,-, • i r ^ ^

Th h
qualities in his son for which

J,
. his ancestors had been dis-

^ tinguished. As soon as he had
obtained possession of his father's kingdom
he began a campaign against the invaders

;

and although he did not succeed in regain-

ing the whole extent of his kingdom, yet he
rapidlydrove the Inca-Peruvians out of that

district which had formed the nucleus of his

father's realm. Many years passed before

the Incas again turned theireyesnorthward.
At last, in the year 1475, Huaina Capak

appeared on the boundaries of Quito, but
found them better guarded than they
had been in the time of Tupak Yupanki.
The Puruha had strongly fortified the

bank of the Achupalla ; and the un-
failing accuracy of their slingers wrought
terrible havoc in the ranks of the enemy
and entirely neutralised their superiority

in tactics and armament. But the Inca
obtained by treachery what he could not
win by force of arms ; on this occasion,

also, promises of peace made a great

impression upon the subjects of the proud
Scyri, and before the powerful Inca arm\'^

many caciques began to waver. Treachery
of this kind revealed an unfortified ford over

the AchupaHa ; and when once the river

had been crossed the Puruhas were obliged

to evacuate their fortress and retreat.

They again attempted to oppose the

Peruvians, but so decisive was their de-

feat, and so general the desertion of their

vassals, that the Scyri was obliged to

abandon almost the whole territory, with
his capital, Quito, and his summer resi-

dence, Liribamba. He fled to Hatun
. Taqui, in the country? of Ota-

« <=y"
balo, and, after unconditionally

p. . . rejecting the propositions of
'^ "*^ peace which the Inca held out,

he perished fighting for the last remains of

his kingdom. Huaina Capak then con-

sidered that his conquests were complete.

But immediately after the death of the

Scyri resistance was renewed around the

person of Paccha, the daughter and heiress

of the king. She did not openly oppose

the Inca's power, but she made it clearly
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understood that new dangers would be

continually threatening hirn from her.

In order to win her over without blood-

shed, he added her to the number of his

legal wives. As Quito and Puruha had
formerly been united by this means, he

incorporated the country with his own
kingdom, and the histories of the two states

are henceforward indissolubly united.

If the Cara of Quito had really migrated
northward from another people on the

coast of the Pacific Ocean, as their legend

relates, this people must have been the

Muchik, who are called Yunga by the

Inca- Peruvians, the Chimu by the

Spaniards. From the Gulf of Guayaquil
southward to the neighbourhood of the

modern Callao the whole seaboard had
long been in their power. Farther south-

ward people speaking another language

and with another political centre were
situated on the borders of the provinces of

the Chimu kingdom. Their civilisation,

however, showed so many points of

resemblance to that of their more northern
neighbours that the Incas denoted all the

peoples on the coast by the collective

name of Yunga ; moreover, between the

]:>eoples of the northern and the southern

coast political relations were so close

that it is impossible accurately to divide

the little that is known of their histories.

The very fact that an important group
of states could be developed on the

coast of Peru is evidence that this people

had made considerable strides in their

struggle for existence ; or the
a c

s
a

country over which the Chimu
the Coast 1 • 1 i J J

- p kmgdom extended was cer-

tainly unfavourable to a dense
population. The ground of the narrow
coast-line between the spurs of the Cor-

dilleras and the sea is not wholly barren
;

but there is an almost entire lack of rain-

fall, and the burning rays of the tropical

sun have made the country nearly a desert.

Oases exist here and ' there, where the

rapid torrents that flow down from the

neighbouring range bring sufhcient mois-

ture with them to support some vegetable
life. These rivers, in their unchecked
fury, are even dangerous to mankind.

REMARKABLE POTTERY FOUND IN A CHIMU TOMB
Of all the ancient pottery discovered in America this wonderfully preserved Greek-like head, found in a Chimu tomb
in Peru, is writhout doubt the most beautiful. It is the gem of Mr. T. Hewitt Myring's recently made collection. The
head-dress orobably indicates that it represents an influential priest or a wealthy law-giver. The strong suggestion
of Graeco-Egyptian art certainly gives considerable support to the theory of an early intercourse with the East.
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THE BURIAL CUSTOMS OF ANCIENT AMERICA
The custom of preserving the bodies ofthe dead prevailed largely among the early peoples ofAmerica. The first illus-

tration shows a mummified body prepared for burial, the ball at the top representing the face, which is covered with a red

material, over which is thrown a primitive wig. In the second picture is seen the body as it actually reposes inside the case.

During the dry season the thirsty ground
so entirely absorbs the moisture that

often no single drop reaches the sea
;

but when a thunderstorm bursts with
tropical fury above the spurs of the

Cordilleras the rivers rise high above their

banks in a few hours, and in their re-

sistless course sweep away every barrier

to their power. The period must have
been long before man sought a refuge in

this dangerous strip of country ; but he
succeeded in overcoming all

difficulties and in wresting from
Nature the means to support a
population far more numerous

than that of to-day. For this the exten-

sive remains of the ancient towns which
are to be found at the mouth of almost
every valley leading from the mountains
to the sea are evidence.

The first requirement for a lasting

settlement of the country was the power
of controlling the water. The people that

settled there may have had experience

in their earlier home in the art of draining,

an art widely diffused of old in the moun-

Man's
Fight with

Nature

tainous districts of Peru, and practised

here, at any rate, with brilliant success.

Where the river passed from the moun-
tains to the plain it was divided or drawn
off in great canals which followed the

course of the river and led into a com-
plication of smaller tributaries. By this

means of irrigation a much larger extent

of country could be cultivated for maize,

sweet potatoes, yuccas, and cotton, and
also the great danger of inundation was
overcome. The labyrinth of water-courses

broke the power of the flood and turned

the extraordinary fury of the rivers into

an extraordinary blessing for the land.

A further evidence for the agricultural

activities of the coast peoples is their

knowledge of the excellent effects of

guano. As guano was used for manure
by the Inca-Peruvians, they must have
learned its value from the coast races,

who possessed inexhaustible supplies of

this article, for they alone were suffi-

ciently skilled in navigation to import

it from the islands. It is certain that at

the earliest times only individual valleys-
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A TOMB OF THE ANCIENT AMERICANS IN THE SANTA VALLEY

on the coast were populated, and as the

long, wild stretches of sand which separate

the belts of vegetation around the river

courses from one another made communi-
cation by land almost impossible, these

individual settlements lived for a long

time in complete isolation. But the more
the population increased in such an oasis

the more urgent became the necessity of

bringing new portions of land under cul-

tivation. As differences of climate, and
the hostility between the mountain and
the coast peoples, confined these river

settlements within exceedingly narrow
limits , the Yunga sought along the sea-

coast for fresh districts which were capable

of cultivation, and gradually obtained
possession of almost all the valleys which
run down from the Cordilleras.

According to tradition their extensions

of territory were made from the north
southward. Against this there are archaeo-

logical reasons. We have already noticed

a tradition of migration from the south
among the Cara of Quito ; it would be diffi-

cult to explain the relationship between
their civilisation and that of San Agustin
with the civilisation of Central Peru if

the centre from which these movements
proceeded was situated in the neighbour-
hood of Guayaquil. And as the Chimu
peoples extended their dominion no farther

south than Lima, how is it possible that

a civilisation similar down to the smallest

details could have occurred in districts

even farther south ? It is much more
probable that the settlements on the

coast proceeded from the south and drove
the northern people more and more into

their civilised districts, or pushed them
northward away from the coast-line into

the mountains. At any rate, there was a
uniform zone of civilisation in existence

at an earlv period, which embraced the

STRIKING EXAMPLES OF ANCIENT CHIMU POTTERY
The artistic powers of the ancient Peruvians were almost exclusively devoted to their pottery. The examples given
'above, discovered by Mr. T. Hewitt Myring in the Chimu valleys, display a remarkable taste in decoration and modelling.
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coast-land from Rio Maule as far as the
Gulf of Guayaquil and contained certain

highland races upon the north-east. This
civilisation was ancient, and had begun to

fade before the Incas became important
in the highland.

Individual kingdoms and races broke
away from the community ; no political

unity ever existed. The unities of religion

and language disappeared under local in-

fluences, until a new centre of power was
formed near the northern boundaries in

the valley of Chimu. Here a number of

powerful kings undertook to proceed in a
contrary direction and extend their power

and Huacho became incorporated in the
Chimu kingdom partly individually and
partly in groups which had enjoyed a
uniform civilisation foi a long time. On
the south the priestly state of Pachacamak,
which was tributary to the Cuismancu,
and the group of valleys which was ruled

by the Chupimancu, formed smaller states

;

either they were obliged to offer an armed
resistance to the Chimu conquest, or, like

Pachacamak, thev owed their further

independence probably to the reverence
paid to their temple towns. At any rate,

they display rich and carefully decorated
ruins of that old civilisation which had

AN INCA-PERUVIAN STONE BRIDGE IN THE SANTA VALLEY
In architecture the Inca-Peruvians were considerably in advance of their American forerunners. In the
absence of fords, most of their more important rivers were crossed at various points by bridges of stone, which
were built with a sing^ular degree of mathematical precision and accuracy. Where stone bridges were
impracticable, as in mountain ranges, suspension bridges of hempen rope and woven lianas took their places.

isouthward, and again to unite in a political

•unity peoples already closely related. This
course of events was in progress along

the coast when the Incas began a similar

career of conquest in the highland. Re-
' collections of this, which were still iresh

at the time of the Spanish conquest, are

the cause of the mistaken idea that the

civilisation of the coast-land proceeded
in the same direction. In the sixteenth

century it was perfectly well known that

the kings of Chimu had extended their

power southward and subdued a number
of smaller states. Thus, the valleys of

Viru, Santa, Nepena, Huarmey, Supe,

attained such a high and uniform pitch of

civilisation and culture upon the north

and south of the Chimu kingdom.
Both before and at the time of the Incas

the coast district must have been extremely
thickly populated. Chanchan, the capital

of the Chimu kingdom, in the neighbour-

hood of the modern Trujillo, is by no means
the only site which has an area of about

250 acres. Ruined sites of equal size

are situated in Pachacamak and in Huadca;
and the cemetery of Ancon, near Lima, an

inexhaustible hunting-ground for Peruvian

antiquities, also points to a long-continued

and dense population of the country.
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PERUVIAN POTTERY OLDER THAN THE INCA CIVILISATION
At different times examples of an early Peruvian pottery, much ante-dating the Inca civUisation, have come to light, bjt
the finest and most complete collection is that which Mr. T. Hewitt Myring brought to England in April, 1909,
numbering over l.Odo specimens, all in a fine and undamaged condition. They were found in Huacho tombs, dating
from the extraordinary Chimu civihsation, one authority placing them at the latest .'lOOO B.C. The exampler. given
abbve show a wonderful power of realistic expression, the quality of the work varying with the wealth of the deceased.
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PAINTED TERR/^COTTAS FROM THE TOMBS OF EARLY PFRU

MISCELLANEOUS CHIMU FUNERAL POTTERY, PERHAPS 7,nno YEARS OLD

OTHER ADMIRABLE EXAMPLES OF THE EARLY PERUVIAN POTTERY
More of the fine Huacho terracottas discovered by Mr. Myring. Their splendid condition is due to the rainless
climate of the Chimu valleys, the absolute dryness preventing injurious chemical action. The painted terra
cottas probably come from tombs of persons unable to afford the sculptor's or modeller's fee. Below are various
pieces of funeral pottery, including clever bird representations, especially the sacred owl, and three of the open vases
with false bottoms which are very frequently found. In all cases the false bottom contains a piece of gold or silver.
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lh.

Almost all these sites are of similar

appearance, since most of the buildings in

the extensive ruins are right-angled in con-

struction and disposed at right angles to

one another. As the coast does not

provide sulficient stone or wood to be used

as building material, the coast peoples

erected their buildine-

of little bricks madt
chiefly of pounded
cla5^ The walls in

consequence had to

be made of consider-

able thickness ; but
the breadth decreased

towards the top, so

that the roofs and
ceilings were wider
than the floors. This
was the case, at any
rate, with the temples
and palaces, the only

buildings of which
the walls display

traces of decoration

in the form of orna-

mental stucco-work.

Concerning the mode
of roofing, we can
only draw doubtful
conclusions. The few
roofs that remain are

also composed of worked clay ; but the
great halls which exist among the ruins

can hardly have been covered by such
perishable means. Windows were entirely
unknown ; the rooms were generally built

around a court, and air and light were
admitted by the door, which often took
up the whole of the front side. The most
important ruins, however, are not dwelling-

houses. These would be made of clay for

the chief classes ; the houses of the common
people must have been made of reeds and
canes, as wood was entirely lacking. The
extensive ruins of walls, which can still be
seen to have embraced the ancient cities,

are partly the great walls of defence of
whicli mnst iDwns possessed a double

.-7, row with entrances

s at the angles, and are

parti}' the weaker
walls which divided
the town into a

number of districts

like courts ; these are

supposed to have
been inhabited in

common by par-

ticular clans and
also by officials.

The palaces and
temples seem for the

most part to have
been erected around
the circumference of

the town ; in the case

of temples we con-

stantly meet with ter-

races rising in steps,

ANCIENT PILLARS NEAR TIAHUANACO *^^ Walls of which
The orig-in and use of these relics are unknown, but Were interrupted UOW
they were probably connected with Titicaca civilisation. ^r\r\ then bv rooms

and were built of brick, the interior being
filled with rubble. Man}- of the temple
pyramids also served as tombs, but only for

the kings and the highest priests. Exten-
sive cemeteries like that of Ancon are to

be found in man\- places, particularl}- on
the south of the Chimu kingdom. Here the

mummies were placed, fastened in a sitting

position, sometimes alone, sometimes in

STONI r DISCOVERED ON THE SHORES OF LAKE TITIC.
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EXAMPLES OF THE ADVANCED SCULPTURE OF PRIMITIVE SOUTH AMERICA
Although much of the sculpture which has been discovered in the Inca kingdom is often attributed to the Incas, it is

probably the remains of a much earlier and less known race of people who inhabited these regions. Among the incas,

sculpture was almost entirely forbidden, and in their buildings it was rarely that any decorative carvmgs found a place.
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the Chimu's
Chief Deity

groups, in vaulted graves, or in enormous
jars, occasionally with no protection at all,

and often in tiers one upon the other, but

always decorated as well as possible and
provided with the implements of their

earthly profession. Often, however, a

common man could not afford the ex-

pense of such a resting-place ; he buried

his dead in the floor of
The Moon as

j^-^ dwelling, and the city

grounds are often honey-
combed with such graves.

A people who showed such piety towards

their dead must naturally have believed

in a future life corresponding in some
degree to their earthly existence.

We can hardly conceive that a people

upon whose notice the destructive powers
of the sun were so constantly forced

as they were upon the inhabitants of

the Peruvian coast should have made
sun-worship the central point of

religion ; it is intelligible that

should have regarded
water as the chief object

of their veneration, for

their livelihood depended
entirely upon its bene-

ficent influences. The
Chimu are certainly said

to have reverenced the

moon as their chief deity,

and also the Pleiades

and the three stars which
form Orion's belt. But
they also considered

the sea to be a divine

their

they

COUNTER FOUND

power, which
helps to feed men with its fish, makes
communication possible between nations,

and moderates the sun's destructive

glow with its refreshing breeze. A similar

worship, either of the sea or ol water
of some kind, is spread over the whole
coast-line. Fishes also obtained reverence,

as being created by the water ; the god of

Pachacamak, the chief divinity of the whole
coast district, was depicted with a fish's tail.

In Pachacamak we find a body of reli-

gious conceptions which proceed from
different sources. In the highlands of Peru
we shall presently meet with a widely
extended worship which displays much
affinity with the Ouetzalcoatl-Kukulkan
of Central America. Originally perhaps a
sun-god, he had become so entirely anthro-
pomorphic in course of time, that the
people thought of him only in his human
form as a Jaw-giver and a civiliser, and as
in opposition to the sun-worship of the
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Inca.3. The Pachacamak of the coast

peoples was originally a similar divinity
;

as the son of Con he is mythologically con-

nected with the highland god and repre-

sents the same idea, the origin of all

created things, including probably the idea

of divinity, since all other deities are only

emanations from him. On the coast the

elements of the water-worship were brought
into connection with him ; thus he spreads

his cloak upon the waves as a boat and
passes out of sight over the sea, or in the

roaring of the stream he delivers oracles as

Rimak (the rushing one). Consequently,

he could be represented with a fish's tail,

and the fish, as being his symbol, was
regarded as a fetish.

Phallic worship has also been ascribed

to the Chimu ; figures of clay found in

the coast provinces seem to confirm the

theory. The peoples on the coast were
also peoples of decaying civilisation, among
whom such conceptions invariably recur.

They had not only become
rich, but so corrupted by
excess of prosperity that

their civilisation, although
in many respects it was
not only equal but con-

siderably superior to that

of the highland people,

collapsed before their

onset. The first inhabi-

tants of Peru with
whom the Spaniards met
were Chimu Indians who
a considerable distance

in their rude vessels. As
the stretches of land which divided the

separate coast valley's from one another
were incapable of cultivation, that com-
munication between the towns, which their

size and prosperity would have led us to

expect, could not be carried on by land.

The migration legends speak of the first

inhabitants of almost all the coast-land as

having come from the sea ; and the con-
quests of the Chimu, to whom the
llama of the mountains was un-
known, can have taken place
only by sea. Wood, however,

was lacking just as much for shipbuilding
as for architecture, and the canoe, so widely
employed in other parts of America, was
unknown on the Peruvian coast.

The Chimu and Yunga used a kind of

raft which rested on strong bundles of

canes, the air contained in the canes giving
it sufficient buoyanc}'. On the coast of

CHACUNA

had
from

ventured
the coast

Conquests

of the

Chimu
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Peru the Pacific Ocean fully justifies its

name, and thus by these primitive means
a constant communication, attended with

little danger, could be carried on. Those

vessels, similar in construction, which the

inhabitants on the lake of Titicaca used,

were no doubt built for the first time by
colonists from the coast district who had

been transported thither after

the Inca conquest ; for NatureRaces Under
the Inca

Dominion
there offered material far

more suitable for shipbuilding

in the mighty trees which were apparently

employed by the exponents of the oldest

civilisation, the builders of Tiahuanaco.
The races of the coast-line came under

the Inca dominion at different times.

Pachacutek had already subdued the

valleys on the south without encountering

any obstinate resistance. Similarly, in

later times, Cuismancu and Chupimancu
gave in their submission to the Inca-

Peruvians at the first demand, hoping

with their help to escape the oppressive

dominion with which the Chimu kings

threatened them. The sacred town of

Pachacamak also submitted to the Inca

without bloodshed ; for the Inca had
already learned to attract the adherence

of other peoples by religious toleration.

Near the temple of Pachacamak they

erected a new and more splendid building

for the sun, but they also made offerings

to the god of the conquered people, and
for this the priests expressed their thanks
in favourable prophecies. From this point

the Incas and the Chimu came into colli-

sion, but after long and bloody battles the

fortune of war enabled the Inca Tupak
Yupanki to advance, after his first cam-
paign against the Quitu, towards the centre
of the Chimu kingdom, the town of Chan-
chan in the valley of Otuzco. The ruler

of the kingdom continued to offer a des-

pairing resistance, but his satraps aban-
doned him one after the other, and bought
the favour of the Inca by their submission,

^. _. . , and when he threatened to in-
The Chimu s

Submission

to the Incas

terruptthe flow of water to the
coast, the Chimu saw the use-

lessness of further resistance,

and unconditionally surrendered himself
and his kingdom on the field of Cajamarca.
In at least two places on the highlands
of Peru, before the times of the Incas, a
civilisation existed which had attained a
considerable pitch of development. In
the centre of Peru, where the Santa River
nms for a long distance parallel with the
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Maranon River between the dark slopes

and the snow-white peaks of the Cordil-

leras, until the former stream turns aside

to the Pacific Ocean, a powerful, warlike

people, who were also acquainted with the

arts of peace, founded a great kingdom.
Historical traditions give us practically no

information about this ; it must remain
doubtful for the present whether the

Cuismancu of Conchucos, already men-
tioned, is not the result of some apparent
misunderstanding. Conchucos, which is

situated on a little tributary of the

Maranon, does at any rate belong to this

civilisation ; and the ruins of Sipa, which
are not far distant, with its great tombs
formed out of cubical stone blocks, is one

of the most interesting points whence a

conception can be gained of the manner
in which this race developed.

The kingdom of the Cuismancu, which
was subdued without opposition by the Inca

Tupak Yupanki on his campaign against

the Chimu, is placed by most chroniclers

upon the coast ; and the central point of

the kingdom of which Conchucos formed
a part did not lie on the Marafion, but in

the Santa valley, the upper por-
Architecture ^-^^ ^^ ^^-^^^ notwithstanding

S* t*' V 11
^^^ bleak aspect and the un-

a ey
^^.^^^f^j nature of its highlands,

contained the capital of the country,

known by the Peruvians as Puna. Pro-

ceeding up stream the traveller arrives at

Huaraz, Chavin de Huantar, and finally

at the watershed at the sources of the

Pasco ; in Huanaco there are traces of

ancient towns, fortresses and temples
which certainly have strong affinities with
one another and with the ruins existing in

the valley of the Marafion, but show strong

points of difference from those in the

neighbouring district.

The people of the Santa Valley had
attained considerable skill in architecture,

no doubt partly through the influence of

their geographical situation. The moun-
tains afforded them admirable material oi

granite and sandstone, which the torrents

brought down in blocks and slabs to the

very gates of their town when the melting
of the snows sent the streams roaring

down to the lowland. Their art, however,
had long passed the stage of merel^^ em-
ploying material ready to hand. They
understood how to work their stones

carefully ; they laid them upon beds of

mortar which have endured for hundreds
of years; and the enormous cubes of
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which their temple walls are partly built

can have been laid in position only through

long experience in the art of transporting

heavy masses. The most important of

their sites is Huanuco. But as the place

was already populated with Inca-Peru-

vians we cannot decide so easily in this

case as we can in others which elements

are of Peruvian origin and
The Famous

^^^^^^ ^^j^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ancient

/™51 • civilisation. On the other hand,
of Chavin

(3j^^^jj^ (jg Huantar, with its

famous temple, was destroyed and aban-

doned by the Incas. The temple is said to

have been built with no less than five storeys

of rooms and corridors ; it stands so close to

the mountain wall that it has been thought

to be partly underground, although its

foundations undoubted!}^ rested upon the

surface of the valley.

A characteristic feature is that its sanc-

tuaries are all plunged in darkness, no sun-

beam ever entering the sacred chamber
;

in these chambers we again find pictures

of the gods with a double row of grinning

teeth, which terminate at either extremity

with the two overlapping fangs. We have
alread}^ seen in the case of San Agustin

that this arrangement of the teeth origi-

nated from the puma. The theory is

again confirmed by the fact that the puma
continually recurs to an extraordinary

extent among the sculptures of Chavin,

Huaraz, and Huanuco, and is occasionally

apparent in place-names, such as Puma-
cayan, Pumacancha. The sculptures of

the Santa Valley also remind us of those

of San Agustin in so far as the proportions

of the human frame are reduced and the

head is sculptured in ornamental style.

This can be no chance coincidence.

The kings of this territory pushed for-

ward their boundaries to the coast at the

point where the Santa River emerges
from the Cordilleras, and, a little before

its entry into the coast plains, remains are

to be found of temples and fortifications

built of granite blocks like
emp «s

those in the upper valley. The
Destroyed by , ^^ , i .-,

^. , same remark applies to the
the Incas ,, j. ^ i xt

valleys oi Casma and Nepena.
The large number of fortifications invites

the theory that there was a continual
state of war between the rulers of the
highlands and the kings of Chimu, who
were in possession of the coast. But the

utter destruction which is unmistakably
visible in the temple ruins of Mojeque in

the Casma Valley, and of Chavin in the
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Santa Valley, must be ascribed, not to the

Chimu, but to the Incas. After their con-

quests they took all possible pains to

destroy the seats of the gloomy worship
which the peoples of the Santa Valley
carried on, and to introduce in its place

the worship of their sun-god.

The second district of highland civilisa-

tion before the time of the Incas has
been more closely examined, and here

tradition is not entirely silent. Its site is

upon the southern and western shores of

the lake of Titicaca, and its most splendid

ruins are those of Tiahuanaco. The man}'
questions which research in this district

has raised will probably never be answered.
It is pretty certain that it was an ancient

nation of the Aymara race which erected

these buildings. One portion of the ruins

which bears the name Ak-Kapana was
certainly a temple enclosure, consisting

of a terrace in the form of a pyramid of

moderate height, at the foot of which was
a sacred enclosure of stone pillars. In the

case of Ak-Kapana these pillars enclose a

square room, while similar constructions

in the neighbourhood of the lake of Umayo

s Ad ^^^ circular ; but we may
f

P ^"^ ' consider them both identical.una
Whether these erections have

Tiahuanaco ., .
. , vi ^

an5^thing to do with stone-

worship, which was widely spread in this

district of the Peruvian highlands, is very
doubtful ; the ruins of Tiahuanaco are

evidence against rather than for the theory.

At any rate, the gods that were wor-
shipped here were certainly conceived
as being of human form. Evidence of this

fact exists in the remains of statues which
are still to be found among the ruins ; of

these, according to the ancient chroniclers,

there must have been a much greater

number in earlier times. The statues of this

ancient epoch, with their artistic stiffness,

remind us of those of Chavin and San
Agustin. Here also, as in the case of all

peoples not fully developed, we find an
excessive preponderance of the symbolic
and a devotion to a particular style which
entirely preclude any attempt at realism.

But the gods of Tiahuanaco were other

and milder than those of the afore-men-
tioned civilisation ; their human forms are

not the same, and, moreover, their worship
was hidden from the light of day.

Tiahuanaco holds also an important
position in the domain of architecture.

Extensive as the ruins are, not a single

closed building is to be seen. That the



A COLLECTION OF MUMMIES IN A CHIMU ChMHIERY
The Chimu peoples had a great reverence for their dead. Dotted over their king-dom were extensive cemeteries where
the mummies were placed in a sitting position, as shown in the above illustrations. Sometimes they were deposited

in their vaulted graves in groups, sometimes alone, and often with no protection at all. Decorated as well as the

means of their surviving relatives would allow, they were often provided with the earthly implements of their profession.

THE CHIMU PEOPLES' METHODS OF BURYING THE DEAD
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architects were able to erect such buildings

of several storeys is proved by a block

upon which the facade of a two-storied

building has been carved as a model. But
the great blocks of stone lie about like

those in Pumapungu, the other ruined

town of Tiahuanaco, and certainly never

formed a building. Many stones have
undoubtedly been worked ac-

'^*^'*'!| cording to plan, and prepared

crtcs
^°^ fitting in with other stones,

but nothmg can be constructed

out of the whole. Certainly the mono-
lith gates which have earlier attracted parti-

cular attention must not be considered as

part of the building, but, like the Egyptian
pylons, as boundary stones and entrances

to the sacred enclosure, as can be seen

from their situation in Ak-Kapana.
The most remarkable of these gate-

ways also belongs to this enclosure. If

it is not the most massive of the blocks

scattered about Tiahuanaco, it is the

largest and the heaviest of all the gates in

existence, and at the same time is the only
one which has been adorned with rich

sculptured decorations. Its sculptures are

conceived in a style known to us from other

Peruvian patterns—those, for instance,

used in weaving—and it shows a large

picture of a god in its centre, apparently
receiving adoration from side figures.

From certain appendages upon and near
the figures it has been concluded that the
picture has reference to the worship of

Huiracocha ; and as this or a similar wor-
ship was universal among the other peoples
of Peru, on the highland as well as on the

coast, we need not be surprised at finding

traces of it in a memorial which must have
belonged to the most ancient Peruvian
civilisation. Huiracocha—or in the fuller

form, which occurs at times, Con-Ticsi-

Huiracocha—was also originally a sun-
god, but in his capacity as the bringer of

light and awakener of life he became in

course of time the creator of mankind and
„.. . the father of all civilisation.

* ^^P*"^^ In this character he himself orWorship of 1 • , ,, ,„ . . his messengers passed through
all the districts of Peru from

Tiahuanaco onward, bringing the arts of

peace and civilising the people, until at

last he disappeared in the far north on the
shores of the sea that surrounds the world.
No divinity, even under different names,

enjoyed so wide a worship as his.

The Incas, who had at first been exclu-
sively sun-worshippers, became wholly
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devoted to the worship of Huiracocha
and he was the only god among the

divinities of the peoples they subdued
that they worshipped. They admitted him
to honour, not only in their sun-worship,

but made him an integral part of their

mythological s3-stem. But his true origin is

in the southern district in which Tiahuanaco
held the most important position.

In the immediate neighbourhood of the

lake of Titicaca a number of other sacred

towns are situated. It is necessary to

explain the closeness of their connection
with the civilisation of Tiahuanaco, be-

cause in later times they were converted
to the Inca sun-worship. This is especially

true of the islands of the lake of Titicaca.

Legends of the Inca period pretend that

the sun-worship had its origin in these

islands, but that the sacred towns were
none the less neglected until the Inca

Tupak Yupanki began to make pilgrimages

to them and restored them to their proper
position. The fact from which this theory

proceeds is that Tupak Yupanki was one
of the first Incas to visit the shrine of

Huiracocha on the lake of Titicaca and
recognise his divinity. The

tw^c^ A
° southern shore of the lake, with

„ . . its islands, was up to that time
obstinately defended against the

Inca-Peruvians by the Collas, one of the

races peculiarly hostile to them ; so there

can be no question here of an earlier

possession and a later neglect of the shrine

by the Incas. In later times they erected

numerous monumental buildings there
;

bat on the most sacred site, near the rock

behind which the sun stood still until the

creator, Huiracocha, set it in motion
again, appear remains of a character

antecedent to Incan architecture. The
sanctuary, moreover, is not a temple,

but, like Ak-Kapana, an open enclosure

surrounded only by a palisade.

Another site in connection with the

worship of Huiracocha was Cacha, situated

in the valley of Huilcanota half-wa\^ be-

tween Cuzco and the lake of Titicaca.

From their architectural peculiarities the

ruins in the temples in that place do
not go back beyond the Inca period.

Here there was a temple of Huiracocha,
erected, according to the legend, in

memory of the fact that the god had sent

flame down from heaven and set the

mountains on fire, to punish the resistance

which the Canao-Indians offered to his

teaching until they recognised his divinity.
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IV

RISE OF THE GREAT INCA KINGDOM
THE BEGINNINGS OF AN ERA OF CONQUEST
T TPON the ruins of these civilisations,^ and subject to the influences of each
of them in a greater or lesser degree,

rose the kingdom of the Incas. The
history of this empire at its greatest

extends over an extremely small period,

scarcely two centuries of the time during
which the various peoples that com-
posed that empire were working out the

particular civilisations they reached.

But as, at the moment of the conquest,

the Incas happened to be the leading

power in South America, later genera-
tions have concentrated their attention

entirely upon their history and upon that

of peoples related to them. The Incas

were not the exponents of a particular

nationality or of a specially high civili-

sation, but they imposed their laws and
customs upon a large area of country, and
upon the basis of the ancient civilisations

they made individual and extraordinary

, . .« advances. In their kingdom,
nsigni lean

^yj-^j^,]^ ^^g flnalh^ composed of a

f tVl large number of peoples speak-

ing different languages, they
introduced the Quechua (pronounced
Ketschua) language as the official dialect.

However, this was not their mother tongue.
The Incas were, on the contrary, a clan of

the Aymara race, the ancient civilisation

of which we have observed in Tiahuanaco.
Upon the collapse of this kingdom

they may have turned northward and
settled in the valley of Huilcamayo,
whence they entered upon their career
of conquest " towards the four quarters
of the heavens." As they could not
reveal to the eyes of men the insigni-

ficance of their origin, they created a
legend upon the subject in which a
common origin was pretended both for

their temporal power and their religious

convictions, raising them far above ordi-

nary mortals to the level of the gods. Long
before the arrival of the Incas—thus
the legend runs—the peoples of the

Peruvian highlands were living in com-
plete savagery. They did not understand
agriculture ; they had no settled dwelling-

places ; and their only clothes were the
skins of the beasts upon the raw flesh of

which they fed. At last the sun-god, Inti,

had pity on them ; and so he put two of

his children upon the islands of Lake Titi-

caca, which his sister and wife,
cgen o

Q^i|la, the moon-goddess, had
Sun-God s {^

'

,
.

°
^ J.1

Ch'ld
borne to him, namely, the

Manco Capak, with the latter's

sister and wife. Mama Ocllo. He gave
them a golden staff and ordered them
to follow the valley northward until the

golden staff disappeared in the earth
at the point where it should touch it.

There they were to settle, to convert the

inhabitants to sun-worship, and to ac-

quaint them with the blessings of civilisa-

tion ; and he promised them his protection

and support until their bountiful influence

should be extended over all the peoples

of the earth. Brother and sister, with
this commission, started upon their wan-
derings down the valley of Huilcamayo.
A few miles from Cuzco, near the mountain

of Guanacaure, the golden staff suddenly
disappeared. Here Manco Capak pro-

ceeded to build a house for himself and his

sister wife. He then began to till the

ground, which he planted with potatoes,

quinoa, and other plants ; and Mama
Ocllo worked within the house, cooking,

spinning, weaving, and practising all the

, arts which her divine parents

Mfsl^onto
had taught her. When they had

th*^N°r
° ^^^^^ looked after their own

comfort Manco began to fulfil

his divine mission to the natives. The
inhabitants of Cuzco were astounded at

the sight of himself and his sister, who
were clothed in bright garments and
decorated with shining ornaments ; they

listened suspiciously to the message of

the sun-god. When, under his guidance,

they began to share in the blessings of
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civilisation, when the men had learned

to till the ground and to build houses,

and the women to spin and to weave

—

then they recognised what benefits they

owed to the mission of Manco Capak.
They readily chose him to be their ruler,

and the sun-god to be their god, and the

little town which formed around the hut

of this first child of the sun
.

* ^^^^ grew and increased visibly

/Mj"* !» under the protection of his
Older Form , ^ r A i-i i j

heavenly father. 1 his legend

may be called the later official form of the

legend of Indian origin. As to its connection

with the lake of Titicaca we may conclude
that this did not take place until the sun-

worship of the Incas had become recon-

ciled to the Huiracocha worship of the

highlanders, who had their sacred temple
upon the lake of Titicaca. As this re-

ligious compromise took place only under
the Inca Huiracocha, the eighth in the

Inca dynasty, this version of the legend
was not more than a hundred years old

when the Spaniards reached Peru.

The older form of the legend gives a
different account of the circumstances
preceding Manco's settlement. One day,
from the heights of Paccaritambo, nine
Spanish miles south of Cuzco, there

appeared four sets of twins who were also

called children of the sun ; among these

were Ayar Manco and Mama Ocllo.

Now, the biggest and strongest of these was
Ayar Cachi, the husband of Mama Huaco

;

and his sister, being afraid of him, de-

termined to get rid of him. They were
certainly clothed in festal robes and richly

adorned when they made their appear-
ance ; but they had left treasures far

greater and more splendid behind them
in the mountain cave.

She now asked Ayar Cachi to fetch these
out ; but as soon as he had disappeared
in the cave she rolled great blocks of
stone to the mouth and shut him in.

His rage was terrible when he discovered
-,..,. the traitorous deception : he

^j
shattered m pieces the moun-

thc Sun ^^^^ which rose above the cave,
and the earth trembled far and

wide with the shock ; but he could find
no way out, and finally became changed
to a mountain stone. The other twins now
moved farther north and ultimately
settled at the mountain Guanacaure, until
they finally determined to move nearer
to Cuzco. When they left Guanacaure,
another brother, Ayar Utschu, voluntarily
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changed himself into stone, and the

others promised to pray . to him in the

future. However, he put on mighty
stone wings and flew up to their common
father, the sun ; whence he returned
with the message that Ayar Manco was
to take over the leadership of the twins,

as Manco Capak, after which they moved
down to Cuzco and there began their

civilising mission ; but Ayar Utschu
remained on Guanacaure as a block of

stone, in order to act as future intermediary

between them and their father, the sun.

In this version of the legend two points

are of importance. Upon the mountain
Guanacaure there was, even at the time
of the Spanish arrival, one of the most
sacred temples of the whole kingdom of

Tahuantinsuyu, the foundation of which
was naturally connected with the legends

of the race. In later times this temple,

like all the official sanctuaries of the Incas,

was dedicated to the sun ; but the legends

of its foundation undoubtedly point to

the fact that in this case, as in the case of

the cave of Paccaritambo, we have to

do with a sanctuary belonging to the epoch
of stone-worship. This wor-

n ing
gj_^- ^^g preponderant not

Monuments of ,
^ .-if r^ ,, .

,

St w h'
only among the Collas on the

ip
gQ^j"^j-j ^j-^^ west of the lake of

Titicaca, but also in the district of Cuzco
and still farther north, until the Incas

spread the sun-worship. On this theory

are to be explained the peculiar steps and
platforms hewn out of the rock of Monte
Rodadero, in the immediate neighbour-

hood of Cuzco, and other memorials of a

like nature undoubtedly connected with

stone-worship ; such, for instance, as

those at Concacha in the upper valley of

the Apurimac ; the stone chair of Huillcas

Huaman in the Pampas valley ; and a
supposed throne of the Inca in Cajamarca
in the far north.

All these sites, which were continual

objects of veneration at the Inca period,

make it probable that the Incas did

not persecute stone-worship as assiduously

as they did that of some other divinities;

and when we remember the tradition of the

transformation of the two children of the

sun into stone, and the manner in which
their worship was brought into connection
with the sun-worship, the inference be-

comes irresistible that the earliest Incas

made a religious and political compromise
with the stone-worship which was flourish-

ing around them. For political reasons
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a compromise was made, a century later,

with regard to the cult of Huiracocha.
While the opposition between stone-

worship and sun-worship died away, it

is possible that the former has always
been deeply ingrained in the Peruvian
natives from Inca times to the present
day. And now every native porter who
travels over one of the numerous passes

from valley to valley in the country adds
a new stone to the heap of those which
his predecessors have piled up as an offer-

ing to the Apacheta, " who gives him
strength to bear his burden."
The information that the legend gives

us concerning the settling of the Incas

in Cuzco is equally important. Before
their arrival the locality must have been
thickly populated, and the people must
have long passed out of the state of

barbarism which the official traditions

ascribe to all the Peruvians before the

Inca period, and have attained a settled

mode of life ; for the town of Cuzco was
the residence of the ruler, by name
Alcaviza, who also ruled over the district

in the immediate neighbourhood of the

-. town. It was from him that
c ncas

]yj2^j^(,Q Capak and his little
Settle

1 J .

. ^ company asked permission to
in Cuzco ,^

4.U -i. -iiT-usettle m the vicinity. When
this had been accorded to them, they
soon made their proximity unpleasant.

Directly they had obtained a firm footing

in one of the quarters of Cuzco they set

up an opposition to the ruler and to the

priests of the worship that had hitherto

been carried on in the ancient Cuzco,
and began to make proselytes to their own
worship, which was exclusively that of

the sun. This separation of parties soon
degenerated into open war, the result of

which was that Alcaviza and his depen-
dents were driven out. Thus, the Inca-

Peruvians got possession of the town
which was to become the centre of their

extensive kingdom in the course of

centuries.

Peruvian tradition does not enable us
to determine even approximately the
date at which the first rulers of the Inca
race got possession of the power. The
" quipus," those bundles of different-

coloured threads which the learned Peru-
vians used as a memoria technica, seem to
liave been of no help for chronological pur-
poses ; and all their permutations could
in no way compensate for an ignorance of

the art of writing. Oral tradition upon

Jiistorical events certainly formed an im-
portant part of the education imparted to
the young Inca nobles and the chosen no-
bility of the allied and subject races in the
schools of the Amauta, the learned class.

But all that remained of such knowledge
in the Spanish period does not help us to

a chronological record of the origin of the

L t L" k
^^^^ kingdom. The number of

.

J
rulers who held the throne of

„. , Cuzco from Manco Capak untilHistory... ,
,

^
,Atahualpa is not even agreed

upon. The estimates of the chroniclers
variously give ten or thirteen rulers as pre-
decessors of the brothers Huascar and Ata-
hualpa ; there were at least eleven of them.

It is a remarkab^.e fact that this un-
certainty does not attach to the earliest

period ; the succession of the first five

Inca kings has been made out with
tolerable certainty. Discord then appears
to have sprung up in the royal family and
to have disturbed the legal order of

succession. Efforts to hide this fact have
produced two different accounts concern-
ing the Inca rulers in the intermediate
period, which contradict each other in

many details and make it extremely
difficult to discover the real state of affairs.

Moreover, the later Incas were much better

known by their first names than by their

proper names, which changed very little
;

but these lists of names are differently

connected in the case of the three or four

predecessors of Huaina Capak, so that the
reign of this latter king is the first of the
events which can be regarded as possessing
chronological and historical certainty.

If an average reign of thirty years
be ascribed to the eleven Inca kings
—the legal succession was from father to

son—their establishment in Cuzco would
have taken place about the year 1200 of

the Christian era. Upon its collapse the
Inca kingdom would then have existed

about 330 years—an estimate of time
which is perhaps too long rather than too

short, if we consider the in-

WK °\^ stability of the institutions of

J,.
. ancient America. Although

"^^
Manco Capak is not really a

proper name, yet the bearer of it must be
considered as an historical personality.

Perhaps the Amauta purposely allowed his

proper name to be forgotten, in order to

conceal the historical connection of the

Inca rulers with the other states of ancient

America, and to strengthen the popular

idea of their direct origin from the sun-god
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" Capak," in the Quechua language, the

official dialect of the Inca state, means
" kingdom " and " mighty," and is a royal

title which other chiefs assumed before and
at the time of the Incas. The same is

true of the word " Manco." Its origin and
proper meaning are not altogether so

clear, but tradition speaks of a number of

Mancos who were kings, in particular of

those districts which were situated in the

westerly and northerly parts of the Inca

kingdom. " Manco Capak " must conse-

quently be translated " mighty king "—

a

name wholly suited to impress the people

and to deceive them concerning the lowly

origin of the Inca rulers in Peru. Of
Manco Capak's rule after his establish-

ment in Cuzco we have only the general

tradition that he in-

structed his people in

civilisation, intro-
duced sun-worship,

and increased his

boundaries rather by
the arts of peace than
by force of arms. The
legend attributes to

him the foundation
of all those institu-

tions which left their

impressions upon the

later Inca kingdom,
although a large

number of the laws
ascribed to him would
have been useless and
incapable of execu-
tion in the limited

extent of the original

realm. The Inca
kingdom, which roused the astonishment
of the sixteenth-century conquerors,
and to-day justly claims the greatest
interest, was essentially the work of the
four great rulers, Huiracocha, Yupanki
(also called Pachacutek), Tupak Yupanki,
and Huaina Capak. These certainly
built upon the foundations which their

predecessors had laid, but they also en-
tirely altered the general character of the
kingdom. Consequently, it is extremely
difficult to gain a trustworthy idea of the
condition of the Inca kingdom before the
time of these monarch s.

The traditions give us as little definite

information concerning the first three
successors of Manco Capak as they do about
himself. All our sources agree in naming
them Sinchi Roca, Lloque Yupanki, and
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A STONE SEAT

Maita Capak, and they are said to stand

to one another in the relationship of father

and son. But traditions are wholly at

variance concerning the names and rela-

tionships of their wives and mothers.

We have the official tradition that the

marriage of Manco Capak with his sister,

Mama Ocllo, was in fulfilment of a command
of the sun-god, following the precedent of

the marriage of the sun with his sister-

planet, the moon ; but this is most obvi-

ously derived from the ancient decree of

the inca kingdom, also well known in the

later period, according to which that Inca

son alone could legitimately ascend the

throne whom the father has begotten of

his own sister, or, failing a sister, of the

next nearest relation of pure Inca blood.
- On the contrary,

I
another and appar-

"^ ently reliable tradi-
*^ tion informs us that

not only the im-

mediate successors of

Manco Capak, but
,•',•'. :'..

'
^ also the majority of

;
the Incas down to

j
Yupanki Pachacutek,
sprang from marriages

i

which took place be-

tween the rulers of

Cuzco with the
daughters of neigh-

bouring powers. The
rulers until Maita
Capak are consist-

j
cntly said to have

;

extended the boun-

MuijJ daries of their realm
OF ANCIENT PERU by peaceful methods.

The official tradition also relates of one
or two of the earlier Incas that they
did not choose their " coya " from the

Inca family, but raised daughters of

the neighbouring kings to the throne of

the Inca kingdom. We cannot under-
stand how Huaina Capak would have
dared, after his conquest of Quito, to have
included the princess who was heiress to

the throne among the number of his own
wives, if a religious decree had been in force

from the foundation of the dynasty that

marriage should be with the sister or with
a mate of the closest relationship.

Moreover, such a policy on the part of

the Incas is easily intelligible. They had
entered the valley of Huillcanota as a
little band of foreign invaders, and their

forcible expulsion of the Cuzco ruler was



THE INCAS IN PERU : REMAINS OF A BYGONE CIVILISATION

In Peru, the ancient home of the Incas, are to be found many remains of that race, these testifying to the advanced
standard of civilisation in America before the conquering- Spaniards landed on its shores. The above pictures illustrate,

1, ruins near Lima ; 2, a burial tomb ; 3, ruins of the temple of Virococha ; and 4, an ancient seat of justice.

Photos: N. P. Edwards, E. N. A., and others
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hardly likely to win over the sympathies

of the neighbouring races, many of whom
had apparently entered upon connections

of friendship and marriage with Alcaviza.

Furthermore, they remained foreigners by
their continual opposition to the universal

religion of . the highlands, stone-worship,

and the worship of Huiracocha ; and in

the place of this they had intro-
Thc First

(juced a worship which attracted

less sympathy among the
Century of

Inca Rule
people as being less intelligible

to them. For the first century of their rule

the Incas were nothing else than little

territorial princes among a crowd of others.

They were totally incapable of imposing
their political and religious customs upon
their neighbours, and were probably
thankful themselves to be left unmolested.

In such circumstances that policy re-

commended itself which was likely to

ensure their position by means of alliance
;

by setting up family relationships they
attempted to destroy the recollection of

their foreign and late invasion of the

territory of the highland kings. We may
believe the ancient traditions from the

fact that they succeeded by these means
in imposing their higher civilisation upon
peoples who were less cultivated though
not entirely savage, while the obvious
advantages they attained by their careful

tilling of the soil and their division of

labour won over adherents to them
who abandoned the neighbouring provinces

and settled under the Inca protection.

In thankfulness for the material im-
provement in their position, these last

accepted a religion which they scarcely

understood, and perhaps regarded the
progress and prosperity of the Inca dis-

trict as evidence of the higher powers of

their god. But the extensions of the
Cuzco kingdom under the first four Inca
kings were very limited. At that time the
Chancas were independent of the Inca
kingdom ; the}' possessed a district upon
„.

J
the immediate west of the

Wth valley of Cuzco between Anda-
„ , n huailas and Avacucho, which atReal Power , , , • i

" j-

that penod was lar more power-
ful than the Inca state. Independent also

were the Quechua, whose language in later

times became the official Inca idiom ; they
lived on the north of the Incas in the
times of Malta Capak. The Cana and
Canche also, who dwelt between Cuzco and
the lake of Titicaca, were then wholly
independent. Even in the immediate
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neighbourhood of their capital the Incas
at that time possessed no real power. They
were connected with all the little dynasties
lying over a radius of from twelve to

twenty miles around Cuzco, who con-

sidered themselves of royal power, only by
means of a compact concluded on a basis

of equality of justice, which compact
Huiracocha, the eighth ruler on the Inca
throne, changed into a real dominion.

Finally, Malta Capak was at one time
by no means securely settled in his

capital ; for the Alcaviza, the successors

of the race who had exercised the chief

power in Cuzco before the arrival of Manco
Capak, looked enviously upon their

more fortunate rival. Under the fourth

Inca king a bloody battle took place in

order finally to banish from the town the

restless dependents of the ancient dynasty.

The battle in which Malta Capak over-

came the rebel Alcaviza is expressly

noted as the first occasion upon which
an Inca extended his power by the sword.
Things were very different under the suc-

cessors to the throne. The three following

Incas, Capak Yupanki, Inca Roca, and
_ , , Yahuar Huacac, whose col-
Founders of 1 ,• 111
,. „. . , lective reigns probably em-
thc Kingdom s, irx.
-J

braced about a-century, were
the founders of the greatness

of the kingdom. With them begins the

policy of conquest by which the Incas ex-

tended the boundaries of their power in

every direction. In their immediate neigh-

bourhood they seem to have preserved the

confederation that had been set on foot,

but they enlisted the youthful warriors

of the allied kingdoms in their service and
accustomed them to regard themselves
as their leaders. By this means, and
through the rich booty they took in war,

they imperceptibly gained a preponderance
over the other confederates which, in course

of time, inevitably became a dominion.
Capak Yupanki began his rule by assur-

ing his position at home. Malta Capak
had left many sons whom he had set up in

almost independent positions in the neigh-

bouring districts. When Capak Yupanki
gave them clearly to understand that

he wanted their obedience, not their

friendship, they made a conspiracy to

depose him, and to set up a ruler in his

place more in accordance with their own
views. But their compact was betrayed :

instead of the Inca, most of the con-

spirators fell by the sword ; and in order

to erase the impression of this tragedy,
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and to turn the energy of the youthful
Incas into some useful direction, Capak
Yupanki began that series of campaigns
which led him speedily to the north
(Condesuyu) and north-east (Andesuyu)
along the course of the streams.
From that time the Incas became

particularly aggressive and expansive.

Hardly in the entire world has a power
been seen which remained so moderate
and humane in its warfare as the Incas,

although generation upon generation grew
up in the service of arms. Always ready
to appeal to the sw^ord, and gifted with
heroic bravery, the Incas none the less

invariably attempted peaceful methods
before proceeding to attack. Their cam-
paigns were not rapid surprises, like those

of the wild and half-civilised peoples in

the west of America, when the greatest

possible number of the opponents were
killed in order that they, laden with the

enemy's spoil, might get home again as

quickl}^ as possible. Their warfare was
systematic. The Incas never took an enemy
by surprise ; their armies invariably

sent out ambassadors inviting a willing

submission to their mild rule.

. p
^^'^ They said that the Inca, the

. ^ child of the sun-god, had come
to them, not to do them harm,

but to free them from all that was ancient

and bad, and thereby to make them
acquainted with the blessings of a more
civilised mode of life and a higher religion.

The more the Inca kingdom increased in

power and extent, the wider spread the

certainty, even among remote nations,

that this message was no empty pretence,

but that in reality the position of subjects

in the Inca realm was far superior to the

lot of those who opposed their rule in any
district. Hardly ever did the Incas
depose a ruler who voluntarily subjected
himself to their government. ' Incorporation
in the Inca kingdom certainly altered the
position of the monarch, who became a

vassal of the sun's child in Cuzco instead
of an independent ruler. The relations

of the king to his previous subjects were
also largely remodelled upon the organisa-
tion of the leading power, but the Incas
never appeared as fanatical doctrinaires.

They invariably respected national pecu-
liarities as far as these were consistent wath
their political necessities ; but in course of

time the influence of the ruling power threw
such peculiarities into the background,
and tended to obliterate them entirely.

M 27

Upon rehgious questions the earliest

Incas did not practise this conciliatory

policy. The first races which they sub-

dued were obliged to receive a common
form of worship without exception. Malta
Capak is said to have once ordered the
subjects of the neighbouring regions to

bring all their stone images to Cuzco,
-. alleging as his motive the pre-

_ .^ paration of brilliant festivities
ampaigns

^^ their common gods ; but
when all these stone gods had

been collected he had them broken in pieces

and built into the walls of the temple of the
sun, in order to show the people the
powerlessness

, of the gods which they
worshipped. But even on this side their

policy became far more diplomatic in

the course of time, chiefly under the

influence of political necessities.

The Inca campaigns often ended with-

out the shedding of a drop of blood, in spite

of the great display of power they involved.

They were, however, always ready to

break down the most obstinate resistance.

The difficulties of communication in that

wide realm imposed a slow retreat upon
the numerous Inca armies. Especially in

later times, when the kingdom had become
of considerable extent, it was not unusual
for a campaign to last two or three years

or even more. The army was furnished

not only for the necessities of war, but
also for its own maintenance.
As in the case of those armed garrisons

which were established by the Incas in

districts where obedience could only be

enforced by arms, so the army, when
marching out to attack, could till the soil

with weapons at their sides if the cam-
paign threatened to last long. But it

was only in exceptional cases that an army
was obliged to have recourse to these

means. Not only the organisation of the

troops for attack, but also the commis-
sariat, the transport of reinforcements,

and the withdrawal of troops, were mar-
vellousl}' well arranged. The
trades which were everywhere
carried on in the Inca kingdom
enabled the rulers in times of

peace to make important provision of food,

clothing, and other necessary articles.

These were collected in great magazines
in every province, and in times of war,

famine, or pestilence, these stores were
opened. Such an organisation, together

with that prestige which the Incas so

rapidly acquired, enables us to understand

n 5849
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that it was often unnecessary to appeal

to arms in struggles with the les5 civilised

races in the mountain valleys and on the

inhospitable coast. The feeling of abso-

lute helplessness among their powerless

enemies was the best ally to the Incas.

Even in cases where their invitation to

voluntary subjection was rejected, the

Incas did not give up their policy of con-

ciliation. An attack immediately fol-

lowed from their side, and the superiority

of their organisation and equipment almost
invariably gave them the victory. But
then the Inca ambassadors immediately
renewed their peace proposals, and even
iherl the native rulers were generally left

in their positions, provided they had not

conquest the soil of Peru showed unmis-
takable traces of the fact that the Incas

were ready to wage unsparing war when
necessary. In those cases they had no
hesitation, with an arm}^ of extraordinar}-

strength, in destroying fortresses like that

of Mojeque, the gigantic blocks of which
form a mighty field of ruins even to-day,

or temples such as that of Chavin de
Huantar, in spite of, or even on account
of, the extensive reverence paid them

;

and here their object was not only to leave

the enemy no opportunity for future

rebellion, but also to make an impression

upon him by their ruthless destruction of

that which had cost so much trouble to

build. And where a people persisted in

RUINS AT OLLANTAYTAMBO, SHOWING PRESENT-DAY QUECHUA, OR INCA INDIANS

continued their resistance to the last.

Hardly any kingdom with which the Incas
came in contact during their career of

conquest was sufficiently closely organised
to make the war one of extermination.
Individual rulers who considered them-
selves equal to the Incas certainly thought
it shameful to buy a continuation of their

power by recognising the Inca superiority,

and they at least felt the full weight of
their anger. Yet even in those cases the
Incas generally found certain vassals,

loosely dependent upon their opponents,
who were ready to listen to their enticing
propositions and to give them their aid
in bringing the war to a successful con-
clusion. But at the time of the Spanish
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revolting against the mild Inca rule they
had a still more efficacious method at hand.
They not only built numerous fortresses

and kept them ready prepared in such
conquered districts, but they also broke
down the resistance of the peoples they
had subdued by taking the most youthful
\\'arriors who would have been the most
likely to revolt, and settling them in distant

provinces among races of tried fidelity.

This picture of the warlike polic}/ of the

Incas was not realised to the fullest extent

during the rule of Capak Yupanki. His
armies were not so large, and his cam-
paigns were not so distant, as to demand
a higlily organised military system. His
successor, the Inca Roca, contributed
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perhaps, no less to the later greatness of the

kingdom of Cuzco than Capak Yupanki
;

but his efforts took another direction. We
are certainly told of him and of Yahuar
Huacac that they undertook occasional

campaigns beyond the boundaries of their

dominion, but they both seem to have

been men of peace at heart. On the

other hand, the beginnings of

a!i a
*^^ extensions and improve-

Advanccd
^^^^^ [^^ t j-,g capital of Cuzco are

C.vil.sation
^^^^.^^^^ ^^ ^^e Inca Roca. The

work carried on under his government
makes it quite certain that even in his time

the Incas were in a position to employ
their subjects in the execution of immense
designs. To him and to his coya, or queen,

is ascribed the installation of the most
ancient water-service, which brought to the

town of Cuzco fresh spring water at a time

when it was growing more civilised in

its necessities and of greater importance.

This water-service, however, is not to

be confounded with the sluice-gates and
irrigation works which were necessary for

the soil of the Inca kingdom in most dis-

tricts to make that high cultivation of the

land possible under its climatic conditions

which the dense population of the empire

demanded. With regard to this irrigation,

the Incas continued their long-sighted,

careful policy by the erection of works

which aroused the greatest astonishment.

They are, however, by no means the first

to have discovered the art of irrigation
;

this was practised to a considerable extent

by almost all their subject peoples before

they became members of the Inca king-

dom. We see, then, that the legend is in

no way worthy of credence which depicts

Manco Capak as the discoverer and
expounder of that mode of cultivation

which became peculiar to the Inca realm.

The work which forms the chief me-
morial, and is in fact an imperishable

monument of Inca Roca, is the palace

which he began to erect in his capital.

Architecture, before the Inca
^ '"^j period, had attained consider-

a ace o
^i^j^ perfection uninfluenced by

Inca Koca t j i j ^i t
"

Inca models ; and the Incas

certainly do not merit any praise for

having further developed an art which
they found already at the highest stage of

its earlier progress. In comparison with
the technical perfection which the im-

mense ruins of Tiahuanaco display, the art

of the Inca architects of Cuzco was cer-

tainly something of a retrogression. Tia-
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huanaco is the work of architects who
employed enormous blocks of stone, simi-

lar to those of the cyclopean buildings

which are found in all parts of the world,

and who were even at that remote period

able to prepare every single detail with
accurate measurements and plans.

On the other hand, the walls of the

palace of the Inca Roca are cyclopean
buildings in the ordinary sense of the term

;

the blocks are of the largest size which
could be handled with the limited appli-

ances of the time, and are often most
wonderfully shaped to suit the necessities

of the site on which they were erected ; a

particularly remarkable stone displays,

for instance, no less than twelve corners.

Moreover, the fitting of these blocks

thus carefully shaped, the outer surface of

which was generally smoothed, is so exact,

in spite of their irregular forms, that even
to-day the blade of a knife can scarcely

be driven into their joints, although no
mortar or other cohesive material was
employed. A later Inca once pulled down
a portion of the town of Cuzco in order to

rebuild it upon a uniform plan. But large

numbers of buildings were ex-

empted from this destruction,

as is shown by the number of

constructions built with irre-

gular polygon blocks, which can be clearly

distinguished from the architecture of the

later Inca, standing at the present day.

The most important monum.ent in this

style is the palace of Inca Roca, which was
situated in a street of Cuzco now known as

the Calle del Triunfo ; its walls, artistically

composed of luany cornered blocks, were
used by the modern builders of later times

as a welcome foundation.

The architectural perfection of the Inca-

Peruvians advanced considerably in later

times. Their preference for large blocks of

stone invariably persisted, and this to

such an extent that even where Nature did

not provide the ordinary material of hard
rock and obliged them to build with
smaller stones, as their subject nations had
done, their buildings can still be distin-

guished from those of earlier times by the

fact of their displaying individual stones

of unusually large dimensions. But at the

chief period of the Inca power, temples and
palaces were built with cubes of stone

worked with extraordinary care, and laid

Vv'ith such exactitude that the courses upon
the front of the building present, upon
a close examination, the appearance of

Inca Triumphs

Architecture
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level bands. From a point of view at a
moderate distance, the whole wall of the

building appears as though it were made of

one stone. In spite of this marvellous
technical perfection, the Inca buildings

were never very beautiful ; in their long,

massive, heavy walls, proportion is almost
entirely wanting ; and as the Incas were
never capable of constructing a vaulted
roof in the primitive mode of the Central

Americans, the length of their buildings in

comparison with their moderate height

produces a disagreeable impression.

Furthermore, in the kingdom of Tahuan-
tinsuyu, sculpture was almost entirely for-

bidden. Very rarely in Inca buildings are

to be seen any decorative carvings what-
ever ; the few gates above which a
decoration of pumas' heads appears are

probably only remains of buildings ante-

cedent to the Incas, which they had pulled

down, and the material of which their

architects had used for their own purposes.

The Inca worship forbade any kind of

sculptural decoration, and in ancient times

waged a bitter war of extermination against

the idols of the subject races; it thus
_ ^. became a rule that living
Decorations i • u u i

•

„ .... . bemgs should, under no cir-
Forbidden by ^,

i! j - i

w T.r I.- cumstances, be depicted ni
Inca Worship , „,.,., f.

stone. Iheir buildmgs dis-

play extraordinary skill in working even the

hardest rock, and their pottery-ware shows
equally clearly that they found no difficulty

in depicting real life with proportion and
vigour ; but every sculpture that has been
found on Peruvian soil is antecedent to the

time of the Inca kingdom. The artistic

tendencies of the Incas have made it easy
to distinguish their work from that of their

predecessors and successors. Generally
an examination of the stone-work is

sufficient to settle any question as to the
origin of an Inca building ; for neither

before nor after them were blocks fitted

together with that exactness which pro-

claims most careful polishing.

Another characteristic feature in the
Inca architecture is that all openings were
in trapezoidal form. Windows in their

buildings are rather the exception than the
rule, a circumstance which increases the
gloomy appearance of their houses. How-
ever, upon the inside walls of their build-

ings are constantly to be found niches
which served them as cupboards, and
these, as well as the doors, which looked
into an open court in a long row, and
admitted light and air to the rooms

grouped around it, display the peculiarity

that the p'^sts lean in towards one another,
so that the lintel is rather narrower than
the threshold. The Inca architects clung
to this peculiarity, whatever the diversity

of material and situation ; from the lake
of Titicaca up to Quito, and from Cuzco
to the shore of the Pacific Ocean, this

-, distinctive feature can be recog-

- ^ ""^
nised without difficulty. Their

g .

J

mode of roofing must have
made the Inca buildings appear

doubly strange and ugly. For that purpose
they could not use stone, and trees were
too scarce to provide sufficient material

for solid constructions of wood.
Consequently, the roofs of even their

most ornamental buildings were composed
of canes and straw, which were supported
by wooden posts of moderate strength.

The exterior of the buildings was decorated
by plates and artistically worked pieces of

precious metal, but this would be true only
of the temples, and to a limited degree of

the palaces ; for gold and silver were worth-
less to the comm.on people, and served
mainly as gifts to the gods, and to the kings,

who were considered almost equal to them.
The foundation of the first schools in

the kingdom was also ascribed to the Inca
Roca. The Peruvians had their own
learned class, the Amauta ; but these

formed only a subordinate division of the

Inca caste. Far from desiring to spread
education throughout the ranks of the

people, the Incas were of the opinion that

too much knowledge and power could pro-

duce only dissatisfaction, and were conse-

quently unsuitable for the common people.

Hence it was that only scholars of

the Inca blood could be received into the

classes of the Amauta ; and besides the

3'Ouths of the Inca race, their schools in

Cuzco were attended onh^ by such children

of the vassal princes as the special favour
of the Incas allowed to come—a favour
which also served political purposes, as

it made the young princes
^"^ ® acquainted with those parti-

J,
. . cular conceptions upon which

the Inca power was founded.
In these schools the young people obtained
solid and valuable instruction ; bodily

exercises and intellectual training went
on side by side ; and the difficult

problem of developing body and mind
to an equal degree was thus solved

sufficiently to meet the requirements of

the time. Languages formed an important
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department in their instruction. The Incas
of the royal famihes are said to have
spoken a language of their own ; this was
known to the Amauta, but upon the
destruction of the Inca race, before and
during the Spanish conquest, the know-
ledge of it was so entirely lost that at the
time of the Inca Garcilaso there was no one
^, ^, living who knew it. This Ian-
Forgotten "

. , ,

,
J.

guage cannot have been a
nguage o

^y|^Qj]y jgQj^^g^j (Jj^jg^^f ^g Q.^^-.
Inca Rulers .,

-^
, ,

, , t
cilaso would have us believe,

but was probably a dialect of the Aymara,
which was spoken by Manco Capak and
the race which was destroyed upon the
migration of the Incas to Cuzco.

It was an act of far-seeing policy that the
Incas did not make these rude, uncultivated
dialects the official language of their realm,
but used the Quechua, which was widely
spread upon the north and west of Cuzco,
and the sounds and forms of which were
less harsh and more easily acquired.
Under their rule this speech became
native to all the subjects of their empire,
so that it is even now spoken throughout
the area of the former kingdom of Tahuan-
tinsuyu, while only a few remains have
survived of the national languages of

the subject races, and some dialects have
become altogether extinct.
The higher learning was naturally ex-

clusively reserved to the Amauta ; it was
pursued only in particular schools. Thus,
none but the Amauta understood the
system of quipus, the different-coloured

Ideal of the
^^^ings arranged in a row upon

Inca ^ cross-string, which served as

Government ^^^ Only existing help to the
memory. This system may have

been very well suited for that fixed condi-

tion of things which was the ideal of the
Inca government, but it could not com-
pensate for the lack of a proper handwriting
as a real means of exchanging thoughts
or of stereotyping expression. In the
high schools of the Amauta the preserva-

tion of historical traditions was earnestly

pursued. Epic and 13'ric poems are said
to have been preserved by the Amauta
during the Inca period ; but these were
undoubtedly transmitted entirely by word
of mouth—no use being made of the
quipus, many examples of which are in

existence, but none of which have been
explained or translated. It has been
established that the Ollanta drama, which
was supposed to be a product of ancient
Indian intellect, came into existence in

the seventeenth century, and is therefore

owing to Spanish influence.

Finally, the Amauta became the re-

positories of priestly knowledge, with
which, as is usual to, and characteristic of,

a kingdom of sun - worshippers, astro-

nomical knowledge was closely connected.
The Inca calendar seems to have been
in a much earlier stage of development
than that of many other American
peoples ; the Incas were probably too

p . ,
proud to borrow the discoveries

Ch^ f

"^^
of other nations, while their own

P ..
I

civilisation was of too short

a growth to have arrived at

the discovery of an accurate calendar.

Their chief festival, upon which their

chronology was founded, the " Inti

Raimi," was celebrated upon a date
settled by observation of the sun ; this

was the day on which the shadow of the

gnomon, known as " Inti huatana,"
showed that the northerly procession of

the sun had ceased—that is, that the

winter solstice had begun, the day being
about June 21st ; consequently a difference

between the actual year and the state

year was impossible.

The Peruvians do not seem to have
gained these results by calculation ; almost
all their festivals were regulated by the

position of the sun and the phases of

the moon ; they also knew and reve-

renced the Pleiades and the morning
and evening star, under the name of
" Chasca." Pachacutek, the Inca, was the

first to divide the year into twelve months.

THE PATHWAY OF THE DEi HE PYRAMID OF THE MOON IN MEXICO
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GROWING POWER OF THE INCAS
AND THE REVIVAL OF NATIONAL RELIGIONS
"PHE institutions ascribed to the Inca
* Roca show that the Inca kingdom under
his government had arrived at a high pitch

of intellectual and material prosperity
;

but, as will be seen from the following

occurrences, its organisation was still

extremely loose and in no way corre-

sponded with the political ideals which our
sources show us to have prevailed at the

time of the conquest. It was the imme-
diate successors of Inca Roca who really

founded and centralised the Inca kingdom.
The government of the Inca Yahuar

Huacac Yupanki was considered as a
period of misfortune by the Peruvian
Amauta ; his name denotes " the man who
weeps tears of blood." The history of the

first six Inca rulers is related by all

our sources with great consistency and
but few discrepancies ; but with regard to

the kings between Inca Roca and Inca
Yupanki Pachacutek there is such confu-

sion in the ancient traditions

that the number, names, and
Strife in

the Inca

J..
. exploits ascribed to individual

>og om
j^jj^gg cannot be brought into

any sort of harmony. It can only
be asserted that during this period both
the Inca dynasty and the Inca kingdom
underwent heavy shocks and were fre-

quently subject to internal strife.

The dangers with which the Inca king-

dom was threatened resulted from efforts

to strengthen their rule over the races in

their immediate neighbourhood, who had
hitherto been rather their allies than their

subjects. Yahuar Huacac had made a

step in this direction by demanding
tribute from the races of the high valleys,

who had been in the habit of making
voluntary presents to the Incas ; this was
the signal for a revolt which brought the

Inca kingdom to the verge of destruction

for a second time. The Chanca, a war-
like race spread upon the north-west
of Cuzco between Andahuailas and Are-
quipa, marched against Cuzco, under the
leadership of their king, Uscovillca, with

SHch overpowering force that Yahuar
Huacac did not venture to await the enemy
in his unfortified town, but fled southward.
The dangers which threatened the Inca

state from without come at this point
into connection with those which were
originated by the internal conditions of the

I St
dynasty. The narratives make

• it %tj X it tolerably plain that the legal
in the Midst T J,

-^ ^ .
o.

,
jj

Ime of succession was agam
interrupted. The official ac-

counts, which always attempt to conceal
any disturbance of the political law and
order, represent matters as if the legal

heir to the throne had, by his youthful
haughtiness, excited the anger of his

father to such an extent that he threatened
to disinherit his son, and reduced him to
the humble position of shepherd to the
sacred flocks in the mountains. There
one of his ancestors, a prince of the royal

house, by name Huiracocha, is said to

have appeared to him one day in a dream,
and told him of the great dangers which
threatened the kingdom, owing to the
revolt of the Chanca.
Thereupon the prince hastened to the

capital, in spite of his father's prohibition.

His father did not receive his explanation,
but when he had fled before the approach-
ing enemy, the king's son is said to have
inspired the timid citizens of the capital

with fresh enthusiasm, and finally to have
repulsed the attacks upon Cuzco. More-
over, with the help of the divine warriors
whom Huiracocha sent to his assistance he
defeated the enemy in open battle, and sub-

. jected them forever to the Inca
egen

rule. The legend then continues

„ . to relate how the victorious

prince declined the proposals
of his fhankful comrades to accept the
crown, and proceeded to conciliate his

royal lather by submission until the latter

voluntarily abdicated and duly announced
himself as the first of his son's vassals.

However, the real course of events was
probably as follows. The courage of the
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reigning king, and of the Incas around him,

failed before the threatening advance of

the Chanca. The state was so dislocated

that he could not rely upon the greater

portion of his subjects ; and as the town
of Cuzco and its environs offered no secure

refuge, the Inca and his closest dependents
determined to conceal themselves and
their treasures in the mountains.
The supporters of the pre-Incan dynasty

among the citizens who were now thus
abandoned—that is, the worshippers of the

old god Huiracocha—^rose to power upon the

cowardly flight of their ruler ; even without
the Chanca they would certainly have put
an end to the rule of the foreigners if the
long and prosperous government of the later

dynasty had not formed among the people
a strong party which was favourable to

the Incas. Under these circumstances a

youth of the Inca race appeared among the

vvaverers ; he had no legal right of suc-

cession to the throne, but was a man of

Inca blood and Inca courage. The imme-
diate necessit}' was to do away with the

opposition between the remnant of the

ancient inhabitants and the Inca depend-
ents, which had broken out with greater

vigour upon the flight of the ruler. For this

purpose he invented the legend of the

appearance of the god Huiracocha.
He said that the god of the ancient

people had chosen him, the Inca, as the

saviour of his people. By this means he
obtained allies among the neighbouring:

highland races, who helped him to victory.

This favourite of Huiracocha was naturally
disinclined to lay the palm of victory at

the feet of those Incas in whose absence
he had won hi? success ; but he was equally
unable openly to usurp the power of the
Inca king in the face of a strong party of

allies who had materially contributed to

his success. The consequence was that

for many years the lawful ruler, who was
greatly despised by his people for his

cowardice, set up his court far from Cuzco,
while his more fortunate rival held the

reins of power in the capital without
venturing to assume the royal title.

Finally, a compromise was
new mg

j3j-Q^gj^^ about which enabled
, T,. the aged king to spend his re-
Inca Throne • P °. ^ -,

manimg yearsm peace and gave
the real ruler the legal title he had won. The
Inca who took the name of the god Huira-
cocha had to thank his southern neighbours,
the Canes and Cancha, for the salvation of

Cuzco and for his victory over the Chanca.
But there was collected beneath his

standard, not a body of vassals, but
a confederation which expected a rich

recompense from the spoils of war.

Here we have another proof of the

fact that the Inca kingdom, both in

extent and in internal compactness, was
still far removed from its later perfection.

But important strides were made under
the rule of the far-seeing Huiracocha. In
the first place, the subjuGration of the

RUINED TEMPLE OF HUIRACOCHA, BETWEEN CUZCO AND THE LAKE OF TITICACA
The Temple of Huiracocha marks the beginning; of that scepticism among the Incas and Amautas concerning their
gods, to counteract which the more faithful of Huiracocha's worshippers caused a number of temples to be erected, this
being the most important of them. Most of these temples also served as tombs, but only for the kings and high pnests.
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WAYSIDE SHRINE BELOW THE WALLS OF AN ANCIENT INCA FORTRESS

In the above picture the distant past is united with modern times, as it illustrates a wayside Calvary erected by some
devout Roman Catholics near the ancient walls of an Inca fortress. The few descendants of the Incas to-day preserve,
to some extent, their old religious forms, but many have been won over to Catholicism by the missions of the Church.

Chanca provided him with a numerous
body of warriors immediately dependent
upon him, whom he raised to honour and
position. On the other hand, there were
many httle dynasties in the neighbourhood
of Cuzco loosely dependent upon the Inca
state who were disinclined to give in their

allegiance to the new ruler, and had
regarded his predecessors upon the throne
with displeasure. Huiracocha, with extra-

ordinary cleverness, now changed the

feeble suzerainty of the ruler of Cuzco
into a virtual dominion. The

*f /-. t dependents of the previous Inca
and Cancha ^ ^

Subdued
did not find courage for an open
display of hostility, and as the

individual dynasties were unable to unite

for common purposes they were reduced
to the position of vassal states. The
Canes and Cancha, when they refused to

recognise the sovereignty of the Inca by
sending him tribute, were attacked and
subdued after a vigorous resistance.

They later became the mo^t faithful,

loyal and reliable subjects of the Inca;
to them was reserved the honourable duty
of providing bearers for the king's litter

;

for the Inca, like the princes of the Chib-
chas and Quitus, was invariably carried on

a litter when he went on a journey.
During a long rule the Inca Huiracocha
carried his arms successfully against ene-

mies in the most various directions ; but
his success was due as much to his political

skill as to the bravery of his armies.

We have a particular proof of this

in his interference in the quarrels of the

Colla. On the western and southern shores

of the lake of Titicaca, two rulers, Cari

of Chucuito, and Zapana of Hatun-Colla,

were struggling for pre-eminence, and each
was short-sighted enough to invite Huira-
cocha's help. That gave him the oppor-

tunity of being the first of the Inca race to

press forward to the sacred islands of

Titicaca and the ruined cities of Tiahuan-
aco. He took the side of the weaker and
more remote Cari, who readily became a

kind of vassal to the Inca, in order to repel

his more powerful opponent ; and thereby

he prepared the incorporation of both dis-

tricts in the Inca state, an incorporation

which a rising in that district enabled

his grandson, Tupak Yupanki, to complete.

A fundamental reason for the rapid and
brilliant success of the new Inca la}^ in

the alteration of his religious policy. The
sun-worship which the Incas had set up
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as the religion for the state and the people

could hardly appeal to the inhabitants of

the highlands. It was a mixture of reverence

for the powers of Nature and of ancestor-

worship, which latter feature made it an
important element in the Inca family life,

strong emphasis being thereby laid upon
the difference between the Inca race and

the peoples subject to them, and
so this cult became rather an

un-go o
QppQj-tunity for expressing dis-

thc Incas ^^.
j.i t

gust than an occasion for wor-

ship. The sun, with his beneficent influences

of warmth and fruitfulness, was certainly an
eminently suitable deity for the inhabitants

of the bare, rough highlands, and Huira-

cocha, as he was originally worshipped by
the Quechua and other neighbouring
peoples, was no doubt an offshoot from a
sun divinity. Although the Incas must
have conceived of the sun-god, Inti, as

their forefather in a human form, they
none the less banished from their worship
every kind of anthropomorphism. When
worship was not directly offered to the

luminary, as it invariably was on great

feast-days, the god was represented only
by a bright golden shield.

Pictorial representation was systematic-

ally objected to by the Incas, not only

in their own worship, but also in that of

all other gods. In their campaigns against

hostile peoples the destruction of temples
and images was considered an important
duty. The peoples who reluctantly bowed
to the yoke of the Inca dominion were not
brought into any closer sympathy with
their religion when they saw the hall of

the sun-god in the temple at Cuzco
changed into a hall of ancestors ; along
the walls stood the embalmed mummies
of dead rulers, a band of solar children

grouped around their father, the sun-god.
There can be no question that this worship

contributed to raise a barrier between the
Incas and their subjects. The worship of

Huiracocha now resolved upon by the new
Inca, who borrowed his name

ors ippers
^^.^^ that of the god, implied

of the God A J. -u \ l^ ^1

Huiracocha ^ Complete breach with the re-

ligious policy that had hitherto
obtained. But this Inca, who was too
cultivated to find any satisfaction for his

own religious needs in sun-worship, could
not afford to set up such a primitive
idolatry as the ancient worship of the
highland god must have been. The god
whom the Amautas and Incas worshipped
under the name of Huiracocha, as the
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almighty creator of all things, whom they
honoured more than Inti, the sun-god, as

being the source of all life, was no stone
image ; he defied all representation, pic-

torial and otherwise, as he worked and lived

under no concrete form, existing as the
mighty power which penetrates the whole
world. Upon the occurrence of one of those

religious ceremonies with which the rising

orb of day was greeted, and which were
crowned by the presence of the king, the

Inca Huiracocha is said to have asked
the priests and Amautas collected around
him whether it was conceivable that Inti

was the highest god and the ruler of all

things, as he invariably accomplished his

course around the earth in a manner
both regular and fatiguing. Supposing
he were free and powerful, would he not

at some time feel a desire to take a rest

or to strike out another path than the one
of which his daily routine must have
made him thoroughly weary ?

Similar beginnings of scepticism and
eclecticism not difficult to understand, are

related of his successors, and afforded an

opportunity for the introduction of the

. ideas which the Incas attached

/v*7^ . to their worship of Huira-
of National , t /- i ^i, ^1
P .. . cocha. in Lacha they erected
e igions

^ famous temple of Huiracocha
for the benefit of the people ; its ruins

show strong divergences from the archi-

tectural style of the Incas, and also from
that of all the other Peruvian peoples,

and remain standing to-day as an unsolved
problem. In Cuzco and other places

altars were erected to the god, and his

image was placed before them, generally

in the form of an old man in flowing robes.

Other national religions, which had been
repressed hitherto, now celebrated their

revival. In the version of the legend

about the conquest of the Chanca, who are

said to have been overcome with the help

of the Pururauca, those stone statues of

warriors which started into life and rushed
into the ranks of the enem}^ at the Inca's

call, we see at least a reminiscence of the

revival of stone-worship. In the case

of the succeeding Inca there is even
better evidence of this, in the fact that

after a visit to Tiahuanaco be ordered
similar memorials to be set up in the

neighbourhood of Cuzco ; the results of

this order were the peculiar steps, plat-

forms, and sites hewn in the rock of Monte
Rodadero near Cuzco. The worships of

other subject peoples were also recognised
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later by the Incas, and transported to

Cuzco ; as, for instance, the worship of

Pachacamak, the chief god of the peoples
on the coast of the Pacific Ocean. At the

time of the Spanish conquest Cuzco was
a meeting-place, not only for princes and
governors, but also for the gods and priests

of every race which belonged to the Inca
kingdom—a regular arsenal of idols,

differing widely in shape and meaning.
It was important for the Inca Huira-

cocha to find a successor to the throne
who could continue and bring to perfection

the work which he had begun. The rule

of the Inca Yupanki, who was also called

Pachacutek, was an open progress of

almost uninterrupted triumph. On the

east he extended the boundaries of his

kingdom to the point where the mountain
streams moderate their impetuous course

in the boundless llanos. On the south
he won several victories over the king of

Hatun-Colla, and added the king of

Chucuito to the number of his vassals.

Upon the north he extended his dominion
as far as Cajamarca and Conchucos

;

and as his father had left him no more
room for conquest upon the

west of the mountain valleys.
Inca Rule

Extended

to the Sea
he advanced to the shores of

the Pacific Ocean and subdued
the whole seaboard as far as the Rimak
valley. His campaigns, which he some-
times led in person and sometimes en-

trusted to his brothers, and later to his

successor, often lasted for j^ears ; under
him was completed the military organisa-

tion to which we have already referred.

The war upon the coast called for special

precautions. Previous attempts to press

forward in that direction had caused the

Inca unusually heavy losses. His high-

land warriors could not endure the hot
coast climate, and fev^ers were enemies
against which they were almost powerless.

But by relieving the armies fighting on
the coast w^ith fresh divisions at short
intervals, and by removing the warriors

to the highlands to recruit, he succeeded in

extending his rule to the sea. When once
this was accomplished, he found reliable

soldiers in the races on the coast, and
soldiers, too, who were inured to the climate.

The principle of leaving an easy
retreat open to the enemy against whom
he marched was also followed by him.
Numerous races and princes in the
mountains and on the coast submitted to

his display of power without obligmg him

to make them feel the sharpness of his

sword. Among those which submitted
voluntarily was the priestly state of

Pachacamak in the valley of Lurin. The
times when the Incas overthrew the

temples had long since passed away.
Pachacutek worshipped in person the gods
who were honoured as far and wide upon

. the coast-land as Huiracocha
onounng

^^^^^ j^ ^j^^ mountains, and left

I G d
^^^® temples and their treasures

undisturbed ; to these latter he
even sent costly presents. The only con-

dition he laid upon the conquered people

was that upon the heights which over-

looked the town and temple of Pachaca-
mak a new and more splendid temple
should be erected to his own god Inti,

the sun, and he ordered a similar temple
to be built in Cuzco for Pachacamak.
The Inca power had not been so firmly

established in these extensive and recently

subdued districts that Pachacutek did

not have to deal now and again with

re\-olts. The Chanca reluctantly bore the

Inca yoke. Neither permanent forti-

fications in their land, nor the fact that

their ranks had been repeatedly weakened
by the transportation of their warriors

into more peaceful parts of the king-

dom, served to break or to appease
their haughty spirit. On the contrary,

they determined, when they were con-

vinced of their weakness, to abandon their

ancient home rather than give up their

independence. The whole tribe started on
a migration in a north-easterlj^ direction,

and founded a settlement in Chachapoyas,
which was only again united with the

kingdom under the last Inca ruler.

Pachacutek had also other battles to

fight within his realm, but these did not

seriously endanger it. Among the men of

Inca blood there were still many remaining

who linew to what change of succession the

d\'nasty from which Pachacutek was
sprung owed the throne of Cuzco. Thus

an extensive conspiracy had

C
°

't'*
. . been formed with the secret

oun «rp o in
q],^- ^^ q^- deposing the Inca

the Inca Palace t^ i j^ i j ^x-Pachacutek and settmg up m
his place a descendant of the ancient ro\'al

family, the Inca Urco. But Pachacutek
was informed in time of these treasonable

designs, and before the conspirators had
the least suspicion that their plans were
known the Inca Urco suddenly and mys-
teriously disappeared in the ro\'al palace,

from which he was never again to issue.
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THE FLOURISHING OF THE INCAS
THEIR SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS LIFE

OACHACUTEK won great fame for him-
* self by his victorious campaigns towards
the four quarters of the heavens ; and with

just pride he named his territory Tahuan-
tinsuyu—the four cardinal points. But
he left a still greater memorial of himself

in the internal organisation of the Inca
kingdom, an organisation that far sur-

passed an3^thing else of the kind in existence

upon American soil. To consider Peru
under the Incas as a kingdom founded
upon a basis of socialism is to misunder-
stand entirely the facts of the case.

The Inca rule was an absolute theocracy,

at the head of which was the Inca,

who concentrated temporal and religious

functions in his own person as being
the child of the sun-god and the chief

priest of that divinity. His power was
absolute over body and soul, property
and person, of his subjects ; the only
laws that were binding upon him were his

_ own will and pleasure, and

» J "^r. -r these he might change to anv
Lord of Life -j.i_ i ja

J r» it extent he pleased. A conse-
and Death , ,i r i

quence of this powerful position

W'as that the Inca alone possessed real

property ; the whole extent of the kingdom
belonged to him, with every living creature
in it ; other men had only the usufruct
of his property. It appears a hard
ordinance that, as our historical sources
inform us, a third of the produce of the
country was appropriated for the support
of the ruler, another third for the service

of the sun, while only a third remained
for the people. But the oppression of this

law is only apparent ; the Inca and the
sun represented the financial department
of modern times, and a large proportion
of the people lived at their expense.

Moreover, those portions of the land
assigned to the people lay in the
neighbourhood of the villages and places
of population ; as such settlements had
been made purposely on land that was
capable of cultivation, the best third of

the land was in the hands of the people.

The extensive tablelands of the Puna,
the high mountain ranges, were included
in the land belonging to the sun and
to the Inca, where the low temperature
precluded agriculture. Here was the
home of the great herds of llamas,

„ which belonged to the Inca or

of th
^° ^^^ ^^"" ^^^ possession of

j^j
these animals was forbidden to

the common people. The llama
is the only large domestic animal
which the American natives possessed.

Different kinds of fowl, and in many
districts little dogs, were tamed and
bred ; but they were of use to man-
kind only as food ; their possession was a
compensation for the increasing difficulty

of gaining a living by hunting. The
llama alone has the character of a domestic
animal, in the full sense of the word,
among the ancient Americans, for it alone
was of use to man during its lifetime.

In early times it was never used for

riding or drawing vehicles. However, the
Peruvians of the highlands—for the climate
of the coast is fatal to the llama, and
for that reason the animal was never used
there in Inca times—made constant
use of it as a beast of burden. The llama
was equally valuable for its wool. Like
the sheep, it can be shorn from time to

time without occasioning the least injury
to its health ; and in the Inca kingdom
its wool was always woven into stuffs.

The llamas, in common with all

living animals, were the exclusive pro-
perty of the Inca—that is, of the state.

State servants performed the shearing, and

^j, , - officials divided the raw woolWork of ,, , ,.

the Su
among the people according

Mlide^s ^^ their powers of working
it and their necessities. The

wool was not only woven for the clothing
of the people, but a portion of it served
in lieu of taxes. A kind of factory for

wool-weaving went on in the abodes of

the ladies of the sun, the Acllas ; these were
monastical retreats where hundreds of
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girls were constantly emploj^ed in spinning

and weaving. Here was also worked
the finer wool of the vicuna, a variety of

the llama which ran wild and was driven

into herds only at shearing-time. These
fine stuffs were not intended for the

common people, but were invariably

worn by the Incas. For the royal families,

and especially for the ruling
amas on

jj^^^g,, the sun-maidens were

n IT 1.1 obliged to provide large supplies
Royal Tabic , ° r . . ££ r V 4.

of the finest stuffs ; for state

ceremonial exacted from the king that he
should always be clothed in spotlessly new
garments. In the provinces, also, the

Acllas worked the coarser wool of the llama,

and thereby contributed to supply the

royal storehouses, in which large quantities

of woollen garments were collected for

the use of the army in time of war.

The llama was also important as a food

supply
; game was neither plentiful nor

varied, and the people could not have sup-

ported themselves thereby. Most of the

inhabitants certainlj^ kept and bred fowls in

and near their houses. But beyond this

there existed only the flesh of the llama, and
a number of these animals were daily slaugh-

tered for the Inca's table. But the herds

were so numerous and increased so rapidly,

that now and again a large number of them
were slaughtered and divided among the

people, who were thus feasted by the

monarch. The llama had descended from
its wild forefathers, the guanaco and the

vicuna, and had become a permanent
species. Such a development must have
required an extremely long period of

time for its accomplishment, and con-
sequently the llama must have been tamed
long previous to the Inca rule.

But although this acquisition of civili-

sation was not due to the Incas, yet they
were the first peoples to systematise the
breeding and the use of the animal. On
one of his first campaigns of conquest
the Inca Pachacutek subdued the district

Q ,, . of Huilcabamba, and found that

,. J
the veins of gold there situated

the Inca
1 j i, • ^ ,

^. . were already being extensively
tvingdom 111 ,1 • » , , ,

worked by the natives. Although
they could work only the upper strata,

and with their primitive implements
could naturally extract the gold from
only the richest lodes, yet the aston-
ishing amount of gold and silver which
the Spaniards found in the Inca kingdom
shows that the work was profitable.

The people were obliged to pay their
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tribute to the Inca from these mining
operations. The work demanded of them
was not hard ; they were always allowed

sufficient time to satisfy their own personal

requirements. But the mountain peoples

had as little claim to the precious metal
which they brought forth to the light of

day as had the owners of the corn in the

lowland, or the shepherds of the llamas,

to the possession of these goods ; for real

property belonged to the Inca alone.

Gold and silver, the medium of exchange
in the whole civilised world, brought
neither power nor influence into the Inca
kingdom, but were employed for the

decoration of the gods and kings and were
worthless in the hands of individuals.

A state which had no money and practi-

cally no property had also nothing

wherewith to pay taxes. But the citizen

himself was the property, the slave, of the

state, and consequently he owed a certain

portion of his labour to the state. In

the larger settlements a considerable

number of the inhabitants paid their

tribute in different kinds of manufacture,
in which, in some cases, they had attained

. . ,^ considerable skill. The ancient

a Divrlc""
Peruvian weaving, both of wool-

c
*^*!*^

len and cotton stuffs, though
Service -1 .., • ,

carried on with very simple

implements, is of high qualit}' in respect

of both fineness and durability ; and the

weavers understood the employment of

large and artistic patterns by the use of

different coloured threads. Still more
remarkable is the Peruvian pottery-ware,

with its great variety of decoration, which
is invariably tasteful, and with its rich and
artistic colouring. Their artistic powers
were almost exclusively exercised upon
tlris pottery ; and ware that has been
shaped into realistic but very fantastic

forms has come down to us from almost

all the provinces of the Inca kingdom.
The country people were employed in

herding the flocks of llama, or in cultivat-

ing the lands belonging to the Inca and
the sun. The plough was unknown to the

Peruvians ; they turned up the soil with
an implement like a spade, and, as they
invariabh^ worked in large numbers,
digging in rows, their fields must have had
a furrowed appearance. Agriculture was
the foundation of the Inca kingdom ; it

was regarded as divine service, and every

subject of the kingdom was entrusted

with its accomplishment. When the

season for tilling the soil had come round,
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the Inca himself, followed by all his court,

proceeded in great pomp to a field which
was dedicated to the sun in the neighboiu"-

hood of Cuzco, and began the agriculture

in person with religious ceremonies. Each
of his courtiers had to follow his example.
The order was then transmitted by

officials through the country that the

subjects should begin the year's work
upon the land. The head of every family
was in annual possession of a particular

|.Iot of land proportioned to the needs of

his household ; if his family increased, so

did his plot, a piece half the size of the

original allotment being given him for

each son, and a quarter of the original

size for each daughter. But the land
remained state property, and upon the

death or migration of the occupant it

reverted to the Crown. Cultivation was
carried on in common and under the

superintendence of overseers. First were
tilled the lands of the sun ; then those of

individual citizens, including the allot-

ments of the poor, the sick, and the

officials ; and finally the lands of the Inca
were cultivated. In the milder districts of

the kingdom a number of

varieties of maize were raised.
Methods of

Inca

Agriculture
The mandioc, several kinds of

pumpkins, beans, and some
otlier vegetables, were grown more in the

gardens around the houses than in the

fields. But in many districts of the Inca
kingdom the cold climate was unfavour-
able to these vegetables. In such cases

potatoes formed the staple of agriculture.

The Inca-Peruvians carried on agricul-

ture not only extensively, but also with

great energy. The use of manure, for which
purpose, after they had conquered the

sea-coast, they used guano, was as little a

discovery of theirs as was the science of

irrigation. In the narrow valleys of the

higlilands they increased the ground avail-

able for agriculture by making terraces for

miles, at a great expense of labour, in

the precipitous mountain heights, which
were then carefully irrigated by canals

from the river running down the valley.

Land that was in this way brought under
cultivation naturally belonged only to the

Incas ; the amount of work necessary

for its success was far more than individual

sources could provide, and presupposed
a strong and close organisation. A family
of at least ten inhabitants formed the

smallest administrative unity in the king-

dom ; an inferior official superintended

this, whose business it was to care for and
watch over it. Ten of such unities formed
a " hundred "

; here the superintendent
was obliged to keep an eye upon the
districts of his ten inferior officials,

besides the care of his own ofhce. The
next political unity was formed of ten
" hundreds," and a " ten thousand " was

„ ^. generally equivalent to a pro-How the ° • / ,1^ 1 • J Vi
^. . vmce of the kmgdom. IheKingdom was , • , , f n i

•

Governed
highest power naturally lay m
the hands of the Inca, who had

a consultative council in Cuzco. But besides
this council the governors of the provinces
—who were generally chosen from the
Inca class when political necessities had
not left the rule in the hands of one of

the old conquered princes—and also the
officials of smaller districts, were obliged
from time to time to appear personally

before the central power, or to send in

their reports with the help of the quipus.
By this means the government was fully

informed concerning the inhabitants of

each province and their capabilities, and
also concerning the supplies and provisions
which every district was obliged to make,
to meet its own necessities, and even to

have a surplus in hand. Moreover, the
overseers were constantly inspected by
officials of a higher class. In cases where
faults were discovered, the guilty person
was punished, and so also were his supe-

riors, who ought to have informed the

subjects of their obligations and to have
assured themselves that these were fulfilled.

As the common man, the " hatunruna,"
possessed no real property, he might also

pay his taxes in military service. The
Incas did not maintain a standing army,
and any careful or extensive training in the

use of arms seems to have been the

privilege of the Incas alone, and of the

sons of the nobles from the subject

provinces. It is by no means clear in

what manner the hatunruna obtained the

training necessary to enable him to fulfil

. his part in the constant and
• *wM-f*' distant campaigns of the Incas.
in Military t^, tL j

c . ihere was, however, a system
for regularly relieving the

garrisons that were maintained in un-

settled quarters, as well as for conveying
reinforcements to the battlefields ; an
arrangement must consequently have been
on foot somewhat similar to the old

Prussian system of relief, according to

which the hatunruna returned to his

agricultural pursuits after a short period
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of active service, until he was again called

out in due course, though generally only

for a very limited space of time.

An important duty of the overseers of

the " hundreds " was to see that the people

performed their allotted portion of work
;

the women were included under this

decree. Their essential duties in their

households consisted in the care of the

garden and of the poultry ; but most
important were the s})inning and weaving,

which they were obliged to practise beyond
the mere satisfaction of their household

necessities, as we have already stated.

Idleness was a punishable offpnco in tlie

Inca kingdom. Even
when women made
visits to their neigh-

bours they took their

work with them,

unless the person
visited was of higher

rank than her visitor

:

in this case it was
the duty of the visittir

to ask for permission

to take her work. It

was the business ot

the local overseers to

apportion as much
land to each inhabit-

ant as would suffice

for the maintenance
of himself and his

wife. If, as happened
in exceptional cases,

the land belonging

to the community did
not suffice, the in-

habitants had a claim

upon the lands of the

Inca ; but when the

population of a pro-

vince rose to such an
extent that the land

was no longer capable
of supporting them,
colonists, known as
" mitimaes," were
sent out into less

thickly populated or

new provinces. The
state undertook the

duty of providing
for the support of

each individual, but avoided poverty, with
its evil results of beggary and vagabondism,
which was, in fact, entirely obviated by
the necessity of labour and the prohibition
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ANCIENT AMERICA'S DOMESTIC ANIMAL
The only large domestic animal possessed by the

American natives, the llama was much prized by them,

the Peruvians of the highlands making constant use of it

as a beast of burden, while it was also valuable on account

of its wool, which was woven for the clothing of the people.

which was laid upon an unauthorised
change of residence. The state also recog-

nised its duty of providing for its subjects

in extraordinary cases ; and, thanks to

the general industry, the storehouses

situated in every province were sufficiently

full of supplies to meet all necessities.

The conception of private property was
not wholly unfamiliar to the inhabitants

of the Inca state. Houses and land were,

it is true, the property of the community,
to which they reverted at the death of the

holder. But so ample was the provision

made for the support of the individual

that 1-10 was abl'^ to put aside sor^e savings,

-. and to lay out these

economies as he
wished, even in the

purchase of luxuries,

as the state, or com-
munity, provided his

necessities. The ob-

jects found in the

Peruvian cemeteries

show us that luxuries

were not altogether

unknown even
among the common
people, and this per-

sonal property was
almost invariably in-

terred with its dead
owner. As new mem-
bers were born into

the family, the land
allotted to it was
increased. The young
Inca citizens passed
a long and tranquil

childhood. It was
incumbent on their

parents to give them
a practical education
and to train them
in domestic duties,

but it was not till

the completion of
their twenty-fourth
year that the state

made any claim upon
the young people. At
twenty-five they were
married. Marriage
was also strictly con-

trolled by the law,

which denied the Inca Peruvian any oppor-

tunity of personal initiative from the

cradle to the grave. The public officials

were required to keep a register of persons
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of both sexes who every year attained a
marriageable age in their districts. Each
year a day was appointed for the celebra-

tion of marriages throughout the kingdom.
The young men and maidens, clad in their

best attire, appeared before the officers of

their district, who publicly, but with little

in the way of ceremony, assigned to each
youth a young maiden. On the same day,
at Cuzco, the Inca himself officiated for

those of noble blood. The consent of the

young people was superfluous in the eyes
of the law, but, when possible, their

inclinations were considered. No one,

however, might marry outside of his own
district. The usual allotment of land was
now made to the young couple, and the
community saw to the building of their

simple and primitive dwelling. In this

way they entered the ranks of the hatun-
runas, accepting all the responsibilities

involved, except that for the first year

—

the honeymoon of their married life—they
remained exempt from public service.

The duties of labour were obligatory up
to the age of fifty ; after that time the com-
munity, as also in cases of temporary or
permanent disablement, became responsible

for their support to the end of their lives.

While military service was demanded of

the men, another tax was levied by the

Inca upon the women. Every year the

officials were required to select from the

number of young maidens the best and
most beautiful for the service of the ruler

and of the sun. In each province the Inca
had his palace and a house attached to it,

in which these maidens led a privileged

if a laborious existence. Whenever the

Inca came into residence it was from
their number that he chose the partner of

his couch. If the connection resulted in

pregnancy, the young mother returned to

her native home, where great respect was
paid both to her and to the child.

Very different w as the lot of those selected

for the service of the sun. Like the royal

wives, they led a favoured but industrious

life in religious seclusion. But in their

case the law against incontinence was
inviolable, and a cruel death awaited the

sun-maiden and her seducer if this statute

was transgressed. That the Incas should

occasionally have taken children from
their parents in their tenderest years for

sacrifice to the sun-god is hardly probable.
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Such sacrifices may in earlier times have
been offered to the sun-god and to the

deities of many of the peoples afterwards

subdued. But such a usage is wholly

inconsistent with the spirit of the national

religion as it was practised under the

later Incas. In the Inca state religion was
much more a matter of politics than of

dogma. The late Incas therefore

. . _ imposed no restrictions upon

Rcli ton
' *^^ various races of their sub-

c igion
je^-ts as to the number of gods

they might desire to w^orship. It was also

from political motives that the\^ estab-

lished at Cuzco the temples and priests

of the various religions ; for thus they

were in continual touch with the forces

which they knew to exercise a great

influence upon the masses.

The introduction into every newly ac-

quired province of sun-worship as a supreme
and universal form of religionwas also meant
to serve their political ends. Although
there was at Cuzco a high priest of the

sun-god, who exercised a kind of control

over priests of all denominations through-

out the country, yet the real head of the

church was the Inca. As descendant of

the sun-god he stood nearer to the deity

than his highest priest, while as child of

the sun he was himself entitled to divine

honours after his death, upon which he
returned to his ancestor. Dissensions

between king and priesthood, which
recur so frequently in the communities
of Central America, w'ere rendered im-

possible by the semi-divine character of

the Inca. For this reason the decided
revolution which the Inca Huiracocha
brought about in the domain of religious

politics never at any place or time caused
the slightest difficulty, although it raised

at once a host of formidable rivals to the
priesthood of the sun.

The privileged position, and the endow-
ment of a third of the land, remained their

exclusive right; but even the Inca kings

. made numerous and costly
eas s in

offerings to the temples of
Honour of the tt •

i it-.! i

S n-G d
Huu^acocha and Pachacamak.
The laborious life of the masses

was relieved onl}' by the festivals which
were celebrated in honour of the sun-god

;

once at least in each month the inhabi-

tants of each locality were summoned by
the officials to a feast. Upon these
occasions the flesh of the llama, set apart
by the Inca for the people, was certainly

consumed ; at the same time large
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quantities of the maize beer called "aka "

were drunk, and dance and song con-

tributed to the enjoyment. Similar holi-

days followed the completion of all the

more important tasks ; the cultivation of

the fields, the gathering in of the harvest,

or any exceptional undertaking—house-
building, roadmaking, and the like. Be-
sides these, however, there w^ere four high
festivals common to all the land : the

Hatun Raimi, the Cusqui Raimi, the

Situa Raimi, and the Huaracuy.
The Hatun (or Inti) Raimi was cele-

brated at the time of the winter solstice

(the 2ist of June), and was the first and
principal festival by which the year was
reckoned. Lasting for nine daj'S, it

celebrated the return of the source of

life and heat, the sun having reached and
passed its extreme northern declination.

The first three festival days were devoted
to preparation ; ever}- inhabitant of the

Inca kingdom was obliged to abstain from
all food, with the exception of a little un-

cooked^ maize and water, and, if married,

from conjugal intercourse ; all fires were
extinguished. During these days it was

the duty of the young unmar-
ried women in each household,

and of the sun-maidens for the

use of the Inca and his court,

to prepare the sacred bread, the first food
that might be taken after the fast. The
principal ceremony took place on the

morning of the fourth day. At the ap-

proach of dawn the whole population

poured out of their houses into the open
space where the priests were awaiting the

sunrise. Here the thronging multitude
crouched barefooted in a wide circle

around the priests, and, no one daring

to rise, awaited the moment when the

sun's orb should appear above the horizon,

to greet it with solemn sacrifice.

Naturally it was at Cuzco that the feast

was celebrated in its most magnificent

form. Here, upon that day, the square

of Haucaipata, around which stood the

royal palaces, w^as thronged with the

highest and noblest from every province
of the kingdom. Clothed in festal attire,

but barefooted and in the same attitude

of humilit}', they, too, awaited the

moment of sunrise. Thereupon the Inca

king was the first to rise ; upon this day,

as being the child of the sun, he himself

performed the office of high-priest. In

either hand he held a cup inlaid w'ith gold,

filled to the brim with aka. While he

Religious

Ceremonies
at Cuzco
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addressed a solemn greeting to the rising

luminary, he emptied the cup in his right

hand into a golden basin that stood before

him, whence golden pipes conveyed the

libation to the Temple of the Sun.
The cup in his left hand he put to his own

lips, and then invited his nearest relatives,

and any on whom he wished to confer

distinction, to take from this cup, with
small golden chalices, a portion for them-
selves. Then, together with the higher
priests and dignitaries, the Inca entered
the temple in order to pay his adoration
to the image of the god. The Temple of

the Sun had undergone, at the hands of

the Inca Pachacutek, a thorough restora-

tion and extension ; since which time,

owing to its rich adornment with precious

metals, it had been known by the name of

Coricancha, " the Golden Precinct."

It was an extensive group of buildings,

encircled by walls of squared masonry,
lying somewhat nearer the mountains
than the market-place. In and around
the great court were a number of edifices,

the most sacred of which was the Hall

of the Sun. Here, on the wall at the back

^, _ , of the temple, so placed as each
The bacred / j. u ^u imornmg to catch the rays ot

- ^. c the rising sun, was the great
of the Sun ,1 T^ ... -Li

°
golden disc, encircled with rays,

which constituted the Hofy of Holies.

Walls and roof, as well as the altars before

this and the other shrines of the temple,

were richly overlaid with gold, while along
the walls, seated in their litters and
wrapped in the most costly fabrics, stood
the perfectly preserved mummies of the

dead Incas. Behind the Hall of the Sun
a similar room contained the image of

the moon and the mummies of the coyas,

the imperial wives who had given to the

kingdom an heir to the throne. Here all

ornamentation was in silver. Then
followed smaller sanctuaries for the other

heavenly bodies, the divine retinue of Inti,

and for his earthly followers, the priests.

After libations and incense had been
offered at these shrines also, the Inca
returned to the square, where the rest

awaited him ; for on this da\' the great

sacrifices were performed not in the en-

closed court of the temple, but in the

open market-place. The priests now led

forth a young black llama. Black animals,

as being more uniform in colour, were
more highly prized than white ones,

which as a rule showed darker patches ;

moreover black was the sacred colour and

was specially favoured by the Inca.

While the unbound victim was held by
priests of lower grade, the high-priest cut

open the body with an obsidian knife and
tore out the heart and entrails. From
these he foretold the events of the year
that was just beginning. The body was
now divided, and, in order to burn it as

a sacrifice, the high-priest

„°^. f lighted with a burning-glass.
Festivals were t_ i i i_ • • i -

Q. . which he wore on his right

wrist, the new fire from which
all the hearths in the city were kindled

afresh. This concluded the more im-
portant ceremonies, which now gave place

to general rejoicings. Numbers of the

common llamas were slaughtered, but only

the blood and entrails were offered to the

god ; the flesh was assigned to the people

for food. The remaining days of the

festival were spent in eating and drinking,

dancing and singing, and revels of every
description, the freedom of which often

degenerated into licence. For the people

the feast closed on the ninth day, after six

days of rejoicing.

The Inca and his attendants seem to have
continued the celebrations for a month,
and even then to have lamented their brief

duration. The second of the common
festivals, the Cusqui Raimi, was connected

with agriculture. It was celebrated before

the beginning of harvest, and was a sort of

procession in honour of the sun-god, who,

after everything in mortal power had been

done to secure the success of the crops, was
implored with his divine favour to bless

and increase the harvest. This feast also

was followed by days of continuous and
unrestrained revelry, meant, no doubt, to

provide the people with recreation after

the labours of the field.

Of a different character was the third

feast, or Situa Raimi, which fell at the time

of the spring equinox, in September. The
assumption that every calamity or unex-

pected event which befell the individual or

the community was due to

some transgression was cur-

rent in the Inca kingdom as

elsewhere, and was reflected

in the laws. But if the guilt of the indi-

vidual might be expiated by atonement or

punishment, it still adhered to the commu-
nity, which had likewise to bear the weight

of all the terrors which threatened it from
the evil spirits with which earth and air

were peopled. To appease or drive away
these was the object of the feast. It was
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The Great

Day of the

Festival

preceded, like the others, by a three-days.'

fast and the preparation of sacred bread.

In addition, however, to those intended for

food, other loaves were baked, mixed with
the blood of sacrifice. With this bread

each man, on the fourth day at sunrise,

rubbed his body, after bathing in running

water, in order to purify himself. On the

morning of the great day of the

festival the crowning ceremony
took place at the fortress of

Sacsahuaman. This was a huge
fortification built of enormous blocks of

stone, which rose in five tiers on one of the

heights commanding the city from the
north-east. Its erection had been com-
menced by the Inca Huiracocha at the time
when the Chanca invasion had threatened
the as yet utterly defenceless city with
extinction. The Inca Pachacutek had
successfully completed the mighty struc-

ture. From the gate of the fortress, at the
Situa Raimi, issued four \'ouths of the Inca
race, clad in complete armour. Brandishing
their spears, they ran at full speed through
town and country in the direction of the
four cardinal points. Ever3'w-here the gaily

clad multitudes flocked from their dwellings
to meet them and greeted them with loud

shouts and waving of garments. At fixed

distances others of the Inca race, similarly

attired, waited to receive the lance in turn,

and carried it farther and farther until the
boundar}? of the district was passed. There
the lance was driven deep into the earth,

and it was supposed that the evil spirits

had thus been expelled from the soil.

During the night the Incas waved burning
torches, which they extinguished on the

farther side of the boundary in the

streams that flowed out of the country.

In this way the j'owers of darkness were
also put to flight, and the following

da3's were devoted to festivity.

While at the Situa Raimi the chief actors

were the Inca youths, who symbolically

. . delivered the people from the
aining

(jg^j^„g]-g ^j^^j- threatened them.
Manhood S r-r-, r ,^ j_ r j_ J^^

p . .. Ihe fourth great least, the

Hviaracuy, was almost exclu-

sively confined to the Inca class, and the

people could participate only in the general

rejoicings. This feast marked the con-

clusion of the probations which the chil-

dren of Inca descent, as well as the sons

of the noblest families in the provinces,

had to undergo before they might be

admitted to the privileges of manhood.

THE LAST INCA RULER: ATAHUALPA FALLS BEFORE THE SPANIARDS Rau

The story of Atahualpa is told at lengrth in the chapter which begins on the next page. A son of Huaina Capak, he
became ruler of the kingdom of Quito on his father's death, and found occasion to go to war with his brother Huascar,
who had succeeded to the Inca throne. Victory resting with Atahualpa, he was acknowledged as the ruler of the dual
kingdom ; but the Inca power was neanng its end, and Atahualpa fell before the conquering march of the Spanish forces.
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LAST DAYS OF THE INCA KINGDOM
THE LANDING OF THE SPANIARDS IN AMERICA
IN spite of the efforts of the Incas to
^ maintain the belief that the whole of

the Inca class was descended from Manco
Capak, and through him from the sun-god
himself, they had not been able to banish

from the memory of men the fact that a

part of the caste could establish no blood-

kinship with the founder of the dynasty.

In the earliest times, in addition to the ruler

of Cuzco, many other small dynasties of the

Peruvian highlands had assumed the

designation of Inca, which, like " Manco "

and " Capak," was originally a mere title

and not the name of a race. Whether these,

on their incorporation into the empire of

the son of the sun, maintained the name
and privileges of the Inca is doubtful.

Thus arose a new class in the community,
which, though unable to establish any
blood-relationship with the Incas, shared
all their privileges. When Manco Capak
came to Cuzco, he was attended by a small

band of dependents, with whose
cavizas

j_^^jp j^^ drove the Alcavizas

P P from the city. In the infancy of

the state these naturally formed
a privileged class, and when, later, the

constant extension of the empire brought
to the capital a mixed population of every
conceivable element, they and their pos-

terity, the aristocracy of Cuzco, were
admitted to all the essential privileges

enjoyed by those of pure Inca blood.

On the other hand, the Inca stock in-

creased with great rapidity by the natural
process of reproduction. Among the masses
no man was permitted to marry more than
one wife, but from this law the whole of the
Inca caste was exempt, and the ruler might
also grant dispensation to others. For him-
self, especially, it was not only a privilege

to possess a number of wives, but also a
duty to leave behind him as numerous a
progeny as possible. Only one, however, of
the ruler's wives shared his royal rank

;

she bore the name of coya, and took an
important part in the public ceremonial
that was incumbent upon the Inca. The

Inca Pacha cutek was the first to enact

that the natural sister or the nearest female
relation of the ruling Inca should always
be chosen as the coya, in order as far as

possible to preserve the blood of the chil-

dren of the sun from contamination. In
addition to the coya, the Inca might take

^ . as many wives as he wished
;

arriagc
^^ ^^^_^ belonged to the Inca

^.
^, class, they and their children

the Incas ; , , , ... , t^,
were considered legitimate, i he

Inca also sought daughters in marriage from
his vassal princes ; this was considered a
high honour, and no less so if the Inca
married one of his illegitimate daughters
to a dignitary or a vassal prince. Marriage
between men and women of the Inca class

was celebrated in the same way as that of

the people, with the exception that the
Inca ruler in person performed the cere-

money in Cuzco. Youths of Inca blood
might take only one wife of their own
accord, though they might also have
numerous concubines ; but after the com-
pletion of an important task, or upon the
occasion of a feast, the ruler often rewarded
his kinsmen with one or more wives.

Individual rulers are said to have left

as many as a hundred children, or even
more. Each of these became the founder
of a family, the connection of which
with the common stock was preserved
in their name and insignia ; such families

united to worship the mummy of their

ancestor in the Temple qf the Sun. By
law the Inca king was as completely master
of the bodies and souls of the Incas as of

_ his other subjects ; but, as a

g . . matter of fact, the Inca class

P
^
^ obtained special privileges in

the kingdom of Tahuantin-
suyu. The duty of labour, which was
incumbent upon everybody in the Inca
state, was not binding upon them. A
memorial of the time when the Incas
formed a small band in the middle of a

foreign race was preserved in the right

which they had of eating at the ruler's
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Education

Among
the Incas

table ; later this right became so extended
that the Inca was obliged to support
the whole of the Inca caste, and also all

the officials of the kingdom who were
not Incas, with the produce of that third

of the land which belonged to him. The
highest temporal and religious offices were
filled with sons of the Inca race ; and the

man who could show his value

in such a position was certain

of the monarch's favour. To
this many of the Inca sons owed

their large palaces and bands of attendants

both in the capitals and in the provinces.

The education imparted to the Inca
caste justified their special privileges. In

the case of the young girls known as
" irusta," their education was a more re-

fined type of that received by the daughters
of the people and the sun-maidens.

On the other hand, the young men, the
" auqui," not only received a careful

intellectual training, as previously men-
tioned, but were also obliged to undergo
a thorough course of physical exercise.

This was concluded, when the auqui had
reached his sixteenth year, with the ordeal

which preceded the feast of Huaracuy, and
gave him the right of assuming the name
and the insignia of an Inca. These com-
petitions consisted of a foot-race, individual

contests with weapons, similar contests

between two bands, and finally a battle

between two army corps, one of which had
to defend a fortress while another attacked
it. They also had to prove that they were
able to bear pain and toil without com-
plaining, and had to show their capability

of making their own clothes andequipment.
When these tests had been gone

through successfully, the youthful band
would be led before the king by their

masters, who were highly experienced Incas
and Amautas. He invested them with
the insignia of their new position, and
henceforward they were no longer called

auqui, but took the title of Inca. The
„ ... king bored the lobe of each
Spaniards , ,, , , ,,

-J
one s ear with a golden needle,

the Incas
'^"'^ from that time he might
wear gold and silver ear orna-

ments. This habit was carried to such an
extent that the Spaniards gave the
Incas the name of Orejones, " large-eared,"

because the weight of their ornaments
had drawn out the lobes to a remarkable
extent. Up to this point the youths had
been clothed simply and almost inade-

quately ; but on their festival day their
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nearest relations put upon them fine

sandals, as they were worn by grown-up
Incas, fastened the " huara " of fine

vicuna wool around their loins, and
placed the head-covering, " llautu," upon
their hair, which was now closely cropped.
The marks of rank worn by the ruler

coincided very nearly with these ; only his

llautu was bordered with a fine fringe of

red wool—in the case of heirs to the
throne of full age, the colour was yellow

—

which descended to the eyebrows, and
a thick tassel of similar colour, the
" paicha," adorned his right temple.

A juristic system can scarcely exist

in a kingdom where the ruler is the source
of all law and of every decree ; the officials

to whom the Inca deputed the rule of

certain portions of the people decided what
matters were punishable and what could
be allowed. As there was no real property,

there could be no pecuniary troubles

and no fines. Anyone who was guilty of

an offence had outraged the laws of the

Inca, the representative of the highest

god, and was therefore almost invariably

punished with death ; that is to say, he
was either strangled, knocked on the head,

^. _ shot with arrows, or thrown
I he Severe r ,, , t>,
„ . . ^ , from the rocks. the sun-
Punishment of •

, i, r •

, _ , maidens guiltv of mcontin-
Law-Breakers ^^~'

^ ^ , ,

ence were walled up alive; but
their seducers, and also the entire famil}^

which had brought up such an adept m
wickedness, were put to death, and the
place where their house had stood was
sown with salt and left deserted for ever.

The greater became the extent of the
Inca kingdom, the more important became
the means of quick communication. In
early times the Incas had confronted the

question of crossing the high mountain
ranges which divided one highland valley

from another, and the watercourses which
rushed furiously down the deeper valleys.

When the Inca Pachacutek marched
against Huilcabamba, his enemy broke
down the bridges over the Urubamba, and
thought thereby to oppose an impassable
obstacle to the advance of the Inca army

;

but the Inca called up engineers and work-
men from the capitals and from the whole
country to his aid, and a new bridge was
completed after a few weeks.

The Inca Pachacutek, who here showed
his great faculty for organisation, had a
high-road built from Cuzco as far as

Cajamarca, a distance of nearly a hundied
miles ; it ran over passes and through
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valleys, over marshes and through rocks,

and its remains are in existence to-day.

In the time of the Spanish rule this

high-road formed the main entry of the
country, as did a similar high-road built

by the Inca Yupanki, running on the west
of Pachacutek's road down to the coast,

which it followed as far as Tumbez, the
most northern settlement of the Inca
kingdom on the sea, lying not far from the
Gulf of Guayaquil.
As the Peruvians were totally unac-

quainted with vehicles, the roads were in-

tended only for the traffic of men, and at

most for the llamas that were used as beasts
of burden ; consequently they were only
eighteen to twenty-two feet broad, and were
enclosed on either side by a parapet of some
height. Upon deep precipices they became
narrower, and flights of steps occasionally

crossed the ranges which divided the several

vallej's. Where there were no fords, the
rivers were crossed by bridges of stone,

which in the mountain ranges gave place to

suspension bridges constructed of hempen
rope and of woven lianas. Long boarded
paths gave a footing across the marshes
of the Paramos and the watersheds. At
„ ^. . regular intervals resting-
Resting-places , , -i, .-r
. .1 places were built near the

^ . . road, called "tambos" ; they
Mountains j i r n i /

consisted of a walled-m court-

yard intended for beastsof burden, to which
adjoined two open rooms for the travellers

themselves. Smaller refuges at shorter

intervals on all the most important lines of

communication were established for the
public service. In them were stationed the
foot-messengers, known as " chasquis," by
whose help news of important events, from
the remotest provinces, coijld be brought
to the capital in a short space of time.

How highly swiftness of foot was
valued can be seen from the fact that it

was included in the tests which the sons

of the Incas had to undergo. Thus even
among the common people the foot-

messenger was a privileged person. Several
runners were 'invariably stationed in the
little post-houses ; as often as a messen-
ger came in, wearied by the rapidity with
which he had passed over his section, one
of those waiting took over his message,
which was delivered either by word of

mouth or by means of the quipus, to take
it on to the next station at an equal speed.
The service is said to have been so admir-
ably organised that fresh sea-fish were
by no means a rarity at the ruler's table.

It may be an injustice to the merits of

the other Inca kings to ascribe nearly all

valuable institutions to the Inca Pacha-
cutek ; but his name shows that he must
have established the lion's share of these.
" Pachacutek " means " world-organiser."

He was succeeded upon the throne of

Tahuantinsuyu by his eldest son, Tupak
_ , . Yupanki, who, like his father.
Extension . j •,•, , ,• ,

-

,

united military reputation to a
of Inca , r 1 1

J,
. capacity lor keen and vigorous

government at home. Under
his rule the Inca kingdom was extended
in nearly ever}' direction until it recovered
that territory which it possessed at the
time of the conquest. He completed the

subjugation of the kingdom of Chimu, and
pressed his conquest forward to Quito.

On the other side he changed the con-

federation with the princes round the lake

of Titicaca into a firm dominion over
them, while he also extended his power
into Chili as far as the Rio Maule. It was
never the Inca policy to introduce the

organisation of the ancient provinces, in

all its carefully thought out details, into

new districts immediately upon their

subjugation. Where similar institutions

already existed, as they did in the king-

dom of Chimu, the process of assimilation

was probably distinctly rapid. But other

provinces, whose institutions showed
marked differences, could only by slow

degrees be incorporated in the social

organism of the Inca state, as is proved by
the frequent recurrence of revolts under
the Inca regime. The Inca rulers found
colonisation the best means of repressing

these ; Tupak Yupanki is said constantly

to have practised it.

At the time of the Spanish conquest

the language of the Yunca had not entirely

died out upon the lake of Titicaca, among
the mitimaes whom Tupak Yupanki had
settled there after the conquest of the

Chimu kingdom. This Inca was a zealous

worshipper of Huiracocha ; after the con-

I'l. e 'J quest of Hatun-Colla he
The Spaniards ^^^^ ^ pilgrimage to his
^"^

. _ ., shrine on the lake of Titi-
American Soil , , , •, ,1

caca, and adorned it with

new buildings in his honour, though these

included a sun-temple and a house for the

sun-maidens. At the same time he prose-

cuted those unifying religious tendencies

which the Incas had made their guiding

principle since the time of the Inca Huira-

cocha. When his son, Huaina Capak,

ascended the throne, the Spaniards had
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already got a footing upon American soil
;

reports of their arrival can hardly have
failed to reach Cuzco. The subjects of the

Inca upon the coast land carried, on an
extensive traffic upon the Pacific seaboard,

exchanging their products for those of

their northern neighbours, and such traffic

must have been under the control and
protection of the government.

Conquest

of the Quito

Kingdom

But the Incas were too entirely

convinced of their own superi-

ority to have had any suspicion

that their period of prosperity was coming
to a rapid end. The reign of Huaina Capak
is full of those relations with the kingdom
of Quito which were to exercise such
influence upon the fate of his dynasty.
The first act of his government was

to take revenge upon the inhabitants of

Quito for the blood of the Inca-Peruvians
who had been slain upon the revolt of the

provinces conquered by Tupak Yupanki.
This business kept him far from the capital

for many years. At that time the Inca
developed a strong preference for the

milder climate on the north of his king-

dom ; in Tumebamba, which he had fitted

up as his headquarters during the cam-
paign, he built palaces, temples, and
gardens of a splendour almost equal to

those of Cuzco. And when he eventually
succeeded in completing the conquest of

the kingdom of Quito he married the
Princess Paccha, the only daughter of the

last ruler, in order to unite the province more
closely to his person and to his kingdom.
Huaina Capak was not very fortunate in

nis domestic life. While his father was
alive he held the position of heir to the
throne, according to the new laws of

succession, and had therefore chosen his

eldest sister to be his legal wife ; but she
bore him no children. Thereupon he took
two other wives of the Inca race, a younger
sister and a cousin, on the condition that
the one who first bore him a son should
receive the privileges of the coya. Shortly

afterwards his sister presented
him with a successor, Huas-
car. But while he was absent
in Quito he began to forget the

mother and child ; and Paccha, whom he
had made a legal wife in defiance of the
law which governed his domestic affairs—
for this princess was not of the Inca race

—

became doubly dear to him when she
presented him with a boy whose lively

spirit won his father's heart even in his

childhood. Huaina Capak was naturally
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Heir to

the Inca
Throne

obliged to return at intervals to Cuzco,
that being still the central point of the
kingdom ; but as soon as he had performed
his state duties he again returned to his

beloved Quito, and there he spent the
greater portion of his life.

The Inca kingdom was at this time
capable of extension only upon its northern
boundary. On the west the ocean formed
the boundary of the country for hundreds
of miles. In the south the kingdom
extended into Chili, where the highlands,

which became wilder and wilder at every
step, seemed scarcely worth the trouble

of conquest. On the east every single

inhabitant of the fruitful valleys of the

Cordilleras was subject to his rule.

The boundless primeval forest which
bordered the lowland was inhabited onlv
by wandering tribes of savages who avoided
every attempt to subdue them by vanish-

ing without a trace as soon as the Inca
armies approached ; and the unhealthy
climate, and the impossibility of following

their usual mode of life, induced the Incas
to renounce all plans of conquest in this

direction. Upon the north, however,
they were enticed by a valuable territory

_ ^. where the conditions of life
Domestic • •, . -i .-

-, ., , were very similar to those of
Troubles of ,, - , -' tt • /- i

, jj.. their home. Huaina Capak
Inca King

, , , . ^uturned his arms more than once
in this direction ; and Quito was an
admirable base of operations for expedi-
tions northward. It does not appear that

Paccha ever accompanied her husband to

Cuzco ; the feeling among the Incas,

who were so zealous to jireserve the purity

of their race, was anj^thing but favourable
towards her. It is equally unlikely that

the mother of Huascar accompanied her
husband to Quito ; but the young prince

was summoned there at least once, witli

many of his elder relations, to learn from
his father's mouth the manner in which
he desired the government to be con-

ducted in the event of his death.

He coald not persuade himself en-

tirely to exclude his favourite son from
the succession. Atahualpa, who had
grown up to the entire satisfaction of his

father, accompanied him ever5'where on
his journeys and campaigns, and his

lively manners had made him the favourite

of the army. On the other hand, Huascar
developed but slowly : his character

was serious and quiet ; the court which
the ruler had abandoned, the coya who
was scorned and rejected, and the danger
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that he himself might be disinherited

—all these facts tended to darken his

early years. Huaina Capak did not
venture upon the extreme step of changing
the succession ; but he stipulated that

the kingdom of Quito should be held

in independence by his favourite Ata-
hualpa, and that Huascar should inherit

the Inca kingdom, even as Huaina Capak
had himself received it upon his accession.

Huascar gladly agreed not to disturb

his brother in his possessions, and to

remain on terms of friendship with him;
the arrangement was for him a relief

from long anxiety. But Atahualpa had
also reason for satisfaction : he was better

provided for than an Inca's inferior son

had ever been, and in his person was
revived the royal house of Quito. It

was only the

legitimist party
at the court of

Cuzco who were
dissatisfied ; they
thought it was
a disgrace that

the unity of the

kingdom should
be endangered
by the caprice of

Huaina Capak,
that a province
should be lost

again to the Sun
state which had
been bought with

Huascar

yet of age, and a council of the oldest
relations of the dead monarch held the
reins of power. In their eyes the capricious
dispositions of Huaina Capak did not
hold good, because they violated the
succession of the house ; they were
willing to recognise Atahualpa only as

the representative of the Inca for the
province of Quito. The obligation of pre-

senting himself in Cuzco to pay allegiance

to the new king was as binding upon
him as upon all the members of the royal
family. The regents did not, however,
venture to answer Atahualpa's contemp-
tuous silence by an open attack. It was
only when Huascar had been proclaimed
monarch in Cuzco, after undergoing the
customary period of preparation, and
with all the usual brilliant festivities,

that a different

policywas begun.
In order to make
trial of the feel-

ing entertained

in Quito towards
the claims of

the legitimists,

Huascar de-

manded of Ata-
hualpa that he
should send to

Cuzco the wifa

and the treasures

of the late mon-
arch which were
still in Ouito.

Atahualpa

THE LAST OF THE INCAS
the blood of its The sons of Huaina Capak by different mothers, Huascar received Atahualpa rc-

, . , , the kingdom of Peru at his father's death, while Atahualpa obtained . j ,,i ,

subjects under the kingdom of Quito. In a war between the brothers, Atahualpa jeCtCQ tmS de-

tWO kines and "'^^ victorious, but was subsequently strangled by the Spaniards, j-nand aDUCaling

all for the sake of a child who had neither to the last wishes of Huaina Capak
;
yet he

position nor right. However, such objec-

tions were naturally not ventured in face of

the unlimited powers of Huaina Capak, and
when he died a few years later, in the
prime of life, in an epidemic of smallpox
in Quito, he was able to close his eyes in

the belief that he had secured the welfare
of his kingdom and of his favourite.

Atahualpa had developed early, and,
after sharing for years in all his father's

business of war and peace, had become
fuUy acquainted with the duties of a
ruler. ' He immediately undertook the
government of the state to which his

father had destined him, and there re-

mained at his side all those who had served
Huaina Capak in his lifetime. In Cuzco,
on the other hand, people clung obstinately
to the old regulations. Huascar was not

allowed it to be clearly understood that he

was ready to continue negotiations. The
embassy that Huascar had sent to Quito

proposed to Atahualpa that he should

put in an appearance as quickly as possible

in Cuzco ; he only asked to be allowed to

make his entry with the ceremonial that

befitted his rank, to be given a space of

time for preparation, and to be permitted

to bring a large company of retainers.

These demands the Inca was foolish

enough to concede. A period of feverish

energy now began in Quito. All the old

generals of Huaina Capak who had re-

mained in Quito from inclination to the

prince and respect to his father's will

were now called up to Atahualpa and
ordered to reorganise their contingents.

It was not difficult, with the treasures of
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the old king, to provide the equipment of

a powerful army ; and small divisions of

this force started toward Cuzco under pre-

text of forming the retinue of Atahualpa,
who was coming to offer his allegiance.

When the Inca's eyes were at last

opened, it was not difficult for him to call

his subjects together in arms in great

numbers ; but these contin-

gents did not form an army. AThe Last

of the Incas

at War few miles from Cuzco, not far

from the place where once the
Inca Huiracocha had beaten the Chanca in a
bloody conflict, the armies of the brothers
met. The young troops of Huascar could
not withstand the superior tactics of the
enemy ; Huascar himself fell into the

hands of the conquerors as he was trying
to cut his way through their ranks to

Cuzco. Thereupon all resistance ceased
throughout the kingdom, and the capital

surrendered unconditionally to the vic-

torious army. Atahualpa made a
cowardly use of his victor}^ Under the
pretence of settling the limits which should
divide his power from that of Huascar, he
summoned every member of the Inca
blood to Cuzco ; but every person who
entered the town was immediately arrested,

and slain by his generals, who held the
town under martial law.

Atahualpa had not been able to forget

that the Incas were not willing to recognise
his equality, as he was the son of a foreigner

;

those alone were spared who had favoured
him from the outset. But Cuzco was
no longer the heart of the kingdom.
Atahualpa disliked visiting the scene of his

dreadful vengeance ; such departments of

the government as had to be carried on in

Cuzco were undertaken by his officials.

He himself made a journey of inspection
through the central provinces of the king-
dom. But before he had returned from
this expedition, news reached him that
strangers had landed in the extreme north
, .. of his kingdom. These were
Landing -r,- i i • r n •

, „. . rizarro and his followmg.
of Pizarro in i-i r- i , r, ,

America Spaniards have often been
reproached with their ruthless

destruction in the New World of a civilisa-

tion which was but little inferior to their

own, and afforded the best hopes for

future prosperity. The romantic enthus-
iasm for the manners and customs of the
past which possessed men in the first half of

our century extended also to the New World.
The organisation of the Aztec states, and

still more that of the Inca 'kingdom,
appeared to be the ideal of a polity in

which king and people, in their mutual
relations, had solved with complete success

the great difficulty of all political science

—

namely, to make the freedom and pros-

perity of individuals exactly correspond
with the general good.

It is already sufficiently plain, from what
we have said, that such a theory is refuted

by an examination of the actual conditions
of the Inca kingdom. Undoubtedly the

Inca state succeeded to a remarkable
extent in solving the problem of an
extensive state control for the good of each
individual subject ; but this success was
attained only by means of an unparalleled

system of surveillance which reduced
individuals to the position of helpless

instruments in the community, and
entirely destroyed all personal freedom.

Equally erroneous is the idea that any-
thing remarkable was to be expected
from a further development of the ancient

American civilisation. Neither the Aztec
nor -the Inca kingdom represented the
highest point of an uninterrupted develop-

ment. The sites of civi-

lisation in the new con-

tinent were the scene of

the rise and fall of peoples,

of their exodus, and of their immigration
even as was the case in wide districts in-

habited by uncivilised races, and the rise

of a people implied a retrogression in civi-

lisation no less in the New World than in

the Old. Both the Aztec and the Inca
kingdoms were in their decadence at the
time of the Spanish invasion. The Inca
kingdom had certainly passed through
more than one internal dynastic revolution

without receiving any important check to

its develoj)ment. But it would not so

easily have survived the revolution which
must have followed upon the fall of the

Inca race—a fall brought about by the

passionate hatred of Atahualpa.
Moreover, even here the size of the king-

dom, in spite of the wonderful centralisation

of the government, had almost reached the

limits of what was possible at that period.

The extraordinarily rapid successes of

Cortes and Pizarro, who were able to

shatter mighty kingdoms with a handful
of hungry adventurers, can be explained
only by the fact that both civilisations

were in their decadence and bore the germs
of destruction within themselves.

The Decadence
of Aztec and Inca

Civilisations
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THE LURE OF THE GOLDEN EAST
AND HOW IT LED TO WESTERN DISCOVERY
npHE ideas prevailing in the fifteenth cen-
^ tury as to the formation of the earth's

surface left no room for the existence of a
new continent ; although the learned had
withdrawn their opposition to the theory
of the earth being round, yet this doctrine

had hardly penetrated the minds of the

public, and a number of other erroneous
ideas still prevailed both in learned and
in illiterate circles. Petrus de Alliaco's
" Imago Mundi " was still the text book
for the science of geography, and no more
modern work on this subject could
seriously claim precedence over it.

The interest taken in the subject, more-
over, remained for a long time very limited.

The constructive method of the scholars of

the day satisfied people so entirely that

they did not consider it worth their while

to acquaint themselves practically with
that which lay outside their range of

experience. Nor, indeed, was it eventually

the science of the time from which pro-

ceeded that impulse which in its final

consequences led to the knowledge by
mankind of the habitable globe.

Even the Crusades, which were un-
doubtedly an important factor in the

extension of man's knowledge of the earth

and of its inhabitants, affected that know-
_. _ , ledge only within the limits
The Crusades r /? u m. i j

... oi the world as it was already
as an Aid -^

to Knowledge
known through the traditions

of antiquity. The Crusades
might, indeed, serve to render such know-
ledge more real, and to reconnect those

threads which had been severed by the

events of the intermediate centuries ; but
they neither chiefly nor directly enlarged

the stock of geographical knowledge.

Such a knowledge was, however, evolved
by the more intimate contact between the

Christian and Mohammedan civilisations

which the Crusades had brought about.

The teaching of Mohammed had then
already extended beyond the limits of the

^i T^- X world which had been disclosed
The First , T^i 1 • 1 •

-, ^ to previous ages. Ihe brisk in-
VOVftffCS to

th E tercourse between the holy city

of Mecca and all the districts

inhabited by the followers of Mohammed,
which was the natural consequence of the

prophet's precepts in the first instance,

not only enriched the knowledge of the

Arabs, but also, through them, became the

means of its extension in the Old World,
and thus gave rise to the first voyages
undertaken by two enterprising Italian

merchants, Niccolo de Conti and Marco
Polo, into the remotest regions of the East.

The news of the immense wealth of

the kingdom of the Great Khan, of the

town of Cathay, and of the island of

Zipangu—that is to say, in China and
Japan—which these travellers had either

seen personally or heard from eye-wit-

nesses, gave a powerful stimulus in

mercantile circles to the extension of the

knowledge, enterprise, and business of the

time. This impulse was, moreover, not

confined to those circles. The development
of closer relations with the East led to the

knowledge that Christianity had advanced
further than had hitherto been imagined.

In place of the legendary tales of the

journeys of the Apostle St. Thomas, who
was said to have preached the gospel to the

heathen in the Farthest East, came the

story of the Christian realm of Prester John,

which was reputed to have a remote but
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happy and brilliant existence on the other

side of that great desert which formed the

boundary of the Old World of civilisation.

The desire to join hands with these distant

fellow believers, and with their help to

open up new regions for the spreading of

the gospel, which mission in the Old World
was continually suffering reverses from

Mohammedan rule, was com-
bined with the thirst felt byFabulous

Treasures of

the East
adventurers and merchants for

the fabulous treasures of the

East. The first attempts to discover a route

to the Indies sprang from these motives.

The Italians were the chief originators

of such ideas, but the political disrup-

tions of their country proved a hindrance

to the carrying out of any extensive

enterprises on the part of Italy.

It was rather the small kingdom of

Portugal which, through accidental cir-

cumstances, became the focus of these

ideas. This kingdom, which on the land

side was cut off by the Spanish states, was,

both by Nature and by political necessity,

dependent on the sea, and a large colony
of foreigners, among whom the Italians

were numerously represented, quickened
the spirit of enterprise of its own people

and brought them into contact with all

that went on in the wider circles of the

civilised world. It was a peculiarly fortu-

nate circumstance that in the person of

the infante Henry—to whom posterity

has given the name of " the Navigator,"
although he had scarcely ever been on board
a ship—a man arose who brought energy
and organising capacity to bear on the

efforts to procure for Christianity a wider
extension, and for the Old World a more
direct connection with the legendary East.

When, at length, such voyages of dis-

covery, originally undertaken entirely on
Prince Henry's account, no longer merely
involved sacrifices without returning any-
thing save purely theoretical gains, Portu-
guese vessels pushed farther and farther

„ . „ along the coasts of Africa, at
Prince Henry r , .1 ^ tt >

,. _ ,
first, entirely at Henrv s m-

the Patron , ,• ,
• , . ,,

- _. stigation, talcing the course
jscovery

ij^(-|j(.g^|;g^j ]^y j^jj^-,^ ^j^j-^ ^j^g

definite ol^ject of discovering a way to the
riches of India and to the land of Prester

John. They did not, it is true, attain their

goal until after the New World had arisen

from the waters of the Atlantic Ocean
before the astonished eyes of Columbus
and his companions ; nevertheless, it was
their action as pioneers which alone
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rendered possible the feat of Columbus.
Cristoforo Colombo or Colon—or, as we
will here call him by his more familiar

name, Christopher Columbus—the son of

a weaver and innkeeper, Domenico Co-
lombo, by his wife, Susanna Fontanarossa,
was born about the year 1447. As his

father travelled backward and forward
several times between Genoa and Savona,
Christopher's birthplace cannot be fixed,

for he appears to have looked on both
towns as his home. All the pretensions

of the numerous other towns are without
justification. He was the eldest of Dome-
nico's five children, three brothers and one
sister being born after him. The weavers
of Genoa had their own guild school,

which, no doubt, Christopher attended.

Naturally, the education which he re-

ceived there was not very advanced, and
the knowledge which he acquired in this

period—and for those times it was not
inconsiderable—was due to his bright

intelligence and unusual energ\^ The boy
had early to assist his father in his trade,

although he seems to have had but slight

inclination for the work, and even after

he had succeeded in obtaining

a berth on a merchant ship and
Character of

Christopher

Columbus
had made some voyages, on
his return home he was again

obliged to resume his former occupation.
It is certain that up to his twenty-fifth

year he had not been able to free himself

permanently. In 1474 he disappeared
from Genoa, and some years later he re-

appeared at Lisbon as a sailor, making
every endeavour to conceal the fact that

he had ever been anything else.

Columbus was not one of those great

geniuses who, in the certain consciousness

of their own worth, look back upon their

path with peace and satisfaction. Like

many of his contemporary countrymen,
he was an aspirer in whom a fair amount
of self-complacency and boastfulness was
join=^d to cleverness and energy—a com-
bination which in hundreds of cases pro-

duces a charlatan, and in rare instances a
true man. He was ashamed of his low
origin and of his humble trade ; but if

we were to rely only on his own words
we should assume that he had been of

gentle birth and a sailor from his youth.

As we can prove this to have been un-
true, we may also doubt his alleged naval
achievements. It is quite possible that

he sailed across the Mediterranean Sea as

far as the Levant, and had seen the
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harbours on the coasts of the Atlantic,

from England on the north to the coasts

of Guinea on the south—the southern hmit
of the Portuguese voyages. Evidently he
did not always sail as a peaceful merchant,
for he claims to have gone as a privateer

in the service of King
Rene, wliich must have
liceii about the year 1472,
when Rene supported the

rebellious people of Bar-
celona ; and in 1476 he
is said to have been ship-

wrecked o the Portu-

guese coast at the time

when the Venetian gon-

dohers were engaged in

severe battles with the

dreaded P'rench pirate

Coullon. His naval act-

ivity can, liowever, have
been neither of long dura-

tion nor very conspicu-

ous, for the accounts of

his career g ve no time

Portuguese the more their discoveries led
them to realise that the African continent
stretched itself oat in a southerly direction,

necessitating a deviation from the eastern
course. No doubt, in the first instance,

the practicability of a western passage
to the Indies was j rim-
arily taken into serious

consideration by Portu-
guese circles ; and as the
opinions of Portuguese
sailors were not con-
sidered sufficient evi-

dence, the advice of

foreign authorities on the
cosmography of that
region was also obtained.
Fernam Martin, the king's

confessor, consulted the
< <'lebrated physician and
cosmographer, Paolo dal
Pozzo Toscanelli, con-
cerning this question.
Following up this inqairy,

the great Florentine drewCHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS
for the former, and the Born about 1447, Coiumbus earned undying up a somcwhat lengthv
practical proofs of his g-re%a\nterrThe' fiS^^ document on the practic-

abihty of a western
passage to Asia. It was this pamphlet
that, probably for the first time, gave a

chart illustrative of that part of the
unexplored world which was to be opened
up by the western passage. By means

of this letter and the accom-
panying chart, which later
on—probably by illegal means
—came into the hands of

Columbus, Toscanelli became
the actual originator of the
discovery of America. He
realised as little, of course,
as did Columbus to what
results his instructions were
destined to lead, but, taking
into consideration the almost
slavish dependence with which
Columbus allowed himself to
be guided in his vovaee ofPAOLO TOSCANELLI , ^

,

" ^'-'J'^&c "J^

... ., • 1 A celebrated Portuguese physician Q'SCOVCry by the map and
house ot his mother-m-law and cosmographer, he prepared dircctious of Toscauelli one
m the Azores, is so clumsy If'^^TeftlrT ptl.'^^t'^f^ll cannot help crediting' the
a fabrication that it is sur- and by following his directions latter with a verv consider-

jvered America. , . , . ,-^
, .

nautical skill were inade

quate to support the idea of long and
profound training. Columbus passed a
number of uneventful years in Portugal,

during which time he married Felipa

Moniz, in whose veins the Italian blood
of the renowned Perestrello

flowed. This connection may
possibly have had its influ-

ence on the formation of his

life. In Portugal he evolved
the plan fc r the western
passage to India, and for this

purpose the influence which
he may have acquired through
his wife's relations possibly

proved of some use to him.
The story that he had
received from a dying sailor

the secret of the discovery
of a whole western continent,

as a Christmas legacy at the

prising that it has been so
^°'"™''"' "'''"^

long credited. Truly such a gift was not
needed to assist Columbus in his plan.

The idea that the Indies might be
reached by a horter route by sailing

around the globe in a straight westerly
direction seemed more feasible to the

able share in the. solution
of the problem of the western passage.
Stress must more especially be laid
upon this point because Toscanelli's
share did not consist of a combination
of crude ideas and fatalism which, as in
the case of Columbus, might lead an
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Indebtedness to

Toscanelli

adventurer to sacrifice his life in the pur-

suit of a foolhardy idea; it was the result

of well-founded and careful scientific

research, which, though not proving to

be absolutely correct, was nevertheless,

in its principles, completely justified.

Columbus's whole plan probably first

originated through his having received

,
information of Toscanelli's

o um us s
statements, and then in his

adopting and giving out
these views as his own. Such

an origin of the plan nullifies the statement
that the account of the vo3^ages of the

Icelanders and Esquimaux to the North
American continent had influenced the

development of Columbus's ideas.

Columbus certainly maintained that he
had penetrated in a northerly direc-

tion a hundred miles beyond Thule ; bat,

considering that Thule was by no means
an established geographical fact during
the fifteenth century, the whole bears

the stamp of a swaggering invention.

The Arctic archipelago no doubt forms a

bridge between the old and the new con-

tinents in the extreme north, and we
know for certain that a connection,

apart from Columbus's achievement, has
been established in both directions, from
west to east and from east to west, be-

tween the inhabitants of both continents,

the Esquimaux having penetrated as far

as Greenland ; the Icelanders, on the

other hand, having been driven by east

winds to the coasts of northern America.
About 1000 A.D. Leif Eriksen—and

some years after, his widow with Thorfinn
Karlse\'ni—founded colonies of Norse
Vikings on American soil, which are

mentioned in the Northern Sagas. Through
unfavourable circumstances, however,
these colonies after a few 3'ears died out.

It is impossible that the northern Scan-
dinavian bards had the slightest idea that
Finland and Huitramannaland—for so
they called the newly discovered regions

-^ —were anything but a continu-
_ , . ation of the chain of islands
Columbus , T J- Til 1

g .J
extending from Iceland and
Faroe and beyond Greenland,

and it is equally improbable that, even
if it had reached the ears of Columbus, it

would have proved of an^^ significance

to the furtherance of his plan for a western
passage to the treasures of India.

The sailors' tales were of far greater
value, not only to Columbus, but also

to the council commissioned by the king
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to v^onsider the possibilit\^ of a western
passage. The Atlantic Ocean had cast

up on many different parts of the Old
World coasts specimens which showed
that it also washed a completely different

world ; and the fact that these objects

thrown up were often in good preserva-
tion strengthened the idea that the
trans-Atlantic distance of the east coast

of Asia, which was regarded as the
only possible home of these objects,

could not be insurmountably great.

. The same inference was drawn from the
reports of the few travellers who had pene-
trated as far as the Great Khan. These had
purposely somewhat exaggerated the dis-

tances, and had unintentionally overrated
the deviations from the direct course, so

that people had been led to the conviction

that the distance from Europe by land
to Quinsay and Zaitun must greatly ex-

ceed the half circumference of the globe,

and accordingly the distance by sea,

calculated in the western passage, would
prove decidedly less. The great difficult}^

presenting itself, however, was that the

greater part of the passage would have to

be traversed without coming
c angers -^ sight of land, and. as a mat-

,, ,
_ ter of fact, this really meant

unknown Seas ^, ,,
-^

,

more than was then assumed.
At that time people had indeed dared to

attempt to cross the Mediterranean irre-

spective of the land, all its basins being

well known in every direction, and the

ships trading between the Mediterranean
and Flanders, England and the Baltic

countries, sometimes lost sight of land for

days ; but in general, in crossing the ocean
from Guinea to England, the vessels

alwavs coasted, for the sailor kept within

reach of land in case of threatening danger.

There were supposed to be numerous
more or less extensive islands in the Atlantic

Ocean, and these were duly entered on the

ancient maps. Among these were Antilia,

the remnant of the continent whose
destruction Plato describes in " Timaius,"

St. Brandan's Isle, and the Island of the

Seven Cities, besides many others. Yet,

although they appeared plainly on the

maps, the sailors who had for da^'s been
driven out of their course on the ocean

had never seen more than mere tracts of

land on the farthest horizon, which in-

variably vanished from view on nearer

approach. Columbus did not allow him-

self to be scared by such considerations
;

though conscious that he might go for



COLUMBUS EXPLAINING HIS PROJECT TO THE MONKS OF LA RABIDA
rrnni tile paining b> I^quierdo, photo Lacoste

BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF SALAMANCA : COLUMBUS PLEADING HIS CAUSE
Columbus pleaded long: and earnestly before he persuaded people to assist him in his maritime expeditions by pro-
viding: the necessary means. His first assured partisans were the gnardians of the Franciscan monastery, La Rabida,
at Huelva, and the doctor of the neig'hbourmgr little town of Palos, Garcia Fernandez. He pleaded in vain before
a learned assembly at Salamanca, and was about to journey abroad, in order to offer his plans to foreign monarchs,
when in Queen Isabella he found a staunch friend, whose influence procured him the use of ships for his voyage.

From the p.iintinsr bv Jvilins Riiting-
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weeks and months without discovering

land, he was resolved to navigate the

boundless ocean : this was the one

peculiarity of his plan, and, above all,

it merits recognition and regard.

There are no means of ascertaining the

truth of Columbus's claim that he urged

his project for the western passage upon
_ . , the King of Portugal during

Fl hTrri fo^^i-teen' years. It is, on the
ig rom

(.Qj^^j-^j-y^ quite certain that he
or uga

stayed in Portugal for only eight

and not for fourteen years, and that during

his stay there he was often absent from
court for long periods, occupied with other

concerns. As a matter of fact, we begin

to know more about him and his projects

only from the time when he left Portugal.

Neither did Columbus leave volun-

tarily, but because he had committed
an offence for which he could expect only

severe punishment. On account of this

he deserted his wife and children, and,

accompanied solely by his foiir-year-old

son, Diego, fled the country. The nature

of his offence is not recorded. Doubtful
financial affairs and disputes .

with the

royal officials have been surmised ; but
probably his crime was more closely con-

nected with his project, for which he had
appropriated Toscanelli's letter and chart,

the materials most essential to his plan.

The commentators of the Toscanelli corre-

spondence have always had to face great

difficulties, because the only correct and
comprehensible portion is that addressed to

Fernam Martin, while the alleged postscript

to Columbus, which, as well as the former
portion, is known only through a copy by
Columbus, is filled with impossibilities.

Why, then, should not the man who dis-

owned his ancestors and his antecedents,

and invented a coat of arms and a noble
pedigree for himself, also have invented the
postscript to a letter of which Toscanelli is

said for years—if Columbus's representa-

tions be correct—to have preserved the
rough draft, and even to have

z asc
stupidly kept the address and

^^f'"\ signature—a thing which Col-
Columbus '^

. ,. , , ° , . , .

umbus did not even do m his

forgery ? This is also the explanation why
King John was so willing to exempt Col-

umbus from punishment and then assure

his return when it became apparent that
an attempt was to be made from Spain
to carry out the project which John, with
his seamen, had privately attempted.
The plans of Columbus did not meet with
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an immediate friendly reception in Spain.

He had in this country also to strive with
precarious circumstances for some years

before he succeeded in gaining a small

number of trustworthy followers who,
allowing themselves to be convinced by
him, assisted in his endeavour to gain a

hearing from the king. During this time

he made his living by the sale of books and
maps, and no doubt, while carrying on this/

trade, he acquired that singular knowledge
of books which, later on, is so prominent
in all his writings. An attachment to a

young lady of Cordova, Beatrice Enriqucz,

for a time bound him to the old city of

the caliph, but he proved as faithless to

his mistress as he had been to his wife.

During the whole of his life he retained

an interest in the son whom he had had by
her, Fernando Colon, who in course of time
became celebrated for his writings and for

his library, which are still preserved in

Seville. Of his mistress he thought again,

and then with remorse, only when, face to

face with death, he was making his will.

The children did not accompany him on
his wanderings. Little Diego was in charge

of a brother-in-law in Huelva,
. and Fernando remained for

th*'* r*"" X^
° ^ time with his mother. It

^ ^^ ^
^va.s not until after Columbus

had attained his desire of gaining over the

Spanish rulers in favour of his voyage of

discovery that his sons entered the royal

service as pages, and from that time they
shared their father's successes and failures.

The first assured partisans whom Colum-
bus gained for his plans were the guardian
of the Franciscan monastery. La Rabida,
at Huelva, Fray Juan Perez de Marchena,
and the doctor of the neighbouring little

town of Palos, Garcia Fernandez. Both
voluntarily occupied their leisure hours
with cosmographical studies, and when
Columbus, during his flight from Portugal,

sought shelter in the monastery, a friend-

ship founded on mutual interests soon
sprang up between these men, which
was to prove of extraordinary value to

Columbus in later years.

At that time he travelled on, after a brief

sojourn, in order to make his own way in-

dependently, but it was many 3'ears before

he again found anyone else to take so intelli-

gent an interest in his plans, which were
then shrouded with fantastic superfluities.

Not until the year i486 did Celi, Duke of

Medina, espouse his cause. The duke
probably would have entrusted him with a
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ship for a trial voyage from his seaport

town of Santa Mar: a, near Cadiz, had not

Queen Isabella, in consequence of the

duke's reports, manifested her interest and
summoned Columbus to the court. The
position of Columbus at that time, with

his imperfectly constructed and unscien-

tifically formed ideas, was naturally a

difficult one in the presence of the eccle-

siastical and secular authorities whom
Ferdinand and Isabella had assembled at

their court. He was universally pro-

nounced to be an Itahan boaster, and the

proofs which he gave were not considered

convincing either in Cordova or in Sala-

manca, where he was also permitted to

explain his plans before a learned assembly.

It sp happened that the final removal of

the last remnants of Moorish power on the

Iberian Peninsula formed the immediate

aim of the Spanish ruler, and demanded
the consolidation of all the forces of the

country hitherto so imperfectly developed.

Columbus therefore had to re-
Columbus

^^^^^ satisfied, for although the
Waiting for

j^j-^j^gj. consideration of his
Assistance , , ^ 4. .„

plans was postponed to a moie
favourable time, the queen's interest, once

aroused in his behalf, was the means of

procuring him a yearly allowance. It is

true that in his impatience the time

of waiting seemed long ; and he had
already formed the resolution to continue

his journey and to offer his plans to other

monarchs, when at last a combination of

various circumstances brought about the

fulfilment of his desire, which meanwhile
had grown into a fixed idea. He returned

to the monastery, La Rabida, with the

intention of fetching his son Diego from
Huelva, and then travelling to France.

His friends there were so impressed by
his projects, which in the course of the

negotiations had gained much in clearness

and distinctness, that the warden invited

him to remain while he made another and
final attempt on his behalf. Fray Juan
Perez de Marchena had in former years

been father-confessor to the queen, and on
the strength of this he undertook to press

Columbus's enterprise most warmly upon
her attention. The words of the priest fell

upon fruitful soil. His message reached the

queen while in the camp of Santa Fe before

the Moorish capital of Granada, just at

the time when the fall of the last hostile

bastion and the final consum-
The M.ghty

^^^^^^ ^f the great hfe-work of
Ambitions of

^^^^ Spanish nation was looked
the Explorer

^^^.^^^^.^^ to with feelings of

exultation, Columbus was once more
summoned to the court, and received the

assurance that after the fall of Granada
he should be provided with means for his

attempt. He arrived in time to wicnesG

the removal of the crescent from the towers

of the Alhambra, and the substitution of

the cross, which, shining from afar, was

raised on the Moorish citadel. In spite

of all, the negotiations were, at the last

moment, almost frustrated.

Columbus's plans had seemed so sure to

his own mind that he, penurious adven-

turer as he was, conducted himself as though

he had kingdoms to give away, and made
demands on his own behalf which, if he were

to attain his object, would make him richer

than the rulers from whom he was now
obliged to beg a few hundred pounds. He
not only desired a certain share for all time

in all the material gain which might accrue

through his discoveries, but he also claimed

for himself and his descendants the here-

ditary dignity of a royal admiral over the

entire ocean, besides the position of a vice-

king in all lands which might be added to

the kingdom through his discoveries.

King Ferdinand was particularly en-

raged by this presumption. All transac-

tions were broken off, and Columbus left

H ^^® camp ; but in spite of this,
The Help

Qyggj^ Isabella prevailed upon
her husband to agree to the con-

of Queen
Isabella

ditions imposed by this extra-

ordinary man. The treaty was drawn up
to meet Columbus's demands, and the town
of Palos, which was by chance under the

obligation of providing certain ships for

the royal service, received the order

to place them at Columbus's disposal.
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THE PINTA, WHICH WAS COMMANDED BY MARTIN ALONZO PINZi

THE NINA, WHICH WAS UNDER THE COMMAND OF VINCENT YANEZ PINZON
The ships shown on this page are exact models of the two little caravels which accompanied the Santa Maria on
her famous voyage of discovery, and 3:ive an excellent idea of the style and size of the tiny vessels which braved
the waters of the Atlantic. In 1892 these models set out from Palos to America, following the same route as that
taken by the great admiral himself four hundred years before, and were exhibited at the World's Fair at Chicago.

COLUMBUS'S FAMOUS VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY
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THE
DISCOVERY

OF
AMERICA

AND
THE SPANISH
CONQUEST

il

THE DISCOVERY OF AMERICA
THE THREE FAMOUS VOYAGES OF COLUMBUS
KJEVERTHELESS, all difficulties were
^ ^ not 5^et overcome. Columbus had to

bind himself, on his part, to share the cost,

for which he, at that time, actually did not

possess the means ; and the manning of

the three vessels caused considerable diffi-

culties as soon as their destination became
known. By interesting the influential naval
family of Pinzon, at Palos, in his plans, and
gaining their material support for the

undertaking by promising them a share of

his chartered rights, he succeeded in fitting

out and manning the ships for the daring

voyage. The little fleet—consisting of the

Santa Maria, piloted bj^ Columbus him-
self ; the Pinta, under Martin Alonzo
Pinzon ; and the Niiia, with Vincent
Yanez Pinzon—was able to put to sea

on August 3rd, 1492. These caravels of

Columbus were not large vessels—the

Santa Maria had a tonnage of only 120
;

the Pinta, 100 ; and the Nifia, 80—but

they proved so exceptionally

..
*^ fitted for the special purpose of

y these voyages that they were
soon after regarded as models

when the much larger vessels which had
been employed during the first delirium

of success proved to give inferior results.

Columbus had taken Toscanelli's chart

on board as part of his equipment, and
treated it with the absolute and blind

faith of a fanatic. After having lost almost
three weeks on the Canary Islands while

making necessary repairs, he sailed out
into the unknown ocean on September 6th.

Thence he took a decidedly westerly
course, and he was so firmly convinced of

its correctness that he would not permit
himself to be diverted from this route

even by apparent signs of the nearness
of land, although he believed they coin-

cided absolutely with Toscanelli's cal-

culations on the chart. He kept a double
record of the distance traversed, in order
that the sailors should not become fully

conscious of the adventurous nature of

the voyage. In the public one he pur-

posely minimised the distances; while in

the private one, for his own use, his

course followed the chart in order that he
might ascertain the position of the land.

In spite of all, he was not able to keep
the courage of his ignorant sailors un-
_,. — . , shaken. He had reached the
The Trials •

jr xi 1

f th F t f 1
^^g'on of the monsoons, and

y the fact that a strong wind
from the easl^swelled the sails

day by day without bringing a sight of the
daily promised land made the inexperienced
men anxious about the possibility of their

return. More than once their fear took
the form of animosity against the un-
known stranger, who proudly boasted of

his authority and was by no means re-

markably fitted for seafaring life.

His heart gradually grew heavy, as,

morning after morning, the waste of water
sparkled with unceasing monotony in the
rays of the rising sun. But he did not
lose courage or hope, and although the
pilots of the other vessels began to lose

faith in his ultimate success, they stood
firmly by their admiral and assisted him
in suppressing the attempts at insubordi-

nation which were not infrequent among
the crew of the Santa Maria. At last, at

the beginning of October, the signs which
announced to the sailors the approach of

land began to increase, and Columbus
impressed on the look-out man the

necessity for special care, promising a

reward to the one who should first sight

the land. During the twihght of October
nth Columbus and several others believed

they saw lights across the water in the

distance ; but night approached
before a shot from the Pinta
in the lead gave the sigh that

land had actually been sighted.

The sails were hurriedly furled and the

course altered, but a whole long night

withheld from the expectant sailors the

final certainty that the land which had
so often been announced, only to vanish

once more, was this time no phantom.
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In the dawn of October 12th, 1492,

Columbus and his companions saw a

fairly large and well-wooded island rising

from the sea ; and before they had manned
the boats' and gained the island, they had

been noticed from its shore. Brown,

scantily clad men and women watched

the approach of the strangers with un-

mistakable astonishment, and
^*1*''\ when the land was reached
Columbus

they proved to be good-natured
First Landed

^^^ harmless people, though
practically uncivilised, leading a miserable

existence as fishermen and hunters. The
land was the island of Guanahani (the

modern Watling Island), and its inhabi-

tants, whom the Spaniards, in their con-

viction that the eastern end of Asia had
been reached, had called "Indios," were

the Aruac Indians, who had not yet been

supplanted by the Caribs.

Although the reality compared unfavour-
ably with the expectations which had been

cherished, yet Columbus by the discovery

of land had succeeded in his undertaking.

Information which he obtained from the

natives, in spite of imperfect means of

intercourse, showed that this was not an
isolated island in the ocean. With solemn
public worship he took possession of the

land, on behalf of the Catholic rulers of

Castile and Aragon, and received the oath

of allegiance as viceroy and governor from
the crew, who from cowardice and hostility

had veered round to the opposite extreme.

During the next few days almost every
hour brought fresh surprises. After the

ships had run up to a series of small

islands, a larger expanse of land, the

eastern end of Cuba, was sighted on
October 28th, and was called by Columbus
Isla Fernandina. After following up the

coast in a westerly direction for some days
without reaching its termination, he re-

turned to the first anchorage, sailed round
the eastern point, and, taking a south-

easterly course, came upon a second ex-

j^.
pause of land, to which he gave

iscovery
^j^^ name of Hispaniola. The

„. . . novelty of the impressions
received, and the tropical luxu-

riance of Nature, easily tempted the dis-

coverers to disregard the fact that they had
not discovered the slightest trace of the
great commercial towns of Eastern Asia,

Zaitun, and Quinsay, which they had set

out to find. When, in addition to this, the
discovery of gold was made by the aid of

the inhabitants of Hispaniola, Columbus

was far more anxious to return to Spain, in

order that he might bask in the sunshine

of the triumph consequent upon success,

than to prosecute his discoveries.

He was not to return, however, without

tasting the first drop of bitterness in his

cup of happiness. On the morning of

November 22nd the Pinta made no reply

to the signal from the admiral's ship.

Martin Alonzo Pinzon had deserted his

superior officer, and had set out in search

of adventures on his own responsibility,

surmising, from the gestures of the natives,

the proximity of a region rich in gold.

It was the first instance of self-seeking

treachery, which, in the course of colonial

explorations, was to be followed by many
similar ones. This proved the more un-

fortunate, as the Santa Maria ran aground
and had to be abandoned, and thus the Niiia,

the smallest of the vessels, alone remained
to Columbus for the return voyage.

Strange to say, while preparations

were being made for the homeward vo^-age,

the Pinta returned, and the admiral,

probably more from prudence than from
conviction, accepted Pinzon's excuses

;

and on January 14th, 1493, he
set sail for home, leaving a

Columbus
Returns in
-, . . small company of voluntary
"^"^^

settlers behind. Until they
reached the Azores the weather proved
extraordinarily favourable for the re-

turn, but on nearing their native shore

the waves again threatened to engulf

the secret of the newly discovered conti-

nent. The Pinta was driven far towards
the north, and finally entered Vigo har-

bour. Columbus, having escaped the

dangers of the storm, arrived at Lisbon,

and had the proud satisfaction of flying

the colours of Castile on entering the royal

harbour of that king whose belief in his

now brilliantly vindicated plans he had
failed to gain. His journey to the Spanish
court, which was then at Barcelona, re-

sembled a triumphal procession across the

kingdom, and he stood in triumph before

the rulers from whom he had previously

departed as a beggar.

Preparations for a second voyage across

the ocean, planned on a much larger scale,

were begun almost at once after Colum-
bus's landing. Whereas for the first

voyage the great difficulty had been to

raise a sufficient number of sailors, in this

case it was to know how to select the right

men from among the thousands who were
anxious to go. The first regulations for
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the ordering of the colonisation date from
the rules then drawn up. On Septem-
ber 25th a fleet consisting of seventeen
large vessels, with more than 1,500 men
on board, sailed from Seville for the newly
discovered land, and was, as in the first

instance, favoured by splendid weather.

They first reached the island of Dominica

T^ . / I bv a slightly different course.
Fate of the " j xt_
„. ^ „ . . and then, passmg many new
First Spanish • 1 i ,i • j 1 tt-_ islands, they arrived at His-
° °"^

paniola. Here, however, disen-

chantments began. The colonists who had
remained behind had failed to maintain
friendly relations with the natives, whose
animosity they had aroused by their

brutality, and through their recklessness

they had succumbed to a man. Columbus,
in order to lessen the impression that this

news might make on the new arrivals,

chose a different position for the founding
of a permanent colon3\

The first town on the soil of the New
World received the name of Isabella, and
through the united exertions of the colonists

it rapidh^ rose above the ground. Not until

after Bartholomew Colon had removed the
colony and deserted the old town was the
name of San Domingo given to the now
existing capital. In spite of everything
done, most of the settlers were filled with
disappointment ; they found neither trea-

sures nor riches, and the reward of each
man's work and duty seemed likely to be
reaped only by future generations. The
reports of those who returned home,
therefore, sounded anything but encour-
aging. The value of the new discovery
was doubted more and more, and the
general feeling of enthusiasm which among
all classes of society had preceded Colum-
bus's second voyage was probably never
again manifest during the entire history
of Spanish colonial enterprise.

Having established a firm footing on
Hispaniola. the admiral himself started out
for fresh discoveries. As the coast of Cuba
-, had been followed for weeks
»j. . , . without its farthest point beinsf
Mistaken m ^ ^ r- ^ 1 r i,

°
.. T^. reached, Columbus felt con-
his Discovery . i , 1 , , , ,

vinced that he had arrived at
the Asiatic continent, and he thereupon
drew up an authentic report which later on
was frequently turned into ridicule. On
his return to San Domingo he found that
public opinion had quite changed. His
authority among the disillusioned colonists

was greatly shaken, and was still more
weakened by the influence of the news of
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the failure of his latest expedition to

discover any rich, populous and civilised

regions, such as were believed to exist in

Eastern Asia. Further reinforcements led

by his brother Bartholomew also brought
him the news from home that his reputa-
tion at court had suffered. When, in

addition to all this, discord and rebellion

broke out among the colonists, he deemed
it advisable to retreat, and to return to

Spain, in order to vindicate himself.

This time Columbus was able to leave

his brother as his substitute at the head
of the youthful colon}^ ; and as the latter,

of all the brothers, possessed the greatest

administrative talent, the admiral could
cherish the hope that no such dire conse-

quences would threaten the second colony
as those that befell the first on his previous
departure. When, without serious diffi-

culty, he had succeeded, before the court

of the Spanish rulers, in disproving the

charges against him and had justified his

actions, the government again placed three

ships at his disposal, and he could not
resist the desire to start once more wnth
them on a voyage of discovery. On this

Th Th' A
^^^^^ occasion he kept farther

,,
^ *^ to the south than during his

Voyage to ^^ i. j
. . previous attempts, and, com-

ing in touch with onh- a few
islands, he reached the coast of the con-

tinent of South America just where it takes

a decidedly western course. He followed

it up for some distance, but at the highest

point of the island Margarita he turned
towards the north, more especialh' because
he was iiimself ailing and in need of rest.

After a more or less uneventful voyage
around the islands of the Antilles he
arrived safely at Hispaniola. As proof of

how vague and unscientific Columbus's
cosmological observations were, is his

report of his discoveries. In this, led

astray by the huge quantity of pure
water which the torrent of the Orinoco
carries far into the Caribbean Sea, he gave
himself up to the most fantastic specula-

tions, believing that he had arrived at the

environs of Paradise, and that his mission

as the bringer of salvation appointed by
God had been visibly established.

Bartholomew Colon had. during his

brother's absence, held the reins of govern-
ment with a firm hand, though he suc-

ceeded onl}' in a measure in maintaining
peace and order by banishing the most
insubordinate members from the colony.

Soon all those who for an}- reason whatever
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were dissatisfied with Colon's government
had joined them, and Columbus actually

found two hostile camps in place of his

peaceful settlement. But the means which
he employed to put an end to this state

of affairs were the most unfortunate that

he could have chosen. He drew up a
covenant with the dissatisfied, and he cer-

tainly achieved the return of these doubt-
mi factors to his dominion not merely by
pardoning the leaders, but by re-establish-

ing them in the positions which they had
forfeited through their own fault. By
doing this he irretrievably lost the confi-

dence of those who desired the re-establish-

one who had frequently distinguished him-
self in the Moorish wars ; but he proved
by no means the right person to deal with
the abnormal circumstances in the colonies.

Hatred of the specially favoured
strangers, who possessed almost unlimited

power in the colony, but did not always
make a just use of it, inspired the mal-
contents, and no doubt Bobadilla par-

ticipated in this feeling even before he
reached Hispaniola. The full judiciary

powers, also, over the vice-regent himself

with which he had been accredited by
the Spanish ruler without doubt gave
him a formal right to deprive Columbus

THE CLOSE OF A GREAT CAREER: DEAiH OF CrikiSIOPHER COLUMBUS
Dying at Valladolid on May 21st, 1506, the body of Christopl.er Columbus was first buried within the precincts of the
Franciscan monastery at Valladolid, but, at the instigation of his son, it was eventually removed to a small church in

Sevi'le, and thence, in 1537; to San Domingo. In 1798 the discoverer's bones were taken to Havana, and laid to rest in

the cathedral there. When, however, Spain lost the remainder of her American colonies in the war of 1898, the remains
of the great navigator were brought back to Granada and buried close to those of the Roman Catholic sovereigns.

From the painting by F. Ortego

ment of law and order. While, therefore,

one party forced him to make concession

after concession, and so led him further

from the paths of justice, the other party

I'efused him their support, and turned with
complaints toward their native land,

Columbus, in the midst of this con-

fusion, was at his wits' end, and finally

joined his entreaties to the complaints of

the colonists, requesting the Crown to send
an official across the ocean with full powers
to examine into the administration of the

vice-regent and to re-establish law and
order in the unsettled colony. Ferdinand
entrusted Francesco de Bobadilla with this

difficult mission, as he was a man experi-

enced in native administrative affairs, and

and his brother? of their office. The
vice-regent not only submitted uncon-
ditionally to the royal decree, but also

prevailed upon the less submissive Bar-
tholomew to consent to a similar mode of

action. Bobadilla, not content with putting
the brothers in chains and transporting

them to Spain, confiscated their joint

property in the colony in the name of the

Crown, and incurred at least the suspicion

of party animus, from which he was wholly
unable to free himself in spite of the fact of

his having inflicted heavy punishments on
numerous friends as well as on opponents
of the admiral, among whom were many
Spaniards. It was a truly humiliating spec-

tacle to behold the man wiio a few years
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previously had returned in triumph to lay a

newly discovered world at the feet of his

sovereigns now land in chains to sue for

the intervention of those rulers against the

official whom they had endowed with their

authority to act as vice-regent. The order

which was sent immediately to Seville,

that Columbus should instantly be set at

liberty and despatched to the
Columbus
Fallen on

Evil Days

court with all the honours due to

his rank, was as much instigated

by gratitude as by justice

;

and of Bobadilla's recall there could be no
doubt. But he had to rest content with

the recognition of the validity of all his

rights, and to see a new man—the choice of

the rulers fell upon Nicolas de Ovando

—

appointed to conduct the inquiry into the

grievances of the colonists, while he himself

was strictly forbidden, until further notice,

to set foot in the colony.

Columbus was not the man to remain
passive while a point of law was being

decided which might be most unfavour-

abl}^ misconstrued by his inaction. The
sovereigns had already given to others

leave to undertake voyages of discovery,

in spite of the wording of his contracts and
\vithout the knowledge and co-operation

of Columbus. The best way in which most
securely to preserve his rights of viceregal

power over the whole region opened up
by his discovery seemed to him to be to

take as keen an interest as possible in the

exploration of the land, which still pre-

sented many enigmas to him. The rulers

placed no difficulties in his way, and for

the fourth time he was entrusted with ves-

sels fitted out for voyages of discovery
—four in number—and in the event of

necessity he received permission to run
up to Hispaniola, but only on his return.

How little attention Columbus paid to his

duty is shown by the fact that he sailed

almost straight to San Domingo and
demanded permission to enter

A°a^r i"^
*^^ harbour, a demand which

AnTeri
'" Ovaudo justly enough refused,

as it would most certainly only
have tended to endanger the peace which
had in a measure been restored.

After he had weathered a severe storm in

the shelter of the island—a storm that to
his satisfaction had engulfed a number of

ships just fitted out for a voyage home, and
with them his enemy Bobadilla, because
Ovando had not seen fit to pay any atten-
tion to his warnings regarding it—he
turned to the south-west, reached the Gulf
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of Honduras, and coasted for months
toward the east, the south, and again to

the east as far as the Gulf of Darien, where
the Central American isthmus joins the
southern continent. On this voyage he first

heard rumours of another ocean in the west,

but as far as Columbus personally was con-

cerned, he only reaped bitter want and
privation. These reached their culminating
point when the last of the four vessels ran
aground on the then uncolonised Jamaica,
and he had to wait for months without re-

sources until he succeeded in sending
news by a fishing-boat to San Domingo
summoning help. When Columbus now
actually again set foot in his viceregal resi-

dence, he was both mentally and physically

too crushed to become a source of danger
to the country. He returned to Spain after

a short stay and found a fresh blow awaiting

him there.

Queen Isabella, to whom he owed the

achievement of his first voyage, and who had
always proved his kind and sympathetic
patroness, was dead, and a dispute for the

regency of Castile now arose between King
Ferdinand, as husband of the late queen,

and his son-in-law, Philip the

tK**G
Handsome, of Burgundy, as

_,.
'

the husband of her daughter
Discoverer i 1 • ,, tand heiress, the crazy Joanna.
While on the point of pa^'ing court to the

youthful Philip, to whom Castile deserted
when he, contrary to Ferdinand's wish,

took over the regency on behalf of his

mentally afflicted wife, the heiress to the

Castihan throne, Columbus became ill at

Valladolid and died there, May 21st, 1506,
little noticed and mourned by few. His
body in death was destined to be as unresting

as he himself had been in life. His corpse,

first buried in the Franciscan monastery
at Valladolid, was, at the instigation of

his natural son Fernando, conveyed to the

small church of Santa Maria de las Cuevas
in Seville, and thence, in 1537, when
his heirs had again been restored to the

viceregal administration, to San Domingo.
In 1798, when the Spaniards had to

abandon the island of Hispaniola, the dis-

coverer's bones were taken to Havana,
and until lately reposed in the cathedral

there. When, however, in the war of iSgS,

Spain lost the remainder of her American
colonies, the remains of the great navigator

were brought back across the ocean and
buried close to the Roman Catholic

sovereigns at Granada, the city in which
the explorer's hopes were first realised.
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THE COMING OF the CONQUISTADORS
BEGINNING OF THE SPANISH COLONISATION
pOLUMBUS had died with the firm con-
^^ viction that the country which he had
discovered formed part of the continent

of Asia. Even during his fourth voyage
he intimated that there was another ocean
on the western coast of the Isthmus of

Panama, and this prediction would only

have been correct had he found himself

on a peninsula of Farther India, whose
other coast was washed by the waves of

the Indian Ocean. The discoveries of

other navigators had alreadj' begun, even
during his lifetime, to shake this conviction.

While Columbus in 1492 was carrying

on the negotiations with the Spanish

sovereigns, and was almost despairing of

a favourable termination, his brother,

Bartholomew, was endeavouring to in-

terest the King of England in the pro-

ject, and had almost achieved a favour-

able settlement when he received the

news of the success of the Spanish delibera-

tions. He thereupon broke off
° "* * ° the negotiations ; but Henry

»./ .1. A
^

• VII., whose interest had been
North America j- ,, , r.

fully aroused, soon after em-
powered another Italian, Giovanni Gabotto
—more familiarly known to us as John
Cabot—to set out in a westerly direction

on a voyage of discovery under the

protection of the English flag. In two
voj-^ages, which succeeded each other very
rapidly, Cabot discovered the part of

Northern America reaching from New-
foundland almost down to Florida.

After Columbus's third voyage, several

Spanish sailors who had taken part in

the admiral's voyages obtained leave to

take an independent share in the extension

of further discoveries. Among these were
Hojeda, with the celebrated and oldest

geographer of the New World, Juan de
la Cosa, and the Florentine, Amerigo
Vespucci, whose clear but unreliable

descriptions of his experiences first popu-
larised a knowledge of the New World
and gave rise to the idea of calling the

new continent by his name. Peralonso

Nifio and Cristobal Guerra had in the same
year {1499) sailed as far as the northern
coast of South America, beyond the borders
which Columbus had himself reached.

Vincente Yanez Pinzon, and after him
Diego de Lepe, penetrated to the south as

far as Cape St. Augustine, and were the first

„ to discover the delta of the river

J^. *
. . Amazon. Another accidental

C/Iaimed by ,. , i r

p . discovery, however, proved of

greater importance to posterity.

On March 19th, 1500, the Portuguese
Pedralvarez Cabral had sailed from Lisbon
with thirteen ships with the intention of

going to the East Indies by way of the

Cape of Good Hope, where the Portuguese
two years previously had arrived during
their voyages of discovery. In order to

avoid the dangerous passage along the

west coast of Africa he had turned aside

in the open ocean far towards the west,

and, being driven farther in that direction

by easterly winds, he came in sight of

the coast of Brazil on April 22nd. After

following the coast-line for a time, he took
possession of it in the name of his king.

This mode of procedure was based on the

agreement regarding the settlement of a
line of demarcation which had been
signed between Spain and Portugal almost

immediately after Columbus's discovery.

That is to say, the rulers of Portugal had,

in order to prevent any legal disputes,

made Pope Nicholas V. invest them, at the

beginning of their era of active discovery,

with all lands which they might discover

during their voyages to the south and east.

. It so happened that Colum-

o
*"".^

. . bus's enterprise was directed
Sanctioned by , j it, t i:

p towards the fame India
the fope

which, at the time of his first

voyage, had not yet been reached by the

Portuguese ; the Spanish sovereigns there-

fore hastened, after the return of Columbus,

to have their claims also sanctioned by
the Pope. This was done in the following

manner : Pope Alexander VI. awarded
to the Spaniards all the land to the west
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of the degree of longitude which extended
from pole to pole one hundred miles

on the other side of the islands of the

Azores, and to the Portuguese all that

which was situated to the east. Subse-

quent negotiations between the interested

Powders led to an alteration, the line of

division being removed 370 Spanish miles

to the west, on the farther

side of the Cape Verd
New Territories

of Spain
. „ . , Islands. The Spaniards

and Portugal . , j- ^ ^uimagined, according to the

position of the discoveries at that time, that

they were surrendering to the Portuguese at

the most some islands in the ocean, whereas
they hoped to secure for themselves, by
the displacement of the line, vast districts

in the unknown eastern part of Asia.

Not until the discovery of Cabral
was it proved to what extent the South
American continent jutted out towards
the east as compared with the latitudes

reached by Columbus, so that a consider-

able portion of the newly discovered land
belonged thereby to the Portuguese.
Moreover, the latter were at first so much
occupied with the extension and security

of their East Indian territory that they
gave but little heed to their western
colonial possessions. King ]\Ianuel, for

state reasons, authorised two voyages
in order to gain information about the
domains which had devolved on him

;

but as they did not lead to the discovery
of any treasures, either in precious
stones or rare spices, he left all subsequent
exploration of these countries to the spirit

of enterprise in general. During several

decades certain Portuguese merchants
alone undertook occasional western voyages
in order to bring Europe colonial products,
especially the highly valuable logwood,
" brasil," from which the country in later

times received its name.
One of these voyages led to the discovery

of the river La Plata in the year 1514 ;

but so trifling was the attention paid by
T,. ^ T, Portugal to events there thatThe One Town ,1 ,

°-
j- ^1 tthe claims ot the discoverers

were never seriously formu-
lated or protected. The last

years of Columbus's life, as well as
those following his death, were not
taken up so much in new discoveries as
with organising colonies in the land which
had been acquired. Columbus had per-
sonally founded only the one town of San
Domingo, on Hispaniola. He was averse
to the division of the settlements over
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Founded
by Columbus

the entire island, because he feared thai

the colonists would thereby be removed
from his control, and he deprecated an}-

encroachment on his rights.

During his last voyage Columbus had
determined on a second settlement on the

coast of Veragua ; but it had to be relin-

quished almost before it had been decided
upon, owing to the hostility of the natives.

Nicolas de Ovando, who, not without design,

in all questions of organisation advised

exactly the opposite to that which Colum-
bus ordered, as being the most service-

able to his own interests, first gave an
impetus to the extension of the Spanish
colonies in the New World. Not only do
a number of new towns on Hispaniola owe
their existence to him, but Puerto Rico
was at least colonised by his order by
Juan Ponce de Leon in 1510. No doubt
he would have achieved much more in

this direction had not the uncertainty of

the colonial conditions of government
exercised a deadening influence on him.

During his lifetime Columbus had pro-

posed to King Ferdinand to renounce the

enjoyment of his rights on condition that

. his son Diego should be per-

r t^ , **f^^ . mitted forthwith to possess
of Columbus s .1 • xi. • ^- J. T\-_ . ^ them m their entiretv. Diego
Descendants ,, ., ,

", ,,°-

urgently reiterated this

demand on the death of his father, and as at

first only a few financial concessions were
granted to him, and the principal point at

issue remained unsettled, he lodged a com-
plaint against the government. Even so

the settlement might have been long pro-

tracted had not Diego Colon—Columbus

—

by forming ties of relationship with the

ducal house of Alva, gained influential

intercessors with King Ferdinand. At any
rate, Diego accomplished so much that in

1509 he was again permitted to take over
the government of the newly discovered
islands, with the title of Royal Governor
and Admiral of the Indies. When, in 1511,
judgment was passed on his appeal by the

Court of First Instance, he was awarded
all the official positions, titles, honours
and privileges promised to his father in aJl

the countries discovered by him.
Diego Colon was, however, in no wise

satisfied with this ; he and his descendants
had, moreover, for man\- \-ears been at law
with the Crown in order to secure the

extension of their claims, not only over
all the land which had been discovered by
Columbus himself, but also over that which
had, in addition to his father's discoveries.
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been won for the Spaniards by others.

This lawsuit, however, was mixed up with

every imaginable sort of unnecessary

litigation, which rendered it practically

interminable and anything but honourable

(or either side, so that it lost its actual

significance soon after Diego Colon's

death in 1526. His legal successor, who
was an utter scamp, surrendered the

greater part of the prerogatives so that he
might extricate himself from all manner
of immoral transactions.

After Diego Colon had again attained

his viceregal rights, he endeavoured to

extend the province which had been secured

by actual colonisation ; and his first step

in this direction was the founding of a

Spanish settlement on the island of Cuba
by Velasquez, Diego's friend of long

standing, who was commissioned to carry

it out. Diego, however, experienced the

^ame fate with him as did his father with

Martin Alonzo Pinzon. Velasquez under-

took the management of the expedition,

ior which the vice-regent paid the ex-

penses ; but no sooner had he established

himself in Cuba than he sent reports of

his successes direct to the court,

representing his achievements
in such glowing colours that his

authorisation as governor of

the island as well as vice-regent, for which
he had sued, was not denied to him. The first

settlement on the continent also followed

close upon the discoveries of Columbus.
The eyes of the government, as well

as of the lovers of adventure, had
been turned to these regions by the gold

which he had found in larger quantities

on the coast of Veragua. Already in 1508
Alonzo de Hojeda, a veteran exploier, and
Diego de Nicuesa had received permission

to found two new colonial provinces

which were to extend from the Gulf of

Uraba to the east, and from ocean to

ocean in the west ; but their undertakings

had been followed by severe misfortune

for many years. Not until both leaders

had lost their lives through the vicissitudes

incidental to their attempts at colonisation

was the foundation of a modest settlement

achieved on the coast of Darien, receiving

the name of Santa Maria la Antigua.

This settlement also might have been
ruined, owing to the lack of necessaries

and the passive resistance of the natives,

if Vasco Nunez de Balboa had not made
a specially suitable leader, who under-

stood how to turn the undertaking into a

Gold on

the Coast of

Veragua

success. Balboa wanted an accredited

legal title for his influential position. While,

on the one hand, he turned to Spain in

order to have his leaderless companions'
selection of himself confirmed, on the other

hand he strove to commend himself to

the government by some prominent deed.

To him, as to Columbus, the Indians

n R IK
^^^ given information about

c a oa
another ocean. The solution of

iscovers
^^j^j^ problem seemed particu-

the Pacific , , ^ . , ^ ^ , •

larly appropriate at a time
when the necessity for a farther advance
towards the west began to be felt. Partly

through his personal ability in managing
the Indians, and partly also by the extreme
severity with which he met every attempt
at insubordination, Nufiez de Balboa suc-

ceeded in confining the difficulties inci-

dental to the crossing of the isthmus
almost exclusively to bodily hardships

and privations, which are unavoidable on
a march through sparsely populated and
tropically unhealthy forest-land.

Even so he lost many of his followers

before he, a? the first European, caught right

of the Pacific Ocean from the last mountain
range in the west, and was able some days
later, on arriving at the coast, to take

possession of it and all the islands situated

within it. On account of the treasures

of gold and pearls which resulted from

this expedition, his discovery proved to be

highly important. He was not permitted

to reap the fruits of his labours, for, before

the news of his discovery reached Spain,

Pedrarias Davila had sailed as governor

of the province of Darien, and by his

jealous distrust had prepared a somewhat
inglorious end for Balboa.

The country, however—the Isthmus of

Panama and the adjoining northern terri-

tories—became the oldest most important

continental province of the Spanish colonial

kingdom, and on account of its treasures it

received the name of Castilla del Oro,
'

' Golden Ca stile
.

" The question whether it

was actually the eastern
^P**'"^

, , border of the Asiatic con-
Rich Colonial ^.^^^^ ^j^.^j^ Columbus had
Kingdom

discovered received the first

convincing answer through Balboa's dis-

covery. Although people were soon certain

that South America was separated from and
different from the well-known regions of

Asia, a considerable time elapsed before

they were willing to concede the same with

regard to the northern half of the American

continent. On the whole, the knowledge
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of South America made far more rapid

progress than that of North America.
The mediaeval superstition that the pro-

duce of the soil increased in value the

nearer one got to the equator had in

this case a distinct influence ; and the

rivahy between Spain and Portugal,

though it was shortly given up, had its

^. ^ share in directing the expedi-
Thc Great ,• r -, +u v
„. , tions of discoverv m the du"ec-
Discovery of , r ,

,

•;
-r- i

»j ..
' tion of the equator, io it we

aga aes
^^^ indebted for the voyages

of Amerigo Vespucci (1502) and of Gonzalo
Coelho (1503) on the part of Portugal, and
for those of Juan Diaz de Solis (1515) on
behalf of Spain, which opened up the coasts

of South America far beyond the mouth of

La Plata. They paved the way for the

epoch-making achievement of Fernando
de Magalhaes, who, during his search for a
south-western passage to the east Asiatic

Moluccas, or Spice Islands, which had in

the meantime become better known to the

Portuguese, sailed through the archipelago

at the southern extremity of America.
By actually reaching the Asiatic islands

Magalhaes irrefutably exposed Columbus's
error and first brought his project to com-
plete realisation. When, after his death,

his crew returned home by way of the
Cape of Good Hope, the problem of the
spherical form of the earth first received

a practical solution. This vo3'age was
infinitely more productive of scientific

results than the achievement of Columbus,
Up to that time the colonies of the

western Indies had hardly fulfilled the
hopes which had been centred on their

discover}'. Many profitable tropical pro-
ducts had been found, and their importa-
tion into Spain, as well as the maintenance
of the colonists already scattered over ex-
tensive tracts of land, who yet depended
almost exclusively on their native country
for support, had led to tolerably brisk
trade intercourse, in which, as the mother
country was hardly equal to the whole task
„ . , of colonisation, the traders of
pain s

foreign nations took an active
Unprofitable .° i-i 1 1 i 1

r'^i^^-^ part, ihe colonies had, how-
i.>olonies ^

, ,

ever, proved by no means pro-
fitable to the state. The equipment of
so many expeditions, and the establish-
ment of the necessary administrative
apparatus at home and abroad, entailed
considerable expense. In spite of the
attempt which had been made to raise an
adequate revenue by means of duties and
taxes, among which the royalty of a
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twentieth part on all ore discovered ranked
first, 3'et these had so far yielded but
moderate profits. Auriferous sand had,
indeed, been discovered on Hispaniola
and Cuba and in several places on the
continent, and washing for gold had
begun; but, owing to the poor quality

of the sand, the labour was by no mean?
combined with large profit.

Moreover, the colonies suffered through
this discover}-; for the natives, overburdened
with hard work, diminished with astonish-

ing rapidity, and alread}" in the first third

of the sixteenth century threatened, on the

islands first inhabited, to become alto-

gether extinct. The colonists, who sought
only to enrich themselves by the gold

washings as quickly as possible and at

any cost, in order that they might lead an
idle life of debauchery, extravagance at

home or in the settlements, were anothei
dangerous element in the community.
The government must by no means be

held entirely responsible for the fact that

this state of affairs afterwards assumed such
proportions that the Spanish colonies could
even with exaggeration have been de-

scribed as "mining colonies."
uropcan

Ever since the second voyaee
Animals m the r ^ -i , . t_ 1 i_

VT iir ij of Columbus it had beenNew World , ,,,.,.
made a universally binding

rule that all vessels conveying emigrants to

the new continent should carry with them
an equal cargo not only of indigenous
cereals and seeds, but also of shrubs, trees

and useful plants for the colonies' experi-

mentation m the various territories.

The European domestic animals, the

greater number of which throve in the New
World, were first imported by the Spaniards.

America possessed but few, and of these

not many were productive. The horse not
only became, in many districts of America,
an almost indispensable possession, but
it even propagated through wild breeding.

Cattle also throve exceedingly well on
American soil ; not only did they, as

livestock, form one of the most marketable
articles for trade in the colonies, but theii

hides constituted one of the staple com-
modities for export to Europe.

Nothing, however, increased as rapidly

among the Indians as did poultiy ; after

the middle of the century the pioneers oi

western civilisation were greeted by the

crowing of a cock, even in districts where the

foot of a European had never been before.

Experiments with less simple cultivation

had also early been made in the colonies
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THE SPANIARDS IN MEXICO
THE VICTORIOUS CAMPAIGNS OF CORTES

'"THE fact that the interest of the govern-
•* ment became more and more centred

upon the quest for precious ores was
chiefly due to the development of the dis-

coveries during the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries. Columbus had ascribed

but trifling importance to the encounter
with the Yucatan trading bark.

He assumed that because the traders had
no ore on board none was to be found in

their native country or in the land of their

destination. The comparative develop-

ment of civilisation with which the

explorers had here first come in touch thus

remained unnoticed. Not until the super-

ficially explored coasts of the Gulf of

Mexico had been submitted to a closer

examination was this half-forgotten trad-

ing nation again discovered, and while the

newcomers were following in their track

the first of the American fairy-lands was
disclosed to the view of Europeans.
After Diego Velasquez had, during his

. personal attempts to colonise

r'**'^!rr
Cuba, achieved such important

• ^M
'•'°'^^

results, it is not surprising

that he showed inclination

and courage for further enterprise. Not
many years after, in 1517, he sent a small

fleet, in command of Francisco Fernandez
de Cordoba, with orders to coast along

the continent and barter with the natives.

The ships reached the peninsula of

Yucatan, not far from its south-eastern

extremity ; then followed it in a northerly

and westerly direction, and only turned back
on meeting with hostility from the natives.

They gave astonishing accounts of massive
temples in which the cross was adored side

by side with stone idols ; of towns in which
thousands of people lived, following their

respective trades. They also reported that

the latter did not go about half-naked,

like most of the natives whom they had
hitherto come across, but were completely
clothed, many wearing rich and costly

garments almost like Europeans. These

accounts sounded so extremely tempting
that Valesquez in the following year

decided on sending a second and larger

expedition to the same regions, placing his

nephew, Juan de Grijalva, at the head.

The new fleet sighted land off the island of

. Cozumel. When the Spaniards

Tradin on
^°"^^ *^^^ ^^^ ^°^^^ ^^^^^

th'^^c"^^ P extended towards the south,

as it did in the west, they
were confirmed in their idea that Yucatan
must be an island, and they sailed round
in the wake of the previous expedition.

Not until they had seen the rising

land appear behind the coast, while follow-

ing the yet undiscovered shores of Mexico
farther to the north, did they beheve that

they had reached the mainland. A vessel

returned to Cuba with this intelligence.

Grijalva himself, with the remainder of the

crews, sailed along the entire coast of the

Mexican realm, beyond Panaco in the

north, trading and gathering information,

without, however, venturing to attempt a

settlement. For this, on his return, he had
to bear serious reproaches from Diego
Velasquez, although his mode of action

had been in strict accordance with the

terms of the instructions he had received.

The remote possibility that someone
else might precede and anticipate him in

the discovery awakened in Diego Velasquez

the most painful anxiety when the rumours
of the discoveries by Cordoba and Grijalva

had begun to circulate in the colonies. The
preparations for the fitting out of a fresh

expedition commenced upon the arrival of

the first ship, and when
Cortes m

Grijalva returned they

n erprise
creased energy. Velasquez

had already found a leader for this new
expedition. His choice had fallen on
Fernando Cortes, who, after spending fifteen

years in the colonies, where he had gained

abundant experience and manifested

singular fitness, was alcalde of the capital
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Santiago, and one of the most distinguished

men ot the island. Fernando Cortes is one

of the most congenial of all the personahties

who have taken part in the extension of

the Spanish dominion on American soil. He
was descended from a distinguished family

of Medellin, had the advantage
Velasquez

^^ ^ superior education, and
j^*^"^ had even studied law for two

o'" **
years. Impelled by enthusiasm,

he had, in 1504, gone to the newly dis-

covered country, and had accompanied
Velasquez during the first colonisation of

Cuba, acting for a long time as his private

secretary. The prospect of taking part,

from that time under better circumstances,

in the discovery of a new and promising

tract of land was suited both to his tem-
perament and to his desires ; and he
willingly agreed to share the

cost of the expedition out of

his own fortune. Velasquez,
filled with jealousy, became
suspicious of the enthusiasm
which Cortes manifeste^J in

the affair. Even before the

preparations were concluded
he repented of his choice of

Cortes, and, foolishly enough,
allowed this to become appa-
rent ; but Cortes was resolved
not to be displaced. For
this reason he sailed to

Trinidad, a western harbour
on the island, without await-
ing the equipment of his

eleven ships. The order
which he there received from

FERNANDO
After conquering
Spanish soldier developed the

mining and agricultural interests

with it, although, indeed, it was looked
upon at that time as one of the most
imposing and powerful forces that had ever

been sent forth to found a new^ colony.

The voyage w^as at first along a

W'ell-known route to Cozumel, and
around Yucatan to Tabasco. During
the preceding expeditions the explorers

had met chiefly with animosity from the
natives at the latter place, so Cortes

resolved to punish them. A footing had,

however, first to be gained by fighting
;

but with the help of the muskets, and
more especially of the guns and horses, the

resistance of the people of Tabasco was
overcome. Having felt the edge of the

Spanish sword, these natives altered their

previous demeanour, and, bringing pre-

sents, submitted themselves to him. Two
further strokes of fortune suc-

ceeded this good beginning.

A Spaniard was rescued from
Indian captivity on the coast

of Yucatan, where he had
been shipwrecked years before

with several companions, of

whom he remained the only
survivor. His knowledge ot

the dialects and customs of

the country proved most use-

ful to Cortes, more especially

during the first part of his

enterprise. He received simi-

lar assistance at Tabasco.
There happened to be an

CORTES Aztec woman among the
Mexico, this twenty slaves whom, besides

other things, the natives
Velasquez, not to leave until of the country, and inaugurated a had presented to Cortes
he had joined him for a beneficent system of colonisation, as a peace-offering ; and this
further conference, served only to hasten woman, who received the name of Donna
him in continuing his journey. He
suggested that Cape San Antonio, the
western point of Cuba, should be the meet-
ing-place of the fleet.

As the time needed for equipping the
vessels threatened to result in dangers for
him, he took the risky step of forcibly
detaining two ships intended for the convey-
ance of provisions to Santiago and com-
pleted his equipment with their cargo,
referring them for payment to Velasquez,
whose servant he still nominally was.
Cortes was able to put to sea in the middle
of February, 1519, with rather more than
400 Europeans on board his eleven ships,
with about 200 Indians, sixteen horses, and
fourteen guns in addition. It was but a
small troop considering all he accomplished
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Marina in baptism, rendered most valuable

service to Cortes as an interpreter. From
her, with whom he had become closely

connected as his mistress, he first heard of

the kingdom of the Aztecs and of the

political conditions which then prevailed

there. This information enabled him to

form the daring plans for their subjection

which he carried into effect wdth
almost inconceivable success.

Cortes sailed from Tabasco
along the coast as far as the

small island of San Juan de Ulloa, and
founded not far distant from it the first

Spanish colony on American soil, naming it

Villarica de la Vera Cruz. He was accorded ^

a friendly reception by the Aztec chiefs

on landing. The news of the events in

Cortes

Among the

Aztecs



CORTES IN MEXICO: A STIRRING EPISODE IN THE SPANISH CAMPAIGN
Receiving costly presents from the Emperor Montezuma II., Cortes sent these to Spain, with reports of his doings,
requesting at the same time for himself and his followers the governorship of the country, which he intended to

subjugate to the Spanish crown. Then, desiring to be independent of Velasquez, who was associated in the expedition,

Cortes, after despatching the best ship to Spain, ordered the destruction of the other vessels, and here he is seen giving
orders for the burning ofthe boats. That accomplished, the followers of Cortes elected him as their commander-in-chief.

From the painting by F. Sans

Tabasco had spread to Montezuma's
capital, and opinions as to the reception to

be accorded to the strangers had, at the

king's council, been very much divided.

But the dismay which the defeat of the

people of Tabasco had created strength-

ened their superstitious ideas, according to

which Quetzalcoatl was said to have
prophesied his return to his people across

the eastern ocean. The Spaniards, who
had as their attendants the lightning

which flashed from the cloud, and the horse

which sped along with lightning-like

rapidity, seemed to give proof that they
were the children of the God of Thunder-
clouds and of the Wind. The governor
of the coast was therefore ordered to give

the strangers a peaceful reception and to

meet their demands as far as possible.

The ships, guns, and horses of the

Spaniards astonished the natives ; but the

amazement of the court of Montezuma
was still greater, owing to the skill of the

Aztec scribe who made faithful sketches of

the Spaniards for the illustration of

the report sent to the capital. Cortes

added a statement to the governor's

message, saying that he was the envoy of a
great king in the far east, and the bearer of

presents to the ruler of Mexico, as well as

of a commission which could be delivered

only by word of mouth. Montezuma's
reply was not long delayed. It was accom-
panied by costly presents of gold and
beautiful feathers ; but it was to the effect

that Cortes should be satisfied with these

gifts and abstain from a personal visit

to the capital.

That, however, was not the intention of

the Spaniards, nor did the gifts sufhce to

induce them to decide on a fruitless return.

Cortes repeated his request to be permitted
to appear before Montezuma, at the same
time making preparations for accom-
plishing his visit to Mexico in spite of the

ruler's desire. He looked around for

confederates for such a contingency, more
especially as the attitude of the Aztec

governor at the coast began to

assume unmistakable signs of

unfriendliness. The Totonacs,

who inhabited the neighbour-

ing country along the shore more to the

north, and who had but recently submitted

reluctantly to the yoke of the Aztecs,

had from the beginning been in touch

with the Spaniards, and had repeatedly

invited them to visit their capital,

Cempoalla. Cortes went there with part of

his crew, and, returning to Vera Cruz, was
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more than satisfied that he could now,
with this cover for his Hne of retreat, safely

venture upon a march into the interior.

Before all things it was necessary to

establish a feeling of unity in his small

force. Cortes had no intention of allowing

Diego Velasquez to reap the fruits of

his labours after the evident signs of

animosity which the latter had, at the last,

shown towards him ; and the majority of

liis followers were of the same opinion.

Velasquez now himself experienced what
he had brought on Diego Colon during the

colonisation of Cuba. Cortes sent Monte-
zuma's costly presents straight to Spain
with detailed reports,, and at the same time

demanded for himself and for his followers

the governorship of the countr^^ which
he intended to subjugate .

to the Spanish Crowm.
'

The pilot, Alaminos, who
had directed all the
voyages of discovery

along this coast, was sent

with the best ship, as the

bearer of this message,
and, in order to prevent
any attempt at desertion,

the remainder of the fleet

was declared to be no
longer seaworth}^ and
was therefore stranded
and destrojed. As soon
as this had been accom-
plished, the followers oi

Cortes declared them-
selves independent of

Velasquez, and again
chose Cortes as their

commander-in-chief. The
MONTEZUMA

emperor of Mexico,
ll

Aztec emperor of Mexico, he becq.me
prisoner in the hands of the Spaniards

mountaineers, who had for centuries suc-
cessfully repelled all the attacks of their

neighbours, would not now submit to the
newcomers. This meant a long and
bitter struggle, entailing heavy losses for

the Spaniards also, to convince the people
of Tlazcala that even their fearless bravery
could avail nothing in the face of firearms.

They therefore sued for peace and became
true and trusty friends of the Spaniards
on hearing from the Totonacs that these

strangers also entertained anything but
friendly feelings for the Aztec ruler, and
that they were resolved to put an end to

his tyranny in one way or another. After
the Spaniards had rested in Tlazcala's

territory from the fatigues of the march
and battles, and had reinforced their

, army with additional men
; from among the Tlazcalas,

the\' resumed their march
and first reached Cholula.

Here they were again met
b}' Montezuma's messen-
gers, who forbade them to

remain and advised their

return. Cortes at the same
time learned from his

Indian confederates that
the intention was to

attack him and his

followei's on their depar-
ture. In order to antici-

])ate this he seized the
hostile ringleaders and
gave up the town to his

Indian allies to pillage.

This they accomplished so

thoroughly that even the

great pyramid of the
followers of Velasquez at was kiued by his own subjects for demanding Temple of Quetzalcoatl
least made some show of

'^^* '^^'' ""^"'"'^ should depart unmolested,
^^.^g ^j^^^^^.^ .^^^ ^ j^g^p ^f

opposition, but they were defeated by the
majority. After the leaders had been
severely punished by way of example, the
remainder submitted to the inevitable.
Cortes, having made sure of his men,
started for the interior with a numerous
retinue of native Indians. The farther,

however, that he advanced, the more
urgently Montezuma warned him against
this visit to the capital ; and as the
Spaniards were repeatedly told by the
Indians who accompanied them of the
treacherous plans which had been laid by
order of the Aztec ruler, the explorers
advanced in continual anticipation of war.
They first met with open hostility on
entering Tlazcala's territory. These brave
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rums. Montezuma, intimidated, denied
all knowledge of the outrage, and did not
again venture to oppose the Spaniards.

Unmolested, they climbed over the

mountain ridge of Popocatepetl down into

the valley of Mexico, and through the

highway leading from Iztapalapan they
entered Tenochtitlan, which is washed by
the sea. Thousands of the natives stared

at them with scarcely less astonishment
than the}'- themselves felt at the advanced
state of civilisation which they encoun-
tered at every step. Montezuma, attended
by a numerous retinue, met them almost
humbly, and assigned to them as their

quarters the palace of his father, which,

owing to the thick walls surrounding the
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whole building, was adapted for defence

as well as for a dwelling-place. At first

the intercourse between the king and the

Spaniard was to all appearances quite

friendly. Montezuma, nevertheless, with

quiet dignity, rejected all attempts at his

conversion ; on the other hand, he de-

clared his willingness to acknowledge the

-. Emperor Charles V. as his
Montezuma

^^^.^^.q^^^ ^^^^1 to pay him a

c" .
^

. high tribute in ores and costh^
paniar s

j-j-^^terials. Notwithstanding, his

mode of dealing was not straightforward.

An attack which had in the meantime
been made by the Mexicans on the

Spaniards remaining at ^-'era Cruz was
proved to have been instigated by Monte-
zuma, and this treachery served the

Spaniards as a pretext for compelling the

king to move out of his palace into the

Spanish quarter, where he was treated

more or less as a prisoner. He was forced

to do homage to the emperor with solemn
ceremony, and had actually to transfer

the government to the Spaniards, who,
after the suppression of one attempt to

raise another descendant of the royal

family to the throne as ruler, oegan to

assume the government and administra-
tion of the country in an entirely peaceable
manner. The transition would have been
accomplished without bloodshed if dis-

turbances from without had not intervened.

Although Alaminos had received orders
to sail straight to Spain without touching
at the colonial harbours, he could not
refrain from stopping at Cuba, though
but hurriedly and in secret, to circulate

the news of Cortes' extraordinary success.

The greater the prize the keener became
Velasquez' desire not to allow it to be
wrested from him. For this reason he
did not content himself with reporting
the disloyal conduct of Cortes to Seville,

but used every endeavour to fit out a
second fleet for an expedition to deprive
Cortes of the prize before he could gain a
_. p footing in the new countrv.
Kival r leets t-, ^i i x- , , ~

J ,j^^
rannlo de JNarvaez, to whom

Spaniards
yelasquez entrusted the duty of
humblmg Cortes and bringing

him back to a sense of obedience, headed a
force which, though considerably superior
to that of Cortes, 3^et lacked cohesion.
The vice-regent, Diego Colon, had, with-
out infringing the law, absolutely forbidden
Velasquez to endanger Cortes' brilliant

achievement by a forcible invasion, and
the repeated protests of his envoy, who
5898

accompanied Narvaez' fleet to Vera Cruz,

were not without influence on the crew,

whose confidence Narvaez, who was less

popular as a man than Cortes, failed to

gain by his personal qualities.

To the challenge that the town Villarica

should be surrendered to him Cortes' re-

presentative replied by sending on the

messengers to his commander in Mexico.

Cortes, from his personal interviews, soon

realised that there would not be much diffi-

culty in drawing the men awa}' from their

allegiance to Narvaez. He therefore openly

entered into negotiations with him for

combined action, based upon a division

of the administrative powers ; but at the

same time he collected all his available

militar\' forces and moved hurriedly for-

ward to meet Narvaez, leaving a strong

garrison, under Pedro de Alvarado, in the

capital. As he had been exceedingly well

informed by deserters, he was able to

surprise Narvaez during a dark night,

meeting with hardly any resistance. When
the latter leader, who had lost an eye in

the battle, had been taken prisoner,

almost the whole force which he had
^ ^ . brought with him joined Cortes,
Cortes and , ^ , n >.' ^ 1

•

. . . only a few, like Narvaez, takmg
his Army j . £ • ,

. _. advantage ol a permission to
in Danger

, ^ n u t-u- • xreturn to Cuba. Ihis victory
more than doubled Cortes' forces, for

Narvaez had brought far more horsemen
and riflemen than had Cortes himself.

Meanwhile, a threatening ferment had
begun to show itself in Tenochtitlan
immediately after the departure of Cortes,

and when, during the celebration of a
great festival, Alvarado was informed
that the crowds were to be incited to

attack the Spaniards and liberate Monte-
zuma, he concluded that it would be
highly advisable to anticipate such a
stroke, and therefore he attacked the
rejoicing multitude and dispersed it after

a terrible massacre. The Mexicans now
on their part changed to open hostilit}^,

and surrounded the Spaniards so closely

that Alvarado had to summon Cortes to

his aid as quickly as possible.

Cortes hastened to Mexico as soon as he
had again reorganised his forces. The
Spaniards, of course, perceived every^vhere a
changed and unfriendly disposition towards
them, but as they did not find their move-
ments barred, thej' were able to join the
besieged after a sharp fight. Cortes re-

cognised, when too late, that he had gained
nothing thereb}^ but that instead he had
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made the Spaniards' supremacy, which had
been won under such difficulty, dependent
upon the issue of a single battle. As soon as

he entered the town all paths were closed to

him, and the reinforced host of Spaniards
found themselves now as hopelessly

menaced as Alvarado's division had been.

At first the Spaniards attempted to

gain the mastery over their adversaries

by open fight, and in spite of the fact that

they overthrew thousands of the badly
armed natives, the latter seemed continu-

ally to increase. Cortes thereupon endea-
voured to shelter himself under the

authority of the imprisoned king, and the

appearance of the latter on the battle-

ments of the palace actually led to a

short armistice. When Montezuma
asserted that he was not a prisoner and
commanded that the Spaniards were to

be allowed to depart unmolested, then the

rage of his subjects turned on him, and
he was struck and wounded by so many
stones that he died within a few days.

With him vanished the Mexicans' last

remnant of consideration for their op-

ponents. It now became evident to Cortes

. that he would have to get out
c ragic

^^ |.j^^ town, cost what it might.

^ . The investment by the enemy
Montezuma , ^i r -^ ,was so close that it was not
even possible to make secret preparations.

Each step of the retreat along the

causeway over the lake, which was one
and a quarter miles long, had to be gained
by fighting. Cortes started, hoping thus to

lessen the danger. The enemy, having long
foreseen such a contingency, were at once
prepared, and pressed forward vigorously,

fighting from boats on both sides of the

causeway, which was broken through in

various places, sending a shower of missiles

after the retreating men. Cortes had
thrown a portable bridge over the first of

the three canals that intersected the cause-

way, which his men actually succeeded in

crossing ; but by the time the second
canal was reached discipline had already
been so weakened by the severity of the
attack on all sides that the bridge was no
longer available ; in fact, it had not even
been carried forward. The crowd of fugi-

tives now rushed on, over the bodies of

those in advance, and when the mainland
was at length reached, order was re-

established to some extent.

A cypress- tree marks the spot where the
rout ended, and is still preserved as a monu-
ment of the " noche triste " (sad night).

Two-thirds of the Spaniards and an even
greater proportion of their native allies had
either been killed or taken prisoners there,

and the latter were bled to death on the
altars of the idols. All the artillery, most
of the muskets, and forty-six out of the
sixty-seven horses were destroyed. Cortes
subsequently despatched only a fifth of

_ . the golden treasures as a royalty
paais

j^^ ^-^^ Spanish Iring, the re-
f risoncrs on
Aztec Alt

rnainder was handed over to the
soldiers ; but almost everything

had been lost in the terrible fight. Those
who had escaped were almost without
exception wounded and were in a critical

position, for they were still many hundreds
of miles from the nearest friendly district.

Cortes, thinking that the enemy would
have rendered the old road impracticable
for him in various ways, marched round
the lakes on the northern shore, and actually

reached Otumba via Teotihuacan before

fresh numbers were added to the pur-

suing enemy, who intended attacking him
in front. There the Spaniards had once
more to fight for their lives against an
overwhelmingly superior force (Cortes

estimated the number of his enemies at

200,000), and the hardly won victory was
no doubt due to the circumstance that

they were able to kill the enemy's leader in

the midst of his warriors. After the battle

the Spaniards were, at any rate, able to

continue the retreat under less pressure,

but not until they entered the territory of

Tlazcalan could they consider themselves
safe, the Tlazcalans having remained
faithful to the covenant which they had
made with the Spaniards.

Months passed before the Spaniards had
recovered from the terrible fatigues of the

retreat, and been so far reinforced by con-

tingents from the islands that Cortes could

once more think of taking the offensive.

He left the hospitable Tlazcalans during

the last weeks of the j-ear 1520, and en-

deavoured, by the subjection of the neigh-

bouring tribes, to restore the

prestige of the Spanish arms.
q" . He then attacked Tezcuco, in-
rganiser

(-gj^(;jjj^g ^q make it the strategic

basis from which to prepare for the con-

quest of the island town of Tenochtitlan.

In consequence of the political situation

which had been computed by Anahuak,
Cortes found confederates at Tezcuco
after the banishment of the Aztec governor.

Cortes now proved himself to be as good
an organiser as he had hitherto been a
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leader. While carrying on the war against

the coast towns, chiefly with the aid of

his allies, who were in command of small

Spanish divisions, he made a canal from

Tezcuco to the Gulf of Mexico, and in a

practically unassailable position he built a

fleet of thirteen ships, which, on the open-

ing of the canal, put to sea, so that he

was able to ward off the troublesome

invasion of hostile vessels. Attacks on one

coast town after another were now under-

taken from both land and sea, those towns

which commanded the entrance to the

canal being the

last to fall. As
the fleet at the

same time gained

a decisive victory

over the Mexican
fleet of boats,

which accord-

ingly now no
longer existed as

a fighting sea

force, the Span-
iards were in a

position to turn

to the invasion of

the capital itself.

Cuitlahuac, the

king who had led

the battles of the
" noche triste,"

had died in the

city after a reign

of only four

months. He was
succeeded by
Quauhtemoctzin
— Guatemocin—
who, as a brave
ruler, proved in

no wise inferior

to him. After a

few unsuccessful

attacks. the Span-
iards had to ac-

knowledge the
impossibility of

taking the town
by storm, but
the systematic
siege to which
they had reluct-

well as every house, was defended with the
greatest courage by the natives, who were
crowded together in overwhelming numbers
in Tenochtitlan ; and so long as the entrances
to the town on the water side were not
completely in the hands of the Spaniards,

Cortes' ships were not in a position entirely

to prevent provisions from reaching the

besieged. In spite of this, the Spaniards
advanced slowly but surely, and, after a
siege lasting almost ten weeks, succeeded
in confining the enemy to a small portion

of the town by pulling down the sur-

rounding houses,

so as to ensure
the deployment,
during the battle,

of the artillery

and cavalry
which largely
formed the Span-
ish strength.
Quauhtemoctzin
then, realising the

impossibility of

holding the
starved-outtown,
attempted to

escape by sea,

but fell into the
hands of the

Spaniards. The
besieged then
also gave up all

resistance, and
on August 13th,

152 1, the heroic

defenders quitted
the ruins of Ten-
ochtitlan. Imme-
diately after this

success, Cortes

resumed the
activity which
had been inter

rupted by the

appearance of

Narvaez on the

coast. Monte-
zuma's record of

taxes enabling
him to form as

correct an idea

as possible of the

extent and con-

the
AN AZTEC ALTARantly resorted xhe christian cross on --_ - - -

proved both in this reproduction of a beautiful piece of statuary, Cortes, the StitutioU of
+orli/\nc oTi/^ Aiffi conqueror of Mexico, is represented placing the Christian Cross on 1 - i n o- rl n m Vi aleaiOUS ana aim- ^^ ^^tec altar, supplanting in so doing the native image, greatly to i^ ^ ii 5 U O III

, 11 it

Cult. Every inch '^^e dismay and indignation of the Mexican chief, who has in orgaUlS cd
x ,1 J vain endeavoured to prevent what to him is an act of sacrilege. ,1 ^ , •j.„^,, „„j

of the ground, as Zm the statue by Mouo y Such the tcmtory and
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THE SPANIARDS IN MEXICO : BATTLE SCENE FROM AN OLD DRAWING
Of the many battles fought by the Spaniards in Mexico, perhaps the most desperate was that with the inhabitants ot

Michuacan, towards the middle of the sixteenth century, when the Spanish forces under Cortes were joined by the
Tlazcalans, who brought their famous war-dogs to bear upon the struggle. This engagement was the outcome of Indian
treachery, which is typified by the figure of a man hanging in the background of the picture. That the battle ended in a
victory for the Spaniards and their allies is signified by the mutilated body ofan Indian champion in the right-hand corner.

regulated the taxes on this basis. The'

news of a rich and highly civilised country
which had at last been discovered on
American soil, and was secured to the

Spanish Crown by his energy, proved ex-

ceedingly useful to Cortes, for an impetus
was thereby given to the desire for emigra-
tion such as had not existed since the

second voyage of Columbus. The capital of

Mexico, which, with his wonted energy,

Cortes at once rebuilt, numbered, after a
few years, several thousands of inhabi-

tants, and from thence a network of smaller

European settlements spread over the

whole of Montezuma's territory.

During this period the return of the

Victoria, the only ship out of Magal-
haes' fleet to complete the voyage around
the world by the southern points of

America and Africa, had directed attention

to the Spice Islands. These were pre-

sumably situated within the Spanish sphere

of authority ; and the question of finding

a shorter route than the one discovered by
Magalhaes arising, two ships were imme-
diately built at Zacatula, and shortly after

began a systematic and careful exploration

of the Pacific coast of Mexico.

Cortes for a time indulged in the hope
of discovering a passage through Central

America. This desire, and the wish to

ascertain the southern boundaries of

the country conquered by him as quickly

as possible—for an invasion from the

colonies of Darien might with certainty

be expected, in consequence of the im-

pression which his conquests had created

—

led him to equip two fresh expeditions

as soon as circumstances in the interior

of the province allowed of such a step.

One, under the command of Pedro de

Alvarado, advanced from the southern
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Pacific territories of Mexico into the pro-

vince of the Maya tribes, who occupied

the mountain districts to the north of the

Isthmus, which is the Guatemala of to-

da\^ Alvarado was able to take advan-
tage of the same conditions which had
proved of such assistance to Cortes in

gaining the victory, and through the

jealousies of the various chiefs he was able

to incite one tribe against the other.

Though occasionally encountering an
obstinate resistance, he was obliged to

concede that the bravery of the natives

equalled the courage shown at the defence

of Tenochtitlan ; but they were not able,

either here or elsewhere, to hold their

own permanently against the Spaniards,

and the campaign proved rich not merely
in glory but also in material results.

The other expedition, which Cortes

sent at the same time along the coasts of

the Atlantic to the south, was less success-

ful. The leader, Cristobal de Olid, from the

beginning gave rise to the suspicion that

he intended to serve Cortes in the same
manner as the latter had served Velasquez.

He had indeed, at Puerto de Caballos,

after circumnavigating the peninsula of

Yucatan, taken possession of the country
in the name of Cortes, and founded a

colony which he called Triunfo de la Ciiiz.

Then he evinced the desire of securing for

himself a small territory between Castilla

del Oro, now an organised province of

Central America, and the ]*Iexican territory

belonging to Cortes. He began by attach-

ing to himself all the restless and adven-
turous elements in both provinces, and with

their help he cither got rid of or intimidated
the conscientious ones. It so happened that
several contingents which Cortes had sent

after Cristobal de Olid disappeared and never
reached their destination, so that the com-
mander-in-chief onh' heard rumours of his

proposed defection. Cortes, however, fore-

saw no serious danger. His efforts to gain

from the king his recognition as governor
had not been crowned with entire success

;

therefore, had Olid, in league with
Velasquez, succeeded in establishing him-
self independentl}^ in the south, it woirld

certainl}' have cost Cortes the greater part,

if not the whole, of his governorship.

Cortes, therefore, with the quick deter-

mination peculiar to him, quitted Mexico
in October, 1524, and sailed along the

Atlantic coast as far as Usumacinta.
From thence traversing Yucatan where the

peninsula joins the mainland, he crossed

Lake Isabel and reached Olid's colony on
the coast. The object of his journey had
been attained before his arrival : Olid

had been removed, and the colony had re-

turned to obedience. During his march,
passing through considerable

regions of unexplored countn,^

Cortes had become acquainted
wdth the towns and countries

of the Maya tribes of the east, establishing

his claims on this country in such a way
that all danger of foreign intervention

was removed. The subjection of the penin-

sula of Yucatan, the seat of the last tribes

who still adhered to the ancient, genuine

Maya traditions, was not, it is true, seri-

ously attempted until some years later by

Cortes in

Unexplored

Regions

A PRESENT-DAY VIEW OF THE AQUEDUCT BUILT BY CORTES IN THE CITY OF MEXICO
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Francisco de Montejo, and it was carried

through comparatively slowly and with

varying success. After the peninsula had
been explored on all sides, both by land

and sea, its acquisition was but a question

of time, as its principal secrets had been

disclosed by Cortes. For a number of

years, until new discoveries drew attention

in other directions, the " flotas de Yucatan
"

sailed there from time to time from Seville,

bringing back rich treasures. But while

Cortes advanced into the jungle to punish

the insubordination of his subjects, they

boldly held up their heads in the capital.

Cortes was looked upon as dead, and
his enemies—the energetic,

unscrupulous conquistador

possessed an abundance of

them in men who found that

he had not been able to fulfil

their exaggerated hopes

—

were so superior in force

that they were soon able

to annul the regency which
he had instituted, and to

seize the reins of govern-

ment for themselves. This

rival government, how-
ever, collapsed upon the

approach to the town of the

FERNANDO DE SOTO

a knowledge of the truth that North
America was not connected with the

continent of Asia, even in higher latitudes.

Long before the middle of the century

the Spaniards had also pushed on far

into the interior of the regions to the

'^oi"'^h-west of Mexico. Nuiio
Where Life ^^ Quzman had, in addition

LuLdTus ^° ^^'® subjection of the

northern districts of the Aztec

kingdom, advanced, in 1530, into the

subsequent New Galicia—the provinces

Durango and Sinaloa of to-day—with

an army composed of Spanish and
Indian warriors. Rumours of towns rich

in gold had enticed him
to these districts. They
received apparent confirma-

tion when a few of the

followers of Fernando de

Soto, who had gone from
Florida straight through the

southern provinces of the

United States as far as Texas
^ and Mexico, told of colonies

where the houses were many
storeys high and where life

was even as gay and as luxu-

rious as in Mexico itself.

They called the largest of

these towns Eibola. Itreturning commander, who ,^,,,,„ „„
in the meantime had been a Spanish discoverer, he greatly became the goal of an ex-

constituted governor and ^SSalxpediUofani"in the
Pedition which Juan Vasquez

commander-in-chief of the conquest of Peru, being subse- de Coronado undertook m
province of New Spain by q"entiy appointed governor ofCuba.

^^^^ ^^,^^ Culiacau in a

north-westerly direction. After he andCharles V. But the germs of discontent

which compelled him in 1527 to go over
to Spain in order to lay his case personally

before the court date from these circum-

stances. In spite of endless lawsuits

he succeeded in acquitting himself well

before the Council of the Indies, but, like

Columbus, he, too, was not reinstated in

his former position. When he returned
to Mexico in 1530 he was

e rou
forced to tolerate a new gover-

Conqueror i , . t ^ i

c . . nor placed immediately over
Superseded , . ^,, , ... - > j

himseli, and this weighed
heavily on the proud conqueror. During
this period he gave a fresh impetus to

discoveries in a north-westerly direction.

He sent ships along the Pacific coast and
also discovered the Bay of California. In
the 3'ear 1535 he himself once more pene-
trated far up the coast of the Californian

peninsula. Although he was not the dis-

coverer of the desired north-west passage
any more than he had previously been the
discoverer of Central America, he furthered

his companions had, with many struggles

and privations, wandered through the

arid regions between the Great Colorado

and the Rio Grande, they did, in fact,

arrive at the towns of the Pueblo Indians,

which had umistakably given rise to the

rumours, but they failed to discover the

reported treasures in possession of the

homely husbandmen of Zuni, Walpi, and
Moqui, even as they had failed to find

Nufio de Guzman. The reputed City of

Gold now received a new name.
Even after many centuries the phantom

of the treasures of Quivira still lured

the Spaniards into the desert prairie

land of the Llano Estacado. The Spanish

power, in reaching the Pueblo towns,

had practically attained its northern

boundary, beyond which it advanced
only indirectly during the nineteenth

century, when the opening of the Far
West set in motion on all sides a

great stream of immigrants for California.
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PIZARRO DESCRIBING TO CHARLES V. OF SPAIN THE TEMPTING RICHES OF PERU
Immediately after the discovery of America by Columbus, the golden land of the Indian tribes who inhabited Peni
held a strange fascination for Spanish adventurers, of whom at once the most unscrupulous and the most brilliant

was Francisco Pizarro, an erstwhile pig-tender of Estremadura. Returning to Spain after one voyage with a
glowing account of the Inca kingdom, with its reputed wealth of gold and other precious minerals, he found no
difficulty in persuading Charles V. to grant him the exploring rights for the conquest of the new province.

From the painting by Lizcano
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THE SPANISH CONQUEST OF PERU
PIZARRO'S BRUTAL METHODS WITH THE INCAS
NTOT only had new life been infused into
^ ^ emigration by the achievements of

Cortes, but they had also inspired the desire

for fresh discoveries. The Council of the

Indies had never previously been so

occupied with requests for permission to

make fresh attempts at colonisation as

during the • years subsequent to the

conquest of Mexico. There was now no
longer any need for the government
officially to continue exploration in the

new regions of the world ; the enterprising

spirit of its subjects competed for pre-

eminence in the matter of discoveries.

Of course, all the adventures for which the

Council of the Indies had granted conces-

sions were not actually undertaken, while

some, again, proved such absolute failures

that the holders renounced their claims

within a short time, and even colonies

which, like Santa Marta, had subsisted for a
number of years, had occasionally declined

^^ „ .^ sorapidly that they required
The Spanish , n

^
i x i x-

^ , ,. . to be comoletelv reconsti-

c ,. . . tuted. Even though vast
South America , , , , , ,i /-

tracts 01 land on the connnes
of the Spanish colonies remained for more
than a century still unreclaimed—tracts

over which the Spaniards were never in

a position to exercise more than a formal
claim—yet scarcely an unexplored region

of larger dimensions was left in the

southern half of the New World, with the
exception of those lowlands to the south
of the river Amazon, which to this day are

still almost unknown. In isolated instances

the explorers pushed far forward into

regions which up to now had not been
identified with certainty, because no white
man who could give an account of his

experiences has ever again advanced so far.

The Spaniards had presumably heard
vague rumours from the Indians in Central
America of the existence of rich and
powerful states both in the north and also

in the south, and when the expansion of

the Central American province to the
north was closed by the conquest of Mexico,

their attention was naturally directed

towards the south. The voyages along the

Pacific coast had so far resulted only in the

knowledge of various races who were in an
unusually low state of civilisation, and no
doubt it was on that account that so long a
time elapsed before the Spaniards guessed

. , at the existence of the country
pamar s

^^ ^^^ Incas. Through a mis-

, ^ ,. understanding, the name of
for Gold Ti • J X -a.Peru was agam assigned to it.

Biru was the name of a small kingdom
on the bay of San Miguel, at the south-

western end of the isthmus. Balboa had
already touched there, and it had been the

goal of an expedition which Pascual de
Andagoj'a undertook in 1522. The direct

result did not surpass what the expedi-

tions into the regions of Darien had led

men to expect. The natives, however,
who had by that time become more
intelligible, made it clearer than ever to

the gold-seeking Spaniards that there

existed great kingdoms in the south on the

Pacific coast, where they would find the

yellow ore in plenty. This news could
applv only to the kingdom of the Incas.

Tne assertions of the Indians had made
an indelible impression, especially on one
of the followers of Andagoya. Francisco
Pizarro was an adventurer of the ordinary

type. He had tended the pigs at his home
in Estremadura, but when still a youth he
had, with Hojeda, crossed the ocean in

1508, and had also shared in all the dangers

which preceded the founding of the Darien
colony. After its annexation he was

numbered among the constant
izarro s

participators in all voyages of
oyagcs o

(-jjg(>Qygj-y_ Xn this way he had
Discovery -.•', • -'

,,gamed vast experience in aU
kinds of difficult positions, and manifested

throughout quiet but almost inflexible

perseverance, which was highly appre-

ciated by his superiors and comrades.

While evolving the plan for the discovery

of the golden land of the Indians, these

same qualifications also proved of immense
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service to him. As hi? means were in-

sufficient for the equipment of an expedi-

tion, in spite of fifteen years' service in

the colonies, he turned to the colonists for

assistance. Diego del Almagro, a man of

the same type as Pizarro, brought him a
host of resolute comrades, but, like

Pizarro, he did not possess the necessary
financial means. These, never-

theless, were also found. The
Pizarro's

Gold-seeking
r .... Vicar of the church of Panama,
Expedition _ jit Itray Hernando de Luque, not
only possessed a small fortune himself,

which he was prepared to stake on the
undertaking, but his relations with the

governor, Pedrarias Davila, and with
other notabilities of the colony, made it

possible for him to smooth the way for the
enterprise in every direction, so that
Pizarro was able to make the first advance
into the south in 1524.
The result of the expedition was b}^ no

means remunerative. Both Pizarro, who
had sailed in advance, and Almagro, who
followed him some months later, recon-

noitred the coast from Panama about half-

way up to the northern boundary of the
kingdom of the Incas, and gained but little

treasure as a reward for great hardships.
Pizarro, however, again gave brilliant

proofs of his imperturbable powers of

endurance. Twice he sent his ship back
to Panama, remaining behind on the
totally strange coast with a little band of

followers ; and when he finally decided on
a return, it was only with the object of

attaining, through personal influence, the

equipment for his expedition which seemed
indispensable to him for such distances.

The conquest of Peru now became the
object of a financial speculation for

which a thoroughly business-like agree-

ment was drawn up. Luque and his

sureties found the money, while Pizarro

and Almagro staked their lives, and the
division of the proceeds was regulated
accordingly. Not many months after his

. return Pizarro was able once
panis

more to put to sea, this time
^\Q Venture rs

p.. . . accompanied by Almagro, in

order again to resume the ex-

ploration of the coast on the southern
spot which had been previously reached.
This time, as a result of the better equip-
ment and the more favourable time of year,

more rapid progress was made ; but, in

spite of all, their provisions ran short before

they reached the more densely populated
regions. Once again reinforcements and
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provisions had to be procured from
Panama, and even thus the expedition
threatened to become completely frus-

trated. Upon hearing the accounts of the
disappointed men who returned, the
governor decided that a continuation of

the undertaking was only a useless waste
of money and lives ; he therefore sent to
Pizarro and his followers on the Isla del

Gallo and ordered their return. Pizarro
remained immovable, and for seven months
held out on the island with only twelve
companions, until his partners were in a
position to send him a ship and provisions.

With these he energetically resumed his

voyage to the south and finally reached the
Inca kingdom. He got on friendly terms
with the natives of Tumbez on the Gulf of

Guayaquil, and was at length able, with
his own eyes and ears, to investigate the
truth of the rumours circulated by the
Indians. The greatness of his discovery
actually far exceeded all his hopes and
necessitated another return home. This
was no task which could be accomplished
with the funds provided by his partners,

and on this account a basis with extensive
capital had to be established.

On his return with the news
of his discoveries in Panama
he had no difficulty in con-

vincing his partners of the necessity for

first acquiring in Spain the exploring
rights for the conquest of the province,

and it became evident to them that he
would be the most suitable person to lay

this proposition before the Council of the

Indies.' In the spring of 1528 he travelled

over to Seville and presented himself at

court. When he returned to Panama,
two years later, he carried with him the

nominations for himself as '.' adelantado,"
for Almagro as commandant, and for

Luque the reversion of the first bishopric.

Almagro, to be sure, felt that he had
been slighted by the unequal division of

the honours between him and his partners,

but for the moment he was appeased.
Apparently on the best of terms, they
led a band of about 200 Spaniards towards
the south. Even before they reached
Tumbez the expedition was strengthened
by more than one reinforcement. Their
reception by the natives there was again
peaceful, the more so as Pizarro delivered

them from their hostile neighbours, the

inhabitants of the island of Puno, whom,
incited thereto by the people of Tumbez,
he defeated completely. He there also

Pizarro

at the Court

of Spain
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heard of the war between the brothers

Huascar and Atahualpa, which had
just terminated, and of the seeds of

discontent which the latter had sown.
This information made Pizarro hasten
to the scene before the favourable oppor-
tunity for intervention had passed.

When he had founded a colony—San
Miguel—for the adjustment of the trade,

he started for the interior, and made
straight for the spot where, according to

the accounts of the natives, he might
expect to find the Inca Atahualpa.

To advance to meet a host of ostensibly

40,000 men, in quite an unknown country,

with 168 Spaniards without any confede-

rates, was most foolhardy. The smallness

of the number may have been the means
of his success, as the Inca- .

Peruvians did not consider

it necessary to place hin-

drances in his way or to

arm themselves for resist-

ance. Atahualpa, on the

contrary, seemed almost

anxious to make the ac-

quaintance of the Spaniards,

to whom he repeatedly sent

messengers with presents

and an invitation to appear
before the Inca. Un-
molested, Pizarro climbed
up into the mountains from
the plains of the coast, and
at last reached the town of

Cajamarca, near which the

army of the Inca was en-

camped. The town was

of the horsemen, a novel sight for him,
though he took scant notice of the message
which Soto brought him ostensibly in the

name of the Emperor Charles. He pro-

mised, however, to appear in Cajamarca
on the following day, in order to make the

acquaintance of the other Spaniards and
of their commander-in-chief.

Amorth* ^* became evident to Pizarro
mong

^j^^^ ^j^^ following day would
decide the issue 01 his under-

taking, and his suggestion that they
should at once fall upon the Peruvians
and take Atahualpa a prisoner at the

earliest opportunity was received with
universal satisfaction. All the preparations
for the success of the daring plan were
carefully made. With growing impatience

the Spaniards watched the

greater part of the next
day pass without a single

person coming within
reasonable distance from
the camp of the Incas, and
they began to fear that,

in spite of all the precau-
tions which had been taken,
their plan had been dis-

covered. Late in the
afternoon, however, a pro-

cession began to move
towards Cajamarca, and in

a moment every Spaniard
was at his post. The town
seemed deserted when the

Inca entered ; he was able

to proceed as far as the

market-place without seeingFRANCISCO PIZARRO
deserted—a circumstance An adventurer of the ordinary type, he a soul, and the market, too,

, . , ,
, conquered Peru on behalf of Spam, em-

j. n j. j. ^tti
which was not unwelcome ploying the most bmtai and cruel methods was at first empty. When
to the Spaniards, enabling '" ^'^ campaigns against the incas.

ti^g Inca, carried in an
them, at any rate, to prepare unnoticed uncovered litter, halted, he was met by a

for defence, and also to make arrange- monk. Fray Pedro de Valverde, accom-
ments for their attacks. On the day after panied by two natives whom Pizarro had
their arrival Pizarro sent to the camp a enrolled among his followers on his first

small division, composed entirely of vo\^ages and had taken to Spain, where
horsemen under Hernando de Soto, and they were trained to be interpreters. The
through them invited the Inca to honour monk made the customary speech to the

the Spaniards with a visit. He Inca which by command of Charles V. had
had arrived at the conviction to be interpreted to the natives each time

that it would be foolish to before force might bfe used towards them.

The Wily
Tactics of

Pizarro
measure the strength of his own

forces with those of the Inca in open battle.

All his hopes were set on getting possession

of the Inca's person, and then, as Cortes

had done with great success in Mexico,
under cover of his authorit}^, to get the

country into his power. Atahualpa evinced
unmistakable interest in the appearance

Beginning with the creation of the

world, he told of the vicariate of the

Pope over the globe, and deduced from
the papal deed the claim of the Spanish

rulers to the obedience of his Indian

subjects. Atahualpa listened to the

address without change of countenance,

and, as Valverde repeatedly referred to
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the Bible, which he carried open in his

hand, the Inca desired to see the book.

Not perceiving anything extraordinary

in it, he threw it contemptuously on the

ground, after turning over its leaves. It

needed only the exclamation of indigna-

tion which this conduct evoked from the

cleric to give the signal for the attack to

the Spaniards, who had been
« "^ca

following the proceedings with
p*. ^^ the keenest interest. The two

small field culverins, which had
been placed in such a position that they
swept the market-place, were discharged :

the horsemen, standing near their saddled

steeds at the back of the adjacent houses,

mounted and dashed forward toward the

market-place and the litter of the Inca,

knocking down everything which hap-
pened to come in their way.
The musketeers and unmounted warriors

at the same time endeavoured to prevent
the followers of the Inca, numbering several

thousand men, from going to the assistance

of the combatants in the market-place.

The daring plan was carried out most
satisfactorily during the confusion which
followed upon the sudden and unex-
pected attack. As the bearers were
thrown down, the Inca fell from the litter

and was secured by the Spaniards with-

out injury. His followers undoubtedly
fought with great bravery in order to

liberate him, but the large expanse of

ground which had been most cunningly
chosen gave them no opportunity. After

a short but cruel and ferocious battle

the Peruvians, of whom about 2,000 are

said to have been killed, were forced to

retire and leave the Inca to his fate.

By the success of this daring feat the
conquest of the kingdom of the Inca had
practically been accom|)lished. The tribe

dispersed and left the country open to

the Spaniards, who, secure under the
authority of the Inca, obtained the realisa-

tion of all their desires. Atahualpa at

once recognised that force could

f'^Th"'^^
avail nothing. He was treated

_ . J with everv consideration, being
Spaniards . j " i 1 ^waited on by his wives and
.household, but he was not permitted
to leave Cajamarca, where he was lodged
in one of the strongest buildings and
carefully watched. He hoped to gain his

liberation by means of negotiation. When
he perceiv'ed with what greed the Spaniards
fawned for gold and treasures, he offered

to fill the room which he inhabited, as
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high as a man could reach, with gold and
silver, on condition that he might be
permitted to return to the throne of his

ancestors. The Spaniards took care not
to reject so good an offer, and watched
with delight and astonishment while, at

the order of the Inca, the treasures

actuall}^ poured into Cajamarca from all

directions. The doubts which they had
at first felt as to the possibility of such a

promise ever being fulfilled vanished.

But this did not prevent them from
continuing the attemipt to conquer the

country, which was their goal, by other

means. Pizarro had, in the meantime,
collected further information about the

dispute concerning the succession, and
found that Huascar, the rightful Inca,

still lived. He was too valuable a tool

not to be secured, but Atahualpa did not

remain in ignorance of the design. In

order to remove his dangerous rival he
gave the secret order that Huascar should
be immediately executed. He little guessed
that in so doing he had sealed his own fate.

As the collection of the ransom did not

proceed fast enough to please either the

Inca or the Spaniards, it was
nopposc

decided to send a contingent

c . . to the sanctuary at Pacha-
camac. Pizarro placed his

brother Fernando at the head of this

troop, which was the first to penetrate
farther into the Inca kingdom. The real

object of the expedition was not attained.

Fernando Pizarro found the temple prac-

tically robbed of its treasures, and could do
nothing but destroy the mud idol and re-

place it by the cross. On his return he again

gave glowing accounts of the high state

of civilisation and of the excellent ad-

ministration of the kingdom. His reports

were surpassed by those of two other

Spaniards who had also pushed on as far as

Cuzco with a safe-conduct from the Inca

on account of the ransom. Nowhere was
the slightest sign of resistance showTi, and
now, as before, gold flowed into the

Inca's room. The sight of such trea-

sures, however, proved too much for the

avaricious ej'es of the adventurous troop,

and even before the ransom was com-
pleted a division was decided on.

The amount of gold and silver which
had accumulated may be computed from
the fact that the royalty for the Spanish
king was worth a sum approaching £400.
From that time Atahualpa, who now
claimed his liberty, was regarded only
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as an encumbrance. The strength of the

Spaniards had been almost doubled by
the addition of considerable reinforce-

ments brought by Almagro. Upon the

advice of several of his followers Pizarro

put Atahualpa on his trial as a usurper

and fratricide, and ordered his execution
;

he then nominated another
a ua pa member of the roval family

Lxecuted by the y , ,
- ,,

-^

g . . as Inca, m order to secure the

continued obedience of the

natives. This object was, however, only
partially attained. After the death of both
Inca kings the bond of obedience was
severed in this realm also. The natives with-
drew more and more from the Spaniards,
and at times even showed open hostility,

Pizarro then decided upon leaving

Caiamarca. He led the main force towards
the south in order to occupy the capital,

Cuzco, and at the same time sent a
smaller troop, under the command of

Benalcazar, in a northerly direction to take
possession of Atahualpa's capital and
with it the kingdom of Quito. This was
a very important step, as the report of

the treasures of Peru had already aroused
the envy of other Spaniards. Pedro de
Alvarado, Cortes 's confederate in the
conquest of Mexico, and now governor of

Guatemala, arrived in Peru some weeks
later, accompanied by a host of adven-
turers, with the avowed intention of

securing for himself in Quito a wealthier
dominion than the one he had found in

the north. The spectacle presented b}^

Cortes and Narvaez in Mexico was almost

repeated here, though Alvarado showed
less consideration. He entered into nego-
tiations with Pizarro and Almagro, and
finally transferred the whole equipment
to them in consideration of an indemnity

;

which agreement was accepted by his

confederates, for the kingdom of the Inca
was large and rich enough to hold out
the prospect of further spoils for them also.

Up till then the Spaniards only once
had to draw sword. Pizarro found, when
pushing on to Cuzco, that the way was
barred by a hostile force which only

retreated after heavy fighting wherein the

Spaniards suffered great losses. They
were, however, again able to establish

themselves without resistance and founded
a Spanish colon}" in Cuzco, but Pizarro did

not again constitute it the capital. Its

position in the south-east of the realm
and its distance from the coast precluded
it from becoming a suitable spot for Spanish
purposes. The arrival of Alvarado neces-

sitated Pizarro's hasty return to the coast,

and there the future seat of the provincial

government was established—the modern
Lima, on the river Rimac, the

Ciudad de los Re3'es. The con-

tinual reinforcements which
Pizarro's forces were continu-

ally receiving placed him in the enviable

position to continue his discoveries in

every possible direction, and soon to push
beyond the borders of the old Inca king-

dom. Almagro began a series of expeditions,

soon after the colonisation of Cuzco, by
advancing towards the south between the

Pizarro's

Further

Discoveries

THE RUINS OF THE FIRST SPANISH SETTLEMENT IN PERU
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THE FATE OF PIZARRO : ASSASSINATION OF THE CONQUEROR OF PERU
A succession of civil wars broke out in tlie Peruvian province between the Pizarrists and Almagrists. and during these
Almagro was defeated and executed in 1538. Three years later the Almagrists, led by Ahnagro's son, had their
revenge, a party of them falling upon Francisco Pizarro at Lima and assassinating him when he offered resistance.

* From the painting by J. Lagnna, photo Lacoste

two Cordilleras, through the present
Bolivia. In doing so, he subjugated with-

out difficult}' the provinces round the lake

of Titicaca, and then marched on over the

mountains towards the south, enduring
untold hardships, cold and hunger finally

necessitating the risk of crossing the icy

crest of the western Cordilleras in order

to regain the less impracticable coast.

He followed it beyond Coquimbo, in the

region of Copiapo. On his return along the

^ , seashore, he had once more to
Escape of

the

Inca King

undergo the severest privations

in the desert of Atacama. In
spite of all this the only gain

from his expedition was the exploration

of a great part of modern Chili, and
the conviction that there were no trea-

sures there which could be carried away
with ease. Almagro returned just in time
to rescue the Spaniards in Cuzco from a
great danger. The Inca whom Pizarro had
nominated in Cajamarca had soon after

died, and Manco Inca had been made king
in his place. The Spaniards, however, not
meeting with resistance anywhere from
the submissive natives, regarded him as

superfluous. They paid so little attention

to him that he was easily able to escape
from Cuzco into the north-eastern high-

lands, whence he planned a far-reaching

conspiracy against the Spaniards. The
weak garrison of Cuzco was surprised and
fell into great straits, Fernando Pizarro's

impetuous bravery alone saving them from
complete destruction. While Almagro had
been suffering useless privations in Chili,

Spain had at least done him justice, for

Charles V. made him governor of a province
to the south of the Peruvian kingdom,
which extended from a westerly and
easterly direction about 750 miles to the

south from the river Santiago (in modern
Ecuador), to undefined southern latitudes,

and Almagro was of the opinion that Cuzco
belonged to this province. Fernando
Pizarro refused to acknowledge this, and
as deliberations led to no decision, Almagro
in the end forcibly entered Cuzco and took
Fernando Pizarro and his brother Gmizalo
prisoners, while Francisco Pizarro made
the attempt to liberate the brothers by
force. When, however, the contingent

which had been sent was also beaten

b}^ Almagro, he agreed to negotiations,

which he immediately afterwards annulled,
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as his attempts to liberate the brothers

had been crowned with success. A suc-

cession of civil wars now began in the

Peruvian province, which terminated only

when all the leading members of the
" conqaista " had met a cruel end. First

Fernando Pizarro engaged in battle with

Almagro, and, beating him at Las Salinas,

^. .. „, had him executed in a most
Civil Wars . wtx^ u
. ^^ „ . summary manner. VVhen he
ii\ the Peruvian . j x c • • i

„ . returned to Spam, m order
Province , -, ,

i .1 >

to lay his brother s case

before the court, he was himself placed on
his trial, and it was only because of his

imprisonment for life that he survived
his brothers. For the purpose of re-

estabhshing justice and order, the Council

of the Indies sent the licentiate Vaca
de Castro, with supreme authority, to

undertake the government of the pro-

vince. His arrival closed another scene

in the cruel drama. Almagro's faction,

led by his son, had fallen upon Fran-
cisco Pizarro, and slain him when he
offered resistance. The younger Almagro
had no wish to be nominated to the

governorship of the whole of Peru, but
he laid claim to at least the southern pro-

vince which had been assigned to his father.

Upon Vaca de Castro's refusal to grant
this, he rose against him, and a large num-
ber of the conquistadors were only too

ready to follow his leading. Fate, however,
did not treat him kindly, for his party
.suffered a severe defeat in the battle of

the Chupas, not far from Hiiamango, in

1542, and he was himself treacherously
delivered over to his opponents and
paid the penalty of his mutiny by death.

Of the representatives of both con-
querors only Pizarro's youngest brother,

Gonzalo, still remained at liberty. Since

1540 he had been governor of Quito, and
in the battles of Vaco de Castro against
Almagro he had remained in faithful

allegiance to the former. When, however,
in 1544, Blasco Nufiez Vela was entrusted
with the regency—chieliy in order to

procure a happier lot for the natives, who,
during the period of the fierce party wars,

suffered must unjust oppression—he also

could not resist temptation. To the
rough Peruvian settlers, the protection
of the natives seemed synonj-mous with
the loss of their own rights.

Therefore, as Blasco Nufiez showed a
great want of tact in the discharge of his

commission, even the judges of the Audi-
encia, the Supreme Court of Lima, joined
against the government in the insurrection-

ary movement of w^hich, at his own instiga-

tion, Gonzalo Pizarro was elected leader.

The more prudent among the colonists im-
mediately returned to obedience when
Blasco Nufiez was followed by Pedro de la

Gasca, a priest who proved himself a
discreet and energetic successor.

Gonzalo Pizarro became intoxicated by
the consciousness of his power, and pro-

longed his resistance until, thanks to

Gasca, his position became untenable and
his case hopeless. During the battle which

^ ^ ensued most of his false friends
Oasca Ooes 1 x j l • j u
_ , , „. deserted him, and he was
Back to His ,1 x xi. xiw I . i-' li taken prisoner, together withMonk s Cell ,, -^i , ri- r .

the ringleaders of his faction,

and v.^as put to death. Gasca. who had
reached Panama in 1544 without troops

(it was then still subject to Pizarro) in

six years established quiet and orderh-

conditions in Peru for the first time, then
asked for a successor, and retired to a

monk's cell, from which he had been
summoned bv the command of Charles V.

INCA WARRIORS:
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THE DISCOVERY
OF

AMERICA

AND
THE SPANISH
CONQUEST

VI

LAST OF THE SPANISH CONQUESTS
THE VAIN SEARCH FOR EL DORADO

PRANCISCO PIZARRO had also turned
^ his attention to the southern province

which had been discovered by Ahnagro.

After the execution of his rival he considered

it a constituent part of his own governor-

ship, from which he sought to exclude all

foreign intervention. For this purpose

he despatched an officer, Pedro de Val-

divia, his faithful ally, with a commission

to usurp governmental power by the

establishment of a Spanish colony.

Valdivia chose the same ro'ad as Almagro,

but during a more favourable time of year,

so that though he had to contend less with

natural difficulties he came more into

contact with the enmity of the natives, who
were anything but friendly after their

experiences with the Spaniards. The in-

habitants of the newly founded town of

Santiago led a wretched existence on that

account during the first years, although

reinforcements were frequently sent there

, from Peru, especially after rich
The Aruacs ^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ discovered

I 'de endence
^"^ Started in the valley of

i\ epcn cnce
q^^yI^^^ Valdivia made use

of the reinforcements more especially

in order to continue the exploration of

the country to the south. Commissioned
by him, the Genoese, Pastene, sailed

along the coast in the year 1544 until he

reached, the western outlets of the Straits

of Magellan, which had been set as the

southern boundary of the province.

When Pedro de la Gasca eventually took
over the governorship of Peru he gave
Valdivia his continued support, because,

during the periods of unrest, the latter

had rendered him valuable service. He
was then able to continue his advance by
land into the more southern regions of

the province. The foundation of the town
of Concepcion, on the borders of the

district inhabited by the warlike Arauca
Indians, followed in 1550. The battles

with this tribe, which for quite ten years

fought with wonderful bravery for its

independence, have been celebrated in

Q 26 D

song by more than one poet. But the

heroic deeds which were performed on
both sides during this period were
quite out of proportion to the reward
gained by the Spaniards' victory. This

country, which Spain had won with such
bloodshed, was certainly fruit-

ful and possessed a goodSpanish

Advance in

America
climate, yet the advantages
which it offered did not by any

means equal those of many other parts of

the Spanish colonial kingdom, so that its

colonisation and usefulness at first promised
to make but very slow progress.

The Spaniards had, in addition to the

conquest of Peru, advanced beyond the

borders of the Inca kingdom in two other

directions. There is no easier approach
from the west coast of America to the vast

lowlands of the east than the one to the

south of Lake Titicaca, where the eastern

Cordilleras extend into a series of

moderately high mountain ranges which
together surround and break into the high-

lands of rnodern Bolivia. Reference has

been made in a previous chapter to the

great part which this country played as

the cradle of the races of primitive times.

By this road also the Incas seem to

have carried their conquests beyond the

sources of those rivers which flow, some
through the Madeira to the Amazon,
and some through the Pilcomaj'o to

the La Plata. Almagro came into touch

with those regions in 1535, during his

expedition to Chili ; but their explora-

tion was systematically undertaken a few

years afterwards, when Blasco Nunez
Vela, during his short period of

Undiscovered
^^^^^ entrusted the governor-

Treasures
gj^^p ^j ^^^ provinces of Char-

° °'°^'
cas and Tucuman to Captain

Francisco de Rojas. The first explorers

passed the immense treasures of Potosi,

not suspecting their existence, and pushed

.on far into the' lowlands in a south-

easterly direction, through the provinces

of Jujuy, Calchaqui, and Catamarca,
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The First

Explorer of

the Paraguay

fighting not onl^^ with the natives, but
frequently quarrelhng also among them-
selves, until at the river Tercero they
came upon traces of the Spaniards who
had advanced thus far from the east.

This completed the transit of the continent.

After the Portuguese had, in 1514,
discovered the mouth of La Plata,, and

extended their exploration to

the south far be3^ond it, with-

out, however, attempting to

found a settlement there, the

Spaniards hastened to secure, by actual

usurpation, their claims to these districts

in the face of the adjoining kingdom.
Diego de Solis was the first to explore a
tract of the Paraguay in 1515, but after

he had been killed in battle with the

natives his followers returned to Spain.

Then Sebastian Cabot and Diego Garcia,

one after the other, quickly appeared on
the river and carried on a lucrative trade

with the natives, in consequence of which
it received the name of Rio de la Plata
—Silver River—but they also were not able

to found a settlement. Owing to the

reports which they brought back, Pedro de
Mendoza undertook the colonisation of

these regions in 1534. His fleet of fourteen

ships is said to have had no less than 2,000
men on board, who became the pro-

genitors of the Spanish population of the

Argentine provinces.

After Mendoza had founded the first

colony in Buenos Ayres, and had for months
unsuccessfully endeavoured to secure the

conditions essential to its continuance, he
was discouraged and gave up the attempt.
The men, however, whom he had left to

carry on the undertaking, understood what
was needed in order to vitalise the colony.

Ayolas, the first of his deputies, resolutely

forsook the low ground down stream, and
founded the town of Asuncion, more than
100 miles higher up, at the confluence of the
Pilcoma3"o and the Paraguay, and it be-

came the centre of the gradually developed

. • .1 province. He himself lost his
Asuncion the f-r - ,1 , , , ,

_ lite m the endeavour to extend

jj J

his explorations farther topm n
^j^^ ^^^^^ _ ^^^ j^.^ worth3^

successor, Domingo de Irala, again took
up his plans, and Francisco de Rojas'
comrades found traces of his journeys near
the Tercero. On a subsequent expedition
he advanced from the Upper Paraguay,
through the territory of the Chiquitos, as

far as the regions which had been colon-

ised from Peru ; and though he had again

5914

to return thence in obedience to an order
from Gasca, the establishment of Santa
Cruz de la Sierra as an intermediate
station for trade communication between
the Atlantic Ocean and Peru is the direct

result of his achievements.
Only one other incident in the earlier

history of the colony of La Plata is of

importance in connection with the ex-

ploration of the South American continent,

and this was the arrival there of Alvar
Nunez Cabeza de Vaca, in 1540, to take
up the governorship of the province in

succession to Pedro de Mendoza. It

seemed to him to be an unnecessarily

circuitous route to sail first to the south
as far as the mouth of the river La Plata,

and then again up the river ; so he landed
with most of his 400 followers opposite
the island Santa Caterina, and pushed on
from there in a westerly direction through
the wooded lowlands as far as Asuncion.
It was only due to specialh' favourable
circumstances that the march was accom-
plished at all, for both he and his followers

had to pass through untold struggles and
privations, and had, except for the opening

„ , ,. , up of the country, achieved
Relations of ^

li. o i j.

_ ..... no results. Some years later,
Spaniards with , ^ .^ ^ ^
,. VT *• however, when the colonists

compelled him to resign his

office in favour of Irala and return to

Spain, he involuntarily discovered the

easier approach by way of Buenos Aj^es.
The colony of Asuncion—or Paraguay,

as it is more familiarh' called—occupied
a special position among all the Spanish
provinces, because there the Spaniards'

relation to the natives developed most
unusually. The Spaniards, from the be-

ginning, had been accorded a friendly

reception b}- the Guaranis about Asuncion,
and as these terms continued in the future

the consequence was that there, more
than elsewhere, the\' married the daughters
of the natives. The colonists everywhere
made the Indian girls their concubines,

especially before the influx of European
women had increased. Actual marriages,

also, often took place between the various

races, more especially with the wives and
daughters of the caciques, and resulted in

an increase in the number of half-castes.

In Paraguay the difficulty the Spaniards

had in communicating with their native

country, together with exceptionally

friendly relations with the natives, com-
bined to produce conditions especially

favourable to the crossing of races. An
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SOUTH AMERICA IN THE 16th CENTURY: MAP OF THE SPANISH CONQUESTS AND COLONIES
The conquest of Peru by the Spaniards about the year 152S marks a new era in the history of South America.

Previous to that time the country had been practically immune from invasion by Europeans, and, although large

tracts still remained unexplored, it possessed a not inconsiderable population of Indians. The above map shows the

Spanish conquests and colonies, and the direction of the routes of exploration in the first half of the sixteenth century.
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endeavour has been made, even to quite

recent times, to trace the results of these

conditions in the pecuhar characteristics

of the inhabitants of the province and
subsequent republic of Paraguay.

Just as the La Plata and the Paraguay
had in the south suggested to the Spaniards
the way from the coast to Peru, so, in like

manner, another of the great
Expeditions

into

the Interior

rivers led them, almost against

their will, farther to the north
from Peru to the sea. During

the few years of peace which succeeded the
downfall of Francisco Pizarro, his younger
brother, Gonzalo, to whom had fallen the
governorship of Quito in the place of

Benalcazar, undertook an expedition.
The rumours of a wealthy kingdom in the

depths of the continent decided its destina-
tion, and gave rise to a whole series of

adventurous expeditions far into the
interior, part of which has not even to this

day again been thoroughly explored. If

the crest of the Cordilleras through one
of the passes from Quito is crossed in an
easterly direction, it is quite evident that
one must come upon one or other of the
rivers which flow to the Rio Napo, and
then with it to the Amazon. Later on, in
the time when the missions instituted by
various clerical orders in the regions of the
Upper Amazon called forth a noble spirit

of emulation for the conversion and
domiciliation of the natives, the road to
Quito over the Embarcadero de Napo
became a much-frequented highway.
Almost a hundred years previously, when

Gonzalo Pizarro led the first Spaniards by
this road, they naturally, also, met with
only the ordinary fate of all explorers

—

weariness, hunger, and sickness
; so that

Gonzalo, in order to facilitate the depar-
ture of his band, decided on placing the
sick and weak, with the baggage, on rafts,

and, with the stronger, to follow along the
banks of the river. Often, when the
provisioning became more and more
_ difficult, he sent the vessels far
I" amous 1 ,, , ,, . ,

Voyage ^^ advance, so that they might

on Rafts
^^^^ °^ bring back food for those
following by land. In doing

this, however, the track was once lost

just where the raft had been carried on
especially far ahead, before known regions
had been reached, and Gonzalo and his
followers were obliged to turn back without
being able to communicate with the others.
Gonzalo had appointed Francisco de
Orellana pilot of the raft. When the latter
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realised that he had been abandoned, and
saw the impossibility of taking his raft

back against the current, he formed the
daring resolve to drift along with it,

knowing that it would finally bring him to
the sea somewhere or other.

With only fifty companions on rafts which
they had had to construct themselves, he
drifted down the Napo into the Amazon,
and then not only on to the ocean, but
also some distance along the coast to the
north, until, after a water journey of

seven months, he reached the first Euro-
pean settlement on the island of Cubagua.
In spite of many battles he lost only a
few of his followers, and not many other
conquistadors have had to endure greater
sufferings than they endured, or had to con-
tend with such dangers as they overcame.

This same expedition from Peru was
again undertaken in the sixteenth century.
In the year 155Q the Marquess of Cafiete,

then vice-regent of Peru, after hearing
the accounts of an Indian who had come
from Brazil to Peru, out of the Marafion
and Huallaga, and was supposed to have
discovered inhabited and wealthy towns

. on the way, organised a voyage
ragic

^^ exploration under the leader-
oyage o ^^- ^^ Pe^jj-Q de Orsua. This

Discovery T, •
i

•

expedition gave him an oppor-
tunity of getting rid of numerous unruly
spirits who, since the various risings, had
threatened the security of the province.
These malcontents, however, gave quite

an unexpected turn to the undertaking.
As soon as they had advanced far

enough into the unknown district to

be secure from pursuit, they murdered
Orsua and completed the voyage up the
river under the leadership of Lope de
Aguirre, whom they had themselves
chosen. After this they turned to Vene-
zuela, and, having tjTannised over the

province for months, they were at length

overpowered in a battle near Barquisimeto,

and the greater part of them were slain.

The Amazon first became a permanent
pubhc road after the Portuguese had, in

1641, advanced with a great expedition

from Para as far as Quito. This was the

beginning of the methodical exploration of

the mighty river system in detail, which
came to an end when the Indians became
extinct and the missionary activity on their

behalf had consequently terminated.

The north-eastern portion of South
America had at length become not quite

an unknown region. Although Columbus
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•had there first come in touch with the

American continent, and almost the oldest

•attempts at colonisation on the continent

itself had also been made on the northern
'coast, it had for a considerable time
remained comparativel}^ neglected, be-

cause it held out no prospect of unusual
wealth and the natives were more warlike
there than elsewhere. It was the tribes

of the Caribs belonging to this coast who
had greeted the first Spaniards with
poisoned arrows, and then vanished into

the dense forests of the interior, in order

to conquer by passive resistance the

opponent whom they were not prepared
to meet in open battle. Their name was
so terrible to the Spaniards that it became
the typical designation of all warlike and
hostile races, and in its altered form,
" cannibals," has become synonymous all

the world over with " man-eater."
A considerable number of attempts at

colonisation in the territory between the

mouths of the Orinoco and of the River
Magdalena were entirely frustrated before

the Spaniards succeeded in gaining a footing

in the region of the coast. However, this

territory only played an im-
The Hunting-

Ground
for Slaves

portant part in Spanish
colonial affairs when, owing to

the rapid decline of the popu-
lation on the islands of the Antilles, it

became, on a large scale, the hunting-

ground for slaves, while the island of Cub-
agua, on the coast, served as the principal

market-place for the spoil. Not until the

first twenty years of the sixteenth century
did Rodrigo de Bastidas succeed in founding

a settlement in Santa Marta which promised
to result in a permanent usurpation of the

country. But it is possible that upon his

violent death it, too, might again have
been lost had it not received support
from the neighbouring province, which
the first Spaniards had already named
Venezuela—Little Venice—after its native
lake-dwellings on Lake Maracaibo.
The great German merchants had taken

part in arlmost the first voyages of explora-

tion to the West Indies as well as to the

East Indies, and the accession of Charles V.
in Spain enabled them to secure for them-
selves an important and permanent share
in colonial trade. Besides these mercan-
tile agents, numbers of adventurous young
Germans had also gone there, many of

them passing through almost all the phases
of discovery of the Conquista. It is small
wonder, therefore, that two Germans once

sued for and gained a concession for

colonial discoveries. The Ehingers were
closely connected with the house of Wels,
whom many members of the family had
served. When, therefore, they received
from Charles V. the right to colonise the
interior from Cape Maracapana as far as
the extreme end of the Guajiro Peninsula,

p. from one ocean to the other,

Q . they counted with certainty on

y . the help of the Welses, and some
years later they transferred

their prerogative to them. The Germans
did only the pioneer work in colonising

Venezuela, and helped forward the develop
ment of this province by the Spaniards.

This establishment of a colony was
of peculiar importance in connection
with the opening up of the unknown
interior of South America, as it, in the
fi.rst place, prevented the complete destruc-

tion of the colony founded by Bastidas in

Santa Marta, and thereby formed the basis

of the successful expedition of Gonzalo
Jimenez de Quesada up the River Mag-
dalena, besides becoming itself the start-

ing-point of a succession of voyages of

discovery. Almost simultaneously with
Quesada and Benalcazar, Federmann led

an expedition on to the plateau of Bogota,
while George Hohermuth and Philip von
Hutten started along the eastern foot of

the Andes ; and, although they did not,

as has often been asserted, advance as far

as the River Amazon, they were the first

Europeans who came upon its mighty
northern tributaries, the Caqueta, and
probably also the Putumayo.
The rumour of the existence of another

country rich in gold was still maintained
after the conquest of Peru, and the ac-

counts of the natives pointed to the

northern regions beyond the Inca kingdom.
Ambrosius Ehinger—whom the Spaniards
called Dalfinger—had already explored the

valley of Upare and along the Magdalena
on the strength of these rumours, and

had almost reached the boun-
**" ^^^'^ *^ dary of the Chibcha kingdom

¥ J r #-« ij when he decided to return.
Land of uold tt- ^^ x- r

His successors, startmg from
the eastern Llanos, sought in vain for the

entrance to the land of gold. George
Hohermuth reached the entrance to the

territory of the Chibchas while he was
resting in San Juan de los Llanos, which
region carried on a continuous trade with
the Chibchas. Nicolas Federmann was the

first to discover the pass from Llanos across
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the Cordilleras, but on setting foot in the

country of the Bacata he found the king-

dom had been overthrown and was in the

possession of the Spanish victors.

The fortunate conqueror of this pro-

vince, which, under the name of Nuevo
Reino de Granada, became the pearl in

the crown of Spanish colonial possessions,

If ^^^ Gonzalo Jiminez de Que-
e car o

^^^^ jjg ^10,6. come to Santa
pain s

^ Marta in the year 1536 with the
Possessions t-. 1 t- j j

governor, Pedro Fernandez de
Lugo, and Vv^as by him immediately after-

wards deputed, with several hundred fol-

lowers and three small vessels, to explore

the River Magdalena up stream, and to

advance upon the powerful ruler who,
according to the stories of the natives,

dwelt there. Near the river itself Quesada
only met with the same fortunes as his

predecessors, who, after many hardships,

had discovered single Indian villages

which were, no doubt, occasionally rich

in spoils. The winter floods at length

compelled him to leave the valley and
ascend to the mountains. After he had
with much toil advanced through the

Sierra de Oppon, he came almost by chance
upon the country of the Chibchas, in the

neighbourhood of the subsequent Velez,

for since he had quitted the river he could

find no intelligible guide.

The resistance which the Spaniards met
with from the rulers of the states and
provinces of the Chibchas, who were
divided among themselves by all kinds of

rivalries, did not prove serious, and during
three years Quesada gained almost fabu-

lous treasures with comparatively small

loss. He had just organised the newly
acquired province and was on the eve of

departure, when, within a few weeks of

each other, Nicolas Federmann from the

east, and Sebastian de Benalcazar from
the south, appeared upon the scene. How
the former arrived there has already been
referred to. Benalcazar had, as is well

known, at first taken possession

,, , 1 of the kingdom of Quito on
Unsuccessful 1 r ir r T^• 11.
g . . behalf of Pizarro, and later

on he, too, was induced, by
precisely the same rumours which had
guided the other two conquistadors, to

undertake a voyage on his own account.
None of the three attained the object

which they had desired—the regency of the

rich province of Chibcha. Federmann ended
in prison, a fate he well merited owing
to the perfidy which he had shown on all

sides. Benalcazar had to be satisfied

with the governorship of Popayan, to

which was added the territory to the west
of the Magdalena. Quesada did not reap
the fruit of his conquests either, for he
had to relinquish the governorship of

Santa Marta and New Granada in favour
of the unworthy son of Lugo, who in the
meanwhile had died. After many years
spent in legal proceedings he returned to

the scene of his early conquests with the
title of marshal, and died there, at a great

age, after many adventures. Although
with the conquest of the Chibcha kingdom
the land had come into the possession of

the Spaniards, in whose Institutions the
legend of "El Dorado," the Golden Man,
originated, yet the voyages in search of El

Dorado were never pursued with greater

zeal than during the next following decades.

Philip von Hutten, Hernan Perez de Que-
sada, brother of the conqueror of Chibcha,
and finally the latter himself, sought for the

Golden Man in Llanos des Caqueta and
Putumayo ; but after an enormous loss of life

they came in contact with only a few half-

civilised Indian races. In consequence of

this the kingdom of El Dorado was trans-

ferred to a lake of Manoa,
which was sought for between
the lower reaches of the Ori-

noco and the Maranon. On
this occasion Quesada's son-in-law un-
doubtedly for the first time threw light on
the river system of the Orinoco from New
Granada as far as its estuary—during the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the
Guaviare was universally regarded as the
river source of the Orinoco. In Trinidad he
fell into the hands of Raleigh, who had
recommenced his journey to the land of

gold from the mouth of the Orinoco to-

wards the Andes, and who, by his account
of the expedition, has assisted more than
his predecessors to spread abroad in

Europe an idea of the geographical con-
figuration of these regions. As a matter
of fact, however, his whole expedition

was only through a region which had long
since been explored by the Spaniards.

The hope of finding El Dorado was gra-

dually abandoned, for in the vast colonial

territory owned by the Spaniards there

was no space left for it. Love of explora-

tion could no longer find an outlet for its

activity, and it was succeeded by the
serious and difficult task of organising the
extremely vast regions which had at least

become known, if only superficially.

The New Era
of Colonial

Administration



SPAIN5 EMPIRE IN AMERICA!
ORGANISATION OF THE COLONIES
AND THE PROBLEM OF THE SLAVE TRADE
A CCORDING to the interpretation which
^*- Columbus beheved he might put upon
his prerogatives the whole of the vast

colonial empire of Spain in America should

have constituted a great empire over which
he and his descendants should exercise

almost unlimited authority as hereditary-

viceroy, governor, and admiral, united in

one person ; while the Crown in the mean-
while should possess in the right of

suzerainty only a limited influence in the
appointment of ofhcials and a certain share
of the revenue. Not only was this view
held by the explorer, but his descendants
also, in a lawsuit against the Crown, upheld
the claim that the documentary conces-

sions extended not only to islands and
lands which had become known through
the personal activity of Columbus, but also

to all land which, during subsequent
trans- Atlantic voyages of discovery under-
taken by the First Admiral, should become
the possession of the Spanish Crown.
The lawsuit terminated in a very simple

manner—for the descendants of Columbus
proved so utterly unfit for the duties

imposed upon them by their claims that
they finally themselves renounced their

acknowledged documentary rights, because
they had by vulgar debauchery incurred

punishment at the hand of

mVg^ justice, and had consequently

^ , . fled. Apart from this, the pointColumbus
J- , 11 , • ^

,

of law which was at issue proved
by no means a simple one, for Columbus, on
his part, had failed in more than one direc-

tion to fulfil the conditions of the Treaty of
Santa Fe. He had neither gained the object
which had formed the aim of the entire

undertaking, nor had he been able, or even

Columbus's

Colonial

Ambitions

shown a serious desire, to discharge the

financial obligations which had been
imposed upon him by the negotiations of

1492. Though he left the equipment of the

expeditions to the government, he would
nevertheless not give up all claim to the

share in the profits which had
been assigned to him only as

compensation for his proportion-

ate share in the expenditure.

Within a very short time the question

was transferred from the footing of a

theoretical and legal debate to purely
practical jurisdiction.

The prospect which lay in store for the

colonies under the government of Columbus,
between the second and third voyages of the

explorer, had already become evident. The
colonial method which had been adopted
by the Portuguese on the coast of Guinea
appeared to the First Admiral as the only

feasible model—with this one exception,

however, that he wished to be lessee of

the general monopoly in the West Indies

—

that is to say, he desired to occupy the

position which the Infante Henry had
filled before his rights had reverted to the

Crown. But he was entirely wanting in

that keen spirit of enthusiasm which
induced the infante, for many years, to

make one sacrifice after another for the

discovery of new countries and for the

extension of Christendom ; moreover, his

one object was, in a mean-spirited way,
not to miss any possible gain for himself.

For this reason he would not permit the

settlers of San Domingo to spread them-
selves over the continent, and then, at their

own risk, to undertake the search for pre-

cious ores and other trade commodities.
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He feared that by such means a portion of

the spoil would escape his control and
diminish his share in the profits. For the

same reason, also, when sufficiently large

quantities of other staple trade commodi-
ties were not procurable, he did not

hesitate to freight his ships with stolen

natives, in order to sell them to the mother
, country, after the example of

Columbus s
^^g Portuguese. Not even the

_ , humane laws of the Spanish
as a Ruler ^ . i i zGovernment had power to pre-

vent the rapid extinction of the native

population in the Antilles, and it is obvious
that a similar result would have been the

immediate and inevitable consequence of

Columbus's ideas on colonisation.

The first attempt at a slave trade with
Spain had been checked by the categorical

inhibition of Ferdinand and Isabella, and
as Columbus was incapable of maintaining
order in his only settlement, this afforded

the government an opportunity for a

breach with his entire colonial sj'stem. He
requested the assistance of an officer of the

Crown to re-establish order, and the subse-

quent investigation showed how impossible

it would have been to entrust the govern-
ment of the entire territorj' to the explorer,

although he claimed it as his prerogative.

It is evident the government of Ferdi-

nand and Isabella had originally planned
a colonial undertaking according to the

Portuguese model, and Columbus's expedi-

tion had given rise to the expectation that

the discovery of flourishing and well-

organised states would result in Spain's

carrying on an extensive and successful

trade with them. The real object of

Columbus's expedition was not so much to

acquire territory as to divert the costly

and much sought after products of the

Far East from the existing trade routes,

and to establish the monopoly of the
Spanish harbours. The extension of Chris-

tianity in these far-off realms was doubt-
less a second object. The Spaniard, who had

. for centuries carried on a
**£*?

J

^''^
dreadful war upon the soil of

-,. ^ !i .^ his native land for the exten-
Christianity r /-i, i- ^

sion of Christianity among
unbelievers, without doubt did not shrink

from pursuing the same object by identical

means in far-distant lands. If Columbus had
really reached the harbours of Zaitun and
Quinsay, with their treasures, their trade,

and their organisation, most probably
Spanish rule would have been established

there in the same manner in which the
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Portuguese ruled in the East Indies. In
this way the first " Institution " estab-

lished by the Spanish rulers for the benefit

of colonial affairs—the " Casa de Contra-
tacion," or the " House for Commerce,"
intended primarily for all commercial
undertakings—was, in essentials, a copy
of the " Casa da India " at Lisbon.

The Casa de Contratacion was, on its

foundation in 1503, intended to watch
over the interests of the Crown in colonial

matters, more especially over commercial
intercourse with the colonies. At that time
the administrative powers were, according
to the contracts of 1492, almost exclu-

sively in the hands of Columbus, and
the establishment of the Casa de Con-
tratacion is sufficient evidence that the

government in no way aimed at dis-

puting these prerogatives, although Colum-
bus had then already been suspended from
the absolute power of exercising them and
a governor had been nominated by the

administration. But the foundation of

settlements over the whole of Hispaniola
and on the neighbouring islands, and the

subdivision of the land among the colonists,

as well as the advance into

f VT
°^^ "*^ the interior of the island, por-

c *.i 4.
tended a breach with Colum-

Settlements , , 1 • 1 r ^

bus s colonial system, for his

plan had been to draw the mercantile profits

of the land only from permanent ports on
the coasts. The Crown's second decree for

the Casa de Contratacion already showed
an altered face, though mercantile interests

still occupied the foreground.

The realisation of the profits which the
government confidently anticipated from
direct participation in the colonial trade

is therein less prominently dealt with, and
it now becomes more a question of the
ordering and control of navigation and
mercantile intercourse between the mother
country and the colonies generally, whether
carried on at the expense of the Crown or

by the private individual. As the Casa de
Contratacion developed into a court of

administration, direct and judicial powers
accrued to it. At least one lawj^er is

referred to in the regulations of 1511,
besides the manager, treasurer, and book-
keeper, as being in its employ.
The control of the correspondence, which

was transferred to the Casa, formed the

most important extension of power which
was accorded during that \'ear, and laid the

foundation for its future significance. Not
only all the letters which arrived for the
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government from the colonies had to be

opened and read, but all the government
deeds intended for the colonies had also

to be registered in the books of the

institution, the officials even receiving

orders to enter protests against such
governmental instructions as seemed to

them injudicious or risky and to suspend
their execution. By reason of these powers
the Casa de Contratacion became more and
more a board of administration. The
qualifications necessary for such a boa.rd

were in later years also specially assigned

to it ; in less important matters the deci-

sion of the Casa was regarded as final,

whereas upon greater and more important

questions the Consejo de Indias could be

referred to as a superior court.

In spite of the far-reaching prerogatives

which had, according to agreement, been
assigned to Columbus as viceroy, governor,

and admiral of the Indies, colonial affairs,

from the beginning, required extensive

supervision and guidance on the part of

the government. These increased con-

siderably in importance from the moment
when Columbus was suspended from the

full enjoyment of his authori-

tative powers, and when a
Administering

the Spanish ^^ re • i
• x i

^ . . Crown official was appomted
in the interim to act for him

provisionally. Ferdinand the Catholic, in

order to secure the necessary uniformity

and continuity of the colonial policy, had
then already transferred the business

connected with these powers to one
distinct person. The Archbishop Fonseca
was the authority on colonial affairs in the

Privy Council ; Secretary Gricio first

acted as Under-Secretary, but after a
short time he was succeeded by Lope de
Conchillos, then already known for his

unfortunate share in the quarrel about
the succession between Ferdinand the

Catholic and Philip the Handsome.
During the years 1509 to 1512 Don

Diego Colon was reinstalled in the prero-

gatives of his father, but only to a limited

extent. The division of the continually

expanding colonial kingdom was then

already in prospect, by which division

only those countries which had been won
for Spain by the direct invasion of the

First Admiral were ceded to his descendants

under the conditions of the treaty of

Santa Fe. Even so these prerogatives were
not granted without limitations, though
the heirs were permitted to retain, as had
been stipulated, the power to exercise

jurisdiction, in the first instance, through-
out the entire range of the country
assigned to them. On the other hand, in

151 1, by the establishment of the
" Audiencia " of San Domingo, a court of

appeal was instituted more especially for

the entire colonial department, where
appeals could be made against the decisions

. ^ of the vice-regal courts of justice.

. ^
° The court was authorised to

EsTbHshed
give judgment directly in the

kmg s name, and it could
eventually even summon the vice-regent

himself before its bar. Owing to the fact

that in all departments of national life

government and the administration of

justice had not as yet become detached
from each other, each magistrate not only
pronouncing judgment, but also executing

it throughout the circuit of his authority,

the Audiencia, in its capacity of a court of

appeal for the legal settlement of all kinds
of colonial affairs, became an important
factor in colonial administration.

This importance grew in proportion as

the government recognised the necessity

of creating a counterpoise to the vast

prerogatives of the vice-regent and
governor, and of constituting an authority

in touch with the governor, by which to

control him, and act under the immediate
direction of the government in the colonial

territories which were not administered

according to the treaty of Santa Fe. The
government provided itself with another

influence in the clergy. At first priests

belonging to a religious order were almost

exclusively sent to the islands to watch over

religious interests and promote missionary

work among the natives.

Almost immediately upon their advent
conflicts arose between them and the

temporal authorities. Fray Bernal Boil,

who had accompanied Columbus on his

second voyage as vicar-general, had, like

the latter, soon to be recalled, because he

became too argumentative in defending

his own version of the official
Missionary

^uties against the officials. As

r°![? V-""""^ soon as the government had
the Natives

^^^j^.^^^^^g^ j^ggif ^f ^he vast

extent of the newly acquired possessions,

it also became seriously concerned about

the organisation of religious matters. At
Ferdinand's suggestion Pope Alexander

VI., in the year 1502. founded the first

two bishoprics in San Domingo and La
Vega on the island of Hispaniola. Almost

immediately' upon the definite settlement
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the erection of new dioceses ensued, and
soon an extensive network of arch-

bishoprics, bishoprics, and parochial dio-

ceses was spread over the whole colonial

territory. The possibility arising, however,

that the Church, not being a state within a

state, might become dangerous to the power
of the government, care was taken that the

Crown should receive, from

Pro°err l/the
^^"^ ^^P'^ himself, the right of

roper y c
pj-gsg^tation to all benefices

panis rown
jj^ j-]^g ^g^ -^Vorld, in order to

make the clergy of the colonies entirely de-

pendent on the government, so that they
even became a strong and influential sup-

port in all the vicissitudes of colonial events.

When, therefore, in the year 1516,

Charles V. inherited from his grandfather
the extensive colonial possessions with the

Spanish Crown lands, he found the

colonial government under safe guidance
;

indeed, one might almost say that the

government had already begun to shape
for itself a system for its colonial policy.

As the discovery of America had been due
exclusively to the initiative of Queen
Isabella, the colonies, by political law,

formed an integral and constituent part of

the Crown of Castile. In the idea of a
colony the sixteenth century conceived a

country that was almost exclusively the

private property of the Crown, at least so

far as the possession of all privileges was
concerned. The Spanish Government,
therefore, after the abolition of the preroga-

tives belonging to the Colons, regarded the
colonies as a domain whose revenue should
accrue exclusively to it and be employed
at its discretion. One consequence of this

idea was that the government issued strict

regulations for admission to the colonies.

In order seriously to control the execution
of this decision, the entire intercourse be-

tween the mother country and the colonies

was confined to the town of Seville, with
the outer harbour of San Lucar de
Barrameda. The disadvantages for trade,

I'.. WM XV which were the natural conse-
Thc Mother
Country and

Her Colonies

quence of this monopoly by
Seville, soon became evident.
During the first years of

Charles V.'s reign, an especially vigorous
agitation arose, no doubt as a consequence
of the union of the Spanish kingdom with
the German and Dutch territories under
one and the same sceptre ; and this was
the means of procuring a considerable
mitigation of the system, if not an advance
in the participation also of these nations in
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the trans-Atlantic trade. For a time this

counter-current was successful, and it

probably gave rise to a hope for still

greater success hereafter ; but the fiscal

interests finally conquered, and Seville's

monopoly of the colonial trade was rigor-

ously maintained for a considerable time.

Tire fiscal and monopolist system,
though characteristic, does not exclusively

distinguish Spanish colonial pohcy, but it

has, as in the case of the other states which
have recognised it, left its special marks.
But the most remarkable feature of the

Spanish policy is its attitude towards the

aborigines of the colonies. Columbus also

considered the natives from the Portuguese
point of view—that is to say, he regarded
them either as a power with whom war
could be waged and a treaty concluded ; or

as a commodity, like other colonial pro-

ducts, to be bought or sold, according to

the requirements of commercial interests.

In any case, the natives were, from this

point of view, either foreign persons or

foreign things. As a result, Columbus, on his

third voyage, endeavoured to cover his un-

successful search for gold, spices and other

. ,
costly wares by freighting

pain s umane
^j^^ home-sailing vessel with

Treatment r ^ 11 11

f th N f
'^ cargo of slaves, to be sold

in Seville. But in this he met
with opposition from the Spanish Govern-
ment, and more especially from Queen Isa-

bella of Castile, as sovereign of the colonial

kingdom. Immediately upon the news of the

arrival of the living cargo, the ofticials in

Seville received an order to stop the sale

and to wait for a decision as to whether
the slavery of the Indians was permissible

according to the laws, human and divine.

It was followed by an order that the

Indians should be taken back to their

native country and set at liberty. This
was a decision on the highest principles and
of the widest scope, and it inaugurated a

colonial policy such as had up to that time

nowhere been attempted. It is probable

that King Ferdinand, a politician of temper-
ate views, who by no means regarded the

whole coknial enterprise of his consort

and co-regent with favour, would have
decided differently had his own view of

the matter served as a standard.

One is strengthened in this belief by the

insistence with which Queen Isabella, in

her will and its codicil, urges upon her

husband the protection of the natives.

This codicil is the next significant stej^ in

the legislation of the native question.
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Although short and concise, its statements
regarding the natives are so far of great
importance, that the latter are therein

recognised as subjects of equal birth, and
their lives and property as under the
protection of the Crown ; and it is especi-

ally urged upon King Ferdinand, as
executor, to repress and make compensa-
tion for any possible injustice which the
natives might have to suffer.

The practical treatment of this question
did not quite attain the high level of the
theoretical decision. The declaration that
the Indians were to enjoy the privileges of

free subjects provoked opposition not only
from the colonists, but also from the
colonial officials and even from the clergy.

It was impossible to form any conception
of the revenues and produce of the colonies

without having sufficient working material
in the shape of native labour. Without a
certain amount of compulsion, however,
the native could not be induced, either to

perform a sufficient amount of work to

meet the requirements of the colonies, or to

remain on a permanently friendly footing

with the settler
;
yet this was indispens-

Tk M • ^^^® ^^ *^6 civilising influence.

,, . „ and more especially the con-
Under a r orm r .> , , r^^

f B d
version of the natives to Chris-

tianity, which had from the
beginning of the history of discoveries

been so strongly emphasised, were to be
carried on with any degree of success.

For this reason, both the temporal and
spiritual authorities were unanimous in

declaring that the granting of unlimited
freedom to the natives would mean the ruin

of the colonies, from both a spiritual and an
economic point of view. The " Reparti-

mientos " and " Encomiendas " were
finally the result of the negotiations which
were carried on with regard to these

matters. The personal liberty of the
natives was therein specially recognised,

but in order to promote their education
by European methods of civilisation and
to secure their conversion to the Christian

doctrine, they were assigned (repartir)

to the charge of individual colonists and
placed under their protection (encomen-
dar). The latter thereby acquired a
certain measure of patriarchal authority
over their proteges which, according to the
letter of the law, was most humanely
designed, though in reality it created for

the native almost everywhere a sure state

of bondage ; and this bondage, along with
the simultaneous existence of Indian

slavery, often made the well-meaning
designs of the law-makers entirely illusory

for certain classes of the natives.

The law required certain moral guaran-
tees from the holder of a repartimiento,
and, on the other hand, quite definitely

fixed the maximum of work to be done by
the natives. The governors of the various

jj.„. colonial districts, and, above all,

th W f
°^ those territories which had

Government ^^^^ newly discovered, and had
yet to be colonised, could not,

however, under the pressure of the actual
circumstances, evade the claims made upon
them to reward, by the bestowal of the repar-
timiento, the services of the colonists who
had first taken possession of the country.
During the voyages of discovery and con-
quest it was not generally men of specially

high morality who gained the highest
honours for their comrades and country.

As, however, these expeditions made
such great demands upon the participators,

as to both daring and powers of endurance,
naturally these characteristics preponder-
ated among the recruits, who had nothing
to lose and everything to gain. It is only
natural that anyone who had so schooled
himself as to face famine and death at the
hand of the enemy for months should not
be particularly disposed to treat with
lenience and consideration the lives of

beings whom he was easily induced to

regard as creatures of an inferior order,

creatures who could be brought to a peace-
ful state of subjection to the European
yoke only after cruel and devastating wars.

Even with the best intentions of the
favourably disposed governors, it was
almost impossible to carry through a
conscientious administration of the laws
of the encomiendas. In the districts

which were but sparsely populated by
Europeans these rough settlers, who could
hardly be dispensed with for the extension
of the Spanish power, in numerous in-

stances mutinied against the officials when
the latter, in pursuance of

J
^ the law, endeavoured to seize
w-respec ing

^^^^ ^^g former looked on
Oovernors ,, ,, . ,

as the well-earned wage of

their own superhuman exertions and
privations. More than one governor was
killed by his unruly followers, owing to

his efforts to enforce respect for the law.

That great evils existed in the treatment
of the natives in the extensive regions of

the " Conquista " is certainly undeniable,

although it is also incontestable that the
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horrors of the Indian oppression have been

extremeh^ exaggerated by the agitators

for the rights of humanity, among whom
Bishop Bartolome de las Casas occupies a

prominent place. The Indians were un-

doubtedly often overburdened by toil,

and thousands of them succumbed
;

yet,

from the point of view of self-interest, it

was of great importance to the

colonists that those peoples
Antilles

Inhabited

by Aruacs
under their protection should
be preserved ; unscrupulous ex-

ploitation cannot therefore be taken as

the universal rule. The native population

on the first discovered and colonised

Antilles diminished with extraordin' ry

rapidity ; but, no doubt, this was brought
about b}^ man}^ different causes.

In the first instance their number had
been considerably overrated. Columbus
made a point of doing this in order to

enhance the value of his discovery, and the

vehement agitation for the freedom of the

Indians, which had already begun twenty
years after the discovery, did still more to

falsify ideas as to the number of the

natives. If one remembers that the

Antilles were only graduall3^ populated by
the Aruac race from the continent, and
that this race of fishermen and hunters has

nowhere else founded larger or more
densely populated settlements ; and if one
also bears in mind that this race had for

generations to suffer from a war of exter-

mination with the dreaded native pirates,

the Caribs, a dense population on the

Antilles at the time of their discovery

would be an impossible assumption.

The natives, however, soon realised that

the newly arrived Spaniards would prove
far more dangerous enemies than the Caribs

had been. For this reason many of them
fled from their villages into the jungle,

where they suffered great loss among
themselves and in war with the Christians.

To these factors were further added those

of unaccustomed kinds of labour, a change
. of food and manner of life,

ac ors in e
^^^ finally maladies which

/ft°'* A ^i'n*^ had been imported by the
of the Antilles t- ^ t

Europeans and became
epidemic among the natives, causing
fearful devastation. The combination of

all these influences must be held responsible

for the depopulation of the Antilles.

This depopulation in one sense became
of importance to the entire native question,

as it led to a rupture with the general

principle of the universal liberty of the
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Indians. In 1505 Ferdinand the Catholic

had already allowed the natives who by
arms might oppose civilisation and Christi-

anity to be attacked and enslaved. Possibly

this permission mav in the first instance

have been aimed at the Caribbean races,

but the more apparent the retrogression of

the native population became, when the

larger islands grew to be more densely

populated by Europeans, the more was this

licence employed as a cloak for the conceal-

ment of an extensive Indian slave trade.

Nothing was easier than by a defiant

bearing to provoke the natives to

take up arms so that without a violation

of the law they could be dragged away as

slaves. By these means the smaller Antilles,

on which no Spanish settlements had been
established, became within a short time
entirely depopulated. But natives who
had been exported to the larger islands

as slaves, and there branded on the thighs

with hot irons—a curious consequence of a

law designed to be humanitarian—in order

to prevent their exchange with peaceable

Indians, were soon, also, no longer able to

supply the ever-increasing demand for

labourers and to replenish their

own reduced numbers. The
slave-hunts were then extended
to the continent and more

especially to the northern coast of South
America, whose inhabitants, of kindred

origin with the island population, showed
an unusually violent and lasting oppo-

sition to the first attempts at colonisation.

At this stage the doings of the slave-

hunters assumed such proportions that

they gave rise to the first movements of

opposition, and these soon became of

great power, as points of view were
brought to bear upon the question which
had nothing actually to do with the matter

itself. The clergy of the colonies, as has

already been mentioned, had at first not

considered themselves in the least obliged

to interfere on behalf of unlimited liberty

for the Indians. Not onh' the secular

priests, but also the Franciscans, who since

the days of Columbus—^when he also had
belonged to the order as a lay brother

—

had pla^'ed a prominent part in colonial

administration, did not regard it as scan-

dalous that the Indians were compelled by
moderate pressure to join the Christians,

or, in cases of resistance, were erislaved and
treated as enemies. The Dominicans
maintained a different attitude. The anti-

thesis between the two points of view also

Slave-hunts

on the

Continent
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aroused the opposition of the one order

against the other, and thus, no doubt,
contributed not a httle to the aggravation
of the question. The first who ventured to

stigmatise from the pulpit, as a disgrace

and outrage, the hitherto existing treat-

ment of the natives was the Dominican
brother Pedro de Cordoba, who thereby
became distinguished far beyond his own
diocese of San Domingo, where he preached.

Bartolome de las Casas, who at that

time was himself a keeper of slaves in

Cuba, was won over to his views. His
impetuous spirit took up the cause of the

natives with such zeal that he became one
of the best known among the champions
of native liberty. Las Casas presented

himself at the Spanish court, for the

first time, shortly before the death of

Ferdinand the Catholic. Though his vivid

descriptions of the horrors practised in

the treatment of the natives were met by
the public with mixed feelings, he was
the means of bringing about the decision

that a special commission should be sent

out to hold an inquiry into the actual

circumstances. The native question had by
that time become such an object

u cry
^^ contention between the Fran-

Against

Slavery
ciscans and Dominicans that

both orders were, on principle,

excluded from election to the commission
;

but as the question was intended to be

treated purely as a matter of conscience,

and had for this reason been placed in

the hands of the clergy, it was finally

agreed that three Hieronymite monks
should be chosen and sent to the islands

with discretionary powers.

Las Casas vehemently impugned the

impartiality of the three fathers because
they refused to take his point of view, but
he certainly wronged them. As a universal

remedy he proposed the formation of

self - governed and self - administered

communities of Indians, to which only

the clergy from among the Spaniards
should be admitted as leaders in religious

matters, and this was also attempted
by the Hieronymites. Las Casas, a few
years later, failed to colonise, on the same
plan, a tract of the Paria coast, far re-

moved from intercourse with the white

man ; and the Hieronymites, contending
against still more unfavourable conditions,

were equally unsuccessful in their attempt
to colonise San Domingo. No doubt, how-
ever, the fact of their being sent greatly

increased the opposition of the religious

orders among themselves, so that the

government was forced at last to take the

matter entirely out of the hands of the

clergy and entrust it to a secular official.

The licentiate Rodrigo de Figueroa kept
quite aloof from all theoretical points of

view and regulated the native question

solely from the standpoint of the hitherto

^. .. . formulated laws on that
Circuinscribea , t^, . j

A fth
pomt. These guaranteed a

c, . . certain amount of liberty to
Slave-hunters ,,

•'

the peaceable Indians, but
permitted the enslavement of the hostile

ones. In order to do this he first of all had
to settle which Indians were to be regarded
as hostile. As he was guided by entirely

disinterested and well-intentioned ideas,

he considerably circumscribed the territory

remaining to the slave-hunters. The im-

provement in the treatment of the Indians

as a whole, in the repartimientos and
encomiendas, was the necessary conse-

quence of the increased attention which
was paid to the regulations bearing upon it.

An economic revolution was, in addition

to this, carried out about the same time,

at any rate in the island colonies. In spite

of all efforts to the contrary on the part

of the government, the Spanish settle-

ments had for a long time been httle more
than permanent trade factories ; all

valuable objects which could be got from

the natives by barter were collected,

and with native help precious ores were

dug and washed. But whenever the

government sent seeds and plants across

the ocean, their cultivation was not a

success, because the natives did not under-

stand their treatment, and the colonists

considered it beneath them to have any-

thing to do with the matter.

As therefore only a limited amount of

the valuable products of the soil could be

found, the exchange trade soon also

collapsed, and though the new discoveries

revived the carrying trade of San Domingo,

it at the same time continuously withdrew

the labourers from the island,
Profits of

^j^^g diminishing its individual

^® importance. The settlements
Sugar-cane

g^^gj-g^ much in consequence

until, by the cultivation of the sugar-cane,

new and profitable livelihood was found for

the colonists. Labourers were also required

for this, and though the necessary work was

not as irksome as gold-washing, it entailed

a settled mode of life and continuous work

for the colonists, whereas the other implied

only an uncertain search for fortune.
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The cultivation of sugar-cane had an
important share in maintaining the vitaUty

of the Spanish colonies up to the time

when, through the great extension of these

colonies, further opportunities for gaining

a livelihood arose. Besides this, it was
also of immense importance in their

development, because it gave the impulse

__ _, to the importation of negro
Negro Slaves

^j^^^^^ ^j^^^^ j^^^
•

^^ isolated
Imported to , , i. j •

.. -, , . mstances, been imported m
the Colonies ,, .

c ,1 o 1

the service of their Spanish
masters from the time of the discovery of

America. It was not long before it

became evident in the colonies that the

negroes became acclimatised exceedingly

well there, and far surpassed the Indian
natives in their capacity for work-
The government did not regard the

importation of negroes with favour. It

was feared that they, being but recently

baptised, would be only half-hearted

adherents of Christianity, and might have
a bad influence upon the conversion of the
Indians; so on that account the African
negroes were entirely excluded from the

colonies, and the immigration of black
house slaves was also restricted as much
as possible. The repeated petitions of

the ' colonists for a plentiful supply of

black labourers disclosed to the govern-
ment the importance of this matter, so

that it gradually came to be regarded in

quite another light when Las Casas, from
motives of philanthropy, urgently recom-
mended the introduction of negro slaves
in order to rescue the Indians from
slavery. Although on this point the
government still maintained the principle

of inhibition for negro importation, it was
now only on account of fiscal interests.

It is a fact that since 1516 about 4,000
negroes alone were almost annually trans-

l^orted by the agents of the slave monopoly
from the coast of Guinea to the New
World—exclusive of the considerable
number who reached the colonies by

J,, j^
special license, and in later

WorldVTrade tmes through smuggling. No
in Slaves

^^o^*^^ ^^'^ negroes and the
halt-castes who had already

sprung from the union of whites with blacks
and Indians, constituted in the middle of
the sixteenth century a very important
element in the agricultural population,
and, as such, demanded special attention.
These negroes had received, even less

than the Indians, the merest semblance of
a civilising education from the colonists,
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and, as they were by nature far less

submissive, they were more inclined to

forsake their masters and revert to the
manners and customs of their native life

in the jungle. In 1550 the Spaniards
had already to suppress dangerous in-

surrections of the negro population. These
again recurred from time to time, until,

after a successful insurrection in the year
1808, the negroes even succeeded in

founding an independent state on the
western half of the island of San Domingo
in the Republic of Haiti.

The mixing of races was comparatively
of less importance in Spanish America.
In most of the colonies during the first

\'ears savage marriages with the native

women were no doubt the rule,, so long as

European women did not go there or

could not, under the circumstances, be
imported ; and wherever this continued,
as was the case in Paraguay, it naturally

resulted in a greater mixing of the races.

In Mexico and Peru, as well as also in

Bogota, the marriages of Spanish conquis-
tadors with women of the native nobility

were more often made from political con-

_ siderations, and the Spanish
«n »ng

i^jj^gs acknowledged this aristo-

t°he Races ^^^^y
.

^^ ^'^'^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^
standing with the Spanish

nobility. On the whole, however, the
Spaniards in the colonies guarded the purity
of their blood with no less care than in the
mother country, and the Creoles to this day
regard it as the highest distinction to be the

descendants of grandfathers and great-

grandfathers of pure Spanish blood. Al-

though the colonists of European descent,

on the one hand, felt themselves the living

antithesis of the native races, yet, owing
to changed conditions of life, an altered

climate, and different social circumstances,

in course of time an indistinctly recog-

nised but later on fully appreciated varia-

tion on the Spanish type was developed,
the pure-bred Spaniards remaining in the
colonies only temporarily as merchants,
soldiers and officials, and never losing the
feeling of being aliens.

On his accession Charles V. found the
native question at its height, and for a time
he let it run its course. The bitter paper
war between Las Casas and Sepulveda about
the admissibility of native slavery belongs

to the first years of his reign, as well as

the unsuccessful attempt at colonisation

by the Dominican who had been elected

patron of the Indians. The institution
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of a special advocate for the natives also

became general, and in every colony a

spiritual chief pastor was then charged with
the protection of the natives. The laws, also,

for the treatment of the Indians were per-

manently altered and developed in a more
decided recognition of their interests, until

the Edict of Granada, of November 17th,

1526, included in six paragraphs all the

regulations bearing upon their treatment.

The edict still distinguished between
two classes of Indians, friendly and savage,

and permitted the enslavement of the

latter, while special officials were charged
with the decision of each individual case.

From tbnt tim^^ tbi^^ law became the

government, therefore, confined itself to

freeing the system of the encomiendas
more and more from all the imperfections
which adhered to it, and to watching more
and more carefully over its conscientious

execution. The principle of promoting the
social advancement of the Indians by a
closer union with the Spaniards, and of

granting to the conquistadors and their

descendants, as a reward and recognition,

the supervision of Indian wards, was
adhered to. All the Indians were, however,
by no means divided into encomiendas.
From the beginning the Crown had re-

tained certain portions both of the land
and of the population of every province

VICTORS AND VANQUISHED : A GROUP OF SPANIARDS AND PERUVIANS
From the painting by H. P. Briggs in the National Gallery

standard for the treatment of the natives,

not only in all the colonies, but also in

all the agreements concerning discoveries.

It was nevertheless followed, in rather

rapid succession, by further regulations in

favour of the Indians. In 1530 Indian
slavery was definitely abolished, after

many disputes both for and against it.

In the same way the government made
several attempts to abolish the enco-

miendas, but this regulation was never
carried through, for two reasons : first,

because it threatened to be prejudicial to

the material advantage of the colonist ; and,
second, because it hindered the advance-
ment of the civilisation of the Indian. The

and district, which were destined for the

service of the Crown and not for the use of

the individual colonist. Beyond this, the

more the misuse of the encomiendas was
attacked, the greater grew the difficulty of

extending the system, so that finally only
those Indians who were in the immediate
neighbourhood of the places founded at

the time of the conquest remained under
the protection of the colonists. The vast

territories which had not been so densely

populated by Europeans remained, as

before, the free land of the Indians, whose
conversion and civilisation were almost ex-

clusively transferred to the religious societies

and to the missionaries sent out by them.
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THE JESUITS IN SOUTH AMERICA
AND THE CIVILISING OF THE NATIVE RACES
'X'HE merits of the Spanish clergy on
^ Spanish territory can hardly be rated too

highly. The mysticism of the Renaissance

united with the enthusiasm for the natural

conditions of human society which had
arisen from Romanticism in casting upon
the Spanish missionaries the reproach that

they, with blind fanaticism, had annihilated

the last remnants of sacred antiquity^ in

the New World and had brought to the

people of America only spiritual servitude

instead of spiritual salvation.

It had been purely an act of necessity

for the missionaries and clergy in the

provinces, where they were confronted

bv a well-developed S3'stem of religion

and an influential hierarchy, to interfere

radically and energetically with the in-

human customs which they frequently

found to exist among the natives ; as, for

example, in Mexico. It can certainly not

be disputed that in so doing they had
occasionally destroj^ed ob-

jects of heathen adoration,

which destruction has been
deplored b}^ modern ethno-

graphical science. On the other hand, it

was just these clergy, and in many pro-

vinces only they, who considered it worth
their while to investigate, collect, and
record the language, customs, and tradi-

tions of the natives, so that modern science

is indebted to them for the most copious

and valuable material for philological and
ethnological research. No doubt, few of

them were fully conscious of the services

they were rendering to latter-day research,

as they were more engrossed by their

immediate aim, the civilisation and con-

version of the Indians.

Wherever the temporal and spiritual

governments were in line in their treat-

ment of the natives, one naturally hears

less of the successful activity of the

monks ; although the fact of the appear-
ance of the Dominicans and of Las Casas,

besides the existence of numerous isolated

notes in the official records and in the

The Vandalism
of the Spanish

Missionaries

secular and clerical chronicles, prove that

their activity extended in the same measure

into territories other than those in which

they were more especially active. They
have raised for themselves an immortal

monument, more especially in the history

. . of these latter parts. After
Missionaries ^j^^ ^^.j^^j^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^j^^-.
the Pioneers of

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ superficially
Civilisation

^^^i^^^^ durmg the period of

the conquest, Spanish colonial activity was,

towards the close of the sixteenth century,

concentrated on those regions whose agri-

cultural development promised immediate
advantages from a European point of view.

But wide tracts of land, where it was
assumed that, owing either to climatic,

political, or trade reasons, no remunerative

cultivation was possible, remained almost

entirely untouched. The greater part of

the South American continent to the east

of the Cordilleras and to the north of the

mouth of the river La Plata belonged to

this rejected territory. In this vast dis-

trict, through which the mighty Amazon,
with its tributaries, the Paraguay and other

tributaries of the river La Plata, flowed,

the work of cultivation and of introducing

and maintaining European standards of

civilisation were almost exclusively the

work of missionaries.

At first it was chiefly the Franciscans

and Augustinians who, from the monasteries

and colleges of the Peruvian highlands,

undertook the conversion of the Indians

living farther down stream and along the

rivers flowing from the Cordilleras towards

the east. These spiritual fathers, with

. incomparable self-sacrifice and
Converting

gelf - forgetfulness, wandered
the American

^^^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^^^^ natives,
Indians

^^^^^ ^^j^ gaining, after

months and years of activiLy, the means
for the closer understanding which laid the

foundation for their material and religious

labour of civilisation. Recognising that

the wandering life of the Indians was

extremely fatal to all enduring spiritual
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Villages

Closed against

Europeans

influence, and that to gather them together

in fixed settlements was an essential

condition of their progi-ess in civilisation,

the missionaries invariably aimed, first

of all, at finding and pointing out to the

Indian tribes whose conversion was in

contemplation likely dwelling-places which
would suit not only their propensities,

but also the requirements of

civilisation. In doing this

they intentionally avoided

the proximity of European
settlements, in spite of the laws which
prohibited to Europeans in general a pro-

longed sojourn in the Indian villages.

Moreover, in quite early times they
covered the upper and middle valleys of

the tributaries of the Maraiion, and during
the seventeenth century the valleys of this

river also, as well as of other great rivers

of South America, with a network of

Indian villages and hamlets. The greater

number of these fell into ruin in course

of time, owing either to the retrogression

of the native population, which became
evident there also, or to the persecution

which was afterwards stirred up against

the activity of the spiritual fathers. But
they had laid the actual foundation for

the advance of European ci\'ilisation

throughout the entire territory.

The sphere and the character of the

missions to the Indians of South America
became most familiar through the Jesuits,

who, in the second half of the sixteenth

and the beginning of the seventeenth
centuries, extended their missionary
activity, which had been inaugurated by
the devout Francis Xavier in the east, to

the New World in the west. One must not,

however, overlook the fact that the pecu-
liar constitution of the so-called " reduc-
tions " and " missions " was neither

invented by the Jesuits nor ever exclusively

maintained by them. Its conception has
been more especially attributed to their

order because the Jesuit missions of Brazil

. and Paraguay have influenced

. ,. . the political history of the South
Active la . ^ . . -',

.

,

p
American continent as no other
order has done. The Jesuits,

in concurrence with other religious as-

sociations, early began their activity

as missionaries, if anything, in a greater

degree perhaps in the Portuguese than
in the Spanish territory. But they only
assumed an exceptional position when, in

the year 1608, a special district in Par-
aguay was assigned to them, free from all
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civil authority, where they were able to

carry out the attempts at the civilisation

and conversion of the Indians on a larger

scale. There was no special motive at-

tached to the fact that the government,
in so doing, endowed them with an
unusual amount of independence.
The Bull of Alexander \T. with refer-

ence to the line of demarcation had in

principle established the boundaries of

the Spanish and Portuguese colonial

sphere, but its general and indefinite

wording was quite inadequate for a really

political demarcation. Both governments
soon recognised this when the mouth of

the river La Plata was discovered simul-

taneously by rival explorers. Several

attempts at a diplomatic understanding
were made in consequence of this, but, in

point of fact, both Powers still attached
far too little importance to the unex-
plored and unpromising territory whose
possibilities seemed doubtful.

With time these circumstances assumed
real importance, chiefly through the dis-

similar colonial policy pursued by the

two Powers in these border districts.

Asuncion, on the Paraguay, was the chief

of all the Spanish colonies, where
from the beginning the relations

between the natives and the

colonists had been especially

friendly, and where the best spirit of

Spanish legislation for the Indians found
expression regardless of outward circum-

stances. Bonds of friendship were formed
between the brave and honest Guarani
and the confederates of Irala which, during
the course of centuries, were scarcely ever

seriously doubted. The covenant with
this mighty and widely dispersed Tupi
tribe soon brought out the underhdng con-

trast between the Spanish colonists and
their eastern neighbours, the Portuguese.
The powers of little Portugal were so

entirely engrossed by East Indian politics

that the Brazilian colonial territory was,
scarcely ten years after its discovery by
Cabral, given over entireh' to private

enterprise. In this wa}' a number of small
settlements were founded in the Bahia
de Todos os Santos, at Cape St. Vincent,

and on the island of St. Caterina in the
bay of Rio de Janeiro. These were at

first regarded as Portuguese colonies,

but, besides the few actual Portuguese and
Portuguese Jews in the colony, there were
a number of questionable characters, the

subjects of every realm, who carried on

Portuguese

in South

America
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trade of a very doubtful merit, and
whose products were sent, not only to

Lisbon, but also, if they succeeded in

evading the customs, to French, English,

and even Hanseatic harbours.
While the foreign merchants dealt

principally in brazil-wood, sugar, and
similar colonial products, the Portuguese
chief!}'' carried on a brisk trade in Indian
slaves, whom they did not take so much
to Lisbon as to the colonial harbours,

irrespective of whether these natives

belonged to Portuguese or to Spanish
territory. As was the case everywhere
else, the consequence of the slave-hunts
was that the natives retired farther and
farther from the coast. The slave-hunters,

however, followed their prey into the

interior by the most accessible paths—
that is, by the waterways ; and thus
they soon also came in conflict with the

Guarani, and through them, indirectly,

with the Spanish colonists.

In order to put an end to these lawless

conditions, and to draw greater advan-
tages from this colonial possession, the

Portuguese Government decided on a

., -. change in its colonial system.
Portugal s New t j-i. - j- ^* In the year 1531 a great part
ys cm o

^^ Brazil was divided into
Administration ,, j <, •, • ,,

so-called capitannes —
vast tracts of land for which the rights of

feudal lords, as in the Old World, were
granted to the owners in return for an
insignificant royalty payable to the Crown.
This colonial system was also tried by
the English in a part of Northern America.
The thirty-five capitanries which arose

under this sj'stem had this advantage

—

that they brought about actual attempts
at settlements in many places, and in this

way the first sugar plantations, with
their refineries, and the first farms were
established. On the whole, however, the

system did not work satisfactorily. Many
of the capitanries were relinquished by
the owners ; others dragged on a weary
existence. Above all, the illegalities in

the trade with foreign countries and the

sorties of the slave-hunters still con-

tinued, even when a central authority
had been established for the separate
districts, and a vice-regent had been sent

over to occupy the residence at Bahia.
The attempt at colonisation by the

French Protestants, under Villegaignon,

proves how little real authority the
Portuguese had over their Brazilian pos-
session. The French expedition was the

result of the trade which had for a con-
siderable time been carried on illegally,

yet unhindered, between Dieppe a.nd the
coast of Brazil. Those lovers of adventure
who were anxious to emigrate imagined
"they could easily found a new home
there, and annex a valuable portion of

colonial territory for their mother country

.T J I . without difficulty. As a matter
Underhand r r . ,, -^

•

w .u J r of tact, they were m possession
Methods of r ., , r Ti- T T

th F h ^ y Janeiro
for almost five years. If

.

internal disputes and altered political

conditions at home had not come for-

tuitously to the aid of the Portuguese, a
long time might have elapsed before the
future capital of Brazil had once more
become Portuguese propertj/^.

The French, retiring more and more
towards the north, repeatedly attempted to

gain a footing on Brazilian soil, and for

this purpose made most clever use of the
policy which they had so successfully

carried through on a larger scale in their

settlements on the St. Lawrence. They
allied themselves with the natives, not only
to gain peace with them, but also that they
might incite them against their colonial

rivals. This policy was easy in Brazil,

because, in the eyes of the Portuguese, the

native continued to be a commodity to be
employed to the best advantage.
The union of Portugal with Spain in

the year 1580 was not to be without in-

fluence on colonial legislation, although
the government of Portugal and its

colonies remained entirel}^ separate, in

spite of the conquest by Philip II. Many
laws were formulated which in principle

tended towards the personal liberty of the

Indians. The}' were, nevertheless, almost
entirely without influence on the actual

circumstances, for the colonists always
managed so that their property in Indian
slaves should remain judicially unassailed.

The conditions for the native were im-

proved onl}^ farther towards the interior,

_ ., where even to this day the
Brazil a 1.11 i-w • r- ij views held are very diver-
Mission Field , t->, t •. r i

-J . gent. (Ihe Jesuits, 01 whom
the fi_rst came to Brazil in

1549, found an extended field of labour

there. That they were at first less harassed
by the slave-hunters in the northern
provinces may be due to the fact that

the latter were principally kept in the

south owing to long-standing custom, as

well as from the insecurity of the political

boundaries and other circumstances. There
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the}' soon developed into a perfect scourge,

not only to the Indians, but also to the

Spanish colonists. The remarkable state

creation of the missions of Paraguay
originated when the Jesuits inaugurated
their efforts in favour of the natives in*

the south also ; about which, then and to

this day, opinions have been so divided.

^. , .. The Jesuits' object was to
The Jesuits Xi r- t j-i,save the Guarani from the

f' H d
persecution of the Europeans.
As they had, however, made

the discovery that the colonists and
colonial officials of Asuncion and Buenos
Ayres frequently made common cause
secretly with the Portuguese slave-traders

for their own advantage, they did not
remain satisfied, as they had done else-

where, with going into the jungle and
gathering the natives around them there,

but they induced Philip III., who was
ruler of Spain and Portugal simultaneously,

to transfer to them a tract of land to the

east of Paraguay as far as to the Uruguay.
Here they were permitted to do as they

liked, almost without interference from
either temporal or spiritual authorit}^

Their efforts to bring the Indians of the

surrounding regions under their benevo-
lent control were immediately crowned
with extraoi'dinary success, for the in-

habitants of their reductions soon num-
bered more than 100,000 souls. It was
not exclusively Guaranis who gained
admission there, but, as the tribes be-

longed almost without exception to the

Tupi race, the Jesuits had no difficulty

in making Guarani the general language.

They attempted and achieved this also

in the north Brazilian missions. The
Guarani which they developed is actually

the lingua geral which still is the universal

language of the civilised natives of Brazil.

The social order which the Jesuits

instituted in the mission districts made a
more marked impression both on con-

temporaries and on posterity. That they,

in so doing, acted from philo-

fK^^N°'*!'^^
sophical standpoints, and that

-, ... they attempted to realise Cam-
Communities n , irV--. r .1 o ;>

panella s City of the Sun,

are probably onh^ surmises which were
introduced subsequently. The models by
which the Jesuits were inspired were of

considerably greater consequence to them.
The extensive landed property of the

religious communities was, on the one
hand, managed, if not generally, at any
rate in isolated instances, directly by the
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brotherhood. But the model of the Inca-
Peruvian social organisation, with its

renunciation of private property and its

universal labour obligation, ,had an even
greater influence in the development of

the most important characteristics of the
Jesuit community.
The conception of personal property was

then but very little developed among most
of the uncivilised Indian tribes, and labour
in common was the rule. It is not surprising

that the missionaries experienced no dififi-

culty in instituting the same arrangements,
for they offered the Indian a number of

things besides, which he coveted and
prized, but which, under previous forms
of association, he had but seldom enjoyed;
these were regular and plentiful food and
continued protection from his fellow-savage

as well as from his white enemies. The
clergy followed the sensible plan for

the mission to the heathen by making
civilisation the first step to conversion.

The mental capacity of the savage is

unable to grasp the higher matters of

Christian dogmas, and the civilised Indian

must often enough have formed very ex-

traordinary conceptions of

them ; and in order to be
able to make him a Christian,

even if only in seerning,

a start had first to be made by civilising

him. In consequence ,of the cruel slave-

hunts of the Portuguese, and the often

scarcely better treatment which the natives

received from the Spanish colonists, the

Jesuits succeeded, in a surprisingly short

time, in collecting a considerable number
of natives on the territory which had been
assigned to them. They thus founded a

number of districts, each of which con-

tained at least 2,000 inhabitants, but

they all manifested a very typical con-

formity among themselves.

The church formed the centre of each

reduction. As the colony quickly

acquired considerable agricultural wealth,

which was allowed to be employed only

for the benefit of the missions themselves,

a number of almost monumental church

buildings were raised in these Indian

villages in the remote jungle. In other

respects these districts must have given a

very monotonous impression. Next to

the church there was a large open square

surrounded by the most important build-

ings—the dwelling of the padre and the

store and meeting-houses. From it

straight streets started rectangularly, and

Civilisation

the First Step

to Conversion
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the prospect was in every instance formed
by a chapel standing on the border of the

common. The simple huts of the Indians

were situated along these streets, and
all the buildings were erected by the

community and remained its property.

The inhabitants had only the use of the

dwellings, and of the small gardens situated

_ . ,. . near them they partly had
Socialism in , ^-n, -,

. . personal possession. 1 he garden

«i tn w^^ ^^^ o^^y thing which
the family supervised them-

selves, and, it is said, generally very
badly. The extensive maize and cotton

fields adjoining the common, and the

considerable herds of oxen and sheep,

which constituted the chief wealth of the

reduction, were cultivated and managed
according to the directions of the mis-

sionaries for the benefit of the community.
The entire produce found its way into the

granaries, whence it was then distributed

by the padres to each individual house-

hold. In the same way the regulation of

the work depended upon them, each in-

habitant being pledged to do some, accord-

ing to his trade and capacity. With
such labourers it was but a trifling matter
for the missionaries to provide for the

necessary requirements of shelter, cloth-

ing and sustenance ; they also introduced

many cultured arts, such as carving,

watchmaking and even printing. It ' is

no doubt due to the steady method of

their instruction, as well as to an actual

mental deficiency, that the Indian, in all

his training, never succeeded in getting

beyond imitation, and never made any
inventions or progress, in spite of the

discipline of civilisation which had in-

fluenced him for more than a hundred years.

The Jesuits defended themselves against

the attacks of those who reproached them
for having intentionally crushed the human
liberty of their charges with the assertion

that it had been impossible to force the

Indian from his condition of perpetual child-

ishness, and that a greater

„ * *wf ^.t degree of personal liberty
Happy with the '^

, , if i ; i

„. . . would only have miured the
Missionaries ..... / i ,, i

individual and the general

good. There may be much truth in this
;

at any rate, it is certain that the natives

were actually contented under the guidance
of the missionaries, and that they not only
rendered them almost unconditional obedi-

ence, but also took serious pains to retain

their spiritual rulers when the govern-
ment thought it advisable to recall them.
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The authority of the missionaries was,

it is true, directly as well as indirectly

almost unlimited. There were in each
reduction only two Europeans, both
regular priests, of whom one, the actual

leader, supervised the spiritual, while

the other managed the material concerns

of the settlement. They were assisted by
a kind of municipality founded upon the

model of the Spanish colonial towns, which,

though it depended upon the election of

the community, was always absolutely

subservient to the missionaries.

The fact that there was hardly a temporal
judicial authority proves how entirely the

Jesuits had their charges under control.

The inhabitants were governed almost ex-

clusively by the power of the confessional,

and the Jesuits have themselves shown
that actual sins came to their knowledge
but very rarely through the confessional.

The Jesuits also naturally represented
their communities abroad, for they had
made them, as far as possible, independent
of the outer world, both politically and
economically. An outsider rarely found
his way to the missions ; and the twofold

„ .^ reason why the stranger be-

_ came exclusively the guest of
a Source ,, , A j. ^ j .

, r» the padres was first m order to
of Danger ^ i ^ x

prevent his closer acquaintance
with the natives, and secondly to preserve

the latter from unfavourable outside in-

fluences. One of the missionaries left

the settlement at long intervals, accom-
panied by one of the most reliable of the

natives, for the purpose of exchanging, in

the Spanish settlements, the surplus of

their productions, consisting principally

of cotton and hides, for anything which
the reductions did not themselves pro-

duce ; but even then contact with the

European was avoided as much as possible.

The reductions increased rapidly in

Paraguay and soon possessed a large popu-
lation, and this circumstance in itself

threatened to become fatal. All the settle-

ments were unprotected, and the mission-

aries themselves considered it a decided
advantage to calm the warlike tendencies

of the Guaranis, who had once been
celebrated for their daring bravery ; be-

sides this, a law which was generally valid

forbade the arming of the Indians. Thus
the Portuguese slave-robbers, who in the

seventeenth century already had at their

disposal a well-organised and well-armed
force, experienced no difficulty when the

idea occurred to them, in the year 1637,
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of taking their Indian slaves from the

missions instead of having to track them
laboriously in the Jungle. This develop-

ment was indeed an eventful one for the

Jesuits. Forthwith, in consideration of

the prevailing circumstances, they secured

for their native charges the suspension of

the law against the carrying of firearms,

and thereafter the friars brought up the

natives to be good and thorough soldiers.

They not only easily repelled the attacks

of other savage natives, but also beat the

Paulists—so the Portuguese slave-hunters

were called, after their native place, the

Province San Paulo—so completely that

they were forced to transfer the field of

then- activity farther into the northern

continent. They also proved themselves

extremely trustworthy and well-drilled

fighting material whenever, through risings

in the interior or hostilities on the

borders, the Spanish settlements were
threatened by other Europeans.
The Jesuits thus carried on the work of

the conversion of the natives for more
than a century without interruption, with

the exception of the dissensions with the

spiritual and temporal authorities of the

neighbouring districts. In the
meantime the tendency of the
spirit of the age in theOld World
had become more and more

opposed to their order, and this attitude

of things finally affected their settlements

in the remote jungle also. The first im-

pulse, it is true, arose from purely political

motives. With the continuous opening

up and development of the South Ameri-
can continent, Spain and Portugal at

length in the same way felt the necessity

for a more distinct demarcation of their

colonial possessions. The personal union
of the two kingdoms which had been
established by Philip II. was again an-

nulled by the Portuguese protest of 1640,

and in 1668, after long-standing animosi-

ties, Spain was forced to acknowledge the

supremacy of the house of Braganza in

Portugal and her colonies. Soon after-

wards the Spanish Crown passed to the

Bourbon dynasty. When Ferdinand VI.

began from within to reorganise the state,

which had been ruined by long mismanage-
ment and by the prolonged war of suc-

cession, a newer, freer, and clearer impulse
was also given to colonial progress.

The desire for the regulation of the
Brazilian boundary was one of the issues.

The Portuguese had repeatedly laid claim

Separation

of Spain and
Portugal

to the left shore of the mouth of the La
Plata. They had founded a town, Colonia,

opposite to Buenos Ayres, and had often

attempted to extend their settlements in

this region ; and this became an especial

thorn in the flesh to the government at

Madrid, because these settlements were
exclusively for the purpose of illegally

breaking through the bounds by

^.""^t.-"^-
"** which Spain sought to secure

the Mission , ,1 -.1 Ti 1 • i

c *.i » her trade with the colonists.
Settlements . -r, i t iAs Portugal, however, pos-

sessed only a slight interest in these

advanced coast towns, she readily agreed

that Spain should exchange considerable

plains of land in the interior, part of which
formed the left bank of the Uruguay—on
which were seven of the missions carried

on by the Jesuits—for the left bank of the

mouth of the La Plata.

The agreement provided that the natives

should quit the territory under the guid-

ance of their spiritual leaders, and should

travel farther into the Spanish territory.

When, however, the boundary commis-
sioners at length began to carry out the

agreement on this spot, they were not

only met by the Jesuits with urgent

remonstrances, but the natives by force

of arms offered a resistance which was at

first successful. The Jesuits soon again

submitted to the order for obedience which
had proceeded from Spain, and with the

same spirit brought their influence to bear

upon the natives. These could not, how-
ever, readily make up their minds to give

up the loved home for whose defence they

had taken up arms, and though it did not

actually result in a serious battle, yet it

required the approach of a considerable

force, which had been collected by Spain

and Portugal together, to convince them
of the fruitlessness of their attempt.

The incident was in itself so simple and
harmless that it scarcely offered a ground

for complaint against the Jesuits ; but in

the hands of the all-powerful Portuguese
minister, the Marquess de

Pombal, who then already

sought an occasion to attack
the influential Jesuit order,

it assumed the guise of a heavy accusation.

It was not difficult, by means of torture,

to force from two captive Indians belonging

to the mission the confession that the

Jesuits had urged and goaded them on to

armed resistance against the order of the

allied monarchs. Then a baptised Gua-

rani, whose name was Nicholas, gathered
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togetlier the remaining Indians, who per-

manently disobeyed the order to leave,

and formed them into a band of homeless

outlaws. With these he continued the

war of robbery and plunder against the

European settlements on both sides of the

frontier. This gave rise to the fable of

that independent kingdom which yielded

T
• obedience to no temporal power,

c esui s
^^,j^j(,|^ ^j^g Jesuits, with the help

Fallen on , ,

,

,~: \
J, ., jj of the natives, were supposed

to have striven to establish

in the interior of vSouth America. This
accusation was of great importance in

connection with the expulsion of the

Jesuits from Portugal, so much desired

and finally accomplished by Pombal.
It is also possible that it may have had

some influence upon the deliberations of

Charles III. and his i Ministers when it

became a question of taking a stand against

the Society of Jesus in the conflict which
was waged throughout the whole world.

Unquestionabl}^ neither Pombal nor any
other far-seeing and intelligent statesman
seriously believed in such an accusation

;

it was, at the most, brought up as an
expedient in the agitation in order to con-

ceal the purely worldly and political

motives which determined the expulsion

of the Jesuits from Portugal and Spain.

Moreover, the Jesuits have not left

the slightest proof that the accusations

brought against their missionary activity,

where only their own personal interests

were in question, were well merited. Both
in Brazil and Paraguay they submitted
with dumb resignation to the order which
recalled them suddenly and without any
preparation from the field of action where
they had successfully laboured for a hundred
years. Even the.unworthy and revengeful

manner in which the order was carried out

by the officials appointed for this purpose
did not in a single instance force them from
their purely passive role of endurance. In
obedience to the order they vanished from

all places where either the
ow '^°/"y welfare of their charges was

has Justified the ., . , i ^i
„. . . threatened or where they
Missionaries , ., , . -s

foresaw that want and
death would be inevitable for themselves.

History has justified them in one respect.

No matter how one may judge of their

system with regard to the treatment of the
natives, they at any rate perfectly under-
stood how to take care of their individual

well-being, and to teach them to become
absolutely submissive and useful subjects.
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Tiiose who succeeded to their inheritance
in a few years again alienated the Indians
from all the progress in civilisation which
they had made under the Jesuits, and by
a wrong treatment turned them once more
into wandering savage tribes. And thus
they have remained wherever the bare
jealousy of the more highly civilised

European presumes to see in the Indian,

who, mentally, has not yet grown out of

the fetters of centuries of ancient pre-

judices, a creature of an inferior order.

The expulsion of the Jesuits is the last

important phase in the native policy of

latinised South America. From that time
the care of the Indians in the sphere of

missions was transferred to temporal
authorities. While in the other provinces

they had been gradually learning actually

to carry into effect the well-intentioned

aims of the native legislation, these first-

mentioned provinces had once more to go
through the entire range of experience

with regard to the treatment of the natives,

and their natural development, which had
taught the others tolerance. With regard

to the position of the Indians, scarcely any
_. - ,. confirmed grounds of complaint
The Indians ^ j •

i j • ii
_ , . . existed m general during the
Backward in,,, ,^ jro-i
jj J

. last twenty years of Spanish
colonial rule. Where there

remained dependence and a certain lack of

enterprise, this was rather the result of a
natural propensity inculcated by the

generations that had previously followed

old customs than the effect of a perverted
application of the law.

The greater proportion of the Indians do
not, even in the present day, completely
understand the European's hypothesis of a

progressive civilisation, or his attitude and
mental outlook, even though for two genera-

tions past this development in progress has
been maintained by free citizens of free re-

publics with every imaginable guarantee of

personal liberty. These are, however, con-

ditions which have unavoidably manifested
themselves, and will continue to do so as

a necessity of nature, wherever two nations,

holding entirely different theories concern-

ing civihsation, and having such marked
differences in the degree of culture, come
into conflict. It is possible that certain

specially gifted individuals might be able

to raise themselves at length to a complete
equality of culture, but the large proportion

of less highly civilised people will always
remain, both mentally and physically, de-

pendent upon the more advanced race.
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SPAIN'S GOLDEN ERA IN AMERICA
AND THE DAYS OF THE BUCCANEERS

AY/HILE it must be acknowledged that^ the policy of the Spanish Govern-
ment regarding the native question was the

most enlightened and- well-intentioned of

any which had been put into practice

anywhere, this cannot be affirmed with
reference to their trade policy. The fact

that the entire trade communication with
the colonies was monopolised by the one
harbour of Seville was as much the result of

the arrangements made with Columbus as

an imitation of the Portuguese model.
The explorer had, according to agreement,

stipulated that he should receive, besides

the right of participation in all subsequent
colonial voyages, a share in the clear profit

from the combined colonial undertakings.

In order to fulfil this stipulation, it became
an unavoidable necessity that all colonial

enterprises should be strictly controlled

with reference to their cost and profit.

This would naturally have been impossible

if the ships destined for the
colonies had been allowed
to sail from every harbour
of the Spanish peninsula,

which was surrounded by the sea on three

sides. As is well known, it was not until far

into the sixteenth century that a definite

understanding was arrived at, after long
law-suits and repeated agreements between
the government and the heirs of Columbus.
The fact, however, that the exclusive

monopoly of the trade by Seville, and
the strict regulations of the customs,
were adhered to, was undoubtedly the
consequence of the political views
which on this subject prevailed with the
government. The land which came to the
Crown of Castile as an integral and
permanent part through the discovery of

Columbus was not regarded so much as a
territorial accession of land as an increase

of the Crown domains belonging to the
kings of Castile. This acceptation was
shared in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries by all the Powers who carried on
any colonial policy whatever, the remams

Seville's

Exclusive Trade
Monopoly

of wliich can be traced almost everywhere.
In Spain they have been maintained so

strongly that modern Spain cannot quite

free herself from them, in spite of three

generations of progressive revolutions.

According to such an acceptation of

the law it naturally depended upon the
pleasure of the government, or of those to

R ltd w^^o"^ *^^^ government had

E t t th
transferred their rights, as to

Q . . who should be admitted to the
colonies, either with the object

of settling there or for the purposes of trade.

The restrictions were then also, from the
beginning, very numerous, and they were,
with the exception of several funda-
mental amplifications instituted during
the first decades, maintained with, if any-
thing, almost too great severity. As the
colonies belonged to the Crown of Castile,

the Castilians possessed, in the first

instance, the natural right to trade therein,

but this prerogative had also been con-
ceded to the Aragonese since 1495.
The privilege received yet further ex-

pansion after the accession of Charles V.

Considerations of an agricultural nature
were principally responsible for the resolu-

tion to permit all subjects of the many king-

doms ruled by the Spanish king to have
access to the colonies. Spain was endowed
with extensive colonial possessions at a
moment when such a national property
could, and did, become extremely danger-
ous. Hardly had the political unity of the

actual Spanish soil been established by
„. „ .^ the removal of the last Moorish
I he Spanish i • 1 j 1 u j
P . kmgdom, and scarcely had

. . Ferdinand and Isabella taken
the first steps to lead the

country—whose agricultural develop-

ment had been much impaired by the

continued war against the Moors—to a

greater expansion of its natural resources,

when a new and dangerous enemy to its

national industry arose. Thus the dis-

covery of America removed thousands
upon thousands of strong labourers from
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the national work of the by no means
large population, and created serious

competition between the life of hazardous

colonial profits and the slow but certain

and advancing field of labour in both
agriculture and handicraft at home.
Although the agricultural development
was successfully carried on upon the

foundations laid by the Catholic

rulers, yet the mother country
An Open
Door in the

New World
could not, under such difficult

conditions, carry on the exclu-

sive maintenance of the colonial territory,

which rapidly increased from century to

century. From the time of the proclama-
tion of the law in question, the exclusion

of strangers had already been disregarded

in favour of those who knew how to take

care of the interests of the state and of the

colonies while seeking their own gain.

That Charles V., in opening up the New
World to all his subjects, acted from the

standpoint that the solution of the agri-

cultural problems which had been imposed
upon the colonies by the government lay

in gaining new forces is more especially

evidenced by the fact that he called upon
all the most powerful agricultural factors

of his most distant Spanish dominions to

co-operate in the colonial enterprises.

From Germany he summoned the Hanses
and the Augsburgers, and from Italy, more
especially, the great merchants.
The laws of the country concerning the

trade with the colonies were, of course,

also binding upon these. They, too, were
obliged first to enter Seville with their

ships and wares, pay the entrance duty,

and also submit to the compulsory
registration which was supervised by
the Casa de Contratacion, according to

which no person or trade commodity
was permitted to enter the colony with-

out satisfying the legal demands. Like
the Spaniards, they were also bound to

return to Seville and again go through
_ . , ^ .

the same formalities. All
Spam s Trade ,i , ^ r ,

,

_
, ^. .^. costly articles from the

Relations with ,
-'• . ,,

u ^ , . colonies, more especially
Her Colonies '

V .1 •

ores, also came under this

prohibition, which forbade such articles

being taken out of Spain. As Spain,
with its colonies as well as through them,
consumed considerably more trade com-
modities than it was able to supply to

foreign countries, this regulation could not
be enforced permanently, as in time be-

came evident to the government, engrossed
as it was in mercantile questions. However,
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it neither knew how to remedy the evil

nor recognised the fact that, owing to the

entirely altered conditions created by
the production of ores in the New World,
gold and silver had dropped in their

exchange value to the trade level for wares,

the price of which no human laws can
fix. Trade with the colonies during the

earlier years was burdened by no customs
duties, but as commercial intercourse

increased, export and import duties were
introduced, such as had been imposed
between the several Spanish territories.

As precious ores were not wares, they were
not affected ; but the state, by levying

a royalty on the profits from their sale,

secured a share for itself.

It was of the utmost importance, more
especially at first, that the government
should revive the trade with the colonies.

For this purpose it readily granted,

through the Casa de Contratacion, the

necessary passes to every ship which pro-

posed sailing across the ocean, and sold

such charts as could be supplied. It

also established its own court of pilots as

a school for helmsmen and as a centre

_ , . for examination. The rigour
Traders who r ai i j. n j. xi.

V A ^^ '^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ often
scape

suspended, and incidentally
the Customs . , ^ , . j_ r i

the number of ports of de-

parture was considerably increased, the

Canary Islands securing exemption from
the enforced^call at Seville. Forced regis-

tration, also, was not strictly maintained.

It was a well-known fact that the return-

ing vessels often secretly deposited a con-

siderable portion of their costly freight on
the shores of the Portuguese Azores, in

order to escape the customs, and Philip II.,

during the first years of his reign, in-

structed his councillors not to interpose

the full severity of the law against this

practice, in so far, at all events, as his

own subjects were concerned.
Naturally these restrictive regulations

were particularly burdensome to the

colonies. By preventing free competition,

they, in combination with the superabund-
ance of gold and silver, caused the prices

between the colonies and the mother
country, at the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury, to be in the ratio of three to one, and
even as five to one. The agitation for the

removal of the trade restrictions was at that

time enormously powerful there. But it was
the absolute impossibility of preventing in

any way the misuse of measures intended

to procure alleviation in a distant land, and
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over an endless extent of thinly populated
coast, that caused the government to

adhere with even greater severity to the
system of enforced registration.

Before any harbour for imports in the
New World, besides San Domingo, could
become of importance for trade purposes,
political circumstances in the mother
country led to a fresh organisation of her
commercial intercourse with the colonies.

These proved of extraordinary service to

the system of control pursued by the
government, without tending to make
the disadvantages connected with it per-

ceptible to the colonists. The results

which the Spaniards and Portuguese
achieved with the aid of their trans-Atlantic

maritime power were not without reaction

on the remaining European Powers.
French and English sailors, often guided
during their first voyages by Italian

pilots, soon also ventured to cross the

ocean : their discoveries in North America
are dealt with elsewhere.

So long as Spain remained at peace with
the rest of the world, and its colonies

yielded only moderate compensation in

return for the disbursement
e ays o

^lade, this intermeddling of
Buccaneering r t-) J.^ i • i

r .... foreign Powers in the colonial
Expeditions , ^ ^

sphere remained compara-
tively unimportant. When, however, under
Charles V., the plans for the government
of the world by Spain became more and
more sharply defined, violent antagonism
arose, at first against France under Philip

TI., and also against England. This gave
rise to open enmity, which led to repeated
wars in Europe, daring privateering voyages
on the ocean, and finally, also, to those
buccaneering expeditions and attacks on
the other side of the ocean from which the
colonial ports had long to suffer, until at

length the foreign Powers succeeded in

securing portions of the ancient Spanish
colonial possessions.

When this enmity first became apparent
through the capture of single and unarmed
ships sailing between Spain and the
colonies, Charles V. issued the decree, in

the year 1526, that in times of war the
ships should no longer set sail and return
singly, but should, under the leadership of

competent captains, be combined into

fleets capable of resistance. This was the
origin of the celebrated " plate-fleets " and
galleons, which for two centuries carried

on the trade exclusively between Spanish
America and the remainder of the civilised

world. This measure was at first intro-

duced only with reference to the security
of trans-oceanic commerce ; that it

rendered the most important services to

the Crown's fiscal control was certainly

soon proved and acknowledged by all the
interested parties. The diffusion of the
Spanish race in the New World had not

1^1. i^ . t .J reached its termination when
I he Celebrated .\ n 1.

•
i. j j

„, , „ . the fleets were introduced.
Flate-fleets o i 1 .li i 1

J ^ „ beveral phases m the devel-
and Oalleons ,* ^ ,,. ,., ,.

opment of this institution

had to be passed through before it received
its permanent establishment, after which
it remained approximately as follows.

The ships which intended sailing to

the West Indies assembled annually in

the months of March and September at

Seville, or, when their draught did not
allow of it, at San Lucar de Barrameda, or,

later on, at Cadiz. They had to be at least

ten in number, otherwise the fleet was not
permitted to set sail. As a rule, there were
between thirty and forty, and in some
cases a great many more ships. In the

year 1589, no less than ninety-four vessels

going from Panama to the South were
required to transport all that the fleet had
brought to Portobello. Ships of less than
a hundred tons were, as a rule, excluded
from participation in the voyage to the

Indies, and all, even the heavily freighted

merchantmen, were obliged to carry at

least four heavy and sixteen light guns,

and every man on board carried weapons.
Two of the largest vessels were selected

as " capitana " and " almiranta" ; the first,

carrying all the highest in command of the

whole fleet, sailed in advance, while the

admiral's ship formed the rear-guard with

the special duty of keeping the fleet

together. The capitana and almiranta

were more strongly built than the other

ships, and, in order to increase their

powers of action in battle, they were not

allowed to be freighted to the same extent

as the merchantmen. Besides these, the

fleet was at first accompanied
by at least one, and later on
by several larger ships—the

galleons—whose chief duty it

was to watch over the safety of the fleet.

They had a tonnage of at least two hundred
to three hundred, were powerfully equipped,
and were allowed only light freight.

They were at the same time intended to

bring back in safety to Spain the gold and
silver which were due to the Crown as taxes

and duty. In times of war the Indian fleets,
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upon which the entire wealth of Spain
depended, were not even thus considered
sufficiently well guarded. A protecting

fleet, consisting of galleys and galleons, was
therefore also equipped out of the revenue
from the additional tax which had been
levied upon the Indian trade for this

purpose, and these had to accompany the

„ . , trading fleets on the high
pains

seas and escort the returning
Oreat Merchant • .

,

°
p. . ones m the same way.

Finally, several lighter and
smaller ships — despatch-vessels, called
" avisos "—were attached to each fleet,

their duty being to go in advance, so as to

discover threatening dangers and to pre-

pare the officials on either side for the
arrival of the fleet.

The combined fleet sailed from Seville

to San Domingo, where the official control

to which they had been submitted at the
port of sailing was renewed. The ships

which were to sail via Porto Rico and
Havana to Vera Cruz formed the so-called
" Fleet of New Spain "

; they then sepa-

rated from those which first sailed through
the Gulf of Mexico to Cartagena and thence
to Portobello. The latter, called the
" Continental Fleet," was by far the more
important of the two, as it carried all the
merchandise from the whole southern
continent of America. All direct commer-
cial intercourse with the mother country,
except through these fleets, was not only
forbidden to all the provinces, but was
also so fettered by customs restrictions

and trade rules that the colonies were at

the most only permitted to exchange
certain products of their own soil, but never
European trade commodities.
The Continental Fleet, in the first instance,

supplied Peru and Chili, starting from
Portobello, but soon after also Tucuman
and Paraguay, the countries of the modern
Argentina. The anomaly that the mer-
chandise for the south-east of America had
to traverse the watershed between the

TM. u V. Atlantic and Pacific oceans
The liumble , , r , •,

_ . . - twice before arrivmg at its

- . place of destination aroseBuenos Ayrcs \ ,

,

, .

irom there being no note-
worthy colony at the mouth of the La
Plata. Buenos Ayres had, it is true, been
founded in the year 1535, but it was almost
immediately dissolved, its final colonisation
taking place in 1562. It was, however, for

the time being of no importance, owing to
its great distance from the centres of

Spanish colonial government, and its
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exposed position on a coast which was
difficult to defend, and also because of its

immediate proximity to the Portuguese,
who claimed the opposite shore of the bay
as their territory. The Spanish Government
did not consider it advisable to recognise
the town as a harbour in the trans-oceanic
trade intercourse. This region was first

organised in 1617 as a special colonial

district, and remained for a considerable
time the seat of an extensive but illegal

trade with foreign nations before the
government decided, in conjunction with
the alteration in the trade with Chili and
Peru by way of Cape Horn, to include

Buenos Ayres also among the places to

be affected by the trade of the fleets.

Up to that time the principal traffic was
confined to the route via Portobello. As
a settlement this town was of no import-
ance, and it remained uninhabited during
the greater part of the year, owing to its un-
healthy climate. At all events, the greatest

business transactions and the wildest

speculations of the whole of South America
were made there during the forty days'

market, or fair, that followed the arrival

of the fleet. A luxurious life

of pleasure, incidental to

easily won gains, reigned for

a short time in the town,
which consisted of hastily erected tents and
huts. When, however, at the conclusion of

the fair, preparations were made for the

return, the population of Portobello

vanished, not to come back again within

another half or whole year, or even longer

period, when the same scene was re-

enacted. The regularity of the fleets left

much to be desired ; there never was a lack

of adventurous vessels, but conditions of the

weather and political complications often

prevented the regular carrying out of the

despatch of the fleets in sailing. More than
once the fair of Portobello had to be post-

poned or stopped altogether, because the

expected ships had been wrecked or had
fallen into the hands of hostile privateers.

Thus it happened that though the

optional sailings of the fleets had at first

been joyfully welcomed as a sign of pro-

gress, the inconvenience caused by the

ships arriving far too seldom to meet the

colonists' requirements became a heavy
burden, which was felt all the more when
an extraordinary rise in the price of all

trade commodities resulted. Nevertheless,

owing to the ever-increasing insecurity

on the ocean, the government strictly

The Perils

of the Trading

Vessels



BUCCANEERS ATTACKING A SPANISH TREASURE SHIP
To the European settlers in the West Indies the seventeenth century was a period of outlawry. Bands of buccaneers,
originally smugglers and pirates, mostly recruited from convicts transported to the islands from England and France,
were the terror of the Caribbean Sea. Composed of almost all nationalities, with the exception of Spain, they pursued
everythmg Spanish with a deadly hatred. In 16:?n their headquarters in San Domingo were destroyed, but in a few
years the adventurers returned in force and for the next seventy years fattened on European trade and property.
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enforced the regulations which had been
drawn up. It might have given way by
allowing the departure of the fleets from
Europe to take place at any time, and it

did, as a matter of fact, make several

concessions in this respect, but it had such
a prominent interest in the safe return

of the entire fleet that it never thought

p. of the possibility of forgoing it.

,t. X17 i t These fleets were actually the
(he Watch

, r .
t c

I

only means oi communication
between the two worlds, for the

entire official and private correspondence
was carried by them ; but a still more
important point was that only with their

assistance could all the colonial revenues,

which were indispensable for the state

budget, reach the government exchequer.
All the colonial offices sent their reports

to the respective ports for the custody
of the fleets, where the letters and valu-

ables were entrusted to the soundest and
safest vessels. Three months after their

arrival at San Domingo, the ships of the

New Spain and Continental Fleets were
instructed to reassemble once more at

Havana. The galleons and the equipped
convoys filled up the interval with
occasional pirate expeditions, until they
had once more to undertake the safe-

conduct of the united fleets on their return,

sailing under similar precautionary
measures through the Bahama Sea into

the open ocean. This part of the voyage
was by far the most dangerous. Spain's

political enemies, as well as the pirates,

always turned their attention to catching
the returning fleet, which, on account of

its transport of precious metals, was
called the " plate," ie., silver fleet. Occa-
sionally the enemy succeeded completely
in this design, but generally only in part.

The colonies, from the beginning,

yielded the mother country all kinds
of products. Besides the logwood which
was much exported from all parts of

America, various drugs, and, later on,

. , large quantities of sugar and
TT r-x \. hides, formed the freight of the
Unprofitable ,

-i -^^ ^
r- ij v«- returning vessels. Ihe most
Oold Mines , , ,

" ,. ,. ,,
valuable portion of the cargo

always consisted of gold, silver, pearls and
precious stones. Columbus had already
found gold in moderate quantities with
the natives. As soon as they had be-

come convinced that it was of indigenous
origin, the settlers began gold mining
and washing. The gold mines, in which,
owing to the primitive manner of work-
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ing, but comparatively little was achieved
in spite of a great expenditure of labour,

were the real places of torture for the
Indians. At all times and in all places

the flotsam and jetsam of human society

have assembled among gold-diggers. In
the presence of such elements all laws
for the protection of the natives were
powerless, because each official risked his

own life in endeavouring to enforce

respect for the law from such an assembly.

But during the whole time of the con-
quista the actual wealth was not derived
from gold and silver mines, but through
barter with the natives. Appreciating
this fact, the government always willingly

encouraged mining industry by granting
an abatement of taxes and sending over
experienced miners, mostly Germans

;

but, as always, it demanded and collected

the fifth part of all gold gained by barter

or on marauding expeditions.

The mining industry did not become
remunerative until after the conquest of

Mexico. The silver-mines of Sultepeque,
and more especially of Guanajuato,
yielded such rich ores that they were

permanently worked. The
iscovery

Spaniards also found treasures
of PotOSl S r i- 1 1 1

•

„., „. of fabulous value m possession
Silver Mines . ,

,

,

.

. -A , ,

of the natives of Peru ; but
there, as in all other provinces, the store

of precious metals attainable by barter

was exhausted comparatively early, and
the prospects of the gold and silver mines
were, for the moment, decidedly less

favourable than in the north, until the
silver-mines of Potosi were discovered,

quite by chance, in the year 1545. This
mining district proved of untold wealth
for a long period, and it is chiefly due
to it, in combination with the Mexican
silver-mines, that the production of

precious metals in the New World has
been maintained permanently on a com-
paratively high level.

The first primitive method of procedure
made the working of only the richest

ores remunerative. The discovery of a

process of amalgamation, however, made
it possible to gain more extensive profits

from the rocks of Mexico and Peru.

A German miner, who, o\Aing to a fire

which burned out the quicksilver mines of

Almaden, had become penniless, was,

according to the most recent research, the

inventor of amalgam. He went into

partnership with a Spaniard, Bartolome de
Medina, for the realisation of his discovery.
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However, as the Inquisition permitted
only the latter, and not his German
master, to go over to Mexico, the Spaniard
so entirely assumed the credit of the

discovery that not even the name of

the German has become known.
The process of extracting silver by means

of quicksilver brought about a complete
revolution in the mining industry of

Mexico. The mine proprietors promised
to freight the ships of the New Spain
fleet as high as the masts if they could only
obtain sufficient quicksilver, and the

price of it increased enormously. The
monopoly of the profits from the pits of

Almaden, which were the largest in the

world, and, next to those of Idria, the

only ones then worked, had already been
acquired previously, and the Spanish
government now also claimed the mono-
poly of the trade. It leased the pits to

the Fuggers, who, by an intelligent process

of working, under German direction,

produced approximately one hundred per

cent, of profit during half a century.

They were obliged to relinquish all the
gains to the government, who sold the

quicksilver in America to the
Huge Profits

mine-owners for three and four
from the .

.

1.1 1

„., w. times as much as the purchase-
Silver Mines T,, r 1 iimoney. 1 henceforward the
galleys, which on the return voyage
brought the treasures of gold and silver

from America, on the outward voyage
carried from 150 to 250 tons of quick-
silver. From 1563 to 1641—that is to

say, as long as the Fuggers were the
leaseholders of the pits of Almaden

—

silver worth £50,000,000 is said to have
been gained from 12,658 tons of quicksilver

which they had extracted. The royalty on
this alone amounted to over ;£io,ooo,ooo.

In the whole export trade that Spain
carried on with its colonies there was only
one other article which equalled quick-
silver in importance, and that was the
negro slave. Reference has already been
made to the fact that access to the colonies

had, in accordance with the oldest legisla-

tion, been closed to these slaves, but
that the government was not strict in

granting exceptions. The negroes did not
begin to play an important part in the
organisation of the colonies and in colonial

trade until Las Casas, with his narrow
philanthropic ideas, recommended the
importation of negro slaves as a means of

liberating the Indians from their state of

servitude. If, as was evidently the clear

intention of the Spanish Government, the
colonies were to be organised for other
purposes than to serve as fulcrums for

barter and trade, as had been established

by the Portuguese in the Indies, then
undoubtedly provision for labourers had
to be made. It was quite evident that

there were not enough Europeans for this

_ . . purpose. On the one hand,

.[, n
'^ \ ^ the climate enfeebled their

with Regard to , •
^ ,^

J,
. . working powers, and, on the

other hand, the disproportion

between the number of the European
colonists and the expansion of the colonial

possessions was such that to surmount the
difficulties of colonisation by European
forces alone was quite out of the question.

Added to this, the conception which the

Spanish Government had of their duty to

the colonies forbade Spain's deportation

of criminals or doubtful subjects. Colum-
bus wished to attempt the discovery of

America with discharged convicts. Portu-
gal, in the irregular method of her colonial

policy, had made some experiments with
convict settlements in Brazil, but the

Spanish laws permitted only the nation's

free men to emigrate, and the govern-

ment, in single instances only, transported

misdemeanants at the request of special

colonial groups. Even with their help it

would have been impossible to carry on
mining, cattle-raising and plantations in

the colonies simply for this reason, that

many kinds—and more especially the

higher kinds—of labour always remained
to be done by the Europeans. If, there-

fore, the Indian—who, owing to his indol-

ence and his spirit of independence, could

scarcely be induced to do the work volun-

tarily, according to European standards

—

was to be exempt from all compulsion,

then another supply of labour had to be
imported into the colonies.

Las Casas' proposal, that negroes should

be used for this purpose in the same
manner in which they were employed on

, the islands on the coasts of

Africa, was favourably re-
The Colonies'

Demand for
_. , . ceived by the government.
Cheap Labour t- r 1 xu /^

For fiscal reasons the Crown
nominally maintained the prohibition of

negro importation, but, in consideration

of the payment of certain fees, single

individuals or companies were allowed to

supply to the harbours of the colonies a

fixed number of negroes annually. The
colonial authorities had been called upon
to give a report in respect to their annual
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requirements. In the beginning 4,000 were
named, but in the course of the long period

during which the " A^^iento "—the con-

tract for the monoply of the importation

of slaves—lasted, the number was at

various times increased or diminished.

The colonists, however, always complained
that the supply of negro slaves for the

New World fell far short of
Privileges

^j^g ^^^^^j demand, and the

SuXshi s
^^'^^^ ^^ ^^'^ valuable com-

ips
modity was at all times the

favourite business of the illegal smuggling
trade which was carried on by foreign

shipowners. There is no doubt that this

matter permanently engrossed the atten-

tion of the government.
The slave-ships enjoyed certain privi-

leges, inasmuch as they were allowed, by
the deposit of a security, to sail from the

coast of Guinea, where they purchased
their black merchandise from Portuguese

dealers, straight to America, where a few
ports were open to them for the landing

of the negroes. The oldest Asientists

already enjoyed certain privileges for the

requirements of their trade, and in the

return from Spain of their profits in the

shape of colonial goods ; but they re-

mained bound by the obligation to return

to Seville, as well as to be registered in

the same manner as all other merchants.

As control of them was far more difficult

than of the voyages of the fleets and
galleys, the Crown's toleration of the

Asientists was very soon taken advantage
of for the general evasion of the oppressive

colonial trade laws and for extensive

and growing smuggling.
Though the slave monopoly was at first

in the hands of the Genoese and the

Germans, it was comparatively little

abused, and it was only slightly pre-

judicial to the legitimate trade in general

;

yet in time these conditions changed when
other nations, with less friendly inten-

tions, took the monopoly into their hands.
The idea of leasing the sole

1 csprca
j-jgj-||-g jj^ ^]^g traffic of slave

. c, importation to the Portuguese
was not bad m itself, as the

Portuguese were in undisputed possession

of the materia prima of the negroes them-
selves. The Portuguese merchants received

theAsientoat the time when Portugal was
bound to Spain by a personal union, and
they retained it after the revolt of the

Braganzas until the acknowledgment of

Portuguese independence by the treaty of
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peace in 1667. Then the merchants of Seville

temporarily obtained the Asiento for them-
selves. The Guinea Company, in which Louis
XIV. himself had a share, possessed the

monopoly of the slave-trade after Spanish
America, until political circumstances
necessitated the retirement of France.

This was not advantageous to Spain,

however, one of the conditions of the

Treaty of Utrecht expressly stipulating

the cession of the Asiento to the English,

who undoubtedly profited most thoroughly
by it. The English at the same time
received a guarantee for the right to

send annually to the colonies, which were
closed to the trade of all the other colonies

under privileged conditions, two vessels

of modest dimensions freighted with
European trade commodities, in addition

to the slave-ships. It has, however, been
reported that these vessels, while they
discharged their cargo openly and in sight

of the harbour officials during the day,

were again freighted by night from larger

ships which did not disembark, but rode
at anchor outside for no apparent reason.

In this way three and four times the bulk

„ ,., of their actual merchandise was
Profits 1 ' J 1 T-i

r ^1. ci landed. 1 hese were serious
of the Slave -i ^\n^^ ^ J
^ . evils, which finally induced

Ferdinand VI. to repurchase
the Asiento contract from the English, even
before its legal termination. The reason
that the government Vv^as so long in de-

ciding upon this step was not alone due
to the fact that it was immediately
interested in the profits of the English
association, nor because the English alone

had succeeded in transporting the pre-

scribed number of slaves to the colonies
;

but it was chiefly owing to the large sums
which accrued to the state exchequer by
means of these transactions and played an
important part in the revenue of the Indies.

The original tax of eight shillings per

head, by means of which the first holders

of the trade monopoly bought the licence,

was in time raised to from three to four

pounds. The importation of 3,000 to 4,000
slaves annually thus became also per-

ceptible in the colonial budget of the
eighteenth century, when the royalties

from the gains of precious metals had
diminished considerably. The question
has often been discussed as to what amount
of gold, silver, and other valuables the
Spanish state and countr}^ had derived
from its trans-Atlantic colonial posses-

sions, but it has never been satisfactorily
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settled, owing to the utterly incomplete

reports of tlie trade of Spain and its

colonies which have hitherto been obtain-

able. While it has been asserted that

the development of Spanish America
was retarded for a hundred years by the

colonial policy of Spain, an attempt has

been made to attach the responsibility

^or Spain's economic downfall to the

very abundance of precious metals, by
the assertion that the gold from the

into the eighteenth century to make use
of them in any other way, is a point of

view which all the colonial Powers of that
age had in common. Probably Spain's

attitude would not have changed to this

day if the powerful revolutionary agita-

tions which in the New World led to the

complete severance of the United States

from England and of very nearly the

whole of Latin America from Spain, had
not forced her to a very different polity

-'=«<^^'^t-^-

THE LOSS OF THE REVENGE: blR RICHARD GRENVILLE b LAST FIGHT
Forming one of the squadron of queen's ships despatched to the Azores \n 1591 to look out for the homeward-bound
treasure fleet of Spain, the Revenge, under the command of Sir Ricnard Grenvule, was cut off from tne admiral and
the rest of the squadron by a powerful Spanish fleet. With "her hundred fighters on deck and her ninety sick below,"
the little Revenge made a brave fight against the fifty-three ships of Spain, but was ultimately captured and her
gallant commander mortally wounded. So impressed was the Spanish admiral by the heroic stand of the English
that he sent his barge to take Sir Richard Grenville to his own ship, the San Pablo, where he died a few days later.

Froii! the painting by Sir Oswald Brierley, by permission of the Art Union of London, ir2. Strand

New World corrupted and eventually
ruined Spain. That, however, like the

previous statements, is an exaggeration.

If Spain had been a sound economic
state, there would have been as little

likelihood of her corruption by the

superfluity of gold and silver as there was
of England's being injured by the treasures
of India. That Spain did not allow her
colonies a freer and more individual life, but
regarded them as essentially an asylum for

the mother country, and refused until far

S 23 D

The Spanish colonies fulfilled their

object until the eighteenth century.

They provided tlie mother country with

such abundant means of gold, which
was indispensable to her political position

in the concert of Europe, that it aroused

the* envy of all other countries, and
tempted them, on the one hand, to embark
in colonial enterprises themselves, while,

on the other hand, it made them take

from the Spaniards as much of their

colonial treasures as possible.
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AMERICA
COLONIAL
EMPIRE OF
SPAIN IV

SPAIN'S FIGHT FOR HER EMPIRE
AGAINST THE RIVAL EUROPEAN POWERS
FROM the position which the Spanish

colonies held in relation to the mother
country it naturally follows that they

possessed no independent history. Their

history comprised the change of officials,

the incidental alterations in their ad-

ministrative organisation, and the regu-

lations for the furtherance of the economic
interests instituted far more for the

benefit of Spain than for that of the

colonies. It was owing to Spain's depend-

ence on them that they became involved

in all the political complications of the

mother country. The history of all that

the colonies had to suffer, as part of the

Spanish kingdom, at the hands of Spain's

opponents is the nearest approach to a

general history of the colonial empire.

When Spain came into warlike conflict

with neighbouring European states, the

latter did not fail to damage the trade and
the naval power of their op-

pain an
pQj^gj^|-^ q^ her far-reaching sea-

J^^ . coasts, by means of privateers.
Enemies t ^.i u-

In the year 15 12 ships were
captured by the French, in the course of

such attacks, while struggling towards
the harbour of Seville on their return from
the colonies. A state of war, at times

open and at other times latent, prevailed

continuously against France during the

reigns of Charles V. and Philip II., and
it spread the more on the sea because,

by the opening up of Mexico and Peru,

the colonial trading vessels had become
more desirable prey than they had been
at the beginning of the century.

The Spanish regents were, however,
not blind to this fact. The enemies'

attacks upon the South American fleets

helped in no small degree the develop-

ment of that maritime supremacy which
Spain maintained during the greater

part of the sixteenth century. This
ascendancy might perhaps have been more
firmly established if Charles V. had not
possessed such convenient sources of help

in his great European dominions. The
same thing happened here as with the

colonial trade, for Spain was unable,

during the first years of traffic, to

satisfy her colonies' demands, so that she

granted participation in maritime trade

to all the allied nations

—

The Spanish
^^^ Itahans, Dutch and

Fleet Supreme ^ r\ • i- i.u
^, -, Germans. Owing to the

on the Sea , , r , ° 11
abundance of treasure which

the country drew from her colonies, this

arrangement became permanent, and the

fatal consequences which in such a state

of affairs must arise from a defection of

her allies were not taken into account.

For the time being, at any rate, the
Spaniards succeeded by these means in

making themselves the ruling maritime
Power. No nation could have dared, before

1580, to meet the Spanish fleet openly on
the ocean. Even during the small naval
war which the privateers, more especially

the French privateers, carried on with
the Spaniards the latter were undoubtedly
at first superior. It was only due to the

exceptionally unfavourable position in

which the country, with her colonies, found
herself when face to face with the enemy
that the latter, in spite of many losses,

reaped rich benefit and many advantages
from the privateering wars.

The arrangements to safeguard the

voyages of the trading fleets, and for their

convoy along the coast provinces by the

naval ships, soon drove the corsairs

away from the Andalusmn coast and from
Cape St. Vincent, where they might often

. ,
have become dangerous to the

F^*M
^

-tK
ships returning to Seville.

ig s wi
Xhey were obliejed to transfer

the Corsairs
, , -^ r°,- r .1
their scene of action farther

off, to regions where the home squadrons
could not so readily come to the aid of

the trading fleets. But they were not

able to remain on the Canary Islands, or

on the Azores or the Cape Verde Islands,

which they had chosen as their centre.
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The Spanish measures of defence finally

even forced the enemy to seek for spoil

in the very quarters where the Spaniard
obtained his—that is to sa3% in the

colonies. The pirates did not long remain
in ignorance of the sailing routes appointed
for the Spahish fleets, because they,

too, depended on the ocean currents. In

_ . ^ , the same way they soon learned
Privateers , , , r . n„ that many of the smaller

J.

„
J.

Antilles, and even great tracts

on the shores of the larger

islands, had been entirely abandoned by
the colonists and were therefore " no
man's land." Thus the privateers had no
great difficulty in finding harbours of

refuge, where the}' could equip them-
selves for their unexpected attacks,

repair the damages incurred, and place

the spoils gained in security.

Only a step remained between the

capture of the Spanish ships in the trans-

Atlantic waters and the attack and plunder
of the colonial settlements. The first

stages of open hostility followed during the
third Franco-Spanish War in the 'forties

of the sixteenth century. The daring of

the privateers—who, with the secret

assistance of the French Government, had
been extremely well equipped—was so

great that they not only plundered and
laid under contribution the small and
isolated colonial coast places, but also

attacked Santa Maria and Cartagena in

1542. In 1555 they seized the capital of

Cuba, Havana, and occupied it for twenty-
six days. In the face of such conditions
all that the government could do was to

order the coast towns to be fortified as

far as possible, and whenever this could not
be done the settlements near the sea-coast

were to be -abandoned and transferred
farther into the interior.

New enemies then arose for the
colonies. Up to that time it had been
chiefly the French who had done their

utmost to injure the colonial trade and the

_, , ., settlerflents of their traditional

Py jy
enemies. When Queen Eliza-

with Spain
^^^^^ °^ England ascended the
throne which Philip II. had

shared with her sister, the rupture between
England and Spain increased j^ear by

.

year, and developed into open hostility,

which became all the greater when
Elizabeth firmly showed her Protestant
tendencies. The English Navy was then
far inferior to the Spanish, and was not
in a position to contend with it on the
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ocean ; and, moreover, the English sea-

men did not then appear to be conducting
active naval warfare against the Spaniards.
They endeavoured, however, to break
through the strict embargo laid on the
Spanish colonies' direct trade with the
Old World, and in so doing they did not
scruple to attack the Spanish ships openly.
Soon afterwards the}' turned their attention

to those settlements where their opponents
were weak, and where the colonial authori-

ties had opposed their illegitimate trade.

The tactics theygenerally employed were
first to plunder a shipload of negro slaves

of the Portuguese on the coast of Guinea,
for which they were certain of securing a

market in the colonies, often with the

connivance of the Spanish authorities. At
the same time, they knew thoroughly how
to seize any opportunity of striking a blow,
and if it proved favourable they were at no
loss to know how to provoke the Spaniards
so that they themselves could always
plead that the}' had taken up arms only
in self-defence. Richard Hawkins had, in

1530, already laid the foundation for the

wealth which in later years enabled his cele-

„, , . brated son. John Hawkins,
Plundering .

-*
• ,

,, r lA . to carry on privateering as
Voyages of Drake , - ^,

, -.i 1
•

. „ ,

.

a slave merchant, with his
and Hawkins n .-,, t-l ^ rown flotilla, i his mode of

trading was, during the 'sixties, carried

on by numerous English ships. If they
reached unknown coasts, they exchanged
wares with the natives. They forcibly

extorted permission to trade in the Spanish
settlements if it was not willingly granted.

But such measures had seldom to be re-

sorted to, except for the sake of appearance.
When, however, the Spaniards once

gained the upper hand, they naturally
did not deal very leniently with them, as

Hawkins and Drake experienced at Vera
Cruz in 1568. The English did not scruple,

when opportunity favoured them, to make
an actual attack, such as Drake attempted
without complete success on Nombre de
Dios and Panama in 1572. A few years

later, Drake was the first enemy to advance
through the Straits of Magellan into the

Pacific Ocean, and to plunder the entirely

defenceless coast districts of Chili and
Peru, thus gaining an enormous amount
of spoil. In order that these spoils might
not be exposed to the risk of being seized

by the Spaniards, who were on the look-

out for him on the return vo3^age, he
brought them safely to London b}^ wa}- of

the southern point of Africa. There Queen
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Elizabeth, on account of his exploits,

knighted him, in spite of the Spanish pro-

tests. Though the peace between England
and Spain, which until then had not been

officially declared, had imposed a certain

amount of caution upon the English
" pirate," this was done away with when,
in 1585, both countries were at open war.

In this same year Drake went to sea

with twenty-three ships and 2,500 men,
and, apart from numerous privateer-

ing feats, plundered the towns of San
Domingo and Cartagena, destroyed San
Agustin in Florida, and brought back 240
guns from the conquered ships and from
the subjugated coast districts, besides

rich treasures. From that time until the

death of Queen Elizabeth scarcely a year

passed in which more or less richly

equipped fleets did not set sail, either to

plunder the coasts of Spain or to ravage
the colonies. It was because the English

sailors had been thoroughly tried on
their daring privateer voyages that they
distinguished themselves in the battle

against the "invincible" Armada. After

the halo which until then had surrounded
the Spanish Navy had been
dispelled by this battle, the

English came forward as

serious rivals for the

supremacy of the sea. This struggle, which
began with the victory over the Armada at

Gravelines, terminated at Trafalgar with
their complete triumph. The foundation of

England's supremacy at sea was laid by the
English seamen, who, like Hawkins and
Drake, began as smugglers and pirates.

They first convinced the government of

the importance of the supremacy of the sea

for the prosperity of England, who from
her geographical position is dependent
upon the sea. Then Walter Raleigh, while

the acknowledged favourite of Queen
Elizabeth, made the English aspirations for

maritime supremacy acceptable at court.

Raleigh himself made the first attempts at

colonisation on American soil, though they
had no immediate or permanent results.

The expeditions to Guiana which he under-
took in 1595, 1597 and 1616 were the

first really serious attempts by foreigners

on the southern continent, not only to

become possessed of the coast, but also to

advance into the interior.

As in the north, they gave the impulse
to foreign Powers to establish themselves
within the Spanish-Portuguese colonial

sphere. Fresh competitors with Spain had

Founders of

England's Naval
Supremacy

appeared in the meanwhile, and these
proved the more dangerous because their

position as subjects of the Spanish Crown
gave them opportunity of becoming ac-

quainted with the conditions of colonial

trade. When the first ships belonging to the

Netherlands, which at that time had not yet

revolted, brought their trade commodities

'Tt « . .. to America, the colonists recog-
Thc Dutch J i.u J 4. J 1_ . . . msed the advantage gamed, and
. . made every kind of representa-

tion to the Spanish Govern-
ment, requesting it to concede to the

Dutch, in the same way as to the inhabi-

tants of the Canary Islands, the privilege

of sailing straight to the colonies from
Dutch ports, so making the call at Seville

obligatory for only the return voyage.

The Council of the Indies would never

agree to this, but it often permitted the

Dutch as well as the German and Italian

ship-owners and merchants to participate

in the colonial trade, even after the general

permit of Charles V. had ceased to exist, and
the strong seaworthy Dutch hulks were
often hired in the service of the king for

the official voyages across the ocean. This

commercial privilege was seriously endan-

gered when the Protestant provinces

rebelled against the Spanish yoke ; but
the attitude which Philip II. assumed in

connection with this insurrection was of

advantage to the Dutch. He still desired

that only his own, though rebellious, sub-

jects should trade with the South American
provinces, and so he continued to grant a

share in the Spanish and colonial trade to

those shipowners and merchants of the

northern provinces who had not been

directly implicated in the rebellion.

Thus the Dutch were able, as before, to

carry on their business openly and under

the Spanish flag, both at Seville and in the

colonies, although it was notorious that in

this way the money gained flowed into the

money "chests of the rebels. Not until 1603

was this anomaly abolished—at any rate, in

part—when the Dutch trade

was burdened with a special

tax of 30 per cent, ad valorem,

until it, too, was again with-

drawn during the twelve years' armi-

stice (1609-1621). In spite of this, the

Dutch, besides carrying on a legal trade,

soon attempted to enrich themselves from

the colonies by illegal means. Sometimes

they captured Spanish ships, while at other

times, by evading the forced registration,

they traded directly with America—partly
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with the Spanish-Portuguese settlements,

but more frequently with the Indians in

the then still uncolonised regions.

The reason wh}- they, like the English,

turned chiefly towards the coast districts,

between the Orinoco and the Amazon,
was probably because they still believed

the famous legend of El Dorado, who
^. ^, . was looked for between these
1 he Elusive ,, i ,, .,_ - rivers ; though, with the
Treasures of .• i j- •/• i • i

J,, jj
. practical disposition which is

characteristic of their race,

they did not forget to profit by an inferior

but more certain gain while seeking for trea-

sures. The actual activity of the Dutch as

colonists in America began only with the
renewal of the war with Spain. Then, in

the year 1621, a West India Company was
formed upon the model of the East India

Company. However, in the first instance,

it made it its business to pltTnder and
damage the Spanish-Portuguese colonies,

establishing at the same time a number of

small settlements on the Oyapok, the Ber-
bice and the Essequibo, which afterwards
developed into the colony of Dutch Guiana.
The West India Company came more

into prominence through the attacks upon
Brazil, which was then still subject to the
king of Spain. It succeeded, in a surprisingly-

short time—during the first thirty years
of the seventeenth century—in gaining
a firm footing in Olinda and Recife,

and gradually the Portuguese were almost
completely drix'en from the northern
provinces of Brazil. By means of a
clever policy of religious and international

tolerance, the company succeeded in

making the greater part of the old settlers

accept the new order of things uncondi-
tionally, while it retained their services

for the new community, which soon flour-

ished and experienced no difficulty in

resisting the Spanish-Portuguese attacks.
The colony was in its prime during the

regency of Count Johann Moritz, of

Nassau (1637-1644), who not only made
his residence, Moritzstadt, the
centre for commerce, but also
a home for serious scientific

studies, such as had never
previoush- been carried on elsewhere on
American soil. The altered political condi-
tions first had a disturbing influence when
Portugal, separating from Spain in 1640,
made a treaty with the Netherlands. The
West India Company at first maintained
its claim to its Brazilian conquests, and
received the support of the States-general.
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Brazil

in its

Prime

The eagerness for the retention of the dis-

puted possession subsequently subsided,
so that the Spanish colonial party, which
had been considerably strengthened since

1640, succeeded in confining the Dutch
more and more to the coast, finally even
conquering the coast also, with the assist-

ance of the Portuguese. The Dutch, in

the treaty of peace in 1661, also officially

renounced all their Brazilian pretensions
for an indemnity. From that time attention

was once more directed to the so-called

savage coast of Guiana. The more ancient

settlements of Berbice and Essequibo were
ceded to England in 1814, t>tit. on the other
hand, the Netherlands possess up to the

present day, in Surinam, a remnant of the
land which had been colonised under the
auspices of the West India Company.
The example which the Netherlands had

set by the foundation of state-aided

trading companies excited the attention

of the rest of Europe, more especially on
account of the great results of their East
India Company. The French also founded
a privileged trading company with the
title of " The American Islands Company,"

almost simultaneously with the

establishment of the West
India Company. Tothis France
owes her present West India

colonies—Martinique, Guadeloupe, and her

smaller dependencies—although her first

possession was St. Christopher, wliich now
belongs to England. Its fortunes were very
variable before they finally came under the

direct control of the state. The first com-
pany collapsed as early as 1650, and saved
itself from complete bankruptcy only by
disposing of its territorial rights to indi-

vidual proprietors, who for a long time
exercised an almost unlimited sovereignty,

as had been the case in the Portuguese and
North American capitanries.

Colbert then supported the system of

privileged companies with great zeal,

repurchased the West India Islands, and
handed them over, with other territories, to

the French West India Compan}', which
also became ruined during the first decades
of the eighteenth century, in consequence
of political complications. Denmark and
Sweden also, for a short time, acquired

their colonial possessions in the Caribbean
Sea by means of privileged trading com-
panies, and in part endeavoured to retain

them. Although, with the English, the

impulse for colonial activit}- had been the

result of personal and individual initiative,

France's

West India

Colonies



"FROM SOUTHERN SEAS AND THE SPANISH YOKE
The seventeenth century was a period rich in adventure. Engrlish seamen betook themselves to Southern seas on voyages
of piracy, sometimes returning: after amassing huge fortunes, when they escaped death at the hands of the Spaniards.
In the above we see a returned sailor telling a group of merchant-adventurers the story of his capture and escape.

From the painting by Edgar Bundy, by the artist's pcrniissioa
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it was by the union of tlieir forces into

privileged trading companies that they
also first achieved greater results.-

The inevitable consequence of the
mighty expansion of the Spanish colonial

kingdom was that the Lesser Antilles, which
were but sparsel}' endowed with natural
treasures, soon became entirely neglected,

though they comprised the
land which Columbus first dis-

Expansion

of Spanish

Colonies covered in the New World. In
the beginning of the sixteenth

centmy they had been occasionally visited

by Spanish slave-hunters. When the latter,

however, no longer reaped any benefit

through these expeditions, most of the
smaller islands remained entirely un-
inhabited, and at the most served as

hiding-places for the freebooters of all

nations who lay in wait for the Spanish
ships. It was no wonder that at»a time
when, through the example of the Dutch,
the desire for colonial conquests had been
aroused, these uninhabited islands should
have been regarded as suitable for the
purpose. Some Englishmen had, in 1605,
already taken possession of the completely
deserted island of Barbados, without
colonising it at the time.

When St. Christopher had developed
into a settlement in 1623, a speculator was
also found for Barbados, and he induced
the king to grant him the right of a
" capitan " over the island and its trade.

During the following years the English,
French and Dutch took possession of

almost all the Lesser Antilles. England's
colonial possessions attained a further

expansion in the time of Cromwell. The
Lord Protector, in the year 1655, attacked
San Domingo with an important array of

military forces, and though he was defeated
there, he was more successful in Jamaica,
which became the permanent possession

of the English. Until then Spain had
regarded all other foreign settlements as a
usurpation of her sphere of power, and it

, was not till 1670, when peaceng an s
j^^^ been concluded with Eng-

. . . . land, that she recognised the
validity of England's colonial

acquisitions. The same occurred in her
relations with France during the subse-
quent conclusions of peace.

In spite of all, this was a period of out-

lawry for the Antilles. The English and
French had adhered to the unusual
custom of procuring labourers for the
settlers by transporting convicts, on con-
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dition that they should do compulsory
labour for the colonists for a specified

number of years. Even though there were
many among the number who had been
convicted for political or religious offences,

there was no lack of men of an infamous
kind who made the worst possible use of

their regained liberty. The renowned
buccaneers and filibusters were recruited

from their ranks, and, at the time when
the European trading companies were
almost complete!}' ruined, and when the
English also were entirely occupied by
wars at home, they became pirates and
were the terror of the Caribbean Sea.

Thus they once more revived the days of

Hawkins and Drake by their daring'attacks

upon the Spanish colonial coasts as far as

the Pacific Ocean. These homeless and
lawless bands of robbers were composed of

the subjects of all countries, Spain alone
finding no place in their company ; and
while they were not in conflict with other
nations, they pursued everything that was
Spanish with the most deadly hatred.

For this reason the enemies of Spain often

made use of and protected them, but, for the

. -, same reason also, the changeA New — - °

Dynasty in European politics conse-

. ^ . quent upon the accession of

the Bourbons to the throne
soon put an end to their doings. The fili-

busters then attached themselves to either

the English or the French, according to

the preponderance in force of either nation.

Thus, the best elements among them
were assimilated by the colonial settle-

ments, while the incorrigible ones gradually

fell victims to their trade or at last

received well-merited punishment.
Spain's change of dynasty, ,from the

Hapsburgs to the Bourbons, which kindled

in Europe a universal conflagration of

more than ten years' duration, did not
bring to the colonies any more serious

shocks. The latter were content to take

upon themselves unconditionally the con-

sequences of the events in the mother
country, as the\' had done previously at

the union with Portugal, as well as at

its revolt, which was a proof that they had
not even then awakened to a life of their

own. During the fhst decades the policy

of the new dynasty was entirely occupied
with European concerns.

Not until various occurrences had led to

the conviction that Spain was in need of

reorganisation from within, if she was to

occupy a place in the council of the Powers
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compatible with her great past, did the
colonies also assume a higher value in the

eyes of the government. Although, owing
to the pressure of circumstances, she became
nationalised in a surprisingly short time,

yet much of the French spirit was infused
into the country which till then had
been kept in an extraordinary state of

isolation. Without the least doubt the

revolution which the system of colonial

administration underwent under Ferdi-

nand VI. and Charles III. is essentially

the direct product of French ideas. The

But the times when the caravels were
considered the most suitable vessels for

colonial trade were irrevocably past, and
the enforced registration at Seville mearit
only delay and disadvantages for the
larger ocean shijis which had long since

come into favour.

The transference in 17 15 of the
staple Indian trade to Cadiz, whose bay
and harbour were able to shelter the
larger vessels and fleets, was at any
rate an adaptation to the actual re-

quirements, though it actually meant no

A TYPICAL SCENE IN MODERN CHILI: THE FAIR AT A COUNTRY TOWN

altered conditions of trade and inter-

course had in the meanwhile caused the
mother country to suffer in as great a
degree as the colonies from the restrictions

which fettered the colonial trade. The first

breach in the old system was still im-
material. Seville was not a suitable point
of departure fcr an extensive trans-
Atlantic trade such as had been developed
in the eighteenth century. In this matter
it is of no consequence whether or not
the navigable water of the Lower Guadal-
quivir had really deteriorated from neglect.

real advance one way or the other.

The monopoly of the trade with the

Indies was soon seriously and generally

taken in hand. The government felt

keenly that it was an anachronism that

the trade between the mother country
and the colonies was still essentially

confined to the fleets which traded, at the

most, twice in the year. A sense of the

value of time also began to manifest itself

in the political sphere, quite apart from
the fact that the increase of the colonial

commerce had proved the impossibility
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of meeting its requirements by the rare
and uncertain arrival of the fleets and by
having to encourage an illegal trade inter-

course on an extensive scale, to meet the
difficulty. For this reason it was regarded
as a beneficial sign of progress on both
sides, when monthly traffic from Corunna,
by means of single fast-sailing vessels,

„ . , was instituted between Spain
pain s

^^^ America under Ferdinand

Commerce Y^'
Although these ships, in the

first mstance, were mtended to
meet the requirements of the government,
they were also available for private trade
as far as their cargo space permitted.
This measure had scarcely any appreci-
able influence on the fleets, which had lost

considerably in importance, but it had the
beneficial effect of making it possible to
satisfy the needs of the colonies upon a
more peaceful basis, and one which would
frustrate the smuggling trade of foreigners.

The excellent results which were thereby
gained finally inspired the enlightened
government of Charles III. courageously
to break completely with all former
systems. In 1774, the trade of the colonial

provinces among themselves became en-
franchised under certain limitations which
aimed at the protection of Spanish pro-
duce, and thus a larger sphere of activity
was opened up for the beginnings of a
colonial industry. Four years later, 1778,
the trans-Atlantic trade was also entirely

reorganised. The trading of the fleets was
suspended, and the Cadiz-Seville monopoly
was annulled. In place of it, it was decided
that the nine important harbours of the
mother country should have the right to
be starting-ports of the ships for the
colonies, while on the other side of the
ocean no less than twenty-two harbours
were opened for direct traffic with Spain.
A new table of rates, wisely adapted to the

circumstances, was at the same time drawn
up, so that, even though the smuggling of
the Engl-ish and the Portuguese could not

The Ris
^® entirely suppressed, the

of Buelos
essential part of the trading

Ayres mtercourse was once more
placed on a legal footing. The

markets which had long since ceased to
meet the requirements of Portobello
therewith also came to an end, and the
traffic which had once followed the road
from Panama, via Peru and Chili to Tucu-
man and Buenos Ayres, was now com-
pletely revolutionised. Buenos Ayres,
owing to its natural situation, became,
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with the new order of things, the specially
favoured harbour for the trade of the
southern colonies with Spain, as the ships
intended for Chili and Peru, after running
up to Buenos Ayres, now followed the
route round Cape Horn, in order to reach
the harbours of the Pacific Ocean. The
province of Buenos Ayres until then had
been the step-child of the government

;

under the new laws it was placed on an
equal footing with the richest colonial
province of Spain, because of the wealth
of its plantations and sheep-farms.
The facilities offered to trade brought

about an important revolution in com-
merce. The farmer and planter found it

easier to procure a remunerative market
for the product which could be drawn in

unlimited abundance from the soil, owing
to its luxuriant fruitfulness. The facili-

tated trade therefore reacted in a forcible

manner upon agriculture and manufac-
ture. The government under Charles III.

was, moreover, eager to make up in every
way for the persistent neglect of the past.

Scientific expeditions were sent out to
make exact surveys, not only of the coasts,

but also of the entire surface of the coun-

« t I ji. tries, and they were at the same
Humboldt s ,

• -'
1 ,

c . .... time commissioned to examine
Scientific r ,, ., 1-1
Journeys

Carefully the mineralogical,

botanical and zoological pecu-
liarities of the New World. This was the
origin of the great collections of colonial

products in Madrid, the precursors of the
botanical gardens and natural history

museums, which to-day find a place in all

our large cities and towns.
These researches have enriched science

with many indispensable features, and we
have to thank them for quinine, whose
extraction has carried an industry far into

those regions from which the European
settler had not until then understood how
to gain any advantage. How these events
have influenced mankind, and what never-
to-be-forgotten achievements of science
they have matured, may be characterised
under one name. B}^ order of the Spanish
Government, Alexander von Humboldt
undertook his journeys of many years' dura-
tion through Central and South America.
The scientific results of these travels in-

augurated a new era in the history of geo-
graph}^ and natural science, which he
directea into those new channels where they
have to this day remained, thus making
the Spanish colonial policy one of the most
enlightened of its time. Konrad Haebler



INDEPENDENCBf^THCENTRAL AMERICA
SPAIN'S COLONIES IN REVOLT

BOLIVAR, "THE LIBERATOR OF THE COUNTRY"
ONE of the weightiest reasons why Spain

could not adequately support the

action of France in favour of the British

colonies struggling for independence was her

consideration for her own colonies. The
government of Charles IIL could not main-

tain the plan of completely preventing

intercourse between the colonies and the

outside world, and for this reason it was
doubly afraid of the influence which
might be exerted in these colonies by the

spectacle of Spain's aiding the subjects of

another state to oppose by force the intro-

duction of institutions which one had
always maintained in her own colonies,

and was extremely reluctant to abolish.

Thus, though in alliance with France, Spain

began war against England only in Europe
. , and in the West Indies, main-

pain s
Gaining a most reserved attitude

°^ . towards the United States.
(colonies r^ I 1 r 1 1Spam had tor long been con-

vinced of the impossibility of excluding

foreign influence from the Antilles, and had
to a certain extent abandoned them to it.

In comparison w^th Spain's colonial

empire on the mainland, they were of

small importance, and their value de-

creased from year to year. The greater

number of these islands had already

freed themselves from the S])anish

dominion, and tho^-e remaining became
of importance only when Spain had
lost all her possessions on the mainland.
To these earlier losses was added, in 1795,
that of San Domingo. When the repeated
changes introduced by French revolu-

tionary governments had led to a general

war in the west half of the island which
belonged to France, Spain did not disdain

Antilles

Surrendered

by Spain

to pave the way to the recovery of a part

of the island bj^ an alliance with the

insurgent blacks. On making peace with
the re-established republican government
in 1795, Spain was punished for this by
having to cede the eastern half of the

island to France. The Spanish
Government, which did not
place a very great value on
the Antilles, did not find the

sacrifice very difficult, and gave up the

island. But the bones of the discoverer of

the New World, which had till then lain in

the cathedral of the capital, San Domingo,
were not left in possession of the foreigner.

They were ceremoniously exhumed, placed

on board the frigate Descubridor, and
taken to Havana. In the cathedral of

that city they found a resting-place under
the Spanish flag until 1898.

But the peace with France, bought by
the sacrifice of San Domingo, was destined

to have more momentous consequences for

the Spanish colonial possessions. Spain

renewed the policy of friendship with

France which the Bourbon Family Com-
pact had rendered traditional, and even
went so far as to enter into an alliance with

Napoleon when all Europe combined to

resist his growing power. The immediate
_, _ . .

consequence of this was
TheSpan.sh

^^^ destruction of the
Fleet Destroyed

g^^^.^j^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ g^^^,^
at irataigar

^^ Trafalgar, October 21st,

1805. An English attack on the Spanish

colonies in America immediately followed.

Through information supplied by
General Miranda, of New Granada, who
had served in the French revolutionr^ry

army but had afterwards been exiled, the
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English were' led to believe that the

Spanish colonies desired nothing more
earnestly than an opportunity to throw
off the yoke of the mother country and to

establish themselves as independent states.

It cannot be denied that, under the

influence of the North American War of

Independence and the French Revolution,

_, , . a few hot-headed individuals
Unsuccessful i u
p . were carried away by an en-

,jj . thusiasm for political liberty

for which they were as 3'et

quite unprepared. And these, of course,

held the same opinion as Miranda ; but the
mass of the Spanish-American population
had no sympathy whatever for such ideas,

as the English learned to their cost when
they acted on Miranda's suggestion and
endeavoured to kindle the flame of in-

surrection in Spanish America.
Of all the Spanish coast-towns none

was more suitable for such an undertaking
than Buenos Ayres. The mouth of the
La Plata had always been the seat of an
extensive illicit trade. The authorities

had been able to limit this only by relax-

ing the old strict trade regulations in

favour of this harbour. Thus, Buenos
Ayres, as the headquarters of the party
of commercial revolution, made rapid
progress, and there were, perhaps, within
its walls more enlightened minds than in

the other settlements. No harbour had
profited more by tl e permission to trade
unrestrictedly with all nations, which
Spain temporarily granted to its colonies

in 1797, in view of the permanent
insecurity of the seas.

But, in spite of this promising situation,

the British found no confirmation of

Miranda's reports. After the conquest of

the Cape of Good Hope, in 1805, a part of

the British fleet, with 1,600 men, was sent,

under General Beresford, to make an
attack on Buenos Ayres. The Spanish
governor had been fearing a British
attack since the spring ; but he thought its

Tu e^u • object would be, not BuenosThe Changing
j^ ^^^ Montevideo. HeFortunes of , -^

-,
•, , „ , ,

Buenos Ayres ^'^^ accordmgly collected the
scanty means of defence

available at the Tatter place. Thus it

came about that not only the governor,
but the whole population, lost their
heads when Beresford landed two miles
south of Buenos Ayres, moved next day
into the suburbs, and the third day into
the capital itself. But there was not the
least sign of enthusiasm for the British rule
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which Beresford forthwith proclaimed ; on
the contrary, a decidedly hostile spirit per-

vaded the community from the beginning.
While the town apparently submitted

to its new rulers without much show of

resistance, crowds of determined patriots

were assembling in secret in the suburbs
and on the neighbouring haciendas

;

and when Captain Jacques de Liniers

succeeded, under cover of a thick morning
mist, in leading a small body of troops

across the river, these formed the nucleus
of an attacking force which in its swift

onset drove the British from the streets

of the town into the market-place and
forced them first to take refuge in the
fortress and then to capitulate. Thus,
Buenos Ayres was recovered by a blow as

rapid as that by which it had been lost.

It is true that only a small portion of

the British force had been destroyed

;

and the news of Beresford's initial suc-

cesses had led to the despatch of con-

siderable reinforcements, which arrived

in rapid succession. In order to secure a
safe base for their operations the British

now directed their attack against Monte-
. - ^ . . . video. Though heroically de-
Montevideo in x j 1 i.i z u ^
. „ tended, the town could not

r *k n •*• i hold out against the enemy's
of the British . .^^^ .

,
-^ ,

superiority m numbers and
weapons. After the whole east coast had
fallen into their power, the British con-

sidered themselves strong enough to

recover Buenos Ayres from the patriots.

The latter, who had made Liniers, the

saviour of the town, captain-general, were
quite unable to face the British in the

open ; but when General Whitelock,

forming his force into three divisions,

attempted a concentrated attack through
the streets on the market and the fortress,

he was, after two days' fighting, so

thoroughly defeated that in the capitula-

tion which followed he had to agree to

evacuate Montevideo and the east coast.

The captured British officers made fruit-

less attempts to awaken the spirit of in-

dependence among the colonists ; even
so enthusiastic a patriot as Belgrano had
but one answer for such suggestions

:

" Either our old king or none."

The history of the South American
revolution is usually considered from a

false standpoint. The simultaneous oc-

currence of revolutionary movements in

almost all the Spanish colonies in the

years 1809 and 1810 is generally supposed
to indicate that the whole of South
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America was ripe for freedom ; that a
longing for independence had everywhere
taken possession of the minds of the people,

and now, all at once, found expression

throughout the continent. But at the

beginning of the nineteenth century,

despite the influence of the colonial war
in North America and of the French
Revolution, the idea of an independent
South America really existed only in the

heads of a few men who had grown up
in the centres where foreign influence was
most felt, and who, during their travels

abroad, had become enthusiastic for

modern ideas without comprehending the

presuppositions involved in them.
At any rate, up to the year 1808 all their

attempts to loosen the bond between Spain
and her colonies met with the same fate

as the attack of the British on Buenos
Ayres. Such was Miranda's experience

on two occasions, when, supported by
the British, he landed on the coast of

Venezuela, his native province. The first

time he failed to gain a footing ; the

second time he succeeded in taking forcible

possession of the town of Coro ; but, m
„ . , the face of the indifference
Schemes of r ,i_ r i 1

-, of the mass of the people

^, ,
and the hostility of the better

Napoleon 1 ^i
classes, there was no prospect

of success, and he was soon forced

to give up the attempt at a rising.

The revolution that occurred in 1809
was not due to a change in the opinions

of the Spanish Americans, but to the

state of afl[airs in Spain. When Napoleon,
by the crafty comedy at Bayonne, had
persuaded both Ferdinand VII. and Charles
IV. to renounce their claims to the
Spanish throne in order to create a
kingdom for his brother Joseph, there

arose in all the colonies, as well as in

Spain itself, a hatred of their hereditary

foe that neither the Bourbon succession

nor the Family Compact could eradicate.

But the colonies maintained a quiet and
expectant attitude. Even Liniers—who,
though a Frenchman by birth, had been
made Spanish viceroy of the province
in return for having twice saved Buenos
Ayres—dared not listen to the enticing

proposals which Napoleon made him in

order to secure the recognition of Joseph,
because he well perceived the imprac-
ticability of any such plan at that moment.
I>ut had Napoleon succeeded in getting

Joseph unanimously accepted as king in

Spain, and in securing his recognition by

the other European Powers, it is probable
that the change of dynasty would have
proceeded as smoothly in America at the
l:)eginning of the nineteenth century as

it had at the beginning of the eighteenth.

It was only the political events conjured
up by the " Dos de Mayo " (May 2nd,

1808) that aroused the spirit which led in

„ . . Spain to the Utopian consti-
pain ngry

^^j^j^^ ^£ i8i2, and in the
at Napoleon s , . . ,,

^ . colonies to the separation

from the mother country

—

a step politically quite premature. When
Junot, in November, 1807, occupied
Lisbon in order to force Napoleon's
policy on Portugal, the Portuguese Court
and Government crossed the ocean, pro-

tected by the all-powerful British fleet,

chose Rio de Janeiro as capital, and gave
Brazil a constitution on similar lines to

that of the mother country, in order to bind
it more closely to its head.

These events were much talked of in the

neighbouring Spanish colonies, but exerted

no immediate influence on their politics

Still, the colonies joined enthusiastically

in the protest made by Spain against

Napoleon's treachery and the attempt tc

force King Joseph on her. A spark of the

national enthusiasm which accompanied
the accession of Ferdinand VII. at Madrid,
March 19th, 1808, extended to the colonies.

The latter resolved, despite the French
occupation of the mother country, to

continue the government as then consti-

tuted on behalf of Ferdinand VII.

But the reports of the national rising,

of the victory of Baylen, and of the

capture of Madrid, were soon followed by
the crushing news of the flight of the

regency to Seville, of the formation of the

general junta, and the subjugation of all

Spain with the exception of Isla de Leon.
A question here arose which was all-

important for the future history of the

colonies. The regency and the junta
had proved themselves utterly incapable

of defending the country
Succession •

i. j.i i •
i „

, _ . . against the national enemy,
of Spanish =' , ,, • ,i .

„. , and their authority was uncon-
ditionally rejected by the few

provinces that still were able to keep off

the French yoke. Under these conditions,

were the regency and the junta to be

looked upon as representatives of Ferdi-

nand VII., to whom the colonies owed
loyalty and obedience ? The obligation

itself was disputed neither by the Creoles

nor by the Peninsulars—Spaniards who
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Unrest in

the Spanish

Colonies

had immigrated. However, the latter, to

a still greater extent than the former,

look as a precedent the example set

them in the mother country. There ev^ery

successful partisan who succeeded in

snatching a small district from the French,

or in defending it against their

attacks notwithstanding the

breaking up of all established

authority, formed a junta of

his townsmen and adherents, declared

the old officials incapable, and replaced

them by his friends. Similarly, in the

colonies a feeling of discontent with the

representatives of the old form of govern-

ment spread among both Spaniards and
Creoles. Led on by a desire for power,

politicians who knew they »^.>^-^^»,^^-. ^-.^,.

had a large following rose

against the viceroys and
governors, and compelled
them to renounce the

authority which had ex-

pired on account of the

captivity of their prince.

They then formed re-

gencies and juntas of

their own, everywhere
considering themselves
the representatives of

Ferdinand VII., and in

all respects the legal suc-

cessors of the Spanish
ofBcials they had dis-

placed. Such was the
course of events in Quito,

in Caracas, in Buenos
Ayres and in Mexico.
Now, as was inevitable,

the governors and their

following soon came to

the conclusion that it was by no means the
will of the whole people by which they had
allowed themselves to be intimidated.
They accordingly began a struggle

against the newly established rulers, and
succeeded either in gaining a complete
victory, as in Quito, or in regaining at
least a part of their official authority, as in

the case of the governor of Buenos Ayres,
who established himself in Montevideo.
The abolition of the traditional legal

authority brought with it the danger that
all law would be disputed. The revolu-
tionary movement had by no means
always placed the best men of the people
at the head of the various governments,
and after an authority had once been set

up by a tumultuous assembly, it was
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BOLIVAR, THE GREAT LIBERATOR
Born in 1783 and dying in 1830, Simon Bolivar,
by a series of remarkable and often brilliant

campaigns, was largely instrumental in se-
curing for the South American republics
their much desired independence from Spain.

natural that every party which had any
power whatever over the populace also had
hopes of seeing its own ambitions fulfilled,

not immediately, but at any rate during
the course of further developments.
The revolution had led more and more

to the predominance of such elements as

had been working for the independence of

Ihe colonies, at first unconsciously, but
ever with more definite aim. The risings

of i8og bore the stamp of loyalty ; the
colonists revolted on behalf of Ferdinand
VII. without understanding clearly who
really represented his authorit}', and many
a governor fell, as did Liniers, solely

because he was suspected of being ready to

recognise any established government,
,.w.,«.^^„.,~.-„™™„.-, even were it that of

Joseph Bonaparte. As
time went on, American
national influences made
themselves unmistakably
felt. The diffei'fences be-

tween the Creoles, or

colonists born in America,
and the "' cnapetones,"
or Spanish immigrants,
had become more and
more accentuated ever

since the governments of

Charles III. and Charles

IV.—on account of some
unimportant revolution-

ary attempts among the

colonial-born population

—had begun to main-
tain more strictly than
before the principle of

keeping in the hands of

men born in Spain all

offices to which power
and influence were attached. This ex-

clusion from all important public positions

was felt more keenly by the Creoles

than were many other oppressive measures
enforced by the mother country. Accord-
ingly, when the regular course of govern-

ment had once been interrupted, the

Creoles saw no reason why they should not
aspire to more profitable and
important positions. Thus, for

example, in Buenos A3Tes, the

first overthrow of established

authority was soon followed by a second,

\\hich aimed at giving the government a

more national—that is, a more Creole-
character. But still more happened in this

stage of the revolution. The boundaries

between the different Spanish colonies

The Initial

Stage of the

Revolution
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were not always justified by ethnographic
and economic considerations. Tnis was
especially so in the great provinces of

Bogota and Buenos Ayres. There were
great radical differences between the vari-

ous districts. Though the governments
that had sprung up so suddenly claimed the

right of managing their own affairs, they

r-i-w were by no means disposed
Civil War

^^ ^^j^^ ^j^g g^^pg ^f ^j^gj^

If . authoritv to be limited by the
Buenos Ayres . . .^ i • u j.i i' j

prmciples on which they based

their rights to power. Where conflicting

elements had been held together by the

])ower of the law only, it was but natural

that upon the dissolution of the legally

established governments they should de-

mand consideration for their own interests.

Thus civil war broke out in Buenos Ayres
and in New Granada a few 3/ears later.

The chaos produced in the Spanish
Cortes owing to the supremacy of doc-

trinaires could but create greater con-

fusion in colonial relations. By the Spanish
Constitution of 1812 the legal position of

the colonies was completely altered.

Though there was scarcely ever any close

connection with the colonial delegates,

crowded together in Cadiz and selected

by party influence, and the districts

they represented, nevertheless the doc-

trines concerning the rights of man
proclaimed by the popular orators in

Cadiz made dangerous progress among
the colonial population, which was both
politicall}^ and economically far less

advanced than the people of Spain.

The revolutionary movement assumed
the most serious character in Mexico.
Here, too, the political changes in Spain
had led to the overthrow of the govern-
ment. But the movement among the

Creoles was at its very beginning com-
pletely lost in a rising of the lower classes

of the population, led by a fanatical

priest. The latter threatened not only the
Spanish authorities, but all who refused to

submit unconditionally to the

j^ . rule of the populace, composed

P . principally of native Indians.

This in itself rendered a per-

manent success impossible. With a rapidly
assembled army of nearly 100,000 men,
the priest, Dionysio Hidalgo, leader of

the fanatical masses, was able to attack
and plunder the towns of Guanajuato,
Valladolid, and Guadalajara ; but, not-

withstanding his great superiority in

numbers, he was unsuccessful in his
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assault on the capital, which Spaniards
and Creoles united in defending. For his

undisciplined army retreat was synonj'm-
ous with dissolution. Though he re-

ceived several severe checks while falling

back, he was still able to rally a large

force under his banner and again to take
the offensive ; but, as he was quite unable,

with his horde of robbers and cut-throats,

to establish any permanent government
in place of the one he was opposing, his

prestige rapidly decreased. During a

second retreat he was betrayed to the

Spaniards by his own officers, and shot.

The movement was not yet completely
suppressed ; but none of the leaders who
placed themselves at the head of the

Indian population in the different pro-

vinces after Hidalgo's death succeeded in

making the revolt as dangerous as it had
been at its beginning. The move-
ment had only served to unite aU con-

servative forces for the common purpose
of defence, and had placed the struggle

for liberty in so unfavourable a light

that for years afterwards the province of

New Spain was a stronghold of the royalists.

„ It was only lost to them later

f *fh""^
on, when, in blind self-confi-

_ .. dence, they allowed a conspiracy
^

to be formed which merely
borrowed the name of the liberty gained
by the other provinces after a hard
struggle, and in reality only .replaced
the country's lawful self-government by
an illegal administration. ^; "v^i'^--rv, .

During the Napoleonic wars"-t4-ie revo-

lutionary movement persisted in only two
places in the South American continent.

After temporary successes on the part

of the republicans, Quito and Chili fell

back completely into the power of the

royalists ; in New Granada and the

neighbouring colony, Venezuela, the efforts •

to win freedom attained a certain import-
ance, while in the La Plata states they
led to permanent independence. But the

forces producing the various movements
differed widely from each other.

The members of the junta of Creoles

which forced the captain-general to re-

sign at Caracas, April 19th, 1810, con-

sidered themselves the loyal subjects of

Ferdinand VII. They accordingly sent

envoys, including Bolivar, the future hero

of the South American War of Independ- J
ence, to England, the nation which was at

*
that time giving the most valuable sup-

port to the adherents of the king in the
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]ieninsula. Tlie object of this embassy
was to agree with Enghmd upon a common
course of action against the enemy of

their country. The delegates returned

with only conditional promises from the

British Government ; but at La Guayra
they were met by General Miranda.

Under the influence of this veteran in the

struggle for colonial freedom
Republican

^j^^^.^ ^^^ established at Cara-
Oovernmcnt it ,

-, cas a republican government
which preserved the rights of

Ferdinand VII. in theory only. This

government, it is true, was supreme for

a time in the capital and in the central

provinces ; but even there it did not find

the least support in the people, while the

east, the west, and still more the great

plains of the south—the llanos—were
decidedly hostile to it. Thus it was that

the royalists were soon able to proceed
to the offensive. Their attack was so

overpowering that Miranda was obliged

to limit himself entirely to the defence.

Misfortune produced dissension among the

champions of liberty. Miranda was ap-

pointed dictator, but had no success ; he
was finally betrayed and handed over to

the royalists by the very men who
called themselves champions of freedom.
Bolivar, also being entangled in the affair,

years afterwards died in prison at Cadiz.

The instigators of this heroic deed fled

abroad, but did not abandon their plans.

As the junta of New Granada still re-

mained independent, many Venezuelans

—

among them Bolivar—entered its service.

Bolivar proposed anticipating the attack
on New Granada, which the Spaniards
threatened to take from Venezuela, by
carrying war into the latter province.
In accordance with his wish, the junta
authorised him to wrest the border
provinces Merida and Trujillo from the
hands of the royalists. After succeeding
in this in a surprisingly short time, he
carried the war into the heart of the

„ ,. , country, without authorisation,
Bolivar s xi •

i
• -

. i -i •

ji, ,
, thnikmg that the possession

Struggles for . +i ° vt i /- ^ ,,

Libert
capital, Caracas, would

^
decide the issue of the contest.

With this step the war in the north
assumed its s{)ecial character. Simon
Bolivar is the type of those pronuncia-
mento generals who until quite recently
have played so great a part in the history
of Spain, and a still greater in that of

the Spanish-American republics. It may
be granted that Bolivar was not quite
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so devoid of conscience as many of his

imitators ; but no one can fail to see that

the idea for which he fought had no
existence apart from his own personality.

By his fiery, florid eloquence he may often

have succeeded in deceiving himself as

well as those he tried to convince. In any
case, he considered liberty and freedom,
whose blessings he eulogised in the most
extravagant terms, merely as founda-
tions on which to build up his own
fame ; and he held himself more than
justified in ruthlessly persecuting and
crushing all men who would not accept
freedom as inaugurated by Bolivar.

With the exception of a small part of

the town population, almost all Venezuela
was royalist, or at least heartily sick of

civil war. Thus, as he advanced, Bolivar

met sometimes with secret opposition,

sometimes with stolid apathy ; and only
where his arms were victorious was he
able to excite a fictitious enthusiasm for

the ideal blessings he professed to be
fighting for. He entered Caracas with
theatrical pomp as liberator ; but the

.
kind of freedom he brought to

' *"* °*'
the Venezuelans betrayed its

„ ^. , .,, true character in his completely
Fatherland

1 1 • ^i 1 -1
overlooking the civil authori-

ties and assuming the powers of a dictator

with the pompous title of " Libertador de
la Patria " (Liberator of the Fatherland).

But he failed to deceive even his immediate
followers, chiefly persons whose interests

were bound up in his own.
He was not the only one, even in Venez-

uela itself, who was working on this plan.

In the extreme east, on the boundary of

Guiana, another liberator, Marifio, had
arisen ; but instead of combining against

their common enemies, the Spaniards,

each of these saviours of the people

desired nothing more ardently than the

defeat of his rival, that he might
then appear as sole emancipator and
obtain undisputed supremacy.

Yielding to the pressure of the half-

breeds, Bolivar had made the fatal mistake
of declaring a war of extermination against

the Spaniards ; and all men were reckoned

as Spaniards who did not willingly agree

to all the demands of the so-called patriots.

This savage warfare naturally led to

reprisals on the part of the European
population ; but while they had on their

side an excuse for retaliation, Bolivar, l)y

his action, disgraced the })rinciples he

professed to be fighting for and did himself *
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great injury, inasmuch as he had far less

power at his disposal than that possessed
by his enemies. Thus the war assumed an
especially bloody character. Murder and
robbery, the weapons employed by both
parties, set free the lowest passions and
brought to the fore the worst elements of

the population. Bolivar meanwhile did

not distinguish himself as a general ; he

had no plan of campaign, and he had
drawn up no constitution. The Spanish
flag still waved over Puerto Cabello, the

strongest point on the coast ; battles were
fought at Barquisimeto and on the Araure
with varying results. Finally, Bolivar

himself had to fall back upon Caracas.

Here the hostility of the Llaneros
completed his ruin. It was in vain that he
sought to give his dictatorship a legal

basis by calling together a congress at

Caracas ; it was in vain that he now
concluded an alliance with the dictator

of the eastern provinces, fully recognising

his authority. Even their combined forces

could not temporarily withstand the ever-

increasing troops of horsemen which the

fierce Boves brought from the southern
plains in support of the Spaniards.

Matters had gone so far that
o ivar

far-sighted persons assisted the
Branded as , , , ^ ^ , , r ,i •

J.
. latter, m anticipation of then-

speedy victor}^ First Marino,
then Bolivar himself, was repeatedly and
so severel}^ beaten that his retreat de-

generated into flight. When he reached
the coast of Cumana, the Liberator had so

little means of resistance that he fled with
the ships that contained his war material.

When his compatriots had again as-

sembled, and he endeavoured to rejoin

them, he was branded as a traitor and
with difficulty escaped the fate which he
himself, under similar circumstances, had
prepared for General Miranda. The result

of the campaign of 1813 was that the

whole of Venezuela fell once more into

the hands of the royahsts. The latter

were now free to bring about a similar

state of affairs in the republic of New
Granada, which was divided against itself,

and from which Bolivar had withdrawn
the greater part of its military resources for

the purposes of his Venezuelan enterprise.

In the south, too, the revolutionary
movement had by this time exhausted
itself. The rising in the La Plata states

was at its beginning conducted in a
spirit which contrasted very favourably
with that characteristic of the Venezuelan

movement. The bulk of the people were,
it is true, as indifferent to the revolution
as in Venezuela ; but there was a decidedly
more progressive spirit among the middle
and upper classes in Buenos Ayres than in

Caracas. On the news of the dissolution

of the government in Spain, the viceroy

at Buenos Ayres was deposed. On May
... , 25th, 1810, a junta declared
Viceroy of .{; 1 1 ^ r_ ' the province independent of
Buenos Ayres -i • * t c n td 1. u.

jj
. the junta of Seville. But it

continued to rule, as did the
governments that developed from it in the
course of years, in the name of Ferdinand
VII. There was even a party ready to invite

to Buenos Ayres as regent Ferdinand's
sister, the Infanta Carlota, who had
married a Portuguese prince. The plan,

however, which led to long and compli-

cated intrigues in Rio de Janeiro and
Montevideo, came to nothing.

The newly formed government con-

sidered that its first task was to obtain the
recognition of its authority throughout
the La Plata province ; but in this it met
with serious resistance. The ro3^alists had
chosen Montevideo as their headquarters

;

and the arrival of support from the mother
country not only rendered the city

impregnable against the limited means of

attack at the disposal of the junta, but
gave the royalists command of the bay
and the mouth of the river flowing into it.

But little by little the supremacy of

the Spaniards was limited to the town
itself ; their naval schemes were brought
to naught by the aid of the Brazilians and
British, who were friendly to the junta ;

and finally, when the Spanish ships had
been defeated by the newly created rebel

fleet, the fortress of Montevideo capitu-

lated. But meanwhile there had arisen in

the province of Buenos Ayres the general

confusion that in all the colonies followed

the abolition of legally constituted autho-

rity ; and the east bank of the river La
Plata also was only nominally under the rule

. of the various governments that
aos in

rapidly succeeded one another
the Spanish • ^^^ - . j ^.
„ , . in Buenos Ayres. In reahty
Colonies ^i j- •

the division was springing up
which finally led to the establishment of

the " Republica Oriental del Uruguay." A
similar course of events had also occurred

in another part of the old province.

In December, 1810, the junta of Buenos
Ayres sent General Belgrano to secure

the recognition of the new govern-

ment in the district of Paraguay ; but
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the attempt ended in complete failure.

Belgrano was enticed far into the deserted

land before any enemy faced him ; then

at Paraguay he received a check that

necessitated a dangerous retreat. It was
only then that the liberal idea occurred

to him of letting the province itself decide

whom it would obey. Accordingly he con-

cluded with the defenders
Paraguay

of Paraguay a Capitulation
Under a Ruthless . ^ i

•
i ii i

at Tacuary which allowed
espo ism

j^^.^ ^^ retire without fur-

ther injury being done. The consequence

was that progressive ideas were dissemi-

nated so rapidly in the province that it

took its fate into its own hands, and in

1 814 chose as executive Dr. Jose Gaspar
Tomas Rodriguez da Francia. His was a

rule of force, more ruthless and bloody

than had ever been seen on American soil

;

but it was an enlightened despotism. By
destroying the power and wealth of the

priests, and promoting agriculture and in-

dustry in every possible way, he rendered

the state independent of the outside world.

Thus the independence of Paraguay was
rendered secure even after his death in 1840.

The government of Buenos Ayres had
now to contend with movements not

unlike that to which it owed its existence.

It was repeatedly occupied in combating
efforts at decentralisation in various parts

of its territory even after the Argentine

Republic had actually secured its inde-

pendence. But Buenos Ayres also played

an important part in the struggle against

the common enemies of all the provinces,

the Spanish royalists. The authority of

the junta met with the most serious

opposition in the district of Upper Peru,

the modern Bolivia, which was then

governed from Buenos Ayres. The first

rising against Spanish dominion had taken

place there in 1809, but had been easily

put down by an expedition from Peru
proper : and from that time the royalist influ-

ence was supreme. Accordingly, the junta

. sent out its first army against
^paniar s

^j^-^ ^jg^gerous opponent. By

/h"*^^
. a brilliant victory at Suipacha,

General Balcarce forced the

royalists back across the Desaguadero,
the outlet of Lake Titicaca, which then

formed a portion of the Peruvian frontier.

But this advantage was not maintained.

After receiving reinforcements, the Span-
iards gained a decisive victory at Huaqui,
drove the patriots out of the Bolivian

highlands, and followed them into the
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Argentine Republic. But here Belgrano,

who had been appointed general of the

northern army, stopped the retreat, de-

feated the Spanish leader at Tucuman, and
some weeks later, at Salta, compelled him
and his whole force to lay down their arms.

All these battles were fought with
comparatively small armies ; and this

explains the transitory nature of the

successes attained. Neither party could

really dominate the sparsely settled land
;

and the inhabitants had no leaning towards
either side, but always favoured the

victors. Royalists and republicans, even
after a number of defeats, were soon able to

collect an army of some thousands, and thus

to renew the struggle ; hence the manilold
fluctuations of fortune in all the cam-
paigns undertaken by the South American
patriots against the Spanish royalists.

Belgrano, too, was not permanently
favoured by fortune. On his advance into

Bolivia he found the enemy reorganised

at Huilcapuyo ; and both here and at

Ayuma he was so severely defeated that

he had again to retreat to Jujuy. He was
then for a long time unable to act on the

offensive, and although the royalists did

. not advance into the Argen-
o ma in

^-^^ Republic itself, all Bolivia
the Hands of -

the Royalists
was again in their hands at the

end of 1813. By reason of a

contemporary royalist victory in Venezuela,
the cause of Ferdinand VII. never ap-

peared more hopeful than when Napoleon
opened the doors of his golden prison to

the captive of Valencay and allowed him
to return to the throne of his fathers. 1

During the war Spain had passed

through many curious experiences ; and
the revolutionary trifling of the Cortes at

Cadiz, which had introduced a Parlia-

mentary system of government, was not

without influence on the movements in

the American provinces. But in Spain

the people were as little ripe for freedom
as in the colonies ; and as the conflict of

interests in the mother countr}^ was of far

less advantage to the new go\'ernment of

Spain than it was to the colonial strivings

for independence, the artificial constitution

collapsed even before Ferdinand VII. had
set foot on Castilian soil, and he lost no
time in endeavouring to bring about a

similar result in the colonies.

A great expedition, composed of twenty-

five warships and sixty transports with

10,000 men, put to sea inider General

Morillo in March, 1815, to suppress the
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last effort? of the colonial rising. The
original intention was to disembark the

troops on the La Plata. But since the

fall of Montevideo there was no safe

landing-place. Moreover, Buenos Ayres
recognised Ferdinand, at least nominally,

as its rightful ruler, while in tlie most
recent phase of the war in Venezuela and
New Granada an independent republic

had been declared. Accordingly, Morillo

received instructions to proceed to the

subjugation of the northern provinces.

If this was assured, the way to the La
Plata region always lay open to him
through Bolivia. His first steps gave
every promise of success. The island of

Margarita, ever the refuge and hiding-

place of the patriots of Venezuela in mis-

fortune, was quickly subdued. In the

whole of Venezuela there was hardly a

troop of patriots that deserved the name
of an army ; Morillo's march through the

province was a military promenade. In

order to conquer New Granada, Morillo

chose Cartagena as his first point of attack,

, but here he received a fore-

,
°""°.^

, taste of the difficulties that
Long Siege of

^^..^ited him. He had already
Cartagena -. , -,

-'

discovered, on endeavouring
to embark the Venezuelan army in the fleet,

replacing it by Spanish troops for the pro-

tection of the province, that the hitherto

loyal Llaneros deserted in crowds. Still he

had an overwhelmingly superior force when
he invested Cartagena by land and water.

But the town offered a heroic resistance.

Morillo, who wished to avoid bloodshed
as much as possible, tried to reduce

it by hunger ; but it held aloft the

banner of independence for io8 days,

although the Spanish general, losing

patience, spared neither bombardment
nor assault. Even when further resist-

ance was impossible, the town did not

capitulate ; its defenders broke through
the blockade during a storm, and the

greater number of them escaped to San
Domingo, to renew the stiuggle from there

after a short rest. New Granada, indeed,

did not defend itself with the courage of

Cartagena. From Quito a second Spanish
army was working its way up to meet
Morillo, and when it approached Santa Fe
tliere was in this province, too, no patriot

HH|II|JHWI|

army to oppose it. But even Morillo,

though victorious, felt that the ground
he stood on was insecure. He therefore

abandoned his original system of lenience,

and meted out severe treatment to the rebels.

But notwithstanding hundreds of sacrifices,

he could not firmly establish Spanish rule.

Wherever the Spanish arms
oya IS s

^j^ ^^^ penetrate, rebellion
Uefeated on , , , ^ t^i •

i j r

th A broke out anew. 1 he island of
pure

jvjai-garita was the first to throw
off the unaccustomed yoke ; and on the
llanos of Casanare an army of horsemen
from the plains under the half-breed, Paez.

responded for the first time to the cry of

freedom and gained its first victory over
the royalists on the Apure.
But the fierce warriors of the prairies

spared the lives of their prisoners, and
thus induced most of these to join them.
After a renewed disturbance in Cumana.
Morillo began to fear for the safety of

Venezuela, and removed his headquarters,

then at the foot of the Cordilleras on
the east side, to Varinas. But as yet

there was no apparent connection between
the different risings. Finally, there landed
in Margarita the old leaders and the

defenders of Cartagena who had prepared
in Haiti for a fresh struggle with the aid

of the British and of the president of

the negro republic. But Bolivar still

showed himself to be no strategist.

While troops of horsemen scoured the

llanos and kept the plains in a ferment,

while his compatriots conquered in the east

a district on both banks of the Orinoco,

where they enjoyed absolute security, Bo-
livar remained in the charmed circle of the

capital. Caracas, and in the autumn of 1816

attempted to advance on it from Ocumare
with an insufficient force. But, most
disgraceful of all, on the false report of a
'

, defeat, he took flight on board
Bolivars

^i^^^^ abandoning his followers

Return'"'
^° destruction. His reputa-

^ ^^^
tion had sunk so low that,

banished a second time, he was compelled

to seek refuge in Haiti. However, he was
recalled a few weeks later, for of the leaders

of the numerous bands none was held in

so high esteem as he ; and, above all, no

one else was possessed of a definite and fixed

political and military plan of campaign.



SCENES IN THE SOUTH AMERICAN REPUBLIC OF PERU
The illustration at the top of this page represents the cathedral at Cuzco, while the bottom picture shows the modern
capital of Lima, with the stately cathedral in the background. Bolivar's statue at Lima is also reproduced.
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THE LIBERATION OF THE SOUTH
NEW REPUBLICSBOLIVAR'S TRIUMPHS

IN the year 1817 the revolution began to
' gain a firm footing in the north. The
idea of creating a safe base for the cham-
pions of independence on the right bank
of the Orinoco had not originated with
BoHvar ; but he immediately recognised

the importance of the plan. While the
investment by land of Angostura and
Guayana Vieja, which commanded the

river, was attended by only a moderate
amount of success, he succeeded, with the
help of English sailors, in overthrowing the

Spanish supremacy by sea, and in forcing

the royalists to evacuate both places.

The Orinoco, and farther west the

Apure, now separated the independent
territory from the Spanish. Morillo had
meanwhile been wasting his time in a
fruitless attempt to reconquer the island

of Margarita. He brought the coast as far

as the peninsula of Paria under his power,
but this had no great importance. At

, this time Bolivar had with
11°.*^*!"

J difficulty succeeded in getting
Unlimited ,

• li -j. j l
p his authority recognised by

the leaders of the different

revolutionary parties ; he now felt the
need of establishing his position on a more
legal basis. Accordingly, in the autumn
of 1817, he created a council of state and a
supreme court of justice, and held out
hopes of further political organisation. At
the same time he declared his dictatorship

a necessity, and, as before, exercised

practically unlimited power.
The war still led to no definite result.

Bolivar now advanced from the middle
Apure against Caracas. He himself defeated
Morillo at Calabozo, and Paez at the same
time conquered San Fernando, the last

bulwark of the royalists on the Apure ; but
these successes were counterbalanced by a
series of unsuccessful undertakings which
encouraged the opposition still secretly kept
alive against the dictator. However, he
was once more able to blunt the edge of

the opposition. He won over the discon-
tented generals by the way in which he

AND
THE

succeeded in providing them with troops,

war material and money to renew the

struggle ; the politicians he disarmed by
summoning a congress to form a constitu-

tion at Angostura. This congress was, in

reality, a mere spectacular farce; but it

gave his dictatorship an
English Troops

in the Fight

for Independence

appearance of legality by
unanimously electing him
president of the Venez-

uelan Republic. Of at least as great

importance to Bolivar as this confirmation

of his position was the arrival of a con-

siderable number of trained English and
German soldiers who had enlisted to

fight for the cause of independence.
They formed a nucleus about which the

brave, but less valuable, troops of the

South American provinces collected, and
from which they could receive their military

training. The English legion played a
prominent part in all later campaigns, and
enjoyed Bolivar's confidence to such a
degree as repeatedly to call forth expres-

sions of jealousy from the South American
patriots. For the campaign of 1818,

Bolivar settled on a plan calculated to

decide the course of events. Once
before he had carried the war from New
Granada into the plains of Venezuela to

fight for the freedom of the former in the

territories of the latter ; now he resolved

to strive for the emancipation of his

fatherland from beyond the Andes.
This idea was suggested to him by the

victories of Jose de San Martin, but, be that

as it may, his success proved the correctness

of his calculations. Even before the floods

that during the rainy season
o ivar

render the llanos impassable
Surprises His , j ,- , 1 i j n r„ . had entirely subsided, Bolivar
H^nemies ,

-^ ., , r ^imoved southward from the

Apure, which protected his flank from the

royalists, and crossed the Andes by the

route taken by the traders of the Chibchas
and the first conquerors of Bogota. He did,

indeed, suffer considerable losses before he

reached a settled district at Sogamoso ; but
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his plan of surprising the enemy in the

very centre of their sphere of power was
completely successful. Everything now
depended on his being able to gain a

decisive victory before his opponents could

summon their full strength. By rapid

marches and countermarches he succeeded

in so completely outwitting the hostile

_ _ . advance guard that he was
The Royalist

^^^^^ ^^ ^^-^^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^f ^^^j^^

A
"""^-^

•. . J and thus to cut off a large por-

tion oi his toes from the capital.

But the Spaniards, trusting to their superi-

ority in numbers, tried to force their way
back to Santa Fe. A decisive battle was
fought at the bridge of Boyaca ; it ended
in the annihilation of the royalist army.

The viceroy evacuated the capital and
retired to Cartagena with the remainder of

his troops, while the patriots took possession

of Santa Fe de Bogota, and re-established

the independence of New Granada.
Bolivar created here, as in VenezAiela, a new
civil government at the side of his military

dictatorship, and paved the way for the

union of the two sister provinces into

one republic under the name of Colombia.

The news of this victory reached

Angostura, the temporary capital of

Venezuela, just when Bolivar for the third

time had been deposed as a deserter and
banished as a traitor solely because there

were others who were covetous of his

power. But in the lustre of his recent

victory he could treat such proceedings

with contempt. The congress, doubly
compliant from the consciousness of its

offence, adopted without debate the pro-

posal of the liberator that Venezuela,
New Granada and Quito should be com-
bined into one republic named Colombia,
whose president would naturally be Boli-

var, while in each of the three provinces

there was to be a vice-president at the

head of the civil administration. The
constitution of the new state was to

be framed in detail by a congress to

_, -, meet at Cucuta for this pur-
Tne New .'^

n ... , pose as soon as a truce
Kepubhc of '^

1 J i_ J 1 1 T^L-
^ , .. could be declared. Ihis soon
Colombia ,, ,

occurred. Ihe news that

reached South America in the summer of

1820 gave the situation a completely
different aspect. The army which had
been collected in the neighbourhood of

Cadiz to give General Morillo the means
of completely subduing the rebels had
revolted ; and as it felt compelled to find

some pretext in justification of its action,
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it adopted as its watchword the restora-

tion of the Constitution of 1812. With
this all who had fought for the restora-

tion of the Spanish dominion since 1814
lost once more their legal basis.

The immediate consequence was a cessa-

tion of hostilities, leading the way to a

peaceful understanding between the mother
country and the colonies. But the latter

had already gone too far : too large a

number of the colonists had with all their

interests been compromised by the revo-

lution for an agreement to be possible

under a. constitution whose liberalit}',

so far as the colonies were concerned,

v/as known to be influenced by the desire

of the whole Spanish nation for their

continued dependence. The negotiations

served rather to bring out the conviction

that a return to the old state of affairs

was impossible. Both parties took ad-

vantage of the truce to prepare for the

inevitable renewal of hostilities, and the

war broke out anew in the spring of 1821.

The supremacy of the patriots was so

far assured in the highlands that Bolivar

had now better prospects of success iu

attacking the economic centres

^°
*h f

°^ Venezuela, Caracas and
riump or

yg^^gj^^^jg^ gQ often fought foi
Bolivar .,, '

• , , » .

With varying fortune. As
matters then stood, these districts were
the last stronghold of the ro\'alists ; even
the west of Venezuela, hitherto loyal,

had been lost to them ; and apart from
the coast towns, all of which, from
Cartagena to Cumana, were in their hands,

the Spaniards were masters only of the

territory occupied by their forces.

At Carabobo, where Bolivar had once be-

fore gained a victory, the Spaniards awaited
him in a position deemed impregnable

;

but the natives were now on the side of

the patriots, and led a part of their army
by secret paths to the right flank of the

enemy, whose position was easily carried

from this side. The victory was complete.

The Spanish were forced to evacuate the

central part of the province and to take

refuge under" the walls of Puerto Cabello,

while Bolivar once again made a triumphal
entry into Caracas, whose freedom from
this time suffered no further attack.

The opening of the congress at Cucuta
was almost contemporaneous with the

victory of Carabobo. Now met for the

first time in the history of the northern
provinces a legislative assembly really

possessed of power ; and it showed itself
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worthy of its calling by not submitting
unconditionally to the dictator, as its

predecessor had done. But it did not

on this account undervalue the indis-

putable services Bolivar had rendered to

the cause of freedom in the Republic of

Colombia, and was far from accepting the

resignation of all his offices and titles

which he handed in to it, as he had done
to its predecessors. Neither did it place

itself unconditionally in his hands, but,

with the best intentions, drew up a con-

stitution which gave free scope to the

ambition of the Liberator without placing

him above the constitution.

His position as president of Colombia was
confirmed by the congress. But it was laid

down by law that he could not exercise

civil authority in this capacity while at the

head of the army in the field. To provide

for this eventuality, a vice-president for

the whole republic was appointed ; and it

was only in such provinces as he should

afterward free from the Spanish yoke that

Bolivar was to exercise dictatorial power.

In other respects the new constitution

differed widely from Bolivar's ideal. It

rejected the scheme of an
o om la s

uppgj- house, composed of hfe-
Prcsidcnt and ^ '^

, i
•

i V> i u j_ ,.^ ,. members, which Bohvar had
Constitution • ^ j r \t i j.

projected lor Venezuela at

Angostura ; nor did it make the presidency

hereditary or tenable for life, but fol-

lowed the example of the United States

in limiting the tenure of office of the

head of the state to four years. Hitherto

no constitution had had a fair test,

since every successful partisan had con-

sidered himself competent to overthrow
it ; so, to secure a practical trial for

its own work, the congress passed a

law forbidding any change in the con-

stitution for the next ten years.

Bolivar submitted to the decisions

of the congress of Cucuta. The
fortune of war also seemed to favour
the new republic. After a siege of

fourteen months one of Bolivar's gen-

erals had captured Cartagena, and the

loss of this stronghold rendered the

royalists in the district about the

isthmus powerless. Chagres and Por-
tobello drove out their Spanish gar-

risons ; and the isthmus provinces not
only made themselves independent of

Spain, but even asked to be admitted
to the Colombian Republic. The last

remnants of the army, with which
Morillo once seemed to have brought

all New Granada and Venezuela to

absolute obedience, now held only
Puerto Cabello and Cumana. All dan-
ger had disappeared in the north.

In 1814 the cause of freedom in the

southern theatre of war had stood on very
slender supports. V^est of the Cordilleras

the Spanish viceroy of Peru held sway
. over all the Pacific provinces

fj °T'''^ from Cape Horn to the Gulf

c XM *• of Guayaquil and the tableland
San Martin , /^ •. t-i r

of Ouito. Ihe provmce of

Buenos Ayres alone still held aloft the flag

of freedom ; and even it had suffered

considerable losses of territory. While
Bolivia had been brought back under the
rule of the Spanish authorities, Paraguay
in the north, and Uruguay in the east, had
separated themselves from Buenos Ayres.

The aimless policy of its leading men was
quite calculated to keep alive the strife

in the province itself ; and the Spaniards
had reason to hope that the colonies,

exhausted by suicidal wars among them-
selves, would fall an easy prey to them.
The prospects of such an issue would have
been even more favourable had not there

come to the aid of the patriots at this

time of internal dissension a man who, by
the influence of his personality, became the

rescuer of the threatened independence to

a greater degree than even Bolivar.

Jose de San Martin did not return to

his South American home in Buenos
Ayres until the close of the Peninsula War,
during which he had fought bravely on the

side of the Spaniards. In Spain he had
largely imbibed the liberal ideas then

prevalent in the Peninsula, which found
their embodiment in the Cortes at Cadiz.

He, too, was inspired by a lively ambition,

which expressecl itself, not as in Bolivar'3

case by a morbid longing for the outward
signs of power, but by an idealistic desire

to distinguish himself in the service of his

countr}^ and to secure for it a brighter

future. San Martin, like most of the far-

. , sighted politicians of the
San Martin s

g^^^j^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^ ^ republican
Zeal for

His Country
in the sense that Bolivar was.

He and others like him were

convinced that Spanish South America was
not sufficiently advanced either in politics

or civilisation for a republican form of

government like that of the United States.

What he had learned of republican in-

stitutions in the colonies of the North, and
in part in the provinces of his own country,

had roused in him an aversion from any
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outward show of liberty instituted for the

selfish ends of particular individuals, that at

times stirred up civil war and at best only

replaced Spanish tyranny by another as bad.

Even in Buenos Ayres San Martin found
powerful influences which, in his opinion,

worked against the true interests of the

state. After he had had for a short time
an opportunity of rendering his country
valuable though modest services, partly on
the banks of the La Plata, and partly in the

provinces of the Bolivian highlands, the

idea arose in his mind of placing himself

in the service of freedom and of fighting

not merely for the liberty of his country,

but for that of all Span-
ish America. The plan

he formed for the attain-

ment of this object

proves his capacity as a

general. He recognised

immediately that the

fate of all the southern
provinces depended on
the expulsion of the

Spaniards from their

stronghold, the Peruvian
highlands on both sides

of the Cordilleras ; for,

secure in their command
of the Pacific, the Span-
iards could at any time-

use the ocean as a base
for attacks on the patriots

by land in three direc-

tions. The shortest way
from Buenos Ayres to

Lima lay through Upper
Peru (Bolivia). But this

route was the most diffi-

cult on account of the
extraordinary breadth of

the line of advance,
and because the Spaniards could always
obtain supplies by sea. For this reason, San
Martin chose another point of attack. In
Chili, during the early years of the colonial
rising, the cause of freedom had found
numerous and enthusiastic adherents. The
Spaniards had been compelled to employ
a considerable force in order to bring back
the province to its allegiance ; and they
would not have succeeded at all had not
the despotic spirit of the pronunciamentos
split the friends of independence into two
parties. San Martin accordingly demanded
from the government of Buenos Ayres
means for collecting and arming the
nucleus of a force to be employed first in
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ADMIRAL LORD COCHRANE
Admiral of the Brazilian fleet in 1823-5, he
figured conspicuously in the struggle for inde-
pendence of the South American states, achiev-
ing a series of successes against the Spaniards
in their war against Chili, Peru and Brazil.

liberating Chili and afterwards to be used
against the Spaniards throughout the
southern part of the continent.

Internal dissensions had not yet so

blinded the rulers of Buenos Ayres that
they were unable to recognise the splendid
prospects opened up by San Martin's plan
for the cause of freedom ; so, in accordance
\\ith his own desire, he was entrusted with
the government of the district of Mendoza.
on the boundary of Northern Chili, so that,

without unnecessarily attracting attention,

he might collect the means of carrying out
his plan, and proceed to its execution at

what seemed to him the proper time. San
-^. ,,,--., Martin possessed what

was wanting in almost
all the other champions
of independence—

a

strictly methodical mili-

tary training complete in

all respects ; a definite

scheme harmonious from
both a political and a

military point of view,

and conscientiously
worked out in every
detail; and an enthusiasm
for the cause he served,

which was exhibited by
his personal readiness to

make every sacrifice for

it. He spent fully two
years in collecting and
training the troops for his

campaign and in prepar-

ing the district in which
he intended to begin
operations ; and when he

gave the signal to march
every detail had been
foreseen and provided
for so definitely that

he was able to proceed step by step with
mathematical precision, and saw his efforts

crowned by complete success.

In the autumn of 1816 San Martin
received authority from the government
of Buenos Ayres to lead his army across

the Cordilleras into Chili, and from there

to attempt to reconquer Bolivia. During
the last months of the year extraordinary

activity prevailed in the district of Men-
doza, and the government did all that it

could to furnish the expedition with the

best possible equipment. On January 14th,

1817, San Martin divided his force of

4,000 picked troops of all arms, with a

train of 10,000 mules, into two sections,
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Northern Chili

and set out from Mendoza to cross the

Cordilleras by the passes of Aconcagua
and Putaendo. The two divisions were to

meet at Santa Rosa de los Andes, 210
miles from Mendoza ; the

greatest height to which
they had to ascend was
about 12,000 feet. On
February 8th the di\'i-

sions arrived at the

rendezvous within such

a short time of one
another that the royalist

outposts at the mouths
of the passes did not

know from which direc-

tion the real attack was
to be expected. A short

fight forced them to

retreat. The first bold

step of the plan of cam-
paign had been successful.

But the army was still

in the heart of the moun-
tains, and it could neither

adopt a proper formation josE ve san martin
nor gain support from a Fig-hting- in the war of independence, he dis- conditionally.

- ° -
-i^ r- _ ._ played great capacity as a general, and, de-

1 1 fl +
feating the Spaniards in many engagements, menueQ tne COnglCSS tO
became the liberator of Chili and Peru, appoint in his Stcad

the victory San Martin's character v/aa

put to a severe test. He had come to

give the people freedom, and indeed all

rose for the cause of

independence as soon as

the Spaniards had re-

treated. What had been
done was now to be
justified by a legislative

body, and a congress was
therefore called together

at Santiago. But the

new republicans could
not conceive that a

foreign general would
fight lor their cause for

any other reason than to

place himself at their

head, and San Martin
was almost unanimously
lected president with

> lictatorial power. But
lie considered that he had
taken only the first step

on the road to fame, and
refused the position un-

He recom-

nsmg m the land until

great distances had been
traversed. San Martin knew that a

rapid advance meant a victory half won,
and that the shortest way to Santiago,

the capital, was imposed on him by
necessity. He allowed his exhausted troops

to rest but a short time, and then ad-

vanced against

the enemy
whose main font

barred liis way
at Chacabuco.
By a skilfully

executed flank

attack San Mar-
tin routed the

hostile army in

a f e w hours.
Panic spread
everywhere. Tin

governor evacu-

ated the capital,

taking with him
the remainder ot

tlie army, the

treasury, the

Belgrano Sucre

HEROES OF THE WAR OF INDEPENDENCE
Manuel Belgrano was a commander of singular ability, his talents
towering high above many of those who took part in the historic

struggle for independence, while, after going through the entire

civil war, Jos(i de Sucre won the last great battle in 1824 at Aya-
tfOVernment Olfi- cucho, and in his honour the town of Chuquisaca was called Sucre

General O'Higgins, a Chilian who had
fought under him at Chacabuco ; he

would accept for himself only the posi-

tion of commander-in-chief of the army.
But the civil affairs of the republic had
prevented the leader from following up

tlie enemy with
he rapidity
necessary for

complete victory.

The royalist
jiarty had recov-

( red from its first

jumic ; the vice-

loy of Peru had
-ent reinforce-

ments ; and as

the Spaniards
had complete
command of the

sea they were
able to land the

latter without
molestation i n
the fortress ot

Talcahuano,
cials, and many of the inhabitants of

royalist leanings ; and on February 14th
the troops of the liberator entered Sant-
iago in triumph. In the weeks following

which commanded the Bay of Conrepcion.

The cause of freedom was directly menaced

when an attack on Talcahuano with an

insufficient force failed, and on their retreat
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the patriots were completely defeated at

Talca, not far from the Maule. Fear
and dismay spread even to the capital.

The imminent danq;er finally roused San
Martin from his inactivity. His force,

continually kept in strict training, was
undoubtedly superior to that of the enemy
in military capacity, if not in numbers.

Q w • . This fact, combined with his
San Martin s

^^1^^ ^^ ^ leader, led, after a
Great Victory , t r , i j.

, ., . lone: and fierce strugerle at
at Maipu HT J. .

Maipu, to a victory so com-
plete that even the more southerly provinces

took heart and threw off the Spanish yoke.

It was not San Martin's fault that he

allowed a long time to pass after the victory

of Maipu before again taking the offensive.

Immediately after the battle he

hastened back across the Andes to secure

the approval of the government of

Buenos Ayres for his plan of campaign
against Peru. It was now time for the

patriots to create a fleet in order to dispute

the supremacy of the Spaniards on the

Pacific, and thus to secure the possibility

of attacking Peru by sea. The rulers of

Buenos Ayres, like the new government of

Chili, were quite ready to approve of San
Martin's plans in theory ; but neither

government was in a position to give

effective aid to their prosecution.

In Buenos Ayres the federalistic loosening

of old ties set in just at this time. The
government had so much to do in providing
for its own safety, which it saw, or imagined
it saw, threatened from within and without,

that for the time at least it could lend no
aid to projects which were quite outside

its sphere of action. All San Martin could
obtain was a number of English ships that

were being fitted out by the Chilian
patriots to be used almost as much against

the newly establislied government as

against the Spaniards.

But this laid the foundation of a sea power
which, led with unprecedented boldness by
a Scotsman, Cochrane, did not a little to

. ,
break the power of Spain at

pain s gg^ P^^ ^^^ army San Martin
Sea Power i i j .^ -n
-,, ,, J could do nothmg in Buenos
Challenged . tt r ^^ Pt ^i

Ayres. He felt this the more
keenly inasmuch as Chili at the same time
placed considerable obstacles in his way.
It goes without saying that the troops

which San Martin had led across the
Cordilleras and from victory to victory in

Chili were attached to their leader with
unshaken loyalty ; the Chilian regiments,

too, that he had formed and trained before
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the battle of Maipu, followed him with
blind obedience. President O'Higgins was
also among the general's closest friends.

But when once the danger from the

royalists had been obviated, the majority

of the Chilian patriots saw in the presence

of the liberating army only an oppressive

burden on the badly filled treasury ol

the young republic and a constant menace 1

to republican freedom. These circum-

stances served only to spur San Martin
to greater exertions for the realisation

of his plan of campaign against Lima.
But, as it was at that moment impossible

to obtain the means for this, he had no
alternative but to arrange for the return of

the liberating army across the Andes.
This measure, which apparently was only

the result of the difficulty in provisioning

and paying the army, had also great

political significance. It was calculated

to deceive the Spaniards in Peru as to

the direction from which attack was to be
expected ; at the same time it deprived

the Chilians of all grounds for complaint
against their Argentine deliverers, and
also let them know how, in the absence of

any effective protection, their

.1
*
e

°
-1. existence as a state was threat-

thc Spanish i 1 .1 j.i

p . ened by the presence on their

borders of the still numerous
royalists. Finally the return of the troops

to the Argentine Republic was calculated

to convince the government of Buenos
Ayres that the maintenance of the army,
even when condemned to inactivity,

would prove almost as great a burden
to the state as the moderate demands
made by San Martin in order that he
might be enabled to fight for the cause of

independence in the enemy's territory.

These calculations were justified, at

least in part, in all directions. The newly
formed fleet of the patriots under Admiral
Cochrane made a venturesome attack on
the Spanish ships at Callao, and, though
not in a position to do much damage to

the enemy, it proved that the latter were
so disturbed and weakened that a cam-
paign undertaken from the coast in accord-

ance with San Martin's plan would have
every prospect of success. O'Higgins and
other friends of the liberator obtained a

freer hand, despite the Chilian patriots,

and proceeded to further his plans ; they
succeeded in procuring for him an invita-

tion to lead his troops once more across the

Andes into Chili, in order to prepare for

an attack on Peru with the help of the
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fleet. Nor did San Martin's military

policy remain without effect on the people

of the Argentine Republic ; he succeeded
in winning approval for his schemes, and
he was even assisted to some extent
with money and war material. Neverthe-
less, it was from Buenos Ayres, and at the

last moment, that the greatest danger
threatened him ; and the premonition
that this must inevitably destroy every
prospect of his plan being realised finally

drove San Martin to take the risk of break-

ing the bridges behind him and plunging
boldly into the unknown, though his

equipment was defective and he had no
security for the future.

The party of patriots, which claimed
that the authority of the government
of Buenos Ayres extended over the whole
of the region formerly included in the

Spanish colonies province, had found itself

compelled to resort to force almost from the
beginning. In Paraguay, however, it had
not attained its object ; on the east bank
of the La Plata, in Uruguay, it saw itself

driven to hazardous concessions ; and
even in the north-west the victorious

. army had had to fight repub-
San Martin i- •'

,

^
ii

^ , , lican opponents as well as
Opposed to o 1 1 i T-i

c- -I w Spanish royalists. 1 he opposi-

tion in this last quarter finally

increased to such an extent that the

government believed its rights could be
maintained only by force. Thus it was
that San Martin, after making preparations
for his advance into Peru, received orders

to return and protect the government
from danger within the republic itself.

San Martin was among the very few
patriots who saw clearly, that a quarrel

as to a greater or less degree of liberty

meant the death-warrant of the new
republics, if it s' ould degenerate into

civil war before the Spaniards had been
finally and completely driven from South
American soil. He and' others of like

mind were undoubtedly republicans at

heart ; and if, notwithstanding, they
repeatedly attempted, at different phases
of the struggle for independence, to give

the newly formed states a monarchical form
of government, it was only because they
had come to the conclusion that even
among the leaders the great majority were
as yet quite unfit for a true republican
constitution. They saw that when once
independence was secured, the land would
benefit more by a strong central power on
a liberal basis—an enlightened despotism

—than by unbridled freedom. San
Martin accordingly declared plainly to

the government that even his own
army, which under stricter discipline

would yet be a still more powerful factor in

the struggle against the enemy, would,
if involved in the civil war, inevitably fall

a prey to demoralisation, and in the long

TK N hi
^^^^ would be no more a pro-

A 1 f th
Section to the government than

ppca o e
^j^^ troops and the population

Great Leader , . *; ,
*^^.

on which the republic had
hitherto relied. He also entered into direct

communication with rebel leaders that he
might induce them to use their forces in the
service of their country, and to postpone
the struggle over political opinions until

their common enemy had been overcome.
As this noble warning fell on deaf ears,

and the government, shaken to its very
foundations, kept repeating more insist-

ently than ever the order to return to

Buenos Ayres to its support, San Martin
finall}' decided to renounce his alle-

giance to it. In an address to the army
he called on his soldiers to turn their

backs on the civil war, and to seek glory
and honour in the struggle against an
enemy from whom they had already
conquered a flourishing province. The
appeal was enthusiastically received. A
few days later the army assembled on the

other side of the Cordilleras ; the Chilian

government took it under its protection
;

and in Valparaiso the Chilian-Argentine
expedition, which was given the name
" Exercito Libertador del Peru," em-
barked in Cochrane's fleet.

San Martin hoped that the population
of Peru would revolt for the cause of

independence, as the Chilians had done,

as soon as the patriot army afforded it a
point of support against the Spaniards.

He had accordingly taken advantage of

the last raid made by Cochrane's fleet

to distribute thousands of copies of a pro-

clamation along the coast. But on landing

at Pisco he discovered that the
1 era ing

pgj-^iyi^j^g maintained an atti-

.
""p^ tude which, if not actually hos-

tile, was as indifferent as that

of the Venezuelans had been towards
Miranda's proclamation. Besides this, im-

mediately after his arrival news was received

from Spain that the rule of the Cortes had
been restored, and that this body had
strongly recommended the Spanish

governors to enter into negotiations with the

champions of liberty. These negotiations,
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which, on account of San Martin's well-

known opinions, were begun with far better

prospects of success than those between
Morillo and Bolivar in the north, made
very slow progress ; but this did not dis-

please either party. San Martin hoped
that time would thus be gained for a

movement to arise among the people
in favour of the liberating army.
The signs of any such movement had at

first been surprisingly small, and it was
against San Martin's principles to force

upon the country the necessary change in

its system of government. The royalists,

on the other hand, considered that every
day's delay was a distinct advantage to

them, and would weaken the little

San Martin's operations. Thus the Span-
iards saw themselves shut in at Lima
before they had once come into contact
with San Martin's army. Since the
threatened attacks from the coast and
from the mountains rendered his position

untenable, the viceroy finally resolved

to abandon the capital. This was no
very severe loss, as without the possession

of the port of Callao, which the royalists

still held, Lima possessed a moral rather

than a strategic value.

San Martin did not display the activity

in Peru that had been expected from
him ; but there were numerous and
weighty reasons for this. He could not

overcome his conviction that the mass of

THE MAIN STREET IN ASUNCION, THE CAPITAL' OF PARAGUAY

expedition, which was disproportionately

small for the important task it had under-
taken. The landing at Pisco had the double
object of finding out the disposition of the

people and of sending an expedition into

the Peruvian highlands. When these

objects had been attained the troops

were again embarked and landed at Huachi
nearer the capital. The movement now
began to make progress. The patriots came
into touch with the enemy, even in the
coast districts ; and a Spanish regi-

ment, in which the liberal tendencies then
dominant in Spain had strongly developed,
came over to them. Good news was also

received from the highlands ; the districts

of Huaylas, Truxillo, Piura and others,

formed patriotic detachments to support
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the people had no sympathy for the cause

for which he was fighting. As long as he had
to rely solely on his small command he

could not risk a vigorous attack on the

enemy, who outnumbered him many times.

For him defeat meant annihilation, and
even a victory on the field of battle

implied no real progress. Besides this,

his little force was weakened by the

unhealthy climate of the coast ; and
finally the negotiations, conducted with

great diplomatic ability on the Spanish
side, gave hopes that the object in view
could be attained without bloodshed.

None the less, San Martin's waiting policy

came in for much blame. Thus the evacu-

ation of Lima occurred at the right time

for impressing on his opponents the
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San Martin

Protector

of P e r u

necessity for patience, though it was not,

as soon became evident, accompanied by
the important pohtical and strategic con-

sequences expected from it by the patriots.

The latter had hoped that the fall of the

capital would be followed by a rising

throughout the country, but in this they

were once more deceived. They them-
selves could not actively follow

up the Spaniards, whom the

Peruvians allowed to retreat to

Cuzco unmolested. Here the

connection with Bolivia permitted the

royalist army to be reconstructed in a very
short time ; and it was even put in a
condition for taking the offensive. San
Martin had not dared to entrust the future

of the country to a congress at Lima ; for

it was by no means certain that such an
assembly, if it did not degenerate into a

mere farce, would not reject the aid of

the liberators. Thus he had to content

himself with declaring the independence
of Peru without the sanction of the people,

and with exercising an almost dicta-

torial power under the title of " protector."

But the new government received little

support from the people, and found
itself in a position of constant danger,

threatened both by Callao, the bulwark of

the royalists, and by the army advancing
to the attack from Cuzco, which far

outnumbered its own.
The situation became worse when the

roj^alists gained a victory at lea and for a
short time menaced the safety of Lima.
Politically this event was a deliverance.

What success had failed to do, necessity

accomplished : the population of Lima
rose for the cause of freedom and willinglv

attached themselves to San Martin's forces.

The fruits of this movement were immediate
victories. Callao had long been invested

both by land and water, and the advance
of the royalists was for the special object

of reprovisioning it. San Martin allowed
the Spanish Arm}'^ to approach the im-

^. „ . ^ mediate neighbourhood of the
I he Spanish r . i ^^ ^t i

fortress ; but there he sur-

rounded it from all sides

;

and only a retreat, much
resembling flight, saved it from the fate

of being involved in the capitulation

of Callao, which was now inevitable.

Nevertheless, San Martin saw the im-
possibility, with the limited force at his

disposal, of securing the province against

renewed attacks of the Spaniards from
the highlands. As the struggle for
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Army Forced
to Retreat

independence had always seemed to him a
common cause of all the colonies, he lost

no time in seeking to come to an under-
standing with Bolivar as to a mutual
plan of campaign, since united action
was more likely to lead to swift and sure
success than the separate operations,

which had almost come to a standstill in

both theatres of war. The two heroes
of the War of Independence had for some
time been in communication with each
other, but had not got beyond the exchange
of expressions of reciprocal good will.

The immediate occasion of this closer

understanding was the circumstance that
the harbour of Guayaquil, on the boundary
between Peru and Quito, had risen for

the cause of freedom, and had been placed
by its junta under the joint protection of

the two liberators. The object of the
patriots of Guayaquil in taking this step
was to avoid all dispute as to what province
their town belonged to ; for though it

was politically a part of the province of

Quito it was geograjjhically situated in

the viceroyalty of Peru, with which' its

administration had been closely connected.
Cochrane's Pacific fleet had

Strongholds
rendered the inhabitants of

of the Spanish ^ •, i ...i , ^

„ . Guayaquil no little help m
attaining their independence

;

and Bolivar, too, had sent a small force to

their aid. No one could then foresee that,

in spite of the joint protectorate, conse-

quences by no means favourable to the

cause of freedom were to follow.

The victory of Boyaca had not led to

the result Bolivar had expected from
it. The Spanish flag still waved over
Quito, and the fanatically royalist popula-
tion of the provinces Popayan and Pasto
placed insuperable obstacles in the .'way

of the patriots' advance. It was this that

caused Bolivar to agree to send a division

of his army under Antonio Jose de Sucre
to Guayaqviil, in the hope that an attack

on Quito from the east would divert

the attention of the royalists and ifacilitate

his advance from the north. But Sucre's

first campaign was a failure.

After winning two battles, which caused
him to under-estimate the strength of the

enemy, he suffered a severe defeat at Huachi,
the consequences of which he avoided
only by skilfully arranging an armistice.

Bolivar's attack also failed in its object.

He had hoped to slip by the royalist

positions at Pasto without attracting

attention, and to seize Quito from the
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north-east ; but the enemy barred his

way at Bombona and forced him to battle.

He emerged victorious from the contest,

but his plan became known to the enemy
and was thus rendered impracticable. He
was once more compelled to postpone the

conquest of Quito, and retreated to the

north-west. The liberators of the north

. were freed from this embarras-
ui o m e

g-j^g situation by San Martin's

th*'p^t°
help. The latter had repeatedly

suggested that he and Bolivar

should take common action against either

Quito or Cuzco, since in this way only

would it be possible for their armies, each
too weak for its own task, to overthrow
the Spaniards in one of their strongholds.

But Bolivar, as usual, could not make
up his mind to share the laurels he ex-

pected to win with an ally of equal rank,

and constantly put off decisive action.

Sucre, however, had little or nothing to

risk in this respect, so he willingly accepted

San Martin's unselfish offer to assist him
in undertaking an offensive movement
against Quito by handing over to him
a part of his troops. With 1,500 Peru-
vian soldiers, and about the same
number of his own, Sucre, in February,
1822, made an incursion into the

districts of Loja and Cucenca, which
had hitherto been held by the royalists.

When the latter gave him an oppor-
tunity of stopping their retreat at Rio-

bamba he gained a decisive advantage,
.chiefly with the aid of his cavalry. Then,
by a bold outflanking movement,- he forced

them to a decisive battle on the slopes of

the volcano Pichincha. Here, again, the

fortune of war favoured the combined
patriots of the north and south, and Quito
fell into their hands as the prize of victory.

With this the back of the Spanish resist-

ance in Ecuador was broken ; and Bolivar
could now hasten up to deck himself

out with the laurels gained under the
leadership of his subordinate. In the

, hope that the victory in
o ivar

Quito would be followed by
Unbounded ^ ... .J
Ambition

a second united campaign
against Cuzco and Bolivia, San

Martin arranged for a meeting with
Bolivar at Guayaquil. But this was not
the way in which Bolivar's unbounded
ambition could be satisfied.

There was some excuse for his incor-

porating Quito in the Colombian republic

—though it had been conquered only by
reason ot the energetic support of the
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Peruvian-Chilian army—for Quito had
always formed a part of New Granada.
But the case of Guayaquil was not so

simple ; under the Spaniards there had
been doubts as to which province it

belonged to, and now it had set up an inde-

pendent government. San Martin included
this among the questions to be discussed

at his meeting with Bolivar. But in

Bolivar's mind the matter was already
legally settled in favour of Colombia, and
he actually put his idea in force. He did

not wait for the appearance of his rival,

but, to the surprise of all, suddenly
appeared in Guayaquil and settled the

matter with one word of command. While
still on the way, San Martin received the

news that Bolivar would be glad to receive

him, as his guest, on Colombian soil.

Such circumstances as these did not
augur well for the meeting between the

two liberators in Guayaquil, and the fears

entertained proved only too well grounded.
The mystery^ surrounding their negotia-

tions has never been fully cleared up
;

but so much is certain, that the two
generals were unable to come to an under-

^. ^ standing. To the astonish-
Thc Two i r n J c
... . ment of all concerned, San

^ , Martin suddenly departed
Conference , ^ ./ ',..

from Guayaquil ; nothmg
more was heard of a common plan of cam-
paign ; and San Martin now resolved on
a step which he had not indeed con-

templated for the first time at Guayaquil,
but which was certainly hastened by the

result of his interview with Bolivar.

After the victories of Callao and Quito,

San Martin had arranged for the election

of a congress to draw up a constitution for

Peru. He had also the intention of resign-

ing all his extraordinary powers in favour

of this body. The latter step, however,
was taken in accordance with certain

concealed objects. San Martin did not

believe in the possibility of establishing

vigorous republics in the Spanish-American
provinces. He saw the whole of the north
in the hands of a dictator who, if enthusi-

astic for the cause of liberty, was never-

theless consumed by vanity and a thirst

for fame. In the south he saw the attempt
at a republican form of government in

Chili and in Buenos Ayres on the verge

of ruin, and the old provinces more or

less involved in the general dissolution.

On the other hand, the resistance of Peru
had shown him how firmly monarchical
sentiments were rooted in the hearts of
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the people ; and the introduction of a

constitutional monarchy into the neigh-

bouring empire of Brazil, which was
accomplished without any serious political

disturbance, furnished an additional argu-

ment in favour of this form of government.
San Martin was in complete agreement
with those of his countrymen in the

Argentine Republic who had aimed at

setting up a Spanish-American empire
with a younger prince of the royal house

at its head, at first through the agency of

the Infanta Carlota, but afterwards through
independent effort. He now worked, both

monarchic proposals. His character as

little fitted him to play the part of Provi-

dence, after the manner of Bolivar, in the

state he was at the time directing, as to

take part in the inevitable civil war.

Thus he came to the conclusion that the

only course open to him was to retire from

public life. He seized on this way of

escape the more readily because he was
firmly convinced that, after his retire-

ment, Bolivar's ambition would leave no
stone unturned to complete the work of

liberation and to add Peru and Bolivia to

his Colombian republic. Thus San Martin

CELEBRATING THE BIRTHDAY OF AN ARGENTINE PRESIDENT
This illustration shows a review of troops in the Government Square at Buenos Ayres on the occasion of the seventy-
first birthday of Senor Manuel Quintana, who assumed office on October r2th, 1904, and was, perhaps, the most popular
president which the Argentine Republic has ever had. An admirer of Great Britain, Senor Quintana strove with
considerable success to encourage commercial relations between the United Kingdom and the South American republic

m America and in Europe, by means of

an ambassador sent across the ocean for

this special purpose, at a scheme for

establishing a great South American con-

stitutional monarchy, in opposition to

the South American Republic planned by
Bolivar ; and he even hoped to see the

Republic of Colombia incorporated in it.

The meeting with Bolivar dashed all his

hopes to the ground. Though the Euro-
pean outlook seemed to point to the rapid
fulfilment of his plan, he found the general
opinion in Peru, as well as in the allied

states, decidedly unfavourable to his

resigned all his offices and titles into the

hands of the congress that met on Sep-

tember 2oth, 1822. Some of the delegates

considered this a mere theatrical trick, such
as Bolivar was wont to indulge in ; others

expected that he would at least continue

to act as commander-in-chief ; but he

departed suddenly and secretly from Peru,

and, disgusted with his experiences in

Chili and the Argentine Republic, retired

to Europe. Here he spent the remainder
of his life in seclusion. San Martin's

prophecies were largely justified by the

course of events. If Bolivar did not
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immediately take his place in Peru, it

was because of the strong current of

public opinion which regarded his devouring

ambition with strongly marked distrust.

But circumstances proved to be more
powerful than the weak government
which had undertaken the guidance of

Peru. Their contemptuous rejection of

Bolivar's proffered aid deprived
cru OS

^j^g Peruvians of a great part of

p f their trained troops, and the

military expeditions they at-

tempted on their own account led to two
severe defeats at Torata and Moquegua.
Finally, they had no other resource than
to beg humbly for the aid they had once
refused to accept, and to appoint the

president of the united Republic of

Colombia dictator of Peru. But this step

led to the outbreak of civil war in the latter

country. Even a part of the army re-

volted against being handed over to

Bolivar ; Callao again raised the Spanish
banner above its impregnable walls ; and
Lima was once more compelled to open its

gates to the royalists. The immediate
consequence of calling in Bolivar was that

Peru was lost to the patriots.

Reorganising his army among the

mountains of the north, Bolivar renewed
his campaign in August, 1824. His
first operations were favoured by fortune.

He moved toward the south, through
the valleys between the two chains of

the Cordilleras, screened by swarms of

guerrilla warriors, who appeared from all

sides on the approach of the patriots.

South of Pasco, on the Lago de Reyes, he

came in touch with the enemy, who had
advanced to meet him. The Battle of

Junin was, in fact, a great cavalry engage-

ment, in which the royalists were at first

completely successful. But in their eager-

ness to pursue the retreating enemy they
rushed b}' a body of Bolivar's cavalry with-

out dispersing it. This body attacked them
in the rear, riding down their scattered

™ .. . ^ ranks ; and the Spanish suc-
Bolivar s Great ,

,

j. j ^

^ cess was thus converted mto

th'^R*'^ yj ^ disastrous defeat. The
royalist leader, who thought

that victory was in his grasp, was forced to

fall back into the neighbourhood of Cuzco,

a distance of 466 miles.

Bolivar was unable to move so rapidly,

and when he again met with the enemy, on
the Apurimac, the rainy season set in and
put an end to operations. At this time Boli-

var's dictatorial powers were considerabl}^
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curtailed by the Congress of Colombia.
He therefore resigned his position as com-
mander-in-chief in favour of Sucre and
returned to the northern provances. From
there he still directed military operations
as long as communications could be main-
tained. At the end of November the
Spaniards seized a position between Sucre
and his base, so that he had no alternative

but to fight. The royalists considered
themselves sure of victory : Sucre was
compelled to retreat by forced marches in

order to avoid being cut off completely,
and suffered considerable losses in the days
preceding the battle. But neither he nor
his army lost courage, however threatening
the situation ; they knew that the safety

of more than one expedition depended
on their fate. On December 9th, 1824, the
Spaniards—unfortunately for themselves
—accepted the opportunity of joining

battle repeatedly offered to them.
Sucre had chosen his position on the plain

of Ayacucho with the greatest skill, and he
directed the contest, which was almost
entirely a hand-to-hand struggle, with
extraordinary military talent. The victor}'

_ , . . was complete. The last
South America r j. ^„ j.- ^

. .. royalist army was entirely
Achieves j" , jr.
, . _, dispersed, and fourteen
Independence o v_ 1 .li o^iSpanish generals, with the

few troops remaining on the field, laid down
their afms. The independence of South
America, fought for at Chacabucu and
Maipu, Carabobo and Boyaca, was ren-

dered certain at Ayacucho.
The surrender at Aj'acucho was accepted

by almost all the military posts still in

possession of the royalists. Sucre did not

disgrace his victory by unnecessar}' blood-

shed, and an honourable capitulation

secured for the defenders of Spanish claims

an unmolested withdrawal from the coun-
try. Owing to his clemency he secured

more than he could ever have expected.

Only in Callao did the Spanish commander
continue his opposition for almost a year
longer, although hostilities had now be-

come practical!}' without object ; for not

only had the Spanish troops evacuated
the land, but even the fleet had given up
the hopeless contest in American waters.

As a matter of fact, independence had been
won at the beginning of the year 1825 ;

the negative part of the war for freedom
was over. Nothing further was necessary

except to secure positive recognition for

the new states and to constitute them into

actual political structures.
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THE NEW REPUBLICS IN PEACE AND WAR
AS might have been expected, the
^^^ Spanish colonies, even during an
early stage of their revolt, had applied for

the support of the United States of North
America, whose example they considered

themselves to be imitating in their struggle

for liberty and independence. There,
however, they met with a distinct refusal.

The United States, whose own political

status was as yet by no means firmly

assured, declared themselves determined
to hold aloof from any interference which
might entangle them with other Powers.

Various deputations, which in the course

of the year made applications to England,
met with a similar reply. There can be
no question that both the United States

and England were benevolently disposed

towards the Spanish colonies, and they
gave evidence of this feeling by not taking

strict measures for preventing the despatch
of private support from their

harbours to the insurgent
states. England, however, de-

clared that the struggle of the

colonies against the mother countr}' was an
internal matter in v/hich, owing to her own
close relations with Ferdinand VII., she was
theles's in a position to interfere. Thus the
only open support given to the combatants
came from the negro republic of Haiti,

and was accorded the more readily owing
to the fact that the revolted colonists had
everywhere proclaimed the freedom of

negro slaves in order to fill with them the
thinned ranks of their own regiments, and
had made slavery illegal. They did not sus-

pect that by this action they were forfeiting

the friendship of their nearest neighbours.
After his great victories in New

Granada and Quito, Bolivar summoned
a Pan-American congress at Panama,
to which, besides the Spanish colonies,

the North Americans also were invited.

And, indeed, there was at the time
a great party in the United States \\ho

Pan-American
Congress

at Panama

were enthusiastic in their support of

the idea of a Pan-American federation.

One of the principal reasons put forth by
the United States for not participating in

this congress—which afterwards proved a
deplorable failure—was that, by being

T^ .. . »rr» represented, they would be
Ferdinand VII. •^, ,-, ,

• ,,

Restored to the
Virtually sanctioning the

T,. re- abolition of negro sla\^ery,
Throne of Spam i ^i . .1 •

°
and that their own repre-

sentatives at the congress would in all

probability be placed on an equal footing

with the delegates of the Haitian Republic.
The revolution in Spain first brought

about a change in public opinion, more
especially when Ferdinand VII. was for

a second time restored by the Holy
Alliance to the throne of his fathers as

absolute monarch. The revolutionary
government was inclined, from principle,

to make large allowances to the colonies,

and when it saw that its power was becom-
ing increasingly endangered it was willing

to grant even the independence of a portion

of the colonies in return for their support
against France. The Argentine Republic
might at that time have obtained
recognition by severing itself from the

rest of the colonies ; but it refused offhand

every offer of separate treatment.

The interference of the Holy Alliance

next had the effect of separating Great
Britain from the other Powers. That
country declared that it would have to

regard any attempt at a restoration of the

status quo in the colonies as an unfriendly

act. Encouraged bv this de-
The Famous

ci^r^tion, the president of the

United States, James Monroe,
enunciated in his message to

congress the so-called Monroe Doctrine

—

frequently reiterated since then in utterly

different circumstances—to the effect that

the United States would view any attempt

on the part of European Powers to

conquer territories on American soil as an
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unfriendly act towards itself. This declara-

tion had at first little significance, for as

yet Spain had not officially recognised the

independence of South America, nor had
the South American republics met with
such recognition on the part of the United
States. It was, however, a long step in.

that direction ; for, Spain being forbidden

to make any attempts at the restoration

of its power over the seceded colonies, the

full recognition of the independence of

the latter could be a question only of time
and expediency, subject to the one con-
sideration as to whot use the newly emanci-
pated states would make of their liberty.

At that time, when the victory of

Ayacucho had destroyed the last vestige

of the Spanish power in America, not a

single one of the old colonial provinces was
organised on a firm basis. Buenos Ayres
at first, without any real disturbances,

gave signs of dev-eloping into a republic

with the promise of vitality, though here,

too, a rapid change took place in the form
and personnel of the supreme executive.

After the independence of the republic

had been recognised in i8i6, however,

a congress was elected by a free popular

vote, and at times, too, the Budget of this

young state, which was still struggling for

^i
^1

GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS AND SQUARE AT TEGUCIGALPA IN THE HONDURAS REPUBLIC
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MAP OF SOUTH AMERICA, SHOWING THE COUNTRY AS IT IS TO-DAY
South America, since those days when the Spanish conquistadors found the country uncultivated and inhabited by a
sparse popiilation of Indians, has made gigantic strides along the paths of progress. The map on this page shows the
country as it is to-day, with its many populous cities, its immense railroad systems, and every other sign of prosperity.
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recognition, showed a balance. All these

gains, however, were again entirely lost

on the advent to power, in 1820, of the
Federal party, which abolished the unity
of the constitution, and not only acknow-
ledged the independence of the seceded
provinces of Bolivia, Paraguay and Uru-
gua}-, but also dissolved all connection

-, „ between the different
Collapse Jilt
t r- L-^ L- 1

provinces of the Argentine
of Constitutional ^

. , . 1 -.i
» ,. ., state inter se and with
Authority „ . t-i i j^^Buenos Ajtcs. The latter

owed its endurance as the predominant
power only to its geographical position,

which brought it more in contact with
foreign Powers than the inland provinces.

Though historical tradition repeatedh^ led

those in power for the time being at Buenos
AjTes to assert the predominance of that
province, yet for a considerable time its

alliance with the neighbouring states rested
on the basis of the complete sovereign
independence of the contracting parties.

At that time the moral status of the
government underwent a rapid decline.

The revolution had been effected by men
destined for leadership by their surpassing
capacity. Belgi'ano, San Martin, Riva-
davia, undeniably towered above the
majority of their fellow-citizens in abilities

and talents. The collapse of all constitu-

tional power was a powerful factor in the
production of a class of less honourable
politicians. The victory of the federal

idea was, in reality, the fruit of the
ambition of local party leaders, whose
principal aim, amid the general insecurity,

was to obtain places for themselves and
their supporters. To these aspirations the
central party had no higher interests to
oppose which might have sufficiently

influenced the inexperienced masses.
Hence resulted the collapse of this party

and the degeneration of governments. It

is in this way onl}' that we can understand
the dictatorship of a man like Don Juan
^lanuel de Rosas, who by cunning and an
„ ^, utter absence of principle roseRosas the r ,, 02 ^r X ^ J •

President of
^'"^"^ .^^e office of steward in

Buenos Ayres ^ hacienda to the presidency
of Buenos Ayres ; next suc-

ceeded, by more or less doubtful means,
in restoring the predominance of the latter

state over the other provinces ; and under
difficult circumstances maintained his

place as dictator for more than twenty
years. That during this regime every stir

of an independent opinion was stifled in
blood, that the security of life and property
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was reduced to a mere fancy, and that in

spite of this the man was not overthrown,
must be simply ascribed to the fact that
even the better-minded among the people
were as yet absolutely incapable of

forming a real idea of the loudly praised

blessings of republican liberty.

Nor was Rosas' final overthrow due to a
reaction for the restoration of law and
order ; on the other hand, he fell in a

struggle with people who were no better

than himself. The sore point with the

Argentine Republic was its relations with
the seceded provinces, especially Monte-
video, to which, apart from the Inde-

pendent party in that province, Brazil

was repeatedly making claihis. After a

previous struggle for the possession of

Uruguay, Brazil and Buenos Ayres agreed

to consider that state as independent, and
jointly to guarantee its independence.
There, too, however, existed different

parties, each fighting for the helm of the

ship of state ; and the support of a fallen

president gave Rosas the welcome pretext

of once more making his influence felt

over Uruguay also. The war which
resulted led, temporarily, even
to the interference of France
and England. It principally,

however, served to bring into

the field against Rosas a succession of

ambitious party leaders, to whose attack

his rule finally succumbed in 1852, on the

battlefield of Monte Caceros.

Under the guise of a convinced federalist,

Rosas had managed, though by the most
violent means, to maintain a government
based on a fairly firm policy of union ; his

expulsion once more rendered the alliance

of the Argentine Republic doubtful, and
Buenos Ayres, for a considerable time,

severed its connection with the latter. These
contests, however, which were far less

concerned with the federation of states or

the formation of a republican union than
with the acquisition of power by political

parties, had hardly ceased at any time :

revolutions in the republic itself, or civil

wars between its various provinces, have
endured up to the present da}-.

The most important of these struggles

was with Paraguay. In this countr}",

which was a rej)ublic merely in name, the

dictatorship of Dr. Francia was followed

by those of Cailos Antonio Lopez and his

son Francisco Solano Lopez. While Francia

had sought salvation for his state by
strictly excluding it from all intercourse

Rosas
Falls from

Power
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with its neighbours, the two Lopez, by
freely admitting foreigners of all sorts,

considerably advanced its economic de-

velopment. The younger Lopez, however,

by interfering in the presidential conflicts

of Uiuguay, forfeited the Iriendship of the

latter state, and in October, 1864, also

that of Brazil ; and while endeavouring to

injure these opponents he also frivolously

challenged the hostility of the Argentine
Repubhc. In this manner arose the

alliance of these three pow-ers against

Paraguay, which in the course of a five

years' war lost almost its entire wealth, a

considerable portion of its territory, and
its political importance. Since that

hme. too. dictators appointed for life

Sucre's victory at Ayacucho. A congress

summoned to Chuquisaca in August, 1825,
declared the independence of the republic
of Bolivia without a protest being lodged
b}' either Peru or the Argentine Republic.

The young republic placed itself under
the protection of Bolivar, and entrusted its

future condition and development to his

care. Nor did Bolivar allow the opportu-
nity to escape of putting into substance
his ideas of a constitutional government,
but presented Bolivia with a constitution

in which, as in the case of Angostura,
provision was made for a president elected

for life, a hereditar}- senate, and a lower

house with limited powers. For himself

Bolivar reserved the power of assuming,

ETHOU OF SHIPPING NITRATE AT PISAGUA IN CHILI TWENTY YEARS AGO

have been replaced in that country by
republican presidents. Nevertheless, in-

ternal disturbances have been by no
means infrequent, even in Paraguay

;

though revolutions have not in that

countr\' become a chronic condition to the
same extent as in Uruguay, where the
party wars between Colorados and
Blanquillos, dating from Rosas' inter-

ference down to our own times, ha\e
brought matters to such a pitch that
hardly a president has ever completed
his legal term of office.

Nor did the last of the provinces once
belonging to the viceregal province of

Buenos Ayres experience a better fate than
its sister states. Upper Peru, now known
as Bolivia, did not acquire its liberty until
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subject to a decree of congress, dictatorial

powers whenever he should enter Bolivian
territor}^ ; but Sucre, the commander-in-
chief at Ayacucho, was chosen as the

constitutional president. The latter re-

cognised much better than his master the

dangers to which the Codice Boliviano

exposed the young republic. He accepted
the presidential ofBce for only two years,

but resigned before the expiration of that

period when he perceived the ex'reme
opposition with which the republican

patriotic party viewed the aristocratic

tendencies of the Colombian dictator.

Thus Bolivia, too, entered upon a period

of successive military revolutions, which
were interrupted only by the ten years'

dictatorship of General Santa Cruz. The



CHILIAN SLOOP O HIGGINS FIRING ON THE GARRISON IN VALPARAISO HARBOUR

^-riu.;..'.!

EXCHANGE OF SHOTS BETWEEN SHORE BATTERIES AND CHILIAN IRONCLAD

THE CIVIL WAR IN CHILI IN 1851 : HOSTILITIES AT VALPARAISO
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latter was of Indian descent, had fought

in the wars of Hberation, and so greatly

distinguished himself at the Pichincha as

to merit his election to the highest office

in the state. This, however, did not

satisfy his ambition ; for, like Bolivar, he

had dreams of a federation of all the

American republics under his leadership.

The condition of Peru gave
Peru Declares ^-^ ^^^ opportunity of Seeing
*'^,

. his plans realised. Though
Independence

^j^^ dictatorship of Bolivar

had ousted the National party, it had by
no means extinguished it ; and as soon as

the Spanish power had received its final blow
it at once revived. The province endured
with but little relish the guardianship of the

Colombian republic, and when the internal

complications of the latter called the

dictator to the north, it shook off its yoke,

and in 1827 declared itself independent.

This, however, was but the signal for the

eruption of civil disturbances. Santa Cruz,

delighted at having found his long-

cherished wish for interference, contrived

to bring about a closer connection of

Peru with Bolivia, and, as chief of the

alliance, wielded the highest power in both
republics. In this capacity he rendered im-

portant services to the economic develop-

ment of the states under his authority;

but his foreign policy was not equal to

the difficulties of the situation and brought
about the fall of his government and the

end of the Peru-Bolivian Federation.

Chili was the rock upon which Santa
Cruz was shipwrecked. In that state

its first president, O'Higgins, had fallen a

victim to democratic aims at the moment
when San Martin in Peru gave up the
struggle for the establishment of a con-

stitutional monarchy in South America.
For Chili also, furthermore, the rule of the

so-called Liberals brought bad times

;

between 1823 and 1831 that state had no
less than thirteen governments and seven
times changed its constitution. It was not

-,..,., _ ., until the presidency of I oa-
Chili s Rapid T-) •

J. J iu r-
c . qum Prieto and the Con-
SuCCeSSlOn ^ .• r- j_-j_ , r

r r- * servative Constitution of
of Governments o i.i i. ^i, j i j.

1033 that the development
of Chili attained that stability which until

recently has so favourably distinguished it

from all the other Spanish-American re-

publics. In the hope of attaching Chili to

its confederacy of states, Santa Cruz had
supported the attempt of the Chilian ex-

president, Freire, who by force of arms
aspired to lead the Liberal party to ^ ictory
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against Prieto and the Conservatives.

But not only did Freire himself fall before

the constitutional government of Prieto,

but he also involved Santa Cruz in his

defeat, inasmuch as Chili declared war
against the Peruvian-Bolivian alliance on
account of the interference of the latter in

Chilian affairs. The war, which was but
feebly conducted on the part of Santa
Cruz, culminated in the complete victory

of the Chilians at Yungay in 1839, and
was followed by the complete independ-
ence of all three republics and the resigna-

tion of the Bolivian dictator.

Since that time a large number of

presidents have followed one another in

Bolivia in rapid succession, almost all

having been raised to power and hurled

from office by military pronunciamentos.
Outstripped by all its neighbours, that

country has on only one other occasion

since played a part in history, and that an
essentially passive one-—namely, in the

war between Chili and Peru in 1879.
The fall of Santa Cruz benefited Peru

as little as it did Bolivia. Though more
was done in this state for the economic

„ . , , development of the country
Presidents ,, • ' , ,, , ,• -'

Wh F "1 d
thanm the other republics,more

Off
especially through the efforts

of President Ramon Castilla

(1844-1854), the internal policy of most
of the presidents was nevertheless neither

sufficiently prudent nor sufficiently un-
selfish to place the welfare of the state on
a solid foundation. Its great natural

resources were either squandered or

were made the object of rash speculations

which an old-established state could
scarcely have survived. To the j'oung

republic they meant absolute ruin. When
the natural resources of the central states,

which had been the first to be exploited,

were exhausted, the southern districts

began, towards the end of the seventies,

to be regarded as specially valuable.

The discovery of inexhaustible deposits

of saltpetre and soda led to these barren
deserts being looked to as a substitute

for the guano deposits of the Chincha
Islands, which had become unlicensed
mining-grounds. Hitherto the borders
of these somewhat dismal regions had
received but little attention. Bolivia

was, indeed, in possession of a narrow
strip of territory extending to the Pacific

Ocean and separating Peru from Chili,

but had paid so little attention to it

that it had almost resigned both its
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territorial claims and sovereign rights to

Chili before the value of this possession

was recognised. Thus it came about that
not only in Atacama, the Bolivian coast
province, but also in Tarapaca, the
southernmost part of Peru, almost all

industrial interests were in the hands of

Chilian and other foreign subjects, who
were here amassing riches, to the great
envy of the real owners of the land.

Having for a long time been in secret

agreement, the opponents of Chih be-

gan hostilities, Bolivia in 187c) sub-
jecting Chilian
industries in Ata-
cama to heavy
tolls, and, on re-

fusal of their pay-
ment, confiscating

all Chilian pro-

perty. Chili, how-
ever, was prepared
for the struggle

;

its troops occupied,

without serious
resistance, the dis-

puted strip of
coast, and Bolivia

during the whole
war hardly made
another attempt
to recover its lost

territory. The
quarrel was really

fought out between
Peru and Chili,

the former having
stepped in on be-

half of Bolivia in

virtue of treaty

obligations, a n d

thereby given Chili

January, 1881. Both in Peru and Bolivia
the defeat was followed by the downfall
of the existing government, and it was
years before the relations of the conqueror
to the conquered were accorded constitu-

tional sanction. In the end, however,
Chili was confirmed in the permanent pos-

session of Atacama and Tarapaca, and in

the temporary occupation of the provinces

of Tacna and Arica ; but the pledges

given by Chili on that occasion have not

been redeemed up to the present day.

This victory v/as a brilliant justification
- - - for the Chilian Con-

stitution, which had
been decried as an
enemy to liberty.

To it undoubtedly
must be attributed

the fact that the

government of
Chili has since the
constitution of 1833
been firmer and
more concentrated
than that of any
other of the
Spanish - American
republics. The re-

proach hurled at

this government, of

being an enemy to

freedom, is, how-
t \'er, utterly un-
iounded. Even
underManuel Montt
(1851-1861), the
I rue founder of
Chilian prosperity,

the development of

tlie constitution on
ci liberal basis ha.dTHE CHILI-ARGhN 1 INA FLhDOh Ob PhAC!

the desired Oppor- standing high in the very heart of the Andes, this colossal been SerioUSly
f,,..,," + TT ^<^ A^^}^^;^^ statue of Christ was erected in celebration of peace between k^„,, „ „„J u;^tunily 01 aeciarmg Argentina and Chili, and on its pedestal bears this inscription :

DCgUn, aUQ UlS

war. As long as ''Sooner shall these mountains crumble to dust than SUCCCSSOTS have
, T_, ji J.

Argentmes and Chilians break the peace which at the , -, . j

,

the Peruvian fleet feet of Christ the Redeemer they have sworn to maintain." UOt StOOd idle.
was successful in puoto: Rider Nobie Whether, however,
disputing with Chili its supremacy on the advances thus won by Chili have out-

the sea, the operations of the Chilians

on land did not extend beyond invest-

ing the coast towns of the extreme south.

But after the capture, October 8th, 1879,
of the Huascar, the largest and
swiftest of the Peruvian battleships, in

.'in unequal fight against the Chilian fleet,

l)oth the fighting forces of the southern
republic were able to act in concert
ard enter upon that succession of vic-

tories which culminated at Lima in

weighed the disadvantages of subsequent
party struggles, more violent and em-
bittered than those experienced under the
Conservative constitution of 1833, may
well be left open to doubt. Upon them,
at any rate, was based the conflict which,

after a peace extending over decades, led

in 1891 to a revolution and the violent

downfall of the government. The ex-

perience that a war may be scarcely less

dangerous to the conquering party in its
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industrial life than to the defeated one,

once more proved itself true in the case of

Chili. The extraordinary increase in the

national wealth which had been the out-

come of the war with Peru led to an ex-

travagant activity in the industrial sphere.

President Jose Manuel Balmaceda (1886-

1891) especially had in this respect strained

the resources of the country beyond
their capacity. The financial crisis de-

veloped, however, into a political one when
it was shown that these industrial specula-

tions had been exploited from the public

treasury for the personal advantage of the

president and his creatures.

This imparted to the revolution, which
was founded as much on political as on
personal party considerations, an unex-
pected moral force, and in 1S91, m a short

VENEZUELAN REPUBLIC, AND HIS CABINET

time, procured for it an easy victory and one
which was not exploited to excess. The
fact remains, notwithstanding, that in

Chili, too, the regular succession of con-

stitutional governments was in this wise
interrupted by a victorious military rising.

The few years which have elapsed since

then have sufficed to show that the civil

power has not emerged from the struggle

without having sustained a permanent
shock. At the present time Chili has only
a qualified claim to its former reputation

of being the most trustworthy of the

South American republics.

The republic of Colombia, too, the

crealion of which had been Bolivar's

special pride, did not enjoy a long lease

of life. While the liberator, reaping the

fruits of Sucre's victory at Avacucho,

THE IMPOSING BUILDINGS OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATION AT BUENOS AYRES
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was holding his triumphal pi(7gress through
Bolivia, his mind \\as already occupied

with bold plans which again had for their

object the expansion of his Colombian
republic. At one time he was offering his

aid to the Chilians in driving out the last

remnants of the Spanish army of occu-

pation from the archipelago of Chiloe
;

at another he was planning
o ivar

^^,-^j^ ^j^g Argentines an ad-

c . . vance against Brazil, the last
Suspicion . . " J' • • r J.1remammg division ot the

South American continent which was
still under a monarchical constitution

and which had not yet entirely severed

its connection with the Old World.
His dictatorial power, however, and the

aristocratic constitution which he had
introduced in Peru and Bolivia, caused
him to be looked upon with suspicion by
republicans not only in foreign countries,

but even in New Granada ; and, besides,

neither in Chili nor in La Plata was there

a dearth of ambitious generals who were
ready to follow his own example for their

own benefit. In the end the growing
distrust of the Colombian Congress re-

called him from the south, and his uncon-
ditional obedience to their behest was,

perhaps, the best defence he could offer.

In Venezuela a strong party, with Paez
at its head, had, ever since 1826, urged
the separation of that country from the

Colombian Republic. Indeed, the se-

cession had almost become an accom-
plished fact when Bolivar yielded, and by
all kinds of concessions succeeded in in-

ducing his old comrades in arms once
more to recognise his authority and that

of the Colombian Congress. In the mean-
time an exactly similar movement took
place in Peru, where, as in Bolivia, the

Colombians had, from the beginning,

been extremely unpopular.
As soon as the National part}- in that state

saw itself freed from the menacing presence
of the dictator, it rose in revolt, abolished

, the government which Boli-
cru s cvo

^^^ j^^^ established at Lima,
gains

^^^ invited Bolivia to ioin it.
the Liberator ^11^^^ 4- j. j j i.

1 he latter state responded to

the invitation in a qualified manner by
rising against Sucre and forcing him to

resign. The Peruvians, however, pro-

ceeded even further ; they caused pro-

nunciamentos to. be issued at Guayaquil
and other places in Ecuador. Under the
pretext of protecting the latter against
oppression, the Peruvian dictator Lamar
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declared war against Colombia. Here,
however, Sucre again saved the honour
of the Colombian arms, and by his victory

at Tarqui brought about a revolution
against Lamar in Peru. The new govern-
ment, though insisting, like so many of its

predecessors, on the independence of Peru,

nevertheless concluded peace on easy
terms with its neighbour states.

Even at this time Bolivar had constantly
to battle against a strong current of

opposition which aimed at his deposition
. and the abolition of his dictatorship.

After he had four times abdicated his

government, in order only at the next
moment to resume it with the most un-
limited powers, his enemies determined to

get rid of him by unconstitutional methods.
After several unsuccessful attempts at

revolution, a military rising took place

on September 25th, 1828, at Bogota,
having for its object the assassination of

Bolivar. His almost miraculous escape,

however, so utterly threw into confusion

the plans of the conspirators that they
were easily conquered, and once again
Bolivar's cleverness induced him to seek

for reconciliation with the vanquished
_

, , rather than for vengeance
Death of , • • tt

r upon his enemies. He was,

_ .. however, unable completely to

disarm the party which, in the

constant renewal of the extraordinary

powers of his regime, saw a serious danger
to liberty. At last, having once more in

the congress of 1830 had recourse to the

often-tried trick of a resignation, he had
the painful experience of seeing it accepted,

accompanied by all imaginable marks of

esteem for his great exertions on behalf

of liberty, while a successor was
appointed in the person of Joaquin
Mosquera. After somewhat prolonged

hesitation Bolivar decided to submit to

the decision of the congress. Having for

some time been in ill health, he at length

left the country in which he considered

himself to have been treated with ingrati-

tude, and died at Santa Mart a on Decem-
ber 17th in the same year.

The Colombian Republic had come to

an end even before his death. Venezuela
shortly afterwards repeated the attempt
to sever its connection with Colombia,
and in 1830 these efforts assumed a new
direction directly in opposition to the

policy of Bolivar. Nor was the abdica-

tion of the latter able to stop the move-
ment, for Paez and his following exercised
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Republic

of New
Granada

unlimited control over the legislative

assembly. All attempts to resist the new
order of things were suppressed without

much bloodshed, and before the close of

the year Venezuela, within the range of

the old general captaincy of Caracas,

declared itself an independent republic.

The same thing happened in Bolivia, with
this difference, that that state

upheld with gratitude the

memory of its liberator and
offered him an asylum when he

laid down his offices in Colombia; an offer

which he refused, as also the invitation to

assume once more the government, sent

to him after a successful revolution

against the regime of Mosquera. In the

following year, 1831, the very name of

Colombia disappeared ; the provinces

which still adhered to the government
of Bogota constituted themselves into the

Republic of New Granada, and, under a

Conservative constitution, handled vigor-

ously by a series of energetic presidents,

enjoyed until 1857 a fairly undisturbed

—

indeed almost peaceful—development.
Here also, however, the unfortunate civil

war between the Central and Federal
parties afterwards broke out afresh, and
the cause of the latter party, which was
more than usually justified by the extra-

ordinary differences in the geographical

features of the separate provinces, was in

the end successful. Under the name of

the United States of Colombia they
adopted, in 1861, a constitution planned
on exactly the same lines as that of the
United States of North America. Since
then the country has, under more peaceful

conditions, been able to devote itself

largely to the development and the opening
up of its many industrial resources.

Venezuela underwent a similar develop-
ment. During the first twenty years
Jose Antonio Paez, either in the capacity
of president (1830-1838, 1839-1842), as

dictator (1846), or merely as advdser of

the parties in power, virtually directed
the destinies of the

,
state for whose

liberation he, next to Bolivar, had done the

most. His vigorous government assured
peaceful times to the republic. Here
too, however, a federal constitution on
the North American pattern gained an
increasing number of supporters, although
such a constitution could hardly be said

to have arisen out of natural conditions,

but had become the watchword of the

Liberal party more from a love of imitat-

ing North American political institutions.

Venezuela belongs to those states of

Spanish America which have been least

able to establish themselves on a solid

basis. After a civil war extending over
several years, in which Paez also once
more— 1861-1863— took up arms in

defence of the unity of the republic,

the provinces, in 1864, formed them-
selves into the Federal Repubhc of "the
United States of Venezuela." In spite

of this, civil commotions broke out
over and over again ; and it was not
until the almost dictatorial regime of

Antonio Guzman Blanco (1870 -1877,
187Q-1884, and 1886-1887) that the re-

public enjoyed a temporary peace.

During recent years the Argentine
Republic has succeeded in restoring the

confidence in its financial stability which
at one time sank to a very low ebb.

Venezuela has succeeded, on the other

hand, in attracting the public attention

of Europe by her lighthearted disregard

of obligations, financial and other ; especi-

ally under her recently ejected president,

Castro. In i8q6 her claims in a boundary
dispute with Great Britain led to an
arbitration under which the British views

p -A t'
were practically confirmed.

resi en s
At a later date President Cas-

agaries ea
^^-^'g attitude brought about

jec ion
^ ^.^.^ ^^ German and British

warships acting in concert, with some loss

of dignity to both those Powers and some
histrionics in connection with the Monroe
Doctrine on the part of the United States.

Subsequently, however, the president's

vagaries resulted in his ejection from the

country, and Venezuela has once more
relapsed into comparative quiescence.

PLAZA MAYO, BUENOS AYRES, W.'TH GOVERNMENT HOUSE AND STATUE OF LIBERTY
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ESSENTIAL INFORMATION ABOUT SOUTH AMERICA
There are in South America ten independent states, of which the areas, populations, and other details are as follow]

Artrentiiio Republic
Bolivia
Brazil ,

Chili
Colombia .. .«

Ecuador
Paraguay
Peru
Uru^iay
Venezuela

),H-J!)

l.77:i

i.OOO

f.noo

),7:i:!

!,210

),ii4:i

4,794.1

2,:ioo.(

18,3H(i.(

•2,71'J.l

4,l)0(l,(

1,271.(

Buenos Ayres .

La Paz
Rio de Janeiro.
Santiago ..

Bogota
Quito .. .

Asuncion .. ,

Lima
Montevideo
Caracas

Population
of

Capital.

1,057.000

67.213
811,26.5

378.000
100.000
80,000
60,2.59

130.000
309.390
80.000

National
Dcl)t

(external).

72,366.000
None

69.821.057
20.200.000
2.700,000
3,320,750
None
None

27,079,985
8,744,605

Keveinie
(1907).

21,112.000

1,132,000
31.048,960
16,500,000
3,198,.57B

1,319,500
614,400

2,679,266
4,485.081

2,115,385

07,172,000
l,691,.5f)3

40,.527.603

14.175,000
12.088..563

1,573,.'!89

935,703
5.514,787
7.330,8:«

1.987,6.57

69,240,000
2,461,073

54,176,898
19.875.000
13,791.442
1,8.56..586

1,046..5.54

6.747,732
7,114.444
3,116.149

In all the South American republics the metric system
of weights and measures is the legal standard, although the
old Spanish and Portuguese standards still linger in com-
mercial practice. But in all the customs houses the metric
system is the standard enforced.
The agricultural and mineral industries of the countries,

the chief exports, and the currency are as follow

:

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
Agriculture. Wheat, maize, linseed, sugar, wool,

cattle, sheep, horses.
Minerals. Manganese, wolfram.
Chief Exports. Frozen meat, wheat.
The Argentine Repnhlic is on the point of introducing

a gold standard, and the paper dollar will be redeemed
at 44 cents gold—that is. Is. 912d. The new monetary
unit will be of the same value as the franc.

BOLIVIA.
Agriculture. Rice, barley, oats, maize, cotton,

indigti, rubber, coca, potatoes, fruits, and barks.
MiNER.\LS. Tin, gold, silver, copper.
Chief Exports. All the above.
The standard of currency is gold, 5 pesos= £1 sterling.

BRAZIL.
Agriculture. Timbers, sugar, coffee, cotton, cocoa,

rubber, tobacco, cereals, cassava, and nuts.
Minerals. Gold, silver, iron, diamonds, topazes.
Chief Exports. Coffee, rubber, cotton, cotton seed,

hides and skins, cocoa, yerba mate, tobacco, sugar, gold.
The currency is based on that of Portugal. The milreis

(1.000 reis) has a par value of 2s. 2id. A conto is 1,000
milreis. and a conto of contos is 1,000 contos.

CHILI.
Agriculture. Most cereals, wine, tobacco, flax,

hemp. Chili pepper, potatoes.
Minerals. Copper, gold, silver, coal, nitrate of soda.
Chief Exports. Nitrate of soda, iodine, copper,

silver, corn, flour, hides, guano.
In .January, 1910, a gold currency is to be introduced,

and the paper money is to be redeemed at Is. 6d. per peso.
At present the English sovereign has a legal value of

13 J pesos.

COLOMBIA.
Agriculture. Coffee, cotton, plantains, bananas,

tobacco, wheat.
Minerals. Gold, silver, platinum, copper, lead, coal,

emeralds.
Chief Exports. Coffee, precious metals, hides,

rubber.
The monetary unit is the gold dollar, five of which

make £1 sterling.

ECUADOR.
Agriculture. Cinchona, cocoa, vegetable ivory,

cotton, coftee, rubber, yarns, tobacco, sarsaparilla,
wheat.
Minerals. Gold, quicksilver, lead, iron, and copper.
Chief Exports. Cocoa, rubber, cinchona, panama

hats, coffee, cattle.

The gold standard coin is the condor, which is of the
exact value of a British sovereigfi. The sucre is a silver
coin, value 2s., and ten make a condor.

PARAGUAY.
Agriculture. Maize, rice, coffee, manioc, tobacco,

sugar cane, oranges, rubber, quebracho, Paraguay tea
(or mat6), cattle.

Minerals. These are not of commercial importance.
Chief Exports. Oranges, hides, tobacco, mate,

timber.
Tiie currency is based on the silver dollar, which is

normally worth 4s., and contains 100 centavos.
PERU.

Agriculture. Sugar, rubber, medicinal plants,
cocoa, coffee.

Minerals. Gold, silver, quicksilver, copper, coal,
petroleum.
Chief Exports. Sugar, metallic ores, guano, gold,

silver, cotton, wool, rubber.
The standard gold coin is the libra, which is the exact

equivalent of a sovereign. A sol (= 2s.) is the tenth
part of a libra.

URUGUAY.
Agriculture. Wheat, barley, maize, cattle, wool.
Mi.neral. (Jold.

Chief FIxports. Wool, hides, horn, hair, tallow, beef.
The currency is on a gold standard, although the only

gold coins in circulation are foreign. The dollar has
100 centavos, and is nominally worth about 43. of English
money.

VENEZUELA.
Agriculture. Sugar cane, coffee, cocoa, cere lis,

rubber, cattle.

Minerals. Gold, silver, copper, iron, tin, salt,

asphalt, lead, sulphur, coal.

Chief Exports. Coffee, cacao, b,alata, cattle, hides.
The Venezuelan currency is based on the bolivar,

which equals 1 franc approximately. Silver dollar =
5 bolivars = 48id. The peso is not a coin, but is used in

accounts, and equals 4 bolivars.

The South American possessions of European powers
are as follow :

United Kinodom-
Britisb Guiana
Falkland Island:

Franc-e—
French Guiana

Holland—
Dutch Guiana
Curacao..

66,490
.53,466

CapiUl.
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INDEPEND-
ENCE OF

SOUTH AND
CENTRAL

AMERICA IV

MEXICO AND ITS REVOLUTIONS
THE TRAGIC HISTORY OF MAXIMILIAN

TOURING the whole period of the South
'-^ American wars of liberation Mexico
stood aside and pursued its own road. After

the overthrow of Hidalgo and his adherents

Spanish rule seemed once more established,

and even the introduction and re-abolition

of the democratic constitution of 1812
passed off without incident. Naturally,

the events which were passing all around
in states allied by race could not entirely

fail to react upon the mind of the popula-

tion ; but the desire for freedom and
independence was not strong enough to

aim at the subversion of the existing

order of things. The revolutionary im-
pulse in this country took its start from
an entirely different quarter.

The viceroy had bestowed his confidence

in a special degree upon the principal lieu-

tenant, Iturbide, who, though a Mexican by
birth, had not only distinguished himself

by his energy and zeal, but also by his

. . cruelty in the struggle against

.1 ^^f°
"^

, the forces of Hidalgo. Iturbide,
the Throes of

,

1 j I1 j. j._
, .. however, abused the trust re-

Revolution . ' ^^ , .

posed m him. He engaged m
secret schemes with the Creole leaders and
the scattered partisans of Hidalgo, and,

though ostensibly he took the field against

one of the latter, he caused the promulga-
tion in the little town of Iguala of a mili-

tary pronunciamento the point of which
was directed against Spanish rule. In the

programme of a constitution which he drew
up Mexico was declared independent, and a
constitutional assembly was held in pros-

pect. The country, however, v/as declared

a monarchy in anticipation, the throne of

which was to be offered to Ferdinand VII.

and the other princes of his house.

Iturbide's following increased Math
astonishing rapidity, so that the viceroy

and the Spanish party soon saw them-
selves confined to the capital. At that

moment the arrival of a viceroy appointed
by a Liberal Spanish Government ter-

minated the revolution without bloodshed.
The new regent accepted Iturbide's plan

almost in its entirety, and returned to

Spain in person in order to exert himself

in its behalf at the court of Ferdinand VII.

Had one of the king's brothers decided at

that time to go over to Mexico, that state

would in all probability have been pre-

served to the Bourbon dynasty.
p^**" **^

A ^^^^ rejection of the Iguala
. „ . plan, on the other hand, pushedm Mexico f, ... j- , 1 1

its ongmators farther along
on the road to revolution. Since the pro-

visional arrangement threatened in the end
to become dangerous to all parties, Itur-

bide allowed himself to be proclaimed
emperor of Mexico by his adherents in

May, 1822, in order in this manner to save
his constitutional edifice. His following,

however, was neither large enough nor his

past career sufficiently stainless to force

the country to accept his rule. Hostile

pronunciamentos were promulgated in the

most widely different provinces, and as early

as March, 1823, the emperor was obliged

to seek refuge on board an English ship.

Thereupon Mexico, too, was proclaimed
a republic. It was, however, a republic

merely in name, while a succession of more
or less fortunate military pretenders were
fighting for Iturbide's inheritance. The
most prominent figure in this struggle was
General Antonio Lopez de Santa Ana

—

Santana—who had already taken a con-

spicuous part in the overthrow of the

emperor, and afterwards appointed and
deposed presidents at his own free will and
pleasure until finally he himself accepted

the chief office in the state, which he was
destined more than once to lose and to

recover. He is, however,
Santa Ana the

^n^gniably entitled to the

^f'th^e* Stf«"'^le
^^^^^^ °^ ^^^"'''^^ adhered in

"^"^^ ^ his internal administration to

a strong policy of centralisation, as opposed

to the federal doctrine which had sprung up
out of a blind zeal for imitating the North
American constitution, a zeal which was
entirely unjustified from both geographical

and historical considerations ; while in his
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foreign policy he deserves recognition for

having manfully and repeatedly, at the
risk of his own personal safety, defended
the honour and integrity of the country.

Mexico, however, was drawn into inter-

national complications to a greater extent
than the other Spanish-American republics.

As late as 1829 the Spaniards had made an
-,._,, attempt to reconquer the
Mexico Declares - i / i i i j™ . country, but had been de-

,, •,.«!.» feated by Santa Ana and
United States , . ,

-^ • i , t-i
forced to capitulate. The

rising which occurred in Texas in 1836 was
primarily an internal matter, since at

that time the borders of Mexico still em-
braced the Far West of North America.

Santa Ana in his attempt to bring the
province back to its obedience was defeated
on April 20th, 1836, and taken prisoner, as

a result of which the Separatists gained
the upper hand. Under the presidency of

Houston, an American, Texas formed an
independent republic which from its origin

linked its fortunes closely with the United
States, and in 1845 was, on its own appli-

cation, actually received into the Union.
Mexico was not prepared to accept this

rebuff calmly ; it declared war against the
United States and entrusted Santa Ana
with the chief command. The Mexican
Republic, torn by internal factions and on
the verge of financial ruin, was, however,
no match for the States. The invasion of
the northern provinces by the United States
troops met with no serious opposition, nor
were the Mexicans able to prevent the land-
ing of the enemy's forces at Vera Cruz.

It is true that Santa Ana repeatedly
opposed their advance, but he suffered
one defeat after ' another, and finally

fled to Jamaica at the very time when
the troops of the Union were dictating
the terms of peace to their opponents
in their own capital. By this treaty
Mexico surrendered its claims to Texas and
all its northern Pacific provinces against
an indemnity of three million pounds.

The Fall
^^^ '^^5'i Santa Ana was once

^j
more summoned to undertake,

Santa Ana as dictator, the management
and restoration to order of

the exhausted state—a task which he took
in hand with his wonted energy ; but he
was hardly likely to restore internal order,
seeing that since December 17th, 1853,
he had openly been aiming at securing
himself in a position of permanent au-
thority. Accordingly, in 1855, his fall

was brought about by fre§h pronuncia-
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mentos. Thereupon Mexico was again
plunged into a state of revolution which
once more drew down upon the unfortu-

nate country the interference of foreign

Powers. The prolonged condition of law-

lessness had brought the state to the
verge of bankruptcy, and, as may be easily

conceived, during the period of financial

stress the parties in power had not in-

frequently laid hands on the property of

foreigners, in violation of treaty rights.

As early as 1838 similar proceedings had
led to a war with France, which had
temporarily taken possession of the

harbour of San Juan de Ulua. In 1861
President Carlo Benito Juarez, after long
party struggles, had managed to secure for

himself the supreme authority, though by
no means without opposition.

When he once more began to make
illegal encroachments upon the property of

foreigners, Napoleon III., who by the glory

of foreign exploits was endeavouring to

make people forget the unconstitutional

origin of his imperial rule, seized this

opportunity and proposed to England and
Spain to vindicate the rights of their

subjects in Mexico by a common expedi-

^ . tion arainst that country. The
French °

, j. a i.-u.... . proposal was accepted m the
ic

^

s in
^^^^ instance by both parties

;Mexico 1
-^

1 r

and an army composed ot con-

tingents from all three states occupied
Vera Cruz and advanced to Orizaba. But
first England and afterwards Spain with-

drew from the enterprise as soon as the

allies saw that France was by no means
actuated merely by a desire to obtain indem-
nification for suffered losses, but was in

reality aiming at the overthrow of the exist-

ing government with the view of replacing

it by a monarchy under its own protection.

Deceived by the whispered insinuations

of Mexican fugitives, the French believed

that the people would flock to them en

masse and accompany them in triumph
to their capital. Instead of this, they

received at Puebla so hot a reception

that they were only too glad again to reach

and hold their former quarters at Orizaba.

Nor was the expeditionary force able to

resume its advance until it had been

reinforced to 30,000 men. After a bitter

struggle for the possession of Puebla,

which ended with the capitulation of the

Mexican garrison, Mexico also opened
its gates to the conqueror. With this the

object of the expedition seemed achieved.

A junta, rapidly summoned, appointed a»
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provisional government which a few days
afterwards laid before the congress the

plan of a constitution creating a monarchy
under the name of an empire. The
proposal was accepted by an overwhelming
majority—indeed, almost unanimously.
The candidate selected by Napoleon, of

whose acceptance he had assured himself

previous to taking any action, was the
Archduke Maximilian of Austria. Hence,
when a deputation of the provisional

government proceeded to Miramare to

offer the archduke the imperial crown of

Mexico, the latter readily accepted the
new dignity. In April, 1864, in the
harbour of Trieste, he went on board
the Novara, which was to convey him
to Vera Cruz. The voyage was quickly

control. Bazaine was almost a sort of

supplementary or accessory king in

Mexico, and his powers in this capacity
increased in proportion as the mutual
confidence between the emperor and the
marshal disappeared. The contracts,

moreover, showed that the interference of

the French in favour of Maximilian was
by no means as unselfish as it had appeared
to be. The financial demands made
upon the country were extremely oppres-

sive and unjustifiable in so far as, under
the pressure of French policy, an un-
worthy speculation for the exploitation of

Mexico was carried on with demands of

a highly questionable nature. These in

themselves were factors foreboding little

good to Maximilian's authority. He

GENERAL VIEW OF RIO DE JANEIRO IN THE YEAR 1335

accomplished, and the people greeted
their new sovereign with frank and
open-hearted joy. On his entry into

Mexico the party of opposition, at whose
head was ex-President Benito Juarez,
seemed practically vanquished.

Its importance, however, revived and
increased with astonishing rapidity in

consequence of the internal difficulties

which the new imperial government was
destined to encounter. From the very
beginning Maximilian was not his own
master. By his contracts with Napoleon
III. he was indeed assured of the assistance

of the French troops ; but in the person of

their commander-in-chief, Marshal Bazaine,
he was associated with a power over
which he exercised only the most limited

600-2

himself fully recognised that the protec-

tion of a foreign Power would alienate

from him the sympathies of an important
party in the country. He therefore not
only endeavoured to withdraw himself as

much as possible from French influence,

but also made efforts to keep himself

above the parties which di\-ided the
country iuto two hostile camps. The
people, however, were not at this time
ripe for such a high-minded polic\'.

While the Conservative party, which
had raised Maximilian to the throne,

found itself deceived in its expectations,

the Liberals looked upon his conciliatory

attitude as a confession of weakness, and
soon began to take fresh courage, the
more so as they had found a support which
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THE LAST MOMENTS OF THE EMPEROR MAXIMILIAN, JUNE 19th, 1837

The last great tragedy in the history of Mexico occurred on June 19th, 1867. Maximilian, who two years before

had been proclaimed emperor by Napoleon III., found himself called upon to defend his empire against the standard-

of revolt raised by the deposed President Juarez. While defending Queretaro with troops of 8,000 men, he was, on

the night of May 19th, betrayed by General Lopez. The above picture shows the ill-starred emperor's last moments ;

he has breakfasted and taken the sacrament, and is preparing to accompany the two officers to the place of execution.

From the paintinij by Jean Paul Lauren?

promised a much surer protection than
France was capable of offering to their

opponents. French interference was con-

fessedly directed against the United States,

the enormous expansion and rapid rise of

which filled the monarchs of Europe with
anxious appre-

hension. Napo-
leon thought he
had seized upon a

specially favour-

able moment for

interfering at a
time when the

war of secession

kept the United
States busily oc-

cupied with their

own internal
affairs. The rapid

and complete victory of the northern states,

however, left their hands free, and tended
only to make them assume a more
vigorous attitude in regard to the Mexican
question. They indeed still looked upon
Juarez as the sole legal authority in

6004
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Mexico at a time when the latter, on
his own absolute decision, had prolonged

the term of his expired presidency, and
was actually wandering as an exile on
the extreme confines of the country.

To Napoleon the prospect that the

French support
of Maximilian
might give to the

United States a

pretext for in-

vading Northern
Mexico seemed
extremely annoy-
ing. Instead,how-
ever, of openh'
avowing the
situation and en-

deavouring to the

best of his power
to bring about a solution in some other way,
Napoleon made the non-fulfilment of its

financial obligations by the Mexican Govern-
ment the miserable pretext for simply
sacrificing Maximilian after leaving him for

a long time faltering between hope and fear.



MEXICO AND ITS REVOLUTIONS

Maximilian, it is true, had not shown
himself equal to the task of controlling the

extraordinarily difficult condition of

Mexican affairs. His wavering attitude

between the Mexican parties and his irre-

solute policy in regard

to France had done
much to impair the

stability of his throne.

To add to these

troubles his health

gave way, and he
was also aflflicted by
the unfortunate con-
dition of his wife,

Charlotte, who had
become insane while

making vain efforts in

Paris and Rome to

further her husband's
cause. At the time
when theFrench troops
began to be with-
drawn from IMexico

he seemed to have re-

solved on abdicating.

All of a sudden, how-
ever, he returned and
placed himself at the
head of the feeble

army which was
making painful efforts

to maintain his rule.

But it was too late.

Betrayed by his own generals at Queretaro
about the middle of May, after a short
informal trial he, in company with the
last of his faithful adherents, was shot
by the Republicans on June iqth, 1867.

CHARLOTTE, EX-EMPRESS OF MEXICO
The sister of Leopold, King of the Belgians, and the
wife of the Emperor Maximilian, she shared with the
latter his troubled reign in Mexico. Her husband's
tragic fate so affected her that her reason gave way
under the grief and excitement, but she is still alive.

Juarez had now an easy task. Once
more in possession of power, he showed
himself, as a politician, much better

adapted for the work than his prede-

cessors. Under the form of a republic,

Mexico, since 1866,

has been virtually

subjected to the dicta-

torship of two men—

•

Benito Juarez (1867-

1872) and Porfirio

Diaz (1877-1881, and
since 1884 without
interruption). Pro-

nunciamentos and
revolutions have un-
doubtedly been as

frequent among the

orders of the day in

that country as in

the rest of Spanish
America. Neverthe-
less, through the en-

lightened despotism of

these two men, the

country has recovered

much that had been
lost during the period

of continuous revolu-

tions. In alliance with

its Spanish sister re-

publics, it has made
slow but certain and
unmistakable progress

on the road to true republican liberty.

When Iturbide, in 1821, brought the

Spanish dominion in Mexico to a sudden

end, the movement in favour of indepen-

dence also spread to the general captaincy

RUINS OF THE HOUSE WHERE MAXIMILIAN STAYED DURING THE SIEGE OF MEXICO CITY
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MEXICO AND ITS REVOLUTIONS

of Guatemala, which embraced the states

north of the Isthmus of Panama as far as

the boundaries of the kingdom of New
Spain. Here, though the revolution, so far

as separation from Spain was concerned,

was accomplished without bloodshed, civil

war at once broke out between the two
parties of the Serviles and the Liberals.

The former began, in opposition to the

constitutional assembly, to carry through

the union of Central America with the

empire of Iturbide. This, however, in-

volved them in the fall of the latter, which
followed soon after, and destroyed their

influence in the country, the separate

divisions of which now took up the

management of their own affairs under the

guidance of the Liberals and became the

small republics of Central America. Even
this, however, did not entirely destroy the

feeling of their kinship. Only Chiapa
severed its connection with its old allies

and attached itself to the Mexican republic.

Guatemala, Honduras, San Salvador,

Nicaragua and Costa Rica, on the other

hand, formed themselves, April ist, 1823,

into a federal union which in 1825 chose its

first president in the person of General

Acre. This, however, was the
The States .^^^ ^^^ ^^^ beginning of
of Central '^

• 4. ^ i u
. . an mcessant civil war which,

while professedly defending the

cause of federal or central principles, was
in reality merely a struggle of self-seeking

party-leaders for the possession of power.

Continuous attempts have been made,
either by diplomatic methods or by
resort to arms, to revive a confedera-

tion of all or some of the old states of

Central America. While, however, these

complications have in many cases seriously

interrupted the steady progress of the

republics concerned, the advantages which
their union was to have produced have not

been attained. It has never yet been
possible to discover a form of government
providing safeguards against the sub-

jection of the weaker members of the union

by the stronger states. For this reason,

hitherto, every attempt at combination has

shortly afterwards been followed by a revo-

lution tending towards decentralisation.

The last attempt in this direction, the
" Republica Mayor de Centro-America,"
created in 1896-97, although it left complete
internal autonomy to the separate states,

came to an end after a brief existence in

1898. The collapse of the throne of Maxi-
milian marked the triumph of republican

principles over the whole of the American
continent except Brazil. The threat of a

French invasion under Junot in 1808

had, indeed, induced the Portuguese royal

family to transfer the seat of government to

Rio de Janeiro ; but this was considered

merely a temporary precautionary measure
which was to make no change in the

T • u r
political relations between the

Triumph of
^^^^^5^^^ country and the

colonies. Circumstances, how-
Republican

Principles
ever, rendered the continuance

of this state of affairs impossible. The
revolutionary wave which passed over the

Pyrenean state after the expulsion of

Napoleon, the struggle for independence
which was proceeding in the surrounding

sister states, could not fail to exercise

a strong influence on Brazilian affairs.

As early as 1815, Brazil was raised to

the dignity of a kingdom, an event which
could not otherwise than considerably

advance the efforts which were directed

towards a separation from Portugal. Again,

however, the issue was brought about by
the condition of affairs in Portugal, and
not by the situation in Brazil.

The movement in favour of a parlia-

mentary form of government, which was
set on foot in 1820 by Riego in Spain,

spread also to the kingdom of Portugal,

and thence across to Brazil. King John VI.

was completely taken by surprise ; and
as his successor to the throne, Dom Pedro,

placed himself at the head of the Liberal

party, the latter easily attained its object

—

namely, the promise of a separate parlia-

mentary constitution for Brazil. How-
ever, though the Liberals in the colony felt

themselves conjointly responsible with

those of Portugal, they were soon to learn

that the Cortes of the mother country had
ends in view quite different from those

corresponding with their desires ; for the

latter asked for no less than the return of

the court to Lisbon and the restoration

of the Portuguese dominion in Brazil.

The first of these objects was

r""\^ , actually attained
; John VI.

fnde^fndencV"^^^'™^^
to Lisbon, and Dom

epen cnce
pg^^.^^ ^^j-^^ y^^^^ renounced his

succession in favour of his brothers and
sisters, stayed behind in the first instance

at Rio de Janeiro as viceroy.

The more manifest it became that the

Cortes was aiming at again reducing

Brazil to the condition of a province, the

looser became the tie which united the

colony to the mother country. At last
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nothing was left to Dom Pedro himself
but to tear the bond, and, on September
7th, 1822, to proclaim the complete
independence of Brazil, which, a month
later, was declared an empire.

Up to this point Dom Pedro, carried along
by the national movement, had remained
in accord with the large majority of his

people. In the disputes, however, which
in the following years arose in regard to

questions of internal and foreign policy,

this agreement began to be more and more
disturbed. Finally, when the populace
endeavoured to intimidate him by raising

commotions, as it had done successfully

and with his co-operation under John VI.,

inextinguishable hotbed hearth of Con-

stantly renewed republican agitations. The
victorious campaign against Paraguay,
though it raised the prestige of the country
abroad, on the other hand involved it m
serious financial difficulties, which were
still further increased by the expenses
arising cvt of the abolition of slavery,

which had been resolved upon in 1871.

The discussions connected with the passing

of this measure filled up the political life

of Brazil for years, and have also exercised

a determining influence on the last

remodelling of the constitution of the

country. After Dom Pedro had long
endeavoured, with the aid of Conservative

DOM PEDRO, EMPEROR OF BRAZIL AND KING OF PORTUGAL, AND HIS CONSORT
The invasion of Portugal by the French drove the royal family to Brazil. When Brazil gained its independence in

1822 Dom Pedro became emperor as Pedro I. But internal discontent causing his abdication in 1S:U in favour
of his son, he returned to Portugal, to find that the crown had been usurped by his brother, Dom Miguel,
whereupon Dom Pedro issued a decree in favour of his daughter, with complete success. He died in 1834.

he resigned in 183 1 in favour of his son,

and soon afterwards ended his days at

Lisbon. Nor was Pedro II. destined to

die in his empire. Even during the time of

his minority the adherents of a federal-

republican party had attracted consider-

able notice amid the passionate struggles

of party warfare. Their influence naturally
fell again into the background during the
time that Pedro II., who had been declared

of full age before the proper time, was
administering with great tact a remark-
ably liberal government. But even at

that time the country did not enjoy a
perfect or permanent peace. The province
of Sao Paulo especially seemed to be an
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Ministries, to solve the slavery' question in

such a way as to preserve all interests as

far as possible, he found himself obliged,

in 1888, to call in a Liberal jMinistry which,

immediately after its accession to office,

declared for the unconditional abolition

of slavery. By this measure it drove so

large a portion of the population into the

ranks of the Opposition that the latter was
able, on November 15th, 1889, to organise

a revolution to which the capital sur-

rendered without an attempt at resistance.

The combined Conservative and Federalist

parties thereupon forced Dom Pedro to abdi-

cate, and set up the republic of the United
States of Brazil. Konrad Haebler
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THE CENTURY AFTER COLUMBUS
AN AGE OF EXPLORATIONS AND DISCOVERIES

THE North American continent during
the sixteenth century, especially in

those districts situated on the eastern sea-

board, was a free field for discoverers of all

nations ; but during several generations

no one of the rival Powers succeeded in

rendering its possession effective by a per-

manent settlement. The reason for this

was the impromising appearance of the
coasts, on which were to be found a
pleasant climate, green meadows, and vast

forests, but, in addition, powerful and
warlike natives, who vigorously opposed
the landing of strangers, and who, by
their poverty and the simplicity of their

customs, showed clearly the absence of

treasure to be won without exertion.

The first Europeans to set foot on North
American soil had been the Vikings under
Leif Erikson and Thorfinn Karlsefne, who
were driven thither while on a voyage
from Iceland to Greenland about the

year iioo. But their temporary settle-

ments in Vinland, Markland and Huitra-
mannaland had been long forgotten when
the discovery of Columbus unveiled a
new world. It was the efforts to raise

interest in his project, made by the dis-

coverer at the various courts

of Western Europe years
before the realisation of his

hopes, that drew attention
to his discovery and led to the opening
up of the New World some years later.

Tlie honour of having been the first

among the discoverers of that day to

reach the mainland of North America
belongs to Giovanni Gabotto, or, as he
was called in England, John Cabot.
He was specially sent out in 1497 on a

John Cabot's

Great

Discovery

Importance

of Cabot's

Voyages

somewhat

voyage to the West, to seek, after the

manner of Columbus, the treasures of the

Indies and to take possession, for England,
of any unknown lands he might come
across. It was in fulfilment of this com-
mission that John Cabot in the years

1497-1498 made two voyages between
England and America. The first time he

landed in Labrador and followed

the coast northward. On his

second journey he reached the

American coast at a point

farther south, and, sailing

southward, made a rough exploration of the

Atlantic seaboard till he reached the lati-

tude of Florida. Then, for nearly a century,

the English paid no further attention to this

land, in which their race was to have so great

a future, except by sending occasional ships

to the inexhaustible fishing-grounds of the

Newfoundland Banks ; but even there

they did less than most other nations.

The news of Cabot's landing showed the

Portuguese that there were undiscovered
lands in the north, similar to Brazil in the

south, which, according to the delimitation

of the spheres of discovery, belonged to

them. This was, at any rate, the incentive

for the voyages of the brothers Gaspar and
Miguel Cortereal. To them King Manuel
granted a charter giving them exclusive

possession and trading rights in whatever
lands they might find to the north of the

Spanish colonial sphere and beyond the

line of demarcation agreed upon. These
claims were recognised and remained in

their possession, or in that of their heirs,

till 1579, though no effective settlement

of- the newly discovered region was made
by the Portuguese. On his first voyage,
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in 1500, Gaspar Cortereal discovered the

island of Newfoundland, with its imposing
forests and its bays teeming with fish. In
his second journey, in the following year,

he was led away by the phantom of a north-

west passage to the treasures of India, and
following the coast of Labrador north-

ward, he and his companions became the

„ , ,,. ,. first victims of the Arctic ice.
Early Victims t-, • u j • 11 u

. . I hey perished, m all proba-
. .. , bilitv, in Hudson Strait.
Arctic Ice .^ .-

'

, 1,1Durmg a long period the

Portuguese made expeditions to the New-
foundland Banks. The first of these, under-
taken by Miguel Cortereal to ascertain the

fate of his brother, supplied a second party
of victims for the ice-deserts of the north.

Then these voyages were restricted more and
more to the exploitation of the fisheries

;

and it was only occasionally that Portuguese
sailors assisted the progress of discovery in

North America. Among those who did

so was Joao Alvarez Faguendez, who in

1521 sailed round the peninsula of Nova
Scotia and into the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
The French followed the example of the

Portuguese with especial zeal. From the

year 1508, at least, the shipowners of

Dieppe and Honfleur took a prominent part
in the fishing on the Newfoundland Banks.
These fishing expeditions led to occasional

visits to the neighbouring coasts, where
supplies were taken in, repairs made, and
the spoil of the sea dried and smoked for

transport. From such settlements Cape
Breton received the name it bears to-day,

and " Tierra," " Bahia," and "Rio de
Bretones " are names that frequently occur
in old maps of Canada. Early in the third

decade of the sixteenth century these

trans-Atlantic lands attracted the attention

of the French Government.
Commissioned by it, Giovanni de Veraz-

zano, in 1524, made an extended voyage
of discovery, following the east coast
from Florida nearly up to what is now the
northern boundary of the United States.

_ . Perhaps this undertaking would
'**^^*fj^ . not have been the only one

J.
.

'' had not the Portuguese madeAmerica ,. , .
- j.° t> - .1diplomatic protest. But the

Spaniards did incomparably more for the
opening up of North America, though
their activity was confined principally
to the southern part of it. Through slave-

hunts among the Bahama Islands the
Spaniards made acquaintance with the
southern extremity of Florida ; but so
uninviting did it seem that for years no one

took the trouble to investigate whether
this cape belonged to an island or to the

mainland. It was not till 15 12 that Juan
Ponce de Leon, governor of Porto Rico,

set out \\ith three ships to investigate

M'hat truth there was in the fabulous

reports that were current about the land
in the north. On Whitsunday, " Pascua
Florida," he reached an unknown coast

and named it Florida. From there Ponce
sailed along the east coast as far as what
was later the site of St. Augustine. But,
as the flat shore stretched ever before him
in unending monotony, he turned, sailed

round the southern extremity of the sup-

posed island, and followed the west coast

for a considerable distance ; but at last,

finding neither a strait nor fertile land,

but everywhere hostile Indians, he re-

turned to Porto Rico, and let years pass

before renewing the attempt to open up
the lands he had discovered.

That he did so at all was due to the fact

that districts which he included among
those discovered by himself were touched at

b}' other sailors whose competition he wished
to exclude. In particular, Francisco Fer-

„. . nandez de Cordova, after com-
nistonc 1 J- 1 r J-„ pletmg his voyage of discovery
oyages o

q^q^^ ^i-^q coasts of Yucatan
'^ and Mexico as far north as

Panuco, took, on his return journey, a

course too nearly .due east, and reached a

point that we cannot fix, on the west coast

of Florida. This discovery seemed so

interesting that Francisco de Garay ordered

his pilot, Pineda, who was then about to

conve}^ a number of colonists into the

district of Panuco, newly claimed by him,

to pay more attention to the north coast

of the Gulf of Mexico. On this occasion

Pineda not only came to the firm conclusion

that the coast from Panuco to the peninsula

of Florida was continuous, but he also

discovered the mouth of the Mississippi,

without inferring, however, the extra-

ordinary extent of the " hinterland " from
the volume of the stream, as Columbus
had done in the case of the Orinoco.

Ponce de Leon considered his own
claims as a discoverer endangered by these

enterprises. He accordingl}' made applica-

tion to the Spanish Government, and was
granted, in the usual manner, rights over

the territory he had discovered, conditional

upon his rendering his possession effective

and actually colonising the land. In the

year 1521 he made fresh preparations, and
shipped 600 persons, besides cattle and
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supplies, to start a colony ; but his

attempts to effect a landing on the west

coast of Florida were all faihn-es ; and at

last, mortally wounded by the arrows of

the enemy, he decided to return. The
greater part of his company perished

on the return journey, and he himself

reached Cuba only to die. The hostility

,_ of the Indians was just what kept

Florida from being forgotten. OfFlorida's

Warlike
the Indians of the islands, some
had been pacified, and others had

fled before the Spaniards, who had continu-

ally to go farther afield to obtain slaves.

Two slaveships belonging to the licenti-

ates Matienzo and Ayllon met accidentally

off one of the Northern Bahamas, and
made an agreement to venture on an
expedition against the warlike Indians

of Florida. They did, in fact, bring some
booty back to San Domingo, and at the

same time gave such favourable reports

of the land that the licentiate Lucas
Vasquez de Ayllon resolved to continue
the exploration and eventually to

proceed to colonisation.

From the court he obtained without
trouble exclusive rights over the territory

left without a master by Ponce's death.

After preparations lasting several years,

during which his pilots explored the

Atlantic coast as far as the Santee River,

he set out from Hispaniola (San Domingo)
in 1526 for his new province, with three

ships and 600 men. But he was not
favoured by fortune. Sea and shore were
hostile to him : the largest of his ships was
wrecked, and the Indians opposed his at-

tempts at landing at Rio Jordan or San
Mateo so vigorously that he was master
only within the range of his muskets.
The colonists, furthermore, had much

to suffer in the swampy coast districts,

and when Ayllon himself succumbed to

fever the rest of his crew betook themselves
to their ships and returned to Hispaniola.

After this the colonisation of the Atlantic

coast was given up for years

;

"n 'th***^
^^^' ^^ ^^^ other hand, the

^ ^.
Gulf Coast of Florida, a name
then applied to the whole

of the North American continent so far

as it was known to the Spaniards, was
the scene of further expeditions which
were of great importance in opening up
North America. As early as 1528 Panlilo

de Narvaez, governor of the Gulf Coast
of Florida, the well-known rival of Cortes,

cruised from Cuba to Appalachee Bay, to
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explore, by land and water simultaneously,
the territory promised to him in the west.

But the land force and the fleet soon got
out of touch. The latter returned to

Cuba after waiting for months in the
neighbourhood of the Mississippi for

Narvaez and his company.
When the expedition returned to the coast

completely exhausted, nothing remained
for them but to build the best vessels they
could, and by means of these to make
their way out of this inhospitable wilder-

ness to more civilised parts. Imagining
himself nearer to Panuco than to the

Spanish Islands, Narvaez steered his craft

westward ; but almost the whole expedi-

tion perished in the delta of the Mississippi.

Only a few escaped ; they continued their

journey by land, and, being favoured by
fortune, succeeded in reaching the Spanish
settlements in New Mexico.

It has been already mentioned how their

highly exaggerated stories gave quite a
new impulse to expeditions to the

fabulous cities of Tusayan and Quivira.

The adventurous expedition of Fernando
de Soto took in still more of the interior

„ ^ , , of the continent. It is almost
De Soto s jui T J i
. . , . mcredible how, despite re-
Adventures in i J J .L

.

J
. . peated disasters, companies

of considerable size assembled
again and again to make the journey into

the unknown with hearts as light as if

it were a mere pleasure-trip. So strong
was the attraction of the personality of

De Soto, one of the richest conquistadors
of Peru, that, despite the fact that he took
only picked men for the expedition, his

company on leaving Seville numbered a

thousand men. After completing his pre-

parations in Cuba, De Soto crossed over
to Tampa Bay on the west coast of Florida,

where he had the rare good fortune to

meet with a friendly reception from the

natives and was able to prepare in peace
for his journey into the interior. But
it was not long that the Spaniards enjoyed
the friendship of the natives. As soon
as they began to press forward in a
northerly direction they met with Indians

who had sworn hostility to the Europeans
from the time of Narvaez.

During the course of their three years'

wandering the Spaniards were able to

gain the friendship of the natives only when
they allied themselves with a tribe and
helped it in war against its neighbours. The
svim total of adventures and privations

that reduced De Soto's splendid company
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to a band of little more than three hun-
dred half-naked and wholly exhausted
adventurers was indeed extraordinary.

But incidents of this kind are not what
give the expedition its historic importance.
What is most interesting for posterity

about De Soto's expedition is the geo-

graphical and ethnographical aspect of

the country traversed, which can be
fixed, at least approximately, by the
accounts that have come down to us. The
Spaniards first made their way northward,
at a fixed distance from the marshy
coast, till they reached the head of

Appalachee Bay. Then they turned their

backs to the sea and pressed on towards
the north and north-east, through Georgia
and South Carolina, till they reached the

country where the rivers Altamaha and
Savannah rise. Neither here nor farther

south did they dare to cross the thickly

wooded range of the Alleghanies, so terrible

did its forest solitudes seem to them.
Nor did the north attract them ; they

turned towards the west and south-west.

Making their way through the present

state of Alabama, they reached the river

_^. ... of that name, and, striking
Disappointed ,, , n i i u
J.

the sea at Fensacola, estab-

f D
*
S f

lished temporary communica-
tion with the fleet that brought

them supplies. In spite of the long,

fruitless wandering De Soto could not be
persuaded to give up the expedition.

After a protracted rest at Mobile, then
situated considerably more north than
the modern town of the same name, he
struck out again into the wilderness and
reached the Mississippi not far from where
Memphis stands to-day. The passage
across the " Father of Waters " occasioned
a long delay, but with the help of the
Indians and by means of some improvised
boats it was finally accomplished. Then
the expedition continued its wearisome
journey through the present Arkansas and
southern Missouri as far as the upper
reaches of the White River.

Finding that as he advanced towards
the north-west the land was less fertile and
more sparsely settled, De Soto changed -his

course and continued his journey south-
ward and westward over the Washita to
the Red River, only to learn that neither
treasure nor civilised settlement was to
he found in the forests. His decision to
return to the Mississippi was a tacit

abandonment of all his hopes. He reached
that mighty watercourse just above its

junction with the Red River, and here,

almost exactly three years after his de-

parture from Cuba, he succumbed to fever

and to depression at the failure of his

plans. His companions imagined them-
selves so near to New Mexico that they
at first attempted to make their way
thither by land ; but the lack of food

I'l. I. X r supplies in the west compelled
The Fate of .1 ^ , , f ^u
-J

„ , them once more to make for the

^ . Mississippi. Finally, they were
C/ompanions , , ^^,

, ,
-^ ' / ,

SO fortunate as to be carried out
to sea by the stream in their frail im-
provised craft before they had become too
weak to resist the attacks of the ever-

hostile Indians. The tedious journey
along the Gulf Coast had still to be accom-
plished before they could reach Panuco,
the nearest Christian settlement, and there

recuperate from their fatigue and priva-

tions. Of De Soto's 1,000 companions
only 311 reached the journey's end. So
little had been gained by the sacrifice of

hfe that the Spanish Government issued

a decree forbidding further exploring ex-

peditions into this unfriendly land.

Though Florida had fallen into discredit

with the Spaniards, it had not the same
bad name among other nations. Religious
discord in France had once before driven
men to seek a land of peace and toleration

beyond the ocean, when Villegaignon

founded his colony in Brazil. But while the
object of this first attempt was to establish

a colony where toleration should be ex-

tended to men of both creeds, the second,

undertaken by Ribault and Laudonniere,
in the years 1562-1565, aimed at establish-

ing on the coast of Florida a settlement
which, though not exclusively Protestant,

was to be a place of refuge for those who
in their own land were subjected to bitter

persecution and oppression.

There was, to begin with, not the
slightest difficulty in finding a place on the

then deserted coast of Florida where the
fleet could land its crews with their stores.

For this purpose the leaders

s M^^*^ f chose Charleston Bay, called by
p. .

.

them May River, and by the
Spaniards Rio de San Mateo,

and named their settlement, overlooked
by a fortified hill, " Arx Carolina " in

honour of the French sovereign, Charles

IX. If the settlers had had no other end
in view than to live in peace and tolerance

on the distant shore, tilling the land
and seeking a peaceful livelihood, it is

probable that they could have established
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Spain's

Hereditary

Enemy

themselves and founded a colony undis-

turbed, as did the English at this and at

other points on the coast at a later date.

But among the colonists workers were in a

minority, and their favourite mode of

earning a livelihood was to scour the seas

around the Antilles in swift and lightly

built craft, and, like pirates, to attack

wherever there was a prospect

of success. By such proceed-

ings they drew upon themselves
the wrath of the Spaniards.

Philip of Spain considered it a serious

matter that a foreign nation, and espe-

cially Spain's hereditary/ enemy, should
dare to establish itself so near to the

Spanish colonial possessions and within the

Spanish colonial sphere.

More serious in his eyes was the circum-
stance that they were heretics who thus
threatened the Christianising work which
Spain regarded as her historic mission.

Accordingly, Menendez de Aviles, one of the

best seamen then at Spain's disposal,

received a commission to root out at all

costs this foreign settlement on Spanish soil.

He was specially instructed, as a matter of

principle, to show no mercy to heretics. The
accusation of treacherous cruelty raised

by the French against the Spanish leader

is scarcely justified. During their own
religious struggles they showed themselves
scarcely less fanatical than was Menendez
towards them. But the latter's action was
truly the cause of the transplantation of

fanaticism in religious strife to the New
World. Even before Menendez had re-

assembled his forces, which were scattered

by a storm in crossing the ocean, he gained
an important success. He succeeded in

creeping in by night between the French
fleet, anchored at San Mateo, and the land,

and in driving it from the coast.

Instead of attacking Fort Carolina from
the sea, Menendez surprised it from the land
side after a difficult march through the forest,

and, meeting with scarcely any resistance,

„ . overmastered the garrison,
Frenchmen r, • t i . i i

Slain
suntnng very slight loss him-

as Heretics
^^^^" Meanwhile the French fleet

had been wrecked during the
storm, and the crews were thrown on the
coast in so defenceless a condition that they
had no alternative but to surrender vm-
conditionally. Menendez showed no pity
to them in their helplessness, and spared
only those who professed the Catholic
faith ; the rest he slew, " not as French-
men, but as heretics." This was barbarous
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severity ; but he was only obeying his

sovereign's orders, and he had never
concealed the fact that every heretic he
could lay hands on was doomed.
But Menendez's work was not one of

destruction only ; he was commissioned
to colonise Florida for Spain. Accordingly,
on the spot where he first landed, he
founded the little town of St. Augustine,
the oldest town in the United States,

which, though several times shifted, has
had an uninterrupted existence up to the
present day. A second settlement that he
founded on the site of Arx Carolina had
a less happy fate. It was taken by assault

some years later by French Protestants
under De Gourgues, who, to avenge his

fallen countrymen and co-religionists,

mercilessly put to death all Spaniards who
fell into his hands, " not as Spaniards, but as

murderers "^a grim retort to Menendez.
But Charles IX. disclaimed this deed

as an act of unjustifiable piracy, and made
complete and express renunciation of his

claims to the coast of Florida, where the

Spanish settlement of St. Augustine slowly
developed and long resisted all foreign en-

^ , ^ . croachments. Here in the
1< ranee s Oreat ^u t:^ t 1 xi
. ..^. . south, I^ ranee lightly gave up
Ambitions in n 1 i 1 • i-

N th A * ^^ colonial aspirations

;

but on the other hand she had
already begun to establish herself, beginning
in the extreme north-east. These latter

claims she persisted in much more tenaci-

ously, and had indeed the idea of using the

ground gained as a starting-point to bring

the whole of the North American continent

under her sway. As early as 1535 J acques
Cartier undertook a voyage of discovery

along the coasts of Newfoundland and
Labrador, and though those regions showed
little wealth, he returned the following 3'ear

to continue his exploration. On this second
journey he went farther up the Gulf of St.

Lawrence than before, and discovered the

great river of the same name that flows

into it. Cartier followed the river up-

stream and, with his ships, readied the site

of Quebec ; then he pushed on with smaller

vessels as far as the Indian capital,

Hochelaga, the modern Montreal.

The swiftness of the impetuous stream
prevented him from continuing his ex-

ploration farther, so he returned to the

fleet and spent a severe winter at its

anchorage, suffering heavy losses. Next
year he returned to France with the first

cargo of Canadian furs, carrying with him
some Indian chiefs, who pined under the
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change of scene and climate and died in

Europe. In 1541, Cartier returned to the

St. Lawrence, built a fort at Cape Rouge
seven miles above Quebec, and thence
proceeding to Hochelaga, spent in all

nearly a year in the country. As he sailed

out of the St. Lawrence Gulf, De Roberval
sailed in. The latter had been despatched
by Francis L as governor of the newly
found territory ; and after building a fort

at Charlesbourg, close to Quebec, and
spending an extremel}' uncomfortable year
with an unruly company, he evacuated
the country and returned to France.
The quest of precious metals would

carrying their explorations far to the
north ; and Cartier's first attempts at
starting a North-American colony had
come to an end before the sixteenth cen-
tury was half over. The English had
rested content with the expeditions of the
Cabots. But the spirit was stirring which,
early in the 'fifties, sent Willoughby and
Chancellor to search for a north-east,

instead of a north-west, passage to the
Indies, and to " discover" Muscovy.

Yet for another twenty years the English
exploits were limited to those expeditions

to the Spanish Main and the Spanish seas

for the purpose of compelling the Spaniards

ARX CAROLINA: THE HUGUENOT SETTLEMENT AT CHARLESTON. IN SOUTH CAROLINA
Religious persecution in France during the latter half of the seventeenth century compelled a company of French
Hugruenots to emigrate to North America, where, in South Carolina, they first settled, choosing as their home the site

on which Charleston is now situated, and naming their settlement "Arx Carolina." Here they lived for a number of
years in peace, free to worship in their own way, and on a footing of equality with the rest of the population.

seem to have been the main inspiration of

these early expeditions, which now ceased
altogether for the rest of the century, in

any serious sense, owing to the internal

distractions which agitated France.
Fishermen from several European nations,

however, resorted even thus early to the

waters about Newfoundland, and many
from various motives penetrated to the

shores of the mainland and into the

Gulf of the St. Lawrence. A number of

French traders had even settled at

Tadoussac, at the mouth of the Saguenay.
The Spaniards had made themselves
masters of the southern continent without

to trade with them, which reached their

climax in the affair of John Hawkins

—

with Drake—at San Juan d'Ulloa and
Drake's raid on Nombre de Dios. With
1575 the horizon enlarged ; for in that

year John Oxenham built ships on the

Isthmus of Panama, and launched them
in the Pacific Ocean. In 1578, Drake
passed the Straits of Magellan, and dis-

covered that Tierra del Fuego was not a

portion of a fabled continent in southern

seas ; and after harr\'ing the South-Ameri-
can ports, he had sailed, in 1579, ^o ^ more
northerly point on the Californian coast

than any Europeans had hitherto reached,
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where the natives offered him divine

honours ; after which he completed his

circumnavigation of the globe. In these

same years, Martin Frobisher had taken
up the search for the north-west pas-

sage, visiting Greenland and discovering

Frobisher Sound. It is curious to note

-, , ... that on the first of his three
Newioundlana it i r i

• j.

the Oldest
voyages, the larger of his two

-, ,. . r- 1 ships was of no more than
English Colony , ^

. r . i j
twent^z-tive tons burden.

And before England and Spain fought out
the great Armada duel, John Davis had
matched Frobisher's exploits in three

Arctic voyages, and had given his name
to Davis Strait. But raids in Spanish
w^aters, and discoveries in the frozen

regions, did not by any means conduce to

the establishment of settlements. The
Englishman whose imagination first con-
ceived the idea of real colonial expansion
was Humphrey Gilbert, the elder half-

brother of Sir Walter Raleigh.

The codbanks of Newfoundland—which,
together with an indefinitely wide expanse
of the continent, had received the some-
what unintelligible name of Norumbega

—

had become a resort for fishing-fleets of

all nations ; but since Cartier's day no one
had tried to effect a permanent settlement.

The English, however, had a kind of first

claim, in virtue of Cabot's discoveries

made in the English service. Humphrey
Gilbert got from Elizabeth a patent for

the colonisation of Norumbega ; to which
he attempted to give effect in 1578, and
again in 1583. To this attempt New-
foundland owes her claim to be " the oldest

English colony." But the attempt itself

failed hopelessly ; and Gilbert himself
perished on the voyage home.
But Gilbert's inspiration had possessed

the soul of his half-brother. Walter
Raleigh never set foot in North America
himself, in spite of his two Guiana voyages,
of which the first was so valuable and the

second so disastrous. Nevertheless, it was
on persistent attempts to realise Gilbert's

ideal that Raleigh sank most of his fortune.

Adventurers enough were ready to seek
for El Dorados, Tom Tiddler's grounds,
whei'e gold and silver could be picked up

—

with the chance, in default thereof, of

sacking a Spanish galleon or two.
The golden city of Manoa had attractions

for Raleigh himself. But he was emphati-
cally the prophet—forthteller and fore-

teller, too—of the only true doctrine of

expansion ; of settlement on the soil ; of

conquering Nature in the new land and
making her yield store of other wealth
than precious metals ; of finding new
homes for the English people beyond the
limits of their little island. In the year
after Gilbert's disaster, Raleigh sent an
expedition which established a settlement
at Roanoake, in what is now Carolina,

giving it the name of Virginia, in honour
of Elizabeth. A reinforcement was sent

the next year ; but when a third company
went out, in 1586, they found that their

predecessors had thrown up the cards, and
had come away on the ships with which
Drake had just raided Cartagena.
A party remained ; but each time that a

relief was sent it found desolation. Ra-
leigh's efforts had failed ; colonisation had
not proved a short cut to unlimited wealth.

V/hen the seventeenth century opened,
neither English nor French, nor Dutch,
had succeeded in securing a footing on

„ American soil. But the seed

had been sown in the minds
of the Coming
Harvest

of all there, to bear harvest

in the coming centuries. We
shall follow first the French expan-
sion, and then the English—the latter

including the Dutch interlude—until the

two forces come into direct collision, and
the two narratives coalesce in the story of

the struggle a outrance between the rivals.

KOXRAD HaEBLER
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THE FRENCH DOMINION IN AMERICA
THE RISE AND DEVELOPMENT OF CANADA
A LONG time passed afterCartier's day
*»• before attempts at settlement were re-

newed by the French Government ; but
tliere were always French vessels on the

Newfoundland Banks, that traded also in

furs on the St. Lawrence, and this trade

turned out to be so profitable that early in

the seventeenth century a number of

Breton traders combined and succeeded
in obtaining a monopoly for their company
from the French kmg, Henry IV. The form
of this Canadian colony was peculiar from
the beginning. It was intermediate between
a trading company and a Crown colony.

The intention of the founders, Pont-
grave, Chauvin and De Monts, was only

to carry on the fur trade more vigorously

and to organise it on a better footing.

Their settlement, Tadoussac, at the

junction of the Saguena}^ and the St.

Lawrence, was intended to be nothing

more than a trading station. But when
. . Samuel de Champlain entered

eginnmg
^j^^ service of the company in

of French ^r , , *u •

^ . . ,. 1603, not only were the aims
Colonisation r IV i ^ 1

• • j i

of the undertakmg widened,
but its political status was gradually

altered, the state gaining more influence,

and at the same time assuming more re-

sponsibility. In 1612 Count de Soissons

was set at the head of the Canadian
enterprise as viceroy ; and the fact that a

second prince of the royal family followed

him in this position tended in no small

degree to impress upon the colonial enter-

prise a more and more official character.

But, however, the economic conditions

of the colony stood in strange contra-

diction to this. Till well into the eigh-

teenth century the French Canadian
settlements kept their character as trading

factories and mission stations. Women,
with the exception of nuns, were as rare as

true settlers. The population was prin-

cipally composed of soldiers, traders and
priests ; and for many years the colonies

remained dependent on their imports
from Europe and on barter with the

natives. The colonies were not in a position

to feed themselves till they passed into the

hands of the English, when their constitu-

tion underwent a radical change. In spite

of this a thoroughly characteristic feature

of French colonial administration was the

need for expansion, and that
The French ^^ ^^ almost unlimited ex-
ColOSSUS with , . i r 11 .

•

.

F t f CI
tent, out of all proportion to

ay
^j^g strength of the colony.

This was partly the consequence of the

economic state of the colony. The receipts

from the fur-trade had to cover the expendi-

ture, which, in spite of the moderate number
of the colonists, continually increased.

This was possible onl\? so long as a
trade monopoly in an extensive region

w-as assured ; and, to accomplish this,

effective possession became more and
more necessary as the advance guard of

Dutch and English colonies made its way
over the Alleghanies and entered into

competition with the French hunters and
fur-traders. But in considering the dis-

proportionate need for expansion we must
not under-estimate the influence of a
number 01 individual discoverers, possessed

of marked characteristics, who acidentally

came together in this Canadian move-
ment, and who, in spite of temporary
failure, were continually giving a new
impulse for advance. Thus the provinces

of Canada and Louisiana developed in

time into the colossus with feet of clay

that the French colonial empire proved
to be when put to the actual test. The
first of the discoverers who played so great

a part in the expansion of New France,

, the real founder of Canada,
Champlain

^^^^^ Samuel de Champlain
the Real Founder p^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^,^^
of Canada

connected with the French

colonial government, being either in its

service or at its head. But the interests

of the government or of the trading

company never tied his hands, even where

his own interests were most intimately

connected with them. The unfailing spell
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that drew him across the ocean into the

solitudes of the West was an ardent desire to

unravel the secrets of those remote tracts,

and to claim as French all that might
come to light in their primeval forests.

Chami)lain was born at Brouage in 1567,
and came of a family of fishermen. In the

year 1603 De Chastes, governor of Dieppe,
having persuaded Henry IV.

-r^*^*^ . to sanction the opening up of
Pioneers in^ 1 r .jii.ij
_ Canada for trade, despatched

two vessels to the St. Lawrence,
under the command of a Breton merchant,
Pontgrave, with whom, as navigator, he
sent Champlain, the latter having already

had considerable experience of the North
American coast. On this occasion they only
visited Hochelaga, and did some surveying
in the neighbourhood, among other things

making an unsuccessful attempt to pass

the Lachine rapids, which have become
so familiar to the modern tourist.

On returning to France they found that

De Chastes had died in their absence
;

but a new company was immediately
formed for trade and colonisation under
the presidency of the Sieur de Monts, a
personal friend of the king.

It was now decided to confine their^atten-

tion to La Cadie (Acadia) and abandon for

the present the St. Lawrence country,

which was already known as Canada, its

Indian name, or sometimes as New France,
both terms being used irrespectively till

it was lost to the French Crown. Asso-
ciated with De Monts were the Baron de
Pontrincourt, a nobleman of Picardy. and
Champlain. The venture was supported
by Protestant merchants of Rochelle.

The suspicions of the Catholics were
allayed by a grant to them of a monopoly
in the matter of Indian conversion, while

De Monts and his friends were given a
monopoly of the fur-trade, a scarcely

equitable division of interests according to

modern ideas ; but the ardour among the
Latin Catholic nations of that period for

„. _. . converting the heathen, if
The French ,

° . , , , •

„ , . ^ . only m outward symbolic
Zeal in Trade r '

1 j. r
.... . form, was almost as strong as

and Missions ,, , r i • i

the love of gam which among
the Spaniards disfigured their missionary
zeal and was disgraced by deeds of

appalling cruelty. The adventurers made
their first settlement on the west shore
of the Bay of Fundy, at the mouth of

a river which they named St. Croix, and
which now separates the state of Maine
from the province of New Brunswick.
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De Monts, who held the king's commis-
sion as lieutenant of Canada, now made a

grant to his friend Pontrincourt of terri-

tory on the eastern shore of the bay,

adjacent to the site of what afterwards
became Annapolis in Acadia, the modern
Nova Scotia. He named it Port Royal,

and sailed to France for the purpose of

collecting settlers. Here he found small

interest shown in the new colony ; but, in

the meantime, De Monts arrived with

the news that the St. Croix site had
proved unsatisfactory, and that the settlers

had moved across to the Annapolis River.

The two now set towork to enlist colonists,

and in May, 1606, Pontrincourt sailed for

Acadia with a heterogeneous and turbulent

company. Arriving at Port Royal, he
found the fort there occupied only by a
faithful Indian and a couple of Frenchmen,
and learned that Champlain, Pontgrave,

and the rest had just sailed for France.

The little company spent a pleasant if

unprofitable time fraternising with the

Indians, improving land, fishing, exploring,

and keeping up the social amenities with

jest and song, and good living. But as

Protestants, and even more,
rugg e or

perhaps, as monopolists,
-,*'^" °/^ *'^. home jealousies proved too
North America ,

-• jj.ii-strong ; and, to their sorrow,

they soon learned from dispatches sent by
a ship that their charter was withdrawn.
This was in 1607, and there was nothing
for it now but to abandon the settlement.

Though De Monts and Pontrincourt suc-

ceeded after three j'ears in reconciling the

government to their claims in a more
restricted form, and renewing the thin

thread of French occupation in Acadia,

little more can be said of it here. The
English, on the strength of the Cabot
voyages, never gave up their claims to

this region. Armed with government
authority, and sometimes with territorial

charters of land, they frequently attacked

the French, and sometimes turned them
out, to occupy their seats till the wheel of

fortune or some treaty between the nations

restored the status quo. The labours of

devout ladies and J esuit priests among the

Micmac Indians give some colour to this

earlier period, as do the dreams of gentle-

men adventurers who vainly fancied that

titles to a vast wilderness were a road to

territorial importance in the New World.
The English, too, associated their efforts

at Acadian settlement with an aristocratic

flavour, which produced the well-known
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order of Nova Scotia baronets. But
Acadia, \vrapped as it was in its forest

mantle, remained profoundly irresponsive

to the claims of English baronets or

the dreams of grand seigneurs.

Its story, till it was handed over defi-

nitely to Great Britain in 1713 at the
Treaty of Utrecht, \\'ith a thousand or two
isolated unlettered French settlers on the
western shore, is largely one of trifling

events, and lies almost whoU}^ outside
the course of French Canadian history

proper, with which its isolated community
had scarcely any concern whatever.
New France was in reality founded at

Quebec by Champlain, after his prospects
in Acadia had been interfered with
in the manner just described. While
De Monts was in France endeavouring
to get a renewal of his mono-
poly of the fur-trade, Cham-
plain and Pontgrave went out
as his representatives in 1608,
and, making for their old

haunts up the St. Lawrence,
fixed their headquarters on
the site now covered by the
lower town of Quebec, and
there erected buildings and
storehouses. In this year,

1608, too, it msiy be of interest

to note that the only attempts
at European colonisation

nortli of Mexico were repre-

sented by the struggling hand-
ful of English at Jamestown in

Virginia, and a small colony of

the Iroquois, who lived to the east and
south-east. As the way to the unknown
west belonged to them, Champlain did
not hesitate to ally himself with them, and
he e^ en went so far as to buy their services

by helping them against the Iroquois,

a decisive step which was to influence

_. , . Canada for generations. Like
The Iroquois n 1 . r ^ -, ,

„ .., ^ all adventurers 01 his day, he
Hostile to Til r i-

^ •

the F h
^'^'^^ ""^ hopes of discovermg
the great western sea, which

was the route to China, and, like the rest,

believed the continent at this point to be
comparati\ely narrow. The first cam-
paign, undertaken in the region where
Lake Champlain still keeps alive the
memory of the discoverer, was so suc-

cessful that it greatly increased the
consideration in which the Europeans were

held by their savage allies.

In this respect Champlain had
completely carried out his in-

tentions. That he had drawn
upon his fellow countrymen
the und}ing hostility of the

Iroquois did not appear a
matter worthy of considera-

tion to him or to anybody
else ; nor, considering the
superiority of European
weapons, would it have
become so serious a matter
as it did but for the fact that

European enemies of France
now naturall}^ allied them-
selves with the Iroquois and
pro\'ided them with weapons

SAMUEL DE CHAMPLAIN
When Quebec was taken by the

- . ^
- British, in 1629, he was carried to .

Spaniards at St. Augustine, England, but on the restoration that placed them on equal
Florida. By 1610, De Monts of Canada to the French, in 1 532, terms with the whites in

had secured his trading "^^ ^^' fre-appointed governor,
battle, and rendered them very

monopoly, though not till Champlain had
crossed the ocean to assist him. For most
of the next t\\enty-four 3'ears Champlain
remained in Canada, exploring, working up
the fur-trade, and dealing both in peace
and war with the Indians, on whose friend-

ship the trade, not to say the existence of

the handful of French, depended. At the

^. , . , beginning of his enterprise
Champlain s ^-i 1 • • j
„ , .. .,. Chaminain was convinced
Relations with , , . i, j- j i

• r ^i
,. Kj ,. that the friendship 01 the
[tic iNSktlVCS

Indians was absolute!}- neces-
sary to him if he was to carry out his plans.

The nati\-es who came down the St.

Lawrence to Quebec and Tadoussac to

barter furs belonged chiefly to the Huron
race and to some Algonquin tribes who
lived near the Hurons, and were allied

with them against their common enemy,

dangerous opponents to the scattered and
sparsely populated French settlements.

Champlain could now, under the protection

of the Hurons and their allies, explore the

country about the St. La^^rence in all

directions. The limits to which he ex-

tended French influence were Lake Cham-
plain in the south east, the middle Sague-
nay in the north, and in the west Lake
Huron, which he reached by way of. the

Ottawa and Nipissing, without, however,
gaining any clear conception of the great

system of North American lakes.

Champlain did even more to strengthen

French influence ; he summoned mis-

sionaries to Canada. Those interested in

the trading company looked unfavourably
upon the extra expense entailed by this,

the more so because the endeavours of the
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missionaries to get the Indians to settle

were prejudicial to the fur-trade ; but the

influence of the French Government and
Champlain's lofty views gained a complete
victory over the narrower opinions of the

traders. Some priests of the order of

Recollets arrived in 1615, and they built at

Quebec the first permanent church in North
America. But although Pro-

^.^ '""^ testant interests were strongly
Church - J • J.1
. -, . represented m the compan\-,
in L<anadsi -, , -,• , t . '^ ^

and hostility to the J esuits was
most pronounced, yet this order, which
deserves all praise for its missionary work,
could not be permanently kept out of the

Canadian settlements. From 1625 they
worked side by side with the Franciscans.

How zealously they engaged in the
conversion of the Indians of the north is

shown by the extent of the literature which
the brothers of the order have published
on their work in Canada. A change took
place with the interference of Richelieu in

Canadian affairs. The Company of New
France, commonly known as the " Hun-
dred Associates," was formed, and received

a monopoly of the fur-trade from Florida

to the Arctic Seas. Above all, after the
fall of Rochelle, that fatal interdict on
Huguenot immigration was decreed, which
perhaps lost North Am.erica to France,
and changed the history of the world.

Even in these early times Canada had
once been in danger of falling into the

hands of the English. In 1621, Sir William
Alexander received from James I. a
charter to found a colony under the name
of Nova Scotia. Its boundaries included
the greater part of the French colony.

When war broke out between England
and France, Alexander attempted to

enforce his claims. His ships repeatedly
forced a passage up the St. Lawrence, and,

by capturing French ships, almost com-
pletely cut off communication between
Quebec and the Mother Country. In 1628
Alexander's ships appeared before Quebec
_ . . and demanded its surrender;

fh H a f
'^ ^^'^^ only Champlain s

th E 1" h
^bil^ty that caused them to

retreat with their object unat-
tained. But they returned next year, and
the colonists, exhausted by a severe winter,

which was doubly hard on account of the
absence of help from Europe, offered no
resistance. The colonists, and Champlain
himself, were carried off to Plymouth.
Canada was at this moment in the hands
of the English. But a treat}^ of peace had
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already been concluded in Europe, and by
it the possessions of both parties were
to remain unchanged. Both Acadia and
Canada were thus given up by the British,

and French Canada by this means was
enabled to prolong an honourable existence
for more than a hundred years.

Champlain again returned to Quebec,
and did much for the Canadian colony
before he ended his life there in 1635.
The English claims were practically nulli-

fied ; the peace with the Hurons was again
confirmed ; and far up the St. Lawrence,
at Three Rivers, a new settlement was
founded. Still greater deeds were pro-

jected by him, but he received no news of

their fulfilment before his death. Jean
Nicolet, one of his most distinguished

followers, had meanwhile revisited Lake
Huron by the old route, and had then gone
on through the Strait of Mackinac into Lake
Michigan and far along its western shore.

He failed, indeed, to discover the

geological structure of the basin of these

lakes and their peculiar connection ; but
in making alliances with the Indians as

far as the Fox River he paved a way that

^ 1.0. became of great importance
Canada s Slow , , c , t-i / 1

in the future. 1 he failure so

far to make anything more
than a trading centre of the

St. Lawrence is shown by the fact that there

were at this date only some 200 French-
men in the M-hole countr\'. The popula-

tion, in fact, were merely servants of a

trading-company, quartered for the most
part in wholesale barrack fashion. Be-
tween the 5'ears 1632 and 1640 nearly 100
genuine farmers, mainly from Perche,

Normandy, Picardy and Champagne,
arrived, and were the original progenitors

of the modern Canadian habitant. Nearly
all of them either brought wives or found
them in the colony. In the next twenty
3'ears, until the end of the companj^'s

rule, about 200 more came. They were
prolific, and prospered, and by this time
understood how to face the harder condi-

tions of life in the colony. Nineteen-

twentieths of them, says M. Suite, who
has exhaustively studied the question,

have descendants in the colony to-day.

The Indians were now more formidable,

from the fact that they were acquiring

firearms from the traders of New England,
particularly the Iroquois and the five

nations, whose territory lay to the south

of the great lakes Erie and Ontario.

North of the lakes were Algonquins and

Growth Under
the French
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Hurons, while Acadia and what is now
New Brunswick, speaking broadly, were
occupied by Micmacs and Abernakis, who
took no part in the struggle for Canada
as here understood. These nations were
highly organised, their various tribes

living in stockaded villages, each being
represented in the general council by two
chiefs, one for peace and one for war.
All of them, except the Micmacs and
Abernakis, were tillers of the soil, and
cultivated maize, pumpkins and tobacco.

The sub-tribe dwelt in its separate village,

divided again into clans, each of which
had its own long house. Chastity not being
held in repute, relationship counted only
on the mother's side, and each clan thus
derived and held together had its badge or

token, which was tattooed on the bodies of

the males, and displayed over the entrance
of the Long Hall. These nations—the

Algonquins, Hurons and Iroquois—spoke
different languages ; while their several

tribes spoke dialects of the same tongue,
differing more or less, but at all events
sufficiently alike to admit of common dis-

cussion. Such, broadly speaking, were the

savage nations, among whom the lot of the

French Canadians were cast,
e car ess

^^^ ^^,j^^ played such a vital

XM- • and important part in their
Missionaries , . ,

^ „ •.

history, ror it was not in

trade only that the relations of the two races

became so intimate, but in almost every
Indian village, from the great western
lakes to the Saguenay, the fearless and
indefatigable Catholic missioner in his

black robe became a familiar spectacle.

Even among the friendly Hurons and
Algonquins, however, his offices were
regarded for a long time with suspicion.

But men who were ready to face torture

and death among the hostile Iroquois, and
did so, were not likely to be discouraged
by the mere obstinacy of their allies.

Those outward forms, at any rate, of

conversion, which at that period had a
significance for the Jesuit that to us
appears almost incredible, were accepted
by an ever-increasing number of savages.

Pictures seem to have been the most
efficacious means of influence, while in the
far-scattered mission chapels the fathers

did not disdain to add material hospitality

to the attractions of their religious ritual.

Nor did they, like their New England
contemporaries, show indifference to the
Indian dialects and insist, as it were, that

the learning of the European tongue must

be concurrent with the learning of

Christianity. The French priests were,

beyond doubt, intellectually superior to

the others. They toiled at the various

Indian dialects, and addressed each tribe

in its own tongue, thus winning the

confidence of the natives not merely for

themselves, but for their nation, and by
, .. their far superior enterprise
Indians • i •- j. i.- x j.i

II J r 1.
carried its reputation into the

Under French ^ i j- . ^

J
,. remote and distant regions.

The English colonists, on the
other hand, though not devoid of mis-
sionary zeal, and more exacting in some
show of practical morality from their

converts, were content with slower and
more thorough work in the neighbourhood
of their own settlements.

The French, as might be expected,
acquired b}' these means, and with some
further advantage in national tempera-
ment, an influence over the Indians far

greater than that of their English neigh-
bours, who owed such as the\^ had rather
to their traders than to their preachers.

The one exception to this, as we have said,

was the most powerful of all the Indian com-
binations, that of the fivenations, commonly
known as the Iroquois. With these the
French, as allies of their inveterate enemies,
the Hurons and Algonquins, could make no
headway. They made overtures to the
New Englanders for some kind of union
against the dreaded people who lay at the
back of both colonies ; but the English,

fortunately for themselves, declined.

For many a time in after years the
Iroquois could have turned the scale in

Anglo-French disputes. As it was, their con-
sistent attachment to the English, chiefly

as the better customers in trade, remained
one of the great facts of North American
politics till the Indian had ceased to count.
It was in 1648 that the Iroquois crossed

into Canada and set to work to exterminate
the Huron nation, who were scattered over
what is now the great province of Ontario,

and were more numerous than
Iroquois'

their foes. The latter, however.

,. -f practicallv succeeded m their
the Hurons f 1 j .

"
1 . .

bloody task, one remnant oi

the Hurons seeking permanent refuge on
the Isle of Orleans under the very guns of

Quebec. Even then they were not safe,

for in 1656 the Iroquois fell upon them and
carried off their women in sight of the

French, who were not strong enough to

interfere, and already had fifty prisoners

in the hands of the savages. The
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destruction of the Hurons caine to very

nearly destroying for a time the French fur-

trade. Montmagny had succeeded to the

governorship on Champlain's death. The
enterprise of the Jesuits had become known
in France, and stimulated a great interest

in Canada, particularly of a religious kind.

De\'out women of good family had arrived

in Quebec, bringing money
Rehg.ous ^^-^ enthusiasm to the

MontTeaT
building of churches and
hospitals, Madame de la

Petrie and Marie (iugard being among
the most prominent. It was in 1641, too,

that Montreal was founded by a band of

enthusiasts, though actually a sub-com-

pany of the Hundred Associates, with a

title to the land, headed by Maisonneuve
and Mile. Mance, another devotee.

They were detained by the winter in

Quebec, where many objections were raised

to their enterprise. With forty men and four

women, however, they persevered, and a

granite monument to their success may
to-day be seen amid the busy stir of

Montreal where its first rude buildings,

then known as the Ville Marie, clustered

round their protecting battery. In 1659,

under the influence of Mile. Mance and the

Sulpitians, Montreal was reinforced by
some 200 souls, including thirty marriage-

able maidens and some nuns. The Jesuit

interest pounced upon them, but they were
nevertheless soon absorbed into a popula-

tion which then contained 150 men,
fifty of whom were married. The new
town, it may be remarked, was not yet

even palisaded. A stone windmill formed
its chief refuge of defence, and the lurking

Iroquois made it unsafe to venture beyond
the small area of cleared ground.

The Jesuits were now almost dominant
in the colony, and religious fervour is

the leading note of all contemporary
chronicles. The Hotel Dieu was already

founded at Quebec; so also was the now
noted convent of the Ursulines with the

-. - . ,. Jesuit church and college.
St. Louis the r? i c^ t ii, i.

c , rort St. Louis, the permanent

^ ^ seat of government, bristling

With cannon, towered above
all other buildings, and the whole aspect
of the place must have been that of the
crusading missionary rather than the
trader. Agriculture, from the attractions of

the fur-trade on the one hand, and the
vigilance of the hostile Iroquois on the
other, made slow way, and nearly all

supplies were imported from France.
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Montreal was already becoming the chief

point of trade, fronting as it did the

western M'ilderness whence issued the

Indians, laden with their annual toll of

which the beaver-skin was the principal

staple—the unit, too, of value and currency
in the colony, as tobacco was in Virginia.

Religious exaltation, generated by fear-

less Jesuit priests and lay devotees,

often of noble blood, both men and
women, was the electric current which
nerved these isolated communities to face

incredible hardships and continual dangers.

Material, , fortune, the natural aim of

colonists in all times, seems here to have
been almost in abeyance. The bulk of the

population employed in the fur-trade were,

in fact, only servants of,the companies.

If the ascetic and missionary side of

the life did not appeal to them in spirit,

they had outwardly to conform to it,

and there is no doubt that the discipline

of the settlements lent a contrasting charm
to the liberty of the wild woods and made
hopeless nomads of innumerable French-

men who might, under other conditions,

have become useful farmers. A blend of

natural gallantry and religious

fanaticism gave rise to manyBrave Deeds
of Gallant

Frenchmen
heroic deeds other than that

notorious and frequent court-

ing of death and torture by the missionaries

themselves. Here is one of them: In

1660 there was a rumour that 1,000 Iro-

quois were together, at the mouth of the

Ottawa for the destruction of Montreal

;

whereupon a band of sixteen enthusiasts,

with arms and ammunition, left the town,

and at the rapids of the Long Sault

ensconced themselves within a log redoubt

and, pledged to neither give nor take

quarter, calmly awaited certain death.

They maintained a heroic and bloody
resistance against hundreds of savages

till they met their inevitable fate. The
motive of this exalted heroism was to

sober the Iroquois by some striking

exhibition of French valour ; nor, it should

be said, did they die in vain.

In 1663 the able Colbert was put in

charge of the French colonial department
by the young king, Louis XIV., and at

once set to work sweeping changes in

Canada, which contained up till now no
more than 2,000 French inhabitants, 80a
of whom were in Quebec. He annulled

the charter of the Hundred Associates,

which had till then enjoyed a monopoly
of trade with Canada, transferring the
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privilege to the great French West India

Company, which, by its activity did much
to infuse new hfe into Canadian enterprise.

The lake region was soon thoroughly

explored in all directions, and the ascend-

ancy of French influence was assured by

the "establishment of mission-stations and
trading depots. Of these the most im-

portant were at Sault Sainte-
Progrcss

:\jai-ie, between Lake Superior
of Trade aad

^^^^ ^ake Huron ; near Mac-
M.ssions

j^^^^ between Lake Huron
and Lake Michigan ; and at Isiagara Falls.

De Courcelles was sent out as governor

with a much abler man, the famous Talon,

as intendant, to keep an e3'e on him in the

king's interest—a mistrustful form of

government that was continued to the end
of the French regime. The Carringnan

regiment, which had distinguished itself

against the Turks, was also sent with a

view to ultimate settlement in the country,

and man}' batches of emigrants, male and
female, amounting in all, with the soldiers,

to some 2,000 souls, arrived there within

a few years. The fortifications at Quebec,

Montreal and Three Rivers—the last

midway between the two towns, and now
acquiring importance—were strengthened,

and forts were built along the line of the

Richelieu to watch the Iroquois.

The king himself took an active interest

in the colony, while another gi"eat name in

Canadian history made its appearance at

this time—namely, that of Laval, first as

Pope's vicar, then as bishop. The Sul-

pitians, who were strong in Montreal, had
attempted to dispute the Jesuit supremacy.
But the arrival of Laval, wholly in sym-
pathy with the latter, high born, wealthy,
able and arrogant, settled the matter.

Pledged to uphold the supremacy of the

Church in Canada, he proved on many
occasions too much for the secular

government. Hostility to the liquor trade,

which was demoralising the Indians, but was
considered as one of the mainsprings of the

fur-trade, and the endowing
of those seminaries in Que-
bec, now represented by the

famous university that bears
his name, are the chief actions that occur to

one in connection with this powerful and
ascetic ecclesiastic. It was his influence,

too, that caused the dissolution of the
company of the Hundred Associates.
He endeavoured to enforce, and some-

times succeeded in so doing, the outrageous
doctrine that the Church should control
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Lav&l's

Great Work for

Canada

the secular as well as the religious affairs

of the colony, and he had one governor

recalled at his own dictation. His name is

remembered as the most powerful exponent

of those Ultramontane doctrines for which
French Canada in a greater or less degree

has been distinguished up to the present day.

It was at this epoch, indeed, that the

scheme of government and social organisa-

tion was planned under which French
Canada for good or ill was to work out its

destiny. This, in short, was an absolutism,

and may be described as a triumvirate,

consisting of the gavernor, the bishop

and the intendant, who managed the

finances, besides reporting confidentially

to the king on the governor's actions and
conduct. The three often pulled different

ways in settling a decree, but when issued,

it had to be unquestioningl}' obeyed. The
land was divided into districts, parishes

and seigneuries—the first for purposes of

defence, in which an enrolled militia played

an important part ; the second for ecclesi-

astical convenience ; while the third, the

seigneuries, were large tracts of several

square leagues apiece, mostly fronting on
one or other bank of the St.

Lawrence, granted to indivi-

duals, who constituted an order

of noblesse. These people were
sometimes officers, members themselves of

the petite noblesse of France, but quite as

often men of no birth, who could afford

the moderate sums to qualify for enrolment

in this somewhat curious aristocracy.

The land was held from the Crown in

quasi-feudal fashion, though not by mili-

tarj^ service, as the militia was separately

organised under distinct captains, who were
only incidentally, though almost inevitably,

seigneurs. But the seigneur was looked

upon as holding his estate in trust, as it

were, for the Crown. So much, at least, of

dignity was conceded to him, if his rents

were microscopic. He could not dispose of

it in part, while even the transfer of the

whole carried a very heavy fine. The whole
country being heavily timbered, the

tenants, or censitaires, of these seigneuries

had to hew their little farms painfully out

of the woods, and, of course, erect their

own buildings. Theirs was not the energy

and ambition of Anglo-Saxon freeholders

in the forests to the south of them. Many
causes—temperament, the fascinations of

the fur-trade, a reactionary government,
a stagnant industrial atmospherer--kept

the clearings small and the seigneuries

New Scheme
of Social

Government
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mainly wrapped in unproductive forest.

Rents, such as they were, were paid in

kind. Corn had to be ground at the

seigneural mill, and certain fines were due
to the lord on sale or transfer of his tenants'

holdings. But for a generation or two the

seigneur, if he held no commission or

small office, was almost as poor as his

tenantry. He had absolutely no part in

the government ot his country, nor was his

opinion asked upon any single question,

while his judicial powers were confined to

the pettiest matters. Nevertheless, he
played a necessary and not ignoble part.

In those dangerous and arduous exploits

against either white or Indian foes,

whether as militia captain or otherwise, he
made the very best of partisan leaders

;

while as an explorer he was equally in his

element. With the spirits of such rude
health as a simple life in a bracing climate

generates, and the pride of caste, whether
inbred or acquired, he made an ideal

instrument for such work as the peculiar

French system for developing Canada
required, and is a highly picturesque,

historical figure when viewed against his

wild and romantic background.

M f
**" ^ The seigneurs as a unit of

ui crs
organisation served to keep the

of Canada ,.,? j. ,

,

i
• , t_ i

tillers of the soil m touch and m
hand. The latter could not straggle out in

solitary clearings all over the country

beyond the reach of the military or ecclesi-

astical authority, to be a constant mark to

the Indian tomahawk. They were prac-

tically tied to the soil, though all had
more of it for a long time than they could

clear and cultivate, and it was reasonably

fertile, the restraint was mainly theoretical.

Certainly it was not felt. The social in-

stinct of the French, too, was by this

system preserved and encouraged then as

now, for the French Canadian holding

was long and narrow, so that the dwellings,

which stood at the end of it upon the road

—

or more often river—as the chief artery of

t ravel , were in neighbourly propinquity , and
the banks of the St. Lawrence began in time

to assume the form they do to-day, of a con-

tinuous, if somewhat disconnected, street.

The Iroquois all this time had been more
than aggressive—they were contemptuous.
They had wiped out the Hurons—the allies

of the French—and confined the industrial

and domestic life of the latter to the range
of their own guns. Even more ; for the

Onondagas, who were the nearest and the

least inimical of the five nations, had

Frenchmen
Assassinated by

the Mohawks

virtually compelled the presence of a
mission settlement in their country, the
members of which lived in daily peril of

their lives. De Courcelles, the first Crown
governor, in 1665, with the rashness of

inexperience, had marched in the dead of

winter with 600 men against the Mohawk
village. But he never got there. After

floundering for weeks in the

wintry wilderness, harassed
by Indians, he returned igno-

miniously, with consider-

able loss. The murder of several French
officers by Mohawks stirred the French to

a greater effort, and an experienced soldier,

the Marquess de Tracy, now headed a force

of 1,300 men, regulars and militia, against

this tribe—the fiercest of the Iroquois

confederacy. The Indians flinched from the

unequal contest, and Tracy destroyed their

villages, though these had been fortified

under the guidance of the Dutch, who had
that very year been handed over to the

British Crown. This led to a peace for

twenty years. Canada had rest, and was
enabled to extend those settlements in

the manner we have already treated

of and to organise the nucleus of her

seigneuries and parishes.

Four thousand fresh emigrants were
despatched to the country between 1667
and 1672 by the efforts of the king and
his minister, including several batches

of respectable girls, who were placed in

charge of the nuns during the extremely

brief period it required to find husbands
for them. The last-mentioned year, too,

saw the end of assisted emigration to

Canada. Throughout the remaining cen-

tury of the French regime the current

flowed feebly. It is safe to say that the

vast majority of modern French Cana-

dians are descended from the 8,000 men
and women who at this time were crys-

talised into a small nation, utterly distinct

from those other varieties of another

civilisation that were forming to the south

.of them. They represented
Ancestors of

^^^ j^^^-^^ ^^^ -^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^
Modern French

^^^^^ p^.^^^^ ^^ ^,^g ^^^.g^.
Canadians

^^^^^^ century, and no fresh

influences except those engendered by mere
physical surroundings ever contaminated

them. Without education to speak of,

or political life of any kind, or intercourse

with other communities but savage ones,

docile to an Ultramontane Church, ruled

absolutely by a succession of officials

from France, they remained in effect
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provinciai Frenchmen, and, save for that

special alertness which comes of familiarity

with the wilderness, stereotyped seven-

teenth century France on the far-off

shores of the River St. Lawrence.
An over\\helming majority of these

settlers had come from Normandy and
the northern provinces ; the rest mainly

from the south-west, sailing from

BcfTre^thc
Rochelle. The south and south-

c ore
^^^^ ^^ France had nothing to

onques
^^ ^vith peopling Canada, and,

strange to say, the sea-going Breton took
but a trifling part. The Norman was the

best settler. He was hard}' and used to

growing at home the ordinary grain and
grass crops that were suited to the soil of

Canada. By the middle of the century
there were already 3,000 cattle in the

country besides a proportionafp numlier

of pigs and sheep, but as yet

no horses, nor were these at

all numerous till after the

English conquest. Not all the

settlers, howex-er, came from
the rural districts ; indeed,

quite a number unused to

agricultural pursuits were [

imported, and these, by the

not unwise paternalism of the

government, were placed with
farmers to learn the trade.

Nor were the country people
permitted to move into towns.

Bounties were given for large john law
families, and obdurate This financier, popular and power- mentioned in the hazy reports

bachelors were heavily fined.
f"i at the court of the regent, was

^f ^j^g Iroquois. When they
_ . . f -111 at the head of the India Company,

i i i n
So, m spite of a considerable and under his regime speculation reached the great confluence

infant mortality and a more was indulged in which resulted of the Missouri the problem
than normal adult death rate '" ^ ^'^^^ financial collapse,

^j^gy ^^,gj.g attempting was
from war and hardship, the 8,000 persons solved. A tributary of this magnitude

Hitherto the French explorers had been
spurred on by the hope of finding by way
of the Great Lakes a western passage to

the seas of Cathay. But as travellers to

the west found land ever before them,
and rivers flowing east, more credit was
given to the stories told by Indians about
the " Father of Waters," whose name,
Mississippi, was first learned by Europeans
in 1670. Its exploration was then the

problem before the adventurous French
discoverers. With its solution the colonial

power of France reached its highest point.

The first Europeans to reach the

Mississippi from the north were Joliet and
Marquette. The former was, at Colbert's

instigation, sent out by the new Canadian
governor, Frontenac, in 1673, with express

orders to fathom the mystery of the
" \\>stern Water." Marquette, a missionary

in Mackinac, volunteered to

join him. The two followed the

beaten track through Green
Bay and up Fox River. There
their Indian guides brought
them to a place where they
had only to carry their canoes
two miles overland to reach a

branch of the Wisconsin, and
now they had but to trust

themselves to the stream in

order to reach the Mississippi

itself in a few weeks. At the

mouth of the Ohio they recog-

nised the great waterway

that Count Frontenac found in Canada in

1672 multiplied themselves eight times in

the eighty years that ensued before the

war of the English conquest, in 1756.
About this time, too, France, in the

person of the Sieur de Lusson, accom-
panied by the noted explorers Perrot and
Joliet, took ceremonious possession, at

the Sault St. Marie, of the great western
lakes and territories ; nor could a spot
for making formal proclamation of such
import, though responded to only in the
moan of illimitable forest and the roar of

mighty waters, have been selected more
singularly appropriate than the shores

of tliat broad, rocky channel where the
frigid waters of Lake Superior in a mile of

seething foam rush down into Lake Huron.
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implied extensive tracts of land and a large

watershed in the north and north-west
;

and the Mississippi itself, flowing ever

southward, could lead nowhere else than
to the Gulf of Mexico. They followed the

river as far as the mouth of the Arkansas,

„ which was a further con-
European ^ ,• r ,1 •

„. ... hrmation of their supposi-
Discovery of the ,. ^, . i

•>..... tions. Ihen, not wishing
Mississippi . ,

, . ' f . .0
to run the risk of incurring

Spanish hostility, which might render
their discovery fruitless, they began the

return journey and made their way
slowly along the Illinois and the Des
Plaines to the site of Chicago.

In France the prospects which Joliet's

discover}' opened up for French colonial

expansion were only gradually compre-
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hended ; but in Canada there were plenty
of far-seeing men who were resolved to

follow up these discoveries at once.

Among these was the governor, Frontenac.
It was through his interposition that

Rene Robert Cavelier, Sieur de la SaUe,
the possessor of one of the small feudal

domains of which a number were estab-

lished round about Montreal, received
letters patent from the Crown, granting
him the monopoly of trade on the Illinois

and the right to establish trading factories

there. It was thus that La Salle became
the pioneer of western exploration and the
discoverer of Louisiana, to the possession

of which he attached great importance,
believing that the future of French trade
and of French colonisation depended on it.

La Salle then proceeded to erect forts

at the mouth of the Mississippi, to render
Louisiana safe against attacks by the
Spaniards from the Gulf of Mexico, just as

Fort Louis was to render it safe against
English attacks from the Iroquois territory.

His successes now aroused interest in France.
No fewer than four ships set out to take
him and his colonists to the mouth of the

I €, „ , ^ ^ Mississippi, which, unfortu-
La Salle s Fate , , f r -i i j

tk H J r
nately, he tailed to recognise

. . _ ,,
from the sea. After sailing

his Followers , . j- i ^ ^ i imuch too far west he landed
in Texas, at the mouth of the Colorado,
which he took to be a branch of the
Mississippi. When he recognised his error

the ships were already beyond recall.

He endeavoured to reach the Mississippi

by land, but was killed by his own fol-

lowers during the journey. The colonists

on the Colorado succumbed to the climate
and to the attacks of the natives. When
Raphael de Tonty, La vSalle's most faithful

adherent, made his way from the Illinois

to the lower Mississippi to bring help to

his leader, all he could learn was that the
expedition had been a complete failure.

Still La Salle's achievement had decided
the future of Louisiana. Where Joliet and
La Salle had shown the way, missionaries,

fur-traders, hunters and adventurers
followed in their footsteps into that rich

and extensive region to the west.

Small settlements sprang up on the
IlUnois, on the Kaskaskia, and on the
Arkansas. Here, just as at first in Canada,
the French did not, indeed, take root as
true settlers and tillers of the soil, but, by
adapting themselves to the customs of the
natives, they gained great influence over
them and were able to keep them on the

French side in the struggle which was
becoming inevitable between the French
colonies in Canada and the English on the

Atlantic coast. The knowledge possessed
by the Indians played no small part in

disseminating information as to the extra-

ordinary richness of the land. It is only
by thinking of its subsequent development
_,. , ^ , that one can fully reaUse the
First French , u- u * i^ ,. glamour which was connected
Town on the ? i j. a- ii, ^i...... tor a short time with tiie
Mississippi r T - - T /-

name of Louisiana. In 1699
Lemoine d'lberville sailed from France to

the Gulf of Mexico, to attempt once more
to carry out the scheme for which La Salle

had given his life. He met with better

fortune, and, after experimenting and
feeling his way for several years, founded
the settlement of Rosalie, the first French
town in the district about the mouth of

the Mississippi. For years it remained
nothing more than a starting-point for the

expeditions of fur-traders, fortune-hunters

and others ; but even their occasional

successes were sufficient to attract renewed
attention in France. The monopoly of

trade in Louisiana was leased by the Crown
to a merchant named Crozat for a term of

two years. After this it passed into the

hands of the India Company under the

management of John Law ; and under the

regime of this financier, who for a time was
all powerful at the court of the regent,

the wildest speculation was indulged in.

The result, of course, was a financial

collapse—one of the greatest the world
has ever seen. But during this period not

a little was done for Louisiana. There
were a large number of colonists sent out,

though the majority of them were not of

the most desirable class, and it was by
these that Ncw Orleans was founded.

But the incapacity of the French for

colonial enterprise, combined with Law's
unscrupulous procedure, put an abrupt

end to the great expectations entertained

for Louisiana. As is always the case,

the depression following the

collapse was proportioned to theThe Great

Failure of

Louisiana
inflation before it, and the colon}-,

out of which, under sound
management, much more might have been

made than out of inhospitable Canada, was
left to itself for half a century. Before

its development had been taken up again,

the blow was struck that put an end for

ever to La Salle's dream of a French

colonial empire extending from the

Atlantic Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico.
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THE MAKERS OF FRENCH CANADA
STRUGGLE AND PROGRESS UNDER FRONTENAC
IN the meantime, Count Frontenac, a
•*• strong, soldierly, middle-aged man, was
seated in the Chateau St. Louis on the
Rock of Quebec. He is the best remem-
bered and most distinguished of the

French governors of Canada, as are his

contemporaries, Laval and Talon respec-

tively, of its long list of bishops and
intendants. His administra-
tion, too, bears one singular

Frontenac

Governor
of C&nada

resemblance to that of Lord
Dorchester, the most distin-

guished of the English occupants of the

Chateau St. Louis. Both were divided by
a considerable interval into two distinct

periods. Each pro-consul had left Canada
for good, but was sent back as the only
man capable of facing a difficult situation.

Furthermore, the many years covered by
Fiontenac's rule, as well as the length of

interval, very nearly corresponded in the

one century to those of Dorchester in the

next. It fell to each of them, too, to defend
Quebec against the only serious attacks
ever made upon it by a civilised enemy
outside those famous years of 1759-1760.
Save in military capacity, however, there

was little resemblance. Frontenac had
not to handle the susceptibilities of an
alien race smarting from defeat. He had
no tact. He was an-ogant and unyielding.

He did not like Jesuits, and resented
ecclesiastical dictation as much as he did
the prying activity of the intendant. He
was a bold and brave soldier, fertile in

resource and prompt in action, and the
period of his government in Canada was
-, . , one in which such qualities were
Memorials j j tt t o n i

. „^ needed. He gave La Salle and
of a Strong ,, , ° i- r n- other explorers his lull svm-Governor ^i i , t

"

pathy and support. In money
matters he was not over-scrupulous, for

he came out to Canada impoverished and
intended to mend his fortunes.

Nevertheless, if not actually a great man,
he was in every sense a strong one, and his

name is cherished to-day in statues and
buildings. His first term, from 1672 to 1682,
was not eventfdi, and was chiefly marked
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by friction in civil affairs. Though a grand
seigneur and autocrat in his way, the

count disapproved of the highly central-

ised autocracy which kept all popular
expression absolutely mute. He went so

far as to revive an assembly after the

fashion of the old three estates of France,

and in Quebec itself created a sort of

quasi-popular municipal government.
The intendant Talon, would have

nothing to do with these innovations, and
when the king learned from him what was
going forward, Frontenac was severely

censured and curtly ordered to refrain

from all future experiments of such a
nature. He understood the Indians, how-
ever, was popular with the friendly nations,

and was feared by the Iroquois ; while the

fur-trade, after a ten years' trial in the hands
of the new company, was now resumed by
the Crown, who granted licences to traders,

reserving to itself a fourth of the produce.

rrt n .. Frontenac, however, had suffi-
The Recall , 11

cient enemies among his col-

P leagues and subordinates to

bring about his recall in 1682
after ten years of useful service. And, no
doubt, the colony soon wished him back
again, for two incapable governors, La
Barre and Denonville, proceeded to de-

monstrate by contrast for the next
seven years how valuable the shrewd if

fiery soldier had been to it.

The English colonists, increasing at a

far greater rate than their French neigh-

bours, were beginning to cause that friction

on the borders inevitable to the clashing

of traders' interests and the presence of

warlike Indians always watching their

opportunit}^ La Barre made an in-

effectual expedition against the Iroquois,

whose tactics at this moment were to

destroy the Illinois, and thereby deal a

serious blow at the French fur-trade. The
governor was recalled, and the Marque'-'s de
Denonville, who succeeded to the lowered
prestige of his governancy. did no better,

and in an active sense much worse. His
administration, however, was illuminated
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by one of those brilliant feats of courage,

enterprise and endurance that give a
romance peculiarly its own to the French
regime, though effected in this case at the

expense of the British. For in 1685 the

Chevalier de Troyes, an elderly army cap-

tain, and the three famous sons of a notable

father, Charles le Moyne, a Canadian
seigneur, with some eighty soldiers and
coureurs de bois, marched through the

trackless northern wilderness and cap-

tured several of the English trading posts

on the Hudson's Bay.
This was the beginning of a dramatic

struggle on those remote and lonely shores

and the cold seas adjoining them. It was
not finally settled, nor were the sufferings

of the Hudson's Bay Company, whose
loss was considerable, terminated till the

Treaty of Utrecht, in 1713,
restored the British traders

again to full possession and
peace. The chief hero of

these enterprises was Pierre,

the eldest of the Le Moyne
brothers, commonly known
as the Sieur d'Iberville, wlio

became afterwards the most
famous Canadian of his day.

But Denonvilie, who at least

had personal courage, had no
credit for this audacious
enterprise, which was inspired

by a newly formed company,
eager to capture the trade of

Iroquois'

Terrible

Revenge

the French guns at Fort Frontenac,

Kingston, for which treacherous act,

everywhere denounced, a terrible reckoning

was taken. Yet, with this powerful force,

the governor did little more than destroy

the villages of the Senecas, a matter of

mere temporary inconvenience to the

Indians, while he failed to reach their

iighting-men, who had retired

with their families and mov-
ables to give a sanguinary
account of themselves on a

later occasion. The Iroquois had now
come formally under the ffigis of the British

Crown, and the situation grew yet more
complicated. The governor of New York,
too, began to threaten retaliation on
account of certain English traders who
had been plundered and seized. In the

following year, maddened by
the Seneca business and by
the shipment of the Iroquois

prisoners, and egged on by
the New York Colonial

Government, the Iroquois

turned out in force on
Canada. Never before had
that country been so appa-

rently strong for defence.

Regulars, militia and mission

Indians to the number of

several thousands were avail-

able, counting among them
innumerable daring spirits,

full of ardour and innuredCOUNT FRONTENAC
Hudson's Bay. His own chief The most famous of the French to advcnturc. But a tem-

exploit was an expedition t\m^ri\°rLv';'soid!^r''ra"s'lrro: porary paralysis approachmg
against the Seneca tribe of g^nt and unyielding:, his treatment to panic seems to have seized

the Iroquois, which, thanks
of "Stives being much condemned,

^j^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ j^j^g^g^.

to money and men despatched from France
for the purpose, was on far the largest

scale of anything undertaken yet in

Canada. Here were already 800 regulars

in the colony, and as many more were
now landed ; and it may be here noted
incidentally that the ranks of the Canadian
noblesse were now greatly augmented by
the officers of these corps, who, being

. , mainly poor gentilhommes with

Betrayal of

the Iroquois

nothing but their birth and
their swords, were tempted by
the grants of seigneuries to

remain in the colony. With 800 of these

regulars, swelled to 2,000 by militia and
the Christian Indians of the settlements,

Denonvilie marched against the Senecas.

On the way he seized, maltreated, and
shipped to France for service in the galleys

a number of friendly Iroquois settled under

from bad provisions was raging among
the soldiers, and one of those quasi-

famines to which the country, from its

uneconomic constitution, was peculiarly

liable hampered its energies. To shorten

a long tale, on the night of August 4th,

1689, further screened by a tempest of hail,

1,500 Iroquois warriors crossed Lake St.

Louis just above Montreal, and hid them-
selves among the settlements at La Chine.

Then ensued the worst massacre re-

corded in Canadian history, for some 200

persons were killed on the spot, and nearly

as many more carried off to a far worse

death. In spite of troops and forts, the

savages held for two months the region

that they had decimated. The terror

spread all through Canada ; no man knew
where some scattered bands of the dreaded

Iroquois might next strike, and the tidings
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Scheme to

Capture

New York

flew far away through the western wilder-

ness, to the detriment everywhere of the

French prestige and the power of " Onon-
tio," as the French king was called.

These two years were sad ones. Denon-
ville was recalled, and Frontenac, though in

his seventieth year, went again in his place.

But the glory of Louis XIV. was waning;
his vassals, the Stuarts, had
been driven from the English
throne, and his able and relent-

less foe, William of Orange, was
now seated upon it. The schemes that

were to check the power of France, and,

finally, through the genius of Marlborough,
to shatter its armies, were in progress.

There would be no more troops or money
for Canada, and Frontenac understood that

he had to face the situation with such
material as was already in the colony.

But the plan of action conceived by the

king and himself was an altogether novel

and audacious one, and well suited to the

grim old soldier's temperament.
This was nothing less than the capture

of New York itself, the heart and brain

of the English power against Canada and
the source of all warlike supplies to the

Iroquois. A thousand regulars and 600
militia were to march from Canada bj-

Lake Champlain to Albany and descend
the Hudson, vv'ith whom two ships of war
were to lie off Xew York and co-operate.

The little town, weak as was supposed in

fighting men, once taken, every inhabitant

of the province, English and Dutch, save
any few Catholics there might be, was to

be forcibly deported— a proposition which
may be commended to those taking the
more emotional view of the removal of

Acadians in the next century, a people who
were aggressively troublesome and who
steadily refused to take the oath of alle-

giance to a government that for forty

years had treated them with singular

consideration. By this pretty scheme, New-
England would be cut off from her sister

colonies, and, above all, the
_,*'*,*. *

.^. Iroquois isolated. But it all
Quaking with ^

, , , • ,

,

, t^
_, came to nothmg, though Fron-

tenac sailed with two ships of

war and the best of intentions. So many
delays occurred that when he landed in

Quebec, to the disgust of the Jesuits and
other leaders, but to the joy doubtless of

the people generally, he had abandoned
his plans, for that season at least. When
he discovered the slate of the colony-,

still helpless and quaking v/ith the Indian
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terror, and its border desolate, the capture
of New York passed into the domam of

dreams. His first move, nevertheless, after

restoring some confidence to the colony,

was to harass the frontiers of New
England and New York with various war
parties of French and mission Indians and
all the horrors of the torch and the scalp-

ing knife, his object being to restore the

French prestige in the eyes of the Iroquois.

The French of this period never under-
stood their English neighbours, but inter-

preted their industry and comparatively
unadventurous temperament to mean a

lack of fighting instinct, and Frontenac
thought he had given them a salutary and
sufficient lesson by his war parties. But
he soon found his mistake.

Additional impetus was now given to

Anglo-French hostilities, for the two
nations were at open war. The English

colonists were, moreover, represented to the

Canadians and Indians as rebels against

their own king, who had been, as everybody
knows, a good enough friend to France.

The mission Indians, too, who were now
a valuable support to the Canadian arms,

had sufficiently mastered the

inTe^NTme
externals of the Roman faith

'^
.t.

^ /- *™^ to regard themselves as reli-
of the Cross . ° I J .

gious crusaders, and toma-
hawked and tortured their English

prisoners in the name of the Cross, while

their squaws told their beads on the

Island of Orleans and the outskirts of

Quebec. The picture of a Pilgi'im Father
being roasted by an Abernaki Indian for

his lack of Christian faith will doubtless

commend itself to the modern readers

as the quintessence of grim humour.
It must be said at once, however, that

the priests and seigniors who accompanied
their half-tamed flock to battle did their

best to curb these amenities, which the

Indian regarded as the chief object of

war, and cheerfully submitted to himself

when the luck went against him.
Frontenac's position was interesting.

He had relieved the colonj^ from its terror

and tension, and the grim old man could
now afford to amuse himself with the

ecclesiastics and laymen that formed his

council, all of whom he had flouted

or imprisoned in former days, and who
hated him cordially, though compelled to

abase themselves. Trade, however, had
returned ; clouds of canoes—a welcome
sight—laden with furs once more floated

down to Montreal. Frontenac went up
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there to welcome them, and, brandishing

a hatchet, i^ang the war ^ong and ate dog,

seasoned with prunes, round the same fire

with their chiefs. This was the kind of

complex personality who made himself

felt in the North America of that day ;

it was not only trade, though, but war,

that the count had in his mind, for an
English armament from Albany, unknown
to most of them, was at that very moment
in movement against Montreal.

The expedition in question, which was
to be reinforced by Iroquois, was baulked
of its fruition, partly by inter-colonial

jealousies, and partly by smallpox, which
thinned its numbers and frightened off the

Indians. But a part of it ravaged the

neighbourhood of Montreal, and before

Frontenac could avenge the insult much
graver news reached him by a hurried

messenger in the almost incredible report,

as it seemed to him, of a Massachusetts
fleet and army in the St. Lawrence beating

up towards Quebec. Before he reached

that city, a matter of four days' stiff

paddling against driving rain in a canoe,

the news met him that the New England
fleet had passed Tadous?ac. In

his absence his deputy had
completed the palisade defences

he had begun on the two weak
sides of the city. The count was greeted

with enthusiasm ; men had flocked into

Quebec, and Frontenac found himself with

3,000 regulars and militia behind fortifica-

tions that Nature and his own foresight

had made proof, he might well think,

against all the farmers of New England.
Two days later, on October i6th, thirt^^-

four vessels of divers sorts sailed past the

Island of Orleans and anchored in the

basin of Quebec. They represented the

military and naval power of Massa-
chusetts, her patience worn out by
frontier wars and burning with religious

fer\'our as strong as the Jesuits to capture

Quebec and stamp out the Popish idolaters

and instigators of the Indian horrors. The
expedition was commanded by Sir William
Phips, a rough but able New England
sea-dog recently knighted. He bad first

captured Port Royal in Acadia, and, being

badly informed, thought Quebec would
fall a ready ])rey.

Frontenac's feelings were those of amaze-
ment and indignation, soldered by the signifi-

cance of the spectacle. Here was a surprise

visit from a single one of those unmartial

colonies he and Louis XIV. had proposed

Hostile

Fleet before

Quebec

to depopulate in part, and altogether to

overawe with 1,600 men and two ships.

Frontenac's choler was to be further

tried. A boat, carrying a white flag, put
off from the admiral's ship and landed an
oflicer, who was led blindfolded through
demonstrative and jeering crowds to the

chateau, where, in the great hall, he opened
-,. , _ his e\'es on the scowling faces

MeTsVe °^ ^^'^ S""" ^^"^ governor and
ess age

j^-^ suite, gorgeous in the lace
to Frontenac , , j 1 <- .1 . -.1.

and gold and finery that the

French maintained in the New World with
punctilious ceremon3^ This is, perhaps,

one of the most picturesque and suggestive

scenes in North American history. The
young New Englander in his simple

uniform might well flinch at the message

he had to deliver. He soon recovered

his composure and delivered Admiral
Phips's letter, which was read aloud by
an interpreter to the indignant company.

It was, indeed, well calculated to

rouse the Frenchman's ire, for, after read-

ing them a lecture on their barbarities

towards English settlers, Phips went on to

demand in detail an immediate surrender

of all Canada and everything in it, promis-

ing in such case a general exercise of King
William's clemency towards its inhabi-

tants, Frontenac included. Otherwise, he

was prepared to avenge all injuries and
reduce the colony to subjection to the

British Crown. A definite answer in

writing was demanded within an hour,

and as if to support his commander's brave

words, the envoy, now restored to his

native British sangfroid, intensified by the

New England atmosphere, took out his

watch and handed it to Frontenac.

The gorgeous company were, not un-

naturally, furious, crying out that Phips

was nothing but a pirate, and demanding
that his messenger should be hanged on the

spot. Frontenac, however, stifled his feel-

ings, and answered quietly that he should

not require an hour to prepare his answer.

As to William of Orange, a
Frontenac s

^^^^^^ and violator of

^?'y '°
„,. family ties and destroyer of

Admiral Phips
^^^ ^^^^ religion, he did not

recognise him as king of England at all.

In Phips himself he merely saw a traitor

to his rightful king, and most assuredly

would write to him no letter, but answer

him by the mouths of his guns. After this

the envoy was again blindfolded and

conducted back to his boat. Space forbids

any account of the siege which was
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conducted with more vigour and courage

than skill for several days by these 2,000

farmers and fishermen against a place of

notorious strength held by 3,000 regulars

and militia under skilled leadership.

Phips himself did not shine. He fired

away all his ammunition in a furious and ill-

directed bombardment from his ships, which

. was replied to with equal vigour
Failure ^^^ more success. The men

of Queb'rr
'^^""^ ^^"^^^ °^ ^^^ Beaufort

shore, and though undisciplined

amateurs led by amateurs with much
more zeal than discretion, half fed and
sickening with smallpox, managed to

maintain themselves for two or three days
and fight a number of fairly successful

skirmishes. But the ford over the St.

Charles below the city they had neither

the dash nor leading to cross, nor, if they

had, would success against such odds
have been likely. A French chronicler

within the city, however, relates that they
fought with as much courage as ignorance,

and thinks that, with better discipline

and leading, they might even have been
successful. At any rate, they gave Quebec
a very bad fright, and the city gave itself

up to transports of Te Deums and bell-

ringing when the crestfallen Phips, with
his fleet and army, sailed away.

Partisan warfare, however, went on
merrily along the frontier, between the
French and their Indians, the Iroquois and
the English. Bounties were paid in scalps

and prisoners, while burning homesteads
and ravaged villages marked each little

battle. The Ottawa was the great artery of
the Canadian fur-trade, and the efforts of the
Iroquois were constantly directed to cut-
ting their connections. The unproductive
element in Canada was numerically out
of proportion to the industrial peasantry.
Scarcity was chronic, and the supply ships
from France were frequently captured
by the English. Frontenac raged at the
Anglo-Americans, and urged the king to

attack Boston and New York
iTontenac ^^^ extirpate "those old
the Right Man r, , >> a . i, ,

for Canad
Puritans. At home he sup-

a
ported the Recollets, and

thwarted the Jesuits, who vigorously de-
nounced the plays and dances which, being
a sociable old man, he loved to encourage.
But he was the right man for Canada

in those troublous times. Yet even
Frontenac could not tame the Iroquois,
who successfully maintained, as it were,
the balance of power between French and

(J034

English, and kept all the neighbouring
Indian nations in terror. Cruel and blood-

thirsty as they were, it is difficult to

withhold one's admiration for the

influence wielded by this handful of

naked warriors and politicians over so

many rival races, red and white. Their
loyalty to the English stood many severe

tests ; their traditional enmity to the

French was interrupted occasionally by
treaties which, to the Iroquois, were re-

garded as mere pauses in which to gather
breath for a more effectual spring upon
their old enemies' still bleeding flanks.

Nor was it merely the individual power
of these numerically inconsiderable tribes.

Their renown and their fixed policy was
an example and a support of disaffection

from the far north to the farthest west. Far
away on the Mississippi, when the deamess
or scarcity of French brandy was weighed
against the cheapness and abundance of

English rum, the dissatisfied Kickapoo,
Fox or Masoucin Indian bethought him of

the Iroquois, and took heart to exact his

terms. In his seventy-sixth year, carried

in a chair, Frontenac, at the head of over

2,000 men, made his last

attack on the confederacy,

and destroyed the village of

the Onandagas and Oneidas.

But the warriors had vanished, to return

again at the appointed hour. Soon
after came the peace, cemented by
the Treaty of Ryswick.
Te Deums w^ere sung in the cathedral of

Quebec, and the envoys from New York
were dined in great state by Frontenac at

the chateau, where, by an irony of fate,

the last public act of the fiery old

veteran was to drink the health of

Dutch William. He might as well have
sung his own death-song that night, for

death's mark was already upon him ; and
a few weeks later, reconciled to some of

his bitterest enemies on his death-bed,
beloved by the common people—the

soldiers and the mission Indians, admired
and even mourned as a brave foe, it is said,

by the very Iroquois themselves, he was
buried in the church of the Recollets.

With his last breath he flouted the

Jesuits by refusing burial in the official

quarter of the cathedral. His last

letter to the governor of New York on
the subject of the Iroquois, written
with apparent difficulty, breathed his

feeling about them, which may be
briefly summarised as Delenda est Carthago.

Death of

Canada's Great

Governor
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Callieres, a friend of Frontenac, suc-

ceeded him with abihty and success. He
could not destroy the Iroquois, but he
succeeded nevertheless in making an en-

during peace with them, helping the latter's

growing consciousness that the New
Yorkers, though desirable fair-weather

friends, were an uncertain support m war.

The increasing population of Canada, its

quasi-martial organisation, its military

support from France and consistent

policy, enabled the country to outgrow
the fear of the Iroquois which had been its

curse throughout the seventeenth century.

The Peace of Ryswick had only lasted

five 5-ears when the wars of ]\Iarlborough

began, and lit the torch of strife once more
in the remote and sombre forests of North
America. Both before and after the peace,

Acadia, with its still scant French popu-
lation of about a thousand, had been the

scene of constant fighting; the small posts

on the coast had been often taken and
retaken. Its Micmac Indians of Acadia
proper and the Abernakis of the mainland
greatly harried the outermost New England
settlers in what is now the state of Maine.

Fishing disputes even then
were frequent. Phips, on his

The French

take
^, , „ . way to Quebec, had taken
Newfoundland Tt '

j. t> i / \ i\ iPort Ko\'al (Annapolis), and
practically annexed the province. The
famous D 'Iberville, already mentioned, and
now in command of a French ship, harried

the New England coast, and with a con-

siderable armament conquered Newfound-
land, which had gradually grown from an
extensive fishing station, in which the

British element was strongest, to an
actual British possession. From thence

he sailed to Hudson's Bay, the scene of

his earlier triumphs, won a naval victory

in the bay, and took all the forts.

In 171 1 the British Government, at the in-

stigation of the colonies, organised a serious

attempt on Canada. It was the greatest

failure in American history. A fleet of

eighty-eight sail, under Sir Hovenden
Walker, carrying several thousand troops,

was to be joined in Canada by 4,000 pro-

vincials marching by way of Lake George.
The latter were duly mustered on that

historic lake. But Walker's fleet was
scattered by a storm in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, where eight transports and
900 men were lost. On collecting his ships

again at Cape Breton, though still strong

and with another land army awaiting him,
the admiral's heart or judgment failed

him and he sailed for home, where he was
ill-received for bringing not only disgrace,

but ridicule, on an armament that had
contained the veteran soldiers of Marl-

borough ; and Quebec rang its joy bells to

some purpose. But with the Treaty of

Utrecht in 1713 there was a fresh shuffling

of the cards. Hudson's Bay was restored
;

so was Newfoundland, while
ew oun an

^-^^ whole of Acadia, except
^
E°'^t A

^^^ island of Cape Breton,
^^ *"*

vvas ceded to England. The
latter could do little with it. A weak garrison

at Mount Ro3'al, now called Annapolis, was
the only footing in a province where the

Micmacs and French settlers did practically

as they pleased. The retention of Cape
Breton by the French was indeed a fatal

concession on the part of England.
They at once began building by far the

strongest fortified town in North America,

at a cost of
;f
2,000.000 sterling, on one horn

of a splendid harbour ; and Louisbourg, the
" Dunkirk of the North," became the key
to all Canadian waters and the scourge of

New England shipping. During the thirty

years' peace which followed, the Acadians,

increasing rapidly in numbers and nomin-
ally under the benign rule of the Georges,

were kept French at heart by the tireless

efforts of Canadian priests, who assured

them that the country would ultimately

be retaken. The great fortress town of

Louisbourg, with its fleets, garrison and con-

siderable civic population, to the north of

the province, was in truth a better evidence

of their compatriots' power and intentions

than was the company or two of New
England militiamen squatting forlorn upon
the southern bay of their conquerors' might.

But what of Canada proper during

Walpole's long peace between 1713 and

1743 ? The march of events in Acadia
only affected the future of the territory

concerned. Canada, with its two growing
towns of Quebec and Montreal, and now
steadily increasing hardy rural populace,

was throwing out offshoots

characteristic of its peculiar

genius that were full of mighty
portent. The English had now

resigned all hope of the great north-west,

and the French sat secure in their fortified

posts and in their understanding with the

Indians for hundreds of miles along the

frontiers of civilisation at Niagara, De-
troit, Michillimackinac. But there was
much more than this. Posts sprang u])

in the Illinois, the Wabash, and on the
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Ohio. The mouth of the Mississippi had
been constituted into a French province,

and under the name of Louisiana had the

brave D'Iberville for its first governor.

From thence to the northern
The Canada

^^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^.^^^_
° '

\ p ' • ally strengthening chain oi
rcnc cgimc

pj.gj^(,]-^ influence, marked
at longer or shorter intervals by pal-

lisaded forts, mounted with French guns
and flying the Fleur-de-L^^s. They were
somewhat more, too, than
mere forts, for they were
usually surrounded by numer-
ous small villages of traders

with Indian wives or their

equivalent, and frequented by
small groups of Indian war-

riors, that by conversion—for

the priests were everywhere

—

or still more, perhaps, by
the brandy and ammunition
always in stock, were attached
to these remote oases. As
to Canada itself, little need
be said of the period lead-

priest and his seignior, and was con-
tent to be treated as a pawn by an absolute
government, only grumbling a little, per-

haps, at the frequent corvees.

His religious ardour and well-developed
hatred of the heretic Bastonnais reconciled
him to marching to battle whenever and
wheresoever he was ordered, altogether
making an excellent irregular soldier. He
often failed to raise crops sufficient to

feed a colony weighted with regular

garrisons and yet more by
clouds of coureurs de bois,

who followed the fur-trade

only with or without licences,

for his agriculture was both
primitive and frequently
interfered with by the beat of

drum. In Quebec and JMont-

real there was a gay and even
brilliant, if limited, social

circle of officers, civil servants

and the more affluent seigniors.

Corruption flourished imme
diately at the expense of the

French king, and indirectly at

the expense of the commning up to the great war. giEUR D'iberville
Of progress, not much except Formed one of the party which, people, whosc channels of

in the number of inhabitants, tM^ess'^ofNoLl^nTr^eri^.' supply were often tapped
the increase of seigniors, the capturing^ several of the Eng-iish or diverted at headquarters,
gradual development of a

fading-postsonthe Hudson's Bay.
Rpiigjo^g j^o^s^s prospered

narrow fringe of continuously settled

country along both banks of the river, from
below the island of Orleans to the island
of Montreal. This 200 miles of river front,

with a strip of seigniories up the Richelieu
and an important town at either extremity,
together with the secondary one of Three
Rivers, about midway, constituted the
Canada of the French regime. The
habitant — for the name of peasant
was resented—multiplied rapidly, lived
in quite reasonable comfort, obeved liis

and acquired property, though against

them no corruption, to be sure, was ever

charged ; while churches rose at shorter

intei-vals along the banks of the St.

Lawrence with a dignity of fabric some-
what disproportionate to the humble
one-storied, thatched and white - washed
buildings extended beside them. But
in 1743 England and France were at war
again in Europe and the long period of

comparative peace for Canada was over.

A. r,. Bradley

A VIEW OF NEW AMSTERDAM IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
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AMERICA

COLONISA-
TION OF

THE NORTH
IV

ENGLISH COLONIES IN THE SOUTH
HISTORY OF THEIR RISE AND PROGRESS
AS the permanent French occupation of
^*- North American territory began with
Champlain in 1603, though Champlain had
been preceded by pioneers, so the perma-
nent Enghsh occupation began in 1606

;

and rivalry between the colonising schemes
of French and English did not become
acute till the expulsion of James IL from
England converted that country into the

most dangerous of the opponents of

Louis XIV. at the end of the century.

In 1606 Raleigh was shut up in the

Tower of London, and his Virginian

settlement had been wiped out. But his

ideas had taken root in the minds of others

besides the adventurers who would be
satisfied with nothing but gold-mines.

In that year a company was formed which
obtained from James I. charters for

founding two colonies on the North
American coast between Nova Scotia and
Florida. One of the two schemes was

dropped ; the second was
carried out by the establish-

ment on the Chesapeake Bay
of a settlement which was

named Jamestown, after the first Stuart
king of England. Raleigh's name of

Virginia was adopted for the colony. The
promoters meant business ; it was riot a
Crown affair, a scheme for providing the
king with estates after the Spanish model.
The Dutch were already setting an

example of commercial colonisation in the
East Indies, and English merchants had
started their own East Incha Company.
Now an experiment was to be tried which
might develop into a materialisation of the
dreams of Gilbert and Raleigh. But it

was an experiment with no precedents to
serve as guide. The Elizabethan experi-

ments had failed, partly from want of

detailed elaboration. It is not surprising
that the next was over-elaborate to begin
with. There was to be a governing body
at home, and another in the colony, the
former nominated by the Crown, and
selecting the latter from among the settlers,

Town Named
After the

Stuart King

leaving it to choose its own president.

The settlers arrived in 1607 ; among
them was Richard Hakluyt, the famous
author and editor of the narratives of the

Elizabethan explorers. Most of them were
of the adventurer type, younger sons, or

men of broken fortunes ; and
'^ a\ "\*

1- the start of the colony was not
and the Indian -^

Princess very promising. Fortunately,

one of them. Captain John
Smith, was endowed with the qualities of a
born leader, and it was mainly due to his

energy that the attempt did not collapse.

He is the hero of the romantic story

of the Indian " princess " Pocahontas,
who saved him from death at the hands
of her tribe, and subsequently herself

married an Englishman. John Smith
kept the community from going to

pieces, and the company in London were
resolute. A revised charter, granted in

1609, placed the administration on a more
practical basis, and newcomers arrived

who were better fitted for the work that

had to be done—not mere adventurers,

but real farmers and mechanics.
The advantages possessed by the

members of the company were that they

bad absolute possession of the land they

had settled, that they remained English

citizens, and that they had the right

of unrestricted trade in colonial produce.

This last privilege, which stood in strange

contradiction to the usage of other nations,

seemed to free the Virginia Company
from the necessity of disposing of its

products to the Mother Country or by
its agency. The full effect of this privi-

lege was certainly not foreseen

f r-°T*^*- 1 by James I., and he made some

Frict"!.?'
^^°^^^ ^° ^^"^""^ '^ ineffective.

Later on, the navigation acts

of the commonwealth and Restoration

limited its apphcation considerably ;
and

the attempt to enforce more strictly

in the English colonies the generally

admitted principle of exclusive trade with

the Mother Country was one of the many
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causes that led to the eventual breaking

away of the United States from Great

Britain. At first the colony was carried on

on a communistic basis. Captain Smith

introduced—for a time at least—compul-

sory labour of six hours daily. But the

settlement did not begin to prosper till

the land was divided among the colonists

as private property. The discovery, in

tobacco culture, of an
;

industry that could be

])ursued on a large scale

caused the settlements

in Virginia to progress

rapidly. Many of the

colonists had been
brought over at the cost

of the company, and had
to repay their debts be-

fore they could acquire

property of their own :

but, thanks to the high

price of tobacco, especi-

ally in Holland, they
were soon able to render
themselves independent
and to add, by purchase,

new lands to what had
already been granted
them. The profitableness of the tobacco
industry was the best advertisement for the

colony, and enticed over many more emi-
grants, among them not only the ship-

wrecked and indigent, but also wealthy
and enterprising men, who began tobacco
culture on a larger scale and so brought it

into better repute. The scarcity of women
was soon remedied by the rapid industrial

progress. In 1619 the company tried

the experiment of sending to Virginia,

at its own expense, a number of young
women. Anyone marrying one of these
had to repay the passage-money to the
company, tobacco being sometimes taken
in payment. Very soon the young women
were all married, and the company was
enabled to repeat the experiment and even
increase the charge for passage-money.
The system of transporting to the

colonies criminals condemned to hard
labour, which flourished to such an extent
in the Antilles, was also tried in Virginia,

which was at first occasionally used
as a convict settlement. This might have
gone on to a very much greater extent
liad not the spirit of the colonists risen

to such a degree that they most em-
phatically refused to allow such an undesir-
able element to be brought among them.
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On the other hand, they eagerly wel-

comed another undesirable addition to

their population. In 1620 a Dutch vessel

landed the first negro slaves at James-
town. The demand for these was so

great that not only were Dutch ships with

richer freight attracted thither, but

English and even Virginian traders under-

took the sale of tlie blacks. Thus, as early

; as the seventeenth cen-

tury that plantation life

grew up which was after-

wards characteristic of the

southern states of the

Union. Soon the whites

in Virginia formed only
the aristocracy ; they
lived as plantation owners
on their extensive estates,

or as mechanics in the

not very numerous towns.

But the bulk of the work,

and especially of the work
on the tobacco planta-

tions, and on the cotton

plantations that more
theTea.der"oTthe"iJand of colonists who settied than a CCUtury later SUr-
on James River, in Virginia. Keeping the

p^ggg^J ^^Cm in

r

CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH
A native of Lincolnshire, Smith in Kiili) became

colony alive for two years, an accident necessi
tated his return to England for surgical aid,

import-

ance, was, except where
prison labour was employed, performed
by negro slaves, whose number continued
to increase as the colony developed.

Political circumstances also played their

part in the rapid development of the

colony. Under the second charter James I.

renounced, in favour of the company,
many of the rights stipulated for by the

Crown. The choice of the directors was
left to the members of the company.
These nominated, in place of the colonial

manager, a governor of the province, who
had almost unlimited power on account

of his great distance from his

superiors at home. For this

reason muchdepended on the

choice of suitable persons for

this position, and the company's selection

was not always a happy one ; but its direc-

tors were sensible enough to pay heed to

the remonstrances of the colonists, whose
influence on the management not only
continually increased, but was soon after-

wards regulated by law.

In 1612 the management of the company
was transferred from tlie board of directors

to the shareholders themselves, with the

provision that four general meetings were to

be held yearly, to settle matters connected
with the management of the colony ; and

The Rapid
Development of

the Colony
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seven years later this general assembly
granted to the colonists a share in the

management of their internal affairs.

Each of the eleven settlements then exist-

ing in Virginia was to send two deputies

to Jamestown. These deputies, the " as-

sembly of burgesses," were, in conference

with the governor and his nominated
council, to discuss the affairs of the

colony, and to take action accordingly.

The assembly of burgesses rapidly

. . developed in importance ; but
irMnian

^j^^ company's control in
sscmD y o

London was unsatisfactory. In
urgesse

1623 the charter was revoked,

and a third constitution was framed and
proclaimed in 1625. The ultimate control

still lay with a council in London ; but it

was virtually a committee of the privy

council. This council appointed a gover-

nor and a council of twelve, who were to

be the responsible executive in the colony,

some of these being chosen from among
the colonists ; and in effect the assembly
of burgesses was permitted to exercise

the functions of the Eng-
lish House of Commons.
The council in London,
though the actual
ultimate authority, in

practice abstained from
interfering in the affair^

of the colony. Very muc ! i

.13 in England, the as-

sembly proceeded gradu-

ally to insist on acquirnii;

a practical and definite

control over the executive.

Materially the develop-

ment of the colony was
very rapid ; but in other

matters complete indiffer-

ence prevailed. The
economic conditions gave
an aristocratic tone to

the colony. Thus, during PRINCESS POCAHONrAS

tion, on the other hand, was followed by
most disadvantageous consequences for

Virginia. Charles IL enforced the pro-

visions of the Navigation Act more strictly,

and thus almost destroyed the freedom ot

trade enjoyed by Virginia, and placed it

in this respect in a position very similar

to that of the Spanish colonies. This did

not seriously affect the Virginians, who
did not carry on a large trade ; but other

measures, that affected their intei-est more,

roused their indignation.

The extravagance characteristic of

Charles IL led him to attempt to hand over

all Virginia to two of his favourites for a

period of thirty-one years, and though the

colony maintained its constitutional rights,

it had to submit to be saddled with addi-

tional expenditure. The king's Virginia

representatives were of as dull conscience

as himself. An Indian rising that broke

out after the two races had lived peaceably

side by side for half a century was by some
attributed to the shameless manner in

which the governor, for his own personal

profit, used his creatures

to plunder and oppress

the Indians. Matters

went so far that a section

of the colonists rose

against the governor.

During this civil war,

% which was put down with

J much bloodshed, the cap-

\ ital was burned. Still the

^ greater part of the popu-

I
lation remained apathetic

as before. The typical

\'irginian sat, like a

pasha, in the midst of

his extensive estates, and
kept himself apart from
everything that did not

bear upon his own well-

being. His wealth enabled

him to widen his in-

the struggle of Charles I. The aaughterofan Indian chief, she befriended tellcctual horizOU. Of all

against the rising demo- "^.^^iJ^I^^'k^^^c^ the colonists the Virgin-

cracv in the Mother tianity, she sailed with her husband for Eng- ians had pcrliaps the most
/- -

, ,, , ,
• land, but died off Gravesend in March, 1617. • ^ n j. 1 • iLountiy, the sympathies iT^+oiio^+„ni ,n+o.,-r>ntcM

of the colonists were entirely on the side

of the monarch ; and when the Round-
heads' victory was complete, many a

Royalist made his way to Virginia. But
this did not prevent the colonial assembly
from maintaining its own parliamentary
privileges, nor from employing on the

plantations the labour of the prisoners of

war sent over by Cromwell. The Restora-

intellectual intercourse

with the Old World. Among them it was
the fashion to travel, and to show to guests

from Europe a really princely hospitality

worthy of the name. But the Virginians

of that time took no further part in politics

than the maintenance of their ancient con

stitutional liberties rendered necessary.

The sf^cond of the Southern or " planter"

colonies to be founded \\as Maryland.
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We shall see presently how the northern

group was in effect the creation of that

spirit of ecclesiastical intolerance which

drove Puritans, even those who had no

wish to secede from the established Church,

to seek in other regions freedom to worship

as their consciences required. Maryland

was the product, in like manner, of the hos-

tility of law and of popular
The Roman

sentiment to Roman Catho-
Cathoi.c Colony

j^^^^^^ The Romanist Lord
of Maryland

galtmiore proposed to

establish in the New World a colony where

his co-religionists should have free play.

Charles I., absolutely loyal as he was to

Anglicanism, was far from hostile to the

religion of his wife, Henrietta Maria.

Lord Baltimore was granted a charter, and
Maryland came into being in 1632, when tJie

first Puritan colony in the north had already

been in existence for more than a decade.

Its founder, learning from the persecution

to which he himself had been subjected on
account of his faith, made absolute

freedom in matters of religious belief a

basic principle in the colony, whose foun-

dation was readily authorised by his royal

friend. Maryland is the only one of the

English colonies whose possessors were not

Protestants, and even there the majority
of the inhabitants belonged to one or other

of the reformed sects. But while, in New
England, fanatical Puritan intolerance pre-

vailed, while even in the tolerant southern
states Catholics were rigidly excluded,
Maryland, on principle, opened her doors
to men of all creeds, and that without ever
endangering her own liberties.

Here, as in most of the other colonies, the
proprietary rights of the founders were
gradually relaxed before the self-reliance

and self-government of the colonists, who
organised themselves on the democratic
model of their neighbours. The struggle
to obtain recognition from the proprietors
lasted perhaps a little longer in Maryland

;

but here, as elsewhere, the goal was
^ , . reached. In consequence
Maryland an r-, , . , ^.,.

Example of Good
of itsgeographical position,

Government
Maryland developed into a
plantation state ; but large

accessions of the humbler classes to its

population saved it from the evils of the
jjlantation system as known in Virginia,
while the kindly spirit that hovered over
its foundation saved it from the degeneracy
that accompanies cultivation by slave
labour. Moreover, friendly relations with
the natives were established, so that in
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all respects Maryland afforded an example
of wise moderation and good government.

The third of the great southern colonies,

Carolina, was not actually occupied till

Charles II., in 1663, gave the district

between Florida and Virginia to eight

proprietors in perpetuity.

What is most interesting about this colony

is the history of its constitution. It was
specially provided in the royal deed of gift

that the colonists should have a share in the

management of local affairs ; further, the

philosopher John Locke had drawn up for

this province a constitution which was
to unite a patriarchal aristocracy with

parliamentary privileges. But Locke's

scheme was so complicated and so un-

practical in detail that it was never fully

carried out. Only two of the principles

of Locke's constitution survived

—

tolerance in religion, and slavery.

As for the rest, the influence of her

neighbour Virginia was of far more import-

ance to North Carolina than the sovereign

rights of its aristocratic possessors, which
were revoked in 1729. Some settlers had
migrated from Virginia to the northern

.... districts of Carolina even be-
irginia s

^^^^ ^^^^ royal letters patent

„
1

had been granted ; the Virginia
rugg s

plantation system also spread

there. The governors of Virginia repeatedly

interfered in the management of North
Carolina, and the northern part of the

colony was often involved in the internal

struggles of Virginia. The principal

difference between the two colonies was
that in Carolina, during the first decades
of its existence, no effective provincial

government was established, and that

a most undesirable class of immigrants
were introduced, who made use of their

rights of self-government only to per-

petuate the unsettled state then existing.

This was changed only when the province

was constituted a Crown colony. As such
Carolina advanced rapidly, developing

on the same economic lines as her older

sister Virginia, and becoming a dangerous
rival to her in the tobacco markets.

The eight proprietors of Carolina

turned their attention chiefly to the south.

Here, in 1670, the town of Charleston was
founded, with settlers of whom the

greater number came from Barbados
Island. In accordance with the aristo-

cratic and centralising tendency of Locke's
proposals the rulers attached great im-
portance to developing the strength of



LANDING A CARGO OF NEGRO SLAVES AT JAMESTOWN IN 1619
To such an extent did the tobacco industry flourish in Virginia that within a few months of the division of land among
the natives it became necessary to employ additional labour. With this object in view, the. system of transporting
criminals condemned to hard labour was tried, but with indifferent results, the settlers protesting against this
undesirable element. Then a Dutch man-of-war landed at Jamestown and sold twenty negroes as slaves. Later on,
that number was increased, the presence of the slaves eventually playing an important part in the life of the settlements.

Specially drawn for the HISTORY OF THE WORLD by J. Walter Wilson, U.l.
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the colony in a town community, and to

the avoidance of the scattering of the

population characteristic of Virginia and

North Carolina. For this reason Charleston

sprang up more rapidly than Jamestown.

Its better regulated government and its

religious toleration attracted to Carolina

elements that were wanting in its northern

neighbours — Puritans from
The Rapid

^^^^ york, Huguenots from
France, Presbyterians fromAdvance of

Charleston
Scotland—every element that

desired to work its way upward by its own
strength and was opposed to the develop-

ment of the plantation system. Further,

the proximity of the Spanish colony of St.

Augustine (Florida) caused the develop-

ment of South Carolina to differ in many
respects from that of the northern provinces.

The contests occasionally engaged in by
the neighbouring Spanish and English

colonists were indeed, as a rule, of

little or of no importance, and both

parties finally agreed to remain at peace

even if war should break out between the

home countries. Still, the proximity of

the Spanish colonies was a strong in-

centive to buccaneering—an established

institution among those of the colonists

who came from the islands. Finally,

Carolina followed the example of its

Spanish neighbours in employing large

numbers of Indians as slaves, generally

such as had been captured on Spanish
territory or dragged from Spanish ships.

About the same time another new
province, under management of a quite

different kind, was mapped out to the

south of the English colonial possessions.

The philanthropic movement made its

appearance very early in England, and
its influence, thanks to the example of

the New England colonists, and of William
Penn, had been already felt several times
in America. Pity for those languishing

in the debtors' prisons of England induced
Oglethorpe to start a movement in their

. favour. When public and
• ow eorgia

pj-j^^^-g support had enabled

1. *r* J J him to collect the necessary
be Founded r j . j r ^-

-^

funds, he secured from George
I. a charter giving the grantees exclusive

rights of colonisation for twenty-one
years in the territory that lay between
the rivers Savannah and Altamaha,
stretching from ocean to ocean.

The colony received, as had her northern
neighbours, the name of the reigning

sovereign, and was called Georgia Augusta.
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To South Carolina the establishment of

this colony, which lay between her and
the Spaniards, was of great importance

;

for the new province undertook the de-

fence of the southern boundary (Ogle-

thorpe himself twice took the field, against

the Spaniards) and rendered possible to

its northern neighbours a prosperous and
undisturbed development. Alliances were
made with the Indians, and few white
settlers have been held in such esteem by
their red-skinned neighbours as was the

mild and worthy Oglethorpe.
At first the province developed according

to his ideas. It was a place of refuge for the

oppressed and persecuted, and toleration,

religious and pohtical, was extended to all.

But, as time went on, natural influences

proved stronger than human will. It was
impossible that the land, whose physical

character specially fitted it for an agricul-

tural development on the same lines as

Virginia's, should remain for ever in the

possession of the poor and disinherited.

In Georgia, as elsewhere, the planters

got more and more of the land into their

possession, brought their slaves thither, and
thus crushed out the attempts

Slaves m , n u u i

E r h ° small holders to earn,- on a
c ng IS

(jiffgj-gj-i^ system. By the middle
of the eighteenth century

Georgia had become a plantation state

like Virginia and the Carolinas, and as

such it continued its political development
side by side with them.
The origin and development of the

southern states of the North American
Union differ widely from the picture

usually regarded as typical of English

colonisation in North America. Geo-
graphical conditions decisively influenced

the course of development. Even in cases

where it was the intention of the colonists

to found settlements similar to those m
New England there was a gradual transi-

tion to the system which developed first

and in its most perfect form in Virginia.

Most of the colonies were, for a time at

least, under the influence of Old World
feudal institutions.

They soon freed themselves from these
;

but the aristocratic spirit, characteristic of

feudalism, with its classification of man-
kind according to their possessions and
rank, came to life again in changed form.

The place of the English feudal aristocracy-

was taken by the large landed proprietors,

who kept not only their troops of slaves,

but also the greater part of the free white



FORT BUILT BY GOVERNOR LANE THE NATIVE TOWN OF SJtCOTON

THE FIRST ENGLISH COLONY IN VIRGINIA
From the origiaal drawing-s made in loSo
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population in a state of dependence. The
doctrine of the equahty of all did not

prevail either in ethics or in law.

The planters had practically unlimited

power on their own estates, and, in combina-

tion, they made use of the parliamentary

privileges granted to the landed interests

to dominate almost without opposition

the government of the pro-

vince. Thus the southernOppression of

the Natives in

South Carolina
colonies, with their special

views and special needs, were

more closely related to the Spanish

colonies than to the New England provinces

in the north. Settlement often took place

as in the Portuguese colonies ; with this

difference, that the latter had not the

right, common to both English and
French feudal colonies, of granting titles

and dignities—a right that did much to

strengthen the aristocratic tendency of

the southern states. The right of

possession, as in the Spanish, Portuguese
and French colonies, was conferred by
conquest. In the treatment of the natives

in South Carolina the worst Spanish
examples were followed : if hostile, they
were made slaves; but even if they sub-

mitted peacefully to the rule of the

strangers, they were not, as in the Spanish
colonies, granted the rights of subjects.

The North Americans make the claim

for their forefathers that they treated

the Indians better than others did. The
Spaniards took possession, not only of

the land, biit also of the persons of the
natives, compelling them to pay taxes
and to labour in the fields. The French
did not interfere with the personal liberty

of the natives, but they took the land
from them solely by right of conquest.
The English, on the contrary—and with

them must be classed the Dutch—neither
interfered with the liberty of the natives
nor contested their rights to the land, but
often gained possession of it by purchase

;

yet a common view then, and the prevailing

rr. . .... legal theory later, was that
I he Ambitious ., t i • • i .

^, . J _ . the Indians rights wereClaims of Spain i . i r "

and Portugal IPf^'^^y
.^^^-0^^ «/ occupation

Ihe kings of Spam and
Portugal, it is true, raised the claim that all

this land with its people had become their

property by virtue of the papal Bull dividing
the unknown half of the world between
them ; and when the natives contested these
claims they were often very badly treated,
especially at the time of the conquest
and before the native question had been
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settled by law. In principle, however,

Spain had, in accordance with the pro-

visions of Queen Isabella's will, placed the

natives in her colonial possessions on the

same legal footing as her own subjects
;

and in return for the services they were
bound to render the state they could

claim from it justice and protection.

The French did not go so far. The privi-

lege of becoming French subjects was not

granted to the Hurons, Illinois, etc.; but,

from the days of Champlain, France had
regarded the Indians as allies and friends,

and recognised that, as such, they had
claims to the friendship and protection of

their white allies. Times without number
the French allowed these claims by taking

the field, with or without Indian aid,

against the Iroquois, the sworn enemies of

all natives who were allied with the French.

Besides this, the Spaniards and the

French, by their missions, did more than
words can express for the material and
intellectual well-being of their proteges.

The activity of the Indian missions

carried on by the English was, in com^
parison, extraordinarily small, and be-

__, _ .. longed in general to a period
The Indians ^ i ? , ^

,

n It J r we need not consider; and as
Kobbed of / ,, , r 7 J iu
_, . w . for the purchases of land, the
Their Land . ^. ., j- ,i ,

great majority of these have
been creditable neither to the people of the

United States nor to their fathers before

them. In former times a large tract of

land could be purchased from the Indians,

who scarce!}' understood the nature of the

transaction, for a little spirits, gunpowder,
or some European finery. But then there

was room enough in the broad continent of

North America, and it was not so very diffi-

cult for a tribe that had thus disinherited

itself to find a new home farther west.

As civilisation followed them west-

ward, the space left to the Indians, whose
mode of life required free expansion,

was more and more limited. The unavoid-

able and by no means unrecognised

consequence of the policy of dispossessing

the Indians of their lands was that the

tribes, now crowded together, carried

on endless bloody feuds to preserve their

very existence, except when opportunity

offered of attacking their neighbours

across the boundary of the district claimed

by the state. The fundamental distinction,

however, in the native question is that in

law the Indian was to the Spaniard a

brother, to the Frenchman a friend,

and to the Englishman a stranger.
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COLONISA-
TION OF

THE NORTH
V

THE NEW ENGLAND COLONIES
HOW THE PURITANS AND QUAKERS LAID
THE FOUNDATIONS OF MODERN AMERICA

CONTEMPORANEOUSLY with the Viv-^ ginia Company, James I., in 1606, had
recognised, as we have noticed, a second
trading company which was to colonise

the territory lying between latitudes

41° and 45° N. This company was called

the Ph^mouth Company, since its most
influential members belonged to Plymouth,
England. Nothing was done, however,
beyond making preliminary inquiries, even
when James I., in 1620, organised a new
company, the Council for New England,
giving it all the land between latitudes 40'^

and 48'"' N., and granting it feudal privileges.

This company itself did practically

nothing ; but it was in this district,

and at this same time, that the New
England colonies were founded, and from
it, not from the Virginia Company, the
colonists obtained their concession. These
were, in fact, religious refugees. Single

_ groups and communities to
amous

\vhom the Reformation, as

tt°^\^^
°

officially carried out in
the Mayflower t- i 1 t 1 i

England, did not appear to go
far enough, separated themselves very early

from the English High Church. As their

number increased these Puritans formed
new sects, Presbyterians, Independents,
etc. ; but in doing this they drew upon
themselves the active persecution of the
dominant Church. Before its power they
fled, for the most part, to Holland. But
when general attention was drawn to

trans-Atlantic colonial enterprises, there
ripened among the Puritans a plan of
seeking a place of refuge across the ocean
where they could exercise their faith

in perfect freedom and security.

With the support of like-minded friends
in England, their representative ob-
tained first from the Virginia Company the
right to found settlements across the ocean.
It was in the autumn of 1620 that the
Mayflower carried to America the first

colonists of the North, the founders of

the town of New Plymouth. The con-

cession was then obtained from the Council
of New England, the spot selected being in

the region allotted to them. Despite
Puritanic strictness and simplicity, this

colony, too, had to pass through a time of

, .
,

severe struggle before it began
Intolerance ,

°°
j 1

r *v r»-i • to grow strong and make
of the Pilgrim °

t^ i. xi

P .. progress, its agreement with
the English company assured

to the immigrants almost complete indepen-
dence. From the beginning the Pilgrim
Fathers were almost exclusively their own
rulers. Though they had fled before Anglican
intolerance, this did not prevent them
from establishing in their midst a regime
at least as intolerant. Any deviation
from their Puritan orthodoxy was unre-
lentingly punished by expulsion from the
settlement. At a time when every strong
arm should have been welcome to help to

build up the struggling colony, they more
than once rejected settlers because they
would not submit to the religious conditions.

Political consolidation was attained only
by combination with a later undertaking
of the same kind which was more favoured
by fortune in this respect. In 1629,
Charles I. granted to the Massachusetts
Bay Company a charter which gave it

the right to found colonial settlements.

The form of a cha^tered company was
chosen in accordance with current practice.

What was really aimed at here was, as in

Puritan New Plymouth, a place of refuge
for the hard-persecuted Puritans. The

p . , Crown had no sort of desire to

p
'' '^^ trouble itself with the Puritan

J
„

J
exiles ; it was only too well

pleased to be rid of them out of

England. The new colonists were not, in the

main, sectarians, and comprised a large pro-

portion of country gentlemen, well-to-do

farmers and professional men, ot the same
type as the Puritan Churchmen in the

House of Commons. But no long time
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Intolerance

Flourished

passed before they, like many of their

compeers at home, were transferred to the

ranks of the Independents. In 1630

the whole administration was placed in

the hands of those colonists who were

members of the corporation. From that

time the colonists chose their own governor

and his councillors. There was, besides, an
assembly, in which every

Where Religious
^^^^^^ ^:^^ represented by
two delegates elected by
the freemen. The colony

successfully defended its rights against the

Plymouth Company. At a later date Charles

I., aiming at centralisation, took steps to

alter the constitution of the colony ; but

he fell before it had become necessary for

the colonists to defend, by open opposition

to the royal will, the privileges they had

won for themselves. Under Cromwell a

benevolent guardianship was extended

to all the Puritan communities of the

New World : Charles II. failed to overcome
the passive resistance of the colony, which,

under James II., was forced to submit to

the judicial revocation of its charter

rights. William of Orange restored all

its privileges ; and when next they had
to be defended against attacks by the

government it was in alliance with all the

other American colonies.

Religious intolerance, which had once
driven the Puritans to New Plymouth
and Boston, continued to thrive in their

midst. In 1635 the Massachusetts As-

sembly banished a much-respected
preacher, Roger Williams, only because
he attacked the frequent amalgamation
of Puritan orthodoxy with political

rights in the colony and stood up for

perfect toleration. With the help of the

Narragansett Indians he fled to Rhode
Island. Many of like mind came to him
from the neighbouring colonies and from
England, and he founded new settlements
which politically followed, in all respects,

the model of Massachusetts, the popular

n «^-i.- vote being all powerful ; but
Roger Williams ,, •

i
•

. . .^
the pnnciple was mam-

New Colony
tained that a man's religious

beliefs are his own private
concern, so that in law all faiths were
actually equal. The struggle for an in-

dependent existence of the little colony of

Rhode Island, situated among the intolerant
Puritan colonies, was the more severe since
the latter allowed it no place in the con-
federation established in 1643 ; but finally

it succeeded in obtaining a charter from
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Charles II., in i6f»3, thus securing its

continued independent existence. Mean-
while, quite a number of little settlements
had sprung up on the New England
coast, founded, some from older colonies,

some direct from England.
New Hampshire, granted to English

merchants under several patents, had drawn
so close to the intolerant Massachusetts that
it was united to it in 1642 temporarily.
Connecticut, too, was largely a Puritan
settlement constituted on more purely
democratic principles than was Massa-
chusetts. With the -exception of New
Plymouth, these settlements progressed
with surprising rapidity. They protected
themselves against the Indians by their

generally peaceful policy and by their con-
federation established in 1643. Against the
home government they had at times
scarcely any need of protection.

The confusion of the civil war, and the
changing fortunes of the two parties, gave
the rulers in England so much to do that
they were glad to leave the colonies to them-
selves. These same causes gave a great

impetus to emigration, for not only did the

-, ^ . ^. conquered seek refuge under
Factors in the ,1 7 1 r . 1 , •

p . . the freer rule of the colonies,

cv »• but many others crossed the
of Emigration / , ,, ,.,

ocean only because the polit-

ical disturbances which convulsed the

Mother Country scarcely affected the pro-

gress of prosperous development in the

colonies. The colonial policy of Cromwell,

which found its complete expression in the

Navigation Act, curtailed to a great extent

the freedom of trade enjoyed by the

colonies ; but this measure was in agree-

ment with the spirit of the age. and it was
chiefly the trade with Holland that was
affected. From France and Spain the

colonies felt themselves separated by the

same national and religious differences as

the Mother Country, and the sense of their

connection with England was still so strong

that the idea seldom occurred of offering the

Navigation Act that resistance which had so

successfully prevented all interference what-
ever with the internal affairs of the colonies.

The internal constitution of all these

colonies was similar. In general but second-

ary importance was attached to trade,

the true basis of the community being

found in labour. There was no search for

the precious metals, no barter with the

natives, no attempt at their subjugation.

When it was impossible to come to a peace-

ful agreement with them, they were, it is



THE MAYFLOWER, IN WHICH THE PILGRIM FATHERS VOYAGED TO AMERICA
On September 6th, 1620, the Mayflower, a vessel of 160 tons, spread her sails from Plymouth harbour, carrying-

forty-one men and their families, 102 persons in all. It had been decided to make the passage in the company of

the Speedwell, but the captain of the latter lost courage, with the result that the Mayflower made the voyage alone.
F rom the painting by W. F. Halsall

PILGRIM FATHERS SIGNING THE COMPACT IN THE CABIN OF THE MAYFLOWER
Two days after casting anchor at Cape Cod, Massachusetts, the famous compact was drawn up and duly signed by
the leaders of the small band of Puritans in the cabin of the Mayflower. The covenant agreed, among many other
things, to "constitute just and equal laws, that shall be thought most meet for the genera! good of the colony."

From the painting by Edwin \\'liite
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true, driven back bj^ force ; but the colo-

nists did not take more land than was
necessary to secure their own livelihood by
agriculture and the cultivation of a few

staple products. Slavery and prison labour

were no more excluded than in the

southern English settlements ; but the

natural and economic conditions necessary

for their extensive emplo3''ment were absent.

Agriculture here demanded harder

work than was to be obtained by compul-

sory labour ; further, the climate was
unhealthy for blacks and unsuited for

those products whose cultivation could be
carried on on the large scale common in

the south. Since every man lived, as a rule,

on the returns of his own labour, the little

communities required comparatively little

space. They forced their way into the

spirit of the Americans turned were
the Dutch, whose attention had been
first drawn to the North American coast

by English sailors. It was under the Dutch
flag that Henry Hudson, in 1609, dis-

covered the river that bears his name
Though no actual settlement was yet

made, Dutch vessels, during the next few
years, paid frequent visits to the river and
to the island of Manhattan lying at its

mouth, considering that Hudson's voyage
gave them claims over it. These were
made good when the district about the
Hudson was included in the sphere of

action of the Dutch West India Company,
founded in 162 1. Then arose on Manhattan
Island permanent buildings in place of the

temporary huts in which the Dutch traders

had stored their wares for barter with the

IN THE OLD COLONIAL DAYS: ON THE WAY TO CHURCH
It was a long time before the Indians developed anything like friendly relationship towards the white men and women
who had landed on their shores from the Mayflower. The above picture shows a party of worthy Puritans trudging
across the snow to church, each of the men, except the pastor, armed in case of attack from man or beast.

From the painting by S. Jl. Boughton, R.A.

interior but slowly, and for a long time
did not come into conflict with the inhabi-
tants. On the other hand, they rooted
themselves to the soil more firmly than
the colonists in any other part of America.
The population was denser, and, owing
to the smaller admixture of foreign ele-

ments, more compact than in the other
colonies. Almost all of the settlers came
with wife and child to the New World, with
the settled purpose of le-naining there and
establishing a home for their descendants.
Thus there developed there the earliest

and strongest manifestation of an American
national spirit, which was greatly furthered
by the forms of local government which
grew up in the colonies. The first

against whom the awakening national

6050

Indians ; and when, in 1626, the whole
island was bought from the Indians for sixty

gulden, or florins, there stood among the

houses of New Amsterdam the first stone

church. Still, Dutch rule did not take firm

root on the Hudson.
There were several reasons for this.

First, the West India Company strove to

promote trade rather than settlement;

secondly, wishing to gain more profit

from their possessions, the company
allowed feudal baronies to be created,

thus preventing the rise of a sturdy
race of colonial citizens ; finally, the

company was not fortunate in the

choice of its governors. It dismissed Peter
Minuit, who had contributed so much to

the prosperity of New Amsterdam, and
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drove him into the arms of the Swedes,

whose colony on the Delaware lasted only

so long as it was supported by Minuit's zeal

and care. But even the inclusion of the

Swedish colonial territory did not supply
to the Dutch settlement that vigorous

life which was wanting. Its New England
neighbours on the north contested with it

the possession of the land, and even within

the Dutch boundaries the English element
became predominant. On the appearance
of four English ships before New Amster-
dam in 1664, war having just broken
out between Holland and England, the

governor, left in the lurch by the West
India Company, did not dare to make any
resistance, and, before a drop of blood had
been shed, he surrendered the town and all

the Dutch territory to his

opponents. In honour of

the Duke of York, after-

wards James II., the

capital was named New
York. Though the influ-

ence of the less favour-

able conditions due to the

rule of the West India

Company was felt for a

long time, yet from the

time of its conquest New
York was intimately con-

nected with the New
England states. In 1673
and 1674 ^he Dutch
succeeded in regaining

temporary possession of

it ; but at the Peace of

Westminster they had william penn
finally to abandon their Son of an English admiral, religious intoler-

rlaimQ Qnrl thpir i-^r.QCPC ^"^"^ towards his co-religionists induced
Ciailllb, ailU Llieu pObbeb- him to acquire the territory of Pennsylvania,

sionS were absorbed in ^"^ found the city of Philadelphia, both of
., T^ ,- , , , which became headquarters of the Quakers.
the English colonial em-
pire. The Dutch wedge thrust in be-

tween the northern and southern groups
of colonies was assimilated, and from Nova
Scotia to Florida the whole coast-line was
now politically English.

Another of the neighbouring states

—

Pennsylvania—owes its origin to the
religious intolerance that was manifested
against the Quakers not only in England,
but, with even greater vehemence, in the
New England provinces. As a religious

sect, the Quakers, with their rejection of all

ceremonies and their unbounded philan-

thropy, are rather a curiosity ; their

dogma is almost entirely negative ; but
from a social point of view the foundation
of their state was an interesting if not a

particularly successful experiment. What
specially excited the hostility of those

who differed from them in belief was the

interference of their doctrines in the region

of politics, as manifested by their refusal to

take oaths or to perform military service.

In England the Quakers first came into

notice in 1655. It goes Vv'ithout saying

that the High Church party persecuted

them with the same relentlessness with

which it tried to drive out or subdue all

who differed from it. It was from such
persecution that the Quakers fled to New
England ; but there they made the dis-

heartening discovery that, despite all

their fine phrases about brotherhood and
equality, the Puritans were even more
intolerant towards them than the High

Church. In England it

was considered sufficient

to imprison Quakers who
refused to take the oath

;

in Boston they were
beaten as disturbers of

the public peace, and
four of them were even
executed. It was there-

fore a deliverance for

them when William
Penn's action rendered it

possible for them to found
a colony of their own.
The son of an English
admiral, Penn had wealth
as well as high connec-
tions. His father and
many others considered it

inexplicable eccentricity

on his part that he should
associate rather with the

poor and persecuted
Quakers than with the

voluptuous court of Charles II. ; but

it was as a Quaker that he attracted

attention in the highest circles, without
which it would have been very difficult

for his sect to obtain the royal sariction

for their projected settlement. With
money partly supplied b}^ himself and
partly collected by his friends, he acquired

a part of the territory which the English

had taken from the Dutch, and which the

Duke of York, with the extravagant
liberality common under Charles II., had
presented to two of his friends. For this

colony, named New Jerse}-, Penn drew up
a constitution on Quaker principles, and
set about obtaining a charter from
Charles II. Curiosity mixed with interest
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Philadelphia

the City of

Brotherly Love

caused tiiis to be granted him. Penn him-

self wished to call the colony Sylvania;

the king added the name of the founder,

making it Pennsylvania, for, according

to the charter, Penn, like the former

possessors, was to have the rights of a

feudal lord over the new colony. Quaker
emigration to America had much increased

before Penn himself could go

there ; and when he appeared
in person, in 1683, to found
Philadelphia, " the City of

Brotherly Love," some thousands of his

co-religionists had already settled in New
Jersey and in Pennsylvania proper. Penn
made most honourable use of his power.

The colony was organised on the same
democratic basis as its New England neigh-

bours ; still Penn, despite the contradiction

to the democratic principles of Quakerdom,
did not abandon his rights, and did his best

to recover them when J ames II. temporarily

withdrew them. He died as possessor of

Pennsylvania ; but it must be added that

the possession did not compensate him for

the expenditure he had made for its benefit.

Pennsylvania long preserved its Quaker
characteristics, though the Quaker element
formed a smaller and smaller proportion
of the rapidly increasing population. This
exerted a favourable influence on the

development of the colony in two respects.

True to the principles of his religion, Penn
laid great stress on the establishment of

friendly relations with the natives. The
land was bought from them and cultivated
in European fashion ; but the colonists

did not on that account drive out its old
possessors with selfish harshness, but kept
up friendly patriarchal relations with them.
Thus it was that for a long time the

colonists of Pennsylvania had nothing to
fear from their red-skinned neighbours,
even when the latter and the inhabitants
of the neighbouring colonies were separated
by fierce and bloody feuds. It was only
when the prosperous development of

The O en Door
P^i^^^ylvania had attracted

•n Quak*"
°°' elements that did not admit

Pennsylvlnia
the peaceful and brotherly
doctrmes of the Quakers that

the good understanding between white and
red men suffered. The immigration of those
of different faiths early made itself felt.

The love and toleration to all enjoined by
the Quaker doctrines made it impossible
for them to prevent the entrance to the
colony of those of other beliefs. Elsewhere,
€\en in the New World, religious tolera-
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tion was a conception little understood,
still less practised. Thus it was that sects

of all kinds, persecuted in other colonies,

sought refuge in Pennsylvania's Quaker
toleration. Thus came, at Penn's own
instigation, the first German immigrants

—

Calvinists from the Palatinate, pietists and
mystics ; later came numerous Hugue-
nots—all capable, hard-working people,

who sought nothing but the opportunity of

working at their callings in freedom from
religious and political oppression.

What they sought they found here in full

measure ; and in return they helped on,

in no small degree, the development of

Pennsylvania, which was more vigorous
and more rapid than that of the other
colonies. But by degrees they took away
from the colony its exclusively Quaker
character. All that remained of it, as

common property of the whole province,

was the friendly tolerance exercised there,

and a certain political difference, caused,
in some cases, by the colourlessness of the

Quakers' beliefs and their renunciation of

all worldly entanglements ; in others by
the tendency to put everything aside that

„ ,
could interfere with the pursuit

Boundary r i • i j. \

_. ^ . of an exclusively material pros-
Disputes in • , T^rc
fK r I

• penty. Differences m origin,

dmerences m their political

conditions, and finally the great distances

separating the settlements, made it for a

long time impossible in North America,
as it was in the Spanish South, that the

colonies should possess a common history.

In the early days of settlement the different

provinces were in almost every case con-

fined to a narrow strip on the coast, and,

though not very far from one another,

separated by dreary forest-clad tracts.

Increase of population increased the

opposition among the colonies instead of

abolishing it. Contact with neighbours

led to boundary disputes, and the several

colonies repeatedly carried on tedious

lawsuits over the possession of certain

boundary lands. Even in North America
the different settlements had no common
history except when they came into

contact with the subjects of other nations,

who were much more numerous here than
in Spanish South America. This circum-

stance may not have been without effect

in causing the spirit of union to develop

much more strongly in the English colonies

than in the Spanish. From the beginning
the supporters of the idea of union were
the New England states, and they have
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continued to play this estimable part
until the most recent times. It has been
already mentioned that as early as 1643
they combined to meet on the one hand
enemies at home, and on the other the
threatened dangers arising from the polit-

ical com])lications in the Mother Country.
The following year they endeavoured

to get the southern colonies to join their

confederation ; but differences in the
political and economic conditions of

North and South prevented this, and
for a long time what may be called the
common history of the English colonies is

really only the history of the New England
states, the southern colonies having no
part in it. The conquest of New Am-
sterdam and the expulsion of the Dutch
were, it is true, accomplished from
England. It led, not to the extension of

the New England colonies, but to the
establishment of a number of new com-
munities, which, however, as they de-

veloped, were drawn closer and closer to

New England. The whole Atlantic coast,

from Maine to Georgia, was now in English
hands ; not a single foreign station re-

A' V i
"^^^^6d on it. This circum-

ng an s as
g^^ncefji^jnot remain without

Possessions n .i r t r
. . . influence on the leelmg ofm America , , ^ , „ <^

union between the English
colonies. This time it was the English
Government that tried to bring about its

realisation. Both Charles II. and James II.

made attempts to remedy the complexity of

the English colonial relations, and to unite

the colonies under a central government

;

but before the resistance of the colonists their

efforts came to naught, and when the
English Revolution of 1688 swept away the
Stuarts with their centralising tendencies,

William and Mary recognised the old colonial

constitutions as established by charter.

At this time the rivalry between the

French and English colonies made itself

more and more noticeable. It was chieiiy

owing to the differences in their economic
conditions that this had not happened
before. The English settlements existed

almost exclusively by agriculture ; and
their population was not so large but that

the fertile district between the coast and
the AJleghanies was amply sufficient for

them. They had thus little inducement
to penetrate farther into the interior, and
did comparatively little to open it up.

The French settlements, on the other
hand, depending almost entirely on the

fur trade, required complete control of an

extensive " hinterland "
; and every step

in the progress of the colonies, every in-

crease in their commercial activity, in-

creased the need for territorial expansion.
This necessity had led them across the

continent from the mouth of the St.

Lawrence to the delta of the Mississippi.

The first to enter into competition with

. them had been the Dutch of
c roquois

-^^^^ Amsterdam. They, too,

h th D t K
^^^^ traders rather than tillers

^ ** *^

of the soil, and the opposition
between their interests and those of the

French was the more accentuated in that
their settlements were not far distant

from one another and were separated by
no natural barriers. As the fur trade

was to a large extent carried on by barter

with Indian hunting tribes {" voyageurs
"

and trappers, though we often hear of

them, were rare), competition in trade

was naturally accompanied by rivalry

for the good will of the Indians.

As chance had made the French, under
Champlain, the allies of the Hurons, the

Dutch naturally allied themselves to the

Hurons' enemies, the Iroquois. Unre-
strained by political reasons, as the French
had been, the Dutch, without thought as

to the consequences, supplied their allies

with arms more freely than ever the

French had, and thus rendered them not

only formidable opponents to the Indians

between the lakes, the Alleghanies and
the Mississippi, but a permanent danger
to all European settlements that did

not enjoy the friendship of the Iroquois

tribes. At the conquest of New Amsterdam
the English inherited these friendships and
enmities ; the Dutch trading spirit remained
a characteristic of the colony of New York.

Thus, we find it soon afterwards as

hostile to the French as ever the Dutch
had been ; and on the French side the

feeling of hostility was now more strongly

manifested than it had ever been against

the unimportant Dutch colony. At first

i>t. 1;. J- the contest was confined
TTie Founding

to commerce. But in 1670,
of the Hudson s^^

the instigation of two
Bay Company i^ ,

"
, ,

Frenchmen, who, discon-

tented with the Canadian Government,
had entered the service of the Eng-
lish, the Hudson's Bay Company was
founded. This company, which extended

its operations as far as the Saguenay,

was for a time a dangerous competitor

with the French in the fur trade. But
the boundary war, carried on for a long
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time on a small scale, became of greater

and greater imi)ortance when England and
France, at war in Europe, tried to injure

each other by attacks on the colonies.

These colonial wars, of which there

were no fewer than five between 1688 and

1763, had all much the same character.

At the beginning the French with their

Indian allies made their way
Bloodthirsty

^j^j.^^gj^ the marshy forests

*K "i /• south of the St. Lawrence to
the Indians

^^^ English villages near the

boundary, and there, fighting against

the defenceless and scattered farmers,

gained easy victories, disgraced, however,

by the bloodthirsty cruelty of the Indians.

The New England colonists sought to

take revenge on the French mission and
trading stations in the same manner

;

but they could not inflict the same amount
of damage on the enemy because the

posts attacked were not so valuable as

the New England plantations, and not so

helpless against attack.

Besides, it was very difficult to win over
to a common and energetic plan of action

the many minds directing the affairs of

the provinces, now united into the Con-
federation of New England States. The
colony of Massachusetts became a kind of

leader, chiefly owing to the fact that its

capital, Boston, was the seat of the federal

assembly. That, however, meant little

more than that Massachusetts claimed the
leadership, and occasionally assumed it in

cases where it was not sure of the agree-

ment of the federated colonies, and did not
obtain their support; but it gained real

Th L d*
authority neither for itself nor

St \ T
"*^ ^^^ ^^^^ federal assembly.

New Eneland ^*^^^' Boston became more
and more the point where the

forces sent across the ocean from England
to carry on the colonial struggle collected
and prepared to take the offensive.

Naturally, it was not to the interest of
the English to split up their forces by
small expeditions in the backwoods, for

which their troops were not prepared, and
which, even if successful, could have little

effect on the result of the war. They had
a decided preference for a point of attack
where the fleet that had served to transport

the troops could co-operate. Such a point

presented itself in the peninsula which
lay between the St. Lawrence and the

northern boundary of the New England
states, called by the French Acadia, and
by the English Nova Scotia. It had been
settled by the French at the beginning of

the seventeenth century ; but some decades
later it was included in the grant of land

made to Sir William Alexander, and was
even taken possession of by the English:

But the treaty of peace that restored

to the French Quebec, which was taken
at the same time, placed them once
more in possession of Acadia, where, after

a long period of unrest, a number of

settlements began to flourish.' The most
important of these. Port Royal, was the

capital of the province. But the New
_,. „. , . England colonists kept awatch

-

The Historic r ^ , 1 • i- . a. j jj_ ful eye on this district, and did
Mr CAC&

of Utrecht 7^ ;f ^^y ^", opportumty
of attempting its reconquest.

An English fleet had come over to conquer
New Amsterdam, but had been condemned
to inaction by the astonishing rapidity

with which peace had been concluded.

This fleet, at the instigation of the 'New
England colonies, made an expedition

against Acadia, and conquered it without
much difficulty ; neither was it re-

stored to France until 1667, some time
after Charles II. 's accession.

In 1713, however, the Peace of Utrecht,

following the War of the Spanish Succession,

finally transferred Acadia to the British,

though without any adequate definitiori of

boundaries. The French withdrew to Gape
Breton Island, and erected there the fort of

Louisbourg, a fortress of such importance
that it was known to the New England
colonists as " the Northern Dunkirk."
Like Dunkirk, it was the starting-point of

piracies and raids, and its commanding
position rendered it a perpetual menace
to the unprotected New England coast.

KONRAD HaEBI.ER

^SFT^

;t:ii!i:iiiiiPiiiiiiili;ia^

"

il'iili!i!illif/ffefl^'^-''l^
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^BRITISH NORTH AMERICAN
THE STRUGGLE FOR CANADA

WOLFE'S HISTORIC VICTORY AT QUEBEC
AND DOWNFALL OF THE FRENCH POWER

By A. G. Bradley

prNGLAND was already at war with Spain
•*—

' and had been victorious at Portobello
when Louis XV. joined issue with her in the

dispute over the Austrian succession. The
victory of Dettingen followed at once, but
in 1745 she suffered the defeat of Fontenoy,
and in the same year was paralysed for

the moment by the rising on behalf of the
Young Pretender. But what mainly affected

the Canadian situation was her naval weak-
ness in North American waters and the
disastrous havoc that French privateers,

issuing from the impregnable harbour at

Louisbourg, wrought upon the now numer-
ous merchant shipping of New England.
At length the colonists could stand it no
longer. At a moment of infinite gloom,
when England was smarting from defeat

by land and sea, and quivering with a

Jacobite rebellion at home, the welcome but
astounding news crossed the Atlantic that
a colonial force had captured Louisbourg.

It was in truth a great feat of arms
for raw militia led by lawyers, traders

and skippers. Four thousand men had
sailed from Boston under John Pepperrell,

a leader of some genius, but of no experi-

ence, and the movement had been inspired

... by Governor Shirley of
ouis ourg

Massachusetts, another man
captured from r , • ' .,

the French
mark. A small English

fleet under Commodore
Warren, with supplies, joined them at the
scene of action. The tale of the siege cannot
be told here. Exceptional courage and no
little skill with their heavy artillery, were
shown by these hardy Puritans, stimulated
by that crusading fervour which still

IB 27 D

burned in a New Englander when he beheld
before him a Papist and a Frenchman. The
siege lasted forty days, when a breach suffi-

cient to admit of an assault was effected,

and 400 men got a lodgment within the

works. A'bout the same time, a ship from
_. ,. , France,carrying reinforcements
Short-lived j u j j_ . .

J.

m men and much needed sup-
r ump

plies, was captured by AdmiralNew England i\r. ,.^, j r; •
1Warren, which proved a finish-

ing blow to the hopes of the garrison, who, to

the number of 1,500, then surrendered to the

English, and, together with 2,000 citizens,

were shipped to France. New England
sounded paeans of triumph, and her militia

had the novel satisfaction of garrisoning

works fashioned with the skill and on the

scale of a great European fortress.

Though the glory remained, its fruits

were short-lived. For though the French
had in the meantime sent a powerful

expedition to retrieve their loss, which
was defeated by winds, waves and disease,

Louisbourg v.-as restored to them at the

hollow Treaty of Aix la Chapelle in 1748,

to the despair of the English colonists and
the indignation of all conversant with

•North American politics.

An uneasy lull of seven years succeeded

the treaty. The mutterings of the coming
storm, trifling in volume though they were,

and almost inarticulate amid the thick

mantle of boundless forests which still

muffled this vast land of the future,

nevertheless reached the ears of some few-

prescient leaders. The outposts of both

countries were, in fact, confronting one

another even then in menacing attitude
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at the edge of the promised land in a

fashion that only the sword could settle.

The crisis had arrived. It was not this

valley or that territory that was to be

contested, but in effect the greater and
most fertile part of what is now the United

States of America. Europe was seething

with territorial and dynastic complications

Ti. r t.
^vhich have filled countless

ntld
volumes of history but left

°C i
small mark on the world's

future. In these wild woods,

however, the momentous issue whether
North America was^to be in effect Gallic

and Papist, or Anglo-Saxon and Protest-

ant, was to be fought out. In Canada, the

nature of the crisis was well understood.

She had her finger on the pulse bf the

west ; her leaders were urgent, bold and
sanguine ; her plans defined. The British

were to be confined to the narrow seaboard'

strip that the thirteen colonies then occu-

pied. The deep mountain chain of the

AUeghanies, which shut them off from the

interior, and over which they had only just

begun, in the persons of the land speculator

and the trader, to cast longing eyes, was to

be their perpetual and everlasting limit.

Everything else was to be French, and, so

far as the foundation of such things then
went, they already were French. Tin plates

nailed on trees in remote forests proclaimed
the frontier, while forts and trading villages

marked it more effectually.

With the Enghsh it was otherwise,
though simply as traders they were
welcome enough. But they did not stop at

that ; they came with axes, cleared the
country, and drove away the garhe, and
with it the Indians' means of existence.
Upon the natural hostility of the latter, on
the division of the British into so many
separate and often jarring commonwealths;
upon the industrial and generally unwar-
like character of the settlers, France
counted, and not without reason. If she
had granted religious toleration to Canada,

WK,» r ^"d admitted the thriftywftat r ranee tt ^ i i i , '^

Lost by
Huguenots, who would have

Her Blunders
s'^'^^e^ ^"^o ^^ose fertile

regions across the Atlantic
where their own standard flew, the map of
North America would most likely have been
painted in different colours. But Canada
was nothing if not fanatical.

By the virtues of her creed she had in
great measure laid the foundations of her
Western empire. By its very vices to an
equal degree she threw that empire away.
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By the English on the east of the AUe-
ghanies, with a few exceptions, all this

was but diml}' realised. Governor Shirley,

who had organised the capture of Louis-

bourg, sounded the first note of warning,
and with some difficult}- stirred up the
apathetic legislatures of the inharmonious,
disintegrated, struggling groups of colonies

into feeble action.

The government of Quebec, then under
Gallisoniere, had, on the other hand, a clear

enough policy—namely, to resist all en-

croachments of the English upon the west
of the AUeghanies ; and acted upon it. This
first point oi aggression was the Ohio
Valley, where the Virginians had already
surveyed lands and were preparing to

settle them ; and it may be remarked
incidentally that both nations—France
and England—claimed the whole west.

The struggle broke out formally, locally,

and on a small scale in 1744 At the forks of

the Monongahela and the Alleghan}', where
Pittsburg, the Birmingham of America,
now spreads her miles of resounding indus-

try under a canopy of smoke. The Fl-ench

erected in the following year a single lonely

fort, which, under the name of Duquesne,
. . became the key of the west.

eginmngs
jj_^^ following vear, though

of the Orcat T- 1 j j t-
"

u j j.

c. , England and r ranee had not
'^^^

actuall}' declared war, the ill-

fated General Braddock arrived with two
regiments, and, marching against the new-

fort with these and a handful of rangers, met
with that sanguinary defeat on the Monon-
gahela at the hands of the Indians, led by
and leavened with French Canadians, that

usually bears his name. Shirley himself

led 1,500 men against the French fort at

Niagara, but got no farther than Oswego,
where he was checkmated by a French force

from across the lake at Fort Frontehac.

Johnson, an Anglo-Irish gentleman, who
controlled large estates in the Mohawk
Valley, and acquired a singular influence

over the Iroquois, though he could' not

prevent some of them joining the French,

led 3,000 militiamen to Lake George w-ith

a view to seizing the strong points on the

main route to Canada. A French force

under a European, General Diskiau, was
repulsed by Johnson on Lake George and
the general captured ; for 3,000 regular

troops had now been sent to Canada, and
the last French governor of the colon}- as

it proved, the Marquess de Vaudreuil, was
seated at Quebec. Technicall}^ he was a

Canadian, as he was born in the country
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wliile his father was governor ; and he

made the most of it. He was a vain man,
without force or any mihtary capacity,

but not without patriotism. The popula-

tion of Canada was then about 60,000.

The Acadians, in the meantime, leading

peaceful, isolated lives upon a fertile soil,

had increased to 10,000, and had been now
„ ,.- for some forty years British

F*
' TA b

subjects. When Louisbourg was

th°*B V h^
restored to France, in 1748,
the English Government atoned

somewhat for their folly by founding the

town of Halifax as a counterpoise. It is

the only instance of an organised and
successful effort at colonisation on a
generous scale ever achieved by the

British Government, and at the breaking
out of the great war Halifax contained
a population of 4,000. The agricultural

settlements it naturall}^ threw out into the

woods behind created the difficulty which
brought about that wholesale deportation
of Acadians which Longfellow has made
famous with a full measure of poetic

sympathy and licence.

Hitherto no question had disturbed the
calm of the Acadians' existence, settled as

they all were on the opposite shore of the

province on the Bay of Fundy. Peaceful
and industrious, if backward people, they
lived outside the stream of North American
life and racial friction. They were British

subjects on the fringe of an otherwise
unpeopled British province. They led
their own primitive lives, while the English
flag only flew over a trifling garrison or
two of bored colonial militiamen. In 1713
they had been offered the oath of allegi-

ance or a year's notice to quit as an alter-

native. They did not object to the oath, but
demanded a qualilied one, which excused
them from serving against the French flag.

Canadian priests had continually
stiffened their backs about this, assuring
them that Acadia would be reconquered
while the propinquity of Louisbourg gave

The Sim 1
^"^^^"^ ^^ *^® notion. It is

PcasanTs*
* pretty certain that these simple

of^Acadia
Peasants cared little what flag

they were under so long as they
were let alone, and the Enghsh Government
had let them absolutely alone. They had
been easy even in the matter of the oath.
There were no seigniors, no taxes, no
corvees, no military expeditions, as with
their brothers on the St. Lav^rence, with
whom, however, they had no more inter-

course than they had with France, which
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was nil. The origin, too, of the others
is known with precision, but no one knows
for certain the chstricts of France from
which the original Acadians came. To
this day they speak a slightly different

vernacular, and have different charac-
teristics from the Canadian French proper,

due in part no doubt to their respective

environments. When Halifax was founded
and Acadia was renamed Nova Scotia,

the province threatened to become English
in blood as well as government. This
changed the aspect of affairs for those

who cherished the hope of its reversion

to France; Canadian officials and priests,

that is to say, and incidentally, too, the

Micmac Indians, bloodthirst3^ numerous,
and with strong French sympathies.
Word went out that the British settler

from the eastern shore, carving out a farm
in the backwoods of this, his own province,

was to be intimidated. This was done in

Micmac fashion, not to be tolerated, of

course, for a moment. The officials of

Louisbourg and two or three fanatic

bloodthirsty priests were the instigators.

How far the Acadians were involved is

doubtful. Some few were,
ca la s

beyond doubt, reckless cha-

-J,
racters; others were merely
hounded on by their superiors.

The French, too, had erected fort s at the gut

of Cansean, that narrow neck which joins

Nova Scotia to the mainland, but then a

disputed boundary. In 1755, 2,000 armed
men, French Canadians and local Micmacs,
congregated here on war intent. New
England answered in sufficient force and
there was some little fighting. The
wretched Acadians were now between
the hammer and the anvil. They had
consistently refused the unqualified oath

now really vital to the British Government.
They refused it still, under threats for

the most part of eternal damnation from
their priests endorsed by the Bishop of

Quebec, the fierce Le Loutre being a

foremost agent in the business. Colonel

Laurence was governor of the province
;

Colonel Winslow, a New Englander and
distinctly humane man, of the troops.

To these two belongs the responsibility

for the historic exodus. The greater

blame at least lies in the heartless fashion

in which Canadian priests and officials

had used these simple people as their tools.

To the British authorities there seemed no
alternative if life was to be made possible

for their own settlers. All who had refused



MAP OF NORTH AMERICA, SHOWING THE UNITED STATES AND THE DOMINION OF CANADA
Althoug-h Columbus is generally given the distinction of discovering North America, it is practically certain that
the Norsemen had landed on its shores nearly five centuries earlier. When John Cabot navigated the coast in the
neighbourhood of Cape Breton, in 1497, the population of this vast continent, with an area, inclusive of outlying-
lands and islands, of 8,300,000 square miles, was counted by thousands, whereas to-day it is 105,000,000 souls.

the oath, numbering, with their famihes,
some 6,000 souls, were forcibly deported
with their mone}^ and movables. They
were taken by sea and distributed in the
various colonies, keeping families together
as much as possible. It was a lamentable
business, but the verdict of those who have
not studied the question from the Treaty
of Utrecht onward is worthless. The lot

of the exiles was almost everywhere un-
happy, and most of all in the case of those
who went to the prime authors of their

misery at Quebec. Some went to Louisiana,

and it is sad to think these peaceful souls

became in their poverty and despair them-
selves a terror to the peaceful. The most
fortunate, strange to say, were those who
fell among the Puritans of New England.

In 1756, though already for this

long time quite active in North America,
war was formally declared between
France and England. New France, with

about 4,000 regulars— for she never

succeeded in getting many more—and
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rome 15,000 militia, but virile and com- regulars, at the head of Lake George,

p3Ct, and half-conscious, was staking her both posts being on the direct route from
Montreal to Albany on the Hudson.
The ostensible object of either general

was to drive his adversary back and
capture the town, which was his base.

But neither felt equal to the task, and the

summer passed in irregular skirmishing.

Montcalm, however, sHpped round with
another force, and captured Oswego, on
Lake Ontario, the chief north-western

frontier post of the
English, together with

1,600 men and 160 guns,

and razed it to the

ground. So far the French
had all the best of it.

The following year, 1757,
Loudon, at his own sug-

gestion, was ordered, with

the pick of his British

regiments, to sail for

Nova Scotia, and attack

Louisbourg as a step

towards a later expedition

by sea against Quebec.
It will be enough to say
that Loudon and his

army, reinforced by 6,coo
men from England, spent

the summer at Halifax,

in-chief, and a poor one, Montcalm was appointed commander of the and did uot attack either

tnr> rlirl nnf turn nn French troops in Canada, where, in defending t onishonvp- or Oupbectoo, aia not turn up g^gbec against the English, with General -LOUlbUOUlg Ol V_;ueLeL.

till August, while Aber- Wolfe at their head, he was mortally wounded, It mUSt at the SamC time

Cromby and Webb, who dying within a few hours of the fail of the city.
^^ ^^-^ ^^^^^ ^j^^ ^j^^^

very existence for an empire ; England

with her brood of a dozen somewhat un-

gracious, ill-assorted off-
Montcalm the

spi-j^g, blundering into the
Leading Figure

American part of the business
in Canada without any very clear ideas,

but chiefiy because she was fighting France

in Europe. Old France, unfortunately for

herself, had lost her enthusiasm for Canada

at the wrong moment,
and only Canadians
measured the stake. It

would take a chapter to

define the various local

considerations which

tugged this way and that

at the thirteen British

colonies and prevented

their common action
;

only a few persons among
them all grasped the

great issue. France, at

least, sent one of her best

soldiers to Canada, and
Montcalm becomes hence-

forth its leading figure.

He had little talent pitted

against him. Loudon,
the English commander GENERAL MONTCALM

in the meantime represented him, were
below mediocrity. Some good partisans,

like Sir William Johnson, were active, but

the details of a big war were for the moment
too much for provincial officers.

New England, however, girded her loins,

and had several thousand brave but ill-

disciplined militia in the field. The more
southern colonies were selfish and back-
ward, even in their own defence, for

Braddock's defeat had let loose swarms
of Indians, egged on by France, upon their

frontiers, which were swept bare by the

torch and tomahawk amid unspeakable
horrors, and here the young George Wash-
ington, commanding a few Virginia

militia, was engaged in futile but plucky
efforts to stem the ravage.

The season for campaigning in these

northern forests was short. The summer
of 1756 saw Montcalm entrenched with
6,000 men at Ticonderoga, at the head of

Lake Champlain, and Loudon with nearly

twice as many, a third of whom were
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seasons, the immense extent and rough-
ness of the country, the enormous diffi-

culties of transport and victualling, and
even of getting news, account for much
of what, on paper, often looks like culpable

inertia. Montcalm saw with joy this

foolish policy, and in the absence of

Loudon and his army, moved down the

Lakes with a large force and artillery,

and captured Fort William Henry, after

a brave defence by Colonel Monroe.
T\\o thousand prisoners were taken, but

Montcalm's Indians got out of hand, and
the victor}^ was marred by a massacre of

about 100 captives. Though Albany, the

chief entrepot of the British western fur-

trade, lay practically open, the unforeseen

exigencies of eighteenth century back-

woods warfare on a big scale dashed
Montcalm's hopes. A famine was im-

pencUng in Canada, and a ripening grain

crop lacked hands to cut it. Thus ended
a year disastrous to British prestige in

America, but with no other great result.



THE STRUGGLE FOR CANADA

Montealm's fame, in the meantime,
had travelled westward on the wings

of the wind, and Indians from remote
nations with bows and arrows had flocked

to Montreal to serve under him, eat of

his scanty store, and drmk his brandy.
His mission Indians, skilled riflemen,

were invaluable, but these capricious, un-

controllable hordes were more than a

doubtful blessing. Yet for policy's sake

they could not be summarily rejected.

Official Canada showed at this moment a

strange mixture of vice and virtue, of

vigour and apathy. The notorious Bigot

was intendant, with a gang of harpies

who shared his peculations ; Vaadreuil, if

not himself implicated, was indifferent,

but was furiously jealous of Montcalm
and frequently thwarted him.

The last was above reproach, and looked

with disgust on the commercial baseness

of those about him in this supreme hour of

stress and trial ; but, unlike Frontenac,

he kept his temper and pursued at the

same time his difficult

task unflinchingly. For
the government of France

had now passed into

hands that could not

realise North America,

or see the dazzling

prospects or the ruin

which at the moment
presented themselves as

alternatives. Yet with
all the peculation and
heartless corruption rife

among Canadian officials,

and many of the military

long stationed there, an
ardent patriotism and
esprit de coy/)s nevertheless

animated all alike, the

just and the unjust. This

was well, for France either

could not or would not

se.id further help. Great

Britain, on the contrary,

had awakened from her slough of lethargy

a.id jobbery to life, and Pitt was at the

helm. In the next year, 1758, a fleet and
army, in which James Wolfe

w!nl\1riast
^g^^"^^ prommently, recap-

y. tured Louisbourg. But as an
"' °^^

offset, in this same July, at

Ticonderoga, on the neck of the land

between Lakes George and Champlain,
Montcalm won his last and greatest victory.

General Abercromby, one of the few

GENERAL WOLFE
Born in a Kentish vicarage on January 2nd,

1727, General Wolfe was a soldier of distinc-

tion even before his victory at Quebec, having-
fought at the Battle of Dettingen in 1743,
at Culloden in 1746, and at Lawfeldt in 1747.

incompetents that Pitt had been unable
to remove, was approaching Canada by
the Lake route, with 6,000 regulars and
9,000 provincials, the largest and best-

equipped force yet seen in North America.

Montcalm, with his able lieutenant, Levis,

with but 3,400 men, mostly regulars,

awaited this formidable host.

Rejecting the stone fortress of Ticon-

deroga, he threw up a circular palisade near

by, and surrounded it with a chevaux de /rise

of fallen trees, with their branches pointing

outwards. From within this, on platforms,

his men could shoot in comparative
security. Artillery would have blown this

otherwise formidable entrenchment away
in an hour ; but Abercromby, who was
well supplied, left his guns in the rear, and
for three hours of a blazing July day
hurled his regulars on ramparts impreg-

nable to rifle and bayonet, the 42nd
Highlanders, whose American record be-

came one of the proudest, losing just half

their numbers ; 2,000 men fell valiantly

in the hopeless task. At
sunset the general
abandoned not only his

fatuous attack, but the

campaign, scuttling back
to the head of Lake
George with a still large

army in semi-panic, as if

the enemy were at his

heels. Such was Ticon-

deroga. Astonished and
justly elated as were
Montcalm and Canada, it

was their last flash of

glory. An expedition this

same summer under
Foi'bes, with George
Washington upon his

staff, and following more
or less on the steps of

Braddock, captured Fort

Duquesne. Pitt had now
set his mind not merely

on driving the French
power from the west, but fi'om North
America altogether, and in 1759 his

final effort was made for the capture of

Canada. He had now found young and
ardent leaders, who caught his fire and
communicated it to the private soldier,

while the nation was behind him to a

man. Sir Jeffery Amherst took the com-

mand in America, and with a strong force

was himself to move up the Lakes, over

the scene of Abercromby's disgrace, on
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Montreal. Another expedition was to

march on Niagara, the French key to the

north-west. Lastly, and most notable

of all, was that force of 8,000 men, mainly

veteran troops, under General Wolfe,

which was borne by a British fleet under
Admiral Saunders against

Canada
Quebec. Canada, by this time

F.ghhng for
^jj^^^g^ ^^.j^^j^y ^^^ Q^ f^.^^ ^j^g^"^
Mother Country by British

fleets, had now to fight for her life, and
braced every sinew for the struggle. If

but one-twentieth of the 100,000 men
France was devoting to useless war in

Europe had been sent earlier to her aid

she might have given another account of

herself. Levis was in command at

Montreal, but his hour was not yet.

Quebec was the vital spot, the heart

and key of Canada. Here sat Montcalm
himself, with nearly 4,000 regulars and
12,000 militia, greatly doubting indeed if

a fleet of battleships could be safely

navigated up the treacherous currents of

the St. Lawrence by seamen having no
acquaintance of it. But on June 27th
that question was settled, and the British

fleet lay beneath the city, discharging

redcoats on the Isle of Orleans, which there

parts the wide stream. The fortifications

of the town had been made good. Crown-
ing the point of a lofty promontory
parting the St. Lawrence from its small

tributary, the St. Charles, its landward
or western side was defended by walls,

and was held, moreover, as impractic-

able by the almost perpendicular cliffs

which, for some miles up the St.

Lawrence, alone gave access to it.

The foot of the town fronting the waters
bristled with fixed and floating batteries.

Across the St. Charles the low ridge of

Beauport, lying back from the St. Lawrence
and rising from its flats—these last half

covered at high tide—stretched for five

miles to where the great cataract of the
Montmorency leaped down it with a
sheer drop of nearly 300 feet and made
a natural flank defence. Crowning this

Tu n •*• u lo^g ridge of Beauport, and
The British 11 ? . 1 j 1heavily intrenched, lay 12,000

-. . to 14,000 men, the maiority, toon Uuebec , ' , , r ,

be sure, no match for regulars
in the open, but quite as effective with rifles

in their hands behind a strong position.

Here, too, was Montcalm, with Vaudreuil,
the governor ; for the city, deemed un-
approachable save by way of their in-

trenched Beauport lines, rose just across
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the St. Charles on their right, and was
garrisoned by 2,000 men. Not six persons,

})robably, in all that British host had ever
before set eyes upon Quebec, and it was a j
sufficiently formidable prospect as now I
presented to them with a well-found
garrison of nearly twice their number,
animated by patriotism and religious

fervour, and led by a general of renown.
What Wolfe—now just thirty-one

—

thought, with the eyes of Pitt and England
on him, and barely four months in which
to crown or ruin his reputation, he has
told us. But space imperatively forbids

any full description of this famous siege.

How the British artillery from across the
river at Point Levis pounded the city to

ruins ; and how Wolfe, seeking in vain
for a weak spot, flung 2,000 over-eager

men upon the steep, embattled ridge of

Beauport to their heavy punishment.
Montcalm had tried fireships ; otherwise

he wisely sat tight awaiting his winti'y

ally, whose very approach would drive the

English out of the St. Lawrence. Fighting
in the open, even at odds, he knew to be in

Wolfe's favour, while behind his works

,
he had him at an enormous

„ ?,,.^ ^^ advantage. Eight weeks thus
Brilliant ,

"^,, °,
• ,

_ passed ; the early winter was
in sight, but success no nearer.

The fleet under Saunders, contrary to the

usual custom of those times, acted in

perfect harmony with the general, but
could advance the great object no further.

At length the young leader, sick in body
almost unto death from chronic disease,

rose with great difficulty from a fevered

bed with a new and daring resolve, though
its import he kept to himself, not even
confiding it to his brigadiers—Monckton,
Townshend and Murray.
The batteries by land and sea still held

the attention of the besieged ; while on
September 7th 4,000 men were marched
up the south shore of the river, accom-
panied by some ships to Cap Rouge, seven

miles above the city, where De Bougain-
ville, a capable officer, lay with 2,000,

mostly good, troops to guard the upper
country. The ruse was admirably main-
tained. Montcalm was even unaware that

a serious body of troops had gone up-
stream, while Bougainville thought they
meditated an attack on himself. Wolfe
still kept his own secret till he issued his

general orders on the night of the 12th.

Some time before he had noticed a foot

track leading up the cliff a mile and a half



A RIVER SCENE IN THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC; LOGS IN TOW

LUMBER CAMPS IN THE FORESTS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

-;•,

'̂J!^

CUT LOGS IN THE ASSINIBOINE RIVER THAT HAVE FLOATED HUNDREDS OF MILES

SCENES IN CANADA'S GREAT LUMBER INDUSTRY
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above the city on to the plateau behind it,

known as the Plains of Abraham. In the

dark of the early morning of the 13th his

force was dropped into boats and crept

silently down-stream under the cliffs,

narrowly escaping discovery by the sen-

tries stationed there, to the appointed spot

known as Wolfe's Cove. Here they were

landed in relays, the ships
The Fight

following at a distance. Drag-
That Won

^.j^g themselves up the steep
Canada

ascent, and overcoming one or

two weak French posts at the summit, the

whole 4,000 men were ultimately drawn

up on the plateau before either Quebec

and Montcalm to the east, or Bougain-

ville to the west, knew anything about it.

Montcalm only heard the news at six, and
was thunderstruck. Hurrying ah the

troops he dare withdraw from the Beau-

port lines through the city, he marched out

to meet the British, with about 5,000 men.
They met on the plateau a mile back

of the city, now familiar to the world as

the Plains of Abraham. Discipline soon

settled the matter. Two withering volleys,

followed by a charge of bayonet and
Highland claymore, sent the French
flying, with the loss of about 1,500 men,
in panic to the city after about twenty
minutes' confused fighting. All was prac-

tically over when Bougainville and his

force arrived at the English rear, where a

regiment had been held in reserve to stop

him. The brave Wolfe, however, fell in the

great hour of victory, and his eyes closed

on the success of his scheme. Montcalm, too,

was mortally wounded and died that night.

All was now panic within the French
lines. Vaudreuil and the surviving troops
hurriedly abandoned Quebec and made
their way by inland roads up the river

«,.. .«f .r . towards Montreal, theWhat Wolfe s i-^- i,i j.± ^ ^

y. ... - militia mostly scattered to

xi**^ ?u\ * °^ their homes, and the city aNorth America , . , , , -^
.,

day or two later surrendered
to Townshend, who had succeeded to the
command. The British loss in the battle
was about 600. killed and wounded.
Canada was now virtually won. That
brief struggle on the Plains of Abraham
was one of the world's most decisive, as
it was one of its most dramatic, conflicts.

It finallv settled the question whether
North America was to be French or

English. Incidentally, too, by the removal
of the French power it made possible the

birth of the United States.

But Canada was not yet literally con-

quered. Prideaux had captured Niagara ;

but the middle and third expedition against

Montreal, under Amherst, delayed by
obstacles both of Nature's and Levis's

making, failed to get through that year.

Levis, with the remnant of the French and
colony regulars, continued to make a brave,

if futile, struggle, including a gallant

attempt to recapture Quebec from its

English garrison under Murray in the

following spring. But in the same summer
he laid down his arms at Montreal, and
Vaudreuil formally surrendered Canada to

Amherst, then at the head of three British

columns, which from .three different

quarters had, by skilful planning, arrived

there upon the same day.

The initial terms here granted to the

French Canadians were generous, nor did

their formal ratification

by treaty and subsequent
Acts of Parliament entail

any substantial alteration.

They \\-ere guaranteed in the free exer-

cise of their religion, while the pro-

perty of their religious houses, with the

exception of the Jesuits and two or three

others to be reserved for the king's

pleasure, was secured to them.
The war in Europe closing two years

later, the Treat\^ of Paris was ratified in

February, 1763. By this, Canada, Cape
Breton, and the whole country east of the

Mississippi was ceded to England, leaving

only New Orleans and Louisiana to

France, or, rather, to Spain, as they were
transferred to her by way of compensation
for her cession of Florida to England.

Unfortunatelj^ in the teeth of Pitt's

opposition, the small barren islands of St.

Pierre and Miquelon, and certain fishing

rights in Newfoundland, were also yielded

at a moment when Great Britain, then at

the height of her power and glory, could

have resisted far greater demands than
this with impunity.

A. G. Bradley

Britain's Awards
at the

Treaty of Paris
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A MOUNTAIN STREAM IN THE ROCKIES ERASER CANON, NEAR YALE, B.C.

BY MOUNTAIN AND STREAM IN CANADA
'^liotos by courtesy of London "Canada" ncws;)aper
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BRITAIN b TAXATION OF HER COLONIES: PATRICK HENRYS FAMOUS SPEECH OF PROTEST
The passing of the Stamp Act by the British Parliament gave rise to much opposition in the American colonies,
contravening, as it did, the recognised principle that taxation should only be by assent of representatives, and
snowing that the Mother Country claimed to legislate for the colonies to her own advantage and to their disadvantage
without consulting the people of the colonies. The above illustration shows the ardent orator, Patrick Henry, making
his famous speech.nn which he denied the right of Britain's taxation, before the House of Burgesses, in May, 1675.
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AMERICA ON THE VERGE OF REVOLT
THE RIFT BETWEEN THE OLD
COLONIES & THE MOTHERLAND

"PHE Peace of Paris left only two Euro-
* pean Powers with a footing on the

North American Continent—Great Britain

and Spain, which had ceded Florida in

exchange for Havana, captured by the

British during the war, and had received

Louisiana from France. Spanish rivalry

was a negligible quantity. The French
in Canada acquiesced in the transfer of

the sovereignt}^ from Versailles to West-
minster. If their goodwill were retained,

North America might be regarded as prac-

tically British. That the whole of it did

not remain a part of the British Empire
was only due to a schism in the British

race itself, which led to the establishment

of a new Britannic nation quite inde-

pendent of the British Empire.
British North America, then, consisted

of two main divisions—the thirteen British

colonies which had attained the organisa-

. , tion of self-governing states, sub-
n ain s

^^^^ ^^ Certain rights of control

J,
,. retained by the Mother Country

;

and the new dominion, with its

French population, religion, language,

customs and institutions; to which must
be added the communities of Nova Scotia

and Newfoundland, as well as Florida,

which had not yet emerged into a form of

organisation sufficiently advanced to en-

title them to be described as states. The
great question of the future, unrecognised
at Westminster, was that of establishing

between the Mother Country and these two
main divisions of her American empire
relations w^iich should give that empire
permanence—for if the great war had
finally secured it from serious attack by a

foreign foe or rival, it had by that very fact

introduced an element of disintegration.

The presence of the French had in itself

served to enforce the dependence of the
colonies on the Mother Countr}'. Their
individualism or particularism was far too
strong to permit of their subjecting them-

selves voluntarily to a common control for

the purpose of resisting French aggression,

so long, at least, as the Mother Country
recognised an obligation to hold French
aggression in check with her own fleets and
armies'. It was worth while to pay a sub-

stantial price to be free from the strain of

. maintaining an efficient military

f
"'^^

organisation, A degree of sub-

„*\ °f mission to a central authority
Protection i j v - j. aiwas mvolved, but it was the

authority under whose aegis the several

states had come into being. Submission to

authority was the price paid for protection.

On the other side, it had been worth
while for the Mother Country to extend

that protection, not from altruistic motives,

but on account of benefits received. She
had no inclination to interfere with the

normal autonomy of the colonies ; but it

her own interests and those of the colonies

clashed, it was natural that she should

insist on giving her own the precedence.

The colonists might protest, grumble,

evade, but they could not afford to repu-

diate. The difference which the great war
had made was precisely that it was no longer

worth while for the colonies to pay the old

price for protection. In effect, this price was
the regulation of trade, imposing restric-

tions on the colonies in the interest of the

Mother Country. The navigation acts of

the commonwealth—Cromwell, to whom
they are commonly attributed, was not

3'et lord protector, and, after a year in

_ . . Scotland, had been fighting
Restrictions

^j^^ -g^^^^^ ^^ Worcester only
on Colonial ^i i. x j.u „

a month before they were
ommerce

gj^^^ted—inflicted little injury

on the colonies ; the more stringent

form given to the Act after the Restora-

tion was more serious in its effects.

Direct trading between the colonies and
foreign countries was prohibited, while

imports and exports were virtually re-

stricted to English, or, after the union
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with Scotland, to British shipping. More-

over, the government at Westminster

forbade in the colonies the manufacture

of goods which entered into competition

with English products. The grievance was

so marked that the laxity of colonial

officials in enforcing the regulations was

habitually and deliberately winked at,

and a huge illicit traffic was
Walpole's

permitted to grow up under the
Method with

regime of Walpole. For it was a
Grievances

^^^^-^-^^i ^g^et of that Minister

to remedy grievances not by legislation,

which might rouse angry opposition, but by
administrative disregard of breaches of the

law—by going as far as possible in the direc-

tion of treating the law as a dead letter.

But that laxity would have been super-

ffiious unless it was intended to paUiate

a serious grievance. A grievance which

required to be paUiated in Walpcle's time,

when the need of EngHsh protection was
growing daily more palpable, was quite

certain to require something more than

palliation when the need of protection had
disappeared altogether. Next it is to be

observed that the administration of the

colonies was liable to be directed from the

Mother Country, which appointed the

governors, who were the executive chiefs.

In practice, there was ordinarily nothing to

invite antagonism between the administra-

tive and the representative assemblies.

But in England the representative

assembly had been in possession of

practical control of the executive for

half a century. If it should be brought
home to the colonial assemblies that they

did not possess this control, that the

executive might set them at naught, it

was morally certain that they would follow

the precedent of the English House of

Commons and would not be contented to

leave the effective control in the hands
either of the Crown or of a parliament
in which they were unrepresented. The
English Parliament in its struggle with the

Crown during the previous
_ ^ .

^ century had based its claims on

G "hi d
fundamental rights of citizen-

ship which it could not logically

deny to the colonists. The average
colonial might grumble, and had, in fact,

grumbled to some purpose, on occasion
;

but agitation was not likely to reach a
dangerous stage at such times, as agitators

had nothing more serious to denounce
than a theoretical subjection. It would be
another matter if the theoretical subjection
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developed into a practical antagonism, as
would ha])pen if the administration became
actively engaged in enforcing the will of the
sovereign of England against the will of

the colonists. In like manner, parliament
had accepted the administrative autocracy
of the Tudors, which was in accord with the
]:)opular will, but challenged and over-
threw that of the Stuarts, because it set

itself in antagonism to the popular \\dll.

Here, then, were two great grievances

—

one actual and of long standing, the other
potential. And the effect of the war had
been to place the colonies in the very
position to resent grievances ; or at

least it had removed one very strong
deterrent to active resentment.

On the other hand, it is a good deal

easier for us to-day to realise the extent to

which the conditions were changed than
it was for politicians in England in 1763.
It was less obvious that the colonists had
been set free from the need of protection

;

it was still supposed that forces would
have to be maintained on American soil

—

not only in Canada—for that purpose.

The axiomatic truth that France could not
be dangerous to our American

.
^ .°'' dominions so long as we held

r^." ^ command of the sea was not
Indians • . j at

appreciated. Moreover, a very
few months after the Peace of Paris an
Indian rising occurred which pointed to a
possibility, at least, that the American
continent itself contained enemies powerful

enough to force the settlers to appeal to the

Mother Country for aid.

In the altered political condition of

North America, brought about by the

Peace of Paris, none was worse off than
the Indians. Under French rule the

Indians were doubh' favoured, because the

French settlements, in which agriculture

played quite a secondary part, had need of

them in two ways—first, to obtain by
barter articles of food and trade ; secondly,

to aid in resisting the overpowering com-
petition of the English settlements.

Thus the Indians were not only not

driven out by the French, but were often

encouraged to settle under the protection

and in the immediate neighbourhood of the

French boundary forts. The English back-

woodsmen who now forced their way into

this region brought with them an utter want
of consideration for the Indians ; and the

conflict which soon broke out was occa-

sioned rather by the colonists than by the

natives. The latter were, it is true, not
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wholly free from blame. For generations

the Indians had been accustomed to the

idea of the unlimited power of their

fatherly patron, the distant French king.

There may have been, among the Canadian
settlers and among the French fur-traders

and rangers who lived in the closest

intimacy with the Indians, some who
really believed that the present state of

things was only transitory. At any rate,

the Indians were in many cases led to

believe that the great king was only asleep,

and that when he awoke he would certainly

remember his children in the distant

wilderness and free them once more from
the heavy j^oke of the stranger.

The general ferment caused by these

circumstances threatened to become
dangerous to the English. A determined
Indian chief of clear judgment tried to

take advantage of the situation to stir up
a rising of his countrymen which should
place him in a position of powa" and
honour. A chief of the Dttawas named
Pontiac had during the period of French
rule played a considerable part as repre-

sentative of a powerful tribe. After the

defeat of the French, he, too,
ai ure

-^^icl made peace with the
of the Indian — - ^

Rising
English ; but when he was
disappointed in his hopes of

gaining honour and influence among them,
he resolved to be revenged on them. He was
able, by means of his messengers, to per-

suade the Indian tribes of the west, from
the Lakes to the Mississippi, to join in a
great conspiracy against the English. In
Maj^ 1763, he himself was to give the signal

for a general rising by surprising Fort De-
troit, between Lake Huron and Lake Erie.

A number of English forts were actually

stormed, and laid waste with the usual
barbarities. But the failure of Pontiac's
attack on Fort Detroit, which he be-

sieged for months, paralysed the move-
ment. It was completely checked when
reinforcements, sent out from Penn-
sylvania to relieve Fort Erie, which was
also besieged, gained a decisive victory over
the Indians at Bushy Run. Next year
Pontiac went farther towards the south-
west and tried to get the Indians on the
Illinois and Mississippi to join in the
struggle. How dangerous an opponent he
was is shown by his endeavours to get the
French garrisons, which in many cases had
not yet been broken up, to take his part
against the English. But in this he failed,

and as the English troops were at his heels,

I C a6

he wisely enough gave up his warlike

plans and submitted, as most of the

chiefs allied to him had already done.

The interpretation placed upon this

object-lesson encouraged the idea that

considerable military expenditure would
still be demanded from the Mother Country
by the colonies. And, in addition to this,

_^ _ , . , it was easy to feel a strong
The Colonies _ • ,• -u • i Ui
jj

. conviction that in any debit

Q t B •< • ^^^ credit account between
colonies and Mother Country

the balance of debt was heavily against

the colonies. Not the colonial militia, but
ships and regiments from Great Britain,

and money out of the national exchequer,
had overthrown the French power and
secured freedom to the colonists for west-

ward expansion. Though there were
colonies such as Massachusetts which had
made substantial sacrifices, the burden of

the expenditure had been borne not by
the colonies but by England ; and the bulk
of the profit was to be reaped not by
England but by the colonies. That is to

say in effect that the colonies had not yet

discharged their debt for protection in the

past. But when moral obligations come
to be measured after this fashion, the

parties are apt to apply different standards

of value, and English politicians left out
of the scale what the colonies had paid to

England by the commercial regulations.

Now, in dealing with the newly acquired

Canadian dominion, the policy adopted
aimed at reconciling the French popula-

tion to the new government. They were
not offered self-government on the English

analogy—they had never had it, or

dreamed of it, nor would they have under-

stood it if it had been granted them.
What they got, however, was a paternal

government, which sought to disturb them
as little as possible, with the result that

the end was successfully achieved. But with
their own kith and kin the English Ministers

dealt altogether otherwise. George Gren-

^ ... ,
ville, who became the ruling

Crenville s • -, r, td j. > au
_, „ . spirit after Bute s with-
Strong Hand on j^ -, n j v .•>

.1. f> , • drawal, was appalled bv the
the Colonies -{, V- 1 ^i '

expenditure which the war
had entailed, and was eager to fill the de-

pleted treasury. He looked to the colonies,

for whose sake the war had been waged, and
found that they were not paying their share.

On the contrary, he found that by
the illicit traffic they were evading the

payment even of that share for which
the law had already provided. He
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Passing of

the Contentious

Stamp Act

resolved in the first place to enforce the

law
;
goods must pay their dues at the

ports, and smuggling must cease. To that

end the ships of his Majesty's navy were

deputed to perform the functions of

revenue cutters ; and the lucrative trade,

in which the most respectable citizens had
shared extensively and hardly surrep-

titiously, became on a

sudden extremely pre-

carious. However annoyed
the colonists might and did

feel, men of British race always have a
strong prejudice against putting them-
selves technically in the wrong, always
endeavouring to believe in a technical

justification for resistance to constituted

authority, to find precedents for showing
that the authorit}' is acting ultra vires.

Here Grenville was palpably \\ithin

his rights. No one had ever disputed the

right to impose customs duties for the

regulation of trade ; the duties being
imposed, no one could dispute the right

to enforce them. The colonists would
have found it extremely difficult to find

any technical plea on which his action
could be challenged. But his next step,

however, gratuitously provided that much
sought for technical plea. The Stamp Act
was passed, ordering go^vernment stamps
to be affixed to all legal documents for

the purpose of providing revenue.
There was nothing in the colonial

charters to bar the British Government
from imposing such a tax ; but there was
no precedent for it. Customs for the
regulation of trade had always been held
to be distinct from taxes for purposes of

revenue. In England, the Crown's prero-
gative of imposing customs without leave
of parliament had been upheld by the
courts, and had ultimately been surren-
dered to parliament for valuable considera-
tion. But taxes for revenue had lain with
parliament for centuries, and the Bill of
Rights in 1689 had expressly laid down the

Taxation
principle of ^taxation only

Without y assent of representatives.

Representation ^^^ .^^^^^^ was parliament
claimmg to tax the citizens

of the colonies in total disregard of that prin-
ciple, a fundamental principle to maintain
which the English had cut off the head of one
king and sent another packing to France.

It was no doubt true that the circum-
stances differed in the very material point
that there existed no practicable method
of providing the colonists with represen-
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tation, a possibility which the Bill of

Rights had not included in its purview
;

but that did not invalidate the proposition

that to ignore the principle was to stultify

that charter of English liberties.
'

' Taxation
without representation " was not the real

colonial grievance ; but it was the technical

plea behind which the colonial grievance
was gratuitously enabled to take cover.

It must be remembered that before
the passing of the Stamp Act itself, Gren-
ville had not been content with enforcing
the existing import duties ; additional

duties had been scheduled, and it had been
expressly stated that the object of these
additional duties was to raise revenue.
This was in itself sufficient at least to pro-

vide a handle for raising the question of

constitutional principles. The fight be-

tween Crown and parliament in England
had begun on a precisely similar point.

At the accession of the Stuarts, the exac-

tion of the established customs for the
regulation of trade by royal prerogative was
recognised without qualification. James I.,

being in want of funds, extended the duties

by what were known as the "impositions."
Parliament had at once
claimed that such extension

The Essential

Grievance of

the Colonies
was in the nature of taxa-

tion, and required the con-

sent of the people's representatives. The
law courts had supported the Crown ; but
parliament by resolution had traversed

the decision of the judges, and had never
admitted the validit}^ of the claims of the

Crown. Protest now on the part of the

colonies was on all fours with the old

protest of the English Parliament against

the impositions. But the effect of the

Stamp Act was to give their protest the
same basis, in principle, as the Petition of

Right, the Declaration of Right, and the

Bill of Rights. But the essential grievance

of the colonies went much deeper than the

technical point. It amounted to this :

that the Mother Country—the people of

England—claimed to legislate for the

colonies to her own advantage and to

their disadvantage, without consulting the

people of the colonies ; whereas the

people of England had fought a great

civil war rather than submit to legislation

which they had not sanctioned.

For their own submission to such legisla-

tion in the past the colonists had received

value ; but they did not see how they were
going to receive value for it in the future.

They were perfectly certain, sooner or
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later, under these circumstances, to claim
the rights of free men which their fellow

citizens in England had asserted very
decisively for themselves in the previous
century. In England, however, as in

every European country, colonists were
regarded as having abrogated the full

rights of citizenship ; they were, so to

speak, people who had been authorised to

exploit the territories on which they were
permitted to settle, on such terms, and
only on such terms, as the Mother Country
deemed sufficiently profitable to itself

;

they had no right to claim a revision of

the terms of contract in their own favour,

on the ground of abstract political

doctrines, none to assert that restrictions

which their charters permitted constituted

legitimate grievances.

The letter of the law warranted the

maximum claim of the Ministers in

England ; but what was novel in these

claims was in direct defiance of constitu-

tional principles affirmed in English

statutes ; and even what was not novel
was liable to be challenged on general

principles. But there was still a serious

^ , „ . . difficulty in the way of accept-
Grcat Britain • ^.-u ^ • ^ i.mg the colonial argument m
".!^. practice. If the British Parlia-

y ment surrendered its technical

right of taxation out of consideration for

constitutional principles, how was Great
Britain to be indemnified for expenditure
incurred on behalf of the colonies ?

The only method available was that

of voluntary contribution based on the

recognition of a moral obligation, each
colony contributing what it thought fit.

For the colonies possessed no common
central authority which could apportion
their shares in a common fund ; and, under
such conditions, each individual colony
was likely to discover very good reasons

for paying less than its neighbours. The
alternative—the representation of the
colonies in the British Parliament—offers,

even at the present day, obstacles which
seem insuperable. In the days before

steamships it was manifestly quite out-

side the region of practical politics.

In modern days we have accepted the
principle—not without some warrant for

the old expectation that the colonial

translation of moral obligation into y ounds,
shillings and pence would leave the
Mother Country's share disproportionately
large. The politicians of the eighteenth
century did not accept it, in spite of the

declamation of Burke and the elder Pitt,

both of whom declared vehemently in

favour of the colonial appeal to funda-
mental constitutional principles. Ministers

took their stand on the letter of the law.

They did not believe that the colonists

would set them at defiance, and had no
doubt whatever that if they did Great

-, ... , Britain would have no difficulty

m brmgmg them to reason.
agran

fherc is ground for believing

that if Ministers had relied in

the first instance on the moral appeal,

the answer from the colonies would not
have been inadequate, for an unwonted
warmth of sentiment had been aroused

by the triumphs of the British arms,

and the name of William Pitt inspired

the utmost enthusiasm.
Grenville chose the other course, and

with the most exasperating methods. Before

introducing the Stamp Act, he invited an
expression of opinion from the colonies,

although there had never been any inten-

tion of allowing their views to carry any
weight. The Stamp Act itself was futile,

because the amount of revenue which it

would raise could not at the best be more
than insignificant : a minimum of value

was to be obtained at the cost of a maxi-
mum of irritation. To make matters

worse, this flagrant innovation was accom-
panied by a " Quartering Act," requiring

the colonies to provide barracks and free

quarters for the officers of the troops to

be maintained, although the colonists did

not admit the necessity for their retention.

There was a violent outburst of indigna-

tion, which had been provided with the

constitutional formula so invaluable to

the agitator. There were already signs

that American markets would be closed to

British goods, and British merchants were

uneasy. The great mass of the colonials

would have passionately repudiated any
suggestion that they were disloyal to the

British connection. When the ardent

. orator, Patrick Henry, ex-
ThcColon.es

^^^-^^^^^i
" Ccesar had his

Opposed
^_ Brutus, Charles I. had his

to Tyranny
c^omwell, George III. "—the

cries of "Treason! Treason!" prevented

him from continuing for some moments,
and were really allayed only by the

ingenuity of his evasion
—"George III.

may profit by their example." But per-

fectly honest professions of loyalty were

compatible with a very stubborn defiance

of " tyranny." In the interval between the
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passing of the Stamp Act and the day when
it was to come into force popular feehng

had expressed itself so vigorously, not to

say riotously, that no one was found ready

to discharge the official functions without

which the new act could not be given

effect ; no one, evidently, could have done
so except at the risk of his life. But even

more significant of the character
ro cs o

^^ ^j^g approaching crisis was
King and

Parliament
the action of Massachusetts,

with its Puritan political

traditions. Massachusetts invited the

colonies to send delegates to a repiesenta-

tive congress,, in effect for the purpose of

protesting, and thus set a precedent

which might in the future provide means
to concerted action. Delegates assembled
from nine states, and those from six of

them signed a petition to the king,

together with a memorial to parliament,

in which the right of parliament to tax

the colonies was repudiated.

In the meanwhile, events in England
were taking a more favourable turn. The
Grenville Ministry had been obliged to

resign almost immediately after the passing
of the Stamp Act, owing to a serious dis-

agreement with the king over the Regency
Bill. Pitt himself could not be induced
to form a Ministry ; but the government
was undertaken by the more Liberal group
of Whigs, who were headed by the Mar-
quess of Rockingham, whose secretary,

Edmund Burke, was now to appear for

the first time in parliament.
In full accord with Pitt, and, indeed, at

this time with popular sentiment—for
the quarrel with the colonies was having
an extremely disturbing effect on the
mercantile interests—the Rockingham
Ministry repealed the Stamp Act ; and
although at the same time a Declaratory
Act was passed affirming the abstract
right of taxation, the immediate effect was
most pacificatory. For, simultaneously,
a number of existing duties were materially

The Brief
reduced— a measure which,

p^ V "I while it pleased the Americans.Kockingham
i r, \ ,,

Ministry
benefited the revenue more
than the Stamp Act could

have done, owing, first, to the increased
demand for the cheapened goods, and
secondly to the disappearance of the
main inducement to smuggling.
But the Rockingham Ministry lacked

prestige and influence with the country,
and was in political disagreement with the
king. It was forced in turn to resign, and
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Pitt at last accepted office, only to con-
struct an amazingly miscellaneous cabinet
and then leave it to anarchy. For the
great Commoner accepted a peerage,
which withdrew him from the arena
of the House of Commons, and was then
so sorely gripped with disease that he
became wholly incapable of taking part'

in public affairs. In Chatham's name, the

Grafton Ministry proceeded to leave

undone every project of the great states-

man, and to do everything which he would
have most emphatically condemned. The
Stamp Act had been passed in 1765 and
repealed in 1766 ; in 1767 Charles Towns-
hend, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, set

the mischief at work again, and having
done so, died, leaving to others the reaping
of the whirlwind which he had sown.
Townshend's Revenue Act could not

have been more ingeniously contrived if it

had been his deliberate intention to irritate

for the sake of irritating. He imposed
six new duties, apparently with the object

of emphasising the abstract right to tax,

seeing that the return expected from
them collectively was not more than

;f40,ooo. Of the six, one only,
menca

^^^^ upon tea, was of any
Indignant at • 1 • j. ti_
,^ ^ _ commercial importance. The
the Tea Tax , x ,1 ,1 •

grotesqueness of the thing

becomes the more apparent when we
realise that the effect of the impost was not

to increase but to diminish the price which
the Americans had to pay for their tea.

For hitherto, under the navigation

laws, tea was not carried direct to a

colonial port from India ; it had to pass,

on its way, through an English port, where
it had to pay duty. Its price at the

colonial port was consequently enhanced
by the amount of that duty. Townshend's
Act granted a drawback of this amount

—

that is, the duty paid on entering the

English port was returned, while the new
duty imposed at the colonial port was
only one-fourth ; so that, in effect, three-

fourths of the old duty was remitted to the

colonial purchaser. ]3ut it was exacted at

the American port, riierely to exemplify

the right of exacting it. And thus it once

more set ablaze the flame which the Rock-
ingham Ministry had all but quenched.
The monstrosity of the tax lay in its sheer,

wantonness, not in the hardship it involved.

The effect was immediate. The colonies

were pervaded with a fixed determination
to boycott the taxed goods, and all goods
imported from England, until the obnoxious
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taxes should be withdrawn. Non-impor-
tation agreements became the order of

the day, with disastrous effects on British

trade, accompanied by increased activity

in home manufactures. The Massachu-
setts assembly passed resolutions, sent

petitions and protests, and took the lead

in inviting plans and schemes for concerted
action. The governor, Bernard, required
them to withdraw the circular letter

in which the invitation had been conveyed,
but the assembly flatly refused, by a

majority of more than five to one. The
governor dissolved the assembly, and
refused to issue writs for a new one,

whereupon a convention was called to-

gether, attended by delegates from every
settlement. The convention had no legal

standing, but the people of Massachusetts
recognised its authority, while it conducted
its proceedings skilfully enough to avoid
any technical breach of the law.

Other provincial assemblies followed the

Boston example in passing strongly ex-

pressed resolutions. Troops began to arrive

in Boston from England, in response to

Governor Bernard's demands, but it was
. only with the utmost difficulty

mk"*"""*^*
that provision could be made

-, . -^ for them ; the colonists en-
ming ar

^j^.g|y j-efused to comply with
the terms of the Quartering Act. Viewing
their conduct as little short of veiled

rebellion, the English Parliament passed
resolutions in favour of reviving an obso-
lete statute of Henry VIII., and applying it

in the colonies, so that trials in which the

action of government officials was in-

volved might be removed for hearing from
the province concerned. George Washing-
ton in Virginia was already feeling that
armed resistance might prove necessary,

in 1769, though he was as yet as far as

possible from advocating the idea of

independence. But it can hardly be
doubted that, beneath the surface, that
idea was beginning to strike root.

This was the moment chosen for the
most fatuous x)i all the government
measures. Of Townshend's six taxes, five

were withdrawn ; but the sixth—that
on tea—was retained. Chatham had
already recovered sufficiently from his

illness to protest and retire from the
Ministry; Grafton, its nominal head, now
followed suit; and at the beginning of

1770 Lord North began his disastrous

Ministry. It was almost at this moment
that a riot occurred in Boston, in which

some of the soldiery were forced to fire

on the mob ; half a dozen persons were
injured, and three were killed. Dema-
gogues exaggerated the incident into a
" massacre," though a jury of Bostonians
acquitted the soldiers. For the moment,
however, agitation was driven beneath
the surface. Hutchinson, a Boston man,
_ , was made governor in place

R I t^th
°^ ^^® somewhat exasperating

^cp y o e
]3gj.j^^j-(^^ ^j^(^ ^Y^Q English
Ministers seem to have come

to the conclusion that there was no more
serious trouble in store. An awakening
came in 1772, when the royal schooner
Gaspee, on revenue duty, was boarded
by night as she lay aground at Provi-

dence, in Rhode Island, and was burnt,

while no evidence could be procured as

to the perpetrators of the outrage.

And now plans which had been slowly

maturing took shape in overt action.

The towns in all the New England states,

in Virginia and in South Carolina, estab-

lished correspondence committees ; the

boycott of British-borne tea was made
practically complete. At Charleston tea was
landed, but found no purchasers. At New
York it was not allowed to be landed at all

;

ships and cargoes were dismissed from the

harbour. At Boston, the people would not

allow the tea ships to land their cargoes,

and the governor refused to let them leave

the port till they had paid duty. After a

great public meeting, a party of Bosto-

nians, dressed for the occasion as Red
Indians, boarded the tea ships in the

presence of an applauding multitude, and
emptied their contents into the sea.

This was in December, 1773. It was the

signal for a series of repressive measures
enacted in 1774. British sentiment, once
not unfavourable to the colonies, had
swung completely round, in consequence

largely of the illegality of the methods
which the Americans were now adopting

;

moreover, the losses to English trade were

, now arousing not merely per-

Brcach
^ turbation, but active resent-

/ff *^ ment. And this was intensified
of Honour , ,i , r o •

by the action oi Benjamin
Franklin, who was acting in London as

agent for several colonies. By some means
never explained, Franklin liad obtained

possession of a private correspondence

between Whately, George Grenville's secre-

tary, and the governor and the chief

justice of Massachusetts. Those letters he
sent to America, and in America they were
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published. The Americans were furious on

account of the opinions expressed ; the

British were not less disgusted at the breach

of honour involved in their publication.

Three " penal " Acts, then, were passed

against Boston. The Boston Port Act closed

the port entireh\ A second Act removed
from Massachusetts the trial of any official

who should be indicted for
Protestant

^^^^ performed in the course

cw ng &n
^^ effect cancelled the charter

of the colony. In addition to these-,

another general Quartering Act was passed.

And at the same time the suspicions of

the Americans were intensified by an
Act which was not directed against them
in any way, being concerned entirely with

the administration of Canada.
There, as we remarked at the be-

ginning of the chapter, representative

government on the English model would
not even have been appreciated ; and the

population was Roman Catholic. The
Quebec Act was in effect a measure for

the administration of Canada as a Crown
Colony, and for the official establishment
of Roman Catholicism. New England
abhorred Romanism, and imagined the
measure to be a political experiment in-

tended to be applied at an early date to the

older colonies who were claiming the right

of free citizens. The Quebec Act aggravated
the effects of the penal legislation.

Massachusetts had stopd in the van, and
was paying the penalty ; but the rest were
determined to stand by her. The Virginian
assembly passed a resolution of protest
and appointed a public fast for the day on
which the Boston Port Act was to come into
force. The governor dissolved the assem-
bly, but it continued its meetings on its

own account. Virginia and Massachusetts
agreed in calling for a general congress, to
meet in Philadelphia. The congress met in
September ; every state except Georgia

^ ^ . was represented. Among itsmcncan
members were Patrick Henrv,Declaration o i * i i ^ -^

of Rights
Samuel Adams and George
Washington. It drew up a

Declaration of Rights embodying the prin-
ciples which need not again be rehearsed,
and citing the series of Acts by which it

was held that those principles had been
violated. It adopted non-importation
resolutions. But it still definitely declared
its loyalty, and George Washington still

believed that independence was " not

desired by any thinking man in all North
America." Even so the Long Parliament
had entered upon the great civil war with
a firm belief that it was not disloyal to the

monarchy. The Massachusetts Charter
Act had deprived the assembly of the

right of nominating the council. The
assembly was summoned by the new
governor, General Gage, in October.

The members now nominated by the

Crown to the council either refused appoint-

ment or resigned immediately. The gov-

ernor thereupon countermanded the writs

for the assembly, but his proclamation was
ignored, the elections were held, and the

members assembled. Its authority', though
without legal sanction, was universally

recognised. Prompt steps w'ere taken for

the organisation of a militia, called
" minute men." In connection with it a
" committee of public safety " and a

second committee of supplies were or-

ganised. Massachusetts was working its

own administration, as though a governor
were a mere superfluity—even a governor
who was also commander-in-chief of his

Majesty's forces in America. And in the

. meantime every provincial as-

Pr°e aril
^embly, except that of New

reparmg
york was ratifying the reso-

lutions of the " Continental

Congress " at Philadelphia, which had
adjourned after a sitting of seven weeks.

Parliament met at Westminster, and the

King's Speech expressed a resolute refusal

to yield to the American spirit of disobe-

dience and resistance. Once more
Chatham appeared to plead for concilia-

tion, " not for indulgence but for justice,"

to demand the repeal of the obnoxious
measures. This appeal fell on deaf ears.

In the commons. North brought forward
a childish proposal that the taxes should

be withdrawn in the case of colonies which
voluntarily made adequate offers of contri-

bution to the treasury. At the same time,

since the closing of Boston Port had failed

of its object, a string of other ports were
treated more or less after the same fashion.

The resolutions of the Opposition, presented

with splendid eloquence by Edmund
Burke, were as useless as the eloquence of

Chatham in the other chamber. And the

colonists, following the example of Massa-
chusetts, continued on all hands to'

organise their militia, and to collect pro-

visions and munitions of war.

A. D. Innes
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THE FIGHT FOR INDEPENDENCE
THE TRIUMPH OF THE COLONIES AND THE
FOUNDING OF THE UNITED STATES REPUBLIC
nPHE breach between the American
* colonies and the Mother Country
was, in no reasonable sense of the term,
"inevitable"; it was the outcome of a

purblind policy based on an untenable
theory. That theory, common to all the

nations which had attempted colonisation,

was, in effect, that colonists had no rights

as against the parent state.

The idea that the colony will break away
from the parent state as soon as it can stand
alone has no inherent justification. The
family bond is not necessarily severed when
the son grows up, but if the son is treated

as still in statu pnpillari he is tolerably

certain to rebel. While the colony feels

the need of protection by the mother
country it will submit to having its own
interests subordinated ; when it feels

capable of standing alone, it will not.

The bond has become one of mutual
sentiment and mutual advan-
tage, demanding mutual con-

Restrictions

that Troubled

the Colonies
sideration, and the extent of

central control to be exercised

must be adjusted on that basis ; but there

is no essential impossibility about effecting

such an adjustment. Moral obligations

continue to subsist, but only under a
moral sanction, and if another sanction
is applied the moral sanction dwindles
to the vanishing point.

The American colonies had reached a
stage of development at which they were
capable of working out their own salva-

tion ; they were quite certain sooner or

later to insist on the removal of restric-

tions which interfered with that operation.

Commonsense demanded the removal of

such restrictions when their existence had
no moral warrant. Moderation, tact,

appreciation of the other point of view,
were required for the readjustment. But
King George and his Ministers demanded
a readjustment in the direction of British

claims for which there was no precedent.

They were not without justification in

claiming an indemnity from America ; but,

if they elected not to trust to the colonial

conscience, it was their business to aim
at getting the maximum return for the

minimum of irritation. Instead, they
contented themselves with asking for a

return so small as to be not worth having,

„ . . and doing so in the most ex-

^. ^, asperating manner possible
Flame of ^ ^ ^

Ill-feeling
They gave themselves away to

the disloyalists, who fanned the

flame of ill-feeling and waited their own
time to turn it to account. Both sides

had at last gone so far that neither could

draw back without some degree of

ignominy. In the spring of 1775, it is

doubtful if one man in twenty among
the serious pubhc in America was desirous

of severing the ties with England.

But in the then state of tension, a

collision between colonial and British

troops might occur at any moment
The Provincial Congress of Massa-

chusetts—the acting governing body—

•

had collected its war material at Concord.

Thither, on April i8th, 1775, General Gage,

governor of Massachusetts and com-
mander-in-chief in America, despatched

a party of redcoats to take possession

of the stores. The militia had warning

of his intention ; and when the English

troops reached Lexington Common they

found themselves face to face with a

hostile force. Here the first
The First

ghots were exchanged ; here
Engagement

^j^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ie
in the War

^^.j.^-^^ retired, and the

English entered Concord without resist-

ance. But in a short time their position

there became critical ; a retreat was in-

evitable, and it was not unaccompanied

by danger. Once a shot had been fired,

the colonists rose on all sides. The
English troops were hard pressed, suffered

severe losses, and continued their retreat
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WASHINGTON HFNRY AND PENDLETON ON THEIR WAY TO THE FIRST CONGRESS

THE FIRST PRAYER IN CONGRESS, HELD AT PHILADELPHIA IN 1774
The first mention of a congress for North America was made in KMiby Jacob Leisler, a suggestion that was renewed
eisrhty-three years later by Benjamin Franklin, who at that time was in London. The following year the colony of
Virginia proposed that all the other colonies should send representatives to a congress held at Philadelphia. The pro-
posal was accepted, and the first real American Congress met on September .ith, 177+, sitting until October 26th.

I'roin tlic painting by M.itterson
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THE FIRST ENGAGEMENT IN THE AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

THE HISTORIC STRUGGLE ON CONCORD BRIDGE, APftIL vnn, 1775

The differences between the American colonies and the Mother Countiy culminated on April l--th, 1775, in an engage-
ment between the colonial and British troops at Lexington. The Provincial Congress of Massachusetts had
dispatched troops to take possession of its war material at Concord, and on the way thither the English redcoats
found themselves face to face with a hostile force at Lexington Common. After entering Concord, the position of

the English troops became critical, and a retreat was inevitable, hence the historic struggle on Concord Bridge.
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to the trenches before Boston. In the

next few days the investment of the

town began, and continued almost a

year, during which nothing more
important occurred than an occasional

skirmish between the opposing forces.

Such \\-as the state of affairs when con-

gress renewed its sittings at Philadelphia.

... Its petition to the king had
arp

i^ggj^ contemptuously re-
Measures with • , J ,1 T- T U T^ r„ ^ , . lected ; the English Parlia-
Hcr Colonies • , i j •, .

ment had given its consent
to the employment of force to bring the

colonies back to obedience' and had voted
considerable sums for the strengthening
of the fleet and the engagement of mer-
cenaries, drawn chiefly from the smaller

G.erman principalities.

Detachments of troops \\ere arriving in

America, and the fleet committed occa-

sional acts of hostility on the American
coast. The congress, in which all the
thirteen states were now represented,

could no longer persist in the humble
attitude of the preceding year. It took
up the position, not as yet of fighting

for independence, but of defending itself

until England should give compensation
for the damage done, re-estabhsh the
infringed rights of the colonies, and
recognise their constitutional demands.
One more vain effort was made to avoid

the final and fatal appeal to arms. An
address known as the " Olive-branch
Petition " went to London ; it expressed
readiness to accept all the regulations
which had been in force down to 1763.
It went as far as it was possible to go
in the way of concession. But the king
and his Ministers did not want conces-
sions. They would have nothing short
of uncompromising submission ; and plain
submission was out of the question.
Lexington had been followed by open
hostilities, and the Battle of Bunker's
Hill had been fought before the Olive-
branch Petition arrived. It was not
- rejected ; for it was not allowed
Congress j. i , j , ^ ^,

net- « to be presented at all. The
in a Difficult . \ , .,

_ ... practical answer to it was a
Jrosition ^

1 ,

.

,. .

proclamation against sedition,

and the raising of German mercenaries.
The outbreak of war placed the congress
in an exceedingly difficult position.

Though recognised by all the North
American colonies, it possessed no tech-
nical authority. It was a deliberative
assembly devoid of all inherent power,
and its resolutions could only be put

60S2

into execution when the provincial assem-
blies indirectly responsible for them had
given their consent. In most respects

each of the provincial assemblies was
supreme in its own district ; and the
petty jealousies between the provinces
soon led them to keep watch most jealously

over this local supremacy. It was only
in taking action against England that the
authority of congress was fully recognised.

Congress appointed George Washington
commander-in-chief of the forces of

the thirteen colonies, and Montgomery
and Schuyler leaders of the army which
was to induce Canada to join the
revolutionary movement. As money as

well as men was necessary for an army,
it established a war fund to which each
state was to contribute proportionately.

Congress went a step farther in rejecting

the English proposals for mediation and
sending agents to several courts of Europe
in order to dispose them favourably
towards the cause of the colonies. A
declaration of independence was as yet

intentionally avoided ; but in reality the

congress already claimed for itself the rights

of an independent power.
Meanwhile, the struggle was

Leaders in

the War of

Independence
continued in the north. In

1774, the Quebec Act had
finally settled the form of government
for Canada. The province was given a
decidedlv centralising organisation, and
was placed under a military' governor.

It was further decided to extend the

southern boundary of the province as far

as the Ohio. In resolving to make its

first move in this direction, the congress

had two objects in view : first, to recon-

quer the territory which the change in the

boundary threatened to take from the

New England states ; and second, to

induce Canada, if possible, to join the other

thirteen provinces. Immediately after

Lexington a bold stroke had placed the

Americans in possession of Ticonderoga,

Crown Point and Lake Champlain, and
opened up to them the way into Central

Canada. In August Montgomer}'' and
Schuyler took the offensive ; but the

movement was crippled by disagreements
among the leaders of all ranks.

Schuyler resigned his command. Mont-
gomery besieged and took St. John's, and
then pressed on towards Montreal. Before
this town he made a long halt, and thus
prevented a third corps, which had
marched against Quebec under Arnold,
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THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE OF THE UNITED STATES ON JULY 4tii, 1770

The Declaration of Independence marks a dramatic stage in the war which was ended only by Britain abandoning
her colonies, with the exceptions ofCanada and the island of Newfoundland. " We," ran the declaration, " solemnly
publish and declare that these United Colonies are, and of a right ought to be. Free and Independent States,"

PROCLAIMING THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE FROM THE STATE HOUSE
Immediately after the Declaration of Independence had been agreed to by Congress, the announcement of this
epoch-making step in American history was publicly made from the outside of the State House in Philadelphia.
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from accomplishing anything. When, in

December, the two detachments at last

united to make an attack on Quebec, it

was repulsed with great loss, Montgomery
himself falling. In so far as the campaign
had in view the stirring up of revolution in

Canada, it was a complete failure. It

was only with difficulty that the position

gained could be maintained.

Boston, however, was the main theatre

of conflict. Fifteen thousand men of the

New England militia had gradually col-

lected there, and so shut in the English

garrison that its maintenance began to be

a matter of difficulty.

This induced Gage to

})ush forward bodies

of troops in various

positions. The be-

siegers replied by an
advance towards
Charleston. . The
opposing forces met
at Bunker's Hill on
June 17th, . 1775.
The progress of the

combat was typical

of the War of Inde-

])endence. The militia

fought bravely, but
their leaders had so

little capacity for

their task that the

battle ended with the

abandonment of all

the positions taken
up. From a military

point of view the

English had gained
a victory, but they
I'eaped no advantage
from it. The Amer-

of service agreed upon. It is true that

some of the provinces were ready to send
fresh men to take the places of those dis-

charged ; but, with these, training and
exercise had to be begun all over again,

and when they were proficient their

term of service was nearly ended.

Thus it was that the capabilities of the

American Army were by no means what
was to be expected considering its

numbers. The leaders must have possessed

the highest ability, both as regards diplo-

macy and strategy; to attain with such
poor material the excellent results they

did. The English
Government gradu-

ally came to the con-

clusion that it was a

mistake to keep its

main foice shut up
in Boston. General
Howe, who succeeded
Gage in command,
was ordered to evac-

uate the town, and
withdrew his forces

to Halifax, in Nova
Scotia. Ihe British,

it should be re-

marked, had com-
plete control of the

sea, and their fleet

was under the com-
mand of Lord Howe,
the general's brother.

It was a triumph,
however, for the
Americans to be

able, after nine
months' siege, to

enter the town
which had been first

GEORGE WASHINGTON
The greatest figure in the American V^^ar of Independ-

ence, he displayed remarkable powers of leadership as

ican losses were re- commander-in-chiefof the colonial army, and in spite of Selected for puuish-

placed and both defeats, led his forces to ultimate triumph. In ITS'.) he was rnent bv the homC
leaders and men elected the first

burned with the desire to renew the struggle.

At the beginning of July, Washington
arrived in the camp before Boston, and
took over the command of the army of the

united provinces. This made no change
in the progress of the siege. The evil

results of the militia system were already
making themselves felt among . the
Americans. The colonists were quite pre-,

pared to go through a short struggle, but
the long inactivity involved in the reduc-
tion of a hostile position undermined
their discipline and made them unwilling
to remain under arms longer than the time

president ofthe United states of America, government. In May,

1776, congress met at Philadelphia, for

the fourth time, under most favourable

auspices; The prevailing elation found
expression in a proposal brought before

congress some weeks later, that the

colonies should separate from the Mother
Country and form an independent state.

Congress was not elected by popular

vote; each state legislature sent as many
delegates as it thought fit.

This peculiar composition of the de-

liberative body rendered it impossible to

ascertain how far the proposal embodied
the general desire of the inhabitants of
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the thirteen states. PubHc opinion, as

known in England, did not exist at this

time in the colonies. What appears to be

the expression of the popular will was
generally but the action of a small num-
ber of determined politicians who knew
what they were aiming at, and who played
a prominent part in the correspondence
committees and in congress. Under these

circumstances it is specially significant

that inquiries made led to the conclusion

that the proposal to put forth a declara-

tion of independence would not com-
mand a majority, '

even in congress.

But the party

for independence
was in this case

excellently led.

Hitherto the

leaders had not
refused assent to

the most con-

ciliatory mea-
sures, convinced
that every failure

would bring
those who hesi-

tated nearer to

their position
;

and now once
more they found
a diplomatic way
of escape. To
withdraw the
proposal would
l^e nearly as

severe a check
as to have' it

rejected ; it was
quite safe, how-
ever, to post-

pone discussion

and voting for

several weeks, as was done on June loth.
How little the leaders doubted that victory
would ultimately be theirs was shown by
their appointing a commission to discuss
the steps which the declaration of inde-
pendence would render necessary. They
were justified by success ; and when the
proposal was again brought up a numbei
')f the opponents of separation from Eng-
land withdrew from the congress, so that
on July 4th the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, which the committee had mean-
while carefully prepared, was solemnly
proclaimed as the unanimous decision of
the congress. Among the colonists the
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THE BELL THAT DECLARED INDEPENDENCE
Hung in the dome of the old State House, Philadelphia, this bell

result of the struggle that had meanwhile
broken out in different places was awaited
with the greatest anxiety. Even those
who from the outbreak of the war had
looked on separation as its necessary
consequence felt clearly that it was too
early to give themselves up to rejoicing.

After the evacuation of Boston,
Washington went, as early as April,

1776, to New York, in the expectation
that this important port, whose popula-
tion included a numerous royalist party,
would be the next object of the British

attack. At first

it seemed that
this expectation
would not be
justified. A part
of the English
fleet directed its

course south-
ward, and tried

to take posses-

sion of Charles-

ton, in South
Carolina. But
on its being re-

pulsed, the Brit-

ish forces again
united, and,
under Sir William
Howe, effected a
landing on Long
Island towards
the end of
August. This
Washington with
his militia was
unable to pre-

vent ; nor could
he offer serious

announced the signing of the Declaration of Independence. Brought riii ii n c i + i o nfrom England in 175.2, it was, owing to an accident in transit, ^Ppublliun
recast in Philadelphia, when the words " Proclaim liberty throughout tO their advaUCC.
all the land unto all the inhabitants thereof" were inscribed on it. rr x ^ j.He was fortunate

in being able to lead his over-matched
force across the East River back to New
York without serious loss, it being iiseless

for him to hope to hold New York, and
thence continued his celebrated retreat,

which, considering the difticulties he had
to contend with, was a great achieve-

ment even for one so talented. Neverthe-
less, the retreat seemed a severe blow to

the cause of American independence.
More dangerous to Washington than his

English foe, who followed him from one
position to another with deliberate slow-

ness, was the condition of his own army.
In each of the numerous letters in which



INDEPENDENCE HALL, SHOWING THE CHAIRS AND PORTRAITS OF THE SIGNATORIES
The plain low building which sheltered the first Aiuerican Congress was the scene of the signing of the Declaration of
Independence. The portraits on the wall are those of the signatories, and the chairs those which were used on that occasion.
In this room also Washington was appointed commander-in-chief of the colonial forces. Independence Hall is now
kept as a museum of historical relics. It was outside this building that the Declaration was announced to the public.

he informs congress of the course of events

at the seat of war Washington returns

to the point that with the mihtia, badly
disciphned and unwilUng to serve a day
more than their short term, he can gain

no success against Howe's army, which
was composed of well-trained professional

soldiers. He repeatedly demands, at

least for the period of the war, a standing
army and a trained corps of officers.

The thirteen states had declared them-
selves independent ; but congress had
still to draw up a scheme for their internal

organisation. A considerable time must
elapse before this could be approved of by.
the legislatures of the several states. At
first each state turned to congress with its

own claims and appeals for help ; but all

left it to congress to find help for their

necessities and misfortunes. The separate

states did not always recognise the paper
money that congress was forced to issue

to cover the expenses of the war, and yet

it was precisely money and soldiers that all

demanded from that body. Though the

army and its commander had often just

ground to complain of the congress, it

must not be forgotten that the latter,

though having the best of intentions, was
often unable to give help.

Washington understood perfectly how-

to take advantage of Howe's slowness to

protract his retreat as much as possible.

The British took possession of New
York on September 15th ; but imme-
diately thereafter were decisively checked
by the Americans at Harlem Heights. A
month later, after the British had moved
by water to Westchester County and had
thus swung towards the rear of the

American position, the two armies met at

White Plains. The result of battle there

was to give the British the control of a

portion of the country between Long
Island Sound and the Hudson, thus

enabling their land forces to keep in

touch with their naval forces on both

bodies of water, and, on the other hand, to

restrict further the lines of the Americans
and to separate them from their allies on
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the upper Hudson and in New Jersey.

Finally, in November, the Americans at

Fort "Washington, being attacked from

three directions, were forced to abandon
the east side of the Hudson in its lower

course, and to withdraw into New Jersey.

Washington had now to make a rapid

retreat to the Delaware, and with forces

disorganised by continued retreat he could

no longer hold the enemy in check. At
the beginning of December congress

believed the capital, Philadelphia, no longer

secure, and fled to Baltimore before the

approach of the hostile army. But this

time it was able to return without the

enemy having set foot in the American
capital. The most serious thing was that

with such ideas pre-

valent the cause of

freedom was losing many
adherents. Only after

Washington, at the end
of 1776, had surprised

and defeated the enemy
at Trenton did the
spirits of his men begin

to rise a little. The
persistent inactivity of

the British general is

only explicable on the

theory that he was con-

fident that the " Con-
tinental " Army would
break up of itself ; and
in fact it was only the

indomitable patience

advanced with a column from New York
to ineet him, thus completely cutting ofl

the New England states. Properly carried

out, the effect of the scheme would prob-

ably have been decisive.

But Howe attached still more import-

ance to the capture of Philadelphia,

counting on the moral effect, for it had no
strategical value. Washington with his

army lay between New York and Phila-

delphia, and a direct advance would be

almost certain to meet with a repulse.

But the control of the sea gave Howe an

alternative course. Leaving Clinton in

command at New York—although that

general should have been on the point ol

starting to carry out the concerted move-
ment with Burgoyne

—

Howe embarked the bulk
of his forces and sailed

for the Chesapeake.
Thus Washington's
position was turned, and
he was no longer master
of the road to Phila-

delphia. Enthusiasm for

the war had now reached
its lowest ebb in the
colonies. The news that
arrived from England
had not a little to do
with this. The amnesty
which Howe had promised
the New England states

if they would submit
was now assured by
parliament to all whoand the iron resolution admiral lord howe

of its great chief that Fighting in the American War of independ- returned to their allegi-
, ^ • , r 1 • ence, Admiral Lord Howe nobly maintained ,_, "

prevented it from domg the British prestige on the sea, out-manoeuv- anCC. 1 he prOSpCCt WaS
SO. Disappointed in his 'a'nd^^tiSe g%lle^kialTd\"onTdl1,c^e also held out of measures
expectation of the of the British sailors even when opposed which would remedy the
„!!„„„„ «f -1.U > to an enemy much stronger in numbers. , • mcollapse of the enemy s

' most oppressive evils

forces, Howe apparently resolved to

adopt a less opportunist plan of cam-
paign for 1777, in conjunction or co-

operation with the forces now in Canada.
We have seen that the attempt to

coerce Canada into joining the thirteen

colonies ended in a disastrous fiasco
;

the French habitants were quite satisfied

with the British Government, whereas
their feeling towards the New Eng-
landers in particular was anything
but friendly. In 1776, the British

were in possession of Crown Point, and a
British flotilla controlled Lake Cham-
plain. Th? plan of operations then was
that General Burgoyne should descend
from the lakes, while General Clinton
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complained of by the colonies. Not
only in great part of America, but also

in the European states, which followed
the progress of the War of Independence
with strained attention, a reconcihation

between the jMother Country and the
rebellious colonies was* confidently be-

lieved to be impending.
Such expectations naturally drove all

the lukewarm to the English side.

Even the presence of congress, which
had returned to Philadelphia, failed to

keep public opinion unwavering in the
Quaker city. Washington, by the re-

sistance he offered during his skilfully

conducted retreat, delayed the Enghsh
advance ; but in the middle of September



SURRENDER OF THE BRITISH UNDER GENERAL BURGOYNE AT THE BATTLE OF SAi^ATOGA
Burgoyne's surrender of Saratoga on October 17th, 1777, was not the least of the defeats which Britain suffered at
the hands of the Americans. It was after this humiliation, which fell like«»a thunderbolt on British ears, that
Chatham made his famous declaration :

" You cannot conquer America. If I were an American as I am an
Englishman, while a foreign troop landed in my country, I would never lay down my arms ; never, never, never !

"

BURIAL OF GENERAL SIMON FRASER, WHO WAS KILLED AT SARATOGA
Fighting under General Burgoyne at the Battle of Saratoga, General Simon Eraser was wounded in the thigh,

and, dying on the following morning, was buried in one of the British redoubts. As the last rites were being
performed, and while the chaplain was reading the service for the dead, the Americans, ignorant of the motive
of the small group of people, opened a heavy fire, which they continued until not a solitary'person remained.
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he had to announce to congress that

he was no longer in a position to protect

the way to Philadelphia. On September

26th, 1777, the English Army occupied

the revolutionary capital.

But this apparently brilliant success

soon appeared in another light. A few

days later, Washington returned to the

attack, and succeeded in cutting oft all

Howe's communications with the interior.

The latter was now forced to attack

the forts on the Delaware that were
still in the hands of the Continental

Army and threatened his line of com-
munication with the sea. These forts

were neither sufficiently fortified nor

strongly enough garrisoned to be able

to hold out long, but they withstood

the English Army and fleet for almost

five weeks. Even this was a decided

advantage, for the season was now
so far advanced that both armies had
to go into winter quarters. The condition

of the Continental Army, which had to

undergo privations of every kind, and in

consequence suffered severely both in

numbers and in morale, would have been
serious had not fortune in the

Burgoyne's

Series of

Successes

meantime favoured the arms
of the Americans in the north
and thus brought about a

decisive change in the entire situation.

For the movement against Philadelphia
had ruined the northern plan of campaign.
It had kept Clinton locked up in New
York long after he should have been on the
march, and the American general, Gates,
had in consequence been left to conduct
his operations unhampered. Burgoyne
himself had advanced from the north with
an effective army of regular troops, part
British and part German, numbering 8,000
men, and the beginning of his campaign
was a series of uninterrupted successes.

He met with no serious resistance at
the outset, and if Clinton had been
moving from the south, serious resistance
might have been altogether prevented.
Ticonderoga, which the Ameiicans con-
sidered the impregnable key of the
north, fell into his hands almost
without bloodshed. The garrison, which,
began its retreat jmrtly by land and
partly by water, was dispersed. Until they
reached the upper Hudson, the English
met with no serious opposition from the
Continental troops ; General Schuyler had
only time to destroy roads and bridges,

and to withdraw all sup])lies out of the
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reach of the English. But in accomplishing
so much he changed the whole course of

events. When Burgoyne reached the

Hudson his force was considerably re-

duced, as he had to leave garrisons behind
him to keep open his lines of communica-
tion. ^Moreover, the troops were too ex-

hausted by the excessive exertions they had
to make in the heat of the sum-

R r h
"^^^ ^° render passable the roads

P through the marshes between
Lake George and the Hudson.

To make matters still worse, they were
quite destitute of supplies. Misfortune
suddenly broke on Burgoyne from all sides.

Here in the north the war was a great

deal more popular than in the Quaker
state, Pennsylvania ; and with the
approach of danger the leaders of the

Continental Army received daily fresh

accessions of strength. It was the British

right wing that received the first check.

It was ordered to take Fort Stanwix on the
Mohawk ; but after a fruitless siege of

some weeks' duration it had to begin
a retreat to Canada that much resembled
flight. A detachment that Burgoyne sent

into Vermont to forage was almost
annihilated in open combat ; all its war
material fell into the hands of the

Continentals. Finally, Burgoyne himself

had to advance, if only to obtain provi-

sions ; he crossed the Hudson and met
the main army, commanded by General
Gates, at Freeman's Farm. The first

indecisive encounter was equivalent to a
severe defeat for Burgoyne ; and when, a

few days later, he made a second attempt
to gain breathing space for his starving

soldiers, he was so thoroughly beaten

that his only course was to retreat.

But even this was no longer open to him.
Encouraged by their victory, the Conti-

nental troops surrounded him on all sides,

and when Gates, with the main army,
offered battle a third time before Saratoga,

Burgoyne and his army, seeing the use-

lessness of further bloodshed,
Surrenderor j^-^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^

!ndHis''Arm
October 17th, 1777. The

rmy
^j-j^jgg |j^^^ faced each other

in this campaign were not very large accord-

ing to modern ideas. But apart from the
fact that England could not often replace an
army of 8,000 men, the Americans gained
great strategic advantages. Burgoyne's
capitulation meant much more than the
failure of the plan to divide the American
forces by occupying the line of the Hudson

;



AN AMERICAN TRAITOR: THE ESCAPE OF BENEDICT ARNOLD
The above picture depicts a stirring incident in the life of the famous adventurer and traitor, Benedict A' nold.

Originally a surgeon, Arnold, at the outbreak of war between Great Britain and her colonies, joined the latter, and
considerably distinguisfied himself. Towards the close of the war he made a secret offer to General Clinton for sur-
rendering West Point to the British, employing Major Andre. a British officer, to negotiate. The plot was
discovered. Andre was shot as a spy, Arnold himself barely managing to escape with his life into the British lines.

Hruiii the painliiiij by Howard Pyle
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the Canada frontier 'was now secure for a

vimeat least against British attack, and the

British garrison in New York was isolated,

having no means of communication with

the other British armies, exce])t by sea.

Viewed simply as an incident in the war
between the British Government and the

recalcitrant colonies, Burgoyne's disaster

was serious, but very far from being

decisive. It was, in fact, the turning-

point of the war, because it introduced a

new factor on the American side. Hitherto,

the presumption that Great Britain must,

in the course of time, overwhelm the

colonists had held back foreign Powers
from intervention. Saratoga gave the

impression that the Americans might win
on their own merits. There was one
European Power which was athirst for

revenge on England : France found the

temptation to throw her sword into the

scale too strong, and the French inter-

vention secured the colonial victory.

Since the earliest signs of serious dis-

sension between England and the colonies,

France had watched events in America
with the closest attention. Her leading

statesmen waited longingly for the oppor-
tunity to take revenge for the losses and
humiliation inflicted on her by the peace
of 1763. As early as 1767 a French agent
had been sent to North America to obtain
information, not only on the state of

French
Support for

America

public opinion there, but also upon the

means the colonists had at their disposal

in the event of war with England, and as

to what kind of help they would most
urgently require. But French policy was
then considerably in advance of the claims

put forward by the colonists. The reports

which the agent, De Kalb, sent from
America did much to cool French eagerness

to support the colonies. The plan of taking
revenge on their enemy by promoting an
American revolt had to be abandoned for a
time. But as soon as the first congresses

were convinced that their rights

could be maintained against

the Mother Country only by
force, they remembered the dis-

position displayed by France ; Paris was
the first and most important point to

which the congress had sent its agents

;

nor did it send them in vain.

Naturally, the French Government could
not, in 1775, enter into open communi-
cation with the agents of the still quite

unorganised rebel provinces ; but it never-

theless gave the Americans much secret

support. As soon as war had openly
begun, the Americans started hostilities

at sea. It was quite in accord with the
strongly developed business spirit of the
northern provinces that they should be
much more eager to do injury to British

trade at sea by privateering than to carry

GENERAL WASHINGTliN AMONG HIS SOLDIERS AT VALLEY J-AR'
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WASHINGTON AND THE FRENCH MARQUESS DE LAFAYETTE AT MOUNT VERNON
In their strugrgle for independence the American colonies had the sympathy and support of the French nation, not a
few of whose bold sons crossed the ocean to fight against their hated enemy, the British. Chief amongst them was the
youthful Marquess de Lafayette, shown with Washing^ton in the above picture, who commanded an American division

with conspicuous ability and success, and was publicly thanked by Washington for his military skill and valour.
From the painting by T. P. Rossiter

on an honourable, though less profitable,

war by land against the British Army.
Soon after the Declaration of Independence,
the first American privateers ventured
across the ocean into British waters. The
ship which in the autumn of 1776 brought
Benjamin Franklin to France as accredited

representative of the new republic, brought
into Havre, as prizes, two

ry c rs
English vessels which it had

Under French 'v j .1 tu-„ . ^. captured on the way. Ihis
Protection ^Vij ii i. cconstituted on the part 01

France a breach of the peace then existing

between her and a "friendly nation"; but
American privateers continued to take
refuge secretly in French harbours.

Though the American delegates were
not officially recognised, it was an open
secret, especially after Franklin's arrival,

that they had the direct support of the

French Government in buying war
materia.1, fitting out ships, and enlisting

officers and crews which were taken to

America secretly, or under a false flag.

Franklin, from the beginning, felt sure
of the favourable issue of the negotia-

tions for a treaty of trade and friendship

with which the newly oiganised Foreign
Office had entrusted him ; but these
sanguine expectations were not altogether
lealised. There can be no doubt that not

only the French Government, but the
whole French people, sympathised with
the cause of the United States. This
was not for any love they bore the
Americans, but principally because they
saw in a successful American rising a means
of injuring the hated English, and the}'

only too eagerly seized the chance of taking
revenge on them. Thus Franklin was
permitted to visit Paris, and in his private
capacity could speak his mind freely to the
leading French Minister, Vergennes.

But a public reception was avoided; the
more so because the campaign following the
Declaration of Independence was unfor-

tunate to such an extent that the final

victory of the Americans was seriously

doubted. France's attitude during the
year 1777 was purely expectant. Even the
amount of secret assistance given to the
rebels was insignificant. The only event
attracting attention was the departure lor

America of the youthful Marquess de Lafa^'-

ette, who, with De Kalb and other French-
men, crossed over in a ship he had fitted

out to join the enemy of his national foe.

France had at that time almost per-

mitted Great Britain to gain the advantage
of her. The American agents negotiated

not only with France ; they also sought to

get into touch with other Powers, and even
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riaintained relations with England. These

threatened to take a peculiar turn im-

mediately before and after the capitula-

tion of Saratoga. After the capture of

Philadelphia, England had offered the

colonies an amnesty and the removal of

their principal grievances ; after the capi-

tulation of Saratoga she went a step further

and held out the prospect of the recognition

of a certain degree of independence in

return for a permanent and intimate

union between the colonies and the

Mother Country. The American agents

were hardly empowered to make such an
agreement with England. But the danger
threatened by this combination, together

have been ready to make peace even on

those terms. But the spirit of the nation

rose ; at whatever cost, it would not bear

to s ibmit to Bom-bon threats and Bourbon
dictation. Chatham, almost dying, had
himself come down to the house to protest

against that last ignominy, the rending

of the empire in submission to France.

In the midst of his speech—-he was per-

mitted to speak sitting—he fell back in a

fit ; a month later, he, who had raised his

country to the highest pinnacle of triumph

—

he, to whose voice a purblind king and an
infatuate Ministry had refused to hearken
—was laid in Westminster Abbey : and
England was still fighting for very life.

PAUL JONES IN A NAVAL FIGHT OFF THE COAST OF SCOTLAND IN 1779

A native of Scotland, the bold John Paul Jones adopted the role ofnaval adventurer, and in 1 775, obtaining a conimissiou
in the American Navy, he cruised round the British shores wliile the War of Independence was in progress, attacking the
shipping. In 1779, as shown in the above picture, he captured the king's ship Serapis in a naval fight ofFthe Scottish coast.

For folly and incapacity had played
havoc with every department. The navy,
wiiich swept the seas with might irre-

sistible in 1760, had not been maintained
;

while France, guided by Choiseul, had been
acting on the lesson she had learnt at such
bitter cost, and had been creating her own
navy anew. Now, on paper at least, the

odds hardly lay with the British, and the
British prospect of victory in America de-

pended on the retention of naval su]:)remacy

On American soil, the immediate result

was the evacuation of Philadelphia and
withdrawal to New York, Howe retiring,

and Clinton taking the chief command.

with the improved prospects of the cam-
paign, led France to take a decisive step.
The treaty of friendship and commerce
over which the Americans had been kept
in suspense for more than a year was con-
cluded in a few weeks—February 6th,

1778. This amounted to an official

recognition of the United States.

The knowledge of the impending alliance
alarmed even North's Ministry into making
proposals which the Americans would
have welcomed at an earlier stage ; but
now there were very few who would be
content with anything short of indepen-
dence. The Rockingham Whigs would
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WASHINGTON ON THE BATTLEFIELD AT TRENTON, DECEMBER 8th, 177(;

The varied fortunes of the American colonists in the early stages of the war with the Mother Country did not
augur well for the ultimate triumph of their rising, and gradually the cause of freedom and independence lost many
adherents ; but when, at the end of 1776, Washington, by a series of brilliant manoeuvres, surprised and defeated
the enemy at Trenton the spirits of his men began to revive, and they followed him with renewed hope and confidence.

I'rom the painting by Jolin Faed
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That the withdrawal from the Chesapeake
to New York was successfully effected was
due to the skill of the admiral, Lord Howe,
who outmanoeuvred the now superior

French force in American waters and
accomplished the transference of the

troops before D'Estaing had realised

the situation. From the British point

of view, the one redeeming feature of

the war lay in the still superior skill

and confidence of the Enghsh sailors,

\\hich nearly neutralised the greater

numbers of the French. Thus, later

in the same year, it was the inability

of the French fleet to intervene wliich

allowed Clinton to despatch an army
to the south, with a

view to creating a diver-

sion by a campaign in

those pro\ances which
had not hitherto felt

the stress of war. But
the British fleet could
no longer sail when and
where it would. Its

chief business came to

be that of keeping the

French out of action.

It was not only by
sea — that is, on the

British line of com-
mimication — that the
French intervention took
effect. -Already a con-

siderable number of

foreign ofiicers had taken
service in the United
States. Lafayette and
his friends had been
fighting with

foreign contingent and the foreign officers

were a valuable addition to their forces.

Both Rochambeau and Lafayette, young
as the latter was, were endowed with

military capacity, which Washington
could not have afforded to despise, eveji

had he attached less importance to the

French alliance than he actually did.

From that alliance great wonders were
at first expected, not only by Washington
and the army, but to an even greater

extent by the congress, which had re-

turned in triumph to Philadelphia. It

was already so convinced that a decisive

victory was impending that it considered

it superfluous to do anything more
towards it. The dis-

illusionment was the

greater when a peculiar

combination of unfavour-

.

able circumstances
rendered the joint
campaign of the Amer-
icans and the French
almost fruitless. From
the beginning there had
been a party in congress

that did not look witli

favour on the Frencli

alliance. It found sup-

port in the New England
states, which transferred

their old antipathy to

the Canadians to the

French, who were no\\

about to fight as their

allies for colonial inde-

pendence. Moreover, the

offers on the part of

the I"^. '^''^^Hf^'f "/ coRNWALLis England to enter into
. - . - .

,
Son of the first Eaxl of Cornwallis, he served ^ . . . , ,

Amencans smce the pre- i„ the American War even whUe disapproving negotiations with the

ceding year, though of it ; but though he gained several notable rebels as to the re-

originallv received with successes he was finaUy compeUed to surren- nioval of their grievances

such ill-concealed distrust
^ef at Yorktown, Virginia, on Octoberl9. mi.

^^^ ^^^^^^ ^j^^ -^^^ ^^

that some of them returned to France
bitterly disappointed.

Lafayette's enthusiastic advocacy, how-
ever, was not without effect in bringing
the French Government to consent to

the despatch of an auxiliary corps under
Rochambeau. Their presence did not
prove an unmixed blessing to Washington

;

take root that a reconciliation was
imminent on the basis of the recognition

of their independence.
The prospects of peace were seriously

affected by "the French alliance, for though
the Americans interpreted the agreement
in the sense that F^rance would only

secure their independence, and, this done,

for the colonial officers regarded the make no opposition to a direct under-

Frenchmen with considerable jealousy,

while the chief was painfully alive to the
diplomatic necessity for treating them in a

manner which made the jealousy more
acute. Still, the ^Americans found them-
selves compelled to recognise that the
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standing between the colonies and the

Mother Country, yet the French Govern-
ment, in continuing negotiations at Paris

with the delegates of congress, especially

with Franklin, and also, by means cf

its accredited representatives, with the
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congress at Pliiladelphia, took care that the

principle should be recognised that none
of the contracting Powers should make
peace without the concurrence of the

others. This made the termination of the

war no longer solely dependent on the

recognition of the independence of the

United States. These business politicians

now forgot how remote this had been

before the French alliance, and tried to

persuade the states that the continuance

of the war was solely due to the French.

Though they undoubtedly •

overshot the mark in

this, the congress and
an overwhelming
majority of the American
people were of the

opinion that since France,

as was natural, was seek-

ing by this war to

gain advantages for her-

self and her allies,

especially for Spain,

which joined the alli-

ance in 1779, it was
only right that she

should bring the war
to a conclusion with her
own mone}' and troops.

The demands made on
the French Government

and he retired to his rich estates as
soon as possible. He typified all that
was noblest in the Virginia planters.

His appearance was striking—almost too
aristocratic for a republican ; but none
was more enthusiastic than he for the
cause of American liberty.

His sound education and his know-
ledge of the world fitted him for a
di})lomat ; his wide knowledge of national
economies for a statesman. Nor was the
limited experience gained in little wars his

J only qualification for

the military position he
held ; for he possessed
two distinguishing quali-

ties that render him,
in all respects, one of

the most remarkable
men America has ever
seen. These qualities

were the power of
taking a clear and un-
prejudiced view of the

situation, which enabled
him, even in the most
trying circumstances, to

calculate and consider

with imperturbable
composure, and to await
the right moment with

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN an irou paticncc ; and
bv the learlinp- statP"^- To Franklin, perhaps more than to any other pvtrnnrrlinarv pripraVuy Llie ledumg biates man, belongs the distinction of brmging the an extiaOlCUnaiy CnClgy
men of congress were War of Revolution to a successful issue, for that enabled him not
^1.^^^+ ;»,^,-^^i;ki^ T1,„' .

it was owing to his efforts that France inter- , , v u i,almost inciedible. Iheii fered and gave to the colonists the support Only to accomplish much
only possible excuse is

"ecessary to turn the scales in their favour, himself , but tO mOVC all

the political and diplomatic inexperience around him to put forth their utmost
of men suddenly transformed from
lawyers and merchants into the .re-

sponsible leaders of a mighty state.

There was, it is true, a small circle of
really statesmanlike characters among
the men who helped to found the United
States. Foremost among these stood
George Washington. The course of events
suddenly placed this conscientious and
peaceful country gentleman at the head
of the union army ; but in his case cir-

cumstances served only to develop great
capacities and to bring to light splendid
talents. At the outbreak of war, Wash-
ington was in his forty-third year. He
was not a professional soldier, and his only
experience of war had been as an officer

of the Virginia militia ; but so successful

was he in this capacity that he was
appointed its commander-in-chief in

1755. He entered public life more from
a sense of duty than from inclination,
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strength.

At the beginning his position was difh-

cult ; even his rank as commander-in-chief,

which the first impulse of national enthus-

iasm had given him, was not quite safe from
the envy of jealous rivals or the eagerness

of selfish place-hunters. He himself was
perhaps the least concerned about his

position ; for he learned daily how many
-_^ ,

.

duties it imposed on him and
Washington

j^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ p^^.^^. j^^

possessed. But he was even
at the Head
of the Army

greater as a diplomat than as

a strategist, and was thus enabled to

solve the difficult problem before him,
and to stand continually between the

inexperienced politicians of congress and
the European diplomats schooled in the

political etiquette of the Old World.
From the time of the alliance with
France he maintained, not only at the
seat of war, but also in the field of
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politics, a kind of government inde-

pendent of congress ; but in both spheres

his characteristic reserve enabled him
to avoid all dangers.

There was no other man of his nation

who could be compared with him. Even
Benjamin Franklin, with his homely
honesty, stood far behind him in political

„ .... far-sightedness. Despite this,
Franklin s , i j
e. . ,. no one, perhaps, played a
Share in the , i. xi t- i i_

, ,. greater part than l^ranklm m
Revolution ? • • .1 i >• ,brmgmg the revolution to a

successful issue. Born in humble circum-

stances, he had worked his way slowly

and laboriously upwards by his own
efforts ; and throughout his life he pre-

served something of the manners said

to be characteristic of the inhabitants

of Philadelphia, where he had spent his

youth and middle age. He was not a

man of great actions, but the long

tixperience he had gained at the English
court as agent for the colonies enabled
him, more than all

others, to win the sym-
pathy of other nations

for his struggling coun-
try ; and the credit of

having induced France
to side openly with the

United States belongs

chieiiy to him. But his

attitude during the peace
negotiations showed ho.w

much he was affected

by the shrewdness that

usually characterised the

politicians of the youth-
ful state. Man}' efforts

have been made to

clear him of the charge
of having taken part in

the negotiations with JOHN ADAMS

experience helped in no small degree to

remove the formidable difficulties that lay

in the way of diplomatic success.

Beside these two leaders stood a number
of less important personages of similar

]:»olitical views ; but among the influential

politicians there were scarcely any others

so clear-sighted or so unprejudiced. The
significance of this soon appeared when,
on the conclusion of the French alliance,

weightier events took place in the field of

diplomacy than on the field of battle.

In accordance with their plan of cam-
paign, the British transferred their opera-

tions to the south. In January, 1779,
they conquered Savannah and defended
it successfully against the French fleet.

In February, 1780, the English comman-
der-in-chief, Clinton, landed in South
Carolina and forced the American troops

in Charleston to capitulate after a

siege of five weeks. It appeared as if

British supremacy would be re-estab-

lished in the south ; and
for a time not a single

detachment of organ-

ised American troops

opposed the English.

But the object aimed
at soon showed itself

unattainable. Except on
the coast, the land was
sparsely populated and
but little cultivated.

This rendered permanent
military occupation im-

possible, and placed great

difficulties in the way of

all military operations.

This was very well

known at Washington's
headquarters. Thus, in-

stead of following the

British to the south, therp 1 J Vi V. +V>/-. rrK Representing: Massachusetts in the first con-
C-ngiana Wmcn, tnOUgn gress. this statesman proposed the appoint-

contrarv to the agree- mentofWashington as commander-in-chiefon leader of the American
-.1 T-. the outbreak ofthe war; after holding the office a„ , „„, „ ,,;_,,. „„„,.„

ment with France, were of vice-president, he succeeded Washington Army Kept iH vicw opci a

carried on in secret by
the American diplomatists. But no
amount of explanation can get rid of

the fact that Franklin's characteristic

appearance of confidential frankness

and good-natured honesty served to

screen the double-dealing of his fellow

diplomatists, though he had perhaps
no direct part in deceiving the allies

he himself had gained. During the war
he exerted little direct influence on
affairs at home ; but his sober and
practical commonsense and his business

as President of the United States in 1797. ^jons On the Hudson
against New York as most likely to

decide the issue of the campaign.

Clinton was thus compelled to come norih

again, while in the south a partisan war

went on with varying results.

This was stirred up from both head-

quarters by the despatch of regular

troops under approved leaders, so that

the British were never in undisturbed

possession and still could never be

driven out. During these cross-expedi-

tions a number of important battles
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were iought in North and South Caro-

lina. At Camden the Enghsh gained

a victory in which the brave De Kalb
lost his hfe ; at King's Mountain and

at Cowpens the Americans were success-

ful ; other battles, such as that at

Guilford, were claimed as victories by
both sides. But the situation remained

essentially unchanged. The
Cornwaihs gj^ jigi, maintained their hold
Surrenders at

^^^ ^j^^ ^j^-^j^j^ populated COast
Yorktown

districts ; but in the interior

bands of Americans carried on a guerrilla

warfare, making unexpected attacks on

outposts and cutting off small detach-

ments of British troops.

In 1781, however, Cornwallis, who held

the southern command, was ordered to

fall back on Yorktown, the British no
longer having the control of the sea

necessary to enable them to send him re-

inforcements. Clinton himself was held

fast in New York by Washington, who
was threatening the place with an assault

in force. But such was not his real

design ; CHnton learned suddenly that

the siege was practically abandoned and
the army on its way to the south. It was
at this point that the aid of the French
proved decisive. Lafayette had been
largely responsible for paralysing the

operations of Cornwallis, whose position

now depended on the maintenance of

communications by sea. The appearance
of a French fleet, newly arrived, under
De Grasse, turned the scale.

The British Admiral Hood also arrived,

with the intention of relieving Yorktown
;

but the French were already in possession

of the harbour and were not to be enticed

into an engagement. On October 19th,

1781, Cornwallis found himself with no
possible alternative but capitulation.

With the fall of Yorktown, the last hope
of mastering the colonists was gone.
From this point, interest centres entirely

in the naval war between Great Britain

_ . . ,
and France ; its strikine; feature

Britain s iU t-> -j.- i j-

. . was the British recovery of
Ascendancy , -, o- o •

_ naval ascendancy. Since Spam
had joined the allies, nearly

all her energies had been employed on
desperate efforts to reduce Gibraltar, which
had held out with grim determination,
while at rare intervals British fleets had
succeeded in throwing in supplies.

But in 1782 she despatched a fleet to the
West Indies to join De Grasse, who was
already in force considerably greater than
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the British. Their one hope was to force

an engagement under conditions which
would give the chance of crippling a
portion of his fleet. Reinforced by the

Spaniards his numbers would be over-

whelming. He was determined not to

risk an engagement till those reinforce-

ments had joined him. He started on a

race with the English Admiral Rodney
to reach the point of rendezvous ; but
by a fortunate co-operation of breezes and
calms Rodney overtook him, and, although
in less force, attacked him. The battle of
" The Saints " is famous, among other

things, for the adoption of the plan of

attack, thenceforth a favourite manoeuvre
with the British, known as " breaking the

line"—that is, piercing the enemy's line,

enveloping his rear, and destroying it

before the van can come to its aid.

Rodney annihilated the fleet of De Grasse

in what was, in some respects, the most
critical engagement in English history.

For defeat would have meant the irre-

vocable loss of a naval supremacy which
was tottering ; its ultimate recovery gave
Great Britain the victory over Napoleon.

Five months later, the allies
he cw

j-j-j^^g their last tremendous

D !rir
assault on Gibraltar ; but the

anger
j^^^j^ remained in the posses-

sion of its garrison. Much as these events

served to excite those on the spot, and
important as they were to Great Britain,

they had comparatively little influence in

determining the final result of the war as

it concerned the Americans. The leading

French statesmen soon came to the con-

viction that, instead of having gained

an active ally in the struggle against

England by their alliance with the United

States, they had in reality only gained

permission to carry on the war for the

Americans with French money, French
soldiers, and French ships.

From the fall of Yorkto\Mi till the

conclusion of peace the negotiations in

this connection occupied the attention of

congress much more than the concerns

of the war had ever done. The debates

were carried on with such vehemence that

on more than one occasion the newly-made
union of thirteen states threatened to fall

asunder into groups with divided interests.

What American politicians would naturally

have preferred was that Great Britain

should give up all her North American
possessions and renounce all her claims

in the northern continent in favour of the
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United States. In negotiations with the

agents by whom the British throughout

the war strove to bring about an under-

standing, they based their claim on the

statement that the proximity of the

United States and a British Canada would
be a perpetual cause of discord between

the two nations of the same blood.

Benjamin Franklin deserves the credit

of having skilfully put forward this view

during the negotiations he conducted with

the British agent, Oswald ; but in the final

settlement the point was not again brought

up, so that it was scarcely necessary for

Great Britain to reject the demand.
In regard to their southern boundary

the Americans were less greedy for terri-

tory. They had become quite accus-

tomed to the idea of giving back Florida

to Spain as payment for her participation

in the war, and especially for the subsidies

which had been continually solicited,

though without success, from the court of

Charles III. But this point was not the

true source of discord in the congress.

There were two other conditions, to one

of which the representatives of the

southern states clung with as
D.s^ssing

^^^^^ tenacity as those of the

If Peacr ^'°^^^ ^^^ ^° *^^^ ^^^^^- ^°^^
far-sighted the politicians of

the southern states were on points affect-

ing their future interests is shown by
the fact that they wished to have the

cession of the interior as far as the Missis-

sippi, and the right of free navigation of

this stream down to the Gulf of Mexico,

regarded as indispensable preliminaries

to the conclusion of peace. The British

Colonial Office had organised the land

west of the Alleghanies independently of

the old provinces, and the settlement of

this tenitory on any considerable scale

had been but recently begun from the

southern provinces. Nevertheless, the

leaders in the southern states perceived
perfectly the immense importance for this

district of the waterway to the Gulf of

Mexico, and were resolved not to give

up this security for the future.

For a long time discussions upon
the conditions of peace possessed a
purely theoretical interest. The efforts

of the leader of the army, on the one hand,
and of the representatives of France, on
the other, succeeded in restraining the

embittered war of words and in obscuring
those subjects on which utterly irrecon-

cilable views were held. When, in March,

1782, by means of Franklin's personal

relations with some of the members of

the newly formed English Cabinet, the

general desire for peace was finally con-

firmed, strife broke out afresh in the con-

gress. The party of the northern states,

which would have preferred that Franklin,

the friend of the French, should be de-

. . prived of all share in the
Recognising

negotiations, were so far

/.. c?! successful that they placed
of the States

^^^^^^ ^.^ ^^^ ^^^^^,^_

sentatives of their own views—John Adams
and John Jay. The history of the peace

negotiations shows once more the total

absence of a real executive in the young

state. The congress had indeed established

a department for foreign affairs ; but its

representatives, during the peace negotia-

tions, never received definite instructions,

and, once on French soil and removed from

the interference of congress, they were really

independent. That the negotiations were

so quickly concluded, and that in a manner
exceeding the expectations of the most

sanguine American politicians, was due to

the weakness of the English negotiators.

The peace ratified at Versailles,

September 3rd, 1783, recognised the

thirteen United States of North America

as an independent state. Almost all the

demands of the American party politiciAjis

were conceded by the British. Flonda,

which was restored to Spain, formed the

southern boundary of the states ; the

Mississippi the western ; and navigation

on this river was to be free to Americans

and to the British. The northern boun-

dary ran from the St. Croix River across

the watershed between the Hudson and

the St. Lawrence, and then through the

Great Lakes to the source of the Mississippi.

The right of participating in the fisheries

on the Newfoundland Banks was expressly

conceded. As for the rest, a treaty of

peace and commerce between Great Britain

and the United States was to restore as

far as possible the relations
The Republic

interrupted bv the war.
of the j^^ recognition of the United
United States

^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ remaining

European Powers was delayed ;
but this

was of little importance to the young

state, as it enjovcd not only the recognition

but also the goodwill of the Powers which

were of most importance to it. Thus, as

far as the outside world was concerned,

the Republic of the United States was

firmly established. Konrad Haebler
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CANADA DURING THE GREAT WAR
BRITISH TRIUMPHS AGAINST THE AMERICANS
VV/HEN Canada was ceded to Great^ Britain by France all the military

and most of the civil officials of Canada
returned to France ; the latter, with

Bigot at their head, to be heavily and
justly punished for their egregious frauds.

A good many of the Canadian noblesse

went, too, being offered commissions in

the French Army. War-sick and im-

poverished by the presence of contending
armies, Canada now resigned herself with-

out difficulty to the just and lenient rule

of the English officers who governed her
for many years after the peace.

The habitants, forming probably five-

sixths of the 70,000 souls by this time in

the country, settled down in their parishes

to increase and multiply under the mildest

regime they had ever experienced. There
were no more corvees and no more wars

;

otherwise everything went on much as

. before. They paid their dues

xt*1^
*/*^

c to the parish priest, and their
the Hands of , • .1.1
*!. D -i- 1. trmnig rents to the seigniors.
the British t,, t:- 1 1 11The English criminal law,

milder than their own code, was ad-
ministered by the military authorities.

Civil law remained as before in spite of

edicts intended to encourage the English
customs. Thirty to forty seigniorial

families, much more than half the total

number, remained in the colony, while
in Quebec, Montreal and Three Rivers
were a goodly sprinkling of traders
and professional men.
Murray remained for six years as governor,

assisted by a nominated advisory council,

and, as regards the French, proved a just

and popular administrator. Sentiment
apart, there was com])lete harmony be-

tween the English garrison and the small
French upper class and clergy. The losers
in a stand-up fight did not expect in those
days to be put into the seat of the victors,

while the habitants , almost wholly illiter-

ate, did not know what votes meant. The
disturbing, or at least dissatisfied, element

was composed of the few hundred British

traders, mostly from the American pro-

vinces, who settled in Quebec and Mont-
real. For it should be said that the

Americans, particularly in New England,
with its Puritan traditions, had greatly

resented the religious tolera-
un ans

^-^^^ ^j^^^ j^^^ been granted to
Upposed to ,, ^ T T-, "
», . . the Canadians. 1 he newcomers

to Canada shared that view,

and being naturall}^ of republican tenden-
cies, as, in fact, were most of the Anglo-
American colonists long before their

rebellion, objected to living under a govern-
ment that had no elections and gave no
scope for political activity. Their views
of popular government, however, did not
extend to the 70,000 French, but only to

the few hundred not generally very good
specimens of Anglo-American settlers.

From their body they considered an
elective assembly should be chosen to legis-

late for the rest and control the supplies,

while the French laws, religion, and even
language should so far as possible be
suppressed. This point of view did not
commend itself to the British Government,
but its exponents, whose numbers slowly
increased, caused most of the friction to

be found in Canada at that period ; and
when the great revolutionary agitation

began south of the border, its promoters
worked hard to stir up the French Cana-
dians to like endeavours.

Here, too, it will be necessary to remind
the reader that the destiny of Canada, such
as we have seen it fulfilled, could not have

been foreseen in 1763. Settlers
p"*^ * upon its soil from England

j^ . seemed then quite unlikely.

The fertile colonies to the south,

with their enterprising English population,

religious affinities, and milder climate,

offered overwhelmingly greater attractions

to the British immigrant. Canada seemed
destined to remain a small French nation

under English rule, and to reconcile the
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Canadians to tliat rule seemed so obviously

])olitic, it was almost inevitable that the

hearts of the earlier British officials should

be in accord with that policy. Mont-

calm, when he foresaw the conquest of

Canada, wrote in private letters to friends,

which are still extant, to the effect that the

English would be fools if they tried to

Anglicise their new sub-
Montcalm s

-^^^^^ He—Montcalm -
Faith m Canada s

fQ^.g^Qij ^he revolt of the
Loyalty

"republicans" of the

other colonies, and that an Anglicised

Canada would surely go with them ; where-

as,' if the Canadians were encouraged to

retain their homogeneity under the British

Crown, and were well treated, the latter

would have a loyal, brave and docile race

that would stand staunchly by it against

those ancient enemies and neighbours

with whom they had so little in common.
Nor was Montcalm by any means alone

in reading the handwriting on the wall.

Many Frenchmen familiar with North
America found consolation for defeat in

the prospect of their rival's future difficul-

ties. There were Englishmen, too, who
were against the retention of Canada for

that very reason, and nothing probably
but the intoxication of thos 3 glorious years

of universal victory prevented there being
many more. With a limited Canada in the

hands of a French king, the English colonies

would not have dreamed of an indepen-
dence immediately exposed to his alwa^^s

restless sword, his fleets, and his armies.
For against French Canada alone, and

a mere handful of regulars, their power-
lessness, without British aid, had been
too glaringly exposed. The French Re-
volution was then in the womb of the
future ; what effect that might have had
on a French Canada is of necessity a
matter of mere speculation, but, like

the other, does not here concern us.

English troops, too, at the peace, had
taken the place of the French garrisons

n .• .u throughout the far western
Po.-\tiac the ,

° r 1 • 1 .1

Leader
posts, some of which they w^ere

of Revolt
several months in reaching, and
they had hardly settled down in

them when there broke out the great rising
of the western Indians, known as Pontiac's
War. The English, with some truth, were
regarded as potential land-grabbers, and
the numerous bodies of French fur-traders
throughout the west, being human and
naturally sore, had painted their rivals'

designs in the most lurid colours to their
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credulous Indian friends, and persuaded
them that the French king, their father

Onontio, was not vanquished, but sleeping

to gather strength for a mighty revenge.

Pontiac was the man produced by
the hour—diplomat, orator, warrior and
leader of men. First and last he set all the

Indians on the war-path from Michilli-

mackinac in the remote North to the

tribes on the Mississippi in touch with New
Orleans. A glance at the map and the

scale of distances will give a notion of the

range of his power. All the English out-

posts had now to fight for their lives.

There were heroic defences like Gladwyn's
at Detroit, and many massacres. , The
western French were treated throughout
as neutra-ls, the frontiers of the middle
colonies were ravaged from end to end,

and hundreds of families, flying from burn-

ing homes, cowered in doubtful shelters

of weak, ill-victualled forts, often leaving

as many behind them tomahawked or

tortured to death in the woods.
This did not directly concern the govern-

ment at Quebec, the campaignswhich finally

quelled the rising being directed from the

North American military

^ir*. °?w , centre of New York. But the
Work of Lord i • i r n j x u_ . , peace which followed estab-
Uorchester f- i i ,i t- i- i

lished the English garrisons,

and opened again the fur trade of the west,

which for long remained the mainstay of

Canada. In 1766, Sir Guy Caiieton, a dis-

tinguished soldier of American experience

and friend of Wolfe's, afterwards Lord
Dorchester, came out as governor to the

Chateau St. Louis, and proved the greatest

of its English occupants. Other men as

distinguished have held the post; but none
had the opportunity to show their mettle

under such continually difficult circum-

stances and for so long a period. Nothing
occurred in Canada calling for notice

here till the passing of the Quebec Act
by the British Parliament. A peck of

minor troubles, however, was in progress.

Incapable persons, the product of English

political jobber}', were planted on the

colony, knowing neither its language nor
even their own business. The small

English community in the towns continued
their agitation for popular government
administered by themselves. The clashing

of the legal codes, too. was a chronic source
of minor trouble. The Quebec Act was
passed in 1774. This substituted an oath
of allegiance in place of a test oath for

Roman Catholics. The French civil law.
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with certain modifications, and the Enghsh
criminal code, were definitely established,

while the tithe, literally a twenty-fifth,

always an unwritten law, was now secured

to the clergy by statute from all professing

the old faith. The administration was to

be continued in a governor and council

nominated by the Crown. The idea of an
elective assembly of British Protestants

only, which was urged by representatives

of the latter before parliament, found little

support in debate. Carleton threw his

influence strongly on the side of those

concessions to the French, which have been
regarded as their charter,, and are the

base of the political and religious liberties

they have ever since enjoyed, though not,

however, without some friction.

By the light of after knowledge, much
indeed may be urged against this course.

But the united empire loyalist refugees,who
became such a strong element later, were
then undreamed of. Ontario was still a

wilderness only trodden by the Indian and
the trapper, its fertility buried under dense
forests, and its capacities not yet within the
prophets' visions. The Quebec Act tied the

^, _ J. Church and the small upper
The Canadians

^j^^^ ^^ p^^^^^j^ Canadians
Faithful to r 1 , ,v .

Great Britain J^^^
^° ^^^ government

but gav^e great discontent

to a majority of the British. The condition

of the habitant remained much as before,

and, being what he was, he had every reason
to be content, and indeed actually was so.

Now, however, the feverish agitation

which preceded the American War was
seething in the colonies. The Canadian
British in the main sympathised with it,

some violently so. The French gentry
and clerg}^ on the contrary, were from
every motive hostile to it ; while, as

regards the peasantrj^, they were pro-

foundly ignorant even of its meaning.
The American leaders, who had so raged at

the religious liberty granted to the French-
Canadian Papists at the conquest, now
addressed them in flamboyant proclama-
tions as the down-trodden slaves of a
tyrannical government, and urged them
with unctuous flattery to unite their

fortunes to their true friends and brethren.

To the educated French-Canadians this

was, of course, only so much nonsense,

while the others could not read it. So the

American agitators, through their agents
and Anglo-Canadian friends, now set to

work b}^ means of travellers on commer-
cial pretexts to corrupt their simple and

IE

illiterate neighbours. The credulity of the

habitant was unfathomable, and his

hereditary hatred of the heretic " Baston-
nais " now broke down before the un-

blushing mendacity of these peripatetic

politicians. They played on the Quel')ec

Act, and twisted the retention of the tithe

and seigniorial rents into a badge of slavery.

It was given out that the cor-
ana a in

^^^^ were to be resumed, and
a rccaricus

^j^^^ ^j^^ territorial militia,

which was retained by the

English in its original form for defence

of the country, was to be utilised for

fighting England's battles in Europe.
Nothing, in short, within the scope of

an American demagogue's imagination run-

ning riot among a hopelessly uncritical

and credulous audience was omitted, in

order to alienate the habitant ; should

the advice of their new friends be rejected,

it was darkly hinted that an American
army of 50,000 men would sweep the

province and make its inhabitants de-

plore their obstinacy. The success of the

agitators was tolerably complete, as was
quickly shown when the crisis came,
and the militia were called out. Carleton,

who had incurred much criticism for his

activity in securing what he thought fair

treatment for the French, felt this ap-

parent ingratitude of their peasantry

most ]>itterly. Town meetings, too, were

held in Quebec and Montreal, in which

the disaffected British declaimed against

the Quebec Act. Nothing, indeed, could

have been more precarious than the

situation of Canada at this time, for, in

spite of Carleton's warnings, there were

not 1,000 regulars in the whole colony.

The first shot of the war was fired at

Lexington, in April, 1775. In May, the

Champlain forts on the route to Canada
had been seized, and it was soon known
that an invasion of the colony was im-

pending. Martial law was proclaimed,

and a portion of the militia called out.

It will be enough to sav here
The First

^j^^^ ^^^^ response to this call
Stages of the

^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^-j j^
Oreat War

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^.^ ^^^^ ^j^^ seigniors

and the militia captains waved their

swords, and the priests, whose influence,

for the only time in Canadian history,

had been undermined, called on their

flocks. The few that mustered, and still

fewer that marched, defied their officers

and dispersed. The American General

Montgomery, an ex-British officer, having
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captured in the meantime most of the

British regulars sent to obstruct his way
in frontier forts, arrived with an army at

Montreah Carleton, who had vainly en-

deavoured to raise a sufficient force there

was compelled to abandon it, and with

some risk and difficulty made his way
back alone to Quebec. Here was the

last resource and defence of
American

Qq^^^^^q^ which everywhere else

z: . was soon overrun and occu-
on Quebec

^.^^ ^^ ^^^ Americans. It

was now mid-November, 1775, for we
have had to hurry over two or three

months thick with events and small fights

of no vital consequence. The young
American, Arnold, of sinister fame in

later days, had executed a daring march to

Quebec through the rude wilderness trail

from Kennebec, arriving before the city

after a struggle of three weeks with half

the 1,400 picked men he started with.

He got there just before Carleton, and
awaited the arrival of Montgomery. Turn-

ing every man out of the city who would
not arm, Carleton found himself with

about 700 French and 500 English

volunteers of a most miscellaneous descrip-

tion, 200 regulars, half of them recruits,

and some sailors, about 1,500 in all, and a

total population of 5,000. The defences

had been previously looked to ; the

artillery was adequate, and the city was
victualled. When Montgomery joined

Arnold early in December, their united force

was somewhat under 2,000 men, with suffi-

cient guns. The Americans expected the

fall of Quebec to follow almost at once
upon Montgomery's challenge, like the

walls of Jericho before Joshua's trumpets.

That general, though a brave and able

soldier, treated Carleton to some rare

flights of threatening and offensive bom-
bast, which were received by the latter,

who regarded the ex-British officer as a
traitor, with silent contempt. After three

weeks of futile cannonading and rifle fire,

Montgomery delivered his fam-
" '^

o^s attack about four o'clock in
ic ory

^j^g Y2^^s,t morning of the year,

1775. He himself led a small
division from Wolfe's Cove along the
margin of the frozen river under the cliff

against the barricade that defended the
town at the lower corner beneath Cape
Diamond. Arnold, in the meantime, made
an almost simultaneous attack at the far

side, and on a barrier protecting another
narrow entry to the town by the St.
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Charles River. A bitter wind, laden with
fine snow, was blowing, and it was pitch

dark. The garrison, who, under Carleton's

stimulating leadership had shown sur-

prising vigour, were all alert.

Montgomery was met at the Pres de Ville

barrier by the unexpected discharge of a
battery, which stretched him and a dozen
of the foremost with him dead upon the

snow, while the remainder fled into the

darkness. Arnold's corps had more
success, at first forcing the outer barrier

quite easily, and getting into the lower
town. There, however, they found them-
selves enclosed in narrow streets between
cross fires, and after an hour or two of

brisk fighting were repulsed, leaving about
600 dead, wounded, and prisoners behind
them. The British loss was trifling, and
their triumph complete.

American reinforcements, however, came
up from Montreal, and the siege dragged
wearily on till the following May. But
this amateur garrison—French and Eng-
lish—showed amazing spirit, while the

besieging force suffered greatly from cold

and disease, and the city was never again

in danger. Early in May a

Chas^rout
^^'^'^^ fleet arrived bring-

ase u
^ ^^^^ ^^g army which, in

of Canada . 1 < n • .

the followmg year, was to

surrender under Burgoyne at Saratoga, and
the Americans were chased not merely from
Quebec, but completely out of Canada.

For, if the city had fallen on December
31st, the Canadian peasantry, who directly

and indirectly had greatly helped the

Americans, would have openly sided with

them, and it is practically certain that

the colony would have been made the

fourteenth state of the Union and been
lost to the British Crown. As it was, the

habitant before the close of winter had
tired of his new friends. Four thousand
alien and ill-disciplined soldiers—even if

well-intentioned—of a traditionally hated
race and creed, especially when they were
paying for food in almost worthless cur-

rency, could easily outstay their welcome.

So the Canadian returned to the fold of

his priestly shepherd and his former
state of content and political indiffer-

ence a wiser and sometimes a sadder

man. No further attack was made on
Canada throughout the war ; while

Carleton, who had saved her to the

British Crown, resigned in disgust at his

treatment by that incapable and un-
principled Minister, Germaine.
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ATTEMPTED CONQUEST OF CANADA
THE GREAT WAR OF 1812 AND WHAT
IT DID FOR THE BRITISH COLONY

WHEN the English troops evacuated the

territory of the new repubHc in 1783,
there were thousands of inhabitants of the

various colonies who had openly sym-
pathised and generally fought on the side

of the Crown in one or other of the numer-
ous irregular corps raised during the war.

The feeling between them and their

successful opponents was now so bitter

that there was nothing left to the loyalist

but exile. The vindictive attitude to-

wards their defeated brethren whose
motives of action, though often mixed
like their rivals', were quite as worthy of

respect, is admitted now by American
historians to have been, if not a crime, at

least a most egregious political blunder.

No terms worth the paper they were
written on were secured to them by Great
Britain at the peace. Their property w-as

confiscated and their persons insulted.

Some remained and endeavoured
_ ^

^ to live it down, but without

C*"!
°. * success. England is not seldom

an ungrateful mother to her

colonial children who risk their lives

and fortunes for her flag. The cry of the

colonist that it does not pay to be loyal is

as old as the eighteenth century, and, un-
fortunately, only too true—the result

largely, one need hardly remark, of our
system of party government. In this case

the Crown voted a sum of money, which
after long years some of the survivors
in part received. Of private sympathy
and generosity to the numbers who had
no refuge but England little was shown.

Their correspondence is significant

and melancholy reading, for they found
themselves too often treated with super-

cilious neglect even by those who should
have befriended them. Their elemental
principles, too, were further shocked by
discovering a country one-half of whose
people rejoiced openly or secretly at the

New Homes
for the

Loy&lists

defeat of its own armies. It is a sad
and little-known tale, but the brighter

side of it, full of hardship and suffering

though it was, need only be told here.

Fortunately for all concerned, the pro-

vincesof Nova Scotia, New Brunswick then
carved out of it, and the fertile

Prince Edward Island, were
still British, still practically

undeveloped and eminently
suited for settlement. Free grants of land
were now offered in these provinces to any
loyalist refugees who should apply lor

them, and ships were provided to convey
them there, as well as sufficient supplies

and farm implements to tide over the first

necessarily unproductive year.

This would have been a comparatively
advantageous start for companies of Eng-
lish peasants. But these people had lost in

hundreds of cases valuable estates, in most
instances comfortable farms or homes.
They came from every colony, where
many had been social and political leaders,

and several thousands were already, in

1782, within the British lines at New York,
where Carleton, now commander-in-chief
and charged with the military evacuation

of the country, refused to move till he had
safely embarked the last one of them.
By way of this and other ports, over 30,000

men, women and children were landed in

their new homes in these maritime pro-

vinces alone. Scarcely any had much more
than their wearing apparel in the way of

property. The reputation

of Nova Scotia and the ad-

joining mainland, all till then

called Acadia, stood low as a

place of agricultural settlement. In this

particular, however, the newcomers were
pleasantly surprised ; but they had long

years of toil, want and suffering to endure

before they had carved themselves out new
homes in the woods and entered into
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comfortable possession of the great pro-

vinces, the bulk of whose people to-day are

proud to call themselves descendants of the
" united empire loyalists."

Of this same exodus another ten or

fifteen thousand went to Canada proper,

mainly to what is now the province of

Ontario. The principal settlements here

were at old Fort Frontenac,
Opening up

^^^^, Kingston, and away to the

west on the Niagara peninsula.
the Province

of Ontario
In this case to the rigours of

backwoods settlement were usually added
the hardships of many weeks of weary
march thither by batteau and canoe and
Indian trails through the forest. Acadia
had, of course, been well known, though
still sparsely settled. Halifax was already

a small British town and port. But the

northern shores of Lakes Ontario and
Erie had been regarded by the American
colonists as a forbidding wilderness of

indifferent soil, held in the grip of winter

for most of the year. French Canadian
settlement had reached no further than
Montreal. All beyond was part of that

vast, shaggy, boundless hinterland which
suggested nothing present or future to

contemporary man but beaver skins.

There had, in fact, been no incentive

to test this country. The French land

system held the people to their own
seigniories, of which not a tenth part were
cleared. Now, however, reports came to

the American refugees of another character

altogether regarding this wild western coun-
try. Experts went to report on it, and
reported favourably, and the immigration
thither began. As in the maritime provinces,

so here the remnant of loyalist regiments
settled in many instances together.

Nor were these all English. Germans
who had served the king removed here
wholesale in their military companies, from
choice in their case and a sentiment of

gratitude for the treatment they had uni-

formly received from the Crown, while there
were, of course, numbers of

BcTame'""'
^^''' ^°^^' ^^'*^^' loyalists

p
*™

. who had lost their all, as

well as Scottish highlanders,

recent settlers in the Carolinas, whose
natural instincts had kept them on the
loyalists' side. In short, English Canada,
in its origin, may be almost regarded as a
military colony. To these original bands
large additions were quickly made.
Numbers of people, flinching from exile,

clung, in spite of all, to the land of their
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birth till the unrelenting persecution of

their republican neighbours made their

lives unendurable. And it is only fair to

add that the contest between the two
factions during the many years of war
had been conducted on both sides with
singular ferocity. The conditions of the

war, too, and of the country, had been such
that it was almost everywhere safer at the

moment, whatever the remote disadvantage
might be, to take the popular side when
not actually under the British guns.

The majority of the colonial man-
hood did not personally carry a musket,
and it was generally safer for those who
" sat on the fence " to shout, at any rate,

for the patriot side. It followed, there-

fore, that the bulk of the exiles were men
of force, character and independence

;

men, too, who in most cases had them-
selves disapproved of the British policy,

while at the same time deprecating an
appeal to arms. When the rupture came,
however, they had shown the courage of

their convictions, and their sad case proved
that they had resisted the frequent op-

portunities to retract and change sides

which offered themselves during the

struggle. Thus it happened
that the intolerance of the

Canadian
Hatred

of America
Americans, sometimes stimu-

lated by private commercial
indebtedness, an intolerance endorsed by
their government in cold blood, proved to

them the curse that it well deserved to be.

That they hoped to possess the vast

country now known as Canada was
undoubted and reasonable. But they had
inadvertently placed upon it a picked

garrison who hated them with a hatred

inconceivable to the ordinary English-

man or Frenchman of modern times, and
proved the means of permanently ahenat-

ing Canada ; a hatred, too, which in a

modified degree endured to their children's

children. Nay, its echoes are there yet, and
are a constant source of surprise to the

travelling Briton who is unfamiUar with
the history of Canada, and hears these

sentiments from persons in themselves

more like Americans than EngHshmen.
To be a united empire loyalist, as immi-

gration from Europe swelled the population,

came to be a badge of honour. It was
seriously proposed that the significant

letters " U.E.L." should be granted by
patent, and retained as an hereditary

affix to the names of individuals and their

descendants who are now legion. Both
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in the maritime provinces and Ontario

it is at this day accounted a matter of

pride to be of " U.E.L. stock." In the

seaboard British provinces this large

influx presented no race problems. Nova
Scotia had already a British majority when
its population was trebled in a couple of

years by the British loyalist influx.

The pleasant fertile island of Prince

Edward was practically virgin ground. But
in Canada proper the whole conditions were
altered. The British element, from a

handful of merchants, had been suddenly

increased by 20,000 energetic and able

people. For, in addition to large settle-

ments in the upper country, numbers
were demanding land in Quebec, notably

in the eastern townships. What is more,

the climate had been proved as bearable,

and the soil much better than that of

populous New England. Many Americans
of the humbler sort, misdoubting the

unsettled state of their own country,

disliking the new taxation, or merely

attracted by good and cheap land, crossed

the border. Nor was it merely the phase

of the moment, for it was quite evident

that Canada was going to be a

Si"^,
* British as well as a French

Divided into
^^^ ^^^ thg ,yholg j^ach-

Provinces -^ umery would require recon-

struction. Carleton, now created Lord
Dorchester, had been sent again as

governor in 1786 to face these difficulties.

He was assisted by many competent
lawyers, though they did not all agree.

It was obvious that the large and in-

creasing English community from self-

governing colonies would not long tolerate

the autocratic government which had really

suited the French. To create an assembly
with a small minority of skilled parlia-

mentarians sitting among a majority of

another race and creed, and quite unused
to public affairs, would be to invite friction

and deadlock. The result of much agita-

tion and many conflicting opinions was the
'

' Canada Act , '

' dividing the country into the

provinces of Lower Canada (Quebec), and
Upper Canada (now Ontario), thus separat-

ing to a great extent the French and English.

Each province was allotted a governor
^\ith a nominated council, from which the

executive was selected, and an elective

assembly. The principal opposition natur-

ally arose from the EngHsh in the old

province of Quebec, who, though greatly

increased, were still but a trifling minority.

The Act was passed, however, in 1791,

after considerable discussion in the British

Parhament, and Simcoe, an English officer

who had commanded a colonial corps in

the American War, was the first Heutenant-

governor of Upper Canada. As the legis-

lative assemblies had very limited power of

the purse, and as the executive was indepen-

dent of them, while the council, or upper
house, could veto all their

Niagara the
g^jj^ ^^ ^^.-jj ^j^-^ ^^.^^ ^ s^^^^

Temporary Seat
j-gflg^tion of the British

of Government j 1 r 1model of popular govern-

ment. With really responsible government,
and only a nominal power of veto at

this early date, there would have been more
friction between the races, numerically un-

equal as they were, and much more danger.

The only hope of impartiality lay in the

governor, Dorchester, for instance, was
inclined to favour the French as a pure

matter of personal judgment. Imagine
an executive responsible to an English or

French majority inclined to favour its

rivals ! The very thought is an absurdity.

In Lower Canada there were, of course,

both grievances and difficulties. The
latter were caused mainly by the dual code

of laws and disagreements between the

English influence and the always ultra-

montane Church in efforts for a wider

education. The former were experienced

by the French later on in their exclusion

from the principal offices of state. In

Upper Canada the seat of government
was temporarily at Niagara, but in due

course, and after not inconsiderable dis-

cussion, was removed to York, the nucleus

of the present city of Toronto.

The years between 1791 and the war of

1812 would represent a distinct epoch in

Canada if only for the fact that its estab-

lishment for all time as an English as well

as a French colony was then in progress.

The destitution of some of the earher

immigrants had been relieved by the half-

pay granted to those who had held com-

missions through the American War, while

the offices necessary to carry
Ontario ^^ ^^le provincial government
Governed by

^^.^^.^ n^^inlv and capably
Settlers

filled by the refugees. Indeed,

the earlier united empire settlers in

Ontario, combining among them most of

the talents, developed a virtual oligarchy,

and acquired such a grip of the provincial

government that for half a century it

made a pUant tool of most lieutenant-

governors, and held the gro\\ing democracy

at arm's length till, in 1837, as we shall
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Evolution

of the Warlike
Iroquois

see, its arrogance provoked a rebellion.

The bitter anti-American feelings of the

refugees who founded Upper Canada stimu-

lated a proportionate enthusiasm for the

British connection.

It was a curious situation. Men whose
families for generations had lived in

Massachusetts or Virginia, who had them-
selves grown up and taken
part in one or other of the

democratic self - governing

colonies, and on whom the

Western Continent, in appearance and
speech, had set its unmistakable mark, dis-

played a fervour of loyalty that extended
itself to every external sign and symbol of

British rule, and encouraged the quasi-

aristocratic atmosphere that for so long in-

fluenced the province. The earlier loyalists

again professed distrust of these later waves
of immigration from the United States, and
regarding themselves alone as founders of

the country, succeeded to a large extent

in retaining much of the power.

These tendencies, however, served a

useful purpose in their day, being favourable

to the martial virtues, and indeed they saved
Canada in 1812, though subsequently they
proved wholly obstructive to its healthy
growth. Hither, too, had retired the

remnant of the Iroquois, who, true to their

ancient traditions and the leadership of the

Johnsons, had fought for the Crown under
their great chief Brant. x\nd here to-day,

near the town of Brantford, to which he
gave its name, may be seen the descend-
ants of his race, who so long were the terror

of North America, now seated on the
banks of the Grand River, and cultivating

the arts of peace in the guise of farmers.

While in Upper Canada, steadily recruited

by all sorts and conditions of settlers

—

mostly English and Germans—from the
United States, men of various creeds and
impelled by various motives, were busy
hewing out their own homesteads, the
external affairs of Canada, more par-
_ _ . ticularly as affecting the French
Pro-French ' P

. ,

p
provmce. were agam extremely

in^America
^^^^^^al. The French Revolution
had shaken the world, and

England was once more at war with France.
One party in the new American republic,
led by Jefferson, was enthusiastically pro-
French, clamouring for war with England,
and was held with difficulty in check by the
more cool-headed northern states, sup-
ported by Washington and Hamilton. A
combination of France and America must
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inevitably have overwhelmed Canada.
Hateful as the principles of the Revolution
were to the clerics and seigniors, the French-
Canadian people would almost certainly

not have fought against their old com-
patriots. The martial habit, too, was lost

;

a new generation had arisen unaccustomed
to war, and unwilling to fight at all. It

was fortunate that the cool, experienced
veteran Dorchester was at the helm, for

between 1790 and 1793 the two countries

were more than once on the verge of war.

There were several causes of irritation, one
of them being that some of the far western
forts in American territory were still held

by England on the plea of certain unful-

filled treaty conditions. An American
and Indian war was raging around these

remote outposts of British regulars, and
the situation in the west was a highly

inflammable one. One-half of the American
people had abandoned themselves to an
orgie of enthusiasm for the emancipated
French, while the latter had agents in every

state, as well as in Canada, who worked
upon the credulous habitant \\ith all the

more success that the emissaries this time
were Frenchmen. The militia in great part

refused point-blank to attend
mericaa

their musters, despite priests
Settlers in the , j ro. n

r I

^ seigniors, and alter all, as
cw o ony

j^^^^ Dorchester pithily in-

formed hisgovernment.it wasnotwhollysur-
prising that peaceful, ignorant peasants no
longer used to handling a gun should object

to being called from their farms to help

EngHshmen and heretics shoot one another.

A further cause of anxiety was the great

number of Americans that of late years had
settled in the colony, particularly in that

fertile and beautiful district of Quebec, on
the Vermont frontier, which was set

apart for them and, popularly known as

the Eastern Townships, is still mainly
British. These people were no longer

united empire loyalists, and their action

in case of war was doubtful, though such
very natural uncertainty has never for a
moment attached to their descendants.

The scantiness of the regular garrison

kept in Canada through these precarious

years was the despair of its governors,

in 1794, however, " Jay's Treaty " be-

tween Great Britain and the United States

relieved the strain for a few brief years.

Though there were many undoubted
causes of friction it has always seemed to

the student of that period as if another
fight between the Mother Country and her
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offspring was imperative before the air

could be thoroughly cleared and their

relations properly adjusted. The war of

1812 was the work of the same old Jefferson

party, represented mainly by the more
Southern and agricultural states and now
in power under the presidency of Madison,

another Virginian statesman. The more
enlightened, vulnerable and commercial

states of New England now, as before,

were strongly opposed to it.

Great Britain was then engaged with

Napoleon in a death grapple which was to

decide whether the nations of Europe were to

be French or free, and she could not always

afford to be over-nice in her treatment of

neutrals on the high seas. It is impossible

to treat fully here of the

points at issue. The chief

of these were the famous
" orders in council " of

the British Government,
which ultimately pro-

claimed a blockade of all

countries under France,

the right to seize neutral

ships carrying supplies to

enemies and to search

them for deserters, and
the answering decrees of

Napoleon, futile as they

were for lack of ships.

Various international epi-

sodes, mainly by sea, and
the increasing irritation of

the Americans on shore

at the decline of their

commerce, at length, in

American
Attacks

on Canada

of war save in their sea-borne commerce.
The Americans were unquestionably
weakened by the persistent protests

against war made by the New England
states and their virtual abstention from
any share in it. Still the most martial

and best organised of the old

colonial groups, they had been
the backbone of Washington's
armies, but were utterly

averse to the Napoleonic conception of

the welfare of the world, and as a sea-

going people could make more allowance

for the seemingly high-handed measures
into which England in her desperate

struggle against such great odds was forced.

It was a good thing for Canada that New
England took up this

attitude. As it was, the

Americans came surging

against her in three sepa-

rate divisions composed of

troops mainly from the

Middle and Southern
states, all obsessed with
the notion that the Upper
Province was seethmg
with discontent, that a

majority of its people

would welcome them, and,

in short, that the enter-

prise would be a pro-

menade terminating in

rewards of land and loot.

They came on under
Napoleonic designations

and with Napoleonic

anticipati

diers had been sent out to Canada as

rulers; Sir George Prevost was governor-

general at Quebec, and Sir Isaac Brock
temporary heutenant-governor of Ontario.

The former was popular in his province,

which had increased in population to

. 220,000. The latter was an able

Amirica'"'
soldier, had been for ten years

A™"* f w in the country and was idolised
gam a ar

-^ Upper Canada, where there

were now nearly So,000 souls. The brunt of

the strife fell on the Upper Province. The
population of the Canadas was now about
300,000, of which some two-thirds were
French. The maritime provinces, whose
story throughout this quarter of a century
had been an uneventful one of steady

development, remained outside the sphere

STEPHEN VAN RANSSELAER
In the war of 1812, Van Ransselaer, command- , , q,, u r

ing- the northern frontier, captured Queenstown tnunaer. i hC army 01

West" made for

that of the

the Albanv

June, 1812, produced the heights, but because of his militia refusing to the

long-looked-for rupture, cross the Niagara the place was retaken by the Niagara, thi
T ° ,• ,• r -i 1 British, and Ransselaer resigned in disgust, n xT^^iU " U-r
In anticipation of it sol- INorth by

and Oswego route for Kingston. There
is almost a comic opera flavour about
the opening scenes of this really critical

struggle. But for the Canadians at

the moment there was certainly nothing

of comedy in the matter, particularly the

Canadians of the Upper Province, who
were the sole objects of attack.

There were 1,400 regular troops in the

colony and about 2,000 enrolled militia to

defend a frontier hundreds of miles in length

against a nation with alread}' nearly

half the population of Great Britain. It

may be doubted if any country has ever

been confronted with such apparently

hopeless odds as was Upper Canada.
" On to Canada !

" was the war-cry of the

American armies, who, most fortunatel}',
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were both ill -disciplined and ill-led.

General Hull with 2,500 men occupied

Detroit on the American side of the river,

which then formed the international

boundary, and issued a proclamation that

for exuberance of bombast is among the

curiosities of military literature. The Amer-
icans had either assumed or been misled

. . into the extraordinary notion
Ignominious

^j^^^ ^ majoritv of Canadians
American i

"^ -a- xi
„ . were eaererlv awaitmg them
Surrender i t <• ? >

as deliverers from a tyrant s

yoke. They were soon undeceived. The
first blow was struck by the British

far away in the north-\^est, where they
captured the important post of Michilli-

mackinac, with its garrison and stores.

Brock, in the meantime, who had been
detained by a meeting of the legislature

at York, now hastened against Hull with

330 regulars and 400 militia.

Tecumseh, the famous chief, with 600
Indians, captured Hull's convoys and
cut his connections. Brock crossed the

river to Detroit and with not misplaced
audacity summoned his opponent to

surrender ; which he did with his entire

force, guns and stores and very little

demur. So vanished this Napoleonic
meteor and his corps d'armee from the

scene of war in the middle of August. An
armistice proposed b\^ the two govern-
ments for the interchange of negotiations

which pro^'ed futile had somewhat checked
Brock's movements, but in October he
confronted the American force under
General Van Ransselaer at Niagara and
fought the ever memorable Battle of

Queenstown heights, where he lost his life

in the supreme hour of victory.

Queenstown heights is a lofty ridge

over the Niagara River, between the Falls

and Lake Ontario. General Van Rans-
selaer was on the American side with
6,000 men and headquarters at Lewiston.
Brock was on the opposite shore, with
about 1,200 regulars and militia somewhat
D ,< n .1.

scattered from an uncertainty
Brock s Death x ^u • ^ ^ i • i

"^

. .. „ as to the point at which a
in the Hour 1,1 ,. , t

of Victory
Crossing might be attempted.
Before daybreak on October

13th, 1,300 Americans effected a landing
at Queenstown after some skirmishing
with a few hundred British posted there
and a good deal of artillery fire from both
sides of the river. Before Brock could
reach the scene some of the enemy had
gained the crest of Queenstown heights,

and the brave general at once led 200 men
6112

up the slope against them, but fell dead
in the attempt with a ball in his breast.

Brock was not only a splendid soldier of

considerable European experience, but one
of those rare Englishmen who succeeded
in winning the devotion of the colonists

both in peace and war. His loss in the
struggle just begun was simply irreparable.

A lofty obelisk on Queenstown heights

keeps his memory green, and two bio-

graphers have told the tale of a noble life.

Colonel Sheaffe had now arrived on the
spot with reinforcements, and, gathering
others of the British already in action,

scaled the heights to the west of the

Americans with about 1,000 men, half

regulars and half militia, and a few
Indians. Van Ransselaer hurried across

the river for reinforcements, but the New
York mihtia exhibited the most unblush-

ing poltroonery, and protested that they
had only been enlisted to serve in their

own country. The American regulars and
militia already on the heights were now
charged in front by a judic:ojs combina-
tion of volleys and bayonets, while behind
them was a precipice with only one place of

escape. Numbers threw themselves over
it, more were shot and bayo-

* * °
netted, others drowned in the

a om as ic
^^^^^ ^^^ ^j^g j^gg altogether

General t_ . t-i •
was about 400. 1 he remaining

900 surrendered as prisoners of war,

while the British loss was about 70 killed

and wounded. General Smythe now took
command of the Americans, and after

issuing a proclamation to the men of New
York, which began with indecorous dia-

tribes against his two predecessors, and
continued in bombastic flights of rhetoric

that even poor Hull had not reached,

started to put his scheme of occupying
and regenerating Canada into operation.

All his attacks, however, were repulsed,

and when his army retired into winter

quarters the eloquent general was con-

signed by his government to private life

and oblivion. It must be remembered,
however, that the Americans were en-

gaged in a war of invasion, always difficult

for raw troops, for even their regulars had
no serious experience. The militia were
badly officered, and all were miserably led.

Their inspiring motives, again, were not

elevated, while numbers, doubtless, were
half-hearted. The Canadians, on the other

hand, were fighting for their homes and
against an enemy whom they had reason to

regard with especial resentment, while the
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few regulars who aided them were of fine

quality, belonging mainly to the 41st Regi-

ment. With the next year, the Amer-
icans, smarting under ignominious defeat,

braced themselves for greater efforts, got

rid of their political generals, and dis-

covered more efficient officers. Michigan

was now in the hands of the British.

Proctor, at Detroit with 1,000 men,
and the valuable but somewhat inter-

mittent help of Tecumseh and his

Indians, was opposed to General

Harrison with an army of 7,000, having

defeated his colleague, General Winchester,

with a loss of nearly 1,000 men, including

prisoners. A campaign of varying fortune

was conducted on the Michigan side, till a

defeat of the British by the American fleet

oh Lake Erie left Detroit isolated and
forced Proctor into Canada and a retreat

up the River Thames. He had with him
800 regulars and militia, and 500 Indians.

Harrison followed with 3,500 men, in-

cluding 1,500 mounted riflemen from Ken-
tucky. When Proctor was compelled to

make a stand his force was reduced to

about 440 regulars and about fifty local

dragoons and Tecumseh's Indians. It is

enough to say that he was
, overwhelmed. The gallant

General

Harrison's

Boast
soldiers of the 41st, who had
borne the brunt of two arduous

campaigns and accounted for at least four

times their number in Americans killed,

wounded and prisoners, were wearied, ill

fed. and overstrained.

They were at last ridden down by a charge
of 1,200 horse, supported by over 2.000

infantry, as shown by the official figures of

General Harrison, who, in the same breath
and in the amazing phraseology of his

generation, ascribed the victory over this

poor remnant to " superior valour."

Tecumseh, whose Indians offered a longer

resistance, was slain. Proctor escaped, and
was sent into retirement after a court-

martial which, though not forgetful of his

former merits, censured him for blunders,

chiefly of delay. Harrison after his victory
evacuated Canada.

Sir George Prev'ost, who had the general
supervision of operations, proved extremely
inefficient, and added greatly to the difficul-

ties of his subordinates in their struggle

against great odds ; while when he himself
led in action it was only to failure. Opera-
tions on the Niagara frontier were carried on
briskly throughout the second summer, the
enemy making much better use of their

superior numbers. They burned York, the

little capital of Upper Canada, in contra-

vention of the terms of its surrender, which
cost them their more valuable capital at

Washington, destroyed by the British in

retaliation. Generals Sheaffe and Vincent

commanded on the British shore with
about a third of the number of troops

opposed to them, for the
,.°". °

. Canadian militia were mostly
the American r j u j j. i-i •

• farmers, and had to save then-
""""^

crops as well as fight, while the
regulars could be but feebly reinforced,

as the strain on Great Britain in 181

3

left few to spare. The Battle of Stoney
Creek was the most notable engagement
this year, and was fought in the Niagara
district when Colonel Harvey, with a small

force, made a night attack, and routed the

American army of 2,500 men near the site

of the modern city of Hamilton.
Lake Ontario, too, had been the scene

of many engagements between the small

fleets which struggled for mastery
on a sea which meant so much to

either. By land and lake, however, the

year closed without definite results, nor
had anything been accomplished by the

American general, Wilkinson, with the

8,000 men that constituted his " Army of

the North." Its object in 1814 had been
the capture of Kingston, at the east end
of Lake Ontario, with a view to descending
the river upon Montreal. Another divi-

sion of 4,000 strong under the South
Carolinian generals. Wade, Hampton and
Izard, suffered the remarkable defeat

of Chateauguay, fought on the river of

that name just south of the St. Lawrence.
The heroes of this engagement were 380

French-Canadians under Colonel de Sala-

bery, an officer of that nationality holding

a commission in the 60th Regiment, who
checked the advance of the enemy on
Montreal. It is famous in Canadian
annals, and was won partly by skilful

shooting from cover and partly by a ruse

of bugle-blowing which sug-

gested the advance of a large

force and created a panic. It

was a saying long afterwards

in the American Army that no officer who
valued his reputation would admit to

having been there at all.

Simultaneously with Chateauguay, Wil-

kinson descended the St. Lawrence with

his 8,000 men and designs upon Montreal.

Colonel Morrison, however, followed him
from Kingston with as many hundred, and
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iought the victorious rearguard action of

Chrystler's Farm. This, with the news of

Hampton's check at Chateauguay, averted

all further thoughts of an attack on Mon-
treal, and sent both these incompetent

generals into winter quarters. After two
years of fighting the Amer-

F.ght.ng -^^^g ^^ ^Q^ j^qI^ ^ ^QQ^ Qf

ToJdlr
" Canadian ground. In 1814,

however, there were about
8,000 British regulars and 4,000 miUtia,

French and English, in arms in Canada.
Wilkinson, with 5.000 men, now made
another unsuccessful attempt on the Lower
Province. The British now held the naval

supremacy of Lake Ontario and captured

Oswego. There was some heavy fighting,

too, on the Niagara frontier, and the Amer-
ican troops by experience had now become
much more formidable. The Battle of

Lundy's Lane was the most severe of the

war, 3,000 British being engaged against

5.000 Americans without any result but
a loss of 800 men to either side.

Michillimackinac had been successfully

held against a formidable attack and the

war, of which both sides were thoroughly
weary, for only the principal engagements
have been enumerated here, was termi-

nated in December. The Americans by
their success in naval duels on the ocean
somewhat redeemed their lack of it on the

Canadian frontier. But with
these, the British attacks on
the American seaboard, their

capture of Washington, and
their repulse by General Jackson at New
Orleans, which was the closing scene, we
have nothing to do here. The Canadas,
at any rate, emerged triumphant. Even
the maritime provinces, though not
themselves invaded, had contributed

The End
of a Bitter

Struggle

their modest quota of troops to the

common cause ; while the faint boom of

contending arms off their stern and foggy
coasts was for two years a quite familiar

note in their seaport towns, and the pur-

suit of its quarry by the privateer a fre-

quent and exciting episode.

As regard the issues upon which the

war was fought, they remained precisely

as they were when it began. But Napo-
leon was in Elba, peace at length reigned,

and the original causes of offence were
automatically in abeyance. American
commerce had suffered frightfully, but it

is often said that the war, in spile of the

malcontent states who had at one time
threatened secession and a separate peace,

had given a certain confidence and patriot-

ism to the new republic. That the

, Canadas had gained enormously
ana as

^^ these qualities is beyond
ains in

dispute. Indeed, the war of
the War o u n j1812 may in a sense be called

the making of Canada. Both races and all

classes had fought side by side. No fight

for existence that ever was made by a

weak against a powerful foe left more
cause for pride and satisfaction.

There were many domestic troubles in

store, but that is another thing and the lot

of all communities. If there had been any
doubt before as to the destiny of Canada,
she had now spoken \\'ith a voice that no
one could misunderstand, and sealed

her decision with her blood. In more
senses than one the war of 1812—-which

was declared by the United States just

after the ordinances, which were her

principal grievances, had been repealed,

and was stimulated by the expectation of

an easy conquest of Canada—proved in

very truth the making of that country.

QUEENSTOWN HEIGHTS, SHOWING MEMORIAL TO GENERAL BROCK
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CANADA OF THE PIONEERS
ASCENDANCY OF THE "FAMILY COMPACT"
THE PAPINEAU REBELLION SUPPRESSED
AFTER an existence of half a century,

always at the edge of peril when not

in its throes, Canada was now for twenty

years or more to be absorbed in the peace-

ful labours of assimilating succeeding waves
of immigration and gathering strength. The
times in Great Britain were extraordinarily

propitious for furthering these aims. The
peace had thrown an enormous number of

persons, civil and military, out of employ-
ment, and bad times had accentuated

that congestion of population which has

been more or less chronic ever since.

The British Government took the lead,

and brought their schemes to a suc-

cessful issue. Military settlements were
formed of disbanded soldiers in the

eastern part of Upper Canada towards
Montreal. Highlanders, always an im-

portant element in the colony, came in

fractions of clans ; one such, accompanied
by its chief " the Macnab,"
who kept for a time on the

Canadian Life

in the Early

Pioneer Days
banks of the Ottawa his

authority, his piper, his

feathered bonnet and tartan clothes. But
Canadian life in those days was deplorably

practical and laborious, and though the

Highland settlements kept their Gaelic

—

not yet quite extinct—they quickly shed
their feudal reverence and the kilt.

The "eastern townships" of Southern
Quebec, the Anglo-American oasis in the

French province, were reinforced chiefly

from Southern Scotland. The greatest

influx, however, was naturally into Upper
Canada, with its less rigorous climate and
British affinities. The improvement in

machinery at this time, too, added to the
number of the unemployed in Great
Britain, while Ireland, though the great
Catholic exodus of modern times did not
really begin till after the famine of 1847-
48, always had a surplus she could more
than spare. In return for a small payment,
government, in most instances, conveyed

the emigrants out, and gave them a free

grant of land, together with implements
and provisions for a year. This was gener-

ous measure. The hardships incidental

to settlement in the primeval forests of

Canada in those days are quite beyond
the power of English readers to

ar s ips
j-gjj]isg Even by such as know

°
^ , ., the still rough and unsettled

Bush Life ,
•

c J.I 11portions of those older pro-

vinces to-day it can only be in part

appreciated, unless they make some mental
effort and recall the prodigious inventions

of modern science which have robbed
even the wilderness of half its terrors.

Every acre of Canada was originally

covered with dense forests, and had to be
laboriously cleared by the settler's axe.

The Canadian bush, the trunks growing

close together above and matted below
with the riotous tangle and decay of

unnumbered years, was an intimidating

foe to the simple British immigrant,
whether used or not to manual toil, a

child, at any rate for the moment, in

that important science of the axe which
can alone, and even then not at once, be

acquired in the backwoods.
From a world into which he could

look out for a greater or less number of

miles every day of his life, the emigrant

found himself suddenly dropped, as it

were, into the bottom of a well, the green

walls of which, though picturesque for

the moment, or to the passing stranger,

stood ever challenging him, so to speak,

, to a hfe struggle. The early

French had settled gregar-

. , ^, iously, their houses set in rows
w.th Nature

^^^^^ ^ ^-^^^^^ ^^^-^ ^^^^^^

stretching back in thin strips for a mile or

so. The Briton squatted in convenient but

cheerless solitude upon his hundred or five

hundred acres on the chessboard principle.

More often than not, for many years he

saw nothing from his log or frame house but
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the four walls of forest receding slowly o\'er

a gradually increasing area, bristling with

stumps two or three feet high, which for

long years defied decay, obstructed his

ox-drawn plough, or harrow, and defaced

his limited domain even to his untutored

eyes. The forest had some romance for

the couretir de hois. The more open wood-
lands of the Alleghanies again

Clearing
j^^j^ ^j^^ ^^^^ affection of the

pioneer settler, hunter andthe Pitiless

Forests
Indian fighter. But the piti-

less Canadian forest had no romance at all

for the men who so laboriously cleared

it from the flat or undulating surface

of Ontario. It was their life-long foe.

Through the long isolated winter, and
for every spare day in summer, they
carried on in some form or other, with axe,

fire and handspike, their everlasting on-

slaught, sometimes alone, happier by far in

a family of sons. There were consolations,

to be sure, in the slowly opening clearing,

with the wheat, oats, or maize crop

hiding the stumps ; for the land was
mostly rich, and carried a certain assurance

for the future, however hard might be
the present. But for long there were no
roads but trails through the forests,

and in the richer parts of the province

none of the innumerable lakes and few of

the navigable rivers that in the vast

wilderness to the north of it carried the

canoe of the light-hearted voyageur for

almost unlimited distances in all directions.

The united empire loyalists of a genera-

tion earlier had suffered much, but they
were at least North American bred, and
settled in more gregarious fashion along
the Great Lakes. Their troubles were now
over, but these later waves of immigration
from over-seas went for the most part

deep into the country, and to the average
pioneer the " freedom of the woods

"

meant something like imprisonment in

the woods for a long term of years. The
days of the well-horsed waggon, the

^i u , church, the store, the post-
The Hard ca i.\ ^l

ornce, the newspaper, the
schoolhouse, the market and

Lot of the

Pioneers
the doctor were not yet. In

the new settlements the fierce Canadian
wnter smote heavily the tender, the weak
and the old, often ill-equipped to face it.

Wolves prowled round their rude shanties,

and in the hot summers the mosquito
and the still worse black fly, battened on
their rich English blood. This is no over-
drawn picture. To those of us who have
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known these same woods in later days
and under happier auspices, and have some
acquaintance with the drift of these earlier

nineteenth century waves of settlement,

and the conditions of that period, it is

easy enough to picture.

Better evidence than this abounds within

easy memory from the lips of those who
could recall a youth spent among it, and,

better still, in the many printed records

of those who endured and ultimately con-

quered, or, as many did, went under, to the

masses of humble extraction who cleared

the first timber from regions that for long

have presented the appearance, save for

mere technical differences, of Hampshire or

Kent, the early struggles, though arduous,

were not so severe, while the reward was
relatively greater than ' in the case of

hundreds of gently nurtured people of

education, who went out dreaming of

broad acres which they got but could not

handle, and of the romance of the forest

which vanished before its stern realities.

Many of these people, of whom the half-

pay officer was a frequent type, drifted

ultimately into one or other of the little

towns that arose where a
Aristocrats

^^^jj ^^^ congenial society of
in Democratic -i • 1 i j. „_ . necessarily simple but some-

what exclusive habit of hfe

took a lead in local affairs. Their sons, with

a clear start of the millions who were cutting

their slow way to comfort and competence
in the woods, not only in time, but in

education and interest, became the

bankers, officials, lawyers, doctors and
merchants of the colony. Every colony of

Great Britain, including the old states of

the Union, however democratic, developed

an aristocracy, displaced within easy

memory by a plutocracy. Upper Canada
developed one which, in the anti-republican

fervour natural to its origin and experience,

became almost a caste. For half a century

it was all powerful, and its rise came about
somewhat in this way.
Among the U. E. loyalists who founded

the colony, those who had belonged to the

governing classes of their old pro\'inces by
training and education took a natural lead

in their new life. The Canadian wilder-

ness had shown itself unsuited to the life

of a gentleman farmer or country gentle-

man, which was not the case in most of the

old American states. The French Cana-
dian seignior was an exotic creation in a

colony run on mediaeval lines, and econo-

mically a complete failure. The Upper
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Canadian aristocracy—using the term in a

qualified sense for convenience—gathered

wholly in towns, were in touch with

one another, the government and with

England, and therefore monopohsed the

professions and the offices. The mass of

the people, now some 200,000 in number,
were leading the laborious isolated lives

already described, and were in

no condition to unite against
Rise of

the Family

Compact
a powerful oligarchy, securely

intrenched in such centres of

civilisation as they were. The govern-

ment at York, rechristened Toronto, con-

sisted of a royal lieutenant-governor, an
advisory council, including an executive

and an elective house of assembly.

But the executive practically held the

power of the purse, which was now
well replenished. The Canadian Company
alone paid the government a quarter of a

million sterling for the block of country
settled by their immigrants, and now
represented by the flourishing districts

around Guelph, Gait and Goderich. Nor
was the executive responsible to its

parliament. It could veto bills with
impunity, and, moreover, elections in

Canada, as at that time in England, were
easily influenced by powerful people.

So it came about that there arose what
is known in Canadian history, not only on
account of its power and existence, but for

the era it marked, roughly the first

half of the nineteenth century, as the

Family Compact, a group of U. E. loyalist

families—that is to say, practically cap-

tured the government of Upper Canada in

its infancy, and held it. They were mainly,

of course, of North American birth and
descent, but assumed in miniature some-
thing of the airs of an English aristocracy

to whom power, offices and pensions of

right belonged. Their claim, however, was
by no means based wholly on social

position, but on the more reasonable

one of having done most to found the

colony, and so borne the burden

of u"er ^"^ ^^^^ °^ ^^® ^^^- Within
° ^^'^^ limits, this was equitable ; but
Canada ^i r- ,

^
the Compact came m course

of time to exceed all bounds. The not
very capable governors who came to

Toronto fell naturally under the influence

at once of the most agreeable and most
accessible society of the province, and
adopted their views of men and things.

The able and resolute leaders of the olig-

archy ruled Upper Canada in their own
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interests, while its governors became their

puppets. The Compact was not literally con-
fined to a group of families, but extended
its friendship and patronage to newcomers
and others whose social and pohtical

affinities met their approval, and to others

who worked or voted in their interests.

It was altogether a curious situation

in a colony nominally democratic and
just struggling out of poverty by hard
toil. But having regard to the cheap-

ness of necessaries, and the absence of all

ostentation, the salaries of a somewhat
superfluous number of offices were liberal,

and patronage remained rigidly in the

hands of the Family Compact. For a

time their exclusiveness protested against

the appointment to a salaried position

of any of the later emigration, what-
ever their ranks or qualifications, and
held to the view that all power and
privilege were the just inheritance of

the U. E. loyalist of their particular class.

The grievances which most rankled in

the mind of the powerless and scattered

populace were those connected with
religion and land. The ruling caste were

strongly Church of England, the
"''*^

mass oi the people were Pres-
o ng an

byterians. Catholics, Noncon-
Dominant c , /- t i-i

formists, or German Lutherans.
One-seventh of the wild land of the

province had been set apart for the sup-

port of a Protestant clergy. The party in

power interpreted that to mean an
Episcopal clergy ; the people, represented

by a minority, and later on by an almost

equally powerless majority in the house
of assembly, contended that the act

implied all Protestant ministers. As a

matter of fact, for technical reasons, irre-

levant here, it could be read either way.
What it did do, however, was to lea\-e

blocks of uncleared, unoccupied land in

the middle of settlements, causing great

inconvenience and hardship.

The inarticulate masses, represented by
the reform, or radical, members in the house
of assembly, demanded that these lands

should be sold and the proceeds appHed to

education. This became a chronic and
burning political question, and was not

finally settled till 1857. But much worse
than this was the scandalous jobbery that

went on in government lands. These were
in the power of the ruling party, and were
granted wholesale and in great blocks to

their friends and relations, carrpng no con-

ditions of residence or improvement, which
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were, of course, never conternplated by the

grantee. These forest tracts were simply
held for sale when the work of others should

have made them of value, and greatly

retarded the development of the country,

cutting off settlers from market and one
another, necessitating miles of useless road
and the harbouring of destructive animals.

A few men of good education or social

position championed the cause of the

people ; newspapers opposed to the Com-
pact were started for that minority of

the population which was reached by a
mail delivery. When their editors got

too abusive, the Crown prosecutors and
judges made short work of them by fine

or banishment. When in time the assembly
held a majority of reformers numbering
among them many able men, and remained
still powerless before, an irresponsible and
contemptuous executive, the exaspera-

tion of the popular party broke out in the

insurrection of 1837, which coincided with
the rising of Papineau in Lower Canada
for somewhat similar reasons. The
strongest influence in the Compact was a

clever Scotch divine and schoolmaster
who became the first Bishop of

c irs
Toronto. At his private school

f T^**
many of the sons of the rul-

ing clique attended, and after-

wards became its leaders. Robinsons,
Boultons, Cartrights, Jessups, Bethunes
and others, were his devoted pupils, and
found in the astute politician and capable
man of affairs the counsel and support which
they had found in the schoolmaster.

Bishop Strachan was the incarnation

of the Family Compact principles, which
may be summed up in a detestation of

the methods obtaining to the south of

the Lakes, coupled with the pre-eminence
of the Church of England. These stout

Tories who ruled Canada with such self-

satisfied absolutism must not be judged
too hardly. They had behaved like

heroes in the war of 1812. They dreaded
a popular licence which, to be candid, did
not present in the United States of that
period a very favourable picture.

The senseless abuse of England in some
states, the threatened secession of New
England, the slavish adulation of the
French Revolution and its excesses by
southern slave-owners, had not contri-

buted to inspire respect. Canada, too, was
filling up with a mixed population other
than English and Scotch—Irish Catholics,

doubtful Americans, besides Mennonites

and Quakers. In four years the enormous
total of 160,000 souls landed at Quebec,
bound for the two provinces, but chiefly

for the upper one. Governors had come
and gone and proved as wax in the hands
of the Compact. One of them. Sir Francis

Head, was a quite humorous appointment,
and so utterly lacked every antecedent

qualification that it is sup-
Thc Compact

^ posed he was nominated in
as the Country s ^

, , r .1 „
_ , , mistake lor another person
Safeguards . ,, f.i j.

of the same name. Plenty
of petitions, and even petitions against

Compact absolutism, reached England and
provoked commissions of inquiry, but the

oligarchy was always too much for them.
Once or twice appointments to important
offices in Upper Canada were made by the

English Government and ignored by the

Compact. It should be remembered, too,

that these people, in spite of certain phases

of corruption which were no worse than
those obtaining in English political life,

had a conviction that they were the safe-

guards of the country as genuine as their

patriotism, which was beyond suspicion.

Though the Upper Canadians had been
too much occupied in making life tolerable

to bring their full strength against their

absolute government, the Quebec house

of assembly, being largely French, was
under no such disadvantage, and their

energies were mainly directed to a futile

struggle with the executive, which was
chiefly English and composed of the

governor's nominees. The constitution of

1791 was, in fact, worse than the straight-

forward bureaucratic system of the Quebec
Act of 1774, for it was illusory in that it

created a parliament with power to vote

laws and none to create them.
In 1818 the Quebec assembly were given

power of supply in the civil list, but when
they attempted to coerce the governor b}^

this means he helped himself out of the

military fund and went on as before. The
bureaucracy, though differing in detail from

the Compact of the other pro-

vince, was of somewhat the
How the

French were
same type and followed the

*^*'" ^ same exclusive methods, in this

case directed more particularly against

the French. The latter had secured their

laws, religion and liberty, but were made
to feel an inferiority, both political and
even social, which rankled deeply and was
lashed into rage by that eloquent radical

and ultimate rebel Papineau. Outside the

small group of old noblesse, and merging
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with it, a quite considerable educated class

had now sprung from the peasantry.

Joseph Papineau was the son of one of

them, a notary who had succeeded in

purchasing a seigniory on the Ottawa.

The son Joseph was a leading figure in

the assembly and the political life of the

province from the war of 1812 to the

rebellion of 1837, which he
apineau

j-ashly provoked and took a

ofRellu
^''^^^^^ inglorious part in. A
brilliant scholar, he became a

brilliant orator and the successful leader

of the " patriot " party in the province

to which a few of the English minority,

now numbering about a sixth of the

population, belonged. Under various

governors, Craig, Lord Aylmer and Lord
Dalhousie, the struggle for power waged
unceasingly in Press and parliament.

The deadlocks which ensued goaded
the British Government into a scheme
for uniting the two provinces, which
was met by such frantic protests from
the French, who saw in it the certain

loss of their numerical majority, that it

was for the time abandoned. The
leader of the small band of English re-

formers was a physician of character and
fortune. Dr. Nelson, who had a good service

record in the war of 1812. So, indeed,

had Papineau, who had commanded a
French company ; but with all his ora-

torical brilliancy and many lovable

qualities he was somewhat vain, arrogant
and ill-balanced. He became the idol of

the French Canadians, and his powers
are best shown by the way in which he
stirred up the apathetic habitants, who
led happy, untaxed lives and neither

cared for nor understood the niceties of

popular government.
The townspeople and better class felt

the grievances keenh^ enough and required
no particular stimulus to agitation. They
entered into covenants not to wear English
goods, and appeared on the streets and

Q k
^" parliament arrayed in won-

nhe^*
drous homespuns of flamboyant

_ . ... patterns. But for Papineau,
however, they would never

have gone the length of open rebellion.

Incendiary harangues, civic broils, and
much drilHng of men, in spite of the
thunders of the Catholic Church, brought
Sir John Colborne and all the troops
down from Upper Canada to the assist-

ance of Lord Gosport, their governor-
general. In November the rebellion broke
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out at St. Denis, to the south of Montreal.
The insurgents under Dr. Nelson repulsed
an attack of the troops. At St. Charles,

however, in the same district and at the
same time, 1,300 insurgents with some
guns were utterly routed with a loss of

150 killed and 300 wounded, which prac-

tically ended the business, though there

was a little more skirmishing. Papineau
injudiciously yielded to Nelson's advice
to leave St. Denis on the eve of the skir-

mish, and thereby somewhat tarnished his

reputation. He got away to the States

himself, but Nelson was captured ; while,

as a last word on this ill-judged insurrec-

tion in Lower Canada, it must, at any
rate, be said that a majority of the

people, whatever their grievances, strongly

disapproved of so rash a resort to arms.
Among several incentives to rebellion

in Upper Canada was the removal of most
of the troops to assist Sir John Colborne
in the French province ; another was the

incapacity of Governor Head. The chief

of all, however, was William Lyon
Mackenzie, the ill-balanced firebrand who
expounded the just grievances of the

. people in outrageous and in-

.. **U.*'^^** . cendiary language, and finally
the Firebrand • , J u jx 1 r
. . mduced a poor handful of

rustics to follow an extremely
incapable and quite unprincipled leader.

Mackenzie enjoys a spurious and ill-

deserved fame. He had much more than
the vanity, impudence and arrogance
of Joseph Papineau, and few of his com-
pensating qualities ; while of political

pluck he had an abounding store.

Of humble Scottish origin, diminutive
and ungracious physique, without means or

connection, but with an insatiable thirst for

learning, he arrived in Upper Canada in

1820 at the age of twenty-five, and almost

immediately began to constitute himself

the mouthpiece of Canadian grievances.

Settling at York under the nose of the

government, he became, through the

agency of the newspaper he published, a

very thorn in the sides of the Compact.
For twelve years, with tireless energy
as a writer and agitator, and with an
unbridled and virulent pen, he championed
the cause of reform. He M-as regarded by
the Tories almost as a wild beast, and his

office and plant were wrecked on one
occasion by a gang of well-born youths.

Elected again and again to the assembly
by a radical constituency, he was refused

admission on various pleas, though he
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went to London and got a verdict in his

favour from the British Government. But
even when backed by this and a great

mob, he was still rejected. He was elected

the first mayor of Toronto when York
was incorporated as a city under that

name, and was the most popular man in

Canada, though such a distinction was
perhaps more creditable to his enterprise

than to the perception of the democracy
who shouted for him. The arrogance of the

Family Compact might perhaps justify

their opponents in looking more to the

end than to the means of withstanding

it. Some reactionary measures introduced

by the British Government, and a sweep-

ing election victory of the Tories, turned

were killed and wounded ; the rest fled,

together with Mackenzie, who escaped to

the States. With culpable folly he had
left behind him a full list of all tho'-c

implicated, which enabled the authorities

to lay by the heels as many as they pleased.

Numbers were imprisoned, and several

condemned, of whom two were hanged.
Mackenzie then raised a force of ruffians

and wastrels on the American side, who
for some time continued to make plunder-

ing raids into the Niagara country with

a good deal of bloodshed, to the greater

detriment, fortunately in these skirmishes,

of the raiders than of their opponents.
Mackenzie was at length arrested by the

United States authorities, tried at Albany,

KINGSTON, ON LAKE ONTARIO, AS IT WAS SEVENTY YEARS AGO

Mackenzie from a violent reformer to an
annexationist and to American intrigues.

This detached the more substantial and
sober of his party, and left him the leader,

together with Dr. Nelson, a , reputable

physician, of only an extreme left wing.

With seven or eight hundred of these,

mostly country people, Mackenzie raised

the flag of rebellion at Montgomery's
tavern, ten miles north of Toronto. The
latter had then 12,000 souls, but it was
denuded of troops, and the citizens were
apathetic. '. Mackenzie was a WTetched
leader, and lost his only and faint chance
by dallying till a body of militia was
collected, who very soon scattered his

ill-armed rustics. Half a dozen of them

IF 2B

imprisoned for a time, and then released.

He remained in miserable circumstances

for some years in the United States, and
was ultimately pardoned in 1843 and
permitted to return to Canada. His

rashness and mismanagement had caused

much misery. There was nothing "that was
noble, heroic or self-sacrificing-, in his

career. As a politician on 'the side that

had most justice, and that any poor man
with talent would have taken, he was an

indomitable fighter, not particular about

his methods, or very loyal to his friends,

and of an uncontrollable temper. However
that may be, Papineau and Mackenzie

at least pVoved, if at a bloody cost to their

supporters, that there were grievances in
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Canada of a nature that' could not longer be

ignored, and in 1840 Lord Durham was
sent out as governor-general with unpre-

cedentedly wide powers and instructions

to report fully on the state of the country.

We must pause here for a moment to

make some allusion to the maritime pro-

vinces of New Brunswick,
Social Life ^^^^ g^^^-^ ^^^ pj.jj^^g
,n the Maritime

^^^^^^^^ igi^^j. Not much
Provinces • j j 1 -j r^umdeed can be said 01 them m
so brief a survey of so large a subject as the

history of Canada, for the good reason that

these provinces were not burdened with the

racial and religious rivalry, or the near

neighbourhood of an alien Power, and other

complications which vexed the two Canadas.

They were coraparativ'ely isolated and
self - contained, and practically homo-
geneous. They had nothing to do but
increase and multiply and endure their

domestic troubles, which were a milder
repetition of the disputes in Upper
Canada between the people represented
by an assembly and an oligarchy sup-

ported by royal governors. They also

had a Family Compact, but it was less

marked and not seriously fought till after

the famous Durham report. Though
emigration flowed steadily into these
provinces, there was nothing hke the
stream that swept into the more fertile

lands of Upper Canada, while there was no
serious problem of the great American
settlers to disturb these remote countries.

They were partly a maritime people, too,

had ready access to the world's markets,
and if they moved more slowly than their
sister colonies, progressed more comfort-
ably and with somewhat less hardship to
the pioneer. Their French population,

^ u * . though increased consider-Cape Breton s ii ? ,, , r,i

Loyal
ably from the remnant of the

Highlanders
^'^cadians left in 1754, had no
aggressive separate qualities

or esprit de corps like those of Quebec, and
gave no trouble. There were simple-
minded loyal Highlanders in Cape Breton,
whose descendants to this day speak
Gaelic, and Germans, who, like "those of
Upper Canada, made admirable settlers,

though sometimes retaining their nation-

ality vvith mild but harmless persistency.

But the united empire loyalists remained a
greater proportion of the population, and
still do so for the reasons already stated,

than even in Ontario. The face of the
country resembled that of the Canadas,
clad originally with the all-pervading

forests, and was slowly cleared and farmed
by the same methods and in the same
fashion ; and to-day it so greatly resembles
the landscape of Ontario in its normal and
prosperous districts and country towns
that only a person familiar with British

North America would pick out the tech-

nical differences. The inhabitants had their

own land troubles. howe\'er, as huge grants
had been given in early days to favoured
persons in England, whose rights made
difficulties in a country where freehold

settlement were vital to success.

Halifax became a prosperous city and
a great naval and military station, and on
that account retained, and still retains, a

certain flavour of the Old Country in

manners and speech less
owe e OS

Q^^y^Q^g jj^ ^-j^g Canadas. It
mmen

^^.^^ ^^^ ^|j| jg.^ ^}^g^^ Nova
Nova Scotian r- .• 1 1 AScotia shook off an irrespon-

sible executive, and the leader of the Reform
party in this case was Joseph Howe, a man
far superior in every particular to Papineau
or Mackenzie. Howe was the son of a

united empire loyalist, and a man of eru-

dition and culture, and, what is more, of

surprising eloquence and sound sense.

Nova Scotia, though relatively small,

was the most prolific of the British North
American colonies in men of intelligence

and political ability, and even during the

forty years that the dominion of Canada
has enjoyed federal government, has con-

tributed more than her share to its political

leadership. Howe is the most eminent of

Nova Scotians, and in some ways the most
distinguished of Canadian—using the term
broadly—^statesmen. The struggle for re-

form led by him in Nova Scotia was the

chief feature of its provincial life, and,

though a long one, it was effected

bv purely constitutional means, without

either disloyalty or annexationist clamour,
and calls for no further notice here.

ilMSliiii
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THE MAKING OF MODERN CANADA
AND EXPANSION OF THE NEW DOMINION

IN May, 1838, Lord Durham arrived in

^ Quebec with great pomp and a large

retinue. But behind the ghtter of externals

was a quahty rare enough then among
EngUshmen, and not too common now.
The new governor had an intuitive grasp
of colonial feeling. He could see all

sides, and some way into the future. He
was free from that unreasoning bias against

foreigners which was the heritage of most
Englishmen then—-a human enough failing,

at least, if a mischievous one. Nor was l:e

cursed with that unworthy and unnatural
animus against his own countrymen of

Greater Britain which seems inherent and
is the stock-in-trade of some modern
British politicians who do not know them.
He was only in the country five months.
But to the outside world no name stands

out so prominently and so favourably in

Canadian history as that of Durham, and
even among those of more intimate know-

ledge it is safe to say that it

stands second only to Dor-
Two Nations

Warring in a

Single State
Chester. Durham does not live,

however, as an administrator
or a soldier, but by the single masterly report
of the state of the country that he drew up
with the assistance of Charles Buller. On
his arrival he found eight leaders of the
recent rebellion in prison and excluded
from the amnesty. These he released and
sent into exile in Bermuda, exceeding
thereby his powers, and exciting the wrath
of the British Government, and a quarrel
which provoked his speedy resignation.

But he had time, nevertheless, to draw
up that famous report which directed

British policy in Canada, and by which his

name lives. It fills a considerable volume,
and is the most lucid account of Canada,
so far as it goes, ever written. He found, he
declared in a sentence that has become
memorable, not, as he expected, a contest
between a government and a people, but
two nations warring in the bosom of a
single state. There were 600,000 people
now in Lower Canada, of whom 150,000

were British. The latter, from whom must
be deducted many thousand Irish CathoHcs,

controlled the executive, held most of the

offices, had an overwhelming preponder-
ance of capital and energy in the cities of

Quebec and Montreal, and as farmers occu-

^. ^ .
pied the exclusively English

The French K- . . r ,, / +
„ . districts of the eastern town-
Supreme in 1 • J X ii

«k A ki
ships and a lew other regions

outside the seigmonal tenures.

The bitterness between the races in all

classes had become so intense that the very
dread of what a collision might mean
actually kept the peace between them by
tacit consent. The French dreaded the

English strength in the cities, and the latter

feared the overwhelming habitant majority
in the country. Trial by jury had become a

farce ; the verdict went by race, not e\'i-

dence, and the system of challenging weeded
out every juryman of the hostile faction.

The French dominated the assembly
and refused money for all public works,

canals, and such like, that the energetic

English regarded, and justly, as vital to the

progress of civilisation. The immense in-

crease of the French peasant farmers had
not overfiovyed into new districts, but had
merely subdivided on the old seigniories,

and the spectacle of congestion and worn-

out lands could be seen almost on the edge

of an illimitable and fertile wilderness.

The priests, to whom Lord Durham pays
an eloquent tribute, were, from those

natural motives of self-interest concerned

with fees such as obtain in Ireland to-day,

opposed to the shifting of their flocks.

The English, in fact, looked upon Canada
with the enterprising colo-

nial genius of the race—

a

land to be settled, civihsed

and developed, and worthy
to rank with the numerous states of

the rival nation to the southward. The
French had altogether another point

of view. Immigration, so far as their

nation was concerned, was a word without

meaning. They regarded Canada as an old.
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settled country, and objected to innovation

and disturbance. Their farmers were

mostly without skill or ambition, and at the

same time saw the skilled

agriculture of such British

settlers as were under
their observation with

irritation and jealousy.

Tlie French of the

cities had engaged to a

t;ertain extent in trade,

but were altogether sur-

passed by the English

with their more abundant
capital and greater apti-

tude for business. The
late rebellion had made
the English more deter-

mined to keep the upper
hand. Rather than sub-

mit to what they con-

sidered the blighting and
cramping influence of

French domination, they
would even carry the

province over to the hated
republic, which would
at least assure to them the sympathetic
laws and certain prosperity. Curiously

enough, there was no trace of sectarian

animosity between French and English.

The creeds did not clash.

Each took the other for

granted. Half the seign-

iories, too, were now
owned by prosperous
Englishmen, and their

views of improving their

properties irritated the
French peasantry, who
inherited the purely feudal

traditions of their tenure.

Social intercourse, which,
in the upper classes at

least, had once been
considerable, was dead,
likewise intermarriage.

Lord Durham found lead-

ing Englishmen who had
never once in their lives

been under a private
roof with Frenchmen,
though the latter of

this class had a little

advantage of their rivals

in the matter of breeding and culture.

But being snubbed politically and socially

they took refuge in a proud and sore

aloofness. The two races frequented
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LORD DURHAM
First earl of Durham, he was appointed

governor-general of Canada in 18;i8, where
his brief rule was denounced as high-handed,

but his famous Report became the basis for the

constitution of the new Canadian Dominion.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER
Canadian statesman, born in Nova Scotia in

1821, Sir Charles Tupper earned for himself
considerable distinction as surgeon before
adopting politics, becoming in 1864 Premier of
Nova Scotia and in 1896 of the Dominion.

Elliot & Fry

different hotels, they even ran passenger

steamers against one another. At agri-

cultural shows they competed for different

prizes, and conducted
their very ploughing

matches in different

fields. Mostly they could

not speak each other's

language or read each
other's newspapers. It

is needless to say that a-

French-Canadian nation

was dreamed of, but in

such a situation, hemmed
in by a vast North
America, all seething with.

Anglo - Saxon enterprise

and traditions, it was an
idle dream. x\nnexation,

again, for the British

would only have been a

rupture of sentiment. To
the French, however, it

would have meant the

destruction of everything

they held dear, as it

would be to-day. Any
longing the French might then have felt

for renewed connection with their mother
country was equally vain. France of

the post-Revolution period was not the

France they had known
and come from, and
had ruled them with an
iron, but never resented,

rule. The Church of

Canada, powerful and
absolute, was staunchly

loyal to the Crown, for

palpable reasons, however
she might sympathise
with political grievances,

and she had done her

utmost to stay the rising

of '37. When Durham
went home to a some-
what ungrateful govern-

ment and a premature
death, he gave his advice,

and it was accepted.

His prescient mind had
foreseen the federation of

all the provinces, but the

time for this was not

quite ripe; and, in the

meanwhile, he urged a legislative union of

Upper and Lower Canada. In 1839 a

bill to that effect was introduced into

parliament by Lord John Russell, and
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at the same time submitted to the two
provinces. The constitution of Quebec
had been suspended after the rebelhon, or
the assembly would have most strenuously
opposed a union which annihilated their

numerical supremacy, and left them on
about even terms with their rivals, though
with a certainty of being ultimately out-
stripped through immigration.
The council, however, naturally enough,

accepted it, and the assembly of Upper
Canada did the same after much demur.
For though they would be at no racial

disadvantage, Upper Canada had a con-
siderable element whose loyalty was doubt-
ful, and who might conceivably hold
the balance of

power. The Bill

became law in

1840. It was a

makeshift and a
compromise.
The moderate
opponents of the

Family Compact
were the only sec-

tion thoroughly
pleased with it.

The united pro-

vinces now, at

any rate, secured
popular govern-
ment with only

a rather less
reluctance than
how to use the

v^eto on the part

of the governor-

issue, though discussed at fever heat,

and productive of a great deal of passion
between classes as well as between races,

are not of vital moment to the reader.

The great fact of the epoch now in-

augurated, as of most in Canada, was the
continuous stream of immigration and
the rapid development of the country.
The clergy reserves, which had a flavour
of state endowments, were transferred to

the government for educational purposes,
and the rights of the seigniors, who, both
French and English, had in many cases
provoked their tenantry by assuming the
role and exactions of mere landlords, were
bought out for half a million sterling.

Canada was not,

however, without
external alarms
and interests dur-

ing this epoch.

The Ashburton
Treaty, in 1842,
created that pre-

posterous wedge
of the state of

Maine into Lower
Canada and New
Brunswick, the
very look of
which upon the

map is a standing
reminder of a

careless surrender

of Canadian terri-

tory by the Bri-

tish Government
to the United
States. In 1857-

1858 the dis
general. Mr.
Paulet Thomn- "^"^ great seal of the dominion of Canada

, 11 "^^^ centre of the shield, five inches in diameter, represents Queen ^ '~' '^ l u c <a i 3
-

son, who had Victoria seated under a Gothic canopy, holding the sceptre and orb, COVCrv of golcl 111

r 1 p ., p r 1 ^T rnn *"** wearing the robe and collar of the Garter. Underneath are the T>,.;+;cti rfAliimK.-iLieveriy con- arms of Great Britain, and on the sides are shields bearing the coats- i^HTlSn l_.01UmDia,

ducted all the of-arms of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and the Cmigra-
negotiations to a successful issue, tion consequent upon it, laid the founda
became the first governor, as Lord
Sydenham. The new legislature from
the combined provinces met at Kings-
ton, Montreal, Toronto and Quebec,
successively. There we must leave them,
to twenty-seven years of a somewhat ill-

assorted union. The affairs of the British

province were in a certain sense sacrificed

to make political existence possible for

the Franco-British province. It was the
best that could be done, and the races

were at any rate of about equal voting
strength, which gave an opportunity for

some questions to be settled on other
than racial cleavages. The points at

tions of that province ; and in 1861,

the American Civil War, though far re-

moved from the Canadian frontier, gave
for four years a great stimulus both to

immigration and trade in the British

provinces, and on the famous occasion of

the Trent affair so nearly embroiled Great

Britain and Canada that the Guards were
sent out in the dead of winter to Halifax,

and marched for hundreds of miles through

the snowy wilderness to Quebec. Lastly,

in 1866, at the close of the war, two bands
of Fenians, mostly old soldiers, made a

futile attack on Canada, and were repulsed

with slight loss on either side. In spite of
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the great numbers of Catholic Irish

settled in Canada, there has been little of

that spirit among them, and they have
been most loyal citizens, engaging in

nothing worse than those local faction

fights with their Orange neighbours

which distinguished some districts even
within the memory of middle-aged people,

and might almost be classed under the

head of diversions. The upper province

grew in time to

twice the popu-
lation of the
other, and
aroused cries for

a re-adjusted re-

presentation,
which threatened

the French with

a hopeless min-
ority in Parlia-

ment, and the

country with
another impasse.

The federation

of all the pro-

vinces under
something like
the American
system was the

only solution

;

and with, for the

most part, the
cordial co-opera-

tion of the mari-
time provinces,

the great scheme
was carried
through, and the
n e w dominion
launched in 1867.
Each province
retained its local

autonomy and
separate 1 e g i s-

lature under a
lieutenant - g o v-

ernor, always a
Canadian, nominated, by the federal
executive. To the latter was reserved all

great affairs, such as defence, customs,
Crown lands, Indians, and the organisa-
tion of the vast western territories now
just beginning to open up.
The famous Sir John Macdonald, the

most illustrious of Canadian statesmen,
was prominent in the federal movement,
as also was Sir Charles Tupper. A
final meeting was held in London, and
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For many years a conspicuous figure in Canadian politics, Sir John
Macdonald, then a practising barrister, was elected to the Canadian
Parliament in 184 1, becoming in 1847 a Cabinet Minister, and in 18r>7,

Premier. Upon the establishment of the Dominion of Canada in lS(i7,

he was appointed the first Prime Minister of the Dominion. Above is

the statue erected to him outside the Parliament Buildings, Ottawa.

early in 1867 the British North America
Act was passed through the Imperial
Parliament. The new capital was fixed at

Bytown, a small town up the Ottawa
well removed from the frontier, fairly

central to all the provinces, and felicit-

ously rechristened Ottawa. Here were
erected the stately houses of parliament
for senate, commons, and the entire

government staff, familiar to all travellers,

and there, too,

the governor-

general of all

British North
America took up
h i s residence.

Lord Monck
being the first to

hold this high

office, and Sir

John Macdonald
the first premier.

It only remains
to say that
Prince Edward
Island, British

Columbia and
Manitoba— no t

then organised

—

came into the

federation short-

1 y afterwards.

And in the
meantime, the
great north-
west w a s

awakening. The
term " west,"

to the agricul-

turist of that

day, suggested

nothing in Can-
ada beyond the

fertile peninsula

washed by the

waters of Lake
Huron, which, by
1870, was prac-

tically settled up. All beyond, as far as the

Rocky Mountains some 1,500 miles distant,

was sacred to the trapper or the Indian,

and the monopoly of its trade was en-

joyed with some jealousy by the Hudson's
Bay Company, whose lonely posts at

intervals broke the waste. Part of this

territory was operated by the North-west
Company. After the war of 1812, Lord
Selkirk, an influential director of the

Hudson's Bay Company, with a taste for
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colonisation, settled a small group of

Highland and Irish farmers near Port
Garry, now Winnipeg, and these were the

first people to test the famous wheat land>

of the north-west. The fur-

traders of the North-west
Company were hostile, on one
occasion even to bloodshed :

there was no market, of course,

for grain in those days, but

there .was no difficulty in

self-support, and the little

colony became a permanent
element among the employes
of the two fur companies

—

Scots, French, half-breeds

and Indians. It was sixty

years, however, before Mani-
toba became a province and
the north-west was seriously

open for agricultural settle-

ment. It was to the obvious

and judicially murdered one of the leaders

of the small British settlement there. This
caused immense excitement in Canada,
and brought about the well-known Red

River expedition under Lord
Wolseley, then but a rising

colonel. The long march of

regulars and volunteers
through the wilderness, and
the prompt collapse of the

rebellion, was long remem-
bered in Canada, and virtu-

ally marked the founding of

Winnipeg and the great

north-west. The old Rupert's
Land became Manitoba, a

federal province with the

adjoining and more western
territories of Assiniboia, Sas-

katchewan and Alberta,

reaching to the Rocky
Mountains, and since admitted

LOUIS KIEL
Riel in 1884 led a party of half-
breeds against the Dominion

interest of .the Hudson's Bay S,Tconvrc?e'dToftr?aC\'Ad wis to provincial rank. This vast

Company to discourage the executed on November leth, isss. fertile grain and stock country
settler, and encourage the superstition was even then but faintly appreciated,

that the country was unfit for farming, The writer can well remember the heated
the cHmate too severe for serious settle- arguments for and against it that were
ment, and the land never free from frost ; heard all over Canada. For a whole
when at length,

by efforts of cer-

tain individuals,

the eyes of the

Federal Govern-
in e n t \\' e r e

opened, though
only in part, to

what we see no\\

as one of thi

w o r 1 d ' s gi eat

facts and factoi "^

The Hudson Ba^
monopoly was
broken by pui -

chase and
arrangement. In

surveying the
• country for set

tlement in i86q
the government
officials were in

judicious and un-
conciliatory, and
alarmed t h (

French, mosth
half-breeds, w ho
formed a majority of its 7.000 people.
An ignorant, isolated, lawless community,
they rose under the celebrated half-breed
leader Louis Riel. seized Fort Garry,
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decade it was still

so remote that

immigration was
limited, and mar-
kets yet in the
future. That
stupendous work,
the Canadian
Pacific Railway,
now came on the
)olitical arena.

The dominion of

Canada, though
numbering in

1870 nearly four
million souls, and
containing a high
a\'erage of indi-

\idual well-being,

was still and for

ong afterwards
remained in effect

I poor country.
It was, moreover,
an attenuated
strip reaching
from the Atlantic

to the Pacific, and the United States

threatened it commercially all along the
line. Parallel railways of prodigious length,

running through whole territories of
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unproductive wastes to the sea-board,

seemed vital to its industrial independence

unless it were to become commercially

tributary to the more flourishing nation

to the south of it, and railways now
became the leading political question

that agitated the country and divided

parties. The Grand Trunk from Quebec
to Toronto, with various off-

shoots, had already done goodA Factor in

Canada's

Prosperity
internal service, though with

small profit to its shareholders.

The government, with imperial guarantee,

now ran the inter-colonial road for nearly

960 miles from Quebec to Halifax.

Its profits were dubious when the

Conservative party conceived the auda-

cious scheme of running a road through
some 700 miles of wooded, rocky barrens

to Winnipeg, across the 1,000 miles of

prairie beyond, of climbing the Rockies,

and thence dropping down to the Pacific.

Everyone now knows what a work this is,

and that it made the north-west, and
lifted Canada into its present stage of

prosperity. Its promoters were called

madmen ; they are now called patriots.
' Their stockholders were regarded as

dupes ; they have long been in the receipt

of dividends. Governments went in and
out on the great question

;
passing strangers

declared jestingly that Canadian politics

consisted of railroads, as indeed the}'^

mostly did. But railroads in a new country
mean more than the inhabitants of old ones
can well realise. This one was not only
to open a greater and more fertile Canada,
but to bind the Atlantic to the Pacific

by an " all -British " railroad that would
be valuable both in peace and war as an
Imperial highway between Europe and
Asia. Both in an engineering and financial

sense it was the greatest undertaking yet
achieved by man, and the first through
train reached the Pacific Ocean in 1886.

But some 3^ears prior to this, when the
railroad first reached Winnipeg and the

^t n V prairie countrv, the rush to the
The Rush ^ ,> 2. -u' • t-i 1north-west began. Though a

North-we t
^^^ proportion of Europeans
were among the newcomers,

the backbone of tlie movement were
farmers and farmers' sons from Ontario
and the maritime provinces, hard}' men,
accustomed to laborious days, sons and
grandsons of those who had turned the
dense and formidable wilderness of Upper
Canada into a smiling country equal to the
best provinces of older America. They
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had come out of the struggle with its mark
strong upon them in the shape of a grim
devotion to hard practical work, of a cer-

tain dourness, partly due to much Scottish
blood, and an austeritv of life that re-

garded work as the Puritan regards religion,

incompatible with most of those acces-

sories that brighten existence.

These and their type were the men who
founded the prairie provinces, though re-

cruited by all sorts and conditions of men.
There was a "boom" of a more than usuallv

inflated kind, and a great influx of British

emigrants, not generally of a very suitable

kind, and not usually successful. Indeed,

there were hard times yet to be faced, a
fiercer climate than even Canadians were
accustomed to, plagues of grasshoppers,

of hail, of earlv frosts, and untried con-

ditions, above all of continuous low prices.

There was for long a half-conscious and
sometimes openly expressed feeling that

the north-west was still an experiment.
Winnipeg grew to 30,000, and then nearly

stood still. Small towns of 3,000 to 5,000
population were scattered along the solitary

railroad to the Rocky Mountains. Grain
growers spread for considerable

_
"*° areas round them, and grew

p
^ good crops, though often dam-

rogrc
aged ; but there was a good

deal against these pioneers of the 'seventies'

and 'eighties which hardly concerns an
historical surve}'. The stockmen, too, of the

ranching countries lost heavily from a lack of

understanding of the climate. Men of good
judgment protested their stout faith in the

great future of the country ; others, whose
opinion seemed equally entitled to respect,

held grave doubts. We know now- wliich

were right. But for nearly twent\^ years

the north-west, considering its extreme
fertility and easily worked soils, progressed

comparatively slowly, and, indeed, had not

a very good name in European emigration

circles or even in Old Canada, whose sons

had done better there than any other.

It had caused, however, no little drain on
the rural districts of Ontario and the mari-

time provinces, all of whose better-class

lands at the opening of the north-west

had been long occupied, fenced, and built

upon. The Eastern Canadian had nothing

left near home to pioneer in but third-rate

lands, covered with heavy and then almost

valueless timber, for the timber merchants,

then perhaps the wealthiest and most
successful class in Canada, had eliminated

the marketable trees far back into the
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interior. In the prairies was the richest

soil in the world, into which he could

immediately thrust his plough. The back-

woods of Old Canada altogether ceased to

attract. The improved farms, partly for

the same reasons that depressed English

agriculture, and partly from the drain to

the west, went down in value. There was
no more emigration from

Va.n Hope of
^^^^^^^ ^..Q^h mentioning to

French
Ontario, New Brunswick or

Nova Scotia, while all those

provinces sent out emigrants themselves.

Nor was the drain from Old Canada
confined to that of her farming class to

the north-west ; but there was a much
more serious exodus of the flower of her

youth to the United States, where ever}^

form of industry then offered better

openings. For a long time Canada scarcely

maintained the normal birth-rate increase

of an old country. She lost more by
emigration than she gained b}- immigration.

In 1886, Louis Kiel, the half-breed

leader of the Red River affair, went on the

warpath again at the head of an Indian

and half-breed force on the Saskatchewan.
The volunteers, both local and from Old
Canada, were called out. Some brief but
sharp fighting took place, to the complete
discomfiture of the rebels and the capture

of Riel, who this time met death, the fate

that he deserved. A curious feature of its

earlier development was the vain but
ardent hope of the French-Canadians,
particularly of their Church, to acquire

supremacy there, and form a kind of

second French-Canadian nation. Out-
numbered in the east, they dreamed of

finding compensation in the virgin west.

It was a short-lived and pathetic dream,
and one may well wonder now how shrewd
and able men could have brought them-
selves to indulge in it, but they did. Its

echoes remained in the furious strife over
sectarian education in the north-west
that agitated the whole of Canada, known

. , . as the Manitoba school
Wonderful ,• t, , ,•,,

p -f f
question. it was not till

rospcn y o
^j^^ closing years of the last

North-west , R, t. 4.u r j-
century that the Canadian

north-west really " found itself," and began
that prodigious advance in development
and prosperity which has transformed it

from the Cinderella of British colonies to the
most envied and most talked about of all.

Immigration at the rate of from one to

over two hundred thousand a year has
passed in there, something like a third of
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which has consisted of American farmers,
bringing not only experience but capital.

Whatever political effect such a movement
may have in the future, its practical effect

on stimulating development has been greater
in proportion than the corresponding in-

flux of less trained and unacclimatised
Europeans. These things belong, perhaps,
rather to the concerns of to-day than to his-

tory. It will be enough to say that Winni-
peg, with its nearly 150,000 inhabitants,

bids fair to fulfil her early ambition, r.ot

always treated respectfully in the lorg
lean years of the 'eighties and 'nineties, of

becoming another Chicago. The 800 miles

of tributary prairie to the Rockies is filling

rapidly and expanding to a broader belt.

The small towns along it that for nearly
two decades held out bravely and hope-
fully, but from a western standpoint un-
progressively, have leaped forward. The
aggregate output of the finest wheat lands
in the world has quadrupled. The grain

itself is not on!}- in the greatest demand by
millers, but commands the highest price.

Experience, too, has immensely modified
the climatic drawbacks once felt so

keenly both b}^ crops and

i-."*
"!^

• .^ men. The fierce winters that
Canada to the 1 ,, -n i -,. ,

T> f n pierced the ill- built wooden
houses and makeshift stabling

of the earlier settlers, and caused many of

them to think and tell the world that life

there was not worth living, now beat
harmlessly upon good brick houses \Aarmed
under the latest principles and barns as

imposing and snug as those of Ontario.

The winters are no longer seasons of dread
and weariness to the majority. Farming
is more scientific and more mixed. The
cattle on the ranches under the Rocky
Mountains no longer die by the thousands
in a hard winter, but are so handled and
fed that the life of a north-western steer

is almost as assured as if it were in an
Ontario barnyard. New conditions have
assured the land a new life. New terri-

tories to the northward, quite recently

regarded as Arctic and uninhabitable, on
a nearer acquaintance are showing them-
selves in an altogether different light.

One great railroad with its branches that

only a generation ago a whole Canadian
political party and thousands more
clear-headed men thought could never

pay its way is now utterly insufficient
;

and in a few more years two more will

link Old Canada to the Pacific coast.

A. G. Bradley
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TYPICAL HOME OF THE PROSPEROUS CANADIAN FARMER
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CANADA IN OUR OWN TIME
A VAST LAND OF PROGRESS AND PROSPERITY

By A. G. Bradley

A CROSS the huge range ot the Rockies
•**• the province of British Columbia lies

on the Pacific Coast, save for a few interludes

of high-lying park-like prairie, a rugged,
mountainous, densely-wooded country.

It includes the large adjacent island of

Vancouver, also wooded, mountainous arid

wild, save for a corner of settled country,

on which Victoria, the capital of the pro-

^•ince, is somewhat inconveniently placed,

while facing it on the mainland is the

more progressive city of Vancouver, the

terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railwaj^.

The minerals, as already indicated,

gave her an earlier start than the prairie

provinces ; but it was a start on a small

scale, a mere mining population about
the mouth of the Fraser River and on the

opposite island of Vancouver, just large

enough to require a government. These
early fathers of the province, half a century

ago, had not, for the most part,
^"^^..

, come through from Canada, for
Columbia s .1

°
j . 1

-,. . there was no way, and they
Mission ,1 ,,

•' .•(
had nothmg m common with

her. They came from Great Britain and
elsewhere, at haphazard, by way of tlie

Pacific. Strong traces of this remain,
])articularly in speech and accent, but
are onh^ of academic interest. British

Columbia is now a typical province of the
federation, filling up these many years

from the eastward, though, unlike her

neighbour, subject to a large influx of

Orientals, which the scarcity of white
labour has encouraged, and raised a
somewhat difficult race problem.

British Columbia has a distinct mission.

Her rivers abound in salmon. She is

almost stifled under heavy pine, cedar and
hemlock timber, of which the great prairie

provinces that require it in every phase
of their lives have practically none. The
less severe climate of her upland valleys

and the Devonian climate of her sea-coast

£re eminently suited to the culture of fruit,

which is one product of the temperate
zone that the prairie provinces with their

coming millions cannot cultivate success-

fully. Lumber, fruit, minerals and fish

are the basis of British Columbian pros-

perity, as are grain and stock of the prairie

provinces. Each will be neces-
Attractions . i\ .\ , r

, „ .^. . sary to the other, apart from
of British .1 ,• r, . J
-, , .. their respective sea-borne trade.
Columbia r\ •

J. jiOne more service, too, the

Pacific province can render to the interior

to its own advantage. There will always
be a certain proportion of people, con-

stitutionally averse to a cold climate.

Some of these will at once cross the Rockies
and settle for this reason in British

Columbia. Many more, when they ha\'e

made a competence in Manitoba, Assini-

boia or Alberta, will seek the mild climate

of the transmontane province to enjoy it

and spend the evening of their days.

Thus it will be seen that this vast Britisli

territory, stretching from \Mnnipeg and
the Red River to the Pacific Ocean, con-

tains every element of human happiness and
virtually every product necessary to man.

Politics in these lusty young provinces are

of but small account. In the old story

of Canada, soldiers and statesmen have
played the leading part laying seeds of

future greatness. Some day statesmen

v.ill be required in the North-west. In

the meantim.e, the latent talent and brains

of the country find what is now the nobler

outlet. The politician, with rare excej)-

tions, remains comparatively^ obscure ; his

work can be done b}^ men of

second-rate ability, who do not
The Career
of Politics

in Canada
lead but may be called rather the

professional delegates of con-

tending interests, and whose rewards, when
honestly adhered to, are small compared
to those of other careers, and do not

include the prestige which attaches to polit-

ical life in older countries. And, in the

meantime, Ontario and Quebec handle all
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its eastern-going trade and supply the west

with those articles which it is yet a long

way from being able to produce. Both
these provinces abound in water-power

produced by innumerable lakes and
streams which from their v/ild northern

back-country flow down to the Great

Lakes and the St. Lawrence. Ontario is

incomparably the foremost in such indus-

tries. Such advance as Quebec has made
is mainly due to alien enterprise, the

genius of the French-Canadian having
no strong bent in that direction.

But though Montreal, the greatest and
wealthiest Canadian city, is a short wslv

within the French province, the heart and
life of the dominion beats in the province

or rather prejudice, entertained b^; many
Englishmen towards the United States,

but is at once greater and less. The super-

ficial differences that mainly excite some
Englishmen to unfriendly criticism touch
the Canadian only slightly, as he shares

most of them himself ; but he has a latent

hereditary antagonism of another kind and
much more personal—a relic of the bitter

moments oi 1782 and 1812.

Ontario, though settled by mixed races,

has rather a Scottish than an English tone

and flavour. She began to manufacture
before the federation, but between the high

American tariff and British competition

had not made great way. Nor have reci-

procity treaties with the United States

LOADING TRUCKS WITH TIMBER IN THE MOUNTAINS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

of Ontario, now containing 2,000,000

souls that show an individual average of

well-being, intelligence, industry, sanitj'

of conduct and opinion not surpassed by
any country of that size in the world, and
rarely equalled. Like the maritime pro-

vinces, it is much more American—of the

Eastern type—than English in appear-
ance and habit of life, naturally enough
not merely from its situation, but from
the fact that it was originall}^ settled by
Americans. The bitterness of these old

U. E. loyalists still lingers in a certain

antagonism to the great republic that

sometimes puzzles the British visitor. It

is not quite the same as the vague dislike,

6144

proved greatly to her advantage. In

1877 Sir John Macdonald introduced the
" national policy," which was one of

comparatively high protection. This

stimulated manufactures greatly, and
when the recent development of the west
burst upon her she made gigantic strides

and practicalh' abandoned all talk of

free trade, which had formerly been the

creed of the Canadian Liberal part^^ Not
only the cities, but most of the country
towTis, are now the seats of mills and busy
industries which supply the west, export
to Europe, and of course serve their own
rural districts. The latter, which till the

'seventies, like so m.uch of England, made



A FINE CATCH OF ROYAL CHINOOK SALMON

SALMON FISHING IN CANADIAN WATERS
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grain its principal crop, like Great Britain,

•iuffered sorely, till at last it had to

confess itself beaten in this phase of

agriculture by western competition.

Now, however, the Ontario farmer, v/ho

is the freeholder of from one to two hun-
dred acres, with buildings equal to those

of an English farm twice the size, has

readjusted his system. Dairying, co-opera-

tion, fruit, mixed products and careful

stockbreeding have made him once more
a prosperous man, and his farm, speaking
generally, worth as much as it was in 1873.
He may send his surplus sons out to the

west, but he now no longer w^ants to go
jiimself. All the religious creeds flourish

The province of Quebec, with 1,648,898
population, is to-day more French than
ever, and differs wholly in character from
Ontario. The exodus to the north-west
has affected tliose few portions of it that
were in part or whole English, notabU''

the eastern townships, far more than the

others, for the sufficient reason that the

man of British origin is much readier than
the other definitely to sever home ties and
advance his fortune in distant countries

Where the British farmer steps out, the
French Canadian steps in, and a consider-

able displacement of this kind has been
proceeding for a generation. The city of

Montreal is not typical of the province of

. ' —

1

s^2



MEDICINE HAT: A VILLAGE ON THE CANAiJlAW :-A(_ibic kAILWAY
immediate neighbours, and in the upper
classes the majority of the former are
bihngual. Yet in no class, strange to say,
to any extent worthy of mention, do they
mix together socially or intermany. The
bitter feeling of the past is practically
dead, but the continuous cleavage and
utter inabihty to coalesce, particularly
among the more enlightened and wealthier
elements living side by side and so inter-

ested materially in the welfare of their

common city and country, are noteworthy
and curious facts. It should be said, how-
ever, that religion accounts for this in a
great measure, which again will seem
somewhat paradoxical when the fact is

stated that there is practically no sectarian
bitterness such as distinguishes Protestant
and Roman Catholic in Ireland, or even
Nonconformist and Anglican in Wales.

_
The two races take each other's faiths

simply as a matter of course, and as indi-

viduals at least give no further thought
to the matter. But the Roman Church
in Canada, for doctrinal reasons, throws
every impediment in the way of inter-

marriage, and the French Canadian, unlike

the European Frenchman, with a few-

exceptions is a staunch and obedient son
of his Church, which in Montreal possesses
the most splendid cathedral in North
America. This alone must discourage
social fusion. That the French Canadians,
m the cities at least, could remain unin-
fluenced by Anglo-Canadian and American
influences is of course out of the question.
But the cleavage is very marked, and is

due also to yet other reasons. The
French Canadian is educated in different

schools and universities, and is fed on the
literature of Old France, much as he
abominates the political and religious

methods of modern France.
The great and finely equipped Univer-

sity of Laval, in Quebec, with a branch in

Montreal, is the Alma Mater of all the
college-bred, and is the leading Roman
Catholic institution of North America.
Something also must be attributed to the
ancient habit of separation, which in the
higher circles was mainly the fault of the
English. The French have the credit of

being, on the whole, the more cultured, as

they are the less materially vigorous, of

CANADIAN OATFIELD, SHOWING BY CONTRAST THE GREAT HEIGHT OF THE GRAIN
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MOUNTAIN CREEK BRIDGE, CONTAINING ONE AND A HALF MILLION FEET OF TIMBER

SCENES ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
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THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY STATION AT HAMILTON. ONTARIO

THE TERMINAL YARDS OF THE SYSTEM AT FORT WILLIAM
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SCENES ON THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY
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THE RACECOURSE ON THE FROZEN RIVER ST. LAWRENCE AT MONTREAL

the two. But that has nothing to do with

the cleavage, nor must the reader who
has followed this story contract the notion

that there is any remnant of the old

noblesse cherishing exclusive sentiments.

The latter were not strong enough or

splendid enough to send down a surviving

caste through four or five generations of a

democracy. Descendants of the old seign-

iorial families, enjoy just such distinction

as attaches to the descendants of the

quasi-military U. E. loyahst, and other

English families of the Family Compact
type. But it is purely sentimental, as

both, like all Canadians, have had to earn

their living in professions or in trade, and
iiave intermarried freely with others who
have not their particular claims.

To sum up the question of modern French
Canadians' feeling, so far as the subject can
be dealt with in a few words, the attitude

of the enlightened classes in Montreal,

Quebec, Ottawa and various small towns
—for the peasantry think nothing about
the matter—implies neither cordiality nor
yet ill-will between the races. They live

apart as people of different ideas and
tastes, not as enemies who have quaiTelled,

though there is sometimes friction. On the

other hand, there are, of course, innumer-
able exceptions to prove a rule which is a

matter of Nature, instinct and tradition

rather than of design or culpable bigotry.

In all things that really matter, the

French Canadian nowadays is a quite

sound element in the British Empire. His
destiny is virtually fixed for him. Any
thought of political affiliation to modern
France is utterly distasteful. And if it

were not so his Ultramontane Church, to

\\hich he is entirely devoted, would regard

such a possibility with abhorrence. An-
nexation to the United States has not a

single attraction to recommend it.

Such dislike as he may feel for the Anglo-
Saxon would be there intensified, while his

peculiar privileges, such as an endowed
religion, his laws and his language would
be in the utmost peril. Canadian inde-

pendence is not an impossibility at some
future day. The French Canadian, however,
would probably hail it with less enthusiasm
than the other. For this kind of indepen-

dence would chiefly centre on the Anglo-
Saxon, whose preponderance increases

yearly. It is unreasonable, again, to expect

the French Canadian to have the same
zeal for the empire outside Canada that

most of us have ourselves. To expect him
to volunteer to cross the seas and fight

our battles like the Anglo-Canadian is

to expect too much of human nature.

PICTURESQUE THOROUGHFARE
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The French habitant is in almost full

possession of the soil of Quebec, both of

the old seigniories and of the regions

outside them, which was settled by-

British immigrants who since then have
shifted westward. The province has a

less fertile soil and a more rigorous climate

than Ontario. In some districts agricul-

ture is fairly progressive. But for the

most part the habitant on his long farms

of fifty acres or so, though still reckoned

by him in the ancient French measure of

arpents, is unimproving and unambitious.

Content with his

surroundings,
attached to his

native country,

submissive to his

priest, loyal to

all observances of

his Church, in-

cluding its holi-

days, cheerful
and prolific, and
possessed of a suf-

ficiency of simple

comfort, he is a
complete con-
trast to the typ-

ical, strenuous
English-speaking
farmer of Canada
or the United
States. He usu-

ally knows no
English, and his

speech, with cer-

tain modifica-
tions, is that of

the seventeenth

century peasant

of Northern
France. He is

fond of music and
dancing, which
help to beguile

the long winters, and still sings the

songs his ancestors brought over from
Normandy and Picardy. Though the

tendency of the habitant, who occupies the

picturesque country along both shores of

the St. Lawrence for a hundred miles below
Quebec and for more than that between
Quebec and Montreal is conservative and
home-staying, he sends out two classes of

wanderers in great numbers, who keep

him and his in frequent touch with the

wider world. Nearly a million French
Canadians are scattered about New Eng-

land, working in the factories, and remain-

ing as a rule homogeneous in large groups

with their own priests. All through the

lumber-camps and saw-mills of Canada,
too, " Jean Baptiste " is in great demand.
These wanderers, however, keep in touch

with their old homes to an infinitely greater

extent than British Canadians in the same
situation, frequently returning there to

settle down, bringing money with them
;

and not only money, but ideas somewhat
modifying the old elementary conditions

and causing anxiety to the excellent

priests, whose in-

fluence, speaking
generally, has
always been, and
most effectively,

exerted in the

excellent cause of

law and order.

Education in

French Canada,
though adminis-

tered as else-

where by a de-

partment of the

j)rovincial gov-

ernment, is by
common consent

controlled by the

Church ; which
owns, moreover,

an immense
amount of pro-

perty in the
province. If the

1 practical results

are for obvious

reasons inferior

to those obtained

in the common
schools of On-
tario, there are

SNOW-SHED ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
The protection of the line during: the winter months is a matter of

serious importance to the engineers of the Canadian Pacific Railway in

the Rockies. The scene of the above picture is particularly exposed to

snowslides and avalanches ; hence to meet this emergency snow-sheds COmpCUSa tlOUS
arebuilt, which carry the accumulation ofsnow and ice over the track, -f.-^-.^, +Uq French

Catholic point of view which are no concern

of their British Protestant neighbours. The
English districts ofQuebec have their own
government schools as in Ontario, and there

is no friction whate\-er between the creeds.

Higher education in the province is ad-

mirable, with Laval University at its head.

The latter is conservative, and still makes

the classical and literary standard too

prominent in the opinion of many for the

North American atmosphere, while the

convents educate the women of the

same class. The provincial government
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THE DOMINION HOUSE OF PARLIAMENT AT OTTAWA

BRITISH COLUMBIA'S HOUSE OF LEGISLATURE AT VICTORIA

ONTARIO'S SEAT OF GOVERNMENT AT TORONTO

THE DOMINION PARLIAMENT AND PROVINCIAL LEGISLATIVE BUILDINGS
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QUEBEC, CANADA'S QUAINT AND PICTURESQUE CITY

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA'S IMPORTANT SEAPORT

WINNIPEG, THE FLOURISHING SEAT OF THE MANITOBAN GOVERNMENT
Photos; Valenline
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CANADIAN PROVINCIAL LEGISLATIVE BUILDINGS
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buildings are at Quebec, tlie only province

.except Nova Scotia that has an upper
house nominated for life by the governor in

council. The legislators and executive are

mainly, though not all, Frenchmen, that

language being chiefly used in debate; and
here, as in the other provinces, lawyers are

the strongest element both in the provincial

and federal councils. It must be admitted,

too, that there is undoubtedly more political

corruption all over Canada than would
now be tolerated in Great Britain.

It is a happy dispensation, on the

whole, that the French Canadians are

virtually confined to their ancient province,

and, outside Montreal, ha\'e control of it,

the English being too few to arouse any
racial friction. As a member of the

they have agreed to differ, while in the

essentials of federal life and Canadian
unity and prosperity they are heartily

in accord, and have nothing now of

serious moment to quarrel about.

As regards the maritime provinces the

recent strides made by the dominion
have not been felt to the same extent as in

Ontario and the west. For the last half

century or more they have shared very
little in the vast stream of immigration
into Canada. They have lived upon their

own increase, and upon that there has been
a continuous drain to the more fertile and
progressive regions. Little Prince Edward
Island, with loo.ooo souls, has long filled

up as a purely agricultural country.

New Brunswick, with 350,000, has received

:haracteristic fruit farm in nova scotia

federation at Ottawa, Quebec plays a
worthy and patriotic part. The new-

prosperity of the dominion has been
sensibly felt even by this, its least active

member, and a great deal of American
capital has been expended in mills and
mines. The French vote, though apt to

go nearly solid under a leader like Sir

Wilfrid Laurier, simply from racial pride
in his achievements, in normal times has
before, and doubtless will again, divide on
other than racial lines. There seems no
reason to anticipate any more of the old
bitterness and civic strife between the
races. Their difference in temperament
and habit has now free scope without
clashing. In all their domestic concerns

m its open port for ocean business of St.

John an immense access of trade and pros-

perity ; but the province generally pur-

sues an uneventful agricultural existence,

in method and manners like Ontario, with
less of its push, and unrelieved by the

pressure of large and small industrial

centres. Its forests, like those of the

latter, still yield a revenue to the lumber-
man, whether for sawn timber or the pulp
and paper manufacture that has recentl}^

converted into a valuable asset thousands of

square miles of timber, hitherto only fitted

for firewood, and practically valueless.

There is a vast area of land in New
Brunswick that if cleared of forests would
carry a farming population. But the



A PRETTY VIEW NEAR SYDNEY, ON THE ISLAND OF CAPE BRETON

GENERAL VIEW FROM CAPE BLOMIDON, LOOKING ACROSS MINES BASIN

SCENES IN THE CANADIAN PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA
Photos on this page ami pages 600;. 614^, 6154 and 6156 by courtesy of the Canadian Kmigratioji Office
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THE TOWN OF RAT PORTAGE, ON THE LAKE OF THE WOODS, ONTARIO

best has long been cleared and occupied,

and, as in old Ontario, men with all

North America to select from will no
longer laboriously clear timber from second
or third rate land when unencumbered
first-class land can be had in the west.

The population includes many races, the

old Acadians among them, but by far

the prevailing stock is British, mostly
sprung from the original U. E. loyalists.

The same general description will apply
to Nova Scotia, with rather less than

boo,000 inhabitants ; but to both, more
particularly to the latter, must be added
a fishing population and a fishing industry.

Nova Scotia is the more attractive

country, while both have a climate of

much the same quality, but more foggy

and milder than Quebec. Halifax, a naval

station and commercial port, but no longer

of its old military importance, is less pro-

gressive than St. John ; but Sydney, on
Cape Breton, near the scene of the old

fortress town of Louisbourg, now vanished,

is assuming important dimensions as a
busy centre of the coal and iron industry.

To the ordinary agricultural industry of

Nova Scotia, which has long ago cleared all

the land at present worth clearing, must
be added the famous apple orchards of

the Annapolis Valley, and other districts

so well known in the English market.
As a last word on Canada one may say

that it is a country which from the time
of the loyalists' influx, the true beginning
of modern Canada, grew slowly and surely

by hard work. Till a dozen years ago it

was accounted, and actually was, a
relatively poor country, a land of simple
but widely diffused comfort, where in-

dividual wealth was rare, and individual

expenditure through all classes on a pro-

portionately modest scale, quite different

from that of the United States, or, again,

of Australia, where great fortunes were
accumulated early in her history.

The a\'erage individual, whether farmer,

trader or professional man, of course only
does as well or a little better than he did

before, but his opportunities are greater

and more varied. He feels he is part of a

country that has made a solid leap for-

ward, which has astonished the world,

and, I may add, himself. But beyond the

average man there are now great numbers
of wealthy capitalists and millionaires
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CAPE APITAL TOWN: GENERAL VIEW OF SYDNEY

and corporations, almost a new element

in the country created not by gold dis-

coveries or booms, but by the development
of solid assets that have lain hitherto

partly dormant ; why they have done so

is something of a mystery, even to the

most experienced Canadians, though a

dozen reasons, irrelevant here, may be
suggested. The Canadian Pacific road
was unquestionably the foundation of the

new era. But for many years after its

completion the country scarcely moved
beyond its old slow and measured rate.

It was still half despised, not only

by its great neighbour but a little

sneered at as well by the more feverish

new countries and by European cap-

italists who operated in such arenas.

Nor was it even rated highly by the

intending emigrant of enterprise and
means, and much abused by rriany who
went there. But in a fashion, and with a
suddenness unexpected and unexampled
in the history of colonisation, a country
intimately known for a century seemed
all at once in the closing years of the
last to discover its true resources, not

merely to the outside world but to its own
people. A certain congestion of pros-

perity and population, if one may use the

word advisedly, in the United States,

which found a profitable outlet in Canada,
was a powerful factor in the movement.
A great and successful effort to turn

emigration to Canada from Great Britain

and Europe seconded the other, while this

concentration of forces was encouraged
by a succession of fat crop years. AH
these things stimulated the Canadians,
and stirred to exceptional energy a people

who had in themselves an enormous
latent power of work that had hitherto

only met with moderate encouragement.
But, whatexer the causes, the sudden rise

of Canada to an altogether higher .scale of

material importance is a permanent fact.

Whatever commercial reaction, inevitable

to all countries, may be in store for it can
make no difference to this-.- Only Canadians,

perhaps, or those who have known their

country well, can fully realise the gulf that

lies between the Canada of the twentieth

and that of the nineteenth century.

A. G. Bradley
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EANADAIASTAND TRESENTR
SCENES IN THE CHIEF TOWNS OF THE DOMINION
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GENERAL VIEW OF THE CITY, LOOKING FROM VICTORIA TOWER

PANORAMA OF THE CITY AND RIVER FROM PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS—mnr-xczr Tin 3rzr==ssir: izxzzz Jiipm

OTTAWA, THE CAPITAL OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA
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MASSES OF FLOATING LUMBER IN THE OTTAWA RIVER

OTTAWAS FLO'^'J^ISHING AGRICULTURAL MARKET

SCEN£S OF TO-DAY IN CANADA'S CAPITAL CITY
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THE RIVER SOURIS NEAR ITS ENTRANCE INTO THE GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE
r^ . .^ - .
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. T T \ V i EW OF P u - viIH THE cAY IN THE DISTANCE

ON THE ROAD: A CHARACTERISTIC SIGHT IN PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND CANADA'S ISLAND PROVINCE
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THE CITY AS IT LOOKED SEVENTY YEARS AGO

A VIEW TAKEN FROM MOUNT ROYAL IN 1840

THE MARVELLOUS GROWTH OF THE CITY OF MONTREAL
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GENERAL VIEW OF MONTREAL. WITH THE ST. LAWRENCE IN THE BACKGROUND

GENERAL VIEW OF MONTREAL S EXTENSIVE HARBOUR

MONTREAL TO-DAY • THE COMMERCIAL METROPOLIS OF THE DOMINION
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BRITISH MEN-OF-WAR AT QUEBEC IN i.

THE WORLD-FAMOUS VIEW FROM THE CITADEL IN 1840

QUEBEC AT THE BEGINNING OF QUEEN VICTORIA'S REIGN
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UERN CITY, AS SEEN FROM PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS v.j,

THE CHAIEAU FRONTENAC AND PART OF THE LOWER TOWN c i' k

QUEBEC'S WAREHOUSES AND WHARVES. WITH CITADEL TO EXTREME LEFT

QUEBEC TO-DAY: THE THIRD LARGEST CITY IN CANADA
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QUEEN'S AVENUE, FROM PARLIAMENT BRIDGE

VONGE STREET. ONE OF THE CITY'S CHIEF THOROUGHFARES

TORONTO, THE BEAUTIFUL CAPITAL OF ONTARIO
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VANCOUVER'S SPACIOUS HARBOUR AND WHARVES

THE COMMODIOUS DOCK OF THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

THE CITY AS SEEN FROM THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY HOTEL

VANCOUVER. THE PROSPEROUS CAPITAL OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
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TOWN AND RIVER AS THEY WERE IN 1S40

THE HARBOUi
, K jNT AS IT IS TO-DAY
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REVERSIBLE FALLS, SHOWING TIDE RUNNING DOWN THE ST. JOHN RIVER

THE WEST END 1 tit fAVuUKIlh RESIDENTIAL QJAKrt,

SCENES OF TO-DAY IN THE PICTURESQUE CITY OF ST. JOHN
II '4 u tibg



THE VILLAGE OF WINNIPEG FORTY YEARS AGO

MAIN STREET, WINNIPEG'S CHIEF THOROUGHFARE

winnipf:g as it was in i870, and as it is tc-day
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THE UNION BANK OF CANADA AND THE CITY HALL, WINNIPEG

'-^K-'%'

GENERAL VIEW, WITH THE MUNICIPAL BUILDI E MIDDLE DISTANCE

w INNIPEG. THE CAPITAL OF THE PROVINCE OF MANITOBA
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BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF HALIFAX, SHOWING ITS FINE HARBOUR

HALIFAX IN isi9, WHEN IT WAS JUST A HUNDRED YEARS OLD

j^-jfffcS

GENERAL ASPECT OF THE HARBOUR FKCiM THE CITADEL

CITY AND SEAPORT OF HALIFAX. THE CAPITAL OF NOVA SCOTIA
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A BEAUTIFUL VALLEY SCENE IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

L««>«5«»»>'^- %«>

AN EXPERIMENTAL FARM AT AGASSIZ

.J0

A TOWNSHIP OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, ON THE FRAbHR RIVER

TYPICAL SCENES IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
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EDMONTON, THE IMPORTANT FUR-TRADE CENTRE OF ALBERTA

CALGARY, A THRIVING AGRICULTURAL TOWN

TWO PROSPEROUS CANADIAN COMMUNITIES
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INFORMATION ABOUT CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
CANADA

Area and Population. The Dotnliiion of Canada
comprises the whole of British ^ort^l America except
Newfoundland and Labrador, which I e.ongs to Newfound-
land. The total area of th ; dominion is estimated at
3,74,'),574 square miles, wIirIi includes 125,756 miles of

water surface. The area is about as large as that of Europe.
The population of Canada, in 1901, was 5,371,315, and the

estimation of the present populatiim is about 7,000,000.

The provinces and territories of Canada, with their land
areas and populations, are as follow :

—



INFORMATION ABOUT BERMUDAS AND WEST INDIES
BERMUDAS

The Bernnidas, or Somcrs" Islands, consist of some 360

small islands: ami roclvs in tlie Nortli Atlantic, 600 miles east

from Caiic Ifattcras. About twentyot tliem are iniiaiiited.

Tlie total area is about 20 S(|iiare miles, of wliicii the largest

island contains 10 siinare niileji. The population, excluding

army and navy, is 17,.');?5, of which 6,718 are white. The
chief town and capital is Hamilton, witli a popidation of

2,246. The islands are a British colony, and an important
naval station. There is a Governor, assisted by an Execu-
tive Council of six members apiiiiiiited by the Crown, a

Legislative Council of nine members api)ointed by the

Crown, and a House of Assembly consisting! of 3*i members
elected on a property qualification (£60). The average
strength of the military and naval force stationed in the

islands is about 3,000. Tliere are t,000 acres under
cultivation, and the chief products are onions, potatoes,

early vegetables, lilv bulbs and arrowroot, almost all of

which go to the TTnited States. In 1906 revenue was
£53,213 ; expenditure, £69,064 ; exports, excluding specie,

£121,295; and imports, £398,176. The islands are a favourite

winter resort for Americans.

WEST INDIES

The West India Islands, in the wider definition of the
term, include the island and state of Cuba, the island of

Hayti, which contains the two republics of Hayti and San
Domingo, and the islands claimed as possessions by several

of the Powers of Europe and the United States of America,
which now owns Porto Rico. Geographically, the islands

are divided into the Bahamas, the Greater Anii lei and the
Lesser Antille;, and the last named are divided into the
Leeward Islands and the Windward Islands. The total

area of the whole is about 95,000 square miles, 83,000 of
which belong to the Greater Antilles. The total popula-
tion is about 4,000,000.

CUBA.
Cuba is the largest of the West India Islands, with an

area of about 4 4,000 square miles and a population of a
little under 2,000,000. The island is divided into six
provinces. The capital is Havana, with a popidation of
262,395 ; and other chief towns, with populations, are :

Cienfuegos, 59,128 ; Santiago, 45,478 ; Matanzas, 45,282
;

Cardenas, 26,448 ; Puerto Principe, 25,102. The island is

an independent republic under the suzerainty of the
United States of America. On account of internal dis-
turbances the United States intervened in 1906 and
appointed a provisional governor ; but Cuban autonomy
will be restored whenever the moment seems propitious.
The revenue for 1908-9 was £6.128,159. A loan of £7,000,000
at 5 per cent, was authorised in 1902. The exports for
1907 were of the value of £24,290,124. There is a reciprocal
fiscal arrangement with the United States. The chief
crops are sugar, tobacco and fruit, and timber is a valuable
resource. Iron, copper, and manganese are mined.
American capital and enterprise are fast developing the
resources of the island state.

HAYTI.
The Republic of Hayti, which forms the western and

smaller portion of the island of Hayti, has an area of about
10,200 square miles, and a population, chiefly blacl< and
mulatto, the estimates of which vary from 1,500,000 to
2,500,000. The capital is Port-au-Prince, with a popula-
tion of 101,133. The president is elected by the Senate
(39 members elected indirectly for six years), and the
Chamber of Representatives (95 members elected for three
years on a manhood suffrage). The chief products are
coffee, cocoa, cotton, logwood, gaic-wood and hides.
Political and revolutionary turmoil hinders progress.
There are both import and export duties. Revenue,
1906-7,£957,045

; public debt, £5,712,268; exports are
estimated at about £3,000,000, but the exact figures
are not available.

SAN DOMINGO.
The Republic of San Domingo, the eastern and larger

portion of the island of Hayti, has an area of 18,045 square
miles, and an estimated population of 300,000. The
capital is San Domingo, with a population of 20,000

;

other towns, with their populatiiins,are : Santiago, 12 000
Puerto Plata, 6,000; Maroris, 5,(K)((. There is a Preridenti
chosen for four years, and a Cabinet Council of six members
who form the E>:ecutive, also a National Congress onfe*
deputies elected for four years bv the provinces and districts
Revenue, 1906, £933,140; external debt, £3,885,350;
exports (1907) £1,525,670. The chief products and ex-
ports are sugar, cocoa, tobacco, bananas, coffee, hides,
wax, honey, timber, fibres.

BRITISH WKST INDIES.
The liritish West India Islands have an area of about

13,750 square miles, and a population of about 1,350,000.

Politically, the West



NEWFOUNDLAND, THE WEST INDIES
AND BRITISH CENTRAL AMERICA

By W. H. Woodward
17NGLISH rights over Newfoundland date^ from the discovery of the "New
Foundlsle" by Cabot in 1497. But the

first attempt at effective occupation was
made under patent of Ehzabeth, by Sir

Humphrey Gilbert, in 1583. His venture,

however romantic as an incident in the
history of plantation, was a failure. A
Bristol merchant, named Guy, received

an independent grant from James L, but
permanent settlement- dates from the
expedition of Lord Baltimore in 1623.

Meantime, the island seas, and especially

the " great banks " off the eastern coast,

had become the seat of the finest deep-
sea fishery of the world. From 1500
onwards, French, Basque and English
vessels had made yearly voyages for the

cod fishery. Of the 400 vessels which in

1580 were engaged in it, the majority
sailed from Norman and Breton ports.

With the turn of the century Englishmen
rapidly outnumbered their rivals.

The English fishery was conducted by
merchants and shipowners of the West
Country ports, who found the capital and
organised the annual voyages, which were
of the nature of great oversea " adven-

tures." To afford shelter and
•

th
""^

^^^^ needful premises for curing

1^ ,^ and storing the catch, roughMaking,. jij r°
stagings and sheds were from

year to year erected at suitable points along
the coast. But it early became the object
of the adventurers at home to prevent
permanent settlement, the growth of
proprietary rights and organised adminis-
tration, as being likely to restrict the free

use of the shore-line. Hence the develop-

I K ^8 D

English &nd
French
Adventurers

ment of the colony has been largely deter-

mined by the interests, British or other,

which have gathered round the fisheries.

Early in the seventeenth century the

French cast about for a site for plantation,

which would at once serve as a port of

refuge and refit, and establish a territorial

claim. From Placentia Bay, on
the south side of the island,

which was, about 1620, chosen
for the purpose, the shoie-men

so harassed the struggling English settle-

ments that Lord Baltimore, the proprietor,

abandoned Newfoundland for Maryland.
Placentia was recognised in 1662 as a
French possession, with undefined bound-
aries. Hence, in the absence of active

settlement from England, arose vague and
conflicting claims to the whole island.

The Peace of Utrecht—1713—put an end
to French territorial rights ; in return,

France was accorded the right to share

the fishery of the north and west coasts,

permanent settlement being forbidden
within these limits. Two-fifths of the

coast-line were thus shut off from exploi-

tation by the colony ; and, further, it

soon became evident that the French were
ready to claim an exclusive and not con-

current right to the fishery itself.

The colony had, however, by this time
attained recognised status. The first

governor was appointed in 1728. The
settlers, though few, were of a sturdy type,

tenacious of their rights as against the

Bristol adventurers, on the one hand, and
the encroaching French fisheiTnen on the

other. By the Treaty of Paris—1763—the

fishery rights conceded at Utrecht were
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confirmed, and in addition the two small

islands, St. Pierre and Miquelon, off the

south coast, were granted

as the sole compensation

for the loss of the vast

North American domain
of France. New England
protested, as did the

colony, and also, with

considerable vigour, the

great Chatham. But the

English in America had
won so much that they

could scarcely press their

complaint, which passed

unheeded. At this period

the settlers, chiefly in and
near St. John's, num-
bered 8,000 in all ; but,

in addition, 5,000 fisher-

men ,
visited the island

each summer. The ap-

parently undue preference

turn swept from the seas. From this

period dates the firm establis! ment of the
prosperity of the colony.

At the peace of 1815
the population reached
80,000. It was not until

1832 that a representative

assembly was set up, with
the usual rights over
supply, but without con-

trol of the executive.

Quarrels with the nomi-
nated upper house were
constant, until, in 1843,
the two were merged, to

be again separated in

1848. Full responsible

government on the Cana-
dian model was attained

in 1855. Internal pro-

gress made considerable

strides. Roads were
formed, a geological sur-

vey — 1838 — organised.given to the fishing in- Sebastian cabot
dustry is explained by the

?°„Ted' ht'fifhU^^r LVbo^^
oversea communi

fact that from English vovage in the Matthew in 1497, when, in June cation developed- The
fishermen were drawn the

ofthesameyear Newfoundland was discovered,
great fire of 184b destroyed

strongest elements in our naval force. St. John's, which was rebuilt on a more
In 1765 the coast-line of Labrador facing dignified plan. New sources of wealth
the island was
added to the

colony. The in-

fluence of the

troubles with
Massachusetts is

seen in the pass-

ing of Palliser's

Act of 1776,under
which a bounty
was offered to

British seamen
\' i s i t i n g the
fishery, colonial

fishermen being
excluded from its

benefits. The ex-

pressed object

was that there-

by trustv»'orthy

sailors might be
trained for the

were growing up
in the seal and
jbster fisheries.

At least a fourth

I of the population

is still engaged
directly or

directly in

liarvest of

seas. With



THE CABOT MEMORIAL ON SIGNAL HILL^ ST. JOHN'S, NtWFOUNDLAND
Towering en Signal Hill, 02(1 feet above the water and overlooking both sea and city, stands the majestic Cabot
Tower, erected to the memory of John Cabot, the discoverer of Newfoundland. It now serves for the more
practical, if more prosaic, purpose of signalling to the people of St. John's the approach of vessels into the harbour.

opened up for settlement. The privileges understood in London, as in Madrid,

exercised by fishermen of Maine and New during this period, that " the Spaniards

England are a subject

of negotiation in 1909.

Up to the present time
Newfoundland has shown
no desire to apply for

admission to the dominion
of Canada, nor does she

forget that she is the

oldest British possession

outside the home seas.

English occupation of

a continuous character

in the region of the
Caribbean Sea dates from
1623. During the century
that elapsed between the

first West Indian voyage
of Sebastian Cabot (1516)
and the last expedition

of Raleigh to Guiana giR Humphrey gilbert
(1617), men of English in l.-,8:5, Gilbert set out from Plymouth har-

i-Q/^fi oT-iT-ioQi-orl Q+ in + oT- bour to take possession of Newfoundland. Onrace appearea ai mtei-
his return jovVmey three out of his five vessels

,
,

- o -l j
vals m Central American foundered off Cape Breton, himself going and the Spanish ad-

waters, but as marauders,
down in the fourth, on September 9th. 1583.

j^ini^trators had llCVCr

illicit traders, or open enemies of Spain, attempted plantation upon the Lesser

not ast settlers. For it was thoroughly Antilles or the Bahamas, which were,

6179

account all other nations

for pirates, rovers and
thieves that visit any
heathen coast that they

have once sailed by or

looked on." But after

the death of Philip IL
and the English peace,

Spain rapidly declined

in vigour, and became
tacitly content with ex-

clusive possession of her

last provinces on the

American mainland, with

the addition of the larger

Antilles,Cuba, Hispaniola,

Porto Rico and Jamaica.
England and the other

Western Powers were no
longer disposed to re-

cognise title which did

not rest upon occupation.
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A VIE ACENTIA, THE OLD FRENCH CAPITAL

QUIDI-VIDI, A PICTURESQUE FISHING SETTLEMENT NEAR ST. JOHN'S

TOWNS AND HARBOURS OF NEWFOUNDLAND
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in fact, ignored by them as insignifi-

cant and economically worthless. Not
until it was too late did they awaken to

the agricultural possibilities and strategic

importance of the outer fringe of islands

which bounded their peculiar seas.

It is to be noted that the English, the

Dutch, and the French took their first steps

towards effective occupation of the Carib-

bean islands within the same decade.

The Dutch West Indian Company was
incorporated in 162 1, the French in 1626,

whilst the first English patents which led

to plantation in this region fell between

1623 and 1627. The difference which
characterises the activities of the four chief

European Powers concerned in the coloni-

sation of the West Indies deserves attention.

cutting off the sources of her national

wealth. But they became rather the

merchant traders of the islands, and having

no surplus population for purposes of

plantation, were content to gather in the

riches won from carrying the produce of

their neighbours. In fact, the develop-

ment of their rich domain in the Eastern

ceas was, from 1620, a more urgent

attraction than American colonisation.

English sovereignty in ^^'e3tern seas was
from the first based on settlement, cpn-

ducted in our national fashion by, some-
what haphazard methods of "private or

corporate ventures. In matters of defence,

the planters were largely left to. them-
selves. War in Europe did not necessarily

imply hostility between the belligerents ii^

BAY OF ISLANDS ON THE WEST COAST OF NEWFOUNDLAND

The prime object of Spain was to exploit

the mineral wealth of her American posses-

sions ; settlement was wholly subordinate
to this end. Strong military occupation,
rigid government control of production,
naval security of ocean routes, and a slave
system were essential to her purpose.

Hence the determination of Philip II.

to hold the Caribbean Sea and the
Mexican Gulf as a mare daitstim, a
.policy which survived as a doctrine long
after Spain had lost the power of enforcing
it. The French went to the West Indies
as settlers and traders, working through a
royal chartered company, under strict

regulation, and with effective protection
from the home government. The original
purpose of the Dutch was to harry and
cripple their ancient enemy, Spain, by

6182

colonial waters. Planters set up their own
institutions, borrowed the slave system
of Spain, sent out ventures to hoist the
British flag on unclaimed islands, joined

in buccaneering raids against the ports and
treasure fleets of the Spanish West. Two
things, however, knit the English settlers

into closer connection with the Mother
Country—^namely, the necessary depend-
ence of the islands upon the home navy,
and the ties of commerce, defined and
strengthened by the Acts of Navigation.

Viewed in a strict historical sense, the

West Indian possessions of England fall

into the following groups : (a) the Lee-
ward Islands

;
(b) Barbados

;
(c) Jamaica;

(d) the Bahamas
;

(e) the Windward
Islands

;
(f) Trinidad and Tobago

;

(g) British Guiana and Honduras.
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GOVERNMENT HOUSE: THE ADMINISTRATOR'S RESIDENCE, ST. CHRISTOPHER

St. Kitts, or St. Christopher,, received its

first EngUsh settlers in 1623, and from it

other islands of the Leeward group were
" planted." At some time within two years

a French privateer's crew landed on the

opposite end of St. Kitts, which by
arrangement was, in 1627, divided

between the two nationalities. From St.

Kitts, Nevis was settled in 1623, Mont-
serrat in 1632, Antigua in the same
year. Dominica had already been occupied
oy French settlers, whose principal plan-

tations were those of Guadeloupe (1635 ),and
Martinique in the same year. The growth of

the Leewards in prosperity and population
was remarkable. Tobacco was the main
crop, and a profitable one. After fifteen

years of occupation, St. Kitts was said

to have 12,000 inhabitants — probably

an extreme estimate. But a Spanish raid

in 1629, which nearly destroyed the

settlements, French and English alike,

brought home to the colonists their

dependence upon the strong arm of the

mother countries. With the exception of

Barbados, the Leeward Islands were the

most progressive plantations in the West
Indies throughout the seventeenth century.

Barbados was formally occupied in 1625
by a company of adventurers fitted out by
William Courten, under the Marlborough
patent of James I. Other overlapping

patents were granted in the usual careless

fashion of the time to the Earl of Carhsle

and the Earl of Pembroke, and these con-

flcting rights left their mark upon the

economic history of Barbados until 1832.

The reputed fertility of the island drew
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A STREET SCENE IN ST. JOHN, THE CAPITAL OF ANTIGUA
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THE METHOD OF DRYING FISH AT LITTLE BAY ISLAND
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LANDING A HUGE •' HUMP - BACKED " WHALE FOR USE IN THE OIL INDUSTRY

A BUSY TIMBER MILL AT BONNE BAY

THE FISHING AND LUMBER INDUSTRIES OF NEWFOUNDLAND
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settlers from the Bermudas, and from
\'irginia, as well as from liome. By 1636
they mimbered 6,000 of British stock.

In or soon after 1639, Captain PhiUp Bell,

the governor, summoned an elective

assembly, which, with the nominated
executive council, became the standing

type of administration in the islands.

Sugar cultivation was introduced by
Dutch traders from Brazil about 1640. It

should be noticed that the relations of the

English colonists with the merchant seamen
of Holland were always friendly, to the great

profit of both. Sugar-growing developed

of substance brought their families and
took up land, as Puritans did in New
England. The island received also

prisoners of war, certain sorts of civil

offenders, and other lawless or workless

folk ; all these were indentured, and such
as survived forced service became free

citizens. But the negro race, harder and
cheaper, outstripped the rest, and by
1700 formed two-thirds of the population.

The royalist sentiment of Barbados led

to hostilities with the English Parliament.

In 1650, Charles II. was proclaimed in

Barbados. Puritan settlers took their

3^ iSRAiite y
A FAIR IN THE WEST INDIES; THE MARKET-PLACE AT ROSEAU, DOMINICA

rapidly, and in a few years had ousted the
l^roduction of cotton and tobacco in
Barbados. This was facilitated by negro
slavery. Negro slavery in the West Indies
dates from 1503, and was firmly established
in Spanish America a centurj^ before the
English settlement. The Dutch landed a
cargo of negroes from Lisbon at Bar-
bados in 1627, or soon after ; and from
that time slave labour became the domi-
nant factor in West Indian industry as
in its population. Barbados, however,
drew no little strength from the course of

politics at home. Dissatisfied royalists

618O

grievances to London. Led by Governor
Lord Willoughby of Parham, the colonists

boldly claimed the right of self-govern-

ment, refused to debar the Dutch from
the island ports, and met the fleet of the

commonwealth with open resistance. But
on January iith, 1652, a compromise
was reached. The settlers, accepting the

commonwealth, were left in control ot

their internal affairs. Peace once es-

tablished, industrial interests again ab-

sorbed the attention of the colony, which
advanced in population and in esteem at

home. The planters took an active part



GENERAL VIEW OF FORT - DE - FRANCE, THE CAPITAL OF THE COLONY

RUINS AT TROIS-ILETS: THE HOUSE IN WHICH EMPRESS JOSEPHINE WAS BORN

VIEWS IN MARTINIQUE, THE SCENE OF A GREAT EARTHQUAKE
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in the capture of Jamaica by Cromwell's

fleet. The Restoration was welcomed,

and the high-water mark of prosperity

(1670-1675) attained. The little island,

which is slightly larger than the Isle of

Wight, was to the fore in every venture that

made for British expansion in the Carib-

bean Sea. It was the social and political

centre of the English power in the West
Indies. Like Virginia, it boasted of es-

tablished families of the best English

blood. Barbados has never passed

under foreign rule, and its develop-

ment has been of a purely British type.

Jamaica, though held by the Spanish

administrators as

a place of call,

was in most
other respects

neglected by its

rulers. It was
captured by the

English fleet in

pursuance of

Cromwell's policy
in increasing the

national wealth

at the expense
of her European
enemies. Charles

II. Sent out its

fi r s t governor,

who set up the

usual executi\'e

council and re-

presentative as-

sembly. An
attempt to sub-

ordinate the
legislature to the
English Parlia-

ment wassturdilv
resisted. The
population of the
island was of mixed origin ; the best
element was the New Englandcr and the
planter from Barbados and the Leewards.
But there was haste to get labour, and
emigrants of worthless sort from the prisons
of English towns were hurried out. Sugar-
growing was from the outset the main
industry of Jamaica ; and as it com-
manded a preferential price negroes were
imported on a large scale. The standing
dread of a negro rising, characteristic of

West Indian life, was peculiarl}/ felt in

Jamaica. The Maroons, a mixed slave

race, who fled to the mountains on the
English conquest, threatened the security
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of the planters for 200 years. The buc-

caneers, an organised piratical community
of varied elements, had their headquarters

in Jamaica and the Bahamas, whence they
carried on unceasing warfare against the
Spanish-American coast towns.

Their lawless violence was for a time con-

doned by colonial governors, both French
and English. Henry Morgan, the Welsh-
man, who led a plundering attack on
Panama, and was knighted by Charles IL,

acted as deputy-governor of Jamaica, but
was ultimately made a scapegoat to

satisfy Spanish importunity. There was
obviously risk as well as discredit in con-

__ nivance at piracy,

which was in the
end sternly sup-

pressed after the
- . Peace of Utrecht

in 1713. Mean-
time, Jamaica
throve apace.

Settlers from
Guiana, and from
the ill-fated enter-

l)rise of Darien,
and political vic-

tims of risings

against or for the

Stuarts, helped
in their various

ways in the de-

velopment of the

island. By the
end of the seven-

teenth century

J amaica had out-

s tripped Bar-

bados. The early

associations of

the Bahamas
were discredit-

able. English
occupation appears to date from 1655 ; but

the work of plantation was first taken in

hand by the Carolina Company in 1670.

The islands already had a bad name for

piracy, and New Providence, which alone

had the semblance of a permanent settle-

ment, was the gathering ground of outlaws

and ruffians. The American Revolution
brought fresh blood to the struggling

islands, which suffer from poorness of soil

and lack of good water. Their trade is

mainly with the United States.

Before treating of the Windward Islands,

whose history falls rather within the

eighteenth century, it will be useful to



SHIPPING AND SEA-FRONT WAREHOUSES, BRIDGETOWN

BRIDGETOWN'S PROMENADE, SHOWING GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS

SCENES AT BRIDGETOWN THE CAPITAL OF BARBADOS
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allude to the purpose and the consequences

of the Acts of Navigation to which refer-

ence has been made. To understand

their importance in colonial history two
considerations must be borne in mind.

The first is that British statesmen, watch-

ing the growth of the power of Holland,

had once for all accepted the doctrine that
" a flourishing marine is the sole defence

of the realm." The second, that no
European nation was wealthy enough to

allow* her rivals to appropriate the

economic benefit accruing from her

mercantile marine was unequal to the de-

mands thus thrown upon it. Hence a

sudden check to colonial export trade,

and temporary disorganisation of industry

and production in the islands. But this

method of protection of British shipping
brought about the result aimed at.

The growth of our merchant shipping and
of our home seaports dates from the Act
of 165 1, and with them grew also the naval
resources of the kingdom. The Act of

1660 is the historic instrument upon which
was built up the mercantile system as it

A COUNTRY LANE IN JAMAICA, SHOWING THE LUXURIANCE OF THE FOLIAGE

colonial trade. The Act of Navigation of

1651 was based upon the first doctrine,
that of 1660 upon the second. The
former required that all produce im-
ported into England from Asia, Africa and
America should be carried to the port of

entry in vessels owned, captained, and, in

the main, manned by British subjects,
including in these the colonists. Now, the
Dutch were at this time the carriers of
Plurope and America. The British West
Indian trade was wholly dependent upon
them. England by this Act took it into
iier own hands. For a long time her
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concerned the colonies. Its enactments
cover two complementary purposes. First,

certain enumerated articles, which in-

cluded practically all West Indian pro-

ducts, must on export from any colony be
consigned either to England or to some
colony of England. Next, all commodi-
ties imported by any colony must be
shipped from England only. The object

of the first was to render England the
central market for the disposal of colonial

produce ; of the second, to make England
the source or the channel of European
shipments for colonial consumption. The



GENERAL VIEW OF KINGSTON, THE CAPITAL OF JAMAICA

STREET TRAVELLING IN KINGSTON: A TYPICAL TRAMCAR

THE CITY AS VIEWED FROM THE SEA

KINGSTON. THE PRINCIPAL COMMERCIAL TOWN OF JAMAICA
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Acts were in reality no new departure.

But the polic}^ they embodied had
not been clearly defined, and certainly

not enforced, since the rise of British

communities beyond the seas. It was,

however, in accord with the practice

of the age in colonial relations, and though
naturally disliked, was acquiesced in by
the islanders. The naval defeats of the

Dutch in 1554 and 1664, the capture of

Jamaica and New Amsterdam, and the

presence of a powerful British squadron
in the Caribbean Sea were visible com-
pensations for the loss of the " free trade."

The history of the West Indies during
the century that separates the English
from the French Revolution is charac-

terised by—first, the steady growth of

1760. Kingston, as the naval station of the
English fleet, and a favourite port of call,

surpassed Bridgetown as a social centre.

From Jamaica adventurers went forth
to Dominica, St. Vincent and St. Lucia.
But the Windward Islands were, up
to 1756, either tacitly allowed to be
French, like Grenada and Dominica, or
were practically unappropriated, save on
paper, like St. Vincent. During the Seven
Years War and subsequent conflicts,

they passed from France to England and
back again as diplomatists determined.
Their settlement was slow, and belongs
to the latter period of West Indian history.

They are less healthy, more densely
wooded, and were the home of a fiercer race

of Caribs than the Leewards to the north.

THE GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS AT NASSAU, BAHAMAS

settlement and of cultivation ; second, a
marked increase in negro slavery ; third,

recurring dangers arising from European
wars ; fourth, the decline of the Spanish
power and the growth of French interests
in the islands. Reviewing these in order,
attention is first demanded by the position
of Jamaica, which outstripped Barbados
in population and in production. The
eartliquake of 1693 destroyed Port Royal,
whereupon a new capital was built at
Kingston, itself to fall victim to a like

disaster in 1906. Jamaica was the best
customer for African slaves, which indi-

cates the reliance of the planters upon the
staple crop, and explains their peril in

presence of the great rising of the blacks in
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The business of providing America with
negro slaves was mainly in English hands
at this period, partly as a result of the

Asiento with Spain. The number annually

exported from West Africa to America
grew from 25,000 in 1700 to 100,000 a
century later. Repellent as is the slave

system to our moral sense, two facts must
be recognised—that without it the agri-

cultural development of tropical and
sub-tropical America would have been
impossible ; and that it was obviously

consistent with a fine type of citizenship

in the planter class. On the other hand,
the cheapness and efficiency of the negro
slave tended to the supersession of white

labour. The slave gang was fitted only lor

I



GENERAL VIEW OF ST. GEORGE, THE CAPITAL OF GRENADA
tasks that were uniform and mechanical.
Experiment and enterprise were thereb}^
discouraged. The colonies became de-
pendent on a staple crop, and made little

progress in industries which lay outside
routine. The limited number of capitalist

white men needful to develop the pro-
ductive areas tended steadily to decr-case.

Hence the vigour and elasticity of Massa-
chusetts were never reproduced in the
West Indies. The economic dilemmas of
the islands during the past fifty years
are a direct legacy of the slave-holding
era. The fortunes of war during the eigh-

teenth century, in spite of constant inter-

ruption of peaceful industry, worked
steadily in English favour. St. Kitts

became wholly English at Utrecht. In
the Seven Years War Guadeloupe, Mar-
tinique and St. Lucia were won for a time
and restored at the peace of 1763 ;

but Tobago, Grenada, Dominica and St.

Vincent were retained to Great Britain
Havana was taken but not held.

In the war of 1778-1783, the French
harried the Antilles till their defeat by
Rodney off Martinique in 1782, The wars
of the French Revolution gave Trinidad
and Guiana to Britain, The effects of the
French Revolution in the islands were for a
time disastrous, for the " rights of man "

proved to have a sinister meaning for

planters living at the mercy of negro
slaves who outnumbered them by ten or

GROUP OF WORKERS ON A SUGAR PLANTATION, GUADELOUPE
T L s6

•
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KAIETEUR FALL, THE MOST WONDERFUL IN THE WORLD
With a height of 741 feet and a breadth varying from 350 feet in the dry season to 400 feet in the rainy season, the
Kaieteur Fall, shown in the above picture, is the most wonderful in the world, being five times as high as Niagara.
Set in majestic scenery on the Potaro River, in British Guiana, the river at the distance of a quarter of a mile above
the fall has a depth of 35 feet, while the volume of water is computed to supply 2Jth million horse-power.
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fifteen to one. San Domingo, the wealthy
centre of French sovereignty, was the scene
of unspeakable horrors. Every island in

which a French element existed, notably
the Windwards, suffered from armed
risings, with much destruction of property.
Down to 1789 French interests in the
West Indies increased. At that date the
trade of their American colonies exceeded
by a third that of the British West Indies.

The prolonged struggle with France, which
closed in 1815, left the ownership of the
archipelago as it stood on the eve of

the Spanish-American War of i8g8.

The problems of the nineteenth century,
therefore, have been chiefly economic and
administrative. The event of first im-
portance was the abolition of slavery.

The import of new slaves from Africa
was suppressed by the Act of 1807. There-
after the extinction of slavery was only
a question of time, and in 1833 the Act
for the Abolition of Slavery was passed.
The operation of the measure was facili-

tated by the proviso that slaves might
be retained as " apprentices " until

1838 or 1840, and by the parliamentary
grant of £20,000,000 sterling payable as

compensation to the slave-owners.
An immediate result of the Act was the

search for fresh sources of imported labour.

The emancipated slaves worked "in an
uncertain and desultory manner." Hence
during the period from 1835-1890 nearly
300,000 East Indian coolies were landed in

the islands and in British Guiana. The
latter colony and Trinidad absorbed
an unusual proportion. The export trade
of the West Indies has suffered both in

British and in foreign markets from two
causes. First, the free trade policy of

the United Kingdom involved the abolition

of the preferential position of the colonies

in respect to duties on produce, and the

repeal of the whole series of Navigation
Acts (1846-1849). Secondly, the growth
of competing substitutes for cane sugar,

latterly protected by state bounties upon

GENERAL VIEW OF SAN DOMINGO, THE BURIAL PLACE OF COT.UMBUS
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THE BUSY MARKET-PLACE AT CAYENNE, THE CAPITAL OF THE COLONY

DE\'iLb ISLAND, WITH' CONVICTS' BATHING-PLACE AT ILE ROYAL IN FOREGROUND

A CONVICT COLONY AT UPPER SINNAMARY
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SCENES IN HAVANA, THE CAPITAL OF CUBA
Havana harbour, seen in the first picture, with its imposing buildings overlooking the sea, is protected on the west by
Punta Castle, and on the east by Moro Castle and La Cabana, the latter being shown in the bottom illustration.

Inset is the famous cathedral, built in 1764, where the ashes of Columbus rested until their removal to Spain in 1898.
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production or export, rendered the sugar

industry of the West Indies steadily less

profitable. The difficulty of producing

and marketing other products has proved

to be very great, so that the transition

stage of West Indian agriculture has

involved disaster to the planter, and grave

embarrassment to the finance of the

dependencies themselves. A turning-point

has probably been reached in the agreement

known as the Brussels Convention on
sugar bounties, by which the shrinkage

in selling prices has been sta3^ed.

At the same time the cultivation of

additional products, fruit, coffee, cotton,

and especially cocoa, is perceptibly im-

proving the economic outlook. The
United States demand has become an

important factor. Their imports from
Jamaica, for example, are 60 per cent,

of the total exports from the island.

Disasters such as the great hurricane of

1800, the eruption of La Souffriere in St.

Vincent in 1902, and the earthquake which
destroyed Kingston in 1906, are typical

of the natural calamities which beset the

fortunes of our West Indian colonists.

The entire elimination of Spanish rule

from the Caribbean Sea and the probable
completion of the Panama Canal by the

United States are the factors of most
serious weight in the future—economic,
political and strategic—of the Central
American region. In respect of govern-
ment and administration the constitution

of the West Indian groups bear, as we
. , should expect, obvious marks of

amaica s
^j^gjj. Qj-jgin and their history.

„ , .^. I he Bahamas have enjoyed re-

presentative government smce
1806

; Jamaica, for fifty years (1678-1728)
was involved in an unequal struggle with
the Crown before the same privileges were
securely won.
The negro outbreak of 1865, sternh'

suppressed by Governor Eyre, led the

planters to desire the stronger govern-
ment of a Crown colony, which in 1884
was replaced by a constitution in which
a representative element was, in modified
form, rQ-introduced. An attempt at a

federal type of administration for the

Leewards was made in 1671, when Nevis
and Antigua became in turn the seat of

the executive ; but it was ineffective, and
the various islands retained separate

A TYPICAL TOBACCO PLANTATION IN THE PROVINCE OF HAVANA, CUBA
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A STREET IN TRINIDAD. SHOWING THE ANGLICAN CHURCH

institutions until 1871, when Antigua,

St. Kitts, Nevis, Dominica (once reckoned
with the Windwai-ds), Montserrat and
the Virgin Islands united to set up a

common legislature with specific powers,

though remaining four presidencies for

local purposes. In the same way the

Windwards are under one governor-in-

chief, with separate administrators ; but
since 1876 the elective principle has been
superseded in Grenada and St. Vincent,

which, with St. Lucia, are now ruled as

Crown colonies. The Barbados house
of assembly ranks with the old Virginian

house of burgesses and the assembly of

_ , Bermuda, as typical repre-
Goycrnment

se^tatives of the English
in the T , • • 1 Ti
^jj, t w A-

parliamentary prmciple. ItsW CSIlAulCS I'll 1 i"i
powers are still much like

tliose enjoyed by the parliament of the

Mother Country at the date of the settle-

ment of the colony. Trinidad and Tobago
have a legislative council in common,
nominated by the Crown ; they have never
had representative institutions.

British Guiana and British Honduras,
though mainland possessions, are integi'ai

portions of the West Indian sovereignty of

England. Both were brought definitel}:-

under the Crown during the wars of

the French Revolution. "Guiana" was
the name given to the vast but undefined
area to the east of the Orinoco, which
infringed upon the uncertain borderland

of the Portuguese Brazils. Dutch,
English and French adventurers had
settled along the estuaries of its great

rivers during the seventeenth century.

The early attempts of English settlers,

of whom Lord Willoughby of Parham
deserves remembrance, came to an end
with the Treaty of Breda in 1667. But
planters from the English islands by
degrees found their way to the Essequibo,

the Demerara and the Berbice settlements

of the Dutch, who made them welcome.
When Holland was dragged into the

sphere of French revolutionary politics,

in 1796, it was obvious that her people

were giving ample hostages to the naval
power of Britain. Hence she lost the

Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon and her

Guiana settlements. The Barbados men
promptly attacked the Essequibo and
took the fort; the Dutch made but
formal resistance. The conquerors made
little change in institutions and forms of

government
;

proprietary rights were
respected. The Dutch settlers gained the

security of the English sea-power.

The cession was ratified in 1814. The
colony to-day is of the same area as

the British Isles. Its constitution is still

essentially that of the Dutch era ; onlj'

in a very indirect sense can it claim

to rest upon a representative basis.

The staple crops are sugar and cotton
;

and the negro and coolie elements are
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unusually preponderant in the population.

British Honduras arose out of settle-

ments effected by wood-cutters, mainly of

British origin,

who migrated in

the eighteenth

century to the

coast of Yucatan.
These main-
tained a precar-

ious inde-
pendence of the

Spanish rulers of

Mexico, but were
on friendly terms
with the vigor-

ous native stock

which inhabited

the mountainous
hinterland. From
1756, or there-

abouts, Britain

began to extend
her protection to

the Belize Bay-
men, but without
disputing Span-
ish rights of

territorial sove-

reignty. Belize

vvas the port of

shipment for the dye-woods and other
cimber exported. There a form of self-

government grew up. In 1798 Spain
made a determined effort to put an end
to an anomalous situation, and led an
attack on the intruders. But the Bavmen.

THE MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS AT PORTO RICO

aided by English sailors, repelled the
assault and established an independence
henceforward formally recognised b}^ both

Powers. In 1862
British Honduras
attained the
status of a colony
under the gover-
nor of Jamaica,
a connection
which lasted
until 1884. It is

now a Crown
colony with its

own governor,
and owes its chief

prosperity to its

inexhaustible
supplies of
mahogany. Most
of the accessible

forests, however,
have been so

well worked that

of. recent years

the quality of the

wood has steadily

declined ; but it

is to be hoped
that the culti-

vation of fruit,

cocoa, sugar and indiarubber, which, as

yet, is in its infancy, will be extended. In

spite of the hot, moist climate, there are

comparatively few epidemics, though hurri-

canes and earthquakes are not unknown.
W. H. Woodward

A VIEW LOOKING EAST FROM HAMILTON, THE CHIEF TOWN OF THE BERMUDAS
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THE UNITED ST^ES
BIRTH OF THE GREAT REPUBLIC
THE PRESIDENCY OF GEORGE WASHINGTON

By Professor Konrad Haebler

nrHE condition of the United States as
•• regards internal affairs left much to

be desired when their independence was
recognised. The people in general were
untrained for the political independence

they had gained. Even some men who
had for years been striving for these lofty

ends and had played the role of party

leaders in the provincial assemblies

showed themselves little fitted for the

task of government. They had hitherto

had experience only of the negative side

of political life as members of an opposi-

tion that upheld the real and supposed
rights of the provinces against the

governors appointed by the Crown. A
vehement and radical spirit often charac-

terised 'the discussions in congress, and
it became the more pronounced in that it

was not counteracted by the presence of

a settled government maintaining an
established course of procedure.

In the face of petty jealousies between
the states, and the conflict of interests

between the two groups of Northern and
Southern states, it was no easy task to

draw up a constitution for the thirteen

united states. When the congress first

met, in 1774, its authority was
-. ^

. "^^f quite undefined. It was con-

Con'Tc^ss
stituted. normally, by the re-

ongrcss
yolutionary assemblies of the

provinces, and thus lacked a strictly legal

basis ; and its object, its duration, and
the scope of its authority were undeter-

mined. If its course during the early years

of the war, though calling into existence

most stringent measures, met with no

serious opposition, this was due less to its

claims of authority than to the force of

circumstances. The weakness of its

organisation was felt by congress itself,

and even before the declaration of inde-

pendence it appointed a committee to place
the management of the com-
mon concerns of the colonies

America's

Spirit of

Independence
on a definite basis. The work
of the committee, the articles

of confederation, was approved by congress

in the autumn of 1777, and was submitted
to the legislatures of the separate states for

ratification. At the end of fifteen months
twelve states had accepted the articles.

Maryland withheld its assent for two
5'ears longer. But congress had gained

nothing by this definition of its authority
;

rather the contrary. In the closing years

of the war congress sank lower and lower

in the public estimation. It was to be
feared that congress, and with it the idea

of unity, would fall into complete discredit

as soon as the war was over, and the

pressure from without, causing the states

to hold together, was withdrawn. This

was the feeling of all clear-sighted politi-

cians, both those who wished well to the

states and those who speculated on their

breaking up. It was in the full conscious-

ness of this that Washington, befoie

giving up his position as leader of the

army—the embodiment of the union—and

retiring into private life, wrote to the

legislatures of the different states that

celebrated letter in which he urged on

them to hold together, as this was the only

basis for a great future ; but for the time
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his warning was without appreciable effect.

The spirit of independence had been
greatly strengthened in the various states

during the war. Before the revolutionary

steps of 1774 only two provinces, Rhode
Island and Connecticut, had been corri-

pletely republican. In all the others the

representatives of the people had beeh
controlled by a governor appointed by the

proprietor or by the Crown.
The states under governors had, during

the war, remodelled their constitutions on
a republican basis ; and they were too

proud of their newly-won rights of self-

government to be ready to give them up
so soon for the common good. When peace

and independence had been established,

the important work of congress, repre-

senting the states as a whole, was con-

sidered as ended. Each of the thirteen

states began to adapt itself to the new
situation in the way it considered most
advantageous to its own particular in-

terests. Common concerns were mean-
while most shamefully neglected. The
congress was not in a position to pay off

the army, nor was it able to take over the
military posts on the northern

.

°''8ress
^^^ western frontiers. The im-

1?. ..^ potence of the central govern-
Discredit ^ , , , r i_iment created an uniavourable
impression abroad. American diplomacy
often failed completely in its objects on
account of the discredit into which the

national government had fallen.

Even at home congress fell into discredit.

Pennsylvania looked quietly on while the

body representing the union of the states

was driven from the capital by eighty

mutinous reservists and forced to continue

its sittings at Princeton. Each of the states

was against all the others. New York set

the example by erecting about itself a
bulwark of protective duties, not only
against foreign states, but, upon its own
strict interpretation of the articles of

confederation, against its immediate neigh-

bours. These duties were strictly enforced
with a total lack of consideration for the

interests of neighbouring states. This
gave rise to the question whether it would
not be desirable to transfer to congress
the power of regulating commerce.

It was solely because congress did not
possess this power that the desired treaty of

commerce with Spain was not concluded
;

and Great Britain, which now enforced
the Navigation ; Act against the United
States, could not be combated because.

while the New England states replied by
bringing in a navigation act of their own,
Connecticut willingly placed its harbours
at the disposal of the British ; and the

Southern states also declared against a

navigation act, -because they feared that

when the New England shipowners had
crushed all competition they would raise

freights on the staple products

mong
southern industry. Old bound-

thc States j- . 1 j „ary disputes also cropped up
again. From the beginning of the

war the United States had laid claim to

the territory beyond the Alleghanies ; but
they had not settled among themselves

which state it should belong to. Massa-

chusetts and Connecticut claimed a share

on the ground that their colonial -charters

granted them the land from ocean to ocean.

New York claimed all the land which
had owed its tribute to their allies,

the Iroquois ; and Virginia claimed all

the land to the " west and north-west,"

as indefinitely granted in her charter.

North Carolina had established govern-

ment in Tennessee, as had Virginia and
Kentucky. Now, Virginia was at that time,

apart from new acquisitions, the most
populous and richest of the states, so that

the small states whose geographical position

precluded further expansion were little

inclined to let the power of this one state

increase indefinitely, as they had seen in

the case of New York what dangers to its

smaller and poorer neighbours would follow.

The legislature sought to find a way
out of this difficulty in 1777 by making
a proposal to congress that the latter

should not decide upon the claims of

the states to the territory between the

Alleghanies and the Mississippi, but should

treat the whole tract as national territory,

out of which new states might later be

formed. The proposal was quite unsup-

ported, and was rejected ; but Maryland
now made its ratification of the articles

J of confederation dependent on
Maryland

^j^^ acceptance of this proposal

respecting the territory in theFaithful to

the Union
west. This was the real reason

why this state, otherwise so faithful to the

principle of union, delayed its assent to

the articles of confederation till 1781.

In the same year Virginia, following

the example of New York and Connecticut,

declared itself ready to abandon its

claims, and was then followed by Massa-

chusetts, North Carolina and Georgia.
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The settlement of the territorial dispute

led to important constitutional conse-

quences. Hitherto congress, without

power and without means, had had a

precarious existence ; but the abandon-
ment b}^ the single states of their claims

to the hinterland handed ov^er to it a

region not only of great extent, but, as the

flourishing settlements showed,
Jefferson's

Proposal

Rejected

of considerable wealth. In

what form now was congress

to exercise its power over
this region ? The proposal put forward
by the Virginian governor, Thomas Jeffer-

son, to divide the territory into ten new
states, was rejected ; but already in

Tennessee and Kentucky communities of

such strength had sprung up that soon
after the definite constitution of the

United States they succeeded in getting

themselves admitted as constituted state?.

But, on the other hand, the land
north of the Ohio was placed under the

direct control of congress, partly that it

might have the means of paying the
interest and capital of the w-ar debt by
the sale of land, and partly that it might
be able to give the soldiers discharged at

the close of the war an opportunity of

establishing homes for themselves under
favourable conditions. All that was laid

down for the constitution of this region

was that the rights of individuals, and the
religious liberty common to the constitu-

tions of the thirteen states, should be
maintained. In other respects also congress
was free to arrange the provisional govern-
ment as it saw fit, thus excluding slavery
from the territory and making possible

the gradual organisation of these new
territories as commonwealths of the union.

This procedure did little to increase the
consideration in which congress was held

;

out it was of much more importance in that
it afforded an example of an extensive
territory actually ruled by a central

authority. The most enlightened poli-

,„ .. , , ticians—and before all others
Washington s ,tt , , . ,

p. * W ashmgton—were convmced
T» ,

. that the onlv remedy for theDevelopment
.l i i i-^ ^ .•

unmistakable stagnation ex-
isting in the United States was complete
unification. Government b}^ congress was
a shadow. The future of America, as was
even then recognised, lay in the develop-
ment of its boundless resources. This was
impossible so long as the petty jealousies

of the states continually acted in oppo-
sition to the common interest—to-day
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encouraging the British to cripple the

American carrying trade, to-morrow giving

the Spaniards an opportunity of closing

the mouth of the Mississippi against the

Southern states. A first -attempt to en-

trust to congress the supervision of the

'trade interests of- all the states led-to such
a wonderful confusion of claim's and
admissions that nothing useful could be
accomplished, and the attempt failed.

But it was from this direction that the

impulse came to w^iich the constitution

of the United States owes its origin.

Washington took a lively interest in

the economic development of the country,

as in all other political questions.* Before
giving up his post as commander of the

arm\' he made a tour in the north to see

for himself what communication there

was by water between the. Hudson and the

Great Lakes. After his retirement into

private life he took great interest in the

project of making a waterway from
Chesapeake Bay, through the Potomac, to

the Ohio ; for, as he well saw, community
of interest was the best means of holding

the states of the union together. The
canal project rendered an un-
derstanding among the different

Convention
of
. ,. states of the union necessary,
Annapolis j r, ,• r j i

and, after a meeting of dele-

gates from the four states directl}^ con-

cerned, had been agreed to in principle.

It was proposed to invite delegates from
all the stales to this convention, and to

consider, not merely the projected canal,

but the economic and especialh^ the com-
mercial needs of the United States.

Thus originated the Convention of Anna-
polis, which met in September, 1786. It

produced no tangible results ; but it passed
a resolution, attended by the weightiest

consequences, that congress be requested
to summon a new convention to deal, not
merely with commerce, but \\'ith every-

thing bearing on the national welfare

and particularly on the form of govern-

ment of the United States.

Congress was not indisposed to comply
with the request of the Convention of

Annapolis ; but before it had done so the

news was spread abroad that Virginia had
already chosen its delegates for the new
convention, and that Washington had con-

sented to act in this capacity. The popu-
larity of this name worked wonders ; in

a short time four other states nominated
their delegates, and congress, at the

instigation of Massachusetts, hastened to
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send out invitations to a convention which
was to meet at Philadelphia in May, 1787.

The convention, whose work was the

constitution of the United States, com-
prised fifty-five delegates, representing

twelve states (Rhode Island not being

among them). At the first sitting Wash-
ington was elected president. The pro-

ceedings were secret, and were not binding

on the states represented. But it was
exactly this knowledge, that their work
could become law only after having been
approved by congress and by the states,

that gave the delegates the courage to

put aside all timid compromise and bring

forward a thoroughly new constitution on
an essentially altered basis.

The majority of the delegates, though
they did not openly express their con-

viction, knew well that the object of their

assembling was to strengthen the union
of the thirteen states, and place it on a

firmer basis ; but as the sittings pro-

ceeded, new groupings were formed among
the members, and the final resolutions of the

convention were the result of a long series

of compromises. No dogmatic policy was
. . ,

pursued ; but bv mutual con-

Shem^^ cessions the interest of all

r
*^

n'^r groups in the work of the
for Reform ° f-, ,• • i • 1

constitution was maintained,

a circumstance that bears witness to

the great political wisdom displayed.

Virginia, which had largely given the

impulse that led to the assembling of the

convention, was now the first to bring

forward a definite scheme.
Governor Edmund Randolph laid before

the convention a plan, worked out in the

main by James Madison, to establish

a more effective central government.
Congress was to be elected by a direct vote

throughout the United States, in order

that expression might be given to the

sovereignty of the people. Following the

example of most of the states, it was to

consist of two houses. The lower house
was to be directly elected ; the members
of the upper house were to be chosen by
the lower house from persons proposed by
the state legislatures ; in both cases the

number of deJegates was to be proportioned

to population and to the amount contri-

buted to the revenue. Further, in both
houses a motion was to be carried by a
majority of members, not by a majority
of states, as hitherto ; and a bare majority
was now sufficient, whereas a two- thirds

majority had often been required before.

Finally, congress, in addition to its power
of deciding all matters of common concern,

was to have the right of vetoing any
resolution of a state legislature dangerous
to the interests of the union.

This scheme was, as a whole, too cen-

tralising to be acceptable to the anti-

Federalists. But its essential feature, the

formation of a bicameral legisl a-

f t
^.^''° ture with a different basis of re-

and Indian
j. j.- s t_ i_ u

„ ., presentation for each chamber,
Problem '

t r .^ r ,

was saved for the future con-

stitution by one of those statesmanlike

compromises. The anti-Federalists had
urged a scheme called the New Jersey
Plan, according to which all the states,

large and small, rich and poor, were to be
represented by the same number of dele-

gates in each house. By a third plan,

suggested by a member from Connecticut,

it was finally concluded, by way of com-
promise, to apply in the upper house the

anti- Federalist theory of equal represen-

tation of the states, and to form the lower

house according to the federalist scheme
of apportioning representatives among
the states according to population. Equally
significant was the agreement that in

both houses a vote should be allowed to

each member, and not, as formerly, to

each state delegation. The choice of dele-

gates on a population basis led to further

differences of opinion. What was to be
taken as the population of a state ? In

deciding the number of delegates to be
elected by each state,, were Indians and
negroes to be included in the population ?

This question at once renewed the dis-

sension between north and south, and
would perhaps have seriously hampered the

convention had not the parties agreed to a

compromise based on the precedents of

1783 ; and now, when the southern repre-

sentatives wished the negro population to

be counted in full in settling the numbei
of delegates for each state, the northern

opposition finally forced the south to be

^. ,, content with the system of
Five Negroes .

• r
.

'ys'"^ counting five negroes as
quiva en o

ggyjyg^^gj^^ -(-q. three white
Three Whites ^ • j.u ^

•

4-men m the apportionment

both of direct taxes and of representatives.

The principle that congress should have

complete control of all matters con-

nected with foreign trade had been gener-

ally recognised as the chief reason for the

meeting of the convention. It was there-

fore considered right that the convention

should come to a final decision on the
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It was Washington's intention at the end of the American War to retire to the seclusion of his country estates at

Mount Vernon, and the above picture shows the famous soldier and statesman taking final leave of his generals with

this intention, a resolution which the new American nation, having need of his services, would not allow him to fulfil.

From the painting by Matterson

point. But the subject of slavery was
involved in the matter, and the question
was raised whether congress should have
the power of prohibiting the slave trade.

Man}^ states were opposed to the con-
tinuation of the traffic ; but in the face

of the great division of interests in the
congress a compromise was once more
agreed upon. The Southern states con-
sented that congress should, after a period
of twenty years, have power to abolish the
slave trade, and the Northern commercial
states consented that congress, acting by
the vote of a majority instead of by the
vote of two-thirds, should have exclusive
control of commerce between the states
and between other nations.

After a series of far-reaching regulations
had defined the authority of congress
and of the several states, the form of the
executive had still to be decided on.
Despite the prevailing anti-monarchical
spirit the idea rapidly gained ground
among the members of the convention
that a single person should be placed at
the head of the government. But the
question as to how this person should be
elected gave rise to endless discussions,

during which the half-finished work was
more than once endangered. It was
finally settled that the president of the
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United States should hold office for four
years, but be eligible for re-election ; and
that he should be chosen by colleges of

electors specially constituted for the
purpose. The composition of the colleges

of electors was left to the separate states.

It was not until 1868 that the practice

of choosing the electors by the direct vote
of the people became general.

The Convention of Philadelphia had
done all its work with a feeling that it

was binding on no one. This helped it,

especially at first, over many difficulties.

. But though two delegates from
riump New York ostentatiously retired

_ .
^

,. , in the course of the proceed-
Federahsts • i . ^i 1 j^imgs, and at the close three

niore^two from Virginia and one from
Massachusetts—refused their signatures

to what had been the result of months of

discussion, the majority were quite well

^ aware that the current of public opinion
in the j^oung nation went with them. The
subsequent treatment of their proposals

showed that the\^ were not mistaken.
On September 20th, 1787, Washington

laid before congress the work of the

convention. The anti-Federalist party
would have liked to neutralise by it the
proposal to reconsider the constitution

in congress, and, if need be, to alter it.
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But the Federalists, by an overwhelming
majority, carried their proposal that the
work of the convention should at once be
submitted to the different states with-

out change. The first state to decide in

favour of the new constitution was Dela-
ware, whose convention accepted it unan-
imously on December 6th. Delaware was

followed in the same month by
_ ** *j^ °'^ Pennsylvania and New Jersey,

„ ... by Georgia and Connecticut
President •

-'
t j u ivrm January, and by Massa-

chusetts, after heated debates, in February,
17S8. According to the old articles the

consent of every state was necessary be-

fore a new form could be established. This
constitutional requirement was ignored,

and by procedure quite analogous to that

of revolution it was provided that the
new constitution should be in force upon
ratification by only nine states.

Efforts were a'so made to qualify the

several ratifications by conditions directed

to securing more explicitly the civil rights

of the individual. But Washington rightly

pointed out that to impair what had just

been accomplished was equivalent to

rejecting it ; that the constitution itself

afforded the means by which it could
be supplemented and improved ; and that

the proper course for those states whose
wishes the constitution did not meet
was to use these means to amend it.

These arguments told in Massachusetts,

and v/ere not without effect on other con-
ventions; and by June, before

Virginia had come to a de-

cision, nine states had agreed
to the new constitution.

Arrangements were then made
for the presidential election

in which, on January 7th,

1798, all the states, with the

exception of New York, North
Carolina and Rhode Island,

took part. The sixty-nine

electors chose Washington as

first president of the union.

Without doubt the United
States possessed no citizen,

other than George Washin

experience. His unsought elevation to
the position of president was but the
just reward of his long public services.

Throughout the Revolutionary War he
had kept himself independent of party

;

and he wished to remain so now that he
was the chosen ruler of the nation, and to

unite all its forces around him in common
activity. But experience soon taught him
how impracticable this high ideal was.
The struggles about the constitution had
led to the establishment of sharply defined
party differences. These naturally mani-
fested themselves among the men Wash-
ington had chosen as his fellow-workers.

The most pressing task that lay before
the new government was the re-establish-

ment of the credit of the United States,

and with it their repute both at home and
abroad. In finance Washington had at

his disposal a great force in Alexander
Hamilton, a leading member of the con-

vention, and so keen an advocate of a

strong central executive that he was
the recognised head of the Federal party.

His first measures, the funding of the debt
of the United States, and the assumption
of the debts of the separate states by the

union, were in accord with his expressed
centralising tendencies. The objection his

opponents made to these measures was
that they gave an opportunity to the rich

merchants of the north of carrying on a

profitable if not particularly honourable
business. The merchants bought up great

quantities of the practically

v\-orthless bonds issued to

,:over the debts of the dif-

ferent states, and made great,

profits when these were taken
over and redeemed by the

central government. In order

to provide the means of

carrying out these financial

operations Hamilton now pro-

posed a tax which he ad-

mitted would remind every
citizen of his connection with

the union by touching him
in his most sensitive spot, his

pocket ; but in this he ap-
, . , ,1-1 ij ALEXANDER HAMILTON -

i i i 4.

ton, m whose hands they could Founding the National Bank and pcareci so clearly as a party

place their fortunes with equal f?™'"^
.*''^ protective tariff of politician that the anti-

r^ - , .

'^ the United states, he died in r
j i j

confidence. He combined the ] 804 from a wound received in a rederalists at once aeclarea
duel with a political opponent,

thcmsclves agaiust him, and
so bitter was the opposition that a revolt

against the authority of the union broke

out in the west. This turn of affairs made
it necessary for Washington to put an
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tact of a man of the world
with an unselfishness that had stood every
test, and a firm faith in the future of his

country, to whose service he devoted his

intellectual talents and his wide practical
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imposing force in the field to crush the

rising ; and also afforded an opportunity

through which the power of the central

government was early demonstrated.

According to his political convictions,

Washington was a Federalist, but not in the

party sense in which Hamilton was. Thus
he was able to choose as one of his Ministers

the man who afterwards be-
Washington ^^^^ ^j^^ j^^^^^ ^f ^^le anti-

V y . . Federalists—Thomas Jefferson.
Politician

y^^i^Q^ the latter returned from

his position as Minister to France, Wash-
ington offered him the post of Secretary

of State, which Jefferson accepted. He
helped Hamilton with his plans for the

assumption of the state debts by the

national government. But just as Hamil-
ton was a " Northerner," Jefferson had
unconsciously become a " Southerner "

;

and Hamilton had to buy his support by
inducing his own party to agree that the

future capital of the union should be

situated in the south, on the Potomac.
The unfortunate thing about the party

system was that the parties were not

based on ideal principles and firm convic-

tions, but were divided chiefly by conflict

of interests. Thus it was that the union
was always geographically divided into

two hostile camps, the interests of the

commercial Northern states being always
different from those of the agricultural

south. The opposition between Feder-
alists and anti-Federalists had justifica-

tion and significance only during the

struggles about the constitution.

After the constitution had been com-
pleted and put into operation, these party
names had less significance, for in reality the
predominant party was always more or less

Federalist, while the Opposition made use
of the decentralising tendencies of those
who held out for the rights of single states
as a cloak to cover its own selfish aims.
Washington was very desirous of retiring

to private life at the close of his four

. , years' term of office; but at
mcrica s

^j^^ request of all parties he
Friendship to I j x i i j ^i
France

consented to hold the presi-

dency for another four years,
and was once more unanimously elected.

This was a piece of good fortune for the
young nation ; for this period brought
difficulties that were overcome only by
Washington's tact and foresight.

" The
friendship of France was still an impor-
tant factor in United States politics ; the

more because the Revolution tended to

establish political conditions in many
respects analogous to those of the United
States. But these conditions became
critical when the abolition of the mon-
archy and the establishment of a republic

involved France in " war. The Southern
states, which had been so eager for the

French alliance in 1782, were now in-

toxicated . by the high-sounding and
revolutionary phrases of the French
Republicans, and were eager and ready to

stand, shoulder to shoulder With them in

their struggle against the despots.

But this would have been bad policy for

the United States ; for their economic
connection with France was slight, while

the prosperity of the Northern states was
largely dependent on trade with England.
For this reason Washington declared the

strictest neutrality. The French Repub-
licans, it is true, took no notice of this,

and their diplomatists showed the same
bold assurance that those of the United
States had formerly shown. The French
plenipotentiary held himself justified in

enlisting soldiers and fitting out privateers

in American towns, as he was received

with tumultuous applause by the people,

not only in the south, but even

Drfstic
^ ^^ New York. But Washington

ras ic ^^^ ^^^ deviate from the path
Measures 1 1 j 1 j 1 lhe had chosen, and when he
was forced, by the tactless behaviour of

the French Minister, to maintain the

dignity of the American nation against

him, the mass of the people was united in

supporting the president.

The position of the government of the

union would have been much simpler

had it not, at the same time, had to

maintain certain claims against Great
Britain. The British still held a number
of posts in the west under circumstances
which laid them open to criticism ; and
the regulations by which they endeavoured
to check the trade of neutrals with France,

and to monopolise all trade with their own
land for themselves, injured the business

of the United»States in' many very different

respects. But it was difficult to remedy
this completely so long as the war between
France and England lasted. Washington
succeeded in gaining partial relief bj^ an
agreement arranged by John Jay ; but
man}^ sources of annoyance remained
untouched, and succeeding presidents had
for years to contend with these difficulties.
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disinclined to rid himself of this territory,

which possessed but doubtful ,value for

him.. Now, Jefferson had not the least

doubt that the constitution did not permit

him to acquire new territory for the union
;

but he had no thought of letting slip such an

exceptional op})ortunity of extending and

securing the boundaries of the union. He
therefore gave his unqualified

Jefferson s
approval to the act of his

Profitable
g^^.^y^ ^^,}-,q purchased the terri-

ransaction
^^^^, -^ question from France for

something like £3,000,000. Of course,

there was very considerable opposition,

especially on the part of the Northern

states, which feared their trade would
suffer by the opening of the mouth of

the Mississippi; but Jefferson's enemies

were not so blind as to think seriously of

annulling this profitable transaction.

In the autumn of 1804, Jefferson was
elected to the presidency for a further

term of four years. During his second
term of office the political situation was
graver. As Napoleon more and more
revealed himself, so the Old World became
more and more plunged in war. The
United States were affected by it, as each
of the sea Powers, Great Britain and
France, persistently harassed the commerce
of the citizens of the union .with that of its

enemies. In this the attitude of the
British may have been more unfriendly

than that of France, though both nations
captured American ships almost in their

own harbours. But the old leaning of the
Southern states towards France, and
Jefferson's enthusiasm for that country,
were responsible for the union government's
directing its anger chiefly against Britain.

From the time of the War of Indepen-
dence the idea had survived that the
interruption of commercial relations was a
specially effective and dangerous weapon
against that Power. As those on the
American side who would suffer most from
this were the commercial Northern states,

-, . D .^ . the party of the Southern
Great Britain 1. . li 1 •

p
states, then predommant,

,,,. .. _, . immediately carried the pro-
Illicit Trade , . -^ , , ^ ,

posai of an embargo of several

months' duration. But in reality it was
only American trade that suffered seriously

from it ; for even in American waters Great
Britain was supreme, and so was able to

protect an illicit trade which almost com-
pensated for the loss of the regular com-
merce. The complaints of the north,

continually becoming louder, were not
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without effect on congress. Jefferson

himself was considering the removal of the
embargo ; but towards the end of his

term of office he had lost control over
congress to such an extent that his

opponents carried its immediate repeal
greatly against his will.

The change in the presidency made no
change in the situation either -at home or

abroad. Madison, like Jefferson, was one
of the leaders of the southern party, that
championed the rights of the separate

states ; but, like his predecessor, he was
forced more and more towards the Federal-

ists by the duties of the ofhce he had taken
up. One thing was unmistakable—that

his personal influence over the southern
party was appreciably , less than that of

his predecessor. On becoming president

he had found relations with Great Britain

and France unchanged.
Great Britain did not respond to the

removal of the embargo by any serious

attempt to remedy the grievances com-
plained of by the Americans ; on the con-

trary, the negotiations entered upon ended
in her rejecting all the American claims and

refusing all concessions until the
French or

United States should take up a
British . - ^ -

Friendship?
more decided attitude towards
France. Now the latter deserved

no consideration from America. Her atti-

tude was quite as unfriendly as England's.

But on account of the traditional friend-

ship between France and the union, ever

kept alive by skilfully turned phrases, the

government could not make up its mind
to buy British friendship by a change of

front towards France. Thus negotiations

were continued with both Powers on the

subject of the abolition of the regulations

which crippled the trade of neutrals ; but
the Americans still had to put up with

their ships being treated as hostile by both
sides, without daring to make reprisals. In

this dilemma help came to the government
from a quarter whence it was least expected

In the south there had formed within

the anti-Federalist party a new group that

held more firmly to the one-sided policy

of the party. The leaders of this group,

Clay and Calhoun, were intoxicated with

pan-American ideas, the first aim of which
was the conquest of Canada. Accordingly,

they threatened to withdraw their support

from Madison in the forthcoming presi-

dential election if he did not adopt a more
energetic policy against Great Britain.

Now, Madison's ambition was to serve
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two terms: as president, like his prede-

cessors ; and to this desire he sacrificed his

love of peace. On April ist, 1812, he

renewed the trade war by an embargo
;

but as the north was not inclined to a

war policy, or willing to bear its expenses

for the south, the embargo was weakly

enforced, and once again remained in-

,« « , ^ effective. The war party.
War Declared

however, was insistent, and
Against

_ _ Madison yielded. As if in
Great Britain

^^^^^^y ^f the American

plans, the abolition of the decrees pressing

hardly upon the trade of neutrals was con-

sented to exactly at this time by both Great

Britain and France ; but before definite

news of this could reach America the pliant

majority of the congress had decided on

war against England, and declared it on

June i8th, 1812.

If the War of Independence, in spite of

the community of interests then existing,

had exhibited the military resources of

the union in a very unfavourable light, still

more so did this war, which the Northern

states stigmatised as a party war of their

opponents. It is possible that the British

Government for a time cherished the hope

of breaking up the union and forming the

Northern states in a separate union friendly

to England. This charge against the

Northern states has been founded chiefly on

the proceedings of the Hartford Conven-
tion. But this assembly, in which, more-
over, only Rhode Island, Connecticut and
Massachusetts were officially represented,

did, in reality, no more than the Southern
states had done against Adams by the Ken-
tucky and Virginia resolutions. It claimed
for the several states the right of refusing to

recognise as binding unjust and pernicious

resolutions of congress, and maintained
the principle of opposing such resolutions,

if need be, by force.

But it did not consider that such a neces-

sit}' had already arisen, and, though refusing

to take active part in the war, had no
, thought of entering into separate

a ison s
negotiations with the British. The

^_ ^. course of the war showed how
little preparation had been made

for it, and how small was its popularity on
the whole. Madison had announced that
his plan of campaign was to maintain the
defensive on the coast, but, by energetically

taking the offensive in the north, to try to

add Canada to the possessions of the United
States. But he was unable to obtain the
means of doing this. The recruiting and
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enlistment resolved on by congress proved
totally inadequate ; even the militia

avoided service as much as possible.

Matters were made worse by the apparent
incapacity of the generals, and the first

campaign ended in most disgraceful losses,

which were only partially retrieved by the
two which followed. The war of defence

on the coast also brought to light a melan-
choly state of affairs. In privateering

the ships and seamen of the Northern
states proved themselves no despic-

able opponents, as they had already done
in the War of Independence,, and it was
owing to their bravery in many encounters

between single ships that the union
government turned its attention more
seriously to the creation of a navy.

But where the British appeared with fleets

and not with single ships, they scarcely ever

met with serious resistance. This many
coast towns found to their cost in the first

two campaigns ; and in 1814 the British

landed on the shores of the Potomac and
captured and partly burned Washington,
the capital of the union, without once
having to fight a serious engagement.

The union government was

Ca^tred'"'
^'"°^^" up and had almost

*f D*^^ :• ceased to exist. In this state
and Durned r n- - ^1 - 1

of anau-s the union received

unexpected help from the south. Already
in the War of Independence both British

and Americans had called in the Indians

to their aid, but with very different

results. Even when the Americans offered

the greatest inducements, the redskins did

not forget the bad treatment they had
received in the past, and still received from
the British colonists ; thus they were
reluctant and untrustworthy allies.

The British, on the other "hand, stepped

into the shoes of the French in Canada, and
to some extent maintained their wise Indian

policy. Besides this, even long after the

War of Independence, the British held

posts in the west, and thus kept in touch

with the Indians, against whom Washing-
ton had already had to wage a war of

several years' duration, in which, after

repeated severe losses, success was attained

only by the emploj'ment of overwhelming
force. In the war of 1812 the Indians

took the British side in large numbers.
The warlike eloquence of Tecumseh, which
spread from the northern lakes to Florida,

gave rise to the scheme of a general Indian
rising. In the north the project led to no
very important results ; but in the Southern
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and South-western states a rising of the

Creeks threatened to become a serious

danger to the Americans. It was here, in

the south, that Andrew Jackson fought
his first battle. He had decidedly military

talents, and he was able, with the com-
paratively small means at his disposal, to

combat the danger, in spite of the secret

support the Indians received from Florida.

These struggles attracted the attention

of the British to the southern and
western boundaries. Knowing well the

importance of the mouth of the Missis-

sippi to the Americans, who were rapidly

spreading westward, they resolved to

try to gain a footing there. The boundary
of the Spanish possessions in Florida
had long been a subject of dispute be-

tween Spain and the union. The Spaniards
could not deny that New Orleans was a
part of Louisiana ; but otherwise they
laid claim to the east bank of the Missis-

sippi, while the United States strove to

get possession of both banks, and were
not disinclined to purchase, if necessary, all

West Florida. The British took advan-
tage of this uncertainty of the boundary.
_ . They landed at Pensacola and

B*v°h* used this Spanish town as a

jj
. base for their attacks. But they

found their match in Jackson,
who held command on this boundary.
He was as little restrained by international

rights as the British. He took for his

headquarters Mobile, which was also

Spanish, and from this base attacked
Pensacola so successfully that the British

were forced to abandon it and withdraw to

their fleet. New Orleans was the next object

of the British attack; but Jackson fortified

and defended it successfully, repulsing the

British with heavy losses on January 8th,

1815. After this they had no desire to

try conclusions with him a third time.

Before these successes became known,
peace had been concluded at Ghent, on
December 24th, 1814. The frivolous origin

of the struggle, and its still more disgrace-

ful course, gave the Americans little claim
to favourable conditions of peace. But
the political situation in Europe came to

their aid once again, and they reaped
where they had not sown. Negotiations
were entered upon during the second
year of the war, and anxiety on account
of a menacing grouping of the European
Powers caused Great Britain to drop the
imperious tone with which she had at first

repulsed every approach. As there were

scarcely any real points of difference,

peace was quickly concluded, and, con-
sidering the situation, the Americans
could demand nothing better than the
re-establishment of the status quo.

An immediate consequence of the conclu-

sion of peace was the acquisition of Florida

by the United States. Madison was not

_ destined to accomplish this

ry J* J*.
.1. rounding off of United States

C/eded to the , •, ° t-, ^ r. .

y . territory. ihis was left to

his successor, Monroe, who
was especially fitted for the work, as, on
account of his diplomatic missions to the
courts of Europe, he knew all sides of the

question better than any other. The
war had shown that Spain was not able to

defend the few localities from which hei

officials were supposed to rule Florida

;

it was the continual complaint of the

Americans that Spain was quite powerless
over the country, and that her province

was the haunt of all criminals from the

neighbouring states. Troops of filibusters

had established themselves on some of the

islands off the coast, and, under the pretext

of fighting for the freedom of the Spanish
colonies, they made piratical attacks on
both Spanish and American vessels.

The union government was forced to

take action here, and, having once begun
to establish order in Florida, found it

difficult to determine how far it ought to

go. On land the Seminoles were as

great an annoyance to the neighbouring
states as the pirates by sea. They had
been furnished by England with money,
powder and officers during the war ; and
here the Peace of Ghent put no end to

the strife. Finally, Monroe entrusted the

subjugation of the Seminoles to Jackson,
and when the latter interpreted his task

as the conquest of all Florida the govern-

ment placed no hindrance in his way.
On the contrary, it tried to justify his

action by diplomacy. This pressure suf-

ficed to bring to the desired conclusion the

, negotiations with Spain which
onroc s

^^^^ i^^^^^ pending for years. In
ri lan

Qctober, 1820, Spain ceded to
egime

^^^ United States, for the sum
of ;£i,ooo,ooo, this territory, which had
really slipped from its grasp long before and
had for long been of no real use to it. This

removed from the path of the LTnited States

the last obstacle to the completion of their

territorial development in that direction.

After the acquisition of Florida nothing

remained that was likely to involve the
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United States in diplomatic complications

with foreign Powers. A long period

followed, during which their rulers had

leisure to devote their whole attention to

the development of the country, which

made such progress as exceeded the

wildest hopes of the founders. As early as

1806, Jefferson had been able to announce

that the revenue of the government ex-

ceeded its expenditure, and the complica-

tions of the following j^ears caused but a

transitory interruption of this favourable

state of affairs. By reason of the rapidly

increasing immigration the population

increased enormoush- and spread itself

over a larger and larger area. By 1818

nine new states had been added to the

thirteen original ones, and further ad-

missions to the union were impending.

Besides this, in Monroe the nation had
the rare good fortune to have at its head
a president who was not merely a party

politician. Monroe was the last of the

great Virginians, and was elected as the

candidate of the anti-Federalists upon a
platform essentially Federalist ; but the
division between the old parties had com-
pletel}- disappeared, the all-powerful or-

ganisation of the Republican party had
gained complete control of the political

situation, and now within that party were
gradually being formed those sectional

and personal factions which were to

become the nucleus of future parties.

Monroe followed Washington's example
in not limiting the choice of his advisers

to one faction, but rather in seeking to

enlist in the service of the state the

most capable men of all groups. It is

true that he could not crush out the

dangerous germs of discord which had their

origin in the great economic differences

in the development of north and south

;

but it was a distinct advantage to the

land that a serious attempt was once

more made to further its general interests.

^

|>* **>

f * .

THE NIAGARA FALLS ICE-BOUND
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AMERICA THE UNITED
STATES 111

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PARTIES
AND THE PRESIDENCY OF ANDREW JACKSON
IT has become customary to regard the
* recent history of the United States of

America exclusively in the light of the

struggle over slavery ; but this process is

not in this case so accurate as when ap-

plied to the last three decades of the history

of Brazil. The abstract question whether
slavery was admissible or justifiable had,

indeed, been debated, and in some com-
munities negatived, even at the time of

the cessation of British rule in the Amer-
ican continental colonies, and was there-

after discussed quite continuously by
individuals and corporate bodies.

Nevertheless, the government of the

United States, as such, had, far into the
nineteenth century, regarded the enslave-

ment of negroes as a legal institution

wherever established by commonwealth
enactment ; and thus the struggle between
north and south could never turn upon the
legality of slavery, but only upon the

etliical status of the institution.
e ega j^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ defensive

,*" struggle for the protection
of Slavery r ^°

- • , ^
oi certam purely economic

interests, but it also by degrees assumed
such a character that the preservation of

slavery seemed to become a si)ie qua non
to the south as clearly as did the destruc-

tion of the preponderance of the slave-

holding Southern states appear essential

to the beneficial progress of the north.

A government in which a man's vote upon
national affairs was relatively influential

in proportion to the number of slaves

within his commonwealth ; which allowed
to a slave-holder the unrestricted pursuit
of his slaves even into states where the
institution did not exist ; a government,
finall}', which permitted slavery in the
small federal district over which it exer-

cised direct control, and in certain of the
territories governed by congress—such a
government naturally entertained no
doubts as to the legal status of slavery.

In the Northern states, for reasons of

climate, topography and industrial develop-

ment, slavery naturally was not very
widely spread ; in Massachusetts, in fact,

soon after the adoption of its constitution
in 1780, slavery was made impossible by
judicial decision. In New York, on the
other hand, it was to be found for a half-

century more, and similar conditions pre-

vailed in other Northern
states. The slave trade, which

Slave Traffic

Universally

Condemned was more universally and less

reservedly condemned than
slavery itself, was vigorously carried on
not only legally during the twenty j-ears

fixed by the constitution after the adoption
of that instrument, but also illegally, far

beyond that period, and that, too, by the
very merchants who were otherwise fully

conscious of the industrial antagonism
between north and south.

By the terms of the constitution a
nieasure became law if passed in the house
of representatives by a majority of the
members, who were apportioned among
the states on the basis of population, and
in the senate by a majority of the mem-
bers, who were apportioned equally among
the states. As long as the conflict was
undecided, a serious danger to both
parties lay hidden in this complex system
of representation. In the house of repre-

sentatives the Northern states, owing to
their larger population, possessed from the
beginning a small majority.

Nor could this be affected by the con-
stitutional concession to the southerners
by which, in computing population for pur-
poses of representative apportionment, five

_ slaves were made to count as
aves s

w^^QQ inhabitants. In spite of
Factors ,, • ,, •-, .'^

.

.

p j-j- this, the majority grew; for, not
withstanding the importation

and the rearing of slaves, the Southern states

were unable to keep pace with the increase

of population of the north. Thus the only
protection of the south lay in the senate,

whose membership consisted of two sena-

tors from each state, and not of state

delegations, varying in size according to
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the population of each state. The south,

if industrially and politically it was not to

be handed over to the north, was compelled

to find means of maintaining a balance in

the senate. The New England states had,

indeed, before this, in the most undis-

guised fashion, paraded their own sectional

arguments and interests as a justification for

possible separation. And even
Northern

^^^^^ ^^^ establishment of the
and Southern

^^oj.stitution and the later ac-
Conflicts r T ££ i J

cession of J erierson, a perverted

federalism was for some years vainly used

to further certain of their interests. But
after the Hartford Convention the entire

policy of the north-eastern group, drawn
together b\- similarity of interests, left no
room to doubt what the south would ha^-e

to expect when once it should no longer

be able, of its ow^n weight, to counter-

balance the self-centred industrial policy

of the Northern states.

Thus the " planter " states had to guard
their common life interests against the
" industrial " states. These interests, in-

deed, were not exclusively bound up with
the maintenance of slavery. Nevertheless,

this institution, so essential to their

industry, furnished an outward, visible

sign which became more and more a

distinguishing mark of the section. Later,

the Northerners complacently made the
alleged evils of an institution which they
themselves had once by no means despised
a pretext for attacking the south, while in

reality they were seeking to protect their

own political and industrial interests.

At the time when the thirteen North
American provinces had joined together
in a federal union, the industrial opposition
of the planter states to the commercial and
manufacturing states was b}^ no means so
marked as to enable one to speak of a
majority of either of these groups. Later,
however, the division assumed from year
to year a more definite character. It was
probably not a mere accident that in the

nine new territories received as
states into the union up to 1818
—as in the case of the thirteen
original states—the states with

an essentially free, industrial and agricul-

tural population exactly balanced those in

which plantation industry and slave labour
were predominant. This balance seems to
have been threatened for the first time
when Missouri applied for admission into

the union, on which occasion it was pro-
posed by certain Northerners to make the
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Slave Labour
on the

Plantations

prohibition of slavery a preliminary condi-

tion of such admission. The question was,
indeed, still an open one ; for although,

according to the North-west ordinance,
slavery was to be prohibited in the terri-

tories north of the Ohio, no definite limit

in this respect had been as yet fixed on
the other side of the Mississippi.

From its natural conditions and the man-
ner in which it had been colonised, Missouri
was evidently marked out for another
planter state. Accordingly the representa-

tives of these states in both houses protested
energetically against the resolution, and,
in conformity to the doctrine of public

law, which from the beginning had recog-

nised slavery as an institution exclusively

within the jurisdiction of the states,

demanded that the question of slavery

should be left to the decision of the new
state in its constitution, and that under
no pretence should congress be allowed
to reserve to itself the right of attaching

to the admission of a new state such con-
ditions as it might determine. On the
other hand, the north in reality was not
concerned merely with the question

whether there were to be slaves

in Missouri or not—a matter,
indeed, of complete indiffer-

ence to the great merchants
;

their real apprehension was whether, by
surrendering this territory to the southern
interests, the latter might not thereby ac-

quire in the senate such a decided pre-

ponderance as might possibly be used in a

manner hostile and damaging to the north.

Hence as long as there was danger of

such a majority the north offered an
obstinate and energetic resistance ; but
this at once disappeared when the terri-

tory of Maine likewise applied for admis-
sion to the union, whereby a check might
be afforded to the north against the rising

power of the south. In this connection,

what is known as the Missouri Compromise
was effected in 1820 and 1821, which, on
the one hand, admitted the two territories

into the union without conditions and
recognised the inability of congress to im-
pose such conditions, and, on the other

hand, fixed the boundary between the slave-

holding and non-sla\-eholding territories

west of the Mississippi at 36° 30' of latitude.

The acuteness with which this Missouri

question was fought out by the two
parties was in some measure due to another
matter—the development in the same
years of another approaching conflict of

Rising

Power of the

South
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interests between the north and the south.

We have already stated that New York,
before its acceptance of the federal

constitution, had, for the purpose of

supporting its young industry, surrounded
itself with a system of protective tariffs.

As this policy was gradually approved,
and as industrial centres began to appear
in all the states of the north-east, the
desire for protection by the laws of the

union became more general. This desire

also found adherents in the states of the

north-west, in which the farmers were
principally engaged in wheat culture.

To the south, on the other hand, free

trade seemed a distinctly beneficial policy

;

for whereas the productions of the Southern
states were limited to a small number of

commodities which were exported as raw
products, they drew the whole of the
manufactured articles they required from
abroad, and could therefore view only with
displeasure a protective tariff which
rendered the competition of foreign coun-
tries in their markets more difficult, and
which increased the cost of all articles

which to them were indispensable. It was,
- moreover, doubly annoying to

St
" T'^f

them, not only that they had
rugg e or

^^ support, as they argued, by
means of a protective tariff,

the industry of the Northern states,

which formed the principal factor in their

rapid increase of population, but also that,

by the exclusion of foreign competition,

they should render themselves, directly

dependent for all manufactured articles

upon the states of the north.

Nevertheless, in 1824, a bill was passed
in both houses of congress, by a majority of

a few votes, according to which a moderate
protective tariff became a law of the
union. This, so far from terminating the
struggle between free-traders and pro-

tectionists, did not even produce a tempor-
ary pause in the agitation ; for while

the north fought for a further increase

of tariffs, the south contended for

their abolition or modification. Monroe,
on retiring into private life in 1825,
after the completion of his second term
of office (1821-1825), was justified in

reviewing his work with satisfaction. The
reputation of the government had been
strengthened at home and abroad, the
industrial development of the country had
been led into appropriate channels, and
^ts financial condition had been placed on
a ''satisfactory basis. These conditions

remained unchanged also under his suc-

cessor, John Quincy Adams (1825-1829),
during whose administration both the

fa\'ourable external development and the

unfortunate internal conflict continued.

John Quincy Adams, the candidate of

the Northerners, was far from seeking to

conduct his office in a sectional spirit
;

but the Protectionists returned

to each successive congress with
Protectionist

Majority

in Congress
increased majorities, and the

political situation seemed to

them to be a justification of their efforts.

Great Britain was still the principal

purveyor to the United States, with
an annual importation of five million

sterling. Instead, however, of treating the

commerce of so important a customer
with consideration. Great Britain once
more resorted to a strict application of

the navigation acts, refused the conclu-

sion of a commercial treaty, and en-

deavoured to exclude the Americans
completely from the trade of her West
Indian possessions. Hence a protective

tariff against British manufactures became
a measure as much of political as of

industrial necessity. Signs of vigorous

opposition, however, became more and
more evident among the southern minority

and in various fields of political action.

Indeed, on one occasion during Adams's
presidency the authority of the national

executive was directly assailed.

Georgia, in order to rid itself of the rem-
nants of its Indian population, had con-

cluded a treaty with Creek chiefs which
turned out to be an undoubted violation of

the law, the contracting parties having acted
without any authority on behalf of their

whole tribe, and, moreover, having un-

mistakably been bribed. In spite of this,

the governor and the state legislature

not only upheld the treaty against the

president, but also against the judgment
of the United States Supreme Court ; and
they furthermore expressed themselves in

. , so defiant a manner against the
Georgia s

j^g^^iQ^al authorities that the

i,
^^*

constitution was held up almost
""** ^ to contempt. Finally, they not

only succeeded in their expulsion of the

Indians, but also were countenanced and
aided by President Jackson in his delin-

quent omission to enforce the decision of

the federal Supreme Court.

In these proceedings the doctrine of the

sovereignty of the separate states had been

much used ; immediately afterwards it
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was ap]~)lied in a still more forcible

manner by another of the Southern states.

Alread}', in John Ouincy Adams's time,

South Carolina had declared its absolute

unwillingness to submit to the policy of

increased tariffs ; it had, however, for the

moment contented itself with a protest,

since a presidential election was imminent
- and the choice was expected
pposi ion

^^ ^^Ij ^^ ^ nian who, it was

e ,. ^ ,. hoped, would consent to the
South Carolina it,- r j.i ^ i-

abolition ol the protective

tariffs. Andrew Jackson, the hero of the

war against the Seminoles and the victor

of New Orleans, having at the previous

election obtained a plurality of votes,

asserted that he had been defeated solely

through an unworthy manoeuvre concerted
between Adams and Clay when the
election of president was thrown into the
house of representatives. There was no
doubt that he would be the favourite

candidate at the coming election ; for by
his doctrinaire impartiality Adams had
managed to estrange even his friends.

Jackson being a pronounced Southerner,
the party of the south expected that the
administration of a general so high in

popular favour would not only abolish the
protective tariffs, but would shape its

general policy decisively in the interests

of the Southern states. Jackson's election,

which followed with a crushing majority
in 1828, did undoubtedly produce a radical
change in the history of the United States

;

but, in spite of this, the champions of
southern rights did not realise their

fulfilment of their ultimate expectations.
Jackson was a man of thoroughly honest

and well-meaning character, and one who,
as the south found to its cost, valued the
welfare of the union much higher than
might have been expected after the
eccentricities of his earlier career. It

seemed tine that his intellectual acquire-
ments were not equal to the important task
which the administration of the govern-

Ovcrthrow "^^^^^ imposed on him. The

of (l^g
very fact that he entered the

National Bank ^hite House as the chosen of
the masses was, in this sense,

an omen of failure ; for he was neither able
to gauge the true motives oi the bold
demands made upon him by demagogic
leaders, nor capable of holding himself
aloof from them in a dignified manner.
While showing himself too readily acces-
sible to influences operating through
irregular channels, he must also be blamed
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for having during his presidency gi\-en.

recognition to that fatal system under
which a newly elected president might feel

free to reward his faithful adherents witb
promotion to lucrative offices of state.

But,on the whole, Jackson, in his admini-
strative policy, allowed himself to be guided
by that healthy commonsense which v\as

so characteristically his own. The hatred
with which he pursued the United States

Bank, which he hampered in an autocratic

fashion, and finally overthrew, was undeni-
ably short-sighted from the point of view
of public finance, and led to a financial crisi.-i

in which business men sustained heavy
losses. But the ideal which controlled

him in this course of action was perfectly

reasonable and justifiable in the views of

Jackson and his associates ; for, as then
organised, the bank was charged ^^^th

being little else than a support for soir-':

of the wild speculations and questionable

enterprises which characterised the times.

In regard to the tariff question, Jackson
had cautiously refrained from interfering;

in any particularly incisive manner. Con-
_ , , gress, in fact, continued the
Jackson s °, r -.• ^ -cr„ . system oi protective tarifts,

. J*. .^, .. in its main features, in the
Administration o 1,1 1

year 1832, although some-
what reducing certain especially unpopular
duties in order to deprive the Opposition
of its weapons of attack. Most of the

Southern states quietly accepted these

facts, although they had, without excep-

tion, voted with the Opposition, or were
satisfied with merely formal protests.

In South Carolina, however, the anti-

protectionist movement had begun to «

assume a more and more radical I
character. The constituent convention ot

the state finally declared explicitly that

the tariff enactments of 1828 and 1832
were not binding within their territory,

and fixed February ist, 1833, as the date

after which it would treat the tariff a>-

abrogated unless congress should before

then remove the difficulty.

Although Jackson, in the earlier stages ot

his career, had not taken too strict views a^

to the obedience due to the central auth-

ority, yet now, when placed at the head of

the union, he entertained no doubts as to

the criminality of all resistance to its laws

;

and he, rough-and-ready soldier that he

was, would have much preferred to over-

come with the sword any such resistance.

Nevertheless, in spite of the strength of

his personal impulses, his course of action
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with reference to South CaroHna proceeded
in legal channels ; for after that state had
defiantly rejected his advice and persisted

in its illegal resolutions, his supporters

introduced a bill into congress by which
the federal executive was charged with the

power and duty of providing, under
certain circumstances, for carrying into

effect the laws of the union by force of arms.
It might, undoubtedly, have been for-

tunate for the future development of the
United States if the conflict had at that

time been thus decided. In spite of secret

support in certain circles of Southerners,

South Carolina at that time stood almost
alone ; and its cause was undoubtedly a

bad one. No one could have been found
more fitted for defending the national idea

by force of arms than Jackson, who himself

belonged to the party of the south, and
personally enjoyed uncommon popularity.

If South Carolina had at that time been

forced into obedience, the conflict between
national and state sovereignty might
possibly have been decided as early as

1838, and the War of Secession would have
been rendered less probable.

The national element and the Northerners

had neither the courage nor the indiscretion

to take up the gauntlet thrown down by
South Carolina. The dispute was settled

by an arrangement which left the real

question at issue an open one, and there-

fore, though it secured an immediate
victory, was comsidered by many as really

a compromise of the authority of the

union. The basis on which an agreement

was effected was a law in favour of a

gradual; moderate reduction of the duties
;

this was first passed through congress, so

that South Carolina was enabled to with-

draw its Nullification Ordinance, while the
" Force Bill " which was passed was thus

rendered aimless before even it became law.
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Evils of

Party

Systems

Jackson, more conspicuously than the

majority of his predecessors, during two
terms of office (1829-1837), asserted his

l)osition at the head of affairs, though he

was the last president for a considerable

time who maintained himself as the really

controlling force in national politics.

Thus there appeared a marked tendency
towards a presidential, as dis-

tinguished from a parliamentary,

form of government. The regu-

larly recurring change of the

presidency, however, has operated to

weaken the president and to harm the

state, especially because almost all the

presidents, from Jackson's time, adopted
his method of removing officials in order

to appoint their own adherents to the

vacant posts. This system could not fail

to exercise a most damaging effect upon
the conscientiousness and honesty of

civil servants ; capacity for an office being

measured, not by personal experience or

fitness, but by the services which the
individual might have rendered to his party
or to the person of the president.

Hence it tended to lead to the dis-

appearance in official circles of the stable

or consen'ative element. The commercial
spirit, which from the beginning had
attained considerable development in

American life, seemed now about to invade
also the governing classes ; and thus by
degrees large elements in the nation be-

came habituated to have some regard for

those principles according to which tangible
success is the sole measure of all things.

In the eyes of professional politicians,

however, these defects were amply
balanced by the advantages which party
organisation derived from general recog-
nition of this political standard. The
system had first been put into operation
on an especially extensive scale in the state
of New York, and under its influence
not only had a distinct line of separation
been drawn between different parties,

fi. r» « n but it had produced, alwaysIhe Uownfall .,, ^ ii • t \

of the ^ ^^^^^' *° ^"® immediate

Federalists ^P^^^^ accruing from a victory,
a strict party discipline, in

which every difference in the views of sepa-
rate members or groups within the parties
was made to give way unconditionally
to the " platform " put up in the name
of the whole party. Similar processes
were next repeated on a far greater scale
when this system of plunder and ex-
ploitation began to invade the administra-
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tion of the federal government and pro-

duced that part}' system by which the

United States is still distinguished.

The great party in the country whose
fame became historical was that of the

Democrats. It embodied in the fullest

sense the views of the founders of North
American independence. The latter, in-

deed, had created the constitution of 1787
merely as a preventive measure against

the threatening tide of evils which had
been the outcome of excessive decentral-

isation ; by its means they had endeav-
oured to solve the difficult problem of

combining an effective central authority
with the highest possible amount of

unrestricted liberty.

The Federalist party took its rise during
the transactions connected with the draft-

ing of the constitution, and its importance
was largely temporary. Finding no sup-

port among the masses of the population,

and being incapable of creating such
support, it soon became disintegrated,

its distinctive theory was adopted by its

opponent, and after its apparently un-
patriotic opposition to the war of 1812, it

sank into insignificance. On the
-^ " * other hand, the Republican

jj
party, later known as the Demo
cratic-Repubhcan, and then

as the Democratic party, arose by a quite

natural process of evolution from the party
of the anti-Federalists, whose principal

demand—the unlimited sovereignty and
the freest self-government of the

separate states—it still recognised as a
chief principle. The Democratic party-

was originally by no means the party re-

presenting the interests of the Southern
states, though men from the Southern
and Central states certainly did, from the
first, play a leading part in it.

It was the abnormal preponderance of sec-

tional influences, earlier discountenanced,
which, in the second phase of the develop-

ment of the Federalists, weakened perma-
nently the power of that party, while the

Democrats, representing a progressive,

nationalist and conservative policy, grew
steadily in strength. It is true that, cer-

tainly as early as the insubordination of

South Carolina, that party, having com-
pletely overthrown its opponent, had
become divided into two wings with quite

widely divergent \-iews. But the Radical-
Democratic faction of extreme state sove-

reignty principles, which gave the first proof
of its strength during that conflict, formed

I
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at that time a minority of little importance.
The vast majority of the southern politi-

cians repudiated its claims, not only from
tactical reasons, but because they believed

that these claims endangered the con-

tinued adherence of the northern section

of their party, and also because they viewed
them in the same light as did their

northern confederates—namely, as a

departure from the genuine traditional

dogma of their party.

In their capacity of champions of the

interests of the separate states the

Democrats were opposed to the high tariffs

which, though largely in the interests

of the commercial and industrial north,

were cast upon the whole union. They
demonstrated, however, by the policy

of their members who were elected to the
presidency that they were by no means
unconditional free-traders, although free

trade was as increasingly essential to

the interests of the Southern states as

was protection to those of the north.

They insisted only that the system of

tariffs should remain subordinate to

the administrative and fiscal

needs of the union. They de-
Democrats

Opposed
to Tariffs

manded that whenever the sur-

pluses derived from the duties

began to accumulate—and this happened
a number of times in the first half of

the century—those duties which were
essentially beneficial only to certain sec-

tions should be lowered to such a rate as

would make their net return correspond
to the actual needs of the United States.

The hostility of the Democrats to the

United States Bank had its origin in a
similar source. This bank, in the hands of

their political opponents, was considered a
dangerously demoralising force which was
supposed by them to be operated solely

in the interest of northern speculators.

It had actually only a short existence.

The withdrawal of the government
moneys from the national bank, and
their distribution among a large number
of local banking concerns organised under
state laws, produced temporarily an un-
healthy speculative fever which of neces-

sity was followed by an extensive crash.

Accordingly, under Jackson's successor,

the bank was replaced by an independent
treasury established as a branch of the

of

the Whigs

federal government. By this significant

measure the bank question was made a
dead issue in party politics.

The opponents of the Democrats were
at first thoroughly disorganised. All oppo-
sition disappeared in the collapse of the
Federalist party, and thereafter any
possible opponents were long unable to

Th R'
form a platform which might
have effected a reunion of the
scattered elements. The inter-

est in a strong central authority
could no longer be used as a distinctive

party programme, even in the north,
and the question became so far immaterial
that the new combination of politicians,

who appeared under the name of " Whigs,"
were willing, as had been the Democratic-
Republicans earlier, to assign the further-

ance of works of general public utility,

such as canals and public roads, to the
government of the union and not to the

separate states. In addition to this the
protective tariff and contemporary finan-

cial questions formed points on which the
new party was able to announce its

attitude. It regarded as its principal

task, however, merely the maintenance
of an unconditional opposition to the

Democrats, and it thus became sub-

stantially a party of negative opposition,

with no positive programme.
From this arose the introduction into

electoral contests of vigorous discussions

with reference to the personalities of candi-

dates, and from it also arose a tendency to

minimise the discussion and explanation of

political principles. Such features of the

political situation serve to make easily

explicable the strong control secured and
maintained by Jackson and his followers.

Even at the end of his second term of office

Jackson was still so high in the popular

,, „ favour that his designation of a
Van Duren i ^ ^ j. j.

e , successor amounted almost to

J a nommation. By an over-

whelming majority Martin Van
Buren was elected to the presidency

(1^37-1841). A northern Democrat from

New York, where the organisation of the

party and the comprehensive accomplish-

ment of the policy of plunder were re-

garded as particularly his work, Buren
made good his assurance to continue in

all respects the policy of his predecessor.
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SELLING SLAVES BY AUCTION IN VIRGINIA

NEGRO MEN AND WOMEN DISPLAYED FOR SALE IN NEW ORLEANS
During the days of slavery in America scenes like these, which are from sketches of the time, were common. In such
colonies as Virginia, where, on account of the tobacco plantations, an enormous amount of slave labour was required,
a flourishing trade in the traffic was conducted. It was the usual custom to exhibit the unfortunate negroes, well
dressed and groomed, outside the sale-rooms early in the morning, so as to attract the attention of possible buyers.
Prices fluctuated with the credentials of the slave ; a good specimen would fetch £300, an inferior one £10, or less.
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THE inheritance which Van Buren now
entered upon was by no means a wholly

pleasant one. Jackson's financial policy

had let loose a flood of wild speculation

which directed its aims principally upon
the still undeveloped treasures of the Far
West. In the course of a few years many
millions had been spent on the purchase
of lands in the still unopened western

territories, and the value of these lands

in a short time increased tenfold.

In spite, however, of the marvellous

expansion of the means of communication
and the rapid growth of settlements, years

had to be spent upon the land before these

imagined values could be realised by
actual development, and these years had
not entered into the calculations of those

who were the last to find themselves loaded
with mortgages. Accordingly, when the
money scarcity from which Europe had
been suffering affected sympathetically

the United States also, these

fictitious land values began to

drop, and this, coupled with
such administrative steps as the

" Specie Circular," led to the general

crash which dragged all enterprises, real

and fictitious, down with it into the

vortex of general financial confusion.

Now, although the government was
almost, and Van Buren himself entirely,

free from blame in these transactions, the
popularity of the latter and the reputa-
tion of his party could not escape a de-

cided shock. As early as 1837 there were
signs that Van Buren would ha\-e little

chance of securing a second period in the
presidential office. Nor, indeed, did he
secure this in spite of all the artifices of

the administrative machine and the party
organisation, both of which he, like no
other, knew how to manipulate in his

own interest. He did not, at all events,

succumb because the platform of the
Democratic party was rejected or because
it was possible to bring out another giving
promise of greater vitality. It became,

Ruinous

Fiaancial

Policy

however, at this time once more apparent
how thoroughly the principles of the Demo-
cratic party coincided with those of almost
the entire people ; so that the election of

1840 was significant because of the con-
flict of personalities rather than because
_ . . of any popular decision upon
upcnori y

qyggj-JQj-,g Qf public policy or

TX71.-* ^ political theory. Even in
White Man W , r t i 11the time of Jackson a small
but active band of idealists had called

into being a movement the final aim of

which was the abolition of slavery.

Its first steps on this road, to be sure, had
been in no way precipitate. But the very
appearance of a party which desired,

even if from mere principle, to recognise

the negro slaves as men and citizens with
equal rights aroused wide-spread regret

and intlignation, both in the south

—

where such chimaeras were usually passed
over with laughter—and in the north.

The north, almost without exception at

that time, shared in the aristocratic con-

sciousness of the superiority of the white
skin—a consciousness which in the slave

states caused even the most miserable to

look down with contempt upon a black

man. Among the rich merchants and
shippers this feeling was stimulated by
their personal and business relations with

the large landed proprietors of the south,

from whose industrial requirements the

north to a large extent derived advantage.

The Central states were less bound by
considerations of self-interest. There, too,

slavery was legal according to the state

laws, but the natural conditions were not

especially favourable to slave

in^hr""
\^\^ov.x. The population con-

L . , c* . sisted mainly of small in-
Central States , 1 . 1 J A

dependent landowners ; and
their neighbours, the adjoining " free

"

states, took care that this element should

grow larger from year to year and exert a

greater influence on the legislatures. But
wherever slave labour was compelled to

enter into direct competition with free
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labour it was perceptible, even to the dullest

comprehension, that it could not pre\-ail

against the latter for any length of time.

Thus we find that only a small part

of the population carried on the slave

trade in the true sense of the word.

What the planters really engaged in more
especially was the business of rearing

negro slaves. Owing to hard
Dearth

^g^i^QUj- ^^^ inconsiderate treat-

ment, the naturally high rate of
of

Slaves
increase of the actual labour-

ing population among the negro slaves

had fallen very low. The general course

of industrial development, however, was
tending in such a direction as to make slave

labour relatively less and less profitable,

so that the slave-holders could acquire

wealth and maintain their position only

by constantly extending and enlarging

their industries. For this purpose, how-
ever, they needed a constant supply of

fresh slaves. The slave trade with Africa

having been almost suppressed by severe

prohibitory laws, the idea arose of pro-

ducing this urgently needed material

in the country itself. Naturally, the
Central states, in which slave labour did

not yield sufficient profit, and which,
moreover, were affected by the proximity
of the industrial north, became the chief

field of operations. Here an abolitionist

movement at most could have effected only
a change in the object of their commercial
activity, but could not have destroyed
the commerce itself. Hence although the
movement was watched with anxiety, no
very serious fears about it were entertained.
But even in the north, amidst a popula-

tion almost exclusively free, the movement
met with nothing but bitter opposition.
Here the advantages and disadvantages
of the slave trade were known only in

name, but all the ire of true-born Americans
was poured out upon those who proposed
to make the despised negro, who was
hardly considered a human being, a living

^ . member of a state whoseMurmurings ,-, ,. „" constitution all parties never

r^«„-.:.v,f:^» tired of proclaiming as asacredEmancipation j • ^ u^ t-iand inviolable possession. The
mob, easily roused, made short work of
those who dared to avow themselves Aboli-
tionists. Excesses occurred in different

places, in which the lives and property of

the opponents of slavery were threatened
;

but after a time the agitation of the
extremists gradually subsided, and
its character became radically different.
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In congress affairs took a different turn,
for there was in that body an overwhelm-
ing majority that would have nothing
to do with the movement. It was by
no means composed exclusively of parties

having direct interests at stake, although
the radical wing of this majority assumed,
perhaps, the most uncompromising atti-

tude towards the Abolitionists.

The majority, moreover, was so large, and
kept its ranks united for so long, partly be-

cause certain features of the abolitionist

movement were unquestionably opposed to

the constitution. In the latter, indeed,
the word " slave " was not actually ex-

pressed, but by it all citizens of the union
were in clearly expressed terms guaran-
teed the enjoyment of the whole of their

property, and that not only in the state in

which such property might be situated,

and where by the constitution of such
state it might be recognised, but uncondi-
tionally in all states of the union. In
so far, then, every state law which aimed
at preventing a slave-owner from migrat-
ing with his slaves from one state to

another was considered by the extremists

„ ,. , as being in a strict sense a
Drastic Laws • 1 .• r .1 .-j. j_-

. Violation of the constitution.
gams

This view found partial ex-
Slave-holders ,, i^ . .^

pression m the laws for the
rendition of fugitive slaves which were
established by the federal government and
enforced upon the states. From this point
of view as \\'ell, the abolitionist movement,
however justified fiom a moral standpoint,

was, in its opposition to the enforcement
of the Fugitive Slave Law, directed against
both the law and the constitution.

Whatever help the abolitionist move-
ment received in congress must be
ascribed to John Quincy Adams, who
was untiring in bringing before it petition

after petition directed against slaver\\

On the other hand, congress endeavoured
to resist this flood of petitions by measures
which were branded with the name of
" Gag Laws," and which brought their

originators into moral discredit. Aside
from the vital matter of the freedom of

petition, the secondary cause for which
Adams professed to be fighting was not
ripe for solution, since it could be dealt with
conclusively only by adding an amend-
ment to the fundamental law of the land
The way in which Adams conducted

his campaign served only to accentuate
already existing differences instead of

conciliating them, and to rob congress
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of precious time which it . required

for other more urgent affairs. Even
before the middle of the century the

entire development of the union left

no doubt that throughout the United
States the days of slavery were numbered;
In a large number of the states, without
being proscribed by their constitutions,

the institution had nevertheless become
quite extinct. In others, in spite of the

extensive protection it enjoyed under the

laws, it was undergoing a slow but steady

decline ; and even in those states whose
whole industrial existence was dependent
on it, it continued to occasion discussions

which rendered even its most zealous

defenders personally sensible of the short-

comings of the whole institution.

Hence slavery seemed doomed in time to

die out gradually and disappear. In the

natural course of things the process of decay
would, however, have been so slow that

America would have groaned under the

evils of slavery long after the rest of the

world had shaken off its fetters. But the

movement which in our century led to

the abolition of slavery over the greater

part of the earth's surface could

/si
^ ^^^ consideration of their own

'^^
advantage, to influence the

United States, even if the latter had not
found the moral courage to rouse them-
selves for a decisive effort. From the

manner in which it was fought out, the

struggle against slavery not only exempli-

fies the victory of a lofty ideal, but also

affords a proof of how this ideal, through
the admixture of political and material in-

terests, had lost much of its original purity.

Throughout the whole struggle against

slavery the Southern states' were acting

on the defensive. They were in the posi-

tion of defenders of a besieged fortress,

who, however well provided for the
moment with all the necessary material

of war, were yet able to calculate with
almost mathematical exactness the date
on which they would have to surrender.

Their natural shrewdness impelled them
to make attacks and sorties in order to

procure means for prolonging their re-

sistance ; but the ultimate defeat of their

opponents lay entirely beyond their power.
The Northern states were able to carry

on the struggle under the firm conviction

that time, at all events, would finally

bestow on them the victory. Meanwhile,
they not only steadily grew in strength

IN s6

internally, but they were constantlj^ being
joined by new allies—the territories, not
yet admitted to the union, which after-

wards grew into states. It was an open
secret that even in the states and terri-

tories in which slavery was still unre-

stricted it had found a dangerous com-
petitor in free labour : the frontier farm
_ _ . life offered such ample oppor-
Frec Labour , •,• r ,, j i itumties lor the development

c, "% . of the individual that slavery
Slave Labour , , , hi i

- ,

could hardly have achieved a

complete victory in the newly constructed
states. Sending settlers from the states

which strictly protected slavery to the
western territories did not help matters,

for there, under the favourable influence

of the local conditions, a portion of them
were led to adopt free labour, while it

was beyond the powers of governments
or magistracies to keep out free settlers.

The matter, moreover, gained further im-
portance from the fact that efforts con-

tinued to be generally made to maintain
in the senate an exact balance of the

geographical divisions of the country as

a check upon the house of representa-

tives, in which the north retained a
decided preponderance, by making the

admission of a state belonging to one party

always depend on the simultaneous inclu-

sion of one belonging to the other side.

The slavery struggle acquired its pecu-

liar complexion from the fact that during

almost the whole time the agitation was
carried on under the leadership of men
who in some aspects were standing on the

defensive. These were not, however,
always Southerners whom the Democratic
party sent to Washington as presidents.

Nevertheless, northern Democrats could

only hope to attain the highest office in

the state by so adapting their democratic
creed as to give no offence to the party of

the south, which was possessed of a much
stricter and more united organisation.

First of all, indeed, Van Buren had
managed aft'airs in a thoroughly

sound manner. But towards
the end of his term suggestions

Defeat

of the

of irregularities were made so

definite that the responsibility for such,

coupled also with the administration's

alleged responsibility for the financial

collapse, made it impossible for the

Democratic party to entertain any
prospects of making one of its own men
Van Buren's successor. The Whigs, how-

ever, were still far from being in a position
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to send to Washington anyone whom they

could riglitly reckon to belong to their

party. Accordingly, they put up for the

presidency William Henry Harrison, an

old general, politically almost unknown,
and associated with him as vice-president

John Tyler, who, though no

longer actually a member of

the Democratic party,
counted far more personal

adherents and friends in that

than among the Whigs. It

was largely by this manoeuvre
that the Whig party succeeded

in getting its candidate elected

by an overwhelming majority.

But this apparent success

was soon reduced to its true

proportions. Harrison entered

the White House only to

succumb there to his last

illness— April, 1841— where-

upon Tyler became reunited

to those members of the

Democratic party with whom
he had all along remained in

touch. Under the pressure of financial con-

ditions a majority both in the senate and
in the house of representatives had, in 1841,
once more succeeded in passing a resolu-

tion in favour of the re-establishment of

a United States bank, which still formed
an important item in the political pro-

gramme of the Whig party.

John Tyler, who was now president

—

1841-45—vetoed both this proposal and a
subsequent similar resolution of congress,

and by these acts effected what was
looked upon as an open secession from the
party which had raised him to office. On
the whole, Tyler's presidency ran its

course unattended by any special events.

Diplomatic difficulties with England, finan-

cial measures intended to remove the evil

consequences of the crash, and a gradual
reconstruction of the personnel of the
administration in favour of the Democrats,
by whose aid Tyler had been elected to
the presidency, filled up the time, while
events of far greater importance were
quietly but steadily approaching, though
the time was not yet ripe for their appear-
ance in energetic action.

When President Monroe sent his famous
message to congress, which until recently
had been regarded as the guiding thread
of the foreign policy of the United States,

though later a quite different interpre-

tation was put upon it, the leading
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GENERAL Z, TAYLOR
Mainly on account of the success of
his Mexican campaigrn, he became
the Whig- president of America in

1848, and during his term of office

he headed the pro-slavery faction.

statesmen were of opinion that the territory

of the United States had probably reached
the extreme limits of its extension con-
sistent with the republican form of govern-
ment contemplated by the framers of the
federal constitution. Two decades, how-

ever, sufficed completely to

correct this view. It may
have seemed justified as long
as the vast basin of the
Mississippi was still thinly

peopled, and while the great

roads and means of com-
munication were still in their

early development. Such
doubts, however, as arose out
of considerations of vast

separation in space were soon
set aside by the rapid utilisa-

tion—much furthered by the
invention of the steamboat

—

of suitable waterwaj's, such
as the North American lake

s^'stem furnishes in connection

with the Hudson, on the one
side, and the Ohio and the

Missouri, on the other ; and towards the

middle of the century by the construction

of railways, which in America were taken up
much sooner and more energetically than
in the Old World. Even in the middle of

the 'thirties the possession of a strip of

coast on the Pacific was seen to be as in-

dispensable to the prosperous development
of the .union as the possession of the

mouth of the Mississippi had once been
considered. The wild speculation in the

public lands of the west, which had con-

jured up such serious commercial dangers
for the union, had not only been far less

fatal to the west, but at a time when it

. was a question of drawing some

and* Pr sical
^^^'^^^ P™^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^'^l^"

an ysica
^^^^ titles to landed property,

rogress
^j^.^ speculation had actually

had a stimulating and encouraging effect

on the settlement of those sections. The
far remote districts recovered rapidly from
the effects of the crash, and their natural

riches constantly attracted fresh emigrants

to the borders of civilisation.

These events naturally reacted on the

old states of the union in such a manner
as to make a further advancement of the

western frontier desirable, and an exten-

sion of area came to be regarded as syn-

onymous with national enrichment. The
western frontier of the union had never
been definitelv settled. In the Florida

J
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Treaty Spain had renounced her rights

from ocean to ocean ; this, however, was
a paper claim to an indeterminate terri-

tory. The north-western frontier was also

under dispute with Great Britain, and at a
time when no serious value was attached to

the Far West the United States had by
treaty agreed to a joint administration of

Oregon by British and Amer-^ . ican officials. Thus the claims

possession of an outlet towards
the Pacific Ocean were up to that time still

very questionable. For a long time, how-
ever, doubts had ceased to exist as to the

manner in which they were to be improved.
The separation of the republic of Texas

from Mexico was to a large extent pro-

moted by men from the United States,

whose aim from the beginning had been
the inclusion of these

territories in the

union. The states

of the north-east

were probably but
little concerned about
the matter, since they
could not hope to

derive any com-
mercial advantages
from this region.

The south may have
been influenced to

some extent by the
profit and political

strength, unduly
brought into the
foreground, which
might accrue from
the acquisition of

territories likely to

become future slave

states. But among
the real infl uences
towards this end were
the populations of

the young states of

the west. Here, on
soil reclaimed within
the life of the union,
which even in that
brief space had
undergone an
astonishing develop-
ment, a party had
come into existence
under the watchwords of "a great
America," which, though in the first

instance confining its ambition to the

GENERAL WINFIELD SCOTT
General Scott early obtained a commission as artillery
captain, and defeated Santa Anna in Mexico. At the
death of General Taylor, he was nominated for the presi-
dency, without, however, being successful. He was com-
mander-in-chief of the army up to the eve of the Civil War.

mere acquisition of Texas, in the next
place aimed at the possession of the
whole country as far as the Pacific,

and finally at the possible absorption of

the whole of the decayed republic of

Mexico even as far as Tehuantepec.
From among the ranks of this party

defenders had arisen to protect the Texan
Government, completely powerless from
constant want of money, against the

attacks of the Mexicans ; and their

demands that the repeated applications of

Texas for admission to the union should at

last be entertained, even at the risk of a
war with ^lexico, became the more urgent
in proportion as the untenable conditions

of this pseudo-state threatened to make
possible the interference of other Powers.
Texas, in its then unproductive condi-

tion, was not rich enough to furnish the

means required by
the government. At
first the credit of the

young state had been
abused, and debts
had been incurred

recklessly in the hope
that they would be
covered by the recep-

tion of the country
into the union. This
reception, however,
was delayed, because
Mexico i-efused either

to acknowledge the

independence of
Texas or to sell the

country. TheTexans
became tired of con-

fining their petitions

to the United States;

they also applied to

France and—so it is

asserted, at least

—

to England. Thus
there arose upon the

political horizon of

the union the threat-

ening spectre of a

foreign Power estab-

lishing itself in the

south-west and per-

haps shutting them
out from access to

the Pacific. Even
Tyler had made

efforts to meet this danger by renewed

negotiations with Mexico, which were con-

ducted in a tone of so much provocation
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Texas
Received into

the Union

that the Young America party was daily

hoping for an outbreak of hostihties.

Tyler, however, could not summon either

sufficient courage or the necessary rashness

to attempt to force a declaration of war.

In the electoral contest of 1844 the

Texas question was made one of the two
great points at issue. To it, and to the

plank in the platform on the

Oregon question, James Knox
Polk (1845-1849), a Democrat
of little influence, owed his

victory over Henry Clay, the Whig candi-

date, as well as over President Tyler. Clay

had originally pronounced himself against

the admission of Texas, but in the end
offended the anti-annexationists b}^ veering

around, from electioneering motives, to a

policy in favour of admission. Tyler, by
his feeble polic\" on the Texas question,

had completely forfeited his already slender

chances of re-election. Nevertheless, it

was permitted him, during the last days of

his term, virtually to carry into effect the

admission of the neighbouring republic.

Although the bill bearing on this

matter shortly before had been rejected

by the senate, he now caused its reintro-

duction into congress on the ground
that the result of tlie presidential election

of 1844 had shown that the majority of

the people were in favour of annexation,

a plea which so impressed the representa-

tives that the bill was this time passed in

both houses. Tyler approved the joint

resolution providing alternative methods
of annexation during the last days of his

official career, and in the following year

Texas was received into the union as the

twenty-ninth state.

This, however, settled only the relations

between Texas and the United States.

Mexico still considered the country as its

own by right, and refused to enter into

negotiations with the United States con-

cerning it. But the federal government
sent a division of troops to what was

. , claimed as the western border

p-^'^rsh^f
of the new state, and thus

•

ih w attempted to solve the question
whether the Rio Grande del

Norte or the Nueces River formed the
boundary b}' advancing its forces to the

former. The first blood was shed in a sur-

prise by the Mexicans of a troop of dragoons
that had been cut off from the main bod}'

;

and this was looked upon as tantamount
to a declaration of war. Throughout the

country few voices ventured to protest
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against the general cry for vengeance
against this provocation by the Mexicans.

At the seat of war in the north, General
Zachary Taylor achieved a series of

brilliant victories against the Mexicans
in quick succession ; and by the beginning
of the year 1847 their resistance in the

districts bordering on Texas was com-
pletely overcome. This was as yet, how-
ever, far from bringing matters to a

decisive issue, for the American Army was
still some hundreds of miles away, and
separated by immeasurable deserts from
Mexico proper ; and the losses suffered

hitherto had made little impression. Polk
was therefore obliged to determine on a

more effectual move. It took the shape of

an advance by General Winfield Scott from
Vera Cruz upon the capital. Here, too, the

Mexicans were unable to offer an}^ serious

resistance to the Americans.
Vera Cruz capitulated in March, 1847,

after a brief bombardment ; and on each
occasion that Santa Anna ventured to

oppose the progress of the enemy's advance
upon the city of Mexico he suffered heavy
defeat. Nevertheless, these very victories

_ almost robbed the president
o apse o

^ ^£ ^j^g possibility of gathering

Dictatorship
the harvest of his discredited

policy. The vigorous on-
slaught of the American arms led to the
collapse of Santa Anna's feebly supported
dictatorship, and when the United States

troops entered the capital they found no
longer a government with which peace
might be concluded. The victors, in fact,

had to assist in establishing a government
before they could attain their real object,

the restoration of international relations

between the United States and Mexico.
In the meanwhile, owing to circum-

stances, the prize to be won had been
increased to an extraordinary degree.

In addition to the army of Texas and the

Vera Cruz division, a third army corps

had been equipped for the purpose of

invading California. This di\asion had
the most marvellous good fortune, for

on entering the country it found its work
half done. Captain John Charles Fremont
had, in 1844, during an exploring ex-

pedition, arrived on the borders of

California ; but he had so participated

in politics that he had been expelled from
Santa Fe. As soon, how^ever, as war was
declared, he returned, took possession

of the town of Sonoma, and there hoisted

the flag of the union. At the same
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time, an American man-of-war touched
at Monterey on the Bay of Cahfornia,
and there, too, met with so little serious

resistance that its commander, with the
assistance of the American residents,

was able to take possession of this im-
portant place. The military occupation
of California and New Mexico by the union
was thereupon announced, and in the
face of this fait accompli the Mexican
Government had to strike its colours.

In the treaty of peace the United States
allowed the acquisition of the new pro-

vinces to take the form of a purchase,
Mexico relinquishing these vast territories

for an indemnity of ;^3,000,000, recog-

nising Texas as belonging to the union, and
agreeing to acknowledge the Rio Grande as

the western frontier of the United States.

In the meantime, the Oregon
question had been settled by
negotiation with Great Britain

in an arrangement hy which
the 49° of latitude was recog-

nised as the boundary line

between the possessions of the
two countries. Thus the
United States acquired in the

Far West the frontiers which
have remained substantially

unchanged to the present day.
The importance of this ac-

quisition was made at once
apparent when, only a year
afterwards, the first dis-

coveries of gold were made
in California. In congress
the Mexican \'ictories had a

significant sequel. By what
is known as the Wilmot Proviso, it was
proposed that the grant of ;;r3,ooo,ooo was
to be made subject to the condition that

slavery should be forbidden in all the
newly acquired territories. This proposal led

to prolonged and embittered discussions.

Nor did its first defeat indicate the
end of the struggle. It was, in fact,

the beginning of the struggle over con-

gressional control of the territories, which
was to become a conspicuous issue for

the next decade. The nature of the soil

of New Mexico and California almost
excluded any industry in which slave

labour would have yielded profitable

results Besides this, California rapidly

acquired a peculiar stamp of its own
from the immigration en masse of the
gold-diggers, who were almost without
exception free labourers. Even in Texas,

CAPTAIN FREMONT
A supporter of the anti-slavery
party, he was the first Republi-
can candidate for the presidency,
and was again nominated in 18(34,

but withdrew in favour of Lincoln.

where slavery \\-as considered as holding
a legal status since the admission, it

scarcely managed to prolong its existence.

The only significance attached to the
proceedings in congress lay in their
affording evidence of the growing oppo-
sition to slaver}', which was as much
the outcome of the moral condemnation
of the institution, aroused by the oppo-
nents of slavery, as of the recognition of
its disadvantages from an industrial

standpoint. That in the end the majority,
in this instance also, agreed to a decision
apparently in favour of slavery must
again be attributed to the feeling that
repeated attacks on the institution itself

might develop into broader and more
serious controversy relative to the con-
stitution of the union. From the course

of the debates, however, the
slave-holding south could not
fail to detect the remarkable
growth of the dangers which
threatened its industrial par-

ticularism. Hence it is hardly
to be wondered at that at

this time there was revived

in some quarters a discussion

of the idea of a secessioii

from the union in which the

Southern states considered

themselves justified according

to extreme democratic
principles, and of a closer

union between that group of

states whose welfare was most
intimately connected with

the continued existence of

slavery. For the time being,

these ideas did not lead to actual results.

This state of affairs, moreover, was not

without its effect on the presidential

election. Polk had paid too little respect

to the Democrats to be able to enter-

tain hopes of re-election. The whole
party was at the time in so disjointed a

condition that it had little hope of coming
victorious out of the electoral campaign

;

and its candidate, Cass, a Northerner,

was not a sufficiently striking personality to

cover up the present weakness of the party.

It was just in this respect, further-

more, that their opponents had been

especially fortunate. Their candidate,

General Taylor, was of southern origin,

was himself a slave-o\\'ner, and had
never taken a decided part as a politician,

though he counted himself as belonging

to the right wing of the Whig party.
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His campaign in Mexico, moreover, had
rendered him popiilar ; like Jackson and
Harrison, he was a "people's" candidate.

By their own exertions alone the Whigs
would never have been able to procure his

election, {or as a party they were weaker

than ever. Their v/hole programme con-

sisted in ranging on their side all those

opponents of the Demo-
T* „ '^

, . crats who were unwilling

c''
^^7 *" ^ either to throw in their lot

Can 1 a e
^^^.^j^ ^^^^ enemies of slavery,

who formed an insignificant minorit}^, or to

attach themselves to the so-called " Know-
nothings," or American party. Both these

groups were, in a sense, fragments of the

dismembered Whig organisation ; and
the chief aim of the leaders was to devise

a means of erecting a platform on which
the discontented of all other parties

might be able to fight by their side. It

was necessary to put up a " ticket " which
would also be conformable to such a
collectivist policy after the election, and
for this purpose the choice of Taylor and
Fillmore was a decidedly skilful one.

The victory of these candidates signified

the defeat of the Democrats, without,
liowever, implying a victory for the Whig
principles. For the time being, politics

were still exclusively centred upon the
organisation of the newly acquired terri-

tories ; and the struggle carried on by slave-

holders on behalf of their theory, even
more than their real interests, was long
and violent. Before -it was brought to a
close, PresidentTaylordied (July 9th, 1850).

For the second time the place of a
president chosen by the Whigs was occu-
pied, before the completion of his official

-,, , term, by a vice-president who
Slavery in ,,, •'

, , ^ n , , ,lacked even the small attach-
ment which Harrison and Taylor

Columbia
Abolished

had shown for the politicians

who had prepared for them the road to the
presidency. Millard Fillmore (1850-1853)
did not, indeed, renounce the principles
of the Whig party to the same extent as
Tyler had done, but in his advances to-

wards the representatives of the south he
went as far as he possibly could, in the
hope of thereby rendering himself an

acceptable candidate at the next election.

Particularly did he co-operate, more or
less directly, with Southerners, with
Middle-state men like Clay, and with
Northerners like Webster, in sanctioning
the important compromise of 1850, by
which the principle of " squatter sove-
reignty " was applied to the territories

recently acquired, the slave trade in the
district of Columbia was abolished, and the
federal Fugitive Slave Law was re-enacted.

By this arrangement it was supposed
that slavery was made a dead issue,

and this fiction was persistently mam-
tained in the " finality " planks of the
campaign of 1852. The effect of the
compromise, its relation to the compro-
mise of 1820, and the extent of the doctrine

of " squatter sovereignty " were, however,
to become the most engrossing problems
of the decade, as soon as the introduction
of the Kansas-Nebraska bill projected
the whole subject of slavery once more
into the sphere of congressional politics.

_, , . - Fillmore's term of office was
Doctrine of , , , • 1 • j u
g

almost entn^ely occupied by
qua er

preparations for the approach-
ing election ; but his hopes were

not realised. Some Whigs, indeed, enter-

tained the notion of his re-election ; but the
nominating convention of the party gave
preference to General Scott, without
succeeding, however, in making the

latter a people's candidate.

The Democrats, in imitating the elec-

tioneering tactics of the Whigs, were more
fortunate, having nominated Franklin
Pierce, and having tied him down to a plat-

form which proposed nothing more than
the dropping of all contested matters, to

which so much time had been devoted
during the last presidency, and which
adhered to the compromise of 1850 as an

arrangement of the slavery question which
was to be treated as a " finality." Such a

programme was likely to find numerous
adherents even outside the Democratic
party. To the general wish of seeing these

disputes finally brought to an end. Pierce

unquestionably owed a considerable part

of the majority with which he achieved

success in the electoral campaign of 1852.
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RISE OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY
AND THE APPROACH OF THE STRUGGLE

IT was by the very irony of fate that the
•^ first official acts of the president, who
had been especially chosen to settle-

internal strife, happened to turn upon the

very question which finally kindled the

Civil War. By the admission of California

as a non-slaver}^ state the north had
obtained a temporary preponderance. In

order to balance this as speedily as possible,

application was made for the creation of

the two territories, Kansas and Nebraska,
in the hope of seeing at least one of them
develop early into a slave state.

The territories in question, indeed,

stretched northward far beyond the line of

the Missouri Compromise (36° 30') ; but it

was argued that the terms of the latter

could no longer be legally maintained,

inasmuch as, by the Compromise of 1850,

it had been agreed to leave the question of

slavery in certain territories to be settled

entirely by their own legislatures. Never-
theless, the Kansas-Nebraska

Movement j.- j. ui j.

Ah r h
^^^^stion at one blow put an

°
* end to all peaceful sentiments.

Slavery tj. j r i

It aroused a cry of general

indignation that in this wise slavery

should be allowed to advance farther to

the north. It was significant, too, that
the movement in support of the Missouri

Compromise was confined not only to

Whigs and Abolitionists ; a split became
distinctly apparent in the very camp of the
Democrats. A faction of northern origin,

opposed to slavery, began to develop, and a
second larger one in which the Democrats
of the slave states stood up as before for

the " peculiar institution " of their section.

The logical consequence implied in

the national policy proved itself still

stronger than the movement against

slavery ; the bill which provided for the
organisation of Kansas and Nebraska
became law, according to the spirit in

which the Compromise of 1850 had been
interpreted, without restrictions being made
as to slavery. But the triumph of the
slave-holders was only apparent. The bill

inflicted a formidable blow to the cohesion
of the Democratic party ; and in the
Northern states it set on foot the move-
ment which eliminated the feeble party of

the Whigs from the ranks of political

factors. Amid its ruins arose the Re-
_. publican party. The latter now
/ ^j came forward with youthful

of a New
,

,

,
-^ r

p vigour as the supporter of an
idea, which, owing to contempo-

rary events, forcibly aroused the attention

of all classes of the people. In theNortherri
states several attempts had been made at

infusing fresh vigour into the life of

political parties ; but neither the Aboli-

tionists nor the American party had
succeeded in calling forth any deep or

lasting emotion in party life.

The impossibility of reconciling their

aims with the fundamental principles of

the constitution made impossible for the

Abolitionists a general political ascendancy.
The conviction as to the harmful nature

of slavery and the desire to strive for its

abolition were steadily gaining ground, in

wider and wider circles of the American
population ; but they were not prepared
to accept the platform of the Abolitionist

party, which, owing to some illegal pro-

ceedings, lost much in the general esteem.

The American party for a short time

gained largely in numbers, owing especially

to the attraction which the secret element
in its organisation exercised upon the

masses. Its platform, however, the most
essential item of which lay in a demand
for rendering the acquisition of the rights

of citizenship more difficult for new
. . immigrants, met with a cold

ppos:tion
reception from the general

°
. public. It was especially directed

mmigran s
g^g^jj^g^ those immigrants who

were coming to America as the forerunners

of that large swarm of political malcon-

tents who were seeking an asylum from
administrative harshness, civil inequalities

and even famine. These, it is true, were

by no means a wholly desirable addition
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American
Politics

to the population. They were, almost

without exception, in a lower stage of

educational training, and their moral and
ethical development was deficient. The
fact that these immigrants almost in-

variabl}' attached themselves to the side

of the Democrats did not cause them to

be regarded with much favour "by anti-

Democratic politicians ; and,
Aliens in

naturally, for the same reason

the Democratic majorit}' was
opposed to the enactment of such

an immigration law as was desired b\^ the

American party. In this latter particular

the Democrats were also supported by the

Whigs, especiall}^ as the character of alien

immigration had undergone considerable

change in consequence of the revolutions

which about the middle of the nineteenth

century convulsed the Old World.
The entrance of the foreigners into

political life marks a point at which the

development of party politics assumed
fresh vigour. These men, especially those

who came over after 1848, could under no
conditions become adherents of the Demo-
cratic party. Those who in their old

home had fought and suffered for the

universal rights of men, as handed down
in the formula of the French Revolution,

could not possibly attach themselves to

a party which through force of circum-
stances was compelled to give increasing

prominence in its political programme
to the maintenance of slavery. Though
in theory thej^ were thus largely Aboli-
tionists, they were too little acquainted
with the actual political conditions of

the union to join the Abolitionist party
in large numbers. Still less was there
a place for them in the party of the
" Know-nothings," which desired to close

to their country-men an asylum so much
longed for and so much appreciated.
Amid such influences new life was in-

fused into the ranks of those who once
composed the Whig party. However

much the foreigners may have

nV^^ imparted that leaven which by
^^. its fermentation produced the

*^^ Repubhcan party, they had
nothing whatever to do with the forma-
tion of that party. The men who beheld
with grief and anxiet\' the disintegration

of the anti-Democratic organisation had
already made several attempts to bring
together all the vital tendencies of the
day in such a manner as to engage the
concerted efforts of a great and vigorous
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party. In its incipient stages the forma-
tion of the republican organisation was
nothing more than the renewed attempt
of the more inteUigent politicians of

Whig leanings to found their platform
upon an idea which might awaken their

part}% endow it with greater strength, and
help it towards final victory.

In different places attempts of this kind
were made simultaneously under different

names ; but even in the early daj's the
name " republicans " came into pro-

minence. The basis of their platform was
formed by the slavery question ; but
they did not propose to seek for its

solution in the radical manner of the
Abolitionists. The new party adopted a
thoroughh' conservative view ; but while

declaring Ihat the rights of man, as ideally

expressed in the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, should be placed above the letter

and spirit of the federal constitution, the\^

demanded that the union should no longer

lend a hand in enacting laws, which were
designed for the benefit of all, in the

interests of a portion of the citizens. The
greater part of the platform was devoted

to the elaboration of this idea.
cmp s

jj_^g party, however, at the

fj f*^
^ same time proclaimed itself the

^^ inheritor of the Whig traditions

by impressing upon the federal government
the assumption of all internal improve-
ments, more especially the construction of

a transcontinental railwa\'—tasks similar

to those which had been assigned to the

federal government by the Whigs, and
before that by the Federalists.

At the presidential election which had
resulted in the elevation of Pierce, the

Republican party, as such, had scarcely

come into life, and it figured in no way as

a national factor. It gained considerable

strength, however, owing to the events

which happened during the succeeding
four 3-ears (1853-1857), and more especially

owing to the affairs of Kansas. The
proposal to make the introduction or

rejection of slavery in that territory

dependent on the decision of its inhabi-

tants led to a contention between the
friends and opponents of slavery, which,
though at first conducted on constitutional

lines, soon degenerated into an open
struggle which set all law at defiance.

Societies were formed in different states

of the north for the purpose of organising
methods for effecting the settlement of

Kansas b}- free farmers ; and their efforts
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had a decided success. Partly owing to

the great immigration from Europe there

was no lack of men who were quite pre-

pared to undertake in the Far West their

share of the struggle against wild Nature

and the southern foe. Now it seemed
beyond all doubt that in communities

where free settlers had once opened up
the soil slave-holders would in

Emigration ^,^.^ attempt to gain a foot-

Far West
^°^^- ^ settlement of this

kind could not, however, be

effected by leaps and bounds, nor could

it occupy the whole territory in one single

rush. The journey to Kansas from the

states of the east was long and expensive,

and the means of the colonisation societies

were as j-et very limited.

For the slave-holders the position of

affairs was much more favourable. The
inhabited portion of the lands b}^ which
Kansas was bordered was almost entirely

occupied by slave-holding states, and the

people of Missouri, who entered the terri-

tory in especially large numbers, were
thus enabled to keep in continuous touch
with their friends on the other side of

the border, and could, if necessary, call

in their help. Accordingly, when the

governor of the territory issued the writ

for the election of a legislative assembly,
the people from the adjacent southern
districts poured in, and by participation

in the voting, falsification of votes, and
the use of violence against their opponents,
brought about an election which everyone
knew did not in the least represent the

real condition of affairs.

The federal government not only con-
firmed the election of the chosen candidates,

but actually allowed the latter to draw up
a constitution for the territory, which
was formed entirely in the interests of the
slave-holders and with the object of sup-
pressing their opponents. Indeed, the
federal government actually went so far as

to place federal troops at the service of the
pro-slaver\7 administration, al-

c^^iw'^ though in the meantime the free

1
'''*..

. f settlers, too, had demonstrated.
Inevitable , . . ,

by means of a free popular
vote, the presence of an anti-slavery

population at least as strong as their

opponents, and had organised by electing

a legislative body and proclaiming a
constitution. Under such conditions a
permanent peace became impossible. The
first blood was shed probabh' by the slave

party ; but their opponents also soon
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resorted to reckless violence. Thus for

years before Lincoln's election, a civil war
turning on the question of the permission or

prohibition of slavery was raging in the

very heart of the union.

The federal government seemed openly
to sj^mpathise with the slave-holders.

The Democratic party, as such, was forced

to do so according to its principles and its

past history. Even the northern wing of

the party, which, under the leadership of

Douglas, did not indeed contend for the
maintenance of slavery, but for the
extreme consequences of the right of self-

government of the separate states and
territories, was, nevertheless, by recog-

nising the validity of the first elections in

Kansas, logicall}' bound to support the

policy of the president.

Even in the Democratic camp no one any
longer failed to see that the discipline of the

party in congress could in future be main-
tained only with difficulty ; that the

reputation of the party among the people
had been severely shaken ; and that by
its policy in the Kansas questions it had
placed a formidable weapon in the hands

of its opponents. This was
_^^ ^

. made plain to all who could see
cm ra

1 i^ythe next presidential election,
ry

This, it is true, once more
resulted in the victor}' of the Democratic
candidate, James Buchanan (1857-1861),
an old man of seventy-one years, who had
spent a long time as ambassador in

England, completely removed from polit-

ical struggles. But of the 4,000,000
votes returned, only 1,800,000 had been
recorded for him ; and he was elected only
because it was still found impossible to

gather all the anti-Democrats into one fold.

The old Whigs and the " Know-noth-
ings" had again nominated Fillmore;

and though his name clearly enough pro-

claimed the feeble condition and want of

principle of the party, his candidature
nevertheless served to withdraw some
hundreds of thousands of votes from the

third party, and thus to put it in a minorit3\

In spite of this, the election contest was
of far-reaching importance to the Repub-
licans, and through it they took a con-
siderable step forward on the road to
victor}'. Even during the negotiations for

the nomination of a candidate, an agree-
ment had been effected between the old
group of the Free-Soilers, the Abolitionist
" Know-nothings," and the true Repub-
licans. The selection of Fremont, the
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discoverer of the Far West and the con-

queror of California, as a candidate for the

presidency, seemed a very fortunate move.
He embodied the ideas of the Young
America party, which would have nothing

to do with the old struggle between the

defenders of state rights and the national-

ists, but which had inscribed on its banners
the greatness of their common country in a

free republican development.
The Republicans this time remained

faithful to the old conservative spirit, not,

however, in the sense of a retrogressive

stagnation, but in that of a steadily pro-

gressive development advancing in definite

legal channels towards the highest ends.

With his 1,300,000 votes, Fremont had so

nearly approached the goal of victory

that not only his adherents, but also his

opponents, looked upon the success of the

Republicans at the next election as certain.

This prospect loomed like a spectre upon
the southern Democrats. Hitherto the

only way in which their opponents had
attained or had hoped to attain a victory

had been by putting up a candidate to

whom even a Democrat might still be able

to give his vote. Now, however,

for the first time, the Republi-

cans had put up against them
a man in whose programme

not a spark of Democratic principle was
to be discovered, and one who uncom-
promisingly placed the union above the

states, and the spirit of the Declaration of

Independence on an equality with that of

the constitution. It was only by a mere
chance that this programme had failed to

secure the victory, and even before the

result of the election was known the slave

states recognised that this was the begin-

ning of the end. As had happened earlier,

a conference of the Southern states was
once more summoned, but it was poorly

attended and insignificant in results.

Nevertheless, the slave states fully realised

the seriousness of the situation.

In the south, the industrial contrast be-

t\t-een free and slave states, which rendered
any community of interests impossible, had
been recognised much earlier and more
distinctly than in the north. In times more
remote it may not have been so easily

perceived how the south, in such a
struggle, was far less favourably placed

than the north, but the events of the last

few years and their thorough and business-

like discussion had opened the eyes of the

slave-holders on this point. They could not

Success

of the

Republicans

fail to notice what a difference was observ-

able in the relative increase of population
in the two sections of the union, and how
the wealth of the north was increasing in

a proportion totally different from that of

the south. Finally, they must have come
to appreciate the reason why the value of

land was so essentially different on the

D 1,
opposite sides of the border of

an rup cy
^j^^ slave States. In Kansas

CI
"*\

ti and many other border dis-
Slave-holders . , ,, r , , , ^ r

tricts they had learned from
personal experience how much superior

free labour was to the " peculiar institu-

tion " of the south ; for of the settlers

whom they sent to these districts at their

common expense for the purpose of

opposing free labour not a few went over
into the enemy's camp. If only at one
and the same stroke they could have
abolished slaver}^ and possessed them-
selves of the industrial conditions of the

north ! As things were, the abolition of

slavery meant nothing less than the ruin

of the slave-holders and the bankruptcy
of all the propertied classes of the south.

It was not their haughtiness as slave-

holders which so often, inside and outside

of congress, provoked the Southerners to

words and acts unworthy of a highly

civilised nation ; it was rather the feeling

of their own impotence, the certainty of

being ruined men as soon as the federal

government should be used to put the ban
upon the system of slavery. It was such
feelings which impelled the firebrands of

the south to more and more exorbitant

demands, and spurred them on to increas-

ingly bitter struggles.

In reality, the policy adopted by the

government, which has often been criticised

as displaying a desire to please the slave-

holders, arose from a desire to modify to

some extent, by favourable enactments, the

industrial disadvantages from which the

southern half of the union was suffering.

It was the same desire which prompted so

_ , large a section of the Northern
Concessions

politicians to feel kindly dis-

°
,^ posed toward the Southerners.

Southerners g^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

majority of the people should renounce these

sentiments, and the voting at the presiden-

tial election had shown that this was the

case, and if they should succeed in filling

the administration with men of similar

opinions, the only natural result would be

the commercial and political bankruptcy
of the south. Its only choice then would
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be to break with its' past, to secede from

the union, and to form a confederation

of states whose interests rested on the

common foundation of slave labour.

Such a confederacy would have become
rapidly impoverished, and must have

succumbed in the competition with its

neighbour states, unless, indeed, an

internal revolution had forced it

^^^ °^ to change its system. For the

• Q-*w moment, however, the slave-
in bight

j^Qj^^gj.^ indulged the hope that

by these means they might save

their property and delay its inevitable

overthrow. To the men of the south

their method of proceeding did not appear
revolutionary. The doctrine of state

rights had led many politicians, particu-

larly in the south, to regard the union

merely as a compact between the states

which the contracting parties were en-

titled to rescind. South Carolina had
already openly expressed a similar view
in its conflict with Jackson ; but its pro-

cedure at that time had been considered

by many as incorrect and illegal, even
though the government on that occasion

had preferred to attain its end by means
of what some chose to call a compromise.

Of course, in the meantime the feeling

of an indissoluble connection had gained

considerable strength among widespread
classes of the population, and the seces-

sionist longings of individual Southern
states only aroused in some sections a
feeling in favour of union. Nevertheless,

there were those in the north-east, where
the contrast of interests with the south
was sharpest, who began to regard the

separation of industrially dissimilar groups
as being as much of an advantage as did
the Southerners themselves, and to draw
conclusions from the doctrine of state

rights, according to w^hich a peaceful

dissolution of the union appeared the
most desirable way out of the difficulty.

President Buchanan first of all made
^ . efforts to postpone this question,
Doctrine • ,i t /i - i

, „^ ^
m the hope that such a course

of State ^

Rights
might bring counsel and
deliverance. From his predecessor

he had received other problems, the
solution of which might be supposed to

claim general interest, and he was in hopes
that by taking such matters in hand
he might turn the current of politics into

another channel. For a long time past
the island of Cuba had been one of those
territories whose acquisition by the United
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States haci been' particularly^ desired by
man\\' Its geographical position of neces-

sity brought it in many ways into contact
with the United States, and the weakness of

Spanish rule in the island made its eventual

sale appear by no means impossible.

In such an event, however, it was
of vital importance to the United States

that the island should not fall into the

hands of a Power which understood better

how to utilise the industrial resources of

the island in competition with their own
products. Whether Buchanan really did

entertain higher expectations from the

future must be left undecided ; at any
rate, he now made use of this question

for the purpose of diverting attention

from internal affairs, and he attained his

object—in so far, at least, as his proposi-

tion to place eight million pounds for

this purpose at the disposal of the govern-

ment for some time occupied the attention

of the senate and imparted a different

character to the debates.

The ^lormon difficulty was employed for

a similar purpose. Pierce had already

called out the federal troops against the

Mormons, in order to force the
amc ess

g^b^iission of Brigham Young's
cc ora

theocratic regime to the federal

laws ; and Buchanan had to carry

through congress the acceptance of the

agreement by which matters were settled,

at least apparently, in a satisfactory

manner. Nevertheless, Buchanan did not
succeed by these diversions in appeasing
the internal feud. The slavery question

kept knocking louder and louder at the

doors of congress, which was neither able

nor willing to refuse it admittance.

In Kansas, parties were still facing each
other for the fight. The party of the

slave-holders had once more, by means of

the most shameless electoral frauds, pre-

tended to be alone empowered to speak
for the territory, and at Lecompton had
drawn up a constitution on the basis of

which Kansas applied for admission as a
state. But although the Free State party
discovered the fraud, and on their side,

with the so-called Topeka constitution,

which prohibited slavery, made a similar

application to congress, Buchanan fav-

oured the Lecompton constitution, and
also got the senate to accept it.

But the house of representatives could
not be won over by straightforward
means ; a majority was finally obtained by
parliamentary manoeuvres, but only after
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it had been agreed to submit once more
the question of the constitution to the

vote of the people. On this occasion,

however, the slave-holders' party was com-

pletely defeated. The consequence was
that Kansas had to wait several years

longer before it was admitted as a state

;

but it had already rendered an important

, service to the cause of liberty.
Slave-holders

j^ ^^^ already been for

^1^
^ some time a matter of con-

Defeated
siderable dilhculty to hold

to the policy of the majority those

northern Democrats who at that time were
led by Stephen Arnold Douglas. The
question of the constitution of Kansas
served to effect their complete separation.

The Democratic party defended in prin-

ciple the right of self-government of the

states. Douglas followed out the conse-

quences of this policy in so far as he voted
for submitting the Lecompton constitution

to the popular vote. It was, however, well

known in congress that Douglas's demand
would seriously call in question the recog-

nition of slavery in Kansas, and the

Democrats of the south accordingly looked
upon his action as a secession from the

party and used every effort to make the

split irremediable. They thus probably
hoped merely to expel the unreliable

elements from the party, and thereby con-

solidate it. But, unfortunately, with the

disruption of the Democratic party the con-
nection between north and south was once
more torn asunder, and the unavoidable
conifict of interests was again recognised in

a new sphere. Thus was typified the
greater fact that the country, in entering
upon the campaign of the next presidential

election, was divided into two opposite and
completely separated groups of states.

On this occasion the Democratic party,
as already stated, was no longer united.

Its first convention at Charleston ad-
journed without arriving at a nomina-
tion. Later, the northern wing of the

. party nominated Douglas as its
rui ess

candidate, while the southern
Democratic j i , , t i y^

Convention
delegates put up John C.

Breckenndge. i he Constitu-

tional Union party nominated Bell. The
Republicans held their convention in the
western city of Chicago, and here a western
candidate, Abraham Lincoln, was nomin-
ated for the presidency. Lincoln was a

self-made man w'ho had become known
only in recent years through a contest

which in 1858 he fought with Douglas for
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a seat in the United States Senate. He
was, above all, a typical man of the world,

who, as backwoodsman, small store-keeper,

village postman, and deputy surveyor,
had well learnt the lesson which only
diverse experience can teach. At the

outset of his career his growing reputation
as a lawyer nearly compelled him to

abandon politics altogether ; nor was it

until Douglas repealed the Missouri Com-
promise, and reopened the question of

sla\'ery in the territories that his party
began to realise his undoubted ability and
his strength. His calm circumspection,
his humour, and his readiness as a debater
had alread}^ made him one of the foremost
politicians of the young party. More-
over, his many qualities characteristic

of a " man of the people " made
him a candidate more desirable than the

average parliamentarian.

The voting was even less decisive than
at Buchanan's election. Though Lincoln,

on November 6th, i860, received a

majority of electoral votes, by which he
was legally elected to the presidency, he
fell short of a majority of popular votes by
_ . , more than twice as many votes
Liincoln j-j t

•

i nnu
as did his predecessor. Ihe

_ .. ^ significant feature of the elec-

tion, however, was that its result

was due entirely to the enormous numerical
preponderance of the north. In the

south Lincoln had not been presented

as a candidate at all, and even in the

border states he had obtained only a
few thousand votes.

South Carolina, then as much as ever

the leader of the extremists, responded to

the election with an ordinance of secession

from the union. At first it stood alone

in taking this step. Soon afterwards,

however, a convention of several Southern
states was held at Montgomery, for the

purpose of deciding upon some common
course of action whereby the interests of

the south might be safeguarded against

a northern president. It was in vain

that Virginia summoned a convention
for the purpose of bringing about a recon-
ciliation ; the most she could effect in

that direction was to suggest a moderate
course of action for the Central states and
to take measures for preventing a further
spread of the secession movement. That
it would be impossible to win back the
Southern states by negotiation was not
only expressed by the latter, but was also

clearly perceived by some in the north.
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THE CIVIL WAR IN AMERICA
AND THE ABOLITION OF SLAVERY

BUCHANAN considered it his duty,

during the last months of his period of

office, to preserve a passive attitude. He,
who as a Democrat had early defended the

principle of state rights out of conviction,

found no difficulty in acknowledging the

claim of the south to the right of secession.

But he was destined, before leaving

the scene, to execute another complete
political volte-face. The February con-

vention of the Southern states at Mont-
gomery had for its immediate conse-

quence the formation of a separate con-

federacy, which elected Jefferson Davis as

its president and claimed the rights of an
independent state. Buchanan felt dis-

posed to acknowledge this claim.

The idea of allowing the apostate states

to withdraw peacefull}^ from the union was
so widespread among the Democrats of

the North-eastern states that the south
was already led to entertain hopes of such

an issue. The secession, how-
ever, had caused the retirement

of some of the Ministers

from Buchanan's Cabinet ; and
the men who stepped into their places

were not only themselves resolved to

maintain the integrity of the union, but
they also managed to convince the presi-

dent of the necessity of such a policy.

The latter, therefore, suddenly refused any
further negotiations with the confederacy,

and though he could not be induced to

adopt an active policy against the latter,

his temporary advisers managed at least to

prevent his yielding another step.

It was under such conditions that

Lincoln entered upon office on March 4th,

1861. His inaugural address was entirely

animated by that conservative spirit

on which the Republican party had built

up its platform ; but he declared as his

first principle the preservation of the
union and the enforcement of all its laws.

He expressly guarded against giving utter-

ance to abolitionist longings, which, in-

deed, then seemed contrary to his personal

Integrity

of the UnioQ

at Stake

inclinations ; but he held the Southern
states so much the more responsible if by
their proceedings they should stir up a
civil war. It soon became evident that

these were not mere empty words. A
deputation which desired to treat with
the federal government in the name of the

confederate states was refused

ft
*'"*'^ ^ formal audience by the Secre-

e * . . ^ tary of State on the ground
Secessionists ,, -i ,, i. jj -

that the government did not
recognise the existence of an independent
republic of the confederate states. In

other respects, however, he preserved a
temporising attitude until events forced

him to adopt another policy.

The Secessionists had already demanded
from Buchanan the delivery into their

hands of all federal property in the con-

federate states, but more especially the

forts of Charleston ; and though they had
met with a formal refusal they had
nevertheless practically succeeded in at-

taining their object. The Charleston forts

were so feebly garrisoned that their com-
mandant, Major Anderson, declared it

impossible to defend them against even
the slightest attack. But as the govern-

ment did not promptly send him rein-

forcements he retired to Fort Sumter,
built on an island, and thus capable of

being most easily defended, while the

enemy occupied the other forts.

Already, in the beginning of January,
1861, shots had been exchanged here. On
one occasion, when a federal steamer

endeavoured to convey supplies to Ander-

, son, she had been obliged by
The South's

First

Victory

the shore batteries to return

without ha\-ing effected her

object, leaving Anderson to his

fate. Nevertheless, it was not until April

12th that the South Carolina troops found

sufficient courage to direct their fire on
Fort Sumter, which after a two days'

bombardment was obliged to capitulate.

The south considered it a great victory

when the federal flag was hauled down
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irom the last fort on its Atlantic coast-line.

But it was considerably mistaken in its

calculations. As long as the Secessionists

had sougiit severance from the union by
peacefur methods the federal govern-

ment had to reckon with the fact that

a powerful party in its northern dominion

was disposed to agree with this demand,
and was certainly not prepared to take up
arms for the sake of upholding the union.

When, however, the south had shed

the first blood a storm, of indignation

arose in the whole north, and the

people demanded that the sword should

not be sheathed until the south had been

brought back to obedience to the laws.

This fighting ardour, turned to good account

service with the south. Even the numerical
superiority of the north was at the begin-

ning of no weight. So completely had people
in the free states mistaken the character
of the impending struggle that some at

first believed it would be settled by means
of regular soldiers and the militia, while
many citizens persisted in their national
repugnance to everything military and
went about their ordinary business.

The danger threatened most imme-
diately the federal capital. The neigh-

bouring states of Maryland and Delaware
were slave states and largely in sympathy
with the south. Though the loss of

Washington would have been of little

military importance, its moral effect would
by the call for volunteers, placed in the - have been more serious inasm^uch as in

hands of the govern-

ment the means of ex-

tricating itself from the

awkward position in

which Lincoln's hesita-

tion, as opposed to the

resolute measures of the

Southerners, had placed it.

Until now only eleven

states had joined the con-

federacy. Among the

border states, however,
several were undecided

;

the side they would finally

take would depend, in

all probability, pn the
issue of the initial engage-
ments. Virginia was at
first among the waverers

;

but her importance to

the Northern states the
war part}' had, as a
matter of fact, only an
uncertain control. For-

tunately, it was possible

to prevent such a catas-

trophe, for the militia

regiments which had
been rapidly summoned
arrived at the capital in

time. When Maryland
prepared to offer armed
resistance to the trans-

portation of further rein-

forcements, its capital,

Baltimore, was occupied
by the federal troops,

and the pro-Secessionist

government was replaced

by one favourably dis-JEFFERSON DAVIS
the Southern states was Distinguishing himself in the Mexican War, pOSCd tO the uniOU. ThlS
SO considerable that the ^avis became a powerful advocate of \vas the first blow rcccivcd

r ,

,

,
, slavery, and president of the confederate , . , c • ^

congress of the south states. During the Civil War he was made b}" thc beCeSSlOn, preVCUt-

USed every effort to win P'-'soner, but after two years was released,
-j^g ^^^.^ f^j- ^^ ^|^g

her over to its cause. It was essentially attachment of the states of Marj'land

on this account that Richmond, on the
James River, was chosen as the capital
of the confederacy, although it wag
situated not far from the border and was
exposed to the attack of the enemy.
The situation of the national govern-

ment at the beginning of the Ci^•il War was
somewhat critical. The federal troops,

in themselves inconsiderable, were in

a state approaching disorganisation. The
Secretary for War, before he resigned, had
intentionally placed a portion of the war
material in the hands of the Southerners,

and the rest seemed to have been dis-

sipated. A large number of the officers

had left the federal army and had taken
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and Delaware to their cause. In the west

things were assuming a similar shape.

Here, also, the confederacy had reckoned

on winning over to its side such slave-

holding central states as Kentucky,

Missouri and Kansas.
It was the more justified in this hope since

almost throughout the region the govern-

ment was in the hands of Democratic
majorities ; but in spite of this they were

nowhere successful. The western counties

of Virginia adhered to the union ; in

Kentucky the firmness of the federal

officials prevented anj' false step on the

part of the local government ; and though
Missouri could not, in its entirety, be



JEFFERSON DAVIS SIGNING GOVERNMENT ACTS BY THE ROADSIDE
The above picture shows a quaint incident towards the end of the Civil War. The fugitive Cabinet has halted by
the roadside, and the president is signing- documents which his Secretary of State is handing to him. This was
the last official business which was conducted by the Confederate Goveujmeat, the end of the war being in sight.

THE PRESIDENT OF THE SOUTH BIDDING FAREWELL TO HIS ESCORT AND STAFF
The virtual end of the Civil War came with the disbandment of the Confederate forces in the early part of 18t>5.

Jefferson Davis and his men met for the last time at Washington, Georgia, and in the above picture he is seen bidding
farewell to his escort and staff. Assembled around him are men who have sacrificed their all to the cause, and he
is urging them to seek their own safety and to leave him to his fate. Forty-eight hours later he was taken prisoner.
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preserved to tlie union, it was neverthe-

less prevented from formally going o\'er to

the Secessionists. Beyond
the Mississippi, in fact, even

the Democrats were good

Unionists, and with the ex-

ception of the Gulf states

of Louisiana, Arkansas and

Texas, the whole of this

division of the country re-

mained faithful to the union.

Here, indeed, the conservative

unionist idea had become
firmly rooted. The inhabitants

of these regions had lived

under the union laws from

the time of their first settling,

and had always supported a

Great-American policy, and

yet neither side was able to win any per-

manent success. The operations, as a rule,

ended fatally to the attacking

party, without, however, pro-

viding the defenders with
an opportunity of pushing
matters to a decisive issue.

In generalship, the south
was undoubtedly superior.

The leadership of Joseph
Eccleston Johnston and of

Robert Edward Lee, the

wonderful expeditions of

Thomas Jonathan (otherwise

known as "Stonewall")
Jackson and of his so-called
" foot-cavalry," far exceeded

/-I7MTJDAT TruiMc-r/^M ^hc performauces of theGENERAL JOHNSTON ^
,, i i

After quelling the Mormon re- north. But CVeU thcSC leaders

were by no means inclined beiiion in utaii, Johnston joined
y^-Qi-e^ unable to organise a plan^ J .. the southern forces, and duringr an •

i
•

i ,

to allow the will of discon- attack on Grant at shiioh on April oi Campaign laid out ou an

tented citizens to determine ^'*''' i'^^"-- ^^" "'°'^^^^^ wounded, extensive scale and conducted

whether the state was to continue a united with energy. No doubt they had to

whole, rich in future possibilities, or was to struggle with special difficulties. Inas-

be divided into separate halves, each much as the south, even during the first

restraining the other's de-

velopment. In the west

the union idea flourished

;

and from the western

territory began that suc-

cession of victories which,

coupled with the parallel

campaigns in the east,

led to the final overthrow
of the confederacy. The
first attack b}^ the north
had a lamentable result.

An army of 60,000 men
under McDowell advanced
into Virginia, and, falling

in with the enemy at Bull

Run, was disastrously

defeated, and retreated

in a state of panic to

Washington (July 21st,

1861). In the east the
struggle thereafter for

years consisted in back-
ward and forward move-
ments of mighty armies
between the two capitals

of Richmond and Wash-
ington, which were only
about a hundred miles

distant from each other.

Numerous battles were
fought, lasting sometimes
for days, in which the losses on both sides

reached uncommonly high figures. And
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OENERAL Lth,
General Lee, at the outbreak of the Civil War,
fought in Virginia, and was soon placed at the
head of the confederate army. His surrender
to General Grant at Richmond in 1865 was
the last decisive engagement of the war.

phase of the war, had
been - shut out from the

sea, it was compelled to

confine its operations ex-

clusively to the land.

As long as the scene of

these operations lay be-

tween Richmond and
Washington, the confed-

erate troops enjoyed the

advantage of having the

population on their side.

Nevertheless, for theii

commissariat, and in

many cases, too, owing
to the almost entire

absence of roads in the

European sense of the

word, for their trans-

port, the large army
divisions were obliged to

keep close to such few-

railway line^ as were
then in existence. This

dependence naturally in-

creased the difficulty of

advancing for consider-

able distances ; though,

indeed, no advantage
could have been derived

from such movements in

the conditions under

which the war was being conducted. The
events of the first year of the war haci
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shown that Washington wsis secure from
occupation by the south as long as the
power of the union remained permanently
unshaken. But apart from the federal

capital the army of

Richmond seemed to have
no serious object of

attack. The capture of

the commercial and in-

dustrial towns of the
north-east would indeed
have been a highly desir-

able prize ; but to advance
on them by land, with
the centre of the enemy's
force in the rear, was a
task to which the armies
of the south were not
equal. True, they might
succeed in temporarily
subjecting to southern
sway some more or less

extensive portions of the
Central states ; or they .. stonewall_ _ _ JACKSON
might, by successful raids, Jackson, on May 1st, 1863, made a brilliant

r^irQo-o on/^ oloi-m i-ha attack on the national troops, succeeding inravage ana aiarm tne repulsing Hooker at Chancellorsville. In

neighbouring Northern returning from that engagement he was
, ? r T-. 1 • accidentally shot by one of his own party.

states of Pennsylvania
or West Virginia ; but neither of these

moves could appreciably affect the result

of the war. Indeed, General Lee twice

made the attempt, but without any success
whatever. Such operations could only
have had a decisive effect if corre-

sponding successes had been
simultaneouslv in the other

obtained

theatres of war. The principal

obstacle to the success of the

north was the deplorable

absence of good leaders.

True, in the first two years
of the war the troops them-
selves were so poor in quality

that even better generals

could not have achieved
victories with them. This,

however, no longer applied
in the later years of the war,
W'hen bodies of tried and
picked men and officers had
become available among the
volunteer regiments. But the Driving th*e"onfederate't'roopsout sident to commence negotia

hesitating tactics of such men reoyjan^s^thl'"irmy^^?he'^Poto- tions with the government
as George Brinton McClellan mac, and in November, 1861. was of the confederate states for

and the dogged resolution and ^PP°'"^«d commander-in-chief.

GENERAL McCLELLAN

to the sea, and McClellan endeavoured to
make this the base of his campaign ; but
the attempt proved unsuccessful and was
not repeated at the seat of war in Virginia.

In addition to this, the
power of the north, es-

pecially during the first

years of the war, was
weakened by political

considerations. Lincoln
refused to regard the
rebels as other than
fellow - countrymen who
had strayed from the
right path. He was un-
willing to fight with the
confederate states, whose
existence he did not re-

cognise, but was only
endeavouring to bring

those to submission who
were in arms against the
union. In spite of this

consideration, however,
he was by no means
successful in maintaining
among his followers of the

north that solid cohesion

which on the side of the south was the

natural outcome of events. In the east,

in particular, and in a less degree also at

the other theatres of war, the first two
years of hostilities, while involving nothing

but sacrifices, had produced no visible

results. Instigated by southern agents,

the party of those who were
in favour of allowing the

south to secede peacefully

from the union now began to

lift up its head in a manner
which threatened danger. A
time arrived when the Demo-
crats in the east obtained

ominous majorities and in

some cases got possession of

the state governments ; and
in New York the mob rose

up against the " infamous
"

draft, and a resolution was
actually brought forward in

congress calling on the pre-

indomitable courage of Ulysses Grant fell

far short of the skill and ability of their

southern antagonists. The north, how-
ever, enjoyed the advantage of free access

the purpose of putting an end
to the quarrel. Lincoln's position was in-

deed one of the utmost difficulty. It would
have been almost untenable had not the

middle west remained firm to the Unionist
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' GUN AND MORTAR BOATS ON THE MISSISSIPPI ENGAGING THE FORTS AND BATTERIES

NAVAL ENGAGEMENTS IN THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
The siege of Vicksburg was one of the most memorable in the history of the Civil War. Realising the importance of
closing up the Mississippi River, the Confederates in IMl.! strongly fortified the place, and from this time on succeeded
in repulsing attack upon attack, only surrendering on July 4th after a hard siege by land and water, which began on
May isth, l'^(;;!. The lower picture shows a number of g^un and mortar boats on the Mississiopi River attacking the
forts and batteries on the island and mainland, while the first depicts two of the Ericsson batteries going into action.
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THE CONFEDERATE MERRIMAC RUNNING INTO THE FEDERAL CUMBERLAND

THE MERRIMAC AND MONITOR IN AN ENGAGEMENT IN HAMPTON ROADS

SCENES IN THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN NORTH AND SOUTH
The second year of the war was marked by a number of defeats for the Union navy, not the least of them being- the
sinking of the Cumberland on March Sth, lS6i, by the confederate Merrimac. For some time the Merrimac, originally
attached to the United States Navy, which vessel the confederates had rendered almost invulnerable to artillery, was
supreme on the water, sinking- more than one Federal ship before meeting a worthy opponent in the Monitor. The
latter was built by a Swede named Ericsson, and with its low armoured deck carried two guns of the heaviest calibre.
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programme of the Republican party, and
had not the governments of the Western
states, which at the outbreak of the

war were still partially in the hands of

the Democrats, been succeeded by others

of unionist principles.

In the east the danger would have been
immeasurably greater had it not been
that there, too, the war gained adherents.

The south had obtained a temporary
superiority, owing to the fact that before

Lincoln's accession to ofhce it had acquired
possession of very much of the war
material of the union. However, owing to

the limited amount of human material

it had at its disposal, it was incapable,

at least during the years of the war,

benefited by these conditions. The few
frigates and revenue cutters which con-

stituted the United States Navy had before

the war been ordered partly to southern
and partly to far-distant foreign ports, so

that in this respect also the union was
rendered virtually powerless. The Union-
ists, however, fully realised that the only
way of preventing constant accessions

of fresh power to the south was by shut-

ting it out from the sea.

In Washington it was well known what
importance the Secessionists attached to

this matter. They felt assured that, being

unable to do without the cotton supplies

of the south, the European Powers, and
especially Great Britain, would, in the

FORT LAFAYETTE, THE FEDERAL BASTILLE FOR POLITICAL PRISONERS
During the early part of the Civil War the grim fortress of Lafayette, situated on Hendrick's Reef in

the Narrows at the entrance to New York Harbour, served as federal Bastille for political prisoners.

of establishing an industrial independence,
and its position in consequence could not
fail to become more and more unfavour-
able. This fact in itself served to stimulate
the north towards exerting itself to

the utmost of its powers, and provided
the North-eastern states with an oppor-
tunity of immensely improving their

industries and of employing their activities

in an exceedingly profitable manner.
The factories engaged in the manufacture

of ammunition, military outfits, articles of

clothing, etc., were suddenly overwhelmed
with orders, and, naturally, obtained most
favourable contracts. The shipping in-

dustry, which had at all times given

employment to thousands of hands on the

North Atlantic coast, was especially
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event of the north gaining the upper hand,
at once hasten to their assistance. In the
south, cotton, as a matter of fact, was
king. It formed the wealth of the large

landowners ; for its sake it was necessary to

uphold slavery even at the risk of a serious

war ; with it the costs of that war were to

be defrayed ; and for its sake, too, the
south hoped to obtain the recognition, if

not the support, of Europe. Nor were they
altogether wrong in the last of these

calculations. Napoleon III. felt drawn
to the side of the confederates more from
a feeling of selfish jealousy of the United
States than from any other interests ; but
in the case of England a similar leaning,

due largely to industrial conditions, was
counteracted mainly by the strength of



THE GREAT FEDERAL DEFEAT AT THE BATTLE OF FREDERICKSBURG
The defeat of the Union forces at the Battle of Fredericksburg was one of the most desperate episodes in the whole
of the Civil War. At sunset, on December 13th, 1862, General Burnside opened fire with every available battery
on the Confederate position. A sharp and decisive battle followed, lasting until the night of the 15th, when the
national troops, defeated and humiliated, retreated across the river, after suffering a loss of some 10,000 men.

- ~\

SURRENDER OF GENERAL LEE AT RICHMOND, APRIL Din, Im,;,

Lee's surrender at Richmond was the last and greatest triumph of the northern forces. The decreasing resources of

the south had begun to have a despairing influence upon his troops. Reaching Richmond on April 'Jth, 18(>.i, after

a series of engagements which had reduced his infantry to «,(l(iO muskets, he found himself surrounded by the enemy.
Escape was impossible and to avoid further bloodshed in a hooeless cause, General Lee yielded to the inevitable.
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the anti-slavery sentiment. An enormous
number of 0{:)eratives were thrown out of

employment by the cotton famine conse-

quent on the blockade of the southern ports.

The strict neutrality preserved by the

British Government was the cause of

indignant complaints in the south ; but the

lack of vigilance which permitted the

Alabama and other cruisers to escape

to sea was regarded by the Federals as

warranting on their part an attitude which
very nearly brought about a breach of

diplomatic relations, and created an in-

tensity of irritation between the two nations

which was not allayed for many years.

With an energy which compels our
admiration, the north set to work to

The decisive stroke came from the west.

The formation of the confederacy had once
more placed the western states in a position

similar to that which they held before the
cession of Louisiana. Even at that time
the free navigation of the IVIjssissippi down
to the Gulf of Mexico had been recognised

as indispensable to the prosperity of the
inland states of the continent.

Still more was this now the case,

when, in place of isolated forts and
trading-stations, between which the Indian
roamed, flourishing towns and villages had
arisen, while sturdy farmers had converted
tliousands of square miles of virgin soil

into rich arable land. As yet only a few rail-

ways connected the Father of Waters with

THE CIVIL WAR: DESTRUCTION OF THE CONFEDERATE FLOTILLA OFF MEMPHIS

organise a navy which should be equal to

the great task before it, and by the end of

1862 the blockade of the southern ports

began to have a telling effect.

A few vessels commanded by daring
seamen managed, even down to the end
of the war, to run the blockade either

undetected, or without sustaining any
serious damage. The lucky parties thereby
earned large sums of money ; but with a
few shiploads they were able neither to

exercise anj^ appreciable influence on the

European dem.and for cotton, nor, by
their occasional and insufficient importa-
tions, to keep up the war supplies of the

south. Thus, although the naval war
exercised a direct influence on the struggle,

it was not able to determine the issue.
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the provinces of the east ; and the project

of a railway to the Pacific Ocean had not
advanced beyond the preliminary stage.

Thus the Mississippi formed the principal

artery of traffic for the vast region which
is watered by it and its tributaries ; and
even at that time a large fleet of steamers
was employed in the exchange of the
products of the inland states and of the
east. The Secessionists threatened to

close this road, both shores of the Missis-

sippi from the mouth of the Ohio to the
Gulf of Mexico being in their hands ; and
by a complete series of fortifications it was
proposed to bar the stream against every
foreign vessel. Owing to the fact that at

the outset of the war Kentucky was
preserved to the union, the Ohio, at least



THE SUMTER CAPTURING TWO FEDERAL MERCHANTMEN OFF GIBRALTAR

THE FIGHT BETWEEN THE ALABAMA AND THE KEARSAGE

CONFEDERATE VESSELS IN VICTORY AND DEFEAT
The final combat between the Alabama and the Kearsage occurred off Cherbourg-, on the morning of Sunday, June

19th, 18t;4, the Alabama being sunk. One of the finest acquisitions of the Confederate navy, the Alabama, durmg her

destructive career, burned or captured no fewer than a hundred American vessels. Of a then more modern type, the

Kearsage was one of the nine gun-boats which were completed for the United States within a period of three months.
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nearly as far as its mouth, did not come
into the possession of the Southerners.

On the other hand, the Confederates com-
pletely blocked the Cumberland and the

Tennessee, at the place where these two
rivers approach within a few miles of each
other, by means of the two forts Henry and
Donelson, and in this manner created for

themselves a fortified camp
Modern r • ^ ti •

...... of mimense miportance. Ihis
Methods ID • j_ £ 1 J.1 ji 1. t_ J.

w pomt formed the first object

of attack for the Unionists.

It was here, even more than in the east, that

the war acquired that character which so

strikinglv distinguishes it from all the wars
of the Old World. With the high value

that the Americans attach to all practical

matters, and with their highly developed
commercial instincts, the technical arts

and sciences had in the United States

attained a development such as one would
have looked for in vain in the Old World.
Even at that time railways and

steamers played a part in the traffic of the
United States which they did not acquire

in Europe till many years later. In the
War of Secession industry came to

embrace a wide field, and northern
mechanics and artisans took up the new
problems which presented themselves with
an energy which attracted the attention of

all foreign Powers. Technical inventions
found greater application in this war than
in any other, both by being employed for

the first time on a much larger scale, and by
actually owing their origin to the necessity

of the moment. In a country without
roads, railways acquired a high strategic

importance. Not only their destruction,

but, above all, their restoration, were among
the important tasks of the contesting
armies ; and railway's were applied even
more directly to military purposes, as
with armoured trains.

The requirements of war had a still

greater effect upon the shipbuilding
industry, as was illustrated when the fleet

, conveying the northern army
r-rr^ .

*"" * under McClellan to the Tames
Effect on [-, , ,

i r

Sh' b "Id"
Ri^'er was met by a vessel of a

ip ui ing
j-jj^j-jgj-^Q unknown type. The

Southerners had, it appeared, cut down
nearly to the water's edge a steam
frigate belonging to the United States

Navy, and had then rendered her almost
invulnerable to artiller}-—such as it was
then—by means of armour plates, while

the principal weapon of this ocean monster
consisted of a tremendous ram. More than
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one ship of the federal fleet succumbed to

the INIerrimac before she was met by a
worthy opponent. The latter appeared
under the name of Monitor, and was built

by a Swede named Ericsson. This vessel,

likewise, had a low armoured deck, from
the midst of which, however, rose a rotary
armoured tower, which carried two guns
of the heaviest calibre. This period marks
the beginning of that competition between
heavy armour and guns in naval warfare
which has assumed larger and larger pro-

portions, and which appears only within

recent years, owing to the tremendous
effects of modern explosives, to have been
decided in favour of guns.

In the western campaign also technical

science was immediately called into requisi-

tion. The Unionists built a fleet of heavily

armed and armour-plated gunboats which
provided both a movable support for the
land forces and a floating siege train for

attacking the forts. To the performances
of this river flotilla are in a large part

ascribable the successes won by the

western forces on the Mississippi. While
a force from the north, after the opening
up of the Tennessee and the Cumberland,

. entered the Mississippi itself,
ic ones

another sent by sea from the east
entered the mouth of the river.

of the

Federals
and captured New Orleans as

early as the beginning of 1862. The second
half of this j'ear and the beginning of 1863
were for the union the most depressing

period of the war. In the east the Con-
federates assumed the offensive ; in the

centre of the theatre of war they advanced
far northwards beyond the line of the

Tennessee, which had been wrested from
them in the previous year, and threatened

the union frontier ; while on the Missis-

sippi the federal forces were for months
vainly besieging the bastions of Vicksburg
on the left bank of the river.

By a happy chance Vicksburg fell on the
same day (July 4th, 1863) that Lee's army
in front of Gettysburg was obliged to fall

back into Virginia. The more decisive

result was that achieved in the west ; it

opened the Mississippi completeh', and
thus separated the south-west from the
other secession states. The importance of

this success was fully recognised in the
north-east, and Grant, the conqueror of

Vicksburg, was placed in charge of those
armies which, in the autumn of the same
year, engaged their opponents so decisively

in the battles around Chattanooga. Early
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JOHN BROWN, THE HERO OF THE ANTI-SLAVERY MOVEMENT, GOING TO EXECUTION
The execution ofJohn Brown, the famous American Abolitionist, was one ofthe direct forces which hastened on the great
Civil War. An intensely religious personality. Brown early in life conceived a hatred for slavery, and in 1859, with
a band of twenty-two men— mostly negroes—and some arms, organised a plot to free the slaves of Virginia.
Hiring a farmhouse near Harper's Ferry, on the night of October 16th they seized the arsenal and took possession of
the village. In the ensuing fight several of the party were killed, Brown himself surrendering only after receiving
severe injuries. He was taken prisoner, tried, convicted, and, along with his four sons, hanged on December 2nd.

in the following year Grant was given

the chief command of all the federal

armies, and then began, on a large

scale, those two movements by which
Lee and Johnston were to be over-

powered and the confederacy crushed.

Fortunately for the union, Grant found
in William Tecumseh Sherman, also a
Westerner, a worthy coadjutor. A succes-

sion of victories led him in September,
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1864, to the city of Atlanta ; and thence
he marched straight across the enemy's
country to the Atlantic coast. By this

movement the war was carried through
Georgia into the heart of the enemy's
country, the arrogant state of South
Carolina, which now was to feel the
sufferings of the war. With the progress
of Sherman north from Savannah and the
establishment of connection with the sea



PRESIDENTFOR THE SECOND TIME : LINCOLN'S GREAT SPEECH IN FRONT OF THE CAPITOL
Lincoln's second inauguration as President of the United States, wliich took place within a few weeks of the end of
the Civil War, marked at once the crowning moment in the history of the Republican party and also in the life

of the famous western lawyer. His overwhelming majority of 41(1,000 on election day proved conclusively that the
people were with him. The picture on this page shows the front of the Capitol at Washington as it appeared on
that occasion, when Lincoln gave utterance to what has come to be regarded as his greatest and noblest speech.
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forces in December, 1864, and thus witli

the army in Virginia, the war at last

entered upon its final stage.

With simultaneous advances on the

seat of the enemy's gov^ernment by
Grant from the north and by Sherman from
the south, the armies of Lee and Johnson
became more and more endangered. On
April 9th, 1865, Grant compelled Lee to

surrender at Appomattox Court House
;

and a few days later, on April 26th, the

last arm5' of the south, under Johnson,
which was opposed to Sherman, relin-

quished its useless resistance. Thus the

North had saved the existence of the union.

African colony of Liberia on an extensive
scale ; but none of his proposals met with
immediate acceptance. Meanwhile, the
time for a new presidential election had
arrived ; and, although Lincoln's re-

election was contested both by opponents
of slavery and by Democrats from oppo-
site standpoints, he emerged victorious

from the contest, with an overwhelming
majority. In the meantime, slavery had
been abolished in the district of Columbia
b}^ law, and in Mar\'land virtually. At last

the administration proposed the Thirteenth
Amendment to the federal constitution,

which in terms abolished slavery through-

THE BODY OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN ARRIVING AT THE CITY HALL, NEW YORK
The rejoicing of the American nation with the approaching- end of the Civil War was suddenly turned to sorrow when,
on the evening of April 14th, 1865, Abraham Lincoln was shot at Ford's Theatre, Washington, by John Wilkes Booth.
In this picture we see the arrival of the body of the great statesman at the City Hall, New York, whence, after an
imposing and impressive service, it was conveyed to Springfield, Illinois, for burial, which took place on May 4th.

On September 22nd, 1862, Lincoln, in
his capacity as commander-in-chief of the
United States forces, issued a declaration
announcing that on January ist, 1863, all

slaves within the portions of the revolted
states occupied by federal troops should
be free. Under the prevailing circum-
stances a demand for the abolition of
slavery could not fail to be raised in
congress also. Lincoln, however, still tried
to make terms, as by the offer of money
indemnities to the states affected by
abolition, and by plans for aiding the
emigration of liberated slaves to the
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out the whole of the United States. Its

acceptance b}' congress on January 31st,

1865, was followed by its ratification by
the requisite number of states, and thus
the victory of the Republicans, both
military and political, seemed complete.

It was dimmed, however, by the fact that
almost at the same moment Lincoln, the
man who had served them as a prudent,
unimpassioned, but absolutely reliable

leader, was, by the cowardly pistol of an
assassin on April 14th, 1S65, deprived of

the fruits of his well-earned victorv.

KONRAD HaEBLER
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LINCOLN'S death was a great misfortune

for the whole union, and to the Re-

pubhcan party it brought an unmistakable

crisis. The platform on which Lincoln had
been elected in i860 had not only been

fulfilled in all essentials during the few

years of the war, but through the course of

events had been carried far beyond its

original limits. At the decisive moment
when, after an unexampled victory, all

those meaner spirits were crowding to the

victorious side when the time comes for

dividing the spoils, the party had neither

a definite programme which set forth its

liigher aims, nor a leader with sufficient

influence to keep it in the right path.

From Lincoln's just and fair-minded

character it might be expected that he

would have completed the restoration of

the union and the reconstruction of the

Southern states in the same spirit which
had marked his policy during

S so'r
^^^® ^'^°^^ ^°"^^® °^ ^^^ ^'^^"•

uccessor
-pj^^ man, however, who by Lin-

coln's death was called to the

presidency—Vice-President Andrew John-
son—neither stood as high above the views

of the party as his predecessor had done,

nor possessed enough power over it to

keep in check its more radical elements.

The Republican party now included such
extremists as would strive, casting aside

all ideal views, to take exemplary ven-

geance on the south for the five years' civil

war and to render it incapable of ever again

playing a part in the inner life of politics.

Johnson himself by no means represented

these aims, but he entirely failed to recog-

nise the danger with which they threatened

the union, and therefore missed the right

moment for averting it.

He afterwards proceeded against it and
battled with it strenuously to the end of

his term of office, but unfortunately he

did not succeed in conquering it. Like the

Radical Republicans, Johnson had not con-

sidered it advisable forthwith to reinstate

the rebel states in their former place in

the union ; and the amnesty law pro-

claimed by him marked out such an
extraordinarily large number of those

who were to be excluded, by act of the

executive, from political

Ind the"
privileges, that it acted as a

^t. it. . direct encouragement to the
Rebel States t-> j- 1 t i 1

Radicals. Johnson, however,

made such a vigorous use of the measure
and endeavoured so earnestly to control

the affairs of the south that in connection

with his amnesty policy the quarrel between
him and the Radical majority broke out
immediately on the meeting of congress.

The president had decided to readmit the

Southern states to their former relations,

subject to the condition that they recog-

nised the abolition of slavery and their

obligations with reference to the federal

debt, while declaring the debt of the con-

federate states void.

A number of the Southern states had
actually been reconstructed on this basis

and had sent their representatives to con-

gress. They were unconditionally sent back
by congress ; and the moderate attitude of

the president now began to be assailed

by an embittered Opposition, the end of

which, apparently, was to make the re-

admission of the Southern states condi-

tional on their agreeing to admit negroes

to all the rights of white citizens. Johnson
made vain efforts to frustrate the accom-

plishment of such a poUcy by means of

his veto. His indiscretion,
Johnson

leading him so far as to
Impeached and

^^^^^j-^^ congress, gave some
Acquitted

justification to the Radicals

in impeaching him before the senate,

where he was finally acquitted by a single

vote. One after another of the Southern

states was forced to accept the condi-

tions imposed by the Radical party,

and its complete victory was thus assured.
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THE LAST RESTING-PLACE OF PRESIDENT GRANT, ON THE BANKS OF THE HUDSON
President Grant's tomb, on the banks of the beautiful Hudson River, is one of the most magnificent edifices ever

erected to the memory of man. Begun on April 27th, 1S92, it was not completed until five yeai-s later, when,

on April 27th, 1897, the president's remains were removed from their temporary resting-place and interred

here. Altogether, 60,000 people contributed to the building fund, which realised a sum approaching £600,000.

In this course of action congress was
actuated not exclusively by an ideal

enthusiasm for the equality of all men.
The elections, which had been conducted

on the basis of Johnson's plan of recon-

struction, had shown that, in spite of their

reverses in the war and the damage in-

flicted on their industry, the political

influence of the south and of the Demo-
cratic party was by no means crushed,

but would, under favourable conditions,

rapidly reassume its normal position in the

political life of the union. It was this

result, however, which the Republicans
feared as likely to be specially followed

by their own defeat, and it was to prevent
this that the democratic south was to be

rendered politically impotent. Hungry
professional politicians now began to

swarm to the south. With all kinds of

demagogic tricks the party managed to

appropriate all the different branches of

government and administration, and, by
the unscrupulous manner in which they
dealt with state property, they actually

succeeded in hastening the bankruptcy
of some of the Southern states.

Johnson did not see the victory of
" carpet-bag " politics during his term of

office ; but the manoeuvres of the Radicals

succeeded in putting in his place a man
entirely after their own heart. Hitherto

parties had been fortunate in their choice

of victorious generals for the presidency
;

THE UNITED STATES MINT AT PHILADELPHIA
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and the services which Grant had rendered
in the Civil War were undoubtedly more
potent than those of all the previous
military candidates. As a statesman, and
more especially as an administrator, how-
ever, Grant was certainly not less in-

capable than Jackson or any other of his

predecessors. In i86g, he entered upon
office as the chosen representative of the

party which was determined upon gather-

ing in for itself the fruits of victory, and
during his cai^eer he seemed unable to

prevent widespread corruption, not only in

the Southern states, .

but also in other

parts of the union.

Almost the sole guid- ^
ing principle of the
Republican partynow
seemed to be that the

government was to be
used for the purpose
of enriching the party
in power. A system
of high protective

tariffs was intro-

duced, ostensibly for

the purpose of meet-
ing the financial needs
of the country, which
had been greatly in-

creased by the war
;

but it was abused for

the purpose of pro-

viding certam indus-

trial and commercial
rings and companies
with an opportunity
for exploitation and
speculation, by which
even officials were
supposed to have

tion. This section was composed to a

considerable extent of that German-
American element which had already

played an importo.nt part in the early

development of the Republican party.

The influence of the Liberal Republicans
was indeed not sufficiently important to

hold out hopes of victory to a candidate

of their own ; but neither the old Repub-
licans nor the Democrats, who now were
once more energetically coming to the

front, could do without these independent
votes, and they both were accordingly

.- , obliged to propose
candidates capable of

effecting a moral and
healthy cleansing of

the administration.

It was not until the

advent to office of

President Rutherford
Bur chard Hayes
(1877-1881) that the

insurrectionary epoch
of the United States

came to an end. From
a material point of

view the union un-

doubtedly began to

flourish very rapidly

after the war, as was
shown in a con-

spicuous way by the

financial measures of'

the administration.

In consequence of

high protective tariffs

and an increase of

internal taxation
during the war, the

treasury found itself

face to face with
. THE GARFIELD MONUMENT AT CLEVELAND

enriched themselves At the outbreak of the Civil War, Garfield received the a Steadily increasing
in fhp mncf nt^on command of a regiment of volunteers, and was promoted cnri-vln- Thf- f^H^rQl111 Llic mubl open brigadier-general after winning the Battle of Middle ^UipiUs. 1 ue leueidl

manner. Kven during Creek. Resigning his commission in 1860, he became, in debt, which after the
Grant's first term of

March, ISSl. the twentieth President ofthe United states, ^^r had reached the
office these proceedings had increased to amount of £500,000,000, was reduced by
such an extent as to call forth in many places
a vigorous opposition ; but the coherence
of the party, aided by those unprincipled
followers who held the mastery in the
south, was still so powerful that Grant's
re-election in 1872 was accomplished
without special exertions. During his

second term of office, iSy^-iSyy, the
Republican party was split asunder.
A faction, the so-called Liberal Republi-

cans, formulated as their primary demand
the establishment of an honest administra-

I I'

half in the course of twenty years, the

interest thereon, moreover, being reduced

from 6 to 3 per cent. Thus a reduction in

internal taxation and a lowering of the

import duties were rendered possible,

though political prejudices rather than

financial needs as yet prevented a repeal

of the protective tariffs.

Hayes was succeeded in 1881 by James
Abram Garfield, a president who gave every

promise of leading the country farther on
the road to moral regeneration, when, on
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YOSEMITE FALLS IN CALIFORNIA GLACIER POINT, YOSEMITE VALLEY

GRAND CANON OF THE COLORADO TWIN PALMS IN A CALIFORNIAN ORCHARD

CONTRASTS OF AMERICAN SCENERY
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July 2nd, 1881, the bullet of the assassin

proved the means of retarding this forward
movement. Garfield's successor, Chester

Alan Arthur, once again permitted a return

to the policy of exploitation ; and, though
under his administration things did not

become as bad as under Grant, the policy

of regeneration suffered a serious check. It

was on this account largely that the

Republican party completely lost its hold

over men's minds. In

1884, for the first time

since the Civil War, the

Democrats succeeded in

obtaining a majority

for their candidate for

the presidency, Grover
Cleveland, with a plat-

form which demanded a
tariff for revenue only,

an honest and trust-

worthy financial ad-

ministration, and the

restriction of the spoils

system in the appoint-

ment of officials.
Since 1884 Republican
and Democratic presi-

dents have succeeded
one another almost in

regular alternation. The
maintenance of this

balance between the
great parties has con-

tributed considerably

towards rendering im-
possible such conditions

as had existed earlier.

The union then entered
upon a new stage of

its development. The
strengthening of the

central authority which
resulted from the defeat

of the supporters of

the world. In no countr3' are the technical

advances of modern times put to such
immediate and com[)rehensive use as in

America. Steam and electricity are the
dominating factors, not only in all branches
of industry, but also in agriculture.

The inexhaustible wealth of the country
is exploited with iron energy ; and nowhere
is the struggle for advancement keener
than in the United States. Undoubtedly

the more ideal elements
in human life have had
to suffer somewhat
thereby, for the fine

arts have not long
enjoyed a home there

;

nor has tlie advance
ment of the sciences

tended to the improve-
ment of any, of the

branches of science,

other than those de-

voted to practical pur-

poses, on the same scale

as in the Old World.
Woman in America
has enjoyed a more
really independent posi-

tion than in any other

country, and, in the

nature of things, feeling

herself equal, if not
superior, to man, has
striven also to share in

the activities and the

rights of the male sex.

Thus in America, more
than elsewhere, she early

created for herself the

])ossibility of ' a freer

movement in both social

and municipal life. Not
resting content with
this, the more sheTHE STATUE OF LIBERTY

This colossal bronze statue on Bedloe's Island, New actually employed her

State rights* in the War ^°I^ Harbour was designed and cast in France gg|f 35 ^ felloW-labourcr
r >, ° . .

'"1 a,nd presented to the American people in com-
.

of Secession did not memorationofthe Franco-American Union of 1874. with man On Cqual

remain without its
't weighs 22.3 tons and reaches a height of lol ft.

^^^.^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^j^^

effect upon the spirit of American politics. aimed at being placed on an equality with

The attention of the government still

continued, it is true, to be occupied
primarily with the internal conditions
of the union, which, indeed, are so

varied and peculiar as to justify such
a policy. Under a republican system of

protection carried to an extreme develop-

ment the industry of the United States has
reached dimensions which place it almost
at the head of the productive nations of
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him in other spheres. Social conditions in

which material factors gained increasing

prominence led in many cases to a restric-

tion of marriages, or to marriages of such a

kind as made the wife less a guardian of the

home than a co-operating partner of the

husband. Many professions were opened

to her ; in consequence of her higher cul-

ture she finally developed the ability of

filling at first a few and then an increasing



THE UNITED STATES riOUSb KJf REPRESENTATIVES IN SESSION
The legislature of the United States consists of a Senate and House of Representatives, the former having 42
members, one-half of whom are elected every two years to hold office for four years, while the House of Representa-
tives is composed of 94 members, elected biennially for t^rmsof two years. This lower House possesses the sole power
to Originate measures affecting taxation and finance, although the Senate has the right tO auieuU sucti measures.
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number of minor public offices of the

clerical and administrative classes. Thus
there arose a class of wage-earning women,
some of whom, not without reason,

claimed to have an equal voice with men
in oublic affairs. The peculiarity of the

American Constitution, which leaves the

conditions attached to the franchise entirely

to the control of the separate states, con-

siderably facilitated the movement towards
political rights for women. They early

obtained in several states the right of

voting merel}^ upon school matters ; and
upon this foundation there has been a

marked development.
At the present day women in only four

states of the union enjo}', in regard to the

exercise of the suffrage, the same political

rights as do men ; and it is hardly open to

doubt that in America as in Australia the

emancipation movement will gradually de-

cline. American conditions will be hardly

likelv to alter the fact that in the end the

female sex will have nothing to gain,

but everything to lose, by stepping upon
the same footing with man into all

the different branches of industrial life.

Whether or not the United States will

always maintain their industrial affairs

in a sound and healthy condition is diffi-

cult to foretell. The Socialist danger,

which has caused so much anxiety to the
governments of the Old World, has not been
present in America on the same scale. It

has there been counteracted by the over-

throw of all social barriers, the Republican
equality of all citizens, and the fact that up

to the most recent times it has
Restricting

tl\e Flood of

Immigrants

been possible for individuals in

the humblest ranks, by skill and
energy, to work their way up into

the circles of the all-powerful aristocracy

of wealth. With the increasing density

of the population, this possibility is

growing less. Though by no means over-;

populated in proportion to area, the

United States has even at the present day
a considerable proletariat of unemployed.

For some time these conditions have
exercised a considerable effect upon the

question of immigration. The period

from 1830 to 1850, during which America
encouraged by all the means in its power
the influx of immigrants, has been suc-

ceeded by another in which the country is

beginning to close its doors to improperly

qualified foreigners. This movement at

first was directed against the Chinese. In

THE WORLD-RENOWNED LICK OBSERVATORY ON MOUNT HAMILTON, CALIFORNIA
Standing on the summit of Mount Hamilton at an altitude of 4,280 ft., this famous astronomical establishment was
founded under the provisions of a deed made in 1876 by James Lick, a San Francisco philanthropist. A sum was also

provided for the erecfon of the most powerful telescope in the world, an instrument which for many years had no rival.
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LOOKING FROM THE OLD SPANISH FORT OVER THE PACIFIC AT PANAMA

the negroes and Indians the union aheady
had in its midst two foreign elements
of population whose improvement and ab-

sorption presented difficult and expen-
sive problems. It was therefore justified

in refusing to burden itself with another
foreign element, and one, moreover, which
from its peculiarity seemed unlikely to

become assimilated to the rest of the
population. The union, however, is be-

ginnmg to close its doors to European
immigration also. It is not, of course,

trying to effect this indirectly in the
manner once aimed at by the " Know-
nothings "—by rendering more difficult

the acquisition of the rights of citiz:enship.

But, on the other hand, now
that its social conditions are

no longer such that physical

powers alone are sufficient for

obtaining a livelihood, it more particu-

larly refuses to receive those whose bodily
and mental constitution would lead one
to expect that, so far from benefiting the
country, they would become a burden to it.

The republican equality of all citiz:ens

is, in the United States even more than
in other republics, modified by the power

Where
Wealth is

Power

of wealth. In no country is tlie influence

of capital so great as in the United States.

Its " trusts " and " rings " have suc-

ceeded more than once not only in wresting
to themselves monopolies for the New
World, but also in threatening the Old
World with them. Nor is either the tariff

or the financial policy of the United States

free from the reproach of having been
abused for the business purposes of

large commercial associations.

We cannot, however, deny the enormous
capacity for development in the vast

natural resources of the country. It is

the gro\\'ing recognition of this fact which
helped to induce the United States to

adopt an entirely new foreign policy at

the end of the nineteenth century. It is,

of course, professed that the policy first

laid down and followed out by Monroe is

still, as in 1823, the guiding thread of

American statesmanship, but a wholly new
interpretation is nowadays placed upon
Monroe's original declarations. Monroe,

in those days, laid stress on the fact that

the guiding principle of the foreign policy

of the United States should be non-

interference in American ?ffairs by other
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DISASTROUS RESULT OF FRENCH MANAGEMENT ON THE PANAMA CANAL

SOLDIERS GUARDING THE PANAMA RAILWAY, NEAR OBIbt^U

A GREAT ENTERPRISE: SCENES ON THE PANAMA CANAL
The first picture depicts a by no means rare scene on the banks of the Panama Canal. Bribery and corruption had so
characterised the efforts of the French company that many hundreds of thousands of pounds' worth of machinery were
ordered in excess of any reasonable need, to be dumped down by the wayside and allowed to rot and rust. The second
picture shows United States soldiers guarding the railway near Obispo, one of the many military stations alon^ the line.
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nations. The declaration that they

would consider the interference of foreign

Powers for the restoration of the Spanish

dominion in Central and South America as

an unfriendly act against the United

States was directed, as was the policy of

Great Britain, more especially against the

Holy Alliance, which was ready to support

Ferdinand VII. by the aid of

77°!t an international force. The
of the Monroe

^^^^^^ beheld with indifference
Doctrine

^^^.^ ^j^^^ ^^^ attempt of the

Spaniards to reconquer their colonial em-
pire, without regarding it as other than an

internal affair of the provinces affected.

The Monroe doctrine was first introduced

into diplomacy at the time of the Panama
Canal enterprise. The North Americans

had for a long time made efforts to subject

the industrial conditions of the isthmus

to their control, and became uneasy when
there seemed a probability of the enterprise

being carried out wdthout their partici-

pation. They also have made continuous

efforts for the construction of a Nicaragua

Canal, and at present it seems as if one of

these projects would be realised under the

protection of the American Government.

Still in another way did the United

States attempt to obtain a firm footing in

the neighbouring provinces of the south.

In 1848, Yucatan, having once rnore

severed its connection with the Mexican

Republic, and being unable to settle a re-

volt of its disaffected Indian subjects, ap-

plied to the United States for help, offering

in return to acknowledge their sovereignty.

The offer, however, met with a refusal.

Next, in the middle of the 'fifties, a plan

for the incorporation of Nicaragua was
under consideration. The interests of

North American commercial companies

had repeatedly provoked hvely diplomatic

discussions, and finally an adventurer from

Tennessee, named William Walker, had
raised himself to the presidency of Nicar-

agua. Regarded with suspicion by almost

the whole of the native popu-
The Problem

j^^-^^^ Walker was obliged to
of the Union

j^^j, ^^^ support to his own
Expansion

^^^^^^^ . ^^^ ^jg compatriots

in the west repeatedly supported him, in

the hope that his adventure would end in

the admission of Nicaragua into the union.

In this case, however, the object desired

failed to be carried into effect. Another

tirne, under Grant, in 1870, the expan-

sion of the union was brought under

discussion, In the Republic of San
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Domingo, which forms the eastern part
of the island of the same name, a large

party in whose hands was the presidential

authority asked for admission into the

United States. Ever since 1868 deputa-
tions in regard to this matter had been
going backwards and forwards between the

two countries ; but it was not until Grant
began to evince a lively interest in the

matter that a treaty of annexation was
arranged. While, however, in San
Domingo the treaty was passed by a vote

of a majority of the people, congress assumed
a hostile attitude. Three times Grant
introduced the scheme into the senate,

and as many times was he obliged to with-

draw it before the opposition of that body.
These failures were due to the same

cause. The view prevailed quite generally

in the United States that the territorial

area of the union had reached an extent

large enough for its development, and
that the acquisition of territories situated

outside the present well-drawn boundaries

could only prove a source of danger
to the state. It was not until the last

decade of the nineteenth century that

their industrial development

fo^th'e"
tended to force the United

^ . States to modify this conception

of the original Monroe doctrine.

The extension of its industry is such
that the union at present not only amply
supplies its own requirements, but pro-

duces far in excess of these, and hence is

obliged to seek other markets.

It is natural that its attention should

be primarily directed towards those other

states of the American continent which,

owing to their inferior economic develop-

ment, are still dependent upon Europe for

their industrial needs. In this connection

a new and amplified expression of the

Monroe doctrine has been called into

existence. It was now proposed to restrict

the activity of the European Powers
upon the American Continent even in the

industrial sphere, as it had formerly

been checked in the pohtical, and to

conquer " America for the Americans."

To this end the United States endea-

voured to bring about a closer union of

the independent American states. The
centennial anniversary of the Declaration

of Independence (July 4th, 1876) first

caused a revival of the idea of a Pan-
American Federation ; and in connection

with the celebration of the four-hundredth

anniversary of the discovery of America
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(October 12th, 1892), a limited Pan-Amer-
ican arrangement was called into existence

in the Bureau of American Republics.

The fruits of such a connection could

not, however, be reaped immediately in

such a manner as to satisfy the existing

conditions of the labour market. Hence
the United States, like the countries of the

Old World, were forced to adhere to the

policy of protection for their national

industry. A protective tariff had, of

course, been in force for a long time before

this in the United States. But hitherto it

'had been used partly as a means of

maintaining good order in the financial

in United States politics was not limited

to the industrial sphere. The repeated

risings against Spanish dominion in Cuba
have more than once rendered certain

Americans desirous of acquiring an island

so valuable to them from its geographical

situation. In their relations to the dis-

affected population, American citizens

have sometimes approached as nearly as

possible to the limits of international law.

Spain, moreover, had tolerated a shameless

misgovernment in the remnants of its once
opulent colonial empire. The most justi-

fiable demands of its colonies were either

disregarded or were appeased by empty

MR. THEODORE ROOSEVELT AND HIS SUCCESSOR, MR. WILLIAM H. TAFT
Mr. Theodore Roosevelt, being then Vice-President, succeeded to the Presidency of the United States at the death of

President McKinley on September 14th, 1901, and was re-elected by an overwhelming majority in 19L)5, this time

defeating the democratic candidate, Mr. W. J. Bryan. His terra of office was marked by a number of excellent

reforms, notable among which was his vigorous opposition to American trust methods. His successor, Mr. W. H. Taft,

is by profession a lawyer, and has for many years played a conspicuous part in the administration of the great republic.

economy of the state as a whole, and partly

for the purpose of supporting growing
industries. The tariff of i8go, on the

other hand, which is specially connected
with the name of President McKinley,
betokened a complete change in the tariff

policy of the union. Its object was to remove
foreign competition from home markets,

and to render home industries capable of

competing in foreign markets. This policy

was approved by the majority of the

citizens of the United States, and in 1896
McKinley was chosen president (1897-1901).

The first year of McKinley's presidency,

however, sufficed to show that the change

promises, while the Spanish Government,

allowing its governors to enrich themselves

by extortions, in the meanwhile derived

only insignificant profits from its colonies,

the Cubans had already, in 1868, risen

against this state of things, and it was only

after a ten years' struggle, accompanied by
the expenditure of much blood and treasure,

that Spain succeeded in bringing the island

to obedience. When this promise was left

unfulfiUed, Cuba revolted anew in 1896.

It was thereafter that occasion was given

for the United States to intervene. Thus
pressed, Spain renewed its promises of

autonomous government, and, as earlier,
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with no result of accomplishment. The
American Government demanded, in the

interests of humanity, that the state of

war in Cuba should cease. The American
Government also took the position that the

independence of Cuba ought to be recog-

nised ; diplomatic relations were severed
;

and war against Spain was declared to

exist in April, 1898.

On the one hand, the United States

possessed both a fleet and an army superior

to those of the Spaniards ; they excelled

the latter in their facilities for procur-

ing material resources, and the natural

Cuba, while Puerto Rico was ceded directly

to the United States, as were also, for an
indemnity, the Phihppines.

For years past the United States had had
their eyes set on the Farthest West ; and,
owing to the position of the latter region

opposite to their own Pacific coast, the

Americans had become better acquainted
with the methods of its development than
had some of the countries of the Old
World. At Samoa they had, it is true,

earlier yielded to the combination of

European and colonial Powers, although
the check, even there, was only temporary.

THE UNITED STATES PURCHASE OF THE PANAMA CANAL
The mismanagement which had characterised the affairs of the two French Panama companies, and culminated in the
prosecution of the De Lesseps Company for fraud, brought the scheme to the verge of ruin, with the result that the
American Government agreed to pay the sum of ^S.OOO.imiO for certain concessions and for the work already accom-
plished. This picture shows the signing of the ^8,000,00-1 warrant in payment of the Panama Canal, in November, 1903.

theatre of the war lay at their very doors.

On the other hand, the misgovernment of

Spain weakened the administration both
in the mother country and in the colonies,

and rendered quite impossible a vigorous
or even adequate conduct of such a
campaign. When, finally, its fleets were
forced to engage in the contest, they
suffered complete and speedy defeat.

After the destruction of the Spanish iieet

before Santiago, the islands' of both Cuba
and Puerto Rico were occupied and con-
trolled by the military force of the
Americans. Spain, as a result, was com-
pelled to recognise the independence of
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The manner, furthermore, in which in 1897
they succeeded in accomplishing the
annexation of Hawaii showed how the

United States were determined to obtain
a position in the Pacific Ocean. Here,
again, the unforeseen results of the Spanish
War seemed to coincide with the develop-

ment of American policy ; for by the treaty

of peace of December loth, 1898. America
took the title to the Philippine Islands.

It is at present impossible to foretell

how these astonishing changes will affect

the future of the United States. Their new
acquisitions serve in a marked degree to

satisfy the need for industrial expansion.



BRITAIN'S DISPUTE WITH VENEZUELA: PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT AND HIS CABINET
On account of British and German subjects failing to obtain compensation from the Venezuelan Government for pro-

perty destroyed and concessions violated, Great Britain and Germany instituted a blockade of Venezuelan ports.

Matters were assuming an ugly aspect when the United States intervened, and the picture on this page shows

President Roosevelt discussing the cjuestipn with his Cabinet, through which an understanding was arrived at in lauj.
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and in the changes which the Japano-
Chinese war of 1894 initiated in Eastern
Asia, America for the first time shows
herself prepared to enter into competition

with European exporting countries. In

view of the results of the Spanish War she

is enabled to do so under exceptionally

favourable conditions. But the colonies

will, on the other hand, in all probabiHty
be a source of many future difficulties,

both administrative and diplomatic, to

the union ; and whether or not all

these difficulties can be solved without
shaking the foundations or altering

the structure of the constitution we
must lea\'e for the future to determine.

On his way to Guam he also raised the
flag on Wake Island, and thus two addi-

tional naval stations were secured in the
Pacific. The year 1899 was one of un-
usual calm, excepting for the determined
resistance of several of the wilder Filippino

tribes to the new regime. These, however,
had never been reconciled to Spanish
rule, and now demanded absolute inde-

pendence, under Aguinaldo, a brave and
very able guerrilla leader. Throughout
1899 sanguinary conflicts occurred in the

Philippines, during which many American
officers fell, including General Lawton.
The struggle was protracted till the capture
of Aguinaldo on March 23rd, 1901. But

A STRIKING SCENE IN ALASKA: LOOKING DOWN ON MUIR GLACIER
This magnificently developed and picturesque ice-sheet of Alaska rises from 150 ft. to 220 ft. above the surface of
the water, and occupies an area of from twenty to thirty miles. As the result of the earthquake of 1899, a consider-
able portion of it was destroyed, its front wall previously terminating into a majestic ice-cliff of li miles in widtli.

The acquisition of the new insular

appanages was quickly to compel the
nation to assert herself as a great Pacific

Power. Indeed, the closing period of

the last century and the opening of the
new marked a most memorable transi-

tion, which set an indehble stamp on the
history of the great republic and irre-

sistibly changed the whole attitude of

international policy, involving momentous
departures from the old rule of non-inter-

vention in the affairs of the Old World.
On February ist, 1899, Commander

Taussig took possession of the picturesque
little island of Guam, the largest member
of the Marianne, or Ladrones, Archipelago.
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the American Government had, throughout
the campaign, used concihatory means,
proclaiming in the summer of 1900 an
amnesty for the Filippino insurgents.

The dramatic and startling episodes of

the years 1900 and 190 1 rendered the in-

augural period of the twentieth century
one of the most striking of American
historical landmarks. Indeed, the whole
world was stirred by phenomenal records.
" The war which staggered humanity," to
use Kriiger's phrase, led the Boers to appeal
to the United States ; but the government
saw no justification for interference, even
diplomatically. But in China the appal-
ling Boxer insurrection rendered the



THE MAIN STREET IN SITKA, ALASKA'S BEAUTIFULLY SITUATED CAPITAL

A VOLCANIC ISLAND OF RECENT ORIGIN NEAR FORT WRANGELL

SCENES IN ALASKA, THE NORTH-WESTERN PART OF NORTH AMERICA
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America's

Interference

in China

situation terribly lurid and the outlook

ominous. The news of the siege of the

legations in Pekin roused intense ex-

citement throughout the states, as in

other lands, and brought not only the

European Powers but also the United
States Government to feel the instant

necessity of armed intervention. When
Pekin was captured by the

allied forces, under General
von Waldersee, the American
contingent was the first to

enter the city. The emperor and empress-

dowager had fled, and Li Hung Chang
asked for an armistice, which was refused,

as also was a special appeal by the Tsung-
li-yamen to Washington. China was given

to understand that the full demands of

the American Government must be com-
plied with and General Chaffee was allowed

full power to act. On February 19th,

1901, the United States protested against

further military expeditions to. China,

and on February 21st the Powers agreed

to acquire no Chinese territory without
international consent.

In the midst of the world's general un-

rest occurred a momentous presidential

election in America. William McKinley
was, on November 6th, 1900, chosen
president for a second term, with Theodore
Roosevelt, of New York, as vice-president,

on the republican ticket. The eloquent

William Jennings Bryan, of Nebraska,
thus for the second time sustained a
crushing defeat, which perhaps settled

for ever the fate of his silver standard
movement. Thus also was reduced to

comparative impotence the great Demo-
cratic party, which had been intrenched
in power under the two administrations of

Grover Cleveland, 1885-1889, and 1893-
1897, yielding in 1897 to the republican
onslaught that placed McKinley in power.

In this election of 1900 the money issue

was the paramount factor of the campaign.
A dark cloud soon rolled over the fair

-, • Y t
P^'ospect. The nation was

of"p^**s"d* \ shocked almost to frenzy in a

McKinley
^ ^^^ months by the dastardly

assassination of the belovtd
president. While McKinley was holding a
reception in the Temple of Music at the
Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, he was
shot by Leon Czolgosz, an anarchist.
Though not killed on the spot, he died, on
September 19th, iqoi, from his wounds.
According to settled law, Theodore Roose-
velt became president, and this extra-

ordinary man soon displayed, in increasing

measure, those capacities as a statesman
which had been already successfully tested

in other offices. He rapidly proved himseli

to be the "strong man" of America, the

implacable enemy of the trusts and gigantic,

corrupt corporations ; and also a foremost

representative of constructive policy.

Early in his occupancy of the supreme
office President Roosevelt recommended
to congress the purchase of the rights

of the French Panama Canal Company
for £8,000,000, and this led to the

inauguration of the greatest engineering

enterprise ever undertaken by the great

republic. The stupendous cutting was
planned to be completed by 1905. Im-
portant incidents rapidly followed each

other. In 1903 the Pacific cable was
completed, and the dispute with Britain

over the Alaskan boundary was settled

in favour of America by an arbitration

_ ,^ award. But 1904 was a
Roosevelt << ti h. >> x uRoosevelt year, for, by a

Whit^e House
sweeping majority, the presi-

dent was re-elected, defeating

Judge Allen B. Parker. William H. Taft,

who had been Governor of the Philippines,

became Secretary of War.
One of President Roosevelt's last mea-

sures was to sunmion a great conference

for the consideration of the incalculable

waste of national resources, especially

through the wanton destruction of the
magnificent forests and the reckless con-

sumption of coal. Finally, he firmly

refused the multitudinous solicitation to

accept nomination for a third term, but
openly and strenuously commended the

candidature of William H. Taft, of Cin-

cinnati, O., his celebrated Secretary of

War. Once more VV. J. Bryan tried his

fortune, but Taft won a magnificent vic-

tory over America's most gifted orator,

and entered the White House as President

on March 4th, 1909.
Other notable incidents of the first

decade of the twentieth century were
the addition of a forty-sixth star to the
" Old Glory " flag by the creation of a
new state, Oklahoma—out of the united

Oklahoma and Indian territories—in June,
1906 ; the sailing on his ninth trip to the

Arctic of Commander R. E. Peary, July
6th, 1908 ; the adoption of a penny postal

rate by Great Britain and the United
States on October ist. 1908.

KONRAD HaEBLER
William Durban
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AMERICAS UNCROWNED KING : MR. TAFT DELIVERING HIS FIRST PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
Inauguration Day in the United States falls every four years on March 4th, a date origfinally selected by Benjamin
Franklin on account of the fact that for the next two hundred years it would less frequently fall on a Sunday than any
other. It is usual for the new president to take the oath outside the Capitol at Washington, but Mr. William H. Taft,
who is seen delivering his inaugural address in the picture on this page, was sworn inside, because of a sudden storm.
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NOTABLE CITIES OF THE
UNITED STATES

SCENES OF THE PAST AND THE PRESENT ^

THE HOUSE OF THE PRESIDENT AS IT IS TO-DAV
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THE STATELY CAPITOL. HEADQUARTERS OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

A SCENE OF SIXTY YEARS AGO LOOKING TOWARDS THE CAPITOL

CONGRESSIONAL LIBRARY THE LARGEST LIBRARY BUILDING IN THH WORLD

WASHINGTON, THE CAPITAL CITY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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AN EVERYDAY SCENE IN STATE STREET

CHICAGO, THE SECOND LARGEST CITY IN AMERICA
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HOW BROOKLYN FERRY LOOKED FORTY YEARS AGO

THE OLD CITY HALL, WITH THE PARK IN THE FOREGROUND

NEW YORK AT THE TIME OF THE CIVIL WAR
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FLAT-IRON" BUILDING, FIFTH AVENUE BROADWAY, THE CHIEF THOROUGHFARE

VVATER FRONT OF NEW YORK CITY, AS SEEN FROM JERSEY CITY

TIMES" BUILDING ON AN ELECTION NIGHT THE FAMOUS "GREAT WHITE WAY

SCENES IN NEW YORK, THE COMMERCIAL METROPOLIS OF THE UNITED STATES
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STATE STREET, BOSTONS MAIN THOROUGHFARE, FORTY YEARS AGO

BOSTON AS IT WAS IN THE EARLY 'SIXTIES
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TREMONT STREET, ONE OF THE LEADING THOROUGHFARES

BOSTON, THE CENTRE OF AMERICAN CULTURE AND EDUCATION
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RUINS OF THE HALL OF JUSTICE THE DEVASTATION OF TELEGRAPH HILL

A STRIKING SCENE OF DESTRUCTION OVERLOOKING KEARNY STREET

SAN FRANCISCO: SCENES IN THE RUINED CITY
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TYPICAL BUILDINGS OF THE NEW CITY

SAN FRANCISCO : THE REMAKING OF THE CITY
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THE IMPOSING NEW MORMON TABERNACLE

SALT LAKE CITY, THE CENTRAL SEAT OF MORMON POWER
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SOCIAL CONDITIONS & THE SOCIAL
FUTURE IN THE UNITED STATES

BY H. G. WELLS
THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES
THE social conditions and social future

of America constitute a system of

problems quite distinct and separate from
the social problems of any other part

of the world. The nearest approach to

parallel conditions, and that on a far

smaller and narrower scale, is found in

the British colonies and in the newly
settled parts of Siberia. For

P
* **^ while in nearly every other part

/"^
. of the world the population

of America r . j i

of to-day is more or less com-
pletely descended from the prehistoric

population of the same region, and
has developed its social order in a slow

growth extending over many centuries,

the American population is essentially a

transplanted population, a still fluid and
imperfect fusion of great fragments torn

at this point or that from the gradually

evolved societies of Europe. The European
social systems grow and flower upon
their roots, on soil which has made
them and to which they are adapted.
The American social accumulation is a

various collection of cuttings thrust into

a new soil and respiring a new air, so

different that the question is still open to

doubt, and, indeed, there are those who do
doubt, how far these cuttings are actually

striking root and living and growing

;

whether, indeed, they are destined to more
than a temporary life in the new hemi-
sphere. We propose to discuss and weigh
certain arguments for and against the
belief that these 80,000,000 people who
constitute the United States of America
are destined to develop into a great

distinctive nation with a character and
culture of its own. Humanly speaking, the

United States of America—and the same

is true of Canada and all the more
prosperous, populous and progressive

regions of South America—is a vast sea of

newly-arrived and unstably-rooted people.

Of the 76,000,000 inhabitants recorded
by the 1900 census, 10,500,000 were born
and brought up in one or other of the
European social systems, and the parents
of another 26,000,000 were foreigners.

Another 9,000,000 are of African negro
descent ; 14,000,000 of the 65,000,000
native born are living not in the state

of their birth, but in other states to

which they have migrated. Of the

30,500,000 whites whose parents on both
sides were native Americans, a high pro-

portion probably had one, if not m< re,

grandparents foreign born. Nearly

5,500,000 out of 33,500,000 whites in 1870
were foreign born, and another 5,250,000
the children of foreign-born parents. The
children of the latter 5,250,000 count, of

course, in the 1900 census as native

born of native parents. Immigration,
naturally enough, varies enormously with
the activity of business, but in 1906 it rose

for the first time on record above a million.

These figures may be difficult to grasp.

The facts may be seen in a more concrete

form by the visitor to Ellis

Island, the receiving station for

the immigrants into New York
harbour. One goes to this

place by tugs from the United States

barge office in Battery Park, and in order

to see the thing properly one needs a

letter of introduction to the commissioner

in charge. Then one is taken through vast

barracks littered wth people of every Euro-

pean race to a central hall in which the

gist of the examining goes on. The floor
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of this hall is divided up into a sort of

maze of winding passages between lattice

work, and along these passages, day after

day incessantly, the immigrants go—;wild-

eyed gypsies, Armenians, Greeks, Italians,

Ruthenians, Cossacks, German peasants,

Scandinavians, a few Irish still, im-
poverished English, occasional Dutch.

They halt for a moment at
c ca y jj^^ig desks to exhibit papers, at

, '^f
"*

^. other little desks to show their
Immigration t ,, .

money and prove they are not

paupers, to have their eyes scanned by
this doctor and their general bearing by
that. Their thumb-marks are taken,

names and heights and weights and so

forth are recorded for the card index,

and so slowly they pass along towards
America, and at last reach a little wicket

—

the gate of the New World.
Through this metal wicket drips the im-

migration stream ; all day long, every two
or three seconds, an immigrant with a valise

or a bundle passes the little desk and goes

on past the well-managed money-changing
place, past the carefuhy organised separat-

ing ways that go to this railway or that,

past the guiding, protecting officials into

a new world. The great majority are young
men and young women between seventeen

and thirty—good, youthful, hopeful pea-

sant stock. They stand in a long string,

waiting to go through that wicket, with
bundles, with little tin boxes, with cheap
portmanteaux, with odd packages, in

pairs, in families, alone, women with
children, men with strings of dependents,
young couples. All day that string of

human beads waits there, jerks forward,

waits again ; all day and every day,
constantly replenished, constantly drop-
ping the end beads through the wicket,

till the units mount to hundreds and the

hundreds to thousands.
In such a prosperous year as 1906 more

immigrants passed through that wicket
into America than children were born in the

whole of France. This figure
urope

^£ ^ perpetual stream of new
Feeding-place , ^ ^ .,- „ ,

- . . stranger citizens will serve to
of America , ",

,

t ,•

mark the primary distinction

between the American social problem and
that of any European or Asiatic community.
The vast bulk of the population of the

United States has, in fact, only got there

from Europe in the course of the last

hundred years, and mainly since the

accession of Queen Victoria to the throne
of Great Britain. This is the first fact that
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the student of the American social future
must realise. Only an extremely small
proportion of its blood goes back now to
those who fought for freedom in the days
of George Washington. The American
community is not an expanded colonial

society that has become autonomous. It

is a great and deepening pool of popula-
tion accumulating upon the area their

predecessors freed, and since fed copiously
by affluents from every European com-
munity. Fresh ingredients are still being
added in enormous quantity, in quantity
so great as to materially change the racial

quality in a score of years. It is particu-

larly noteworthy that each accession of new
blood seems to sterilise its predecessors.

Had there been no immigration at all

into the United States, but had the rate

of increase that prevailed in 1810-1820
prevailed to 1900, the population, which
would then have been a purely native

American one, would have amounted to

100,000,000 ; that is to say, to more than
23,000,000 in excess of the present total

population. The new waves are for a
time amaz;ingly fecund, and then comes

a rapid fall in the birth-rate.
or s

jYiQ proportion of colonial and
urp us

early republican blood in the
Population 1 , • .1 r 1

population IS thereiore prob-

ably considerably smaller even than the

figures I have quoted would suggest.

These accesses of new population have
come in a series of waves, very much as if

successive reservoirs of surplus population

in the Old World had been tapped, drained

and exhausted. First came the Irish and
Germans, then Central Europeans of

various types; then Poland and Western
Russia began to pour out their teeming
peoples, and more particularly their Jews ;

Bohemia, the Slavonic states, Italy, and
Hungary followed, and the latest arrivals

include great numbers of Levantines,

Armenians, and other peoples from Asia

Minor and the Balkan Peninsula. The
Hungarian immigrants have still a birth-

rate of forty-six per 1,000, the highest

birth-rate in the world.

A considerable proportion of the Medi-

terranean arrivals, it has to be noted, and
more especially the Italians, do not come
to settle. They work for a season or a

few years, and then return to Italy. The
rest come to stay.

A vast proportion of these accessions to

the American population since 1840 has,

with the exception of the East European
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Jews, consisted of peasantry, mainly or

totally illiterate, accustomed to a low
standard of life and heavy bodily toil.

For most of them the transfer to a new
country meant severance from the reli-

gious communion in which they had been
bred and from the servilities or subordi-

nations to which they were accustomed.
They brought little or no

».. °? ° positive social tradition to
Mixed ^

- . - .

Humanity
the synthesis to which they
brought their blood and muscle.

The earlier German, English and Scan-

dinavian incomers were drawn from a

somewhat higher social level, and were
much more closely akin in habits and
faith to the earlier founders of the

republic. Our inquiry is this : What
social structure is this pool of mixed
humanity developing or likely to develop ?

If we compare any European nation

with the American we perceive at once
certain broad differences. The former, in

comparison with the latter, is evolved and
organised ; the latter, in comparison with
the former, is aggregated and chaotic. In

nearly every European country there is a
social systern, often quite elaborately

classed and defined ; each class with a
sense of fuaction, with an idea of what is

due to it and what is expected of it.

Nearly everywhere you find a governing
class, aristocratic in spirit, sometimes no
doubt highly modified by recent economic
and industrial changes, with more or less

of the tradition of a feudal nobihty ; then
a definite great mercantile class ; then a
large, self-respecting middle class of pro-

fessional men—minor merchants and so

forth ; then a new industrial class of

employees in the manufacturing and urban
districts, and a peasant population rooted
to the land. There are, of course, many
local modifications of this form. In
France the nobility is mostly expro-
priated ; in England, since the days of

John Ball, the peasant has lost his common
rights and his holding, and

egrccs
become an "agricultural

Q . labourer " to a newer class of

more extensive farmer. But
these are differences in detail ; the fact

of the organisation, and the still more
important fact of the traditional feeling

of organisation, remain true of all these
older communities.
And in nearly every European country,

though it may be somewhat despoiled
here and shorn of exclusive predominance
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there, or represented by a dislocated " re-

formed" member, is the Church; custo-

dian of a great moral tradition, closely

associated with the national universities

and the organisation of national thought.
The typical European town has its castle

or great house, its cathedral or church, its

middle class and lower class quarters.

Five miles off one can see that the Amer-
ican town is on an entirely different plan.

In his remarkable " American Scene " Mr.'

Henry James calls attention to the fact

that the Church as one sees it and feels it

universally in Europe is altogether absent,

and he adds a comment as suggestive as

it is vague. Speaking of the appearance
of the churches, so far as they do appear
amidst American urban scenery, he says :

Looking for the most part no more established

or seated than a stopped omnibus, they are
reduced to the inveterate bourgeois level—that
of private, accommodated pretensions merely

—

and fatall}^ despoiled of the fine old ecclesiastical

arrogance.
The field of American life is as bare of the

Church as a billiard-table of a centre-piece ; a
truth that the myriad little structures "at-
tended " on Sundays and on the " off " evenings

of their " sociables " proclaim as with
No Church the audible sound of the roaring of a
in million mice. . . . And, however

America one indicates one's impression of the
clearance, the clearance itself , in its

completeness,with the innumerable odd connected
circumstances that bring it home, represents, in

the history of manners and morals, a deviation in

the mere measurement of which hereafter may
well reside a certain critical thrill. I say hereafter
because it is a question of one of those many
measurements that would as yet, in. the United
States, be premature. Of all the solemn conclusions
one feels as " barred," the list is quite headed in

the states, I think, by this particular abeyance of

judgment. When an ancient treasure of precious
vessels, over-scored with glowing gems and
wrought artistically into wondrous shapes, has,

by a prodigious process, been converted, through
a vast community, into the small change, the
simple circulating medium of dollars and
" nickels," we can only say that the consequent
permeation will be of values of a new order.

Of what order we must wait to see.

America has no Church. Neither has it

a peasantry nor an aristocracy ; and until

well on in the Victorian epoch it had no
disproportionately rich people.

In America, except in the regions where
the negro abounds, there is no lower
stratum. There is no " soil people " to

this community at all
;

your bottomest
man is a mobile freeman who can read, and
who has ideas above digging and pigs and
poultry-keeping, except incidentally for

his own ends. No one owns to subordina-
tion. As a consequence, any position
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REFUGEES FROM LIBAU SEEKING FREEDOM IN AMERICA

IMMIGRANTS WITH THEIR COMPLETE BELONGINGS AFTER PASSING THE AUTHORITIES

EUROPE'S DREGS ENTERING THE NEW WORLD
It is estimated that over a million foreigners seek admission into the United States every year. They represent all

the races under the sun, coming mostly from China, Japan and Russia. Only those who are fit to battle with life, who
have a clean record, and who are not paupers, are allowed to land ; the rest—thieves, anarchists, imbeciles, and persons
suffering from disease, so far as can be ascertained, are sent back to their own countries in the steamships that brought
them over. Of this group of undesirables between 6,000 and 12,000 are excluded within the course of a twelvemonth.
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which involves the acknowledgment of an

innate inferiority is difficult to fill ; there

is, from the European point of view, an
extraordinary dearth of servants, and this

endures in spite of a great peasant immi-
gration. The servile tradition will not

root here now; it dies forthwith. An
enormous importation of European serfs

and peasants goes on ; but as
A Country ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^j^-^ ^^-^ ^^^^^. ^^^^^
Without an

ij^i^ediately begin to stiffen
Aristocracy •,, j.- a jWith a new assertion. And
at the other end of the scale, also,

one misses an element. There is no terri-

torial aristocracy, no aristocracy at all, no
throne, no legitimate and acknowledged
representative of that upper social struc-

ture of leisure, power and state responsi-

bility which in the old European theory

of society was supposed to give signifi-

cance to the whole. The American com-
munity, one cannot too clearly insist, does

not correspond to an entire European
community at all, but only to the middle

masses of it, to the trading and manufac-
turing class between the dimensions of

the magnate and the clerk and skilled

artisan. It is the central part of the

European organism without either the

dreaming head or the subjugated feet.

Even the highly feudal slave-holding
" county family " traditions of Virginia

and the south pass now out of memory.
So that in a very real sense the past of

the American nation is in Europe, and the

settled order of the past is left behind there.

This community was, as it were, taken off

its roots, clipped of its branches, and
brought hither. It began neither serf

nor lord, but burgher and farmer ; it

followed the normal development of the

middle class under progress everywhere, and
became capitalistic. The later immigra-
tion has converged upon the great industrial

centres, and added merely a vast non-

servile element of employees to the scheme.
America has been, and still very largely

is, a one-class country. It is

a great sea of human beings
The Scat of

Triumphant
Democracy

detached from their traditions

of origin. The social difference

from Europe appears everywhere, and no-

where more strikingly than in the railway
carriages. In England the compartments
in these are either " first class," originally

designed for the aristocracy ; or " second
class," for the middle class ; or " third

class," for the populace. In America
there is only one class, one universal
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simple democratic car. In the Southern
states, however, a proportion of these

simple democratic cars are inscribed with
the word " White," whereby 9,000,000
people are excluded. But to this original

even-handed treatment there was speedily

added a more sumptuous type of car, the

parlour car, accessible to extra dollars
;

and then came special types of train, all

made up of parlour cars and observation

cars, and the like. In England nearly

every train remains still first, second
and third, or first and third. And now,
quite outdistancing the differentiation of

England, America produces private cars

and private trains, such as Europe re-

serves only for crowned heads.

The evidence of the American railways,

then, suggests very strongly what a hun-
dred other signs confirm, that the huge
classless sea of American population

is not destined to remain classless, is

already developing separations and distinc-

tions, and structures of its own. Mon-
strous architectural portents in Boston
and Salt Lake City encourage one to sup-

pose that even the churchless aspect, which
. , so stirred the speculative

America s
g^gj^g^t in Mr. Henry James,

, , . IS only the opening, formless
of Land , -^

r
^

* J i- 1

phase of a community destined

to produce not only classes, but intellec-

tual and moral forms of the most
wonderful and remarkable kind.

It is well to note how these 80,000,000
of people whose social future we are

discussing are distributed. This huge
development of human appliances and
resources is here going on in a commu-
nity that is still, for all the dense crowds
of New York, the teeming congestion

of East Side, extraordinarily scattered.

America, one recalls, is still an unoccupied
countr}^, across which the latest develop-

ments of civilisation are rushing. We are

dealing here with a continuous area of land,

which is, leaving Alaska out of account
altogether, equal to Great Britain, France,

the German Empire, the Austro-Hun-
garian Empire, Italy, Belgium, Japan,
Holland, Spain and Portugal, Sweden
and Norway, Turkey in Europe, Egypt,
and the whole Empire of India; and the

population spread out over this vast space
is still less than the joint population of the

first two countries named, and not a"

quarter that of India. Moreover, it is

not spread at all evenly. Much of it

is in undistributed clots. Neither is
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it dpon the soil ; barely half of it is

in holdings and homes and authentic
communities. It is a population of an
extremely modern type. Urban concen-
tration has already gone far with it

;

15.000,000 of it are crowded into and about
twenty great cities ; other 18,000,000
make up 500 towns. Between these

centres of population run railways indeed,

telegrai:)h wires, telephone connections,

tracks of various sorts ; but to the European
eye these are mere scratchings on a virgin

surface. An empty wilderness manifests
itself through this thin network of human
conveniences, appears in the meshes even
at the railroad side.

Essentially, America is still an unsettled
land, with only a few incidental good
roads in favoured places, with no universal
police, with no wayside inns where a civil-

ised man may rest, with still only the
crudest of rural postal deliveries, with long

stretches of swamp and forest and desert
by the track side, still unassailed by
industry. This much one sees clearly
enough eastward of Chicago. Westward
it becomes more and more the fact. In
Idaho, at last, comes the untouched and
perhaps invincible desert, plain and con-
tinuous through the long hours of travel.

Huge areas do not contain one human
being to the square mile, still vaster
portions fall short of two.

It is upon Pennsylvania and New
York state and the belt of great towns
that stretch out past Chicago to Mil-

waukee and Madison that the nation
centres and seems destined to centre.

One needs but examine a tinted popula-
tion map to realise that. The other con-
centrations are provincial and subordinate

;

they have the same relation to the main
axis that Glasgow or Cardiff has to

London in the British scheme.

NEW YORK'S GHETTO: AN EVERY-DAY SCENE IN IHE j;:\V!-

One of the most notable features in the social life of the United States is the yearly increase of the Jewish

population, which, since 1840, when it numbered only 50,000 souls, has reached 1,200,000. Of these it is estimated

that no fewer than 500,n00 have made their homes in New York State, a large proportion living in the city

itself. Mostly refugees from Poland and desperately poverty-stricken, they follow almost every industrial

pursuit, frequently at sweating wages and under most unfavourable conditions. The above picture shows a

typical every-day scene in the Jewish colony. New York City, where the frugal housewife does her marketing.
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CHILD LABOUR IN THE UNITED STATES: SCENES OF FACTORY LIFE
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SOCIAL
CONDITIONS
AND THE
SOCIAL
FUTURE

IN THE
UNITED

STATES II

BY
H. G. WELLS

THE AMERICAN TRADITION
A STUDY OF NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
\Y/HEN I speak of this vast multitude,
** these 80,000,000 souls of the United

States of America, as being for the most
part peasants de-peasantised and common
people cut off from their own social tra-

ditions I do not intend to convey that the
American community is, as a whole,
traditionless. There is in America a very
distinctive tradition indeed, which not
only animates the entire nation, but
gives a unique idiom to its Press and all

its public utterances, and is manifestly
the starting point from which the adjust-

ments of the future must be made.
The mere sight of the stars and stripes

serves to recall it ;

" Yankee " in the

mouth of a European gives something of

its quality. One thinks at once of a
careless abandonment of any pretension,

of tireless energy and daring enterprise,

of immense self-reliance, of a disrespect

for the past so complete that a mummy
is in itself a comical object,

cmocracy
^^^^ ^j^^ blowing out of an

Freedom and n -, j j n
-, ill - guarded sacred liame a

delightful jest. One thinks of

the enterprise of the skyscraper and the

humour of "A Yankee at the Court of

King Arthur," and of " Innocents Abroad."
Its dominant notes are democracy, free-

dom and confidence. It is religious-

spirited without superstition, consciously
Christian in the vein of a nearly Unitarian
Christianity, fervent but broadened^
broadened as a halfpenny is broadened by
being run over by an express train—sub-
stantially the same, that is to say, but with
a marked loss of outline and detail.

It is a tradition of romantic con-
cession to good and inoffensive women and
a high development of that personal
morality which puts sexual continence
and alcoholic temperance before any
public virtue. It is equally a tradition

of sporadic emotional public-spiritedness,

entirely of the quahty of gallantry, of

handsome and surprising gifts to the
people, disinterested occupation of office

and the like. It is emotionally patriotic,

hypothetising fighting and dying for

one's country as a supreme good, while
inculcating also that working and living

for oneself is quite within the sphere of
virtuous action. It adores the flag, but
suspects the state. One sees more

Th O 1
national flags and fewer national

.. ^.
" .^ servants in America than in

National
j. xi 1 i tx

--. . any country m the world. ItsOostume x- r
conception of manners is one

of free plain-spoken men revering women
and shielding them from most of the
realities of life, scornful of aristocracies

and monarchies, while asserting simply,
directly, boldly and frequently, an equal
claim to consideration with all other men.
If there is any traditional national costume
at all it is shirt-sleeves. . And it cherishes

the glorious rights of property above
any other right whatsoever.
Such are the details that come cluster-

ing into one's mind in response to the
phrase, the American tradition.

From the War of Independence onward
until our own times, that tradition, that
very definite ideal, has kept pretty steadily

the same. It is the image of a man and
not the image of a state. Its living spirit

has been the spirit of freedom at any cost,

unconditional and irresponsible. It is

the spirit of men who have thrown of^ a

yoke, who are jealously resolved to be
unhampered masters of their " own," to

whom nothing else is of anything but
secondary importance. That was the

spirit of the English small gentry and
mercantile class, the comfort-

The Living

Spirit

of Liberty

able property owners, the par-

liamentarians, in Stuart times.

Indeed, even earlier, it is very

largely the spirit of More's Utopia. It

was the spirit that sent Oliver Cromwell
himself packing for America, though a heed-

less and ill-advised and unforeseeing king

would not let him go. It was the spirit

that made taxation for public purposes the

supreme wrong and provoked each country,
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The Thirst

for Freedom
at any Cost

first the Mother Country and then in its

turn the daughter country, to armed re-

belhon. It has been the spirit of the

British Whig and the British Noncon-
formist almost up to the present day. In
the Reform Club of London, framed and
glazed over against Magna Charta, is the

American Declaration of Independence

;

kindred trophies they are of

the same essentially English

spirit of stubborn insubordina-

tion. But the American side

of it has gone on unchecked by the com-
plementary aspect of the English charac-

ter which British Toryism expresses.

The War of Independence raised that

Whig suspicion of and hostility to govern-

ment, and the freedom of private property
and the repudiation of any but voluntary
emotional and supererogatory co-opera-

tion in the national purpose, to the level

of a religion; and the American Constitu-

tion, with but one element of elasticity

in the Supreme Court decisions, established

these principles impregnably in the political

structure. It organised disorganisation.

Personal freedom, defiance of authority,

and the stars and stripes have always gone
together in men's minds ; and subsequent
waves of immigration—the Irish fleeing

famine, for which they held the English

responsible, and the Eastern European
Jews escaping relentless persecutions

—

brought a persuasion of immense public

wrongs as a necessary concomitant of

systematic government, to refresh without
changing this defiant thirst for freedom
at any cost whatsoever.

In my book, " The Future in America,"
1 have tried to make an estimate of the
working quality of this American tradi-

tion of unconditional freedom for the

adult male citizen. I have shown that

from the point of view of anyone who
regards civilisation as an organisation of

human interdependence and believes that

the stability of society can be secured only

by a conscious and disciplined
Weaknesses

co-ordination of effort, it is a
of the National , j-,- j. j -i j_ ... tradition extraordinarily and

dangerously deficient in what
I have called a " sense of the state." And
by a sense of the state I mean not
merely a vague and sentimental show
of public-spiritedness—of that the states

have enough and to spare—but a real

sustaining conception of the collective

interest embodied in the state as an
object of simple duty and as a detennining
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factor in the life of each individual.

It involves a sense of function and a sense
of " place," a sense of a general respon-
sibility and of a general well-being over-

riding the individual's well-being, which
are exactly the senses the American tradi-

tion attacks and destroys.

For the better part of a century the
American tradition, quite as much by
reason of what it disregards as of what it

suggests, has meant a great release of

human energy, a vigorous, if rough and
untidy, exploitation of the vast resources

that the European invention of railways

and telegraphic communication put within

reach of the American people. It has
stimulated men to a greater individual

activity, perhaps, than the world has ever

seen before. Men have been wasted by
misdirection, no doubt, but there has been
less waste by inaction and lassitude than
was the case in any previous society.

Great bulks of things and great quantities

of things have been produced, huge areas

brought under cultivation, vast cities

reared in the wilderness. But this

tradition has failed to produce the begin-

™,. „ .,. . nings or promise of any new
The Selfish ,

'^
r ^ j

„ ,. , phase of civilised organisa-
Pohcy of f- ,

,

J.U u
, .. : . ,. tion : the growths have re-
Individuahsm j t 1 . 1 -mamed largely invertebrate

and chaotic, and concurrently with its gift

of splendid and monstrous growth it has
also developed portentous political and
economic evils. No doubt the increment
of human energy has been considerable,

but it has been much less than appears at

first sight. Much of the human energy
that America has displayed in the last

century is not a development of new
energy, but a diversion. It has been
accompanied by a fall in the birth-rate

that even the immigration torrent has not
altogether replaced. Its insistence upon
the individual, its disregard of the collec-

tiv'e organisation, its treatment of women
and children as each man's private

concern, has had its natural outcome.
Men's imaginations have been turned

entirely upon individual and immediate
successes, and upon concrete triumphs

;

they have had no regard, or only an
ineffectual sentimental regard, for the race.

Every man was looking after himself, and
there was no one to look after the future.

Had the promise of 1815 been fulfilled,

there would now be in the United States

of America 100,000,000 descendants of

the homogeneous and free-spirited native
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population of that time. There are not, as

a matter of fact, more than 35;000,ooo.

There are probably, as I have pointed out,

much less. Against the assets of cities,

railways, mines, and industrial wealth
won, the American tradition has to set

the price of 75,000,000 native citizens

who have never found time to be born,

and whose place is now more or less

filled by ahen substitutes. Biologically

speaking, this is not a triumph for the

American tradition. It is, however, very
clearly an outcome of the intense indi-

viduahsm of that tradition. Under the

sway of that it has burnt its future in the

furnace to keep up steam.
The next and necessary evil consequent

upon this exaltation of the individual and
private property over the state—over the

race, that is, and over public property

—

has been a contempt for public service. It

has identified public spirit with spasmodic
acts of public beneficence. The American
political ideal became a Cincinnatus whom
nobody sent for, and who therefore never
left his plough. There has ensued a corrupt

and undignified political life, speaking

. clap-trap, dark with violence,
Corruption

iUj^gj-ate and void of statesman-
in American ,

• r u • i j-

p . . ship or science, forbidding any
healthy social development

through public organisation at home, and,

every year that the increasing facilities of

communication draw the alien nations

closer, deepening the risks of needless and
disastrous wars abroad.

And, in the third place, it is to be
remarked that the American tradition has

defeated its dearest aims of a universal

freedom and practical equality. The
economic process of the last half century,

so far as America is concerned, has

completely justified the generalisations of

Marx. There has been a steady concen-

tration of wealth and of the reality, as

distinguished from the forms, of power, in

the hands of a small energetic minority,

and a steady approximation of the con-

dition of the mass of the citizens to that

of the so-called proletariat of the European
communities. The tradition of individual

freedom and equality is, in fact, in process

of destroying the realities of freedom and
equality out of which it rose.

Instead of the 600,000 families of 1790,
all at about the same level of property and,

excepting the peculiar condition of 700,000
blacks, with scarcely anyone in the

position of a hireling, we have now as the

most striking though by no means the

most important fact in American social

life, a frothy confusion of millionaires'

families, just as wasteful, foolish and
vicious as irresponsible human beings with
unlimited resources have always shown
themselves to be. And concurrently with
the appearance of these concentrations of

„ , ,
great wealth we have appear-

Poverty and • 1 , f^ r

c, ing also poverty—poverty of a
Slums on ^

"
, , ^ , , ^'

,

J
degree that was quite unknown
in the United States for the first

century of their career as an independent
nation. In the last few decades slums as

frightful as any in Europe have appeared
with terrible rapidity, and there has been
a development of the viler side of indus-

trialism, of sweating, and base employment
of the most ominous kind.

In Mr. Robert Hunter's " Poverty " one
reads of " not less than 80,000 children,

most of whom are little girls, at present

employed in the textile mills of this

country. In the south there are now six

times as many children at work as

there were twenty years ago. Child

labour is increasing yearly in that section

of the country. Each year more little

ones are brought in from the fields and
hills to live in the degrading and demoral-

ising atmosphere of the mill towns . .
."

Children are deliberately imported by
the Italians. I gathered from Commissioner
Watchorn at Ellis Island that the propor-

tion of little nephews and nieces, friends'

sons and so forth, brought in by them is

peculiarly high, and I heard him try and
condemn a doubtful case. It was a par-

ticularly unattractive Italian in charge of

a dull-eyed, emaciated little boy of no
ascertainable relationship.

In the worst days of cotton-milling in

England the conditions were hardly worse

than those now existing in the south.

Children, the tiniest and frailest, of five

and six years of age, rise in the morning

and, like old men and women, go to the

.
mills to do their day's labour

;

^***'^
. and, when they return home.

Slaves in <<
^^.garily fling themselves on

the South ^j^g.^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^•j.g^ ^^ ^^j.g Qff

their clothes." Many children work all

night, " in the maddening racket of the

machinery, in an atmosphere insanitary

and clouded with humidity and lint.

" It will be long," adds Mr. Hunter, in

his description, " before I forget the face

of a little boy of six years, with his hands

stretched forward to rearrange a bit of
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machinery, his palhd face and spare form
already showing the physical effects of

labour. This child, six years of age, was
working twelve hours a day."
From Mr. Spargo's " Bitter Cry of the

Children " I learn this much of the joys

of certain among the youth of Pennsyl-
vania: "For ten or eleven hours a day

children of ten or eleven stoop
- ^

**"
over the chute and pick out

^. ... the slate and other impurities
Children r .u ^ j. i.from the coal as it moves past
them. The air is black with coal-dust,

and the roar of the crushers, screens and
rushing mill-race of coal is deafening.

Sometimes one of the children falls into
,

the machinery and is terribly mangled,
or slips into the chute and is smothered
to death. Many children are killed in this

way. Many others, after a time, contract

coal-miners' asthma and consumption,
which gradually undermine their health.

Breathing continually day after day the
clouds of coal-dust, their lungs gradually
become black and choked with small

particles of anthracite . .
."

In Massachusetts, at Fall River, the
Hon, J. F. Carey tells how little naked
boys, free Americans, work for a well-

known New York millionaire, packing
cloth into bleaching vats, in a bath of

chemicals that bleaches their little bodies
like the bodies of lepers.

Altogether it would seem that at least

1,500,000 children are growing up in the
United States of America stunted and
practically uneducated because of un-
regulated industrialism. These children,

ill-fed, ill-trained, mentally benighted,

since they are alive and active, since they
are an active and positive and not a
negative evil, are even more ominous in

the American outlook than those five and
sixty million of good race and sound up-
bringing who will now never be born. It

must be repeated that the American tradi-

tion is really the tradition of one particular

_ , ingredient in this great admix-
Source of , j x•• r i

,. . . ture and stirrmg up 01 peoples.
the American T-, • ,• . • ^.i i • 1_ . i his ingredient is the colonial

British, whose seventeenth
century Puritanism and eighteenth century
mercantile radicalism and rationalism

manifestly furnished all the stuff out of

which the American tradition is made.
It is this stuff planted in virgin soil,

and inflated to an immense and buoyant
optimism by colossal and unanticipated
material prosperity and success. From that

British middle-class tradition comes the
individualist Protestant spirit, the keen
self-reliance and personal responsibility,

the irresponsible expenditure, the indis-

cipline and mystical faith in things being
managed properly if they are only let

alone. " State-blindness " is the natural
and almost inevitable quality of a middle-
class tradition, a class that has been forced
neither to rule nor obey, which has been
concentrated and successfully concen-
trated on private gain.

The middle-class British section of the
American population was, and is to this

day, the only really articulate ingredient

in its mental composition. And so it has
had a monopoly in providing the American
forms of thought. The other sections of

people that have been annexed by, or have
come into, this national synthesis are

silent so far as any contribution to the

national stock of ideas and ideals is

concerned. There are, for example, those

great elements, the Spanish Catholics, the

French Catholic population of Louisiana,

the Irish Catholics, the French Canadians
—who are now ousting the sterile New

Englander from New England
American _^^^ Germans, the Italians, the
Oerman and tt • n a- 1

„. „ Hungarians. Comparatively,
they say nothing. From all the

ten million of coloured people come just

two or three platform voices, Booker
Washington, Dubois, Mrs. Church Terrell,

mere protests at specific wTongs.

The clever restless Eastern European
Jews, too, have still to find a voice. Professor

Miinsterberg has written with a certain

bitterness of the inaudibility of the German
element in the American population.

They allow themselves, he remonstrates,

to count for nothing. They did not seem
to exist, he points out, even in politics

until prohibitionist fury threatened their

beer. Then, indeed, the American German
emerged from silence and obscurity, but

only to rescue his mug and retire again

with it into enigmatical silences.

If there is any exception to this pre-

dominance of the tradition of the English-

speaking, originally middle-class, English-

thinking Northerner in the American mind,

it is to be found in the spread of social

democracy outward from the festering tene-

ment houses of Chicago into the mining

and agrarian regions of the middle west.

It is a fierce form of Socialist teaching that

spreads throughout these regions, far more
closely akin to the revolutionary Socialism
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of the continent of Europe than to the

constructive and evolutionary Socialism of

Great Britain. Its typical organ is " The
Appeal to Reason," which circulates more
than a quarter of a million copies weekly
from Kansas City. It is a Socialism reeking

with class feeling and class hatred, and
altogether anarchistic in spirit ; a new
and highly indigestible contribution to the

American moral and intellectual synthesis.

It is remarkable chiefly as the one shrill

exception in a world of plastic acceptance.

Now, it is possible to believe that this

vast silence of these imported and in-

gested factors that the American nation

has taken to itself is as acquiescent as it

seems. No doubt they are largely taking
over the traditional forms of American
thought and expression quietly and with-

out protest, and wearing them ; bnt they
will wear them as a man wears a misfit,

shaping and adapting it every day more
and more to his natural form, here strain-

ing a seam and there taking in a looseness.

A force of modification must be at work.
It must be at work in spite of the fact that,

with the exception of social democracy,
. _ , , . . it does not anywhere show asA Great Living , , r i u •

P a protest or a fresh begmnmg
„. . f or a challenge to the prevail-
Righteousness j- ° tt j- vl img forms. How tar it has
actuall3'been at work is perhaps to be judged
best by an observant stroller, surveying the
crowds of a Sunday evening in New York,
or read in the sheets of such a mirror of

popular taste as the Sunday edition of the
" New York American " or the " New
York Herald." In the former just what I

mean by the silent modification of the old
tradition is quite typically shown. Its

leading articles are written by Mr. Arthur
Brisbane, the son of one of the Brook
Farm Utopians, that gathering in which
Hawthorne and Henry James senior and
Margaret Fuller participated, and in which
the whole brilliant world of Boston past,

the world of Emerson, Longfellow, Thoreau,
was interested. Mr. Brisbane is a very
distinguished man, quite over and above
the fact that he is paid the greatest

salary of any journalist in the world.

He writes with a wit and directness that
no other living man can rival, and he holds
up constantly what is substantially the
American ideal of the past century to

readers who evidently need strengthening
in it. It is, of course, the figure of a man
and not of a state ; it is a man, clean, clean-

shaven, and almost obtrusively strong-
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jawed, honest, muscular, alert, pushful,

chivalrous, self-reliant, non-political, ex-

cept when he breaks into shrewd and
penetrating voting

—"you can fool all the
people some of the time," etc., and inde-

pendent—independent—in a world which
is therefore certain to give way to him.
His doubts, his questionings, his aspira-

nt . tions are dealt with by Mr.
Leaders that T) 1 •,, it .

Brisbane with a simple direct

. .,.,,. fatherliness, with all the bene-
by Millions r . c

ficent persuasiveness of a re-

.vivalist preacher. Millions read these

leaders and feel a momentary benefit, en
route for the more actual portions of the
paper. He asks :

" Why are all men
gamblers ? " He discusses our longing for

Immortal Imperfection, and " Did we
once live on the moon ?

"

He recommends the substitution of

whisky and soda for neat whisky, drawing
an illustration from the comparative effect

of the diluted and of the undiluted liquid as

an eye-wash (Try whisky on your friend's

eyeball, is the heading), sleep
;
(The man

who loses sleep will make a failure of his life,

or at least diminish greatly his chances of

success), and the education of the
feminine intelligence (The cow that

kicks her weaned calf is all heart). He
makes identically the same confident

appeal to the moral motive which was
for so long the salvation of the Puritan
Individualism from which the American
tradition derives. " That hand," he wTites,
" which supports the head of the new-born
baby, the mother's hand, supports the

civilisation of the world."

But that sort of thing is not saving the

old native strain in the population. It

moves people, no doubt, but inadequately.

And here is a passage that is quite the

quintessence of Americanism, of all its

deep moral feeling and sentimental un-
truthfulness. I wonder if an}' nijan but
an American or a British Nonconformist
in a state of rhetorical abandonment ever

believed that Shakespeare
wrote his plays or ]\Iichael

Angelo painted in a mood of

humanitarian exaltation, " for

the good of other men '"
?

What shall we stri\-e for ? Money P

Get a thousand miUions. Your day will come,
and in due course the graveyard rat will gnaw
as calmly at 3'our bump of acquisitiveness as at

the mean coat of the pauper.
Then shall we strive for power ?

The names of the first great kings of the world
are forgotten, and the names of all those whose

What is

the Purpose

of Life ?

1



NEGRO HOME-LIFE IN THE OLD PLANTATION DAYS

THE TYPICAL HOME OF A MODERN WELL-TO-DO NEGRO

THl. social evolution of the AMERICAN NEGRO
Few people imagined, probably least of all the small band of Virginian colonists who bargained for the first batch ot

negroes from a Dutch man-of-war in 1619, that the coloured man was to become such a factor in the social life of

America* The picture on the top of this page shows him in the old days, shortly after his emancipation, when he toiled

and struggled on the land ; the second as he is to-day, not the laughing negro of plantation lore, but the American
citizen who takes the business of life in grim earnest, and who enters into open competition with his white brothers.
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power we en\^ will drift to forgetfulness soon.

What does the most powerful man in the world
;;.mount to standing at the brink of Niagara,
with his sok-r plexus trembling ? \\'hat is his

power compared with the force of the wind or

the energy of one small wave sweeping along
the shore ?

The power which man can build up within
himself, for himself, is nothing. Only the dull

reasoning of gratified egotism can make it seem
worth while. Then w^hat is worth

Working wliile ? Let us look at some of the

for the Good men who have come and gone, and

of Others whose lives inspire us. Take a
few at random : Columbus, Michael

Angelo, Wilberforce, Shakespeare, Gahleo,
Fulton, Watt, Hargreaves—these will do.

Let us ask ourselves this question :
" Was

there any one thing that distinguished all their

lives, that united all these men, active in fields

so different ?
"

Yes. Every man among them, and every
man w-hose life-history is worth the telling, did
something for the good of other men.

Get mone}^ if you can. Get power if you can.

Then, if you want to be more than the ten

thousand million unknown mingled in the dust
beneath 3^ou, see w^hat good you can do with
your money and your power.

If you are one of the many millions who have
not, and can't get, money or power, see what
good you can do without either.

You can help carry a load for an old man.
You can encourage and help a poor devil trying

to reform. You can set a good example to

children. You can stick to the men with whom
you work, fighting honestly for their welfare.

Time was when the ablest man would rather

kill ten men than feed a thousand children.

That time has gone. We do not care much
about feeding the children, but we care less about
killing the men. To that extent we have
improved already-.

The day will come when we shall prefer

helping our neighbour to robbing him—legally

—

of a million dollars.

Do what good you can nou.', while it is unusual,

and have the satisfaction of being a pioneer and
an eccentric.

It is the voice of the American tradition

strained to the utmost to make itself

audible to the New World, and cracking
into italics and breaking into capitals with
the strain. The rest of that enormous
bale of paper is eloquent of a public void
of moral ambitions, lost to any sense of

, „ ... comprehensive things, deafA Public , ^-

J

?
,

II i t^ 1 to ideas, impervious to
Void of Moral . '• ^ , t , . ,

. .... generalisations, a public which
Ambitions ? •

i . i

has earned the conception of

freedom to its logical extreme of entire

indi\'idual detachment. These tell-tale

columns deal all with personality and
the drama of personal life. The\- witness
to no interest but the interest in intense

individual experiences. The engagements,
the love affairs, the scandals of con-

spicuous people are gi\-en in pitiless
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detail in articles adorned with vigorous
portraits and sensational pictorial com-
ments. Even the eavesdroppers who
write this stuff strike the personal note,

and their heavily muscular portraits

frown beside the initial letter.

Murders and crimes are worked up to

the keenest pitch of realisation, and an)'

new indelicacy in fashionable costume,
any new medical device, any new dance
or athleticism, any new breach in the

moral code, any novelty in sea bathing,

or the woman's seat on horseback, or the

like, is given copious and moving illus-

tration, stirring headlines and eloquent

reprobation. There is a coloured supple-

ment of knockabout fun written chiefly in

the quaint dialect of the New York slums.

It is a language from which " th " has
vanished, and it presents a world in which
the kicking by a mule of an endless suc-

cession of victims is an inexhaustible joy

to young and old. " Dat ole Maud !

"

There is a smaller bale dealing with sport,

and another with the political prospects of

the purely personal independence party
of ]\Ir. Hearst. In the advertisement

. columns one finds nothing of

th"orea ^°°^^' nothing of art; but

fV'f
^^*^

great choice of bust-developers,

hair restorers, nervous tonics,

clothing sales, self-contained flats, and
business opportunities. Individuality has,

in fact, got home to itself, and, as people
sa}', taken off its frills. All but one

;

Mr. Arthur Brisbane's eloquence one may
consider as the last stitch of the old

costume. Excitement remains the resi-

dual object in life. The " New York
American " represents a clientele, a

clientele to be counted by the hundred
thousand, manifestly with no other

solicitudes, just burning to live and
living to burn.

The modifications of the American tra-

dition that will occur through its adoption

by these silent foreign ingi-edients in the

racial synthesis are not likely to add to it

or elaborate it in any particular way.
They tend merely to simplify it to bare

irresponsible non-moral individualism. It

is with the detail and qualification of a

tradition as with the inflexions of a

language ; when another people takes it

over, the refinements entirely disappear.

But there are, however, other forces of

modification at work upon the American
tradition of an altogether more hopeful
kind. It has entered upon a constructive
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phase. Were it not so, then the American
social outlook would indeed be hopeless.

The effectual modifying force at work
is not the strangeness or the tempera-
mental maladjustment of the new elements
of population, but the conscious realisa-

tion of the inadequacy of this tradition on
the part of the more intelligent sections

of the American population. That blind

national conceit that would hear no
criticism and admit no deficiency has
disappeared. In the last decade such a

change has come over the American mind as

sometimes comes over a vigorous and wilful

child. Suddenly it seems to have grown
up, to have begun to weigh its powers
and consider its possible deficiencies.

There was a time when American
confidence and self-satisfaction seemed
impregnable ; at the slightest qualm of

doubt America took to violent rhetoric as

a drunkard resorts to drink. Now, the
indictment I have drawn up harshly,

bluntly and unflatteringly would receive

the endorsement of American after Amer-
ican. The falling birth-rate of all the best

elements in the state, the cankering effect

of political corruption, the

„ I t« • . crumbling of independence
_ and quality before the pro-

gressive aggregation of wealth
—he has to face them, he cannot deny them.
There has arisen a new literature, the
literature of national self-examination, that
seems destined finally to modify the Amer-
ican tradition profoundh/. To me it seems to

involve the hope and possibility of a. con-
scious collective organisation of social life.

If ever there was an epoch-marking
book it was surely Henry Demarest
Lloyd's " Wealth against Common-
wealth." It marks an epoch not so much
by what it says as by what it silently

abandons. It was published in 1894, and
it stated in the very clearest terms
the incompatibility of the almost limitless

freedom of property set up by the consti-

tution with the practical freedom and
general happiness of the mass of men. It

must be admitted that Lloyd never fol-

lowed up the implications of this repu-
diation. He made his statements in the
language of the tradition he assailed, and
foreshadowed the replacement of chaos by
order in quite chaotic and mystical appeals.

Here, for instance, is a typical passage
from " Man the Social Creator "

:

Property is now a stumbling-block to the
people, just as government has been. Property

will not be abolished, but, like government, it

will be democratised.
The philosophy of self-interest as the social

solution was a good living and working synthesis
in the days when civilisation was advancing its

frontiers twenty miles a day across the American
continent, and every man for himself was the
best social mobilisation possible.
But to-day it is a belated ghost that has over-

stayed the cock-crow. These were frontier
morals. But this same everyone for

The New himself becomes most immoral
Association when the frontier is abolished and the

of Labour pioneer becomes the fellow-citizen,

and these frontier morals are most
uneconomic when labour can be divided and the
product multiplied. Most uneconomic, for they
make closure the rule of industry, leading not
to wealth but to that awful waste of wealth which
is made visible to every eye in our unemployed

—

not hands alone, but land, machinery, and,
most of all, hearts. Those who still practise
these frontier morals are like criminals who,
according to the new science of penalogy, ai'e

simply reappearances of old types. Their acquisi-

tiveness, once divine like Mercury's, is now out
of place, except in gaol. Because out of place,

they are a danger. A sorry day it is likely to be
for those who are found in the way when the
new people rise to rush into each other's arms,
to get together, to stay together, and to live

together. The labour movement halts because
so many of its rank and file—and all its leaders

—

do not see clearly the golden thread of love on
which have been strung together all the past
glories of human association, and which is to

serve for the link of the new Association of

Friends who Labour, whose motto is " 7^ '1 for All."

The establishment of the intricate co-

operative commonwealth by a rush of

80,000,000 flushed and shiny-eyed enthu-

siasts, in fact, is Lloyd's proposal. He
will not face, and few Americans to this

day will face, the cold need of a great

science of social adjustment and a disci-

plined and rightly ordered machinery to

turn such enthusiasms to effect. How-
ever, he did express clearly enough the

opening phase of American disillusionment

towards the wild go-as-you-please that

had been the conception of life in America
for a vehement wasteful expanding cen-

tury. And he was the precursor of what
is now a bulky and extremely influential

literature of national criticism.

A number of writers, literary

investigators one may call

them, or sociological men of

letters or magazine publicists—they are a

little difficult to place—have taken up the

inquiry into the condition of civic admini-

stration, into economic organisation, into

national politics and racial interaction,

with a frank fearlessness and an absence of

windy eloquence that has been to many
Europeans a surprising revelation of the
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reserve forces of the American mind.

President Roosevelt, that magnificent

reverberator of ideas, that gleam of wilful

humanity, that fortunate interruption to

the succession of machine-made politicians

at the White House, has echoed clearlj^ and
fearlessly to this movement and made it an
mtegral part of the general intellectual

movement of America. It is to these first

intimations of the need of a " sense of the

state " in America that I would particularly

direct the reader's attention in this discus-

sion. They are the beginnings of what is

quite conceivably a great and complex re-

constructive effort. I admit they are but
beginnings. They may quite possibly wither

and perish presently ; they may much more
probably be seized upon by adventurers and
converted into a new public cant almost as

empty and fruitless as the old.

The fact, however, remains that through
this busy and immensely noisy confusion

of 80,000,000 of people these little voices

go on intimating more and more clearly the

intention to undertake public affairs in a

new spirit and upon new and sounder
principles, to strengthen the state and the

law against individual enterprise, to have
done with those national superstitions

under which hypocrisy and disloyalty

and private plunder have sheltered and
prospered for so many long years.

Just so far as these reform efforts

succeed and develop is the organisation of

the United States of America into a great,

self-conscious, civilised nation, unparal-

leled in the world's history, possible
;

just

so far as they fail is failure written over

the American future. The real interest of

America for the next century to the stu-

dent of civilisation will be the development
of these attempts, now in their mfancy,
to create and realise out of this racial

hotchpotch, this human chaos, an idea

of the collective commonwealth as the

datum of reference for every individual life.

TRAINITJG THE NEGRO: THE LARGEST BLACK MANS COLLEGE IN THE WORLD
Brought to America first of ail to work as plantation slaves, the African negroes have gone on steadily increasing iu

numbers, and what to do with their gigantic black population has for many years been a serious problem with the
United States. In some ways, the negro is himself striving to settle the difficulty, endeavouring by education to fit

himself to take his stand by the side of his white brother. The Normal and Agricultural Institute at Hampton, in

Virginia—the carpentry shop of which is shown in the above picture—has done much to improve the status of the
coloured man, while at Tuskegee, in Alabama, the institution founded by Mr. Booker T. Washington on the plan of
Hampton has developed in auite a remarkable way, and is turning out yearly a large number of highly efficient men.
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BY
H. G. WELLS

THE PROBLEMS OF SOCIALISM
FACTORS IN THE MAKING OF
THE CIVILISED AMERICAN STATE

A THIRD influence that may also con-

tribute very materially to the recon-

struction of the American tradition is the

Socialist movement. It is true that so far

American Socialism has very largely

taken an anarchistic form, has been, in fact,

little more than a revolutionary move-
ment of the wages-earning class against

the property owner. It has already been
pointed out that it derives not from con-

temporary English Socialism, but from
the Marxist social democracy of the con-

tinent of Europe, and has none of the

constructive spirit that has been developed
by the English Socialists of the Fabian
and Labour party group or by the newer
German evolutionary Socialists.

Nevertheless, whenever Socialism is

intelligently met by discussion, or whenever
it draws near to practicable realisation, it

becomes, by virtue of its inherent implica-

tions, a constructive force,
Anarchism the j ^i •

±.

V, . and there is no reason to sup-
Alternative j.i ^ m. n ±. -u

_ . . pose that it will not be m-
™ telligently met, on the whole

and in the long run, in America. The
alternative to a developing Socialism among
the labouring masses in America is that

revolutionary anarchism from which it is

slowly but definitely marking itself off.

In America we have to remember that we
are dealing with a huge population of

people who are for the most part, and
more and more evidently, destined under
the present system of free industrial com-
petition to be either very small traders,

small farmers on the verge of debt, or

. wages-earners for all their lives. They are

going to lead limited lives and worried
lives ; and they know it.

And it has to be borne in mind also

that these people are so far under the

sway of the American tradition that each
thinks himself as good as any man, and
as much entitled to the fulness of life.

Whatever social tradition their fathers

IS «7 ^

had, whatever ideas of a place to be
filled humbly and seriously, and duties

to be done, have been left behind in

Europe. No church dominates the
scenery of this new land and offers in

authoritative and convincing tones

, consolations hereafter for lives

Gto^r^ obscurely but faithfully lived.

O 'ti*™k
Whatever else happens in his

national future, upon one point the

patriotic American may feel assured, and
that is of an immense general discontent in

the working class, and of a powerful move-
ment in search of a general betterment.

The practical forms and effects of that

movement will depend almost entirely

upon the average standard of life among
the workers and their general education.

Sweated and ill-organised foreigners, such

as one finds in New Jerse}', living under
conditions of great misery, will be fierce,

impatient and altogether darkened. They
will be acutely exasperated by every

picture of plutocratic luxury in their

newspaper; they will readily resort to

destructive violence. The western miner,

the western agriculturist, worried beyond
endurance between the money-lender and
railway combinations, will be almost equally

prone to savage methods of expression.

"The Appeal to Reason," for example,

which voices the feelings of a quarter

of a million of subscribers, chiefly in the

middle west, is furious to wreck the

present capitalist system ; but it is far

too angry and impatient for that satis-

faction to produce any clear
Angry and

suggestion of what shall re-
Impatient .^^ ^. j^ ^^jj ^^-g (jjg.
Discontent

^^j^tent of the seething under-

side of the American system Socialism

is a misnomer. Were there no Socialism

there would be just as much of this dis-

content, just the same insurgent force

and desire for violence, taking some other

title, and far more destructive methods.
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This discontent is a part of the same
planless confusion that gives on the

other side the wanton irresponsible ex-

travagances of the smart people of New
York. But Socialism alone, of all the

forms of expression adopted by the losers

in the economic struggle, contains con-

structive possibilities and leads its ad-

herents towards that ideal of an
Shadows

organised state, planned and
° * y. developed, from which these

terrible social stresses may be

eliminated ; which is also the ideal to

which sociolog}^ and the thoughts of every

constructive-minded and foreseeing man
in any position of life tend to-day. In

the Socialist hypothesis of collective

ownership and administration as the social

basis, there is the germ of a sense of

the state that may ultimately develop

into comprehensive conceptions of social

order, conceptions upon Avhich enlightened

millionaires and enlightened workers may
meet at last in generous co-operation.

The chances of the American future,

then, seem to range between two possi-

bilities, just as a more or less constructive

Socialism does or does not get hold of

and inspire the working mass of the popu-
lation. In the worst event—given an
emotional and empty hostility to property,

as such, masquerading as Socialism

—

one has the prospect of a bitter and aimless

class war between the expropriated many
and the property-holding few, a war not

of general insurrection, but of localised out-

breaks, strikes and brutal suppressions,

rising to bloody conflicts and sinking to

coarsely corrupt political contests in which
one side may prevail in one locality and one
in another, and which may even develop

into a chronic civil war in the less settled

parts of the country or an irresistible move-
ment for secession between west and east.

That is, assuming the greatest imaginable
vehemence and short-sighted selfishness

and the least imaginable intelligence on
the part of both workers and

,.
^ o

°^^,°
i the plutocrat-swayed govern-

the Socialist Z -r> ,-r.-u r ^

», ment. But if the more powerful
and educated sections of the

American community realise in time the
immense moral possibilities of the Socialist

movement, if they will trouble to under-
stand its good side instead of emphasising
its bad, if they will keep in touch with it

and help in the development of a con-

structive content to its propositions, then
it seems to me that popular Socialism may
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count as a third great factor in the making
of the civilised American state. In
any case it does not seem to me
probable that there can be any national

revolutionary movement or any complete
arrest in the development of an aristo-

cratic phase in American history. The
area of the country is too gieat, and the

means of communication between the
workers in different parts inadequate for

a concerted rising, or even for effective

political action in mass.
In the worst event—and it is only in

the worst event that a great insurrectionary

movement becomes probable—the news-
papers, telephones and telegraphs, all

the apparatus of discussion and popular
appeal, the railways, arsenals, guns,

flying machines, and all the material of

warfare, will be in the hands of the

property owners ; and the average of be-

trayal among the leaders of a class, not
racially homogeneous, embittered, sus-

picious, united only by their discomforts

and not by any constructive intentions,

will necessarily be high. So that though
the intensifying trouble between labour

and capital may mean immense
orccs a

^qq[q\ disorganisation and law-
Make for 1 , v° 1 •,

^ , ^. lessness, though it may even
Construction i .!_ isupply the popular support
in new attempts at secession, I do not see

in it the possibility and force for that new
start which the revolutionary Socialists

anticipate ; I see it merely as one of

several forces, making, on the whole, and
particularly in view of the possible

mediatory action of the universities, for

construction and reconciliation.

What changes are likely to occur in

the more intimate social life of the people

of the United States ? Two influences

are at work that may modify this pro-

foundly. One is that spread of know-
ledge and that accompanying change in

moral attitude which is more and more
sterilising the once prolific American home

;

and the second is the rising standard of

feminine education. There has arisen in

this age a new consciousness in women.
They are entering into the collective

thought to a degree unprecedented in

the world's history, and with portents at

once disquieting and confused.

I enumerated above what I called the

silent factors in the American synthesis,

the immigrant European aliens, the

Catholics, the coloured blood, and so forth.

I would now observe that in the making
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of the American tradition the women also

have been to a large extent and quite

remarkably a silent factor. That tradi-

tion is not only fundamentally middle
class and English, but it is also funda-
mentally masculine. The citizen is the

man. The woman belongs to him. He
votes for her, works for her, does all the

severer thinking for her. She is in the

home behind the shop, or in the dairy of

the farmhouse with her daughters. She
gets the meal while the men talk.

The American imagination and American
feeling centre largely upon the family and
upon " mother." American ideals are

homely. The social unit is the home, and it

is another and a different set of influences

and considerations that are never thought
of at all when the home sentiment is

under discussion, that indeed it would be
indelicate to mention at such a time, which
are' making that social unit the home of

one child or of no children at all.

That ideal of a man-owned, mother-
revering home has been the prevalent

American ideal from the landing of the

Mayflower right down to the leader writing

of Mr. Arthur Brisbane. And it is clear

. that a very considerable sec-
assmg

^ ^j^^ among one's educated
of a Cherished °, j
. women contemporaries do

not mean to stand this

ideal any longer. They do not want to

be owned and cherished, and they do not
want to be revered. How far they
represent their sex in this matter it is very
hard to say. In England, in the profes-

sional and most intellectually active classes,

it is scarcely an exaggeration to say that

all the most able women below five and
thirty are workers for the suffrage and the

ideal of equal and independent citizenship,

and active critics of the conventions under
which women live to-day.

It is plausible to suppose that a day is

approaching when the alternatives between
celibacy or a life of economic dependence
and physical subordination to a man who
has chosen her, and upon whose kindness
her happiness depends, or prostitution,

will no longer be a satisfactory outlook for

the great majority of women, and when
with a newly aroused political conscious-

ness they will be prepared to exert them-
selves as a class to modify this situation.

It may be that this is incorrect, and
that in devotion to an accepted male and
his children most women do still and will

continue to find their greatest satisfaction

in life. But it is the writer's impression
that so simple and single-hearted a devo-
tion is rare, and that, released from
tradition—and education, reading and dis-

cussion do mean release from tradition

—

women are as eager for initiative, freedom
and experience as men. In that case

they will persist in the present agitation

, for political rights, and these

T» ?.f.*'*,^ secured, go on to demand a
Political -J ui i i.-
. . . very considerable reconstruction

"^
of our present social order.

It is interesting to point the direction

in which this desire for independence
will probably take them. They will

discover that the dependence of women
at the present time is not so much a law-

made as an economic dependence due to

the economic disadvantages their sex

imposes upon them.
Maternity and the concomitants of

maternity are the circumstances, exhausting

energy and earning nothing, that place them
at a discount. From the stage when pro-

perty ceased to be chiefly the creation of

feminine agricultural toil—the so-called

primitive matriarchate—to our present

stage women have had to depend upon a

man's willingness to keep them in order to

realise the organic purpose of their being.

Whether conventionally equal or not,

whether voters or not, that necessity for

dependence will still remain under our

system of private property and free inde-

pendent competition. There is only one
way by which women, as a class, can
escape from that dependence each upon an

individual man, and from all the practical

inferiority this dependence entails, and
that is by so altering their status as to

make maternity and the upbringing of

children a charge not upon the husband
of the mother, but upon the community.
The public endowment of maternity is

the only loute by which the mass of

women can reach that personal freedom

and independent citizenship so many of

them desire. Now, this idea
Proposed

^^ ^^g endowment of mater-
Endowment of

nity_or, as it is frequently
the omc

phrased, the endowment
of the home—is at present put forward

by the modern Socialists as an integral

part of their proposals, and it is

interesting to note that there is this

convergent possibility which may bring

the feminist movement at last altogether

into line with constructive Sociahsm.

Obviously, before anything in the direction
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of family endowment becomes practicable,

public bodies and the state organisation

will need to display far more integrity and
efficiency than they do in America at the

present
" time. That is the trend of

things in all contemporary civilised com-
munities, and it is a trend that will find

a powerful reinforcement in men's solici-

tudes as the increasing failure
The Cry

of the unsupported private

SurcTdc
" ^''^^y to produce offspring

adequate to the needs of social

development becomes more and more con-

spicuous. The impassioned appeals of Mr.

Roosevelt have already brought home the

race suicide of the native-born to every

American intelligence, but mere rhetoric

will not in itself suffice to make people,

insecurely employed and strugglmg to

maintain a comfortable standard of life

against great economic pressure, prolific.

Presented as a call to a particularly

onerous and quite unpaid social dut}^ the

appeal for unrestricted parentage fails.

Husband and wife alike dread an excessive

burden. Travel, leisure, freedom, comfort,

property and increased ability for business

competition are the rewards of abstinence

from parentage, and even the disapproval

of Mr. Roosevelt and the pride of

offspring are insufficient counterweights

to these inducements. Large families

disappear from the states and more and
more couples are childless. Those who
have children restrict their number in

order to afford those they have some
reasonable advantage in life. This, in the

presence of the necessary knowledge, is as

practically inevitable a consequence of

individualist competition and the old

American tradition as the appearance of

slums and a class of millionaires.

These facts go to the very root of the
American problem. I have already pointed
out that, in spite of a colossal immigration,
the population of the United States was,
at the end of the nineteenth centur}^ over

twenty millions short of what
ow ong wi

-^ should have been through
Europe •, , . • , °j
F d A • 9 its own native mcrease had

the birth-rate of the opening
century been maintained. For a hundred
\'ears America had been " fed" by Europe.
That feeding process will not go on indefi-

nitely. The immigration came in waves, as
if reservoir after reservoir was tapped and
exhausted. Nowadays, England, Scotland,
Ireland, France and Scandinavia send
hardly any more people—they have no more
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to send. Germany and Switzerland send
only a few. The South European and
Austrian supply is not so abundant as it

was. There may come a t'me when Europe
and Western Asia will have no more surplus

population to send, when even Eastern
Asia will have passed into a less fecund
phase, and when America will have to look
to its own natural increase for the con-

tinued development of its resources.

If the present isolated family of private

competition is still the social unit, it seems
improbable that there will be any greater

natural increase than there is in France.

Will the growing idea of a closer social

organisation have developed b\' that time
to the possibility of some collective effort

in this matter ? Or will that only come
about after the population of the world
has passed through a phase of absolute

recession ? The peculiar constitution of

the United States gives a remarkable free-

dom of experiment in these matters to each
individual state, and local developments
do not need to wait upon a national change
of opinion ; but, on the other hand, the

superficial impression of an English visitor is

that any such profound inter-

ference with domestic auto-

nomy runs counter to all that

Americans seem to hold dear

at the present time. These are, however,
new ideas and new considerations that have
still to be brought adequately before the

national consciousness, and it is quite

impossible to calculate how a population

living under changing conditions and with
a rising standard of education, and a
developing feminine consciousness, may
not think and feel and behave in a genera-

tion's time. At present, for all political

and collective action, America is a demo-
cracy of untutored individualist men who
will neither tolerate such interference

between themselves and the women they
choose to marry as the endowment of

motherhood implies, nor view the " kids
"

who will at times occur even in the best

regulated families as anything but rather

embarrassing, rather amusing by-products

of the individual affections.

I find in a London weekly paper for

August 15th, 1908, a description by Mr.

Jerome K. Jerome of " John Smith," the

average British voter. John Smith might
serve, I think, in some respects, for the

common man of all the modern civilisa-

tions. Among other things that John
Smith thinks and wants, he wants :

A Democracy
of Untutored

Individualists
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A little house and garden in the country all to
himself. His idea is somewhere near half an
acre of ground. He would like a piano in the
best room ; it has always been his dream to
have a piano. The youngest girl, he is con-
vinced, is musical. As a man who hks knocked
about the world and has thought, he quite
appreciates the argument that by co-operation
the material side of life can be greatly improved.
He quite sees that by combining a dozen families

together in one large house better practical

results can be obtained. It is as easy to direct

the cooking for a hundred as for half a dozen.
There would be less waste of food, of coals, of

lighting. To put aside one piano for one girl

is absurd. He sees all this, but it does not
alter one little bit of his passionate craving for

that small house and garden all to himself. He
is built that way. He is typical of a good many
other men and women built on the same pattern.
What are you going to do with them ? Change
them—their instincts, their very nature, rooted
in the centuries ? Or, as an alternative, vary
Socialism to fit John Smith ? Which is likely

to prove the shorter operation ?

That, however, is by the way. Here is

the point at issue :

He has heard that Socialism proposes to
acknowledge women's service to the state by
paying her a weekly wage according to the
number of children that she bears and rears.

I don't propose to repeat his objections to the
idea ; they could hardly be called objections.

There is an ugly look coming into his eyes
;

something quite undefinable, pre-
Mr. Jerome historic, almost dangei-ous, looks out
on of them. ... In talking to him
John Smith o^ ^^is subject you do not seem to

be talking to a man. It is as if

you had come face to face with something
behintl civilisation, behind humanity, something
deeper down still among the dim beginnings
of creation .

Now, no doubt Mr. Jerome is writing

with emphasis here. But there is sufficient

truth in the passage for it to stand here as

a rough symbol of another factor in this

question. John Smithism, that manly
and individualist element in the citizen,

stands over against and resists all the

forces.of organisation that would subjugate
it to a collective purpose. It is careless of

coming national cessation and depopula-
tion, careless of the insurgent spirit beneath
the acquiescences of Mrs. Smith, careless

of its own inevitable defeat in the economic .

struggle, careless because it can under-
stand none of these things ; it is obsti-

nately muddle-headed, asserting what it

conceives to be itself against the universe

and all other John Smiths whatsoever. It

is a factor with all other factors.

The creative, acquisitive, aggressive

spirit of those bigger John Smiths who suc-

ceed as against the myriads of John Smiths
who fail, the wider horizons and more effi-

cient methods of the educated man, the

awakening class-consciousness of women,
the inevitable futility of John Smithism,
the sturdy independence that makes John
Smith resent even disciplined co-operation
with Tom Brown to achieve a common end,
his essential incapacity indeed for collec-

tive action ; all these things are against

the ultimate triumph and make for the

TK s f f
ultimate civilisation even of

VT !• ^^ ° John Smith. It maybe doubted
National -r ^i • n o^-

^ , it the mcreasmg collective
Government ... r ^ . , • i

organisation oi societ}' to which
the United States of America, in common
with all the rest of the world, seem to be
tending, will be to any very large extent
a national organisation. The constitu-

tion is an immense and complicated barrier

to effectual centralisation. There are

many reasons for supposing the national

government will always remain a little

ineffectual and detached from the full

flow of American life, and this notwith-
standing the very great powers with which
the president is endowed.
One of these reasons is certainly the

peculiar accident that has placed the seat

of government upon the Potomac. To
the thoughtful visitor to the United States,

this hiding away of the central government
in a minute district remote from all the

great centres of thought, population and
business activity, becomes more and more
remarkable, more and more perple.xing,

more and more suggestive of an incurable

weakness in the national government as

he grasps more and more firmly the

peculiarities of the American situation.

I do not see how the central government
of that great American nation of which I

dream can possibly be at Washington, and
I do not see how the present central

government can possibly be transferred

to any other centre. But to go to Wash-
ington, to see and talk to Washington, is

to receive an extraordinary impression of

the utter isolation and hopelessness of

Washington. The national government
has an air of being marooned

Disappointing
^j^^^^ q^^ g^^g fj-Qj^ ^he

Capital abounding movement and
of the States

^^^^y^^y ^^ ^he Northern cities

to this sunny and enervating place through

the negligently cultivated country of

Virginia, and one discovers the slovenly,

unfinished promise of a city, broad avenues

lined by negro shanties and patches of

cultivation, gi'eat public buildings and an

immense post-office, a lifeless museum, an

inert university, a splendid desert library, a
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street of souvenir shops, a certain industry

of " seeing Washington," an idiotic colos-

sal obelisk. It seems an ideal nest for the

tariff manipulator, a festering corner of

delegates and agents and secondary people.

In the White House the present writer

found a transitory glow of intellectual

activit}^ ; the spittoons and glass screens

that once made it like a London gin-

palace had been removed, and the former
orgies of handshaking reduced to a min-
imum. It was, one felt, an accidental phase.

The assassination of McKinley was an
interruption of the normal Washington
process. To this place, out of the way of

everywhere, come the senators and con-
gressmen, mostly leaving their families

behind them in their states of origin ; and
hither, too, are drawn a multitude of

journalists and political agents and clerks

—a crowd of underbred, mediocre men.
For most of them there is neither social

nor intellectual life. The thought of

America is far away, centred now in Nev/
York ; the business and economic develop-
ment centres upon New York ; apart from
the president it is in New York that one
meets the people who matter, and the New-
York atmosphere that grows and develops
ideas and purposes. New York is the
natural capital of the United States, and
would need to be the capital of any highly

organised national system. Government

from the district of Columbia is in itself

the repudiation of any highly organised
national system. But government from
this ineffectual, inert place is only the
most striking outcome of that inflexible

constitution the wrangling delegates of

1787-1788 did at last produce out of a con-
flict of state jealousies. They did their

best to render centralisation or any coales-

cence of states impossible and private

property impregnable, and so far their

work has proved extraordinarily effective.

Only a great access of intellectual and
moral vigour in the nation can ever set it

aside. And while the more and more sterile

millions of the United States grapple with
the legal and traditional difficulties that

promise at last to arrest their development
altogether, the rest of the world will be
moving on to new phases. An awakened
Asia will be reorganising its social and

. ,
political conceptions in the

merica s
light of modern knowledge

J'
^'",

. and modern ideas ; and South
Development . n

,

, •
. •,

America will be working out its

destinies, perhaps in the form of a powerful
confederation of states. All Europe will be
schooling its John Smiths to finer discip-

lines and broader ideas. But our present

concern is the internal development of the
United States of America, and it opens too
wide a field to speculate how that may be
affected or interrupted by foreign forces.

HI in 1
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SOCIAL
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FUTURE

IN THE
UNITED

STATES IV

BY
H. G. WELLS

THE UNITED STATES OF TO-MORROW
REBUILDING THE SOCIAL SCHEME

I HAVE hinted in the last section that there
^ is a possibihty that the new wave of

constructive ideas in American thought
may speedily develop a cant of its own.
But even then a constructive cant is better

than a destructive one. Even the con-
scious hypocrite has to do something to
justify his pretences ; and the mere dis-

appearance from current thought of the
persuasion that organisation is a mistake
and discipline needless clears the ground
of one huge obstacle even if it guarantees
nothing about the consequent building.

But, apart from this, are there more solid

and effectual forces behind this new move-
ment of ideas that makes for organisation in

the American medley at the present time ?

The speculative writer casting about for

such elements lights upon four sets of

possibilities which call for discussion.

First, one has to ask : How far is the
American plutocracy likely to be merely

a wasteful and chaotic class
u ure

^ ^^^ j^^^^ £^^. -g -^ likely to
of the American , •

i .™ become consciously aristo-

cratic and constructive ?

Secondly, and in relation to this, what
possibilities of pride and leading are there in

the great university foundations of America?
Will they presently begin to tell as a re-

straining and directing force upon public

thought ? Thirdly : Will the growing
American Socialist movement, which at

present is just as anarchistic and undis-

ciplined in spirit as everything else in

America, presently perceive the construc-

tive implications of its general propositions

and become statesmanlike and constructive

after the fashion of the Socialist movement
in England ? And fourthly : What are the
latent possibilities of the American women?
Will women, as they become more and
more aware of themselves as a class and
the problem of their sex, become a force

upon the anarchistic side—a force favour-
ing race suicide—or upon the constructive
side, which plans and builds and bears
the future ? The only possible answer

to each one of these questions at present
is guessing and an estimate. But the
only way in which a conception of the
American social future may be reached
lies through their discussion. Let us
begin by considering what constructive
-, . forces may exist in this
I* orccs in t

the New "^^^' plutocracy, which already

Plutocracy ^° largely sways American
economic and political de-

velopment. The first impression is one
of extravagant expenditure, of a class irre-

sponsible and wasteful beyond all precedent.
One gets a Zolaesque picture of that

aspect in Mr. Upton Sinclair's " Metro-
polis," or the fashionable intelligence of
the popular New York Sunday editions

;

and one finds a good deal of confirma-
tory evidence in many incidental aspects
of the smart American life of Paris and
the Riviera. The evidence in the notorious
Thaw trial, after one has discounted its

theatrical elements, was still a very
convincing demonstration of a rotten and
extravagant, because aimless and function-
less, class of rich people. But one has
to be careful in this matter if one is to
do justice to the facts. If a thing is

made up of two elements, and one is

noisy and glaringly coloured, and the
other is quiet and colourless, the first

impression created will be that the thing-

is identical with the element that is noisy
and glaringly coloured.

One is less likely to hear of the broad
plans and the quality of the wise, strong
and constructive individuals in a class

than of their foolish wives, their spend-
thrift sons, their mistresses if

they lapse from virtue, or their
Rich Men
in the

Making
own moments of folly. In the
making of very rich men there

is always a factor of good fortune and a
factor of design and will. One meets rich

men at times who seem to be merely lucky
gamblers, who strike one as just the

thousandth man in a myriad of wild

plungers, who are, in fact, chance nobodies
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washed up by an eddy. Others, again,

strike one as exceptionally lucky half-

knaves. But there are others of a growth

more deliberate and of an altogether higher

personal quality. One takes such men as

Mr. J. D. Rockefeller or Mr. Pierpont

Morgan—the scale of their fortunes makes
them public property—and it is clear that

we are dealing with persons on
|yP*^

, a quite different level of intel-

Ri^rilen
lectual power from the British

Colonel Norths, for example,

or the South African Joels. In my
" Future in America " I have taken the

former largely at Miss Tarbell's estimate,

and treated him as a case of acquisitive-

ness raised in Baptist -surroundings.
;

But I doubt very much if that exhausts

the man as he is to-day. Given a man
brought up to saving and " getting on"
as if to a religion, a man very acquisitive

and very patient and restrained, and in-

dubitably with great organising power,

and he grows rich beyond the dreams of

avarice. And having done so, there he is.

What is he going to do ? Every step he

takes up the ascent to riches gives him
new perspectives and new points of view.

It may have appealed to the young
Rockefeller, clerk in a Chicago house, that

to be rich was in itself a supreme end. In

the first flush of the discovery that he was
immensely rich he may have thanked
heaven as if for a supreme good, and
spoken to a Sunday-school gathering as if

he knew himself for the most favoured of

men. But all that happened twenty years

ago or more. One does not keep on in

that sort of satisfaction ; one settles down
to the new facts. And such men as Mr.
Rockefeller and Mr. Pierpont Morgan do
not live in a made and protected world
with their minds trained, tamed and fed,

and shielded from outside impressions as

royalties do. The thought of the world
has washed about them ; they have read
and listened to the discussion of themselves

for some decades ; they have
had sleepless nights of self-

examination. To succeed in

acquiring enormous wealth
does not solve the problem of life—indeed,

it reopens it in a new form. " What
shall I do with myself ? " simply recurs

again. You may have decided to devote
yourself to getting on, getting wealthy.
Well, you have got it. Now again comes
the question :

" What shall I do ?
"

Mr. Pierpont Morgan, I am told, collects
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Questions that

Trouble the

Millionaire

works of art. I can understand that satis-

fying a rich gentleman of leisure, but not a

man who has felt the sensation of holding
great big things in his great big hands.
Saul, going out to seek his father's asses,

found a kingdom, and became very
spiritedly a king ; and it seems to me that
these big industrial and financial organ-
isers, whatever in their youth they pro-

posed to do or be, must many of them
come to realise that their organising power
is up against no less a thing than a nation's

future. Napoleon, it is curious to remem-
ber, once wanted to run a lodging-house,
and a man may start to corner oil and end
the father of a civilisation.

Now, I am disposed to suspect at times
that an inkling of such a realisation may
have come to some of these very rich

men. I am inclined to put it among the
possibilities of our time that it may
presently become clearly and definitely

the inspiring idea of many of those who
find themselves predominantly rich. I do
not see why these active rich should not
develop statesmanship, and I can quite

imagine them developing very considerable

statesmanship. Because these
^^ ar««r

^^^^^ were able to realise their
^'^^-

^T»- 1. organising power in the absence
Active Rich r° °

,

of economic organisation, it

does not follow that they will be fanatical

for a continuing looseness and freedom of

property. The phase of economic liberty

ends itself, as Marx long ago pointed out.

The American business world becomes
more and more a managed world with
fewer and fewer wild possibilities of suc-

ceeding. Of all people, the big millionaires

should realise this most acutel}', and, in

fact, there are many signs that they do.

It seems to me that the educational

zeal of Mr. Andrew Carnegie and the

university and scientific endowments of

Mr. Rockefeller are not merely showy
benefactions ; they express a definite

feeling of the present need of constructive

organisation in the social scheme. The
time has come to build. There is, I think,

good reason for expecting that statesman-

ship of the millionaires to become more
organised and scientific and comprehen-
sive in the coming years. It is plausible

at least to maintain that the personal

quality of the American plutocracy has

risen in the last three decades, has risen

from the quality of a mere irresponsible —
wealthy person towards that of a real S
aristocrat with a sense of the state. "
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That one may reckon the first hopeful

possibility in the American outlook. And
intimately connected with this develop-

ment of an attitude of public responsi-

bility in the very rich is the decay, on
the one hand, of the preposterous idea

once prevalent in America that politics is

an unsuitable interest for a " gentleman,"
and, on the other, of the

\A^ f*'"

* democratic jealousy of any
_ . but poor politicians. In New

York they talk very much of
" gentlemen," and by gentlemen the5^

seem to mean a rich man "in society
"

with a college education. Nowadays,
gentlemen seem more and more disposed

towards politics, and less and less towards
a life of business or detached refinement.

Theodore Roosevelt, for example, was one
of the pioneers in this new development,
this restoration of virility to the gentle-

manly ideal. His career marks the appear-
ance of a new and better type of man
in American politics, the close of the
rule of the idealised nobody.
The prophecy has been made at times

that the United States might develop a
Csesarism, and certainly the position of

president might easily become that of an
imperator. No doubt, in the event of an
acute failure of the national system such
a catastrophe might occur, but the more
hopeful and probable line of development
is one in which a conscious and powerful,
if informal, aristocracy will play a large

part. It may indeed never have any of

tlie outward forms of an aristocracy or

any definite public recognition.

The Americans are as chary of the coronet
and the known aristocratic titles as the
Romans were of the word king. Octavius,
for that reason, never called himself king,

nor Italy a kingdom. He was just the Caesar

of the republic, and the empire had been
established for many years before the
Romans fully realised that they had
returned to monarchy. The American
-, . ,. universities are closely con-

. . , . . nected in their development
Assisted by -,, ,, j^
.. g. \wth the appearance and grow-

ing class-consciousness of this

aristocracy of wealth. The fathers of the
country certainly did postulate a need of

universities, and in every state congress
set aside public lands to furnish a uni-

versity with material resources.

Every state does possess a university,
though in many instances these institu-

tions are in the last degree of feebleness.
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From the very beginning, side by side with
the state universities, were the universities

founded by benefactors ; and with the
evolution of new centres of population,

new and extremely generous plutocratic

endowments appeared. The dominant
universities of America to-day, the trea-

sure-houses of intellectual prestige, are

almost all of them of plutocratic origin
;

and even in the state universities, if new
resources are wanted to found new chairs,

to supply funds for research or publica-

tion or what not, it is to the more state-

conscious wealthy, and not to the state

legislature, that the appeal is made
almost as a matter of course. The common
voter, the small individualist, has less

constructive imagination, is more indivi-

dualistic, than the big individualist.

This great network 'of universities that
is now spread over the states, interchang-

ing teachers, literature and ideas, and
educating not only the professions, but a
growing proportion of business leaders

and Wealthy people, must necessarily take
an important part in the reconstruction

of the American tradition that is now in

^. -, ,
progress. It is giving a large

The Good ^ J • ^
i r iw k f fK

^ increasing amount of at-

,, . ... tention to the subjects that
Universities , i_ ^ J^^ ji

bear most directly upon the
peculiar practical problems of statecraft in

America, to psychology, sociology and
political science. It is influencing the Press

more and more directly by supplying a

rising proportion of journalists, and creat

ing an atmosphere of criticism and sugges-

tion. It is keeping itself, on the one hand, in

touch with the popular literature of public

criticism in those new and curious organs
of public thought, the ten cent magazines,
and, on the other, it is making a constantly

more solid basis of common understanding
upon which the newer generation of

plutocrats may meet. That older senti-

mental patriotism must be giving place

under its influence to a more definite and
effectual conception of a collective purpose.

It is to the intellectual influence of sus-

tained scientific study in the universities,

and a growing increase of the college-

trained element in the population, that we
must look if we are to look anywhere for

the new progi^essive methods, for the substi-

tution of persistent, planned and calculated

social development for the former condi-

tions of the systematic neglect and cor-

ruption in public affairs varied by epileptic

seizures of " reform." H. G. Wells
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LEADING DATES IN THE HISTORY OF THE
AMERICAN CONTINENT

A.V.
1000
1200
1300
1330
13P0
1390
1400

1403
1410
1419
1427
1431

1440

1450

1460
1468
1470

1480
1492
1493
1497
1499

1500

1502
1503

1511
1512

1513
1514
1515
1517

1519
1520

1526
1527
1530
1531
1532

1534
1535
1536

1539
1545
1549
1562
1568
1572
1576

1577
1583
1584
1587
1595
1600
1602
1603
1604
1605
1606
1607
1608
1609

1612
1615
1620
1621

Discovery of Vinland by Leif Erikseu
Rise of the Incas in Peru
Keigii of Maita Capak
Reign of Capak Vupanki
Inca Roca : traditional organiser of the Inca system
Yahuar Capak : the reign of tears
Tecpanec supremacy in Mexico. Tezozomoc em

peror of Anahuac. Chibcha pentarchy on tlie

Magdalena
Huitzilihuitl in Mexico
Huiracocha restores the Inca supremacy
Fall of Ixtlilxochitl. Rise of Aztecs
Maxtla succeeds Tezozomoc
Alliance of Aztecs and Chichimecs to overthrow

Tecpanecs. Intellectual ascendancy of Clii-

chimecs. Progress of kingdom of Quito
Yupanki Pachacutek expands the Inca empire.
Montezuma I. organises the Aztec kingdom

Supremacy of Tunja and Bogota on the Magda-
lena. Development of Aztec military ascendancy
in Mexico

Tupak Yupanki extends Inca empire
Axayacotl succeeds Montezuma I.

Tenochtitlan (Aztec : Mexico) absorbs Tlatelulco.
Incorporation of Chimu with Inca empire

Quito incorporated by the Incas
Columbus reaches the West Indies
Second voyage of Columbus
John Cabot discovers Labrador
The Cabots explore North American coast-line
Voyage of Amerigo Vespucci

Cabral discovers Brazil. Huana Capak Inca
emperor. Extension of Bogota supremacy on
the Magdalena under Neraequene

Bishoprics founded in Spanish dominion
Casa de Contratacion founded. Bull of Pope

Alexander VI.
Audiencia of San Domingo established.
Discovery of Florida. Montezuma II. supreme in

Anahuac (Mexico)
Balboa sights the Pacific from Panama
Rio de la Plata discovered
Bermudas discovered
First importation of negro slaves. Yucatan dis-

covered by Francesco de Cordoba
Cortes invades Mexico
Magelhaes passes Straits of Magellan, on the first

voyage of circumnavigation
Edict of Granada. Plate fleet organised
Fishing fleets congregate off Newfoundland
Struggle between Tunja and Bogota
Brazil : cajiitanries established
Atahualpa usurps the Inca sovereignty. Pizarro

invades Peru
Cartier on the St. Lawrence
Mondoza founds Buenos Ayres
Queseda's expedition. Submission of Bogota to

Spain
De Soto's Mississippi expedition
Silver mines of Potosi discovered
Jesuits in Brazil
French Huguenot settlement in Florida
Hawkins and Drake at San Juan d'Ulloa
Drake's raid on Nombre de Dios
John Oxenham on the Pacific. Frobisher's first

Arctic voyage
Drake sails on voyage of circiminavigation
Humphrey Gilbert in Newfoundland
Raleigh's tirst colony at Roanoke
Discovery of Davis Strait by John Davia
Raleigh's Guiana voyage
French settlement at Tadoussac
Gosnold's attempt to colonise Virginia
Champlain's first voyage to the St. La.wrence
Champlain's second voyage
Port Royal (Annapolis) founded
Charter of Virginia and Plymouth Companies
Colony of Virginia : settlement at Jamestown
Quebec founded. Jesuits in Paraguay
Bennudas annexed. Second Virginia charter

:

Lord Delaware governor
Hudson's Bay claimed for England
RecoUet Fathers in Canada
New Plymouth founded by Pilgrim Fathers
Grant of Nova Scotia to Sir W. Alexander. Dutch
West India Company ; origin of Dutch Guiana

A.D.
1622
1625
1625

1627
1629

1630
1632

1633
1634

1635
1636
1637
1639
1641
1643
1651

1654

1655
1661

1663

1684 1

1665
1666
1667
1670

1672
1673
1675
1676
1682

1683
1685
1686
1687
1688
1689

1690
1691
1695
1697

1698
1699

1702
1713

1719
1725
1728

1731
1733
1745
1748
1754
1755
1756
1757
1758

1759
1760
1763

Dutch found New Amsterdam (New York)
Settlement of Barbados
New constitution proclaimed for Virginia. Settle-
ment of Lord Baltimore in Newfoundland

Company of the Hundred Associates
Charter of Massachusetts Company. Capture of

Quebec by EngUsh
Winthrop governor of Boston
Maryland granted to Lord Baltimore. Canada and

Acadia restored to France
Champlain governor of Canada
First committee of the Privy Council for control

of plantations
Colony of Connecticut. Death of Champlain
Roger Williams at Providence
David Kirke's settlement in Newfoundland
Colony of Maine
^lontreal founded
Confederation of New England colonies
Commonwealth Navigation Act. De Lanson

governor of " New France "

English take possession of Acadia, which is ceded
to them by treaty next year

Capture of Jamaica by Penn and Venables
Restoration Navigation Act. Colonies more strin-

gently restricted
Rhode Island Charter. Beginning of Carolina.

Abolition of the Hundred Associates
First Assembly in Jamaica. English capture New
Amsterdam, renamed New York

De Courcelles governor of New France
Iroquois checked by De Tracy
Carolina established as a colony. Treaty of Breda
Acadia restored to France. Hudson's Bay Charter.

Prince Rupert president
Frontenac governor of New France
French Mississippi expedition
Indian wars of New England states
Rising against the government in Virginia
Pennsylvania Charter. Frontenac replaced in
Canada by De la Barre

Massachusetts Charter annulled
De la Barre replaced by DenonviUe
French attacks on Hudson's Bay Company
French Iroquois war
Andros appointed governor of all northern colonies
Frontenac returns as governor of Canada. English

colonies claim restoration of their old constitu-
tions

Expedition of Phipps against Acadia and Quebec
New Massachusetts Charter
French recover Acadia
Anglo-French hostilities suspended by European

Treaty of Ryswick
Death of Frontenac
D'lbervUle's Mississippi expedition. Beginning of

Louisiana
Contests between South Carolina and Florida
Treaty of Utrecht : Newfoundland acknowledged

British ; Acadia ceded (except Cape Breton) and
becomes Nova Scotia. Asiento, giving mono-
poly of slave trade with Spanish colonies, with
other trading rights, transferred to Great
Britain

Bahama pirates suppressed
French establish Fort Niagara
A government established in Newfoundland

:

Dsborne first governor
Frencli fort at Crown Point
(ieorgia Charter
British capture Louisbourg
Louisbourg restored by Peace of Ais-la-ChapeUe
French establish Fort Duquesne
Braddock's disaster
Montcalm in Canada ; he captures Fort Oswego
Montcalm captures Fort William Henry
Montcalm defeats Abercrombie at Ticonderoga.

British capture forts Frontenac and Duquesne,
and Louisbourg

Capture of Quebec by Wolfe
Capture of Montreal
Treaty of Paris : France cedes Louisiana to Spain,
and the rest of her North American colonies
to Britain. Spain cedes Florida to Britain. In
the West Indies, Grenada, St. Vincent, Dominica
and Tobago ceded to Britain
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LEADING DATES IN THE HISTORY OF THE
AMERICAN CONTINENT

A.D.
1764 Grenville enforces existing commercial regulations

Pontiac's insurrection
1765 George Grenville's Stamp Act
1766 Rockingham Ministry repeals the Stamp Act and

reduces Customs duties, but passes Declaratory
Act affirming the abstract right of taxation.
Oarleton (afterwards Lord Dorchester) governor
at Quebec

1767 Townshend's taxes
1768 General Gage governor of Massachusetts. Massa-

chusetts recognises a Convention in place of the
suppressed Assembly. Expulsion of Jesuits
from Paraguay.

1769 Prince Edward Island separat-ed from Quebec.
Bedford's Resolution for changing the venue of
trials. Repeal of Townshend's taxes except
that on tea

1770 Lord North's Ministry. The Boston massacre
1772 Burning of the Gaspee
1773 Dec. : The " Boston Tea-party "

1774 Penal Acts against Boston. Quebec Act makes
Canada a Crown colony, and establishes Roman
Catholicism. Continental Congress meets at
Philadelphia

1775 American War of Independence begun by Battle
of Lexington. Battle of Bunker's Hill. Wash
ington commander-in-chief. Invasion of Canada
by Montgomery and Benedict Arnold

1776 Collapse of Invasion of Canada. Boston evacuated
JiTLT : Declaration of Independence. British
occupy New York. Battles of Brooklyn and
Trenton

1777 Battles of Princeton and Brandywine Creek.
British take Philadelphia. Burgoyne's surrender
at Saratoga. Benjamin Franklin in Paris

1778 French alliance with Americans. North's con^
ciliation proposals rejected. Death of Chatham
Beginning of Naval War

1779 Spain joins the War ; siege of C4ibraltar

1780 Campaign in the Southern colonies
1781 Surrender of Yorktown assures American inde-

pendence [Saints
1782 Rodney recovers naval ascendancy at Battle of the
1783 Peace of Versailles ; independence of the United

States acknowledged. Emigration of U. E.
Loyalists to Canada. Florida restored to Spain

1778 American Constitution ratified

1789 George Washington first president of U.S.A.
1791 Canada Act ; separation of Upper and Lower

Canada
1792 Washington re-elected president
1794 Jay's Treaty
1795 San Domingo partly ceded to France by Spain
1796 Toronto becomes capital of Upper Canada. British

Guiana annexed
1797 John Adams president U.S.A., Washington having

refused re-election. Capture of Trinidad by
1798 British Honduras secured [British
1799 Death of Washington
1800 Franco-American Treaty
1801 Thomas Jefferson president of U.S.A.
1803 Louisiana Purchase
1807 Whitelock defeated at Buenos Ayres
1808 Portuguese monarchy at Rio de Janeiro
1809 Madison president U.S.A. Risings in Spanish

colonies
1810 Hidalgo's unsuccessful revolt in Mexico. Inde-

pendent government proclaimed at Buenos
1811 Venezuela declares independence [Ayres
1812 War between U.S.A. and Great Britain. In-

vasion of Canada repulsed
1813 Bolivar at head of revolt in Northern Spanish

colonies
1814 Capture of Washington. Peace of Ghent. Francia

dictator of Paraguay
1815 Repulse of New Orleans. Brazil constituted a

kingdom
1816 Argentine Republic established
1817 Monroe president U.S.A. Family Compact in

Upper Canada. San Martin's invasion of
Chili. O'Higgins president of Chili. Brazil
declared independent

1819 Florida acquired by U.S.
1821

I
Missouri Compromise. Independence of Spanish

colonies assured by bittle of Carabobo. Bo-
livar president of Colombia

A.D.
1822

1823

1824
1825

1827
1829
1830

1831
1833

1835
1837

1838
1839

1840
1841

1842
1845
1846
1848
1849

1850
1852
1853
1855
1857
1858
1860
1861

1863
1864

1865

1867

1869
1870
1871
1877
1879

1880

1881

1885

1886
1889

1891
1893
1896
1897
1898
1899

1900

1901

1903
1905

1908

1909

Iturbide becomes

Fall of Iturbide ;

Dred Scott ease

War of
Sumter.

North and
Battle of

Retirement of San Martin.
Emperor of Mexico

Monroe doctrine enunciated.
Mexican Republic

Bolivar dictator in Peru. Bolivia constituted
John Quincy Adams president U.S.A. Independ-

ence of Uruguay. Federal Union of Central
America

Independence of Bolivia
Andrew Jackson president U.S.A.
Venezuela separates from Colombia. Bolivar

resigns
Colombia becomes Republic of New Granada
S. Carolina repudiates tariff imposed by congress.

Chilian constitution established
Rosas dictator at Buenos Ayres
Van Buren president U.S.A. Papineau's revolt in
Canada

Lord Durham in Canada
Lord Durham's report. Central American Union

dissolved. Chili, Peru and Bolivia separate
states

Canadian Act of Reunion
Harrison president (dies April 4th). Vice-president

Tyler becomes president U.S.A.
Ashburton Treaty
Polk president U.S.A. Annexation of Texas
War between U.S. and Mexico
Mexican War ended. U.S. victorious
Repeal of British navigation acts. Zachary

i'aylor president U.S.A.
Millard Fillmore president U.S.A.
" Uncle Tom's Cabin " published
Franklin Pierce president
Slavery question in Kansas
Buchanan president U.S.A.
Colony of British Columbia
Secession of South Carolina
Lincoln president U.S.A.

South. Capture of Fort
Bull Run. The Trent affair. New Granada
becomes United States of Colombia

Lincoln's Slave Emancipation Proclamation
Ulysses Grant Federal commander. Archduke
Maximilian made emperor of Mexico

Surrender of Lee and Johnston ends Civil War.
Assassination of Lincoln. Andrew Johnson
president. Jamaica disturbances suppressed by
Governor Eyre

U.S. Reconstruction Act. Purchase of Alaska.
British North America Act. Execution of

Emperor Maximilian ; Juarez president of

Mexican Republic
Grant president U.S.A. Red River Rebellion
Blanco dictator of Venezuela
British (Columbia in B.N.A. Confederation
Hayes president U.S.A. Diaz president Mexico
Canada adopts protection, under Sir J. Mac-

donald. War between Chili and Peru
B.N.A., except Newfoundland, included in the

dominion of Canada
Garfield, president U.S.A., assassinated. Vice-

President Arthur becomes president. Canadian
Pacific Railway begun. End of Chili-Peruvian

War
Grover Cleveland president U.S.A. Riel's second

rebellion
Balmaceda president of Chili

Harrison president U.S.A. Republic of Brazil

established
Fall of Balmaceda
Cleveland (2) president U.S.
Venezuela Boundary Arbitration
McKinley president U.S.

War between Spain and U.S.

Castro president of Venezuela. Annexation of

Philippines by U.S.A.

Canadian contingent in South African War
McKinley assassinated. Vice-President Theodore

Roosevelt becomes president U.S.A.

Application of Monroe Doctrine in Venezuela

Roosevelt re-elected president U.S.A.

Expulsion of president Castro from Venezuela

W. H. Taft inaugurated president U.S.A.
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ESSENTIAL INFORMATION ABOUT
Area and Population. The area of the United States

is 11,025,600 s(|\iare miles, and the poTuilatioii at tlie census
of 1900 was 75,994,575, includintj 60,893,405 whites and
8,840,388 negroes or coloured. The outside territories

belonging to the United States are as follow :

Population. Population.

Alaska 090.8S4 .



THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
to the house, wlio may talk, but may not vote. Practically,
votes are held by all male citizens, irrespective of race or
colour, but in some states a residence qualification, in others
the payment of taxes, in yet others a low educational
qualification, are necessary to possession of the vote.
There are 92 senators and 391 members of the House of
Representatives, the numerical representation of each
state in the latter assembly behig proportionate to popula-
tion and determined by the decennial census. Thus,
New York State has 37 representatives, and several states
have only one each. The senate considers all treaties
made by the president with foreign Powers, and to become
law a treaty provisionally made must be ratified by the
vot«s of two-thirds of the senators present when it is

considered. Each senator, representative and delegate in
congress receives a salary of 87,000 (=£1,400) per annum,
with a travelling and expense allowance additional.

Judiciary. The supreme judicial power is in the hands
of a Supreme Court, the members of which are appointed
by the president for life. The court decides all dis-
puted points between the states and the federal govern-
ment. There are also about 60 federal courts, each
possessing jurisdiction in its own district, and nine circuit
courts. Many legal matters, such as offences against
the person and property, divorce, bankruptcy and pro-
bate, come under the jurisdiction of the state courts, and
thus many of the criminal and civil laws differ widely in
the different states of the union.

Finance. The revenue for the fiscal year 1907 was
$846,725,340 (= £169,345,068), and the expenditure was
$762,488,753 (=£152,497,750). The customs duties are
high and provide half of the total revenue. The national
debt in 1907 stood at $2,457,188,062 (= £491,437,612),
but deducting the cash in the treasury the net debt was
$878,596,755 ( = £175,719,351).

Forestry. About one-third of the area of the United
States is woodland, and about half of the woodland area is

covered with marketable timber. The lumber districts
are California, Washington, Oregon, the Rockies, the lake
states of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan, and the
Eastern and Southern states. The lumber industry takes
fourth place among American industries, coming behind
iron and steel manufacture, textiles, and the meat industry.

Agriculture. In 1900, 21-6 per cent, of the area of the
United States was farm land, and 65 per cent, of the farms
were owned by their proprietors. The chief cereal grown in
the United States is maize, or Indian corn, the area under
which (99,931,000 acres in 1907) is more than twice the
acreage under wheat (45,211,000 acres in 1907). Oats
comes third in importance, with 31,837,000 acres, and the
next most important cereal and vegetable crops are barley
(6,448,000 acres), potatoes (3,124,000 acres), flax
(2,864,000 acres), and rye (1,926,000 acres). Hay claimed
44,028,000 acres, and rice 627,300 acres. The United States
provide three-quarters of the world's supply of cotton, in
spite of efforts to grow cotton within the British Empire.
In 1907, 820,000 acres were under tobacco. The output of
sugar is about 700,000 tons, two-thirds of which is beet
sugar. Nearly every state grows maize, but the most is

grown in the valley of the Mississippi. The principal wheat
and oats states are the western and northern. Cotton is

grown principally in the Southern states upon the Atlantic
and upon the Gulf of Mexico. The chief tobacco growing
states are the Virginias and Carolinas, Kentucky and
Tennessee.
Many varieties of fruit and vegetables are grown and

marketed, both in the fresh state and preserved. Recent
annual flgiu-es relating to the chief products were as follow :

Apples, 23,990,000 barrels ; raisins, 100,000.000 lb. ;

oranges and lemons, 15,304,000 boxes
;
prunes, 185,000,000

lb. ; hops, 63,576,000 lb. ; wine, 35,658,000 gallons. The
principal states where fruit and vegetable canning is

prosecuted are California, New York and Maryland.
Stock Raising. The number of farm animals, according

to statistics of 1907, were as follows :

Cattle, 72,533,996 ; swine, 54,794,439 ; sheep,
53,240,282 ; horses, 19,746,583 ; mules, 3,816,692.
The output of the meat-packing factories, of which

Chicago is the chief centre, was of the value of £156,756,000
in 1900, and in 1905 it had risen to £182,783,000. The chief
states for the manufacture of dairy produce—butter, cheese,
and condensed milk—are New York, Wisconsin and Iowa.
The wool clip in 1907 was 298,294,750 lb.

Mining. The United States produce all the commercial
minerals, except nickel and diamonds. The importance of
the various metallic minerals, judged by the value of the
annual output, is as follows : iron, copper, gold, lead, silver,
zinc, aluminium, quicksilver and antimony. The quanti-
ties of tin and platinum are negligible. Nickel is refined
in the United States, but the ore is Canadian imported into
the United States in the form of matte. The total value
of metallic minerals for 1906 was £173,220,000. The non-
metallic minerals in the order of their importance, judged

by value of output, are soft coal, hard coal, petroleum,
stone, cement, natural gas, phosphate rock, salt and borax.
The chief iron ore fields are in the Lake Superior region,
Alabama, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Tenne.ssee,
Ohio, Colorado and Wyoming. Gold and silver are found
in the Rocky Mountains and Pacific states, copper in
Arizona, Montana, and Michigan ; lead and zinc in
Missouri and Kansas

; quicksilver in California. Coal is

widely distributed, but anthracite coal is found only in the
north-east of Pennsylvania. Petroleum and natural gas
are found in Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio Indiana,
Texas and California.

Fisheries. The fisheries of the United States employ
about 220,000 people, and the annual value of fish products
is about £12,000,000, including the seals of Alaska. About
one-fifth of this value comes from the Pacific coast and
Alaska ; about one-twelfth from the Great Lakes, the Inland
waters, and the Mississippi and its tributaries ; about
7 per cent, from the Gulf states, and the remainder (about
60 per cent.) from the Atlantic states. Fish curing and
preserving provide occupation for about 7,000 persons

—

sardines in Maine ; cod, mackerel and herring in Massa-
chusetts ; and salmon in Washington, Oregon and Alaska.
Trade.—For the fiscal year 1907, the imports were of

the value of $1,434,421,425 (= £286,884,285), and the
exports were of the value of S 1 ,880,851,078 ( = £376,170,216)

.

The imports from the United Kingdom were of the value
of $246,112,047 (= £49,222,409), and the exports to the
United Kingdom were of the value of 8607,783,255
(= £121,556,651). The chief article of export is raw cotton,
and the next, in order of importance, are meat and dairy
produce, breadstuffs, iron and steel manufactures, copper
and copper goods, mineral oils, wood and wooden ware,
leather and leather goods, tobacco, coal, manufactured
cotton and agricultural implements.
Alaska. The population, which was 63,592 in 1900,

was 85,670 in 1907. The capital is Sitka, with a popula-
tion of 1,396. The largest town is Nome (population 3,500),
and the other towns are Fairbanks (3,500), Juneau (1,864),
and Skagway (1,100). The chief industry is gold-mining,
with copper, lead and silver much less important. The
timber wealth is great, and the salmon and seal fisheries
are valuable. Government is administered by a governor,
appointed by the President of the United States for four
years.

Currency. The monetary unit is the dollar, containing
25-8 grains of gold '900 fine. The value of the American
dollar in British currency varies from S4-84 to 84-87 to the
British sovereign, but 84-86 may be taken as the average.
The dollar is worth approximately 4s. IJd. The coins in
general use are :

Bronze. Nickel. Silver. Gold
1 cent. = Jd. 5 cents. = 2Sd. 10 cents. = 5d. .5 doUais = 20/7}

2.5 ,, = 1/OJ. 10 „ = 41/a

50 „ = 2A 20 ,, = 82/6
1 dollar = 4/1

J

Gold does not circulate much. Its place is taken by
paper notes, sometimes filthy and torn.

Weights and Measures. The British weights and
measures are used, but the cwt.,or cental, contains 1001b.,
and the short ton contains 2,000 lb., while the ton of 2,240 lb.
(the British ton) is called a long ton. The only other
difference is that the wine gallon is -83333 imperial gallon,
the ale gallon is 101695 imperial gallon, and the bushel
is -9692 imperial bushel.

POST AND TELEGRAPH RATES.
Postage. The United Kingdom to the United States

(including Alaska) : letters, Id. per oz. ; printed papers,
commercial papers, and samples Jd. per 2 ozs., with a
minimum of 2Jd. for commercial papers, and of Id. for

samples. Letters from the United Kingdom to Porto Rico,
Hawaii, Samoa, Guam, and the Philippine Islands, 2}d.
for first oz. or part thereof, and IJd. for each addi-
tional oz. or part thereof. Papers and samples to
United States non-continental possessions as to the United
States, given above. Parcel post is by two services—the
official and the semi-official. By the official service,

3lb., Is. 6d. ; 7lb., 2s. 6d. ; 9lb., 3s. 6d. ; 111b., 4s. 6d., to

all places in the United States, Porto Rico, United States
territory in Panama, Hawaii, Philippines and Samoa. By
the semi-official service (American Express Company), to
New York City, Brooklyn, Jersey Citv, and Hoboken,
31b., 2s. 6d. ; 71b., 3s. 6d. ; 111b., 4s. 6d. ; to all other
places in the United States (but not in the islands or
colonies), 31b., 3s. 6d. ; 71b., 4s. 6d. ; 111b. 5s. 6d.

Telegrams. Great Britain to United States : Is. to
Is. 6d. per word, according to destination, the cities on the
east being Is., and the far west Is. 6d.,with the intervening
places roughly proportionate to their distance west. To
Porto Rico, 4s. 2d. per word ; to Honolulu, 3s. ; to Philip-

pines, 4s. 2d. to 4s. lOd. according to destination.
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MAP OF THE ARCTIC REGIONS, SHOWING THE ROUTES OF NORTH POLE EXPLORERS
Although Arctic exploration began with Alfred the Great and the discovery of Greenland in the tenth century, it

was not until after John Cabot sighted the coast of Labrador in 1497 that the possibilities of a North-east Passage

and a North-west Passage suggested themselves to sea-going adventurers. Since that period our geographical

knowledge of the northern regions has vastly increased with each successive century, the nineteenth being notable

on account of the excellent work accomplished in this direction. In this map the farthest points attained in each

of the forty-five expeditions of the last 400 years are indicated by a -(-, the record being that of R. E. Peary in 1903-6.
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iTHEWORLDAROUND THEPOLES/
A RECORD OF POLAR EXPLORATION

By George Sandeman, M.A.

THE GLAMOUR AND ROMANCE OF THE
SEARCH FOR THE NORTH POLE

'~r"'HE story of Polar exploration is one of
* rich and varied interest, just as it has
always been a rich and complex interest

that has led the adventurer into high

latitudes. We have often seen elaborate

arguments in defence of Arctic and Ant-
arctic enterprise, but these apologies have
appeared to us equally unnecessary and
inadequate. Unnecessary, because the

impulse to go and see is as deep and
unquestionable as human nature itself.

Inadequate, because the apologists appeal

to one or two partial interests, such as the

interest of trade at one period, the interest

of naval efficiency at another, or, as in our

own time, to the interest of international

rivalry or of scientific investigation. The real

interest is more concrete and complex than
any of these things or all of them together.

No one, for instance, can spend an hour
with an Arctic explorer without realising

the enormous imaginative spell which
these mysterious desolations have cast

over his mind. They call him incessantly,

and he inevitably returns to them. Their
vast simplicity accords with
some profound mode of the

human spirit, such as is mirrored
in the " Ancient Mariner " or in

the majestic phantasms of northern myth-
ology. The mind once touched with the

North seems to turn to it as certainly as the

compass-card ; and doubtless the same
fascination enters deeply into the interest

with which we follow the voyages of a

Barentz or a Nansen. Or, again, no one

Explorers

of the

Polar Seas

The Call

of

the North

can follow these voyages, even in their

barest records, without realising that those
who have accomplished such arduous
and even heroic labours have been men
indeed, and that because they have been
such men they have sought such labours.
" There increaseth in m}' heart," sa^-s

Sebastian Cabot, " a great

flame of desire to attempt some
notable thing." " It was the
only thing of the world," says

Martin Frobisher, " that was left yet
ixndone, whereby a notable mind might
be made famous and fortunate."

Is it too much to say that this magnan-
imous ardour and fortitude, which have been
a hundred times proved through unim-
aginable sufferings and endurance to the

threshold of death, and still characterise,

as nobly as ever, the explorers of to-day,

are worth incomparably more than any
results whatever that may be achieved by
them ? Is it too much to say that our

interest in Polar exploration is inevitably

first of all the human interest, centring,

round intrepid men and the great maritime

nations that have bred them, and only

afterwards round the geographical features

that have been mapped and the scientific

observations that have been recorded ?

We no longer seek commercial openings

through Polar seas, and it is possible

that Arctic enterprise has done all that it

will ever do for trade. But it has done a

great deal. It gave us trade with Russia,

and established the Hudson'sBay Crmpany
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ARCTIC SEA AT MIDNIGHT: SCENE AT THE MOUTH OF THE COPPER MINE RIVER

A C "HE EXPI, PREPARING A RESTING PLACE

FRANKLIN AND HIS PARTY IN THE ARCTIC REGIONS. I8I9 22
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THE EXPLORERS DOUBLING CAPE BARROW ON JULY 25th. 1821

SCENES IN FRANKLIN'S FIRST GREAT POLAR EXPEDITION
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in the heart of Canada. It led directly

to the cod fishery of the Newfoundland
coast, and to the enormous whale industry

of the Spitzbergen seas.

The chief results to be expected from

Arctic and Antarctic exploration are now
of a scientific nature, and the observations

that have been obtained, and will yet be ob-

tained, are of peculiar import-
What Science

^^^^ ^^ ^ considerable group
„ ^'?^ ^ of sciences. Geography, geo-

logy, oceanography, magnet-
ism, meteorology and biology are outstand-

ing examples. Sir J ohn Murray has well said

that "every department of natural know-
ledge would be enriched by systematic

observations as to the order in which pheno-

mena co-exist and follow each other in

regions of the earth's surface about which
we know very little or are wholly ignorant.

It is one of the great objects of science to

collect observations of the kind here

indicated, and it may be safely said that

without them we can never arrive at a

right understanding of the phenomena
by which we are surrounded, even in the

habitable parts of the globe." It is this

indissoluble unity of natural conditions

over the face of our planet that gives such
very high significance to the scientific

study of Polar regions. To take an ex-

ample. We learn during the year 1909
that the centre of the Antarctic region,

far from being, as was generally supposed,

an area of peculiar calm, is, in fact,

swept by terrific gales ; and this involves

a new interpretation of those weather con-

ditions elsewhere, from which that region

of calms had been erroneously inferred.

In the same year we learn that coal

measures had been discovered in the Ant-
arctic continent, showing that this region

has at one period been characterised bj^

a warm climate—a fact which inevitably

modifies our estimate of the history of

the globe. It is because of this inter-

dependence of Polar conditions with those

K" Aif A'
^'^ '^^^ other parts of the earth

mg re s
^j^^^ ^ modern expedition

• .1. A ^- to high latitudes is in itselfm the Arctic .°
r ,,

a microcosm of the sciences.

The impulse to penetrate the northern
seas is as old as English history, and the
first chronicler of an Arctic expedition

.

was King Alfred the Great. But we may
take it as certain that in the early days
there was a great deal more discovery
than we sb.all ever know of. From the
eighth to tile tenth centuries the adven-
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turous Scandinavians were ranging ovei

the northern ocean and descending on
every coast. In 861 they discovered Ice-

land ; but when, a few years later, many
Norwegian colonists made their home there,

they found the remains of an even earlier

Christian settlement. A regular traffic

sprang up between Norway and Iceland,

and Iceland, in its turn, became a centre

of geographical discovery. Thus Eric the

Red, sailing thence in 983, fell in with the

east coast of Greenland, and here, also,

little colonies were quickly established.

Another Icelandic ship, driven far south-

westward out of her course in 1000, reached
at length a finely wooded countrs^ and
ascended a river, certainly in Newfound-
land or Canada, and brought back reports

of a land which, because of its wild grapes

or berries, was called Vinland.
,

A more deliberate kind of exploration

followed these fortuitous expeditions.

Richard III. of England sent ships to

Iceland for purposes of discovery, and
within a century later the question of

navigation to the North Pole was seriously

discussed. In the notable enterprises

which followed, England took a
The Cabot

ig^^j^^g part. Henry VII., who
Family of

Explorers
had failed to secure the services

of Columbus, granted in 1497
a patent of discovery to the Venetian

John Cabot, who had settled in Bristol

with his three sons, of whom Sebastian

was the most famous. " Understanding,"
says the latter, " bj- reason of the sphere

that if I should sail by way of north-west

I should by a shorter tract come into

India, I thereupon caused the king to

be advertised of my desire, who im-

mediately commanded two caravels to be
furnishecl with all things appertaining to

the vo3^age." Together, the father and son
sailed to the west, and discovered New-
foundland, which they named Prima Vista ;

but they did not pursue the American
coast north of 56°.

Ne\\foundland had already been visited,

and named Terra de Baccalhaos, or " Land
of Cod-fish," by the Portuguese Cortereal

in 1464, under the patronage of Alfonso V.

;

and his son, Gaspar Cortereal, set out from
Lisbon with two ships in 1500 for the north-

west passage, and visited and described

Greenland, Labrador and the River St.

Lawrence. In subsequent voyages Gaspar,

and later his brother Miguel, were lost
;

but these expeditions, and another sent

in search of them, secured for Portugal
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the valuable Newfoundland fisheries. King
Henry VIII., persuaded by Mr. Robert

Thorne, of Bristol, "with very weighty

and substantial reasons to set forth

a discovery even to the North Pole,"

sent out the Dominus Vobiscum and
another ship in 1527, " having in them
divers cunning men," of whom one was a

canon of St. Paul's, London,
Unfortunate ^^^ ^ ^^^^^ mathematician.

This genuinely scientific enter-
Enterprise of

Henry VIII.
prise met with ill-fortune ; one

of the ships was cast away north of New-
foundland, and the other returned after

less than five months. The attempt was
repeated in 1536, when the Trinity and
Minion sailed from Gravesend with a

company of six score, of whom thirty were
gentlemen " desirous to see the strange

things of the world." Having reached
Newfoundland, they fell into the extremity
of distress for want of food, and were only
saved by the welcome arrival of a French
vessel, which they immediately seized

upon, and so returned to England.
It should be made clear that the central

idea in all Polar exploration until the end
of the eighteenth century was the dis-

covery of a practicable trade route by sea

from the Atlantic to the Pacific, either

round the north of America, or round the
north of Russia, or straight across the
Pole. It should also be made clear that
this project, which appears so fantastic

now, was not at that time in the least

fantastic, because the theory was uni-

versally held, unquestioned, that ice could
not be formed in the open sea. It was
accepted as a matter of course that ice was
formed only in rivers and along coast-lines.

It is obvious that if this theory had
been in accordance with fact there was
every reason to expect an open route
somewhere between the Atlantic and the
Pacific through Polar seas. Not until the
early years of the nineteenth century was
it thoroughly realised that the Arctic

Navigation
l^e-pack is, SO far as navigation

Blocked by
'^.^^o^^'^ejrned, practically a

Ice-packs
^°^^^ ^o^y- O^ course, both
the north-east and the north-

west passages exist, and have been
traversed by ships. But they do not
exist in that sense in which they were
sought for by early mariners. For all

practical purposes, however, they are non-
existent. They are not ice-free routes. A
well-organised expedition set out from
England in 1553 for the discovery, not of
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the north-western passage—which had
been sought hitherto—but of the north-

east passage to Cathay. The plan was
due to Sebastian Cabot, whom Edward
VI. had created " grand pilot of England "

and " Governor of the Mystery and Com-
pany of the Merchants Adventurers for

the discovery of regions, dominions,
islands, and places unknown."

Sir Hugh Willoughby commanded the

Bona Esperanza (120 tons), Richard
Chancellor and Stephen Burrough were in

the Edward Bonadventure (160 tons), and
Cornelius Durfoorth was in the Bona
Confidentia (90 tons). Willoughby and the

whole of the company of the Bona Espe-
ranza and of the Bona Confidentia perished

on the eastern coast of Lapland during
the following winter ; but Chancellor, who
had missed his consorts, reached Archangel
in safety, and having visited the tsar at

Moscow, brought his ship back to England
in the following spring, carrying a letter

from the tsar to Edward VI.

The prospect thus opened of trade \\dth

Muscovy led Queen Mary to send a com-
mission in return. Chancellor sailed again

T • r f
o^ ^^^^ errand in 1555, with

Tragic Fate of
instructions to " use aU ways

Queen Mary s , ui j. i_ . . and means possible to learn
Commission ,

^
rhow men may pass from

Russia, either by land or by sea, to

Cathay." He was followed, in 1556, by
Stephen Burrough in the Searchthrift,

whose mission it was to explore the sea to

the eastward. Burrough reached and dis-

covered Novaya Zemlya, Vaigach Island

and the Kara Strait, and returned in safety.

The other ships, after accomplishing the

vo3^age to Archangel, came to a disastrous

end. Returning with a Russian envoy on
board, the Edward Bonadventure was cast

away on the Scottish coast, where the

ambassador was with difficulty saved, but
Chancellor and most of his crew perished

;

and the two other ships were lost with all

hands in the North Sea. But a ver}^ con-

siderable step had been made in Arctic

discover}^ and the beginning of the

Russian trade by the Muscovy Company
had been established.

The next attempt was in the direction of

the north-west passage. Martin Frobisher,

one of the most adventurous seamen of a

most adventurous period, had urged the

project for many years before he was
placed in command of the Gabriel

(35 tons), the Michael (30 tons), and
a pinnace of 10 tons. He sailed in June,
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THE SEARCH FOR THE NORTH POLE

1576, from Greenwich, Queen Elizabeth
waving her hand to them from the shore.

Reaching the coast of Labrador, he sailed

northward among the ice, and discovered
the bay which is known by his name.

This voyage, in which Frobisher thought,
erroneously, that he had found promise of

gold, was followed by two others, in the
two following years, to the same region
and to the west coast of Greenland

;

but their results, however, were regarded
as discouraging in respect both of the
north-west passage and of the gold-mines.
In 1580, the Muscovy Company sent

Arthur Pet in the George (40 tons),

and Charles Jackman in the William

the Cumberland peninsula, where he
named Mount Raleigh and Exeter Sound,
as well as the two forelands of that sound

—

viz.. Cape Dyer and Cape Walsingham.
He returned in the two following years,
sailing up Cumberland Sound, and ex-
ploring the coasts of Labrador and of

Greenland ; and in his third voyage he
discovered the strait which is known b}'

the name of Hudson.
Davis's observations rightly confirmed

his belief in a north-west passage, but
he failed to persuade the merchant ad-
venturers to support further attempts.
A great advance towards the discovery
of the north-eastern passage was next

IN SEARCH OF A NORTH-WEST PASSAGE: PARRY'S EXPEDITION AT Vi/INTER ISLAND
By calling^ a sailor, Sir Edward William Parry made altogetlier five expeditions to the Arctic regions, the second, in
1819, being in search of a north-west passage, earning for him the sum of j£5,000 offered by parliament. His last, and
perhaps most famous, voyage was that of ISiV, when he and his party made a gallant though unsuccessful attempt to
reach the Pole on sledges from Spitzbergen. This picture shows an exciting incident during his second voyage,
which lasted three years, to the Arctic regions, and during which the Fury and Hecla Strait was discovered.

(20 tons) to the north-eastern sea. Reach-
mg Vaigach Island, the two explorers dis-

covered and passed through Yugor Strait

between it and the mainland, but the}'

were stopped by the ice in the Kara Sea,

and had to return through the strait a
month later. The George returned to

England, but the William was lost

on her way to Iceland.

The sanguine and intrepid John Davis,
in his three voyages towards the north-
west passage, now made important geo-
graphical discoveries in the strait which
bears his name. In 1585 he proceeded
with the Sunshine (50 tons) and the
Moonshine (35 tons) to the west coast

of Greenland, and thence northward to

made by Wilham Barentz, the Dutch
pilot, in the last of his three famous
voyages of 1594, 1595, and 1596. For
twenty years before that time, the

merchants of Amsterdam had been trading

round the. north of Scandinavia to Arch-

angel ; and wishing to extend their

operations farther eastward they had
been advised by Peter Plancius, a cele-

brated geographer, to seek a passage

round the northern end of 5s"o%'aya

Zemlya, because the course through the

Kara Strait, at the southern end of that

island, and through the Kara Sea beyond,

was so often impracticable because of ice.

This suggestion was in accordance with

the theory which we have already noticed,
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A V\/INTER VIEW OF FORT FRANKLIN

LAUNCHING BOATS ACROSS A REEF OPPOSITE MOUNT CONYBEARE

SCENES IN FRANKLIN'S SECOND EXPEDITION TO THE ARCTIC SEAS, IN 1823-27
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as generally accepted at that time. In the
expeditions which the merchants now sent

out for that purpose, Barenta:, who was a
well-educated man, besides being a first-

rate seaman, contributed to geographical

science the first real knowledge of the

conditions of the ice between Novaya
Zemlya and Spitz:bergen. His first voy-
age, sailing June 4th, 1594, was in the

Mercurius (100 tons), accompanied by a

fishing smack. They sighted Novaya
Zemlya a month later, and sailed up to

its north-eastern extremity, vainly seeking

an eastward passage through the ice-pack.

The second expedition, of the following

year, in which seven vessels took part,

started too late in the season, and only
reached the entrance to the Sea of Kara, at

the southern end of the great island,

when it had to return. The third voyage,
which set out on May 13th, 1596, was that

on which Barentz: secured his great cele-

brity, and on which he died. A l^rge

reward had been offered by the Dutch
Government to anyone who should com-
plete a voyage to China by the north-

eastern route, a feat only accomplished
by Nordenskiold in 1878. The

.° * ^
. Amsterdam merchants commis-

iscovcries
gj^j-^g^ ^^^,q ships, in one of which
Barents sailed as chief pilot.

Because of the erroneous impression above
mentioned, Barentz determined to keep
far out to westward, in order to secure

open water. In doing so he discovered

Bear Island, south of Spitsbergen, and a

few days later found himself on the west
coast of Spitsbergen, a land of which he
was the first discoverer.

Returning to Bear Island, the two ships

parted company, one proceeding northward,
and the other, with Barents, steering east-

ward. From July 2nd they beat against

head winds, and among packs of drifting

ice, until, on the 17th, they came upon the

west coast of Novaya Zemlya at 74° 40'

N., and thence sailed northward along

it. Rounding its northern extremity they
were, on August 26th, imprisoned by the

ice in Barents Bay, or " Ice Haven,"
on the eastern coast. " Here," writes

De Veer, the chronicler of the expedition,
" we were forced, in great cold, poverty,

misery and grief to stay all that winter."

Realising that their ship had sustained

such damage by the pressure of the ice

that she could not take the sea again, the

seventeen stout-hearted Dutchmen aban-
doned her, and built a strong and capacious

timber house out of driftwood, which they
found in abundance, and orrt of planks
torn from the ship. Great drifts of snow
surrounded the house, and protected it

from cold. Bears and white foxes visited

them in great abundance ; the fat of the
bears was used for lamps, the flesh of tlie

foxes for food, and their skins for clothing.

Nearly three centuries later this
xp orcrs

j^Q^gg ^y^g discovered intact.

byTe Ice
^" September 9th, 1871, Elling

Carlsen, a Norwegian ship-

master, h^'ing entered Ice Haven, found
the place exactly as they had left it,

with the old Dutch clock on the wall,

the cooking pots on the fireplace, and the
weapons and instruments and books hnng
about as if in an inhabited cabin. Among
the books was a " History of China,"
which Barents had been studying because
China was to be the ultimate end of

his voyage. These relics are now in

the Foreign Office at the Hague.
On January i6th the little company

perceived " a certain redness in the sky,"

and on the 27th " we saw the sun in his

full roundness above the horison, which
made us all glad, and we gave God hearty
thanks for His grace showed unto us, that

that glorious light appeared to us again."

But the weather grew colder yet, and
it was not until June 13th that their two
open boats were repaired and provisioned

for a boat voyage. Setting forth on the

same day to return by the way that he

had come, Barentz, who was so ill that he

had to be carried to the boats, died on the

seventh day. Those who remained, after

enduring extraordinary hardships, brought

their open boats into harbour at Kola.

No success having attended the at-

tempts to discover either a north-east or

a north-west passage, the Muscovy Com-
pany commissioned Henry Hudson, in

1607, to sail to Japan straight across the

North Pole. He set out from Greenwich,

on May ist, in the Hopewell (80 tons),

, on this astonishing enterprise.
Hodson s

jj^g voyage led to considerable
Fruitful

commercial results. Hudson's
Voyage

j-epQits of the abundance of

whales and sea-horses in the Polar seas

were the beginning of a gi'eat and \-aluable

industry. Its scientific results were also

notable. Hudson was the first of the

northern explorers to observe the dip

of the magnetic needle, and he added not

a Uttle to geographical knowledge. Falling

in with the east coast of Greenland, which
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PLANTING THE BRITISH FLAG ON THE POSITION O' THE MAGNETIC POLE

THE UNION JACK IN GRAHAM'S VALLEY

THE EXPEDITION THAT LED TO THE DISCOVERY OF THE MAGNETIC POLE
This Arctic expedition, fitted out in 1S20 by Sir Felix Booth, was under the command of Sir John Ross and his nephew,

Sir James Clark Ross. It was during this expedition that the latter explorer discovered the North Magnetic Pole.
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BUILDING SNOW WALLS AROUND THE SHIP: THE CREW CAUGHT IN A GALE

^:\ ^

'ix

THE BREAKING UP OF THE ICE AROUND THE SHIP

SCENES IN SIR GEORGE BACK'S ARCTIC EXPEDITION. 1836-37

Before his Arctic voyage of 1836-37, illustrated in the above pictures Sir George Back had shared
'"'^''f^^

Polar expe-

ditions under Sir John Franklin, and had gone in search of Sir John Ross when that explorer was supposed to be lost.



THE ARCTIC COUNCIL DISCUSSING PLANS FOR THE RELIEF OF SIR JOHN FRANKLIN
On May ISth, 1845, Sir John Franklin, then almost sixty years of age, set out on what proved to be his Kst
voyage, the expedition having for its object the discovery of a north-west passage through Lancaster Sound and

Bering Strait. When the famous explorer failed to return, numerous expeditions vainly set out in search of him, the

above picture showing a council of Arctic experts discussing ways and means for reaching the missing party.

he named "Hold with Hope," he explored

it northward until stopped by ice in 73°

N. Thence he proceeded north-east and
followed the western coast of Spitzbergen

to its northern point. Steering again north-

west, with the intention of rounding the

Tk r north of Greenland, he passed
The Fate ^^^ g^^j^ parallel, but failed to
of the Brave r i .1 1 j-i

find a passage through the

ice, and returned to England
after discovering an island, which he

called " Hudson's Tutches," but which
was afterwards named Jan Mayen.

His second voyage, in 1608, in which
he attempted to lind a passage through
the ice between Spitzbergen and Novaya
Zemlya, ended in disappointment ; in

the following year he explored the east

coast of North America southward from
Newfoundland and discovered the Hud-
son River. His fourth and most notable

voyage was undertaken in the Dis-

covery (55 tons) in 1610, with a view to

finding the north-west passage. Passing

the northern point of Labrador, Hudson
entered the great enclosed sea which is

known as Hudson Bay, where he hauled
the ship aground and was frozen in. In

the following June, as he was working the

Discovery out of the bay, the ship's
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company suddenly mutinied and aban-
doned Hudson, his son, and seven others

in a small boat amid the ice.

It was now that the English and Dutch
whalers began to frequent every year the

seas about Spitzbergen, and soon in-

creased to great numbers, so that know-
ledge with regard to that group of islands,

and especially with regard to the seasonal

conditions and yearly variations of the

Polar ice-pack, gradually accumulated
during the next two centuries from their

reports. The names of many skippers,

such as Poole, Bafhn, Fotherby, Edge,
and especially Scoresby, are associated

with various discoveries and generahsed
observations made by these whaling
expeditions It became gradually estab-

lished, for instance, that ice is formed
in deep and open sea, far from land, and

even in rough weather ; that

the Polar ice-pack is absolutely

impenetrable ; that its southern
limits vary considerably from

one season to another, and that the

8ist degree of latitude, or at most the

82nd, is the highest to which ships can
go in any year. But these conclusions

were not fully realised for two centuries

after the time when Hudson's discoveries

The Truth

About the

Ice-pack
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brought the whaUng fleets into being.

A great advance was made to the north-
west by Wilham Baffin, in the Dis-

covery, in the year 1616. Passing
through Davis Strait into Baffin Bay,
he entered, and named, Wolstenholme
Sound and Smith Sound, on the north-
west coast of Greenland, reaching the
latitude of 78° N. ; and then, turning
westward and southward, he discovered
and named Jones Sound and Lancaster
Sound. In the latter, though he did not
know it, he had found the actual gate to

J,
the north-west passage. Baffin

ae o e
^^.^^ followed in 16^1 by Luke

North-west T- , ,1 1 . • J r

p rox, who had obtamed from
assag

Charles L a pinnace, the
Charles (80 tons), and a letter to the
Emperor of Japan. Fox, whose garrulous
and vainglorious narrative is exceedingly
entertaining, passed through Hudson
Strait, and coasted round a considerable
portion of Hudson Bay, and, returning,

discovered the channel and the promon-
tory that bear his name. In the bay he
fell in with Captain James, a somewhat
incompetent naxngator, who was on the
same quest and carried a similar letter.

An unsuccessful voyage by Captain Wood

to Novaya Zemlya in 1676 completes the
story of Arctic exploration to the end of
the seventeenth century.
The Hudson Bay Company, which had

been formed in 1670 for trade with the
North American Indians in furs and skins,

and had received the absolute concession
of all lands which might be discovered
through Hudson Strait, was expressly
bound by its charter to continue the work
of exploration and in particular to search
for a passage to the South Seas. For this

purpose, as well as to follow up a native
report of copper mines, an expedition
in the Albert and the Discovery was
sent out under Knight in 1719, but was
never heard of again. Later voyagas
under Scroggs in 1722, and Middleton in

1741, failed in their main object, and in

1742 a reward of £20,000 was offered by
the British Government for the discovery
of a route to the Pacific through Hudson
Strait. William Moor and Francis Smith in

1846, and Samuel Hearnein 1769, undertook
unsuccessful voyages with this purpose.

In the meantime, active researches were
being promoted on the North Siberian

coast by Peter the Great, who commis
sioned Vitus Behring, a Dane, in 1725,

GRAVES JN THE ARCTIC ICE: THE BURIAL PLACE OF FRANKLIN'S COMRADES
Thongh many search expeditions, public and private, British and American, beginning- in l'<4.3, set out in quest of

Sir John Franklin and his party, it was not till 1859 that traces of the unfortunate voyagers were discovered. It was
then ascertained that Sir John Franklin had died on June 11th, 1847, and that every member of Lhe party had perished.
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A MOUXTAIN OF ICE OFF THE COAST OF GREENL.-.'. D

AN ICE WALL, SHOWING ARCH, NEAR ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

ON THE LABRADOR COAST: A BERG WITH ITS CONNECTION UNDER WATER

^"^^s:!^'^^^^^^
THE FROZEN TERRORS OF THE POLAR SEAS

Pliotos: Shepbtone
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ON THE DANGEROUS COAST OF ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

A HUGE ICE -CLIFF OFF THE SHORES OF LABRADOR

FLOATING MASS ON THE EXTREMi: NORTH OF NEWFOUNDLAND

«s?-^"5^?^4SgS^^''W>^

FLOATING ICE MOUNTAINS IN THF. NORTH ATLANTIC
Photos : Shepstone
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to sail northward from Kamchatka.
Shipwrights were sent with Behring to

tlie Pacific coast, and there two vessels,

the Gabriel and the Fortuna, were
built. Sailing in 1728, Behring discovered

the strait between America and Asia.

In a later voyage, 1740, he set out

from Okhotsk with the St. Peter and
. , St. Paul, explored the Amer-

Behrings -^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ Aleutian

Islands, and discovered and
Discoveries

and Death
named Mount St. Elias. His ship

was wrecked on Bering Island, where the

great seaman died in December, 1741.

The New Siberian Islands, rich in fossil

ivory, were discovered in 1770 by a Russian
merchant in a sledge journey over the

frozen sea, and were surveyed by officers

of the Russian Government in i8og.

During the eighteenth century the whole
of the northern coast-line of Russia

and Siberia was systematically explored

by government expeditions. Thus, the

sea passages from Archangel to the

River Obi and from the latter to the

Yenesei River were successfully made
in 1738 ; though the great northern
promontory of Taimyr, terminating in

Cape Chelyuskin, was not rounded by
a ship for more than a century afterwards.

It was, however, nearly doubled by
Pronchishchef in 1736, who died in

winter quarters near the cape ; and his

lieutenant, Chelyuskin, reached the cape
in sledges in 1742.
The rise of Polar exploration as a defi-

nite, determined and continuous aim may
be traced to the year 1773, when a Mr.
Daines Barrington, having collected all

available knowledge on the subject, read
a series of papers to the Royal Society.

Arctic research now began to enter on its

scientific era. The society petitioned the

king ; the government's reply was favour-

able, and the bombs Racehorse (Captain
Phipps) and Carcass (Captain Lutwidge)
sailed from the Nore in June, 1773.

Horatio Nelson, then a mid-
cicn I c

shipman, accompanied the

Research
expedition. The two ships

reached 80° 48' N., north of

Spitzbergen, and worked closely along the
edge of the ice-pack throughout twenty
degrees of longitude, without finding any
passage through the ice. This conclu-

sion was confirmed by other expeditions
which followed. Captain -Buchan, with
the whalers Dorothea and Trent, the
last-named being commanded by the
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celebrated Franklin, sailed in 1818. and
attacked the ice-pack to the north of

Spitsbergen in vain ; Captain Clavering,

in the brig Griper, made the same
attempt in 1823, with the same failure

;

and Admiral Lutke, of the Russian Navy,
in the following year, found the ice barrier

equally impenetrable in the seas between
Novaya Zeralya and Spitsbergen. These
surveys of the ice established once for all the

important principle that no ship could sail

to the Pole, and that all further exploration

northward must be made by sledges. This

principle, which has been only partially

modified by Nansen. determined the epoch-

making enterprise of Parry, with whom the

modern era of Arctic exploration begins.

Edward Parry had taken part in four

Arctic expeditions before he sailed, in

1827, in the Hecla, with a view to travel-

ling in sledge-boats from Spitsbergen

to the Pole. Leaving his ship in Hecla
Cove, on the north shore of Spitsbergen, he
set out on Midsummer Day with two flat-

bottomed boats on runners, each boat
having fourteen men on board. They
travelled 200 miles by water, and then

dragged their boats for 92 miles

<i-

^
I K^*

over broken ice-floes ; but they
" °^ never reached the solid pack

at all, and the drift of the ice

southward soon made further progress

impossible. Parry realised that he had
left his base several months too late in the

season. On July 23rd he reached his

highest point, at 82° 43' N., a latitude

which remained the " farthest north " for

many years to come.
Early in the nineteenth century the tide

of discovery set strongly to^\ards the

labyrinth of promontories, islands and
channels to the north of Canada, and
gradually, by one experiment after another,

a track was found through the mase, and
the north-west passage was accomplished.
The central figure in this chapter of Arctic

exploration will always be that of the

gallant Sir John Franklin, whose disaster

was the occasion of a swarm of expeditions

to these waters, so that his death did more
for geographical knowledge than his life

had done. Actually, however, Franklin,

when he died on the coast of King Willianj

Land, had solved the great problem, and
had found a passage by sea from Davis
Strait to the straits south of Wollaston
and Victoria Land, which were kno\^'n to

lead to Bering Strait. That is to say, he
had united a known track on the east with
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a known track on the west. The expedi-

tions which took part in the exploration

of the north-west during last century are

far too numerous even for mention ; for

instance, more than forty went out to seek

for Franklin within the ten years which
followed his death. We can only name the

most important enterprises in a great series

which lasted throughout the century.

John Ross, a naval commander, sailed

m 1818 with the Isabella (385 tons) and
the Alexander (252
tons) to Baffin Bay,
to inquire into the

probability of a north-

west passage. Parry
was in command of

the smaller vessel.

Ross confirmed
Baffin's observations

of Wols t e n h o 1m e

Sound and of Smith
Sound, and named
the two capes at the

entrance to the latter,

Cape Isabella and
Cape Alexander.
Parry, in the follow-

ing year, in the first

of his memorable
voyages, did better

service with the

Hecla (375 tons)

and the Griper (180

tons). With orders

particularly to explore

Lancaster Sound, he
entered it August ist,

1819, and ran up it

before an easterly

gale. Passing through
a strait which he
named Barrow Strait,

he found his ship's

work. In the following summer, the com-
mander, with a land party, explored the

island. It was not until August ist that

the ships were free, and after coasting

westward for three weeks, in great danger
from the ice, they turned eastward to

Lancaster Sound, and so to England. In

this important expedition, North Devon,
Cornwallis, Bathurst, Byam Martin and
Melville Islands had been named and
charted on the north of Parry's course,

^ and North Somerset
and Banks Land on
its southern shores.

Parry's second
voyage, in 1821 to

1823, with the Hecla
and the Fury (377
tons), was due to his

conjecture, which was
in accordance with
fact, that a passage
might exist between
Barrow Strait and
Hudson Bay. Having
reached North South-

ampton Land in

Hudson Bay, he

passed through Frozlen

Strait into Repulse
Bay, and proved, by
a searching examina-
tion, that the latter

had no outlet north-

ward, in other words
that Melville Penin-

sula was continuous
with the mainland.
He was forced to

winter near Lyon's
Inlet, on the south-

east coast of the

peninsula, where he
obtained geographicalROALD AMUNDSEN

compasses at first Mate of the ship Belgica, which conveyed the Belgian information of great

"^luffff'sh and then expeditionoflSO?, under the commandofM.de Gerlache, value from the EsQui-
dominated merely by '°'^^ Polar regions Roald Amundsen made a number

mauX. In the following
/ -^ of important scientific and geographical discoveries. o

the attraction of the summer he entered
ship. He discovered and named Wellington and named Fury and Hecla Strait, but was
Channel, and on September 26th, as the ice

was closing around them, the Hecla and
Griper went into winter quarters on the
south coast of Melville Island. During this

winter, Captain Sabine, who had sailed

with Parry as astronomer, made observa-
tions on magnetism, on the pendulum and
on the fiora and fauna of the coast

;

indeed, all Parry's voyages were notable
for the most assiduous attention to scientific
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unable to force his way through it, and
returned to England after wintering once
more in Fox Channel. Again, in 1824, the

same explorer sailed with the Fury and
the Hecla, under orders to try for a

passage through Lancaster Sound, Barrow
Strait and Prince Regent's Inlet. It was
an unusually bad season, and Parry only
reached the inlet in time to take up winter

quarters. Released in July following, he



GREENLAND'S ICY REGIONS: VIEWS TAKEN AT MIDNIGHT
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sailed southward through waters hitherto

unexplored ; but the ships were much
beset with ice, and the Fury was so

damaged that she had to be abandoned,
and Parry turned homeward.

Dolphin and Union Strait, and Wollas-

ton Land to the north of it, were charted
by Richardson in 1826, and twelve years

later Dease and Simpson continued the

discovery of this channel eastward, through
Dease Strait, south of Victoria Land, to

Simpson Strait, south of King William
Land. In his researches with the Vic-

tory, from 1829 to 1833, Sir John Ross
entered the Gulf of Boothia by Prince
Regent's Inlet ; and James Ross, his

nephew, explored the James Ross Strait

and the Boothia Peninsula, and dis-

covered the North Magnetic Pole. John
Rae, a doctor in the ser-

vice of the Hudson Bay
Compan}/, made a close

examination of the shores

of the Gulf of Boothia in

1845. In the same year
Franklin set out on the

voyage from which
neither he nor any one of

his 134 companions was
to return.

Sir John Franklin had
seen much varied service

;

he had fought in the
battles of Copenhagen
and of Trafalgar, and in

the attack on New
Orleans ; he had served
under Buchan in the
Arctic expedition of 1818

;

and in 1819 and again
in 1825 he had led ex-

ploring expeditions in the Greenland, in 1

Penny Strait and Crozier Channel, and
had then wintered at Beechey Island, off

the south-west corner of North Devon, in

Barrow Strait. Thence they had sailed

through Peel Sound and Franklin Strait

to King William Land, where they had
been prevented from further progress by
pressure of ice. Franklin having died

here in June, 1847, the survivors aban-
doned the ships in the following summer
and attempted to make their way south-

ward by the Adelaide Peninsula to out-

posts of the Hudson Bay Company, but
all perished. Their skeletons were after-

wards found scattered along the route.

Of the many expeditions which sought
for the lost company and their relics, we
may mention those of the Prince AlVjert,

1850, and of the Fox, 1857, both fitted out
by Lady Franklin ; the
Grinnell expedition in the
Advance, which dis-

covered Grinnell Land
;

and that of the Assist-

ance, with four other ships

under Sir E. Belcher, in

1852. By these and others
the north shores of Amer-
ica, the Parry Islands, and
the intricate channels of

these Arctic waters were
assiduously explored.
Subsequently the Polaris,

under Captain Hall, pass-

ing in 1871 through Smith
Sound towards the Pole,

reached 82° 16' N. ; and
commander A. H. Mark-
ham, of the Nares expe-

Alert and
which

, before devising his daring purSUed the Same COUrSC,

DR. NANSEN
He was only twenty-one years of age when he /^ifJQi-. ji-i ( l-i

visited Greenland in 1882, and had crossed the „. „

vast elevated ice-field from east to west of iJlSCOVery, I075,

interior and on the north and original scheme for approaching the Pole, succcedcd in attaining

coast of Canada. He had been employed,
as a young naval officer, in a .survey of the
Australian coasts, and returned to the
same region in later life as Lieutenant-
Governor of Tasmania from 1834 to 1843.
No more competent commander could
have been entrusted with the Erebus
(CaptainFitzjames) and the Terror (Captain
Crozier) in the attempt to seek the north-
west passage. Sailing on May 19th, 1845,
his ships were seen in Baffin Bay, for

the last time, two months later. From the
records discovered years afterwards in

a cairn at Point Victory it was learned
that the two ships had passed through
Lanaster Sound, Wellington Channel,
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by sledge a latitude of 83° 20' N.

The north-east passage was now ac-

complished, in 1878 by Nordenskiold.

This explorer, who was a highly trained

scientific man, had led several important
expeditions to Greenland, Spitzbergen,

Novaj'a Zemlya and the North Siberian

coast before he equipped the Vega (300

tons), in 1877, for his successful voyage
from Sweden to Japan. He proved that

the north-east passage is perfectly prac-

ticable with adequate knowledge and
equipment. Leaving Karlskrona on June
22nd, 1878, accompanied by three other

ships bound for the North Siberian rivers,

the Vega anchored off Cape Chelyuskin



HANSEN'S EXPEDITION TO THE NORTH POLE: THE FRAM AFTER ITS RSTURN
Nansen set out on his voyage in August, 1893, reaching the New Siberia Islands in September. Here the Fram was
made fast to an ice-floe, and allowed gradually to drift north, until on March 5th, 1895, a latitude of 84° 4' was reached.

Here he left the Fram, and pushing across the ice succeeded in advancing as far north as 86" 13'6' on April 7th, 1895.

on August 20th, and was frozen in at

Kuliutchin Bay at the end of September,
only 120 miles from Bering Strait. During
the ten months of winter imprisonment
scientific observations were carried on and
overland excursions were undertaken.
The ship was free on July
i8th, 1879, rounded the East
Cape two days later, and on
September 2nd entered Yoko-
hama harbour. We may here

mention the important dis-

covery made in Russian Polar
seas by the Austrians, Payer
and Weyprecht, in 1873. This
was the archipelago known as

Franz Josef Land, about 200
miles north of Novaya Zemlya,
and 250 miles east of Spitz-

bergen. Franz J osef Land was
further explored by Leigh
Smith in 1880. Here, also.

S#^^

naturalist by training, and curator suc-

cessively of the Bergen Museum and of

the Museum of Comparative Anatomy at

Christiania, he had visited Greenland at

the age of twenty-one, in 1882, and had
crossed the vast elevated icefield from

east to west of Greenland,

in 1888, before he devised his

daring and original scheme
for approaching the Pole.

This project was based largely

on conclusions drawn , from
the disastrous experience of

De Long's expedition in the

Jeannette. Itwas in 1879 that

De Long, commissioned by
Mr. Gordon Bennett, sailed

northward through the Bering

Strait to seek the Pole. He
believed in the existence of

a Japanese current flowing

northward through the strait,CAPTAIN SVERDRUP
the Jackson-Harmsworth ex- Accompanying Nansen on his ^nd along the east coast of

pedition was engaged, from TotmaS:^ a! "c^^xped-uoti!:
Wrangel Land which vvas

1894 to 1897, m scientific isos, succeeding in carrying his then supposed to extend lar

investigations, and welcomed country's flag as far as 85" 42' northward ; and he thought

Nansen and Johansen, in June, 1896, on
their return from their adventurous
journey over the ice. The name of

Fridtjof Nansen will always stand among
those of the greatest Arctic explorers. A

that the warm water of this current

would keep an open passage that might

be followed to a very high latitude.

Whaling ships had always found that when
caught by the ice in the neighbourhood
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of Bering Strait they drifted north- Islands, was carried northward for two
ward. Pushing, therefore, as far north years. In 1895 he left the Fram in the
as possible, the Jeannette was ice- charge of Sverdrup, and, accompanied
bound in September, 1879, in 71° 35' N. by Johansen, made a forced march north-
and 175° 6' E., south-ea^t of Wrangel ward, attaining the latitude of 86"* 13-6'.

Land, and drifted for two
years with the ice, until

the ship was broken by
the pressure, and foun-

dered, to the north-east

of the New Siberia Is-

lands. A few men reached
Yakutsk by way of these

islands, though De Long
and most of his corn-

panions lost their lives.

But certain relics of the

Jeannette continued to

drift slowly, at the esti-

mated rate of about two
miles a day, with the vast

movement of the ice-

pack, until the ice-floe on
which they were carried

reached the Greenland

After spending the winter

in the north of Franz
Josef Land, he joined the

Jackson-Harmsworth ex-

pedition, in May, 1897,
and was by them brought
back to Norway, whither

the Fram also returned

in safety. Nansen's
"farthest north" was
surpassed by Captain
Cagni, of the Duke of the
Abruzzi's expedition, in

the Polar Star. This
whaling vessel left Chris-

tiania for Archangel in

June, 1899, and thence

proceeded to Franz Josef

Land, where she wintered
THE DUKE OF THE ABRUZZI • ^ y.^ r> r,

The Duke of the Abruzzi headed an expedi- ^^ TcplltZ Bay, OU PnnCC
coast, where they were tion that left christiania in June, 1899, and Rudolph Island. Thence
J- J T-» "r planted the Italian flag on a spot within j • ui • j
discovered. Professor 230 miles of the North Pole, thus getting an admirably organised

Mohn was the first to nearer the goal than any of his predecessors. slcdgC joumey WaS Uudcr-

point out the great significance of these taken to the north under great difficulties

;

far-travelled fragments, and his conclusions

v/^ere confirmed by a study of the driftwood
v/hich is thrown in great quantities on the

Greenland shores and is much used by the

Esquimaux. This timber
was found to belong to

Siberian species ; and,

further, an examination
of the Greenland flora

revealed numerous plants

of undoubted Siberian

origin. The theory of

the constant current from
Bering Strait and the

Siberian coast, across

the Pole, to the shores

of Greenland and the

Atlantic Ocean was
strengthened by the fact

that the Polar Sea is not
large, and is for the most
part very shallow

;
yet an ROBERT E. PEARY

enormous mass of water Under the auspices of the Peary Arctic Club,

moves continually ivom' l,,\''^^:\Z\:::^,,Z T^^^^tl,^^!^^ northward to the west 0I

it into the Atlantic, and po'nt within 203 miles of the North Pole. Greenland, wintered at

and the latitude of 86*^ 33' 49" was attained

on April 24th, 1900. This latitude, in its

turn, has been exceeded by Commander
Robcit E. Penrv, of the United States

Navy, whose admirable
researches in Greenland,
Ellesmere Land and Grant
Land were begun in 1886.

Peary is a master in sledge

travel, and owes much of

his success to the excellent

relations which he has
established with the Es-
quimaux. He has made
a study of the Greenland
ice-cap, was the first to

prove that Greenland is

an island, and has charted
the islands to the north
of it. With the support of

the Peary Arctic Club he
set out in 1905 with the
Roosevelt, and, sailing

this water must come, at least in part,

from the Bering Strait. Nansen and his

crew sailed in the Fram (402 tons) in

August, 1893, rounded Cape Chelyuskin,
and entering the ice at the New Siberia
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Cape Sheridan. Leaving the ship in

February, he pushed northward uith a

party consisting of six Americans and
twenty-one Esquimaux, and succeeded
in reaching 87° 6' on April 21st, 1906.



ANDREE'S ILL-FATED EXPEDITION; DEPARTURE OF THE BALLOON FROM SPITZBERGEN
The most conspicuous attempt to reach the North Pole by means of a balloon was that made by Salomon Aug^ust

Andree, a Swedish engineer, in 1807. With two companions he set out from Dane's Island on July 11th, but

beyond a message received two days later by carrier pigeon nothing definite has been heard of the ill-fated enterprise.

The balloon was capable of travelling from 15 to 16 miles an hour, and had a capacity of 170,000 cubic feet.
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THE HEADQUARTERS AT

TO THE POLE BY AIRSHIP: WELLMAN'S FUTILE ATTEMPT IN 1907
A notable aerial attempt to reach the North Pole was made on September 2nd, 1007, by Walter Wellman, an
American journalist, in his airship, the America, an attempt, however, which utterly failed in its object, the airship
benig -beaten back by storms and forced on to an Arctic glacier, the party returning a few weeks later.
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BY GEORGE
SANDEMAN,

M.A. li

THE LURE OF THE SOUTH POLE
HEROIC STRUGGLES WITH THE ANTARCTIC ICE
""PHE history of Antarctic exploration is

•*• comparatively modern, and may be
said to begin with the voyages of the
illustrious James Cook in 1768 and 1772.
Before his time the myth of a great Austral
continent had been handed on from one
generation of map-makers to another, on
the ground, apparently, that a vast con-
tinental mass was necessary in the
southern hemisphere as an equipoise to

the continents north of the Equator.
The Terra Australis was therefore

charted right round the world, its northern
limits coming up to the Strait of Magellan,
in South America, and approaching near
the Cape of Good Hope and the
Malay Archipelago ; and though expedi-

tions, such as that of Bouvet in 1739,
pushed its coast-line farther south, they
tended rather to confirm than to dissipate

this fallacious conjecture. Cook's voyage
in the Endeavour, in 1768, did much to

shake the inveterate error.
e amous

jj-^ ^j^-p j^^^ been sent with
oyages ° an astronomical party to
ap am 00

-pg^j^^^j ^^ observe the transit

of Venus ; and on his way back Cook cir-

cumnavigated New Zealand, surveyed the
east coast of Australia and claimed it for

Britain, and passing through Torres Strait

established the insularity of New Guinea.
He had thus done much to disprove

the existence of the supposed great
continent, and his next voyage was to

dispose of the matter finally. Sailing in

1772 with the Resolution and the
Adventure, he took a southerly course
from the Cape of Good Hope, was the first

to cross the Antarctic Circle, and pushed
on until he was stopped by ice. Proceed-
ing eastward, he now circumnavigated
the world in high latitudes, breaking his

Antarctic voyage by retreats to the north,
during which he made important surveys.

" The importance of this voyage," says
Captain R. F. Scott, of the Discovery,
" can scarcely be exaggerated ; once and
for all the idea of a populous fertile

southern continent was proved to be a
myth, and it was clearly shown that
whatever land might exist to the south it

must be a region of desolation, hidden
beneath a mantle of ice and snow. The
vast extent of the tempestuous southern
seas was revealed, and the limits of the
habitable globe were made known." Cook

himself described the regions

^? ^ ^ of the south as " countries
egjons o

condemned to everlasting rigi-
thc South J-, 1 X' i i • ijdity by Nature, never to yield

to the warmth of the sun, for whose wild

and desolate aspect I find no words."
Cook's feat was repeated in 1819 bj' the
Russian Bellingshausen, who crossed the
Antarctic Circle six times during his cir-

cumnavigation, and discovered and named
Peter I. Island and Alexander I. Land.

About this time, also, the large

but short-lived whaling and sealing in-

dustries in these waters were responsible

for important discoveries, which are asso-

ciated chiefly with the names of Weddell,
Biscoe, and Balleny. Weddell's " farthest

south " (74° 15') was achieved in 1823
in an open sea which has been called by
his name ; Biscoe, in 1831, discovered

Enderby Land and Graharn Land ; and
Balleny, in 1839, reported the Balleny
Islands and Sabrina Land.
A French expedition, sailing in 1837,

under Dumont d'Urville, added Joinville

Land and Louis Philij)pe Land to the map
in 1838, and two years later Adelie Land
and the Cote Clarie also ; Commodore

Wilkes, of the American Navv,
^*.*'°'*.^' sailing in 1837 with five ships,
Sc.ent.fic

discovered Wilkes Land ; and
nterprises

^-j^^^^ expeditions were immedi-
ately followed by an important British

enterprise in the interests of magnetic

science. Captain James Ross, who was
appointed to this government expedition,

sailed from Hobart in November, 1840, with

the Erebus (370 tons), and the Terror

(340 tons). Crossing the Antarctic Circle

at 171° E., he came upon a great expanse
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ANTARCTIC NAVIGATORS ICEBOUND: HUNTING FOR SEALS

THE EXPLORERS AMID THE TERRORS OF THE ANTARCTIC

ADMIRAL D'URVILLE'S FRENCH EXPEDITION TO THE ANTARCTIC IN 1837
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VON DRYGALSKI S GERMAN EXPEDITION TO THE ANTARCTIC IN 1903
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of broken ice, and ploughing southward

through it for five days, he broke into an

open sea that was to be thereafter known
by his name. Steering westward, he dis-

covered and followed the

long coast of Victoria

Land, from Cape North

to Cape Crozier, and then

followed the great ice

barrier into which it

passed. In this voyage.

which did more for Ant-

arctic discovery than an\

which preceded or has

followed it, Ross reached

a latitude of 78° 11', dis-

covered and nam.ed the

volcanoes Erebus and

Terror, and determined

the position of the South

Magnetic Pole. Little was

now done in these
regions until the close of

when

The Swedish vessel Antarctica made a

close survey of the west coast of Danco
Land and Graham Land in 1902 and

1903, and at the same time the Scotia,

under W. S. Bruce,

made an oceanogfaphical

study of the Weddell
Sea, and discovered and
named Coats' Land. A
vast accretion to scientific

knowledge of Polar con-

ditions has resulted from
these expeditions. Simul-

taneousl}^ with these, a

British expedition was
sent out to the Ross Sea
in the Discovery (485
tons), u n d er Captain
Robert F. Scott, R.N.
The undertaking was
promoted jointly by the

Royal Society and the

Royal Geographical
Society, and was partiallythe century, when a dr. otto nordenskiold

D-pnpral rpvival of interest Nephew of Baron Nordenskiold, the famous Subsidiscd by the Britishgeneral re\ivai 01 lULeie^L ^_^P.^
explorer, he led a Swedish expedition rnx7PrnmPnt TI.p ^^PC=pl

led to several well- tothe Antarctic in 1901 ; two years later his U-OVCrnmenX. llieveSSei,

pnninnprl PXl^editionS ship was crushed in the ice, and with his party ^ WOOdcU auxiliarvequippeu t;AjJ«^»J.i liwho
^^^ ^^^ rescued by an Argentine gunboat

which have achieved very

considerable results. Thus, the Norwegian

Antarctica entered Ross Sea in 1894, and

effected the first landing in Victoria Land.

Mr. C. F. Borchgrevink, commissioned by

Sir George Newnes, sailed in the Southern

Cross for the
same region in

i8g8, and wintered

,at Cape A dare.
The Belgica,
under Captain de

Gerlache, coasted

in 1898 along
Graham Land and
Alexander Land,
and becoming ice-

bound in Bellings-

hausen Sea, drifted

in the ice throiigh-

^
out the winter. A
German expedi-

tion in the
Gauss, under
Professor Von
Drygalski, dis-
covered in 1902
Kaiser Wilhelm IL

. Land, off which the

Gauss wintered, re-

turning home in

the following year.
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THE REGION EXPLORED BY THE DISCOVERY

steamship, was specially

built for this work, and was manned by
a naval crew. Leaving England in

August, and New Zealand in December,
1901, the Discovery worked up the coast

of Victoria Land from Cape Adare to

McMurdo Sound,
making close ob-

servations of the

mountains along

the coast. Thence
they sailed east-

ward along the

great ice barrier,

which was found
to vary from 30
feet to 280 feet in

height. It was
observed that the

edge of the barrier

was considerably

to the south of

Ross's determina-
tion of it, and that

this enormous field

of ice rises and
falls with the tide,

and is therefore

floating for an
undetermined
distance south-

ward. Bv following



THE DISCOVERY AS IT APPEARED WHEN FOUND BY THE RELIEF SHIPS

OFFICERS OF THE TERRA NOVA RETURNING FROM A SEAL HUNT

THE RELIEF SHIP, MORNING : SOLID ICE TO LEFT AND BROKEN PACK ICE TO RIGHT

AMID THE SOUTHERN SNOWS: SCENES IN THE DISCOVERY RELIEF EXPEDITION
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LETTERS FROM HOME : " POSTMEN " ON THE ANTARCTIC ICE
Captain Scott's expedition to the Antarctic left England in August, 1901, and New Zealand the following December,
and the party had suffered extreme hardships before welcome relief was brought them in January, 1904, by the

Morning and Terra Nova, two government ships. T he above picture shows four stalwart members of the Morning
on ski, conveying the Discovery's well=filled letter-bag from the Terra Nova to be loaded on dog sledges.

the edge of the barrier, the Discovery
arrived at King Edward VII. 's Land, a

region of peaks and glaciers hitherto

unknown, and then, returning westward,
Captain Scott established the fact that

Mounts Erebus and Terror constitute

an island, which was named Ross Island.

The ship was put into winter quarters

at Cape Armitage there. On November

2nd, igo2. Captain Scott, accompanied
by Messrs. Wilson and Shackleton, started

on his southward sledge party over the
ice. Amid great difficulties, due chiefly

to the deterioration of the food which they
carried for the dogs, and also to the
insufficiency of their own food supply,

they travelled to a latitude of 82° 16' 33'',

which was reached on December 30th.

STUDYING THE HIDDEN LIFE OF THE ANTARCTIC DEEP
How the explorers with Captain Scott's expedition employed the scientific drag-net, which was frequently lowered
through a hole cut in the ice, in their examination of the life of the Antarctic Ocean, is illustrated in the above
picture. While engaged in this operation the men sheltered themselves behind a semi-circular wall of snow.
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JAMES WEDDEL LT. A. DE GERLACHE C. BORCHGREVINK W. S. BRUCE

ADML. DURVILLE LT. WILKES. U.S.N. BENJAMIN MORRELL ADML. BELLINGSHAUSEN

THE QUEST OF THE SOUTH POLE : INTREPID EXPLORERS OF THE AN! ARCTIC
Photos by Thomson, S. J. Beckett and Alston Rivers
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MAP OF THE SOUTH POLE REGIONS, SHOWING THE ROUTES OF EXPLORERSThe history of Antarctic exploration is comparatively mode
the F"'''»-""— •- '" 1"'"^ --- --' ' ••• • -i

equipped exped
achieved on bein^
P^i^ T • ^ '^""^7 ith 19(19, when Lieutenant Shackleton reached a point within 111 miles of the SouthPole. Lieutenant Shackleton s route in the above map has been carefully traced from details s"^plied by himself
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THE LURE OF THE SOUTH POLE

Ihe route lay along the ice to the east of

the coast of Victoria Land, on which the
mountains Longstaft, Markham and many
others were named. The little party
returned to the ship, extremely worn, on
February 3rd, 1903. In the following

summer Captain Scott travelled westward
with two companions over a high, desolate

plateau, the summit of Victoria Land,
to 146° 33' E., covering in eighty-one
days 1,098 miles.

These daring ice journeys were emulated
in a later South Polar expedition, by
Lieut. Ernest H. Shackleton, who has
succeeded in reaching 88° 23' S., 162° E.,

a point within iii statute miles of the

Pole. This explorer, who had accom-
panied Captain Scott in his southward

Nimrod on IMarch 4th. A second
party, the Northern, succeeded, amid
great difficulties and dangers in locating
the Magnetic Pole in 72° 25' S., 154° E.

;

and the Westward, or third, party
explored and mapped the coast.

Among the most important results of

this expedition have been the complete
reversal of the old theory of a region
of Polar calm ; the discovery that
the South Polar region is an elevated
plateau ; the discovery of coal measures
in the Antarctic continent ; the sur-
veying of a considerable range of coast-
line to the west of Victoria Land ; and
the ascent of Mount Erebus, the height of

which has been determined at 13,120 feet.

In all probability the North and the

?s y >•'•«

THE HARDSHIPS OF ANTARCTIC EXPLORATION: AN EPISODE IN SHACKLETONS EXPEDITION
Lieutenant Shackleton's Antarctic expedition of 1907-9 was marked by many hardships, not the least of them being
a shortage of food, which made it necessary for the explorers to kill the small, hardy ponies which accompanied
them one after the other, until at last the original number had been reduced to three, as shown in the above picture.

South Poles will have been reached
before many years have passed. The
impression left on one's mind by a review

of the history of Polar exploration is that

the scientific study of these regions is still

only in its beginnings, and that the

remarkable interest in Arctic and Ant-

arctic research which has characterised

the early years of the twentieth cen-

tury can only increase with every fresh

accession of knowledge. It is greatly

to be desired, and can hardly be

doubted, that British explorers will

continue in the future, as they have
done in the past, to play a pre-eminent

part in this high enterprise.

George Sandemax
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journey to a point within 450 miles of the
Pole in December, 1902, fitted out the
Nimrod, a whaling vessel of 227 tons,

in 1907, and proceeded to the Ross Sea.
The le^aer with three companions, who
constituted the " Southern party," leaving
the coast on October 2gth, 1908, pressed
southward as rapidly as possible over a
mountainous plateau at an elevation of

10,000 feet. Glaciers intersected by
frequent crevasses, treacherous snow-
drifts, fearful blizzards, and temperatures
of from 40 to 90 degrees of frost, made the
journey incomparably arduous. After
ten weeks of continuous travelling, they
reached their farthest south on January
9th, 1909, and, returning, joined the

I X s8



ARRIVAL OF THE EXPEDITION AT NEW ZEALAND; THE NIMROD NEARING LYTTELTON

NEAREST APPROACH TO THE SOUTH POLE: THE SHACKLETON EXPEDITION
Tlic copyright of the top picture is reserved by Lieutenant Shackleton
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TFlEWORLD TD'D/SY
BEING A FOOTNOTE TO THE HARMSWORTH

HISTORY OF THE WORLD

By W. Kinnaird Rose

CINCE the publication of this History
*^ began, history has been in the making.
Has not one of the greatest historians of

the last century said that there are many
longitudinal feet of small printed history

in every veracious daily newspaper ?

The currents of human affairs never
cease to flow ; and although we were able

to trace with illumination the course of

these with all their tributaries, even to

their issue into the ocean of present

experience, that present was the date of

publication of the respective volumes
of our work. Therefore, to change the

metaphor, the narrative of our explora-

tions must, as it were, be rounded off so as

to bring the epitome of the world's events
down to the veritable present, and thus
make this History of the World the most
exhaustive in modern literature.

Perhaps it is well to remind our readers

that the plotting of the History was
designed on what was not inaptly termed
the lines of sequence oi Orientation—an
entirely original plan, it will be admitted,
in the world's record. The dawn in the

historic, as in the phj'sical, sphere arises

in the East, and the full day follows the

circle of the sun to the West. So we began
with Japan, and ended with the races and
countries of the Occident,

We continue the scheme in what may
be called this footnote to our general

narrative history, so as to make the whole

complete, not only unto the day, but
almost the hour, of going to the press.

JAPAN
Japan, from the swaddling clothes of

its new birth—the analogue is drawn from
the dominant religion of the country—at
the close of the great and victorious war
with Russia on the plains and rivers,

the coasts and mountains of Manchuria,
has shot up into lusty manhood in the

family of nations, and the demand was
made and is being accorded that due
recognition should be made of it as a

first-class Power.
After the visit of the American fleet to

Japanese waters and its magnificent

reception by all classes of the Japanese,

there was a diplomatic exchange of

notes defining the relations between the

United States and Japan with reference

to (i) the encouragement of the free and
peaceful development of their commerce
in the Pacific

; (2) the maintenance of the

status quo on these matters, and an equal

opportunity for the commerce and in-

dustry of all nations in China
; (3) respect

for each other's territorial position
; (4)

the support of the independence and

integrity of Chma by all peaceful nations.

On the material side of things, Japan
is making steady if silent progress.

Like the nations of the West, it has

been feeling the pressure of vast expendi-

ture on armaments, and on its army and
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navy. There was strong opposition in the

Hovise of Representatives at the proposed

imposition of new and additions to exist-

ing taxes, and this led to the fall of the

Saionji Ministry. A new administration

was formed in the latter end of 1908 by

the Marquis Katsura, a former Premier,

whose genius for organisation during the

war with Russia will be remembered.

Economies were effected, and the credit

of the country was restored.

Korea. But it is in Korea that Japan
has seized the opportunity of developing

its ideas of extra territorial expansion,

and finding an outlet for its surplus popu-
lation. It might almost be said that Korea
has become an appanage of Japan under

the dexterous manipulation of the Marquis

Ito. His persistent efforts during the past

two years to promote the political supre-

macy of Japan and the welfare of the

Koreans were rewarded by the rank of

prince being conferred upon him by the

Emperor of Japan. In October, 1907, the

crown prince of Japan visited Korea, and
was received by the emperor and crown
prince of that country almost as a suzerain,

and later in the same year the crown prince

of Korea, a boy of eleven years of age,

was sent to Japan for his education.

The Korean Emperor's father is in semi-

banishment, and the emperor himself is

in semi-tutelage to Prince Ito, who—or

Viscount Sone, the prince's assistant

—

always accompanies him when his Majesty

travels throughout his own dominions.

What was officially described as an
armed rising was suppressed by Japanese
troops, and, according to a statement in

the " Times," between July, 1907, and
August, 1908, 12,916 Korean " insur-

gents " were killed, with a loss of only

196 men by the Japanese forces. The Press

is under censorship, and the publication of

articles " detrimental to public security or

morals " is prohibited. Material pros-

perity, however, is increasing by the

reform of taxation, the arrest of corrup-

tion in the court, and the transfer to the

state of property formerly in charge of the

imperial household. Railway extension

is proceeding apace between Wiju in the

north and Fusan in the south, and by
branch lines east and west.

Siberia. Siberia has no recent history,

except the increase of population by the

import of some 70,000 political exiles and
convicted criminals from European Russia,

and the shadowy development of much-
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belauded, but altogether disappointing

from the speculator's point of view, gold-

fields on the edge of the Frozen Sea and
near the borders of Northern Manchuria.

Malaysia. In Malaysia there is little

beyond peaceful commercial progress to

be recorded. In the Federated Malay
States there has been the only real accession

to the extent of the British Empire for

several years past. On March loth, 1909,
an Anglo-Siamese Treaty was signed at

Bangkok, by which Siam ceded to Great
Britain Siamese rights of suzerainty over
certain provinces to the north of the

Federated Malay States, the whole com-
prising an area of about 15,000 square

miles, and a population of nearly half a

milhon. As a quid pro quo, Great Britain

agreed that all registered British subjects

should be amenable to the Siamese Inter-

national Courts, subject to certain safe-

guards ; and, further, to support finan-

cially the extension of railway construction,

so as to connect Siamese hues with those of

the Federated Malay States. The progress

of the British Protectorate in North
Borneo is notable. Java and Sumatra,
which constitute the richest portions

of the Dutch East Indies, are showing
the fruits of the new colonial policy

introduced by the Netherlands Govern-
ment. In Java an era of agricultural

prosperity has followed the cultivation

of tea rather than coffee, for which the

island was long famous.

The discontent in Sumatra, the root of

which was the method of raising revenue

by the purchase from the natives of pro-

duce at fixed prices, has been in gi'eat

measure allayed by the introduction of a

just and adequate system of taxation.

In Achin, where there has been incessant

war for many years, the pacification

of the natives is all but complete. The
power of the tyrannical petty chiefs

has been broken. Dutch officials have
been appointed in every district on the

island ; improved roads have been

opened ; the natives enjoy a fair admini-

stration of justice, and gladly devote

their activities to the cultivation of their

holdings rather than to fighting.

CHINA
The awakening of China has been accom-

panied by many portents and incidents.

Our detailed outline of the history of China
was brought down to the end of October,

1907. The health of the emperor was then
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known to be indifferent, and the announce-
ment of his death, which was said to have
taken place on November 14th, caused
no great surprise ; but the demise of

the empress - dowager, which happened
on the following day, came as a shock
to both natives and foreigners. The
birthday of the empress - dowager had
been celebrated with unusual magnificence

ten days before, and it was rumoured
that she had taken part in the choice of

a successor to the throne, and that the

emperor's valedictory edict had been
drawn up on her instructions.

The new emperor, an infant of only five

years of age, is a son of Prince Chun, a

younger brother of the late emperor, who
has been appointed regent. The succes-

sion was generally accepted by the people,

a mutinous outbreak at Nanking in favour

of appointing a Chinese rather than a

Manchu prince being immediately sup-

pressed. The representatives of the foreign

governments at Peking attended the

ceremonial of the lying-in-state of the late

emperor and dowager empress within

their palaces, and took part in the long

procession which conveyed their remains
to their final resting-place in the mauso-
leums, built long ago in anticipation, in the

City of the Tombs of the dynasty.

The infant emperor has been recognised

by the Great Powers. The de facto emperor.
Prince Chun, who is only twenty-six years

of age, is credited with very considerable

ability, and is said to be actuated by
the reform spirit. At any rate, he has
some knowledge of the West, acquired

during the mission on which he was dis-

patched in 1901 to Germany, to convey the

regret of the Chinese Government for the

murder of the German ambassador at

Peking in 1900—the first time in history

that a Chinese prince of the blood had
visited Europe. The belief in his reform-

ing tendencies was rather checked by his

dismissal of Yuan Shih-Kai, the viceroy of

the metropolitan province of Chi-Li, and
by far the ablest of Chinese administrators.

The dismissal was said to be on account
of the ill-health of Yuan Shih-Kai, but it is

generally believed that it was because of

his opposition to Manchu prerogatives,

and to the power of the eunuchs.
So much was this step of the regent

regarded as retrograde that friendly

representations were made against the

dismissal by the Great Powers. One
reform, however, the regent carried out

early in 1909 was the impeachment and
cashiering of Chen Pi, Minister of Com-
merce, for corruption. A reform perfected

by Yuan Shih-Kai, the dismissed viceroy,

has been left untouched. Its object is

no less than the merging of the Manchu
population, which constitutes only one per
cent, of the whole, in the Chinese popula-
tion of the empire ; and the appointment
of Chinese officers in Manchuria with the
same form of administration in Manchuria
as in the other provinces.

Constitution building has seized the
Mongolian imagination. The new govern-
ment, has announced to the outside world
the intention of granting a constitution

in 1917. This constitution, drafted by a
special commission, was presented to

the throne in the autumn of 1908, and
sanctioned by the new government by
rescript at the beginning of 1909. It pro-

v-ides for a constitutional assembly, to

include princes, dukes, hereditary nobles,

imperial clansmen, officials, certain per-

sons possessed of property worth at least

£150,000, and representatives of the pro-

vincial councils. These latter are to be
formed of representatives chosen on an
educational diploma, of men of official

rank or possessed of property of the

value of /i,25o. The commission also

recommended to the throne to command
the introduction of judicial and adminis-

trative reforms in the provinces. The
foreign Powers have given the Chinese'

Government the assurance that when the

constitutional regime is set up, the foreign

troops will be withdrawn from Peking.

The announcement of the determination

of the United States Government to forgo

the payment of the £2,500,000 of the

indemnity of 1900 induced the Chinese

Government to send Tang Shao-Yi as

special ambassador to the United States

with a letter of thanks to President

Roosevelt, and to give a special official

welcome to the United States fleet at

Amoy by Prince Yu Lang, and his

Excellency Liang-Tung Yen.

Chinese sovereign rights in Manchuria
have been asserted with the help of the

United States as against Russian claims to

the absolute right of administration over

Chinese and foreign residents at Harbin
;

and also with regard to the evacuation

of the Japanese army of occupation. The
popular feeling in China, which came to

a head in the beginning of 1908, of "China
for the Chinese," so far as railway policy
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is concerned, had to be faced by the
government. After much negotiation and
the payment of certain indemnities, China
recovered rights previously granted to

concessionaries for the construction of

certain railways and also for the working
of specific coal-mines.

Nothing is more striking than the re-

awakened passion for education displayed
by the progressive element in the govern-
ment of China. Money is freely forth-

coming for this purpose, however stinted

the grants may be in other directions.

In February, 1909, an international

conference was held at Shanghai on the

opium question. The conference sat for

three weeks, and Sir Alexander Hosie,

speaking on behalf of the British dele-

gation, said that " fair progress had
been made in several provinces in com-
bating the opium evil, but much remained
to be done. The sincerity of the Chinese

Government was beyond question, and had
the sympathy of the conference in its efforts

to eradicate the opium evil from the

empire." Resolutions were adopted by
the conference, that each government
should investigate scientifically anti-opium
remedies, take measures to prevent
smuggling of opium, and all preparations

from it ; to prevent opium smoking in its

own territory, and to enter into negotia-

tions with the Chinese Government to take

and promote effective measures for the sup-

pression of the opium traffic, and smoking
in their own foreign settlements in China.

The relation of Tibet to China came
prominently into notice by the arrival at

Peking on September 28th, 1908, of the

Dalai Lama, with a large retinue, and
valuable presents for the Chinese Court.

He was received with great ceremony
during his stay of two months, and is

imderstood to have endeavoured to nego-
tiate with the Chinese Government for

his recognition by China as sovereign of

Tibet. However, it has been alleged on
authority that the aspirations of the Dalai

Lama were not only sharply rebuked, but
hints were thrown out that even his

spiritual authority would henceforth be
dependent upon his recognition by China.

The latest accounts of the Dalai
state that 10,000 Lamas, instigated by
him, had risen in rebellion against

Chinese authority, but that they had
been defeated by the imperial troops.

The only other points of interest in the

recent history of China are the proposal
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for the adoption of a big programme of

naval construction and the re-modelling
of the army on European lines ; the
departure of Sir Robert Hart, the famous
financial adviser to the Chinese Govern-
ment on customs, and the appointment
in his room of Sir Walter C. Hillier.

AUSTRALIA
In the commonwealth of Australia,

and in the constituent states of which it

is composed, constitutional principles

have recently been crystallised into

practical statecraft, which must have
far-reaching consequences in the future.

They established precedents which are

bound to modify in a marked degree
the evolution of colonial constitutions, and
the relation of the dominions beyond the
seas to the Imperial Government. It will

be remembered that Mr. Deakin became
Prime Minister of the commonwealth after

the general election in 1906, with Sir WilHam
Lyne as Treasurer. But he was head of

only one of three parties—the full-blooded

Protectionists, the Liberal and Labour
party under Mr. Fisher, and the Conser-
vatives, mostly free traders, under Mr.

J. H. Reid. In order to secure himself in

office, Mr. Deakin had to come to terms
with the Labour party, who agreed to his

high protective tariff if a share of its

advantages were conceded to the con-
sumer and the worker. The result was
the elaboration, under the manipulation
of Sir William Lyne, of what was known
as the " New Protection," and its em-
bodiment in the Excise Tariff Act of 1906.
Under that act local manufacturers, pro-

tected by heavy duties upon British and
foreign imports, were compelled to sell

their goods at a " fair price," and to pay
their workmen " a fair rate of wages "

;

or, alternatively, the local manufacturers
were to pay to the Commonwealth
Government a high excise duty on their

manufactured goods.

After the act had been put into opera-

tion, the employees in the agricultural

machinery industry, which was then in a
flourishing condition, complained that

they were not receiving " a fair rate of

wages," and appealed to the Common-
wealth Arbitration Court for the enforce-

ment of the Excise Tariff Act. The case

was tried before Mr. Justice Higgins, who
gave a judgment which \\ill become
historical in the annals of labour and
fiscal arrangements of the commonwealth.
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The judge decided in favour of the
workmen, fixed a fair rate of wages for

each class, and further decreed that the

men should be paid " back wages " equal
to the excise duty for the whole period

covered by the act. The employers
appealed to the Commonwealth High
Court, on the ground that the Excise
Tariff Act was a violation of the constitu-

tion of the commonwealth, a contention

maintained by three out of the five judges

of the High Court. Mr. Deakin then in-

troduced a bill to amend the constitution,

but the details of that measure were
obnoxious to the Labour party, whose
leader, Mr. Fisher, with the support of

the Conservatives, moved and carried by
a majority of 49 to 13 a vote of want of

confidence in the Deakin Government.
On the fall of the Deakin-Lyne Ministry,

the governor-general, Lord Northcote,

sent for Mr. Fisher, who formed an ad-

ministration—the sixth in the eight years

of the life of the commonwealth. Mr.

Fisher's Government devoted itself to pro-

moting measures mainly for the benefit of

the proletariat. During this fair political

weather, the term of office of Lord North-
cote as governor -general expired, and he

was succeeded by the Earl of Dudley.
In what may be called internal politics,

the most outstanding feature was the

conflict between the commonwealth and
the constituent states with regard to the

financial relations between them. Accord-
ing to what is known as the Braddon
Clause in the commonwealth constitu-

tion, the customs revenues in all the

states were collected by the national

government, but three-fourths of the

amount derived from each state was
returned to it, the remaining fourth being
retained to meet national expenditure.

An endeavour was made to compose
differences at a conference of the state

Premiers, which took place in Melbourne
in igo8. Sir William Lyne's proposals,

representing the view of the National
party, were that all the state debts should
be placed under the control and adminis-
tration of a council of finance and con-

solidated as they fell due into a 3 per
cent, consols with a sinking fund, while

/[6,000,000 should be credited out of the
customs fund to the different states in

equitable proportions. The counter pro-

posals of the States Rights' party were :

(i) Payment to the states of a fixed annual
sum, plus a proportionate part of the

increase of revenue from customs and
excise

; (2) the states to retain the right

to raise loans without interference from
the Council of Finance

; (3) in the event
of the states' debts being taken over by
the Council of Finance, the indebtedness
of the states to be reduced to the extent
of the value of the property transferred
from the states to the commonwealth.
The last view found most favour, but

legislation will be required by the parlia-

ments of the different states to carry it

out before the close of 1910, when the
Braddon Compact in the commonwealth
constitution expires.

It is a striking fact that the visit of the
American fleet to Australian waters, iand

the rhetorical wave of alarm which struck
Australian shores from the Old Country as

to the threatened mastery of the ocean by
a German armada, which was increasing

by squadrons of Dreadnoughts, had in no
inconsiderable degree an effect on the fate

of the Commonwealth Government. Mr.
Deakin's record at the last Imperial Con-
ference, and since, has been characterised

by the imperial instinct. Perhaps it was
this which prompted a not ungenerous
envy of the kudos which had come to

New Zealand from far and near through-
out the British Empire by its electric

offer of a Dreadnought, and a second, if

necessary, to the imperial government, at

the psychological moment of the fleet

crisis in the Old Country. Mr. Deakin
played on this feeling, in Victoria especi-

ally, in the most skilful manner. Mr.

Fisher, the commonwealth Premier, be-

longs to the school whose motto is "an
Australian fleet for Australia," and cares

less for imperial Dreadnoughts. Parliament
was not then in session, but on Indepen-
dence Day in 1909 he expounded his

programme in a great speech to the people

of all Australia at Gympie, Queensland.

The points of the programme were : (i)

Efficient local defence by a universally

trained citizen army, and a local squadron
of large destroyers

; (2) a contribution to

the cost of imperial defence in the form of

relieving the Admiralty within four years

of the responsibility of defending the

Australian coast and policing the Western
Pacific

; (3) a progressive land tax to pay the

cost of defence
; (4) no federal borrowing

until consolidation of state debts
; (5)

" new protection " to be enforced by
an amendment of the constitution

; (6)

nationalisation of the iron industry

;
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(7) a commonwealth note issue ; a silver

coinage by a commonwealth mint ; a

commonwealth high commissioner for

London ; the taking over of the northern

territory; the rearrangement of the sugar

bounties ; and the building of a capital.

When the federal parliament met in

Melbourne on May 26th, 1909 — the

session being opened by the governor-

general, Lord Dudley—Mr. Pearce, Min-
ister for Defence, announced that the

government had telegraphed to the im-

perial government that the flotilla of

destroyers proposed to be built for

Australian defence would be placed under
the command of the admiral on the

Australian station as soon as war was
declared. This did not meet the imperial-

istic ideas of Mr. Deakin, while the Con-
servative members were opposed to the

progressive land tax, the " new protec-

tion," and the Socialistic nationalisation

of the iron industry. A motion for the

adjournment of the debate, which was
carried by 39 to 30, was taken by
Mr. Fisher to be a vote of want of

confidence in his ministry, and he there-

upon demanded a dissolution. The
governor-general, however, refused a

general election, and the Fisher Ministry

resigned. Mr. Deakin was sent for, and
he succeeded in forming a new coalition

Cabinet, which at once cabled on behalf

of the Commonwealth Government to the

imperial government an offer of a

Dreadnought or its equivalent in a

scheme of imperial defence.

So much for the commonwealth. A
great deal that is of striking historical

and economic interest took place in the dif-

ferent constituent states. In New South
Wales a Wages Dispute Bill was passed in

the session of 1908, but that did not prevent
strikes among the government tramway
employees in Sydney, the miners and un-
skilled labourers in Newcastle, and the

men employed in the Broken Hill silver

mines ; and in the last-named locality there

were scenes of violence. A Local Govern-
ment Act came into operation at the

beginning of 1908, which compelled muni-
cipalities to strike a rate of a penny in the

pound upon the unimproved value of

land alone, the state remitting land tax to

that amount. It is said that the effect

has been to give an impetus to building

operations in and around Sydney.
Victoria. In Victoria there have been

no labour troubles, but the land question
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has been forced to the front by the rapid

depopulation of the vast agricultural dis-

tricts of the state. Sir Thomas Bent, the

Premie) , was harassed by the growing"

Labour party in the Legislative Assembly
in view of his proposals to meet the

difficulty, and on a crucial division he
was not supported by the representatives

of the old squatting interests, and
suffered defeat. He thereupon obtained
the consent of the governor to an appeal

to the country, and, with great dexterity,

ran the election on the lines of " anti-

Socialism versus Labourism," with the

result that his party won thirty-nine

seats, the Labourites twenty-one and
Independents, five. This was the first

occasion on which women had a right

to vote under the Adult Suffrage Act
of 1908, which previously had been
annually rejected for years by the Legisla-

tive Council. When the new state parlia-

ment was opened in its first session on
June 30th, by Sir Thomas Gibson Car-

michael, who had succeeded Sir Reginald
Talbot as governor, it was announced
that the governments of Victoria and New
South Wales had informed the imperial

government that, failing action on the part

of the commonwealth, they were prepared
to share jointly the cost of a Dreadnought
on a per capita basis ; and now that the

new commonwealth administration had
also offered a Dreadnought, he was con-

fident that the citizens of Victoria would
bear a proportion of the cost.

Queensland. Queensland has been
almost as fruitful in constitutional crises as

Melbourne, and out of these events have
arisen which will govern the future course

of Australian history. In the parliamentary

session of 1907 a bill was passed by a large

majority in the Legislative Assembly ex-

tending the provisions of the Wages Board
Act to agricultural labourers, and fixing a

minimum wage and the maximum hours
of labour for all farm and station hands.

When the bill went to the nominated
Legislative Council, which is largely con-

servative and representative of the

squatting interest, it was twice thrown
out. The Premier of the Labour Govern-
ment, Mr. Kidston, had the support of a

solid majority in the elective chamber,
which was fresh from the constituencies,

and he requested Lord Chelmsford, the

governor, to appoint a sufficient nimiber
of nominee members to the Legislative

Council which would carry the bill into
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law. This the governor decHned to do,

and the refusal created not only great ex-

citement throughout Queensland, but was
generally condemned in the other states.

Mr. Kidston resigned, and Lord Chelms-
ford sent for Mr. Philp, the leader of the

Opposition ; but he was unable to form
a Ministry with any chance of carrying on
the business of parliament. Mr. Philp

demanded and obtained a dissolution,

and the result of the elections to the

new parliament was : Kidstonites, 25 ;

Labourites, who, on the constitutional

and wages question, are really supporters

of Mr. Kidston's policy, 22 ; with only

25 Philpites. Mr. Kidston, having already

the power, was called to office, and the

address in reply to the governor's opening
speech to the new parliament contained
a clause which was a vote of censure on
Lord Chelmsford, as it expressed regret

that the governor should have dissolved

a newly elected parliament capable of

carrying on the business of the country.

It may be as well to state here that Lord
Chelmsford was afterwards transferred as

governor to New South Wales on the re-

tirement of Admiral Sir Harry H. Rawson.
This frank criticism smoothed the

passage of another far-reaching amend-
ment to the Queensland Constitution.

This was a bill, which has received the
royal assent, providing for a referendum
to the whole state electors in case of dis-

putes between the two chambers.
The discussion of this measure gave rise

to a strong agitation throughout the whole
of the states of Australia for the appoint-
ment of the state governors, as in Canada,
by the respective states, and not by the
imperial government, i.e., the Colonial
Office in London. It may be mentioned
at this point that in the parliament of

South Australia, where there was a Liberal
and Labour Ministry in power, under the
Hon. Tom Price, who visited England in

1908, and who died in 1909, a motion
recommending the local appointment of

the state governor was carried by a large

majority of the Legislative Assembly,
though it was rejected in the Legislati\'e

Council with more than a hint that it

was disloyal. In Western Australia, the
Legislative Assembly found means to ex-
press their views on the appointment of local

instead of imperial governors by carrying
an amendment durmg the discussion on
the governor's salary to reduce it by £1.

There has scarcely been a ruffle in the

local history of the South Australian state,

which since our last record has been in a
condition of enviable general prosperity.

It was in West Australia that a
serious demand was made for secession
from the commonwealth a few years ago
on the question of state rights. In the
elective chamber the democratic senti-

ment was so strong as to demand the local

appointment of its own state governor,
and to pass progressive land measures for

the encouragement of close settlement,
the improvement of small holdings, and
the development of the pastoral industry.
Yet the old Conservative leaven still

works, and makes its influence work, even
in the Legislative /\ssembly, to which alone
in the Australian states the constituents
have failed to return a powerful Labour
party. Withal public works and railways
are being extended with a free hand, and
the increasing yield of the goldfields, under
judicious and sober management, contrast
favourably with that during the " wild
cat " mania of a few years ago.
New Zealand. On the death of Mr.

Seddon, Sir Joseph Ward, as Premier,
carried on the administration of the
dominion on the lines which led for years
to unchecked prosperity. In 1908, by
the effluxion of time, the government
had to appeal to the constituencies, and
Sir Joseph Ward came back with a
majority of 45 supporters, as against 25
members of the Opposition and five Inde-

pendents. By a clause in the constitution

the local option poll was taken at the same
time as the election for members of parlia-

ment, with the result that " no licence
"

was carried by increasing majorities in

those districts where the policy had been
previously adopted ; total prohibition

was carried in seven new districts ; and
in ten districts there was a' reduction of

licences amounting in all to 150.

The anomalous thing is that the con-

sumption of liquor in the dominion as a

whole is increasing, and so also is the

number of convictions for drunkenness.

The only possible explanation offered is

that liquor can be bought wholesale if

not by retail, and that so-called temper-

ance legislation has therefore become not

a panacea, but a delusion and a snare.

It was, however, on the imperial plane

that New Zealand and its Premier, Sir

John Ward, swam into the ken of an
admiring empire. The \'isit of the

American ^eet had duly impressed the
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New Zealanders, wlio were exuberant in

their reception alike of the tars and of the

officers of the quarter-deck. Interest in

a squadron unparalleled in its numbers
and strength, which, thus far, had safely

accomplished more than half a memorable
voyage, was increased by the fact that

it represented the naval power of their

cousins on the other side of the Pacific.

Then came the cabled cry that the age-

long rule of Britannia as mistress of the

seas was being challenged by an alien

Power. This cut straight to the heart of

the sons and daughters not only of the

island gem of the Pacific, but of the

continental shores swept by " the long

wash of the Australasian seas."

The unbidden response was immediate
;

Sir Joseph Ward only gave magic inter-

pretation to it. It was the pride no less

than the duty of the daughter states to

come, if need be, to the help of the Mother-

land, which had given them of her best

in territory, in language, in literature, in

laws and in undying love of freedom. And
so the message, " New Zealand offers

one battleship, and two if necessary, as

an addition to the guardian fleet of the

Homeland," was flashed to an astonished

and satisfied people along the floor of the

ocean, the rule of which had been contested,

at least tacitly. New Zealand's offer

fired the imagination of all classes in Great
Britain, and even struck the tumultuous
thoughts of other nations. It was acknow-
ledged with warmth of gratitude by king,

lords and commons, by the imperial

government officially, and by the leading

corporations of the country ; and the offer

of not only New Zealand but of the

Australian Commonwealth and the Aus-
tralian states of their notable gifts has

been duly recorded in the archives and
the heart of the empire.

Oceania. In Papua (formerly known
as British New Guinea and now a depen-
dency of the Australian Commonwealth)
there have been further discoveries of

gold, and new valuable discoveries of

copper ; and an ordinance has been
passed by the Papuan Council " to en-

courage the natives in habits of industry."

The long-standing dispute between the

German Government and British traders

in the Marshall Islands has been amicably
settled, and the latter have received

compensation. The convention between
Great Britain and France, which settled

the division of interest between the two
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countries in the New Hebrides, came into

force on December ist, 1907, by a pro-

clamation made by Sir Everard Im Thurn,
high commissioner for the Western
Pacific ; and a joint court for the ad-
ministration of justice has been appointed.
The islands, moreover, have derived con-

siderable benefit from the existence of a
settled administration.

INDIA
Not since the Mutiny has India bulked

so largely in the contemporary history

of the British Empire as during the past
eighteen months or two years. Since
the close of our historical survey in

1907 there has been a sinister increase

in the number of riots and manifestations
of sedition in widely scattered districts

of the Indian Peninsula. In some places

in the Bombay Presidency the military

had to be employed in restoring order,

but it was in Bengal that the most serious

indications of a deep-seated political

unrest appeared. There has not been
anything like a concocted mutiny, even
on a small scale, hke that of 1857, either

amongst the native troops or segregated

numbers of the civil population, but only
solitary acts of revolt against the ruling

authorities. These, however, have been
regarded in some quarters as the har-

bingers or the preparations for more
audacious and wider plans of rebellion.

The most sinister augury was the attempt
to assassinate Sir Andrew Eraser, Lieu-

tenant-Governor of Bengal, by a bomb.
Shells were also thrown at railway trains,

fortunately with little loss of life ; but
greater horror was, in May, 1908, created by
the cruel murder of Mrs. and Miss Kennedy
by an explosive thrown at the private

carriage in which they were driving in

open daylight along the roadway at

Mu^afferpur. Numerous arrests were
made, and a large quantity of bombs and
seditious literature seized in Calcutta

and other large cities, which showed how
widespread and formidable the anarchical

conspiracy was. The Legislative Council

took speedy means to deal with the grave

situation. Two bills were rapidly passed.

One was directed against the manufacture
or possession of explosives, and the other

dealt with Press offences, such as instiga-

tion to murder or outrage. The latter

contained provisions for confiscating the

plant of newspapers against which a con-

viction was obtained. The murder of
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witnesses who had given evidence against

prisoners tried for these crimes, and
especially of an approver named Gossain,

in the gaol at Alipur, a second attempt at

the assassination of Sir Andrew Fraser

in a public meeting in Calcutta, and the

murder of a Bengal inspector of police

who had been active in tracing the

members of the conspiracy, induced
further repressive measures to be taken
by the viceroy and his advisers.

The Legislative Council, on December
nth, 1908, at a single sitting passed the

Indian Criminal Law Amendment Act,

which became immediately operative in

the provinces of Bengal and Eastern
Bengal and Assam, and which might be

extended by the governor-general-in-

council to any part of India. There are

special stringent provisions for dealing with
sedition, murder, outrages and disturb-

ances of the public peace ; while a special

procedure for trying prisoners in the High
Court by a bench of three judges without
a jury is also provided. The act likewise

gives extensive powers for dealing with
unlawful associations. Many persons,

believed to be leaders in the seditious

agitation, were promptly arrested and
deported, or placed in confinement with-

out trial under Regulation 3 of 1818.

A durbar of vast historical importance
and interest was held at Jodhpur on
November 2nd, 1908, which date was the

fiftieth anniversary of the assumption by
the Crown of the direct government of

India. At this assembly the viceroy, Earl

Minto, read a message from the king-

emperor " To the princes and peoples of

India." This momentous state document
repeated and confirmed the declaration

and assurance contained in Queen Vic-

toria's message of 1858 when assuming
the sovereignty, and, after pointing out in

some detail the evidences of the material

prosperity of India during the last half

century, his Imperial Majesty went on to

pay, in language of dignified sincerity and
lofty sentiment surpassed by no state

document in the annals of any nation,

tribute to the loyalty of the feudatory
chiefs and the native army, and to the
work of the world-famous and unique
Indian Civil Service. Of course, reference

was made to the seditious agitation and
disorders that had recently occurred in

certain parts of India, and the necessity

for their firm suppression ; but the
imperial message went on in the same

noble strain to add that such unhappy
events would not deter his Majesty from
giving effect to the plans of reform to be
formulated by the Secretary of State

in co-operation with the viceroy and
government of India.

In redemption of the promises contained
in the latter part of the message, Lord
Morley, Secretary for India, on December
17th, 1908, expounded in a memorable
speech his Indian Reform measure. In
briefest outline it was that no attempt
would be made to set up parliamentary
institutions in India, or anything which
would lead to them. Nor was there to be
any material change in the general system
of government. But the people of India
were to be admitted to a wider share in

the government of the country by the
enlargement of the powers of legislative

councils, provincial and central. Native
members were to be nominated both to the
provincial and executive councils, and to

the Executive Council of the Viceroy.

The scheme met with almost unanimous
favour both among the native princes and
peoples and in the British community.
When the imperial parliament met, the

measure embodying Lord Morley's scheme
was introduced into the House of Lords
and passed, with the exception of the third

clause, which gave power to set up new
provincial councils. The clause was
restored in the House of Commons, but
was finally amended in the Lords, so that

no new council should be set up without
the scheme being first laid before both
Houses of Parliament. The next step

was the appointment of Mr. Sinha, an
eminent member of the Indian Bar, and a

man of distinguished learning, eloquence
and lofty character, as the first native

member of the Viceroy's Council.

So far it was hoped that these measures,

generous beyond record in the history of

a governing race to the congeries of con-

quered peoples which make up the

hundreds of millions of dwellers in British

India, would have arrested the spirit of

sedition and the cultivation of political

murder as a brutal art. But these hopes
were dashed, though not, it is firmly trusted,

utterly blasted, by a fiendish transfer of

the stage of premeditated assassination

from India to the heart of the empire
The foul murder of Lieutenant-Colonel

Sir William Hutt Curzon Wyllie, K.C.I.E.,

C.V.O., pohtical A.D.C. to Lord Morley,

Secretary of State for India, on the evening
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of July 1st, igoq, in the hall of the Imperial

Institute, London, came as a shock of

surprise and indignation, while compassion
and sorrow stirred the feeling of the people

in these islands in a greater degree than
any public event since the assassination of

Lord Frederic Cavendish and Mr. Burke in

the Phoenix Park, Dublin, on May 6th, 1882,

or the shooting of Mr. Spencer Perceval

in the Lobby in the House of Commons on
May nth, 1812.

That feeling had instant and sym-
pathetic response in India, in every

centre of civilisation in the West, in the

distant southern hemisphere, and in the

Farthest East. For Sir Curzon Wyllie

stood high in the regard of his sovereign,

in the confidence of his political superiors,

in the esteem and honour of an ever-

widening circle of friends in every quarter

of the globe, and in the tenderest affection

of his domestic hearth. And the pity of the

dark deed was increased by the fact that

his murder was accompanied by that

of a distinguished Parsee physician,

who had nothing whatever to do with

the political government of India, and
was only in this country on holiday

from his home in China.

For nearly half a century ambitious

natives of India of various nationalities have
made it their business to come to British

universities with the object of acquiring

the learning of the West, of studying for

the Bar, or for the practice of medicine,

engineering and other professions. London,
Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh, have their

circle of students in sufficient numbers to

form clubs. It is not believed that more
than a very few of these students were
permeated with thoughts of revolt against

British rule in India. On the contrary,

the vast majority were known to be as

staunch as their profession in their loyalty.

Some time ago, with the view of' sur-

rounding native Indian students in this

country with good influences, a society

was formed under the name of the Native
Indian Association, by ex-Indian officials

and friends of India, and of this association

Sir Curzon Wyllie was treasurer. It held

meetings and social functions, and pro-

moted intercourse between earnest and
loyal native students and their English
friends. It had the friendly sanction of the

authorities of the India Office, as was
shown by the official position of Sir Curzon
Wyllie. It was at an " At Home " of the

association that the tragedy occurred.
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The function was a brilliant one and
the company were dispersing after a
happy evening spent in the gorgeous
Jehangir Hall of the Imperial Institute,

South Kensington, which had been built

and decorated, there is a pathetic irony in

reflecting, by an eminent Parsee, a native

of India. Sir Curzon Wyllie, as he was
leaving, was accosted in the vestibule

by a young engineering student named
Madar Lai Dhingra, with whom he had
been in communication, and before anyone
could effectively intervene, the wretched
youth drew a revolver, and at close quarters

fired at Sir Curzon Wyllie's face four or

five shots. Death was instantaneous.

A fifth shot took effect on Dr. Cawas
Lalcaca, who had made a gallant attempt
to arrest the hand of the assassin, and who
died on being removed to the hospital.

Madar Lai Dhingra attempted to shoot

himself, but the pistol missed fire, and, on
being seized and searched, a second fully

loaded revolver and dagger knife were
found upon him. When charged at the

police-court on the following morning, the

prisoner made no response, except to say
that he did not intend to murder Dr.

Lalcaca. Dhingra was sentenced to death
at the Central Criminal Court on July 22nd.

Expressions of condolence with Lady
Wyllie were sent by the king and queen,

Lord Morley and the Premier, while repu-

diations of all sympathy or association with
the crime were at once forthcoming from
the father of the prisoner. Dr. Dhingra,
Allahabad, meetings of Indian students

and others, Mohammedans as . well as

Hindus, and from leaders of the so-called

reform movements in England and India.

North=West Frontier. At the end of

1907 and beginning of igo8 there were
repeated raids across the frontier from
Afghanistan, of Zakka Khels, Afridis and
Mohmands. These tribes were punished by
two brilliant expeditions of native and
British troops, led by General Sir James
Willcocks, in February and May of the

latter year. Operations took place mainly
in the Bazar Valley.

Afghanistan. A plot originated in

Kabul in March of 1909 among some
members of the old Shere Ali faction, to

cause an outbreak against the authorities

of the amir, Habid Ullah Khan, to murder
him on a journey he was about to make
from Kabul to Jellalabad, and also to

murder the heir-apparent, Inaya Ullah

Khan, and the brother of the amir. The
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plot was discovered, two of the con-
spirators were blown from guns, while
the others met their death hy execution.

Tibet. A convention between Great
Britain and China relating to the affairs of

Tibet was signed at Calcutta on April 20th,

1909. Its main provisions are that the

trade regula.tions of 1893 are to remain
in force, except where specially modified.

Provision is made for the trial of disputes

between British subjects and Tibetans and
Chinese. China undertakes to protect the

telegraph line from India to Gyantse,

Great Britain undertaking to consider the

question of making over the line to China
when her telegraph system reaches that

point. British officers and subjects are

prohibited from travelling in Tibet, with-

out permission, otherwise than to and
from trade marts ; and the protection

of travellers on these routes is made in-

cumbent on the local authorities. The
regulations are to remain in force for

ten years, and are then to be terminable

at six months' notice.

PERSIA
In our sketch of Persia, which was

brought down to the beginning of 1908,

it was stated that the Shah Moham-
med Ali had brought his country to the

edge of a revolution. At the present

moment it is in a state of complete anarchy.

The reconciliation between the shah and
the mejliss (the national assembly) was
only a blind for plots and counter-plots.

In February, 1908, an attempt was made
to assassinate the shah by a bomb thrown
beneath his motor-car. Disorder followed.

The old Cabinet, under Nazin-es-Sultanah,

was supplanted by another under Mushir-

es-Sultanah, who, however, proved a

minister of reaction. The shah fled from
his capital ; the House of Assembly in

Teheran was bombarded by the shah's

troops in June, who then looted the city,

and hanged two of the leaders of the

popular party. The mejliss was dis-

solved by a manifesto, and martial law
was established in the capital.

On his return to Teheran, the shah
repeatedly declared his intention of main-
taining the constitution, but a new
mejliss was not elected. Later in the year
the shah solemnly abolished the constitu-

tion, whereupon an identical note was
presented by the representatives of Great
Britain and Russia, disclaiming any inten-

tion of interfering in the internal affairs of

Persia, but advising the shah to re-establish

constitutional rule as the only effectual

means of lestoring order. The provinces
broke into complete anarchy. The im-
portant city of Tabriz was taken possession
of by the revolutionaries, and royalist

troops surrounded and bombarded it.

Again joint representations were made to

the shah by England and Russia to restore

constitutional rule, and grant a general
amnesty, and a force of Russian troops was
sent to Tabriz to protect the foreigners

and the 100,000 starving population.
Meanwhile, the numerous and well-

armed Bakhtiari tribes, under a chief

named Sirdar-as-Sad, joined the revolu-

tionaries, or Nationalists, as they called

themselves, under Sipahdar, and advanced
towards Teheran, where a stiff battle was
fought between the royal forces and the

Nationalists—the latter obtaining the
victory with comparatively little loss

and practically no fatal results to the
European population, and taking pos-

session of the capital on July i6th,

1909. In the meantime, the Russian
Government had dispatched a strong

force of troops from Baku to Kasvin,

eighty-six miles from Teheran, with
assurance to the Great Powers that

they would retire immediately on the

safety of the foreign diplomatic re-

presentatives, and their nationals and
institutions being assured. On July 17th,

the shah sought refuge in the Russian

Legation—a step which his Majesty dis-

tinctly stated, through the British and Rus-
sian Ministers, was an act of abdication.

A national assembly, composed of

the chief mujtehids and notables and
of the Nationahst chiefs, proclaimed the

crown prince as shah, and appointed

Azad-ul-Mulk, who is the head of the

Kajar tribe, as regent. The new shah,

only eleven years of age, but a very

bright lad, is Ahmed Mirza, known as

Valiahd, the second son of Mohammed Ali

Shah, the eldest son not being eligible as

heir-apparent because his mother is not

a Kajar princess. The Sipahdar was ap-

pointed Minister and Governor of Teheran.

Strong protests have been made in

the British Parliament against the

dispatch of the Russian forces to Persia,

and in view of the report that a Council

of the Empire of Russia, convened on

July 5th by the Premier, M. Stolypin,

had decided^ " to maintain by all possible

means Russian prestige in Persia."
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Arabia. There have been the usual

tribal revolts in the Yemen, but these, for

the most part, have been promptly checked
by the Turkish garrison. By far the most
interesting event in the period covered

by our footnote was the opening, in

September, 1908, of the railway con-

structed by Turkish soldiers as a religious

duty and from subscriptions given by
Mohammedans in all parts of the world,

from Damascus to Medina. The main
line is 750 miles in length. The opening
ceremony was performed by the governor-

general of Arabia, Kiazim Pasha, with
wonderful demonstrations of religious en-

thusiasm ; and among the banners were
many bearing the strange device for

despotic and fanatical Arabia
—

" Liberty,

Equality and Fraternity."

Since then the railway has been
attacked at several points by various

tribes, and the garrisons for the defence

of the hne have had to be strengthened.

A branch is in course of construction

to connect Aleppo with the proposed
Anatolian and Bagdad railway, and
another to run to Mecca with a loop

to the port of Jeddah on the Red Sea.

These railways will no doubt result in

consolidating the power of the Central

Turkish Government in Arabia.
Asiatic TurRey and Asia Minor.

In the north-west of Asiatic Turkey
Kurdish tribes under Ibrahim Pasha
seized the opportunity of the revolt of the

Young Turk Party in Constantinople

against Abdul Hamid to raid Nestorian

and Armenian villages. There was also

an outbreak in favour of the old regime
at Mosul in the Euphrates Valley. Sim-
ultaneously with Abdul Hamid's final

coup d'etat there was a terrible outbreak
of Moslem fanaticism in Asia Minor
against the Christian population, in which
Turkish troops enlisted under the old

regime unquestionably took part. The
greatest massacres occurred at and around
Adana, Mersina, Larnaca and Aleppo,

and official reports of the foreign consuls

state that throughout the province 30,000
Christians, mostly Armenians and Nes-
torians, were killed, while 35,000 in-

habitants were rendered homeless.

The Christian quarters in Had] in and
Tarsus were also looted and fired. In

all the places mentioned the destruction

of property was almost complete, and
the looting soldiers paid no respect to the

property of foreigners. American schools
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and mission stations and French schools

and convents were destroyed. The
Constantinople Government, on the
accession of Mohammed V., dispatched
troops from Salonica to restore order,

and the sultan made a large subscription

from his Civil List towards the relief

funds which had been raised in America
and England for feeding, clothing and
sheltering the victims.

EGYPT
Since our detailed history of the land

of the Pharaohs appeared, a general

census was taken which showed that
the total population of Egypt in igo8
was 11,287,359, as against 9,717,228 in

1897, or an average of 939 inhabitants

per square mile. Of the population, 91 "8

are Mussulmans, and 41 per cent, of the

male population are engaged in agricul-

ture. Sir Eldon Gorst, in his report to

the British Foreign Office, states that the

revenue for the year was ££15,522,000
and the expenditure ££14,408,000. The
outstanding capital debt amounted to

;(^95;834,ooo. The economic crisis con-

tinues, and the value of the imports fell

a million, while the exports were nearly

£6,000,000 short in value. Cotton, which
forms the largest export, amounted in

value to ££17,092,000.
Sir Eldon Gorst, in his general review,

states that " the general movement
against autocratic government in the

neighbouring Mohammedan countries has

not been without its effect upon the state

of public opinion in Egypt. There is a

limited but gradually increasing class

which interests itself in matters pertaining

to the government and administration of

the country, and aspires, quite rightly, to

help in bringing about the day when
Egypt will be able to govern itself with-

out outside assistance." This, Sir Eldon
Gorst declares, is also the end to which
British policy is directed ; but, in his

opinion, Egypt is by no means yet

ripe for a parliamentary regime.

Parenthetically, it may be stated

that a great " national demonstration
"

in Cairo, held in April, attended by
3,000 people, and at which incendiary

speeches were made against Ministers and
the British army of occupation, was dis-

persed by using the hose of the fire-

engines on the demonstrators. While the

non-ofhcial and educated classes had been
somewhat restless in British leading
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strings, the masses of the people were con-

tented and happy with a progressive

agriculture and a greater supply of water,

which is the very life of the fellaheen,

rendered possible by the erection of more
barrages and the regulation of the supply
of the Nile floods for irrigation purposes.

The Esneh barrage, erected in Upper
Egypt, a hundred miles north of Assouan,
at a cost of a million pounds, was opened
by the khedive on February 9th, 1909.

This barrage will save the province of

Keneh from all danger of drought, and bring

a large area of land under cultivation.

Sterling progress has been made under the

regime of the sirdar. Sir Francis Wingate,
in consolidating the Anglo-Egyptian power
in the Sudan. In April the khedive opened
the new port and harbour on the Red
Sea which are to form the commercial
entrepot for the Sudan, and are united
with Berber and Khartoum by railway.

His Highness, in his speech at the
ceremony, which was made the occasion
of a large assemblage of Arab chiefs,

said that the " port was a striking

evidence of the great advance made in the
Sudan, and would tend, by improving
communication, to unite the more remote
districts, enlarge the sphere of trade, and
promote the development of the resources
of the country, and thereby bring the
blessings of peace and prosperity to the
inhabitants." The Blue Nile has been
bridged at Khartoum, and the railway is to

be carried southward in order to tap the
great gum forests of Kordofan. The
Moslems have built a mosque in Khartoum
at a cost of ^30,000, and the Copts have
completed a grand cathedral. Sir Francis
Wingate has made an appeal in England
for subscriptions for the erection of an
Anglican cathedral, and his Majesty the
King sent in the early days of July a
donation thereto of two hundred guineas.

NORTH AFRICA
Nothing has to be added to our his-

tory of Tunis and Algiers. The centre of

interest lies in Morocco. The late Sultan
Abd-el-Aziz met with his Waterloo at

MSrrakesh at the hands of his half-brother,
Mulai Hafid, who thereupon entered Fez,
where he seized, without further opposition,
the reins of government. Abd-el-Aziz
escaped to Stettat, where the French forces
under General d'Amade were concentrated.

This happened in August, 1908. Imme-
diately after, Mulai Hafid was proclaimed

sultan at Tangier, and he made it known
that he would accept the Algeciras Act and
be responsible for the debts of the maghzen.
The European Powers recognised him as
sultan, both de facto and de jure, and
Abd-el-Aziz was banished. The French
troops, who had been aligned along the
Algerian frontier in the neighbourhood of

Casa Blanca, at one time numbered
15,000, but were reduced in December,
1908, to 3,000. The difficulty which had
arisen between France and Germany with
regard to the desertion of Germans from
the French Foreign Legion and their

capture by the French troops from the
German Consulate in Casa Blanca was
settled by a reference to the Hague Con-
vention and by the expression of mutual
regrets. It seemed as if Morocco at last

had settled down, but new complications
suddenly arose in the middle of June, 1909.
A new competitor for the throne

appeared in El Roghi, said to be Mulai
Mohammed, the One-Eyed Khalifa, eldest

son of Mulai Hassan, and brother of Abd-
el-Aziz, the late sultan. With a large

following of tribesmen he met the forces of

Mulai Hafid only a few miles distant from
Fez, and completely defeated them in

several engagements. His troops are

accused of inflicting horrible injuries on
dying and wounded enemies.

A report, dated July 13th, 1909, stated
that El Roghi had stormed and looted Fez,

but the fate of Mulai Hafid is unknown. El
Roghi is not the only Richmond in the field.

The sultan's brother, Mulai Hebir, has
succeeded in raising an army, and also

threatens to march on Fez. A third can-
didate for the throne, Bu Hamara, the
Pretender, as he has been called, is

encamped with a large force south of Fez,

and Abd-el-Aziz has once more reappeared
from banishment and makes a second bid

for the throne from which he had been
displaced. In fact, Morocco is in a state

of anarchy, and may produce an embroglio
among some of the European Powers.
Abyssinia. The Emperor Menelik has

had his difficulties with frontier and out-

lying tribes, involving negotiations with
the British and Italian Governments.
These have been settled. A convention
between Abyssinia and Italy has defined

the limits of Italian Somaliland and
Daucalia. The Emperor Menelik has
nominated a successor in the person of

Lidj Eyassa, a son of Ras Mikhael. He
has also appointed a Cabinet Council.

'
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The Congo. After long debate in the

Belgian Parliament, the bill to transfer

the sovereignty of the Congo from the

Free State, i.e., from the personal sway of

King Leopold, to Belgium was carried in

September, igo8. But, according to the

Berlin Act the assumption of sovereignty

by Belgium has to be notified to the

signatory Powers in case they have any
objection. It is alleged that the old

atrocities under the Leopold regime are

continued as badly as ever. Germany has
recognised the annexation ; but before

the British Government consents to this.

Sir Edward Grey, the Foreign Secretary,

insists upon guarantees being given by
the Belgian Government for the better

treatment of the natives. His latest

dispatch, issued on June nth, 1909, takes a

firm stand on the question of forced labour
and taxation in kind, which is, in fact, as he
puts it, "indistinguishable from slavery."

The latest proposal, however, of the Belgian
Government is the establishment in one of

the provinces of the Congo territory of a

model colony based on economic develop-
ment, where the colonial system which Great
Britain desires to see established through-
out the country might be given a trial.

Nigeria, ' The development of both
Northern and Southern Nigeria is progres-

sing by leaps and bounds. The extension
of the railway to Kano and Iloru is being
pushed forward. In the beginning of 1909,
when the German and British Commissions
were delimiting the frontier between the
British Protectorate and the German pos-

sessions near Lake Chad and the Kameruns,
they were attacked by the natives, and
they fought side by side during military
operations, which lasted several days.

SOUTH AFRICA
The remarkable feature in connection

with public hfe in South Africa during
the past two years has been the gradual
softening of the racial feeling between
Briton and Boer. General Botha, Premier
of the Transvaal, has done much to
smooth over matters by the cordial re-

cognition of the supreme generosity of

the imperial government in conceding
self-government to the Transvaal and
Orange River Colony.
The seemingly impassable gulf between

the two sections of the people in all the four
colonies has been bridged by the judicious
action of the leaders of both parties ; and
the gratifying result is that the Boers as
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well as the Britons are inspired by an
almost passionate loyalty to the British

connection. Dr. Jameson, the erstwhile

protagonist of British supremacy, has
publicly admitted this. " Of course," he
said, in June, 1909, " the racial feeling

still lingers to a certain extent among
the ignorant and badly informed people

;

but even among these there are marked
signs of its disappearance as they see

that the leaders of both parties are of one
accord. Among these latter it has abso-

lutely disappeared." There were economic
as well as sentimental reasons for this

remarkable and desirable change.
In the Cape Colony finances there

was a deficit of ^^3,000,000 ; and at

the general election in 1908, when Mr.
Merriman was returned to power by a
large majority of the Bond party, de-

feating Dr. Jameson, he took that as a
mandate to form a united South Africa,

judging that the only way out of the

difficulties of the colony was reform of

finance, economy in administration, and
closer union of all the colonies. The
Transvaal was recovering from the long

continued depression, aided by a large

increase in the gold output and the

abundance of native labour following the
repatriation of the Chinese ; while agricul-

ture was prosperous in both Natal and
the Orange River Colony.

The course of events which led up to the
union was as follows. A conference of

representatives of the four colonies met at

Pretoria, and afterwards at Cape Town, and
recommended the election of a national

convention to consider the issues under-
lying the federation or unification of the

South African colonies. This convention
met on October 12th, 1908, at Durban,
when a message was read from the king,

expressing his Majesty's deep interest m
the subject of the convention, and
conveying his cordial good wishes for the
success of the deliberations of the dele-

gates in their efforts to advance the
common good of South Africa.

The imperial government also sent a
message on behalf of the people of the
United Kingdom. The convention was
held with closed doors ; but a unanimous
vote was taken on the fundamental
principle of union, and then the con-
vention adjourned to meet in Cape
Town. There, after prolonged delibera-

tion, extending into the beginning of 1909,
a draft bill was prepared " for the union
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of those colonies which might assent

thereto, and for the eventual admission
into the union as provinces or territories

of such parts of South Africa as are not
originally included therein."

The draft bill embodying the constitu-

tion was afterwards submitted to the

parliaments of the different colonies.

It was adopted by the Cape House of

Assembly with only two dissentients

;

unanimously by the Transvaal and Orange
Parliaments. The Natal Parliament passed

an act referring the decision to the whole
body of the electorate, with the result that

11,121 votes were cast for union and
3,701 against—a majority of 7,420. The
convention again met at Bloemfontein,

and the constitution was signed by all the

delegates ; and all that remains now is

its final adoption by the imperial parlia-

ment and the sign-manual of the king.

The constitution provides for a governor-

general, an executive council to advise

him, and officers, members of the executive

council, to administer the departments of

state. The parliament will consist of

(i) the king, whose assent to legislative

measures will be required
; (2) a senate,

l-»artly nominated and partly elected—

a

property qualification being proposed for

the elected senators
; (3) a house of

assembly, consisting of members chosen
directly by the voters of the four provinces.

The number of members for each province

will be proportioned to the number of

voters. Each member will receive a
salary of ;£4oo a year. Each province
shall have an administrator, appointed for

five years by the governor-general, and a

council, whose members shall be elected

by the voters. Each council shall elect

from three to five persons to form with

the administrator an administrative com-
mittee. The duties of the provincial

councils will relate to finance, education,

local institutions, roads and other local

matters. Free trade will be maintained
throughout the union. Detailed provi-

sion is made for the administration of

justice by a supreme court of South
Africa, and various courts in the provinces.

The financial arrangements include the

formation of a railway and harbour fund
and a consolidated reserve fund.

As soon as possible after the union a

commission will be appointed to inquire

into what financial arrangements should
exist between the union and the pro-

vinces, temporary arrangements being

I Y s8

provided in the draft constitution. All

harbours, ports and railways belonging to
the colonies are to vest in the governor-
general, and the sanction of parlieiment
will be required for new ports, liarbours

or railways. A practical commission will

control and manage the railways and
ports. Both Dutch and English will be
official languages. Native affairs are to

be administered by the governor-general
in council. Finally, provision is made for

the repeal or alteration, under specified

conditions, of any of the provisions of the
act of parliament completing the union.

In regard to other matters of historic

interest in South Africa, the leading facts

are: An agreement was concluded in

April between the Transvaal Government
and the Portuguese Government of Mo-
zambique, appointing a joint board of

control for the management of the port

of Delagoa Bay and the railway thence to

Pretoria and Johannesburg, and fixing the

share of the railway traffic between these

points. It provides also for free trade in

local products between the two countries.

The Portuguese Government undertakes
to facilitate recruiting operations in

Mozambique of native labour for the

Transvaal mines, and the Transvaal
Government undertakes to repatriate

the labourers. The agreement is for

ten years.

In Natal an Indemnity Act was passed

for the proclamation by the execu-

tive government of martial law during

the native troubles. The trial of Dinizulu

for high treason and abetting treason, by
a specially appointed court, consisting of

Mr. Justice Smith and two commissioners,

excited great interest in Natal and in

England. The trial lasted seventy days,

beginning on November 19th, igo8, and
ending on March 4th, 1909. Two hundred
witnesses were examined, and the indict-

ment consisted of twenty-three counts.

The court found Dinizulu guilty of harbour-

ing Bambaata's family during the native

rising, and a number of rebels after the re-

bellion. Dinizulu was sentenced on the

former charge to a fine of /^loo, or to under-

go twelve months imprisonment, and on the

latter charge to four years imprisonment—
the sentence to take effect from the date of

Dinizulu's arrest fifteen months before.

German South African Colonies.

The British and German Governments
have asked King Alfonso of Spain to act

as arbitrator in the long-standing dispute
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regarding the boundaries between Walfish

Bay in German South-west Africa and
the Cape Colony territory.

RUSSIA
Our detailed review of historic events

in Russia was brought down to May ist,

1909. An important bill, dealing with

the navy and curtailing the prerogatives

of the tsar, was passed by both chambers
of the Duma. To this bill the tsar

definitely refused his assent on May nth,
and at the same time refused to accept

the resignation of the Premier. M. Stolypin.

His Imperial Majesty, however, issued

a rescript which charged Ministers to

draw up rules which would determine
what legislative affairs of the war and
marine departments were subject to his

Majesty's immediate decision, and what
were to be submitted for his sanction.

The meaning of this is that the rules

are to decide what the tsar can do
in virtue of his prerogatives, and what
may be subject to discussion and agree-

ment by the Duma.
A government bill was introduced early

in June into the Duma to transform a part

of Eastern Poland into a Russian govern-

ment. The measure was hotly opposed
by the Polish deputies and the Socialists

;

and, although they could not secure its

rejection, the bill was shelved by being

remitted to a committee. No other busi-

ness of outside interest was done by the

Duma, and on its prorogation the leading

members paid a visit to Great Britain,

which is referred to in another section. A
Russo-Finnish commission has been ap-

pointed to delimit imperial from Finnish
local legislation. It held a meeting in the
last week of June, 1909, when an extraor-

dinary scene occurred. M. Kharitonoff, on
behalf of the Council of the Empire, in

opening the sitting, said that a reorganisa-

tion of the legislative relations between
Russia and Finland was absolutely neces-

sary. Thereupon Archbishop J ohannson, a

Finnish member, declared that the Finnish
nation prized most highly, next to the

Gospel, their constitution ; and he in-

sisted that in any change in Finnish law
the fundamental laws of Finland and its

constitution should not be impaired. M.
Dietrich, on behalf of the Russian mem-
bers, insisted that, according to the funda-
mental laws of Russia, Finland was an
inseparable part of Russia, and the latter

had only legislative power in regard to
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internal affairs. There was an impasse,
and the Finnish members being unable or

unwilling to speak Russian, the views of

the members were agreed to be taken in

writing at some future date.

The eyes of Europe were directed to the

meeting early in June, 1909, of the tsar

and German Emperor on board the

Russian royal yacht, which was anchored
in one of the bays of the Finnish Skerries

in the upper reaches of the Gulf of Fin-

land, whither the emperor had voyaged
in his own yacht, the Hohenzollern.
Curiously enough, the Emperor William
gave the only authentic account of what
took place at the meeting of the two
powerful sovereigns. Addressing a meet-
ing at Cuxhaven on June 22nd, immedi-
ately on his return from the interview, the

Emperor William, after referring to the
" warm and hospitable reception given

him by the Emperor of All the Russias,"

said :

" The Tsar Nicholas and I agreed

that our meeting is to be regarded as a

vigorous re-enforcement of the cause of

peace. We feel ourselves, as monarchs,
responsible to our God for the joys and
sorrows of orir people, whom we desire to

lead forward as far as possible on the path
of peace, and to raise to their full develop-

ment. All peoples need peace, in order,

under its protection, to fulfil undis-

turbed the duties of civilisation for their

economic and commercial development.
We will both, therefore, continually en-

deavour, as far as lies in our power, to

work, with God's help, for the furtherance

and maintenance of peace."

TURKEY
The old regime in Turkey has vanished

even more completely than the most
sangtiine reformer of less than a decade
ago could have hoped or dreamt of. The
Young Turk, with his striving for the

light of the Western world, has come into

his own, and the spirit of the East which
has brooded over the empire of the kalif,

with its seat on the Golden Horn, since the

fall of Byzantium, has taken flight. There
was infinite disquietude in Constantinople

towards the end of March. The air was lull

of terror, murder was rife, suspicion reigned

in parliament, where no born leader seemed
capable of taking occasion by the forelock

and at the same time ruling with a sense

of responsibility the elected chamber and
defying the intriguing despot of Yildiz.

On April 13th, 1909, a mihtary revolt
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suddenly broke out. Two battalions of

troops surrounded the parliament house.

The Minister of Justice was killed ; the

Minister of Marine wounded ; Kiamil, the

unready Premier, resigned ; Tewfik, a man
of action at least, was appointed Grand
Vizir. Abdul Hamid had accomplished his

coup with apparent success. The sultan

issued a decree granting a general amnesty
to the revolting and murdering troops,

adding, with characteristic hypocrisy, his

intention of a strict observance of the Sheri

law and the preservation of the constitu-

tion. The troops kept the astonished and
terrified inhabitants of Constantinople
awake the whole night by firing a feu de

joie every few minutes.

The committee of the Young Turk
party, at a meeting at Salonika, decided

on resistance to Abdul's counter revolt
;

and the Third Army Corps stationed

there proceeded at once on its march to

Constantinople under Shevket Pasha,
commander-in-chief at Salonika. San
Stefano was reached on the 20th, on
which day the national assembly, which
had changed its venue from Constanti-

nople to that pretty town on the shores of

the Sea of Marmora, historically interesting

as the scene of the signing of the Treaty of

Peace at the close of the Russo-Turkish
War in 1878, decreed the deposition of

Abdul Hamid.
On the following day Abdul paid a visit

to the mosque near Yildiz, and, contrary
to all precedent, made an appearance at

the windows of the Kiosk to receive the

paid plaudits of the troops, whom he had
bribed with £Tioo,ooo, and numerous
Sottas, among whom he had distributed

£Tio,ooo. That night Shevket's troops

secretly seized the outposts of Con-
stantinople, vacated by the sultan's troops

during the Selamlik. Just at dawn
Constantinople was attacked by Shevket's
army in three columns.

The most serious opposition was met
with at TashkisUa and Taxim barracks,

near the sultan's palace of Yildiz, which
were defended with fanatical bravery for

some time, and only captured with the

assistance of artillery and maxims ; and
many hundreds were killed and wounded.
The whole operation was planned and
carried out with consummate skill and
wonderful bravery. The city was in

possession of Shevket and his highly
disciplined troops, a strong detachment of

which surrounded Yildiz for the purpose

of preventing the escape of the sultan.
The national assembly returned to

Stamboul on the 26th, and appointed
Essad Pasha and Carasso Effendi, deputies,
with Ahran Effendi and Arif Pasha,
senators, a deputation to announce to
Abdul Hamid his deposition and effect

his arrest. The scene at Yildiz when the
deputation arrived to discharge their

commission presented the action and the
emotion of historical drama. Abdul, who
had taken refuge in an inner chamber of

the harem, was pale, and trembling with
terror, asked :

" What do you want ?

Do you want my life ? " Essad Pasha
said :

" We have come to inform you that
in virtue of the Fetva of the Sheri, counter-
signed by the Sheik-ul-Islam, the nation
dethrones you." The sultan said :

" May
God confound those who have been the
cause of this misfortune." Whereupon
Carasso Effendi rejoined :

" Yes, God is

just ; and we may be certain that he will

confound the guilty."

The sultan, trembling :
" I have reigned

for thirty-three years ; but I have done ill

to nobody. Why do you want my life ?

I made war with Greece successfully

;

why then do you want my life ? . For
thirty years I have treated my brother

Mamoud well ; any other sultan would
have had him killed. So why do you want
my life ? " Whining pitifully :

" Only
let me live, and I will do all you wish."

Then he sank down in a state of collapse

on the divan. Think of this man who was
responsible for the massacres of hundreds
of thousands of Bulgarians, Armenians,
and* even of his own race in almost every

part of his empire, pleading pitifully for

his life on the ground that he had done
ill to nobody ; he had not even killed his

brother ! There was nothing ' heroic

about this man. When stripped of his

tinsel talents, his petty soul was laid bare.

The only touch of pathos about the

whole scene was his cry :
" Take me to

the palace of Cheragan with my family.

I was born there ; let me die there."

The deposed sultan was afterwards con-

veyed to Salonika, where he is now con-

fined as a prisoner in a spacious villa.

Rechad Effendi, the late sultan's

younger brother, was proclaimed sultan,

under the title of Mohammed V., and on
May 2nd, 1909, his Highness issued an
imperial hatt, in which he said :

" By the will of the Eternal, who is

above all monarchs, I have been raised to
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tlie throne of my ancestors, in accordance
with the stipulations of the constitution

and the unanimous wish of the whole
Ottoman people." Having set forth that

the grand vizirate had been conferred

upon Tewfik Pasha, the hatt went on to

say :
" The aim of my government will

always be to guarantee liberty, equality

and justice to all my subjects, and to apply

the Sheriat Law and the codes of the

state in their entirety in order that the

foundations of the empire may be strength-

ened." His first duty would be to sup-

press disorder, to take measures to enable
" the different nationalities of the empire
to live in concord as befits the children of

the fatherland, so that they may enjoy the

benefits of liberty, equality and justice."

Determination is expressed to im-

prove the condition of the land and sea

forces, improve the administration of

justice and finance, and to provide the

provinces with schools. Commerce, in-

dustry and agriculture are to be en-

couraged. Treaties with foreign Powers are

confirmed, and are to be conscientiously

observed, and good, friendly relations with
them are to be strengthened. So ends
the story of the wonderful counter revolu-

tion of Abdul Hamid and his downfall.

Mohammed V. was, with imposing cere-

mony, invested with the Sword of Osman
on May loth, and ten days later he
visited the Turkish Parliament, witnessed
the deputies taking the oath of loyalty to

himself and the constitution, and handed
to the grand vizir his speech from the
throne. In that speech his Majesty ex-

pressed the conviction that the progress
and prosperity of the country depended
upon the maintenance of the constitution.

He deeply regretted the recent disorders at

Adana, the authors of which would be
punished severely. The remainder of the
speech dealt with the necessity of reform
in every department of the state.

It need only be said that the subject
of Crete was vigorously debated in the
national assembly on June 21st, 1909,
when insistence was made that when the
international troops were withdrawn from
the island, on July 27th, the sovereign
rights of Turkey must be maintained.
Greece and the Balkan States.

Greece pursues its peaceful development,
except for occasional aspirations by
irresponsible Hellenists after territorial

extension in Lower Macedonia and the
annexation of Crete ; neither of which, in
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the present mood of rejuvenated Turkey
and the Great Powers, whose professed

sole desire is peace, is likely to be realised.

In the second week of July, iqog, a series

of earthquakes shook the mainland on the

western side of the Peloponnesus, and also

in the islands of Crete and Canea. Several

hundred people were killed and many
villages completely destroyed.

All questions in dispute between Bul-

garia and Turkey in regard to the inde-

pendence of Bulgaria and the declaration

of Ferdinand as king are now at an end.

The protocol which settles the compen-
sation to be paid to Turkey in lieu of

tribute, and for the railways and the
educational and Church property in

Roumelia, was signed on xA.pril 19th, 1909,
in the presence of the British, French and
Russian ambassadors at Constantinople.
King Ferdinand gave a banquet at Sofia

to the diplomatic corps on May ist to

celebrate the auspicious event, and he
asked his guests to transmit to their

respective governments the sincere thanks
of himself and his queen for their good
wishes for his dynasty and the prosperity

of his kingdom.
Servia. Servia passed through a period

of turmoil during the spring of 1909. When
Austria-Hungary assumed sovereign rights

over Bosnia ancl Herzegovina, the go\ern-
ment of Servia demanded territorial com-
pensation and threatened war. The
army was mobilised and aligned along

the Bosnian frontier ; sympathy was fell

by the Slavophiles in Russia, and many
volunteers from that country joined the

Servian Army. Pressure was brought to

bear on Servia by the Great Powers to

renounce its claim for territorial com-
pensation, and by none more than the

government of Great Britain through the

Foreign Secretary, Sir Edward Grey.
Some time in March. Servia, in response

to a note from Russia, agreed to abandon
its territorial claim, but requested the

Powers to grant it political and economic
independence. This did not satisfy

Baron von Aehrenthal, the Austro-Hun-
garian Minister of Foreign Affairs, and
pressure was brought to beai" by Germany
upon Rvissia, which thereupon ceased to

support Servian demands, a result which
was regarded as a great diplomatic
triumph for Germany. Eventually the

terms of a formula were agreed upon by
Sir Edward Grey and Baron von Aehren-
thal, and accepted by all parties. Servia
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then demobilised its troops, as did
Austria, and peace was secured. During
the excitement over these events Prince
George, the crown prince of Servia, in-

timated his renunciation of succession to

the throne in favour of his younger
brother, Alexander. The end of the Ser-

vian troubles is not yet. King Peter

had an apoplectic fit in June, and fell from
his horse ; and an anti-dynastic procla-

mation had been circulated throughout the

country declaring that King Peter and his

family have forfeited the Servian throne.

GERMANY
Practically the recent history of Germany

has been the debates on the navy, and the

deficit in the imperial budget, which latter

amounted to £25,000,000, caused by the

extraordinary naval and military expendi-

ture of late years. Prince Biilow, the

German Chancellor, proposed in the Reichs-

tag additional indirect taxes to the

amount of ;(|20,ooo,ooo, which were gene-

rally accepted, and to raise the additional

£5,000,000 from land taxes on the unearned
increment, and by succession duties.

These latter were bitterly opposed by the

Conservatives and Agrarian party, and in

the parliamentary struggle Prince Biilow

was defeated, and placed his resignation

in the hands of the emperor. It is re-

ported that a compromise has been arrived

at in regard to land taxes which will enable

the government to balance the Budget.
On July 13th, 1909, the resignation of

Prince Biilow was finally accepted by the

emperor, and Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg
appointed Imperial Chancellor. It was as

Minister for the Interior for Prussia, that

Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg, who is de-

scended from an old Dutch family of

financiers, began his official career, and as

successor to Posadowsky as Minister of the

interior for Germany that he passed from
Prussian to imperial politics. Prince
Biilow stated on July 6th to a deputation
from the Federal Council that "he handed
over affairs to Dr. von Bethmann-
Hollweg with a full confidence which was
founded, not only on his recognition of

the high gifts of his successor, but also

with regard to his personal qualities."

During the spring and early summer the

chief cities of Germany have given a

wonderful manifestation of friendly good
feeling towards the citizens of Great
Britain. There have been visits and
interchange of courtesies between the

Burgomaster of Berlin and the Lord
Mayor of London with members of their
respective councils. Representatives of
various associations in England, interested
in workmen's dwellings and town planning,
paid a visit to Cologne, Diisseldorf, Frank-
fort, Berlin and other cities with the object
of seeing for themselves and studying the
methods of municipal control of suburban
extension. Everywhere they went they
were received with cordiality, furnished
with every information and plans, and
entertained with gracious hospitality.

Then came the visit during the Whit
Sunday recess of the English Labour
parliamentary representatives. They,
too, were received in the chief cities of

Germany with hearty goodwill, not only
by representatives of their own class,

but by influential parliamentarians and
government officials. Every facility was
offered them, and they took full advan-
tage of it to study the German system of

labour exchanges and of the pension
schemes which prevail in the different

Germanic states.

But, in some respects, the most impor-
tant party which visited Germany was
that representing all the Christian Churches
of Great Britain. It consisted of three
bishops of the Church of England, several

Catholic clergymen, the president of the
Free Church Union, and many Noncon-
formist ministers. The party were con-
veyed to Hamburg from Dover in a special

steamer, and their reception was kind
and brotherly beyond measure by court

chaplains, high-placed clergy of the

Protestant Churches, representatives of

the Roman Catholic hierarchy, and lay-

men of every religious persuasion.

Public meetings were held, at which
the duty of the cultivation of peaceful

relations between Germany and England
was earnestly insisted upon, sermons
in the same direction were preached, and
services were held in churches and
cathedrals in Berlin and in other cities.

But the crowning event in the Church
Pilgrims' Progress was their reception at

Potsdam on June 14th by the German
Emperor and Empress, who had specially

travelled from Kiel to meet them. His

Imperial Majesty delighted the pilgrims

by making a charming speech, in which he

expressed the hope that this visit,

like that of the previous year, would
tend to promote good feeling between
the two great kindred nations.
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Holland. On April 30th, 1909, the

Queen of Holland gave birth to a daughter
in the Palace of the Woods, at the Hague.
This proved an occasion of great rejoicing

to the people of the Netherlands, not only

on account of the youth and beauty of the

young queen, but of the hopes which had
been entertained by them during the
eight years of her marriage with Duke
Henry of Mecklenburg-Schwerin of a
direct heir to the throne of William of

Orange, who had a passionate dislike,

amounting, one would almost say, to a
horror, of the succession passing to a
foreign prince. The sober, grave, matter-
of-fact people of Holland for once cast

off all their usual national characteristics,

and the nation gave itself over to

the most frantic joy.

Italy. There is nothing to add to

the historic record of this country, except
that earthquake shocks were renewed,
with some loss of life, at Messina, where a
beginning had been made in rebuilding
the city. In the political sphere, the
meeting of the king and the German
Emperor at Brindisi had no further signifi-

cation except as a proof that the Triple
Alliance remains unshaken. Plans for the
addition of several first-class battleships to
the Italian Navy have been approved of.

FRANCE
The relations of France to other

countries continue to be happy ; even the
chaos in Morocco has ceased to cause
excitement. There was a tendency in some
quarters, after the massacres at Adana
in Asia Minor, from which many French
subjects and their property suffered,

to reassert the old claim—a claim which
ranked prominently among the causes
which led to the Crimean War—that the
protection of Christians in the Near East
was the special right and duty of France.

Little, however, has been heard of it

since a semi-official announcement in the
German Press emphatically insisted that
" each of the Powers has an exclusive
right to protect its own subjects and
proteges." In the Paris Press a French
interviewer reported the German Emperor,
whom he had seen at Kiel, as having
expressed "satisfaction at the present
condition of the relations between France
and Germany, and declared that he was
determined from the outset that the Casa
Blanca incident should be amicably settled.

France and Germany should only meet
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one another in the sphere of economics,
industry and commerce." In home
affairs, the Chamber of Deputies was
engaged in tariff revision. The Minister

of Marine, M. Picard, has presented
a report on the state of the French
Navy, and demanding votes for the
year for the complete reorganisation of

the ships, including new artillery, for

shipbuilding, port extensions and general
equipment amounting to ^^7,725,000.

Strict inquiry is to be made into recent

accidents, to losses of various ships,

and also into allegations of prevalent

corruption in the navy. A shipbuild-

ing programme has also been put for-

ward, which provides for the construction

of 45 vessels of large type, at a cost

of £120,000,000.
Much excitement was caused, and

some inconvenience to the whole country,
by the strikes in March and May of

the post and telegraph employees. An
attempt was made by revolutionaries and
anarchists to make use of the strikes for

the purpose of overthrowing the existing

regime ; but the government, under the

Premier, M. Clemenceau, taking a firm

stand, checked the strikes completely,

while at the same time the grievances of

the operatives were fairly met.
Spain. The record of Spain has been

uneventful. The Cortes have passed a
bill for the building of a new navy, and
the contract for the same has, after long,

sometimes acrimonious, discussion, been
given to an Anglo-Spanish company. On
June 22nd, 1909, her Majesty the Queen
gave birth to a daughter at tire Palace of

La Granja. The queen-mother and the

Princess Henry of Battenberg N\ere with

her Majesty. King Alfonso, dressed in

the uniform of captain-general, presented

the infant to ministers and other dig-

nitaries in the ante-chamber, and received

their hearty congratulations.
Portugal. The country is settling

down under the new king. Certain

differences have arisen in the Cortes, but
these have been smoothed over. The
only incident of external interest is the

reform of the labour regulations in the

colonial island of St. Thome for the

cocoa plantations. This reform has been
rendered necessary by the action of the

British, German and American cocoa
manufacturers refusing to purchase St.

Thome cocoa, which they alleged was grown
under disgraceful slavery conditions.
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Sweden and Nor'way. The only
question that has arisen between these

two countries since they peacefully dis-

solved partnership has been a slight dis-

pute over the rights of nomad Lapps in

their annual migration to pastures to

and from Sweden and Norway. The
matter is to be referred to arbitration.

THE UNITED KINGDOM
Since the close of our historical survey,

two great questions have bulked in the

public mind of the people of Great
Britain—the fleet and the budget. The
question of the fleet was first brought into

prominence when the Navy Estimates were
introduced into the House of Commons,
showing a large increase over those of the

previous year. In justification of this in-

crease, both the First Lord of the Admiralty,
Mr. McKenna, and, at a later stage, the

Premier, Mr. Asquith, delivered weighty
speeches, in which direct reference was
made not only to the number of first-class

battleships of the Dreadnought type
which were being built in Germany under
their shipbuilding programme, but to the

acceleration at an unprecedented rate of

construction in the German yards. Of
course, this gave rise to demands by the

Opposition for additional naval expen-

diture. The Government proposed to lay

down at once four new Dreadnoughts,
and under certain contingencies to lay

other four later on in 1909, or at any
rate to make preparations therefor.

The Opposition, led by Mr. Balfour, in-

sisted that the activity in the German
dockyards, and the rapid increase in the

number and power of their new line-of-

battle ships could only be directed against

Great Britain, and was meant to challenge

the supremacy of the ocean, held for

centuries by Great Britain. They de-

manded that provision should be made for

the beginning of the building in 1909 by
this country of at least eight Dread-
noughts ; otherwise, they alleged, this

country would be in a position of naval
inferiority to Germany in 1912, and
possibly in 1914. On this question the

Opposition moved a vote of censure on
the Government, and statistics were pro-

duced by Mr. Balfour and others to prove
this contention.

The Government had not only to meet the

case of the Opposition, but to satisfy econo-
mists on their own side that their increased

naval expenditure was absolutely necessary.

Sir Edward Grey, the Foreign Secretary,
in the course of the debate, delivered a

speech which caused something of a sensa-
tion, not only in this coimtry, but in the
colonies

; and no doubt roused the latter

to make the magnificent offer of assist-

ance to which reference has already been
made. "It is essential to us," he said,
" that we should not fall into a position
of inferiority. It is essential that we
should keep, as regards our navy, a posi-

tion of superiority. . . . If • I were
asked to name one thing which might re-

assure the world, or certainly Europe, with
regard to the prospect of peace, it would be
that the naval expenditure in Germany
was being diminished ; and that ours was
following suit, and being diminished also."

He admitted " that when the German
programme is completed, Germany,
a great country close to our own
shores, will have a fleet of 33 Dread-
noughts. That fleet will be the most
powerful the world has ever seen. . . .

There is no dispute as to the issue. In

order to meet the German fleet when it

is completed, we shall have to build a new
fleet of our own more powerful than we
have ever yet built." The vote of censure

against the Government was defeated by

353 to 135. During the debates Mr.

Asquith stated that his Government had
approached that of Germany with a view
to coming to some understanding as to

mutual arrest of naval armaments, but

that the German Government, clearly

within their rights, did not see their way
to accept the suggestion.

About this time, when the German
naval programme was under discussion in

the Reichstag Budget Commission, the

Foreign Secretary, on behalf of Prince

Billow, made a statement that " the

British Government let their readiness to

enter into an Anglo-German understand-

ing as to the scope and cost of the naval

programme be known in a general way,

but it made no formal proposition to

that effect. No British proposal has ever

been made which, in our opinion, could

serve as a basis for official negotiations.

Our legally established naval construction

has been fixed solely in accordance with

the requirements of our own defence ; and,

as has been repeatedly asseverated, in-

volves no threat to any nation." Prince

Billow, a few days afterwards, reiterated

the assurance that the German Navy
was no special menace to Great Britain.
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In spite of these statements, the battle

of the Dreadnoughts went on in England.

A great meeting was held in the City of

London, and others in the country, to

enforce the demand upon the Govern-
ment to build this year eight and not four

battleships ; and the expression was
common that every Englishman ought to

be proud to spend his last shilling to

maintain England in her traditional

position of mistress of the seas. Admiral
Lord Charles Beresford, after hauling

down his flag as Commander-in-Chief of

the Home Fleet, made an important
speech in the City, in which he insisted

that this country was unprepared for war ;

that in March, 1914, the Germans would
have 21 Dreadnoughts and cruisers, as

against 16 which Great Britain would have.

He maintained the immediate necessity

of 10 battleships, 18 second-class cruisers,

18 commerce protection cruisers, 24 sea-

going torpedo-boat destroyers, 52 torpedo-

boat destroyers and 4 floating docks, with

an addition of 16,000 men to the personnel

of the fleet—the whole to cost £60,000,000.

As the Budget is under discussion at

the time of writing, and likely to be for

many months, it need not here be touched
upon. In the last week of June there was
a remarkable visitation to this country.

It consisted of a delegation of members of

the Russian Council of the Empire and
the Russian Duma, headed by M. Nicholas

A. Homyakoff, the President of the Duma.
They had been invited by letter signed by
the Archbishops of Canterbury and York

;

members of the House of Lords, headed
by the Duke of Northumberland ; mem-
bers of the House of Commons, headed by
Mr. Speaker ; the Lord Mayor of London
and Lord Provost of Edinburgh, and the
mayors and provosts of the leading cities

of England and Scotland
;

professors of

universities ; leading scientists and others.

The letter of invitation said that it

was intended as a welcome from the
British public to that of Russia, and that
it seemed that a visit from members of

the various shades of political thought in

the Council of the Empire and in the Duma
would be a fitting beginning to closer

relations between the two countries. The
members of the party were conducted to
all the principal sights of London, after a
reception by Lord Weardale on behalf

of the invitation committee on June 21st,

and on the following day they were enter-

tained to luncheon in the House of
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Commons, Lord Weardale in the chair. Mr.
Asquith, in a graceful speech, welcomed
the guests as colleagues and representatives

of the Russian people. He referred to

the happy change that had recently taken
place in the relations between the two
countries ; but they appreciated it could
not be lasting unless it were accompanied
by an understanding between the two
peoples. For that reason, they felt

special gratification at the presence of

the visitors. Mr. Balfour said that Great
Britain had looked with admiration upon
the work which the Russian Parliament
had done during its brief years, and he
anticipated, as a result of these new de-

velopments in Russia, a perpetuation of

the friendly feeling which now happily
existed between the two countries.

M. Homyakoff, on behalf of the delega-

tion, briefly replied in appropriate terms,

and raised his glass to " Great and friendly

England." The visitors afterwards at-

tended a party given by Mrs. Lowther and
the Speaker on the terrace of the Houses
of Parliament. On subsequent days there

were receptions in their honour by the.

king at Buckingham Palace, at the Foi'eign

Office, the Russian Embassy, by the Lon-
don Chamber of Commerce, etc.; and
during a provincial tour they were enter-

tained at Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh,
etc. On their departure, a letter, signed

by the President of the Duma and all the

members of the Council of the Emjoire

and of the Duma comprised in the

deputation, was addressed to the British

people and the Press, thanking them foi

their delightful visit, which had given

them " one of the most real ways of

drawing our two countries together, and
therefore helps to realise the ardent wish
which we believe is entertained both in

England and Russia."

THE BRITISH EMPIRE
The movement initiated some years

ago by the Earl of Meath to bring

before the imagination of the citizens of

the British Empire some conception oi

its extent and importance, physically,

politically, socially and ethically, on a

special day, to be called " Empire Day,"
has caught on ; and this year, 1909.
on May 24th—the date fixed because it

was the birthday of the late Queen
Victoria—no fewer, it is estimated, than

16,000,000 British subjects, who adopted
the watchword of the movement " Duty,
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responsibility, sympathy and self-sacri-

fice," took an active part in the celebration.

Nearly 7,000 sermons and addresses were
delivered in the British Isles, and about

4.000,000 scholars from nearly 19,000
schools paraded with music and banners.

But the most striking illustration

of the unity of the empire was the

meeting in London of the Imperial Press

Conference. This was attended by over

150 representative newspaper editors from
every section of the empire, be it

dominion, commonwealth, dependency,
colony or protectorate. The conference

met in June, and was inaugurated on
Saturday, the 5th, by a great banquet
attended by a thousand representatives,

not only of British journalism, but of

literature, art and politics. Lord Rose-
bery, who presided, bade the editors from
beyond the seas " Welcome Home."
He dwelt on the importance of the

gathering, transcending that of any con-

ference of Prime Ministers, who were
essentially transient bodies, whereas the

newspapers were eternal. He emphasised
the value of the Press as an instrument of

closer union, and urged that the most vital

topic to be discussed was Imperial defence.

There was never a time in the history of

the world so threatening and of so over-

powering a preparation as if for some great

Armageddon. We live in the midst of

a silent warfare in which not a drop of

blood is shed in anger, but in which the

last drop is extracted from the living body
by the lancets of European statesmen.

Where was all this to stop ? Was it going
to bring back Europe into a state of bar-

barism, or would it cause a catastrophe
in which the working men of the world
would say :

" We will have no more of

tliis madness, this foolery which is grinding
us to powder." The message which the
guests were to take back to their homes
across the sea was :

" The Old Country
is right at heart ; there is no failing or

weakness of heart. She rejoices in re-

newing her youth in her giant dominions
beyond the seas. For her salvation

she must look to herself, and, that failing,

she must look to you."
In session, the conference discussed for

more than a week " Cable news and inter-

Press Communication," " The Press and
the Empire," " Imperial Defence," " Lit-

erature and Journalism," " Wireless Tele-

graphy and Cable Rates," and other sub-
jects. Probably the most striking

speeches were those made by Lord Morley,
Lord Milner, Lord Roberts, Mr. Winston
Churchill and Sir Edward Grey. One
practical effect was that the Pacific Cable
Board agreed to reduce cable rates to
Australia, and that Mr. Marconi consented
to a reduction of wireless telegraph mes-
sages to 2d. a word. Unbounded hospi-
tality was extended to the members of the
conference by public bodies and private
individuals, and official recognition was
given by the Government in the shape of

a banquet in the Grafton Galleries, at

which the Prime Minister delivered a
sympathetic speech, by a grand naval
review at Portsmouth, and a mimic battle,

in which all branches of the army took
part, at Aldershot.

The members of the conference also

spent a week motoring to the leading

centres of industry and historic interest in

the provinces. Before breaking up, the
executive committee of the conference
addressed a letter of thanks on the part

of the conference to the reception

committee, in which they said :
" There

is a general feeling that an immense
amount of vigour is shown in your
great manufacturing and commercial
concerns. We were much struck with all

we saw, and we have come to the conclu-

sion that anybody who takes the view that

the industrial life of England is on the

decline is extremely pessimistic. We are

not taking that view back with us
;
quite

the reverse. An impression had got

abroad that the industries of Great Britain

were on the decline. The visits we have
paid to the great manufacturing centres

have undoubtedly produced in the minds
of the delegates a feeling that that dechne,

if it existed at all, has been very much ex-

aggerated. We certainly saw no sign of it."

South America. The only facts worth
noting in regard to the South American
Continent are the death, at Rio de Janeiro,

on June 14th, of Dr. Penna, President of

the Republic of Brazil ; and the signing

of a Treaty of Arbitration between Great

Britain and Brazil, by Signor Kilo Pecanha,

who had succeeded to the presidency, on

J une i8th. In Venezuela, President Gomez
agreed to refer the settlement of all

outstanding American claims against the

republic to the arbitration of the Hague
Tribunal. For some 3'ears there has been a

dispute between the Republics of Peru
and Bolivia as to the boundaries between
the two states. The matter was finally
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referred to the arbitration of Dr. Jose
Alcorta, President of the Argentine

Republic, who recently issued his award
dividing the contested territory and
giving to each disputant about an equal

area. The award also required Bolivia to

restore to Peru a portion of the territory

which the former sold to Brazil about

1907 for a sum of /^2, 000, 000. The award
created great sensation in Bolivia as too

favourable to Peru, and the Argentine
Legation at La Paz was surrounded by
irate Bolivians on July loth, 1909, who
attacked the buildings with stones. The
Bolivian Government called out troops for

the defence of the Argentine and Peruvian
Legations ; but the Bolivian president

has since refused to accept the award.
Newfoundland. After a prolonged

negotiation by Mr. Bryce, British Ambas-
sador at Washington, Mr. Root, U.S. Secre-

tary of State, Sir Robert Bond, Premier,

and Mr. Kent, Minister of Justice of New-
foundland, a treaty was negotiated and
signed for the settlement at the Hague of

the fisheries disputes with the United
States. A general election took place in

the colony in May, 1909, during which
there was hot disputation, and charges

made against Sir Robert Bond of having
entered into secret negotiations for joining

Newfoundland to the Dominion of Canada.
The Newfoundlanders prefer to remain as

an independent self-governing colony, as

was shown by the result of the election,

which gave twenty-six supporters to Sir

Edward Morris in the Legislative Assembly,
and only ten to Sir Robert Bond.

THE POLES
It is not too much to say that the

civilised world was astounded on the
morning of March 24th, 1909, to read
of the safe arrival of Lieutenant Ernest
H. Shackleton and his Antarctic ex-

ploring expedition on board the whaler
Nimrod at Stewart Island, off the south
coast of South Island, New Zealand.
The news came in a dispatch forwarded
to the " Daily Mail "—the longest and
probably the most interesting, scientific-

ally and imaginatively, ever cabled to

any newspaper. The results of the
Shackleton Expedition may be sum-
marised as follows : (i) That the Magnetic
Pole has been reached

; (2) eight moun-
tain chains discovered

; (3) 100 mountains

surveyed
; (4) volcano of Mount Erebus,

13,120 ft. high, ascended
; (5) new coast

and high mountains located running west
from Victoria Land

; (6) coal measures
discovered on the Antarctic Continent

;

(7) the most southerly point reached
was 88° 23' ; South longitude, 162° East

—

that is to say, 1° 37', or in statute miles

from the South Pole, at which spot the

Union Jack, presented by her Majesty the

Queen to Lieutenant Shackleton, was
hoisted. Lieutenant Shackleton and his

indomitable comrades arrived in England
in June, and met with the most enthusiastic

reception from his Majesty the King, who
has since conferred upon him the decoration
of the Victorian Order, the Royal Geogra-
phical Society, which presented them with
gold and silver medals, and from numerous
other scientific societies and social clubs.

Our task is done. Our historic survey
of the circle of the sun is complete.

History, as Carlyle said, is " a looking
both before and after, as, indeed, the
coming Time already waits, unseen, yet
definitely shaped, predetermined and in-

evitable, in the Time to come ; and only
by the combination of both is the meaning
of either completed. . . . Man lives

between eternities, and warring against
oblivion, he would fain unite himself in

clear conscious relation, as in dim uncon-
scious relation he is already united with
the whole future and the whole past."

In this history the reader has at his com-
mand a beautiful instrument by which he
can plumb every mystery and passion,

every motive and action of man. It is a

book which presents in vivid outline the
whole past of man, from the origins of

savagery to the attainment of the highest
civihsation ; and the student by its careful

perusal is enabled, with gathered wisdom,
to forecast in some measure the whole
future, and to realise to himself some ideal

of the best that is to be, not for this race
or that nation, but for humanity. In it,

if he seeks with a seeing eye, he can find

the nearest approach which mortals can
make to Omniscience. In no very exag-
gerated sense it may be cited as a book of

revelations of the spirit of all the ages and
all the countries, and possessed of it he
may declare in the language of Goethe :

My inheritance, how lordly wide and fair,

Time is my fair seed field, to Time I'm heir.

W. KiNNAiRD Rose
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EIGHTH GRAND DIVISION

THE TRIUMPH OF THE
MIND OF MAN

Our record of the World's liistory down to the present year is

closed. For a brief ten thousand years we have traced the doings

of Man, the social animal, the organiser of communities; a small

span in that space of time wherein the earliest forms of life on
this planet developed and differentiated into the species of which
man is himself the highest product ; an infinitesimal fraction of

the aeons since our globe began to take form; a mere moment
in the history of the universe Even of this it has been
attempted to give an idea in our opening sections.

What remains for our closing section— the epilogue at this

particular moment of a story still in its beginnings ? Our theme
is Man: the infinite universe is but the setting to Finite Man—
if Man be Finite ! And man is so, in the sense that material
life on this material globe will one day have faded into " the

infinite azure of the past."

But the study of the Past is valuable precisely because Finite

Man has before him a future of incalculable vastness. If in ten,

twenty, nay, fifty thousand years a Shakespeare and a Newton
have been evolved out of pithecanthropus, what may not be
evolved in another fifty thousand years?

It is not our part in this epilogue to prophesy. But glancing
on the future from contemplation of the past, realising the story
which is that of the Triumph of the Mind of Man, there are
three points of view which present themselves.
The historian reviews th? records of our social animal, marks

that wherein would seem to lie the progress of communal life,

the solution of problems in the relation of Man to his fellow
man; and thus he can formulate the problem of the immediate
future, even hint at the method of its solution

;
point tiie next

step forward, but nothing more.
The man of science, biologist or physicist, concerns himself

mainly with the evolution not of the State but of the Race,
with development and degeneration, amelioration and deterio-

ration, with the victory of intelligence over material obstacles,

with the relations of man to the material universe.

And last it remains to feel and know the Infinite in the Finite,

the Spiritual revealed in the Material, the Eternal which is

when Time was not and shall have ceased to be, the soul of

man which knows not death.
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THE SOCIAL FABRIC OF THE
MODERN WORLD

A SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS
By W. Romaine Paterson, M.A.

THE END OF FEUDALISM
HISTORIANS have discussed the

question as to the date at which
the modern era may be said properly to

begin, but their answers have not been
unanimous. And the truth is that no
genuine answer can be given to that

question, for the stages of any process

of development are never sharply

divided. They lie embedded in each
other, and as they unfold themselves

in history the student of their growth
discovers their independence.
Some of the ideas, which are character-

istic of the modern world, even its

scientific inventions and its theories of

government, are unrelated to the past.

Rather, they are the consummation of

centuries of obscure, obstructed, but un-

wearied effort. Sometimes it is in anti-

quity that we discover the most perfect

expression of ideas which we suppose to

be wholly modern. What more admirable
definition of the function of the state, for

example, could be found than Aristotle's

remark that the state is created for the

sake of mere life, but continues to exist
" for the sake of the good life " ?

Here we are presented with a social ideal

which has not even yet been realised.

The roads of progress were suggested long
ago ; some of them were even

e roccss
^^-^ ^^^^ ^^^ partly built ; but

of Social r ii Iv 1 xj.
-, , ,. irequently they were left
Evolution ,1 -'

£,-
-'

broken on or overgrown.
When, as in the case of human history, the

process of social evolution has taken place

over an immense area and among alien races

living in territories widely separated, the

divergence between the different national

systems at a given moment may be

profound. Institutions which have perhaps
been abolished by one people may linger

among another. The modern era in

Japan, for instance, began only about
fifty years ago, and to-day in many
Asiatic and African communities archaic

_, „, and barbarous customs are still
The Slow , T^ • T-

-J
. . in existence, hven m Europe,

r^^^'i. .. where the social systems of the
Civilisation . ^ i i •

vanous states have, during a

long period, been tending towards unifor-

mity, some states have lagged centuries

behind others. In Russia, representative

government is a creation of yesterday—if,

indeed, it may be said to exist in that

country as yet in an}' effective form at all.

The march of civilisation has, on the

whole, been painful and slow, and its

victories have frequently had merely local

value. The abolition of abuses came
piecemeal, and often the passage of a

frontier m.eant either greater happiness or

greater miser}' for the individual. Feudal
influence has extended itself far into our

own day. It was, for instance, onh^ a

few years ago that towns like Bolton,

Oldham and Rochdale, in Lancashire,

were able to purchase their freedom

from the lord of the manor.
Or take the history of the abolition of

serfdom. Louis X. of France enfran-

chised the serfs of the royal domain in the

year 1315 ; but in the domains of the

French seigneurs the serfs remained un-

enfranchised during many hundreds of

years afterwards. In England the serfs

received personal liberty after the Black
Death (1349), and their manumission was
due to economic rather than to moral

causes. In Germany it was not till 1702
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that Frederic I. of Prussia liberated his

own serfs, whereas in the other German
states the oppressed peasantry were com-
pelled to wait for their charter of freedom
until the day when all Europe w^as vibrat-

ing with the French Revolution (1789).

And in l^ussia the serfs were not emanci-

pated until 1861. This is an instance of

the irregular and intermittent

k M ^' action of the forces of progress.

Era Be il?
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ enable US to See that

cgin
. ^j^^ liglit of the modern era did

not shine simultaneously or with equal

strength throughout Europe, and that it

is therefore impossible to fix upon any
event which had an immediate and uni-

versal effect in breaking down the medi-

aeval and building up the modern world.

Those writers who, like Bluntschli, be-

lieve that the modern era began in the

year 1740, because in that }'ear Frederic

the Great ascended the throne of Prussia,

la}^ themselves open to the charge of being

too exclusively occupied with the affairs

and fortunes of a single European state.

In like manner, the more plausible view
that it was the Reformation whicli marked
the cleavage between the mediccval and
the niodern world must be in turn dis-

missed as an inadequate explanation. For
the Reformation did not affect Europe as

a whole. Doubtless, it was a powerful
manifestation of the modern spirit, and
its influence reached beyond the limits of

the religious world ; but, after all, it was
only a single manifestation.

The modern spirit had already been work-
ing obscurely in other ways. A jiirist might
point out that it had betrayed itself in the

reascendancy of public law over the private

law of the Middle Ages, or a statesman
might claim that its most significant

triumph was the disentanglement of the
State from the Church. Or, again, a student
of military science might urge that it was
the invention of gunpowder and the use of

artiller}^ which, in having rendered obso-

_ . .... lete the methods of the warfare
Scientific

Discoveries

of Antiquity t, •
1 , j

theories, however, could pre-

sent nothing but an incomplete picture of

the historical situation. The truth is that
the numerous factors of modern civilisa-

tion already lay scattered and isolated

throughout the ages, and that what dis-

tinguishes the modern era is their com-
bined utilisation. Scientific discoveries

were made even in antiquity. The
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of chivalrj^ brought the feudal

period to a close. All such

invention of the compass is attributed to
the Chinese about the year 2634 B.C. ; a
primitive microscope in the form of a
convex lens made of rock crystal was
discovered in the ruins of Nineveh ; the
telescope, at least in the shape of rude
optic glasses, was probably known before

the thirteenth century ; clocks were in

use before the beginning of the Middle
Ages ; the invention of printing took
place in the fifteenth century, and in the
same age watches with mainsprings were
being worn ; while during thousands of

years metal implements were being gradu-
ally improved, until at length they made
way for modern machinery, which is really

a combination of separate tools—not that
we believe that modern machinery is an
unmixed blessing. It is the modern spirit

which has gathered together and perfected

these and innumerable other instruments of

material progress, and has thus organised
the results of the accumulation of know-
ledge for the service of mankind.
Every human society is, in its primary

aspect, a collective effort to exploit

material resources for the purpose of gain-

ing the means of subsistence,

which in turn become the
means of leisure. In that ex-

ploitation the modern has far

surpassed the ancient and the mediaeval
world. But the factors of civilisation are

spiritual and aesthetic as well as material.

If mere being is the state's immediate, well

being is its ultimate goal. Hence, if the dis-

tinguishing mark of modern activity were
merely its greater success in accumulating
gigantic material resources, we should be
compelled to conclude that mankind had
misspent centuries in mistaking the means
for the end. In attempting to sketch the

historical development of some of the main
social facts of to-day, we shall chiefly

concern ourselves, therefore, with the
question how far, in comparison with the

past, modern conditions tend to make life

not onh'^ a more comfortable, but a more
dignified thing for the mass of human
beings engaged in daily toil. For histor\^ is

a record either of the happiness or the

unhappiness of communities.
In antiquity, as in the case of the

slave states, almost the entire burden
of industrial creation rested upon an
enslaved mass shut out from citizen's

rights ; in the mediaeval period the

majority of Europeans were sunk in a

servitude which impoverished in the end

The State's

Immediate and

Final Goal
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not only themselves, but their lords ; in

the modern world labour is paid in wages,
and the working class is at least politically,

if not economically, free. Those three

opposed systems correspond to three dif-

ferent schemes for the distribution of

social well-being. A fundamental change
has thus gradually been introduced into

the understructure of civilised society,

and even the most pessimistic Socialist

does not deny the gain in rights. Hence,
from our present point of view, it is in the

region of political and social i)rinciples that

the real significance of the modern world lies.

And since it was the French Revolution
which gave those principles their most
sudden and their widest diffusion, we ma}^
fix upon 1789 as the date at which the

break with the political past became
visible. That date brings us face to face

with a new social demand. For although
elsewhere, and especially in England,
important victories had already been won
for human freedom, yet the peculiar

character of the French Revolution was
that it gave to the doctrine of human
rights the most insistent, most articiilate,

most universal form which it

ofThcTreach
had as yet received. We shall

_
,

^.^ see later, indeed, that the
Revolutioa y-, , , j. i_Revolution appears to have
promised more than it performed, and
that from the point of view of modern
socialistic agitation its economic results

are judged to be inadequate. But there

can be no doubt that it was by means of

the French Revolution that the formidable
voice of modem democracy first made
itself distinctly heard.

If we wish to acquaint ourselves with
the most vivid and uncompromising state-

ment of the early aims of the Revolution,

we cannot do better than study the

pamphlet of Sieyes, " Qu'est-ce que le

Tiers Etat ? " In a few sentences Sieyes

brings the entire situation before us. The
Tiers Etat, or Third Estate, was the third

of the three great orders or classes which
constituted the French nation. It com-
prised the commons, that is to say, the

bulk of the people as distinguished from
the clergy and the nobility. These latter

were the privileged orders, and enjoyed
an immunity from taxation. It was upon
the Third Estate that the economic and
industrial burden rested, and the weight
of that burden had become intoler-

able. Almost two hundred years had
passed since the States-General had been

convoked, and the social problem of

France had, during the interval, become
exceedingly grave. But the States-

General in their ancient constitution could
do nothing to solve that problem. Sum-
moned by the king, they did not form a
parliament in any strict sense, for they
possessed neither legislative nor executive

. powers. The king, w henever

, D
* "^

f
he chose, might call them to

.
*
K-*^^

° his aid when the affairs of state
^ seemed to require their presence,

but especially when the Treasur^^ was in

need of supplies. The chief object of the
assembly had been to assist the Crown in

discovering new sources of taxation.

The three orders sat in separate chambers,
and the votes were taken, not per capita,

but by estates. Hence the two superior

orders might combine in order to out-

vote the third. This is what had always
happened when the interests of the nobles

and the clergv were identical. Thus, even
although the representatives of the Third
Estate had outnumbered the bishops and
the abbots and the feudal aristocracy by
ten to one, their voting power would not

thereby have increased.

The mediaeval character of these assem-

blies is made strikingly evident if we
remember that the deputies of the Third

Estate were required, when presenting

petitions, to be on their knees. Since

1 6 14, when they were last convoked,

social abuses had grown apace, but the

Third Estate had also grown in power.

What was more ominous was that it

already possessed a consciousness of its

power, and was groping its way towards the

manifestation of it. The weapons of polit-

ical agitation were already being forged.

At the moment when the financial

situation was felt to be most acute and
when bankruptcy threatened the court

and the nation, Necker, the Finance

Minister of Louis XVI., invited all French

writers to publish their views on the

best means of convoking the
The First

states-General. For the real
Bugles of the

constitution of that body was
Revolution

unknown, and there seemed

to be no fixed tradition regarding its

procedure. The Abbe Sieyes was one

of those who availed themselves of *

Necker's invitation, and his response was

the most remarkable political pamphlet

of that time. We seem to hear in it

the first bugles of the Revolution.

Sieves asks three definite questions, to
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Privileged

Classes versus

v/hich he gives three very definite answers,

(i) Whatsis the Third" Estate ? Every-

thing. (2) What position has it hitherto

held in the political world ? None at all.

(3) What does it demand ? To assume

its rightful position. He then goes on to

identify the Third Estate with " the

nation," for its interests, he says, are ident-

ical with national as opposed
to merely particularinterests.

A privileged order is, he
eop e

niaintains, "a chimaera" if

judged from the point of view of the

public weal. If all privileged orders were
abolished the work of the state could still

be carried on by the people themselves.

The highest offices should be filled only

by men of superior talent. Therefore,

Sieyes declares war on the hereditary

principle. " Who," he asks, " will deny
that the people form the nation ? But
they resemble a strong man one of whose
arms has been pinioned." Remove the

privileged class from the state, and the

state would continue to exist. On the

other hand, remove the people and the

state would perish. For such reasons he

demands that only men chosen from the

people should be sent as their represen-

tatives to the States-General.
" The people desire," he continues, " to

make themselves of some account, and in

truth they ask the least that is possible."

Their influence in the national councils

should be at least equivalent to that of

the other two orders combined.
The number of their representatives

should balance the number of those who
stand for the Church and the noblesse.

Besides, the voting should take place per

head and not per estate. For Sieyes

knew that the minor clergy and even
some of the members of the aristocracy

would be found on certain occasions to

vote with the people. When he pours
ridicule on the hereditary principle, which
he calls " a Gothic invention," when he

attacks, without restraint,

I'T^^t
^^°^^ " ^^^""^^ ^^ feudalism

"

/f* ^
J, f ^^'ho were governing, or rather

of Feudalism 90'
misgovernmg, France, when,

in a curious phrase, he declares that the

people have lived only in a kind of ante-

» chamber of the state in which they were
compelled to await in patience and submis-
sion the commands of their masters, we are

listening to a voice which had been hitherto

unheard in the political world. Or, rather,

Sieyes was only turning into practice the
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theories of Rousseau. And when he says

that the national will {la volonte com-
mune) can be recognised only in the vote
of the majority, and that that maxim is

" indisputable," we feel that the mediaeval

theory of government has suddenly be-

come obsolete.
" It follows," adds Sieyes, " that the

representatives of the people are the real

depositories of the national will, and that

they are entitled to speak in the name of

the entire nation." This is the revolution

and this is modern politics in a sentence.

Already, indeed, in 1762 Rousseau, like a

good Republican, had in his Contrat Social

announced the doctrine that the real

sovereignty belongs to the people. But it

was by other and later hands that that

doctrine was made to assume a formidable

because a practical shape. In the writings

of men like Sieyes we feel the perilous

imminence of a vast social change.
" I believe," said Burke, " that were

Rousseau alive and in one of his lucid

intervals, he would be shocked at the

practical frenzy of his scholars." It is

no part of our task to re-tell the old tale

of the excesses of the Revolu-
Rising of

the French
Democracy

tion. The democracy of to-day
would not justify all that the
democrary of 1789 was driven

to do. But Burke was probably too near
the Revolution to be able to understand its

real meaning. Although he admits the

existence of enormous abuses, he does far

less than justice at least to the first leaders

of the revolt. And yet it is clear that in

the earlier stages the representatives of

the Third Estate were even eager for com-
promise. They waited patiently for an
answer to their invitation to the clergy

and the noblesse to join them in a real

National Assembly. '

But how little the temper of the time was
understood may be measured by the fact

that the ruling class still gravely insisted

that the representatives of the people
should, in accordance with the ancient

usage, kneel while presenting their

addresses. It was only when the commons
were at last wearied out by a delay caused
by the discussion of mediae\'al and puerile

formalities that, on June loth, 1789, and on
the initiative of Sieyes, they took the bold
step of summoning the clergy and the

noblesse to a common deliberation on the

nation's affairs. There seemed to be no
hope, however, of a union between interests

so fundamentally antagonistic, and on
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June 15th, the commons proclaimed them-
selves as the National Assembly. Later,
on June 20th, came the famous oath which
bound each member not to separate from
the others until a constitution had been
devised and set upon a firm basis. At
length the Third Estate triumphed when,
by order of the king, the clergy and the

noblesse united themselves on June 27th
for common deliberation with the represen-

tatives of the people. It was easy for

Burke to pour ridicule on those upstarts

in the business of framing a constitu-

tion. He describes their decrees as "the
polluted nonsense of licentious and
giddy coffee-houses."

He laughed at their metaphysics and at

their schedule of the Rights of Man.
" They' have a power given to them," he
says, " like that of the evil principle to

subvert and destroy ; but none to con-

struct, except such machines as may be
fitted for further subversion and further

destruction." Yet it was precisely be-

cause their rulers had during centuries

of misgovernment and oppression failed

to do the work of political construction

that the people in haste, and
c renc

^j^gj-gfQj^-g ^j-^ violence, attempted
Declaration ^

of Rights
to undertake that task for

themselves. It is true that

many of the deputies of the Third Estate
were only petty provincial lawyers. Burke
regrets the absence of " leading advocates
and renowned professors."

But it was sufficient that the people
should find a voice, and it is absurd to affirm

that the voice of the National Assembly
was incapable of expressing the national

suffering. When we turn to the famous
declaration of the Rights of Man we are

struck, not by the excess, but by the

moderation and even caution of the

language used. Carlyle objects to a

statement of rights unaccompanied by
a statement of duties. But Michelet
points out that hitherto the people had
heard everything about duties, and nothing
whatever about rights. It is false to say
that it was the declaration of rights which
\\'as responsible for the ensuing violence.

The Bastille had already fallen. The
declaration did nothing but make articu-

late \'ast social forces which were already
in motion, and which no assembly could
contiol. Lord Morley says that " no
set of propositions framed by human in-

genuity and zeal has ever let loose more
swollen floods of sophism, fallacy, cant

I z .6

and rant." Yet he maintains that the
social conditions of the moment de-
manded that declaration, and that it

contains vital truths. With all its faults
it stands, together with the American
Declaration, as the most important pro-
nouncement of modern democracy. Per-
haps its real significance is best seen,

B k ' W k
"°^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ clauses, but in

^ tk r u some of the preliminary docu-on the French , • T- 1 j^, i-

Revolution ^^^^^ ^" ^^^^^^ *^^ deputies
received their instructions.

For instance, in the "Cahier" of Paris the
representatives of that city are to demand
the abolition of various abuses, such as

personal servitude, and to refuse to accede
to any proposal for indemnifying the
owners of serfs. They are to secure
the freedom of the Press, the liberty of

conscience, and the abolition of privilege.

The declaration, which came as

the result of a long debate, is really

an earnest attempt to express certain

elementary human rights which had been
destroyed during the Middle Ages. Be-
hind its seventeen articles lay centuries of

fruitless struggle. Thomas Paine said

that Burke's work on the French Revolu-
tion was "a tribute of fear"; and the

phrase seems to be justified. He convicts

the great rhetorician of ignorance of the

springs and principles of the entire move-
ment. And he points out that the Revo-
lution involved an attack not merely upon
a single despotism, but upon a thousand
despotisms which had grown up under the

Crown, and had become in large measure
independent of it. Between the monarchy,
the noblesse and the Church there was a

competition of despotism.

The Revolution was not aimed solely, or,

indeed, at first at all against the king.

There was something impersonal in its

beginnings, and it was only later that

violence ran loose, and seized as its victims

those who by rank and pri\-ilege were

identified with a system which had reduced

the nation to economic ruin.
What the

j^ ^j^g ^ remarkable words
Revolution ^^ p^-^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^^ -^ ^^^
*™* * state had its despotism, every

place its Bastille and every Bastille its

despot. Burke had said that the age of

chivalry was gone. But in truth the feudal

spirit had survived till the end of the

eighteenth century, and it still expressed

itself in serfdom, in the corvee, and in

the financial exploitation of the people.

The majority of the seventeen articles
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Errors of

the Constituent

Assembly

which form the Declaration of the Rights

of Man have now the appearance of

pohtical platitudes, and there are few
men who would not assent to them.

Thus, when public law is defined as the

expression of the national will, or when it

is affirmed that every society has the right

to hold its officers responsible for their ad-

ministration, or even when
liberty is vaguely declared to

consist in doing whatever
does not injure others, we

feel that these are reasonable propositions.

Nevertheless, at the time when they were
promulgated they formed something of

the nature of a discovery. It is impossible

to pardon all the errors of the constituent

assembly, but we should not forget that its

members were attempting to bring order

out of a vast social and political disorder.

Judged by some of the socialistic

standards of our own age, those men
are even convicted of timidity. For
they did not attack property. In the
second and in the seventeenth article the
rights of property are specially safe-

guarded. Property is, together with
liberty and personal security, declared to

be one of the natural rights of man. In
the seventeenth article property is even
defined as "an inviolable and sacred right,

of which no one should be deprived." And
there is a clause which declares that if

in the public interest expropriation is

demanded it ought to be accompanied by
a just indemnification of the expropriated
individual. But these are precisely the

opinions, and this is the language of the
propertied classes and of all moderate men.
"There is no reason," said Sieyes "why
each man, making use of his natural and
his acquired powers, and running the
ordinary hazards of life, should not
increase his property by all available

means, and so raise himself in the social

scale." Now it is important to remember
these words because they embody a

political and social principle which tri-

umphed over both the Revolution and
the reaction in which the Revolution
ended. In his imperial policy Napoleon
transformed for his own purposes all the
agents of the Revolution, and most of the

doctrines of 1789 were forgotten. The
Napoleonic system broke down, .and
during a long period, \vhich came to an end
less than forty years ago, the government
of France suffered numerous oscillations

Yet throughout all the dynastic and
political changes we observe the steady
growth of the bourgeois conception of

the state such as we find expressed by
writers like Sieyes. Moreover,
that conception of the state is

not confined to France. It

is, in its completed form,
essentially modern, and it has spread
into every country in which the methods
of modern industry have been developed.
Briefly, we may say that the great
political principle for which the men of

1789 fought was the equality of all

citizens before the law. This principle

is now r ecognised in every civilised state.

The Fight

for

Equality

FALL OF THE LAST STRONGHOLD OF FEUDALISM : THE FRANCHISE IN TURKEY
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AGE OF ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION
COMMERCE EMERGING FROM ITS SHACKLES
DUT while privilege may be abolished
*-' by a stroke of the pen, the great

economic forces which accumulate within

every society are not so easily con-

trolled. Silently and secretly they create

new privileges. Although fruitful in

the region of politics, the doctrines of

the Revolution were not fruitful in the

region of economics. Equality was affirmed

but was not achieved. In France, as in

every other European country, political

reform was not necessarily accompanied
by sudden social improvement.

All men have become equal in the eyes of

the law, but that fact does not abolish

poverty. All men are allowed to compete
freely with each other for the goods of life,

but that competition never results in an
equal share. And, as we shall see, the

vast development of modern industry has

brought back the old problem in a new form.

We are apt to suppose that the Third

. Estate, who formed the driving

Power ofThe P°^^^^ °^ ^^^ Revolution, com-
ower o e

pj-jgg^^ g^ single uniform mass.
Revolution r, . .i- € j.But this IS by no means true.

The great unprivileged order included not

only the labouring population, but the

bourgeoisie and the small capitalists, in

whose hands were the trade and commerce
of the country. And it was this latter

class who gained most by the Revolution.

The rights of man turned out in the sequel

to be only the rights of the bourgeoisie.

The political freedom which was won
became an instrument for advancing the

interests mainly of the upper ranks of the

Third Estate. We have already seen that

the leaders of the Revolution—if we except

men like Babeuf—did not propose the

abolition of private property so long as

that property was not held by the old

aristocracy. They confiscated and they
partitioned the estates of the clergy and
the noblesse, but they did not nationalise

the land. They sold it to the highest

bidder, so that it merely changed hands.

In the preamble to the constitution, which
was completed on September 3rd, 1791,
the feudal regime is declared to be no
longer in existence, the aristocracy has
disappeared, their titles and prerogatives

are gone for ever. But " the inviolability
"

. of the property of the ordinary

Q ,
^- French citi2;en is guaranteed.

P And it is expressly stated that

no attack is made on " natural

rights," and the power to acquire
property is recognised as one of those

rights. The conception of the state as an
arena for free competition for the prices

of life lies behind the constructive efforts

of the Revolution. And it is this idea

which has governed the political and the

economic development of the modern world.

In 1791 the National Assembly divided

the citizens into those who paid direct

and those who paid only indirect taxa-

tion. The franchise was reserved for

citiz:ens who paid direct taxes to the

amount of three shillings. The wage-

earners were excluded. In other words, a

new privileged order was created out of

those members of the Third Estate who
possessed a certain amount of property.

It is true that this property qualification

amounted to a trifling sum ; nevertheless,

it carried with it an important distinction

which separated those who had political

power from those who had none.

Thus in the attempt at social reconstruc-

tion which followed the Revolution, the old

principle that a man's place in the state

depends upon the amount of his property

was not really abandoned,
although it assumed a more
democratic guise. That prin-

ciple was simply set to work
at a lower level. Moreover, the right to the

franchise was afterwards made more diffi- .

cult to acquire. In 1814, when the theories

of the Revolution had spent themselves and
the Napoleonic discipline had borne fruit,

the franchise was bestowed only upon those
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who paid direct taxation to the amount
of 300 francs, or £12. After the Revolu-
tion of 1830 the amount was lowered to

200 francs, or ;^8. During the reign of

Louis Philippe (1830-1848) out of a popu-
lation of 30,000,000 only some 200,000
persons exercised the right to vote. This

was a paltry result of the tremendous
upheaval of 1789. Even, how-

Founders
g^,g although there had been

of the New XT 1 • J i J „
_ . . no Napoleonic dynasty and no
cpu ic

Restoration, the political de-

velopment of France would not probably
have been different. The work of enfran-

chisement would have proceeded as slowly.

In the latter half of the nineteenth century

the founders of the new republic granted

universal suffrage, and by that measure
they showed themselves to be more revolu-

tionary than the men who drew up the

constitution of 1791. From the point of

view of the proletariat, the Revolution

was somewhat barren. No doubt the

corvee was abolished. Labour was emanci-

pated, but it was given no voice in the

government of the country. Power had
simply been transferred from the old

aristocracy of birth to the new aristocracy

of money. And, again, we must add that

what took place in France was fairly

typical of what had happened, was
happening, or was about to happen, in

every other modern state.

Capital in its modern form did not exist

in the Middle Ages. To-day capital is

mobile, and may be transferred from one

industry to another. But throughout the

mediaeval period it remained immobile, for

it was expressed in the ownership of land.

The economic situation was therefore not

the result of the fluctuations of the markets.

There were no great markets. Such trade

as existed was local, and had no wide
ramifications. Manufactures were carried

on not in large factories, but in the houses

of master workmen, who were surrounded
by their apprentices. There was no

machinery, and therefore pro-

duction was slow. Moreover,
Commerce
in Mediaeval

Europe
whereas to-day the supply
usually outruns the demand, the

reverse was the case in mediaeval Europe.
Trade waited upon demand, and since,

owing to the existence of serfdom, the

purchasing power of the vast majority was
infinitesimal, there was little stimulus

towards production. Mediaeval life was
controlled by the landed interest. Agri-

culture was the chief concern, and it was
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carried on by servile labourers. The result

was economic stagnation. To-day trade is

fluid, but in the Middle Ages movable
property hardly existed. Commodities
which are now manufactured in endless

quantity either did not then exist, or

were exchanged only on the smallest scale.

According to mediaeval private law, real

estate was not transferable. On the other
hand, goods and chattels might be alien-

ated ot bequeathed. But they formed only
an insignificant part of the wealth of that
time. The feudal organisation tended
towards rigidity. The land remained
changeless, and something of its immobile
character affected the entire social system.
The serfs who tilled the land were forbidden
to emigrate ; they remained on the soil

from generation to generation, and were
only the animated implements of its

exploitation. Likewise in the towns which
grew up within the shadow of the great

domains the local industries were subjected

to the same kind of restriction. And the

trade guilds which formed the units of the

commercial system hindered the expansion
of trade. While at every point commercial

, enterprise was taxed by the

„ *,
. ^'T'

* seigneur, the action of the trade
Restrictions ^ , i

•
i j._ , corporations, which were not

on Trade ^ j • t- j.i xusuppressed m r ranee until the

Revolution, was no less injurious. In

every locality the number of apprentices

which a master workman might employ was
fixed by law. This meant that the volume
of his production remained steadily at the

same point. His business could not grow.

There was, besides, a minute sub-

division of industry, so that no over-

lapping of trades was permitted. Thus,

for example, a man who made locks was
forbidden to make the nails which
fastened the locks. The tailor who made
clothes was not allowed to mend them.
Whereas, again, to-day multifarious activi-

ties are carried on in one and the same
bitsiness, no such system prevailed in the

early days of the handicrafts. We may
see, therefore, why there was no opportu-

nity for a large accumvilation of capital.

Speculation and investment did not exist,

and there were no stocks and shares. A
manufacturer's capital consisted in his tools

and in a small quantity of raw material.

Likewise, rent was unknown. The income
of a landowner was made up of tolls and
fines, and many of these were extracted

from industrial workers as well as from
villeins and serfs. There is a long list of
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exactions, by means of which commercial
activity was penalised and paralysed. A
merchant could not undertake a journey
without protection, and often he had to

pay a high price in order to reach his

destination in safety. There is a typical

case from Burgundy which happened
in the year 1374, when a certain feudal

noble undertook to conduct an Italian

merchant from Dijon to Maurice-en-
Chablais, and to guarantee him against

all damage and robbery by the way in

return for thirty francs in gold, which were
equivalent to sixty English sovereigns.

In those days it required more than aver-

age courage in order to become a commercial
traveller. Vexatious fines met the merchant
at every stage of his journey. There was
even a tax, called pulveraticum, which was
levied on any carrier whose waggon raised

dust on the road which belonged to a
seigneur. During centuries throughout
Europe commerce was shackled ; every
attempt at innovation was crushed. Even
as late as the reign of James I. of England
a proclamation was issued forbidding the

use of a machine for making needles. And
a naive enactment of Charles I.,

which prohibited the use of

brass buckles because " those
who cast the brass buckles can

make more in one day than ten of those
that make the iron buckles can do " lets

us see even in this trivial case how great

have been the odds against which the
inventive and progressive spirit of man
has struggled. Even on agriculture

feudalism exerted an influence as paralys-

ing as its influence on trade.

There can be no doubt that it is in the
gradual removal of one restriction after

another that we should find the main
explanation of the immense industrial

activity and wealth of the modern world.

In mediaeval France, as in mediaeval
England, "there could be," as Dr.
Cunningham says, "little desire of ac-

cumulation when the ever - recurring

tallages, aids and fines were sure to

empty the hoards that had been filled

during several preceding years. There
could be no enterprise in seeking out a new
line of life, for each villein was bound to

the land, and no lord would willingly part
with his services ; there could be no high
farming while the custom of the manor
and the collective ownership of the teams
forced all to adopt the same system. Even
in trade there was little opportunity of

Europe's

Shackled

Commerce

raising oneself, for the prices of articles of
native production, for which there would
be much competition, were regulated by
authority ; and merchants, too, were
subject to special risks or to special fines
for protection as well as to heavy trading
dues." All this has been changed. It would
be impossible in the present sketch to trace

Charlemagne *^^^^^^^^°ft,'?^^'ictoryofcom-

as a Trading "J^.^^,^
Over the mediaeval re-

Farmer strictions whichhadattempted
to strangle it. That victory

was not complete until the bourgeoisie ob-
tained a share in government. Hence the
.history of modern economic development
is related to the history of the franchise.

But even during the reign of feudal-
ism signs of the coming power of a new
class in the state were by no means
absent. Gradually it began to appear that
the economic basis of feudalism—the
exploitation of the land by servile labour

—

was unsound. Unlike Charlemagne, who
was not too proud to sell the eggs and other
produce of his farms, the nobles had a
contempt for trade, and the feudal usage
forbade them to engage in it. Neverthe-
less, in times of financial difficulty many
a great baron called to his aid the des-

pised Jew or the petty bourgeois. It was
in the hands of these latter that such
capital as existed in the Middle Ages
began to accumulate, and it formed the
nucleus of the capital which exists to-day.

But both the wealthy commune and the
wealthy individual trader were in per-

petual danger of being plundered.
Expensive and unproductive wars,

together with an expensive and un-
productive tillage, brought about the
bankruptcy of feudalism. Yet the bour-
geois became aware of his power when a

great lord, in defiance of feudal custom,
offered to share with him the risks and
profits of commercial speculation. In

the protocols of Burgundy there are

numerous instances which prove that men
of rank and title entered into

v^^i V^A
negotiations with men of the

''°**^'f merchant class. While the
^ °'" * bourgeois was thriftily amassing

his small savings, the seigneur was mis-

spending in luxury and barren war the

income whicli he extorted from serf and
bourgeois alike. Owing to the anarchy of

the period, the travelling merchant was
often, as we have seen, compelled to put
himself under the protection of some power-
ful lord, who in return received a percentage
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on the results of the expedition. Some-
times, for greater safety, merchants

travelled in companies both by land and

sea. What this new corporate activity

which laid the foundations of the vast

modern system of production and ex-

change was able to achieve may be

discovered in the history of the communes
of France, and especially

Great Days
^ ^^ ^^^ j^^^^^ ^^^^,^^ ^f q^^..

of the Hanseatic
^^^^^ Originally, Hansa

cague
meant a military company.

But the object of those companies was not

military but commercial. They placed out-

posts and depots in the great towns, and at

last they attained to such power that they

were able to dictate treaties to kings.

A silent reconstruction of the economic
basis of European life was taking place.

Frequently the work was impeded by
reactionary forces and especially by war,

but it was never wholly arrested. It is a

striking truth, however, that the tendency
of this new factor of progress was to create

social privileges not fundamentally dif-

ferent from those of the system which it

was secretly overthrowing. That tendency
was aristocratic. For instance, in the

yearly assemblies of the Hanseatic League,
which generally took place at Liibeck,

no one below the rank of councillor might
take his seat. Moreover, if any town
displayed democratic leanings it was
punished by expulsion from the league.

Wealth, in fact, which had been created

not out of the land but out of commerce,
became the instrument for creating and
maintaining a new hierarchy. We may
measure the change which had occurred
when we recall the fact that Louis XIV.,
at Versailles, raised his hat to a wealthy
merchant of that day from whom he
required financial aid. The interests of

the capitalist class and of the aristocracy

had become less and less antagonistic.

According to some writers, indeed, the

economic revolution which the development

n w /. of trade brought with it suc-
Results of -1 -, ,

•
°

,.

_, ceeded only m creatmg a new

jj
. "commercial feudalism,"

which benefits the producers at

the expense of the consumers. " In vain,"
says Blanqui, " the French Revolution
abolished the trade guilds and emancipated
labour if wages tend to fall and the price

of commodities tends to rise." And in the
opinion of Lassalle there is an exact
parallel between the historical significance

of the bourgeoisie and the mediaeval
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noblesse. He maintained that the bour-
geoisie, as soon as it had secured power,
transformed itself into a privileged class,

whose feudal character was expressed
in terms of capital.

In the Middle Ages the ruling orders were
untaxed. Every privileged order in every
age has attempted to place the burden of

taxation, whether in the form of labour

or of money, on the shoulders of the classes

who possess no property. It is true that

the capitalists take their share in taxa-

tion, but that share, say the Socialists,

is out of all proportion to the amount of

their incomes. By the device of indirect

taxation they lighten the burden for

themselves in those countries in which
trade monopolies are fostered. A man
who is twenty, or fifty, or a hundred times

as rich as another, does not for that

reason, says Lassalle, require twenty,

or fifty, or a hundred times as much food

and shelter. We shall deal later with the

question of modern poverty.

Meantime, it is sufficient to point out that

the great leading factors in the creation of

modern conditions—the use of machinery,
the discovery of America

„ ^
. ^f *.

. and other great markets for
Broad Divisions -

in Society
trade, the facility of locomo-
tion by land and sea, the

numerous inventions of applied science

in all industries, together with new political

theory and practice—have transformed
beyond recognition the great divisions of

ancient and mediaeval society. The social

organisation has become more flexible.

Instead of slaves and serfs there are men
and women who sell their labour for wages.

The omnipotence of the owner of land

has been checked and the powers which
he once exercised have passed to the

state. In the words of the distinguished

historian of English industry, " Eco-
nomically we have three broad divisions

in society, for men arrange themselves
according to the things which they
own and exchange ; they may exchange
their labour for wages, or they may
exchange the use of their capital for

interest, or they may exchange the use of

their land for rent. In modern societies,

labourers, capitalists and landlords are

the three classes- which group themselves
round the possession of the power to labour,

the possession of wealth and the possession

of land. This is the social structure we
habitually assume, but it is strangely

unlike the manorial life it has superseded."
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THE ERA OF INDUSTRIAL SLAVERY
HARDSHIPS OF FACTORY LIFE IN ENGLAND
EVERY progressive modern state has

thus been the scene of a political

and economic transformation, by means
of which many of the principles which
governed collective action in the past

have been abandoned. Representative

government, the great political principle of

modern democracies, was unknown in anti-

quity. Ancient democracies were direct

;

that is to say, their component members
legislated not by proxy, but in their

own persons in the national assemblies.

In the ancient Germanic tribes, for

instance, all the freemen met together

in council. In the Athenian ecclesia the

entire body of free citizens above twenty
years of age transacted political business.

But this system was adapted only to

small commimities in which public opinion

could be easily and quickly ascertained.

As nations grew larger it became im-

practicable to summon all the citizens

„ _ . for common deliberation, and
How Grohus

j^^^y. hundreds of years

th 's^
elapsed before men discovered

and perfected the methods of

representative government. The definition

of the state which Grotius formulated

expresses the modern social ideal, which is

still in process of realisation. " The state,"

said Grotius, " is the perfect union of free

men for the purpose of enjoying common
rights and a common welfare."

The history of the franchise is the his-

tory of the extension of this sphere of

rights and also of the attempt to discover

within the vast masses which constitute

modern nations that unanimity of public

opinion which was so simply expressed in

the national councils of the ancient tribes.

In some countries universal suffrage actu-

ally reproduces, although in an indirect

form, the ancient referendum, while in

others political development has been
marked by a steady widening of the elec-

toral basis. Even in a country such as

England, which is not nominally a demo-

cracy, a democratic representative system
has been grafted upon a constitutional

monarchy, and the public business is

initiated by a committee of the nation in the

form of a Cabinet responsible to the people.

But this mechanism of government was
known neither to the ancient

nor to the mediaeval world,
The Voice of

the Industrial

Population
although, indeed, the pro-

cedure of the Athenian ecclesia

appears in some instances to have approxi-

mated to the methods of a parliament.

Whereas, in antiquity and during the

Middle Ages numerous interests were left

inarticulate and unrepresented in the state,

in modern times the industrial population

makes its voice heard in public affairs.

The nations have long outgrown their

earlier organisations. In the western

world the system of castes has broken

down, andtheidea of common citizenship is

fully developed. The functions of the state

are regarded as purely secular, and the

old conceptions of theocratic government
have disappeared. Sovereigns, whether as

hereditary monarchs or as elected presi-

dents, are no longer supposed to rule by-

divine authority, but only as embodi-

ments of the concentrated national will.

Whereas in mediaeval society each

group of privileged persons was governed

by a code of law peculiar to itself—the

clergy by the canon law ; the barons, the

knights, the vassals, the burghers, the

villeins and the serfs by customs

belonging to their respective ranks—to-

day the national consciousness expresses

. itself in statutes before
The Main ^^,j^-^j^ ,^jj ^^^ ^^.^ g^^^} ^nd
*:"'^°' thus we return to that con-
the State

^gp^jo^ of the state which has

controlled both the political theory and

practice of some of the most advanced

modern nations—the principle, namely,

that the main duty of the state is the

maintenance of the rights and the property

of all its members. This principle found
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remarkable expression, especially in Eng-
land in the nineteenth century, in the

doctrine of laissez faire , according to which
the state should interfere as little as

possible with the activity of the individual.

That activity found vent in every form of

industrial enterprise, and it is to the system
of unrestricted competition that the accu-

. mulation of modern wealth is
oc rmc

^^^^ jj^g conception, however,
of Modern ^

Democracy
that the chief function of the

state is to protect property, or,

in other words, to prevent burglary—

a

conception to which Immanuel Kant,
among others, gave expression—has been

attacked by the opponents of the bour-

geois ideal, who have pointed out that it

converts the modern state into a mere
policeman. x\nd, as we shall see, this

indictment against the materialistic view

of national life is not unjustified. In the

attempt to accumulate property and to

defend it, the modern world has for-

gotten that the state in its highest and
noblest aspects should represent not

only the physical, but also the intellectual

and the moral energy of man.
The great doctrine of modern democracy

embodied in the triple formula, liberty,

equality, fraternity, contains inherent

contradictions which will always prevent

its full realisation. In any case political

liberty has had little effect upon the

economic foundations of modern society.

And if we examine the origin of modern
wealth, we shall find that the emancipation
of industry did not involve the emancipa-
tion of the industrial workers. The im-

mense development of modern manufac-
tures and commerce has been the result

of the enterpiise of individuals who have
been more or less unshackled by the inter-

ference of the state. But in the pursuit

of his own interests the individual is

tempted to sacrifice the interests of others.

During a long period the modern methods
of acquiring wealth were not fundament-

ally different from those of

intl7^
antiquity and of the Middle

^ , . Ages. The history of colonial
C/o]onies ,°

i . ^ c i^

slavery and of modern factories

amply demonstrates how long political

theory may remain unrelated to actual

social conditions.

Many years after the French Revolution
the colonial possessions of Britain and of

Fiance were, like America, the scene of

servile labour as degrading as the servile

labour of ancient times. No doubt, slavery
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was abolished in Western Europe towards
the close of the twelfth century. But as

soon as Europeans began to colonise the

New World they did not scruple to make
use of a tyranny which in Europe had been
already condemned. Fortunes destined

to be spent in Europe were extorted from
the labour of slaves in the rice-fields and
the cotton-fields, and in the indigo and the

tobacco plantations of another continent.

Men who attended Christian churches in

Europe did not consider it to be incompat-
ible with their religious beliefs to enrich

their families by help of a tyranny which
was the negation of Christian doctrine.

In the official journal of Martinique for

June 22nd, 1840, we read as follows : "In
the name of the king, of law and of

justice.—Be it known to all whom it may
concern that on Sunday, June 26th, 1840,

in the market-place of the Holy Spirit,

there shall be sold at auction immediately
after Mass the slave-woman Suzanne, a

negress, together with her six children, aged
respectively thirteen, eleven, eight, seven,

six and three years." A proclamation like

this was a strange commentary on eighteen

hundred years of Christianity.

SlavrTrtdc
^^^ ^^ would be interesting to

_, ^
. . , attempt to discover what

Flourished ^,. . -. 1^,
proportion of modern wealth

can be traced directly to slave labour.

There are at least sufficient data to prove
that even in our own day, as recent events

on the Congo bear witness, the ancient

dogma of man's property in man is by no
means extinct. The men who drew up
the Black Code and who ordained for the

fugitive slave the punishment of lopping
his ears and of branding his shoulder with
the fleur-de-lis, and the punishment of

death if the attempt to escape were
repeated, were, .mutatis mutandis, using

the language of the slave laws of antiquity.

In a French journal of July, 1843, we
even find the statement that the proposal

for the abolition of slavery was " athe-

istical " because it attacked the most
sacred of all rights, the right of property.

And this belief that an inferior race may
be exploited as implements for the pro-

duction of wealth to be consumed by their

masters was held universally in every
country which had acquired colonial

possessions. In the London newspapers
towards the end of the eighteenth century
there are to be seen advertisements for

fugitive slaves, and high rewards are

promised to the captors. Throughout
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that century there was continued a great
discussion as to whether a slave who had
landed on the shores of Great Britain
should be considered to be free. In 1729
the following was announced as the official

decision of the attorney-general and the
solicitor-general of the day :

" We are
of opinion that a slave, by coming from
the West Indies into Great Britain or
Ireland, either with or without his master,
does not become free, and that his master's
light and property in him is not thereby
determined {i.e., ended) or varied, and that
baptism doth not bestow freedom on him
nor make any alteration in his temporal
condition in these kingdoms. We are also

of opinion that the master may legally

compel him to return to the plantations."

It was not until January, 1772, and
after prolonged investigation that Mans-
field and his coadjutors declared that
" as soon as ever any slave set his foot

upon English territory be became free."

In this case, however, English territory

meant only the shores of Great Britain,

and the abolition of slavery throughout
the British dominions did not take place

. till 1834. Such facts bring
e oming

^^gf^j-g ^jg jj^ ^ striking way the

»j .

.

overlapping of the ancient
on the modern world. In the

frantic effort to create capital, Europeans,
who enjoyed a charter of political liberties

which it had taken centuries to win,

revived outside Europe an industrial sys-

tem in which liberty had no place.

If we now turn to consider for a moment
the development of modern manufactures
in Europe itself, we shall find that during
a long period the factory system was
responsible for the sacrifice of the industrial

population merely for purposes of economic
gain. The condition of the workers who
spun cotton in the English factories was
hardly better than that of the negro
slaves who had first raised the cotton in

the American plantations. Owing to the
invention of steam and the steam engine
and Arkwright's spinning-frame a revo-
lution took place in many important
industries. Machinery not only destroyed
the old handicrafts, but it produced great
changes in the habits of the people.

Manufactures which used to be carried on
in cottages, where the head of a family had
his family or his apprentices as co-workers,
were now transferred to large buildings
in which men, women and children were
congregated under the supervision of

overseers who were responsible only to
the owners. The history of the cotton
and woollen factories is, unfortunately,
full of data which prove that the new in-

ventions and the new industrial organisa-
tion which they involved resulted in a
ruthless exploitation of adult and child
labour. In a speech delivered in the

r'k-ij CI House of Commons in 1706,Child Slaves xTrir t^ -i ^ i x'/i
:„ »k n .* William Pitt pointed out the
in the Cotton , , i

• i •
i i i i

Factories
advantages which might be de-
rived from the employment of

children in the great staple industries.
He spoke of " the addition which by the
fruits of their toil might be made to the
country's internal opulence." And the
manufacturers were quick to utilise a form
of labour so abundant and so cheap.
Yet it would be wrong to suppose that it

was in the great factories that for the first

time children were set to do the work of

adults, and to perish by thousands in

the process. As early as the reign of

Elizabeth it was enacted by the Poor Law
of 1601 that pauper children and orphans
should be apprenticed to various trades.

So that when at the end of the eighteenth
century the new discoveries in machinery
had given a great stimulus to the spinning
and weaving industries, the manufac-
turers simply pressed into their service

the apprentice system which they found
ready to their hands. We cannot attempt,
however, to describe the abuses which
the new methods of manufacture intro-

duced, or the slow and halting attempts at

interference and control on the part of

the state. It was pointed out by Spencer
Walpole that it required twenty-five years

of legislation to restrict a child of nine

to a sixty-nine hours' week, and that that

restriction applied only to the cotton-mills.

And it is part of the irony of those

abuses that attention was drawn to

them only when, owing to the insanitary

conditions in which the children worked,

a serious outbreak of fever threatened

the public health. The

Ifl"!!'.^.' memoir of Robert BHncoe,
a cotton apprentice, whoFrightful

Cruelties
served his time while the

system was doing its maximum mis-

chief, allows us a glimpse of the frightful

cruelties which attended the earliest stage

of modern industry. Blincoe declares that

he was often compelled to work almost

naked throughout a winter's day, and
to work, moreover, loaded with two half-

hundredweights of iron slung to each
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shoulder. Those apprentices who, hke
the slaves of antiquity, were suspected of a

desire to escape were kept in chains, and
their ankles were shackled. The duration

of the hours of labour would be incredible

unless the facts were fully authenticated,

as, in the present case, they happen to

be by a number of official documents.
The first Sir Robert Peel

Unchecked ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ j^-^ personal
Abuses m he

kj^o^ig^ge, children seven
Cotton Mills S J t, 1

years old were compelled

to work thirteen and fourteen hours a

day. Sir Samuel Romilly declared that

he knew of cotton mills where the appren-

tices were murdered in order that fresh

premiums might be secured with new
apprentices. The Poor Law overseers

and the justices of the peace appear to

have been able only on the rarest occa-

sions to check the abuses that existed

within the walls of factories which, since

they were private concerns, were not yet

liable to inspection by the state.

It was in the year 1802 that the first

great attempt was made by the state to

establish a control over the factory system.

An act called the Health and Morals
of Apprentices Act was passed without

much opposition, and it reduced the

working hours to twelve per diem. Night
work was to cease in June, 1804. This

measure marked an important stage in

social progress. Provision was made for

an improvement in the sanitary con-

dition of the factories, inspectors were
appointed, and all mills were to be regis-

tered. The justices of the peace were em-
powered to impose penalties for violation

of the act. But the act applied only to

cotton and woollen factories, and even in

these it was soon found to be inefficient.

The reduction of the working time
was inadequate, and in many cases

evasion of the statute was easy. It

required the legislation of exactly a hundred
years to establish in the interests of the

. . workers an effective control

'

/sTT"^ over the great industries of

, , , the country. And it was not
Interference ,., Iv, j. • j.u t- i.

until igoi that, m the Factory
and Workshop Act of that year, a large

number of statutes regulating the hours
and the conditions of labour were consoli-

dated. The history of state interference

was at first marked by gi-eat caution and
timidity. The acts of 1802, i8ig and
1825 were soon found to be wholly insuffi-

cient. For instance, the act of i8ig
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forbade any person under sixteen to be
employed more than twelve hours a day,

exclusive of meal times. But it had no
application beyond cotton mills. Although
it prohibited the labour of children less

than nine years old, nevertheless, in other

industries, children of five and six years

were still being employed. And the hours
for adult labour were intolerable. In

Manchester in 1825 the average working
day extended beyofid fourteen hours.

During the meal hours the children were
not allowed to go free, but were compelled
to clean the machinery and, thus engaged,

to eat their miserable food in a suffocating

temperature. A meagre advance was
made in 1831, when a twelve hours'

working day was prescribed for all persons

under eighteen, and night work was pro-

hibited except for those wdio were above
twenty-one years of age. But again only

the cotton mills were included in the act.

The goal of reform was still far off. The
letters of Richard Oastler to the " Leeds
Mercury " in 1830, although somewhat
wildly written, were justified by the facts

which they disclosed. " The pious and able

champions of negro liberty,"

said Oastler, " should, before

they had travelled so far

as the West Indies, have
sojourned in our own immediate neighbour-
hood

—

i.e., Yorkshire—and have directed

attention to scenes of misery, acts of

oppression, and victims of slavery on the
threshold of our homes. Thousands of

little children, both male and female, but
principally female, from seven to fourteen

years of age, are daily compelled to labour
from six o'clock in the morning to seven
in the evening, with only thirty minutes
allowed for eating and recreation."

These and similar passages referring to

the condition of labour in the Bradford
worsted mills, and in many other factories

during the first hali of the nineteenth
century, prove the truth of the view that
the ancient and the mediaeval methods of

exploiting human labour have been ex-

tended far into the modern era. They
expressed themselves in a new form in

the new industrial organisation, but they
reproduced the old results. And if we look
closely enough at the foundation of the
social fabric of the modern world we
shall be compelled to admit that the
accumulation of modern as of ancient

wealth has not been made without a great

and unnecessary sacrifice of human life.

Victims

of Industrial

Slavery
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THE EMANCIPATION OF LABOUR
AND THE STATE'S DUTY TO THE WORKER
TN our own day, however, we are happily
*• able to observe new social forces

at work. The doctrine of laissez jaire is,

as we have already said, now discredited,

and the state no longer remains indifferent

to the welfare of its labouring class. No
doubt much remains to be done. Mr.
Sidney Webb has pointed out that " the
sweated trades remain at the opening
of the twentieth century as free from any
effective common rules as was the factory

system at the beginning of the nineteenth."
In the report of the Select Committee of

the House of Lords on the sweating system
in 1890 it is stated that the hours of

labour in the sweated industries " are such
as to make the lives of the workers periods

of ceaseless toil," and the sanitary condi-

tions under which the work is done are

described as wretched. Even as we write,

however, attempts are being made to

establish control over private workshops,

.... and the inevitable goal of
Industries , • 1 1 • i j.- n„ . ,. r recent social legislation will
Under the Eye 1,1 x • r ,

fth St t
extension of protec-

tion to the sweated worker.
Perhaps the most hopeful characteristic of

modern legislative effort consists in the fact

that reform is now undertaken not merely
for economic but for direct moral reasons.

Sometimes slaves and serfs were emanci-
pated because their emancipation became
a source of profit to their masters. To-day,
however, as soon as social abuses become
known the public conscience is stirred. If

we examine the Factory Act of 1901,
which was the consummation of a century
of philanthropic effort, we shall be able

to measure the social progress which has
been made. The provisions of that act

apply no longer merely to factories and
workshops, but to laundiies and ware-
houses, docks, wharves and quays and
railways. All the great national industries

have come under the eye of the state.

The hours of labour both in textile and in

non-textile facotries are definitely regu-

lated. For instance, it is enacted that for

women and young persons the working
hours shall be from 6 a.m. till 6 p.m., or

from 7 a.m. till 7 p.m., with two hom"S,

of which one hour is before 3 p.m., for

meals. And on Saturdays work stops at

11-30 in the forenoon. The

jj

^
clauses which relate to " Health

ay or c
^^^ Safety," " Overtime and
Night work," " The Fencing of

Machinery," " The Education of Chil-

dren," "Dangerous and Unhealthy Indus-

tries," and numerous other matters indi-

cate to what great purpose the state has
interfered in the organisation of industry.

Moreover, the spirit of the English

factory acts has spread into all othei

civilised countries. The most minute
provisions are made for the maintenance of

the health of the workers. For instance,

by the Act of igoi every factory-—except,

indeed, the domestic factory—is required

to " be kept in a cleanly state," and " it

must not be so overcrowded while work
is carried on therein as to be dangerous or

injurious to the health of the persons

employed therein." In section 13 of

part I. it is enacted that " a child must not

be allowed to clean in any factory (a) any
part of any machinery, or (b) any place

under any machinery other than over-

head mill gearing, while the machinery is

in motion by the aid of steam, water or

other mechanical power."

Again, " a woman or young person shall

not be employed continuously for more
than four hours and a half without an inter-

val of at least half an hour for
The State s ^ ^^^^ „ g^ ^^^ ^^^ ^f ^^^^^
Care for the

j-gg^i^ting the employment of
Children

children, night work is for-

bidden, and a child under the age of

eleven " shall not be employed in street

trading." To the men of the middle half

of the nineteenth, all such enactments

would have appeared to be an infringement

of the rights of property. To us they mark
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only a tardy act of justice, and they in-

volve a new conception of the function of

the state. For the state can no longer be
supposed to be merely a machine for the

production of material goods which are to

be enjoyed by a minority of its members.
Rather, its true life is attained only when
there exists between all its members a colla-

_. _„ boration for moral as well

Vcrs^'*^*'"""" ^^ ^°' material purposes.

.. ^ .^ ,. . We have mentioned some
the C&pitahst <• ^i 1^.1 u- u

of the obstacles which
throughout many centuries have prevented
the realisation of this ideal. Let us now
ask if our own age appears to be any
nearer the solution of the social problem.
When Saint Just said that " wealth is

an infamy " he was denouncing it as the

possession of the few, and his cry is being
re-echoed in the twentieth century. It

is the tendency of capital as well as of

land to accumulate within the hands of

a minority. And the complaint of the

industrial wage-earner to-day is far more
bitter against the capitalist than against

the owner of land. Socialism desires,

above and before all things, the destruction

of the middle class. To-day the great

economic struggle lies between the wage-
giver and wage-earner. Below the wage-
earners are the wageless, who make up the
great pauper population. Although it has
been estimated that the sum paid in wages
in the United Kingdom amounts annually
to £500,000,000, yet seven out of every ten
persons live in a state of semi-star\'ation.

One thing is clear—the working class

is no longer satisfied merely with the
political franchise. Political equality has
not brought with it, they say, that wider
extension of social well-being which is the
ultimate aim of democracy. And when
democracy expresses itself in the terms of

Socialism, the reason is that it is no longer
content with a political, but insists as well

upon an economic revolution. Through-
out the nineteenth century it was the gieat

p
middle class which played the

, . ... leading political role. But the
Industrial

, r r r .1

Population
transfer of power from the
old aristocracy to the middle

class has been followed by the transfer of
power from the middle class to the indus-
trial population. And just as at the opening
of the French Revolution the Third Estate
determined to be represented by members
chosen from itself, so to-day the working
class finds its political representatives
within its own ranks. As Lassalle pointed
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out, there lay concealed within the middle
class of all European nations a fourth

class, which has only recently become
articulate. Whether it calls itself the

Labour or Social Democratic Party, it will

develop independently, and will use
politics only as an instrument for the

advance of its own aims. Democracy does
not necessarily mean Socialism ; but, like

the latter, it dreams of the overthrow of

that powerful individualism which lies at

the basis of the modem capitalistic system.
Socialism professes to supply democracy

with an economic theory, according to

which collective production and collective

distribution should form respectively the

means and the goal of human activity.

The social problem to-day centres, there-

fore, round the conflicts of capital and
labour. The long and victorious struggle

of the trade unions for recognition, and
the improved conditions of labour which
the factory acts have secured, do not by
any means mark the limit of the demo-
cracy's ambitions. The modern world has
abolished personal property in human
beings. But the question is now asked

whether, if one man has no

R'^hf
right to exploit another as his

.^,
If

*? slave or serf, he has any better

right to exploit that other's

labour ? If it is labour which bestows the
right to own property, it is maintained
that the workman's claim is not satisfied

by the payment of a wage which affords

him only a bare subsistence. His interest

in the product of his labour should, it is

declared, be cumulative under the in-

dustrial regime. His labour forms his only
property, but it perishes in the 'process of

work. He describes a weary circle. Al-

though he is paid in wages, the wages are

sufficient only to provide him with food,

whereby his labouring power is daily

renewed. And so on till his death, he, the
producer, is shut out from the enjo}Tnent
of the results of his production. His
political freedom seems to be nothing
more or less than an idle and useless gift.

According to Karl Marx, the effects of

the modern industrial system have been
the physical and moral deterioration of

the workman, the intensification of labour,

and the creation of a surplus value which
is appropriated by the capitalist. The
Marxian theory of value, based upon some
statements of Adam Smith and Ricardo,
has now been discredited. His ^•iew was
that value is created only by labour, and
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he neglected other important factors, such
as scarcity and abundance, the varying
demand for different commodities, and the
different quahty of the raw material upon
which labour is spent.

Laveleye points out that the wine known
as Chateau-Lafite may be worth twelve
shillings a bottle, wher eas the produce of the
neighbouring vineyard may be worth only

tenpence a bottle, although in the latter case

double the amount of labour may have
been expended in the cultivation. Labour,
therefore, is not the sole factor in the
creation of value. Besides, Marx has not
touched upon the effect of competition in

raising or reducing values, irrespective of

the labour employed in the production of

commodities of the same kind. Marx
objects to the surplus profit which falls to

the employer. He says that capital, like

a great sponge (Kapital Schwamm), sucks
up the surplus value drop by drop.

The work which the labourer performs in

the course of a single day creates a value
only a portion of which returns to him as

a wage. He may be compelled to work
twelve hours, while only three hours would

„ .

,

be sufficient to earn that wage.
Problem T-> i -J- 1 j-

„ But II an employer were not
o

^

urp us
^^ retain part of the realised

value of the product he could
neither preserve nor enlarge his business,

which, as a source both of income and of

wages, would thus soon cease to exist.

It cannot be true to say that the capitalist

simply " steals " the profits which accrue

from what Marx calls "surplus labour."

No doubt, the labourer may create by his

day's work a product the value of which,
when realised in the market, will more
than liquidate the day's wage. But other

expenses of production are to be met.
And is the man whose energy and fore-

sight creates and maintains an organised

industry not to be paid a wage in propor-
tion to the value of his services ? It is

certainly no longer possible to hold the
old and exploded theory of a wages fund.

Wages are ultimately paid out of sources

which labour has itself created. But apart

from a controlling and organising force,

labour would be impotent, and it would
be unfair to equalise wages between agents
who contribute disproportionate services.

All these, however, are questions which
we cannot discuss here. We are more
concerned with the general fact that

the development of modern industrialism

has been accompanied by an ever growing

antagonism between the forces to which
it owes its birth. What has been called
" the iron law of wages" is supposed by
Socialistic economists to be the inevitable
result of the reigning system of capitalism.
This law, the operation of which was
imphed in the writings of French economists

r-., . hke Turgot, and also in those of

j^ ^ - Malthus, Ricardo and Adam
£ . Smith, was re-expressed by

Lassalle in the following
passage: "The iron law of economics
(das eherne okonomische Gesetz:), which,
under the modern conditions of supply
and demand, regulates the rate of wages,
is this, that the average wage must
always remain at the amount which, in

accordance with the customary standard
of living, is necessary to make mere
subsistence and propagation of the
species possible. It is about this point

that, like a pendulum, the real wage

—

that is, the purchasing power of wages

—

oscillates without being able either to rise

above it or to fall below it for any length-

ened period. It cannot permanently raise

itself above this average because, if it did,

there would take place, owing to the im-

proved condition of the workers, an increase

of population which would have the effect

of reducing wages again, since the supply

of labour would have become abundant.
Likewise, wages cannot permanently fall

below the amount necessary for subsist-

ence, because in that case there would
follow emigration, the reduction of the

marriage and of the birth-rate, and, lastly,

as a necessary consequence, a diminution

of labour supply resulting in a rise of

wages to the former level."

Now, if this "law" operated eternally

and invariably, the outlook for the working

class would certainly be hopeless. Social and
moral stagnation would be their destiny.

Happily, recent criticism and a closer ob-

servation of the conditions of labour have

resulted in a considerable modification of

this theory, according to which
wages are fixed by " a natural

law." As a matter of fact, the

Factors

in the Rate

of Wages
rate of wages is determined by

varying causes, such as the workman's
efficiency, the needs of the market, supply

and demand, etc. Professor Marshall has

pointed out that local variations of weekly

wages and of efficiency generally corre-

spond. He maintains that the tendency of

economic freedom and enterprise—that is,

the competitive system—is generally to
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equalise efficiency earnings in the same
district. It is not, therefore, merely
the standard of comfort common to the

labouring class in a given locality which
regulates the amount of their wages. It-

often happens that common labourers and
mechanics receive wages as high as, if not
higher than, the salaries of clerks and

curates, whose standard of

»/^ w-r^^" . living is, nevertheless, supe-
Mean Efficient o

'
^

Production
Besides, the fiuctua-rior.

tion in the rate of wages and
the price of commodities are not simul-

taneous. The researches of Brentano and
Schoenof have proved that there is a close

connection between the high wages and
efficient production, and, indeed, that fact

was already expressed by Adam Smith,
who said that " the liberal reward of labour
increases the industry of the common
people." There is a saying in America
that he is the best man of business who
continues to pay the highest wages. For
the highest wages attract the highest skill,

and the result is seen in an improvement
in the quality of the products. Professor

Marshall says that " highly paid labour is

generally efficient, and therefore not dear
labour, a fact which is more full of hope
for the future of the human race than any
other that is known to us."

Various statistics prove the correctness

of this view. In the year 1872 the great

increase in the wages of Prussian miners
was followed by a remarkable increase

in the productivity of the miners. Whereas,
too, in Austria, a miner's dail}^ wage in

1870 was two shillings and sevenpence and
his yearly output 1,952 cwt., in 1872, when
the wage had risen to three shillings and
sixpence, the individual output had corre-

spondingly risen to 2,323 cwt. Schoenof has
wTitten a book to prove the economy of high
wages, and to disprove the dogma that

cheap labour means a gain to the employer
of it. But let it not be supposed that high
wages mean necessarily an immoderate
price for the products of labour. For
more efficient labour accomplishes more
in a given time, and hence, although more

highly paid, actually reduces the cost of

production. The following table of
average annual earnings and average
prices in some American coal-mines is of

special interest

:

Tennessee
Kentucky
Ohio

Yearly
Earnings
(Dollars)

1880 1890

332 392
261 334
320 352

Wages
Per Ton
(Cents)

Value
Per Ton
(Dollars)

1880 1890
68 82

73 70
86 69

1880 1890
I '27 I -21

I 20 o'99
I "29 o"94

Those figures, which are quoted by
Schoenof from the census of 1880, prove
that the labour cost per ton was lowest
where the average of day wages was highest,

and that the price of coal fell, although
the rate of wages rose. And he shows
that, in many other industries, along with
an increase in earnings there has gone a
decrease in the hours of labour. These
facts are of the deepest importance, and
they have been corroborated by numerous
independent observers. Lord Brassey points

out that where wages are low the work
done is, as a rule, correspondingly small.

It is precisely in the countries in

which wages are highest and the working
hours shortest that the greatest pro-

ductivity prevails. It is more than prob-
able that the adoption of an eight hours'

day, advocated as early as the beginning
of the nineteenth century by Robert
Owen, would result, not only in improved
social, but in improved economic con-

ditions. When it was proposed to restrict

^i n , the hours of factory hands there
The Road , Zu i ii

„ . was an outcry that the m-
p

" dustries of the country would
rogr ss

^^ ruined. \'\'hat is the truth ?

It is that the steady reduction of hours
has been accompanied by an increase

both in the quantity and the qualitj' of

the products. These few facts at which
we have glanced appear to prove that

even political economy, which has been
called " the dismal science," is able to

indicate for us the road of social progress.
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THE SOCIAL PROBLEMS OF TO-DAY
AND THE REMEDIES OFFERED BY SOCIALISM
IT is not necessary to be a Socialist in

* order to believe in the urgent need of a
wider distribution of the means of human
well-being. Socialism does not appear
to have yet discovered economic principles

which are sound, but neither can it be
said that the present industrial system,
which has created on the one hand vast
wealth, and on the other vast poverty,

is capable of satisfying the conscience of

the civilised world.

A recent writer, Sir H. Wrison, who
betrays alarm concerning the dominance of

democracy, asks the question :
" What are

the poor going to do with the rich ?
"

But we should also ask what have the

rich been doing with the poor ? Rod-
bertus pointed out long ago that pauper-
ism and a glutted market are the
chief causes of the economic distress of

modern times. And there is profound
suggestion in the theory that there exists

likewise a close interaction

tc \t^l\A^ between poverty and the state

of the markets for commodities.
In spite of the increased pro-

ductivity of human labour, aided as it is

by machiner}^ and scientitic processes, the
industrial class receive only what is

sufficient to support their existence.

But the industrial class is the most
numerous in the state. In other words,
they ought to form the largest body of

consumers. What, however, is the real

situation ? The purchasing power of the
poorer classes is greatly restricted. Hence
the rapid production of modern industry
is not met by a corresponding consump-
tion. Rather, it is followed by an
economic deadlock. The creation of com-
modities suddenly stops because the
market becomes full of superfluous goods.
Expansion is succeeded by contraction of

production, by a scarcity of employment,
and a further decline in the purchasing
power of the working class. Thus, we
have a commercial crisis bringing with it

pauperism as a necessary result. In the

to Rapid

Production

meantime the purchasing power of the
capitalists and landholders continues
relatively to increase ; but as they have
already had enough to buy all the comforts
of life, they spend more in the purchase of
luxuries, the production of which increases.

Such phenomena are the result of what
some Socialistic writers call "the competi-
»,. _^ ^

five anarchy " of the cap-
Thc State -, ,• ,• ,- ™, ^
A J- * ^1.

italistic system. They pro-
According to the , -^ 1 .^ A_ K
Socialists P°s^ \ r^P^^^e that system

by collective ownership of

capital, collective production and collective

distribution of the products of industry.

The state is to become a vast factory or
assemblage of factories, and every citizen

is to take his place as a working unit.

Private speculation is to cease. There
would be neither profits nor wages, but
each individual worker would be paid
by the community in labour cheques.
Money would be abolished. Land and
machinery, together with the entire means
of production, would be collectively owned.
All workers would be on the same level,

for, according to the crude doctrine of

Proudhon, a piece of work done in one
place balances a piece of work done in

another, no matter how different the two
kinds of work may be, provided that the
same amount of time is consumed.
Those individuals who would he in-

capable of producing material things, but
could serve the community as officials,

teachers, physicians or artists would be
remunerated by a share in commodities
proportioned to the time spent by them

in work socially useful. Credit

K
*^

n '^!h
^^"^ loan, lease, stocks and

* ^ .^* shares would no longer exist.
o

1
er y ^^^ ^^ -^ difficult to See how

the result of such a system could be any-

thing else than economic stagnation.

Private enterprise would be crushed, for

private enterprise is the result of private

interest, which Socialism disallows.

Equality would mean the death of liberty.

If an individual possesses superior powers
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of invention and energy, to forbid him
the enjoyment of the fruits of those

powers would be tyrannical and unjust.

To compel the more highly endowed to

remain for ever on the same dead level as

the more lowly endowed would be to

abolish justice in tlie name of an equality

whereby only mediocrity would gain.

In his book on foreign work
A Lesson

^^^-^ English wages Lord
From

^ Brassey narrates the history of
Argentina

^ highly instructive experiment

in Socialism which took place in Argentina,

and which came under his own observa-

tion. " Large numbers of colonists," he

says, " were sent out from all parts of

Europe. To each was allotted an equal

area of land ; for each a house was built,

a well dug and seeds and imi)lements

provided. Nature gave to each an equal

portion of sunshine and of rain, and at the

end of a short term of years you find some
in penury, many struggling to maintain a

bare subsistence ; a few, but only a few,

had prospered. The unsuccessful regarded

themselves as the victims of undeserved
misfortune and viewed with envy the

growing prosperity of their neighbours."

If Socialism means the abolition of

distinction for all who succeed, it will

kill not only the desire to succeed, but
even the desire to work. Exaggerated
individualism has produced economic
tyranny, but the worst of all despotism is

collective despotism, for it is impersonal.

It is not really true that one man is as

valuable to the state as another, or that

one man is equal to another. To equalise

fortunes which have been created by un-
equal talent would convert the state into

a poor-house. We cannot believe that

when the state is rechristened " Socialistic
"

the mainsprings of human activity will be
fundamentally changed.
He who supposes that, as long as clia-

racters and talent remain diverse, it is pos-

sible to create and to maintain a uniformity

1
^^ b.uman fortune, knows little

„ '"'' of human nature. A mass
rugg e

^^ human beings idly leaning

upon each other is not a state.

Let us admit that at the present moment
it is difficult to see an}' solution for the

social problem. It appears to be inevitable

that there should go on within the limits

of the state that war for life, which is the
main fact of human and of all other
existence. Even Lassalle declared that
" History is a struggle against Nature

"
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(Die Geschichte ist ein Kampf mit der

Natur). But that fact does not prevent
the interference of mankind for the pur*

pose of mitigation and appeasement.
What characterises the social action of the

modern world is the perception that there

is no necessary antagonism between moral
and economic reform. The abolition of

abuses has proved that the reverse is true.

More and more we have come to see that

in voluntary collaboration lies the true

life of the state, and that if the state is an
organism, every member who contributes

to its combined life requires to be rewarded
according to his contribution.

We may not be able to discover in Social-

ism a practicable theory of government.
But we cannot blind ourselves to the fact

that that doctrine contains a noble truth.

Schaffle has said that " Socialism is a

question of the stomach " (eine Magen-
frage). But so is individualism. If the

two great efforts of the state are still, as

in the words of Aristotle, the attainment
of mere life, and then of the good and
harmonious life, a certain share of material

comfort is necessary for all its members.

^^ Recent investigations into

p modern poverty prove that

, . national health and security

are not compatible with the

existence of a vast proletariat half

fed, half clothed, and, we may add, half

housed. The slave and the serf received

food and clothing and shelter from their

masters, but to-day the pauper and the

unemployed workman are required to

provide these things for themselves.

In the slums of all great modern cities

extraordinary efforts are daily made by
millions of men and women to procure

even the most wretched and the most repul-

sive conditions of bare existence. Beneath
the glittering fabric of civilisation lies this

immense, foul and rickety foundation

of poverty. Whatever our theories of

economics may be, and howsoever we may
apportion the moral responsibility for the

long antagonism between labour and
capital, the fact remains that, owing to

a combiriation of moral and economic
causes, every modern state suffers from
the same social disease. Says Emerson :

'Tis the day of the chattel,

Web to weave and corn to grind,

Things are in the saddle,

And ride mankind.

But " things," or economic causes,

have been in ^Me saddle since the beginning

/
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of human histoiy, and they have ridden
many generations to death. Not only
emotional pliilanthropists, but economists
with cool heads liave examined the lower
strata of modern society, and have pointed
out that the amount of wretchedness to

be discovered in the great pauper areas

is a national danger.

Professor Marshall, in his " Principles of

Economics," says that children of the work-
ing classes are imperfectly fed and clothed.

They are housed in a way that promotes
neither physical nor moral health ; they
receive an education which, though in

modern England it may not be very
bad so far as it goes, yet goes only a little

way ; they have few opportunities of

getting a broader view of life, or an insight

into the nature of the higher work of

business, or of science, or of art ; they meet
hard and exhausting toil early on the way,
and for the greater part keep to it all their

lives. At last they go to the grave, carrying
with them undeveloped abilities and
faculties, which, if they could have
borne full fruit, would have added to the
national wealth of the country—to say

nothing of higher considerations

p!^"*. °. —many times as much as would
ysica

have covered the expense of

providing adequate oppor-
tunities for their development." But the
point on which we have here specially

to insist is that the evil is cumulative.
An anaemic generation can have only an

anaemic progeny. If we examine the
returns for recruiting for the British Army
we shall discover grave reasons for be-

lieving that the national energy is being
sapped. In 1900, out of 88.402 recruits

medically inspected, no fewer than 23,105
were rejected as physically unfit. And the
standard required is, unfortunately, by
no means .high. When we remember,
too, that many of the recruits are only
provisionally accepted, and that a con-
siderable number break down during
training, and are sent back as useless, the
symptoms of a low vitality in the prole-

tariat are still more evident. The causes
of rejection are defective eyesight and
hearing, weight and chest and height
under-developed, deformed limbs, heart
disease, skin disease, decayed teeth, and
unsound lungs. What do such facts mean ?

They mean that generations of the pro-
genitors of those recruits have been
imperfectly fed, imperfectly housed, and
imperfectly clotlied. The victories of a

2 A ,fi

handful of picked British athletes at the
Olympic games cannot be accepted as a
proof that the great mass of the people
enjoy physical health. On the contrary,
the researches of Mr. Charles Booth, of

Mr. Seebohm Rowntree, and of many
other trained observers, make the truth
painfully manifest that, in spite of free

Hi h R t

ti'^cls, the nutrition of a great

of'inf ^
^ portion of the labouring class

Mortality
^^ wholly inadequate. In London
the percentage of pauper popu-

lation is 307, in York it is 27-84, and in

other industrial cities the same average is

reached. How is it possible to provide the
nation with a virile working class when
families earning wages below twenty
shillings weekly live upon a diet far less

nutritious than what is supplied to the
inmates of the workhouse ?

In the poorest districts of our great cities,

out of every 1,000 children 250 die before
they are twelve months old. And that
this high rate of infant mortality is due to

poverty and its attendant dangers and dis-

comforts seems to be proved by the fact

that among the better paid section of the
working class only about 94 out of every
1,000 children die below the age of twelve
months. It has been calculated that the
death rate among children in the poorer
parts of London is almost three times
higher than the corresponding rate in the
richer districts. Conditions of life under
which one child out of everj^ four dies

before it is twelve months old are a menace
to national well-being. We are told that

only 12 per cent, of the working class popu-
lation in York are living in sanitary houses.

Comparatively high rents are paid

for hovels. A family of six, with an
income of less than eighteen shillings a

week, find it necessary to deny themselves

food and clothing in order to pay three

shillings in rent. And even that amount
of rent is too high if we consider the kind

of accommodation provided in the slums.

There are cases in which there
Profits of

is only one water-tap to fourteen

p
""*

tenements, and a single closet
roper y -^ shared b}'^ fifteen families.

Anyone who wishes to study the budgets

of the poor will find abundant material

in the pages of Mr. Booth and Mr. Rown-
tree. And he will learn that one of the

most ironical facts of the social life of

to-day is that slum property is highly

profitable to the owner. We are told that

wherever a room is, owing to its bad state
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of repair or its dampn^s and general

unhealthiness, to be had at a low rental,

there is an eager demand for it among the
poorest classes. It is impossible to deny
that such a fact is nothing less than a dis-

grace to modern civilisation, especially in a
country in which the national income
reaches approximately the sum of

/i,350,000,000. No doubt, a

,
.*'' great part of that sum is repre-

.. p sented by wages. But it is only
in the ranks of the higher

artisans that the rate of wages is sufficient

to allow a margin for saving. And, as

Mr. Hobson points out, a low wage is not
accompanied by a low price for commodities.
To begin with, the rent absorbs a large

fraction of the wage. It is calculated that,

in certain pauper areas in London 86 per
cent, of the inhabitants pay more than
one-fifth of their weekly wages in rent. If,

during the last fifty years, wages have risen,

rents have also risen. Moreover, since the
poor buy in small quantities, they are com-
pelled to pay higher prices for their food.

The price of fresh vegetables, such as

carrots, parsnips, etc., in East London is

not infrequently ten times the price at

which the same articles can be purchased
wholesale from the grocers. The results

of a loss of employment or of sudden
illness may be imagined in the case of men
and women who exist in such conditions
as these. Extra expenditure is met by
savings on necessaries, and in order to

purchase a pair of boots the family fre-

quently goes without a dinner.

It has been estimated that out of a
population of 40,000,000 only three out
of every ten persons in the United King-
dom are able to live above the poverty line.

On the first day of January an old-age
pension scheme, for providing for the aged
poor, came into force. This measure is

essentially socialistic. It may even be the
beginning of a disastrous era for British

finance and national security. But all

parties in the state are in agree-

_ V . ment that the time was ripe

J^ . lor some such provision. Yet
we wonder whether it would

not be wiser, both in the interests of the

nation and of the individual, to aid the

poorest of the working class not at the end,
but at the beginning of their lives.

The millions annually spent in charity are
often spent too indiscriminately, and too
late. And the state would receive a more
adequate return, in the form of the higher
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physical and moral development of her

weakest members, if her activities in social

amelioration were better organised. Mean-
time, those writers are scarcely to be con-
victed of unreasonable pessimism who,
after they have examined modern
pauperism, doubt whether, in spite of all

contrary/ ap])earances, modern civilisation

marks any real social advance on ancient

and mediaeval slavery and serfdom.
Let us not forget that the social problem

is universal, and that no nation is un-
affected by it. Modern industrialism has
produced in Germany, in America and in

France, and, indeed, wherever it has
spread its roots, exactly the same economic
results which are found in Great Britain.

But it is precisely in its international

character that we may perhaps find the
best promise of a mitigation if not of an
ultimate cure of the great social disease of

the modern world. At first sight, indeed,

the reverse would appear to be the case.

For the armed condition of modern
nations is the result not only of immemorial
antagonisms, but also of rivalries engen-
dered by the struggle for industrial and

commercial supremacy. Prima

Sh la
facie, therefore, the working

_ , class of one country is the
natural enemy of the working

class of another. Nevertheless, interna-

tionalism, which is a wholly modern idea,

was first proclaimed by the representatives

of the industrial population of all the great

European countries. It was by them that

war was denounced as a crime against the
essential solidarity of mankind. What
would be the economic result of the aboli-

tion of war is difficult to forecast. But
since that abolition would at least involve
an immense reduction in taxation, and
would divert industrial activity from
wasteful production to a production
socially useful, the moral and economic
gain might be incalculable.

At any rate, there exists the closest con-
nection between the internal conditions and
the external relations of a state. If, then,

an international harmony could be dis-

covered, each state would be left free to

apply its energies and to devote its wealth
to the solution of its own social problems.
This, we should like to believe, is the
consummation which lies before all the
modern peoples. The ideal goal of

history is the collaboration of states in

the great tasks of a common humanity.
The cost of the retardation of inter-racial
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and international justice is too vast for

measurement. Let us not forget that,

although climatic influences, age-long
habits, and many other complex causes
have created a sense of actual physical
repulsion between various breeds of men,
the war which goes on between races

erroneously supposed to be absolutely
divergent is really the same kind of war
which goes on within the limits of a single

race,- and, for that matter, within the
frontiers of a single nation. It is the
war for food. And yet the earth is capable
of providing food for all. Every national
group has reproduced within itself a minor
and more or less modified form of the
struggle for existence. The conflict be-

tween individuals for the means of sub-
sist'fence and for liberty is the same kind
of conflict which rages between states

for territorial possessions. Empire is

only a colossal form of landowning,
and the history of war forms part of

the history of property.

It was a perception of these permanent
factors of disturbance in human society

which caused Immanuel Kant to say that

,. , ^ .
" at the sight of the actions of

Ideal Goal j- i j j.i .„ men displayed on the great

„. stage of the world, it is impos-
^ sible to escape a certain feeling

of disgust." Yet in his remarkable essay on
" Universal History," Kant foreshadowed
a set of inter-racial and international con-
ditions which have been the dream and
hope of less practical and more visionary
minds. The last and the greatest task, he
tells us, which will be offered to men will

be the creation of a civil society founded
upon justice, and embracing the entire

earth. In spite of the fact that during
the period which has elapsed since Kant's
death the world has frequently vibrated
with the shock of revolution and war, it

cannot be said that this ideal goal of

human history has wholly vanished out
of human thought.

On the contrar\^, there are signs that civil-

ised peoples are becoming more impatient
with the doctrine that the work of the
world must be inevitably accompanied by
an eternal homicide. Thie gradual elimina-

tion of the idea that man, like any other
living thing, is only a form of prey, meant
a new route for human destiny. That idea,

as expressed in the slave system, was the
dominant principle of ancient society in

its industrial aspect ; and it lingered far

into the Christian era. But in modern times
the labourer is a free man, and he sells his

labour for wages. The l^asis of human
society has by this single fact been so
revolutionised that only ignorance of
history could make us deny that the rela-

tions existing within states and between
them are infinitely more humane in the
_.. _ modern than they were in the

of Social
ancient world. The doctrine

Harmony ^^^^ feciprocit'e cest justice

is, at least in practice, a
purely modern idea, and it contains
the secret of social harmony. The modern
state is the result of a voluntary co-opera-
tion between its members. Sooner or later,

amid all social conflagrations and con-
fusions, the end has been the same, and
that end has been the triumph of liberty.

And it seems time to ask whether it is not
just here in this common goal of states

that we may be able to detect some
promise of union in the broken history of

man ? For if they are all striving to be
free, it is in the interests of every one of

them that none shall be enslaved by
another. The Bill of Rights which each of

them has won or is winning must, unless
human society is to remain fundamentally
irrational, cover inter-racial and inter-

national relations. It is not unreasonable
to suppose that just as the feuds of families

and of clans gave way before the concep-
tion of national unity, so the feuds of

nations and of races may be at last lost in

a general collaboration of mankind. This

would be the true Foedtis Amphidyonum.
One of the remarkable facts of his-

tory is that, on the whole, all social

systems at any given period tend
towards uniformity. In Greece and in

Italy the age of the despots was followed

by the age of the democracies. Thus, too,

during the mediaeval period various forms

of feudalism were simultaneously spread

throughout a vsade European area. In

other words, political and social

ideas have always been con-

tagious, and to-day a common
conception of human rights is

being diffused through the world. History

teaches us that out of the most disordered

forces order has actually been created,

and that in the world of man, as in the

world of Nature, chaos is the first stage

of cosmos. Although the stairs of human
progress are broken, nevertheless they are

stairs. William Romaine Paterson

What
History

Teaches
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THE TRIUMPH OF THE MIND OF MAN
By Dr. C. W. Saleeby

THE MASTER KEY OF PROGRESS OR
HISTORY IN THE LIGHT OF BIOLOGY

'X'HE spectacle offered to the historian
* is not merely a succession of persons

and scenes ; it is not a panorama, nor a
pageant, nor a phantasmagoria, but a

sequence, or medley of sequences, which
have direction and tendency. The hap-

penings with which he deals are not merely
events to be placed and dated, but processes.

It is the difference between a succession of

music-hall " turns " and an organic drama.
Being human, the historian inevitably

applies to the spectacle before him criteria

derived from the human sense of worth
or value. He speaks of the decline and
fall of an empire ; he distinguishes be-

tween savagery and civilisation, barbarism
and culture, ignorance and knowledge.

Here or there he witnesses processes

which he calls progress or retrogression,

advance or decadence. Whatever the

meaning that he attaches to these terms,

history unquestionably presents pheno-

mena to which they may be applied, and
for man as a spiritual being the questions

that centre around the word " progress
"

are the vital questions of history, and
those by which it is exalted to a rightful

place above the purely physical sciences.

However defined or conceived, progress

has at least been observed at certain

, times and in certain places, and
lo ogy s

^^ -g ^j^g supreme interest of

^ u-\ the historian. In the present
to History •. i. • .

essay it is our business to

consider the new conceptions of history

which, as it seems to the writer, must
necessarily follow from our new perception

of the facts of biological science. It is

biology after all, and not archaeology, nor

anthropology, that has given new dignity

to history. It is the study of life as a
whole, the study of all life—vegetable,

animal, human—as a single fact, and the

only important fact of the earth's surface,

that has made for ever ridiculous the con-

ception of the history of the world as

neither more nor less than the

p
^'^ *^ history of man during the last

p^ few thousand years. The doctrine

of organic evolution has revealed

to us the continuity of man with his

inferiors in the scale of life. The whole
of human history may thus, for some
purposes, be rightly conceived as only a

chapter in the history of life—the greatest

chapter, and that which gives meaning to

all the rest, and perhaps the longest

chapter when it is completely written, if

it is to be ended at all, but at the time of

writing, probably the shortest chapter in

the history of important species.

The thesis of the writer is that in the

hght of the revelations of the nineteenth

century it is impermissibly short-sighted

any longer to conceive of human history as

if it were not the latest term in a long series.

We have to conceive a man as part and pro-

duct of a process which is older than he. We
derogate nothing from his dignity and from

his unique position in thus conceiving him.

If, for instance, throughout the whole

living world, apart from man, we find

certain principles under which life has

advanced here and degenerated there,

multiplied or diminished, left the sea for

the land or the land for the air, we are

bound to ask ourselves whether man as a

living being must not also be subject to

these principles, though with profound

modifications due to his unique character.
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It is not merely that modern biology

desires to trace the very earliest stages

in the history of man. Certainly it is

desirable that the historian, in attempting
to write, for instance, the earliest pages of

the history of the New World, should

recognise the conclusion of the biologists

that the human species arose in the Old
World. It would be inconsis-

Oldc?''
^^"^ ^^^^^ ^^^® largeness of our

M scheme if we failed to realise

the weight of the fact that man
claims a common ancestry with the an-

thropoid apes, and that these are exclu-

sively confined to what we find it still

convenient to call the Eastern Hemisphere.
Plainly, also, biology has a right to be

heard in these days when it claims that

not even the anthropologist is entitled to

write the first chapter of human history.

Older even than primitive man, older

than the earliest or palaeolithic civilisa-

tion, there was a creature, neither ape

nor man—to be called the missing link,

however, only by those who ignorantly

think that man is descended from one of

the present species of anthropoid apes

—

which had his history ; and since every
present time has all the future in its womb,
the history of even the ape-man is part of

the planetary epic. That history, how-
ever, it seems safe to say, will never be
written. At present, indeed, we have
only the scantiest evidence regarding the

characters of the most primitive erected

mammal. Nevertheless, a history of the

world which contained no allusion to that

evidence nor even to that period would
be ludicrously imperfect. Yet there is

no general historical work extant other

than this one which alludes to this

missing chapter, or, rather, this pro-

logue to human history.

The positive evidence, then, which we
actually possess regarding the first period

in human history consists of the imperfect

remains of a fossil skeleton discovered by

Th n\A
^^" I^^t)ois in Pliocene de-

^ir^.j. r< X posits in Java in the year i8q2.
World s Erect ir-i \. j-\ 7 j
. ihe creature thus suggested

to us has been called Pithecan-

thropus erectus—the erect ape-man. It is

not the immediate concern of the historian

to study the characters of this skeleton
;

it is, at all events, his concern to note the

fact that we are possessed of evidence
showing an erected creature, neither ape
nor man, to have lived in the Old
World at the period indicated by these
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deposits. This fact, coupled with the
contrast between the monkeys of the
New World and the apes of the Old World,
is the first great fact of human history.

It is not my purpose here, however,
to dwell upon this matter. Suffice it that,

at any rate in the twentieth century, we
formally repair the omission of the first

chapter of human histor\', which our pre-

decessors during the last half century sanc-

tioned, and of which their predecessors
were, of course, wholly unaware. But I

repeat that modern biolog}' is of immeasur-
ably greater importance to the historian

than that involved in its contributions

to the very earliest stages in the history of

man. The point is that modern biology

sees its principles illustrated in human
history, sees them determining the lives

not merely of individuals, but also of

races and empires and civilisations.

Above all, it is the science of life, and
that alone, from which we may obtain any
real and fruitful understanding of the

supreme fact of history, which is progress

—

not uninterrupted, continuous, inevitable,

irresistibly cumulative progress, but pro-

,
gress sometimes, somewhere,

IS ory s
Q^^^ Qj^ ^;|^g whole, nevertheless.

_ jy ... It is high time, indeed, that
Definition ,, ° ,. x u- i.worthy conceptions of history,

conceptions worthy of the spirit of age,

should find due recognition amongst us.

Never again must it be possible for any
historian, distinguished or undistinguished,

to pen those famous and monstrous
words so often quoted from Gibbon's
"Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire "

:

" History, which is, indeed, little more
than the register of the crimes, follies, and
misfortunes of mankind."
On the contrary, the present writer

would define history as the record of the

ascent of man. Such a definition would
have been impossible for Gibbon, who had
no evidence of such ascent, and no con-

ception of the emergence of man from the

sub-human world. If the reader would
estimate the services of biology to human
thought, let him contrast the definition

of history which was possible for a great

genius like Gibbon and the definition

which only requires a moment's reflection

to be regarded as commonplace to-day,

or if not to-day, at any rate to-morrow.

But in any discussion of progress we
shall achieve less than nothing unless we
successfully define this great term in which
our interest centres. It is possible to
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use the word " progress " concerning facts

on many planes. Any change in the direc-

tion of differentiation, any passage from
the homogeneous to the heterogeneous,
might conceivably be referred to as pro-

gress But this is not a sense of the word
that can have any real value for us.

There was a time, we know, when not
only was the earth's surface destitute

of life, but even its crust was destitute

of structure. Such structure was achieved
in the course of ages,yet there is something
incongruous in the term " geological pro-

gress." Again, in the course of time
life appeared upon the earth, its first

forms, as we must infer from the facts of

nutrition, being vegetable, that is to say,

forms capable of feeding wholly upon
inorganic material. From these earliest

beginnings there may be traced upwards
the evolution of the vegetable kingdom,
which has at last flowered, in what we
call the flowering plants, including, of

course, the mightiest trees.

In the course of this history there has

been much advance from the homogeneous
to the heterogeneous, much differentiation,

. much achievement of complexity ;
•

* *^ there has been everything that

answers to Herbert Spencer's
Meant by

definition of his word ' evo-

lution." There has been what we might
call anatomical or morphological progress,

there has as certainly been physiological

progress, irftrease in complexity and
efficiency of function as well as of structure,

yet is "there not a something lacking,

which causes us to regard the term " vege-

table progress " as somehow incongruous ?

It is less so, perhaps, than geological

progress, because at least it deals with life.

Yet, in spite of all, we feel that the word
is not worthily used.

Plainly, then, our definition of progress

must not be in terms of the physical.

Physical evolution, whether mechanical
or anatomical, is not progress. The
evolution of the motor-car mechanism
with six cylinders from that with one
is not progress, nor yet the evolution

of the many-celled anatomico-chemical
mechanism called the oak from the

one-celled plant. Our definition must
be in terms of the intangible. It

must have " thoughts of things which
thoughts but tenderly touch." It must
be in terms of mind. By progress we mean
no series of physical changes, however
admirable or perfect their physical result.

Yet if without any physical changes that
seem noteworthy there appears but the
barest rudiment of the psychical, the
merest glimmering of sentiency, the
scarcely recognisable emergence of any-

. thing that feels, there is the very fact of

progress before us. As a preliminary
definition, then, let us take it that by pro-

V bl
gress we mean the emergence and

*P.*. *
, increasing predominance of theand Animal . . p ^

,

,

, . ,

Kingdoms Psychical over the physical.
Only m terms of mmd—usmg

that word in its widest sense—can we frame
any definition of progress that appeals to us
who are minds. Plainly, then, geological
evolution is out of court. More note-
worthy, however, is the fact that one-half
of all biological evolution is out of court.

It is not easy to frame any final definition

of the difference between an animal and a
plant. Yet if we compare the animal and
the vegetable kingdoms, it is possible to
declare one overwhelming fact of contrast
between them. The vegetable kingdom,
with all its power and achievements, shows
no growth of mind. On every other score

but this the oak is vastly superior to the
alga

; yet if we are to apply the criterion

of the psychical to them the difference

is naught. Everything has been achieved,

but the one thing—the oak displays no uni-

fied consciousness, let alone self-conscious-

ness, no volition, not even the scantiest,

or any but the scantiest, differentiation of

the primary sentiency which we are com-
pelled to attribute to the first vegetables.

So far as any psychical evolution is

concerned, the history of the vegetable

kingdom is substantially blank. This it

is which, to my mind, constitutes the

one difference that matters between the

vegetable and the animal kingdoms.
We dismiss, then, as beneath our pre-

sent notice the whole course of vegetable

evolution, and turn to recognise the over-

whelming contrast displa}'ed in animal

evolution. This displays a series of in-

_ ... creasing complexities for the

ofTLma'!*'"
physicist, 3et another for the

o aima
chemist, yet another for the

comparative anatomist, and
another for the student of the cell. To all

of these, however, a parallel might be

found in the vegetable kingdom, but there

is no vegetable parallel to that evolution

which the psychologist discerns in the

history of the animal world, and that

psychical evolution is the only worthy
thing that we can possibly mean by the
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Insect

Compared

word progress. I say psychical rather than
mental, because it is not merely intelli-

gence of which we must think, but all the

attributes of the psyche.

It is the historic fact that upon the

earth long ago there was nothing of the

psychical, or, at any rate, no more than the

hylozoist may attribute, like Empedocles,
.to the atoms with their " loves

and hates." Later, there was
no more of the psychical than
is displayed by the bacterium

or the oak to-day, and now there are in-

telligence and will and motherhood. Con-
sider that if we study any kind of sentiency

that may be found in the oak, we regard

it as existing to serve the oak itself, and
by the oak itself we mean the bodily,

physical, material oak ; similarly, also, in

the case of the sensitive plant or the sea

anemone or the worm. Any powers of

sensation or discrimination or response that

such creatures possess we describe as

appanages or faculties useful for the

plant or animal itself, and the self is still

the physical being.

But now pass upwards. I do not say
that there is presented to us a picture

of animal species placed on the successive

rungs of a ladder of intelligence, and I even
remember that Father Wasmann declares,

erroneously, I believe, that if there were
such a ladder, we should have to put
ants on the highest rungs above any
monkey. But I will pass right up to

man, and then we shall surely agree
that the relation of things has been re-

versed. Such a mind as the insect has
exists for its body. But the body of a
man exists only to serve the man himself,

and by the man himself we do not mean the
bodily, physical, material man. We do
not even require to pass up to man in order
to realise this fashion in which the psychical
has turned the tables upon the physical.

Let the reader compare, for instance, his

dog with a tree and a caterpillar, and con-
sider the case of physical muti-

rogress ® i^t^Qj-j jf ^j-^g branches of the

of*H?sTo%
''*'

*^®® ^^ lopped off, part of the
tree is gone ; so with the cater-

pillar. But who that has a pet dog would
consider that the creature he loves has partly
vanished because a leg is amputated ?

It is its psyche that is the dog, it is its body
that is the caterpillar ; the psychical has
turned the tables upon the physical

—

and that is progress. Its highest form is

found in man, to whom were addressed
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the words :

" If thy hand or foot offend thee,

cut them off, and cast them from thee."

The man is not composed of hand and feet

and viscera—these are his body-servants.
Progress is therefore not an illusion of

youth, but the supreme fact of the earth's

histor}^ and the final demonstration of

that truth is the first service of biology
and of the nineteenth century to mankind.
Progress is possible because it has occurred.

It is not an illusion, but a scientific truth.

The common cant about the " illusion

of progress " may make attractive litera-

ture or rhetoric, but to deny the reality

of progress is as definitely to iiout scientific

truth as to deny the motion of the earth,

and is an error immeasurably more grave.

Even if we care to play with the terrible

idea of Aristotle, that every art and every
philosophy has probably been found out
many times, up to the limits of the possible,

and again destroyed, even then we have
to reckon with the finding out, which is

an aspect of progress.

The converse error is no less noteworthy.
It consists in the teaching that science

demonstrates progi'ess to be constant and
inevitable. This error, however,

f*th*^*
was long ago exposed. We

_.,, ^ mav remember that during
Fittest ,, --

1 c
those years when bpencer was

working towards his conception of universal

evolution he wrote, in 1857, an essay

called " Progress : Its Law and Cause."

When he saw, however, that all change
is not progressive, he introduced the word
" evolution " as a term which does not

commit us to any moral concept. We
must remember, also, that his familiar

phrase is not " survival of the best," but
" survival of the fittest," and that fitness

ma}' at times be constituted b}- characters

which are irrelevant to progress, such as

vegetable characters ; or b}- others which,

so far from being the best, are the worst.

If we are inclined to believe that pro-

gress is constant and inevitable, let us

recall the evolution of the intestinal

parasites as proof of the possibility of

degradation even under the action of

natural selection. The survival of the

fittest now becomes equivalent to the

survival of the worst. Yet, again, biolo-

gists are familiar with what may be
called survivals from the past in the plant

world. Change in no direction can occur

if there be nothing to cause it, and thus

you may find species extant to-day which
seem to have undergone no change for
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untold ages. On the one hand, organic
evolution asserts that progress is possible

and has occurred, and on the other
hand that it is neither constant nor
inevitable under all conditions. Evolu-
tion demonstrates and has achieved, but
is not synonymous with, progress.

This, of course, the historian knows full

well, and one of the reasons why, during
the last half century, he has failed to

realise what organic evolution means for

him is that he has been misled as to what
the doctrine asserts. He knows that

progress is not inevitable ; he knows that

the mightiest empires, having reached
unexampled heights, have fallen. Where,
he asks, are " the glory that was Greece
and the grandeur that was Rome " ? He
has pushed back his inquiries to Babylon,
and yet more clearly he sees that progress

is not inevitable. As Spain fell, and
Rome and Greece, so did Egypt and
Babylon. When, therefore, the doctrine

of organic evolution is presented to him
as asserting that progress is a constant

law of Nature, can he be blamed for

declining to waste his time upon what
he knows to be false ? It is our
business in these pages to state

Is there a

Goal to

Progress?
the facts and the theory based
upon them in a more correct

fashion, and in the course of doing so to

show that there is absolutely no conflict

whatever between the teachings of biology

and the facts of history. If there were
such a conflict, which would have to go
to the waU, does the reader fancy—the

theories or the facts ?

But before we turn more closely to

examine the historical facts let us en-

deavour to complete our concept of pro-

gress. We have agreed that, considered

from afar, it is at any rate clearly dis-

cernible to be the increasing predominance
of the psychical over the physical, and
that, if it exists at all, it is involved in

psychical evolution. We remind our-

selves also that evolution under all its

aspects is a change from the homogeneous
to the heterogeneous. Is it possible,

then, to conceive of any finality, any
goal to progress ? Is there any ideal

that seems to be indicated ?

Plainly, I think, psychical evolution

can result in nothing higher than what
we call personality or individuality. If

evolution is to result in the production of

the heterogeneous, its ideal is most com-
pletely achieved in personality

—
" the

most distinctive quality we know," as
Professor Hoffding says. Progress, then,
must be such a series of changes as increase
the conscious life of the individual. We
can by no means plumb the depths which
the conscious life may reach here or here-

after, but along this path and no other
is our goal to be sought. If the machinery
_,. _ , of a motor-car is not proofThe Real r ^

,,

Proofs f
progress, no more is the

Progrls°
machinery of a society. The
products of progress are not

mechanisms, but men. Physical com-
plexity, physical differentiation—all this

as such is nothing to us. The life of the
beehive, for instance, has to be judged by
the ideals which we have formulated and
not by any mechanical standards. If the
machinery of the beehive does not make
for individuality, it has nothing to do
with the subject we are discussing, though
as an achievement in vital mechanics it

may be considerably more interesting

than a motor-car. So much, then, by
way of definition.

The older theory of organic evolution,

which is commonly named after Lamarck,
and which was expounded by him at

length in 1809, the year of Charles Darwin's
birth, asserted that characters acquired

by the parent, such as the effects of use

and disuse, are transmitted to the off-

spring. One of his examples was the case

of the giraffe, which owes its long neck,

he presumed, to the gradual stretching

of the necks of many ancestors in their

efforts to reach the leaves of trees. Now,
it needs but the smallest consideration

to recognise that this question of the

transmission of acquired characters,

commonly regarded as a quarrel of the

biologists, is of the utmost moment to

the philosophic historian.

In general, it is fair to say that his-

torians have hitherto accepted, as popular

opinion commonly accepts, the Lamarck-
ian doctrine of the inheritance of acquire-

_ . , ments. For man}- generations
Doctrine of ^ ^^^^ -^ disciphned, and so

at last there is produced a

people to whom discipline is

native ; or for many generations a nation

finds it necessary to make adventure upon
the water, and so at last there is produced

a generation with blue water in its blood.

The theory applies equally to retrogres-

sion—a fact of history scarcely less salient

than the fact of progress. Every historian

has asserted that the vices of a people

6409

Inherited

Acquirements
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will, in course of time, produce moral

and physical degeneration in their pos-

terity. Historians like to compare the

history of a nation to the history, of an

individual, and this leads them to the very

familiar assertion, repeated and believed

almost everywhere, that the life of a

species or race or nation, like the life of

an individual, must inevitably
Biology

g|-^Q^ ^ period of growth fol-

lowed by maintenance, and, as
an Aid to

History
in the individual, ultimately

by decadence and death. Now, modern
biology has to be reckoned with in these

interpretations of history, with its periods

of progress and retrogression. And in the

first place, for the case may be more
briefly dealt with, let us observe that the

argument from the necessity of death for

the individual to the necessity of death for

a species or race is, biologically considered,

not merely false but ridiculous. On the

contrary, between the individual and the

race there exists only one overwhelming
difference, which is precisely that, whilst

the individual is necessarily mortal, the

race is not, and the analogy between the

life of the individual and the life of a

nation belongs entirely to the domain not

of science, but of rhetoric or poetry.

Every living man at this moment bears

within him living elements which may
trace back a continuous ancestry to the

beginnings of life upon our planet. Life

as a whole phenomenon does not die ; it

is only the individual that dies. To assert

that because an individual dies a species

or a nation must die is to prove oneself

blind to the most salient fact that dis-

tinguishes the species from the individual.

Turn we now to the still more serious

questions involved in the truth or falsity

of the Lamarckian doctrine concerning

the inheritance of acquired characters.

Let us state in a concrete and striking

form the magnitude of the contrast between
the interpretations of history that respec-

_, ^ tively assert and deny this pro-
The Case / j ,

/ . ^
.._ . position. Let us imagine a

?T ^- .. nation which for manv genera-
Nation . . i_ 1- J • .-^ °

tions has livedm ever-increasing

luxurious sloth and ease. Let us take this

nation at a period when it would seem that

decadence could no further go. But still,

of course, there are many babies being
born. Now, the question is as to the state

of those babies at birth. According to the
Lamarckian view, the new generation is

predestined to failure ; it is imbued with
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character acquired and accumulated by
its ancestors. This is a " dying nation."

Like an individual it has entered on its

period of decadence, and, as in the case of

the individual, no social medicine will re-

store either its adult manhood or its youth.
But suppose that we are empowered

summarily to deny the transmission of

acquired characters. Words can scarcely

picture the contrast in our interpretation.

The new generation, then, is, on the whole,
not much better, not much worse, except
through the slow operation of any form
of selection for parenthood than was the

new generation of centuries before. The
baby makes a fresh start, the sins of the

parent are not visited upon it in the direct

fashion asserted by the other theory. If,

then, something outside the new generation
could be changed ; if each baby could be
born into the social environment into which
its ancestors of centuries before were born,

then, in an instant, so to speak, that nation

would become again as great and worthy
as in the days of old. It contains the

constant possibility of recovery, which the

individual who is " dying " in the course

of Nature does not. Now, the answer to

„. , , the question whether or not
History and j t, j. j.

_. , . acquired characters are trans-
Biology in

Agreement
mitted cannot be left to the

historian. It is to be answered
by the students of heredity ; it is to be
answered after experimental inquiry by the

microscope, and by statistics. If the facts

so obtained are incompatible with the facts

of history, then further inquiry must show
why it is that what is true of the dog or

the chestnut is not true of man ; but we
shall find that there is no incompatibility

with the facts of history. Let us see how
we can defend that assertion.

It is the conclusion of modern biology,

and one which we are now compelled to

accept, that acquired characters are not
transmissible. We now recognise a
principle that makes for organic evolution

without requiring us to assume that ac-

quired characters are transmissible. This
principle we are about to study. But it

is not merely that we do not need the

transmission of acquirements ; it is that

on inquiry we find that it does not
occur. To this statement there are

some very dubious exceptions, derived,

for instance, from the realm of im-
munity to disease ; but these are quite

irrelevant to the interpretation of

histor3^ So far as the historian is
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concerned, acquired characters are not
transmissible and are never transmitted.
He has to reckon with this.

The result of this conclusion of the
biologists is in a sense to enhance the im-
portance of that department of history
which is outside the sphere of biology.
This is to say that in denying the trans-

mission of acquirements by heredity
we greatly restrict the importance of

biological heredity in the study of history,

whilst to do so is proportionately to in-

crease the moment that must be attached
to the facts of history that lie outside all

biological heredity. In other words,
whilst in explaining the degeneration of

a people the historian might formerly
transfer his burden to the shoulders of the
biologist, as, for instance, by saying that a
species must die as an individual dies,

he is now compelled to explain the pheno-
menon in social terms and historical terms,
in terms of events and customs and
„. , , morality, and especially of

„ . envn-onment, as the selector ofIremendous ,, a ^^ ^
D. parenthood, i he transmission

of acquired characters being
denied, Lamarckian heredity will no longer
bear the burden of explaining these
tremendous phenomena of history. In
effect, the biologist says to the historian :

" No, you must not come to me for explana-
tions ; I will give you the great assistance,

if you recognise it as such, of denying
absolutely that I can give you any assist-

ance at this point, and of asserting that
you must find explanations for these facts

in your own proper sphere."

5sow, certainly, if the historian found it

impossible to make history reasonable
without resort to the doctrine of the
transmission of acquired characters or the
doctrine that nations, like individuals,

must die, then, as we have hinted above,
the biologist would have to reconsider his

position. He would have to ask himself
whether, in the total absence of any other
conceivable expla,nation, the decadence
of Rome must not be explained in terms
of such transmission. But there is no such
necessity. On the contrary, the historian

must be purbhnd who fails to see, staring
him in the face, causes totally inde-
pendent of the transmission of acquired
characters or the supposed necessity for
the death of a nation, which abundantly
account for all the phenomena that he has

rpK H- i • > to explain. What are these
I he Historians t i n i 11
jjgjjj jQ

causes, I shall be asked,

the Biologist
^^^i^^^ t^ "^y "^i"^^ '^^ ^^^sily

account for the tremendous
phenomena hitherto found unaccount-
able by historians, 'except by recourse
to biological doctrines now discredited ?

To this I answer that whilst the historian
has recorded battles and intrigues and
enactments, and so forth, he may possibly
have neglected matters of greater moment.
And here, also, he has to learn from the
biologist

; he has to be taught, and is,

indeed, now learning, which are the potent
and which the trivial factors of history.

In an early chapter of the History
OF THE World it has been shown how
history may be conceived as a history of

knowledge, as a history of culture, as a
history of liberty, as a history of political

institutions. But if the present writer is

assured of anything at all, it is that history
may be conceived not only under these
headings, but also, for instance, as a history
of motherhood or as a history of morality.

Human history, after all, is the history of
man the individual, in co-existence and in

sequence with other individuals. It is a
history of individual specimens of human
nature, and the factors that have made it

must necessarily be the factors that most
nearly affect the individual. How, then,

can history be rightly interpreted if, for

instance, we have as yet no historian of

childhood, as we have yet no historian

of motherhood ? Many have

, ^ ^ devoted themselves to the

„. influence of the geographical
^ environment upon history, the

influence of the sea or the mountains

;

many to the influence of the mental
environment ; some have even de-

liciously conceived the history of man-
kind to be but a series of marginal

notes upon the history of machinery.

04 1
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IT is obvious that the inquiries raised have
* their value, but how relatively limited

that value is we realise when we come to ask
how far, in terms of mountains or mach-
inery, there can be explained the great facts

of history, which are, of course, the rise

and fall of peoples. The evident
answer is, to take the case of a

mountain alone, that this con-

stant and unchanging factor is

plainly irrelevant. And the case of mach-
inery is very little better. If history is to

be interpreted in terms of human nature,

we must interpret its greatest phenomena
by the study of those factors which most
closely influence human nature.

It is for the reader to decide whether, in

the case of this man or that, in the case of

this society or that, it is a mountain or a
mother, the weather or the home, that is

most worthy of his study. This question
of the social interpretation of history,

one of the most luminous and momentous
ideas of this age, must be duly recognised

elsewhere. Here we introduce it

in order to note that the historian who
seeks to explain progress and retro-

gression, and who is no longer allowed to

find simple but false explanations in terms
of Lamarckian heredity, need by no
means be gravelled for lack of matter.

He has yet to study adequately marriage
and motherhood, parentage, social and
domestic morality, all the factors that

most nearly influence the growing genera-

tion ; he has to study the progressive
modifications in those influences

when, for instance, a nation
finds it necessary to struggle
for its life, or when, having

gained success, it ceases to struggle. These
subjects are inexhaustible and of inex-
haustible moment. Turn we now to
the modern theory of organic evolution
as conceived and demonstrated by
Charles Darwin. We now realise that
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Darwin's

Theory of

Evolution

the absolute ruler of all organic evolution

is that aU-important reality which
Darsvin calls " natural selection " and
Spencer " the survival of the fittest."

We must closely study these phrases if

we are to understand the conditions which,

as we saw in the preceding chapter,

have resulted in the predominance of

the psychical. As we saw, biology can tell us

positively that this new predominance of

the psychical, which is progress, has oc-

curred. But that would be a small service

if it could not proceed to tell us how it has
occurred. We are interested in the past,

of course; but it is onwards that our
eyes are most commonly turned if we are

really to justif\^ ourselves as historians

for this age, and the question is whether
biology can pilot us.

Xow, what is the theory of natural

selection ? It depends upon the existence

of two facts, heredity and
variation. Like begets like, but
commonly not exactly like. The
inborn degree of unlikeness is

called variation. There are more born than
can survive, survival including the idea of

parenthood on their part—survival and
reproduction in offspring ; and therefore

those variations which constitute superior

fitness for whatever the environment may
be are automatically or naturally selected,

and those same variations will tend to be
transmitted to posterity by the law of

heredity. Observe that a variation is an
inborn character—inborn, innate, inherent,

fundamental, which you will, and as such
tends to be perpetuated or transmitted.

This, of course, is an old and very long
controversy, but for our present purpose
it will suffice if we recognise that the

distinction between variations and acquire-

ments is a real one, and that it is variations

the selection of which is of value, because
it is variations, as distinguished from
acquirements, which, being selected, can

The Laws of

Heredity and

Variation
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perpetuate themselves. Now, natural selec-

tion in no sense creates—it selects. If

there were no variation there would be
nothing for it to select from ; it would have
no choice. Without variation there would
have been no organic evolution.

What is it, then, that in any individual

natural selection selects ? The answer is

that, with absolute indifference as to all

other considerations, natural selection

selects whatever has survival value, and
in proportion as it has survival value.

Let us begin with the variations upon
which it acts. We do not understand
their production, but at least we find

no more evidence to-day than Darwin
found of the existence of any determinate
character in them. When we call them
fortuitous we must not imagine a " chance
outside the realm of law. On the

contrary, the Mendelians find variations to

be capable of analysis and prediction.

No one who is acquainted with the work
of this young school of biologists can
speak of fortuitous variations without
at any rate an unspoken reminder of the

mathematical analysis of what we call

_ ... chance. Further, only certain
Conditions • ,• -i i r

f Ki variations are possible lor any

c , .. species. the lortuity of
Selection ^

. , i .- J_^
•

natural selection is anything
but the " law of higgledy-piggledy," as an
academic opponent of Charles Darwin
once called it.

Secondly, when we come to study the

conditions under which natural selection

acts—its dependence upon certain con-

ditions, not merely as regards the pro-

duction of variations but also as regards

the degree to which the environment
exercises stringent preference—we see

how monstrous is the notion of chance
having been set up as an idol and super-

stitiously worshipped by Darwin, as

some would have us believe, and we
see also that the law is not a blind law,

but, from this point of view at any rate, a
ver}' reasonable and discerning one.

Thirdly, as we shall see when we come
to study survival value more closely,

the demands made by the law of natural

selection are absolutely constant, not-

withstanding the contrasts between the

various fashions in which they are met.

I have said that natural selection selects

whatever has survival value, and in

proportion as it has survival value. The
word " value," as Ruskin himself reminds
us, is derived from valere, to be strong, which

is itself an idea derived from life. Now,
life, despite its varying manifestations,

is at bottom a constant thing, and it is

this constant thing, life, and characters

that have survival value, that natural

selection invariably requires. Natural
selection knows what it wants, and in-

variably gets it. Higgledy-piggledy is,

„ . ,
plainly, not the word.

/^ j"* ^
*• r I will grant that the mani-

Condemnation of .
,

,.°
i- ^ c

f. .... testations of liie answer so
Competition ... ,i i

varyingly to our ethical

judgments that we are liable to forget

the absolute fundamental consistency
which I have tried to indicate. Since
life manifests itself in the microbe as

well as in man, natural selection may
be found selecting the microbe, if that be
found to have more value, or, to translate

the word into English, more strength.

Hence the superficial aspect of higgledy-

piggledy which the law may assume in our
eyes if we confine our study to any given

moment instead of surveying the whole
epic of life. For it is true that the

character which possesses survival value

may vary indefinitely and offer terrible

contrasts to any ethical judgment such as

that involved in the idea of progress.

Hence the vehemence with which Ruskin
condemns the law of competition as

anarchy, the law not of life but of death.

In the microbe the characters having
survival value are its poisons, or toxins

;

in the oak, green leaves, amongst other

things, of course ; in the tiger, teeth,

claws and muscles ; in the ox, a complicated

stomach ; and so on. In so far as the

character makes for life it must perpetuate

itself ; its might constitutes its right.

Nature makes no explicit avowal of any bias

towards what we have defined as progress

;

she does not declare outright that she is

after quality rather than quantity, after

the psychical rather than the physical.

Thus, though, as we are about to see,

the psychical commonly triumphs, simply

because it has superior survival

p h
^'^^^^' ^^ ^^ ^°^ spared if the

Psychica
physical characters of some

Triump s
j^^^^gj. j^j-j^ ^f jjfg ^.^-^ conquer

it. The crab, a crawling invertebrate, may
eat the bird. It is said that " on sand-

banks among the Laccadive Islands

land crabs often kill the nestling terns

by the hundred." Yet more striking,

man himself, and often the finest souls

amongst mankind—a Spinoza or a Schu-

bert—may be killed by a despicable
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fungus, the tubercle bacillus. The bacillus

has some character which is of superior

survival value, and accordingly it sur-

vives. Thus, so far as natural selection

is concerned, there is no right but might.

Yet, somehow, the right, as, for instance,

the conception of right, has emerged.
We can only conclude, then, that if our

principle be correct, the right,
roccss

everything that we admire, or
of Anima! -^ '^

, •
i -

1

J, J
. more comprehensively, the psy-

chical, must possess might.
Even in a world of claws and toxins it must
have possessed sufficient survival value to

survive. This is the great thesis of Carlyle

in other words. If it be true that natural

selection has no prejudices, we can only
explain in terms of survival value the

present dominance of the psychical.

It is evident enough, if we come to

think in terms of this concept of survival

value, that lowly psychical characters,

such as sensory acuity, sensory dis-

crimination, sensory memory, would con-

stitute factors having survival value for

the creature that displayed them. Such
creatures would tend to succeed in the

struggle for life and to transmit their

powers to their offspring. !More and
more we might expect to find creatures

living by their wits rather than by force

of bone or muscle. The survival value
of such aptitudes is self-evident, and the
increasing part they play in the course of

animal evolution is one of the most
easily explicable of facts.

In short, the evolution of instinctive

and intelligent powers is a necessary
consequence of their high survival value.

Given the action of natural selection upon
all vital characters, and given the indis-

putable, if mysterious, fact that such
vital characters may include intelligence,

then the emergence and dominance of

intelligence is inevitable. The " fluke
"

theory of its history is untenable. The
very reverse is the truth. The only

„ , ,
possible theory of the emer-

Struggle of
&^"^^/f. intelligence IS a

, , ... necessitarian theory. It was
Intelligence , . -^

,

given no unfair start ; on
the contrary, it has not been favoured
by the judge ; it has not been allowed
to emerge without a struggle ; it has
emerged only where there has been struggle,

and it has emerged because it could

—

because of its superior survival value.
It has the right which belongs to might.
When, then, man is described as the
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" poor fluke or sport of the anthropoid
ape," this conclusion, which is advanced
as the inevitable inference from biology,

seems to me to assert everything that

biology denies. So far as the intellectual

powers of man are concerned, their emerg-
ence and dominance in the light of the

concept of survival value seem to me to

have been inevitable, not under any
conditions, but under the conditions that

have obtained. If we believe with Tyndall
that their promise and potency must be

discerned by the scientific imagination
in the primeval nebula, then they must
out. When out, as we have seen, they
may have to compete even with the
tubercle bacillus. Nature never gives

a final verdict, but out they must.
This is as much as to say that though pro-,

gress is not constant, and though evidence

of retrogression is only too easy to find,

yet, given certain conditions which have
obtained, progress was fore-ordained.

Contrast with the assertion that man
is a " fluke " Sir E. Ray Lankester's
" specific assertion that he is the predes-

tined outcome of an orderly, and to a large

extent perceptible, mechan-
ism." But hitherto we have
considered the survival value
of the psychical only in so

far as discrimination, memory, instinct

and intelligence are concerned. We turn

now to what is infinitely more important
for us here, progress being really an ethical

term—the psychical characters which may
be summed up under the word love.

Now, if it is possible to assert the survival

value of intelligence, it is immeasurably
easier to assert the survival value of love,

and this in direct contravention of the

Nietzschean misinterpretation of the

Darwinian theory, and also in direct con-

travention of the famous opinion of

Huxley that " cosmic evolution is in-

competent to furnish any better reason

why what we call good is preferable to

what we call evil than we had before."

According to Huxley, as to Ruskin, moral
or ethical evolution is opposed, radically

opposed, to cosmic evolution. But let us
look at love in terms of survival value, and
let us, if 3^ou please, begin with the lowest

vertebrates; and we shall end with man.
Sutherland found that so soon as the

slightest trace of parental care emerges
amongst the fishes, the chance of survival

is increased and, as we should expect,

the birth rate lowered. This advance

Love's

Survival

Value
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may be traced right through the verte-

brate kingdom, increase of parental care,

that is, of love, being associated with
a lower birth rate and a lower infant

mortality, this meaning a greater pro-

portion of life to death and a greater

possibility of individuation for the parent
individual, in consequence of the economy
effected in reproduction

;
.whilst the

offspring, though fewer, increase in

individual power, especially since parental

care, in the highest stages of evolu-

tion, is concentrated upon a few instead

of scattered upon many, and, there-

fore, weakened for each.

This sequence may be traced through the
fishes, amphibia, reptiles, birds and mam-
mals progressively, the birth rate of the

anthropoid apes and man being the lowest
known. In man the period of gestation,

the period of what we may call organic
morality, is, in proportion to weight, the
longest known, and the natural lactation

period of three or four years is also the
longest known. Sociologists tell us that
the same sequence is to be observed in the
human race itself. "Diminutions in the

^ number of deaths and child-

, j^ ... advances m parental rare

from society to society or
from class to class in the same society."

In short, the psychical fact called love
is demonstrated to constitute a factor of

supreme survival value. Natural selec-

tion actually selects morality, and we
come to realise that man is the highest

product of morality. Without love no
baby can live for a week. Every one of

the 1,600 millions of human beings on
the earth at this moment is a product
of mother-love, and I am entitled to say
" no morals, no man." So far is Darwinism
from reducing morality to the level of a
superstition that natural selection, which
is the Darwinian principle, actually selects

morality, because of its superior survival
value. The creature in whom, as the
comparative facts of gestation and
lactation show, organic morality is at its

height has become the lord of the earth.

I have no space to discuss the argument
that the prolongation of infancy, depend-
ing upon parental care—that is to say,

upon love—has made possible the trans-

mutation of instinct into intelligence and
educability, the instruments of man's
dominance. There still remains the fact,

seeming to confirm Huxley, that the

indiscriminate extension of sympathy,
involving the abrogation of the law of the
survival of the fittest, would lead to the
multiplication of the unfit. This is a very
small difficulty, however, since it is quite
possible to extend every kind of sympathy
and care to the unfit whilst meanwhile
forbidding them just one thing, and that is

_ parenthood. This is to effect

f *k *w-* J mercifully what natural selec-
01 the Mind , •

1 1 • r

of Man would, m a former age,

have effected unmercifully. Our
argument requires completion now only by
one further proposition, which is that not
only has the psychical a survival value, but
this demonstrates itself increasingly to out-
weigh that of the physical. Obviously, by
no other means could the psychical have
emerged and become dominant.

This proposition is absolutely vital

to our argument, but, fortunately,

it requires no labouring. Man daily

achieves by means of hi% mind what
the lower animals have to achieve b}'

physical means. If he cannot run so fast,

his mind creates a train ; if his teeth do
not last so well, he makes false ones, and
so on. It was so from the first. The
Drift-men of Taubach, living in the
Interglacial Period, could kill the full-

grown elephant and rhinoceros. Says
Ranke : "It is the mind of man that
shows itself superior to the most powerful
brute force, even where we meet him for

the first time." Furthermore, whilst the
physical methods are all self-limited,

whether as to the achievement of speed
by means of muscles, or cutting power
by means of teeth, the method of mind is

not limited ; it is even more than cumula-
tive, and multiplies its capacities by
geometrical progression. That dominance
of the psychical which we call progress is

due to its dominant survival value.

If this sometimes fails us, still, when
measured with the physical, as when it

is pitted against the toxins of the tubercle

^ , , , bacillus, that is only for a
Carlyle and /^ 1 1 j • j iu
. season. Carlyle despised the

-, ... . . evolutionists, and there is,
Evolutionists ,, r ,, ,, . , ;

therefore, all the m.ore mterest
and piquancy in the fact that during the

years when he produced " Past and
Present," and " Heroes and Hero
Worship," with their magnificent asser-

tion of the survival value of the psychical,

Darwin was filling his note-books with
facts supporting the idea of natural

selection. In the whole of Carlyle's
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philosophy there are few ideas more im-

portant, more characteristic and more
frequently expressed than the idea of

natural selection. Indeed, Carlyle be-

lieved in natural selection unqualified

;

he does not care that Mohammed propa-
gated his religion by the sword :

I care little about the sword ; I will allow
a thing to struggle for itself in this world, with

any sword or tongue or implement
Nature it has, or can lay hold of. We will

Can Do No let it preach, and pamphleteer, and
Wrong fight, and to the uttermost bestir

itself, and do, beak and claws, what-
soever is in it ; very sure that it will, in the long
run, conquer nothing which does not deserve to
be conquered. What is better than itself it can-
not put away, but only what is worse. In
this great duel, Nature herself is umpire, and
can do no wrong ; the thing which is deepest-
rooted in Nature, what we call truest, that thing,
and not the other, will be found growing at last.

Parallel passages are to be found—need
we remind ourselves ?—in the wonderful
second chapter of " Past and Present."
There are few more interesting passages
of literature for the biologist, who knows
how profoundly true they are. Yet one
more point as to competition. Ruskin
tells us that in all things anarchy and
competition are the laws of death.
Modern biology declares, on the other
hand, that it finds no anarchy in the
world of life, but that it finds competition
to be the law of hfe, even if it be the
competition of mother and child together
against foes which do not so co-operate.
The antithesis between competition and
co-operation is obviously superficial. In
Carlyle, on the other hand, we find it

constantly asserted that by competition,
and only by competition, can any kind of

progress, physical or psychical, be effected.

Up to this present, competition has
been in all things the law of life, for it has
been the necessary factor of all progress.
That is what the doctrine of natural

selection and survival value asserts. • It

is a matter of infinite moment to the

„ historian, who so frequently
Success , ,1 , ;•

-^

_ , , , observes that no nation can
Fatal to , , ^^
.. ,. survive complete success. ItNations , ^, ., ,advances until, perhaps, it

is mistress of the world, and from that
moment the historian may trace its

decline. We have seen already that,

misled by deceptive analogies from biology,

historians have interpreted this pheno-
menon as really identical with the
yielding of adult strength to senility in

the individual. Though that analogy is
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false, the historian may, nevertheless,

find assistance in biology for the

phenomenon which he deplores, and it

is in terms of selection for parenthood
that he will find the true biological

explanation of the facts.

Here is, indeed, a whole conception of

history which has yet to be used by
historians. The historians must not ask
the biologists to underta^ke the task, for

they have not the historical knowledge.
The historian, however, can hear and
accept the biological principle in a single

breath, and the application is plainly his

duty. We have to realise that natural

selection did not cease to operate with
the production of man. In every genera-

tion, including those which initiated new
epochs in history, natural selection has
been at work. Always some have been
taken and others left ; those taken were
the least fit for the environment in

question, and those left were the fittest.

It is the duty of the historian to apply
the idea of survival value to history.

What were the factors that possessed

survival value in the age of Pericles, in

^ ^ . the periods of religious perse-
Factors m i• c J. :i tJ J._ , cution m Sparta ? He must
Rome s ^i .

• j-

^ , answer the question tor every
place and every time. Observe

the value of this process, apart from its

explanation of history. Take, for in-

stance, the case of religious persecution.

The characters that, so far from having
any survival value, make directly for

death are the courage and the something
immeasurably nobler than courage which
will make a man willing to die for what
he believes to be true. Religious persecu-

tion is, therefore, condemned by biology

because it takes the worthlessness of the

hypocrite and gives it survival value,

whilst it confers a value for death alone

upon all that is really valuable. A form
of selection continues to operate, but the

circumstances are such that its whole
tendency is reversed, and it is made to

work for the evil and against the good.
But observe, furthermore, the services

of the idea of natural selection in the

understanding of history. Take, for

example, the case of Rome. There was
a time when the factors which possessed
survival value in Rome w^re such as

courage, devotion, hardihood and the

patriotism that did not fear death. The
babies born in that generation were very
much like the babies a hundred years before
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and a hundred years after. But those which
displayed these characters were selected

—

and so much the better for Rome.
Take a somewhat later generation. The

material upon which selection is to operate
is much the same ; there has been no
time for marked consequences to follow

the previous selection. In a given number
of babies of that age you will find just

about as many potential patriots and
potential traitors as before. But there

has been what Nietzsche would call a
" transvaluation of values." Patriotism

and hardihood and honour are at a dis-

count. Smooth speaking and elegance

and worse things are selected, and so

much the worse for Rome. I follow

the convention in speaking of the men
first, but I might speak of the women
also. What if in one age motherli-

ness gives a woman survival value, but
in another is regarded as a nuisance, and
is rejected for smartness ? There is no sub-

stantial difference between the girl babies

in the two cases, for this transvaluation

may take place in a single generation.

But observe the immediate consequences.

. Nay, more, observe remoter
c eaning

consequences, for motherliness

„ ,
^.**

.. tends to be transmitted, and so
Deterioration , ., , .l rr

does its nameless opposite, it

the valuations agreed upon persist for

generations you will indeed have real con-

sequences in the blood of the people. If

patriots alone have been selected for

fathers, and motherly women for mothers,
you will indeed have produced a race with
patriotism and motherliness in its blood.

I need not state the converse case.

Here, at last, we have before us, in a form
that biology not merely accepts but de-

mands, a true conception of racial degen-
eration as distinguished from racial

deterioration. The issue between the

meanings of these two terms is one which
is not merely of vital importance to every
civilised community of to-day, but also

to the historian who holds fast to the idea
that the characters of the individual
human being are the key to history.

We shall use the term racial deteriora-

tion to mean the worsening of the indi-

viduals of the race after their birth and in

consequence of their environment. Such
deterioration is to be witnessed in every
city in the world, and might have been so

witnessed throughout the whole course of

history. We shall use the term racial

degeneration to involve a process which

2 B *' D

acts in the blood of the people, or, to use
technical language, which acts upon the
germ-cells themselves, a process pro-

ducing change which will show itself

entirely apart from environment. This
restriction in the use of the teiTn will help
us to avoid many misapprehensions. A bad
environment may cause deterioration in

««. . r *!. one who is also a degenerate,What of the 1.1- 1
° • .

j^
but also in one who is not.

^ *• 9 Now, observe the overwhelm-
Oeneration r . , .

, ,
• i , r

ingly important judgment of

biology upon these distinctions. In any
time or place the individuals of a race
may be deteriorated by a bad en-

vironment in consequence of its direct

action upon the individual. The case is

simplicity itself so far, and no theory of

heredity needs to be invoked to explain
it. We are faced with our problem,
however, directly we ask what the con-

sequences will be for the next generation.

Will the children of these deterio-

rates be degenerates ?

The popular answer is and always has
been affirmative, the same being true of

the ascent as well as the descent of a

people, because the deteriorate and the

degenerate have not been distinguished

till very recently. But the answer of

modern biology is definitely negative,

and the historian in his future inter-

pretations must accept that negative. In

general, each generation, now or in the

past, makes a fresh start so far as its

inborn characters ^re concerned. It may,
in its turn, be deteriorated by the en-

vironment ; but in a healthy environment
it would have utterly surpassed in every
way its deteriorated parents.

This proposition is generally true, not
merely of physical, but also of psychical

characters. Ideals of patriotism, to take an
instance, may be taught to any generation

at school though its ancestors have lost them
for centuries, or have never had them.

The critics, including some historians,

may reply that these assertions

• .r T
" are monstrous, it being the

o^Rrcei""^
historical fact that races do
alter in type, thus making

history, whether for better or for worse.

This, however, is not for a moment denied

by biology. Only it is asserted that the

factors of this change differ radically

from those asserted in the Lamarckian
conception which has held sway for so

long. The biologist is now compelled to

believe, and the historian must follow suit,
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that the inherent, inborn characters of

any species or race or nation—vegetable,

animal, or human—are altered for better

or for worse only under the influence

of selection, selecting those inborn
characters, new or old, which are the
fittest for the environment in question.

Observe that this does not deny the im-

1M. n. portance of the environment
The Place ^ . v j.u t i

•

- _ , .. any more than the Lamarckian
of Selection •

-^
^ . •, • ,,

. p View does, tor it is the environ-
ment that determines fitness,

which may vary from the abominable
to the admirable, ethically considered.
What, then, are the conditions under
which modern biology permits us to recog-

nise that a nation will ascend or degenerate
in so far as the inborn characters of its

people are concerned ? Let us note the
importance of this last phrase.

It involves the proposition that natural
selection is the only essential factor of pro-
gress, because the characters which it

selects are inborn and transmissible. The
happy adjustment of the environment so as

to make the most of every individual, but
such as to abrogate selection, will also make
for progress, but it is only superficial pro-
gress. Change the environment for the
worse, and you instantly discover that you
have not radically improved your stock.

That can only be achieved by what we soon
learn to call eugenic selection, and for the
simple reason that acquired characters are
not transmissible. History offers terrible

instances of these truths.

A nation will ascend under the influence
of natural selection such that the fittest

are also the best ; a nation will degenerate
under the influence of natural selection

such that the fittest are also the worst.
More than this, a nation will degenerate
if natural selection be abrogated alto-

gether, and universal survival or indis-

criminate survival be substituted for any
process of selection at all. Let us
consider these propositions. If a nation
_ , can ascend in any sure way

—

Fail^frer
^^^ surety being dependent

4 000 Years "P^"^ ^he fact that the ascent is

in the very blood of the people

—ionly when natural selection actively
operates in the choice of the best, then we
begin to realise why it is that in the whole
course of history hitherto this sure ascent
has not been realised. Babylon may
have lasted for 4,000 years, as the his-

torians tell us
; yet at last it fell. If

natural selection had been operating in
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Babylon throughout that time, choosing
only the best, the noblest and the wisest,

conferring upon them, and upon them
alone, the supreme privilege and duty of

parenthood, Babylon could not have fallen.

It would have had a population fit to excite

the admiration of all ages, and one from
which would have been recruited the
dominant peoples of all time thereafter.

The overwhelming truth for the his-

torian is this : that natural selection, the

sole factor of eflicient and permanent
progress, the factor which has definitely

evolved man from the brute, and has

definitely awarded him the sceptre of this,

his planet, is constantly thwarted, if not

entirely abrogated, or even inverted, by
man himself

—
" Nature's insurgent son."

In human society, the natural state

has necessarily been altered by a thousand
factors. The fittest will survive ; but fit-

ness may mean anything. More than
this, the fitness which is chosen may be^

and very often is, only an acquired fit-

ness, not dependent upon any inborn

characters, and therefore not transmissible.

Nature takes the fitness and rewards it.

But she is deceived ; she ex-
No Enduring
Empire
in History

pects it to be transmissible,

and so she expects to achieve

her great purpose—I speak in

figure. But, suppose the fitness has been
acquired merely in consequence of a
legacy of monetary wealth ; is it not plain

that the whole value of the process of

selection is utterly destroyed ? Or, sup-

pose that the fitness has been due not to

anything inherent in the individual, nor

yet to anything acquired, but to the well-

meaning kindness of others or the state,

who have given room and food and mercy
to an imbecile—and that he has thereby
been enabled to exercise the privilege of

parenthood, which, in a state of nature,

would have been necessarily and with real

mercy to the future, denied him. Pro-

cesses which are typified in these examples
are not merely characteristic of human
society, but are absolutely peculiar to it.

There is no parallel to them in the case of

any other living creature than man.
We are faced, then, with the fact that

the conditions necessary for the secure

ascent of any race, an ascent secured in

its very blood, made stable in its very
bone, have not yet been achieved in

history. I advance this as the true

reason why history records no enduring
empire. This is the biological conclusion,
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and it is made all the stronger when we
discover how stringent selection requires

to be in order to produce substantial
results. In the case of the lower animals,
and in the whole vegetable kingdom,
natural selection is stringent, and stringent

within the species. Let us quote from the
most authoritative of recent pronounce-
ments, Sir E. Ray Lankester's Romanes
Lecture of 1905. He says :

The world, the earth's surface, is practically
full—that is to say, fully occupied. Only one
pair can grow up to take the place of the pair,

male and female, which have launched a dozen,
or it may be as many as a hundred thousand,
young individuals on the world. . . . One
pair in a new generation, only one pair, survive
for every parental pair. Animal population does
not increase. The struggle for existence takes
place not . . . between different species,

but between individuals of the same species,

brothers and sisters and cousins. ... In
Nature's struggle for existence death, imme-
diate obliteration, is the fate of the vanquished,
whilst the only reward to the victors—few, very
few, but rare and beautiful in the fitness which
has carried them to victory—is the permission
to reproduce their kind ; to carry on by heredity
to another generation the specific qualities by

which they triumphed. It is not
Nature s generally realised how severe is the
Severe pressure and competition in Nature,

Competition ^^^ between different species,

but between the immature popu-
lation of one and the same species, precisely
because they are of the same species and have
exactly the same needs.

Contrasted with these facts, the struggle

for existence and the process of selection

within human society can scarcely be
recognised at all. It is still survival

value that determines survival and parent-
hood. But Nature can scarcely distinguish

survival value as it has been transvalued
by her insurgent son.

As regards the other aspect of the
account. It follows from these principles

that a nation will degenerate with surety,

in a stable fashion which is beyond repair,

only if natural selection selects the worst
and breeds from them ; not, as all

but the instructed few believe, under the
accumulated and transmitted influence of
a bad environment. We must recognise
the bright as well as the dark aspect of our
principles. If they explain to us why
progress has been so unstable and ascent
so unsure in human history, they also

assert that deterioration in a people is

also unsure and unstable. The historian
cannot name a people in which the selec-

tion of the worst has been consistently
carried out, any more than he can name a
people in which the selection of the best

has been consistently carried out. There-
fore, he can no more assert that any people
have irredeemably fallen, assuming that
they are still in existence at all, than he
can assert that any past or present people
have risen to heights from which they
cannot fall. Whilst the abrogation of
anything like natural selection in human

Prevalent
''Ociety denies the permanence

r^^.^^t;^^ of historical ascent, it alsot/onception j ^, ,

of Spain
denies the permanence of

historical descent. A con-
temporary instance of very great magni-
tude is the case of Spain. We have
been brought up to believe that there
is no possible future for Spain ; it is

a dying nation, a senile individual, a
people of degenerates ; it has had its

day, which can never return. This has
been explained by the false analogy be-
tween a race and an individual, and by the f|
false Lamarckian theory of heredity.

To these the biologist can now retort with
comments upon their falsity, and with the
conviction that since Spain has not been
subjected to the only process which can
ensure real degeneration, viz., the con-
sistent and stringent selection of the
worst, she is yet capable of regeneration.

Regeneration is not really the word,
because there has been no real degenera-
tion, but only the successive deterioration
of successive and undegenerate genera-
tions. The corresponding term to deteriora-

tion should be amelioration.

If we took an animal species that has
degenerated, such as the intestinal para-

sites, and endeavoured to regenerate them,
we should begin to realise the magnitude
of our task. That is not the task for Spain,

the biologist asserts. Merely the environ-

ment must be altered, not the mountain
ranges and the rivers, but the really potent
factors in the environment, the spiritual

and psychical and social factors, and the

deterioration, for it is only a deteriora-

tion, will give place to amelioration. I

,.,. . am using these opposed terms
Where the •,, °

, ^ t *.

_. . With great care and of set

. 'g°^? pur]K)se. And the biologist
*^

is right. The facts concern-

ing which so many historians have
shaken their heads, and upon which they
have based so many moralisings and
theories of history, the facts which they
have cited in support of their false analogies

and misconceptions of heredity—due, of

course, to the errors of former biology

—

turn out to be not facts at all, or, at any
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rate, only facts of the moment. The
" dying nation," as Lord Sahsbury called

it, has occasion to alter its psychical

environment. It introduces the practice

of education ; it begins to shake off that

ecclesiasticism which has uniformly cursed

mankind since the days when
the first Palaeolithic savageSpain's

Brighter

P persuaded his fellows that he
" ^""^

was a witch doctor. y\nd what
are the consequences ? The new
generation — which the casual and
scarcely directed action of natural selec-

tion, acting on ten or twelve generations,

has not affected in any substantial way

—

is found to be potentially little worse
and little better than its predecessors of

the sixteenth century. There has been no
national or racial degeneration. The en-

vironment is modified for the better, and
Spain, as they say in misleading phrase,
" takes on a new lease of life."

The historian of the present day, basing

his theories upon sound biology, knowing as

a historian what qualities of blood have
been in the Spanish people, may confi-

dently assert that that blood, incapable,

as he knows, of degeneration by any
Lamarckian process, may still retain its

ancient quality and will yet make history.

The signs that he is right are to be fol-

lowed almost week by week in the world's

chronicles, and not least by those who realise

how inevitable is the importance of South
America in the making of future history.

I have deliberately taken Spain as a

contemporary test case because of its

magnitude and because of the manner in

which it is now falsifying the assertions

which the contrast between its recent

past and its already passing present have
drawn from so many historians.

But the historian might well write a
volume upon the same thesis as applied

to China and Japan. We know historically

what were the immediate effects in one
generation of a total change of environ-

TK Ch rnent in Japan. That change
• %i.-

^^^^ has not yet occurred in China,
in China , ,

-^
, . . u^

. , but must mevitably occur.
and Japan <- • i r

-^
, i

Consider for a moment how
the historian, made far-sighted and clear-

sighted by biology, must contemplate the
history of this astounding people. The
popular belief used to be that China
illustrated the so-called law of nations.

It was the decadent, though monstrous,

relic of an ancient civilisation ; it had had
its day. Inevitable degeneration, which
must sooner or later befall all peoples,

had come upon it. Behold it in the

paralysis which precedes death !

But in the light of the facts of Japan,
the man in the street and the historian alike

have in this case found modern biology

superfluous in enabling them to arrive at

sound conclusions. They now believe what
the Darwinian has been compelled to

believe for close upon half a century, and
more strongly than ever during the latter

part of that period, when the doctrine of

the transmission of acquired characters

was finally discarded. A clever writer

invents the phrase " the yeUow peril,"

and people discard their old theories. The
metaphor must be changed. This is not
paralysis, but merely slumber. Doubtless,

it is an unnatural slumber ; doubtless, it is

not the slumber which brings renewed
strength. It is suspense, not recuperation

;

but assuredly it is not paralysis. Is

there a man who now would dare to say
that China has had its day, even if he still

_. clings to the old fictions

S*°
°^\

d
^t)Out Spain ? I repeat that the

uppor e
contemporary facts of history

^
are all on the side of modern

biological theory, and that the historian is

not incompetent, if he will look at all the
facts and discard all preconceptions, to

reach true principles for himself. I will go
further, and say that if biologists, as it

happens, had not already discarded their

old ideas and arrived at sounder ones, they
would now have been in the position of

learners, as to the fundamental facts of

heredity, at the feet of the historians. It

is scarcely more than an accident—the

birth of a certain baby in the year 1809

—

that the historians are not now turning
round upon the biologists and saying,
" Your doctrine of the transmission of

acquired characters must be false, for look
at Spain and Japan and China."

In the demonstrable absence of stringent

selection of the worst, true racial or

national degeneration has not occurred in

human history. That peoples do not de-

generate is false ; deteriorate they may, and
often do. The difference between the two
words is exactly the difference between
the former assertions regarding, for

instance, Spain and China, and the facts

which we are witnessing to-day.
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CO much, then, at present, for matters
*^ which cannot be studied at too great

length. At least we have seen nothing that

causes us to question our original proposi-

tion, that the emergence and even the

dominance of the psychical can be recorded
in accordance with the principle of selec-

tion and the concept of survival value.

Let us now go back to the very beginning
and see whether we can discern throughout
the whole history of life another principle

which has worked itself out, and is still

working itself out, under the influence

of natural selection, and which has
most conspicuously played into the

hands of the psychical.

Let us attempt, then, to set before our
eyes the drama of the earth, and, if pos-

sible, to interpret as we observe. Looking
without keen interest upon the changes
wrought in the earth before the appearance

„ _. oflife, we find much to rouse us
e or

1
e -^ what followed. We may

on^hclarth ^^^^^^ ^^^ vegetable world,

which has devoted itself to

synthetic chemistry, apparently at the cost

of the psychical, and which now is of no
intrinsic worth, but simply serves the

animal kingdom. If we look upon this

last, or, indeed, upon the whole kingdom
of life, we see what suggests, as someone
has observed, some impulse in Nature
towards obtaining at any cost just so

much life as may be. We seem to see

what vShelley imagined in " Adonais "
:

The one Spirit's plastic stress

Sweeps through the dull, dense world, com-
pelling there

All new successions to the forms they wear ;

Torturing th' unwilling dross that checks its flight

To its own likeness, as each mass may bear ;

And bursting in its beauty and its might
From trees and beasts and men into the

Heaven's light.

The chief concern of life seems to be to

multiply and magnify itself, and whatever
device will make for more life Nature will

welcome. It is, one can safely assert, the

fact that in so far as we may speak
quantitatively of life at all there is more
Ufe upon the earth at this moment than
ever before in any period of her history.

But whilst all living things attempt to

obey the command to be fruitful and
-J . <-. * multiply, we find ourselves
Spencer s Great ^i,-' , ,

Law of
compelled to recognise,

M..l^J«l:<.«^!«^« ^^^at Malthus did not see.
Multiplication

-I, . • J- -J 1-.
viz., that as individuality,

which is obviously correlated with the
psychical, increases, so fertility diminishes.
This is the great law of multiplication which
we owe to Herbert Spencer. It is as much
as to say that the older method of achieving
the utmost fife, the method which trusts
in numbers, becomes gradually super-
seded by the method which trusts in

quality, a word which has psychical con-
notations. Amongst the bacteria or the
fishes we see the older method, that to
which we are besought to return by those,

bachelors and others, who are alarmed at
our falhng birth-rate.

We find this " antagonism between indi-

viduation and genesis" illustrated even up
to man himself, where the process of
genesis is actually so slow that commonly
only one new being is produced at a birth,

whilst the period of gestation in propor-
tion to the body weight is, as we
have seen, the longest known. Yet this

creature is lord of the earth, and his

lordship constitutes the triumph of the
psychical as well as the satisfaction of

Nature's demand for fulness of life. For
increasing individuation culminates at

last in human personality.

Before^
This great fact, the ousting

Quantity °^ quantity by quahty, and
quality is practically a

psychical conception, is worthy of a
little closer study. It implies a "steadily

falling birth-rate from the unicellular
organisms up to man who, as we have
seen, has the lowest birth-rate known

—

on the average about one child to each
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female every two years. The higher

orders of mammals taken together yield

a corresponding figure of rather more
than one per annum. Go lower amongst
the mammals, and the figure is three per

annum, amongst the birds five, amongst
the reptiles seventeen, amongst the am-
phibia 441, and amongst the fishes

TK w lA'
646,000. As for the multi-

_ .. . plication of bacteria it is really

Birth- t
quite unthinkable. Surveying
the animal world as a whole,

then, we recognise the observed fact, not a
theory, of a falUng birth-rate. We have
already observed how this makes for

individual development, since the fewer
the offspring the greater the proportion
of parental care and parental education
that is available for them. Observe, also,

that it makes for individuation because
of the vital economy effected for the
parent. Amongst not a few lowly forms
of animal life the act of reproduction
terminates the life of the parent. What
an unthinkable contrast to our case !

Amongst bacteria the act of reproduction
involves the absolute and complete dis-

appearance of the parent. To use Herbert
Spencer's own terminology, here is the
maximum of genesis and the minimum of

individuation. Survey the whole animal
world, then, and we see that a falling

birth-rate is a factor associated with,
involved in, and making for, progress.

Yet again, consider the death-rate, and
especially the infant mortality, which is

the dominant factor in all death-rates.

We hear much nowadays of infant mort-
ality, though not nearly enough ; but
infant mortality, if the term may be used,
is a phenomenon which is common to the
whole living world. The high rate of in-

fant mortality among fishes is astounding.
If it were not 99 in 100 the ocean would
be solid with fish from shore to shore.

But as life ascends and the birth-rate

falls the infant mortality falls also, and
. with it, obviously, the general

Infant
"*^ death-rate. I have not the

Mortality
slightest doubt that our own
infant mortality, appalling

though it be, is considerably lower than any
to be found amongst any animal species
apart from human care. This low death-
late goes with the low birth-rate which
accompanies increasing individuation.
Already we have expressed in terms of

parental care the fashion in which this

falling birth-rate plays into the hands of
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the psychical by giving it increased

importance as a factor of survival value,

plays into the hands of quality as against

quantity. If we are prepared to look
further into these relations observed in

the sub-human world, we will be inter-

ested to discover that they hold in

our own society to-day.

The dominant classes are not those

which excel in production of quantity,

but those the birth-rate of which is lowest,

but the products thereof the most highly

developed individually. We shall find also

that a high death-rate, and especially a

high infant mortality, is constantly found
associated with a high birth-rate, just as

amongst the bacteria or the fishes.

Indeed, the more one tries to work out
this wonderful law of multiplication, which
is so simple and which yet had to wait so

long for its recognition, the more its value
becomes apparent. If progress means
anything, it means the deepening and the

broadening of the conscious and self-

conscious life of the individual, and this

most certainly involves, as the whole his-

tory of life proves, a decline in his

_ ,.,. fertility. But observe that this
Conditions j r j it^-
.u » w 1

declme and this increasing
that Make . ,. . , ^ , ,

- p individuation are absolutely

reconcilable with Nature's de-

mand for the maximum of life, for

they involve the attainment of a state

of things in which the amount of

life shall be the greatest possible, and
the births and deaths the fewest pos-

sible. This is surely clear enough, nor
need I ask the reader to delay for more
than a moment in looking at the matter
in another way.
Would not progress be served if the

enormous amount of human energy now
expended in giving birth to, and subse-

quently burying, the children who die before

they have completed one year of life were
devoted to the development of life in

the adult population—if the energy and
labour spent by the mother in producing
the thirteenth and fourteenth child, let

us say, which will very likely die, were
expended upon the older children ? Is it

not better to bring up four children with
a mother's loving care than to leave

ten motherless ? Which, then, makes
most for progress ? After all, I am only
saying what everyone with any practical

acquaintance with the subject believes

—

that, except, perhaps, from the merely
military point of view, the birth-rate
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amongst the lowest classes of our population
is higher than is compatible with the maxi-
mum rate of progress. Nor am I by any
means sure that the military point of view
is incompatible with that proposition.

When we come to discuss the great

eugenic idea of Sir Francis Galton we shall

see how utterly remote these assertions are

from meaning that all is well with the birth-

rate in what we call the upper classes

—

or in such of them as have any birth-rate.

It would seem that by following these

principles a race might apparently im-

prove itself off the earth altogether. If

we consider, however, that sterility is

palpably the very last thing that natural

selection can select, the very first thing
that it rejects, we will see that nothing
so stultifying as that can ever be the final

result of the process of individuation. If

we push the matter further and argue
that, reproduction being necessary if a race

is to continue at all, there therefore appears
to be a limit to the degree to which the

individuals of the race may develop their

individualities, then the reply is : Are
we sure that, except in a few abnormal,

„ ,,. . I do not say morbid, cases, the
Malthusiaa • j- j i j i i-
p . . . individual can develop his or

M^Th* r^
°. her personality to the utmost

and the best without parent-
hood ? Now, it is most important to observe
that this law of multiplication constitutes

a very potent modification of the principle

of Malthus. This, enunciated in 1798,
asserts that human population multiplies

faster than the supply of food and that,

apart from deliberate control, it will

continue to do so. Man must go on
multiplying in geometrical progression,

his food only in arithmetical progression,

nor is there anything to correct the appal-
ling struggles between men for food which
must inevitably follow.

This idea has enormous interest for the
historian of thought, since it was the
reading of Malthus that independently
gave both to Darwin and to Wallace the
idea of natural selection. Spencer's law of

multiplication, however, supplies the mis-
sing half of the Malthusian principle,

which is only a half truth. For we find

that the unlimited multiplication which
Malthus observed leads to its own cor-

rection. It provides an abundance of

material for natural selection to work
upon, and then the survival value of

individuation, wherever it appears,
asserts itself, with the consequence that

the rate of multiplication declines.

This process has been in evidence

throughout the whole course of animal
evolution. Malthus desired to lower the

birth-rate; but under the influence of

natural selection and the dominant survival

value of individuation, which is inimical

to a high birth-rate, the birth-rate has

. , fallen, and continues to fall.

_„ Malthus desired that we should

^ . postpone marriage to later
on Marriage ^ ^

, , * ,1 1 -uages so as to lower the birth-

rate. Yet, though not one in a thousand of

the population has ever heard of Malthus,
and though it is incredible that there

should ever have been any individual so

impersonal in his outlook as to postpone
his own marriage on Malthusian principles,

we find that the increasing necessity

and demand for individuation are actually

leading to that postponement in marriage
which Malthus desired. This is a pro-

gressive tendency in both sexes in our

own country during the last thirty years;

and not only so, but as civilisation advances
the age of marriage becomes later and
later, a fact some aspects of which
Professor Metchnikoff has discussed in

his wonderful book " The Nature of

Man." Thus, we must observe that there

is no excuse whatever at the present day
for accepting the Malthusian principle as

if it were the whole truth.

For the sake of completeness we must
add a second qualification to the Mal-

thusian principle in the case of man

—

which is that he is a creator, and can

achieve amongst other things what is

practically equivalent to the creation of

food. Just in so far as man makes his

environment, moulding Nature to provide

him with the means of sustenance, just

in so far the Malthusian principle requires

correction. We may say, then, that one

of the results of progress has been, is,

and will be, persistently to lower the

importance of the Malthusian principle

,
until it becomes of purely his-

PK^**
-^ torical interest. Turn we now

,, ^f ?.* to the specific case of man. It
Variation -f, ,, 1 , .„

IS possible in our thought to

distinguish between physical variation and
psychical variation, and it is man himself

who most clearly illustrates the distinc-

tion. Some biologists tell us that man is

the least variable of animals, but in so

saying they are thinking exclusively of

physical variation. His physical varia-

tion seems to have very nearly lapsed
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with the practical completion of his

physical evolution. That is an easily told

story. From the chaos of the invertebrates

there emerged the first vertebrates. To
this new kind of being there were added
four limbs, two in front and two behind.

Lastly, the anterior pair of limbs, origin-

ally locomotor, was entirely freed from

A* k <- that function which, in the case

of Ph sicTl
°^ ™^"' ^^ performed by the

°
, ^f*^* posterior limbs alone. To this

Evolution ^ 1 .1 , X -J. X
end, the centre of gravity of

the body had to be somewhat modified

in position so that, whereas the vertical

line from it to the gi'ound falls in front of

the hip joints in the case of the lower

vertebrates, it falls behind the hip joints

in the case of man. Hence man is erect

and erected, as Stevenson said.

Thus, we may admit without alarm as

to the possibility of future progress that

variations are the indispensable raw
material of organic evolution, and yet that

man is the least variable of animals—with
the all-important qualification that we
are speaking of physical variation only.

There is no need for physical variability,

so to say, for there is no further goal in

particular that we want the body of man
to reach. So far as physical evolution is

concerned, the goal has been attained with
the erect attitude. There doubtless will

be a certain hghtening of the ship, casting

overboard the superfluities, but that is all.

It is worth noting, perhaps, as not

entirely irrelevant to the question of

progress under its aesthetic aspect, that

the superfluities to which I have referred

do not necessarily include everything that

is without immediate utility. No biologist

could assent for a moment to the mon-
strous pictures that have been drawn of

the man of the future, without hair or

teeth or nails, only with difficulty sup-

porting his enormous head upon his puny
trunk and limbs. Let him who would
entertain such a notion, and declare that

_. . , here as elsewhere progress is

..
jj

only another name for the super-

, w ., session of the beautiful, turn to

Darwin's "Descent of Man,"
and there learn how the particular form
of natural selection, which he called sexual
selection, has endowed even beauty as such
with survival value. It is sexual selec-

tion that has encouraged and developed
physical beauty, both for its own sake
and indirectly because of the correlation

between grace and ease, between beauty
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of movement and efficiency of movement.
Now, to suppose that the future evolution

of man will involve the total destruc-

tion of everything that we call beauty
is, in the first place, to ignore the possi-

bility of changes in the canon of beauty,
and, in the second place, to suppose,
against Darwin and the facts, that beauty
is without survival value. On the con-

trary, few will doubt that the skin-deep
variety of beauty in women has, in the

past, like claws and tearing teeth, been
possessed of too great survival value.

This will shrink, it is now shrinking,

to more reasonable proportions. " The
saying that beauty is but skin-deep is

but a skin-deep saying," remarked Spencer
somewhere. We know well that facial

beauty, at any rate, may be the direct

outcome of beauty of mind or character.

We have only to read Darwin's " Expres-
sion of the Emotions " to see that this is

and must be so. That consideration is my
answer to the critic who may reply to

my argument regarding sexual selection,

that on my own assumptions sexual selec-

tion must surely be transferred to the

Will Physical
psychical from the physical

_ ^ „ plane, and that, smce men
Beauty Become ^ , „ ,

jj at' ^ women will no longer

choose each other for

characters of body, but for characters of

character, physical beauty and all structures

which are now without any other value
will become decadent. The argument may
be admitted in part, but with the comment
that all the beauty which is not skin-deep
will persist and increase under the new <

conditions in consequence of the increasing

survival value of those psychical characters

of which it is the expression.

I may not depart so far from my
proper subject as to inquire whether,
for instance, front teeth will persist, on
account of their aesthetic value, in smiling,

whilst back teeth, having no aesthetic

value, and having lost, as nails have
already lost, their original function, will

disappear. But at least this digression

will serve to modify the first conception
which we form of physical superfluity,

and also to complete the assertion that

in the future history of man physical

selection would seem to be of little

moment, except, perhaps, as Dr. Arch-
dall Reid would insist, in respect of

evolution against disease by the natural

selection of the least susceptible. Physical

selection will be of httle moment, I say
;
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but more, even now it is scarcely occurring

as compared with the past. In our present

epoch man seems to have lost most of the
variability upon which the possibility of

selection depends. Having attained his

goal, he can practically dispense with
physical selection, and, in point of fact,

physical selection has been superseded in

the main by something else.

We may grant as much as we please

that man is the least variable of animals
physically. For all we know or care, as

students of society, that is true enough
;

but beyond a doubt he is the most variable

psychically. We may question this when
we see the sheep-like behaviour of a
crowd. But I am not now talking of man
as moulded by social life and imitation

;

I am writing, not of psychical acquire-

ments but of psychical variations, and for

them we must go to the nursery. That
is where we will find character ; that is

where we will find individuality that is

inborn, and being inborn is transmissible.

There, certainly, we will be content to

believe—what, indeed, I think no one
will question—that man is psychically

, .. . , ,., the most variable of animals.
Individuality ttt , •, ,i •

the Goal ^^ "^^y P^^ ^^ ^^^^ '^^y-

J p then, that what in man we
call individuality is the

psychical analogue of physical variation
in the lower animals. At bottom in-

dividuality is inborn, as the nursery
demonstrates against the market-place,
and, being inborn, it is transmissible.

Just, then, as the natural selection of

physical variations has been the factor

of organic evolution, so the natural
selection of psychical variations, ex-

pressed in man as personality, may be
submitted to be the factor of psychical

evolution. Individuality is thus at once
the goal of progress and its instrument.
Now, before we devote ourselves to

this proposition, with all that it involves,

let us clear the way by contemplating
a new fact which emerges with man, or,

to be more accurate, with homo sapiens,

with man the speaker, and immeasurably
more so with man the writer. I have
already asserted that organic evolution

has proceeded without any aid from that

transmission of acquired characters in

which Lamarck and Spencer, and even
Darwin himself to some extent, believed.

We seem nowadays to be compelled to

credit the Darwinian principle of natural

selection, or survival of the fittest, as

Nature
Never in a

Hurry

bearing the whole burden of organic
change upon its shoulders, the funda-
mental fact of inborn variation being
taken for granted. Now, this natural
selection is a terribly slow process so far

as substantial results are concerned, and
this even in the most favourable circum-
stances for its operation. Even to-day,

when we read of the work of

Mendel and De Vries and
Bateson, who rather qualify

Darwin's adherence to the
principle that Nature does nothing by leaps

—even to-day we have to recognise organic
evolution as an exceedingly slow process.

But suppose we had been able to watch
its course from a great distance, we should
have contemplated slow, aeonian change,
involving, together with degeneration
and stagnation, slow aeonian advance,
until at last there appeared an erected

mammal who learnt to communicate with
his fellows by speech.

The process, so far, has occupied, we
seem compelled to believe, scores at least

—

hundreds possibly—of millions of years

;

further ages elapse between the men
who made the eoliths and the beginnings

of recorded history, and then, in what is

relatively scarcely^more than the twinkling
of an eye, such a long-lived observer would
recognise the achievement of the amazing
thing which we call civilisation. It is man,
the historian or recorder, who has made
human history possible. It is man, the

historian, who has made possible what
history now records. No historian—i.e.,

no recording—no history. Thus, in a new
sense, the historians have made history.

By his trick of recording his speech, man
has succeeded, in a sense, in achieving

that transmission of psychical acquire-

ments which is otherwise impossible.

Nevertheless, however fully we recog-

nise this, the importance of individu-

ality remains. The acquirements which
have been thus transmitted to us by a

sort of heredity acting out-
* ""^^

side the germ-plasm were the
e cc ion w

deeds of individuals. As Mill
to Cease ,< xt ^i,- *.

says : Nothmg was ever yet

done which someone was not the first to

do." Yet, further, if the process of natural

selection were to cease, we can readily

understand how there would eventually

be produced a race which cared for none
of these things, and so the idea of Aristotle

would be realised, and all that had been
accomplished would be lost.
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"VV/E must not allow ourselves to lose^ hold of the valid distinction that still

remains between an acquirement and a
variation. Natural selection, as we have
observed, has no means of distinguishing

between the inborn and the acquired, the

transmissible and the non-
Thc Theory
of Organic

Evolution

transmissible. If the acquire-

ment makes for life, it will

prosper just as much as if it

had been an inborn character. Except in

the case of the products of genius or talent,

such prosperity, however, is of little value
to the future, because the acquirement on
which it was based is not transmissible.

From the point of view of natural selection,

then, it is the variations, the inborn
characters, the transmissible characters,

that we desire to see made the most of.

So far as the theory of organic evolution
will carry us, it seems to me absolutely

plain that we must condemn anything
that tends towards the suppression of

individuality or psychical variation, and
therefore towards the obliteration of its

natural function, which is to provide
material for natural selection. Anything
that interferes with the natural selection

of variations seems to me to interfere with
the essential factor of all progress ; any-
thing that resulted in the practical sup-
pression of individuahty would put a stop
to progress for ever. This remains true

even if you choose to ignore the theory of

natural selection, or, with Huxley, to deny
that it is apphcable to human society.

Let us now observe how this bears on
certain of our questions. In the first place,

-, ^ .... it bears profoundly upon the
Education the ,i r j ,• i • i t
„ . . , theory oi education, which I
Provision of 11 , j /- ,1

r . . nke to define as the provision
an Environment .

, r--
01 an environment. Since

we are aiming at individuality, whether as

an end in itself—which it is—or as afford-

ing material for natural selection, or as

the means by which the race makes its

acquirements, and since psychical varia-

tion is, in fact, so great that no two
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children are quite identical, and since for

each child you can provide only one
environment that will most completely
educe all its most worthy potentialities,

it follows that the ideal of uniformity in

education is quite the worst that can be
conceived. This applies not only within

the sexes but as between the sexes, and
is, moreover, relevant to the current ques-

tion of co-education.

If biology teaches us anything at aU,

it is that sexual differentiation has been
an instrument of progress, and it is

incredible that progress can be served
by any attempts to minimise or abolish

this. I do not believe that co-educa-

tion constitutes such an attempt, but
I do say that we ought to recognise

what we want to obtain.

Then, again, this view, that the realisa-

tion of the potentialities in all psychical

variation, except in so far as they may
be anti-social, is the object of

_ **

? "
. education, suggests that the

Environment , i 00
tit. u home environment rather than

of the Home ,, , , . ^^
the school environment will

serve our purpose best. Since the boy tends
to be a chip of the old block, the environ-

ment which his parents have created, and
of which, indeed, they are the most im-
portant part, will be. on the average, the

most suitable for him. This is one more
argument for the home, which has all

the arguments for it, and against it none.
Unfortunately, there is no present space
for going further into this matter of the
principles of education as they are taught
us by biology. At least, however, we find

new warrant, if it were needed, for reject-

ing the principle of uniformity, which, I

suppose, we all reject in principle, yet
very nearly all of us accept in practice,

if not for our own children, at any rate

for other people's children.

Secondly, all these foregoing considera-

tions must lead us to regard, even with
more detestation than formerly, our infant

mortaUty. In the present stage of progress,
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with so little done and so much to do, we
have every reason for making the most
of the selective opportunities afforded by
the birth-rate. The enormous slaughter of

children, amounting in practice to a

virtual reduction of our birth-rate by more
than one-half, would at least serve the

selective purpose if the children slain

were, as has been asserted, the least fit.

But every doctor knows that this is pure

myth. It is not a question whether the

child is less or more inherently fit, but
whether the mother gives it her own
breast or a feeding-bottle with a long tube.

The weakliest child, nursed by its mother,

will probably survive, and the strongest, if

poisoned long enough, will certainly die. If

we are to have a birth-rate as high as ours

is, at least let us make the most of it. At
present we slay quite blindly.

Thirdly, we find amongst those practices

of ours which interfere with natural

selection all such as prejudice the fairness

of the start ; and with the best desire in

the world one finds it impossible to meet
the argument of Mr. Alfred Russel Wallace
that the inheritance of property is incom-

patible with the principle of

selection in that it makes the

start unfair. To accept this

conclusion of Mr. Wallace's is

not merely to part company with Spencer,

the great exponent of the principles which
I am trying to lay before the reader, but
it is to run counter to almost universal

practice. Therefore, if I saw any possible

means whereby the inheritance of property
could be reconciled with principles which,

so far as I can see, are indefeasible, I

would gladly welcome it.

Another reason for welcoming such an
escape is that, if you are going to abolish

the inheritance of wealth, you are faced

with the problem of dealing with that

wealth, and at this point the collectivist

comes up to you with open arms. And
so, with many apologies, I must leave

this point, which it would, perhaps, have
been more politic to ignore. That, how-
ever, was really impossible. If it be true

that throughout the ages organic advance
has been effected by the choice of inhe-

rent fitness as against inherent unfitness,

then it seems absolutely impossible to deny
that that advance is interfered with by
anything which makes it possible that

inherent unfitness shall be given a
practical advantage over inherent fitness.

And now we must approach a larger

Problem
of Inherited

Wealth

question still. I suppose the word indi-

vidualism is still associated in many
minds with the extreme political doctrines

of Herbert Spencer or Mr. Auberon Her-

bert—opinions which there is really no one

to uphold to-day. But, after all, there may
still be a use for the word, even though it

should designate nothing so extreme. We
p . must have some word to express
rogressm

^-^^ doctrine which is opposed
.- ,. to the modern forms of Socialism
Machinery ,, ,. . ^ ^

or collectivism. Let us sup-

pose for a moment, then, that we accept a
definition of progress in terms of machinery,
and achieve our end. We obtain com-
plete social efficiency and internal order.

If we are fortunate we shall have a
society or social machine as perfect as

the beehive. We shall doubtless require

to follow the bees' example, and distinguish

between the workers and the breeders.

I am informed that the Japanese are

trying experiments in that direction now.
We shall completely realise the idea of the

social organism—its parts nicely balanced,

the whole practically self-regulating, no
disorder, perfect discipline, life, regarded

as a series of physico-chemical reactions,

perfectly achieved. Now you have to

reckon with two facts.

The first is that you have barred the

onward road. How much room do you
think there is for variation in the bee-

hive ? There, any variation is, as such,

a monstrosity. But if no kind of individ-

uality, nothing new or original, is to be

permitted, since, of course, it would inter-

fere with the balance of your machine, our

first principles make it quite evident that

you never go any farther. " Genius,"

which is an extreme variation, " can only

breathe freely in an atmosphere of free-

dom," said John Stuart Mill; and John
Milton has the same idea when he speaks

of " Liberty, which is ever the nurse of

great wits." But, well and good, the

collectivist may reply ; there is no farther

to go. Do you not see that

when we have perfected this

machine, with a place for

everyone, and everyone in his

place, progress will have reached its goal ?

If this machine is so constructed that it

will run indefinitely, like the societies of

the social bees, what more do you want ?

Perfection has been realised and arrange-

ments for its perpetuation completed with

it. The answer is that the reason why we
desire to see some possibility of change,
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which may mean progress, in such a

society is that nothing further from our

ideal can possibly be conceived. For what
is our ideal ? The goal of progress, we de-

clared, is the realisation of the utmost
for the conscious life of the individual

:

the products of progress are not
mechanisms but men. We will welcome

any machine that makes
for that, but we have no

The Ideal

of

Progress
interest in any machine that

does not ; we are not me-
chanics. Here, in the admirable words
of Professor Hoffding, is the ideal of pro-

gress, including, of course, social progress :

If the single individual, in developing
itself in its own peculiar way, gives the best
possible contribution to the whole life of society,

and if, on the other hand, society is organised
in such a manner that a free and full develop-
ment is possible for all individuals, then we are

approaching to the ethical ideal.

And again in his " Philosophy of Re-
ligion," he says :

The ideal is a kingdom of personalities, in which
each individual unfolds his personality in such a
manner that in this very act he helps others to
unfold their own.

We may remember Herbert Spencer's

discussion of what he called the social or-

ganism, and of how the analogy between
a society and an organism may be worked
out

;
you will remember also that at the

last point it breaks down, thus demonstrat-
ing, Mr. Kidd tells us, its weakness. But
to my mind the point at which the ana-

logy breaks down, and the fact that it

does so break down, is just what gives

it its value. In a society " the living

units do not, and cannot, lose individual

consciousness, since the community, as a
whole, has no corporate consciousness."

This is the condemnation of the beehive,

or the collective state. We have chained
the individual in order to make a good
machine—and we have got it. Now, in the

case of the individual cells of my body,
that is worth while, because somehow there

„. c . , realises itself in this machine
The Social , .

»j . . .a mode oi consciousness

its Value
higher than that which any of

the individual cells of my
body could display. But in our social

machine, with our system of standardisa-
tion and an endless supply of " spare
parts," like the motor-car makers, what
have we achieved ? Nothing but the
machine—nothing more interesting and
valuable than the human body would be
if it were simply a walking automaton.
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That is not progress, but its absolute

stultification. The society that follows

this path will run into its miserable little

cul de sac as the bees have done.

The bee, as we have seen, is an insect

of far older genealogy than any vertebrate,

let alone man. Well, we may run our

human society off the main rails in this

fashion, and let it play with itself at the

top of a siding, and if it waits long enough
there will be evolved from the races which
keep to the open road a society of the future

as superior to our piece of machinery
as we are to the bees ; and, just as we use

the bees' honey, so that society of the

future will use our collective machine
to turn out whatever it has a use for.

But it will doubtless be a good machine.
If this is not to be our sorry end, we

have no choice but to recognise and even
improve upon Nature's method of reward-

ing capacity. " Never, no never, did

Nature say one thing and Wisdom say
another." " Nature is to be commanded
only by obeying her," says one writer.
" The law," says Spencer, " that each
creature shall take the benefits and the

evils of its own nature has been
Improving

the law under which life has
jj*°^ evolved thus far. Any arrange-

ments which, in a considerable

degree, prevent superiority from profiting

by the rewards of superiority, or shield

inferiority from the evils it entails, any
arrangements which tend to make it

as well to be inferior as to be superior

are arrangements diametrically opposed
to the progress of organisation and the

reaching of a higher life." I have suggested
that we can improve upon Nature, and
so undoubtedly we can. We can reconcile

cosmic with ethical evolution by extending
to the unfit all our sympathy, but forbid-

ding them parenthood, a solution of

Huxley's dilemma so simple and obvious
that one reads his famous lecture on
" Evolution and Ethics " with ever-

increasing astonishment at the difficulties

he has made for himself. Should the

reader be scandalised let him remember
that already wise societies provide for the
permanent care of the feeble-minded, at

once giving them love, and averting
misery and disaster from the future,

reconciling Nature and love.

Yet, again, if once we realise that worth
of any kind is always worth something
to others than its possessor, we may pro-

vide for the survival of those whose worth
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does not directly make for life, and for

whom sub-human nature would find no
room ; for whom, alas, society itself

has too often found no room—for a Mozart
and a Keats, and for all who can create

anything that serves the psychical life of

man. But, at all costs, we must do what
Nature has done : wherever there is a

scrap of anything new it must have a

hearing. Only so can we achieve the true

and good. If it be not the real thing it

will come to naught ;
" but if it be of

God ye cannot overthrow it, lest haply
ye be found even to fight against God."
You must have freedom of thought for

progress—that is to say, you must allow

psychical variation to express itself.

If, then, we look to no machinery for

our salvation, but to the potentialities of

human nature itself, and if we agree that

human nature is a thing which is displayed

in individuals, let us focus in the indi-

vidual our hope for the future, or if in

such things as laws, only in them because

they may make for progress through the

individual. " The soul of all improvement
is the improvement of the soul." We
_,. ,„ . have agreed already that the
The Workings

^^^^^g evolution of man the

individual, which is the neces-

sary condition of progress,

is to be psychical and not physical.

It is this that Sir Francis Galton has
recognised in his prosecution of the

science which he calls eugenics, the

science which promises to realise Huxley's
suggestion that some day theoretical

biology would become useful, just as

physics and chemistry are. The aim of

eugenics, says Sir Francis, is "to bring

as many influences as can be reasonably
employed to cause the useful classes in

the community to contribute more than
their proportion to the next generation."

"This science," he says, " co-operates with
the workings of Nature by securing that

humanity shall be represented by the

fittest races. What Nature does blindly,

slowly and ruthlessly, man may do pro-

vidently, quickly and kindly."

This whole conception has been criti-

cised in anticipation by Huxley in the

lecture to which I have already referred.

He says, we may remember :

There is another fallacy which appears to
me to pervade the so-called ethics of evolution,
It is the notion that, because, on the whole,
animals and plants have advanced in perfection
of organisation by means of the struggle for

existence and the consequent " survival of the

of Man
and Nature

fittest " ; therefore men in society, men as

ethical beings, must look to the same process to
help them towards perfection. I suspect that
this fallacy has arisen out of the unfortunate
ambiguity of the phrase "survival of the fittest."
" Fittest " has a connotation of the " best "

;

and about " best" there hangs a moral flavour.

In cosmic nature, however, what is " fittest
"

depends upon the conditions.

The answer to that, I take it, is simply

-^ that eugenics propose to estab-

p - lish such conditions, social,

p . sentimental, legal, whatever areEugenics ' ° ' u j. u unecessary, that the best shall

be the fittest, and the fittest the best. Of
course, Sir Francis Galton is no pioneer,

for Plato set the same object before him
more than two thousand years ago ; but
he is the pioneer of this great idea in the
age of science. A word invented by him,
stirpiculture, is now familiar, especially

in America ; but later he substituted

for it another term, eugenics, which liter-

ally means good breeding. In brief, he
maintains that, as his cousin Charles
Darwin proved, man is the product of

eugenics ; and therefore that in eugenics
must now be recognised the essential

factor of progress, not in legal enactments,
nor in mechanical discovery, but in the
extension and facilitation of the process
which has already brought us thus far

—

the process which made man man.
In his own writings, and in his choice '

of a title for his proposals, Galton has
laid stress almost exclusively upon what,
for myself, I prefer to call the positive

aspect of eugenics, the selection, by means
later to be considered, of the best members
of the community to do more than " their

share " in the infinitely responsible task
of continuing the species. But in a short

paper which I pubhshed in 1904 I ven-

tured to employ the terms "positive

eugenics " and " negative eugenics," thus
including both the encouragement of the

propagation of the best and the dis-

couragement of the propagation of the

worst. Sir Francis Galton
approved highly of that little

paper, and the terms which
it instructed are now gener-

ally accepted. Indeed, the controversy

between those who insist upon the

exclusive importance of either aspect of

eugenics as against the other seems
to me to be without a logical basis.

Some say that the method of Nature is

to choose the best for reproductive pur-

poses ; others, that the method is simply
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to destroy the worst. By some the

latter method is declared incapable of

achieving progress, and capable merely of

preventing retrogression ; by others,

the former method is characterised as

utterly impracticable. But, candidly, I

cannot see that there is any real basis

for controversy. Surely our terms are

. relative. Surely the elimination
ac rs in

^^ ^j^^ worse necessarily implies
„*"

^. the selection of the better

;

Extinction i .1 . r
surely the encouragement of

the better implies the relative discour-

agement of the worse. Complete en-

couragement of the better and complete
discouragement of the worse would surely

be identical in result. I hold, therefore,

that this claiming of Nature as being

definitely in favour of the one side or the

other is a mere confusion of thought.

In answer to those who assert that

natural selection is entirely in abeyance
in human society, let us observe that

both the negative and positive factors of

eugenics are already in operation, and
will doubtless continue to operate amongst
us as throughout the past ages. The rela-

tive unfitness which is implied by disease

obviously tends to its own extinction, since

disease shortens life and in other ways
lessens fertility. Mental inferiority also

tends towards extinction, since it certainly

lessens the chances of marriage. Even
moral inferiority, though with many
and salient exceptions, tends towards
extinction, since imprisonment and other

forms of punishment interfere with the

possibility of fertility.

Since I insist elsewhere upon the prin-

ciple of the worth of individuality, it is

hardly necessary to reply to the critics who
expend themselves against propositions of

their own imagining, such as " Sir Francis
Galton desires to create a dull uniformity
of type " ; as if this great student of

heredity did not know the value of

variation. Allusion has already been made
_ _ to our obvious duty in respect

' " *^ of the hopelessly unfit, such as

y J.
the insane. It can scarcely be
doubted that one feature which

distinguishes our present civilisation from
aU past civilisations is our attitude,

not consciously but effectively, in looking
with favour upon the reproduction of such
persons. It is probably to be questioned
whether such reproduction has ever oc-

curred in time past to a degree sufficient

to be of any great historical moment. It
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is another question whether the historian

of the future would make the same
statement of to-day.

If now we turn away from the definitely

unfit and look more at the positive aspects
of eugenics, we shall do well to recall what
has already been said at length regarding
the antagonism between individuation and
genesis. The truth that the higher the

individual type the less is its fecundity
is illustrated not only throughout the whole
organic world, but also in human society,

and it is impossible to doubt that it has
played an enormous part in history.

" Society," as the writer has said

elsewhere, "is an organism that repro-

duces itself from below. One cannot eat

one's cake and have it ; cannot write a
system of philosophy and successfully

bring up a large family. The energy
available by any one of us is finite, and if

it be expended upon the race it cannot
remain for the service of the individual

;

if expended for the individual it is not
available for the race. No eugenic system
will alter this fact ; but it surely lends

added force to the contention that, at any
rate, we should do what we

Qutnfic'ation for ^-^^- ^X ^^'^^ ^-^ remo^dng any

Parentage
diliiculties that may affect

the marriage of the worthy.
The granting of eugenic certificates for

marriage, the development of social opinion
in the direction of added respect for the

parents of worthy children, the establish-

ment, after the fashion of the Chinese,

of a Golden Book wherein will be recounted
the names and achievements of worthy
families—these and many other measures,
some easy, others difficult, some in more
or less vigorous action to-day, and others

novel, will serve for that encouragement
of the best which is as certainly part of

Nature's method as the destruction of

the hindmost."
This, of course, is not the place for any-

thing more than an allusion to Galton's

great ideas, I am tempted, however, to

make one comment. I am not quite

comfortable in my mind about any kind

of exterior device for persuading people

to become parents, neither a tax on
bachelors, nor a golden book of merit,

nor any of Sir Francis's suggestions.

Assuming physical and psychical health

and adequate means, there seems to me
to be just one qualification for parentage

that overrides all others, and that is the

love of children for their own sweet sake.
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IF, then, it be in terms of individual
* worth, in terms of the value of the

individual life, the self-conscious life, that

progress is to be measured, what limits

may we set to its course ? It seems to

me that there are no limits discernible.

I love to turn over in my mind Spencer's

remark that what is possible for human
nature here and there is possible for huma i

nature at large. This is the promise of

the deathless dead. A Newton shows
what is possible for the intellect of man ;

a Buddha or Socrates or St. Francis what
is possible for his soul ; a Shakespeare
and a Beethoven what is possible for his

artistic capacity. " The best is yet to be."

Surely it is no longer possible for us to

accept the doctrine of organic evolution,

yet fail to see its magnificent implication

that man is not a finished product, but is in

climax. To do so, as has well been said,

would be to commit the folly of

. ^^
* the man who sets forth to tell

Ij . . a good story, but leaves out
*°^ the point. The truth is that

we get from science not only a promise,

but also the means by which that promise
may be made good at no late date. The
writer has failed utterly in his endeavour
if he has not persuaded the reader to

protest with him against the common
opinion, very forcibly expressed by a
great thinker, only just departed, in one
of his greatest works.

In the prelude to " The Egoist," Mr.
George Meredith says of our request for aid

from the doctrine of evolution :
" We

were the same, and animals into the
bargain. That is all we got from science.

Our disease was hanging on to us again
with the extension of a tail. . . . We have
little to learn from apes, and they may
be left." Another noble-minded thinker,

John Ruskin, compared Darwin to " some
dim comet, wagging its tail of phosphores-
cent nothing against the steadfast stars."

We have seen also that Carlyle, whom
Ruskin well describes as " the greatest

historian since Tacitus," despised the

teachings of modern biology, even though
he had independently reached its salient

conclusions himself. Amongst the dis-

tinguished figures of the nineteenth century

who denied that biology had any lessons

for man were Carlyle, Ruskin,
csson

Gladstone, Salisbury, Disraeli,
of Biology 4t j XT -n-_ . . Mannmg and rs'ewman. For
Denied °. , - , , ,,

names of equal weight on the

other side we have only Tennyson and
Emerson. But it is high time that even
amongst that great majority who are not
directly concerned with biology, and the

greatest of whom in recent times we have
just named, there should be realised the

truth fore«;hadowed by Huxley that the

science of life would one day be as useful to

living man as, let us say, the science of

electricity, and ineft'ably more so.

Assuredly " the best is yet to be," but
there is no student of natural science who
would not demur if 1 were to make
another quotation from the great optimist

who wrote those words, and declare

that " man has for ever."

He said :
" What's time ? Leave now for dogs

and apes

!

Man has For ever !

"

It is not that we fear the coming of the

year 2000, like our ancestors, who thought
that the year 1000 would usher in the end
of the world, nor is it that we fear to be

brushed off the earth by the tail of some
chance comet, not yet need we expect to

be drowned in. the rising sea of carbonic

acid gradually accumulating in the atmos-

phere and driving our descendants to the

mountains, higher than which
°"' ^ they cannot go. Superstitions

xt ^11- ij and speculations like these are
the World . 1 , u J Jnot seriously to be regarded.

Much graver, though infinitely remote
and dubious, is the suggestion seriously

countenanced by no less an authority than
Professor Simon Newcomb that in the

course of the apparent journey cf the solar

system towards Vega, or at the end of it,
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we may encounter some star, perhaps

some dark star which the astronomers

cannot see, but the disturbing gravita-

tional influence of which upon the planets

they may detect—and that the ensuing

collision, by no means an unprecedented

occurrence in the stellar world, may teach

us " what shadows we are and what
shadows we pursue," and slay

us in the teaching. This, how-The Threat

of the
p. . . ever, is possible, but not in-

ysicis s
gyji^^i^ig -pi^g sun, for instance,

may have an orbit and may not reach

Vega or any other star. There remains,

however, an end apparently inevitable.

For there hangs over us the threat of

the physicists. If I ask the physicists

whether, in their sinister predictions, they
have reckoned with mind, some of them
may answer that they have not reckoned
with mind because mind needs not to

be reckoned with. It is, they say, quoting
Maudsley and Huxley, an " epiphe-

nomenon," or by-product of cerebral

chemistry, the impotent but interested

spectator of a drama in which its own
destinies are decided.

This was the view of Huxley
;
yet in

the very essay in which he denies that

man can ever arrest the procession of

the great year, he tells us that there

lies within man " a fund of energy,
operating intelligently, and so far akin
to that which pervades the universe,

that it is competent to influence and
modify the cosmic process." The
physicists cannot dispose of mind in their

predictions on the ground of its impotence,
and so much the worse for the epipheno-
menal theory of mind. More acceptable
to the psychologists of the present day is

the doctrine of psycho -physical parallelism,

which we commonly associate with the
name of Wundt, of Leipsic. According to

this, mind and matter—or shall we say the
physics of the brain and the psychics of

the mind ?—proceed in two parallel lines,

-, the psychical never being able
eac ing

^^ influence the physical, nor

Thinktrs ^^® physical the psychical.

This is plausible teaching, and
it comes to us with the authority of great
thinkers, but it is difficult to reconcile

with admitted facts. It must seriously

be asked whether the doctrine of Wundt,
now current, is compatible with the known
facts of the spiritual history of mankind,
or with each man's consciousness of

purpose and volition within himself, or
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even with the manufacture of a thimble.

Materialists, idealists, or whatever we
be, we know, as an inalienable first-hand

fact, that purpose and the effecting of

purpose do verily exist, if not in the world
around us, at any rate in ourselves.

Hence, I will venture to declare that
there are no schools of philosophy, how-
ever mutually hostile, which can bring the

philosophical argument, at any rate,

against my view that in forecasting the

future of the evolutionary process as we
may observe it in the external world, or

in what passes for us as the external

world, the human intelligence has hitherto

failed to reckon with itself.

Man has a good deal to learn, you will

say, before he can remould this " scheme
of things entire" as he would please,

and meanwhile the sun grows cold. But
the latest developments of physics tell

us that even if the sun is already be-

ginning to grow cold, the process will

take far longer than used to be thought.

The estimate of Helmholtz, based'' upon
the assumption that the solar energy is

due to gravitation alone, is undergoing
profound modification, and

_ .,. , instead of three, five, or seven
Doubtful IT , 1

P million years to go, we hear

talk of a minimum of thirty

millions. Also we are finding a source

of heat in radium in the earth's crust

which is not self-cooling, but self-heating.

The sun and the earth, we are beginning

to suspect, are not old, but young. As
for man, it is but a brief period that

comprises his whole history, and he is

self-conscious already. If this past be

compared with the future promised him,

even apart from any extension by his

intelligence, man is not merely not yet

adult, he has scarcely begun to be at all.

Once we cease to accept the law of

the dissipation of energy, we are face to

face with the possibility that the human
mind is not threatened with necessary
extinction. If our own race alone can
produce a Newton, a Darwin, a Kelvin
already, and if much of their work

—

though not, we now suspect, the theory
of the dissipation of energy—remains,
who* will venture to say what we shall

achieve when we begin to grow up ?

I take it that " What's past is pro-

logue," and that, for the future.

Our Friends are exultations, agonies.
And love, and man's unconquerable mind.

C. W. Saleeby
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One star, one sti'int;. ana all tne rest

Darkness and everlasting space,

Save that she shelters in her breast

The travail of the race.

Borne thro' the cold and soundless deep

With ruin riding down the air,

She bows, too heavenly to weep,

Too human to despair.

And ever on her lonely string

Expects the music from above.

Soma faint confirming whispering

Of fatherhood and love.

One star, one string, and thro' the drift

Of aeons sad with human cries

She waits the hand of God to lift

The bandage from her eyes.

HAROLD BEGBIE

I-roiii tlur paintinjj by Gc ! I-'rcdericU Watts, K.A., photo^^raphcd by IloUyc
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THE END OF THE WORLD
THE THOUGHT OF MASTER MINDS ON THE
FINAL DESTINY OF THE HUMAN RACE

By Harold Begbie

THE PROBLEM OF LIFE BEYOND THE GRAVE
Even as, heavy-curled,

Stooping against the wind, a charioteer

Is snatched from out his chariot by the hair

So shall Time be ; and as the void car, hurled
Abroad by reinless steeds, even so the world :

Yea, even as chariot dust upon the air.

It shall be sought, and not found anywhere.
ROSSETTI

Though earth and man were gone,
And suns and universes ceased to be ;

And Thou were left alone,

Every existence would exist in Thee.
Emily Bronte

" In the year 626 of our era," sa5'S

Emerson, " when Edwin, the Anglo-Saxon
king, was deHberating on receiving the

Christian missionaries, one of his nobles

said to him, ' The present life of man,
O King, compared with that space of time

_. _ , beyond, of which we have no
The Dark \ l 1 r

J « i^r . certamty, remmds me 01 one
and Doubtful r • x r i u_

.
of your wmter leasts, where

Future i iu 1 1you sit with your geneiaJs and
ministers. The hearth blazes in the middle
and a grateful heat is spread around, while

storms of rain and snow are raging without.
Driven by the chilling tempest, a little

sparrow enters at one door and flies

delighted around us till it departs through
the other.- Whilst it stays in our mansion
it feels not the winter storm ; but when
this short moment of happiness has been
enjoyed, it is forced again into the same
dreary tempest from which it had escaped,
and we behold it no more. Such is the
life of man, and we are as ignorant of the
state which preceded our present existence
as of that which will follow it. Things being
so, I feel that if this new faith can give us
more certainty, it deserves to be received.'

"

But what was before us, we know not,
And we know no^ what shall succeed.

2 C 71

What
Follows

Death?

In spite of centuries of religion, in spite

of centuries of science, in spite of imme-
morial and increasing rhetoric, man knows
nothing of the great central mystery of

existence—its origin, its purpose, and its

end. Theology can produce no document
of immortality, and Science can formulate

no explanation of life. We are

still in the sad case of that
sparrow of the year 626 of our era,

now, undoubtedly dead ; we are

still surrounded by a great darkness
that does not lift ; and in spite of Sir

Thomas Browne's gallant gospel
—

" For
the World, I count it not an Inn, but an
Hospital ; and a place not to live, but to

die in "—the vast majority of the human
race consider this life as a warm and cheer-

ful hearth at which they warm themselves
for a little, with the door of birth open
to one darkness and the door of death
open to another.

What is beyond ?

As we warm our hands at the blaze, as

we draw our chairs nearer to the human
hearth, from which so many that we once
knew have departed and to which so many
more of whom we know nothing are

approaching, we ask ourselves more and
more the question which no man has yet

answered with certainty : What is be3-ond?

Many rebuke us for this> anxious

glancings towards the dark door where
the storm rages and the darkness abides.

Solomon and Epicurus and Omar Khay-
yam have each their good reason why we
should keep our faces to the fire, the cup
to our lips, and our ear to the song :

Come, fill the cup, and in the fire of spring

Your winter garment of repentance fling :

The Bird o- Time has but a little way
To flutter, and the Bird is on the wing.
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Emerson, too, that high and lofty soul,

has his own reproach for us :
" You shah

not say, ' my bishop, O my pastor, is

there any resurrection ? What do you
think ? Did Dr. Channing believe that

we should know each other ? Did Wesley ?

Did Butler ? Did Fenelon ? ' What
questions are these ? Go read Milton,

_ , Shakespeare, or any truly ideal

Et
*

i"
^ poet. Read Plato, or any seer

Q " of the interior realities. Read
St. Augustine, Swedenborg, Im-

manuel Kant. Let any master simply
recite to you the substantial laws of the
intellect, and in the presence of the laws
themselves you will never ask such
primary-school questions."

But in despite of these differing rebukes
the soul of man still asks : What is

beyond ? And not on all the congregated
inspiration of Milton, Shakespeare, Plato,

Augustine, Swedenborg, Kant and Emer-
son can he rest his soul and feel secure

with certainty.

"The human mind," says Pasteur,
" actuated by an invincible force, will

never cease to ask itself : What is beyond ?

It is of no use to answer : Beyond is limit-

less space, limitless time, or limitless gran-

deur ; no one understands those words."
The question is not in rhetoric, but in the

simple longings of the human heart. When
I close the eyes of my child, when I fold

her hands, and when, shut down in dark-
ness, the little body so dear to me is borne
out of the house she made like heaven, and
lowered into the silence and ruin of the
tomb—is that the end ? I want to know
that. I want to know : Is she as if she
had never been ? I do not want limitless

space, limitless time, limitless grandeur
;

I only want to know if somewhere and in

some state the soul of my child is conscious
and still sensitive to my love. Victor

j^ , _ Hugo, who leaned upon the cold
an s ucs

g^^j^g ^^ death and cried to his

Q . child :
" Feelest thou that I am

there ? " uttered his lamentation
and his surrender to God in these words :

Je sais que vous avez bien autre chose a faire

Que de nous plaindre tous,
Et qu'un enfant qui meurt, desespoir de sa mere,
Ne vous fait rien, a vous.

Je sais que le fruit tombe au vent qui le secoue,
Que I'oiseau perd sa plume et la fieur son

parfum
;

Que la creation est une grande roue
Quinepeut se mouvoir sans ecraser quelqu'un.
" I know that You have many other things

to do than pitying us, and that the child
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who dies and breaks his mother's heart

makes no difference to You. I know that

the fruit falls in the wind that shakes it, that

the bird loses its plumage, and the flower its

scent ; that creation is a great wheel which
cannot move without crushing someone."

This is the attitude of the contem-
porary mind. The vastness of God is

acknowledged, the insignificance of man
is admitted, the terrible silence and cold-

bloodedness of natural law is accepted
;

but human love still ventures to ask the

Infinite whether perhaps He has no use

for it. Victor Hugo said that when he
threw angry cries at God he was like a

child who throws a stone at the sea ; and he
bowed and said :

" Humble as a child and
soft as a woman, I come to adore You."

It was apprehension of the Infinite that

bowed the god-like soul of Victor Hugo
;

it is the suspicion of the Infinite that

keeps the ordinary man reverent and
obedient to his conscience. " He who
proclaims the existence of the Infinite

—

and none can avoid it—^accumulates

in that affirmation more of the super-

natural than is to be found in all the

miracles of all the religions ; for
Mystery

of the

Infinite

the notion of the Infinite pre-

sents that double character that

it forces itself upon us and
yet is incomprehensible. When this notion

seizes upon our understanding, we can but

kneel ... I see everywhere the in-

evitable expression of the Infinite in the

world ; through it the supernatural is at

the bottom of every heart. The idea of

God is a form of the Idea of the Infinite.

As long as the mystery of the Infinite

weighs on human thought, temples will be
erected for the worship of the Infinite,

whether God is called Brahma, Allah,

Jehovah or Jesus ; and on the pavement
of those temples men will be seen kneeling,

prostrated, annihilated in the thought of

the Infinite."

Thus Pasteur, who studied the Infinite,

not through a telescope, but through a

microscope ; who knew, not the infinitely

great, but the infinitely little, and saw-

marvel, miracle, and annihilating infinity

in the invisible kingdom of bacteriae.

There are men of science who tell us

that the unconquerable hope is vain, that

the inviolable shade is a mirage. ,Pasteur
is dead ; he believed with Victor Hugo
that the tomb which shuts out the earth

opens the firmament, and that this which
we take to be the end is the beginning

;
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but he produced no proof, and he has not

come back to tell us of the beyond. Another
occupies his chair at the great Institute

in Paris ; and this man, Metchnikoff, tells

us that " a man is as old as his arteries,"

that we only desire immortality because
our manner of living abridges the natural

term of life by some sixty or seventy
years ; and that if by right living we
reached a hundred and fifty human years

—mortality's natural span—we should
have no desire at all for immortality, only

a tired leaning towards eternal sleep.

There are also men of science who look

away from the individual end of the
world—the death of a man—and, specu-

lating on the cosmical end of the world,

lose all sense of personal identity, and
show us the destruction of the planet on
which we live and kneel and bury our
dead as an event of trivial significance,

if significant at all, to the rest of the
universe. We have traced in these
volumes the history of the world. From
the beginning of things to the present day
we have followed the march of humanity
from barbarism to civilisation. Such an

undertaking, never attempted
cere s o

before, staggers the mind and
the Dim and r-n •?, r i

_. ^ ^n t hhs one with an awful sense
Distant Past r , j j • ttt

of vastness and despair. We
have seen peoples rise and fall like the
waves of the sea, mighty empires and
historic dynasties go out like candles, age-

long religions expire like last season's

popular novel, philosophies, customs,
morals, manners and laws that seemed
eternal change with climate and with
race, and lose all likeness to their origins

;

nay, we have seen that before recorded
history began uncountable centuries

stretched behind—geons in which conti-

nents of which we know nothing bore
under the stars the palaces and temples of

civilisations which were blotted out, and
left not a rack behind, and when the
present configuration of our planet was a
little dust at the bottom of the ocean.

But even as human history is only as a
day to the history of a blade of grass, so
is the total history of our earth but as the
trembling of an eyelid to the history of

the universe in which it swims.
The birth of our planet was a trivial and

late event in the history of the universe
;

its destruction would be to the rest of the
universe only like the falling of a child's

kite which for a few moments hung in

the blue air of a summer day.

And again, the total history of that

whole swarm of worlds which we call the

universe, to the eternity which saw its

birth, and which, according to some,
is quite indifferent to its death, is

like the splutter of a Catherine wheel.
" We must admit," says Sir Oliver

Lodge, in " Man and the Universe,"

^ " that science knows nothing

c .

'^
. of ultimate origins. Which

Science is r- ,1 i
°

,i -.

J
first — the hen or the egg ?

is a trivial form of a very real

puzde. That the world in the sense of

this planet, this homely lump of matter
we call the earth—that this had an origin,

a history, a past, intelligible more or less,

growingly intelligible to the eye of science,

is true enough. The date when it was
molten may be roughly estimated. The
manner and the mechanism of the birth

of the moon has been guessed : the earth

and moon, then, originated in one sense

;

before that they were part of a nebula,

hke the rest of the solar system ; and
some day the solar system may again be
part of a nebula, in consequence of col-

lision with some at present tremendously
distant mass. But all that is nothing to

the universe ; nothing even to the visible

universe. The collisions there take place

every now and then before our eyes.

"The universe is full of lumps of matter
of every imaginable size : the history of a

solar system may be written—its birth

and also its death, separated perhaps by
millions and millions of years ; but what
of that ? It is but an episode, a moment
in the eternal cosmogony, and the eye of

history looks to what happened before

the birth and after the death of any par-

ticular aggregate
;

just as a child may
trace the origin and the destruction of

a soap-bubble, the form of which is

evanescent, the material of which is per-

manent. While the soap-bubble lived it

was the scene of much beauty, and of a kind
of law and order impossible to the mere

water and soap out of which it

was made, and into which again

it has collapsed. The history of

the soap-bubble can be written,

but there is a before and an after. So it

is with the solar system ; so with any
assigned collocation of matter in the

universe. No point in space can be
thought of 'at which if a man stand it

shall be impossible for him to cast a

javelin into the beyond.' Nor can any
epoch be conceived in time at which the
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mind will not instantly and automatically
inquire, ' and what before ' or ' what
after ' ? " Science is quite emphatic that

the end of the world is a definite event of

the future. Whatever may be the end of the

world in the individual sense, the physical

end of the great globe itself is inevitable.

_, ^ , This misshapen ball, with its
The Earlh , , a ^ a
-. . atmosphere and clouds, swmg-
Moving to • • ^ r , 1 J
^ ^

* . mg m perfect silence round an
Destruction . ° ^ r, .. , • ,

immense conflagration which we
call the sun, this little star, this planet, this

earth, with its varying languages, climates,

morals, manners and religions, which,

like a moth in the universal ether, flies

round the candle of the sun, will, at some
awful moment in the womb of time,

perish, and be as if it had never been.

Our history of which we are so proud,
man's struggle for political liberty, his

advance from slavery and ignorance, his

conflicts with other nations, his behead-
ings of tyrannical kings, his French
Revolutions, which fill libraries with the
documents of their achievements—these

things, which have meant nothing to the
earth on which they were enacted, are

but like the buzzings of flies. They
have scratched with a pin the earth's

crust during her silent circlings of the sun
;

they are merely the movements of para-

sites swarming on the monster that is mov-
ing, wholly
indifferent to

us, to his own
destruction.
The central,

absolute, and
dwarfing fact

is the destiny
of the earth

itself, and that
destiny is

destruction.

How \\ill it

end ?

Although it

is Science
that makes us
certain of the
world's end,

long before

there was
exact science

men of the
ancient world
had foreseen,

prophesied,
and speculated
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On the Out-

skirts of

the Infinite

WHEN

upon this vast event. We will examine
some of these inspirational notions before

we proceed to consider the definite

predictions of dogmatic Science. The
phrase of Sir Oliver Lodge, that the
question. Hen or egg—which first ? re-

presents a trivial form of a very real

problem will suggest to the reader that
there is an element of immodesty in

attempting to discuss the end of some-
thing about whose origin we are ignorant.

This is quite true. But man is immodest
whenever he opens his mouth to historise

yesterday, to prophesy to-morrow, or to

dogmatise the present. W^e do not know
which came first, the hen or the egg.

We can weigh the stars, measure
the heavens, elaborate our thesis

of evolution ; but we cannot for

the life of us tell whether in the
beginning an egg hatched the first hen, or

a hen laid the first egg. We are, in fact,

concerning origins, concerning certainty, as

much in the dark as our earliest ancestors.

Therefore at the head of all our in-

quiries we set the words of the writer of

the Book of Job :

These are but the outskirts of His ways :

And how small a whisper do we hear of Him !

But the thunder of His power who can understand ?

Standing in the outskirts of the Uni-
versal Infinite, knowing that we hear

but a faint

whisper of His
Being, acknow-
ledging that

it is utterly

beyond our
finite under-
standing to

c om p r e h e nd
the fulness of

His Power,
we may with
reverence con-
template the
destiny of the
apparently
self - captained
vessel whereon
humanity, like

a party of ex-

cur s i o n i s t s,

makes sixt}' or

seventy jour-

neys round the
sun, and con-
sider how it

will end.

THE SEA GIVES UP ITS DEAD
1 the painting by Lord I.eighton, P.R.A.
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HOW WILL THE WORLD END?
THE VOICE OF LITERATURE AND OF
SCIENCE ON THE FINAL CATACLYSM

/^NE central fact of all ancient specu-
^^ lations on this head is their appre-
hension of an everlastingness outside of

man and his earth. It is well to bear
this in mind.
From the days of the Psalmist, with

his cry, " From everlasting to everlasting

Thou art God ... a thousand years
in Thy sight are but as yesterday when
it is past, and as a watch in the night,"

down to the days when Shakespeare
uttered sweetest melancholy in the sonnet
beginning

—

When T consider everything that grows
Holds in perfection but a little moment.

That this huge stage presenteth nought but
shows

Whereon the stars in secret influence comment

—

down to our time, when Science has
made infinity and existence as absolutely

facts of the universe as the
transitoriness of the globe on
which we speculate—man has
always been conscious of some

Vast surrounding him with majestic in-

comprehensibility.

Ot old hast Thou laid the foundations of the earth,

And the heavens are the work of Thy hands.
They shall perish, but Thou shalt endure

;

Yea, all of them shall wax old like a garment :

As a vesture shalt thou change them, and they
shall be changed :

But Thou art the same.
And Thy years shall have no end.

Psalm cii., 25-27.

Behold, God is great, and v/e know Him not :

The number of His years is unsearchable.

Job xxvi., 26.

It would be tedious to multiply in-

stances of this conviction of the human
heart. Man from the first has felt that

he is like the grass of the field, that

the earth and the stars shall perish
;

but that the Power which called them
into existence will continue for ever.

We find also in some of those millen-

nial prophecies which distinguish ancient

Man's
Brief Span
of Life

literature the idea of an end to the world
in its present form :

Isaiah, who said—
They shall not hurt nor destroy in all My

holy mountain, for the earth shall be full of the
knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the
sea.— xi., 9.

said likewise—
Lift up your eyes to the heavens, and look upon

the earth beneath ; for the heavens shall vanish
away like smoke, and the earth shall wax old
like a garment ; and they that dwell therein
shall die in like manner, but my salvation shall
be for ever, and my righteousness .shall not be
abolished.—li.. 6.

Christ himself, in His own unique fashion,
prophesied the end of the world.

As [Jesus] sat upon the Mount of Olives, the
disciples came unto Him privately, saying :

Tell us . . . what shall be the sign of Thy
coming, and of the end of the world ? [The
consummation of the age.]
And Jesus answered, and said unto them :

Take heed that no man lead you astray. For
many shall come in My name, saying, I am the
Christ ; and shall lead many astray. And ye
sliall hear of wars and rumours of wars : see that
ye be not troubled ; for these things must needs
come to pass ; but the end is not yet. For
nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom
against kingdom ; and there shall be famines
and earthquakes in divers places. But all these
things are the beginning of travail. Then shall

they deliver you up unto tribulation, and shall

kill ycu ; and ye shall be hated of all the nations
for My name's sake. And then shall many
stumble, and shall deliver up one another, and
shall hate one another. And many false pro-
phets shall arise, and shall lead many astray.

And because iniquity shall be multiplied, the
love of the many shall wax cold.

But he that endureth unto the end, the same
.shall be saved. And this gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in the whole world for a tes-

timony unto all the nations ; and then shall the
end come.

As the lightning cometh forth from the East, and
is seen even unto the West, so shall be the coming
of the Son of IMan. Wheresoever the carcase
is, there will the eagles [vultures] be gathered
together.

But immediately after the tribulation of those
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days the sun shall be darkened, and the moon
shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall

from heaven, and the powers of the heavens
shall be shaken ; and then shall appear the sign
of the Son of Man in heaven ; and then shall

all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall

see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven
with power and great giory
Heaven and earth shall pass away, but INIy

words shall not pass awa}'. But of that day
and hour knoweth no one, not even the angels of

heaven, neither the Son. but the Father only.
For as in those days which were before

the flood they were eating and drinking, marry-
ing and giving in marriage, until the day that
Noah entered into the Ark, and they knew not
until the flood came, and took them all away ;

so shall be the coming of the Son of Man.
St. Matthew, xxiv.

Take heed to yourselves, lest haply your hearts
be overcharged with surfeiting and drunkenness,
and cares of this life, and that day come on you
suddenly as a snare, for so shall it come upon all

them that dwell on the face of all the earth.

St. Luke, xxi., 34.

And so we go on to the Apostles, and
find the same prophecy, strengthened by
the conviction that upon them the ends
of the \vorld were already come.

In the last days mockers shall come with
mockery, walking after their own lusts, and
saying : Where is the promise of His coming ?

For, from the day that the fathers fell asleep,

all things continue as they were from the begin-
ning of the creation. For this they wilfully forget

that there were heavens from of old, and an earth
compacted out of water and amidst water, by
the word of God ; by which means the world
that then was, being overflowed with w-ater,

perished ; but the heavens that now are, and
the earth, by the same word have been stored up
for fire [stored with fire], being reserved against
the day of judgment and destruction of ungodly
men.
But forget not this one thing, beloved, that

one day is with the Lord as a thousand years,

and a thousand years as one day. The Lord
is not slack concerning His promise, as some
count slackness ; but is long-suffering to us-

ward, not wishing that any should perish, but
that all should come to repentance.
But the day of the Lord will come as a thief

;

in the which the heavens shall pass away with a
great noise, and the elements [heavenly bodies]
shall be dissolved with fervent heat ; and the
earth and the works that are therein shall be
burned up. Seeing, then, that all these things
are thus to be di-^solved, what manner of persons
ought ye to be in all holy living and godliness,

looking for and earnestly desiring the coming
of the day of God, by reason of which the heavens
being on fire shall be dissolved, and the elements
shall melt with fervent heat .' But, according
to His promise we look for new heavens and a
new earth wherein dwelleth righteousness.

2 St. Peter, iii., 5.

And I saw a new heaven and a new earth :

for the first heaven and the first earth are passed
away, and the sea is no more.

—

Rev. xxi., i.

Ever since the days of the Apostles

men have attempted to prophesy the
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end of the world, every generation con-
taining some who looked for the Second
Coming of Christ.

The end of the world, we learn from
Hallam's '

' The Middle Ages,' ' ought to have
occurred, according to Cardinal Nicolas
de Cusa, in 1704. He demonstrated his

thesis in this manner : The Deluge hap-
pened in the thirty-fourth jubilee of

fifty years from the Creation (a.m. 1700),
ancl, therefore, the end of the world
should properly occur on the thirty-

fourth jubilee of the Christian era, or

A.D. 1704. The four grace years are

added to compensate for the blunder of

chronologists respecting the first year of

gi"ace.

The most popular dates of modern
times for the end of the world, or, \\hat

is practically the same thing, the Mil-

lennium, are the following : 1757, Sweden-
borg ; 1836, Johann Albrecht Bengel,

Erklarte Offenbarung ; 1843, William
Miller of America ; 1866, Dr. John Gum-
ming ; 1881, Mother Shipton.

It was very generally believed in France
and Germany that the end of the world
would happen in the i,oooth year after

. Christ ; and, therefore, much

forThe"'^
of the land was left unculti-

^T ij' r J vated and a general famine
WorJd s End -, -rr 1 -i.ensued. Happily, it was not

agreed whether the 1,000 years should
date from the birth or the death of Christ,

or the desolation would have been much
gi-eater. ]\Iany charters begin with these

words :
" As the world is now drawing to

its close." Kings and nobles gave up
their state ; Robert of France, son of

Hugh Capet, entered the monastery of

St. Denis ; and at Limoges princes, nobles,

and knights proclaimed " God's truce,"

and solemnly bound themselves to abstain

from feuds, to keep the peace towards
each other, and to help the oppressed.

Another hypothesis is this : As one day
with God equals 1,000 years (Psalm xc, 4),

and God laboured in creation six days,

therefore the world is to labour 6,000

years, and then to rest. According to

this theory, the end of the world ought
to occur in a.m. 6000, or a.d. 1996 (sup-

posing the world to have been created

4,004 years before the birth of Christ).

Turning from foolish speculations, we
come to the prophecies of literature

concerning the final cataclysm, and see

how man (whose immortality is an open
question) can occupy his transitory days
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with attempts to visualise the final

destruction — the strangest diversion,

surely, unless, as the Preacher says,

God "hath set eternity in man's heart.

Few descriptions can vie with the

extraordinary rhetoric of Philip James
Bailey, in "Festus," a book, unfortunately,

so little known that we shall quote his

prophecy in full. It is Bailey, by the

way, who has the fine lines :

Tremble ! Ye dare not believe.

No, cowards ! Sooner than believe ye would die
;

Die with the black lie flapping on your lips,

Like the soot-flake upon a burning bar.

Here is the picture from "Festus" :

BAILEY'S PICTURE OF THE CATACLYSM
It is earth shall head destruction. She shall end.
The worlds shall wonder why she comes no more
On her accustomed orbit ; and the sun
Miss one of his apostle lights ; the moon.
An orphaned orb, shall seek for earth for aye,

Through time's untrodden depths, and find her
not.

No more shall morn, out of the holy east

Stream o'er the amber air her level light
;

Nor evening, with the spectral fingers, draw
Her star-sprent curtain round the head of earth.

Her footsteps never thence again shall grace
Heaven's blue, sublime. Her grave. Death's

now at work,
Gaps in space. See tombwards gathering, all

Her kindred stars in long process, night-clad
;

Each lights his funeral brand, and ranks him
round.

And one by one shall all yon wandering worlds.
Whether in orbed path they roll, or trail

Gold-tressed, in length inestimable of light.

Their train, returnless from extreme space,
lease

;

The sun, bright keystone of Heaven's world-
built arch.

Be left in burning solitude ; the stars

As dewdrops countless on the oetherial fields

Of the skies, and all they comprehend shall pass
;

The spirits of all worlds shall all depart
To their great destinies ; and thou and I,

Greater in grief than worlds, shall live, as now.
And let the worst come to the worst, you say,
There always will be time to turn ourselves,
And cry for half an hour or so to God.
Salvation, sure, is not so very hard

;

It need not take one long ; and half an hour
Is quite as much as we can spare for it.

We have no time for pleasures. Business 1

business !

No ! ye shall perish suddenly and unsaved.
The world shall stand still with a rending jar.

As though it struck at sea ; or as when once
An arm Titanian, say not whose, but jogged
By earthquakes, wryed the pole, and o'er the dry
Poured competitive mains. The unsleepful sea.

Mooning and bellowing now round caverned
coasts

;

Now, drawing hard through thirty thousana
teeth,

Upon the shingly shore, his pauseful breath.
Like some monogamous monster which hath lost.

Poor fool ! his mate ; and every rock-hole
searched

Ry torch of foam-light, dogs her steps with sad.
Superfluous faithfulness, shall rest at last,

Nor wist which way to turn him ; ebb nor flow
No more to choose. All elements as though

smote
With reasonablest disloyalty to man's
Usurpful claim, their constrained suit shall cease,
And natural service ; men their mightiest wont.
Their meanest use and craft. The halls where

parle
The heads of nations shall be dumb with death
The priest shall dipping, die. ('an man save man ?

Is water God ? The counsellor, wise fool.

Drop down amid his quirks and sacred lies.

The judge, while dooming unto death some
wretch.

Shall meet at once his own death, doom and
judge.

The doctor, watch in hand and patient's pulse,
Shall feel his own heart cease its beats, and fall.

Professors shall spin out, and students strain
Their brains no more. Art, science, toil, shall

cease.

Commerce. The ship shall her own plummet seek.
And sound the sea herself and depths of death,
.^t the first turn, death shall cut off the thief.

And dash the gold-bag in his yellow brain.
The gambler, reckoning gains, shall drop a piece

;

Stoop down, and there see death ; look up,
there God.

The wanton, temporising with decay.
And qualifying every line which vice
Writes bluntly on the brow, inviting scorn.
Shall pale through plastered red ; and the loose

sot

See clear, for once, through his misty, o'er-

brimmed eye.

The just, if there be any, die in prayer.
Death shall be everywhere among your marts

;

And giving bills which no man may decline,

Drafts upon hell one moment after date.
Then shall your outcries tremble amid the stars ;

Terrors shall be about ye like a wind
;

And fears fall down upon ye like four walls.

Thomas Campbell with feebler power
has attempted to show the condition of

the dying world inhabited by a solitary

survivor of the human race. The poem
is called, " The Last Man."

THE LAST MAN
All worldly shapes shall melt in gloom.
The sun himself must die

Before this mortal shall assume
Its immortality.

I saw a vision in my sleep

That gave my spirit strength to sweep
Adown the gulf of Time

;

I saw the last of human mould
That shall Creation's death behold.

As Adam saw her prime.

The sun's e^'e has a sickly glare

The earth with age was wan.
The skeletons of nations were
Around that lonely man.

Some had expired in fight—the brands
Still rusted in their bony hands ;

In plague and famine some !

Earth's cities had no sound nor tread.

And ships were drifting with the dead
To shores where all was dumb !
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Vet, prophet-like, that lone one stood,
With dauntless words and high,

Tha,t shook the sere leaves from the wood
As if a storm passed by,

Saying, We are twins in death, proud sun !

Thy face is cold, thy race is run,
'Tis mercy bids thee go

;

For thou ten thousand thousand years
Hast seen the tide of human tears
That shall no longer flow.

What though beneath thee man put forth,

His pomp, his pride, his skill,

And arts that made fire, flood, and earth
The vassals of his will !

Yet mourn I not thy parted sway,
Thou dim discrowned king of day ;

For all those trophied arts
And triumphs that beneath thee sprang
Healed not a passion or a pang,

Entailed on human hearts.

Go, let oblivion's curtain fall

Upon the stage of men.
Nor with thy rising beams recall

Lite's tragedy again.
It's piteous pageants bring not back,
Nor waken flesh upon the rack
Of pain anew to writhe

—

Stretched in disease's shapes abhorred.
Or mown in battle by the sword.

Like grass beneath the scythe.

Even I am weary in yon skies

To watch thy fading fire
;

Test of all sumless agonies.
Behold not me expire !

My lips that speak thy dirge of death.
Their rounded gasp and gurgling breath.
To see thou shalt not boast

;

The eclipse of Nature spreads my pall.

The majesty of Darkness shall

Receive my parting ghost !

The spirit shall return to Him
Who gave its heavenly spark ;

Yet think not, sun, it shall be dim
When thou thyself art dark !

No, it shall live again, and shine
In bliss unknown to beams of thine.
By Him recalled to breath

Who captive led captivity,
Who robbed the grave of victory,
And took the sting from death !

Go, sun, while mercy holds me up
On Nature's awful waste.

To drink this last and bitter cup
Of grief that man shall taste.

Go tell the night that hides thy face
Thou saw'st the last of Adam's race
On earth's sepulchral clod.

The darkening universe defy
To quench his immortaUty,
Or shake his trust in God !

Tennyson's end of the world, like all

his poetry, is gentle, ideal, and graceful

—

a millennium and not a cataclysm. Could
there be greater contrast than that
between "Festus" and the two "Locks-
ley Halls."
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TENNYSON'S VISION OF MILLENNIUM
Far I dipt into the future, far as human eye

could see.

Saw the Vision of the world and all the wonder
that would be

;

Saw the heavens fill with commerce, argosies of

magic sails.

Pilots of the purple twilight, dropping down
with costly bales

;

Heard the heavens fill with shouting, and there
rained a ghastly dew

From the nations' airy navies grappling in the
central blue

;

Far along the world-wide whisper of the south
w'ind rushing warm.

With the standards of the peoples plunging thro'

the thunder-storm
;

Till the war-drum throljbcd no longer, and the
battle-flags were furled

In the Parliament of Man, the Federation of the
world

,

There the common-sense of most shall hold a
fretful realm in awe,

And the kindly earth shall slumber, lapt in

universal law.

Many an a;on moulded earth before her highest

man was born,
Many an aeon, too, may pass when earth is

manless and forlorn.

When the schemes and all the systems, kingdoms
and republics fall.

Something kindlier, higher, holier—all for each
and each for all ?

All the full-brained, half-brained races, led by
justice, love, and truth

;

All the millions one at length with all the visions

of my youth ?

All diseases quenched by science, no man halt,

or deaf, or blind
;

Stronger ever born of weaker, lustier body,
larger mind ?

Earth at last, a warless world, a single race, a
single tongue

—

I have seen her far away—for is not Earth as yet
so 5'oung .'

—

Every tiger madiiess muzzled, every serpent
passion killed.

Every grim ravine a garden, every blazing
desert tilled,

Robed in universal harvest up to either pole she
smiles,

Universal ocean softly washing all her warless
isles.

This faith in some culminating per-

fection, some Paradisal baptism of earth

in the waters of millennium, was apparently
shared by Browning.

My own hope is, a sun will pierce
The thickest cloud earth every stretched

;

That, after Last, returns the First,

Though a wide compass round be fetched
;

That what began best, can't end worst,
Nor what God blessed once, prove accurst.

The attitude of Joseph Addison, if he
expressed it in "Cato," differed from
anything of a millennial character, and
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concerned only the immortality of a soul

infinitely greater than the perishable

earth. His beautiful lines march with
the hopes of humanty.

It must be so—Plato, thou reasoncst well !

Else whence this pleasing hope, this fond desire,

This longing after immortality ?

Or whence this secret dread and inward horror
Of falling into naught ? Why shrinks the soul
Back on herself, and startles at destruction ?

'Tis the divinity that stirs within us
;

'Tis Heaven itself that points out an hereafter,

And intimates eternity to man.
Eternity ! thou pleasing, dreadful thought !

I'm weary of conjectures,—this must end 'em,
Thus am I doubly armed : my death and life,

My bane and antidote, are both before me :

This in a moment brings me to an end
;

But this informs me I shall never die.

The soul, secured in her existence, smiles
At the drawn dagger, and defies its point.

The stars shall fade away, the sun himself
Grow dim with age, and Nature sink in years

;

But thou shalt flourish in immortal youth,
Unhurt amidst the war of elements.
The wrecks of matter, and the crush of worlds.

No man, of course, with greater dignity

and nobler restraint of power, has
matched Shakespeare's sublime utterance
in the familiar passage :

Our revels now are ended. These our actors.

As I foretold you, were all spirits, and
Are melted into air, into thin air :

And, like the baseless fabric of this vision,

The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous palaces,
The solemn temples, the great globe itself,

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve.

And, like this insubstantial pageant faded.
Leave not a rack behind. We are such stuff

As dreams are made on ; and our little life

Is rounded with a sleep.

There is a sense of mystery in these
glorious lines, as though the great and
inscrutable master, taking his leave of

the stage in a sweet allegory

—

Deeper than did ever plummet sound
I'll drouTi my book

let himself hint at some knowledge
of eternal verities which he possessed and
could not more impart. But always in

Shakespeare's greatest moments there
is this hinting spirit of a profound
knowledge of the mystery of existence, as
for instance in the lines

There are more things in heaven and earth,
Horatio,

Than are dreamt of in 3^our philosophy.

Shakespeare, we may say, is saturated
with mystery, and he seems to us to stand
at the head of the human race smiling
on all children of imagination, and gently
and with a large tolerance rebuking those
smaller spirits who shout that the universe

is merely an inferior machine on a large

scale. It has always struck us that
Shakespeare, with his large soul and
ample powers, his abiding calm, and his

profound mystery better answers both in

himself and in his works the arguments of

a soulless materialism than all the packed
logic of theism and transcendentalism.

Th F" "t
Mystery is the quintessence of

. ..^ Shakespeare as it is of all great
and the . . ^ .

o
, ,. .. imagmative work. Sir Thomas
Infinite t-i i rBrowne spoke for a con-
siderable number of the human race when
he said, " I love to lose myself in a mystery,
to pursue my Reason to an altitudo ! . .

Who can speak of Eternity without a
solecism, or think thereof without an
extasie ? Time we may comprehend,
'tis but five days elder than ourselves,

and hath the same Horoscope with the
World ; but to retire so far back as to

apprehend a beginning, to give such an
infinite start forwards as to conceive an
end in an essence that we affirm hath
neither the one nor the other, it puts my
Reason to St. Paul's Sanctuary : my
philosophy dares not say the Angels can
do it ; God hath not made a Creature
that can comprehend Him ; 'tis a privilege

of His own nature. I am that I am was
his own definition unto Moses ; and 'twas

a short one, to confound mortality, that

durst question God, or ask Him what
He was .... In Eternity there

is no distinction of Tenses . . . what
to us is to come, to His Eternity is present,

His whole duration being but one per-

manent point, without Succession, Parts,

Flux, or Division."

This attitude is characteristic of all our
literature on the great subject of God and
Man, Time and Eternity. While we
confess the utterness of our inability to

comprehend Infinity, Omnipotence and
Eternity, we love to lose ourselves in the

mystery and to pursue our Reason to an

altitudo ! Perhaps this concern with
such tremendous and infinite

2i
^

V.
issues on the part of a finite

mosp ere
^^^^ insignificant creature, in-

of Science , ,•,. '^ ,-,
i <. •

habitmg so small a planet in

the visible universe is a fact as important

to science as the teeth of an anthropoid

ape, the nature of radium, or the functions

of the liver.

When we turn from literature to science

we find ourselves in a quite different

atmosphere. The reader who is con-

stitutionally averse from rhetoric and
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prejudiced in favour of the calm, grave,

and passionless vocabulary of science will

rejoice to escape from Bailey and Tennyson
and Addison to listen with reverence and
attention to Professor Clifford and Pro-

fessor Flammarion. But a caution is

necessary. '' The whole drift of my
education," says Professor James, in

"The Varieties of Religious
Experience

Prcrerrcd

to Science

Experience," " goes to persuade
nie that the world of our
present consciousness is only

one out of many worlds of conscious-

ness that exist, and that those other

worlds must contain experiences which
have a meaning for our life also ; and
that although in the main their experi-

ences and those of the world keep dis-

creet, yet the two become continuous
at certain points, and higher energies

filter in. By being faithful in my
own poor measure to this over-belief, I

seem to myself to keep more sane and
true. I can, of course, put mj'self into the

sectarian scientist's attitude, and imagine
\'ividly that the world of sensations and
of scientific laws and objects may be all.

But whenever I do this, I hear that

inward monitor of which W. K. Clifford

once wTote whispering the word ' Bosh !

'

Humbug is humbug, even though it bear
the scientific name, and the total ex-

pression of human experience as I view
it objectiveh', invincibly urges one beyond
the narrow ' scientific ' bounds. Assuredly
the real world is of a different tem-
perament—more intricately built than
ph^'sical science allows."

It will certainly be well for the reader,

in "following the man of science in his

dogmatic and convincing forecast of
cataclysm, to remember that inward
monitor of Professor Clifford, and to
remind himself of that healthy word,
" Bosh !

" When we have done with
the man of science we shall consult the
psychologists and philosophers, who have

..ft. l:^• i
studied that mind and thatThe First

i i n xi

and Last
consciousness employed by the

Catastrophe""'^?' ^^ physical Science to
arrive at his conclusions. Let

us begin by a quotation from one of
the most emphatic and brilliant of scien-
tists, Professor W. K. Clifford, who, in
" The First and Last Catastrophe,"
writes :

" The life which exists upon the earth
is made by the sun's action, and it depends
upon the sun for its continuance. We
6442

know that the sun is wearing out, that it

is cooling ; and although this heat that it

loses day by day is made up in some
measure, perhaps completely at present,

by the contraction of its mass, yet that

process cannot go on for ever. There is

only a certain amount of energy in the

present constitution of the sun, and when
that has been used up the sun cannot go
on giving out any more heat. Supposing,
therefore, the earth remains in her present

orbit about the sun, seeing that the sun
must be cooled down at some time, we
shall all be frozen out

" In any case, all we know is that the

sun is going out. If we fall into the sun,

that we shall be fried ; if we go away from
the sun, or the sun goes out, then we shall

be fro2;en. So that, as far as the earth is

concerned, we have no means of deter-

mining what will be the character of the

end. But we know that one of these two
things must take place in time. But in

regard to the whole universe, if we were
to travel forward as we have travelled

backward, in time, consider things as

falling together, we should come to a great

central mass, all in one piece,

^ which would send out waves of

^ 1"" heat through a perfectly empty
ether, and gradually cool itself

down. As this mass gets cool it would
be deprived of all life or motion ; it would
be just a mere enormous frozen block in

the middle of the ether.
" But that conclusion, which is like the

one that we discussed about the beginning
of the world, is one which we have no right

whatever to rest upon. It depends upon
the same assumption that the laws of

geometry and mechanics are exactly and
absolutely true, and that they will con-

tinue exactly and absolutely true for ever

and ever. Such an assumption we have
no right whatever to make. We may
therefore, I think, conclude about the end
of things that, so far as the earth is con-

cerned, an end of life upon it is as probable
as science can make anything ; but that

in regard to the universe we have no
right to draw any conclusion at all."

In another form we have the end of the

world adumbrated by Professor Camille

Flammarion in an article which is as

reasonable as any prophecy ever yet ven-

tured upon by seer or scientist. We quote

it at some length because it is the most
representative expression of materialistic

opinion which obtains at the present day.
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We might say with confidence that if the
world is to end at all, this is certainly how
it will happen.

" What is the future of our planet and of

all that which adorns it now—mankind,
plants, animals, birds—of the continents

and of the ocean ? Will it fall into ruins, as

an ancient monument of the firmament, de-

cayed by millions of centuries of existence ?

" Yes ; without death, for it is not
immortal. It has not always existed, and
will not always exist. The earth has had
a birth, and will consequently die. But as

there are as many possible modes of death
for a world as for other human beings the

question may possibly arise, what will be
its end ?—and an attempt made to indicate

the nature of the crisis that will destroy it.

" On the one hand, water and air

diminish ; on the other, the plane of the
continents is gradually sinking, and cer-

tainly reducing the surface of the globe to

one general level. Will the earth perish

from drought and cold ; or, on the con-

trary, will it be overwhelmed by the

conquering ocean ? Water sustains the

^. ».r . . heat and life of the earth.
The World
Without
Water

Should it disappear this would
mean the total extinction of

all that lives, breathes, and
renders Nature active. Should the liquid

element, on the contrary, invade the dry
land, such an action, though diametrically

opposed to the preceding, would produce,

nevertheless, a similar result. In either

case it would mean the destruction of

the human race.

" On the planet Mars, which is also

smaller than the earth, and certainly

in a more advanced period of planetary
life, without being so aged as the moon,
we observe seas reduced to narrow
inland straits : the great oceans have
disappeared, rain is scarce, and the sky
is nearly always clear.

"Doubtless the future will reserve for

us a similar destiny, more like that of

the present state of Mars than of that

of our satellite, the moon ; and we may
anticipate an inexorable fatal day wherein
languishing terrestrial living Nature will

be deprived of the element that is indis-

pensable to its maintenance—water.

"W'ater constitutes the vital part of all

living bodies. The ' human organism
contains 70 per cent., whether in the

liquid state or in the form of vapour in

the atmosphere. It is the element that

governs life, and preserves on the surface

of the globe the heat that is necessary

to the development of all beings. The
suppression thereof signifies, therefore, a
death warrant ; and it is in the power of

Nature to inflict such a sentence upon us.

But doubtless it is not alone the want of

water in itself that will cause the end of

things ; it will be rather the
The Fate

Awaiting

the Earth

effect this cause will have
on the climate. It is the

invisible water vapour, spread
through the atmosphere, that exercises

the paramount influence on the tempera-
ture, though its quantity be evidently

very small, since to every 200 molecules

of oxygen and of azote there is not found
one of water vapour. This latter possesses,

nevertheless, eighty times more energy
and efficacy than the other 200.

'These minute transparent drops, sus-

pended in the atmosphere, act like heat

condensers, to concentrate the rays of

the sun, and to retain them in the lower

layers of the atmosphere. What will

happen when this protecting veil shall

have disappeared ? The temperature of

the soil will become glacial, and will

render the globe uninhabitable.
" From the summit of the mountains the

mantle of the snows will be spread over

the valleys, driving before it both life and
civilisation. New York, London, Paris,

Berlin, Vienna, Constantinople, Rome
would successively sleep under the eternal

snows. Such towns would only then

be arid deserts, split with fissures much
more terrible than the solitudes of those

Polar regions at present known to us.

"There will be no more spring, no more
nests, no more birds, no more luxurious

plants, flowers, or fruits; no more bubbling

springs, richly stocked rivers, lakes bor-

dered by willows and poplars ; no more
shall the crested waves sing with mono-
tonous voice their rhythmic chant. The
last representatives of the human race

will come and expire on the

shores of the last remaining

^ equatorial sea, beneath the raj-s
Will Come ^j ^ ^gg^jg g^^ ^j^^^ ^^.^^ j^gj^^g.

forth will only light a moving tomb
that shall turn again and again around

a light-giving but insufficient heat. At

this epoch our planet would have reached

a temperature approximating to 273°

below zero. Such will be the necessary end

of the earth should its vital elements be

removed. It appears more than probable

644^
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that the earth will end thus, as not only the
water vapour is diminishing, but also the
other elements of the air, such as oxygen
and azote, are gradually decreasing.

From century to century the atmosphere is

becoming poorer, and in consequence the

conditions of terrestrial life are

_. /' , themselves becoming weaker.
Picture of - ^

the Future
In 10,000,000 of years the

great body of the earth—worn,
aged, sterile, and solitary-^-will only
bear on its dried surface the ruins of its

brilliant past."

But is there no Mind behind all this

creation, beauty and destruction ? " Life

must have had a beginning," says F. W.
Hutton, " and must come to an end."
Yes ; very true. But what was before

the beginning of life ? Professor Clifford,

in a letter to Dr. Martineau, wrote :

" The idea of an external conscious being
is unavoidably suggested, as it seems to

me, by the categorical imperative of the

moral sense ; and, moreover, in a way
quite independent, by the aspect of Nature,
which seems to answer to our questionings

with an intelligence akin to our own."
The laws of the universe are not accidents,

apparently. "It is prima facie," says
Newman, in the " Grammar of Assent,"
" unaccountable that an accident should
happen twice, not to speak of it happening
always." " The sceptic," says Emerson,
" afhrms that the universe is a nest of

boxes with nothing in the last box."
Here is a great point made by Newman :

" A law is not a cause, but a fact ; but
when we come to the question of cause, then
we have no experience of any cause hut Will."

" The presence of Mind," says Sir

John Herschel, " is what solves the whole
difficulty."

Every child thinks that its hand is the
I'isible cause of the swing of the toy in its

hand ; but it can be made to see that the
hand is merely the obedient servant of its

will. Everything that the materialist predi-

cates of the world's creation,

B hi d'th*
^^^ prophesies of its final

jj
.

^
destruction, the philosopher
can subscribe to if only the

materialist will place Will at the back of

phenomena, without which force—so far

as all human knowledge goes—there can
be no movement, no ordered action, no law.

And now what remains ?

Professor Flammarion tells us what the
Psalmist told his contemporaries, what
St. Peter told his contemporaries, what
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almost e\ery intelligent man since the
creation of the world has believed, that the
earth will perish.

Then at the loud but solemn peal the heavens
shall burst away

;

The elements shall melt in flame at Nature's final

day.

It does not matter how greatly the

theories of Professor Flammarion are

affected by the discovery of radium, by
the mysteries of radio-active bodies still

puzzling the scientist as much as the

problem of hen or egg ; it does not matter
whether our professor is altogether right or

altogether wrong; the fact stands that in

some way or other the physical world will

end, and that for each individual man it

ends at death.

What remains ?

Consciousness !

The hope of humanity is the despair of

the materialist ; it is this mystery of

all mysteries, consciousness. How man
(matter) became conscious, became self-

conscious, was able to take pen and write,
' I am not immortal," in order to contro-

vert his fellow lump of matter who argued

,
that he was immortal, is a

c!
*•'*•!

1
puzzle iust as baffling as the

Spiritual f J ,, r>„ lien and the egg. Conscious-

ness, a materialist might say,

makes cowards of us all.

What is this mystery of our minds
which we call consciousness ? What is

its place in the universe ?

One cannot call consciousness a by-
product of evolution without making
oneself ridiculous. Consciousness is not
something without which life would have
been very much what it is now. Indeed,
it is only by considering the spiritual

nature of man that history becomes in the

least intelligible. Whether materialists

realise the significance of this fact or not,

certain is it that history concerns the
spiritual nature of man struggling towards
fulfilment.

" On the hypothesis of this spiritual

nature, superadded to the animal nature of

man, we are able to understand much
that is otherwise mysterious or unintel-

ligible in regard to him, especially the

enormous influence of ideas, principles,

and beliefs over his whole life and actions,"

writes Professor A. R. Wallace. " Thus
alone we can understand the con-

stancy of the martyr, the unselfishness of

the philanthropist, the devo-tion of the

patriot, the enthusiasm of the artist, and
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the resolute and persevering search of the

scientific worker after Nature's secrets.

Thus we may perceive that the love of

truth, the delight in beauty, the passion

for justice, and the thrill of exultation with
which we hear of any act of courageous
self-sacrifice are the workings within us

of a higher nature which has not been
developed by means of the struggle for

material existence."

Evolution, it has been said, can account
well enough for the land-grabber, the

company promoter, and the sweater ; but
it fails to account for the great intellects

and lofty souls who have led the advance
of humanity from barbarism to civilisa-

tion. This world — this physical and
material world of man—has been moved
infinitely more by spiritual forces than by
material and selfish forces. History, if it

is anything, is a struggle towards idealism.

The animal does not content man. He
never is, but always to be blest. Why?
This question is at the beginning of all

theses, confronts all dogmatisms.
" The higher gifts of genius : poetry,

the plastic arts, music, philosophy, pure

, mathematics—all of these are
a urc s

precisely as much in the central
Process of ^, -^

r i j.-

_ , ,. stream of evolution—are per-
Evolutioa ,. r i J.1 J

ceptions of new truth and
powers of new action, just as decisively

predestined for the race of man as the

aboriginal Australian's faculty for throwing
a boomerang or for swarming up a tree

for grubs," says F. W. H. Myers in
" Human Personality." " There is, then,

about these loftier instincts nothing exotic,

nothing accidental ; they are an intrinsic

part of that ever-evolving response to our
surroundings which forms not only the
planetary but the cosmic history of all

our race.

"What inconsistencies, what absurdities,

underlie that assumption that evolution

means nothing more than the survival

of animals fittest to conquer enemies
and to overrun the earth. On that bare
hypothesis the genus homo is impossible

to explain. No one really attempts to

explain him, except on the tacit supposi-

tion that Nature somehow intended to

evolve intelligence—somehow needed to

evolve joy ; was not satisfied with such an
earth-overrunner as the rabbit, or such an
invincible conqueror as the influenza

microbe. But how much intelligence,

what kind of joy Nature aimed at ? Is

this to be left to be settled bv the instinct

The First

Ancestors

of Man

of I'homme sensuel moyen ? Or ought we
not rather to ask of the best specimens of

our race what it is that they live for ?

Whether they labour for the meat that

perisheth, or for Love and Wisdom " ?

Let us endeavour to see this mystery
of human consciousness in a

steady, unsentimental, and
historical manner. Let us try

to realise the beginning of this

mystery about whose end we are now con-

cerned. " Since the germ of life appeared
on earth," the same author goes on to say,
" its history has been a history not only of

gradual self-adaptation to a known envi-

ronment, but of gradual discovery of an
environment, always there but unknown.

" It is probable, to begin with, that the

only environment which the vast majority

of our ancestors knew was simply hot

water. For the greater part of the time
during which life has existed on earth it

would have been thought chimerical to

suggest that we could live in anything else.

It was a great day for us when an ancestor

crawled up out of the slowly cooling sea

—

or say, rather, when a previously unsus-

pected capacity for directly breathing air

gradually revealed the fact that we had
for long been breathing air in the water,

and that we were living in the midst of a

vastly extended environment—the atmo-
sphere of the earth.

" It was a gi-eat day again when another

ancestor felt on his pigment-spot the

solar ray—or sa}' , rather, when a previously

unsuspected capacity for perceiving light

revealed the fact that we had for long been

acted upon by light as well as by heat,

and that we were living in the midst

of a vastly extended environment

—

namely, the illumined universe that

stretches to the Milky Way. It was a

great day when the first skate (if skate

he were) felt an unknown virtue go out

from him towards some worm or mudfish

—or say, rather, when a previously unsus-

pected capacity for electrical excitation

demonstrated the fact that we had long

been acted upon by electricity
Stages m

^ ^g ^^.g^ ^g ,

j^g^^ ^^^^^, ligi-^^
.

Evolution s ^^^ ^j^^^ ^^,g ^^,g^g 1-^,-^g ij^

*^

an inconceivable and limitless

environment—namely, an ether charged

with infinite energy, overpassing and
interpenetrating alike the last gulf of

darkness and the extremest star. All

this—phrased perhaps in some other

fashion—all men admit as true. May we
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not then suppose that there are yet other

environments, other interpretations, which

a further awakening of faculty still sub-

liminal is yet fated by its own nascent

response to discover ? Will it be alien to

the past history of evolution if I add : It

was a great day when the first thought or

feeling flashed into some mind of beast or

man from a mind distant from
his own ? When a previously

The Dawn
of

Thought
unsuspected capacity of tele-

pathic percipience revealed the

fact that we had long been acted upon by
telepathic as well as by sensory stimuli ; and
that we were living in an inconceivable and
limiltess environment—a thought-world
or spiritual universe charged with infinite

life, and interpenetrating and overpassing

all human spirits—up to what some have
called world-soul, and some God " ?

From that extraordinary moment in

history when the first thing thought to

itself, up to this day, when physicians study
nervous diseases and the alienist writes

his reports from the lunatic asylums, what
has history been but a continual change
in the nervous cells, a continual movement
in the brain, a perpetual straining forward
of faculties nowhere to be found in the

animal kingdom ? Our bodies are very
like those of the first man ; but the differ-

ence which separates the soul of Shake-
speare, the soul of Newton, and the soul of

Darwin from the souls not only of our
earliest ancestors but the souls of the

greatest Greeks, the greatest Romans, and
their own souls {i.e., the difference between
the knowledge of Newton and Darwin,
both men of science, fellow-countrymen,
and born within a few years of each other),

is so considerable that no form of words
can express it. One has only to think
quietly for a moment or two to perceive

that history in its totality is the record of

change in the spiritual and intellectual

outlook of the human race. Before pro-

ceeding to consider what modern science

has to tell us about conscious-
IS ory a

ness, it will be useful to
Kecord J -f r .

f Ch °^^ argument if we confront
the protagonists of materialism

with the consequence of their thesis.

If consciousness is a by-product, the
accident of an accident, how can we trust

the conclusions of our men of science ?

They tell us how the world came into

existence, and inform us emphatically
that man is not an immortal soul ; their

elaborate arguments, their l>old deductions,
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the closeness of their reasoning, fill us with
respect. But to believe their conclusion,

arrived at by means of a by-product of

evolution, how ridiculous ! We know
that man can examine his environment
only with human senses so imperfect that

instruments are necessary for all work but
the coarsest ; but the work of these im-
perfect senses is reflected upon, matured,
and presented for our belief by conscious-

ness—a mere accident. Is it reasonable
to suppose that such work can be true,

can represent the eternal verity of facts ?

It is like a watchmaker making a watch
to tell, not the time, but that there is no
such thing as time. This at the outset

of our consideration. But even if

we can believe that accidental con-

sciousness reports truly on the facts

of existence, even if we perfectly agree

that human consciousness is an accident,

and functions only tiU the moment
of death, when it ceases as absolutely

as the beating of the heart or the move-
ments of the blood corpuscles—dare any
man in any nation in any degree of

civilisation propose that humanity should
act upon this thesis ? This is

the test at which materialism

absolutely breaks. There is no
question about it. Brought to

this place, no materialist dares to act. And
on this ground the plain man may take his

stand and reply to the materialist :
" Your

arguments are all very fine, but their

consequence in practical life is impossible."

Moral restraints are essential to society
;

moral aspirations are essential to society's

progi'ess. " From the time he can under-
stand what is said to him," writes

Protagoras, " nurse, and mother, and
teacher, and father, too, are bending their

efforts to this end—to make the child

good ; teaching and showing him as to

everything he has to do or say, how this

is right and that not right, and this is

honourable and that vile, and this is

holy and that unholy, and this do and
that do not." Is this to cease, this

illogical education of moral qualities

which are unreasonable in a soulless

world ? No man dare say so. No father,

no teacher, no statesman, no man of

science dare announce that right and
wrong are distinctions without sanction

of some spiritual kind. David's struggle

with his nature has been unquestionably
one of the greatest levers in evolution ; the

Psalms have strengthened and encouraged

Where
Materialism

Fails
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generations of the human race to live

up to their conscience. Is it contended
that he was a fool, and that the world
would have done just as well if he had
lived like a satyr ? No materialist can
deny that India without religion would
be ungovernable, or that Christianity

—

the religion and not the ecclesiasticism

—

has been of the essence of European
progress. Without conscience nothing is

logical except anarchy. Philanthropy,

which is not merely a relief of the poor
but rather the exercise of a divine and
formative function of the soul, would cease

to play its part in evolution, would cease

to be. Instead of self-denial, we should
have self-assertion. Instead of wisdom we
should have brute force. Instead of love and
help, egotism of the most terrible kind.

Professor Goldwin Smith has a re-

markable passage which must surely give

pause to blank materiahsm :

" The Christian doctrine of fraternity

is, at all events for many of us, more
comfortable than that of mutual jostling

and the survival of the strongest. We
cannot all be foremost in the race of com-

petition, we cannot all thrust

each £'ther aside, we cannot
all climb over each other's

Carlyle on

the Spread of

ris lani y
j^gg^^^g^ g^^ ^^,g ^^^ ^jj ^^

our duty in our place ; and if duty is the
pledge of happiness, we can all in a measure
be happy ....

" Nobody could be more free from
orthodox superstition of any kind than
Carlyle, who in one of his essays, after

speaking of other agencies of progress,

says :

Or, to take an infinitely higher instance, that
of the Christian rehgion, which, under every
theory of it, in the believing or unbelieving mind,
must ever be regarded as the crowning glory, or
rather the life and soul, of our whole modern
culture. How did Christianity arise and spread
abroad among men ? Was it by institutions

and establishments and well-arranged systems
of mechanism ? Not so ; on the contrary, in

all past and existing institutions for those ends
its divine spirit has invariably been found to lan-

guish and decay. It arose in the mystic deeps
of man's soul, and was spread abroad by the
" preaching of the word," by simple, altogether
natural, and individual efforts y and flew, like

hallowed fire, from heart to heart, till all were
purified and illuminated by it ; and its heavenly
light shone, as it still shines, and (as sun or star)

will ever shine, through the whole dark destinies

of man.

" It happened that when I laid down
^'arlyle there met my eyes a gilt cross on

the spire of a Catholic church illumined
by the sun. The cross was the emblem
of all that was materially weak, of

slavery and the shameful death of the
slave. The eagle was the emblem of the

Roman Empire, the greatest embodiment
of force which the \\orld has ever seen.

The eagle and the cross encountered each
, -, other. Which prevailed ? " In
Is Man u- J. .1 • . 1 •

-.
,

no subject more than m this
Only an i- r > ^ -j.

Ani 1?
^^^sstion of mans nature is it

essential for the reader to guard
himself against the persuasions of the
technical or the expert mind. When
such a man as Metchnikoff shuts himself
up in a library, and, safeguarded by
the police, and nourished by food and
warmed by raiment which others have
produced for him, proceeds to prove
that man is only an animal, other
people reading the result of his labour
in a comfortable seclusion may easily

come to consider that he is perfectly

correct.

But if Metchnikoff stood up in the open
streets, exposed to the elements and
surrounded by the extraordinary atmos-
phere of the " full air," which is so much
more real than the artificial atmosphere
of stove - warmed rooms, and there

attempted to enunciate his doctrine, the

ordinary citizen would feel something
lacking in this dogmatism, would be
conscious of large and potent verities

of life lying altogether outside physiology

and chemistry, and would desire the

orator to turn his attention from
phagocytes and bacteria to explain the

hard struggle of Plato for virtue, the

grandeur of Michael Angelo, the sweet-

ness of Fenelon, and the consciousness

in animal man of disturbing moral
responsibility.

We believe we are stating the firm

conviction of the best modern minds
when w^e say that materialism as a thesis

.... .of existence cannot be ap-
M.ndatthe

^^-^^ ^^ ^^^-^^ j-^^ without
^^*;,

°
destruction, and that it pro-

the Universe • , i .• i_ x
vides no explanation whatever

of human consciousness. We are still in

the position of Bacon : "I had irather

believe all the fables in the Legend, and
the Talmud, and the Alcoran, than that

this universal Frame is without a Mind "
;

materialism only succeeds in making the

universal Frame, which includes every-

thing, even materialism itself

—

irrational.
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III

THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL
THE MYSTERY OF HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS
npO begin with, a*caution is necessary

•'• as to any use of the term Man in a
fixed and generic sense, as if he has always
been what he is now, and always will

remain precisely the same : as if the

average man, and not the genius, is of

importance to ps3'chology : "The word
normal in common speech is used

almost indifferently to imply
e uman

g^^j-,gj. q£ ^^^q things, which
Race m , j-rr , r

J,
. . nia\' be very different from

each other—conformity to a
standard and position as an a^^erage

between extremes," says F. W, H. Myers in

"Human Personality." -'Often, indeed,

the average constitutes the standard—as

when a gas is of normal density ; or is

practically equivalent to the standard

—

as when a sovereign is of normal weight.

But when we come to living organisms, a
new factor is introduced. Life is change

;

each living organism changes ; each genera-
tion differs from its predecessor.

" To assign a fixed norm to a changing
species is to shoot point-blank at a flying

bird. The actual average at any given
moment is no ideal standard : rather,

the furthest evolutionary stage now
reached is tending, given stability in

the environment, to become the average
of the future. Human evolution is not
so simple or so conspicuous a thing
as the evolution of the pouter pigeon,

would be rash to affirm that
not even swifter than anj-

variation among domesticated
animals. Not a hundred
generations separate us from
the dawn of history ; about as

many generations as some microbes can
traverse in a month ; about as many as

separate the modern Derby winner from
the war-horse of Gustavus Adolphus.

'

' Man's change has been less than the
horse's change in physical contoiu"

—

probably only because man has not been
specially bred with that view ; but,
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But it

it is

Physical

Changes
in Man

taking as a test the power of self-

adaptation to environment, man has

traversed in these thirty centuries a wider
arc of evolution than separates the race-

horse from the eohippus.
' Of all creatures man has gone furthest

both in differentiation and in entegration
;

he has called into activity the greatest

number of those faculties which lay

potential in the primal germ, and he has
established over those faculties the
strongest central control."

To come a little nearer to this mystery
of consciousness, we would remind the
reader of a simple passage from " De
Profundis," w^hich is science, literature,

and common-sense : "I said in ' Dorian
Gray ' that the great sins of the world
take place in the brain ; but it is in the
brain that everything takes place. We
_,. „ , know now that we do not
The Soul -,1 V

J.

see with our eyes or hear

jj
. with the ears. They are really

channels for the transmission,

adequate or inadequate, of sense im-
pressions. It is in the brain that the
poppy is red, that the apple is odorous,
that the skylark sings."

Here is an admirable figure from
^IcTaggart's " Some Dogmas of Religion."

" If a man is shut up in a house, the
transparency of the windows is an essential

condition of his seeing the sky. But it

would not be prudent to infer that, if he
walked out of the house, he could not
see the sky because there was no longer
any glass through which he might see it."

" After death," says Kant, " the soul

possesses self-consciousness, otherwise it

would be the subject of spiritual death,
which has already been disproved. With
this self-consciousness necessarily remains
personality and the consciousness of

personal identit}^"

We can present a modern view of the
mystery of consciousness as it strikes a

distinguished contemporary, qua philo-
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soplier and qua ph^-sicist, by a few
extracts from Sir 01i\'er Lodge's " Man
and the Univei'se."

" We display ourselves to our fellows

in a certain garb, artificially constructed
of animal and vegetable materials, and
in the form of a certain material organism,
put together by processes of digestion and
assimilation, and likewise composed of

terrestrial materials. The source of these

chemical compounds is evidently not
important ; nor is their special character

maintained. Whether they formed part

of sheep or birds or fish or plants, they are

assimilated and become part of us ; being
arranged by our subconscious activities

and vital processes into appropriate form,
just as trul}' as other materials are con-

sciously woven into garments, no matter
what their origin.

" Moreover, just as our clothes wear
out and require darning and patching,

so our bodies wear out ; the particles

are in continual flux, each giving place

to others and being constantly discarded

and renewed. The identity of the actual

or instantaneous body is therefore an

T th
^^^^^ o^ ^° importance

:
the

body which finally dies is

Th "b a
"° niore fully representative of

the individual than any of the

other bodies which have gradually been
discarded en route : there is no reason

why it should persist any more than they :

the individuality, if there is one, must lie

deeper than any particular body, and
must belong to whatever it is which put
the particles together in this shape and
not another. . . .

" The more frankly and clearly the

truth about the body is realised, namely,
that the body is a flowing and constantly

changing episode in material history,

having no more identity than has a river,

no identity whatever in its material

constitution, but only in its form

—

identity only in the personal expression

or manifestation which is achieved through
the agency of a fresh and constantly differ-

ing sequence of material particles—the

more frankly all this is realised, the better

for our understanding of most of the

problems of life and being.
" The body is the instrument or organ

of the soul, and in its special form and
aggregation is certainly temporary—ex-

ceedingly temporary ; for in the most
durable cases it lasts only about a thousand
months—a mere instant in the life-history

2 D

of a planet. But if the body is thus
trivial and temporary, though while it

lasts most beautiful and useful and won-
derful, what is it that puts it together and
keeps it active and retains it fairly constant
through all the vicissitudes of climate and
condition, and through all the fluctua-

tions of atomic constitution ? . . . .

_,. „ .
" When the body is destroyed,

^j
eaning

^|^gj^.gfQj-g^ ^j-,g gQ^j disappears

Im t n from physical ken ; when the
body is impaired, its function

is interfered with, and the soul's

physical reaction becomes feeble and
unsatisfactory. Thus has arisen the
popular misconception that the soul of

a slain person, or of a cripple or paralytic,

has been destroyed or damaged : whereas,
only its instrument of manifestation need
have been affected. The kind of evils

which really assault and hurt the soul

belong to a different category. . . .

" Now let us consider what is meant
by Immortality^ Is there anything that

is not subject to death and annihilation ?

Can we predicate immortality about
anything ? Everj^thing is subject to

change, but are all things subject to

death ? Without change there could be
no activity, and the universe would be
stagnant ; but without death it is not so

clear that its progress would be obstructed,

unless death be only a sort of change.
" But is it not a sort of change ? Con-

sider some examples : When a piece of

coal is burnt, and brought to an apparent

end, the particles of long-fossilised wood
are not destroyed ; they enter into the

atmosphere as gaseous constituents, and
the long-locked-up solar energy is released

from its potential form and appears once

more as light and heat. The burning of

the coal is a kind of resurrection. And yet

it is a kind of death too, and to the casual

eye nothing is left but ashes. . . .

" Never in physical science do we sur-

mise for a moment that something sud-

denly springs into being from
Facts of

pj.g^,JQyg non-existence. All that
Physical

^^.g perceive can be accounted
Science

j^^ ^^ changes of aggrega-

tion, by assemblage and dispersion. Of

material aggregates we can trace the

history, as we can trace the history of

continents and islands, of suns and planets

and stars ; we can say, or try to say,

whence they arose and what they will

become ; but never do we state that

they will vanish into nothingness, nor do
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we ev^er conjecture that they arose from
nothing."

Huxley, we may notice in passing,

answers the question, " What, then, is

certain ? " with these words :
" Why, the

fact that the thought, the present con-

sciousness, exists. Our thoughts may be

delusive, but they cannot be fictitious. As
thoughts, they are real and

"f the
existent, and the cleverest de-

o
* .^

,, ceiver cannot make them other-
^ ^^^

wise. , . . Thought is exist-

ence. More than that, so far as we are

concerned, existence is thought, all our

conceptions of existence being some kind

or other of thought."
Here follows a passage from " Riddles of

the Sphinx," a book by F. C S. Schiller, a

brilliant American of Cornell University,

now at Oxford :
" Matter is an admirably

calculated machinery for regulating, limit-

ing, and restraining the consciousness

which it encases ... If the material en-

casement be coarse and simple, as in the

lower organisms, it permits only a little

intelHgence to permeate through it ; if

it is delicate and complex, it leaves more
pores and exists, as it were, for the

manifestations of consciousness

On this analogy, then, we may say that

the lower animals are still entranced in

the lower stage brute lethargy, while

we have passed into the higher phase of

somnambulism, which already permits us

strange glimpses of a lucidity that divines

the realities of a transcendent world.

And this gives the final answer to

Materialism : it consists of showing in

detail . . . that Materialism is a
hysteron proteron, a putting of the cart

before the horse, which may be rectified

by just inverting the connection between
Matter and Consciousness.

"Matter is not that which produces
consciousness, but that which limits it, and
confines its intensity within certain limits :

material organisation does not construct

^ . , consciousness out of arrange

-

Connection of 4. £ ±. -u j.ments of atoms, but con-
tracts its manifestation
within the sphere which it

permits. This explanation . . . admits
the connection of Matter and Conscious-
ness, but contends that the course of

interpretation must proceed in the con-
trary direction. Thus it will fit the facts

alleged in favour of Materialism equally
well, beside enabling us to understand
facts which Materialism rejected as ' super-
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Matter and

Consciousness

natural.' It explains the lower by the

higher, Matter by Spirit, instead of

vice versa, and thereby attains to an
explanation which is ultimately tenable,

instead of one which is ultimately absurd.

"And it is an explanation the possi-

bility of which no evidence in favour of

Materialism can possibly affect. For if,

e.g., a man loses consciousness as soon as

his brain is injured, it is clearly as good
an explanation to say the injury to the

brain destroyed the mechanism by which
the manifestation of the consciousness

was rendered possible as to say that it

destroyed the seat of consciousness. On
the other hand, there are facts which
the former theory suits far better. If,

e.g., as sometimes happens, the man,
after a time, more or less, recovers the

faculties of which the injury to his brain

had deprived him, and that not in conse-

quence of a renewal of the injured part,

but in consequence of the inhibited

functions being performed by the vicarious

action of other parts, the easiest explana-
tion certainly is that, after a time, con-

sciousness constitutes the remaining parts

into a mechanism capable of

nr
^ ^^^ acting as a substitute for the lost

,, „ parts. And, again, if the body
the Memory f • r • ^,•^ x-

IS a mechanism tor mhibitmg
consciousness, for preventing the full

powers of the ego from being prematurely
actualised, it will be necessary to invert

also our ordinary ideas on the subject

of memory, and to account for forgetful-

ness instead of for memory. It will be
during life that we drink the bitter cup
of Lethe : it will be with our brain that

we are enabled to forget. And this

will serve to explain not only the extra-

ordinary memories of the drowning and
the dying generally, but also the curious

hints which experimental psychology occa-

sionally affords us that nothing is ever

forgotten wholly and beyond recall."

To go deeper into the matter :

" The expression, ' field of conscious-

ness,' has but recently come into vogue
in the psychology books," writes Professor

William James in " The Varieties of

Religious Experience." " Until quite

lately the unit of mental life which
figured most was the single ' idea,' sup-

posed to be a definitely outlined thing.

But at present psychologists are tending,

first, to admit that the actual unit is

more probably the total mental state,

the entire wave of consciousness or
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fields of objects present to the thought
at any time ; and, second, to see that it

is impossible to outline this wave, this

field, with any definiteness. As our
mental fields succeed one another, each
has its centre of interest, around which
the objects of which we are less and less

attentively conscious fade to a margin so

faint that its limits are unassignable.
" Some fields are narrow fields and

some are wide fields. Usually, when we
have a wide field, we rejoice, for we
then see masses of truth together, and
often get glimpses of relations which we
divine, rather than see, for they shoot
beyond the field into still remoter regions

of objectivity, regions which we seem
r-ather to be about to perceive than to

perceive actually. At other times, of

drowsiness, illness, or fatigue, our fields

may narrow almost to a point, and we
find ourselves correspondingly oppressed

and contracted. Different individuals

present constitutional differences in this

matter of width of fields.

" Your great organising geniuses are

men with habitually vast fields of mental

•w., ^M . , vision, in which a whole pro-
The Mental t r • „ j.-

. gramme of future operations

I^Q^.
will appear dotted out at once,

the rays shooting far ahead into

definite directions of advance. In common
people there is never this magnificent
inclusive view of a topic. They stumble
along, feeling their way, as it were, from
point to point, and often stop entirely.

In certain diseased conditions conscious-

ness is a mere spark, without memory of

the past or thought of the future, and with
the present narrowed down to some one
simple emotion or sensation of the body.

" The important fact which this ' field
'

formula commemorates is the determina-
tion of the margin. Inattentively realised

as is the matter which the margin contains,

it is nevertheless there, and helps both
to guide our behaviour and to determine
the next movement of our attention.

It lies around us like a ' magnetic field,'

inside of which our centre of energy turns

like a compass neeedle, as the present

phase of consciousness alters into its

successor. Our whole past store of

memories floats beyond this margin,
ready at a touch to come in ; and the entire

mass of residual powers, impulses, and
knowledges that constitute our empirical

self stretches continuously beyond it.

So vaguely di'awn are the outlines between

what is actual and what is only potential
at any moment of our conscious life,

that it is always hard to say of certain

mental elements whether we are conscious
of them or not.

" The ordinary psychology, admitting
fully the difficulty of tracing the marginal
outline, has nevertheless taken for granted,

p , first, that all the consciousness

vw*^i.?°*^* that the person has now, be
Notable ,, r 1 1

r,. the same local or marginal,
Uiscovcrv

inattentive or attentive, is

there in the field of the moment, all dim
and impossible to assign as the latter's

outline may be ; and, second, that what
is absolutely extra-marginal is absolutely

non-existent, and cannot be a fact of

consciousness at all. ...
" I cannot but think that the most

important step forward that has occurred
in psychology since I have been a student
of that science is the discovery, first

made in 1886, that, in certain subjects

at least, there is not only the consciousness

of the ordinary field, with its usual centre

and margin, but an addition thereto in

the shape of a set of memories, thoughts,

and feelings which are extra-marginal and
outside of the primary consciousness
altogether, but yet must be classed as

conscious facts of some sort, able to reveal

their presence by unmistakable signs.

I call this the most important step forward
because, unlike the other advances which
psychology has made, this discovery has
revealed to us an entirely unsuspected
peculiarity in the constitution of human
nature. No other step forward which
psychology has made can proffer any such
claim as this." The reader will per-

ceive from these extracts that a more
bold and exhaustive psychology is now
at work on the mystery of existence.

Psychologists are not debating questions

of the schools, but are exploring conscious-

ness itself. An immense advance in this

supreme science has been made during

recent years by means of
The March

i-,ypnotism and psychical re-
°

. search. It is possible to think

that before the world plunges

into ruin or gradually chills until life is

impossible on its surface man will have
discovered the riddle of terrestrial life,

perhaps—as some believe—established

telepathic communication with other

stars. But certainly we may expect

that the history of the world from this

time onward will lie largely with the
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discoveries of the psychologist. Far from
being at the end of existence, we are only

now at the beginning. Interesting as it

has been, studying earthworms, classifying

beetles, collecting fossils, and examining
bacteriae under microscopes, the real

beginning of knowledge, discovery, and
excitement for us men and for our salvation

ties ahead of us in the exploration of

consciousness.

Goethe said :
" It is to a thinking being

quite impossible to think himself non-

existent, ceasing to think and live ; so

far does everyone carry in himself the

proof of immortality, and quite sponta-

neously. But so soon as the man will

bcobjective and go out of himself, so soon
as he dogmatically will grasp a personal

duration to bolster up in cockney fashion

that inward assurance, he is lost in con-

tradiction." Upon which Emerson com-
ments : " My idea of heaven is that there

is no melodrama in it at all ; that it is

wholly real. Here is the emphasis of

conscience and experience ; this is no
speculation, but the most practical of

doctrines. Do you think that the eternal

, chain of cause and effect which
mcrson s

pgj.yg^(jgg Mature, which threads
. jt the globes as beads on a string,

leaves this out of its circuit

—

leaves out this desire of God and men as

a waif and a caprice, altogether cheap and
common, and falling without reason or

merit ?
"

The vast majority of human-kind long
for personal identity, and cling to it with
a sweetness of faith which seems to have
the force of reality :

Life ! I know not what thou art,

But know that thou and I must part
;

And when, or how, or where we met
I own to me's a secret yet.

Life ! we've been long together
Through pleasant and through cloudy
weather

;

'Tis hard to part when friends are dear

—

Perhaps 'twill cost a sigh, a tear
;

Then steal away, give little warning.
Choose thine own time

;

Say not good -night, but in some brighter
clime

Bid me good-morning.

The new psychology, fortified by sane
psychical research and utterly uninfluenced
by a crazy spiritualism, . begins—so it

seems to some, at least—to offer reasons
for our faith in personal identity after

death. Whether it is Eternity or Immor-
tality to which we move—the two great
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opposmg battle-cries of those who follow

the Christ and the Buddha—it would
appear that most reasonable men look

beyond physical death for explanation,

satisfaction, and life.

The crash and ruin of worlds can hardly
affect the thought which has so far risen

above physical things as to comtemplate
either eternity or immortality. If the

reader will reflect as he reads the following

poem by George Eliot, that he is acquaint-

ing himself with the deliberate utterance,

so far as words can effect it, of a soul's

longing, a longing quite free of hunger for

personal reward or personal identity, he
will feel it difficult to imagine that this

pure and spiritual desire is merely a

functioning of the material brain, and
that it has no more significance than the

ravings of a madman or the gibberish of

a monkey :

O may I join the choir invisible

Of those immortal dead who live again
In minds made better by their presence : live

In pulses stirred to generosit}'-.

In deeds of daring rectitude, in scorn
For miserable aims that end with self.

In thoughts sublime that pierce the night like

stars.

And with their mild persistence urge man's
search

To vaster issues.

So to live is heaven :

To make undying music in the world.
Breathing a beauteous order that controls
With growing sway the growing life of man
So we inherit that sweet purity
For which we struggled, failed and agonised
With widening retrospect that bred despair.

Rebellious flesh that would not be subdued,
A vicious parent shaming still its child.

Poor anxious penitence, is quick dissolved
;

Its discords, quenched by meeting harmonies,
Die in the large and charitable air.

And all our rarer, better, truer self

That sobbed religiously in yearning song,

That watched to care the burthen of the world.
Laboriously tracing what must be.

And what may yet be better—saw within
A worthier image for the sanctuary,
And shaped it forth before the multitude
Divinely human, raising worship so

To higher reverence more mixed with love
That better self shall live till human Time
Shall fold its eyelids, and the human sky
Be gathered like a scroll within the tomb
Unread for ever.

This is life to come.
Which martyred men have made more glorious

For us who strive to follow. May I reach
That purest heaven, be to other souls

The cup of strength in some great agony.
Enkindle generous ardour, feed pure love.

Beget the smiles that have no cruelty

—

Be the sweet presence of a good diffused.

And in diffusion ever more uitense.

So shall I join the choir invisible

Whose music is the gladness of the world.
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IV

MAN'S DESTINY AFTER DEATH
AND THE ETERNAL HOPE OF A FUTURE LIFE
AT the beginning of this essay we

-'*• indulged ourselves in some of those

dimensional comparisons which over-

whelm the mind and sadden consciousness

with the conviction of human littleness

and terrestrial insignificance.

Standing on this earth, surrounded by
a vast host of marching worlds, and
well assured that his journey round the

particular sun of his own solar system is

only a matter of some sixty or seventy
times, man may excusably feel himself

so mean and trivial an atom that any
assumption of immortality or significance

to the universe on his part would be in

the nature of absurdity.

The modern mind has been peculiarly

exposed to this paralysing humility. A
multitude of half-educated and entirely

unphilosophic men of science have taken
advantage of the cheap Press and that

eager demand for knowledge which is

„ ,. . characteristic of our emerging
Reflections ,

, ur i aidemocracy to publish their re-

flections on the work of the

master-minds in science with
such dimensional comparisons from astro-

nomy and physics as will so daze the

reader as to make him imagine his author
a very considerable fellow.

A philosophic mind, however, will not

be disturbed by such " showing-off." It

will know, for instance, that time and
space (by which alone these comparisons
can be made) are ideas purely human.
London is a long way from Penzance ; it

is further still from St. Petersburg

;

compared with this latter distance,

that between London and Penzance is

trivial—a man in St. Petersburg would
call it nothing. Nevertheless, for a
man starting out to walk from Penzance
to London, the distance is consider-

able. A dog is small beside an ele-

phant, but to his parasites even his

tail is an interesting and extensive penin-
sula ; an elephant compared to the county
of Yorkshire is a mere beetle, compared

on the

Master-minds

with the globe it is less than a parasite

on the dog. All these interwindings
in relativity may amuse a schoolboy,
but they will not disturb the outlook
of a Wordsworth, nor humble the god-
like imagination of a Shakespeare.
Professor William James refers to one
of these modern and unphilosophic ideas

which disturb men in their
.'^ contemplation of immortality
James on j.i j. u r i

, .... —the vast numbers of souls
Immortality ^ ^ ,. ., ,

already peopling any possible

heaven. As this thought is likely to press

upon some minds contemplating the end
of the world, and as Professor James has
corrected this impression in a passage
whose lucidity equals its force and
beauty, we will do ourselves the pleasure

to quote him at some length :

" An immortality from which in-

conceivable billions of fellow-strivers

should be excluded becomes an irrational

idea for us. That our superiority in per-

sonal refinement or in religious creed

should constitute a difference between
ourselves and our messmates at life's

banquet, fit to entail such a consequential

difference of destiny as eternal life for us,

and for them torment hereafter or death
with the beasts that perish, is a notion too

absurd to be considered serious. Nay,
more, the very beasts themselves—the

wild ones, at any rate—are leading the

heroic life at all timos. .

" If any creature liv^s for ever, why not

all ? Why not the patient brutes ? So
that a faith in immortality, if

Is There a
^^.^ ^^.^ ^^ indulge it, demands

uturc
« ^

^ of us nowadays a scale oi
for Anima s

. j-gpj-gggntation SO Stupendous

that our imagination faints before it,

and our personal feelings refuse to rise

up and face the task. The supposition

we are swept along to is too vast ; and,

rather than face the conclusion, we
abandon the premise from which it

starts. We give up our own im-

mortality sooner than believe that all
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the hosts of Hottentots and Australians
that have been, and shall ever be, should
share it with us in sccula seculonmi. Life

is a good thing on a reasonably copious
scale ; but the very heavens themselves,
and the cosmic times and spaces, would
stand aghast, we think, at the notion of

preserving eternally such an ever-swelling

p . . plethora and glut of it."

.
*" '*^*P*^ ^ After saying that he himself

, . ... was once oppressed by this
Immortality . ^^ -n. f ^

fallacy, Professor J ames goes
on :

" It is the most obvious fallacy in the
world, and the only wonder is that all the
world should not see through it. It is the
result of nothing but an invincible blind-

ness from which we suffer, and insensibility

to the inner significance of alien lives, and
a conceit that would project our own
incapacity into the vast cosmos, and
measure the wants of the Absolute by our
own puny needs. . . .

" But is not such an attitude due to the
veriest lack and dearth of your imagina-
tion ? You take these swarms of alien

kinsmen as they are for you ; an external

picture painted on your retina representing

a crowd oppressive by its vastness and
confusion. As they are for you, so 3^ou

think they positively and absolutely are.

I feel no call for them, you say ; therefore

there is no call for them. But all the
while, beyond this externality which is

your way of realising them, they realise

themselves with the acutest internality,

with the most violent thrills of life. 'Tis

you who are dead, store dead, and blind,

and senseless, in your way of looking on.
" You open your eyes upon a scene of

which you miss the whole significance.

Each of these grotesque or even repulsive
aliens is animated by an inner joy of living

as hot or hotter than that which you feel

beating in your private breast. The sun
rises and beauty beams to light his path. To
miss the inner joy of him, as Stevenson says,

is to miss the whole of him. Not a being

„ . of the countless throng is there

whose contmued Jife is not
called for, and called for in-

tensely, by the consciousness
that animates the being's form. That you
neither realise, nor understand, nor call for

it, that you have no use for it, is an abso-
lutely irrelevant circumstance. That you
have a saturation-point of interest tells us
nothing of the interests that absolutely
are. The universe, with every living

entity which her resources create, creates
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for a

Future Life

at the same time a call for that entity, and
an appetite for its continuance—creates

it, if nowhere else, at least within the heart

of the entity itself. It is absurd to sup-

pose, simply because our private power
of sympathetic vibration with other lives

gives out so soon, that in the heart of

infinite being itself there can be such a

thing as plethora, or glut, or super-satura-

tion. It is not as if there were a bounded
room where the minds in possession had to

move up or make place and crowd together

to accommodate new occupants. Each
new mind brings its own edition of the

universe of space along with it, its own
room to inhabit ; and these spaces never
crowd each other—the space of my imagi-

nation, for example, in no way interferes

with yours."

Not only does this passage completely
do away with the particular human notion
of an overcrowded heaven, but the spirit

which inspires it reveals to us the whole
question of eternity, infinity and im-
mortality in the true, reasonable and
philosophic light. If man's conscious-

ness, which, as we have seen, seems to

represent something super-
e ing om

pj-^ygjj^-a^]^ endures when the

,„.,.

.

body has collapsed, it will find
Withm us

, ir . 1 u i.

itself not m a place, but in a
state of being, where the yard measure, the

compass, and the plummet are wholly un-
necessary. Our outlook is upon a physical

universe, but our identity is a personal

feeling. We inhabit ideas rather than
houses ; we travel by imagination rather

than by tram-car. It is in our spirit, far

more than in our muscles and our blood,

that we spend the days of our life on earth

:

and it is very certain that a man who
reflects upon himself can come to no other

conclusion than that his happiness or

unhappiness is a condition of his feel-

ings, independent altogether of physical

circumstance or physical environment.
Christ's startling announcement. The

Kingdom of Heaven is within you, is

almost the foundational thing in all

religion. The history of the world, in

addition to wars, rebellions and revolu-

tions, tells us of thousands of men and
women, called by the religious saints,

who in miserable circumstances or in

physical pain have preserved the brightest

of dispositions, and manifested a sweetness
of character which has inspired the most
brutal with reverence, respect and imitation.

Whether these people delude themselves.
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or whether they have discovered the secret

of existence, they are an incontestable

proof of the religious claim, The Kingdom
of Heaven is imthin you. They prove to us,

if we do not already know it, that the real

life of a man resides in his feelings, and
that by the disposition of those feelings he
can render himself immune from disaster,

and independent of exterior influences.

Therefore, the wise man is not disturbed

by dimensional comparisons or by scientific

or literary prognostications concerning the

final cataclysm. We may even imagine a

man who would be more concerned by the

burning of his house than by the sudden
rush of this planet towards the flames of

the sun. The destruction of the world
does not weigh heavily on our spirits ; we
are not greatly occupied by the thought of

our own death. We are in the position of

the first man beholding for the first time
Night and the Stars, as Blanco White in

his immortal sonnet has pictured him :

Mysterious Night ! when our first parent knew
Thee from report divine, and heard thy name,
Did he not tremble for this lovely frame,

This glorious canopy of light and blue ?

Yet 'neath a curtain of translucent dew,
Bathed in the rays of the great setting flame,

Hesperus with the host of heaven came
And lo ! Creation widened in man's view.

Who could have thought such darkness lay con-
cealed

Within thy beams, O Sun ! or who could find,

Whilst flower and leaf and insect stood
revealed.

That to such countless orbs thou mad'st us blind.

^^'hy do we then shun death with anxious
strife ?

If Light can thus deceive, wherefore not Life ?

In a word, we feel ourselves conscious

Df a hope, we feel ourselves to belong to

the universe, we cannot think that we
shall altogether die ; and in our

Longing
brightest and purest moments

for the °, 1 ^ • r

... we have a longmg for more
and fuller life, which seems to

us a divine and quite beautiful desire.
" The soul of man is like the world,"

says Alexander Smith, " one half in day,

the other dipped in night ; the one is

music and the flying cloud, the other

silence and the wakeful stars."

It is quite certain that all pessimism
concerning life has come from a miscon-
ception of the facts, physical reaction, or

a self-delusion almost amusing. To begin

with, if existence is a burden, those who
say so convict themselves of the most
illogical position in taking the trouble to

tell us so when they might their own

quietus make with a bare bodkin. This
is no argumentnm ad homimm. The
most intellectual of pessimists does, on
the face of it, vitiate his whole position by
remaining alive to take it at all. Logic
forces us to perceive that the whole chain of

his reasoning, and all the gloomy majesty
of his rhetoric are dissipated by the solitary

_..,,. fact that he deems it worth
Ihc Mysterious 7 w / • i- 1

"S th"
z£^«w^ to remam alive preach-

ft °"d th^"
^^^ ^^'^ pessimism. Death
is so easily, so painlessly,

and so decently to be obtained that no
logical pessimist can be excused for re-

maining in existence. By remaining in

existence—eating his breakfast, reading
his books, opening his window to the

fresh air, taking a walk in his garden,

receiving his friends, and by studying the

newspaper—he convicts himself of pre-

ferring life to annihilation.

Shakespeare's " something after death
"

makes, for one set of men, " calamity of

so long end " ; for another set of men it is

the flood and glory of existence.

The fact is the man who condemns life

condemns precisely what the believer in

immortality condemns—imperfect life. He
is not really in love with death and non-

existence ; if he were, he would fly to them
as a victim to sanctuary—he is only out

of love with imperfect life, and his agony
is for the perfect thing.

Whatever crazy sorrow saith

No life that breathes with human breath

Has ever truly longed for death.

'Tis life, whereof our nerves are scant.

Oh life, not death, for which wc pant
;

More life, and fuller, that I want.

The desire for immortality, therefore,

is one with the root cause of all pessimism

and despair—a realisation of incomplete-

ness and imperfection in the fragmentary

existence of terrestrial experience. But
there is this sublime difference between the

two conditions of mind, making, the one

for joy and the other for despair, that the

believer in immortality longs for the

larger vision.

This truth within thy mind rehearse

That in a boundless universe

Is boundless better, boundless worse.

Think you this mould of hopes and fears

Could find no statelier than his peers

In yonder hundred million spheres ?

It is perfectly true, as Huxley said,

that " we poor mortals have to be con-

tent with hope and belief in all matters

past and present—our sole certainty is
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momentary," but hope and belief are real

functions of the mind, and, besides possess-

ing an immense significance for psychology,
are the moving force in all progress, all

morality, all happiness, and all joy.

Dryden's line, " The world's an inn,

and Death the journey's end," proves,

when pressed, even an insufficient illustra-

_ tion for man's place in the

,^ , ., universe, as witness the follow-
on IhC Life T X JT 1^ y

Art n tu ^^S anecdote from 1 ennyson s

Life, written by his son :

" We then went for a three miles' walk,
my father talking of the Passion Play at

Ober-Ammergau, of religion, of faith, and
of immortality. While touching on the
life after death he spoke of Carlyle and his

dimness of faith in the closing years of

his life. He said that when he was stop-

ping at a coffee-house in London, Carlyle

had come to smoke a pipe with him in

the evening, and the talk turned upon
the immortality of the soul ; upon which,
Carlyle said :

' Eh, old Jewish rags
;

thou must clear your mind of all that.

Why should we expect a hereafter ?

Your traveller comes to an inn, and he
takes his bed ; it's only for one night, he
leaves the next day, and another man
takes his place and sleeps in the bed that
he has vacated' My father continued :

' I answered, " Your traveller comes to

his inn, and lies down in his bed, and
leaves the inn in the morning, and goes on
his way rejoicing, with the sure and certain

hope and belief that he is going somewhere
where he will sleep the next night." And
then Edward Fitzgerald, who was present,

said, " You have him there." Which
proves,' said my father, ' how dangerous an
illustration is.'

"

Carlyle's " dimness of faith " is easily ex-

plained. His ph^^sical organism had broken
down, and it was not his soul but his

liver which shrank from the vastness of

the universe. All such lines as, " The
world is a comedy to those who think, a

tragedy to those who feel," and
Sir Thomas More's saying,

Life From
Different

Standpoints
" This world is all a fleeting

show," are not the expression
of a healthy mind responding to the joy
of existence, but the groaning of physical
machinery. Shakespeare saj's, as no man
else could say it :

The weariest and most loathed worldly life

That age, ache, penury, and imprisonment
Can lay on nature is a paradise
To what we fear of death.
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And then the familiar lines :

Ay, but to die, and go we know not where
;

To lie in cold obstruction and to rot
;

This sensible warm motion to become
A kneaded clod ; and the delighted spirit

To bathe in fiery floods, or to reside

In thrilling region of thick-ribbed ice
;

To be impnson'd in the viewless winds,
And blown with restless violence round about
The pendent world.

Hazlitt, whose studied optimism we all

admire, may, with his jaunty essay " On
the fear of Death," console a hale and
well-fed man in full maturity of his powers,
may assure him that he has no more con-

cern with the eternity beyond his death
than with the eternity before his birth

;

but any man with the smallest scrap of

imagination, who will solitary contemplate
the thought of death, the intense reality of

eternity, and consider well within himself

the mystery and the burden of human
existence as it is revealed in the pageant
of history, the missal of the saint, the lan-

guage of the poet, and the colours of the
painter, must, we think, feel the utter

inadequacy of the materialistic thesis, and
incline to the theory that Hazlitt's civil

and quite - at - my - ease attitude

.
^ towards the universe was due

j°.j
° to lack of imagination. When

somebody told Carlyle that a

lady in America, famous for transcendental

notions, had said, " I accept the universe,"

he made the very sensible comment :

" Gad ; she'd better !

"

No man who has perfect health and
unvitiated appetites does an37thing but
rejoice in life ; for him the freshness of the
dawn, the grandeur of the tall rock and
the round sea, the scent of flowers, the
flight of birds, the colours of the clouds,

and the gladness of the air, are a source of

profound and pervasive joy. And it is

only the healthy man, able to respond to

life, who really has an}^ right to tell us
whether it is a good thing or a bad thing.

What is Christianity, in its original essence,

but an endeavour to complete the incom-
pleteness of fragmentary or damaged per-

ceptions of existence ?

I am come that they might have life, and that
they might have it more abundantly.
Your sorrow shall be turned into joy.

Your heart shall rejoice, and your joy no man
taketh from you.
He that cometh unto Me shall never hunger,

and he that believeth in Me shall never thirst.

These words have I spoken unto you, that My
joy might remain, and that your jov might be
full.
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Come unto Me all ye that are weary and heavy
laden.

I am the Light of the world ; he that followeth

Me shall not walk in darkness.

It is, surely, possible that if life here

below is a good thing to the healthy man,
so to the full and advancing soul of man
it is a good thing elsewhere in the universe.

We do not now imagine that with the

moment of death a man is either plunged
into irremediable torture or flashed full into

the presence of God ; we have accustomed
ourselves to follow evolution into the uni-

verse and to believe that the soul of man,
refreshed by death, rises to new and
delightsome but laborious states of being,

stage by stage, for ever fulfilling himself,

for ever answering some purpose of his

Creator. And as a last word we may say
that psychology in its widest sense seems
to promise that one day we may have
definite evidence that this thesis of the

evolving soul is a fact of the universe. On
this note we conclude with some extracts

from the remarkable synthesis of psycho-

logy, " Human Personality," which F. W.
H. Myers bequeathed to posterity as his

. life's work :
" Through the

ThcYearmng^^^^^j^
of Diotima, Plato

°'"
^ ,., insists that it is an unfailing

Immortality r , , j.i . •-

sign of true love that its

desires are for ever ; nay, that love may
be even defined as the desire of the

everlasting possession of the good.
" And in all love's acts he finds the im-

press of man's craving for immortality—
for immortality whose only visible image
us on earth is the birth of children to us for

as we ourselves decay—so that when the

slow self-renewal of our own ever-changing

bodies has worn out and ceased, we may
be renewed in brighter, younger bodies

which we desire to be born to us from
whomsoever we find most fair. ' And
then,' says Plato, rising, as ever, from
visible to invisible things, ' if active bodies

-have so strong a yearning that an endless

series of lovely images of themselves may
constitute, as it were, an earthly immor-
tality for them when they have worn away,
how greatly must creative souls desire that

partnership and close communion with
other souls as fair as they may bring to

birth a brood of lofty thoughts, poems,
statutes, institutions, laws—the fitting

progeny of the soul ?

" ' And he who in his youth that hath
the need of these things in him, and grows
to be a godlike man, wanders about in

Heirs of

the

Immortals

search of a noble and well-nurtured soul

;

and finding it, and in presence of that

beauty which he forgets not night or day,

brings forth the beautiful which he con-

ceived long ago ; and the twain together

tend that which he hath brought forth,

and all bound by a far closer bond
than that of earthly children, since the

children which are born to them
are fairer and more immortal
far. Who would not choose to

have Homer's offspring rather

than any sons or daughters of men ? Who
would not choose the offspring which
Lycurgus left behind him, to be the very

salvation of Lacedgemon and of Greece ?

or the children of Solon, whom we call

Father of our Laws ? or of other men like

these, whether Greeks or barbarians, who
by great deeds that they have done have
become the begetters of every kind of

virtue ? Ay, and of these men's children

have temples been set up, and never to

any other progeny of man. . . .

" ' What would it be, then, were it

granted to any man to see Very Beauty
clear ;—incorruptible and undefiled, not

mingled with colour or flesh of man, or

with aught that can consume away, but

single and divine ? Could man's life, in

that vision and beatitude, be poor or

low ? or deemest thou not (said she), that

then alone it will be possible for this man,
discerning spiritual beauty with those

eyes by which it is spiritually discerned,

to beget no shadows of virtue, since that is

no shadow to which he clings, but virtue

in very truth, since he hath the very truth

in his embrace ? and begetting and rearing

Virtue as his child he must needs become
the friend of God ; and if there be any
man who is immortal, that man is he.'

" Beyond us still is mystery ; but it is

mystery ht and mellowed with an

infinite hope. We ride in darkness at

the haven's mouth ; but sometimes

through rifted clouds we see
The Hope

^j^^ desires and needs of many
^ *^^ generations floating and melting
Future

^ipwards into a distant glow,

up through the light of the seas by the

moon's long silvering ray.
" The high possibilities that lie before

us should be grasped once for all, in

order that the dignity of the quest may
help to carry the inquirer through many
disappointments, deceptions, delays. But
he must remember that this inquiry must
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be extended over many generations ;

nor must he allow himself to be persuaded
that there are byways to mastery. I

will not say that there cannot possibly be
any such thing as occult wisdom, or

dominion over the secrets of nature
ascetically or magically acquired. But
I will say that every claim of this kind

. which my colleagues or I have
,.7* .1^^

*
. been able to examine has

g
proved deservmg oi complete
distrust ; and that we have no

confidence here any more than elsewhere
in any methods except the open, candid,

straightforward methods which the spirit

of modern science demands.

" Science, then, need be no longer

fettered by the limitations of this planetary
standpoint ; nor ethics by the narrow
experience of a single life. Evolution will

no longer appear as a truncated process,

an ever-arrested movement upon an un-
known goal. Rather, we may gain a
glimpse of an ultimate incandescence
where science and religion fuse in one :

a cosmic evolution of energy into life, and
of life into love, which is joy. Love,
which is joy at once and wisdom ;,we can
do no more than ring the changes on
terms like these, whether we imagine the

transfigurement and apotheosis of con-

quering souls, or the lower, but still sacred,

destiny which may be some day possible

for souls still tarrying here. We picture the

perfected soul as the Buddha, the Saviour,

the aurai simplicis igneni, dwelling on
one or other aspect of that trinal

conception of wisdom, love and joy.
" For souls not yet perfected, but still

held on earth I have foretold a growth in

holiness. By this I mean no unreal oppo-
sition or forced divorcement of sacred

and secular, of flesh and spirit. Rather,
I define holiness as the joy too high as yet

for our enjoyment ; the wisdom just

beyond our learning ; the rapture of love

which we still strive to attain.

^ " Inevitably, as our link with other
° ^ spirits strengthens, as the life
Cosmos r J.1

•

of the organism pours more
fully thi'ough the individual cell, we shall

feel love more ardent, wider wisdom,
higher joy

;
perceiving that this organic

unity of soul, which forms the inward
aspect of the telepathic law, is in itself

the Order of the Cosmos, the summation
of things. And such devotion may find

its flower in no vain self-martyrdom, no
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cloistered resignation, but rather in such
pervading ecstasy as already the elect

have known ; the vision which dissolves

for a moment the corporeal prison-house
;

' the flight of the One to the One.'
" ' So let the soul that is not unworthy

of that vision contemplate the great soul

;

freed from deceit and every witchery, and
collected into calm. Calmed be the body for

her in that hour, and the tumult of the flesh

;

ay, all that is about her, calm ; calm be
the earth, the sea, the air, and let Heaven
itself be still. Then let her feel how into

that silent heaven the great soul floweth

in. . . . And so may man's soul be sure

of vision, when suddenly she is filled with
light ; for this Hght is from Him and is

He ; and then surely shall one know His
presence when, like a god of old time. He
entered into the house of one that calleth

Him, and maketh it full of light. And
how,' concludes Plotinus, ' may this thing

be for us ? Let all else go.'
" These heights, I confess, are above

the stature of my spirit. Yet for each of

us is a fit ingress into the unseen ; and
for some lesser man the memory of one

vanished soul may be beatific

as of old for Plotinus the flood-
Our
Eternal

J.
ing immensity of Heaven. And

°^ albeit no historical religion can
persist as a logical halting-place upon the

endless mounting way— that way which
leads unbroken from the first germ of

love in the heart to an inconceivable

union with Divine—yet many a creed in

turn may well be close inwrought and
inwoven with our eternal hope."

A soul shall draw from out the vast
And strike his being into bounds,

And moved thro' life of lower phase
Result in man, be born and think.

And act and love, a closer link

Betwixt us and the crowning race.

Of those that eye to eye shall look
On Knowledge ; under whose command
Is earth and earth's, and in their hand

Is Nature like an open book
;

No longer half-akin to brute,

For all we thought and loved and did,

And hoped and suffered, is but seed

Of what in them is flower and fruit
;

Whereof the man, that with me trod

This planet was a noble type
Appearing ere the times were ripe,

That friend of mine who lives in God,

That God, which ever lives and loves,

One God, one law, one element,
And one far-off divine event

To which the whole creation moves.
Harold Begbie
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THE SPECIAL INDEX TO
EUROPEAN HISTORY

The history of the separate non-European nations has been
presented consecutively in Volumes I. to III., and Volume VIII.

of this work. Thus, for the history of China, India, or the

United States, the story of the particular state from its inception

to the present day can be followed without interruption. But
this is not the case with Europe. Here, the form which the work
has of necessity taken is that of a history (i) of Ancient Europe

;

(2) of Eastern Europe from the Fall of the Western Roman
Empire to the French Revolution

; (3) of Western Europe
during the same period; (4). of Europe since that perioS.

Hence, to follow out the story of any one particular nation, it is

necessary to pick out the chapters which relate to that nation's

history and to place them in chronological order. Thus, for

instance, in the history of the British Empire, chapters in the

history of India or of Canada have to be brought into their

chronological sequence with the chapters belonging to the

British Isles.

This is what we have done for our readers in this index.

Under the name of each country, we have given as nearly as
possible in chronological sequence the list of the chapters in

which that country's history is narrated. We begin with Greece
and the Greek Peninsula as having the earliest start in point of

time ; and, as subsidiary to this, the Turkish Dominion. For a
like reason we follow with Italy, and, as subsidiary to this, the

Papac)'. Next stands the revived Empire of the West—the
" Holy Roman Empire," which subsisted for a thousand years.

Out of this several modem states have been evolved ; thus we
have a separate heading for the Austrian Empire and its com-
ponent parts, and for Prussia and the Modern German Empire.

These are followed by Poland and Russia ; the three

Scandinavian States ; the Low Countries ; Switzerland ; and
then the colonising states whose history is largely colonial

Spain and Portugal, France and Great Britain. In the last

case we recognise that until the beginning of the iSth century
there are three states which demand separate record, England,
Scotland and Ireland ; from that time, there is a single, undivftfed.

history of Great Britain and the British Empire.

Finally, we give the index to our survey of the British Empire,
treating the whole story not chronologically, but in a series of

specific aspects.

THE GENERAL INDEX
The General Index has been compiled with the greatest care to

provide a means of ready reference to the innumerable facts of

history chronicled throughout the different divisions of the work.
The names of historical characters who figure in the narratives

and the places mentioned in the text are all indexed in alpha-
betical order, the numbers of the pages on which the references

occur being given in ordinary numerals; and in cases where an
event, a person or a place is the subject of an illustration, that

fact is indicated by the page number being printed in italic.

To facilitate reference to any of the special plates, of which a
very considerable number appear throughout the work, a special

index has been prepared, and a similar index is provided for the
numerous maps which occur throughout the text.
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SPECIAL INDEX
TO EUROPEAN HISTORY AS TREATED IN

THE HARMSWORTH HISTORY OF THE WORLD^
GREECE Pages

The Mediterranean in History :

passim 2371-2397
Primitive Civilisations .. 180-184,287-294
The Early Peoples of the Main
Balkan Peninsula 2399-2405

The Ancient Peoples of Greece . . 2407-2409
Influence of Greece on the World 2451-2460
The Heroic Age of Ancient Greece 2461-2472
Political Development of Hellas .. 2481-2496
The Golden Age of Athens . . . . 2497-2509
Rivalry of the Greek States . . . . 25 1 1-2520
Early History of Macedon .. .. 2521-2528
Philip of Macedon 2529-2539
Alexander the Great 2540-2554
Alexander's World Empire .. .. 2555-2571
The Macedonian Supremacy .. 2573-2583
The Passing of Ancient Greece .. 2585-2587
Survey of Greek Civilisation .. 2589-2600
The Reconstructed Roman Empire 2775-2786
Social Fabric of the Ancient World :

passim 2807-2835
Eastern Europe from the Sunder-

ing of Rome 2895-2906
The Byzantine Empire (7 chapters) 2907-2976
The Crusades : passim 4009-405

1

The Rise of the Turkish Power . . 2977-2984
Ottoman Conquest of Byzantium 2985-2994
Commercial Rivalry in the Levant 4053-4059
The Cross and the Crescent .. .. 4849-4858
The New Kingdom of Greece . . 4887-4888
Reaction in Russia 5211-5212
Turkey, Greece and the Balkans in

Our Own Time 5317-S328
THETURKISH EMPIRE ANDTHE BALKAN

STATES
Early Peoples of the Balkan

Peninsula 2399-2405
The Byzantine Empire (7 chapters) 2907-2976
The Old Bulgarian Kingdom . . 3033-3041
The Later Bulgarian Kingdom . . 3042-3050
The Roumanian People .. .. 3051-3058
The Moldavian People 3059-3063
The Albanians 3064-3067
The Southern Slav Peoples . . . . 3069-308

1

Servian Era of Independence . . 3089-3096
Western Asia under the Seljuks . . 195 3-1965
Western Asia : the Mongol Period 1966- 1973
Ottoman Turks in Western Asia . . 1975-1981
Rise of the Turkish Power . . . . 2977-2984
Ottoman Conquest of Byzantium 2985-2994
The Ottoman Empire at its Zenith 2995-3008
The Magyars in the Middle Ages . . 3 12 1-3 124
The Hapsburg Power in Hungary . . 3 125-3 134
The Waning of the Crescent . . .. 3009-3023
Peter the Great 3331-3344
The Successors of Peter the Great 3345-3354
Rise of the Kingdom of Russia . . 3357-3360
The Re»making of Europe . . . . 4779-4789
The Cross and the Crescent . . . . 4849-4858
The New Kingdom of Greece and

the Sublime Porte 4887-4891

THETURKISH EMPIRE AND THE B'^LKAN
STATES-(conliniiecl) lu^^s

Egypt Since the Ottoman Conquest 2 155-2 164
Turkey and the Crimean War . . 5005-5013
Reaction in Russia, and Turkey's

Progress .. .. 5 196-5212
Turkey in Our Own Time .. .. 5317-5326

ITALY AND ROME
Prehistory 152,166
The Mediterranean Sea in History :

passim 2371-2397
The Early Peoples of the Italian

Peninsula 241 1-2424
The Spirit of Ancient Rome. . .. 2601-2608
The Beginnings of Ancient Rome 2617-2636
The Struggle with Carthage . . . . 2637-2650
The Decline of the Republic. . . . 2651-2660
Pompey the Great and Julius Caesar 2661-2676
Antony and Octavian 2677-2689
Rome in the Augustan Age . . . . 2691-2707
Rome under Tiberius 2709-2716
The Degradation of the Purple .. 2717-2728
Rome Under the Good Emperors. . 2737-2761
The Praetorian Emperors . . . . 2763-2773
The Spread of Christianity . . . . 2857-2865
The Reconstructed Empire . . . . 2775-2786
The Catholic Church in Being . . 2867-2879
The Church Established 2881-2892
The Coming of the Goths . . . . 2787-2800
Why Rome Fell 2801-2805
Social Fabric of the Ancient World :

passim 2807-2835
Survey of Western Europe in the
Middle Ages : passim 3371-3421

The Great Teutonic Deluge . . . . 3447-3454
Italy and the Lombards 3455-3469
The Empire of Charlemagne. . .. 3481-3496
Great Days of the Northmen. . .. 3539-3554
Revival of Holy Roman Empire . . 3586-3589
The Franconian Emperors .. .. 3591-3599
The Hohenstauflen Dynasty. . . . 3601-361

5

The Emperors of Germany and their
Relations with the Papacy. . . . 3616-3624

The Germanic Empire : Rivalries
of Emperors and Popes . . . . 3625-3636

Reign of the Emperor Sigismund . . 3637-3649
Italy : End of Charlemagne's Em-

pire 3933-3957
The German Supremacy in Italy. . 3939-3952
Florence and Venice in their Days

of Splendour 3953-3974
South Italy under the Angevins . . 3975-3978
The Crusades : passim 4009-4051
The Renaissance 4121-4136
Commercial Rivalry in the Levant 4053-4058
Beginnings of Western Commerce 4061-4065
France Under the Later Valois . . 3S25-3834
Spain and France in the time of

Charles V 4226-4230
War of the Spanish Succession . . 4453-4464
French Revolution and Napoleonic
Era : passim 4637-4768
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ITALY AND ROME-<confinued)
Re-making of Europe : survey
Great Powers in Concord
Reaction in the Latin States. .

New Revolutionary Period . .

Collapse of Metternich's System
Italy's Fruitless Revolt . .

Second Republic in France . .

Second Empire of France
The Unification of Italy. .

France Under the Third Republic
Social Democracy in Germany, and
Labour ^Movements

Italy in Our Own Time
THE PAPACY
The Catholic Church in Being
The Church Established
Survey of Western Europe in the

I\Iiddle Ages : passim
The Teutonic Deluge
Ital}^ and the Lombards
The Days of the Image Breakers . .

The Empire of Charlemagne . .

Rise of the Church in the West
The Dark Ages of the Church
Zenith of the Papal Power
Revival of Holy Roman Empire . .

The Franconian Emperors
The Hohenstaufien Dynasty . .

Decline of the Papal Power .

.

The Emperors of Germany and
their Relations with the Papacy

The Last of the Old Capets .

.

The Germanic Empire : Rivalries

of Emperors and Popes
Reign of the Emperor Sigismund
Approach of the Reformation
The Crusades : passim . .

The Passing of Medisevalism . .

Reformation and Wars of Religion
The ]\Ian and the Reformation
The Problem of the Reformation
Spain and the Netherlands . .

France under Catharine de Medici
The Empire after Charles V. . .

The Thirty Years War
The Bourbon Powers and the Ap

proach of the Revolution . .

French Revolution and Napoleonic
Era : passim

State of Religion in Europe . .

Collapse of INIetternich's System
The Second Republic in France

HOLY ROMAN. OR GERMANIC
General Survey of Western Medi-

aeval Europe : passim
Origins of the Teutons
Rising Tide of the Teuton Power
Rise of the Prankish Dominion
Empire of Charlemagne
Rise of the Church in the West
The End of Charlemagne's Empire

in Italy

Revival of Holy Roman Empire . .

The Franconian Emperors
The Hohenstaufien Dynasty
The German Supremacy in Italy . .

The Emperors of Germany and the
Papacy

Rivalries of the Emperors and the
Popes

Reign of the Emperor Sigismund . .

Fortunes of the House of Austria.
German Towns and Territories
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4779-4795
4791-4795
4839-4848
4876-4877
4900-4902
4925-4932
4952-4954
5020-5030
5033-5050
5230-5231

5278
5371-5376

2867-2879
2881-2892

3371-

3447-
3455-
2935-
3481-

3517-
3717-
3727-
3581-

3591-
3601-

3743-

3421
•3454
3469
2946
3496
3528
3725
3741
3589
3599
3615
3752

3616-3624
3780-3787

3625-
3637-

3735-
4009-
4139-
4149-
4179-
4193-
4257-
4285-
4293-
4301-

•3636

3649
3760
•4051

•4147
•4156
4191
4199
-4260

•4292

•4299

4312

4563-4575

4637-4768
4892-4897
4898-4904
4953.4954
EMPIRE

3371-3421
3423-3430
3431-3445
3471-3480
3481-3496
3517-3528

3933-3937
3581-3589
3591-3599
3601-3615
3739-3752

3616-3624

3625-3636
3637-3649
3651-3659
3661-3674

HOLY ROMAN. OR GERMANIC. EMPIRE
—^contiimed^ Pages

German Expansion on the East . . 3693-3702
Knights of the Sword and the

Teutonic Order 370 3-37^6
Historical Importance of the Baltic 3361-3368
Beginnings of Western Commerce 4060-4065
Commerce of the North . . . . 4067-4070
Rise of the Hanseatic League .. 4071-4078
Era of Hanseatic Ascendancy . . 4079-4087
Maximihan and Imperial Reform 3675-3691
Social Fabric of the Mediaeval
World: passim .. .. .. 409 1-4 120

Survey of Western Europe from
Reformation to French Revolu-
tion : passim 41 39-4165

Economic Conditions in the Empire 4 169-41 77
The Man and the Reformation .. 41 79-4191
Problem of the Reformation . . 4193-4199
Triumph of Protestantism .. .. 4201-4209
The Empire under Charles V. .. 4211-4222
The Empire after Charles V. . . 4293-4299
International Capitalism . . . . 4593-4607
The Thirty Years War 4301-4312
The Founding of Prussia .. .. 4385-4391
Austria and the Empire 4405-4415
France's Wars of Aggression .. 4431-4445
The Problem of the Spanish Throne 4446-4452
War of the Spanish Succession .. 4453-4464
The Great Hapsburg Monarchy .. 4521-4532
Development of Prussia .. .. 4533-4537
Frederic the Great 4539-4554
German Powers after the Peace.. 4558-4562
Rise of European Trade .. .. 4625-4634
The Revolution Triumphant . . .. 4659-4666
Reign of Terror 4667-4678
The Conquering General of the

Directory 4679-4694
Napoleon as Emperor of the French 4725-4730

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY AND BOHEMIA
Prehistory 152, 168
The Scythians, Cimmerians, and

Sarmatians 2443-2450
Survey of Eastern Europe to the

French Revolution : passim . . 2895-2906
The Southern Slav Peoples .. .. 3069-3081
Croatia and its Warrior Race . . 3083-3088
The Magyars in the Middle Ages . . 31 13-3124
The Rise and Fall of the Czech
Kingdom 3I45-3I57

Emperors of Germany and the
Papal Power 3617-3624

Reign of the Emperor Sigismund . . 3637-3649
Fortunes of the House of Austria 3651-3659
Bohemia and the Reformation .. 3159-3172
Social Fabric of the Mediaeval
World : passim 409 1 -4 1 20

Survey of Western Europe from
Reformation to French Revolu-
tion : passim 4139-4165

INIaximilian and Imperial Reform. . 3675-3691
The Hapsburg Power in Hungary 3 125-3 134
The German Element in Hungary 3 135-3 144
Bohemia's Elective Monarchy and

its Union with Austria .. .. 3173-3180
Economic Conditions in the Empire 4169-4177
The Triumph of Protestantism . . 4201-4209
The Empire under Charles V. .. 4211-4222
The Ottoman Empire at its Zenith 2995-3008
The Empire after Charles V. . . 4293-4299
The Thirty Years War 4301-4312
Austria and the Empire . . . . 4405-4415
France's Wars of Aggression .. 4431-4445
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AUSTRIA = H UNGARY
(continued)

AND

The Problem of the Spanish Throne
War of the Spanish Succession
The Waning of the Crescent . . .

The Great Hapsburg Monarcliy .

Frederic the Great
German Powers after the Peace .

The French Revolution and Napo
leonic Era : passim

Re-making of Europe : survey .

Great Powers in Concord
The Reaction in Central Europe .

The German Federation
State of Religion in Europe .

.

Collapse of Metternich's System .

Fall of Louis Philippe
Italy's Fruitless Revolt
The Hungarian Rebellion
Struggles of German Duchies
Search after German Federation

.

Stagnation and Reaction in Central
Europe

Second Empire of France
Prussia and Austria on Eve of War
The Advance of Prussia
Prussian Ascendancy and the Aus

tro-Hungarian Empire
The German and Austrian Empires
Social Democracy in Germany
Austria-Hungary in Our Own Time

BOHEMIA

-

l'as;cs

4446-4452
4453-4464
3009-3023
4521-4532
4539-4545
4558-4562

4637-
4779-

4791
4825
4881-

4892-

4914-
4925-

4933-
4945-

4957-

-4766
-4789

-4795
-4838
-4885

-4897
-4904
-4924
-4933
-4941

-4947
-4969

4970-4974
5015-5030
5063-5067
5069-5080

5081-5091
5221-5222
5276-5277
5329-5337

PRUSSIA, THE GERMAN CONFEDERAL
TION, ANDTHE NEW GERMAN EMPIRE

Historical Importance of the
Baltic

The Thirty Years War
The Founding of Prussia
The Europeans in North Africa
The Development of Prussia
Frederic the Great
The German Powers After the Peace 4558-4562
The French Revolution and Napo-

leonic Era : passim 4637-4768
4779-4789
4791-4795
4825-4838
4881-4885
4S92-4897

3361-3368
4301-4312
4385-4391

2276
4533-4538
4539-4545

The Remaking of Europe
The Great Powers in Concord
The Reaction in Central Europe .

The German Federation
The State of Religion in Europe
The Collapse of Metternich's

System 4898-4901
The Fall of Louis Philippe . . . . 4914-4924
Struggles of German Duchies . . 4943-4947
Search after German Federation . . 4957-4969
Stagnation and Reaction in Central
Europe 4970-4974

Prussia under King William I. . . 505 1-5062
Prussia and Austria on Eve of War 5063-5067
The Advance of Prussia . . . , 5069-5080
Prussian Ascendancy and the

Austro-Hungarian Empire .. 5081-5091
The Decline of Napoleon III. .. 5093-5104
Downfall of the Second Empire .. 5 105-5 123
Birth of the German Empire . . . . 5125-5 151
The German and Austrian Empires 5213-5221
Non-British European Nations in

South Africa 2346-2349
Oceania 977-979
Social Democracy in Germany . . 5268-5276
Germany in Our Own Time .. .. 5339-5355

RUSSIA
Scythians, Cimmerians and Sarma-

tians 2443-2450
Siberia : the Land and its Peoples 635-671

RUSSIA—(continued) Pages

Survey of Eastern Europe to the
French Revolution 2895-2906

Origin of the Eastern Slavs .. .. 318 1-3 192
Beginning of the Russian Nation. . 3285-3304
Russia under the Mongols .. .. 3305-3313
The Monarchs of Moscow .. .. 3315-3329
Great Days of Cossack Power . . 3263-3277
Peter the Great 3331-3344
The Successors of Peter the Great. . 3345-3354
Rise of the Kingdom of Russia . . 3357-3360
The Fall of Poland 3278-3284
The Waning of the Crescent . . .. 3009-3023
The German Powers after the Peace 4558-4562
Historical Importance of the Baltic 3368
The French Revolution and Napo-

leonic Era : passim 4637-4768
The Re-making of Europe : survey 4779-4789
Great Powers in Concord . . . . 4791-4795
The Cross and the Crescent . . . . 4849-4858
The New Revolutionary Period . . 4873-4875
The New Kingdom of Greece and

the Sublime Porte 4887-4891
The United Kingdom in the Mid-

Victorian Era 4982-4990
Turkey and the Crimean War . . 5005-5013
Russian Advance in Central Asia. . 15 19-1522
Advance of the Russians in Siberia 673-689
Reaction in Russia 5 193-5212
Russia in Our Own Time . . . . 5295-5316

POLAND AND LITHUANIA
Scythians, Cimmerians and Sarma-

tians 2443-2450
Survey of Eastern Europe to the

French Revolution 2895-2906
Origin of the Eastern Slavs . . . . 3 18 1-3 192
The Old Polish Empire 3193-3210
Lithuania to the Union 32 11-32 19
German Expansion on the East . . 3693-3702
Knights of the Sword and the

Teutonic Order 3703-37i6
Union of Lithuania with Poland . . 3221-3227
The New Dominion of Poland . . 3229-3240
Poland under the Jagellons . . . . 3241-3254
The Decline of Poland 3255-3262
Great Days of Cossack Power . . 3263-3277
Fall of Poland 3278-3284
The Waning of the Crescent . . .. 3009-3023
The German Powers after the Peace 4558-4562
Historical Importance of the Baltic 3368
The French Revolution and Napo-

leonic Era : passim 4637-4768
The New Revolutionary Period . . 4872-4875
Struggles of German Duchies . . 4945-4947

DENMARK
Prehistory .. .. 154,155,158,161,169
The Historical Importance of the

Baltic Sea 3361-3368
Survey of Western Europe in the

Middle Ages: passim 3371-3421
The Land of the Northmen .. .. 3529-3536
Great Days of the Northmen. . . . 3539-3556
England before the Norman Con-

quest 3835-3844
Denmark and Its Sister States . . 3557-3563
Rise of the Hanseatic League .. 4071-4078
Reformation and Wars of Religion 4149-41 56

The Thirty Years War 430 1-43 12

The Reformation in Denmark and
Norwav 4369-4375

Denmark's Despotic Monarchy . . 4492-4494
Denmark's Era of Progress .. .. 4577 4579
France under the New Despotism . . 4703-4704
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Napoleon as Emperor of the French 4733
The Rising of the Nations . . . . 4759
Scandinavia in the 19th Century . . 5159-5162
Prussia and Austria on Eve of War 5063-5068
Social Democracy in Germany . . 5278
Scandinavia in Our Own Time .. 5411-5416

NORWAY
Historical Importance of the Baltic 3361-3368
Survey of Western Europe in the

Middle Ages 3371-3421
The Land of the Northmen . . . . 3529-3536
The Great Days of the Northmen . . 3539-3556
Denmark and Its Sister States .. 3557-3563
Norway and Iceland 3565-3570
Scotland in the Middle Ages. . . . 391 1-392

1

Beginnings of Irish History . . . . 3931-3932
Rise of Hanseatic League .. .. 4071-4078
The Reformation in Denmark and
Norway 4369-4375

Denmark's Despotic Monarchy . . 4492-4494
Denmark's Era of Progress . . . . 4577-4579
The Rising of the Nations . . . . 4759
Scandinavia in the 19th Century . . 5 159-5 162
Minor States of Western Europe . . 5235-5236
Scandinavia in Our Own Time . . 541 1-54 16

SWEDEN AND FINLAND
Historical Importance of the Baltic 3361-3368
Survey of Western Europe in the
Middle Ages : passim 337 1-342

1

The Land of the Northmen . . . . 3529-3536
Great Days of the Northmen . . .. 3539-3556
Denmark and Its Sister States . . 3557-3563
Sweden and Finland 3571-3574
Rise of Hanseatic League . . . . 4071-4078
Sweden Under the Vasas . . . . 4377-4384
The Thirty Years War 4301-43 12
The Founding of Prussia . . . . 4385-4392
The Great Northern War . . . . 4495-4500
Sweden's Time of Strife 4580-4582
French Revolution and Napoleonic
Era : passim 4637-4768

Scandinavia in the 19th Century .

.

51 59-5 162
Minor States of Western Europe . . 5235-5236
Scandinavia in Our Own Time .

.

541 1-54 16

HOLLAND AND THE DUTCH NETHER=
LANDS

France Under the Later Valois .. 3825-3827
Fortunes of the House of Austria 36^6
Maximilian and Imperial Reform . . ^GyS-^^Si
Commerce of the North 4070
Era of Hanseatic Ascendancy . . 4087
The Renaissance 4135-4136
Western Europe from Reformation

to French Revolution : passim.. 41 39-4165
The Empire under Charles V. 421 1, 4220, 4222
Spain and the Netherlands . . . . 4253-4264
England under Charles I. and the
Commonwealth 435

1

The Grand Monarque 4393, 4404
England and the Netherlands . . 4417, 4430
England's Restored Monarchy . . 4468-4470
The New England Colonies . . . . 6050-605 3

France's Wars of Aggression . . . . 4442
War of the Spanish Succession . . 4453-4464
International Capitalism . . . . 4607
Dutch Commercial Supremacy . . 4609-4614
British Maritime Supremacy . . .. 4618-4620
The Europeans in Malaysia . . . . 900-907
Islands of Malaysia and Their Story 909-927
The Europeans in Ceylon . . .

.

1 383-1 386
The Europeans in North Africa . . 2371, 2272
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HOLLAND AND THE DUTCH NETHER^
LANDS—(continued) R.jj.s

Cape Colony and Its Expansion . . 2313, 2314
The French Revolution and the

Napoleonic Era 4637-4666
The New Revolutionary Period . . 4872-4874
Minor States of Western Europe .. 5234-5235
Holland and Belgium in Our Own
Time 5357-5363

BELGIUM AND THE SOUTHERN NETHER^
LANDS

Prehistory 152
France Under the Early Capets . . 377~
France Under the Valois .. .. 3809-3821
France Under the Later Valois .. 3825-3827
Fortunes of the House of Austria . . 3656
Maximilian and Imperial Reform . . 3678, 3682
Commerce of the North . . . . 4070
Era of Hanseatic Ascendancy . . 4087
The Renaissance 4135-4136
Western Europe from Reformation

to French Revolution : passim.. 41 39-4165
The Empire under Charles V. 421 1, 4220, 4222
Spain and the Netherlands .. .. 4253-4264
England under Charles I. and the
Commonwealth 435

1

The Grand Monarque 4393-4404
England and the Netherlands .. 4417,4430
France's Wars of Aggression. . . . 4442
War of the Spanish Succession .. 4453-4464
German Powers after the Peace . . 4562
French Revolution and Napoleonic

era: passim 4637-4767
The New Revolutionary Period . . 4872-4874
Non-British Europeans in South

Africa 2347, 2348
Minor States in Western Europe .. 5233-5234
Social Democracy in Germany .. 5278
Holland and Belgium in Our Own
Time 5360-5363

SWITZERLAND
Prehistory . . . . 127, 156, 158, 159, 164
German Towns and Territories . . 3662
Maximilian and Imperial Reform. . 3682
France Under Later Valois . . . . 3^^?
The Man and the Reformation .. 4189
The Triumph of Protestantism . . 4206-4209
Bourbon Powers and Approach of

the Revolution 4563-4575
French Revolution and Napoleonic
Era : passim 4637-4767

Minor States of Western Europe. . 5232
Social Democracy in Germany .

.

5277
Switzerland in Our Own Time .. 5365-5369

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL
Peoples of the Iberian Peninsula.
The Struggle with Carthage .

.

Survey of Europe in the Middle
Ages : passim

Spain and its Conquerors
The Moorish Ascendancy in Spain
Rising Christian Realms in Spain
The Waning of the Moorish Power
The Unification of Spain
South Italy under the Angevins . .

Portugal in the Middle Ages.

.

Social Fabric of the Mediaeval
World : passim

Survey of Western Europe from
the Reformation to the French
Revolution : passim

Ris'e of Spanish Power

2439-2442
2637-2650

3371-
3508-

3979-
39^5-
3989-

3995-
3975-
4007-

3421
•3516

-3984
•3988

3993
•4005

397^
4008
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The Lure of the Golden East .. 5875-5881
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Aboukir : see Abukir
Abraham, bishop of Aleppo, 3026
Abraham, patriarch, 1702
Abruzzi, duke of the, Arctic expeditions,

6342, 6342
Absalom, Danish bishop of 12th

century, 3558, 3559
Absalom, son of David, 1728, 1764, 1765
Absarakas, tribe, 344
Abu, m')unt, Jain temple, 1196, 1197
Abu Abdallah, Ismailian leader, 1 946
Abu Abdallah, Moorish ruler : see

Roabdil
Abu Ali, vizir of Egypt, 2147
Abu Ali el-Hussein : see Avicenna
Abu Bekr, Arab leader, 2207
Abu Bekr, lirst caliph, 1900, 1907, 1908,

1911
Abukaya, tribe, 311
Abukir, battle of 1798 : see Nile, battle

of
Abukir, battle of 1799. Turkish troops

defeated by Napoleon, 2158
Abukir Bay, French routed by Aber-

crombie (1801), 4704
Abul Casim, 2242
Abul-fath Jelal ed-din Akbar : see

Akbar
Abul Fazl, 1228, 1231

Abul Ghazi I., Bahadur, 1518
Abul Haram, 4002
Abulites, 25r)6

Abul Kasim Barbar Bahadur, 1498
Abul Kasim Mansur, Persian poet : see

Firdusi
Abu Muslim, 1929, 1931
Abu Nasr, 4002
Abunda, race, 311
Abu Obaid, 1912
Abu Roash pyramid, 2036
Abu Said, Mongol ruler, 1498
Abu Said Bahadur, 1491
Abu Simbel temple, 2109— inscriptions, 2125, 2590, 2083
Abusir, pyramids, facing page 2035— rate of deposit of Nile mud, 233— temples discovered, 2037
Abu Suflyan. 1901
Abu Talib, 1896

Abu Tlia, battle of, 2170
Abu-usharshid, ruler of Kish, 1594
Abydos, Egypt, burial customs, 2095— conquest by Egyptian kings, 2051— epitaph of Unas, 2038— excavations, 2012— funerary pyramid, 2053— modern village, 2053— monument erected by Senusret III..

2057— records of dynasties, 237, 246, 2018— temple restored by Neferhotep, 2059— tombs of early kings, 2016
Abydos, Hellespont, 1798
Abyssinia, 2251, 6367— Arabian conquests before Islam.

1888— British expeditions, 1327, 2256.
.5004, 5519-20— British Commissioner received, 2256— Christianity introduced, 2252— Court ladies, 2253— dynasty founded by son of King
Solomon, 2252— Egyptian war (1876). 2164— Ethiopian church, 2254— Italian protectorate, 2257— Italian war, (1896), 5231, 5523— people, 311— priest 2^5 5— Turkish conquest (1527), 2254

Acadia : see Nova Scotia
Acadians, in Nova Scotia, 311
Acamapichtli, 5788-89
Acarnanians, 2467
Accras, tribe. 328
Acetenango, volcano, 5729
Achaean League, 2381, 2384, 2581,

2586
Achseans, 60, 2467, 2536
Acha?us, of Syria, 1842
AchSBus, general of Seleucus, 1829
Achaia, 1793, 2396, 2573
Achakzai clan, 1523
Achilles, 2466
Achin, 916, 917, 5235, 6356— people. 311
Achrida, 2953
Achuas (Wochua), race, 311
Acolhuacan Kingdom : see Chichimecs
Acolman, Mexican state. 5790
Acova, Frankish castle, 2971
Acre, General, 6007
Acre, city, Syria, during Crusades, 1964,

4026, 4031, 4033, 4038, 4042, 4056— Napoleon at, 2157, 4692— taken by English (1840), 2162— view of, 1961
Actium, battle. 2687, 2688
Act of Settlement, Union, etc. : see

Settlement. Act of ; Union, Act of
Aculan, 5754
Acxophil, 5758
Adad, deity : see Ramman
Adad-aplu-iddina, 1610, 1657
Adad-nadinakb, ruler of Messene, 1888
Adad-nadin-akbi, of Babylon, 1655
Adad-nirari I., 1608. 1653
Adad-nirari m., 1659
Adad-nirari IV.. 1575. 1614. 1652, 1667
Adad-shumiddina, of Babylon, 1608,

1704
Adad-shum-usur, 165

1

Adal. 2269
Adalbert, archbishop (d. 1072), 3593,

3698
Adalbert, bishop of Prague (d. 997),

3151, 3194. 3196
Adalbert. Frankish king, 3939
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Adalbert, marerave of Tuscany, 3937
Adaloald, 3463
Adam, Paul, 6383
Adamawa, native state, 2227
Adamawa Group, 311
Adam de la Halle, 3807
Adam Kok, (irijua chief, 2319
Adams, Col. Goold, 5513-14
Adams, John, president of U.S.A. (1797-

isiil), 6101, 6200, 0099, and plate

facing p. 6255
Adams, John (d. 1829), on Pitcairn

Island, 966
Adams, John Quincy, president of

U.S.A. (1825-29), 6217-18, 6224,

and plate facing p. 6255
Adams, Samuel, 6078
Adams, Will, 488, 4S9
Adam's Bridge, 1182, 1366
Adana, l)attle, 2153
— massacres, 6366, 6372. 6374
Adansis. tribe, 346
Ada of Alinda, princess of Caria, 2549
Adasa, battle, 1856
Adawa, battle of 1896 : see Adua
Addington, Henry : see Sidmouth
Addis Abeba, treaty, 2258
Addison, Joseph, 4556, 454G
Adelaide of Cliampagne, 3772
Adelaide, queen of England, 4807
Adelaide, widow of Lothair, 3586, 3939
Adelaide, Australia, 1067, 106S, 1069

Adelasia, mother of Roger II. (c. 1095),
3942

Adelasia, marriage to Enzid (c. 1238),

3951
Adelbert : see Adalbert
Adelchis of Benevento, 3936
Adelheid : «ee Adelaide
Adelie Land, discovery (1840), 6345
Aden, base for British East Africa

operatiors, 2275
— British establishment. 5521
— occupatioi. by British (1839), 1433
— offieials inspecting cisterns, 5467
— public works, 5631
— Protectorate, 5466, 5559
— view of, 5560
Adennlf, of Monte Cassino. 3950
Adhemar of Puy, bishop, 4016
Adherbal, king, 2199
Adhud ed Daulat, Buide ruier, 1948
Adhwaryu, Brahman priests. 1212
Adiabene, 1875
&did. El, caliph, 2147
Idil II., Moslem sultan, 2149
idil Serf-ed-din, Moslem sultan. 2149
Adil Shah, dynasty, 1224
Adler, Georg, 5268-78
Adler, Victor, 5276
idobe dwellings, 5721
Idolf : see Adolphus
idolphus. duke of Gottorp, 4372
adolphus 11., count of Holstein, 3698
Adolphus of Nassau, German Emperor

(1292-98), 3618. 3775-78
AdolDhus of Nassau (fl. 1380), 3629
Adolphus of Nassau, archbishop of Mainz

(1402>, :l(i:>2

Adolphus Frederic, king of^Sweden, 4581
Adonijab, son of David. 1765
Adoption, Hindu law of. 1298
Adrian IV., pope : see Hadrian IV.
Adrianople, Bulgarian capture (813),

3036— Murad I.'s capture (1361), 2982
— battle of (378), 2786. 2787, 3450;

(1205). 3043— treaty of (1829), 4858
Adrianopolis, 2190
Adua, view, 2256— battle of (1871), 22.56 ; (1896), 2258,

5523
Aduatuci, tribe, 3433, 3435, 3438
Adulis (ZuUa), Abyssinia, 1888. 2252
Adullamites, political party, 5003
Adyi Saka, 909
Adze, tool. 254
.ffigatian Islands, 2638
/Egean civilisation, art, 285, 286
— Crete the oriuinal focus, 287
— and Egypt, 285, 287— European civilisation influenced, 285,

292— Mesopotamian influences. 287— origin and development 285

ffigean, religious cult, 290— succeeded by Hellenic. 290— Veneto-Illyrian civilisation, influ-

ence on. 294— writing system distinct, 286
^gidais, Roman general, 2793
.ffigina, 2457
.ffigyptiaca, history. 2031
^gyptiace. iirovince. 2139
Aehrenthal, couat von, 5333, 6373
A.E.I.O.U., letters used by Emperor

Frederic III., meaning of, 3400
iElius Cwsar (d. 138). 2756, 2756
^milianus (M. .^milius), governor of

Mcesia (251), 2769
^nians, (4reek race. 2517
.ffiolians, 330, 1792, 2466-7
iEqui, Italian tribe, 2414, "2624, 2632
^quiculi, tribe, 2414
Aeropus, king of Macedon, 2524
iEschines, Athenian envoy, 2535
aischylus, 2502. 2453
iEsculapius, god, 2408, 2600
iEsernia, 2632
Aetas, race, 311
Aetius, Roman general, 2202, 2790,

2792. 3030, 3453
.ffitolian League. 2381. 2384, 2581, 2586
iEtolians, race. 2467, 2582
Afafit, tiattle. 2171
A-fang KuBg Castle, 755
Afar : see Danakil
Afdal, El, 2147
Afghanistan, 1523 et seq., 6364-65
— Alexander's march through. 2564— Amir receives Alriilideiuitation, 1527
— Amir testing Maxim gun. 1527— Anglo-Russian Convention, 5503— Aryan invasion of. 1163— boundaries defined, 1329, 1338, 1340.

1530— British relations with, and policy.

1285, 1322, 1327, 1331, 5172.
5498-5503— climate. 1126— drainage system. 1124— Durand Agreement of 1893, 1991— Helmund waters dispute, 1994— Herat regained. 5503— Indo-Scythian invasion. 1457— missions to, 1335, 1530, 1850— Persian efforts to recover suzerainty,
1988—

• phvsical features, 1523— races of, 1127, 1128. 1523— Russian relations with, 1521, 1522
— statistics, etc.. 1533— see also Afghans
Afghan-Russian Boundary Commission,

1338. 1340. 1342
Afghans, people. 311, 1128, 1523— camel train, 1359— India invaded (711, 828), 5498— rule in Persia. 1984— tvpes. 349, 1248, 1525
Afghan wiir (1839), 1287. 1526, 5500— British expedition in Bolan Fass, 1284
— Dost Mohammed abandons guns,

1289— Dost Mohammed surrenders, 1291
— Kandahar in possession of British,

1289— Macnaghten, head of expedition, i29i
Afghan war (1878-1880), 1336, 1528,

5501
Africa, animals. 2006
— Arabian settlements on east coast,

1429— Arabian conquests in North Africa,

2205— big game shooting and its results,

5636— British defences. 5594— British expansion in, and its effects,

1434, 5566. 5627— British wars (1656-1899), 5509-24
— disease in. 2006— Europeans in North Africa, 2271
— explorers. 2230— forests, 2006— French colonies, 2275, 2277— French influence from sea to sea,

5523— geograpliical account, 1999— German colonising efforts, 2276,
5348, 5672

Ada—Aha
Africa, map, general, 2001— marriage customs, 214— natural products, map of. 2009— Northern Africa, history, 2183, 2217,

4011— partition of interior, 5672— Phoenician circumnavigation, 1424
2125— Pisan expeditions against, 4011— Portuguese discoveries and settle-
ments, 2276, 2346, 4007-8— prehistoric land connections with
Europe, Asia, and America, 122

-races. 2000, 2184, 2217,2265,2005,
5505— railways, civilising influence, 5522— religions, map of, 2005— Roman empire in. 2199, 2202— sketch map of great empires between
777 and 814 a.D., 2934— Spanish expeditions, 4004-5— the trans-African telegraph scheme,
5633— Trans-Zambesian territory, future
discussed, 5651— vegetation. 2008— see also under countries

African Lakes Company, 5520-21
Afridi tribes, 312, 1523— rampaigus against, 1347, 5502, 6364
Afrikanders, 312
Afzal-ul-Mulk, of Chitral. 1346
Aga Mohammed Khan, shah, 1982, 1987
Agada, l.V.U. 1630, 1640, 1708
Agadir, 377
Agamemnon, king, destruction of Troy,

1791. 1794— historical evidence for, 184
Agamemnon, H.M.S., 5529
Agaos, race. 312
Agas^a, Indian wTiter and sage, 1182
Agathias, of .Eolis, 2915
Agatho, pope, 2892
Agathocles (d. 289 B.C.), 2195
Agathocles, son of Tysimachus, 1839
Agesilaus, of Sparta, 1818, 2129, 2515
Aggabodhi, IV. king of Ceylon, 1376
Agila, king of the tioths, 3511
Agilolfingo, Bavarian family. 3476
Agilulf, king, 3462— cross of, 3465
Agincourt, battle. 3816. 3816, 3817,

3S17. 3820. 3820, 3894
Agis, king, 2555. 2573
Aglab, Ibrahim ibn al, 1944
Aglabite, dynasty, 1944, 1946, 2207
Agnana. 34t):5

Agnes, Black (of Dunbar). 3919
Agnes of Edessa (c. 116, 4033
Agnes of Meran (c. 1200), 3776
Agnes of Poitou, German empress. 3592
Agni, deitv, attributes. 1165, 1171
Agosta, battle. 4430. 4429
Agra, durbar, 1866, 1324— Jumma Musjid. 1136— population, 1363— ruins. 1230, 1234— the Taj Mahal, 1235
Agrabhi, king of Ceylon, 1376
Agram, 3084
Agri Decumates : see Helvetian Desert
Agriani, tribe. 2404. 2544
Agricola, C. Julius, Britain conquered,

2746. 3500— maritime exploration, 5660
Agrigentum, 2637
Agrippa, king, 1862
Agrippa II., M, Vipsanius, 2677, 2686,

2691, 2G9S— friendship with Augustus. 2700— friendship with the Emperor Gains
2717— in Spain, 2694— marriage to Julia, 2706— Pantheon built by, 2699— rupture with Augustus. 2702.

Agrippina, wife of Claudius. 2721, 272J— murdered by Nero, 2722. 2723
Agrippina, wife of Germanicus, 2710,

2714
Agrippina, wife of Tiberius. 2711
Agron, Illvrian prince. 2400. 2582
Aguinaldo.EmiUo, 928, 929,955,936,6272
Aguja, 2227
Agum II., of Babylon, 1604, 1605
Aha, king of Egypt, 2032
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Aha—Ale

Aha, Nagada tomb, 2026
Ahab, king of Israel, 1574, 1770, lltl

m-i, 1775
Ahama, 4002
Ahaz, king of .Tudah, 1577, 1670, 1777
Ahaziab, king of Israel, 1770
Ahaziab, king of .Tndali, 1771
Ahenobarbus, Cn. Domitius, 2684
Ahluta, Chinese empress, 810
Ahmad : see Ahmed
Ahmadu, lamine of Segu. 2228, 2277
Ahmed, king of Bornu, 2234
Ahmed II., Samanid ruler, 1951
Ahmed I. Turkish suUan, 3014
Ahmed II., Turkish sultan, 3020
Ahmed III., Turkish sultan, 3019, 3020
Ahmed Baba, 2218
Ahmed Bokkor, king of Darfu, 2242
Ahmed ibn Owais, Ilkhan ruler, 1491,

1073
Ahmed ibn Tulun : see Tulun
Ahmed Khan, Afghan ruler (fl. 1747),

1242, 1524, 1987
Ahmed Kuprili, grand vizir (1661-

1676). 3016, 3017 4414
Ahmed Mirza, shah of Persia (1909),

6365
Ahmed Pasha, French renegade : see

Bonneval
Ahmed Shah II., of Bahmani dynasty

(1435-1457), 1224
Ahmed Shah, Mogul emperor (1748-

1754), 1240
— mosque, Ahmedabad, 1129
Ahmed Sultan, Mogul ruler (1281),

1490, 4042— mosque, Stamboul, ?,013, 3014
Ahmed Vesik, Turkish writer, 5201
Ahmedabad, mosques, 113i— population, 1363— tombs, 1134
Ahmednagar, incorporated with Delhi,

1236— defence against the Moguls, 1229— Nizam Shahi dynasty, 1224
Ahoms, people, 312
Ahriman, ISIO, 1868
Ahuitzol, Azt«c king, 5770, 5798
Ahuramazda (Ormuzd) religion, 1808,

1810. 1868
Ai, Egyptian king. 2105
Aibudes : see Shetland Islands
Aigues-Mortes, 382
Aimata, queen of Tahiti : see Pomare

IV.
Ain Jalut, battle : see Ayn Galiit

Ainos, people, 312, 457. 666— localisation in .Japan (map), 457— sacred emblems, 644— types, 350, 458, 460 665
Airship expedition of Wellman, 6344
Aistulf, Lombard king, 2392. 3466
Aix-la-Chapelle, Basilica, Charlemagne's

gifts to, 3401— Charlemagne's use of baths, 3491— Imperial Diet (831), 3496— peace of (1668). 4404; (1743), 4164,
4505, 4515, 6057

Ajanta cave fresco, 1173
"Aka," maize beer, 5866
Akabah Castle, 1123
Akaiwasha, tribe. 1793
Akbar, Mogul emperor (1556-1605),

1135. 1146, 1227-33, 1231
Akbar Khan, 1288, 1292
Akhoris, kin^ of Kgypt : see Hakor
Akhshrie. king of M.uiiiai. 1683
Akhthoes king (it Kifvpt. 2049
Akhviababa. Prince, 1660
Akhuni, of Bit-Adini, 1660, 1663
Aki, 459
Akindji, 2978
Akka. dwarf people, 312, 2265, 2230
Akkad, 261. 1595, 1596
Akkads, 261, 312
Akkadu : see Akkads
Ak-Kapana, ruins. 5S39, 5840-42
Ak Koinlo, or White Ram, tribe, 1975
Akmolinsk, 1539
Akpas, tribe, 333
Akra, citadel of Jerusalem, 1854
Aksakov, Ivan, 5195
Alabama case, 5000, 5167, 6248,

6249
Aladhid, Fatemid calitih, 1962
Aladil, aiUtan (1200-18), 1964, 4040

Ala ed-din Mohammed Shah I. of Delhi :

ser Mdhamnieil Shah I.

Ala ed-din Ahmed Shah II. : see Ahmed
Shah 11.

Ala ed-din, head of the Assassins, 1967
Ala ed-din. Turkish vizir, 2978
Ala ed-din Kai Kobad, Seljuk ruler :

see Kai Kobad
Alafdhal, vizir, 1960, 4020
Alajajai, 3024
Alalia, city, Corsica, 2192— battle of, 2423
Alamanni, tribe, 312, 2770, 2785, 3447,

3448, 3474
Alamgir I. : see Aurangzib
Alaminos, Spanish commander, 5896,

5898
Alamut, fortress, 1961
Aland Islands, 5160
Alani (Alans), people, 312, 1465, 2387— Hunssubjupte (375 A.D.), 1466, 3027— Spain invaded (5t.h century), 3509— state founded in Africa, 2790— Tartars conquer (1222), 3305
Alara Kalana, 1186
Alarcos, battle, 3990, 3993
Alaric I., chief of the Visigoths, 3450— Rome taken (410), 2787, 2788
Alaric II., king of the Visigoths (c. 500),

3371, 3456
Alashia, king of Cyprus, 1744
Alashya, ancient kingdom, 2090
Alaska, 6319— boundary disputes, 6275— population, 6318, 6319— railway from Siberia proposed, 691— views. 6272, 6273
Alaskan Indians, 5692— totem. 211
Alaton Mountains, 711
Alaung-paya dynasty, 5500
Alba Roman colony, 2632, 2634
Alba Longa, 2619, 2622
Alban, kingdom, 3911-12
Albani, Cardinal, 4876
Albania, 3064 et seq.— Charles I. struggles to gain, 3975— Italian king's designs on, 3942— literature, 3065— religion and mythology. 3064, 3065— Turkish wars, 2996, 3067
Albanian League, 5209
Albanians (Arnauts), 312, 2372, 3064,

3065, 3067
Albasin, 678
Albemarle, Lord, 5527
AlbericIL (d. 954), 3939
Alberic. pat.ricius of Rome, 3719
Alberoni, Cardinal, 4502. 5488
Albert, archduke of Austria, in Franco-

German war (1870), 5099— Italian ctimpaign (1849), 4931-32— portrait, 5099— rioters insult (1848), 4916
Albert V., duke of Austria (1411-39) :

see Albert II., Holy Roman
Emperor

Albert, of Austria (d. 1463). 3652
Albert ('* the Bear"), of Brandenburg

(1100-70), 3601, 3698
Albert (" Achilles "), of Brandenburg

(1475), 3650, 3654, 3654
Albert, of Brandenburg (1554), 4222,

4222
Albert, of Brandenburg, archbishop of

Mainz (1517), 4596
Albert, of Bukshovden, bishop of Riga,

3213, 3704, 3706
Albert L, Holy Roman Emperor (1298-

1308). 3619, 3778, 3782— Forest Cantons' resistance, 3400— marriage, 3618
Albert II., Holy Roman Emperor, claim

to Bohemian throne, 3173— co-operation with Emperor Sigis-

mund, 3171— election as emperor, 3651
— portrait, 3174— reform efforts, 3675
Albert, of Austria, king of Hungary

(1437-39), 3121
Albert, prince of Monaco (1909). 5396
Albert, prince Consort of England, 4818— pictures of : see also with Victoria
Albert, of Saxony, advance on Metz

(1870), 5120

GENERAL INDEX
Albert, duke of Prussia (1539), 3246— campaign of 1866, 5075— reign, 5110, 5219, 5220
Albert, of Mecklenburg, king of Sweden,

3561, 3576
Alberta, Canada, 6130, 6175
Albert Harbour, 5543
Alberti, Leon Battista, 3964, 4128
Albert Memorial, 58, 59
Albs Cathedral, 4133
Albigenses, sect, 312— crusade against, 3387, 3738, 3774-75— result of Bogumil doctrine, 3041— Peter II. of Aragon, wars against,

3997— spread in South of France, 3774
Albinus, D. Clodius, 2763, 2764
Albissola family, 3049
Albizzi family, 3967
Alboin, Lombard ruler (572), 2389, 3460
Albert, Jean d', count of Perigord,

3999-4000
Albuera, battle, 4749
Albuquerque, Alfonso, 71, 900, 1251,

1976
Aleseus, poet, 2495. 2496
Alcalan, district, 5747
Alcantara, knights of, 3992, 4003
Alcaviza, 5845-48
Alcazar, battle, 4256
Alcetes, prince of Macedon, 2523
Alcibiades, philosopher, 2511, iSll,

2512
Alcidamas, philosopher, 2520
Alcimus, ethnarch, 1854
Alcmseonidse, .Athenian family, 2494
Alcock. Sir Rutherford, 55.5

Alcolea Bridge, battle, 5100
Alcorta, Dr. J. L, 5985, 6378
Alcuin, of York, 3490
Aldea, the Boyar : see Alexander
Alderney, island, 5557, 5599-5600
Aldgild. king of the Frisians, 3480
Aldus Manutius : see Manutius
Aledramid family. 3949
Alemanni : see .\lamanni
Alembert, Jean le Rond d', 4575
Aleni,'on, Francis, Due d' (d. 1584) : see

Anjou, Francis, Due d'

Aleppo, commerce, 4587— Crusaders attack, 4028— Hittite inscriptions, 1718, 1729— in Hittite times, 1727— junction of ancient trade routes, 283— massacre (1909), 6366— railway scheme, 6366— submits to Shalmaneser II., 1663
Alessandria, Italy, founding of, 3391— name changed to Caesarea, 3950— Visconti, a. G. acquires, 3972
Alessandria Convention (1800), 4702
Alessandro : see Alexander
Aleudae, race. 2532
Aleutian Islands, mammoth remains,

122
Aleutians, 312, 350
Alexander (Aldea) the Boyar, 3054
Alexander of Battenberg, ruler of

Bulgaria, 5210, 5211. 5319
Alexander, Byzantine emperor (912-

13), 2951
Alexander II., king of Egypt (80 B.C.) :

see Ptolemy XII.
Alexander of Hales, 3906
Alexander, of Lippe-Detmold, 5221
Alexander I., king of Macedon, 2521
Alexander II., king of Macedon, 2517,

2528
Alexander III., the Great, of Macedon,

2541-2587— army, 2566, 2569— Bactrian conquests, 1847— busts of. 2545— Central Asian conquests, 2560-62
— Clitus killed by, 2562-63
— coin of. 197— conception of world empire, 2593-94
— conspiracies against, 2562—63
— and Darius III., 1820, 1823, 2553— death. 1202, 2566-68, 2567— diaries. 2594— Egyptian conquests, 2129, 2554
— entry into Babylon. 2559— Indian invasion. 1201, 1424, 2568— at Issus. 1821. 2552— map of conquests, 2561
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Alexander III. marries Rox.ana. 2562— Persian conquests. IMO, 2546— personality and character, 2569, 2570— record march to Hecatompylus, 2558— romances of Babylonian origin, 1643— sarcophaeiis of. 24o5— svtatiies of. 2542. 2-543— at Thebes. 2547. 2816
Alexander, son of Alexander the Great,

1S26. 2575
Alexander, son of Cassander (d. 294),

king of Macedonia. 2577
Alexander, of Medici, murdered (1537),

8968
Alexander the Good, voivode of Mol-

davia a4ni-]4:V2). 3060
Alexander IV., Lapusan, voivode of

Moldavia (i:i.'):;-l.'.ni). 3002
Alexander, kins of Mosolossia, 2536.

2539
Alexander (Farnese). dnke of Parma.

4261
Alexander, governor of Persia. 1842
Alexander of Pherse, 2532
Alexander I., king of Poland, 3240.

3241
Alexander II., pope. 3943-44
Alexander III., pope, 3730, 3739— Frederic Barljarossa's relations witli.

3391. 3606— meeting with doge of Venice, 37.32— Romans revolt against. 3950
Alexander V., pope, 3408, 3636, 3747.

37 51
Alexander VI., pope. 3755-56. 3830— line of demarcation. 5889— Liicrezia dances before. 3973— S. American missions regulated, 5930
Alexander VIII., pope. 4401
Alexander II., Eussian ruler (1326V

3309
Alexander I., tsar of Russia, 4849— attitude to Greek war of indepen-

dence. 4853— conference of Troppau, 4844— Finland, policy, 5162— Holy Alliance founded, 4794— liberal policy, 4793— Napoleon's relations with, 4725.
4733. 4754— portrait, 4720— Swedish Treaty (1812). 5155

Alexander II., tsar of Russia, 5193— assassination, 5190— Crimean policy : see Crimean war— Finland, concessions, 5162— French policy, 5015— Polish p.olicv. 5030-32— portr.iits, 5009, 5194
Alexander in., tsar of Russia, 5195.

5107
Alexander I., king of Scotland. 3912
Alexander II., king of Scotland, 3913
Alexander III., king of Scotland.

3878-79. 3912-14
Alexander, king of Servia. 5210, 5321
Alexander, voivode of Wallachia (1340-

64). 3052
Alexander, Hieronymns, papal legate,

4213
Alexander, Ti. Julins, governor of Egypt,

2728
Alexander, Sir W., 6022. 6056
Alexander, Cape, Ross names, 6338
Alexander Balas, ruler of Syria, 1845,

li43
Alexander John, prince of Roumania,

5012. 50211. 5030
Alexander Karageorgevitch of Servia,

4891. 5012
Alexander Nevski, Russian ruler (1252),

3308, 32S7
Alexander-Nevski Order, 3333
Alexander Severus, Roman emperor,

2767. 27':7

Alexander Zabinas, king of Syria, 1S45
Alexandra, queen of England, 5164,.

5167, 5190
Alexandra Fesdorovna, empress of

Russia. 5200
Alexandria, city. Egypt, Andalusian

refugees take (815 A.D.). 2143— Anti-Semitic riots, 1862— bombarded by British fleet, 2165— captured by Augustus. 2688— centre of Greek influence, 2596, 2928

Alexandria, foundation, 1581. 2554— liglitlKrtise. 225, 232— massacre of inhabitants (216), 2139— Moslem capture, 1914, 2140— moiiseion, 2138— raided by king of Cyprus (1365),
2152— railway to Suez built (1851), 5011— rise during reign of the Ptolemies,
2132

— trade after Crusades, 4059
Alexandria, town. Central Asia, 2560— battl". 2159
Alexandria Eschate, town on the

.laxartes. 1847. 2562
Alexej Orlov, Russian prince, 5193
Alexis, Russian ruler (1645-76), 3314.

3329
Alexis, tsarevitoh. murdered by Peter

the Great (1718), 3342
Alexius L, Comnenus, Byzantine em-

peror (1081-1118), 2957, 2.960
— defeat at Durazzo a081), 3942— first Crusade, 4011, 4018-23— trade rights granted to Venice. 4055
Alexius n., Byzantine emperor (1180-

1183). 2962
Alexius III., Byzantine emperor (1195-

1203). 2963
Alexius IV., Byzantine emperor (1203),

2964
Alexius v., Murzuphlus, Byzantine

emperor. 13th century, 2964
Alexius Branas, Byzantine commander,

2963
Alexius Comnenus, grandson of An-

dronieus T. (1205). 2970
Alfaro. General E., 595-5

Alfieri, teacher of Latin at Kaffa
(c. 1421). " Ogodoas." 3972-74

Alfieri. Vittorio, 4901
AlfonsD I. of Aragon : see Alfonso VII.

of Castile
Alfonso V. of Aragon (1416-58). 3999— Xaple^ and Sicily ruled by, 3414

3976, 3978
Alfonso I., king of Asturias (739-757),

3985
Alfonso II., king of Asturias and Leon,

3985
Alfonso in., king of Asturias (866-

910), 3985
Alfonso, duke of Cantabria. 3980
Alfonso VI. of Castile (d. 1109), 3984.

3988-89 3991— defeated at Zalaca (1086), 2207
Alfonso VIL of Castile, 3991-93— campaign against Moors (1125). 3990
Alfonso vra. or IX. of Castile (1155-

1214). 3993
Alfonso X. of Castile (1252-84), 3615,

399.5-96

Alfonso XI. of Castile (1312-50). 3996
Alfonso " Infant " (d. 1468). 3997
Alfonso n. of Naples (1494-1494), 3830,

3978
Alfonso I. of Portugal (1139-85), 3990,

4006
Alfonso n. of Portugal fl233). 400$
Alfonso in., of Portugal (1278). 4006
Alfonso IV. of Portugal (1357). 4006
Alfonso V. of Portugal (14S1), 4006,

6324
Alfonso I (the Noble) of Sicily : see

Alfonso V. of Aragon
Alfonso XII., king of Spain (1875-85),

5228. 522S
Alfonso XIII., king of Spain (1886).

5228, 5401, 6374— portrait, with son. 5403—Walfish bav boundary arbitration,
6369-70

Alfred the Great, Anglo-Saxon king.
3835-36— arctic expedition chronicled, 6324— Danish wars of. 355 4— in Guthrum's camp. 3538— Guthrum's submission to. 3553— as law-maker before the Witan, 3555— resisting the Danes, 3552— scolded for burning the cakes, 3551— Scottish supremacy, 3911— -3830. 3S37. 3S41

" Alfred Jewel," 3838
Alfur. tribes (Alfuros), 312, 923, 925,1420
Algarve, 3995

Ale—Aly

,
Algeciras Conference, 2214, 6367

I

Algeria, French conquest, 2210, 4861— -\lalti-se in, .-,604

!
— jiiracy suppressed by French, 4059— Turcos, employed by French. 5109— under Turkish suzerainty, 2209
Algiers, bombardment (1816), 5536— French conquest, 2210, 2211, 2212,

\

4861, 48G2
Algonquin tribes, 34, 312, 5696-5706— fur-trade with French Canadians

6020— language and habits, 6023.
Alhambra, 4001
Ali, fourth caliph, 1900, 1905, 1907,

1918-19
Ali, pasha of Janina, 3066
Ali, son of Yusuf (1106), 3989
Ali, sultan of Wadai, 2239, 2241
Alibamus tribe, 339
Ali Bey, Emir of Egypt, 2156
Alice of France, 4038
Alice of Hesse Darmstadt, 5221
Ahce, daughter of Baldwin IT. of

.rerusalem. 4028-29
Ali Dunamam, of Bornu, 2234
Ali-Elis tribe, 347
Aligarh, battle. 5409— town. 1332
Alim Shah of Delhi. 1224
Ali Musjid Fort, 1337
Ali Pasha, 5011, 5U13
Alipuko. or Arikbuga, Mongol prince,

1489
Ali Suavi Effendi, 5200
Ali Vardi, of Bengal and Bihar, 1257
Aliwal, battle, 1294, 1296. 5500
Alkamil, sultan, 1964. 4040
Allallus, emperor, 2788
Allat, goddess. 1904
Alleghanies, mountains, 30, 368
Allen, Horatio. 6233
Allserheim. battle. 4310
Allia. battle. 2623
Alliaco, Petrns de, geographer, 5875
All the Talents, Ministry of, 4774
Alluvial Period. 115. 127
Alma, battle. 49S4, 4987
Almaden, quicksilver mines, 5942-43
Almagro, Diego del, Spanish explorer,

5906, 5910-11, 5912
Almanza, battle, 4460
Almedia, Don Francesco d', 2282
Almeida, siege (1811), 4749
Almeira. 3984. 3990
Almohades, 2208. 3990-93
Almoravides, 2207, 3989-90, 4011
Aloa. 2249
Alompra of Burma. 1396, 1405, 5500
Aloupka, palace. 327

1

Alp Arslan, Seljuk ruler, 1954
Alphabets, of Arabia Felix inscriptions,

1886— European, development, 2369— the glagolitic of the Slavs, 2945— Greek (ancient), 2484— Mediterranean, origin probably
Egyptian, 256. 258— Phcenician, 1748. 1750— Phcenician-Sj-rian, 2484— single alphabet for the British
Empire advocated. 5654, 5655

Alphonso : see Alfonso
Alsace-Lorraine, 5149, 5220
Alsatians, 312
Altai Mountains, 636. 1438
Altaku : see Eltekeh
Altamsh, of slave dynasty : see Shams

ed-din Altamsh
Altenstein, Prussian Minister. 4830
Althopakal, gipsy chief. 3106
Alting, parliament, 3568
Altyn Khan, kingdom. 677. 1509
Alu-usharsbid. or Urumush, king of

Kish. 1700
Alva, duke of, 4153. 4254. 4260
Alvarado, Pedro de, Guatemala expedi-

tion. 5901— in Mexico. 5898— Peru expedition. 5910— Quiche war. 5760
Alvensleben, Gustav von, Prussian

general. 5110. 5120
Alvinzi. Austrian general, 4681
Alyattes of Lydia, 1797— tumulus, 1795
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Alz—Ang

Alzeco, Bulgarian leader, 3033
Ama, iirefix expfaiHed, 312
Amadeo VI. of Savoy, 3962
Amadi, tribe, 348
Amadocus, Thracian chief, 2405, 2532.

2533
Amalasuntha : see Amalaswintha
Amalaswintha, daughter of Theodoric,

2706, 3372, 3458
Amalaswintha, granddaughter of Theo-

doric, 3460
Amali, noble family, 344Q
Amalfl, 3040-42, 4054
Amalric of Jerusalem (1162-74), 2148,

4032-34
Amanda Gamani of Ceylon, 1375
Amanian Mountains, 2.'>:>2

Amano Hashidate. .lap in, 426
Amano-koyane-no-Mikoto, 470
Amantius, eunuch, 2007
Amanus, forests of, 1635
Amarapura, 1395, 1396
Amasis of Egypt (570 B.C.), 1798, 2126
Amatembu : see Tembus
Amatonga : see Tongas
Amaun, count of Montfort, 3775
Amautas, 5845-58
Amaxosa : see Xosas
Amaziah of Judah, 1774, 1777
Amazon, river, 5683-88, 5803
Amazons, 2201, 2262
Amazulus : see Zulus
Amba-Aladji, battle, 2258
Amba'-idi, king of the Tabal, 1723
" Ambassadors, The," painting, 4240
Ambasse, 2310
Amber Trade, 204, 3366, 3710
Amboina, 025, 5448, 5504
Amboise, massacre, 4286— peace of, 4286
Ambracia, 2541
Ambrosius of Milan (d. 307), 3522
Ambrosius of Spoleto, 3037
Ambsivari, Teutonic people, 3432, 3471
Amel-Marduk. king of Babylon, 1626
Amelia of Portugal, 5408
Am&lu, Babylonian nobility, 2821
Ameaemhat I. of Egypt, 2052
Amenemhat 11. of Egypt, 2056
Amenemhat III. of Egypt, 2057
Amenemheb, Ef;yptian general, 2072
Amenerdis of Ethiopia, 2121
Amenhotep I. of Egypt, 252, 2067, 206S
Amenhotep II. of Egpyt, 2075
Amenhotep III. of Egypt, 1645, 2077— Memnon colossi, 204S. 2075. 2076
Amenhotep IV. of Egypt, 285, 1605

1645, 2080, 2102
Amenhotep, E^'vptian oflficial, 2077
Ameni, "Ifii-ial of Ancient Egypt, 2054
Amenmeses of Egypt, 2115
Amenophis : see Amenhotep
Amequemecan (city), rise of, 5784
America, aborigines : see American

Indians— aboriginal languages, 5555, 5693— British expeditions to, 16th century,
5446— dates of chief events (1000-1900),
6316-17— discovery, 4005, 4588, 5877, 5883

— eastern voyages and their influence,
5875— effect on Europe, 3412, 4145— European animals introduced by
Spaniards, 5892

— French colonisation in, 4164, 5611— immigration to, results discussed,
1118— influence on European commerce,
4588— Neolithic Period in, 168, 173— precious metals, 4580— Scandinavian colonies, 5878— Spanish and English quarrels over,
4152— Vinland discovered by Norsemen,
6324— see also various countries

American Civil War : see Tuited States
American Colonisation Society, 2264
American-Indian Languages, 5555, 5693
American-Indians, 312, 342— Central American tribes, 5725-5800— European relations with, and effect

on, 5610, 5611

American-IndiaBs, French aided by,
6O60-It3— fusion with Caucasian race, 5613— North American tribes, 5675-78,
5691-5706, 5707-24— picture-writing, 7.50— recent efforts to check decrei^se, 5611— South American tribes, 5675-5800,
5801-74— theories of origin, 5612— tools, weapons, etc., 5708-11, 5718-
24— types, 350, 5673— sec also under names of tribi^s

American Islands Company, i>'.K>()

American War of Independeace : see
rnited States

Amerindians, race : see American
Indians

Amharas, people, 312
Amharisli, language, 2251
Amherst, Sir Jeffrey, 6063-68
Amherst, William Pitt Amherst, Earl

(1773-1857), 1278— Peking Mission (1816), 788, 792, 5505
Amiens, battle, 5138— cathedral, 3794— Mise of (1264), 3872— tre-aty of (1802). 2314, 4704, 4771
Amina, mother of Mohanmied, 1896
Amin-es-Sultan, assassination, 1995
Amir, El, Katemid Caliph, 2147
Amiride, Moorisli ruler, 3084
Amir Khan, Pindari leader, 1277
Amis du Peuple, Society des, 5263
Ammas, Nature goddess : see Great

Motlier of the Gods
Ammi-ditana, of Babylon, 1603
Ammi-zaduga, of Babylon, 160:3, 1702
Ammonites, tribe, 1736
Ammonius Saccas, Greek philosoplier,

2872
Ammunira, of Beirut, 1740
Amon, Egyptian god, Karnak temple :

see Karnak— Lower Egypt temple, 2119— rescue of Rameses II., legend, 2112— worship overthrown by Amenhotep
IV., 2000, 2104— worship restored by Horemheb, 2106

Amon, of Judah, J770
Amon-Ra, Egyptian god, 2098 : see also

Ra
Amorion, siege, 2942
Amorites, people, 243, 244, 312, 1559,

1736— Aziru's conquests, 1740— conquest* in Phoenicia. 1743— contemporary portraits from Canaan,
1743— Israelites struggle with. 1755— revolt against Egypt, 2107

Amos, Hebrew prophet, 1778, 1783
Amoy, 5505-6
Amphictyonic League, 2378, 2488
— ('(mncil of, 253.">, 2573
Amphipslis, 2.')20. 2530
Amphissa, 2537, 2538
Amphoterus, Macedonian commander,

2550, 2551, 2555
Amq, Arama>an occupation, 1726— Hittite state, 1726
Amr ibn As, Moliammedan general,

1014, 2140
Amritsar, golden temple of the Sikhs,

5622
Amru, Saffarid ruler, 1051
Amsel, battle. 2983
Amsterdam, commercial history, 4607— modern conditions, 5358— views, 4(iOf<. 6036
Amu Daria, river : see Oxus
Amulets, Egyptian, 235, 238, 241, 2027
Amundsen. Roald. arctic explorer, 633S
Amur, district, 680, 682, 696
Amur River, 639
Amyntas I., of Macedon, 2521
Amyntas II., of Macedon, 2525
Amyntas III., of Macedon, 2541
Amyntas, Macedonian pretender, 2522
Amyntas, Persian general in Egypt,

2129
Amyrtseusl., Egyptian prince, 2128
Amyrtseus II., king of Egypt, 2128
Ana, Sumerian god, 266
Anabaptists, 4187

GENERAL INDEX
Anabar Gulf, 124
Anadoli Hissar, .a.stlc, 2090
Anagnostopulos of Andritzena, 4851
Anahuac, 5761 5><ho

Anahuac Tableland, '>727

Anamalai Hills, India, 1125, 1150
Ananda, cousin and follower of Buddha,

1188
Anarchism in Austria, 5276— in Italy, 5278— in modern Russia, 5302
Anastasia, tsarina of Russia, 3310
Anastasins I., Byzantine emperor

(d. 518). 2794, 2907, 2908
Anastasius II., Byzantine emperor (713-

715), 2918
Anastasius, patriarch of Constantinople,

2038
Anastasius, Syrian tlieologian, 2923
Anatolia : see Asia Minor
Anatolian railway, 1992, 5210, 6366
Anaxagoras, philosopher, 2508-9
Anaxarchus, historian, 2563
Anaximander, philosopher, 2496
Anaxippus, Macedonian commander,

256(1

Anbasa, governor of Egypt, 2143
Ancestor worship, 464, 729, 734, 829
Anchialos, battle, 3035
Ancon, Peruvian antiquities. 5831-34
Ancona, .\u.sfrians occupy (1849), 4932— liarl«)ur iniyiroved by Trajan, 2751— indepeiidence of, 3950-51, 3959
Ancre, Marechal d', 4313
Andagoya, Pascual de, 5905
Andalusia, t'asiile conquers, 4000— confederation of towns, 3996— Moorish conquests, 3514— Moorish rule : see Spain, Moorish rule— origin of name, 3510
Andamanese people, 312
Andernach, battle, 3582
Andersen, Hans, 78
Anderson, Major, defence of Charleston,

6230
Andersson, Karl Johan, 2283
Andes, aboriginal races, 5688— formation and natiu-al features,

.5801-04— views, .5502, 5802
Andijan, 1544
Andis, tribe. 335
Andorra, republic, modern conditionB,

5397— statistics. 5400
Andrassy, Count Julius, 5089, 5089
Andre, Major, 6091
Andreas, kings of Hungary : see

Andrew
Andreas Palseologus, 2006
Andrea, S. A., balloon expedition to

North Pole, 6343
Andrew II., of Hungary, 3118
Andrew III., of Hungary. 3118
Andrew, of Hungary, husband of Joanna

of Naples, 3076
Andrew II., Russian ruler (1281), 3309

Andrew Bogolubski, Russian prince,

3302, 3304
Andriscus, Macedonian pretender, 2583
Andromeda, nebula, 81
Andronicus I., Byzantine emperor, 2962,

4058
Andronicus II., Byzantine emperor,

2073
Andronicus III., Byzantine emperor,

2073
Andronicus IV., Byzantine emperor,

2082
Andronicus, ruler of Thessalonlca, 2986

Androsthenes. of Thasos, 2592
Andrussov, treaty of (1667), 3278
Angelico, Fra Giovanni, 4127, 4129
Angers, old house, 37 SS
Angilbert, Frankish historian, 3490
Angles, people, 312, 3476— see also Anglo-Saxons
Anglican Church : see Church of Eng-

land
Anglo-Peraian Treaty of 1857, 1904
Anglo-Russian Agreement (1872-73),

1320
Anglo-Russian Agreement (1007). 1522,

1088
Anglo-Saxons, 312— conversion to Christianity, 3520
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GENERAL INDEX
Anglo-Saxons, invasion of Britain, 3502— kings. England under, 3837-40— law, 3838— modern type, .3^9— survey of history in Middle Ages,

3373
Angola, 2312. 2347, 5400
Angoni Zulus : see under Zulus
Angora, battle (1402), 1496, 2984
Angostura, 5967-68
Angouleme, Louis, duke of, 4847, 4865
Angouleme, Louise of Savoy, duchess of

(1476-1531), 4229
Anguilla, island, 6176
Anher. Egyptian sky god, 277
Ani, town, 3024
Animals, changes caused by Glacial

Period, 119— domestication, early history, and
results, 159, 192^ Egyptian worship, 2127— essential conditions of higher organ-
isms, 93— instinct and intelligence, 108— prehistoric, plates following 88, 126

Animism, 204, 266. 274
Aujou. Francis, duke of (d. 1584), 4261
Ankawijaya, king. 912
Ankhs-on-Amon, Egyptian queen, 2105
Anklam, 4084
Ankore : see Xkole
Anna, Bulgarian tsarina, 3047
Anna Ivanovna, empress of Eussia.

3345. 3346, 334S. 3349
Annals of Tacitus, 3440
Annals of Thotmes IIL, 2071
Annam, 1409— French protectorate over, 816, 1406— French treaties. 1411, 1415— religious persecutions. 1412
Annamese people, 312, 1389— typ.".-, 141i\ 1413
Annapolis Convention (1786), 6204
Annapolis Royal, Canada : see Port

Royal
AnnapoUs Valley, Canada, apple or-

chard.s, 6156
Anne, queen of England (1665-1714),

4463. 4488, 4490
Anne (of Bohemia), queen of England

(1366-94), 3630, 3884, 3892
Anne (of Warwick), queen of England

(d. 1485), 390-3

Anne Boleyn, queen of England (1507-
36). 4233, 4233

Anne (of Cleves), queen of England
(1515-57), 4233. 4238

Anne (of Brittanv), queen of France
(1476-1514). 3828, 3830

Anne (of Austria), queen of France
(1601-66), 4314

Anne (daughter of Louis XI. of France),
3828

Anne, empress of Russia (1730), 3314
Annibalianus, of Armenia. 2782
Anno, archbishop of Cologne, 3593
Annunciation, Christian festival. 2885
Anomabo, IDutch settlement, 2273
Anoratayo : see Anurnddha
Anselm o! Bee, archbishop of Canter-

bury. 3862
Ansgar, Benedictine monk, 3557. 3571
Anshan, ancient country : see Elam
Anshar, Babylonian god, 277
Ansiz, Seljuk leader. 1956
Anson, Admiral Lord, 4514, 4515, 5488,

5527
Anson's Bay, Chinese junks sunk, 794
Ansprand, king of tlie Lombards. 3465
Antalcidas, peace of, 1818, 2515, 2548
Antananarivo, 2349
Antarctic exploration : see Arctic and

Antarctic
Antef IV, (Uahankh). king of Egypt.

2051
Antes, ancient tribe, 3069
Antes, people of the Philippine Islands,

889
Anthemius, Roman emperor (467). 2792
Anthemus, Macedonian town, 2531
Anthony of Navarre (1518-62), 4285
Anthony of Saxony (1827-36), 4879
Anthophora bee. 109
Anthropomorphic divinity, 290
Anti-Corn Law League (1838), 4817
Aati-Federalist party in U.S.A., 6205-20

Antigonus, governor of Greater Plirygia
(c. 323 B.C.). 1825, 2568, 2380— Seleueus' wars against, 1838— war with Perdiccas, 2574

Antigonus Doson. 2582, 2586
Antigonus Gonatus, 2577, 2580, 2586
Antigua, W. Indies, 6176, 6184, 6198-99
Antilia, legendary island, 5878
Antilles, aboriginal races, 5687-89— area. 6176— convict settlements, 6038— French expeditions (1778-83), 6193— negro slaves imiwrted, 5926— pirates, 6948— Spanish conquests and administra-

tion. 5919
Antilles, Lesser, 5952
Antinopolis, 2755
Antinous, favourite of Emperor

Hadrian, 275.3, 2755
Antiach, on the Mfeander, Asia Minor,

battle of 1211. 2972
Antioch, on the Orontes, Syria, ancient

trade route. 283— Byzantine walls of. 1836. 2961— as capital of the Seleucid Empire,
1839— cession to Byzantium (1137). 2961— during Crusades, 2959, 4018-32,
4034. 4043— founded bv Seleueus I.. 1839— Greek civilisation in, 1860, 2597

Antioch, on the Tigri?. 1845
Antioch, council of (4th century). 2889
Antiochus I., Soter (281-61 B.C.) of

Svria. 1840— defeat of the Gauls, 1828— portrait from a coin, 1843— Seleueus I. gives him Stratonice
1841

Anticchus IL, Theos (241-246 B.C.)
of Syria. 1840— portrait from a coin, 1843

Antiochus III., Megas or the Great (22:3-

1S7 B.C.). of Syria. 1829. 1842-44— alliance with Macedonia. 2583— portrait from a coin, 1843— treatment of the Jews, 1852— war with Rome. 2650
Antiochus IV., Epiphanes (175-174 B.C.)

of Syria. 1844— Jerusalem sacked by. 1853— the Maccabees rebellion. 1854— portrait from a coin. 1S43
Antiochus V., Eupator (164-62 B.C.),

of S.vria. 1854
Antiochus VIL, Sidetes (138 B.C.). of

Syria. 1S45. 1869
Antiochus VIII.. Grypus (125-96 B.C.), of

S.\Tia. 1S43. 1845
Antiochus IX., Cyzicenus (111-96 B.C.),

of Syria. 1843. 1846
Antiochus X., Eusebes (c. 94 B.C.).

of Syria, 1846
Antiochus (Hierax), of SjTia. 1829, 1841
Antipater the Iduma?an, procurator of

Judiiea, 18.58, 2664. 2674
Antipater of Macedonia (d. 319 B.C.).

1826, 2574— campaigns. 2546, 2555— rule over Hellenic states. 2573-74— satrap of Macedonia and Greece. 2568
Antipater, son of Cassander, king of

Macedonia. 2577
Anti-Semitism, first riots in Alexanilria,

1862
Anton, duke of Montpensier : see INIont-

pensier, Antoine d'Orleans, duke of
Antonia, daughter of Mark Antonv.

2709. 2715
Antonine Column, Rome. 2640
Antonius, Marcus Aurelius, Roman

emperor (d. 217) : see Caracalla
Antonius, Marcus Aurelius, Roman

emperor (d. 222) : see Helioga-
balus

Antonius Pius, emperor of Rome (138),
2756. 2756— Egyptian inscriptions. 2138

Antonio Acciajuoli of Athens (1405),
2935

Antonius, C, Roman consul. 2665
Antonius, Julius, Roman consul, 2707
Antonius, Lucius, Roman consul, 2682
Antony, Mark (c. 85-30 B.C.). and

Cleopatra, 2682

Ang—Ara

Antony, Mark.courtat Alexandria, 2686— and Julius Cwsar, 2676— marriage to Octavia. 2684, 2685— oration over body of C«sar, 2679— Parthian expedition (35 B.C.), 1873— rule after Caesar's death. 2677— war and defeat by Augustus. 2678,
26S8

Antraigues, Count d', 4570
Ants, 110
Antwerp, 4607— Hanse trade, 4079, 4087— views, 4601
Anu, Aryan tribe. 1163
Anu, Babylonian god, 1638, 1641
Anubanini stele, 263
Anubis, Eeyptian god, 2092, 2093
Anuld of Ceylon, 1375
Anuradhapura, 1364. 1368, 1369, 1370
Anuradhapura, battle of, 1374
Anuruddha, 15 urmese ruler, 1393
Anushirvan of Persia : see Khosru I.

Anwar-ud-din, of the Camatic, 1254,
1255

Anzan, ancient country : see Elam and
Media

Anzig, tribe, 2309. 2312
Aotius of Amida, 2923
Apaches, tribe, 321, 5720
Apakhnas of Egypt, 2059
Aparovez of Persia : see Khosru II.
Ape, man-like, 152, 154, 2811, 6406,

6414
Apepi Ra-aa-kenen of Egypt, 2061
Apepi Ra-aa-user of Egypt, 2061
Apepi Ra-neb-khepesh of Egypt, 2061
Apet. Egyptian cod. 2091
Anhrodite, <;reek goddess, 292, 2409
Apia, 977, 977.979
Apil-Sin of Babylon, 1599
Apirak, Elamite district, 1700
Apis, Egyptian bull-god, 2032, 2033,

2096. 2139
Apocalypse, 2852
Apocrisiarius, court chaplain of the

Franks. 3490
ApDllo, god, 2496
Apollo Belvedere, 2.572

Apollodorus, Greek governor of Baby-
lon, 2556

Apollodorus, tjTant of Cassandria, 2580
Apollon, god, 2409
Apollonius of Laodicea, 2885
Apophis of Egypt, 2060
Apostles' Creed, 2S65
Apostolicans, 28-^2

Apostolic Fathers. 2358
Apostolic Succession, 2867
Appalachian, group of tribes : see

Mnskhogean
Appalachis, tribe, 337
" Appeal to Reason," socialist news-

paper. 6300, 6305
Appian Way, 2630, 2632
Appomattox, Lee's surrender (1865),

6254
Apponyi, count, 5332
Apprentices, English laws, 6393— obtained from workhouses, 5244
Apprentices' Act, 4279, 4618
Apries of Egypt, 2125
Apsu. Babvlonian god, 276, 1640
Apu-it, queen of Egypt, 2038
Apulia, 3952
Apura, battle. 5965
Apurimac, battle, 5980
Aquaris, annular nebula, 81
Aquileia, 3030— council of. 2798
Aquillius, Manius, 1332
Aquinas, St. Thomas, 45, 47, 78
Aquitaine, 3386, 3482
Aquitania, 65
Arabi, pasha, 2164. 5520
Arabia, Abyssinian rule in. 1888, 2252— ancient greatness of Southern Arabia,

1887— administration of British possessions
in, 5559

j— area, population, and commerce, i
1996— Assyrian supremacy, 1680, 1883— Caliph's wars, 1908— civilisation in reign of Harim al
Raschid, 1939— classes of the population, 1891
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Arabia, desert dwellers and scenes, 1897,

1949, 5591— Dravidian migration towards, 5618— life in, before Islam, 1884— Mahomet's conquests, 1900— Persian supremacy, 1881, 1884— railways, 6366— recent history, 6366— region designated as, 1883— relisions in, before Islam, 1888, 1889,
1891— revolt on death of Mahomet, 1907— rise of Arab power, 1885— Semites in, 1584, 1585, 1589— Tiu'kish supremacy, 1981— Roman province, 2751

Arabia Felix. 1886
Arabian desert, 1949
Arabs, arcliitecture, 1940— Berbers defeat, 696, 2205— Byzantine influence on, 2925— Byzantium besieged (717-718), 2935— in China, 1428— Congo valiev raids, 2308— Crusades, 2395-96, 4047— in East Africa, 1429, 5628— Eastern civilisation transmitted to

Europe by, 2389, 4049-50— Egypt conquered, 2141— ethnology, 312— Europe invasions, 2389, 2392— formation of states and rise of
power, 1885— in India, 1428, 5618— in Indian Ocean, 1427, 1431, 1432— migration northward (700 B.C.), 1589— Nile river system of early geogra-
phers, 5662— poetry of, 1892— Spanish conquests, 5313— in Spain and Portugal : see Moors

— South-east African settlements, 2292
— trading boats at Luxor, 2025
— Turks defeated (712 A.D.), in Central

Asia, 1420
— types of, 319, 349, 1893, 1895— in Uganda, 2302
— of Zanzibar, 5520-21
Arachosia : see Kandaha,r
Arad-Sin, king of Tarsa, lfi98, 1701
Aradus, ancient city, PUcenicia : see

Arvad
Arafat, Mount, 1903, 1905
Aiago, Dominique Francois, 4912, 4949,

4950
Aragon, foundation of kingdom and its

growth, 3986-4005, 4224
— Moorish state in, 3515
— Sicily taken by (1282), 3953
— trade with South American colonies,

5937
Arakan, British annexation, 5500
— Burmese (Ava) defeat of (1413), 1394
— early history, 1393
— natives, 312
— pagoda, Prince of Wales visits, 1399
Araktshejeo, Count Alexej, 4849
Aramaeans and Ashurnasirpal, 1660
— ethnologv, 312
— migrations, 61, 1589, 1657, 1658, 1724
— raid on Babylon, 1620
— religion, 1733— remains discussed, 1732— standing in Assyria, 1690
Aramaic languages, 1726, 1824
Arame of Urartu, 1666, 1787
Aram Shah, ruler of slave dynasty, 1218
Ararat, Mount, 1977
Aratus, lt>ader of Achajn League, 2582,

2.')86

Ara Ubiorum, at Cologne, 3442
Araucanians, race, 321, 5913
Araucas, tribe : see Araucanians
Araure, battle, 5963
Arawaks, tribe, 321
Arbail, Babylonian town, 1591
Arbasa, governor of Egypt. 2143
Arb-Assouan, town, Egypt, 2026
Arbela, battle of, 2557
Arbitration, industrial, arbitrators'

duties, 5252— in Australia, 1083, 1096— chambers of arbitration established,

5252— settling the great coal strike, 1893,
5251

Arbitration, history of movement, 5251
Arbitration, international, introduction

of principle, 5168
Arbitration Act (1872), 5252
Arbitrium Code, 3138
Arbogast, regent of the Western Roman

Empire, 2786, 3450
Arcadia, province of Egypt, 2139
Arcadian Leagae, 2517
Arcadians, French political party, 5087
Arcadians, race of Ancient Ureece, 321,

2515
Arcadius, emperor of East Roman

empire, 2139, 2787
Arc de Triomphe, Paris, 5096
Arcesilaus, king of Cyrene, 2187
Archaean Period, geological, 87, 88, 89, 90— chart facing 96
Archelaus, son of Herod (fl. 4 a.d.), 1862
Archelaus, king of Macedon (d. 399

B.C.). 2523-24
Archelaus, general of Mithradates of

Pontus (87 B.C.), 1834
Archers, Japanese, 498, 512
Archais of Fella, explorer, 2592
Architecture, Aztec, 5762, 5763, 5770— Babylonian and Assyrian, 1635, 1694— beginnings in megalithic structures,

170— Byzantine, 2925, 2926, 2966— Chibcha, 5814, 5821— Chimu, 5831, 5834— Chinese, of Han dynasty, 759— continuity of forms, 2366— Egvptian, 2020, 2034, 2035, et seq.— Gothic, 2971, 3552— Greek, 292, 286, 2461, 2589— Greek renaissance, 2456— Inca-Peruvian, 5852-53— Indian, 349, 1129-39, 1183, 1195-
96, 1213, 1214, 1235— Maya, 5722, 5770— in mediaeval Germany, 4170— Nahua, 5773-74— Persian, 1824— Phoenician, 1751— of Pueblo Indians, 5717, 5721— San Augustin's primitive temples,
Peru, 5814-17— in the Santa Valley, Peru, 5838— Tiahuanaco ruins, 5840

Archon, official, 250
Areola, battle of (1796), 4681
Arcot, siege and capture (1751-52), 1256,

4518, 5498
Arctic and Antarctic exploration, 6320-

54— German expedition (1903), 6347— map, 6320— Peary (1906), 6275— scientific results, 6324— Slutrklftnii's, 6378— trad.' attc'cted by, 6321-26
Arctic regions, ice pack, 6332
— inhabitants, 637 ; see also Esqui-

maux, Hyperboreans, etc.— maps, 6320, 6352
Arctogsea, prehistoric zoogeographical

kingdom, 122
Ardenbruy, German trade in, 4070
Ardisei. kingdom, 2400
Ardishir Babekan, founder of the

Sassanidfc : see Artaxerxes
Ardu, Babylonian slaves, 2821

Arduin, king of Lombardy, 3941

Ardys, king of Lydia, 1683, 1795

Ardys, Persian satrapy, 2560
Arecuna, tribe, 324
Are Frode (d. 1148), Icelandic historian,

works of, 3569
" Areopagitica " of Milton, 4351
Areopagus, Council at Athens, 2490
Ares, god, 2401, 2401
Areus, king of Sparta, 2581
Arezzo, federation with Tuscan towns,

3950— Visconti acquires, 3972
Argaeus, king of Macedon, 2524, 2525
Argseus, claimant to throne of Macedon,

2529
Argamon, king of Ethiopia, 2247

Argaum (Argaon), battle of (1803),

1274, 5499
Argentina (Argentine Republic),

aboriginal relics, 5815
— currency, 5995

GENERAL INDEX
Argentina, ethnology, 321— Jesuit mission buildings, 5933— revolutions of 19th century, 5956-94— socialist experiment, 6400— statistics, 5995— views, 5811
Arges, cathedral, 3053— Roman Catholic bishopric, 1369,

3053
Argistis I., king of Urartu, 1787
Argistis II., king of Urartu, 1788
Argives : see Argos
Argo, nebula of, 81
Argonauts, legend, 2486
Argos, Athenian alliance, 2536— ethnology, 321— influence of the sea on development,

368
Argum, Mongol ruler, 1491, 4042
Argus, building the Argos, 2484
Argyle, duke of, Indian council (1881),

6133
Argyle, earl of (d. 1661), 4479
Ariald (c. 1056), 3956
Arianism (Christian heresy) and Atha

nasius, 2798, 2888— condemned by Council of Nicasa,
2879— the Goths renunciation, 3511— Roman Emperor's quarrel over
doctrines, 2784— Teuton acceptance, 3517— of the Vandals in Africa, 2204, 3511

Ariapeithes, Scythian king, 2447
Ariarthes, ruler of Cappadocia, 4th

century B.C., 1825, 1827
Aribert, archbishop (fl. 1037), 3941
Aribi, ancient people, 1884
Aribi, country : see Arabia
Arica, Chili occupies, 5989
Arichis, of Friuli, duke of Benevento

(6th century), 3463
Arichis, duke of Benevento (8th

century), 3469
Aricia, sacred grove of, 2619
Arif Pasha, deputation to Abdul Hamid

(1909), 6371
Arikbuga : see Alipuko
Arik-den-ilu, king of Assyria, 1653
Arima, Japan, revolt in 1637-8, 527
Arimaddana, king of Ceylon, 1378
Arimaspeia, narrative of travels, 1458
Arimaspi, Asiatic race, 1460, 2487
Arimorium, council of, 359, 2798
Arioald, king of the Lombards, 3463
Ariobarzanes, Persian satrap, 2532, 2558
Ariosto, Lodovico (1474-1533), 4126
Ariovistus, 'J'euton prince, 3435, 3442
Aripert, king of the Lombards, 3464
Arish, El, Convention (1800), 2157
Aristagoras, governor of Miletus, 1814
Aristeas, Corinthian general, 1458
Aristobulus XL, king of Judsea (63 B.C.),

1S58, 2664
Aristogiton, statue of, 2556
Aristonicus, prince of Pergamus, 1832
Aristophanes, Greek poet, 2514
Aristotle, 2519— on art and philosophy, 6408, 6425
— bust of, 2518— on duties of the state, 6400
— on Greek slavery, 2826— influence of teaching, 45, 2596
— origin of philosophy, 46, 2595
Arisugawa, Prince, 565
Arithmetic, Maya system, 5731

Ariulf, duke of Spoleto (6th century),

3463
Ariunna, ancient people, 1792
Arius, Christian heretic, 2879
— see also Arianism
Arizona, Indians, 5718, 5719, 5722
— petrified forest at Phoenix, 5723

Arjun, Sikh guru (d. 1616), 1241

Aijuna, a character in the Maha-
bharata, 1182

Arka. Saladin captures (1180), 4033

Arkansas River, French settlements,
6029

Aikona, conquered by Danes (1168),

3699
Aikwright, Sir Richard, inventions,

4554, 4554, 5242, 6393

Arlberg Pass, 370
Arhngton, earl of (fl. 1672), 4473
Armada (1588) : see Spanish Armada
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Armagnac, party m France, 3814 et

Armed Neutrality League, 4704
Armenia, area, population, and com-

merce, 1096— for Annenians : see Armenians— Assyria's relations with, 1577, 1580— the Bagratid rulers, 3024— before the Armenians, 1786— and Byzantium, 2928, 2951, 2954— desolate condition, causes, 1978— during Crusades : see Crusades— emigration from, 1978— gypsies in, 3106— literature of, 11th centurj-, 3025— Parthian rivalry, 1870— Parthian sovereignty in, 1874— Persian rule established, 1878— proposed union of the Churches,
11th centurv, 2957— revolt against Turkey (1894), 5210— rise to power, 1575— Roman supremacy, 1866, 2758— Russian relations with, 1987, 3028— Seljuk invasion, 1955— Svrian relations, 1666, 1844, 1846,
2928— western feudalism copied, 2971

Armenia Minor : see Lesser Armenia
Armenian Church, 2928, 3026
Armenians, people, 3024— Crusaders' alliance with, 4020— ethnology, 321, 1979
— Xestorian teachers. 1974— persecutions and massacres. 4891.

5211, 6366— transported to Persia (c. 1614), 3025
— woman. 1974
Armen sides, ancient people of Africa,

2184
Armin, Heinrich Alexander von, Prus-

sian minister (1848). 4920
Arminius, prince of the Cherusci (Ist

century A.D.), 2696.3442-4
Arminius, German reformer, 4209
Armour, evolution of, 190. 191— moiinted knight of tlie 16th cen-

tury. 36S:i— rise of need for. 189
Army, origin among Teutonic peoples,

3438— for national armies : see under names
of countries

Arnauts : see Albanians
Arno, Bishop (6th centurv). 3078
Arnold, of Brescia (1136-1155), 3390,

3729, 3950
Arnold, Benedict, 6082. 6091, 6106
Arnulf, archbishop (c. 991), 3766-68,

3780
Arnulf, Holy Roman emperor (887-

899). 3550, 3582. 3936-37
Arpad, ancient country, 1669
Arpad, Magyar ruler (890-907), 2950,

3114. 3114
Arpakb, province of Assyria, 1801
Arrack, spirit. 5552
Arrebce, A., Danish poet. 4577
Arrhenius, on nature of nebuhe. 82
Arrhibaeus, prince of Lyncesti. 2522,

2524
Arrian, historian. 2540
Arrow War with China (1857-58), 799,

4990. 5506
Arrowheads, Stone Age, 133, 138
Arsaces, king of Astabene : see Arsaces

I., king of Partliia

Arsaces I., king of Parthia (d. 248 B.C.),
1841. 1842. 1868

Arsaces n.. king of Parthia :

Parthia :

see
Tiridates I

Arsaces III., king of Parthia : see
Artabanas I.

Arsaces VI., king of Parthia : see
Mithradates I.

Arsaces XII., king of Parthia : see
Phraates III.

Arsaces XIII., king of Parthia. 1873
Arsaces XIV., king of Parthia. 1873
Arsaces XIX., king of Parthia : see

Arts banns III.

Arsaces XXXI., Parthian emperor. 1874
Arsacid dynasty of Persia, 63. 1871
Arsafius, Byzantine representative of

Xieephorus (810), 2940
Arsames, satrap of Areia, 2560

Arses, king of Persia (d. 336 BJC), 1820
Arsikas, son of Darius II. Jfothus : see

Artaxerxes II.

Arsinoe, wife of Tysimachus of Thrace,
1839. 2578

Arsinoe, sister of Ptolemy Philadelphus,
2596

Arsinoe, district, Egypt, 2021, 2132— papyri records, 2139
Arsites, brother of Darius II., 1817
Arsites, satrap of Phrygia. 2548
Arslan, Iz2 ed-din Kilij (1152-90),

Seljuk ruler of Kum. 1971
Arslan Eban, leader of the Kirghiz. 1515
Arsuf, Syria. Crusaders conquer, 4026— Moslem conquest (1265), 4043
Art, continuity in style, 2361-63— development and expression of every-

day life. 208— see also under names of countries and
peoples

Artabanus I. (Artavazd), king of
Armenia. 1873

Artabanus I. (Arsaces III.) (214-196
B.C.). king of Parthia, 1869

Artabanus HI. (Arsaces XIX.). king of
Parthia (d. 40 .^.D.). 1874

Artabanus V. (Macrinus), Partliian
emperor. 1874

Artabanus, Persian captain, 1816
Artabazanes, prince of Atropatene, 1842
Artabazus, Persian general, 2558
Artacoana, Persian city. 2560
Ar-tatama, of Mitani, 1646
Artaphernes, satrap of Sardis (505 B.C.),

1S14. 2497
Artavasdes, king of Armenia, 1874
Artavasdes, governor of Atropatene

(220 B.C.). 1869
Artavasdus, brother-in-law of Con-

stantine V., 2939
Artavazd, king of Armenia : see Arta-

banus I.

Artaxata, battle of. 1835
Artaxerxes I. (Longemanus), king of

Persia (465-424 B.C.). 1816
Artaxerxes II., Mnemon (Arsikas), Per-

sian king (405 B.C.). 1817. 2515
Artaxerxes III., Ochus (358-338 B.C.),

king of Persia. 1819, 2129
Artaxerxes (Ardishir Babekan), founder

of the Sassanid dynasty of Persia
(3rd centiury A.D.). 1875, 1876

Artaxerxes, usurper of Persian tlirone
(320 B.C.). 2560

Artaxias, king of Armenia, 1845
Artebrians, tribe of Spain, 2442
Artemidorus, historian (270 B.C.), 2024
Artemis, goddess : see Diana
Artemisia, wife of JIausolus. the Hali-

carnassus mausoleum. 225, 228
Artemisium, I)attle of, 2500
Artevelde, Philip van, 3809, 3314
Arthur, of Brittany, to face page 3113,

3773, 3868
Arthur, legendary king. 3806-07— Innsbruck statue. 3807
Arthur, Chester Alan, president of

United States. 62oa. 6260
Arthur, Colonel, 1054
Artillery, of Middle Ages. 2991
Artois, Charles, Comte d' : see Charles

X. of France
Artsybashefl, Russian writer, 5314
Aruac Indians, 5679-89— in Antilles. 5924— stone seats, 5682— tombs. 5683— types and utensils, 5680, 5681
Aruba, island, 5995
Aruru, Babylonian goddess, 1643
.Aruwimi, tributary of Congo, 2004
Arvad, Phcenician city and state, 1736— conquered by Egyptians, 2072— Persian rule, 1748— ruins. 1738— support of Alexander the Great,

2552— tombs, 1738. 1739— trading centre, 1422— tributary to the Hittites. 1743
" Arx Carolina "

: see Fort Carolina
Aryakhata (b. 476 a.p.), early mathe-

matician. 1214
Aryandes, Persian satrap (522 B.C.),

1810. 2128

Aryan languages, numbers speaking in
the British Empire. 5553— origin of, 1160, 5618— stock language. 1128

Aryans, people, 321— Armenia invaded, 1788— Asia Minor immigration. 1790— Ceylon colonisation. 1170— civilisation and customs, 1164— European distribution, 36, 2372— Indian invasion and its effects, 1155,
1163. 1167-85, 5616, 5618— Indo-Arvan hvmns : see Vedas— in the Middle East, 1127— origin. 1160, 1449, 3423— and origin of the Singhalese, 1367— in Persia. 1808, 1821— religion. 1165

Arybbas, king of Molossia, 2536
Arzawa. language. 1721
Asa, king of Judah. 1769, 1771
Asa! Jah, nizam of Haidarabad, 1243,

1244
Asaf ud Daulah, wazir of Oudh, 1264
Asander, governor of Lydia. 2548
Asanga, Indian monk, 1206
Ascalon, city. Assyrian rule. 1670— battles during the Crusades, 1965,

4023, 4026-27, 4033, 4038
Ascension, island, 5453, 5542, 5570
Asceticism, 2881
Aschaffenburg, battle of (1866). 5079
Asclepisdorus, revenue collector of

Babylon. 2556
Asculum, ancient town. 2659
Asela, king of Ceylon, 1371. 1373
Asgard, in Scandinavian myth, 3534
Ashanti, state, 2259— British relations with. 2274— wars of 1827-31 and 1873-74, 2201,

5518
Ashanti, tribe, 346
Ashbourne Act, 5177
Ashburton Treaty (1842), 6127
Ashdod, city. 1674, 2125
Asbikaga, Japanese d>"nasty, 477-81
Ashikaga Takanji, Japanese shogun,

477, 478, 481
Asbkuza, trilje, Ass\Tian relations with,

1680, 1686, 1714— I'rartu region probably occupied by,
1788— wars with the Medes. 1803

Ashmun, administration of Liberia,
2264

Ashnunnak, king defeated by Elamites,
1704

Ashraf, Afghan ruler of Persia, 1986
Ashtaroth, Syrian deity. 265
Ashur, Ass>Tian god, 1642
Ashur, capital of Assyria, 1648, 1650,

1668
Ashurbanipal, king of Assyria (7th

century B.C.), 1579-80. 1621, 1682,
1684— Armenian expedition, 1786— art of, 270. 271— conquest of Egj-pt, 2122—

• coronation, 1682— Elamites defeated by. 1620. 1708— feasting with his queen, 1693— inscriptions. 2816— library, 1677, 1686— portrait, 1681— rebels against his father Esarhaddon,
1682— records of, 1701— Teumman. defeated by. 1683— Tullis. battle of. 1710

As'iur-bel-kala, king of AssjTia, 1657
Asbur-bel-nishishu, king of Assyria,

1648, 1653
Ashur-dan I., king of Assyria. 1655
Ashur-dan II.. king of Ass\Tia, 1659
Ashur-dan III., king of AssjTia, 1615.

1668
Ashur-danin-apli, son of Shalmaneser

II.. 1575. 1613. 1667
Ashur-irbi, king of Assyria. 1657
Ashur-itil-ilami, king of Assyria. 1686
Ashur-nadin-sbum, king of Babylon,

1618, 1677. 1707
A<!hurnasirpal I., king of Assyria

(13th centurj- B.C.), 1655
Ashurnasirpal n., king of Assyria

(885-860 B.C.), 1659
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Ashurnasirpal II., Aram^an migration
checked by, 1726— Babylonian town besieged by, 1013— conquests, 1574, 1612— Eupiirates crossed by means of
inflated skins, 1661— lion from palace of, 1659— painted tile from Kalkhi, 1660— palace entrance, 1062— prisoners received by, 1661— siege operation conducted by, 1661— statue of, 1600— triumphant return from battle, 1661

Ashur-nirari, king of Assyria, 1655
Ashur-nirari II., king of Assyria,

157:>. 1668
Ashur-resh-ishi I., king of Assyria, 1656
Ashur-uballit, king of Assyria, 1606,

1607, 1653
Asia, fauna of Northern Asia in Drift

and (ilacial Periods, 125
•— mountains system of the Middle East,

1123— prehistoric land connection with
Africa and America, 122— river systems of the Middle East,
1121— Roman empire in, 1859-74— sketch map of great empires between
777 and 814 a.d., 2934— watersheds, 1124

Asia, Roman province of, 1832
Asia Minor, Alexander the Great's

conquest, 2549— area and population, 1996— art of ancient, 1719, 1793, 1799, 3790
•— Assyrian relations with, 1680, 1690
— barrows in, 1791— Byzantine rule, 1955— Cimmerian invasion (700 B.C.), 1456— commerce, 1996— crusaders in : see Crusades— the Diadochi wars, 1825— frontier decision after Crimean war,

5011— Gallic invasions, 1827— Greek influence during Roman
supremacy, 1859— Hittite inscriptions and remains,
1718— league against Persia, 1816— Lydian supremacy under Croesus,
1798— Macedonian conquests, 2549, 2583— Mithradatic wars, 1834— peoples of, 1789— Persian conquest and rule, 1799, 1813— physical features, 1789— pottery, early, 1561, 1564— religion of early inhabitants, 1790— Roman empire in, 1830, 1859— Timur's conquest (1401), 1973— Turkish supremacy, 1971, 1979

Asiatic Turkey : see Turkey in Asia
Asiento Contract, 4490, 4626, 5944,6192
Askabad, Parthia, 260
Askia, title of ruler of Sonrhay, 2220
Asle, battle of (1389), 3576
Asoka, king of Magadha, 1192, 1202,

1371, 2598
Aso-san, view of the crater, 419
Asot, ruler of Armenia (915-28), 2951
Aspasii, Asiatic tribe, 2564
Aspern-Essling, battle of (1810), 4744
Aspromonte, battle of (1862), 50.50

Asquith, H. H., 51S7, 5192, 6375, 6376
Assa, king of Egypt, 5th dynasty, 2037
Assaceni, Asiatic tribe, 2564
Assam, 321, 1152, 5500
Assam Duars, 1327
Assandum, battle of (1016), 3556
Assassins, sect of the Ismailians, 1950,

1961— change of doctrine in 13th century,
1967— development and doctrines, 1960— Mongol war with, 1487, 1966— strongholds captured (1260-77),
2151

Assaye, battle (1803), 1274, 5499
Assiniboia, district, (Canada, 6130, 6143
Assiniboin, tribe, 344
Assiniboine river, lumber afloat, 6067
Assis, Hyksos king of Egypt, 2060
Assisi, church of, 3954— Visconti acquires, 3972

Assisi, St. Francis of : see Francis of
Assisi

" Assizes of Jerusalem," 4100-2, 4024,
4030

Assouan, town, inscription, 2038
Assouan dam, 2168
Assyria, 1571-80, 164.5-96— .\haz of Judah, acknowledgment

of supremacy, 1777— antiquity of kingdom, 1599— Arama3an migration opposed by,
1726— architecture, 268, 270, 272, 275,
1674, 1679, 1694-95, 1696— Armenian colonies, 1786— army, 1690, 1693
armour, 269
horse used in warfare, 1665
power dependent on, 1572, 1650
soldiers, 1648, 1649, 1650, 1665— art, 270, 1695-96
pottery, 269
sculpture, 270, 271, 1694
specimens of applied art, 1688— Ashurnasirpal's empire, 1655— Ashurnasirpal's palace, 1659, 1662— bell, 1691— bull, human-headed, 1646— chariot, 1665— Cinmierian invasion repulsed, 1796— civilisation, 267, 1556, 1629, 1689-96,

2592-93— climate, 1689— clothing, 269— colossi in transit, 1694, 1695— Egyptian relations, 2071, 2089, 2124— Elamite struggle with for Babylonia,
1706— Esarhaddon's empire, 1579— ethnology, 260, 321, 1649, 1689— feudalism in, 4091-92— governors, 1692— Hezekiah's revolt, 1778— historical records, 273, 274, 1616— India invaded by, 1201— Israel subject to, 1774— inscriptions, 1629, 1695— law codes, 274— literatiu-e, 271, 273— map, showing extent from 1000 to
700 B.C., 1563— mechanical arts, 270, 272, 275— Media's relations with, 1801— Mesopotamia, occupation of, 1647— Middle Assyrian empire, 1659— new empire of, 1669— old empire of, 1653— palace, plate facing 259— Phoenician revolt against, 1745— population, 1689— religion, 274— rise of kingdom, 1645-51— Roman province formed, 2752— secretaries of the king, 1651— Sennacherib's palace, 1679— Shalmaneser II. 's empire, 1574, 1666— slave labour, 1694, 1695— subject states policy, 1690— Teuniman's invasion (c. 665 B.C.),

1709— Tiglath-pileser I.'s empire, 1656,
1657— tools, 271— types of Assyrians, 76^6, 1651— Urartu's extension of empire into,

1787— war scenes, 7576, 7670, 7672, 7673,
767^, 767S, 7627, 7652, 7677, 7676,
16S3, 1710, 1712— see also Babylonia and Mesopotamia

>Astabene, ancient kingdom, 1841
Astarte, goddess, 1737, 1740
Asti, Italian city, moneylenders in

Renaissance period, 3956— subjugation (1155). 3945— Visconti, G. G. acquires, 3972
Astrakhan, city, Russia, 3276
Astrakhan, district, Russia, 3319
Astrology, among Babylonians, 1637— Chinese students, 746
Astronomy, 2365-66— Assyrian records, 273— Babylonian, 1637— Chaldsean influence on Greek, 2592— Chinese students, 746— in early India, 144

GENERAL INDEX
Astronomy : see also ('alcndar .

Astyages, king of the Medes, 1626, 1804
Asuncion, city, Paraguay, foundation,

5914— Spanish relations with natives, 5930— statistics, 5995— view, 5974
Asurbanipal : see Ashurbanipal
Asuras, demons of Hindu mythology,

1182
Asya, ancient countrv, 2073
Asykhes, king of Egypt, 2031
Ata, legendary king of Egypt, 2032
Atabeg dynasty, 1964, 4049
Atacaraa, 372, 5989
Atahualpa, inca of Peru, 5845, 58G8,

5.sr:;, 5872-74, 5907
Ataulf, king of the Goths : see Athaulf
Ateas, Scythian king, 2448, 2537
Ateliers Sociaux, Louis Blanc's scheme

for, 5263
Atelkuzu, former kingdom, E. Europe,

3114
Aten, Egyptian god, 2102
Ateste : see Bste
Ateti. Icgondarv king of Egypt, 2032
Athabascan tribes, 321, 350, 5712
Athalaric, Ostrogoth ruler (d. 534). 3458
Athaliah, wife of Joram, king ol

.Tudah, 1771, 1772, 1776
Athanaric, chief of the Visigoths, 3449
Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria

(<1. 373 A.D.), 2782, 2888, 2SSS
Athanasius, founder of Laura Monas-

tery, 968, 2952
Athar Veda, sacred book, 1181, 1212
Athaulf, king of the Goths, 64, 2388,

2788, 3452, 3510
Athelstan, Anglo-Saxon king (925-40),

3836, 4109
Athenagoras, Athenian philosopher,

2862
Athene, goddess. Acropolis statue of

Pallas Athene, 2SS— Bologna head of, 2459— identified with Egyptian Neith, 2097— Parthenon statue, 2473, 2500— temple at Troy, 779
Athens, capital of Greece, Acropolis,

293, 2480, to face page 2497— Antigonus's conquest, 2581— commerce, 2484— confederacy formed, 2517-18— constitution, 2490-92, 2574— decline of, 258.5-87— democracy, decline of, 2518-19— ethnology of Athenians, 321— fall of, 2513— golden age of, 2497-2509— Harald, son of Sigurd's recapture
unfounded. 2955— league against Macedonia, 2536— under Lycurgus, 2585— Macedonian relations, 2521-22, 2526,
2530— Macedonian supremacy, 2573-2583— Macedonian wars, 2528, 2531-34
2537-38— market place restored, 293— nobleman's house, 24S0— Persian alliance with, against
Macedon, 1819— Persian embassy, 2502— Persian wars, 1816, 2497-2502

— pictures, 52SS— restored, 2477— ruins, 2499— school of philosophy, 2575, 2888
— siege (86 B.C.), 1834— sophists, rise of, 2511-12
— Spartan wars, 2511-13
— theatre of Dionysus, 2479— Theseian temple, 280— Thracian coast conquest, 2403-4
— Turkish sieges of. 2984, 2996
— in 12th century, 2963— tyranny established. 2494— Venetian occupation (1687), 3019

Athens, Walter de Brienne, duke of:
see Walter de Brienne

Athens, dukedom of. 2396
Athinganer, sect. 3105
Athlith, town. 4043-46
Athos, mount, monasteries, 2974
Athothis. king of Ancient Egypt, 2032
Athtar, .-Vrabian deity, 265
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Ati, kins of Kgypt (6th dynasty), 2038
Atlantic Ocean, 5657-72— displacement of Mediterranean in

commerce, 28, 29— map showing routes of discoverers,
5656

"Atlantis" of Plato, 5661
Atlantis legends, 5660
Atmosphere, 95-96
Atoms, energy of, 105
Atossa, wife of Darius, 1807
Atrebates, Keltic tribe, 2428
Atrimpos, Lithu.inian deity, 3188
Atrina, rebellion against Darius, 1810
Atropatene, Persia, Antiochus III. of

Syria's invasion, 1842— named after Atropates, 1837— region sacred to the priestly class of

Persia, 1868— relations with Parthia, 1869
Atropates, Persian satrap, 1837
Attains of Macedonia (337 B.C.), 2541
Attains I., (241-197 B.C.), king of

Pergamus, 1828, JS31
Attains III., king of Pergamus, 1832,

2384
Attapakshu, Elamite ruler, 1701
Attar-Kittakh, Elamite ruler, 1703
Atthakathas, Buddhist commentaries,

1374, 1376
Attica, Greece, influence of the sea on

development, 368—.for history of, see Athens
Attic Maritime League, 2404
Attila, king of the Huns (5th century),

2388, 2790, 3028— death scene, 2793— defeat at Chalons-sur-Marne, 4094— invasion of Western Europe, 3454— and the pope, 3031— portrait, 3030
Atvida, mines, 4068
Atyadse, mythical rulers of Lydia, 1794
Atzcaputzalco, kingdom, 5782-92
Aucarj negro state : see Ghana
" Aucassin et Nicolete," 3808
Auckland, George Eden, earl of (1784-

1849), 1286, 1287, 5500
Auckland, N. Z., views, 991
Audians, monastic order, 2882
Auersperg, Prince Adolf, Austrian com-

mander, (1848) 4939
Auersperg, German minister (1668),

4424
Auerstadt, battle of, 4731
Auerswald, Alfred von, 4920
Auerswald, Erdmann von, 4960
Augereau, French general, 4687
Augsburg, city, bankers, 4598— Holbein paintings, 4136— South American trade, 5938
Augsburg, battle of, 955, 3115
Augsburg, confession, 4189, 4293
Augsburg, diet (1547), 4220
Augusta, electress of Hesse (1831), 4878
Augusta, German empress. 5217
Augustamnica, province of Egypt, 2139
Augusta Secunda, province of Egypt,

2139
Augusta Treverorum, Roman town,

2772
Augustenburg, Schleswig - Holstein

claims, 5063, 5153
Augustine, St., of Hippo (d. 430), 2201,

2888, 2890, 4013,
Augustine, St., missionary to Britain

(596), 3373, 3505, 3520, 3520, 3521
Augustinian missions in South America,

5929
Augustus I., king of Poland (1548-

1572) : see Sigismund II.

Augustus II., king of Poland (1697-
1733), 3281, 4445, 4450

Augustus III., king of Poland (1734-
63), 3256, 3283

Augustus, emperor of Pome (Octavius),
(63 B.C.-14 A.D.), 2684, 2691-2707— administration of empire, 2694— busts, 2677, 2(597— and Cajsar's murderers, 2680— consolidation of empire under, 2606— and Mark Antony, 2677, 2688— marriages, 2702— and Pompeius (36 B.C.), 2686— statue in Vatican, 2693— triumvir (43 B.C), 2680

Augustus, title of Augustus conferred
(27 B.C.), 2691

Augustus William, prince of Prussia,
45 43

Aulad Soliman, Arab tribe, 2232
" Auld Alliance," 3915-19
Auneau, battle of (1588), 4290
Aurangzib, (Alamgerl.), Mogul emperor

(1658-1707), 1237— Beranipur defeat, 1239— early campaigns and governorship
of the Deccan, 1236— fanaticism of, 1147— Mahrattas' relations with, 1238— mosque at Benares, 1136— palace ruins, 1137— portrait, 1237

Aurelian Column, 2761
Aurelianus (L. Domitius), Roman

emperor, 1866, 2771
Aurelius, Marcus, Roman emperor :

see Marcus Aurelius
Aureolus, Roman general, 2770
Auricular Confession, 3528
Aurora, mother of Al Mansur, 3982
Aurora Borealis, 2595
Aurungabad, India, 1137
Aussa, kingdom. West Sudan, 2229
Austen, Jane, ^522
Austeravia, an amber island, 3429
Austeriitz, battle of (1805), 4645, 4728
Austin, Sir H. T., arctic explorer, 6325
Australasia, 1029, 2623
Australia, 1011-50, 1057-1100, 6358-61
— area, 1012, 1100— cattle mustering, 1066— climate, 1012, 1016, 1088— Commonwealth commissioner for

London, 6360— conditions of life in, 1097-98— convict settlements, 1027, 1033, 5480— Cook claims for Britain, 6345— dates in history, 1099— defences, 5592, 6359-60— discovery and settlement, 1029,
1043, 1044, 1057, 1113, 1114, 5457
1033, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1045, 1055,
1058, 1059, 1060, 1061, 1062, 1068,
1072— Dreadnoughts offered to Britain,
6360— education, 1082, 5590— ethnology and ethnography, 321,

1019
British influence on races, 5625
characteristics and history of
aborigines, 1020, 1023, 1026,
5624
number of aborigines, 1027
race question, 1094
types and origin of aborigines,
209, 351, 1019, 1021, 1022, 1023,
1025, 1027, 5482— exploration of interior, 1039, 1050,

1070— fauna, 1017— financial crisis of 1892, 1079, 1081,
1083— gold, discovery and development of
industry, 1002, 1074— government, 1100
Commonwealth, formation and
proclamation, 1021, 1082, facing
p. 1083, 1084, 1085, 1085, 1086,
1088, 1089, 5578, 5579

constitutions of 1850 to 1855,
1071

governors in procession (1888),
1077

provincial administration and
government, 5576-78
self-government, lo49, 5648— immigration, 1076, 1088— industrial arbitration, 1083, 1006— labour questions, 1046, 1083, 1093,

1097— land question, 1079— maps, 1010, 6345— nav>', 6359-60— population, 1087, 1100— products map of South-East, 1013— protective tariff, 1082, 1096— " running-in " horses, 1066— Russell's policy, etc. (1850), 4980— state governors' appointments, 6361— Strike scenes (1890), 1081

Ati—Ava
Austraha, scenery, 1014, 1015, 1017,

1035, 1036, 1037, 1044, 1045, 1055,
1058, 1060, 1068, 1084— sugar bounties, 6360— telegraph line across, 5633— 20th century history, 1087— vegetation, 1016— Wages Boards, 1097— see also New South Wales, Queens-
land, South Australia, Tasmania,
Victoria, and Western Australia

Australind, founding of, 1064
Austria, 4405-15, 4521-31, 5221-22,

5329-37— area and popnlation, 5337— army reorganised (1868), 5091— Babenbergers' supremacy after 1154,
3602— and Balkan crisis (1908), 5325, 5334,
6372-73— Berlin Treaty concessions (1878),
5206— commercial treaty with Prussia
(ZoUverein) (1853), 4973— concordat of 1855, 4974— conference of German princes at
Frankfort (1863), 5062

— constitution granted (1848), 4935
— Crimean War : see Crimean War— Croatian military frontier, 3088— currency, 5337— development of kingdom, 4407, 4413,

4521— ethnology, 321— finance, 5337— under Francis I., 4825— German federation scheme, 4961-74,
4882, 5057— government, 4935, 5090, 5337— Hapsburg possessions in 15th cen-
tury, 3421— Hungarian invasion (1485), 3654— industries and commerce, 4634, 5337— influence in Germany, eft'orts to
strengthen (c. 1862), 5061— Italian negotiations (1866), 5070— Italian wars, 4785, 4925-32, 5020-30— Liberal movement after 1859, 5060— Louis XIV.'s struggles with, 4432— Metternich's policy, 4794, 4898— modern history and conditions, 4788,
5221, 5329, 6372-3— Napoleonic wars, 4679— Napoleon III.'s negotiations with,
5094, 5095, 5099— Ottokar II., rule in 1261, 3156— papal feud (1867-68), 5091— political parties (modern), 5221-22— Pragmatic sanction of 1713, 4523— Prussian war (1866), 4786, 5069,
.5079— religious liberty, struggles in 17th
century, 4297— Repubhcan movement (1848), 4916-
24— Revolution (1848), 4783, 4784— social democracy in, 5276— Succession Compact (1703), 4523— Succession War (1740) : see Austrian
Succession, War of the— Thirty Years War, 4301— Triple Alliance with Germany and
Italv(1887), 5231— Turkish invasion (1663), 4415— Turkish war (1683), 4434— for Hungary : see Hungary

Austrian Succession, War of the, 4162,— British part in, 4514
" Austrvegr," 40io
Autariate race, 2576
Authari, king of the Lombards (d. 590\

2389. 3462
Autophradates, Persian general, 2550
Auvergnats, race, 321
Ava, city, Burma, 1394
Ava, kingdom : see Burma
Avalokites vara, Buddhist divinity, 1205
Avars, people, 321— Byzantine relations with, 2916— connection with the Huns, 3032— in Hungary (626), 3113— invasion of Europe, 2389, 2392— Slav alliance with, 3071— supremacy over the Slavs, 3075— Yen Yen probably identical with,

1468
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Ava—Bat
Avatars, in Hinda religion, 1207
Averroes, Arabian philosopher, 3739
Aversa, town, Italy, 3554, 3942
Avesta, sacred book, 1808
Avicenna, historian (11th century), 1216
Avignon, city, France, palace of the

popes, 3748— Pope's residence at, 3403, 3631, 3634,
3744,4130-34

Avitus. Roman emperor (456), 2792
Aviz, Kiiiulits of, 3992, 4003
Avondale Mounds, 5600
Awawa'idias, tribe, 321
Axayacath, king, 5795-98
Axes, of Stone Age, 132, 133, 138, 139,

17(1, 178
Axim, town, Gold Coast, 2273
Azum, kingdom and city, Ethiopia,

2251
— Byzantine relations with, 2912— Greek influenc* in, 2248— ruins of city, 2251, 22.52

Ayacucho. battle (1824), 5980-90
Ayar Cachi, legend, 5844
Ayar Manco, legend, 5844
Ayar Utschu, legend, 5844
Ayazinu, tombs of, 2590
Aybek, Mameluke chief, 2149
Ayesha, wife of Mohammed, 1918
Ayllon, Lucas Vasquez de, 6014
Aylmer, Lord, governor of Canada, 6120
Aymara, race, 321, 5826-54
Aymara pottery, 5820, 5821
Ayn Galut (Ain Jalut), battle (1260),

1969, 2150
Ayub, Mosque of, Stamboul, 2998, 2999
Ayub Khan, Afghan leader, 1528, 5502
Ayubite dynasty, 1964, 1969, 4049
Ayub Salah ed-din Yusuf : see Saladin
Ayuma, Imttle (e. 809), 5964
Ayuthia, ancient capital of Siam, 1394,

1402, 1403
Azad-ul-Mulk, Persian regency (1909),

6365
Azandeh, tribe : see Niam Niam
Azariah, king of Judah, 1777
Azcaxochitl, Princess, 5795
Azeif, Russian spy, 5302
Azerbijan, region, Persia, 1978, 1983
Azhar University, Egypt, 2180
Azin Shah, candidate to Mogul throne

(1707), 1240
Aziri(Aziru) the Amorite, 1719, 1740
Aziz, El (975-96), Fatemid caliph of

Egypt, 2146
Aziz ed-din Alamgir, Mogul emperor

(d. 1759), 1240
Azores, Elizabethan exploits, 5526— pirates, 5947— S. American trade, smuggling, 5938
Azov, Russia, 3332, 3333, 4058
Azriau, prince of laudi (738 B.C.), 1669
Aztecs, 321, 5708-89, 5725-5800, 5898— battle scene from old drawing, 5901— bridge of petrified wood, 57S8— buildings and carvings, 5762, 5763,

5764, 5766, 5777, 5790, 5791— Chinese descent theory, 5676
— disused mines, 5789— hieroglyphs, 204— reception of Cortes, 5894
Aztec Temple, Yucatan, 5741
Aztlan, Aztecs emigrate from, 5708,

5722
— Nahuas inhabit, 5761

Ba, spiritual element, 2095
Baal, Canaanite god, 1752, 1768
Ba'al, king of Tyre, 1679, 1683, 1746
Baalat, Canaanite goddess, 1736, 1751,

1753
Baasha, king of Israel, 1769
Babar, Mogul emperor (1525-1530),

1146, 1225, 1226, 1498
Babek, king of Persis, 1875
Babek, a Persian sectarian, 1944
Babel, Tower of, 279
Bab el Mandeb, straits of, 1433
Babeuf, Francois Noel (1764-97),

4896, 5260-61
Babington plot (1586), 4272, 4357
Babylon, city, Alexander's entry into,

2556— capital of the Oriental world, 1565,
1580, 1640

Babylon, Dnngi of Ur's capture of, 1596— Ks:irliad(lon's restoration, 1620, 1677— Hittite capture, 1718— description, 2820— excavation, modem, 15— gods restored by Elam, 1708— hanging gardens, 225, 226— sack of, by Sennacherib (689 B.C.),

1578, 1619, 1707— views of, 278, 280, 1590, 1613, 1622,
1625, 1628— walls, dimensions, 268— Xerxes' siege, 1812

Babylonia, 1556-60, 1583-1629— agriculture, 1592, 1632— Aramnean migration into, 1604, 1657— architecture, 1635— Aniienia's relations with, 1786— art, 1585, 1587, 1627, 1644, 1696— Assyrian relations, 1572, 1577-80,
1605-8, 1613-21, 1675-84— astrology, 1637— astronomy, 1637— boundary stones. 1630, 1631— bricks, use of, 268, 1695— caravan traffic, 1601— chronology, 1637— civilisation, jEgean civilisation in-

fluenced, 287
in Crete, 1564
Egyptian civilisation influenced

bv, 1557, 2019
Elam influenced by, 1583, 1515
Greek influenced by, 1583, 2592
growth and influence, 1556, 1559,

1584, 1629, 1631
Judaism influenced by, 1785— coffins from Ereeh (Warka), 1589— commerce, 1601, 1644— copper, prehistoric use, 1558

— and the country of the sea, 1603,
1610— creation of the world tablets, 1641— Deluge tablets, 1643— early states, 1593-98— Egyv)tian intercourse, 1606, 2078,
2089— Elamite relations with, 1598, 1599,
1610, 1700, 1701, 1703, 1706— empire eclipsed by Elam and Assy-
rians, 1609-1621— feudal system in, 1631, 4091-92

— gods, 1610, 1621, 1638, 1639
— hieroglyphs introduced, 1558— historical records, 1583, 1586
— Hittite invasion, 1603, 1647
— inhabitants and their customs,

321, 1583, 1584, 1599, 1600 :

1611, 1885 : see also Sumerians— irrigation, 1557, 1601, 1632-35, 1632
— Kassite conquest and control, 1566,

1603, 1604, 1608, 1702
— land charter, 1030— language, 1556, 1584, 1721
— Larsa rule, 1598— law, 1566, 1601, 1602, 2936
— literature, 271, 273, 1556— map of, from Sargon to Hittite

domination, 1562— mathematics, 1636, 2369
— marriage market, 2819— Media's alliance with, 1804
— military system, 1693
— monuments, about 3000 B.C., 1595
— navigation on Persian Gulf, 1595
— numerals, system of, 1636— Persian rule, 1581, 1626, 1812— plain, extent of at different periods,

259, 260— postal service before 3000 B.C., 1556
— reliiion and mythology, 274, 1558,

1583, 1636, 1638, 1643— rise to power, 1599-1608— Saleeby's views on fall, 6409, 6418
— script, wide use of, 1556, 1568
— seals, 1564, 1603— Semitic power in, 1559, 1560, 1585,

1586, 1589, 1590, 1592
— slavery in, 2815, 2818— social organisation, 2821
— stele of burial of soldiers, 1607
— Stone Age, 1558— Sumerian rule, 1586, 1596
— Sutu invasion, 1610— temples, 1636, 1635— tomb, early flat-roofed, 1606

GENERAL INDEX
Babylonia, towns, 260, 1590, 1593— IJr rule, 1596— weapons, 26'2

— women, status of, 1600— world as conceived by, 163G, 1637— see also Assyria and Mesopotamia
Bacata : see Bogota
Bacchides, Syrian commander, 1856
Bach, Alexander von, Austrian minister,

4935-38, 4971, 4971
Bachne (or Furachogne), legend, 5806
Back, Sir George, 6331
Bacninh, battle of, 1410
Bacon, Francis, Lord Verulam (1561-

1(>26), 3017, 4143, 4329, 4328, 4351
Bacon, Sir Nicholas, 4265, 4268
Bacon, Roger (1214-1294), 3397, 3906
Bacteriological research work, 5637
Bactria, ancient kingdom, Alexander's

conquest of, 2560— Antiochus III.'s invasion and treaty
with (206 B.C.), 1842— Chinese invasion, 2599— Elamite relations with, 1705— extent, 1847— Greek supremacy, 1847— Indian conquests, 1848— kings of, 1848— nomad invasions checked by, 1456— Persian supremacy, 1847— revolt against the Seleucidje, 1841— Tibetan tribes' invasion, 1203— the Yue-tshl occupation, 1457

Badaioz, Spain, 4748, 4747, 4750
Baden, grand duchy, Germany, 4914-

24, 4964-65, 5219— constitution granted (1818), 4834— union of Germany negotiations,
5087, 5142

Baden, peace of (1714), 4464
Badeni, count, 5222
Badinguet, Maurer, name adopted by

Louis Bonaparte, 4906
Badis, ruler of Granada (1055), 3984
Badvila(Totila), king of the Ostrogoths

(fl. 550), 3372, 3460
Baffin, William, 5448, 6332-38
Baffin's Bay, 5543, 6333
Baganda, people, 5522
Bagdad, city on the Tigris, commerce

in time of Crusades, 4030-31— founded as capital of Abbassid
dynasty, 1932— grass boats, 1933— Khivan supremacy, 1965— Mongol sack of (1258), 1487, 1496
1968— Persian protectorate of the caliphs,

1948— prosperity in reign of Harun al-

Rashid, 1936, 1938— revolt against Mamun (813), 1943— scenes in, 1933, 1937— Turkish capture and rule in, 1954,
1973

Bagdad railway, 1992, 1995
Baggaras, people, 322
Baghirmis, tribe, 334
Bagirmi, state, Sudan, 2237, 2236, 2239
Baglers, party in Norway, 3567
Bagoas, Persian satrap, 1820, 1852
Bagrated, dynasty, 3024 *

Bahadur, Sir Jung, 5501
Bahadiur Shah, raja of Gujerat, 1226

Bahama Islands, 5571, 6176, 6198
— British occupation and early history,

6188— education, 5589— Spanish slave-trade, 6013— trade with United States, 6188
Bahirava, Hiiulu aod, 1207
Bahlul Lodi. Indian ruler, 1224
Bahlul Lodhi, dynasty, 1215, 1224

Bahmani, dynasty of, India, 1224

Bahram I., Sassanid ; see Varanes I.

Bahram V., Sa,ssanid ruler of Persia
(420-438 A.D.), 1877, 1878, 1879

Bahram Shah, ruler of Delhi, 1219

Bahrein Island, 2592
Bahr-el-Ghazal, 5523
Bahri. dvnasty, Egypt, 2150
Bahr Yusuf, canal: see Joseph's Canal
Bai, l>gyptian noble, 2115
Baian. Mongol leader, 1489
Baikal Lake, 678, 636, 683
Baillet de Latour : see Latour
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Bailly, Jean Sylvain, 4050, 4655
Baioarii, ix'npU" ; sro Bavarians
Bairam Khan, ro-out for Akbar, 1227
Bairat ("r I'.habra), inK''rii)tiou of, 1192
Bajazet I., Ottoman sultan (1389-1402),

14i)(>, 1972, 2984, 2086
Bajazet 11., Ottoman siiltan(1481-1512),

197:5, 2999
Baji Rao, peshwa, 1243, 1274
Bakairi, tribe, 324
Bakanaka : isee Kanakas
Bakatla (Bakwena), tribe, 322, 2303
Baker, Sir Richard, facing 1083
Baker, Sir Samuel, Sudan administra-

tion, 2169, 22.MI

Baker, Shirley, missionary in Tonga, 982
Baker, General Valentine, 2170
Bakhtchi sarai, SiTl
Bakhtiari tribes, 6365
Baksar, battle of (1764) : see Buxar
Baku fu, Japanese system of govern-

ment, 474, 488, 499, 574
Bakunin, Michael (1848), 4946
Bakwena, people : see Bakatla
Bakwiri, people, 322
Balaclava, battle of, 4987, 4988, 4989
Balacrus, Macedonian commander, 2554
Balaji, peshwa, 1243, 1244
Balaji Wiswanatt, Mahrattan minister

under Saho (d. 1720), 1242
Balamber, or Balamir, chief of the

Huns (4th century), 1466, 3027
Balassy, Valentin (1551-94), Hungarian

poet, 3128
Balban, Ghiyas ed-din, ruler of slave

dynasty : see Ghiyas ed-din Balban
Balbin'us (I). Ca>lius Calvinus), Eoman

emperor, 2768, 2769
Balboa, Vasco Nunez de, Spanish ex-

plorer, 1107, 1108, 1109, 5891
Balcarce, General, 5964
Balder, deity, 3534
Baldeza, Gonzales (.fl. 1442), 2271
Baldsh, Moslem general, 1927, 3516
Baldwin, archbishop and elector of

Treves (1308), 3620
Baldwin I., of Jerusalem (1100-18),

1962, 4018, 4024-32, 5005
Baldwin II., of Jerusalem (1118-31),

4024-30
Baldwin III., of Jerusalem (d. 1162),

4032
Baldwin IV., of Jerusalem (1174-85),

1965, 4033-34
Baldwin V., of Jerusalem (1185-86),

4033
Baldwin I., Latin emperor of Constanti-

nople, 2396, 2970, 3043, 4058
Baldwin II., Latin emperor of Con-

stantinople, 3975
Balearic Islands, 3991, 3996— Almoravides flee to (1157), 3990— Moorish expedition against, 3980— Vandal descent on, 3510
Balfour, Arthur James, 51S7, 5192, 6375,

6370
Bali Island, 912, 926
Balinese, race, 322
Balkan Mountains, views, 2398
Balkan Peninsula, early European civi-

lisation, 2407-9— early peoples of, 2399-2405— essential facts about, 5328— family customs, 3073— Greek supremacy the cause of com-
plications, 2993— Keltic invasion, 2430— modern conditions, 5317-25— Scythian invasion, 2444— Slavs in, 3070, 3075— Turkish conquests of 14th century,
2983— under Turkish rule, 3097— see also under names of states

Balkash Lake, 75^19

Balkh, ancient town, Central Asia, 1535
Ballarat, Victoria, 1058, 1059, 1078
Balleny, Antarctic explorer, 6345
Balleny Islands, discovery, 6345
Balliol, John, king of Scotland, 3879,

3914
Balliol College. Oxford, 3906
Balraaceda, Jose, 5990
Balolo, people, 322
Balong, people, 322
Balsics, house of, rulers of Zeta, 3096

Baltic Company (f. 1554) : see Russian
Coiiipany

Baltic Company (f. 1579), 4617
Baltic provinces, Swedish acquisition of

(16th century), 4378
Baltic Sea, early settlements on, 3424,

3703— forts bombarded by British fleet

(1814), 5327— historical importance, 3361— influence on humanity, 5664— ports open to English traders, 3908— Russian access to (1721), 3332— towns on, trade struggles in time of
Hanseatic League, 4071-87— trade in Middle Ages, 4067-69

Baltimore, Lord, 6040, 6177
Baltimore, city, U.S.A., congress (1776),

6088— women's college, 6315
Baltis, people, 322
Baluba, African people, 322, 2307
Baluchis, race : see under Baluchistan
Baluchistan, Alexander's conquest, 2566— climate, 1126— modern history, 1531 et seq.— races of, 322, 1127, 1290, 1446, 1531
— statistics, etc., 1533
Balunda, tribe, 322
Bamangwato, tribe, 322
Bamba, state, Congo region, 2312
Bambara, negro tribe, 322, 2219, 2219
Bambaata, chief, 0369
Bamberg, bishopric founded, 3589
Bamboo grove, first Buddhistic monas-

ters-, 1188
Banandi, tribe, 322
Banda island, 925, 926, 5504
Bandah, Sikh leader (fl. 1716), 1241
Bandar Abbas, port : see Bender Abbas
Baner, John, 4308
Ba-neter-en, king : see Neneter
Banff, town, Alberta, views, 6131
Bangalas, people, 322
Bangalur, India, capture by Cornwallis

(1791), 1269, 1270
Bangash, Pathan clan, 1523
Bangkok, capital of Siam, 1400, 1405
Bangkok, treaty (1909), 6356
Bangwaketse, African people, 2303
Banias, Syria. 4028
Banjermassing, Borneo, 919, 921
Banking, Australian crisis (1892), 1079— history, 3409, 4593-4607, 4625
— Italian village banks, 5373— Lombards, 4664-65— London goldsmiths' business, 4625
Banko, Nuami, pottery works, 548
Bank of England, 4592, 4442, 4480, 4626

4627
Bank of Scotland, 4626
Banks, Sir Joseph, 1031, 1032
Banks Land, Parry names. 6338
Bannockburn, battle of (1314), 3880,

3915, 3926
Banque d'Escompte de Perse, 1991
Bantam. .Tava, 902, 912
Bantn languages, 2010, 2280, 2306. 5554
Bantu negroes, 20, 322, 2298, 5629
Banville, French poet, 5382
Banyai, people, 322
Banyo, province of Adamawa, 2228
Banyoro, race : see Wanyoro
Banza Lovangiri, town, Loango, 2311
Bapaume, battle of (1871), 5138, 5141
Bapedi, people, 322
Baptist Missionary Society, 5641
Barakzai, clan, 12^.'), l.'>23, 1524
Barathians, pcoiilc of Siberia, 646
Baratieri, Major-General Oreste, 2258
Barawa, town in East Africa, 1429
Barbacin, people : see Serer
Barbados, island, 6176
— British occupation, 5446, 6184-92— defences, 5594— education, 5589— English siege (1605), 5952— government, 5571, 6199— settlers emigrate to Charlestown,

6040— views, 6189
Barbara Radziwill, queen of Poland,

3253
Barbarian, oriaiu of word, 2793
Barbarossa, Khaireddin, 3005
Barbary Company: see Morocco Company

Barbary States, >;orth Africa, 2208,
2209, 2212

Barbes, Armand, 4907, 5263
Barbuda, island, 6176
Barcelona, Aragon, union with, 3991— capture by Moors (985), 3982— development and independence, 3987— Pisan war, 3998— Provence, union with, 3991— Succession quarrels, 3999— Tortosa seized by Count, 3990
Barcidse, Carthaginian family, 2196
Barclay de Tolly, Russian commander,

4755, 4757
Barcochebas, Jewish impostor (132),

1864, 2755
Bardi, Italian family, 4064
Bardi, Donato : see DunateUo
Bardi (Gaumata), "'a Magun," 1807
Bards, ancient people on the Elbe

:

see Lombards
Bardyhs, king of Illyria, 2399, 2530
Bareas, people, :;22

Bareatz, Wilham, 0:!27-29

Barfus, Field-Marshal von, 4440
Barguzins, tribe, 323
Bari, people, 338, 2266
Bari, to\TO. Italy, 3935, 4054
Barid Shah, dynasty, 1224
Barka, North Africa, 2143, 2183
Barkal, inscription, 2121
Barker, Ellis, on wealth of Germany, 5350
Barkjarok, sultan, siege of Antioch, 4021
Bar-Kokhba : see Barcochebas
Barkuk, sultan of Egj-pt, 2152
Barlaam of Calabria, 2974
Barlaam and Josaphat, story of, 2925
Barlow, Sir George, 1275
Barmecides, family, 1937
Bar money, 197
" Barnabas, Epistle of," 2859
Barnard College, New York, 6315
Barneveldt, Johan van Olden, 4611
Baroda, state, India, 1244, 1332
Barolongs, people, 322
Barotse, African people, 322, 2303
Barquisimeto, battle (c. 1890), 5963
Barras, Vicomte de, 4676, 4679
Barrekab, Seujirli documents drawn up

by (c. 732 B.C.), 1727
Barres, Maurice, 5384
Barr6s, people, 322
Barrington, Daines, 6336
Barrot, Odilon, 4908-12, 4950-52
Barrow, Cape, 6323
Barrow Strait, Parry names, 6338
Barsaentes, satrap of Arachosia, 2558
Bars Bey, sultan of Egypt, 2153
Bartatua, king of Ashkuza, 1680
Bartenstein, treaty of (1807), 4732
Barth, Heinrich, 2230
Barthelemy, J. J., 4686
Bartholin, Thomas, 4577
Barton, Sir Edmund, facing 1083
Bas, Bithynian prince, 1827
Basarab, founder of " Transalpina "

(14th century), 3052
Basarab the Elder, voivode of Walla-

chia (1473-74), 3055
Basarab III. (Neagoe), voivode of Walla

chia (1512-21), 3055
Bas6s, people, 322
Bashilange, African people, 2307-8
Bashkirs, people, 322, 1516, 3113
Bashukulumbwe, people, 322
Basil I., Russian ruler (1271), 3287
Basileiopators, of Byzantine empire,

2951
Basilica, code of the, 2949
" Basilicata," 3940 I

Basihus I. Byzantine emperor (876- I
886), 2946, 2948 ^

Basilins II., Bvzantine emperor (976-
1025), 2953, 2954

Basihus of Cappadocia (d. 379), monastic
reforms, 2883

Basihus Digenis Acritus, 2920
Basimba (Cimbebas), people, 322
Baskaks, Mongol tax-coUectors, 3308
Basle. Council of (1434), 3646, 3648,

3824, 3647, 375:3-55

Basle, Treaty of (1795), 4671 I
" Basoche, la," professional class, 3798 I
Basonge, race : see Baluba
Basques, people, 322, 2411-12, 2428,

3484, 3985-6
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Bas—Ben

Basra, city on Persian Oulf, 1913, 192S
Basrab, voivode : see Basarab
Bassas, tribe, 335
Bassianus, Roman Csesar (314), 2780
Bassianus, son of Emperor Severus

:

see Caracalla
Basta, George, Austrian soldier, 3126
Bastaards, race : see Griquas
Bastarnae, a Teutonic tribe, 329, 3431
Bastian, Dr. Charlton, 103
Bastidas, Rodrigo de, 5917
Bastille, the, 4ti5(), 4653
Basutolaad, Boer war with (1858), 2324
— under British protection, 2319,

2324— education, 5590— future discussed, 5648— government. 5567
Basutos, African people, 322, 2289,

2324, 5510-12, 5629-30
Batanga, people, 322
Batavi (Betuwe), Teutonic people,

322, 3432, 3471
Batavia, 903, 905, 4965-69. 5504
Bateke, people, 322
Bath, city, Koman baths, 3S01
Bathori, Stefan : see Stephen Bathory
Bathurst, cape. Parry Islands, 55^0
Batjans, tribe, 331
Batlapi, people, 322
Batman, John, 1057
Batonga (Batolva), people, 322
Battaks, of Sumatra, 322, 915
Batthyany, Count, 4919, 4936
Battikalao, Dutcli fort at, 13S2
Battle Brotherhood, of the Northmen,

3532
Battle of the Camels : see Camels,

battle of the
Battus, Greek emigrant. 2187
Batu, Mongol ruler (d. 1256), 1486,

1492, 3305-6
Batwa, African people : see Watwa
Batwanas, people, 322
Bau, battle (1848), 4944
Baumann, Oscar, 2280
Bautzen, battle of (1813), 4757
Bavaria, Boniface's work in organising

the church, 3.523— campaign of 1866, 5079— constitution of 1818, 4834— federation with Prussia (1867), 5088
— Henry the Lion of Saxony acquires

in 1154,3602
— modem history, 5218— peasants revolt (1704), 4460— papal infallibility doctrine opposed

by minister, 5098— revolutionary movement of 1848,
491.5-24— Thirty Years War, history, 4301— union of Germany negotiations,
5070, 5142— union with Hapsburg territory (1685),
4432

Bavarians, people, 322, 3476
Bavent, as most easterly point of

England, 117
Bavian, aqueduct of, 1635
Baxar, battle (1794): see Buxar
Baxter, Richard, 4481
Bayansi, African tribe, 322, 2309
Bayard. Chevalier, 3833, 3834, 4212
Bayeux, old houses, 3788— tapestry, 3S43
Baylen, battle (1808), 4742, 5957
Bazaine, Marshal, command in Franco-

Prussian war, 5105— Mexican campaign, 5996, 6002— portrait, 5110— surrender of Metz, 5113, 5729, 5130
Bazard, Saint-Amaud (1791-1832), 5261
Bazar Valley expeditions (1907-8), 6364
Bazeilles, captured (1870), 5112, 5121
Bazin, Ren6. 5384
Bazu (the Biblical Buz), Arabia, 1886
Beachy Head, battle (1690), 4480
Beaconsfield, Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of,

at Berlin ('ont;ress (1878), 5172— as cliancellor of exchequer, 4980— co-operative movement aided by,
5253— Cyprus acquired, 5608— ministry and its policy (1874-1880),
5168-73— pioneer in social reform, 5258

Beaconsfield, Earl ol, portrait, 4977— purchase of Suez Canal shares, 1434,
5168— Refonn Bill introduced, 5003-4

Beards, Arabs introduce, 4050— taxed by Peter the Great, 3340
Bear Island, discovery by Barentz, 6329
Bears, in Drift Period, 122, 136— prehistoric men attacking: plate

faciuf,' 89
Bear-worship, 644, 615
Beaton, David, cardinal (d. 1546), 4241,

4353, 4354
Beaton, James, archbishop of St.

Andrews (16th century), 4353
Beatrice of Anjou (1266-85), 3975
Beatrice of Aragon, queen of Hungary

(1690), :J124, 3124
Beatrice, countess of Tuscany (11th

centurv), 3592
Beaufort, Henry, cardinal, 3646, 3894-95
Beaufort, Jane, marriage to James I.

of Scotland, 3915
Beauge, battle, 3915
Beaugency. battle (1870), 5138
Beauharnais, Eugene, 4726, 4727
Beauharnais, Josephine : see Josephine
BeauHeu, J. P., Austrian general, 4679
Beaulieu, treaty of (1576), 4289
Beaumont, battle of (1870), 5120
Beaune-la-Rolande, French attack

repulsed (1870), 5136, 5140
Beauty, in law of natural selection, 6424
Bebel, Ferdinand August (b. 1840),

5271, 5272, 5378
Bechuanaland, ethnology, 322— futiure discussed, 5648— government, 5568— native disturbances, 2303, 5513-14— organised as British Crown colony

(1884), 2331
Beck, Baron von, 5332
Beckerath, Hermann v. 4959
Becket, Thomas a, 3865, 3867
Bedar, India, Barid Shah dynasty, 1224
Bedawi, Bedawy : see Bedouins
Bede, the Venerable (673-735), 3373,

3506, facing page 3507
Bedford, John, duke of, 3816-22, 3894
Bedouins, character, 1891, 1892— encampment, 1S97— extension of territory occupied by

at time of Abu Bekr, 1909— influence of character on Western
Asia, 1929— marriage customs, 214— Seti I.'s campaign against, 2108— submission to Assyria, 1579— types, 1893, 1949

Bedr, governor of Acre, 1960
Bedr, Wells of, Arabia, 1901
Bedr-el-Gemali, ruler of Egypt, 2147
Beechey, F. W., Arctic explorer, 6325
Beer, introduction by Kelts, 2426
Begbie, H., end of the world articles,

6433-58 ; " Seven Wonders of

Ancient CivilLsation," 225
Begging, in India, 1178
Beghins : religious unions, 3747
Beglerbeg, title, 2155
Begtash, Hadji, dervish, 2979
Behaim, Martin, his map of world, 51
Behaine, Pigneuse de, 1405
Behanzin, king of Dahomey, 2262
Behistun, inscription, 1810, ISll
Behring, Vitus, explorations (1725-41),

678, 6333-36
Behring Strait, discovery, 6336
Beilan Pass, battle of (1832), 2162
— view, r.l.J6

Beinga Delia, ruler in Pegu (1740), 1396
Beirut, town, Svria, 1737, 4026-31,

4033, 4043
Beja, people, 322, 351, 1893
Bejapore, tombs, 1133, 1135
Bekhten, ancient country, 2114
Bel, god, 26S, 2556
" Bel, Observations of," Assyrian astro-

nomical records, 273

Bela II., king of Hungary, 3117
Bela III., king of Hungary, 3117, 4035
Bela IV., king of Hungary, 3118
Belasitza, battle (1014), 2953, 3040
Bela Uros. zupan of Rassa : see Uros
Belcher, Sir E., 6325, 6340
Belcredi, Count Richard, 5067, 5277

GENERAL INDEX
Belfort, town, France, 4034, 4043, 5145,

5149
Belgse, people, 3436, 2428, 323, 3438
Belgian Congo : see Congo Free State
Belgica, Roman province, 2739
Belgium, 4872-74, 5233-34, 5357-63— area and population, 5363— colonies, 5363— Congo State influence, 2347— education, 5233, 5361— ethnology, 323— finance, 5363— Flemish language concessions, 5233— government; 5362— independence recogni.sed by London

Conference (1831), 4873— industrial revolution in (1886), 5233— industry and commerce, 5363— Jesuits' position (1855), 4974— social democracy in, 5278— union with Holland (1813), 4872
Belgrade, town, capture from the Turks

(1718), 3021— modern conditions, 5321— siege of (1456), 2995— views, 385, 5292
Belgrano, patriot of Montevideo, 5956-

84, 5971
Beli-arugal, priest-king of Elam, 1701
Bel-ibni, king of Babylon, 1618
Belisarius, Byzantine general, 2910,

3372, 3459, 2914, 2915
Behze, British Honduras, 6200
Bel-kudur-usur, king of Assyria, 1655
Bell, Henry, first steamboat built by,

4806
Bell, John, American politician, 6238
Bell, Captain Philip, 6186
Bellacoola tribe, tokens, 5707
Bellay, Joachim du, French poet : see

Du Bellay, Joachim
Belhn, Ferry of, battle, 4495
Bellingham, Sir Edward, 4367
Belhngshausen, Admiral, 6345, 6,35 /

Bellini, family of Italian painters, 4124,
4126, 4128

Bellmann, K. M., Swedish poet, 4582
Bel-nadin-apU, king of Babylonia, 1609
Bel-nirari, king of Assyria, 1653
Belshazzar, king of Babylon, 1626, 1627
Belshazzar, son of Nabonidus, 1581
Bem, General Joseph, 4940
Benalcazar, Sebastian de, Spanish

explorer, 5910, 5918
Benares, city, India, Buddha's teaching

at, 1187— Chevt Singh and Warren Hastings,
1264— Ganesa, celebration of feast of, 1209— population, 1363— views, 1132, 1136, 1184, 1189

Bendemann, E., pictures, 280, 1754
Bender Abbas, port, 1984
Bendigo, Australia, views, 1059, 1072
Benedek, Lewis von, Austrian comman-

der (1866), 5026, 5072, 5073, 5073
Benedetti, Count, 5078. 5102
Benedict V.. pope, 3722. 3722, 3939
Benedict VHI., pope, 3723, 3776, 3941

Benedict IX., pope, 3723, 3724, 3943

Benedict XI., pope, 4130
Benedict XII., pope, 4134
Benedict XIH., pope, 3408, 3639, 4134

Benedict of Nursia, St., founder of Bene-
dict ine Order, 2799, 3522

Benedictines, mona.stic order, dress, 3737
— foundation of, 2799, 3522— Gregory the Great's protection of,

3522— in Spain, 11th century and onwards,
3992

Benevento, Italy, arch of Trajan, 2752
— duchy formed in 6th century, 3462
— Lewis II. conquers (860), 3935
— mediaeval history, 3939— relations with Lombardy, 3464
— Roman colony, 2630
— subjugation of Arichis by the Franks

(787), 3469
Benevento, battle of (275 B.C.), 2632;

(1266), 3395, 3615
Beneventum : see Benevento
Bengal, Diwani ceded to British, 1259— Hastings' administration in, 1263— famine of 1873-74, 1331
— mutiny of 1824, 5500-01
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GENERAL INDEX
Bengal, partition of, by C'urzon, 1348— political unrest (1907-9), 6362-64
— population, 1353— Rent Act (1859), 1321
Bengalis, people, 323
Ben-hadad, king of Damascus of the

Bible : see Bir-idri

Beni Kainukah, Bedouin tribe, 1901
Benin, kingdom, West Africa, 2264,

5519, 338. 2262
Beni Serradrch, family, 4002
Beni Tamina, Arab tribe, 1904
Benjamin, tribe of, Saul as leader, 1759
Benjamin of Tudela, 2960
Benjowski, Count (1770), 2351
Bennigsen, Rudolf von, 5052
Bennigsen, Pvussian commander, 4732
Bennu, Eavjitian sacred bird, 2096
Ben Sef, sult;ni of Oman, 2294
Benson, Stephen Allen, 2264
Bent, Sir Thomas, 6360
Bentham, Jeremv. 48m), 4S10. 4820
Bentinck, Lord William Cavendish (1774-

1839), 1279, 127;i

Bentivogh, Bologna ruled by, 3957
Bentzon, Madame, 5386
Beon, Hvksos king of p:gypt, 2059
Berampur, battle of, 1239
Berar, Indm, 1224
Berat, battle of (1281), 3975
Berbers, people, Almohade dynasty in

North Africa, 2208— ethnology, 323, 349, 2185— in Europe, 2372, 2373, 3514, 3516
— see also Spain, Moorish rule— revolt against the caliph (740),

1926, 3516
— struggles with Arabian invaders of

North Africa, 2205— subjection necessary to France, 399
Berbice, British Guiana, 5950, 6199
Berengar I. of Friuli, king of Italy,

3762, 3937
Berengar n.,king of Italv, 3937-39, 3586
Berengar of Tours (fl. 1079), 3732, 3799
Berengariaof Navarre, queen of England,

3808
Berenice, queen of EgJTJt, 2131
Berenice, of Syria, 1840
Berenice, Jewish princess, 2741
Berenice Troglodytice, town, 1426
Berestord, Lord Charles, 5175, 5430, 6376
Beresford, William Carr, Viscount, 5956,

4749. 4842
Beresovsky, Anton, a Pole, 5195
Bergen, Norway, 3566, 3569, 4070, 4078
Bergenaers, African people, 2284
Bergerac, treaty of (1577), 4290
Bering, Vitus : see Behring
Berisades, Thracian king, 2405
Berkai, khan of Kiptchak, 1492, 3308
Berkeley, George (1685-1753), 4147,

4557
Berks, Councillor von, 4916
BerUn, city, Germany, conference of

Oennan states (1849), 4964-65— fortifications in 1688, 4449— revolution of 1848, 4914-24, 4921— Siegesallee, 5353— triumphal entry into (1871), 5151— views, 5284, 5342— welcome to the Prussian army, 5068
Berlin Congress (1878), 5206— facing p. 5193, 5172
Bsrlin, treaty of (1742), 4530
BsrUn, treaty of (1870), 5143
BerUn Decree (1806), 4645, 4731
Bermius, Mount, rose gardens, 2405
Bermudas. 5570, 6176
Bermudo in., king of Leon, 3988
Bernadotte, John, marshal : see Charles

XIV., king of Sweden and Norway
Bernard, bishop (fl. 1003), 35S7
Bernard, king of the Lombards, 3934
Bernard, St., of Clairvaux (1146-53),

Crusades preached by, 3384, 3386,
3778, 3783, 4032— feeding the poor, 4022— teachings, 3732— Templars supported by, 4029

Bernard pf Saisset (c. 1301), 3782
Bernard, duke of Saxe-Weimar and of

lYanconia, 4307
Bernard of Toledo, 3992
Bernard of Vandadour, poetry of, 3802
Bernardino of Siena (d. 1444), 3953

Bernardone, Giovanni : see Francis of
Aasi-si

Berne, picture, 52S9
Bernhard, duke <>f Meiningen, 5083
Bernicia, anriciit kingdom, Britain, 3504
Bernstein, Eduarddi. 185(i), 5271, 5274
Bernstorff, Count, Danish minister, 4578,

4579
Bernstorff, Prussian minister, 5057
Berry> duke of, revolt against Louis XI.,

3825 et seq.

Berry, Charles Ferdinand, duke of,

a';sassinntrd (182oi. 4sl(i

Berry, Marie Caroline, duchess of, 4870
Berserker rage, nicaning ol term, 3532
Bertha of Sulzsbach, Byzantine empress,

12th century, 2961
Bertha, queen of Ethelbert, 3504
Bertha of Holland, marriage with Philip

I., 3798
Berthelot, P. E. M., 103
Berthold, bishop (d. 1198), 3704
Bertbold of Mainz (fl. 1495), reform

scheme for empire, 3678
Berthold of Regensburg, 3741
Berthold of Zahringen, duke elect of

Carinthia (fl. 1075), 3594
Berthold V. of Zahringen (fl. 1198), 3611
Bertrada, queen of the Franks, 3467
Bertram de Born, poems and hfe, 3801-2
Bertrand of Got : see Clement V., pope
Bertrand of Toulouse, Tripolis captured

by (1109), 4023-26
Beruni, chronologi'^t. 1216
Berwick, James Fitzjames, duke of,

battle of Almanza (1707), 4460
Bes, Kgyntian god. 2091, 2093
Beseler, Wilhelm Hartwig, 4945
Bessarabia, Moldavia recovers, 5011
Bessarion, Johannes, library, 3963
Bessenyei, George (1752-1811). 3134
Bessi, Thracian race, 2401
Bessieres, George, 4847
Bessieres, Jean Baptiste, 4742
Bessus, satrap of Bactria, 2558, 2560,

2562
Bethel, sanctuary of, 1768, 1780
Bethlehem, churches in (1850), 5005
Bethlen, Gabriel, of Iktar, lord of Tran-

sylvania : see (jabriel

Bethmann Hollweg, Dr. von, 6373
Betjau, King of Eg^it, 2nd dynasty, 2033
Betjuner Narmer, EgM)tian king : see

Narmer
Bet Khallaf, ancient Egj-pt, tomb, 2034
Beth-Shemesh, defeat of Amaziah at,

1777
Bethune, MaximiUan de : see SiUly
Beth Zachariah, battle of, 1854
Betsileo, natives of Madagascar, 2350
Betsimisaraka, natives of Madagascar,

323, 2350
Betuwe, German people : see Batavi
Beust, Friedrioh Ferdinand, Baron

(1809-1886). 5089, 4966. 5089. 5090
Beybars, king of Egypt : see Bibars
Beyrout, town, Syria : see Beirut
Bhabra, inscription of : see Bairat
Bhagavat, name of Buddha : see

Buddha
Bhallika, one of the first converts to

Buddhism. 1187
Bhalluka, Tamil leader, 1374
Bharata, Indian royal tribe, 1167
Bhartpur, town. India, 1279, 5499
Bhawawarman, king of Cambodia,

1401
Bhikshu (Bhikkhu), Buddhist monks,

1194, 1195
Bhils, people, 323. 1282. 1327
Bhilsa. gateway at, 1190
Bhodau Phra, Burmese ruler, 1396
Bhoti Encampment, N.W. India, 5541
Bhurkote, wooden bridge. 1138
Bhutan, native state, 1124. 1504— war (1864), 1327, 5501
Bhuteswara, Hindu god. 1207
Bhut Sbikan, ruler of the Ghazni

dynast.v : see Mahmud
Biaina, ancient district, Armenia. 1787
Bialolenka, battle of (1831), 4875
Bianca of Anjou, 3976
Bianca Maria of Milan, 3677
Biarmia, Finnish kingdom, 3190
Biban-el-Muluk, Egypt, tombs, 2050,

2073, 2074. 2096

Ben—Bis

Bibars (1260-1277), Mameluke king
of Egypt. 2150, 4043

Bibeskos, Turkish official, 5005
Bible, Abyssinian bible, pages from,

2254— Coverdale's translation, 4230— Creation and Deluge accounts,
1583, 1584— editions up to 1522, 3760— German translations, 3528, 3751,
4197, 4201— historic value of, 1755— Hungarian translations, 3127— Septuagint version, origin, 2597— translations forbidden by media;val
Church, 3746

Bicocca, battle of (1522), 4212
Biels kij, Piussian family, 3318
Bienekhes, king of Egypt (1st dy-

nasty), 2031, 2032
Bifrost, in Scandinavian myth, 3534
Bigot, intendant of Canada, 6063, 6103
Bijanagar, ancient kingdom, 1224
Bijapur, India, 1224
Biliktu, Jlongol emperor, 1509
Bill of Rights (1689), 6074
Billy, King : see Lanney, William
Bimbisara, king of Magadha. 1188
Bindrabund. temples at, 1132
Binothris, king of Egypt, 2031
Biology, beginning of life on the earth,

99-107— British research work, 5636— how life became possible on the
earth, 91-98

— relation to history, 6405-32
Biondo, Flavio (1388-1463), 4126
Biram, Hausa state, 2223
Birch, J. W., murder (1875), 5504
Bircbshanks, followers of Sverre

Sigurdsson (12th century), 3567
Birger, king of Sweden (1290-1319),

3574
Birger, Jarl, Swedish chief (d. 1256),

3572. 3572
Bir-idri, king of Damascus (c. 885-884

B.C.), 1728, 1769, 1574, 1663
Birinus, Roman missionary, 3505
Birket-el-Kerun, lake, Eg>-pt, 2022
Birs Nimrud, supposed site of Tower of

Babel, 279
Birth-rate, decline in modern England,

2804— fluctuations in, causes, 6414-30
Biru, ancient town, Sahara, 2218
Biru, origin of name Peru, 5905
Bisaltia, district in Asia Minor, 2521
Bischofsheim, battle of (1866), 5079
Biscoe, Antarctic explorer (1831), 6345
Bisharis, tribe, 322
Bishops : see Episcopacy
" Bishops' War " (1639), 4363
Bismarck, Prince, Alsace-Lorraine

policy, 5220— and Austrian war of 1866. 5069— and Napoleon III.. 5030, 5118— Church policy (1878), 5217— codification of German laws, 5347— concluding peace at Versailles, 51i7— dismissal by William II., 5213, 5216— FavTc's negotiations with (1870), 5125— Frederic III.'s relations with, 5213— government of states annexed (1866),
5081— Italian policy, 4786— on I^ussian-Austrian campaign
(1850), 4969— peace negotiations (1871), 5149— policy in 1870, 5102— Polish policy. 5032— portraits, 5148— rise to power. 5058— Russian policy (1854). 5010— at St. Petersburg, 5029— Schleswig-Holstein question (1863),
5064— social policy, 5273— Spanish Succession negotiations
(1870), 5101— speech at the Constituent Reichstag
(1867). 5084— union of Germany, negotiations,
5142— William I. persuaded to refuse to
attend Conference at Frankfort
(1863), 5062
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Bis—Bon

Bistrilz, town, Transylvania, :!142

Bit-Adini, Chaldsnan principality, 1611
Bit-Amukani, Chaldajan province, lail,

1616
Bit-Dakuri, Chaldsean principality, 1611,

1678
Bithynia, ancient kingdom, 2381, 2384— early Christians in, 2857— extent of kingdom, 1832— independent kingdom founded by

Zipoites, 1827— origin of inhabitants, 2400— Roman province formed (64 B.C.),
2664

Biti, title of king of Lower Egypt, 2017
Bit-Iakin, Chaldaean principality, 1611,

1706
Bitiliasli, Kassite chief of Elam, 1654,

1702
Bit-Imbi, frontier fortress of Elam. 1711
Bit-Kliilani, in Phoenician arcliitecture,

1751, 1752
Bitonti, tablet erected by Frederic II.,

3952
Bit-Sa'alli, Chaldsean principality. 1611
Bit-Shilani, Clialdsean principality, 1611
Bitterfeld, Prussian general, 5073
Biwa, lake, Japan, 426, 487, 48S
Bizzozero, Signor, 5372
Bj6rn, king of Sweden, 3571
Bjornson, Bjorn, 5759, 5160
Black Bonnets, see Kara-Kalpaks
Black Brine (Black Tide), of Japan, 417
Black Bulgarians : see Kutiu-gurs
Black Code, slave laws, 6392
Black Death : see Plague
Blackfoot Indians, 312
Black Hole of Calcutta, 1257, 7265
Black Obelisk, scenes from, 1G64
Black Ram, Turkoman tribe : see

Kara Koinlo
Black Russia, district, Europe, 3216
" Blacks " and " Whites " : see Guelfs
Black Sea, Gienoese colonies, 4058— neutrality declared (1856). 5010— Russian action respecting (1870),

5130, 5196— Venetian and Genoese commerce,
3962

Black Sea Basin, Agreement of 1900,
1992

Black Sea Conference : see London
Conference (1871)

" Black Stone " in the Kaaba, Mecca,
1892

Black Tide of Japan, 417
Blagoveshchensk, scenes. 703
Blake, Robert, Admiral, 4351, 5486,

5509, 5526, 4346
Blanc, Louis (1811-1882), 4907, 4949,

4950, 5263
Blanche, marriage to John of Aragon

(c. 1441), 3999
Blanche, of Bourbon, marriage to

Pedro the Cruel, 3997
Blanche, of Castile, queen of France,

regency, 3798
Blanche Bay, N.Z.. 95S
Blanco, Antonio Guzman, 5994
Blandina, Christian martyr, 2875
Blanqui, Louis Augusta (1805-81),

4907, 4949, 5263
BlanquilloB, wars with Colorados, 5986
" Blanguist tactics," 5263
Blantyre, mission church, 5641
Blemmyer, African tribe, 2247
Blenheim, battle of (1704), 4455, 4458
Blessing the fleet, 4108
" Blest, Islands of the," 2486
Bligh, William, 1037, 1038
Blincoe, Robert, 6393-94
Blcemfontein, South Africa, colonial

convention (1009), 6369— market square, 2323
Blood, Sir Bindon, expedition, 1347
Blossom, Olive (1605), 5446
Bliicher, Prussian general, 4758, 4766
Blue Nile : see Nile
Blues, political party in Byzantium

(532), 2910
Blum, Robert (1848), 4922, 4939
Blumenau. liattlo of (1866), 5079
Blumenthal, Leonhard von, 5074
Bluntschli, Dr. Johann, 4903, 6383
Boabdil, Moorish liing of Granada, 4002
Boadicea, British queen, 78, 3500

Boat dwellings, at Canton, 192
Boats, of ancient Egypt, 2060— evolution of, 190— Saxon (200 A.D.), 2368
Bobadilla, Francesco de, 5887
Boccaccio, Giovanni (1313-75), 3956,

4123-25
Bocchoris, king of Lower Egypt, 2121
Bocchus, king of Mauretania, 2200
Bochica, legend, 5808-18
Bodhi (knowledge), fundamental prin-

ciple of Buddhism, 1193
Bodbidharma, Buddhist patriarch : see

1'a-mo
Bodhisattwas, of the Buddhists, 1205
Boecklin, Arnold, artist, 5353
Boeotia, Greece, 2467, 2495, 2505, 2538— people, 323
Boers, British supremacy asserted in

Natal, 2319— in Cape Colony. 2314— ethnology, 323— great trek from Cape Colony, 2310— natives, relations with, 5512, 5517— racial struggles in S. Africa, 5629— Transvaal independence secured
(1852), 2320— Zulu wars, 2288— see also S. Africa, Transvaal, etc.

Boethius, minister of Theodoric, 3456
Boethos, king of Egypt, 2031, 2033
Bogdan I., voivode of Moldavia, 3059
Bogdan II., voivode of Moldavia, 3060
Bogdan III., voivode of Moldavia, 3061
Bogdania : see Moldavia
Bogdanovitch, General, assassination

(1903), 5303
Boghaz K6i, Asia Jfinor, Hittite remains

discovered, 1718, 1720, 1731, 1790,
2114— site of capital of Hittite Empire, 1717— views, 1716

Bogle, George, 1504
Bogomil heresy : see Bogumiles
Bogota, S. America, 5806-23, 5992— boundaries. 5958-60— New Granada absorbs (1831), 5994— population statistics, 5995
Bogota Lake, 5801
Bogumiles, heretical sect, doctrines and

history of, 3039— importance in history, 2898, 3041— literature of, 3049— revivaLof the Paulicians, 2949— Tirnovo synod condemns, 3043
Bohemia, 2899-2900, 3145-80— Christianity established in, 3148— confession of Augsburg professed in,

4293— costumes of 17th century, 3177— crown of St. Wenceslaus, 3151— German conquest (928), 3695— Hapsburg rule, 3180, 4521— Hungarian wars, 3154, 3175— Hussite wars, 3166-72, 3173, 3639-49— independence recognised, 3155—
• Luxemburg dynasty, 3159— military power in 12th century,

3153— modern conditions in. 5331— Pan-Slav movement (1848), 4945-47— Poland united to (1300), 3157— Polish wars, 3150, 3151, 3154— Reformation in, 3166, 3751, 3753— Sigismund's attempt to secure throne
(1419-20), 3643— Silesia acquired (1327), 3160— struggle for religious liberty in 17th
century, 4297— supremacy in Hungary (1260), 3118— types of people, 3147 , 3171

Bohemian Brotherhood, sect, 3176
Bohemians : see Czech
Bobemond I. (d. 1111), Cypriote kings

descended from, 4044— conquest of Antioch, 2959— First Crusade led by, 4016-24, 4019
Bohemond II., reign over Antioch, 4028
Bohm, Franz, preaching against clergy,

3760
Boii, Gallic tribe, 2429, 2432
Boil, Fray Bernal, missionary, 5921
Boileau, Etienne, 3795
Boiador, Cape, 4008
Bokelheim, Castle of, Henry IV.'s

imprisonment in, 3596

GENERAL INDEX
Bokenranef, king of Lower Egypt

(c. 720 B.C.) : see Boc.'horis
Bo-khai, Empire of : see Pu-hai
Bokhara, city and state, Central Asia,

Khiva and its relation with, 1518— Mongol capture, 1483— Moslem capture (709), 1924— portrait of Amir, 1514— Russian wars with, and conquest,
1519, 1520, 1539, 1541— situation, 1516— struggles for i)ossession, 1518— Turkish occupation in 11th century,
1953— views. 1514— Zoroastriau nation discovered, 1879

Bolama, I'ortuguese Guinea, 5509
Bolan Pass, 376, 1838, 1284
Bolbitine Nile, mouth of River Nile, 2022
Boleslav I., duke of Bohemia, 3150
Boleslav L, duke of Poland, 3150, 3194
Boleslav II., duke of Poland, 3197
Boleslav IIL, duke of Poland, 3198, 3200
Boleslav IV., duke of Poland, 3199
Boleyn, Anne : see Anne
Bolingbroke, Henry St. John, Viscount,

4464, 4489, 4491
Bolivar, Simon (1783-1830), 5958,

5960-92, 5966
Bolivia, S. America, 5995; aborigines,

5680-86— Almagro's expeditions, 5911— Chibchas inhabit, 5804— boundary dispute with Peru, 6377-78— Inca antiquities, 5837— people, 323— revolutions of 19th century, 5964-94— views, 5810, 5961
Bolko, duke of Schweidnitz, 3162
Bologna, Italy, Austrians occupy (1849),

4932— doctors summoned to Diet of Ron-
caglia (1158), 3606— in Middle Ages, 3949— Renaissance period, history, 3956— revnlutinn in 1831, 4876— Viscoiiti acquire, 3972— univtTsit\-, 4121, 4131

Bologna, Concordat of (1516), 4229
Bombay, citv, India, English acquisi-

tion (1252), 4468, 5452— plague in 1896, 1347— population, 1363— Victoria terminus, 1358
Bombona, battle (c. 1820), 5978
Bonaparte, Joseph : see Joseph
Bonaparte, Louis (1778-1846), 4728,

4746
Bonaparte, Louis Napoleon, Papal States

revolt (1831). 4877
Bonaparte, Lucien, president of French.

Chamber (1799). 4694
Bonaparte, Napoleon : see Napoleon

Bonaparte
Bonard, Louis Adolphe, 1413
" Bondage," picture, 2806
Bondei, native state, E. Africa, 2298
Bond, Sir Robert, 6378
Bone. Egyptian adzes and harpoons,

238, 240— implements of Drift Age, 142— split for marrow by Drift man, 136,-

142
Bonflni, Antonio (d. 1502), 3122
Bongo, African people, 338, 2265
Boni, state, and Celebes, 924
Boniface VIII., pope (1294), 3402, 3743
— arrest. 3742— Bull of (Unam Sanctam), 3756— Dante opposes in treatise, 4122— English policy, 3876-77— France, relations with, 3779-83,

4130— Guelf " Whites " overthrown by,

3965— supremacy as overlord acknow-
ledged, 3623

Boniface IX., pope (1401), 3633
Boniface, Roman governor of Africa

(d. 432 A.D.), 2202, 2790
Boniface, St., Anglo-Saxon missionary,

3524, 34S0, 3523, 3525
Boniface, king of Thessalonica, 2396

Bonin, Adolf von, Prussian general, 5073

Bonin, General Eduard von, 4944-45

Bonn, siege (1688), 4444
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GENERAL INDEX
Bon^ university, 4830, 4833
Boimeval (Ahmed Pasha), French

renegaile (1675-1747), 3022
Boanivet, G. G. de, 4212
Bonsuna, town, 27
Bontoux. Eugene, (c. 1856), 5011
Book of Common Prayer : see Prayer

Book
" Book of the Dead," 2094
Book of the Kings, Tibetan history,

1474
Boomplaats, battle. 2320, 5516
Boorde, Andrew, 3104
Booth, Charles, social researches, 6401
Bopp, Franz, (fl. 1833). 1160
Borawa, Arab settlement. 2293
Borchgrevink, C. F., 6348, 6351
Bordeaux, town, view, 5385
Bore Ghat, views, 1141
Borecki Marfa. heroine, 3316
Borgia, Cesare, hostage to Charles

VIII., 3830
Borgia, Lucrezia, 3973
Borgund, wooden church, 3534
Borics, Hungarian prince (1131), 3117
Boris, Bulgarian ruler (852-88, d.

907), 2945, 3036, 3080
Boris, Bulgarian tsar (969-71), 3040
Boris, Bulgarian tsar (1207-18). 3043
Boris, son of Ferdinand of Bulgaria,

5210
Boris Godunov, Russian tsar (1598-

1605). 3324, 3323. 3328
Born, Stephan (1825-97). 5268
Borna, Croatian prince, 3083
Borneo, 919-22
— aborigines : see Dyaks— British administration and influence

in. 5564— British expeditions, 5504-05— Chinese relations with, 896, 920
— see also Banjermassing, Polo, Puni,

and Sarawak
Borneo, British North, 5566, 922
Bornholm, Waldemar IV. conquers,

4076— battle of (1676), 4496
Bornhoved, battle of, 3559, 3703, 4071,

4075
Bornu, kingdom, Sudan, 2232, 2334,

2235. 2236
Boro-Budur temples. 899
Borodino, battle of (1812). 4754
Borommaraja, king of Slam, 1402
Borovicus, the prstorium of, 3501
Borrosch, Austrian radical, 4939
Borsippa, town of Babylonia. 1615
Borthardt, Herr, reconstruction of

pjTamids, facing 2135
Bosco, Xeapolitan general, 5033
Bosnia and Herzegovina, 5321— annexation by Austria, 5212, 5325,

5334, 6372-73— Austrian concessions to (1882), 5206— independent development, 3090— religious difficulties, 5335— revolt of Herzegovina in 1875, 5196— Turkish conquest in 15th century,
2995— under Turkish rule. 3097— types of people, 3091

Boso of Lower Burgundy (9th century),
3762, 3936

Bosphorus, ancient kingdom of, 1833,
2444, 2446, 2447, 2449

Boston, town, Mass., U.S.A., population,
6318— Puritans found, 6046-56— ^^ews, 62S2. 6283— War of Independence, 6077-86

Boston Port Act (1774), 6078
Boston Tea Party (1773), 4550. 4165
Bosworth, battle of. 3900, 3903
Botany, British research work in, 5636
Botany Bay, convict settlements, 1031
Botha, Louis. 2344, 6368
Botbwell, James Hepburn, 4th earl.

marriage with Mary, queen of
Scots. 4271. 4356

Botocudoj, 323, 5679
Botti^aas, Thracian tribe. 2400
BotticelU, Florentine painter. 4129, 4125
Botzaris, Markos, Greek patriot, 4855
Boucher de Perthes : see Perthes
Bougainville, de, French admiral, 1119,

6066-68

Bouims glacier, Xorway, 3535
Boulainvilliers, Henri, on Feudalism,

412U
Boulanger, General, 5225-26. 5227
Boulogne. Edict of 1573, 4288
Bounty mutiaeers, 963, 966, 1037
Bourbaki, rrench general, 5145, 5149
Bourbon, Charles, duke of, (d. 1527),

4212
Bourbon dynasty, ascendancy and

decline. 4157— family compact of, 1733, 4162, 4502— struggle with Hapsburgs for Spanish
throne, 4449

Bourdonnais, French commander : see
La Bourdonnais

Bourget, Paul, 5383, 5384
Bourke. Sir Richard, X.S.W. governor,

1U43, 1043, 1057
Bourmont, Count. 4861
Bouinonville, Alexander, duke of

(fl. 1674), 4429
Bourse, origin of word, 4605
Bouvet, vovages, 6345
Bouvines, battle of (1214), 3612
Bow, river, 6131
Bowring, Sir John, 5506
Boxer, rising and outrages, 821, 822,

822, 5507
Boyaea, battle (c. 1818), 5968-80
Boyars. 3049. 3228, 5005
Boycotting, 5174
Boyen, Hermann von (1815), 4828
Boyle, Robert (1627-91), 4473, 4479
Boyne. battle of the (1690), 4480. 4487
Brachycephalic races, in Central Asia,

1447
Bracton, legal manual by, 3906
Braddock, General, 6058, 6059
Braddon, Sir Edward, facing 1083
" Braddon Blot," clause, Australia.

1090. 6359
Bradford, town, factory hours and

conditions (1830), 6394
Bragadino, Marcantonio, flayed alive

(1571), 3009
Brage deity, in Norse legend, 3534
Brabe, Per, governor-general of Fin-

land (1640), 5160
Brahe, Tycho, 4577, 4578
Brahma, deity, 1180, 1206, 7207
Brabmanas, sacred books, 1167. 1212
Brahmanism, 1167, 1170, 1172, 1181— caste sj-stem, 1173, 1178— condition on rise of Buddhism, 1185— deities, 1171— philosophical teaching, 1180— sacred books, 1212— sacred cows, 1179— Southern India, history, 1181— women repressed by. 1210— see also Hinduism and Brahmans
Brahmans, Indian caste. 1173, 1178— devotees, life of, 1179— education, 1179, 1211— Further India, early history, 1390— Milabar, legends, etc., 1184— scientific knowledge, 1212, 1214— types, 1173, 1175, 1249
Brahmaputra, river, 1124, 1149, 1387
Brahuis, race, 322, 1127, 1153, 1531
Braiding, earlv use of, 189
Braila, siege of (1828), 4858
Brand, Hendrik, 2323, 2324
Brandenburg, Count WilUam, Prussian

minister (1848), 4961-69
Brandenburg, Albert the Bear's founda-

tiiin of importance, 3601— captured bv Henry I. (920), 3695— Charles IV.'s wars in (1371), 3628— duchy conferred on Frederic of
Nuremberg (1411), 3637— Frederic William's foundation of
the Prussian monarchy, 4385— German colonisation of, 3698

— impostor Waldemar's claim to, 3625— .lulier's succession dispute, 4295— succession law (1473), 3669— Swedish wars, 4384, 4391, 4430— Thirty Years War, historj-, 4302— see also Prussia
Brandt, Colonel Henrichvon(1848),4947
Brandy, Keltic indulgence in, 2426
Brani, Malay states, scene, 5555
Brankovic, Servian king (1443): see

George Brankovic

Bon—Bri
Brankovic, George (d. 1711), Servian

patriot, 3100
Brant, Iroquois chief, 6110
Brantford, Iroquois settlement, 6110
Brantome, Pierre de Bourdailles,

Seigneur de (1540-1614), 4281
Brasidas, Spartan general, 2522
Brasil, loizwood, 5890
Brasseur, Abbe, 5726-28
Brassey, Lord, on wages, 6398-6400
Braun, Alexander, 4922
Braunau, Austria, 4298
Brazil, aborigines, 5679-83— British arbitration treaty (1909),

6377— colonisation by Portugal, 5930-36— constitutional monarchv introduced,
5979— constitution granted by Portugal
(1807), 5957— coinage, 6004— convict settlements, 5943— currency, 5995— dates of chief events, 6316-17— development (17th century), 5950— discoverv, 4008, 5889, 5930— empire "of Peter I. and II., 4848,
6007-8— French settlements, 5931— independence recognised (1825), 4848— Jesuit missions, 5930-36— Paraguayan war, 5986, 6008— postage rates, 5995— products and exports, 5995— republic estabUshed (19th century)
6007-8

— statistics, 5995— trade in time of first colonisation,
5930-35— Villegaignon's colony, 6015— West India Company (Dutch) drives
out Portuguese, 5950— white people of, 323

Brea, Thracian town, 2505
Breante, Falkes de (c. 1224), 3871
Breckenridge, John C, candidate for

U.S. presidency, 6238
Breda, Compromise of (1565), 4259— Declaration of (1660), 4465— Treaty of (1667), 4222, 4474, 6199
" Brebon " law, 3932
Breisach, siege and capture, 4310
Breitenfeld, battles of, 4306, 4310, 4380
Bremen, 4069, 4084
Bremerbaven, town, 4S32, 4833
Brennus, Galatian leader (c. 390 B.C.),

2430, 2579
Brescia, Italy, 3833, 3945, 3972
Breslau, duchy, 3170, 3161, 3167
Breslau, battle of (1757), 4544
Breslau, treaty of (1742), 4530
Brest, harbour. 5385
Brest, Union of (1596), 3259
Bretigny, treaty of, 3812, 3882
Bretislaw duke of Bohemia, 3151
Breton, Cape, battle oflf (1745), 4515
Bretons, people, 323
Bretwalda, British title, 3505
Brian Borumba, high king of Ireland,

3542, 3931
Bribis, tribe, 323
Bricks, Babylonian use, 268, 1635— early Mesopotamian, 261
Bridget, St., of Sweden : see Brigitta, St.

Bridgetown, Barbados, 6176; views,
5529, 6189

Brie, France, fair in 13th century, 4062
Brienne, Lom^nie de, archbishop of

Toulouse (1787), 4569
Brigantes, Keltic tribe. 2428
Briganti, Genera! Fileno, murder of

(I860), 5045
Bright, John, 4S20
Brigitta, St.. of Sweden (d. 1373), 3576
Brigittine Order, 3576
Brihadathra. overthrow of the Maurya

dvu:istv bv, 1203
Brihtnoth. death at Maldon, 3840
Brindisi, Italy, trade ^vith East, 4054
Brisbane, Arthur, journahst. 6300-2
Brisbane, Sir Thomas, 1040, 1041
Brisbane. Austraha. 1060, 1095
Bristol, Reform riots (1831), 4810
Britain, conversion to Christianity, 3502

3504, 351S, 3520— Greek explorers, 3498
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Bri—Bud
Britain, origin of luuue, 2428— priiiiitive iuhaliitauts, :{497— Koinan eoiKiui'st, :U98— Stone Age in, 3497— Teutonic invasions, 3502— tin mines, 3498— trade of early Britons, 3498— for liistory after Egbert (828) see

England
" Britannia's Realm," 5G14
Britannicus, son of Emperor Claudius,

2719, 2721, 2722
British Anti-Slavery Society, convention,

5177
Eritish Army, colonial contributions

discussed, 5547, 5645— purchase system abolished, 5165— strength and distribution, 5592, 5597— types, 5420, 5421— see also names of regiments
British Burma : see Burma
British Central Africa, 5651-2, 5649,5521
British Columbia, 6128, 6175, 6173— colonisation of, question discussed,

5649— development in modern times, 6143— gold discovered, 6127— lumber camps, 6067— population, 5649, 6175
British East Africa, acquisition, 1435,

2332— administration, 5566— British expansion in, and its effects,

5629
— defences, 5594
British East India Company : see East

India Company, British
British Empire, administration of pos-

sessions, 5557— area and population, 5439, 5461,
5547, 5548, 5597— civilisation and Christianity, 5639— colonial appointments, powers of
making, 5547— commerce, 5465, 5596, 5597— colonies grown from convict settle-

ments, 5479— composition of, 5545— currency, reform needed, 5654, 5655— customs of the various peoples, 5549— defences, 5592, 5645— educational establishments and
systems, 5586-92— effect on world historj-, 5441— expansion, African, 5627
American, 5610
in AustraUa, and its effects, 5623
Europeans, 5599
extent 200 years ago, 5460
Indian, 5615— food of British subjects, 5549— future of, 5644— grants-in-aid to Crown colonies and

protectorates, 5546— Imperial Council for, discussed, 5645— Imperial federation needed, 5644— languages, 5553, 5654— man's triumph over Nature, 5631— maps, 5462-63— maritime enterprise, map, 5440— national debt, comparison with
other empires, 5597— parliaments of the colonies, 5573— jjossessions enumerated, 5545— racial contrasts, 5550, 5551— religious faiths in, 5553— resources, 5581— revenue and expenditure, 5597— scientific research work, 5636— self-government of colonies, 5648— uniform coinage for, 5654— unifonn language for, 5654— wars, 5483-95

British Guiana, 5995— British troops marching through
swamps, 5458— education, 5590— government and administration, 5571,
6199— Indian coolies imported, 6195— inhabitants, 5613— self-government, grant of, 5648— views, 6194, 6195

British Honduras, Central America,
administration and government,
5571, 6199

British Honduras, currency, 6010— defences, 5594— education, 5590— postage rates, 6010— products, exports and revenue, 6010,
6200— settlement by British, 5460, 6200

British Kaffraria, cimstitution, 5510
British Navy, comparison with other

navies, 5597— in EUzabethan times, 4274— historic sketch, 5525-34— maritime supremacy, 4615-20, 5949— mercantile marine, 5597, 5634— offer of "Dreadnoughts," 6359-62— question of colonial contributions
discussed, 5645— strength and estimate of cost, 6375-
76— warships, tvpes, Elizabethan to
Victorian, 5425, 5528, 5529

British New Guinea : see New Guinea
British N. America Act, 5004, 6128
British North Borneo : see Borneo
British North Borneo Company, 922,

5505
British West Africa, 5632
Britons, race, 323
Brittany, 2790, 4010
Britton, 13th century writer on law,

3906
Brixellum, battle of (69 A.D.), 2726
Brock, Sir Isaac, 6111-12, 6114
Brofferio, Angelo, 5039
Broghe, duke de, 4907
Bromhead, Lieut., 2291, 5513
Bromsebro, peace of (1645), 4375, 4382
Bronker's Spruit, battle, 5516
Bronte, Charlotte, 4820, 4822
Bronte, Emily, 4820
Brontosaurus, 126
Bronze, import, to the Near East, 1572
Bronze Age, first Metal Age, 176— hut circle, 144— preliminary stage of Iron Age, 178— in Scandinavia, 294, 3530— Swiss civilisation in, 177
Bronzell, battle (1850), 4969
Brooke, James, rajah of Sarawak, 921,

922, 5504-5
Brooklyn Ferry, 62S0
Broos, battle of (1479), 3122
Brown, Hon. George (1818-80), plate

facing 6057
Brown, John, aboUtionist, execution,

6252
Brown, Sir J. M. L., 874
Browne, Col., Burma-Yunnan expedi-

tion (1874), 814
Browne, General, in Afghan War of

1879-81), 1336
Browning, Robert, 5003, 5004
Bruce, Edward (d. 1318), in Ireland,

3880, 3932
Bruce, Robert, king of Scotland : see

Robert I., king of Scotland
Bruce, James, explorer, 2230, 5461
Bruce, W. S., Antarctic explorer (1903),

6348, 6351
Bruck, Austrian minister, 4971
Bruck of Elberfeld, Karl Ludwig von,

4827
Bructeri, people, 3471
Bruges, citv buildings, 4066, 4081— trade, 4070, 4079, 4087
Bruhe, Republican leader, 4924
Brunanburgh, battle (937), 3556
Brunei, state, Borneo, 920-22
— administration, 5564— British expeditions (c. 1840), 5504-5
Brunelleschi. F. (1377-1446), 4128
Bruneti6re, M., 5386, 5392
Brunhilde, queen of the Franks, 3520
Brunner, M., Russian merchant, 874,

879, 882
Bruno, archbishop of Cologne, 3586
Bruno, Giordano, St. (d. 1600), burnt

at till' stake, 3955, 3955
Bruno, bishop of Olmtitz (1245), 3156
Bruno, of Querfurt, archbishop of the

heatlieu, 3295
Bruno, St. (e. 1040-1101), 3733, 3735
Bruno of Toul : see Leo IX., pope
Brunswick, Prussian commander, 4664,

4731
Brunswick, city, siege (1615), 4298

GENERAL INDEX
Brunswick, duchy, 4832, 4877, 4084,

5221, 4832
Brusa (Brussa), Asia Minor, 1972, 1973,

2982
Brussel, on feudalism, 4100-3
Brussels, city, buildings, 4060, 5291
Brussels Convention on sugar bounties,

6198
" Brut " (Roman de Brut), 3806
Brutus, C, in Macedonia and Syria,

(43 B.C.), 2679
Brutus, D., governor of Gallia Cisalpina,

2678
Brutus, L. Junius (consul), witnessing

execution of his sons, 2629
Brutus, M. Junius, 2676, 2676, 2681
Bryan, William Jennings, 6275, 6274
Brygians, Plirygeau tribe, 2405
Brythonic Kelts, 2425, 3497
Bubanjida, province, 2228
Bubastis, ancient town, Egypt, 2033
Bubastic dynasty of Egypt : see Libyans
Bubilu, city and kingdom, 1699, 1711
Bubonic Plague : see Plague
Buccaneers of Spanish Main, 4273,

5939-42, 5941, 5947-48, 5951— see also Pirates
Bucephala, city, 2564
Buchan, Captain, 6336
Buchanan, James, president of United

States (1857-61), 6234-39, 6255
Bucharest, city view, 5292— peace of (1812), 4851— peace of (1886), 5210
Buchez, Philippe (1796-1865), socialist

doctrines, 5263
Buckingham, George Vilhers, 1st duke

of (d. 1628). 4156, 4329, 4332
Buckingham, George Villiers, 2nd duke

of (d. 1684). 4473, 4477, 4477
Buckley, William (fl. 1804), 1060
Bucsacs, peace of (1672), 3017
Budapest, city, Hungary, Turkish

struggles for, 3018, 3130, 3131,
3125, 4440— views, 5286, 5335

Buddha, authenticity of his existence,
1191— cliaracter, 1197— footiu-iut at Phrabat, 1405— iu Hiuduism as an incarnation of
Vishnu, 1207— legends of later growth, 1196— life and teaching in India, 1186— meaning of name, 1186— relics, in Ceylon, 1371— representations, 205, 740, 11S6,
11 ST. nfiS, 1846— tiidth \v..rship, 1372, 1376, 1381

Buddhadasa, king of Ceylon, 1376
Buddhaghosha, Buddhist monk (5th

century A.D.), 1211, 1376, 1390
Buddhism, assimilations from other

religions, 1205— Bishop Copleston's criticism on, 1198
— in Central Asia, 1440, 1478, 1510
— in Ceylon, 136-^, 1371, 1384
— Chinese, 738, 1463

conflict with Confucianism, 720
consecration ceremony, 745

— — effects and influences, 746
Indian influence, 744
persecutions, 740, 743
priests, 741
temples, 741, 742, 743, 744
under the Mongols, 744

— civilisation in its relation to, 1195
— councils, 1190— etliical teaching, 1197— first converts, 1187— founding and growth in India, 1185,

1193, 1206— in Further India, early history

1390, 1391— historical literature, 1212
— influence of, 1193 et seei.— Japanese, 513-21, 527, 596

disestablishment, 519, 595
persecution by Christians, 525
Shintoism and, 514, 595— Korean, 862, 863— Llamas of Tibet, 1500— monastic system, 1194— nomads influenced by, 1510— philosophy, account of, 1193

— reformation in 15th century, 1501
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Buddhism, Scylhiaus in India converted,

1204— sources of information on Indian,
1206— Tibetan, 1474, 1475, 1499, 1500, 1550— transmission of doctrines, 1190— and women, 1198— see also liuddha

Buddhist ;nt, (Cvlon temples, 1372, 1373— Chinese t.'iiiples, 741, 742, 743, 744— Cireek influence, 1848— Japanese temples, 514, 616, 617, 519,
520, 622— stone images of tlie Eakan, 521— 11S6, 11S7, IISS, 11S9, 1190, 1191,
1364, 1372, 1392, 1403, 1404, 1406,
1607

Budweis, battle of (1618), 4301
Buenos Ayres, Britisli attaelc foiled

(1809), 6492— colonisation, 5940— population statistics, 5995— republic established, 5892— review of troops, 5979— revolutions of 19th century, 5956-86— trade (i('vel(i]iint'iit. 5954— views, 5!>!iii. r,u!H. r,<i;)4

BufEon. G. L. Leclerc, Comte de, 103, 132
Bugis (Buginese), people, 323, 923, 924
Bu Hamira, claim to Moroccan throne

(1909), 6367
Buide dynasty, Persia, 1947, 268
Bujbat, Asia Minor, gipsies at, 3106
Biik6, Japanese nobility, 471, 493, 495
Bulala, African tribe, 334, 2233
Bulgar, fiirmer city, Bulgaria, 3305, 3034
Bulgaria, 2896, 2951, 3033-50, 3077-81,

5319-21, 5325, 5328, 6372—'- Alexander of Battenberg's rule, 5210— area and population, 5328— Byzantine wars, 2940, 2950, 2953,
3042— conversion to Christianity, 2945, 3080— Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg chosen as
ruler, 5210— finance and industry, 5328— government, 5328

— Hellenic influence on, 2940, 3038— independence proclaimed (1908),
5212, 6323, 5325— heathen customs revived in 14th
century, 3048— institutions of the Old Bulgarian
kingdom, 3035— literature, 3037, 3049— Old Bulgaria and Creat Bulgaria,
terms explained, 3034

— Pecheneg revolts in 11th century,
3041

— people : see Bulgarians— Servian wars, 3092, 5210— Turkish compensation question
settled (1909), 6372— Turkish rule, 3048, 3097

" Bulgarian atrocities " (1876), 5170,
5198

Bulgarian Church, 2954
Bulgarians, people, 323, 349, 3033,

3077, 3192, 3046— Byzantine relations with, 3035— Christianity accepted, 3036— Huns merged in, 3032, 3033— first contact with Eastern Europe,
(482), 3033— institutions of the Old Bulgarian
state 3035— Khazar defeat of (679), 3034— Kotrag's kingdom, 3034— Mohammedanism said to have been
accepted (10th century), 3034— settlement in Eastern Europe (6th
century), 2895— survival of national customs, 3050— tenth century picture of a Bulgarian
rout, 3039

Bulgarophygos, near Adrianople, 3037
Bulgars, prdiilc, 323, 3290— SIM' ulsii Hult,'arians

Bull, (leitii-atidu of, 2096
Buller, Charles, 6123
Buller, Sir Redvers, 2338, 2338
Bull Laudabilitar, 3866
Bulloms, tribe, 346
Bull Run, battle (1861), 6242
Billow, Count, (ierman finance minister

(1816), 4830

Billow, F. W., Count von, general, in

Napoleonic wars (1813), 4758
Billow, Prince von, German statesman,

5213, 5279, 5346, 6373, 6375-76
Buluwayo, Rhodesia, 5513-14, 2331
Bundesrath, (Jirman council, 5341
Buners, Indian tr)l)e, 1323
Bungo Channel, 426
Bunker's Hill, battle of (1775), 4550,

6082-85, (i(l,S3

Bunsen, Baron von (c. 1850), 4973
Bunzelwitz, battle of (1761), 4545
Buol, Count, Austrian minister, 5010
Buonarroti, Filippo (1761-1837), 5261,

5263
Buonarroti, Michelangelo : see Michel-

angelo
Buoncompagno, grammarian, 3955
Buquoy, commander in Thirty Years

War, 43(11

Burankri Naunchan, ruler of Pegu
(1551-81), 1394

Buidas, regent of Byzantine Empire
(842), 2942

Bureau of American republics, 6260
Burgers, President, of Transvaal, 2328
Burgoyne, General John, 6089, 6088-

92, 6106
Burgrecht, custom in medieval Ger-

many, 3673
Burgstall, battle of (1631), 4306
Burgundians, ancient people, 323, 3428,

3429— Prankish wars with, 3458, 3474,
4094-95— kingdom of Worms, 3451, 3453— settlement on Lake Geneva, 3453

Burgundy, Margaret of York, duchess
of : see Margaret

Burgundy, Charles the Bold's wars in

loth century, 3419— Danish devastation of, 3550— French claims to, 3421, 4157, 4404— German crowTi's acquisition, 3589— heiress married to Emperor Maxi-
milian (1477), 3656— Imperial sovereignty renounced
(1378), 3629— power of rulers, 3398

Burial customs, ancient American,
5829, 5830, 5841 : see also under
names of aboriginal races, Chibchas,
etc.— Chinese funeral, 747— death festival of Egyptian king
Narmer, 246, 247— Etruscan, 2423— Gaul's chariot burial, 2436

— gipsies, 3108— Greek subterranean grave, 2446— Japanese ancient, 458— Neolithic Period, 168, 169, 173, 173,
2013— Slav peoples, frontispiece facing p.
3181, 3185— Sumerian, 1607— Tartar, 458— Toda rites, 206, 6076— Troglodytes ceremonies, 2024

Buriats, people, 323, 655, 414, 649
Burin Harbour, 61S1
Burke, Edmund (1729-93), 4548, 4557,

6076— and French Revolution, 4770, 6384-
85— on Nortli American colonial policy
6078— " Thoughts on the Present Discon-
tent," 4550

Burke, Robert O'Hara, 1070
Burke, Thomas, assassination, 5173
Burleigh, William Cecil, Lord, 4265,

4283, 4268
Burlingham, Mr., Chinese mission, 807
Burma, 1393-98— annexation, 1342, 1398— British wars (1824-6, 1852, 1885)

1278, 1278, 1297, 1342, 1397, 5500,
5502— Ceylon's relations with, 1378— Chinese invasion, 1393, 1394— Dutch, early settlements, 1395— first English factory, 1396— inspection of convicts at Mandalay
gaol. 6669— native trial in a consular court, 6569

Bud—Byz
Burma, negotiations with (1882), 1340— Pegu, struggles for supremacy, 1394— railway scene, 6620— ruby mines, 55S5 '

— Siami'si- iuvasicins, 14(l5— Yaiidalx) tn'aty (IsiiC), 1397
Burma -Yunnan expedition, 814
Burmese (Burraans), race, 323, 1389,

1395, 139S
Burnaburiash, king of Babylon, Assy-

rian sovereignty claimed by, 1572,
1653— letters to Egypt, 1605, 1606— quarrel with Amenhotep IV., 2089

Burnes, Sir Alexander, murder, 1288
Burno, Ottaviano, 3106
Burns, Robert, poet, 4818, 4822
Burr, Aaron, 6209
Burrough, Stephen, 6326
Burrows, Briiish general, 1528
Burrus, Sex. Afranius, Roman prefect

of the Guard, 2721, 2722
Bur-Sin I., ruler of Ur dynasty. Baby-

lonia, 1597, 1700
Burr-Sin 11., ruler of Tsin dynasty,

Babylonia. 1597
Burton, Sir Richard, 2230
Burns, iieople, 331
Busaco, battle of (1810), 4748
Busbeck, in Angora, discovery of the

Monumentum Ancyranum, 3006
Busby, James, 988
Busca, Italian family, 3949
Buschetos, (ireek architect. 2966
Bushire, seaport, Pirsia, Elaniite build-

ings ami iuscriptidiis, 1697, 1698
Bushman-Hottentot language, numbers

still speaking. 5554
Bushmen, African people, 20, 324, 2004,

2279— Dutch wars against. 2282— pictorial art, 21, 2028, 2283— racial struggles, 5629— types, 234. 2283
Bushy Run, battle, 6073
Bussone, Francesco, execution, 3963
Bussy, C. J. Patissier, Marquis of,

Indian campaigns, 1256, 5498
Bussy-Rabutin, Count Roger of, 3020
Bute, John Stewart, Earl of. 4520
Butilin, Teutonic chief, 3460
Buto, Egyptian goddess, 2097, 2128
Buto, capital town of ancient Northern

Egypt, 2014
Buto, land of, Africa, 2128
Buxar, battle of (1764), 1259, 5498
Buxton, Edward North, 5636
Buyan Kuli, khan of Jagatai, 1494
Buz, land of : see Bazu
Bu Zaid, Ilkhan Mongol emperor, 1970
Buzurg Khan, leader of revolt against

the Chinese (l.s62), 1512
Byam Martin Island, 6338
Byblos, ancient town : see Gebal
Byng, Sir George, admiral : see Tor-

rington, George Byng, Viscount
Byron, Lord, 2458, 4819, 4822— death at Missolonghi (1824), 4855— in Greek war of independence, 4854,

4855
Bytown, renamed Ottawa, 6128
Byzantine architecture, Arab buildings

influenced by, 2925— influence in the West, 2966— in Spain. 2926, 2927— type of church, 2924
Byzantine art, book cover for Gospels,

2968— Byzantine Madonna at Florence,
2932— characteristics, 2920, 2922— crowning of Eomanus IV. and
Eudocia carving, 2958— crown of Byzantine emperors, 2962— Harbaville diptych, 2969— influence on the West, 2964— in Italy, 2932— ivory carving, 2933— Nicephorus on his throne, 2959— renaissance in 14th century. 2973— sewed work on state robe, 2949

Byzantine Empire, 2781-86, 2794,
2907-76— army, 2933, 2945— Bulgarian wars and relations with,
2950, 2953, 3035, 3040, 3042
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Byz—Can
Byzantine Emplto, Asia Minor lost by,

1!)55— Charlemagne'3 relations witli, 3468,
3486— civilisation and its influence, 2912,
2919, 2925, 2976— classes of the people described, 2947— Clovis invested with dignity ol

Roman Consul, 3456— Crusades, 2395, 2396, 3386, 4011-13 :

see also Crusades— in Egypt, 2139— extent in 12th century, 2960— fall, and its causes, 2963, 2981, 4144— historians, 2912— Huns receive tribute from, 3029— image worship controversy, 2937— Italian possessions and power, 2916,
3940— Latin empire, 2970, 3736, 4058— literature, 2922— Magyar invasion (915), 3115— marriage laws, 2936— Mohammedan wars with, 1913, 1925,
1954, 1955— navy, 2948— Northmen in service of, 3540— Oriental influences, 2919— Otto I.'s relations with (10th
century), 3588— Persian wars, 1880, 2917— political importance and efficiency,

2895— Russian wars, 2942, 3288, 3290— Slav attacks, 3070— taxation, 2935— Theodoric chosen by as Icing of

Italy, 3455
— Turkisli conquest and relations with,

1976, 2916, 2990, 3657
— Venetian treaty (1082), 2958
Byzantium, city, besieged by Emperor

Severus (196), 2764— league against Athens, 2518— Macedonian alliance, 2533— Macedonian war, 2537— revolt against Darius, 1814
•— and Theban confederacy, 2517— for city after 330 a.d. see Con-

stantinople

Cabal Ministry, 1668, 4424, U73
Cabeira, battle of. 1835
Cabellarius, cavalry, 2933
Cabet, E.ienne, 4949, 5263
Cables, sulmiarine : see submarine cables

Cabot, John, 5444— Newfoundland discovered, 6177
6324— N. American discoveries, 1112,
3909. 3909-10, 5889, 6011-18

Cabot, Sebastian, 1112, 3909-10, 3909,
5444, (j17S, 6179

— Arctic explorations, 6321-26— in Paraguay, 5914^ West Indian voyages (1516), 6179
Cabral, Pedralvarez, 5889, 5930
Cabrera. General, Carlist leader, 4900
Cacama, king of Tezcuco, 5800
Caceres, Ramon, 6009
Cacha, Peru, temple to Huiracocha,

5S42, 5858
Caciques, origin of, 5781
Cade, Jack, revolt, 3895
Cadiz, town, Spain, Blake's victory,

1657, 5528— Colonial conference (c. 1812), 5960— Drake's entrance into liarbour (1587),
4275— sack by English (1596), 4277,
5525-26— trade with S. America (16th cen-
tury), 5939-54

Cadmea, citadel of Thebes, 2515
Cadoudal, George, plot against Na-

poleon, 4710
Ci'^cina Allienus, Roman soldier, 2726
C;rdmon, British poet (d. 680), 3506
Cii'dmon Cross, Whitby, 3506
Caei, old house, 37SS
C*re, Etruscan town, 2619
Caesar, Augustus, Julius, etc. : see

Augustus, Julius, etc.

Ca>sar Augusta, ancient town, Spain :

see Saragossa

Caesarea, town, Syria, during Crusades,
4026, 4033, 4038, 4043— Mohammedan mosque, 1915

Cagni, Captain, Arctic expedition (1809),
().i42

Cahokea mound, America, 5694
Cahorsins, Caorsini, monevlenders, 4064
Cai^os Islands, 5570, 6176
Caile Vipinas, story of, 2618
" Cain," Cormon's picture, 17
Cairo, city, Egypt, Ahmad ibn Tulun,

mosque, 2143— development from El Fostat, 2142— El Azhar mosque founded by
Gauliar, 2145— Maristan hospital, 2151— modern conditions in, 2178— national demonstration (19i)K), 6366-
67— Saladin's improvements, 2148— Saracenic architecture, 2152, 2180— scenes in, 1917, 1939, 559S— Turks conquer (1517-18), 4059— wall built by Becbr el Gemali (1073),
2147

Caisse de la boulangerie, 5266
Cajamarca, town, Peru, 5844, 5907— battle, 5838
Calabria, mediaeval liistory, 3940
Calabozo, battle (c. 1817), 5967
Calah Kalkhi : see Nimrud
Calais, town, France, fortress, 363— surrendered by England, 4249, 4269— wool market founded, 4086
Calas, Macedonian general, 2546, 2548
Calataflmi, Sicily, Garibaldi's victory

near (1860), 5043
Calatrava, knights of, 3992, 4003
Calchaguis, people, 324
Calcutte, Black Hole of, 1257, 1265, 5498— factory established by East India

Company (1690), 1253— population, 1363— views and buildings, 1199, 1265,
1355

Calder, Admiral, 4727, 5527
Calderari, secret society, 4843
Calderon, P., Spanish dramatist, 4281
Caleb, tribe, 1761
Caledonia, Roman name for Scotland,

2428-29
Calendar, Babylonian, 1637— Chibcha, 5812-14— Egyptian correction, 236— Greek (ancient), 2486, 2495— Inca, 5854— Maya system, 5726, 5731, 5745,

5758, 5760, 5770— Mexican, 5766
Calvary, Alberta, 6175, 6140, 6174
Calicut, India, 4008
California, Drake's expedition, 6017— gold discovered, 6229— Indian races : see American Indians— Spanish discovery, 5903— U.S. acquires (1848), 5507, 6228-29— views, 6258
Caligula, Cains, Roman emperor, 2716,

2717,2717, 27 IS, 2718
Caliphate, 1907-52— Abbassid dynasty, 1931— Bagdad court, splendour of, 1938— caliph enthroned at Cairo (1258),

2150— decline of empire under the Abbas-
sides, 1944— Egyptian rule, 2141, 2144— Fatemides struggle with, 1958,
1962— Khivan protectorate, 1965— Mahmud of Ghazni's protection,
1951— Mongol attack on (13th century),
1968— Omayyad dynasty, 1919— Persians protectors of the caliphs,

1947— rule in North Africa, 2206— Spanish, account of, 3514— spiritual authority, 1934— Turkish protection, 1954, 1977
— vizirate created by Mansur, 1934
Calixtins, Hussite sect, 3170
Calixtus II., pope, 3771, 3776, 3798
Calixtus III., pope, crusade bull, 1455,

2994, 3821, 4126

GENERAL INDEX
Callais, Athenian general, 2522
Callao, battle, 5972-80
Callatis, Greek colony, 2578
Callias, peace of, 2502
Callitires, Canadian governor, 6035
Callisthenes, Athenian general, 2528
Callisthenes, historian, 2563
Callistus, Roman freedman (fl. 41 a.d.),

2719
Calmar, union of : see Kalmar
Calonne, Marquis de, 4568
Calpurnia, wife of Julius Cicsar, 2677
Calvia, John, 4200, 4208, 420S
Calvinism. 4208, 4293
Camaldulenses. monastic order, 3725
Cambaceres, Frencli consul, 4705
Cambaules, Galatian leader, 2579
Cambay, Gulf of, 1169, 1367
Cambodia, Further India, 1401-5— French protectorate established

(1864), 1413— inscriptions as source of history,
1390— king of, in 1863, 1402— natives of, 324, 1402— religion, 1391— Siamese conquests of (14th century),
1402

Cambojans, people, 324
Cambrai, League of (1508), 3688, 3833
Cambrai, peace congress (1517), 3001
Cambrai, peace of (1529), 4213
Cambrian geological system, 89, 90, 96
Cambyses, king of Persia, 1806— conquest of Egypt (525 B.C.), 1581,

2127— tomb, 1807
Camden, battle (1780), 6100
Camel, historical influence in Africa,

2007— Lewis's picture, 200— pack carrying, 194
Camels, battle of the, 1918
Camerino, Italy, Varani rule in, 3958
Cameron, V. L., 2230
Camoens, poet (1524-80), 4145
Campania, Italy, Etruscan conquest,

2423— fevers check conquest of Rome,
19

Campbell, Sir Colin (c. 1857) : see
Clyde, Lord

Campbell-Bannerman, Sir Henry, 5187,
5192, 5350

Campecbe, Nahua state, 5754, 5755
Camperdown, battle of (1797), 4683,

46SS. 4689, 4771, 5527
Camphausen, Lndolf, Prussian minister

(1848). 4920
Campion, Edmund, Jesuit, 4272
Campo Formio, treaty of (1797), 4682
Cana, race, 5848-57
Canaan, 1735-42— Aramaean civilisation influenced by,

1733— Egvptian relations, 1567, 1568— inhabitants, 324, 1762— Mesopotamian migration (2000 B.C.),

1589— pre-Semitic elements, 1735— Semitic migrations to, 1571, 1736,

1757
Canachus of Sicyon, sculotor, 2589

Canada, 5524, 6019-36, 6057-68, 6103-
75, 6159-74— Act of Reunion (1842), 4818, 4980

— agricultural development, 6128-58
— agricultural scenes, 6135, 6142,

6147, 6156— American invasion (1812), 6107-14
— American settlers, 6103, 6107-08,

6119, 6134, 6158— American war of (1812), 6212
— area and population, 6175
— armv (1814), 6114
— banks, 6146— British acquisition. 4520, 5453,

5488, 6057-68. 6103-14, 6175
- Crirtier's explorations, 6016-18
— Church in pioneer times, 6118
— colonisation jiroblenis discussed, 5650
— constitution granted (1792), 5648
— currency, 6175
— dates of chief events, 6316-17
— defences, 5592— Dominion formed (1867), 5004, 6128
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Canada, Dutch settlers, 6027, 6108
— education, 5590, 6134, 6146-51
— Family Compact, 6118-27, 6146-50
— French dominion, 6019-36, 6055-68,

6103-9, 6119-34— French element, 6144-56, 5550, 6115— fur trade, 6019-34, 6055, 6104, 6128-
30— German settlers, 6108-10, 6122— government and administration,
5573, 5648, 6078-82, 6118-19,
6127-28, 6175, 5574

- Great Seal, 6127— Indians, 5611, 5702, 6019-36, 6044-
56, 6110-13, 6133 : see also names
of tribes— Irish settlers, 6115, 6119— Jesuit missions, 6068— lumber industry, 6067, 6143, 6144,
6154— map, 6061— massacre of settlers by Iroquois
(1689), 6031— moose hunting, 6125— N.W. Mounted PoUce, 5536— Papineau rebellion (1837), 6120-22— pioneer period, 6115-22, 6117— Pontiac's war, 6104— postal rates, 6175— provinces created (1791), 6109— public works constructed by British,
5631— Quebec Act, 6078-82, 6104-5, 6119— railway construction, 6130-58 : see
also names of lines

— reciprocity treaties with U.S.A., 6144— Red River expedition, 5524, 6130— revenue, 6175— revolt (1835-38), 5524— Riel's rebellions, 5524, 6130-34— salmon fishing, 6145— Scottish settlers, 6108, 6116, 6122,
6132— snow scene, 6146— social conditions, 5650— statistics, 6175— '• Trent " incident, 5000, 6127

— union of Upper and Lower Canada
(1840), 4818, 6126-27— United Empire Loyalists (" U.E.L.")
6108-9, 6116-22, 6144-56

— weights and measures, 6175— white people of, 324
Canada Act (1791), 6109
Canadian Company, 6118
Canadian Pacitic Railway, views, 6147,

6148, 6151, 6167
— construction and effect on prosperity,

6130-58
Canalejas, Senor, 5401
Canao-Indians, religion of, 5842
Canary Islands, discovery, 4008— (iuanches, inhabitants, 2184— pirates, 5947— S. American trade, 5938
Canche, race, 5848-57
Candace, name of Ethiopian queens,

2247
Candia, Venice governs, 3962
Candiani family, as doges of Venice,

304(1

Candlemas, festival : see Purification of
tlie Virgin Mary

Canea, eartlniuakes (1909), 6372
Canes venatici, spiral nebula in, 83
Cangue, Chinese method of torture, 217
Cannee, ancient town, Italy, 2646— battle of (216 B.C.), 2646^47
Cannibal, origin of word, 5917
Cannibahsm in British Empire, account

of, 5549— in Congo valley district, 2306— Nahua pnctice, 5764— Niam Niam tribe of W. Africa, 2265— slavery developed from, 2812— S. American Indian practices, 5685-
88

Canninefates, people, 3471
Canning, Charles John, Earl (1812-62),

1300, 1303, 4992
— reconstruction of India after the

Mutiny, 1317, 1318, 1322
Canning, George (d. 1827), 4775, 4798,

4855, 4846
Canoe, prehistoric, 144
Canon, of Scripture, 2865

Canopic Nile, 2022
Canossa, Castle of, Apennines, Henry

IV. 's humiliation at, 3389, 3590— owned by the Count of Tuscany, 3592— possessions of counts, 3949— ruins, 3948
Canterbury, city, England : see estab-

lished by St. Augustine, 164, 3505
" Canterbury Tales," 3892
Canton, attacks on (1842 and 1856), 794,

797, 799, 5505— boat dwellings, 192— British influence in, history, 791-92,
797— commissioner appointed, 5505— views, 763, 839, 843

Canute (Knut), king of Denmark and
England (1018-35), 3556, 3558,
3842-44, 3845

Canute IV., king of Denmark (d. 1086),
3558

Canute VI., king of Denmark (12th
century), 3558

Can wu, Yue tshi dynasty, 1470
Capacabanas, cathedral, 5961
Capak Yupanki, Inia, 5848
Cape to Cairo railway scheme, 1435
Cape Breton Island, 6013, 6035, 6056,

6068, 6122
Cape Coast Castle, town, Gold Coast,

2272, 2273
Cape Colony, British occupation, 1433,

2283, 2314, 2317, 2319— constitution and government, 2315,
2320, 5568, 5565— defences, 5593— Dutch fort, 2315— Dutch settlement (1652), 2313— education, 5588, 5590— expansion and reconstruction after
the war, 2313-44

— finance (1908), 6368— German boundary dispute, 6369-70— Huguenot emigrants, 2313— Kaffir wars, 2316— self-government, grant of, 5648— slavery abolished (1833), 2316— statistics 2345— wild animals destroyed by sports-
men, 5630

Capenates, Latin community, 2622
Cape St. Vincent, battle of (1797) : see

St. Vincent
Capet, House of, kings : see France— political aims in 13th century, 3617
Cape Town, British acquisition, 5453— colonial convention (1909), 6368-69— revolt against convict settlers (1850),

5481— views, 2325
Cape Verde Islands, 5400, 5947
Capistrano, John, 2995, 3658
Capital, international capitalism, 4593— mediaeval immobility, 6388— origin of system, 5238— rise of power in Middle Ages, 4174— socialist views, 6399— status in economics to-day, 6396
" Capitanries " of Brazil, 5931
Capitoline, she-wolf, 2617
Capodistrias, Greek patriot (d. 1831),

4855, 4856, 4887
Caponi, Gino, Pisa conquered by, 3967
Cappadocia, Eunienes, conquest of (c.

323 B.C.), 1825— Hittite civiUsation in, 285, 295, 1718,
1725— independent kingdom founded by
Ariarathes, 1827— locaUty inhabited by early Cappa-
docians, 1789— Ma, rock-hewn relief, 1790— war with Sennacherib, 1676

Cappel, battle of (1531), 4207
Cappel, peace of (1529), 4206— (1531). 4207
Cappelleri, Bartolommeo : see Gregory

XVI., pope
Cappelletti, feud with the Montecchi,

3948
Caprera, island, Sardinia, view, 5047
Caprivi, Count, 5213, 5219
Capua, town, Italy, alliance with Rome,

2628— Appian Way built to, 2630— captured by Romans (212 B.C.), 2647

Can—Car

Capua, Carthaginian alliance, 2647— Etruscan city, 2423— mediaeval history, 3939-52
Capuchins, in Tibet, 1504
Capulets : see Cappelletti
Cara, inhabitants of Quito, 5826-30
Carabobo, Bolivar's victory, 5968
Caracalla (.Marcus Aurelius Antoninus),

emiiiTor of Rome (188-217 A.D.),
2765, 2766— gift of citizenship, 3502— massacre in Alexandria instigated,
2139

Caracalla, baths of, 2733, 2767
Caracas, town, V^enezuela, 5958-94,

5:)59, 5995
Carahs, Carthaginian town, 2640
Carasso Effendi, deputation to Abdul
Hamid (1909), 6371

Carausius, Roman governor, 3500
Caravan, Lewis's picture, 200
Caravan route, through Syria, 1727
Carberry Hill, battle of, 4356
Carbonari, secret society, influence of,

4843— Mazzini's connection with, 5035— revolutionary propaganda in Italy,
4876

Carboniferous geological system, 89, 90,
chart facing 96

Carboniferous Period, plate facing 88,
118

Carcasonne Castle, 3805
Carchemish, on the Euphrates, Assyrian

supremacy. 1577, 1673— Hittite inscriptions and remains,
1718, 1729, 1732— the Khattian empire, 1722— " Mina " of, distinct from Assyrian,
1731— mound at Jerabis, 1722

Carchemish, battle of (605 B.C.), 1580,
2125

Cardenas, Cuba, population, 6176
Cardia, Greek town, 2537
Carelians, people of Finland, 3572
Carey, J. W., " Wreck of the Girona,"

395
Carey, Lucius, Viscoimt Falkland (d.

1643) : see Falkland
Cari of Chucuito, 5857
Caria, Chrysaoriau League, 1831— Macedonian conquest, 2549— Persian satrapy, 1813— pottery, 1799— Roman acquisition (116 B.C.), 1832— territory of the ancient Carians,

1789
Carians, tribe. 1789, 2408
Caribbean Sea, 5950, 5952, 6179-98
Caribert (561), king of the Franks, 3470
Caribs, Soiith American race, 324,

-5680-89, 5684. 5685
Carignan family, 4925
Carinus, emperor of Rome (282-85),

2775
Carios, South American tribe, 5683
Carleton, Sir Guy : see Dorchester, Lord
Carlisle, Earl of, Barbados patent

granted to, 6184
Carlists, Spanish political party, 4900,

5228
Carlo I., Tocco, ruler of Epirus, death

in 1429, 2986
Carlo II., Tocco, ruler of Epirus (1429-

48), 2986
Carlo, Luigi, leader in movement for

unification of Italy, 5038
Carloman, brother of Pippin and son of

Charles Martel, 3481
Carloman, son of Pippin, Frankish king

(d. 771), 3484, 3524
Carloman, Frankish king (879), 3765,

3936— victory at Andernaeh (876). 3761-62
Carlos, Spanish kings : see Charles
Carlos, Don, brother of Ferdinand VII.,

4900. 5228, 5228
Carlota Infanta, sister of Ferdinand VII.,

5963-79
Carlowitz, peace of (1699), 3020, 3130,

4445
Carlsbad Resolutions (1820), 4836
Carlsen, ElUng, Arctic voyage (1871),

6320
Carlstadt, Andreas von, 4182
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Car—Ceil

Carlyle, Thomas, on Chinese governors,
781— history defined, 6378— literary worlv, 4823— on natural selection, 6414-16, 6431— portrait, 4822— social grospel of, 5256

Carmagnola, Francesco da, 3974
Carmen Sylva, queen of Itouniania, 5322
Carmichael, Sir T. Gibson, 6360
Carnac, Brittany, nKuioliths, 170
Carnatic, India, European rivalry in

(18th century), 1254
Carnegie, Andrew, 6274, 6312
Carnot, Lazare Nicolas M. (1753-1823),

French statesman, 4668, 4670, 4679
Carnot, Marie Francois Sadi, president

of the French fiepublic (d. 1894),
5225, 522?

Carnuntum, ancient city, Danube, 2696
Carolina : see North Carolina and

South Carolina
Carolina Company, Bahamas planta-

tions (1670), 6188
Carolina, Fort, French settlement,

6015-16, 6017
Caroline of Anspach, queen of England

(d. 1737), 4512
Caroline of Brunswick, queen of Eng-

land (d. 1821), 4805
Caroline Islands, Pacific Oc«an, 945-46,

5230
Caroline Matilda of England, queen

of Denmark, 4578
Carolingians, rise to power, 3479
Carpi, battle of (1701), 4451
Carrel, Armand, 4908
Carrhae, battle of, 53 B.C., 2668
Carringnan regiment, 6026
Carrying trade, origin, 201
Carsioli, Roman colony, 2632, 2634
Cartagena, town, South America,

Drake's expedition, 5525, 5949,
6018— siege by Morillo (1815), 5965-69— Spanish trade with, 5940

Cartagena, town, Spain, 2197, 2370, 3510
Carteret, John (1690-1763) : see Uran-

ville, Earl
Carthage, 2187-98, 2199-2204, 2382,

2637-50— alliance with Rome against Pyrrhus,
2632— army, 2638, 2646— Byzantine conquest (533), 2910— Carthaginians, 324— destruction, 146 B.C., 2197, 2652— Fatimides displaced, 3989— Moslem capture of (7th century),
1917— Pygmalion of Tyre, 1744— restored by Emperor Augustus, 2199,
2694— synod held (2nd century), 2857— treaty with Macedonia, 2586— Turner's picture of building by Dido,
291— wars with Rome : see Punic wars— Vandal conquest, 2202, 2790, 3453

Carthage, Council of (418), 2890
Carthagena : see Cartagena
Carthago Nova : see Cartagena, town,

Spain
Carthusians, religious order, 3733, 3737
Cartier, Jacques, American and Cana-

dian voyages, 6016-17
Cartier, Sir George (1814-73), plate

facing p. 6057
Cartwright, Edmund, inventions, 4554,

4554
Cartwright, Puritan divine, 4267
Cartwright, Sir Richard (1835), plate

facing p. 6057
Carucage, tax, institution of, 3868
Carus, M. Aurelius, Roman emperor,

(282), 2773
Carvajal, papal legate (1456), 2995
Cay Hunahpu (c. 1492). 5758
Casa Blanca, Morocco, Franco-German

dispute, 6367, 6374
Casa de Contratacion, Spanish colonial

institution, 5920, 5938
Casale, town. Italy, the Visconti

acquire, 3972
Casas Grandes, Pueblo ruins, 5722
Casia, Byzantine poet, 2942

Casimir I., duke of Poland (d. 1058),
3196

Casimir II., duke of Poland (1179-94),
3199, 3200

Casimir III., king of Poland (1333-70),
3206, 3207

Casimir IV., king of Poland (1447-92),
3233, 3236— Prussia offered to (1454), 3227

Casimir-Perier, J. P. P., 5225, 5227
Casket letters, of Mary, queen of Scots,

4272
Caspian Gates, 2558
Caspian Sea. scene, 1540
Cass, candidate for U.S. presidency,

6229
Cassander, ruler of Macedonia and

Greece, 1823, 2380-81, 2574-77
Cassandria, town of Macedonia, 2576
Cassano, battle of (1705), 4460
Cassiodorus, monk and writer, 2799
Cassius, Avidius, governor of Syria

(175 A.D.), 2761
Cassius, C, 2676, 2676, 2679, 2681
Cassius, Dion, Roman historian, 2746,

2767
Cassius, Spurius, Roman magistrate,

2626
Castaldo, John, Austrian soldier (1551),

3125
Castelftdardo, battle of (1860), 5046
Castellanries, 3204
Castelnaudary, battle of (1632), 4314
Caste] Nuovo, triumphal arch, 3976
Caste-marks, Brahman, 1175
Caste system, 1127. 1173, 1174, 1210— Buddha's teaching on, 1197— Ceylon, 1367— Mediterranean races' freedom from,

237.5-76— modification in modern times, 1177
Castiglionchio, Lapoda, 4125
Castile, kingdom, Spain, 3985-4005,4224— Black Prince's expedition, 3882— revolt of towns against Charles V.,

4227— trade with South American colonies,
5937

Castilla, Ramon, president (1844-54),
5988

Castinns, Roman governor, 3510
Castle Cornet, Guernsey, 5600
Castlemaine, Victoria, scene, 1059
Castlereagh, Viscount (d. 1822), 4775,

4846
Castles, erection under feudalism, 4113
Castor and Pollux, 2630
Castoreia Pass, 369
Castracani, Castruccio, as duke of

Lucca, 3958
Castra Hanibalis, 2648
Castro, Cypriano, president ofVenezuela,

5990, 5994
Castro, Vaca de, administration of Peru,

5912
Castro family, 3993
Catacombs, 2SS0
Catalans, people, 324
Catalonia, Spain, 3980, 3986-87— allegiance transferred to France

(c. 1640), 4324— restoration to Spain (1659), 4325— sea power, 3998-99— union with Aragon. 3991
Catapult, of ancient Rome, 26S5
Catarina, Christian name : see Catharine
Catastrophe theory of geological periods,

115, 127
C.ateau Cambresis, peace of (1559), 4254
Caterpillar, instinct of, 108
Cathari, heretical sect, 3041, 3731— see also Albigenses
Catharine of Aragon, queen of England,

3909, 4233, 4233, 4234
Catharine of Braganza, queen of Eng-

land, 4468, 4469. 5452
Catharine of Valois, queen of England,

3814-16, 3S90, 3894
Catharine de Medici, queen of France,

4282, 4285, 4287, 42SS
Catharine I., empress of Russia (1725-

27), 3314, 3332, 3345
Catharine II., empress of Russia (1762),

3314, 3348, 3350. 3351, 3353— influence of French Revolution on,
3351

GENERAL INDEX
Catherine II., literary genius, 3352— Polish pohcy, 4558— progress through villages, 3347— relations with Armenia (1768), 3026— Russian academy founded, 3352— treatment of Cossacks, 3277
Catharine (Katharina) Jagellon, queen

(if Sweden (d. 1583), 4378
Catharine Benincasa of Siena, St.

(d. 1380), 3969
Catharine Cornaro, queen of Cyprus,

4044, 4045, 4045
Catharine Howard, wife of Henry VIII.,

4.! 3 3

Catharine Parr, wife of Henry VIII.,
4233

Cathay, origin of word, 763 : for historj',
see China

Cathcart, General, Kaffir wars (c. 1853),
5510-12

Catherine : see Catharine
Catholic Association, formed 1823,

4800
CathoUc League (1609) of states of the

empire, 4295, 4299, 4301
Catiline, L. Sergius, conspiracy and

death (62 B.C.), 2665
Cato, M, Porcius, Roman historian,

2651
Cato, M. Porcius (65 B.C.), the younger,

2664
Cato Street Conspiracy (1820), 4799,

4800
Cauca, South America, postal rates,

5995
Caucasians, race, 324, 349
Caucasic, division of human race, 324
Caucasus, Persian efforts to hold passes,

5th century A.D., 1879— Russians acquire Persian provinces
(1813), 1987

Caudinii, tribe of Italy, 2414
Caudium, battle of, 2630
Cavagnari, Major Sir Louis, 1335, 1338,

1339— murder at Kabul (1879), 1336,
1528, 5172, 5502

Cavaignac, General Louis Eugene
(c. 1848), 4949-56, 4951

Cavaliers, party in the Civil War

:

see Royalists
Cavarus, Galatian king of Thrace,

2580
Cave bears, plate facing 89
Cavendish, Lord Frederic, 5173
Cavendish, Thomas, 1112
" Cave of Adullam," 5003
Caves, fossil remains in, 127— man's life in, 145, 166— Neolithic cave-dwellers, 166— temples, 1131, 1373
Cavite, naval engagement (1898), 5230
Cavour, Count Camillo, 5020-30, 5036,

5040, 5018— Crimean War, 4785— death of, 5049, 5050— influence on Napoleon III., 5042
Cawnpore, town, India, mutiny (1857),

1302, 1306, 1309, 4990
— population, 1363
Caxton, printer, 3906, 3907
Cayenne, 6196; population, 5995
Cayman Islands, 5570, 6176
Cayugas, North American Indians, 331

Cecil, Sir Robert, minister of Queen
Elizabeth : see Sahsbury, 1st earl

Cecil, Sir William : see Burleigh,
William Cecil, Lord

Cecilia of Masovia, duchess of Styria
(fl. 1412), 3226

Cecora, battle of (1620), 3254
Celebes, 923-24
Celestine III., pope, 3950
Celestine V., pope (1294), 3401, 3781
Ceh, duke of Medina, Columbus aided

by (1486), 5880
Cell, evolution theory, 106-7
Cellini, Benvenuto, 3964, 4214
Celsius. A., Swedish physicist, 4581
Celsus (178 A.D.) on the early Christians,

2857
Celts, people : see Kelts
Cenomani, (Jallic tribe, 2429
Cens, in feudal system, 4114
Centenius, C, Roman general, 2643
Centeotl, goddess, Aztecs worship, 5776
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GENERAL INDEX
Central America, aboriginal tribes,

5725-800 : see also names of
races and tribes— confederation of states, 19th cen-
tury, 6007— public works constructed by British,
5631— Spanish discovery and colonisation,
5891— statistics, 6010— views, 5727-29

Central Asia, H37-87, 1468-1552 '

— Alexander the Great's conquest,
2560— ancient art and writing, 1480, 1469— British sphere of influence, 1539— climate, 1538— civiUsation, 1439, 1440, 1448, 1477— dates in history, 1534— education, 1544— fauna, 1126, 1538— flora, 1126, 1538— irrigation, 1543— languages, 1450— Mongul empires : see Mongol em-
pire— mountain system, 1124, 1438— races of, 1447-50, 1538-39— religions, 1477, 1539— Russian influence in, and its effects,

1128, 1519, 1539, 1542, 1546— scenes, 374, 1459, 1551— statistics of area, population, etc.,

1533, 1546— trade routes and trade, 1460, 1511,
1544— transport, 1543

Central Criminal Court, London, fresco
painting of Justice, 221

Central Provinces, India, 1321
Ceram : see Seram
Ceramics : see Pottery
Ceraunos, see Ptolemy Ceraunos
Cerealis, Petilius, Roman officer, 2739
Ceri, ancient Csere, 2619
Cerig, Bulgarian ruler, 2939. 3036
Cerigo, island. Venice governs, 3962
Cernoievic, Arsen, Servian patriot

(1600), 3100
Cernojevic family, 3096
Cersebleptes, Ttiracian king (359 B.C.),

2405— Athenian struggle with, 2531— Macedonian War, 2533, 2534-35,
2537

Certosa of Pavia, erection (1396), 3974
Cerularius, see Michael Cerularius
Cervantes, Miguel de (1547-1616),

4145, 4146, 4281
Cerveteri sepulchres, 2420
Cervisia, beer, 2426
Cesare, D. de, historian of Italy, 3975
Cesarini, Cardinal Giuliano, 2987, 3648
Ceslav, Servian zupan, 3089
Cetewayo, Zulu chief, 2288, 2290, 2327,

5513, 5517,
Cetinje, monastery, bishops rulers of

Montenegro, 3096
Cetriporis, Tliracian rulers, 2531, 2533
Ceuta, town, Africa, 3513, 4008
Ceylon, 1365-1386— administration, 5564— Aryan colonisation, 1170— British occupation, 1385, 1386,

4471, 5503-4— Buddhism, 1188, 1190, 1371-76— Chinese, early trade with, 1425, 1428— Christianity, spread of, 17th cen-
tury, 1381— defences, 5593— Dutch in, 1383, 1383, 1384— education, 5588— fauna, 1365— flora, 1365— geography, 1365— historical records, ancient, 1368— irrigation, in 12th centur>-, 1379— people, origin and characteristics,
1366 : see also Singhalese— Portuguese in, 1381-82— scenes and views, 209, 1364, 1366,
1367, 1369, 1373, 1374, 1375, 1379

Chabrias, Athenian general, 2579
Chacabuco, battle (c. 1817), 5971
Chachapoyas, 5859
Chaco, river, Pueblo Indians, 5712-17

Chad, lake, 5226
Chserea, Cassius, plot against Caligula

(41 .\.D.). 2718, 2719
Chseronea, battle of (338 B.C.), 2538;

(86 B.C.), 1834
Chaffee, General, 6275
Chagres, revolution (c. 1812), 5969
Chainwork, Saxon, 2361
Cbaitanya, Hindu reformer, 1206
Chaka, Zulu prince (d. 1828), 2287
Chakam I., caliph of Spain, 3980
Chakam 11., caliph of Spain, 3980
Cfiakhars, people, 324
Chakri, king of Siam (fl. 1782), 1405
Chalca, race of Aztecs, 5762-95
Chalcedon, revolt against Darius, 1814
Chalcedon, battle of (73 B.C.), 1835
Chalcedon, Council of (451), 2798, 2891

6326
Chalcidian League, 2524-25, 2526, 2531
Chalcis, state and city, 2484, 2495.

2522
Chaico, lake, South America, 5762, 5782
Chaleondyles, Laonicus, 2976, 2988
Chaldiea : see Babylonia
Chaliang, ancient capital of Siam, 1402
Chalons-sur-Marne, Attila defeated

(450 A.V>.). 4094
Chalukya Kingdom, India, 1204, 1214
Cham, race, Furtlier India, 1388, 1401
Chama, Maya remains, 5733
Cbamapura, 1401
Chamavi, people, 3471
Chamberlain, Joseph, 5187, 5192
Chamberlain, Sir Neville, 1323, 1335
Chamberlin, Professor, S2, 83, 84
Chamber of Deputies, France, 53S1
Chambord, Henry of Bourbon, Count of,

(H. 1S73), 4844, 4869, 4870, 5223
Chammudites, 3984
Chamois, survivor of Drift and Glacial

Periods, 120, 121
Chamorros, people, 324, 962
Champa, ancient kingdom, 1401— dialect, 1401
Champagne, fairs in Middle Ages, 4062
Champapura, ancient town, 1401
Champigny, village, French sortie

(1870), 5136, 5137
Champlain, Samuel de, 5487, 6019-24,

0021
Champlain, forts. 6082-88, 6106
Champlain, lake, discovery, 6021
Champoton, or Pontonchan, Tutul

Xius settle in, 5750
Chancas, race, 331. 5848-68
Chancellor, Richard, explorer, 677. 6017,

6326
Chanchan, kingdom, America, 5826-38
Chandalas, race, 1370
Chandamukhasiva, king of Ceylon

(d. 44 B.C.), 1375
Chanda Sahib, ally of French, and claims

to tlie Carnatic, 1255
Chand Bibi, defence of Ahmednagar,

1231
Chanderi, fortress, storming of (1528),

1226
Chandernagore, India, 5498
Chandrabhanu, Malay leader, 1380
Chandragupta (Sandracottus), Indian

ruler (4th century B.C.), 1202, 1833
Changarnier, General (1848), 4914,

4956
Chang Chi-tung, Chinese viceroy, 846,

S47. 852
Chang Chun, Taoist monk, 772
Chang-kiang, part of Yangtse Kiang

river. 718
Chang Kien, Cliinese explorer and

general (122 B.C.), 1461, 1462,
2590

Channel Islands, 5557, 5599— language, 5600— militia, 5594— views, 5G00, 5601— see also Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney,
and Sark

Cbanoiae, General, 572, 575
Chantelauze, French minister, 4862
Chanzy, French general. Franco-Prus-

sian War (1870). 5136, 5138
Chao Kwang-yin, Chinese emperor :

see Tai Tsu
Chao Ti, Chinese emperor, 758
Chao-yang, Empress, facing p. 748

Cen—Cha

Chapetones, term explained, 5958
Chapogirs, tribe, 346
Chapu, China, 5505
Chapultepec, city, 5782, 5787-97, 6000
Character, influence of environment on,

353-76, 355. 368. 371— transmission of, 6409-11, 6425
Charax, city on the Tigris, 1424, 1845
Chard, Lieutenant, 2291, 5513
Chares, Athenian general, 2532, 2534
Charidemus, Athenian general (4th

century B.C.), 2533, 2534, 2546
Chariots, Egyptian use in war, 2065— Myceniean use, 2462— Roman race, 2690
Charlemagne, Holy Roman emperor,

2392-93, 3376, 3381, 3482, 3485,
3487— canonisation (1165), 3609— character, 3491— Christianity introduced among the
Saxons, 3527— Church, and his relations with,
3525— coronation robes, 3483— education, ideal of, 3528— farm produce sold by, 6389— feudalism under, 4096-7— image worship denounced, 2939— Italy under, 3934— marriage, 3467, 3492— monastic school of Charlemagne
period, 3526— permanent element of his work, 3584— pilgrimages organised, 4013— reforms instituted, 3488— in romance literatiu-e, 3804-6— scholarship and the arts under,
3379, 3490, 3528— Slav conquests, 3078, 3694— " Spanish mark " formed, 3986— statuary group in Paris, 3487— Widukind's submission to, 3484

Charles, archduke of Austria (16th
century), 3015

Charles, archduke of Austria, cam-
paign against Napoleon. 4681

Charles, duke of Baden (d. 1818). 1435
Charles I., king of Bohemia (1346-

1378) : see Charles IV., Holy
Roman emperor

Charles of Bourbon, cardinal (fl. 1584),
designated successor to French
crown. 4290

Charles II., duke of Brunswick (1823),
4832. 4S33. 4876. 4877

Charles the Bold, duke of Burgundy
(1433-77), 3419— alliance with Edward IV. of Eng-
land, 3898— quarrels with Louis XI., 382b et seq.,

3828— war with Emperor Frederic III., 3054
Charles, duke of Calabria, Florence

ruled by (1326-28), 3965
Charles, prince of Denmark : see

Haakon VII., king of Norway
Charles I., king of England (1625-49),

4329, 4331, 4333— Arctic explorations'encouraged, 6333— attempt to arrest members of parlia-
ment, 4335, 4338— burial at Windsor, 4344— charters granted, 6040, 6045— the king and his family on the river,
4330— raising his standard at Nottingham,
4338— Royalists emigrate to Virginia, 6039— Scottish negotiations, 4363— trial and execution scenes, 4339.
4340, 4341, frontispiece facing
4341. 4342. 4343

Charles n., king of England (1660-85),
4424, 4465— alliance and relations with French
king, 4420. 4468, 4470— bankruptcy (1672). 4626— colonies under, 4473, 6039-55, 6186— defeat at Worcester (1651), 4351— scenes and portrait, to face 4465,
4467. 4468, 4478— Tangier camjiaign, 5497

Charles II. (the Bald), king of France :

see Charles II., Holy Roman
emperor
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Cha—Che

Charles III. (the Simple) king of
France (879-929), 3703, :{764— treaty with Rollo the Northraan
(911), 3550

Charles IV., king of France (1322-28),
3787, 3787

Charles V., king of France (1364-80),
3810, 3813-18, 38 14, 2821, 3882,
3894

Charles VII., king of France (1403- 61\
3818-24

Charles VIII., king of France (1470 -98),

3828 et seq., 3830, 3831, 3832— entry into Florence, 3974
Charles IX., king of France (1560-74),

4285, 4287
— Florida settlement named after,

6015-16
— Poissy Abbev Conference (1561\

4284
Charles X., king of France (1757- 18301,

4848, 4859, 4SO0, 4864— flight to England, 4870— influence on Louis XVI., 4649— leader of ultra-Koyalist party, 4839— quarrel with Chamber (1830), 4862
Charles I,. Holy Roman Emperor : see

Charlemagne
Charles II. (The Bald), Holy Roman

emperor (823-77), 3494, 3761, 3703— partition of Frankish kingdom at
Verdun (843), 3496, 3581— Strasburg oaths (842), 3489— succession to imperial crown, 3582,
3936

Charles m. (the Fat), Holv Roman
Emperor (839-888), 3582, 3762,
3763, 3936— Danish Peace, terms of, 3550

Charles IV., Holv Roman Emperor
(1346-78), 3161, 3624, 3625, 3626— Denmark resists, 4076— golden bull, 3400— Italian policy, 3969-74— judicial system, 3664— reign in Bohemia (1346-78), 3160

Charles v.. Holy Roman Emperor (1519-
56), 3953, 4211, 4213— colonial poUcy, 5937-39, 5949— coronation (1530), 4215— election to succeed Maximilian, 3691— entry into Antwerp, 4223— Erasmus as tutor of, 4198— Fuggers. financial transactions with,
4595, 4598— Genoese firms, financial relations
with, 4602— Holy League against (1526), 4213— Martin Luther, 4184— naval campaigns against privateers,
5947

— Northern League formed against,
4221

— Schmalcalde League war(1546), 4218,
4219

— Spain under rule, 4226
— at tomb of St. Denis, 4210— Tunis expedition (1535), 3005— Turkish Wars, 4215
Charles VI., Holy Roman emperor

(1685-1740), 4523— claim to Spanish throne (1700), 4448,
4462— commercial policy, 4634— reign in Hungary, 3132

Charles n., king of Hungary, assasfi-
nated (1386), 3120

Charles III., king of Hungary : see
Charles VI., Holy Roman Emperor

Charles of Guise, cardinal of Lorraine
(fl. 1560), leader of Catholic party
in France, 4285

Charles, duke of Lorraine (10th cen-
tury), 3766, 3767

Charles, duke of Lorraine (d. 1690),
4440, 4444

— battle of Mohacs won (1687), 4440— campaign against the Turks (1683-
1687), 3018

Charles, duke of Lorraine (1757), in
Seven Years War, 4544

Charles, grandson of MaximiUan, be-
trothed to Claudia of France, 1504

Charles I., of Anjou, king of Naples
and Sicily (1266-85), 3975, 3779

— Benevento victory (1266), 3395, 3615

Charles I., Conradin conquered by
(1268), 3401, 3952— (ienoa resists, 3959— Sicily revolts against, 3776, 3998— Orvieto alliance (1281), 2973

Charles IL, kin? of Najiles (1288-1309>,
3976

Charles III. (the Short), king of Naples
(1386-1403), 3977

Charles II. (the Bad), king of Navarre
(1349-87), 3810, 3999

Charles III. (the Noble), king of Navarre
(1387-1425), 3999

Charles, of Viana, king of Navarre
(1420-61), 3999

Charles, duke of Nemours, son of Louis
Piiilippe, 4906

Charles, king of Portugal, (1908),
5406, 5408, 5409

Charles I., king of Roumania, 5030, 5322
Charles, duke of Sodermanland (1604-

1611) : see Charles IX., king of
Sweden

Charles, duke of Sodermanland (fl.

1792), regent in Sweden, 4582
Charles I., king of Spain : see Charles

v.. Holy Roman emperor
Charles II., king of Spain (1665-1700),

4325, 4325, 4448
Charles IIL, king of Spain (d. 1788),

4563, 4564, 5936, 5953-54, 5955-58
Charles IV., king of Spain (c. 1809),

4733, 5957
Charles VIII. (Karl Knutsson Bonds),

king of Sweden (1448-70), 3578
Charles IX., king of Sweden (1604-

11), 4378, 4379
Charles X., Gustavus, king of Sweden

(1654-60), 4379, 4384, 4389— Danish cessions to (1658), 4375— Elector Frederic William's relations
with, 4390

Charles XI., king of Sweden (1672), 4496,
4490

Charles XII., king of Sweden (1697),
4497, 4498— Augustus II. of Poland, war with,
3282— funeral procession (1718), 4199— great Northern war (1700-21), 4451,
4498— Turkish negotiations, 3020— war (if Siiauisli succession, 4460

Charles XIII., king of Sweden (d. 1818\
5155

Charles XIV. (Bernadotte), king of

Sweden and Norway (1818-44),
4728, 5155, 5155, 5158— nominated as successor by Charles
XIII., 4746

Charles XV., king of Sweden and
Norway (1859-72), 5156, 5158

Charles, count of Valois (1270-1325),
3620, 3778, 3782

Charles I., king of Wiirtemberg (1864-
91), 5219,5142

Charles Albert, elector of Bavaria
(d. 1745) : see Charles Albert VII.,
Holy Roman Emperor

Charles Albert VII., Holy Roman
Emperor (d. 1745), 4528, 4529

Charles Albert, king of Sardinia, 4901,
4901, 4925-32— defeated at Novara(1849), 4783— regency, 4845

Charles Augustus, duke of Saxe-
Weimar, 4831

Charles Edward Stuart, the Young
Pretender. 4515, 4515, 4516, 4517

Charles Felix, king of Sardinia (1821),
4845

Charles John, crown prince of Sweden :

see Charles XIV., king of Sweden
and Norway

Charles Martel, Frankish mayor of the

palace (8th century), .3^7?, 3480— as deliverer of Eiu-ope, 3374
— Moors repulsed by, 3980, 4009
Charles Robert, king of Hungary ( 1312-

42),3118, 3119, 3138, 3976
Charles Theodor, elector palatine and

duke of Bavaria (fl. 1778), 4561

Charles William Ferdinand, duke of

Brunswick (1780-1806), 4544

Charleston, citv. South Carolina, founda-
tion and growth, 6040-42

GENERAL INDEX
Charleston, French settlement, 6015-

61, 0017— secessionists demand surrender of
forts, 6239— War of Independence, 6077-99

Charleston, city, W. Virginia, popula-
tion, 6318

Charlotte of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, queen
of England, 4520

Charlotte, empress of Mexico, 5086,
60(15, 0005

Charlotte, queen of Portugal (1823),
4848

Charlottetown, 6175
Charran, battle of (53 B.C.), 1873
Charruas, people, 324
Chartered companies, grant of privileges

in reign of Elizabeth, 4279
Chartered Company of Rhodesia, native

wars witli, 5513-18
Chartism, poUtical movement, 4810,

5248, 5255-56— monster petition (1848), 4811, 4975
Chartres, old houses, 3788
Chartreuse, monks of : see Carthusians
Cbarudes, ancient tribe, 3432
Chassepot rifle, 5094
Chateaubriand. Vicomte de (1768-1848),

4846, 4847
Chateauguay, battle (1814), 6113-14
Chatellenie, in feudal system, 4112
Chatham, John Pitt, 2nd earl, antago-

nism to Napoleon, 4725
Chatham, William Pitt, 1st earl,

American policy, 4552, 6075-94— Canadian poUcy, 6063-68, 6178— foreign policy, 4505— last speech (1778), 4549— portrait, 4518— war a(iministration, 4518
Chatillon, Gaspard de, lord of Coligny :

see Cdlis-'iiy, (iaspard de Chitillon,
lord of

Chatti, Teutonic people, 3432— advatice against Rhsetia, 3447— nation of the Frankish federation,
3448, 3471— Roman war against, 2746

Chattwari, people, 3471
Chau, Chinese dynasty : see Chou
Chaucer, Geoffrey, 3889, 3892
Chaudors, people, 324
Chaul, battle of ( 1 508), 2153
Chaumont, Chevaher de, French Ambas-

.sador to Siam (1685), 1404
Chaumont, treaty of, 4760, 4795
Chau Phraya Sri Suriyawongse, Siamese

minister, 1406
Chaut, a ta.x : see Mahratta tribute

Cbauvin, French colonist, Canadian fur

trade organised, 6019
Chavin de Huantar, antiquities, 5838-50
Chechenz, language, 1128
Chechenzes, people, 324
Chedorlaomer, king of Elam : see

Kutur-Lagamar
Cheh Tsung, Cliinese Sung emperor, 771
Cheles, Maya race, 5755
Chelley, river, Pueblo Indians, 5712-16
Chelmsford, Lord, 2290, 2291, 2327, 5513,

6361
Chelyuskin, Arctic explorer (1742), 6336
Chemulpo, occupied by Japanese (1904),

882
Cheng Tang, Chinese emperor : see

Tang
Cheng=tung, Chinese Ming emperor, 777

Chen-Pi, Chinese minister, 6357

Cheops, king of Egypt (4th dynasty),
legends of. 2036— pvramid. 225, 227, 252, 2035

Chephren, king of Egypt, pyramid
builder, 2036

Chera, kingdom, 1182, 1184
Cherbourg, town, France, view, 5385
Cheremisses, race, 328
Cherkess, language, 1128
Cherokees, 324. 5700-1
Cherra Punji, Assam, rainfall, 1150
Cherry-blossom, Japanese, 428
Chersonesus, Greek colony, 2446, 2449,

245(1

Cherusci, tribe, 3442, 3444, 3445
Chesapeake, capture of (1813), 4776
Cheyennes, tribe, 312
Cheyt Singh, rajah of Benares, 1264
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Chia, r.u-e, 1ft;. •ml. '>^0S, 5820-24
Chia-ching, Cliinise emjieror, 788
Chians, (iicck tribe, 2481
Chiapas, Mexico, 57:50-48, 5768-70,

(il)U7

Chiaramonte, Andrea, Sicilian revolt led

bv, :5i)7(j

Chiari, battle of (1701), 4451
Chibchas, S. American people, 324,

5801-24, 5918— lip pegs, 5679
Chicago, city, university, 6310— views, 6279
Chicha, intoxicant, 5819
Chichimecs, Mexican race, 338, 5764,

5779-92
Cbichea-Itza, Maya monuments and

history, 5733-54, 5737
Chichi, Hun ruler (d. 36 B.C.), 1465
Chickasaws, tribe, 337, 5698
Chicomoztoc, liistory, 5761-82
Chieftainship, a primitive institution,

218
Chien Lung, Chinese emperor (1736-95),

788, 788, 1396— reception of Lord Macartney's
embassy, 7S7, 791

Chieri, town, Italy, 3945, 3956
Chigi, Cardinal, pleading before Louis

XIV., 4401
Chiji, earthly deities, 465
Chiiandar, monastery, 3086
Child, rapidity of mental progress, 112
Childebert I., liing of the Franks, 3470
Childebert II., king of the Franks, 3470
Childeric II., king of the Franks, 3470
Childeric III., Frankish monarch, 3481
Child labour, 5244, 5255, 6393-96
Chili, Soutli America, 5595, Almagro's

expeditions, 5911— civil war (1851), 5987— Drake's expedition, 5948— ethnology, 324, 350— revolutions of 19th centurv, 5960-90— views, 5S07, 5946, 5953
Chili-Argentine peace statue, 5989
" Chiliast " doctrine, 3940
Chilhanwalla, battle of (1849), 1296,

1297, 5500
Chillon, fortress, 363
Chiloe archipelago, 5992
Chilperic (son of Gunjok), king of the

Burgundians (5th century), 3474
Chilperic I., king of the Franks, 3470
Chilperic II., king of the Franks, 3470
Chimalpopoca, Aztec king, 578C-91
Chiminigagua, C'hibcha legend, 5806-9
Chimu peoples, 5826-71— mummies, 5841— sun god of, 5817
Chimu pottery, 5828, 5830, 5832, 5833
Chin, Chinese state, 738, 753
China, 709-800, 801-854, 6355-58— Arabs, first appearance, 1428— architecture of Han dynasty, 759— area, 712, 855— Arrow war, 4990, 5506— art, 726, 727, 728, TIS, 786— Boxer rising, 6272-75— British missions of 1793 and 1816,

788— British wars, 791, 793, 799, 801,
4990, 5505-6— Buddhism in : see Buddhism— Burmese invasions, 1393, 1394— " burning of the books " (213 B.C.),
754— cart, 194— Central Asia, intercourse with and
influence on, 756, 1440, 1499, 1512— Cham wars, 1401— Christianity in, 788, 825-35, S24, 827,
828, 829, 830, 831, 832,833— climates, 715— coal mining, 6358— commerce, 855, 895, 1425, 1428,
1462, 4030-32, 5505— currency, 855— dates in history, 854— division of North and South (386-
532), 763— dowager empress of : see Tzu Hsi— drought of 1875-76, 816— dynasties, ancient, 748-759, 760-764— Eastern Han dynasty (25-221 a.d.),
760-61

China, Eastern Indo-China, Influence of,

1409— education, 733, 847, 6358— emperor (late, d. 1907): see Tsai
Tien— empire restored (8th to 14th cen-
turies), 765-774— European buildings, increase of, 847— European treaties, 797, 799, 801— expenditure and revenue, 855— French relations with, 797, 816, 826— future of, Saleeby on, 6420— government system, 845, 855— Great Wall of : see Great Wall of
China— Greek influence on, 2599— Huns struggle with, 1451, 1462— intellectual development, early, 724— isolation and independent develop-
ment, 26— .Japanese wars, 777, 818, 820— Korea, early relations with, 463— literature, 754, 756, 758, 765, 770,
776, 778,847— Manchu dynasty (1616-1875), 783-
800— Manchus, modern restrictions on, 849— map, 70S— missionary work in, and its effects,

778, 809-10, 819, 832, 2924, 5642— Mongol conquest and rule, 772, 774,
1486, 1489— military reforms, 845— municipal and social reforms, 846— navy reforms, 846— north-easterly route to, English at-
tempts to discover, 1112— Northmen's voyages to, 4009— opium trade and wars, 791, 793,
5505-6, 6358— palaces. 726, 835— Persians in, 1428— philosophy in, Buddliist influence,
746— population, 712, 855: see also
Chinese— Portuguese, appearance of, 778— post office returns, 848— postage rates, 855— printing in, first mention, 769— products, 715— railways, 816, 848, 6358— reforms, history of, 771, 807, 822,
823, 845— religions, origins and histories, 729,
739, 749, 752 : see also Buddhism
Confucianism, Taoism— Ilussian relations with, 682, 5506— scenes in, 711, 718, 719, 722, 725,
747, 785, 787, 836-37, 838, 839,
840, 841, 844, 850— science, 786, 832— silk trade, 840, 1458— Syrian missionaries in 7th and 8th
centuries, 2924

— Taiping rebeUiou : see Taiping— 'elegraph rates, 855— three kingdoms, 761— Tibet ui relations, 1350, 1474, 1475
1501-4, 5505, 1552, 6358— tombs of Ming dynasty, 779— Tungusian inroads and rule, 657,
658— twentieth century history, 845-52,
6355-58— types, 712-13, 714, 715, 717, 746,
814-15, 848-49— Tiigars' invasions, 767— viceroy's appeal for progress, 852-53— war, development of art, 724— war scenes, 790, 793, 794, 795,
805, SIS, 187 7— weights and measures, 855— Western and Eastern Tsin dynasties
(265-419), 762-763

China Sea, bed of, 1419
Chindasvinth, king of the (ioths (641-

649), legal code of, 3512
Chin Dynasty (221-207 B.C.), 753-55— (265-317 A.D.) : see Tsin— later (935-46), 769
Chinese, language and writing, alphabet

due to a Buddhist, 746— growth and development, 722— hyphen, use of in English equiva-
lents, 710

Chi—Chr

Chinese, modern writing, 724— phonetic system, 724— pjople, 324, 350, 720— ancient Greeks, knowledge of, 2487— art and architecture, 726, 759, 778,
786— in Ceylon, early trade, 1425, 1428— character, 715, 845— governors, men of letters as, 781— in Indian Ocean, 1425, 1428— literature, 754, 756, 758, 765, 770,
776, 778, 847— Manchu population merged in, 6357— in South Africa, 2343— Sumerians' civiUsation akin to, 261— tribes of, 720— types, 712-13, 714, 715, 717, 746,
814-15, S4S-49— white races antagonism, 1117

Chinese-Annamitic language, 1128
Chinese Turkestan : see Eastern Tur-

kestan
Ching-Hai, Confucian temple, entrance

gate, 7.35

Chingbiz : see Genghis Khan
Chin KiUkh Khan, of Haidarabad : see

Asaf Jab
Chinooks, tribe, 324
Chins, race, 344
Chinzer, king of Babylon : see Ukin-

zir

Chioggia, war of (1378-81), 3417, 3962
Chios Island, alliance with Athens,

2517
•— colonisation by Greeks, 2483— league against Athens, 2518— Macedonian revolt, 2550— revolt against Turkey (1821), 4854
Chipiez, Charles, Babylonian temple re-

constructed by, 1635
Chippewa, tribe, 321, 5696-97
Chiquitos, people, 324
Chiriguanos, people, 325
Chitor, Piajputana, capital besieged by

Akbar (1567), 1229
Cbitral, India, Bengal sappers and

miners road making, 5619— British expedition (c. 1898), 5502— fort, 1347— struggle for throne and British in-
terference (1892), 1346

Chitralis, race, 325
Chittagong, British annexation, '5500

Chiusi, ancient Clusium in Etruria,
2410, 2422— besieged by Gauls, 2622— sepulchres, 2420

Chivalry, the age of, 3385, 3397 : see
also under Knights

Chlodio, Merovingian king, 3472
Chlodomer, son of Clovis, king of the

Franks (6th century), 3458
Chlodwig : see Clovis I.

Chlopicki, Joseph (1831), 4875
Chmelnicki, Bogdan Sinovi, Cossack

leader (d. 1657), 3272, 3272
Chocos, tribe, 325
Choiseul, Due de, French minister,

4564, 6094
Choktaws, tribe, 337
Chola, kingdom, 1182, 1184, 1377, 1379
Chola Naga, king of Ceylon, 1375
Chols, tribe, 336
Cholula, S. America, 5738, 5771
Chontals, tribe, 325
Chorasses, tribe, 332
Chornyje Klobuki, Russian people, 3300
Chorotegans, tribe, 325
Chosen, ancient Korean kingdom, 862
Cho-shu, Japanese clan, history, 559-

562, 563-64, 568-70, 5507
Chotin, battle of (1769), 3359
Chotusit3, battle of (1742), 4530
Chou Dynasty, Chinese, 750, 1451— later, (957-60), 769
Chou Fa-Mongkut, king of Siam, 1406
Chouli, Confucian classical book, 730
Chremonidean War, 2581
Chremonides, archon of Athens, 2581
Chrestien de Troyes, poems, 3806-7
Christian of Anhalt (fl. 1618), 4301
Christian, duke of Augustenburg (1798-

1869), 4944, 4973, 5063
Christian I. of Oldenburg, king of

Denn\ark and Norway (1448-81),
3562, 3578, 4086
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Christian II., king of Denmark and
Xonvav (1513-23), 3562, 3562,
4369, 4370, 4370, 4371— proclaimed king of Sweden (1520),
3578

Christian III., king of Denmark and
Norway (1533-1559), 4370, 4371

Christian IV., king of Denmark and
Norway (1588-1648), 4370, 4373,
4374, 4579— Thirty Years War, 4303

Christian V., king of Denmark (1670-
99), 441)2, 4494

Christian VI. (1730-46), king of Den-
mark, 4577, 467S

Christian VII., king of Denmark (1766-
1808), 4578, 4570

Christian VIII., king of Denmark (1839-
48), 5153, 5157— succession question, 4943

Christian IX., king of Denmark (1863-
1906), 5064, 5154, 5414

Christian, princeofHolst^iu-Gliicksburg,
4943, 4973

Christian, archbishop of Mainz, 3603
Christian of Oliva, bisliop of Prussia

(ti. 1215), 3708
Christian II., elector of Saxony (1591-

1611), 4295
Christian Church, 2772-73, 2837-55,

2867-92— art in the early church, 2885, 2S85— claims of Eome, 2870, 2879, 2889— degeneracy caTised by evil lives of

popes, 3719-20— doctrines, development, 2871
— East and West schism (6th century),

2798— festivals, beginning of, 2884— feudaUsm takes hold of, 4107-08— first general council (325), 2879— Justiuisn's attitude towards, 2912— separation of East and West, 2892— state protection in reign of Con-
stantine, 2878— temporal power, history of growth,
2796-99, 3717-25, 3727-41— see also Christianity, Roman Cath-
olic Churcli, Orthodox Eastern,
Church of England, etc.

Christiania, city,Norway, J576, 4579,541

2

Christianity, 2772-73, 2837-55, 2867-92— Abyssinia, 2252— Apostles' life and w'ork, 2847— baptism of earliest converts in
Britain, 3518— Bohemia converted. 3148

— Britain converted, 3502, 1504-5— Central Asia, 1478, 1479— China, history of, 825-34— Congo state, 15th century, 2311— Constantine the Great's work, 2782
— Crusades' effect on, 2395— dogmatic teaching, history of, 2871— earlv organisation, 2852— effect on f lie world, 54, 2385-86,

2837, 5639— Egypt, ancient, 2139
-— Gospels WTitten, 2855— Hungary, 3116— India. 1154— Japan, history of, 487, 523-31, 530— Jvilian the Apostate and, 2785
•— Korea, advent and development, 866— lowering of teaching due to Gregory

the Great, 3522— Judaism, separation from, 2850— literature, early Christian, 2858— Lithuania converted, 3224— Milan Edict (313), 2878— militant, in Middle Ages, 3385
— Moldavia converted, 3146— new era after the Reformation, 4193— North Africa in early days, 2201
— Nubia converted, 2248— Paganism in relation to, 2860, 2863— persecutions : see Christian persecu-

tions— Persian empire limited by non-
acceptance of, 1878

-— Poland converted, 3194— rise of the Chiu-ch in the West, 3517— Russia converted, 3292— spread of, history, 2857— state protection begun under Con-
stantine, 2878

Christianity, teachings of Christ. 2840— sec also names of various Churclies
and .sects

Christian Jager, Nama(|ua chief, 2283
Christian missions : see missionaries
Christian Pedersen, Danish author

(d. 1554), 4372
Christian persecutions, 217, 2859-62,

2872-77, 2S73— Decius (250), 2872— Diocletian, 2779— Domitian, 2861— Galerius (303), 2875— Goths in the 6th century, 3511— Japanese, 525-31, 526— Nero, 2856. 2860— Spanish, 3509— Uganda, 2302— Valerian (253-260), 2874
Christiansborg, Danish colonv, 2276
Christian Socialism, 5258, 5264
Christina, queen of Spain, 5401
Ciiristina, queen of Sweden (1632-54),

4382, 43S2, 4389
Christmas, Christian festival, 2884— Polish customs, 3234. 3235
Christmas Island, view, 5540
Christodule. St., of 11th century. 2960
Cnristoph, l)ishop of Corona, 2987
Christopher II., king of Denmark (1319-

32), 3560, 4075
Christopher III. of Bavaria, king of

Denmark, Norway, and Sweden
(1439-48), 3562, 3562, 3578, 4086

Christopher, count of Oldenburg, in

the Count's War (1533-36), 4371
Chronica^ Polonorum, 3198
Chronicles, Book of, historic value, 1757
Chronology, of American history, 6316-

17— Babylonian, 1637— Eastern Europe, dates in the history
of, 3355— Egyptian dates, 2040, 2057— French Revolution to oiu- own time,
dates. 5279-80— great events before the Reformation,
4088-90— Greek, ancient, 2588— Reformation to the French Revolu-
tion, dates, 4583— Roman empire, dates, 2800— Russian, 3336— South-eastern European history,

from 500 to 1792 A.D., 3103
— world history, 60-73, chart 74-77
Chrysaorian League, 1831
Chrysaphius " Tzuma," Byzantine

eunuch, 3029
Chrysobullon, battle of (883), 2144
Chrysoloras, Manuel, 4125
Chrysopolis, battle of (323), 2781
Chrysostom, jireacher of Constanti-

nople, 2889, 2SS9
Chrystler's Farm, battle (1814), 6114
Chrzanowski, Adalbert, 4931
Chucuito, state. South America, 5857-

59
Chuenpee, capture in 1856, 796
Chu-gu-shi Lake, Japan, 426
Chukchi, race, 325, 643. 662, 665
Chu Kiang, Chinese river, 719, 720
Chulalongkorn I., king of Siam (1868),

1406, 1407— edition of the Atthakathas, 1376
Chul Thong, king of Korea, 868
Chumbi Valley, British occupation,

1505, 5503
Chumigren, king of Pegu (1556), 1403

Chun, prince, Chinese regent, 6357
Chunchiu, Confucian books, 730
Chunchos, peojile, 325
Chung-Cheng, Emperor, suicide, 780
Chung Hou, Cliinese ambassador, 812
Chung-yung, Confucian Iwok, 726, 730

Chupas, battle of, Peru (1542), 5912
Chuquisaca, congress (1825), 5986
Church Missionary Society, 5641

Church of England, Charles I. supported
bv. reason for, 4343— condition of clergy during Wars
of the Roses. 3905— Elizabeth's policy, 4266-69

— Laud's policy, 4331— legislation under Charles II., 4421
— Reformation, 4236

GENERAL INDEX
Church of England, remodelled on

Roman system in 7th century, 3505— Thirty-nine Articles, 4209— Tractarian movement, 4896
Chusan Archipelago, 790, 797, 5505
Chushu, Confucian bamboo books, 730
Chuvash, language, 3034
Chu Yuan-Chang, founder of the Ming

dynasty 776
Chu-zen-ji, lake, Japan, 426
Chwarizm : see Kharisni
Cibola, races inhabiting, 5711
Cicero, M. Tullius, 2661, 2667, 2680— Catiline conspiracy denounced, 2663,

2665— at country villa, 2662— Philippic orations, 2678
Cicero, son of M. Tullius Cicero (23

B.C.), 2892
Cid, campaigns against Moors, 3988
Cienpregos, Cuba, population, 6176
Cilicia, country, Asia Minor, Alexander

the Great's concjuest, 2551— Armenian emigration to, 1978— Assyrian relations, 1664, 1674— Hittites in, 1718, 1723— locality inhabited by ancient
Cilicians, 1789— Mehemet Ali's conquest (1883), 2162— migrations of Cilicians, 2408— Roman conquest, 2384— Seleucid empire in Asia Minor
confined to, 1830— uncivilised condition during Roman
supremacy, 1859

Cilician Gates, 283, 2551
Cimabue, Giovanni, artist, 3963, 3966,

3967
Cimbebas, negroes : see Basimba
Cimbri, Teutonic people, 2657, 3433

3434
Cimmerians, ancient people, Asia

Minor invasions, 1456, 1683, 1796,
1802— Assyrian wars, 1579, 1674, 1680— distribution and early migrations,
2400, 2443-44— soldiers, Ionian carving, 1797

Cimon, Athenian general, 1816, 2502
Cinna, Roman Consul (d. 84 B.C.). 2660
Cinnamon, Ceylon trade and cultiva-

tion, 1382, 1384
Cinq-Mars, French grand-master of the

horse, plot against Richelieu, 4314
Cione, Andrea di : see Orcagna
Circassians (Tcherkessas), 314, 325
Cirta, stormed by Jugurtha, 2199
Cisalpine Gaul, 2432— map, 1st century B.C., 2621
Cis-Leithania, 5089
Cispadane Repubhc, 4681
Cistercians, monastic order, Bernard of

Clairvanx's influence on, 3733— dress, 3737— Geniian colonisation work, 3699,
3704— methods of life, 3734— in Sweden, 3572

Cities, effect on trade, 199— sit«s determined by natural con-
ditions, 27, 30

Citizenship, importance insisted on, in
ancient tireek thought, 2595-96

— Roman ideal of, 2602
City of Dublin Steam Packet Company,

founded in 1823, 5634
Ciudad Rodrigo, captured by Wellington

(1812), 4750
Civilis, JuUus, mutiny of Roman legions

led by (70 .\.D.), 2739
Civilisation, anthroponiorpliic concep-

tion of divinity, 290— caste system and, 2375
— Central Asian remains, 1469— Christianity's effect on, 2385-86
^ Church's influence on, 2359-60— conformation of non-European to

European type, 56-59
— continuity of, 2357-69
— Cretan, 2408-9— Crusades, effect on, 2395-96— development and contributing

causes. 12-48, 50-50, 146, 185-201,
203-224, 23.3-280, 282, 397, 2391

— different kinds of, 2361— earliest traces, 60
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CivUisation, ligyptiau, 233-258, 2013
— Etruscan, 2+2U-24— European, 281-98, 359, 2387-97,

2-107— Greek, 2381, 2451-60, 2589-2600
— Italian, early, 2413-24
— map of centres of, in 3000 B.C., J562
— Mediterranean the home of, 2374,

2375— Mesopotamiau, 259-280—-Neolithic, 15T5— Roman, 2383— seven wonders of, 225, 22l)-2S2
— transferred, instability of, 281-282
Civil War (1042-46), 4337, 4338, 4343-

48— prisoners sent to Virginia, 6039
Civita Vecchia, Italy, capture by

Oudinot (1849), 4954— Prefetti rule over, 3958
Clam-Gallas, Count Edward von,

Austrian commander, 5026, 5073

Clan, Keltic siguifleauce, 2433-36
Clapperton, Hugh, 2230
Clare, Richard, Earl oi Pembroke (fl.

117U) : see Pembroke
Claremont, council of : see Clennont
Clarence, Duke of, feud with Edward IV.

and Woodvilles, 3898, 3900
Clarendon, Lord, leaving Whitehall

Palace (1667), 4472
Clarendon Code (1660), 4466
Clarendon - Gortchakoff Agreement

(1872-73), 1329
Clare Sisters, religious order, 3740
Clarkson, Thomas, 5477
Claudia, daughter of Louis XII. of

France, betrothals, 3832-33
Claudian, Roman poet, 2787
Claudius, Roman emperor, 2719, 2779
Claudius (M. Aurelius), Roman emperor

(d. 270 A.D.), 2770
Claudius, Appius, 2630, 2635
Claudius Nero C, Roman consul (208

B.C.), 2648
Clausen rock, 168
Clavering, Captain, Arctic explorer

(1823), 6336
Clay, Henry, 6210, 6230, 6237, 6374
Clay, as writing material, 1558
Cleander, favourite of emperor Corn-

modus, 2761
Clemenceau, M., 5378, 6374
Clemens, S. : see Twain, Mark
Clemens Maximus, Roman governor of

Britain (381 .\.D.), 3502
Clement of Alexandria, father of the

Church, -2871

Clement of Drenovica, bishop, 2945
Clement II., pope (1046), 3724, 3725
Clement III., pope, 3779, 4034
Clement V., pope (1305-1314), 3778,

3783-85— Avignon residence, 4130, 4134— quarrel with Henry VII., 3622— suppression of the Templars, 3404
Clement VI., pope, Avignon palace,

4134, and Charles IV., 3161, 3624
Clement VII., anti-pope (d. 1394), 3406
Clement X., pope, 1404
Clement XIV., pope, 4564, 4565
Clement, presbyter at Rome, 2859
Clement, Jacques, Dominican, assassina-

tion of Henry III. of France, 4290
Clement Augustus, archbishop of

Cologne (1835), 4892
Clementina, duchess of Saxony, mar-

riage with Henry the Lion, 3601
Cleomenes III., king of Sparta (236-

222 B.C.), 2134, 2581, 2586
Cleon, Athenian demagogue, 2512
Cleon, of Syracuse, explorer, 2593
Cleopatra, daughter of Antiochus III.

of Syria, 1844
Cleopatra VII., queen of Egypt (68-

30 B.C.), 2131, 20S3, 2686— Julius Caesar's relations with, 2674— Mark Antony's relations with, 2682
Cleopatra, wife of PhiUp of Macedon

(337 B.C.). 2541
Cleopatra, daughter of Philip of Mace-

don, 2539
Cleopatra Berenice, queen of Egypt

(81-80 B.C.), 2131
Cleopatra Selene, queen of Syria, 1843,

1846

Clepho (Kleph), Lombard king, 3462
" Clericis Laicos " Bull, 3876
Clerk^Maxwell, scientist, 79, 103
Clermont, council of, 3385, 3778, 3769
Cleveland, Duchess of, 4469
Cleveland, Grover, 6257, 6260, 6275,

plate facing p. 6255
Cleves, duchy, contest for (1651), 4388
Chff dwellers, 5711-24
— baskets and pottery, 5713— dwellings, types, and tools, 172,

5714, 5715, 5716, 5717, 5718, 5719
Clifford o! Chudleigh, Lord, 4473
CUmate, influence on transformation of

eartli's surface, 118— map of influence on history, 391— race influenced by, 387-98, 392, 393
CUnton, General, 6088-6100
Clisthenes, tyrant of Athens, 2494
Clitus, killed bv Alexander the Great,

2562-63
Clitus, king of Illyria, 2399, 2544
Clive, Robert, Lord (1725-1774), 1257,

1261, 4518, 4552, 5498— administration in India, 1259, 1261— Arcot captured (1752), 1256— operations against Suraj ud Daulah,
1258

Chve's jaghir, explanation of term, 1259

Clocks and watches, early use of, 6382
Clodia, wife of Augustus, 2702
Clog, Japanese factory, 549
Cloisonne ware, Japanese craftsman at

work, 545
Clontarf, battle of (1014), 3542, 3931
Closter Seven, battle of (1757), 4543
Clotaire I., king of the Franks, 3470
Clotaire II., king of the Franks, 3470
Clotaire III., king of the Franks, 3470
Clothing : see Costume
Cloth, manufacture and sale, 4062, 4070
Clotilde, marriage to Joseph Napoleon,

5025
Clove, East African trade, 2295— Malayan trade, 898, 901
Clovis I. (Chlodwig), king of the Franks

(d. 511 A.D.), 3472, 3472— baptism (496), 3743, 3517— feudaUsm under, 4096— made a Roman Consul, 3456— Romans defeated (486 A.D.), 4094
— war with the Goths, 3456
Clovis II., king of the Franks (638),

3382, 3383, 3470
Clovis in., king of the Franks (691),

3470
Club of the Pantheon, 5260
" Club War," Finland (1596-97), 5160
Cluniacs, religious order, 3722, 3766-96,

4012, 3737
Clusium : see Chiusi

Clyde. CoUn Campbell, Lord, 1300, 1310,
4992, 5501

Cnidus, battle of (394 B.C.), 1818
Cnossos, ancient city, Crete, 237, 285,

286, 1564, 2060, 2073
Coaling stations, British, 5596
Coalition Ministry (c. 1852), 4980-87
Coast erosion, 86, 117
Coatit, battle of (1895), 2258
Coatlichan, ancient kingdom, 5782-90
Coatlicue, legend of, 5774-76
Coats' Land, discovery (1903), 6348
Cobden, Richard, 4820, 4995
Cocames, S. American tribe, 5686
Cocceius Nerva, emperor : see Nerva
Cochin China, 1409-15, 1414
Cochrane, Admiral Lord, 5970, 5972-76
Cocoa, slavery agitation, 6374
Coconut, importance to Polynesians, 949

Cocomes, Maya princely family, 5750-54
Code Napoleon : see Napoleon code
Code noir, French slave law, 4624
Codex Justinianus : see Justinian code
Codomannus, king of Persia : see

Darius III., Codomannus
Coele-Syria, country, Syria, 1840
Coelho, Gonzalo, voyages of, 5892
Cjen, Jan Pieterszen, Dutch governor in

Malaysia, 902
Coercion Bills (Irish), 5174
Coeur, Jacques, Bourges banker, 4594
Coinage, British system, 4615— Byzantine standard universal, 4053— Canada, 6175— Central American currencies, 6010

Civ—Col

Coinage, early mediums of exchange,
193-196, 197, 1799— English standard under Henry II.,

4065— German Empire (14th and 15th
centuries), 3665— Greeks' first use of coins, 2484— MaxiraiHan of Brazil, 0004— mediaeval, and commerce, 3674, 4589— Persian uniform system, 1814— South American currencies, 5995— uniform standard for the British
Emijire advocated, 5654

Coinage Union of Tuscany, 3965
Coire (Cliur). Switzerland, 370
Coke, Sir Edward. 4329, 4329
Colbert, Jean Baptiste (d. 1683), colonial

policy. 5950, 6024-28— financial reforms in France, 4399,
4622— portrait, 4397

Colborne, Sir Francis, 5504
Colborne, Sir John, 6120
Colchians, ancient people, 1723
Coldstream Guards, historic types, 5533
Colenso, battle n<s (18'.)'.)). 2339
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, 4819, 4822— '• Kublai Khan," 775
Colhuacan, state : see Culhua
Coligny, Gaspard de Chatillon, Lord of,

4285, l:!Sr,, 4288
Coligny, Count Jean, Turks defeated by,

at Sankt (ictthard (1664), 3016
Collas, race, S. America, 5842-57
Collectors, of Indian Civil Service, 5562
Colleoni, Bartolomeo (1400-75), statue

of, 3961. 3963
Colley, Sir George, 2330, 2330
Collins, David, lieut.-governor of Tas-

mania. 1052-54, 1054
Colhnson, Sir R., Arctic explorer, 6325
Coloe, near Sardis, Asia Minor, defeat of

Antiochus I. (262 B.C.), 1829
Cologne, Germany, 3671, 4061-65, 4084,

4833— university, 4131
Cologne Union (1367), 3367, 4073, 4077-

78
Colojan, Bulgarian tsar : see Kalojan
Colombia, republic, 5995 ; Chibcha

civilisation, 5804— history of republic (1818-61), 5968-
94— white population, 325

Colombia, congress of (1824), 5980-92
Colombo, Cevlon, 1386, 1386
Colon, Bartholomew, 5886, 5889
Colon, Diego, 5880, 5890, 5921
Colon, Fernando, 5880
Colone, Capo di, battle of (982), 3588
Colonial Office, British, 5439
Colonisation, British, 4166-67 : see also

British Empire and names of

colonies— causes of expansion, 24— Greek development, 2481-83
— rivers as factors, 397
Colonists' Defence League, 1089
Colonna, Prospero (fl. 1521), 4212
Colonna family, 3782-83, 3950
Colophon, ancient city, Asia Minor,

(iyges' capture of, 1795
Colorado, river, aboriginal tribes,

5707-24
Colorado, state, U.S.A., cUff dwellings,

172
Colorados, wars with Blanqnillos, 5986
Colosseum, Rome, 2613, 2741, 2757
Colossus of Memnon : see Memnon,

Colossus of

Colossus of Rhodes, 225, 229
Colporteur, origin in Germany, 4173
Columba, Saint (521-97), mission to

Scotland, 3911, 3923— monastery founded on lona, 3506
Columba, Irish missionary monk (543-

615), and auricul.ar confession, 3523
— settlement at Itobbio, 3463
Columbia University, N.Y., 6313
Columbus, Christopher, American Em-

pire ambition. 5919— Atlantic Ocean theories, 5662— burial places, 5888, 5955— character and education, 5876— deprived of office and arrested by
Bobadilla, 5887
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Col—Con
Columbus, descendants' claims, 5890— discovery of America, 3-112, 5883— epitaph on tomb, 3412— flight from Portugal, cause of, 5880— Isabella of Spain's support of, 4005,

5881— landing on Guanahani, 5884— marriage, 5877— models of ships, 5S82— portrait and scenes in life of, 3413,
5877, 5S79, 5SS5, 5SS7— San Domingo colony founded, 5886— slave traffic, 5922— Toscanelli's map used, 5877— unscientific theories, 5886

Columbus, Diego : see Colon, Diego
Columella, Kduian wTiter, 2831
Comanches, triljc, 344
Combs, E<,'.\ptiaii prehistoric, 238, 241
Comes Litoris Saxonici, appointed for

dett'uco of c'oasts, 3502
Commagene, district, Asia Minor, origin

of name, 1722— for history, see Cappadocia
" Commenda," Italian mercantile asso-

ciation, 4063-64
Commendore, Francis, (c. 1565), 3251
Commerce : see Trade
Commodus, emperor of Eome (d. 193),

2760, 2761, 2701
Commodus, L. Ceionius : see Aelius

Csesar
Common penny, tax, 3679
Commons, House of, powers, 6429— scenes, 4S01, 5434-35— separation from House of Lords, 3884
Commonwealth, in England, inaugura-

tion and history of, 4348-51
Commune, the (1871), 4663, 5223, 5224
Communes, in France in Aliddle Ages,

4118
Communism, Babeuf's ideal society,

5260— French riots under Louis Philippe,
4907-14— in Germany, 5268— of Neolithic lake and pile dwellers,
164, 168— Owen's model factory scheme, 5245— Persian in the 6th century, 1879— Scot's system of land tenure, 2433-
34— see also Socialism

Commeni dynasty, 2957-62, 4036
Como, the Visconti acquire, 3972
Comontorius, king of Thrace, 2580
Compagnie d' Occident : see Mississippi

C'onijiany

Compagnie van Verre, 4611
Compass, invention by Chinese, 6382
Competition, in labour, 201
Compromise of 1850 : see slavery under

United States
Compy, battle of (1650), 4320
Con, in mythology, legend. 5836
Concacha, Inca antiquities, 5844
Concepcion, town, S. America, 5913
Concert of the Powers, growth of

principle, 5191
Conchillos, Lope de, 5921
Conchucos, state, S. America, 5838
Conciliation and Arbitration Act (1895),

provisions of, 5252
Concini, Concino, Mar^chal d'Ancre (d.

1617) : see Ancre, Concino Concini
Concord, battle (1775), 6079-82, 6081
Cond<^, Armand de Bourbon of : see

Conti, Armand de Bourbon
Conde, Henry, of Bourbon, prince

(1588-1646), alliance with Protes-
tant cause, 4313

Conde, Louis, of Bourbon, prince of
(1530-1569), 4285

Cond(i, Louis, of Bourbon, prince of,

(1621-86), arrest in 1650. 4316— opposition to Mazarin, 4319— received by Louis XIV., 4416— Spanish alliance, 4321— Tliirty Years War, 4310— victory at Lens (1648), 4319
Condolmieri, Francesco, 2987
Condorcet, Marquis of, French educa-

tion scheme, 4706
Condore, Pulo, island, English settle-

ment attempted (1702), 1411
Condottieri, bands of soldiers, 3404

Conestoga, tribe, 5702
Confession, religious practice, 3528,

3721, 4204
Confession of Augsburg : see Augsburg

Confession
Confucianism, 729-36— ancestor worship ceremony, 734— classical books, the sixteen, 730— conflict with Buddhism, 740— earlier than Confucius, 729— temples, 732, 732, 733, 734, 735,

736
Confucius, philosopher, 729-34, 729,

731
Congo, country, Africa. 2306-12— British expechtion (1875), 5518— European claims, 2347— European influence, 2309— map, 2347— unexplored regions, 2306
Congo, native kingdom, Africa, 2291,

2310-12, 2346
Congo, river, Africa, 2003
Congo Free State, Africa, 2347-48,

5362, 5363, 6368
Conibos, tribe, 325
Conneau, Dr., Louis Bonaparte

rescued, 4906
Connecticut, U.S.A., colonisation, 6046
Conon, the Athenian, 1818
Coru-ad, of Franconia : see Conrad III.,

Holy Roman emperor
Conrad L, Frankish king (911), 3584
Conrad II., Holy Koman emperor

(1024-39), 3591, 3941-42— Burgundy acquired by, 3776— coronation, Canute present at,

3844— and papacy, 3724
Conrad III., Holy Roman emperor

(1137-52), 3601— candidate for the Imperial crown,
3599— crusade led by, 3778, 4032

Conrad IV., German king (d. 1254),
3615, 3952

Conrad of Lorraine, Frankish duke
(10th century), 3586

Conrad, of Liitzellard (c. 1194),

Henry VI. supported by, 3950
Conrad, of Marburg, Dominican in-

quisitor (fl. 1233), 3612
Conrad, duke of Masovia, Dobrinian

Order founded (c. 1225), 3214— negotiations with Teutonic order.
3708

Conrad of Montferrat (d. 1192), crown
of Jerusalem conferred on, 4040— defeat of Byzantines, 2963— Tyre defeated by, 4033-38

Conrad, son of Henry IV., opposition
kingdom (1093-1101), 3596

Conrad of Urslingen (c. 1194), as duke
of Spoleto, 3950

Conrad of Wittelsbacb, archbishop of

Mainz, 3611
Conradin, son of emperor Conrad IV.,

3401, 3952
Conradin, duke of Swabia, effort to

reconquer Sicily (1268), 3615
Conrad, Otto, prince of Moravia (d.

1191). 3154
Conring, Hermann, suggestions on the

Eastern question. 3017
Consalvi, Cardinal (1820), 4842, 4876
Conscription, in (iermany, 5342
Conservatives, political party, 4807
Consid<5rant, Victor (1808-97), social-

istic teachings, 5262
Conspiracy to Murder Bill (1858), 4992
Constance, granddaughter of Bo-

hemond I., marriage with
Raimond of Poitou (c. 1136), 4025

Constance, Holy Roman empress,
(1186), 3392, 3608, 3950

Constance, M., Venetian adventurer

:

see Phaulkon, Constantine
Constance, Council of (1414-18), 3408,

3638-43, 3749-52, 3753-56
— John Huss at, 3167, 3168, 3752— state entry of Pope John, 3749
Constance, treaty of (1183), 3606, 3944
Constans, Byzantine emperor (641-

S%), 2917
Constans, Roman emperor (321-50

A.D.), 2782, 2784

GENERAL INDEX
Constantia, Empn«s : see Constance
Constantin, Barthd-lemey, reform

schemes, 4897
Constantine, negus of Abyssinia, 2253
Constantine I., the Great, Roman em-

peror (272-337), 2778, 2780, 2781— attitude towards Clnristianity, 2782,
2876— battle of Miliram Bridge, 2774, 2780— Constantinople founded, 2782— forged donation, 3762-64— presentation to St. Silvester, 2866— sign of the Cross, 2779

Constantine II., Roman emperor (312-
340 A.D.), 2783. 2784

Constantine IV., Pogonatus (668-685),
Byzantine enipenjr, 2918

Constantine V., (Copronymus), Byzan-
tine emperor (741-7.')), 2039, 3035

Constantine VII., Porphyrogennetus,
Byzantine emperor (912-09), 2951

Constantine VIII., Byzantine emperor
(1026-71), 2954

Constantine IX., Monomachus, Byzan-
tine emperor (1042-54), 2955

Constantine X., Ducas, Byzantine em-
peror (1059-67), 2957

Constantine XI., Byzantine emperor
(1449-53), 2975, 2975, 2988, 3978— death at siege of Constantinople
(1453), 2992, 3658

Constantine, rival emperor to Honor-
ius (407 A.D.), 2788

Constantine, despot of Kustendil (d.
1394), 3048

Constantine, ruler of Misethra, 2988
Constantine, Russian ruler (1216), 3287
Constantine, Russian grand duke

(1830), 4850, 4874, 4876
Constantine, Russian grand duke,

viceroy of Poland (1862). 5030
Constantine, of Thessalonica, Slav

apostle (9th century), 2944, 3080,
3146

Constantine, archbishop of Rome, 2778
Constantine Asen, Bulgarian tsar, 3044
Constantine Brankovan, voivode of

Wallachia (1688-1714), 3058
Constantine Silvanus, revived the sect

of the Paulicians (660), 2937
Constantinople, city, Arab siege

(717-18), 1926, 1927, 2935— art school founded (1891), 5210— Bajazet I.'s blockade of, 2975— Byzantine walls and reservoirs,
2923, 2956— Crusaders capture, 2395-96, 2964,
2967— description of, in time of Justinian,
2920— founded by Constantine the Great,
2782— Latin Empire established, 4040— letter-wTiter, 320— mosques, 2998, 2999, 3002, 3003,
3013, 3014, 3015— officers' school at, under Von der
Goltz, 5209— pictures, 5287— plan in 1520 (contemporary), 3001— port in 11th century, 4052— revolution (1909), 6370-71— Roman customs, etc., copied in,

2919— siege of 626 a.D., 3071— trade in Middle Ages, 4053-59— Turkish capture (1453), 2991, 2993,
3657, 4059— university founded, 5201— for ancient city before 330 A.D.
see Byzantium

Constantinople, conference of Great
Powers (1876), 5169— councUof (381), 2889— council of (6th century), 2891— council of (680), 2892— peace of (1897), terms, 5212

Constantinus : see Constantine
Constantius I. (M. Flavius Valerius),

Roman emperor (d. 306), 2775,
2776'

Constantius 11., Roman emperor (337-
61). 2782, 2784

" Constitutio de feudis," 3941
Constitutions of Clarendon (1164). 3865
Consulate, institution in Italy, 3944
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Conti, Armand de Bourbon, prince of

(l<;2!t-lt)0()), 4310
Conti, Niccolo de, traveller, .5875

Con-Ticri-Huiracocha, god, 5842
Continental System, 4(345, 4732, 4753
Contraband, Armed Neutrality League

and, 471)4
" Contrat Social," of Rousseau, 6384
" Convention ol the Straits " (1841),

revision demanded (1854), 5010
Convention Parliament (1688), 4485
Convicts, transportaliou of, 1031, 1048,

1(156

Convict settlements, 1064, 5479, 6038
Convpay, treaty of (1277), 3878
Cook, Captain James, Australian voy-

ages, 1030, 5457, 5482, 6345— Hawaii discovered, 968— in New Zealand, 990— portrait and scenes in life, 949, 956,
1028— in Tonga, 981

Coolgardie, Australia, view, 1065
Coomassie : see Kumasi
Co-operation movement, 5253, 5267
Coote, Sir Eyre, Indian campaigns, 1257,

1263, 4520, 5498
Copan, Central America, 5732-47
Copenhagen, city, 5414— bombarded by British (1807), 4733— castle built by bishop Absolom, 3560— Christian IV. 's improvements, 4374— Hanse towns capture (1368), 4077— Royal Theatre, 5162— siege (1659). 4375, 4384
Copenhagen, battle of (1801), 4703,

4704
Copenhagen, peace of (1660), 4375
Copernicus (1473-1543), 4143
Coptaen, river : see Kabul river

Coppice, F. E. J., French poet, 5382
Copper, ancient working in Cyprus, 294,

1564— Copper Age a link between Stone
and Metal Ages, 176— in Egypt, prehistoric and dynastic,
254— in Stone Age, 175

Copts, people, 325, 2142, 2180
Coptos, Egypt, 245, 1422, 2016, 2091
Copyright, origin of law in Germany,

4173
Cora, tribe. 339
Coral Islands of Oceania, 946
Corbulo, Damitius, Roman governor,

2720, 2721, 2724
Cordfcans, Thracian tribe, 2405
Corday, Charlotte, 4668, 4674
Cordoba, Francisco Fernandez de,

Spanish explorer, 5803, 6013
Cordoba, Gonsalvo Hernandez de : see

Gonsalvo
Cordoba, Pedro de, 5925
Cordova, city, Spain, 3979-84, 3990,

3995— mosque, 2926, 2.927

Corduan, dyed leather work, 2206
Cordus, Cremutius, historian, 2716
Corfinium, Italian town, 2659
Corfu, island, British occupation and

its results, 5606— defence by Johanu Matthias, 3021— views, 2370, 5609
Corinth, city, Greece, ancient ruins, 2483— .'Vthenian alliance, 2536— commerce, 2484— destruction by Romans, 2584. 2652— and Peloponnesian League, 2490— Turkish capture (1458), 2996
Corinth, Isthmus of, canal, 5212
Corinthian League, 2538, 2546
Cork Harbour, British Fleet in, 4976
Cormon, Ferdinand, pictures of, 17, 36,

38, 39, 134, 143, 147, 148, 149
Corn, Russian exports, 5310
Corneille, Pierre (1606-84), 4145
Cornelia, mother of the Gracchi, 2803,

2805
Cornelius, Pierre, picture 1794
Cornell University, N.Y., 6313
Cornish, Admiral, 5527
Corn Laws, bread riots (1819), 4799— repeal, 4816, 4975, 5003
Cornwall, ethnology, :!2.'), 2425
Cornwallis, Charles, Marquess (1738-

1805), 1268, 1275, 5499, 6100

Cornwallis, Charles, Marquess, portraits
and scenes, 1268, 1269, 1271, 6096— surrender at Yorktown (1781),
4552, 4567

Coro, town, Miranda captures, 5957
Coronado, Juan Vasquez de, 5903
Coronation Stone of early English kings,

3839
Corpus Christi, festival, 3740
Corroboree, 209, 1025
Corsairs : see Pirates and privateers
Corsica, Aragon acquires, 3998— ethnology, 325— French annexation, 4565— (ienoa acquires, 3958— Roman occupation, 2637— Saracens in, 3941
Cortenuova, Frederic II. defeats North

Italian towns (1237), 3951
Cortereal, father of Gaspar and Miguel,

6324
Cortereal, Gaspar and Miguel, American

discoveries, 0011-13, 6324
Cortes, Fernando, character and career,

5893-94— discovery and conquest of Mexico,
5894, 5895, 5897— Honduras expedition, 5754— horse worshipped by Mayas, 5754— Narvaez defeated by, 5898— placing the Christian Cross on an
Aztec altar, 5900— portrait, 5894— superseded in Mexico, 5903— Tlazcalans as allies of, 5708

Cortes, Spanish national assembly, 4227
Corunna, town, Spain, Soutli American

sailing service, 5954
Corunna, battle of (1809), 4743
Corv(5e, in Egypt, 2141
Corycus, naval battle of (191 B.C.), 1844
Cos, joins league against Athens, 2518
Cosimo de Medici (1389-1464), Floren-

tine ruler, 3415, 3967, 3972, 4125
Cosimo I., duke of Tuscany (1537-74),

Florence ruled by, 3967
Cosmas Indicopleustes, 2922, 5661
Cossa, Baltasare : see John XXIII.,

pope
Cossacks, people, 675-83, 3262, 3263-77— characteristic types, 659, 672, 674,

3265, 3267— chain mail, .3266— national life ended (1775), 3277— organised by Stephen Bathory, 3258— pioneers in Central Asia, 1551— relations with Poland, 3262, 3264,
3266, 3272— submission to Russia (1653), 3273— see also Kirghiz and Siberia

Cosswi, tribe of Central Asia, 2566
Costa Rica, 6010— ethnology, 325, 5804— federation with Central American

states, 6007
Costume, Assyrian, 269— Bohemian dress of 17th century,

3177— Bosnian, 3091— Bulgarian national, 3046— Byzantine, of 8th century, 2945— continuity of forms, 2367— Cossack head-dress, 3267— Croatian peasants, 3087— early origins, 191— of Elizabeth, queen of England, 4267— evolution of, 187— of Fano, Denmark, 3563— function of adornment, 192— Hungarian types, 3133— Icelandic, 3564— Lapps, 3577— Maltese, 5607— Mesopotamian (Sumerian), 262
— modern fashions, 3,000 years ago,

2367— Montenegrin of the " Old Guard,"
3091— Norwegian types, 3564— Roman toga, 2658— Russian, 3340, 3327— Sa.xon, 2366— Servian woman, 3091— Swedish tvpes, 3577

Cote Clarie, discovery (1840), 6346
Cotini, Keltic race, 2432

Con—Cre

Cotta, German bookseller, and German
Customs Union, 4882

Cotta, Roman general (73 B.C.), 1835
Cotton, American cultivation, 5476, 6038— Arabic origin, 4049— British industry, history, 4628— Egyptian, 2168, 6366— United States statistics, 6319— weaving inventions, 4554
Cotton mills, -cruelties practised in,

6393-94
Cotys, king of Tlirace (4th century B.O.),

24(t4-5, 2.'>:tl, 2.-J33

Coulevain, Madame de, 5386
Coulmiers, battle of (1870), 5136
Councils of the Church, Basle (1434),

3646, 3647, 3648, 3753-55, 3824— Carthage (418). 2890— Chalcedon (451), 2798, 2891— Claremont (1095), 3778— Constance (1414-18), 3167, 3168,
3408, 3638, 3749, 3752, 3753, 3756

— Constantinople (381), 2889— Constantinople (6th century), 2891— Constantinople (680), 2892— Ephesus (431), 2890— Lateran (1179), 3730— Lateran (1215), 3736, 3738— Lyons, 3614, 4042— Kicfea (787), 2879, 2939, 2941— Piacenza (1095), 2959— Sardica (343), 2889— Trent (1545-63), 4201, 4218, 4257
Council of the North, 4331, 4330
Countess of Dufferin's Fund, 1344
" Country of the Sea," name for

Southern Babylonia, 1702
Count's Ministry of 1865, 5067
Count's War, Denmark (1533-36), 4371
Courbet, Rear-Admiral A. A. P., 1415
Courcelles, de, French-Canadian gov-

ernor (1605), 6026
Courten, William, 6184
Courtrai, Hotel de Ville, 4066
Coutau, Hippolyte, painting, 167
Coutras, battle of (1587), 4290
Couture, Thomas, picture, 2762
Covenanters, 4363, 355, 4360
Coverdale, Miles (d. 1568). 4230, 4230
Cowpens, battle (1780), 6100
Cowries, as medium of exchange, 196
Coya, Inca title, 5869
Cozmin, t>attle of (1497), 3238
Cozumel Island, 5733, 5751
Crac des Chevaliers, 4027, 4030
Cracow, 3197, 3197, 3202— university, 3208, 3226
Crafts, continuity in styles, 2367— dm clopmcnt of, 193-201
Craig, governor of Canada, 6120
Cranmer, Thomas, 4230, 4230, 4249
Craonne, battle of (1814). 4700
Crassus, M. Licinius, 1872, 2661, 2668
Crassus, P., killed (53 B.C.), 2668
Craterus, Macedonian general (d. 321

B.C.), 2558, 2564, 2566, 2574
Crateuas, murderer of Archelaus, 2524
Creation, Assyrian account, 276— Babylonian legend, 1640, 1641— Babylonian origin of Biblical account

1583, 1641— Chlbcha legend, 5806— Cliinese account, 748— theological views, 91
Crecy, battle (1346), 3160, 3809, 3812,

3813. 3882
Credi, Lorenzo di, paintings, 4129
Cree Indians, 312
Creek Indians, 337, 5698, 6213, 6217
Crema, town, Italy, 3945, 3972
Crumieux, Isak, 4912
Cremona, Italy, 2641, 2728, 3972
Crenides : see Fliillppi

Creas, S. America, tribes, 5679
Creoles, race, 325, 5957-60
Cr6py-en-Laonnais, peace of (1544),

4218
Crescentius (d. 998), opposition to

Otto III., 3939-40
Cresilas, Greek sculptor, 2507, 2507
Cretaceous system, 89, 90, cliart facing

96
Cretans, ancient people, 325— invasion of Egypt (1192 B.C.), 2116
Crete, island, 1570, 2408-9, 5211-12

6372
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Crete. ^-Kgean civilisation in, 285, 287,
1564, 2408— art, the foundation of Grecian art,

1565— Asia Minor tribes, origin from, 1793— Babylonian culture in, 1564— Brilish desire to possess, 5608— earthquakes (11)09), 6372— Egypt's relations with, 287, 2060,
2073— Levantine sea route, 282— Minoan periods in, 1564— Mohammedan conquest (826), 1938— Pelasgian state in, 2372— pottery, early, 285, 1561-64— revolt (1828), 4858— revolt (1866), 5013— Roman conquest, 2384— Turkish conquest (1669), 3017— writing system, early distinctive, 286

Crimea, district, Russia, conquered from
Turks (1771), 3359— Mongol rule, 1492— Scythian invasion, 2444

Crimean War (1854). 4981-90, 5005-13,
5015, 49S3, 4992, 4994— effects on European history, 4785,
5493— see also names of battles (Alma,
Inkerman, etc.)

Crimissus, battlp of (343 B.C.). 2195
Crinagoras, Mitylene, poet, 2692
Crispi, Franoesco, 5042
Crispus, Roman emperor, 2782
Ciitobulus ol Imbros, historian, 2976
Croatia, the ban. 3084^ fortification of frontiers, 3087— founding of kingdom, 3083— Hungarian conquest, 3083, 3116— military service in, 3088, 4957-58— National Assembly, 3085— peasant types, 30S7— religion, 3084— Turkish invasion (1494), 3677— under Turkish rule, 3099— Venetian conquests (1000), 3083
Croats, people, 325, 3075, 3083, 5090— see also Croatia
Crocodile, worsliip, 2032. 2091
Crocodilopolis, Egypt, 2058, 2132
Croesus, king of Lydia, 1798, 2490
Croja, fortress : see Kruja
Cro-Ma?non, race, 325, 2184
Crom Chiat, king of Siam (1824-1851),

1405
Cromer, Lord, 2165
Crompton, spinning mule, 4554
Cromwell, Oliver, 4336, 4343, 4346,

4346-51— colonial policy, 5952, 6046, 6071— defence of Protestants, 4156— dissolving the Long Parliament,
4345— Jamaica captured, 6188— refusal of crown, 4345

Cromwell, Richard, 4465, 4466
Cromwell, Thomas, earl of Essex, 4238.

4238
Cronje, Boer general. 2338. 2341. 2341
Crops, alternation, origin of system, 193
Cross, symbol, 2363, 23<S3, 2876
Crouzat, Jean Constant, 5136
Crow Indians, 344
Crown, rights of development. 4616
Crown Point, America, 6082, 6088
Crozat, merchant. Louisiana trade

monopoly, granted to, 6029
Crosier, Captain, Arctic expedition, 6340
Cruithnigh. identity with Picts, 2428
Crusades. 3385-95, 3778-79, 3866-67,

4009-51— 1st (1096-99), 1960, 3386, 4011.
4015-21— 2nd (1147-1148), 3153, 3386, 3601,
4024—32— 3rd (1189-92). 3386, 3772. 4033-40— 4th (1202-1204), 2964, 3386, 3808,
3962— 5th (1216-1221), 3118, 3387— 6th (1228), 3394, 4040— 7th (1245-50), 3387. 3779, 4040— 8th (1270-72). 3387, 4040— Albigensian, 3738. 3387— Calixtus III.'s bull (1455). 2994— effect of. 2394-95, 3387, 3945, 3988,
3992, 4042-46, 4047-59

Crusades, against Hussites in Bohemia,
3B44— Nicholas V.'s appeal for (1453), 2994— projjaganda of a debased form of
Christianity, 5640— Saladin's campaigns (1187-93), 1964,
2148— scenes, 2991, 3384, 3388, 3389,
3658, to face 4009— Seljuk wars, 1962-64— against the Turks (1443-44), 2987,
3657

Cryptocalvanisls, Protestant sect, 4294
Cseri, John Apaczai (1654). 3132
Ctesias, (ireek physician, 1817
Ctesiphon, city, Sassanid palace, 2929
Ctibor of Cimburg, 3117
Cuba, 6176— and Columbus, 5884, 5886— capture by British (1762), 5527— Drake attacks, 5525— revolt against Spain, 5229— Spanish colony established on, by

Velasquez, 5891— United States and, 6236, 6269-70
Cubaqua, island, slave market, 5917
Cucuta, town, C^olumbia. revolutionary

congress (c. 1818), 5968-69
Cuenca, revolution (c. 1820), 5978
Cuismanco, race, 5831-38
Cuitlahnee, Azt«c ruler, 5900
Cujavia, Poland, Stone Age graves, 176
Culhua (or Colhuacan), state, 5780-97
Culloden, battle of (1746), 4517
Culm : see Kulm
Culoz, General von, 4929
Culture : see Civilisation
Cumse, ancient city, Italy. 2618, 2628
Cumana, Venezuela, 5965-69
Cumanians, people of Eastern Europe,

2958, 3044
Cumberland, William Augustus, duke

of (1721-65), 4514, 4517, 4543
" Cumberland," U.S.N. , 6245
Cunaxa, battle of (401 B.C.), 1818
Cuneiform writing, Babylonian, vilde-

spread use of, 1556, 1568, 1584— development, 263-65, 1558— Egyptian letters in, 1605— Elamite, 1699— Hittite inscriptions in, 1721, 1730— Persian script, 1824— specimens, 265, 1585
Curacao, West Indies, 5995
Curacao liqueur, 5995
Cures. Saliinc city, 2634
Curio, C. Scribonius, Roman general

(48 B.C.), 2672
Currency, history of, 4589— uniform system for British empire

advocated, 5655
Curse, trial by ordcAl replaced by. 222
Curzon of Kedleston, George Nathaniel

CuTZon, Baron, 856, 1346, 1347,
1505

Cusa, Alexander : see Alexander John,
prince of Roumania

Cushans, people, 1879
Cusqui Raimi, Inca festival, 5866-68
Custozza, battle of (1848), 4783, 4931
Cuthab. Babylonian town : see Kutha
Cuthbert, St.. bishop of Lindisfarne.

7th century. 3507, 3507
Cuvier, French scientist, 115, 127
Cuzco, city. Peru, liistory and legends.

5844-74, 5910— Inca ruins, 5S51— procession of Christ of the Earth-
quake, 5977— revolutions of 19th century, 5976-80— views, 5966

Cyaxares, king of Media, 1580, 1686.
1797, 1804

Cybele, goddess, 292, Sardis temple
destroyed (499 B.C.), 1814— worship, 1799

Cydonius, Demetrius, 4125
Cygni, nebula of. SI
Cylon, Greek leader, 2492
Cymry : see Welsh
Cynoscephal ic, battle of (197 B.C.).

2583. 2650
Cyprian, bishop of Carthage (248-258).

2869, 2871
Cyprianus, legend of. source of the

Faust legend, 2924

GENERAL INDEX
Cyprus, island, and Assyria. 1674— Baslii liazouks evacuating, 5469— British acquisition, 5563, 5608— copper, ancient working of, 1564— Crusaders' conijuest, 4025, 4038, 4040— education, 5586— effect of Crusades on, 4044-46— Egyptian relations, 2073, 2126, 2153— locusts in, 5638— Nicholas V. support of, 2989— Persian War (390 B.C.), 1818— Plioenician conquest, 1744— pre-Phcenician inhabitants, 1744— Roman conquest, 2384— Turkish conquest, 3009— Venice governs, 3962
Cypsela, battle of (353 B.C.), 2532
Cyrene, N. Africa, 2187, 2189, 2384, 2481
Cyril, of Alexandria, St., 5th century,

2889, 2890
Cyril, patriarch of Alexandria (642 A.D.),

2140
Cyril of Thessalonica, 9th century mis-

sionary : see Constantine of Thessa-
lonica

Cyrillic writing, an adaptation of Greek
writing for the Slavs, 3081

Cyrus I. the Great, of Persia, 1805-8,
1581, 1628— Babylonian conquest and rule, 1626-
27— champion of Judaism. 1785— head presented to Scythian queen,
2449— Indian campaign, 1201— Lydia conquered by (546 B.C.), 1798— soldiers of bodyguard, 1803— tomb, 1805

Cyrus II., son of Darius Nothius
of Persia, 1817

Cyzicus, on the Hellespont, 1798, 1835
Czartoryiski, Prince Adam George (1831),

4875
Czechs, Slavonic race, 325— feuds with Germans, 5331— modern political history, 5221-5222— survey of history to French revolu-

tions, 2899— see also Bohemia
Czernin, von, Austrian ambassador,

3012
Czeslau, battle of (1742), 4540
Czolgosz, Leon, assassination of Mc-

Kinley, 6275

D
Dacia, Roman province, 31, 2771,3447,

3051
Dacians, Thracian tribe, 2746, 2750,

3449, 2400
Dacoits, robber bands. 1283, 5502
Daco-Roumanian, language, 3051
Dafla, tribe, 325, 1332
Dagobas, Buddhist shrines. 1196
Dagobert I., king of the Franks (628),

3470
Dagobert II., king of the Franks (711),

3470
Dahlmann, Fredrich, 4960-64, 4920
Dahoman tribe : see under Dahomeh
Dahomeh, state, W. Africa, 2260,

2261-64— British expeditions. 5518— French occupation (1892), 2264,
2277, 5226— human sacrifice in, 2260, 2262— people of, 326, 2201

Daigo, Japanese emperor (898-930),
471

Daijo Daijin, Japanese officer. 469, 470
Daijo Kwan, Japanese council, 469
Dailemites : see Buide dynasty
Daimiyo, class of Japanese land-

owners, 491, 496. 582, 590, 582, 2494
Dai Nippon : see Japan
Dajo, people of the Sudan, 2241
Dakaits : see Dacoits
Dakotas : see .Sioux

Dalada Maligawa, temi)le, Ceylon, 1384
Dalai Lama, of Til)et, 1501, 1502, 1504,

6358
Dalarnen, Sweden. 3578
Dalfinger, Ambrosius : see Ehinger
Dalhousie, James Andrew Broun Ram-

say, Marquess of (1812-60), 1295-
99, 1275, 4990
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Dalin, 0., Swedish writer, 4581
Dalmatia, insurrection against Romans

(5-9 A.D.), 2696— people of, 325— Turliish conquest (1539), 8036— Venetian and Hungarian struggles
for possession, 3083

Dalmatius, Roman emperor (335),
2782

Damaras. Hau-Khoin, people, 330
Damascus II., pope. 3725
Damascus, citv and kingdom, Aramaean

rule, 1726, 1727— arbitrator in affairs of Palestine,
1768— Assyrian relations, 1577, 1662, 1670,
1730— Byzantine influence on. 2926— capital of OmajTad dynasty, 1919— Crusaders' struggles with. 4027-32— Druse atrocitie* (1860), 5012— Egypt conquered (1169). 2148— Israel in vassalage to, 1770— Moslem capture (635), 1913— Persian capture (614 A.D.), 1881— view, 1921

Damascus-Medina railway, opening
(I'.IOS). (;:j(i6

Dambadenya. Ceylon. 1380
Damesne, General, 4950
Damia, Berlier jiriestess. 2205
Damietta, citv. Egypt. 2143. 2149, 4040
Damietta Nile, 2022
Damik-ilishu, king of Isin, 1597
Damoa, Portuguese India, 5400
Dampier, William, Australian explorer,

103U. 1031
Dan IV., voivode of Wallachia (1446-55

or 1456). 3054
Dan, ancient sanctuary of. 1768
Danaans, ancient people : see Danuna
Danakil, people of N.E. Africa, 325.

2268. 2269
Danby, English minister, 4471
Dandolo, Earico, doge of Venice (13th

century). 2964. 3962, 4058
Dandolo, Francesco, doge of Venice

(1329-39). 3962
Danebrog, Danish flag, 3559, 3706
Danegeld, levy of. 3840-44
Danelagh, in England. 3554
Danes, 3546-56. 325— Englisli raids and conquests, 3378,

3554-56, 3835-37, 3840-44, 3548.
3549— France invaded (841-77), 3378-80,
3548-52. 3761— Irish raids. 3931— massacre of. in England, 3556— Paris siege (885). 3550— Scottish settlements. 3911— shell-fish eaters.'tlieir civilisation, 155— see also Northmen

Danevirke, boundary wall, Denmark,
3557. 5065

Daniel, of Halioz (fl. 1246), 3308
Daniel, prince of Moscow (1263-1303),

3312. 3309
Daniel, the prophet, 1698. 1699
Danilis, Byzantine lady. 2948
Danilovitch, Russian ruler (1317). 3309
Danish language, disappearance. 4061
Danona, ancient people : see Danuna
Dante Alighieri (1265-1321), poet, 3958,

4122. 395G. 3957. 3953, 3965, 3950
Danton, G. J., 4662, 4663
Danube, river, Alexander's passage of,

2542
— - inscription on rock of Trajan's

\-ictory over the Dacians (a.d.
103), 3449— navigation question. 5010-11— Roman frontier line. 3445— Trajan's bridge, 2750

Danube provinces, Russian claims,
4982-87. 5007-10

Danuna, ancient people. 1793. 2116
Danzig, town. Prussia, 4086
Da Potenta family, 3958
Dara Shukoh, claimant to throne of

Delhi, 1236
Darasunsk, Siberian medicinal waters,

698
Darboy, Georges, archbishop of Paris,

5223
Dardanelles, straits, 4888, 4891

Dardani,ancient people, 1792, 2372,2582
Dards, people, 325
Dardu, languages, 3106
Darfur, state, Sudan, 2239-42, 5557
Dargos, tribe, 335
Daric, coin, 197
Darien, settlement on, 5891, 6188
Darius I., king of Persia (521-485 B.C.),

1807-16— Behistun sculpture, 1811— canal from the Delta to the Red Sea,
1424— coins of, 1815— Egypt visited, 2128— (Jreek wars, 2497— Indian campaign, 1201— Jews released from captivity (514
B.C.), 1850— palace at Persepolis, 1809— palace at Susa, ISOO— portrait from Persepolis, 1808— Scythian war, 1456, 2447-8— tomb at Naqsh-i-Rustam, 1812

Darius II. (Ochus). king of Persia (424-
405 B.C.). 1M7, 2128

Darius ni., Codomannus, king of Persia
(336-330 B.C.), 1*120— Alexander's conquest of, 2552, 2555-
56, 1820, 1821, 1823— murdered by Persian satraps, 2558-
60

Darhng, Sir Ralph. 1041
Darnley, Henry Stewart, Lord, 4271,

4:556, 43.56

Darn, Count, French minister, 5098
Darwin, Charles, 5636, 5(i04, 6412-32, 103
Dashkov, Princess Catharine, 3352. 3349
Dashur pyramid, Egypt, 2035
Dass, Peter, Norwegian poet, 4577
Dasteria, battle of (66 B.C.), 1835
Dasyu, Indian tribes, 1158
Datames, Persian commander, 2550
Dataphernes. Persian commander, 2562
Datis. Persian general, 2497
Datus, district of Macedonia, 2530
Daucalia, Italian possessions defined,

6367
Daudet, Alphonse, 5365
Daudi Chwa, king of Uganda, 2301
Daulat Khan Lodi, ruler of Hindustan

(1413-14), 1223
Daulat Rao Sindhia of Gwalior, 1274
Daulatabad, India, 1223. 1143
Daun, Austrian general. 4545
Daunians, tribe, 2399, 2414
Daura, Hausa state, 2223
Davey, governor of Tasmania, 1053, 1054
David I., king of Ethiopia, 2252
David, king of Israel and Judah, 1571-

72, 1760-65— character, 1766— influence in development of Judaism,
1781— Michelangelo's statue, 1762— placing upon his harp, 1761, 1763— port on the Red Sea secured by, 1422

David, king of Nubia (1275), 2249'

David I., king of Scotland (1124-53),
3912-13, 3917, 3924

David n., king of Scotland (1329-71),
3915, 3917, 3881, 3882

David Comnenus (c. 1206), vassal of the
Latin cmjieror. 2970

Davie, Major, Kandy expedition, 5503
Davila, General Miguel R., president of

Honduras, C009
Davila. Pedrarias, Spanish governor,

5891
Davis, Jefferson, 6240, 6241
Davis, John, arctic voyages, 5448, 6018,

6327
Davis Strait, discovery, 6018
Dawaris of Tochi, Pathan tribe, 1523
Dawson City, Yukon, population, 6175
Day, Francis, 5451
Day, hour-division due to Babylonians,

1583— lengthened by tidal friction, 84
Dead, Egyptian judgment of, 219— primitive customs in regard to, 205— worship of, 2420, 2422 I— Zoroastrian tower of, 1872
Dead Sea, view from Engedi, 1959
Deak, Franz von, Hungarian politician

'

(1803-76), 4899, 4919, 4936, 5088, I
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Deakin, Hon. Alfred, 6358-60, facing

1083
Dease. Arctic explorer (1838), 6340
Death duties, in England, 5185
Deborah, Song of. Hebrew poem, 1758
De Burgh (or Burke), family, 3932
Debussy, Frencli roini.dscr, 5388
" Decameron " (Bocraccici), 4123-4
Decazes, favourite of Louis XVIII.,

4839, 4843
Deccan, India, Bahmani dynasty in,

1224— French power in, 5498-99— geography of, 1124, 1125, 1149, 1150— during Mohammedan conquests, 1220
Decebalus, itaeian king, 2746, 2750
Decimal system. Egyptian, 2369
Decius, Peajarius, emperor of Rome

(249), 2769. 2872
Declaration of Independence, U.S.,

Proclamation (1776), 6086
Declaration of Right (1688), 4479
Declaration of Rights, of French

Revolution, 6385-86
Declaratory Acts (1721 and 1766), 4548,

4772
De Clare, Richard : see Pembroke,

Earl of,

Decretum of Gratian, 3730
" De Donis " statute, 3876
Defenders, Arab sect, 3516
Defoe, Daniel (1659-1731), 4548
Degas, French painter, 5390
De Gourgues, French Protestant leader

in America, 6016
" De Haeretico Combruendo," 3889,

3892
Deioces, first king of Media, 1804
Deira, ancient kingdom, Britain, 3504
Dejneff, Cossack traveller, 414
Dekker, E. D., Dutch poet, 907
Delagoa Bay, agreement (1909), 6369
De la Poles (brothers), plot against

Henry VII., 3902
Delaware, river, 4382, 6053, 6088-90
Delaware, tribe, 325, 5696-99
Delbriick, Rudolph, Prussian statesman,

5142, 5138
Delhi, city and kingdom, India, 1217-

1240— durbar at (.January, 1877), 1337— inhabitants' forced emigration to
Daulatabad, 1339, 1223— Kutub Minar, 1137— massacre by Nadir Shah (1739), 1242— population, 1363— ruins of, 1221— Shah Jehan's buildings, 1235— siege of, in Indian Mutiny, 1306,
1307, 1308, 4990-92, 5501— Timur's capture, 1223, 1495— Zufdir Junge's mausoleum, 1133

Dehan League, 1816, 2502, 2505
Deljan. Peter, Bulgarian ruler, 3041
Delia Bella, Giano. 3967
Delia Fagginola, Ugnccione, 3959
Delia Gherardesca. fainilv, 3958
Delia Robbia, Luca, 3963. 4128
Delia Scala family, expulsion from

Verona bv the Visconti (c. 1385),
3969

Delia Torre family, 3965, 3968
De Long, arctic explorer (1879), 6341-

42
Delos, island, confederacy of: see

Delian League— slave market, 2831
Delphi, city, Cireece, Ampliictyonic

League at, 2488— captured by Phocians, 2532— charioteer, 2457— remains of fountain, 2487
-.sanctuary at, 2378, 2487, 2489
Delphi, battle of (279 B.C.). 2430, 2579
Deluge, the. 1583, 1643, 116
Dembinski, Henry, Pohsh patriot (1831),

4875, 4940-41
Demeter, god, 2494, 2478
Demetrius, king of Bactria (180-165

B.C.), 1848, 184S, 2598
Demetrius I. (Poliorcetes), king of

Macedonia (294-287 B.C.). 2577,
2577— attempts to recover Asia Minor, 1826— coin. 197— death, 1839
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Dem—Dod

Demetrius I,, defeat at Gaza (c. 312
B.C.), 1838— liberates Athens from Demetrius of
Plialerum, 2585— title of " King of Asia," 2.380— war against Cassander, 2576-77

Demetrius II., king of Macedonia (239-
221) B.C.), 2582

Demetrius (Palfpologiis), despot of the
Morea (d. 1470), 2996

Demetrius of Phalerum, governor of
Atliens (318-307 li.C), 2575, 2585

Demetrius, St., of 'J hessalonica, 2918
Demetrius I., Soter (162-150 B.C.),

Seleucid ruler of Syria, 1845
Demetrius II.. Nicator, Seleucid ruler of

Syria (145 B.C.), 1843, 1845, 1869
Demetrius Euchserus, Jannseus defeated

by (88 B.C.), 1857
Democedes, (jreek physician, 2589
Democracy, Greek conception of, 2378
Democratic Party in United States, alien

adherents, 6231-32, 6220, 6275,
6221

" De Monarchia " (Dante), 4122
Demonax, (ireek legislator, 2187
" Demos," statue of, 2506
Demosthenes, Greek orator, 2533-34,

2536, 2535, 25.35, 2573, 2574
Den, king of Egypt (1st dynasty) : see

Semti
Denain, battle of (1712), 4463
Dendera, ancient city, Egypt, buildings

of Thothmes III., 2074— temple of Hathor, 2041, 2043, 2046,
2097— legendary battle of, 2015

Dengio Daishi, founder of a sect of
Japanese Buddhists, 513

Dengizich, king of the Huns (5th cen-
tniy), 3032

Denia, town, Spain, " Slavs " hold, 3984
Denis, St., tomb, 4210
Denkjera, former state, W. Africa, 2259
Denmark, 3536, 3539-56. 3557-63,

4369-75, 4492-94, 4577-79, 5413-
15— agriculture, 5414— area and population, 5415— Baltic Sea supremacy, 3366— Brandenburg's alliance with, against
Charles X., 4391— constitutional reforms in 19th cen-
tiu*y, 5153, 5154— conversion to Christianity, 3557— colonies, 2276, 5415— the Count's War (1533-36), 4371— ciu-rency, 5415— despotic monarchy, 4492-94— early history, 3536, 3539-56, 3557-63— education, 5414— 18th century, history, 4578— Esthonian War (1219), 3706— geographical description, 3529— government, 5415— Hanseatic League's struggle with,
4071-78— industry and commerce, 4069, 5415— first inhabitants of, 3426— laws enacted by Waldemar II., 3559— literature, 4372, 4577— Livonian conquests (1219), 3214— progress in 19th century, 5155— Reformation period, 4369-75— scenery, rocky coasts, 3536— Schleswig-Holstein question, 4943-
45, 4959-74, 5063, 5153— social conditions, 3560, 3563, 4369,
5414— social democracy in, 5278— Swedish wars, 4372, 4374, 4375, 4384,
4494— Thirty Years War, 4303, 4374— trade in Middle Ages, 4069— weights anil measures, 5415

Dennewitz, battle of (1813), 4758, 5155
Denonville. Maniuess de, 6030-32
Dentatus, Curius, 2631
Deo Gurh : see Daulatabad
Depretis, Agostino, and Garibaldi, 5045
Derby, Edward Stanley, 14th earl, 4980,

4992. 5O03-4
Derdas, chief of Elimioti, 2521
Der-el-Bahari, Egypt, Hatepshut's tem-

ple, 20S2— mummies of kings, 2119

Der-el-Baharii mural decorations, 2028— Thothmes II. 's temple, 2069
Der el-Medineh, temple of Hathor at,

2047
Derfflinger, Marshal (ft. 1676), 4495
Dermot, king of Leiiister (12th cen-

tury), 3866, 3931
De Ruyter, Dutch admiral, 4392, 4430,

4419, 4423
Dervishes, 7.9.S'5, 2170, 5520-24
Desaix, French general, 2158, 4702
Descartes, Ren.> (1596-1650), 4142, 4147
" Descent from the Cross," picture, 2<S45

Deserts, early iOj^yptiaii dwellers in, 257— iiilliience on history, 29— as natural boundaries, 28
Desbima, island, Japan, 412, 526
Desiderata, wife of Charles, king of the

Franks (8th century), 3467
Desiderius, king of the Lombards (8th

century), 2392, 3466
Desiderius, abbot of Monte Cassino

(1066), 2966
Desin, Egyptian king, 2016
Desmond, Fitzgerald, Earl of, 4366
Desmond family, 3932
Desmond's rebellion (1580), in Ireland,

4368
Desmoulins, Camilla, 4652
De Soto : see Soto
De Soto Mound, Arkansas, 5690
Despensers, influence on Edward II.,

3880
Dessoles, French minister (1818), 4840
Detroit, city, r.S.A., American war of

1812, 6073, 6104, 6112-13
Dettingen, battle of (1743), 4503, 4513,

6057
Deuman, Hun ruler : see Tuman
Deuteronomy, fifth book of the Bible,

1750, 1784, 1780
Deutsch Brod, battle of (1422), 3644
Devadatta, disciple of Buddha, 1189
Devagiri, city, India : s?e Daulatabad
Devarddbiganin, president of the Council

of Valabhi, 1198
De Veer, chronicler of Barentz expedi-

tion, 6329
Devil Dance, 1360
Devil's Island, 6196
Devonian geological system, 89, 90,

chart facing 96
Dewanampiya Tissa, king of Ceylon :

see Tissa
Dewarawati, ancient town of Further

India, 1401
De Wet, Christian, 2340, 2342
Dewey, American commodore, 5230,

0274
D3 Winter, Dutch admiral, 4689
De Witt, Jan, Dutch minister, 4419,

4422, 4427
Dey, title of ruler of Tunis, 2209
Dhakhak, governor of Damascus, 1923
Dharma Pauli Raja, king of Ceylon,

1381
Dharmasastra of Manawa, 1172
Dhatusena, king of Ceylon. 1368, 1376
Dhingra Mader Lai, assassination of Sir

Curzon Wyllie, 6364
Dhuah Koonde, waterfall, 1142
Diadochi, or " Successors," wars of,

1825, 2380, 2586— portraits of cliief leaders, 1826, 1827,
IS32

Diamond Jubilee (1897), procession,

51S0, 5181
Diamond mines, in S. Africa, 2324, 2324
Diamond necklace, affair of the, 4569
Diana (Artemis), goddess, 292, 2401,

2496— Ephesus temple, 225, 230, 1797— Palmyra temple, 1865— statue at Ephesus, 2496
Diana of Poitiers (fl. 1548), 4230
Diaz, Sjiauisl! bishop in Annam, 1413
Diaz, Bartholomew, Portuguese navi-

gator. 3411
Diaz, General Porfirio, 6005, 6009
Dickens, Charles, 4820, 4822
Dickson, Sir J. R., facing p. 1083
Diderot, Denis, correspondence with

Catharine the Great, 3348
Didius Severus Julianus, Roman em-

peror (193), 2763, 2764
Dido, queen of Carthage, 291, 1744

GENERAL irTOEX

Didos, tribe, 335
Diebitsch Sabalkanski, 4858, 4874
Diemen, Anton van, 903
Diepold of Schweinspeunt, Emperor

Henry VI. sui)ported by, 3950
Dieppe, I'Yancc, Brazilian trade, 5931
" Diet of Christ," at Mainz (1188), 4034
Diet of Worms : see Worms, Diet of
Dietrich, archbishop of Mainz (tl. 1440),

3652
Digambara, of the Jain religion, 1199
Dijon, town, France, 4115, 5138, 4136.

3399
Diluvium, old term for Pleistocene Age,

116
Dinaric mountains, 2399
Dindings, cession to Britain, 5504
Dingan, Zulu chief, 2288, 2318, 5512-14
Dingan's Day (1838), 2318
Dingo, Australian animal, 1018
Diniz. king of Portugal (1325). 4006
Dinizulu, Zulu chief, 2328, 6369
Dinka, people of the Upper Nile, 338,

2001, 2266, 5524
Dinkar Rao, in Indian Mutiny, 4992
Din Mohammed Sultan, 1518
Dinoceras, 126
Diocletian, Roman emperor (284—305

A.n.), 2775-80, 2776— Britain in scheme of administration,
3501— Christian persecutions, 2779— Egypt reconquered, 2139— Persian expedition (297 A.D.), 1877,
1877

Diocletian's palace, Spalatro, 3068
Diodorus Siculus, historian, 2817
Diodotus I., king of Bactria (c. 250

B.C.), 1841, 1847, 1848
Diodotus II., king of Bactria, 1847
Diodotus Tryphon, rival of Demetrius II.

of Syria, 1845
Dion, festival of Zeus at, 2524
Dionysius of HaUcamassus, historian,

2692
Dionysius the Elder, of Syracuse (430-

367 B.C.), 2195, 2515, 2517-18
Dionysus, god, cult promoted by Plsis-

tratus, 2494— Greek statue, 2402— head of, 2403— Sabazius in Thrace and Asia Minor,
1791— Syrian worship, 2597— Thracian worship, 2401, 2402— wall-painting at Pompeii, 2402

Diophantus, general of Mithradatea
Eupator, 1833, 2450

Diopithes, Athenian general, 2537
Dioscurus, of Alexandria, support of

Eutyches (449), 2891
Dioscurus, Christian martyr of 3rd

centnrv, 2874
Dipawansa. P:ili book, 1190, 1368
Diplodoccus Carnegii, skeleton, 123
Dircislav, king of Croatia (1000), 3941
Directory, the (179.5-99), 4674, 4679
— conspiracy against Napoleon, 4686
— dissolved by Napoleon, 4692, 4694
Distrian, General, 6058
Dispositio Achilla (14 73), 3669
DisraeU, Benjamin : see Beaconsfleld.

Earl of

Diu, Portuguese Indian possession, 5400
Din. battle of (1509). 2153
" Divina Commedia," 3953
Diwan^iri, fort Bhutan, 1327
Dizabul (or Silzibul, Chinese Ti teu pu li),

Turkish chief, 2916
Diem, Mohammedan prince, 2999
Diimi, citv, Sudan, 2233
Djoda, sultmi of Wadai (1747-9.5), 2240
Dmitri, Russian ruler (1276), .3257

Dmitri (Susdal), Russian ruler (1360),

3309
Dmitri (Ivanovitch), Russian ruler

(1362-89), J.30.9, 3313
Dmitri, Russian tsar (1605-6), 3324
Dnieper, river. 24
DoblkofF, Anton von, Austrian minister

(1848). 4935
Dobroliuboff,Nicholas,Riissian reformer,

5296
Dobromir Strez, boyar, 3042
Dodekarchy, Assyrian rulers of Egypt,

2122
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GENERAL INDEX
Dodona, Oreek sanrtiiary, 2378
Dog, animal, in Africa, 2007
— eaten as food, 5552
— first doiiit'stic animal, 158
— Neolithic and Bronze Periods, 158

Dogger Bank, battle (1781), 5527
Dogras. race, 325
" Dogs' Heads " (Cynoscephalse), battle

of (197 B.C.), 2650
Doko, dwarf people of Africa, 2280
Dolabella. P., lloman consul, 2680
Dolcino, Fra (Paterene), 3955
Dolgoruki, George, grand duke of

Kiev (1147), 3302
Dolgoruki, Prince, 1990
Dolgoruki, Vasili, Russian general,

Crimea conquered (1771), 3359
Dolls, Feast of, in Japanese home, 434
Dolmen, Neolithic, near Carnac, 171

Doloaspis, Egyptian governor. 2554
Domenico Morosini, doge, 3946
Domestic system, in economics, 5238
Dominic, hermit (11th century), 3725
Dominic. St. (1170-1221), 3741, 3955
Dominica, island, Antilles, 6176, 5886,

0184, 6102, 6199
Dominican Republic : see Haiti
Dominicans, religious order founded by

St. Dominic, 3741— the friars and their influence on
literature and art, 3397— missionary work in America, 5924,
5929

Domitia, wife of Emperor Domitian,
274G

Domitian, emperor of Rome, 2741,
274(!. 2747

Donatello, Italian sculptor, 3963, 4129
Donation of Constantine, 3718
Donauwerth, battle of (1704), 4456
Dongola, state and town, Africa, 2248,

2171, 5523
Dongola, battle of (c. 854), 2143
Don John of Austria : see John of

Austria, Don
Dorchester, Lord, governor of Canada,

6030, 6104-10
Dordogne, France, remains of Drift

Period. 146, 161
Dordrecht, Holland, 4079
Dordrecht, Synod of (1618-19), 4209
Dore, Gustave, pictures of, 1853, 1S55
Dorestad, on the Rhine : see Duurstede
Doria, (ienoese banking family, 4602
Dorian League, 1792
Dorians : see Doric Greeks
Doric architectural order, 286, 292
Doric Greeks, 290, 330, 2467, 2468, 2488
Doriscus, Thracian town, 2403
Dorostol, massacre, 3289
Dorotheus of Berytus, Roman jurist,

2909
Dorpat, Livonia, ceded to Poland, 3247
Dortmund, town, Prussia, guild struggle

in 14th century, 4084
Dorylfflum, battle of (1097), 4018-19
" Dosde Mayo "(1808), 5957
Dossenbach, battle (1848), 4924
Dost Mohammed, amir of Afghanistan,

1285, 1287, 1526, 5500
^British expedition against. 1284,

1289, 1291— death in 1862,1322— deposed, 1287— restored to throne, 1290— Russian intrigues, 1287— treaty with British (1855), 1526
Douay, General Abel, 5107
Douglas, Admiral Sir A., 572, .575

Douglas, Sir Robert K., on China, 801-
23, 84.-1-52

Douglas, Stephen A., 6234-38
Douglas, city, Isle of Man, 5558
Dover, fortress. 363
Dover, Treaty of (1670), 4424, 4470
Draconian laws, 2492
Draga, queen of Servia, 5210
Dragashani, battle of (1821), 4853
Dragoman, 377
Drake, Sir Francis (1540-96), 1113,

1114, 4274, 5525-26, 5948-49, 6017— Cartagena raid, 6018— fights against the Spaniards, 4153,
4261, 4275— pictures, 1115, 1117, 4276, 4278

Drake, Hon, James 6., facing 1083

Drama, origin of, 208— s^'f also literature under countries
Drangi, amii'iit people of Seistan, 2560
Draper, Sir William, 5527
Dravidian languages, 1153, 1159, 5554
Dravidian races, 325, 1155-59, 5616-18
— in Ceylon, 1366, 1373— civilisation, etc., at time of Aryan

Conquest, 1159— distribution, 1127— early kingdoms of Southern India,
historical records, 1183-84

— migration westward from India, 5618
Dreadnoughts, building sclienies. 6375— colrmiil offer to British Navy,

6359-62— types of, 5425-27
Dream plays, early form of drama, 208
Drepana, town of Sicily, 2638
Dresden, market place, 4538
Dresden, battle of (1813), 4758
Dresden Conference (1850), 4967, 4972
Dresden, Treaty of (1745), 4530-41
Dress : see Costume
Drevlanes, people, S. Europe, 3290
Dreyfus, Alfred, 5226. 5225
Drift Man, 115-25, 132-44, 145-61
— art of, 146, 147, 151— bone and horn implements and

utensils, 142— cave remains discredited, 127— culture, 143, 146, 147, 148— domestic refuse-pits and mounds,
140, 141— Esquimaux analogy, 149, 152, 153— Somme valley remains, 127, 128— Taubach and Schusser remains, 129,

130, 136— tooLs and weapons, 132, 134, 135,
138, 139, 144

Drift Period, 115-25, 127-44, 14.5-61
— fauna of, 120, 121, 122, 124, 130,

159, 160— fossils, 116, 127— human remains of, 115, 127: see

also Drift Man above— see also Neolithic and Stone Age
Drogheda, massacre of (1649), 4350
Drontheim, town, Norway, 3567, 3566
Drosache, ancient town, China, 1460
Drost, Danish official, 3559
Druhyn, Aryan tribe in India, 1163
Druids, 2438, 2438
Druses, people of Lebanon, 326, 1980-81
— Christians outraged (1860), 5012
— types. 1974— worship of Caliph El Hahim, 2146
Drusus. M. Livius, Roman tribune

(92 B.C.), 2658
Drusus. Nero Claudius (d. 93 B.C.), 2695,

2709, 2713, 3436
Drusus, son of Emperor Tiberius (d.

23 A.D.), 2710, 2713
Dryden, John (b. 1631), 4477
Drygalski, Professor von, 6348
Dnbais, lord of Hillah in Irak, 1957
Du Barry, Madame, 4565
Du Bellay, Joachim, French poet (1524-

60), 4281
Dublin, Norwegian conquest, 3540
Dubois, Dr. Eugene, 152, 154, 6406
Dubois, Pierre, 4044, 4047
Dubrovnik, Slav town : see Ragusa
Du Cange, French historian, on feu-

dalism, 4096, 4101-5
Ducas, historian, 15th century, 2976
Duchatel, Tannegui : see Tannegui
Duchi, Hun official ; see Tuchi
Duckwitz, Arnold, 4959
Ducos, elected Consul of France, 4693,

4694
Ducrot, General, 5136
Dudley, Eari of, 6359
Duels, feudal system, 4107
Dufferin and Ava, Frederick Temple

Hamilton Blackwood, Marquess of,

1340-44, 1342, 2167
Dufour, Wilham Henry, 4902
Du Guesclin, in Hundred Years War

3813, etc., 3814
Duilius, M., Roman Consul, 2637
Duke, title, 3583, 3440
Duklja, principality : see Zeta
Duma, Russian parliament. 5294, 5297
Dumaresq, pen.il settlement, 1057
Dumas, French governor in India, 5498

Dod—Ean
Dnmasi, king of Kition. 1746
" Dumb Giri of Portici." 4872
Dummy Selections, in Australia, 1080
Dumont d'Urville : see Hrville
Dumouriez, French general (d. 1823),

4660, 4660, 4770
Dunama IT., king of Kanem, 2233
Dunama IIL, king of Kanem, 2233
Dunbar, battle of (1650), 4351, 4365
Dunbar, siege of (1239), 3919
Duncan L, king of Scotland, 3911
Duncan II. (1093-94), king of Scotland,

3917
Duncan, Admiral, 4683, 5527
Dundee. John Graham of Claverhouse,

Viscount (d. 1689), 4480, 4485
Dungans, people. 326, 1512
Dungi. ruler of Ur dynasty, 1565, 1700,

1596
Dunkirk, town. France, cession to Eng-

land, 4322, 4351— sold to France, 1658, 4420, 4468,
5486— view, 4322

Duns Scotus, John (d. 1308), 3745-46,
3906

Dunstan, archbishop of Canterbury,
3836-37

DuBleix, Joseph Francois, Marquis de
' (1697-1764), 1253, 1254, 4518,
5498, 1256, 1254

Dupont, French general (1807), 4742
Dupplin Moor, battle, 3915
Duprat, Antoine(fl. 15iro, 4229
Du Quesne. Abraham. Marquis, 4430
Durand. Sir Henry Mortimer, 1345, 1345
Durand Agreement (1893), 1991
Durando, Giacomo, 4927-29
Durani dynasty, in Afghanistan, 1285,

1524
Durani, tribe, 311
Durazzo, Albania, 4055— siege of (1108), 4024-25

Durazzo, dynasty in Naples, 3977
Durban, Sir Benjamin, 2316, 5510
Durban, town. Natal, colonisation, 5514
Durban, convention (1908), 6368
Durbat, tribe, 332
Dur-Dungi, Babylonian victory at, 1703
Durer, Albert, 2362. 4136. 4136
Durham, J. G. Lambton, Earl of (1792-

1840), 5524, 6122-26, 4818, 6126
Dur-Iakin, ancient city on Persian gulf,

1697
Dur-Ilu, city of Babylonia, Elamite in-

vasions, 1700, 1703, 1706— gods restored by Elam, 1708
— probable site, 1591
— andSargon, 1617, 1706
Duringe, race of people : see Thurin-

gians
Durnkrut, battle of (1278), 3118, 3157,

3618
Dur-Sharrukin (Khorsabad), capital of

Sargon II., 1675, 1674, 1675
Duruy. Victor, French minister, 5093,

5095
Dusch, Alexander, German minister of

public worship, 5220
Dushratta : see Tushratta
Dutch East India Company : see East

India Company, Dutch
Dutch Guiana : see Surinam
Dutch West India Co., 1621, 6050-53
Duttha Gamani, king of Ceylon, 1372,

1374
Duurstede or Dorsstad, on the Rhine,

plundered by Danes, 3548
Duy-Tan, king of Annam, 1413, 1413
Dwarfs, brought from Egypt in ancient

times. 2026
Dwarf tribes, 2279, 1152
Dyaks, race, 326, 919, 942, 5504
Dyeing, 4050, 2205
Dvgdamis. Cimmerian leader, 1802
"Dying Gauls," 1829, 1833
Dynasts, rulers of Pherie, 2532
Dzungaria, added to Chinese Empire, 788

Ea (Cannes), Babylonian god, 265, 274,

1559, 1640
Ea-bani. Rabyloniai hero. 1643
Ea-gamil, ancient king. 1604. 1702
Ea-mukin-zer, king of Babylonia. 1610
Eannatum, high-priest at Ur, 1597 •
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Ean—Egy
Eannatum, patesi of Lagash, 1593
Earth, beginniiisi of (Sollas), 79-88— contraction and mountain forma-

tion, 87— cooling from the nebular state, 80— end of the world articles, 6433-58— mastery of, by man, 108-114— origin of life on, 91, 99— origin, theories of, 79, 81, 8S— size relative to moon, 81
— surface, transformation, 116— temperature changes, 80, 85, 88, 94
Earthquake : see under countries
Earthworks of North America : see

Mound-builders
East Africa, Anglo-German agreement,

2;i40— Arab oppression, 5628— British expansion, 5628— colonisation problems, 5652— sea also British and Portuguese East
Africa

East Anglia, 3504, 3554
Easter, earlv celebration. 2884
Easter Island, 326, 965-66
Easterlings : see Vikings
Eastern Bengal and Assam, 1353
Eastern ghats, 1141
Eastern Europe : see under Europe
Eastern Question, British policy (1876-

:878), 5170-72— Cabinet Council in Downing Street
(1876). 5169— Crimean War : see Crimean War— history since 1875, 5196— see also names of countries

Eastern Turkestan, 1509-13, 1458— agriculture, 1548— ancient trade route, 1460— boimdaries and physical features,
1546— Buddhism in, 1510— Chinese conquest, 1462, 1510, 1513— cities of, 1548— excavations, 1478— Greco-Buddhist art in, 1478— modern commerce, 1549— modern government, 1548— official corruption in, 1548— sand mountains, 1464— statistics, etc., 1533— transport, 1549

East Griqualand : see Griqualand
East India Company (British), Borneo

trade, 5504— cession of Indian Government to the
Crown (1858), 1312— charter granted, 1251— China trade, 5505— Clive's reform of Indian administra-
tion, 1259— commerce, 4474, 4629

^foundation and history, 1251. 4280,
5446— French rivalry with, 1254— India Bill ends, 4992— Indian Empire founded, 4552— missionary work discouraged, 5641— public works constructed, 5632— struggle for supremacy with the
Dutch, 5667— trading posts in India, 5450— see also India

East India Company (Dutch), 4611, 1251— Cape Colony settlement, 2313— dissolved. 904— embassy to China, 785— foundation and operations, 902-4
— missovernment, 903
East India Company (French), 1252,

1432, 4624
East Indies, Dutch colonies, 5363— Portuguese trade with, 4059— see also names of islands

Eastland Company : see Kussian Com-
pany

East Mark, margraviate, 3694
*' Eastward Ho !

" 4995
Ebbenson, Niels, 4076
Eberhard, count of WUrtemberg, 3664
Ebers medical paiiyrus, 2032
Ebruin (Ebrniii). Prankish noble, 3479
E?a de Queiros, Spanish writer,

5410
Ecbatana, 1806, 2558
Ecclesiastes, book of, 1856

Eoolesiastical reservation in sixteenth
century, 4293

" Ecclesiastical Titles " Bill, 4979-80
Echisen, 483
Eclectus, Egyptian, 2761
Eck, Johann, 4181, 4195
EckenfiJrde, battle, 4945
Economic progress of the world, 6381-

6403
Ecuador, currency, postal rates, etc ,5995— revolution (19th century), 5978
Ecuadorians, 326
Eddas, iioems, 3532, 3569, 4061
Eden, Ashley, 1327
Eden, land : see Edina
Eden Treaty, 4630
Edena, Turks take from Crusaders, 4032
Edessa during Crusades, 1960, 4018
Edfu, 242, -JOSS

Edgar Atheling, 3911-12, 3857
Edgar the Peaceful (958-976), 3836-

37, 3840
Edge, arctic voyages, 6322
Edhem Pasha. Turkish general, 5212
Edhem Pasha, Turkish minister, 5204
Edict o£ Boulogne, Edict of Restitution,

etc. : see Boulogne, Restitution,
etc.

" Ediotum de beneficus," 3941, 3943
Edina(Eden) plain, 1558
Edison, Thomas A , 6274
Edith, wife of Henry I. of England, 3912
Edmonton, Alberta, 6174. 6175
Edmund, son of Henry III. of England,

3871
Edmund (the Magnificent), king of

England, 3836
Edmund Ironsides, king of England,

3556, 3842. 3844
Edomites, loyal to Judah under Reho-

boam, 1770— Semitic origin, 331, 1736— subjugated by David, 1422, 1764
Edonians, 2400, 2405
Edris ibn Edris, Arab leader, 2207
Edrisi, geographer, 3943
Edrisites, dynasty in Morocco, 1944
Education : see under various countries
Education Act (1870), 5165
Edward the Elder, of England, 3556,

3836
Edward the Confessor, of England,

3844-46
Edward I. of England, 3875-80, 3397-98,

3S7G, 3877— Crusades, 3387, 4040
— federation formed with Flemings

and the Empire, 3775— Jews expelled, 4064— Scottish campaigns, 3914-15
Edward 11. of England, 3880, 3874,

3878, 3879— homage paid to king of France, 4101— Scottish campaigns, 3915
Edward III. of England, 3881-2, 3811,

3882, 3883, 3885— at Coblenz (1338), 3624— elected Holy Roman emperor (1348),
3625— France invaded, 3809, 3812— Lombard loan, 4064

Edward IV. of England. 3898, 3898— German merchants' rights confirmed,
4086-4087— relations with Louis XI. of France.
3827

Edward V. of England, 3898, 3898,
3899, 3900, 3901

Edward VI. of England, 4242-46,
4213. 4244

Edward VII. of England, accession and
characteristics of reign, 5192— foreign policy, 5423— Indian visit, 1332— opening first Parliament. 5755— pictures, 4821, 4997, 5166, 5167,
5186. 5189— portraits, 5164, 5165, 5183, 5186,
5190, 5191— titles, 5437

Edward the Black Prince, Continental
wars, 3882— French battles, 3810-13— jealousy of John of Gaunt, and
death, 3886— relations with Pedro the Cruel, 3997

GENERAL INDEX
Edward of Portugal. 4000
Edward Balliol of Scotland. 3881
Edward Bonadvcnture, Arctic voyage,

6320
Edwardes, Herbert. 1296
Edwin, king of Northumbria, 3505,

3505
Egbert, king of Wessex, 3507, 3837,

3838
Egbert Psalter of Trfevcs, 2967
Eger, (iolden Bull of, 3951
Eger. town, 3160. 4305
E?frid, kiuL' of Nortiuimbria, 3507
Eggeuberg, Hans Ulrich, prince of, 4303
Egiza, king of the Coths, 3512
Egmont, Count, 4259
Egypt (ancient), 2011-2140, 2049— alabaster vases, 2029— Alexander's conquest, 2129, 2554— annals tablets, 249, 250— Antiochus IV. 's invasion, 1344— army of the new empire, 2065— army, infantry marching, 2064— art, 2140, 2026, 245, 2027, 2092, 2096— Asiatic empire, 1567, 2112, 2125,

2587— Asiatic tribes invasion, 2116— Assyrian conquests in, 1656, 1676,
1679, 1681, 2122— Assyrians overthrown. 1 580— Babylonian relations, 1606— " Book of the Dead," 2094— Britain, possible intercourse with,
1561— caliphs' rule, 2141-44— canopic jar, 2096— chair, 2050— chronology, 234, 258, 2057— civilisation, 233-58, 1557-70— clothing, 241— commerce in Mediterranean, 239— conversion to Christianity, 2139— crocodile kings' rule, 2058-59— Crusaders' struggle with : seo
Crusades— dawn of history, 2011-20— dead, images of the, 2095— death, festivals of kings, 246, 247— desert dwellers, 257— dwelling, 2040— early kings, 2026— Eastern invasion, 235— Ethiopian conquest and dynasty,
2120-22— ethnology, 243, 245,326, 1557,2012,
2024, 244— excavations, 2011-12— funeral ceremonies of a king, 2097— Fatemid occupation, 2145-46

— feudal stage, 1561
-first naval battle, 2117— French occupation. 2158, 5608-9
— funeral sledge, 2095— games, 241, 242— glass, earliest manufacture and use,

254— glazing, 251, 254— gold mines, 1568— Greek influence, 2124, 2129, 2590,
2596— Hebrews in, 2063— heresy of kings of 18th dynasty, 2102

— high priests' rule, 2119— Hittite wars, 1720, 2112-14, 1720,
1721— hunting and weapons used, 238, 239

— Hvksos, conquest and rule, 2059-64,
1567— irrication in, and influence on
oilture, 1557— Jewish influence in, 1852— Kush relations with, 2244, 2070— lady's necklace, 2079— lady's wig, 2079— language, 258, 2111, 256— Libyan dynasty, 2120— literature, 256, 1556— Lower Egypt, kings of, before first

dynasty, 246— Mameluke rulers, 2149-53, 1964— Manetho's history, 2031
— map, 243— mercenary soldiers, 2067— Mesopotamia relations, 1645— metals and tools, 254— military power, rise of, 2065-80
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GENERAL INDEX
Egypt (ancient),Mohammedan conquest,

2140-53, 1914— mummies, 2094, 2119, 2094— Mycensean civilisation traces, 2466— Napata kingdom, 2246-47— nomarcli, 2052— negro captives, 2055— nomes, 242, 243— PaliEolitliic man in, 234— pantheon, 2090— periods, 234-58— Persia invaded, 1819— Persian conquest and rule, 2127-29,
1581, 1812, 2140— Persians driven out (15 B.C.), 2128— Phoenician intercourse with, 1738— portrait statues, 2058— potterv, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240,
241, 251, 254, 2013, 2026, 2104—

- primeval kings, list, 2016— Ptolemies reign, 2131-36—
• Pyramids : see Pyramids— religion : see Egyptian religions

below— Roman alliance, 2650— Roman conquest and rule, 2134-40,
2384, 2689— ruins of famous buildings, 2081-88— Saladin's rule in, 1963, 2148— seals, officials', 250, 251— Semitic invasion, 1560— shipping, 237, 254, 236, 239— slaves making bricks, 2078— slavery in, 2817— splendour of, 2041-48— state archives discovered, 1605— steles, 249— stone vases, 251— stools of 18th dynasty, 2080— Syrian wars, 1840, 1842, 2071,
2115

— Tanite dynasty, 2119— Thlnite kings before 1st dynasty,
246 249— toilet table, 2079— tombs, 249, 251, 2026, 2029, 2034,
2044, 2074— tools, 240, 238, 254— trading routes, 282, 284, 283— Turkish conquest and rule. 2143-53,
1977-78, 2155— wall painting in tomb of 4th
dynasty, 2037

— war-chariots charging, 2066
- warfare and weapons, 23S, 239, 240
— white slave dynasty, 2152-53
Egypt (modern), 2155-81— Abyssinian expedition defeated

(1875). 2257— Arabi's mutiny (1881), 2164
— British expedition (1808), failure,

5509
— British occupation (1882), 2165-72,

1434, 5175, 5608-9
— British relinquishment of control

discussed, 5653
— cotton exports, 6366— currency, 2181— Darfur conquered (1874), 2242— defences, 5593— Dual Control established (1876),

2164
— education, 5586— an Egyptian beauty, 5551— finance, 6366— French influence in, rivalry with

British, 5608-9— future of, discussed, 5646
— government, 2181, 5558
— Napoleon's campaigns, 2156-59,

4691, 4704, 5499, 5520-24— population, 2181, 6366— postage rates, 2181— present-day conditions, 217.3-81,
6366-67— public works constructed bv British,
5632— self-government question, 5652— trade statistics, 6366

Egypt Exploration Fund, value of work
ill Egypt, 2012

Egyptian religions, 2090-2103, 2014— Apis bull, king making offering to,
2096— Greek myths adapted by, 2590— deities, principal, 2093

Egy—Eng
Egyptian religions, ox, sacred, 2051— soul house, 2060— see also names of deities

Egypt Minor, gipsies style them.selves
rulers of, 3105

Ehinger, Ambrosius, 5917
Eibola, Spanish efforts to find town of,

5903
Eichhom, eoolesiastical ministry, 4974
Eichhorn, Johann, 4838, 4837
" Eider Danes," 4944-45
Eight hours' day, advocated by Owen,

6396
Einbeck Convention (1830), 4883
Einbard, biography of Charlemagne,

3490
Einsiedel, Count, 4832
Eion, Thracian town, 2403
Eisenburg, peace of (1664), 3130
EUz, Castle of, 3705
Ekkehard of Hochheim (d. 1327), 3747
Ekkehard of St. Gall (fl. 927), 3725
Ekron. city and kingdom, captive of

Hezek'iah's, 1779—Ekrons in Philistia con(iuered by
Sennacherib, 1676

El, divine name, 1733, 1753
Elah. king of Israel, 1769
Elam, 1697-1715— aids Babylonia against Assyria, 1578,

1684— Assyrian wars, 1618, 1677, 1684,
1796, 1620, 1683— Babylonian gods seized by, 1610— Babylonian supremacy, 1700— civilisation, 1714— early kings, 1703— importance in history, 1715— influence of Babylonian civilisation

in, 1595— Kassite conquest of, theories, 1702— language, 1698, 1699— Medians connected with Elamites,
1801— monarchy, overthrow, 1580— Palestine expedition, 1702— people, principal type of, 1704— Persian (iulf traffic, 1644— rebellions, 1707— rule ill Southern Babylonia, 1598— sculpture from Mai-Amir, 1714— Stone Age in, 1558— suzerainty over Babylonia, and ex-
pulsion, 1565, 1599— Tullis, battle of, 1710

Elandslaagte, battle of, 2338, 2336
Elara, king of Ceylon, 1373
Elat, divine name, 1753
Elatea, Phocian town, 2538
Elath, city, 1422
Elbe, river, exploration by Pytheas,

2595
El Dorado, legend, 5808, 5917-18, 5950
Eleanor of Anjou, 3976
Eleanor of Aquitaine, queen of England,

3771, 3864, 3866
Eleanor of Castile, 3876
Eleanor (of Portugal), Empress, 3419
Eleanor of Provence, 3871
Eleazar, Hebrew priest, 1864, 2755
Electors, of the Empire, conference at

Rhens (1338), 3624— division of power at beginning of

fourteenth century, 3620— existence of electorate defined by
the Golden Bull (1356) 3617— first appearance of elective theory,
3582-85— see also Holy Roman Empire

Electricity, Italian inventions, 5372
EHena, queen of Italy: see Helena
Elephant, Elephas antiquas exter-

minated by Glacial Period, 119— industrial uses, 1379— records of elephant hunting for
ancient Egyptian army, 2134— with liowd;ili, 195

Elephanta Island, British retain, 5499— piitraiici' to great cave, 1130
Elephantine, buildings of Thothmes III.,

2074
Eleusis, Greek city, 2378, 2494
Eleutes, a Mongolian people : see

Kalmucks
Elgin, James Bruce, eighth earl, 1322,

555

Elgin, James Bruce, Chinese mission,
799, 801, 802, 5506-7— residence in Yedo, 556— treaty with Japan, 553, 557, 558,
559

Elgin, Victor Alexander Bruce, ninth
earl, 1346, 1347, 1346

Elias I., voivode of Moldavia, 3060
Elias II., voivode of Moldavia, 3062
Elimsei, ancient people, 1869
Elimioti, race of Asia Minor, 2524
Eliot, Sir John, 4332
Elis, (iieek state, 2573
EUzabeth, queen of Bohemia, 1283,3159
Elizabeth (Christine) of Brunswick

Bevern, 4537
Elizabeth, queen of England (1558-

1603), 4265-83, 4266, 4267— alliance with Netherlands, 4261— England's debt to, 4282— encouraging the army to fight the
Spaniards, 4277— last hours at Richmond, 4280— and Mary, queen of Scots, policy ,4356— naval exploits under, 5525-26— religious policy, 4152— reception of French ambassador
after massacre of St. Bartholomew.
4270— Spanish policy, 4264— Spanish sea campaigns, 5948

Elizabeth (Woodville), queen of Eng
land, 3896

Elizabeth (of York), queen of England,
3901, 3905

Elizabeth, German empress, marriage
with Albert, German emperor, 3618

Elizabeth, empress of Russia, 3345,
3346, 3314, 3348

Elizabeth (Farnese), queen of Spain,
4502, 4505, 4506

Elizabethan drama nn<l literature, 4281
Ellak, king of the Huns (453), 3030
Ellenborough, Edward Law, earl of,

governor-general of India, 1289,
72.92

Elliot, Captain, in Chinese Opium War,
794, 797

EUiott, George Augustus : see Heath-
field, Lord

Eiiipi, ancient kingdom, 1706
Ellis Island, immigrants, 6287-90, 6289

6201
EUora, cave temple at, 1131
Elmina, fort. Gold Coast, 2271, 2273
Elohist Writings, 1755
Elphinstone Inlet, 5.567

Eltekeh, battle, 1578, 2122
Elutseus, king of Tyre : see Lull
Elves, Albanian household spirit, 3065
Emancipation Act (1833), 4807
Emanuel of Portugal, 4006
Emery, Egyptian prehistoric use, 237
Emesa, battle (c. 270), 2771— (1281), 1490
Emigration, Athenian law regulating,

2505
Emilia, Stone Age settlements, 166
Emin, Abbassid caliph, 1943
Emma, queen of Holland, 5234, 5235
Empire dav, 6376
Empires of the World between 777 and

814 A.D., map, 2934
Emu, 1018
Enakalli, patesi of Gish-khu, 1593
Encomienda, in Spanish colonial govern-

ment, 5923
Energy, intra-atomic, 105— utilisation by man, 199
Enfantin, Bartlielemy Prosper, 5262
Engelbrekt Engelbrektsson, Swedish

leader, 3578
Engels, Friedrich, 4897, 5269
Enghien, Due d% 4710, 4709
England, General, Afghan campaign.

5500
England. Act of Union (1801), 4771,

4774— Alfred and the Saxon kings, 3835-56— Angevin kings. 3865-80— Armed NeutraUty League against
(1800), 4704— Army, German mercenaries em
ployed, 5489
Highland regiments introduction,
5489
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England, recniifs, medical iiif5i!ccti()n,

64U1— in Atlantic Ocean liistory, 5665-72— Bourbon powers, relations eigh-
teenth centitry, 4502-8— British empire history, 5417-;!r),

5545-5655— Charles I.'s struggles with the
Parliament, 4331-51— Civil War (1642-1646), 4344-48— Colonial development during eigh-

teenth century, 4514
— Colonial expansion, 4166, 4474, 5417— commercial supremacy, 4628— the Commonwealth, 4348-51
— conversion to Christianity, 3505— Danish raids and conquest, 3554,

3549— development of civilisation in,

2359-60
— early history to the Middle Ages,

3497-3507— east coast, erosion, 117— education, 5165, 5185— Edward VI. and Mary, 4242-51— Elizabethan period, history, 4265-
4282

— enclosure system of agriculture
introduced, 4615

— factories and factory acts, 6393-98
— foreign relations to-day, 5422
— French wars : see under France and

names of wars
— gipsies in, 3110
— Georgian period, 4509-20, 4547-57,

4797-4810— Hanoverian succession, 4490— general survey of history in Middle
Ages, 3373, 3397— industrial position in eighteenth
century, 4564— industrial development, history,
5237-40, 6388-6403— James I.'s policy, 4327-31— law during Wars of Roses, 3904-6— literature: see English literature
below— maritime enterprise, map showing
routes, 5440— maritime supremacy, history, 4615-
20, 5658— modern conditions, 5417-36, 6376— Napoleonic wars : see Napoleon

— national debt from Napoleonic wars,
4776

— national income, 6402— navy : see British Navy— Norman period, general survey of
history, 3857-64, 3380

— Pacific Ocean explorations and
acquisitions, 1110— Parliamentary representation since
1867, 5163— people, history, 5442, 5550— Poor Law Reform, 4809— Reformation in, 4236— reforms of early nineteenth century,
4797— Restoration period, 4465-91, 4421— Russian trade relations (1553), 3320,
3326— serfdom and feudalism, 4109-20,
4119-20, 6381— Seven Years War and its effects,
4505— social and commercial life under
Henry VIII., 4231-41— social reform, 5240-59— Trafalgar's influence on, 4735

— trade, beginnings of commerce \yith

foreign countries, 4060-65
— trade of the seventeenth century,

4421
— union of Scottish and English

Parliaments (1707), 4491
— Victorian era, 4801-23, 4975-5004,

5163-92— Wars of the Roses, 389.5-3910— working classes, condition, 6401-2— for history before Egbert (828), see
Britain

— see also names of kings, wars, etc.

England. Church of : see Chm'ch of
England

English literature, eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries, 45.56, 4818, 4820

English literature, Elizabethan litera-

ture, 4281— Restoration period, 4473
Enlil. Babylonian god, 266, 1559, 1638,

1641
Ealil-bani, king of T.sin, 1597
Eaomoto Kamajiro, 578
E.iquerrand de Marigny, 3787, 3798
Earique'5, Beatrice, 5880
Eashag-kushana, Babylonian king, 1594
Ensimankao, battle, 5518
Ensor, Rev. G., 523
Eatemeia, jiatesi of Lagash, 1593
Environment, influence of physical

environment on history, 14 et seq.

Enzio, king of Sardinia, 3615, 3951
Enzu, Sumerian god : see Sin
Eocene, geological system, 89, 96
Eoliths, flint relics of, 115
E"tv<is, Josef von, 4919
Eozoic geological period, 89, 96, 90
Epaminondas, Theban leader, 2516
Epaphroditus, Roman freedman, 2746
Eparchosh, prefect of Egypt : see

Hegemon
Ephesus, Diana's temple at, 225, 230— Macedonian occupation of, 2548
Ephesus, councils of (431), 2890 (44«),

2891
Ephraim, Syrian theologian, 2885, 2923
EphtaUtes : see White Huns
Epic of Gilgames, 273
Epila, battle, 3998
Epiphanius, Christian writer, 2882
Epiphany, Christian festival, 2884
Epirots, Ureek race, 2467
Epirus, kingdom of, 2381— extent in twelfth century, 2970—

• Roman possessions in, 2582— Turkish supremacy in fifteenth

century, 2986
Episcopacy, apostolic succession, forma-

tion of doctrine, 2867— bishop of the early Church, 2870— duties of the bishops in the early

Church, 2869— Bishop of Rome's claim to supre-
macy, history, 2870— Charles I.'s attempt to introduce in

Scotland, 4332— history of early Christian formation,
2864— papal right to appoint bishops, 3737

Eponym Chronicle : see Timu list

Equites, knights of ancient Rome, 2652
Equity, law of, origin, 2365
Eraric, king of the Rugii, 3460
Erasmus, Desiderius, 3908, 4196, 4197,

41OS
Erbail, Babylonian town : see Arbail
Erba-Marduk, king in Babylon, 1620,

1678, 1708
Erebus, mount, 6353, 6348-50, 6378
Erech, Babylonian city, antiquity of,

1630— coffins from, 1589— Elamite attacks on, 1700— Kuturnakhundi's capture of, 1701— see also Warka
Erechtheion, the, 2475
Eretrea, (inek province, 2517
Erfurt, Reiclistag meets, 4966— university foundation, 4131
Eri-Aku, king of Tarsa, 1702
Eric, Swedish duke (d. 1317), 3574
Eric I. (Eiegod), king of Denmark, 3558
Eric VI. (Menoed), king of Denmark,

4075
Eric Vn., king of Denmark : see

Eric XIII., king of Sweden
Eric (Segersiill), Swedish king, (10th

century), 3576
Eric IX., king of Sweden, 3572
Eric XIII. (of Pomerania), king of

Sweden, 3561, 3576— Gotland ceded to, 4082— Lnbeek's alliance with, 4086
Eric XIV., king of Sweden, 4377, 4379— Danish war (1563-70), 4372
Eric Randa Saga, 5692
Eric Rode, discovery of Greenland (c.

985), 3546, 6012. 6324
Eridu, Babylonian city, antiquity of.

260, 276, 1630— seaport, 1558, 1596— Sumerian shrine, 1956
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Erie Indians, 331
Erigena : 'Jee Scotus Johannes
Erin : sec Ireland
Er larga, Malay king, 911
Erlembald, ecclesiastical reformer, 3956
Erling Skakke, Norwegian chief, 3567
Ermanaric, Ostrogoth chief, 3449
Ermes, battle, 37i6
Ernest, Count, of Lippe-Biesterfeld,

5221
Ernest, Count, of Mansfield, 4301, 4303
Ernest, duke of Styria, Carinthia and

Carniola, 3226
Ernest, heir of the Swabian duchy, 3591
Ernest Augustus, king of Hanover,

4878, 4922, 4876
Ernest Lewis, grand duke of Hesse-

Darmstadt, 5221
Erse : see Irish
Ertogrul, Turcoman leader, 1972, 2978
Erythrea, colony, North-we.st Africa,

2257
Erzeroum, view, 1979
Esagila, Babylonian shrine, 1596
Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, 1579,

1080, 1677— Arabian conquests, 1886— death, 1682— Elamite relations, 1708— Halys, battle, 1796— irrigation works, 1635— mechanics under, 271— oracle of the sun-god consulted by,
1802— rebuilds Babylon, 1620— Shupria expedition, 1788— Sidon destroyed, 1746

Eschatology. Begbie's articles, 6437-58
Eschscholtz Bay, 124
Eshbaal, son of Saul, 1763
Eshi-Kongo, people, 326
Eskimos, people : see Esquimaux
Esneh barrage, Nile, 6367
Espartero, Baldomero, 4900
Esper, fossils, discovery, 127
Esquimaux, 326, 350— culture characteristics, 637— history, 5692— Keewatin settlements, 6175— likeness of life to Drift Man's, 149,

152, 153— Norwegian settlers in Greenland
ousted by, 3546— origin and early history, 5610— pictures, 153, 157, 188, 194— tools compared with Drift Man's, 142

" Essay on Man," 4556
Esseflord, Norway, 3535
Essek, generalate of, Croatia, 3088
Essequibo. 595(l. 6199
Essex, Robert Devereux, earl of, 4268— n.aval eNiiloits, .'».">26

— ]ilots and execution (1601) 4279
Essex. Thomas Cromwell, earl of : see

Cromwell, 'I'lioiuas

Estaing, Admiral, 4567, 6096
Este. excavations at, 2415
Este, Isabella d', 3969
Este, Niccolo d', 3972
Este Family, Eerrara and Modena under,

3968— see also names of various dukes
Estensi Family, 3949
Esterhazy, Count M3ritz, 5067
Esterhazy, Prince Paul, 4919
Esthonia, Danish wars, 3559, 3706— early history, 3212— Knights of the Sword conquer, 3706— people, 326, 3190— Scandinavian missionary efforts,

3212— Teutonic Knights possess, 3560, 4076— typical scenes, 3191
Estrada-Cabrera, Kanuel, 6009
Estrid, Danish Royal house, 3558
Eta, .lajianese class, 445. 584
" Etablissements de St. Louis," 4104
Efchmiadsiu, monastery, 2929
Etelcum, ancient country, 2897
Ethandune. battle, 3554, 3835
Ethelbert, king of Kent, baptism, 350i,

3o22— conversion to Clu-istianity, 3505— St. Augustine before, 3520
Ethelfleda, 3836
Ethelred the Unready, 3840-42
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Efaelred the Unready. Danisli wars, 3556— taxation cit (iernian traders, 4061
Ethiopia, 2243-5U— independence from Egypt, 2120— people, 326, 2185— Persian campaign against, 2128— supremacy of priesthood, 2246
Ethiopian Church, 5514
Ethnography ; see under various races

and countries
Etowah, mound. 5694. 5699
Etruscans, 2420-24, 326— art, 2420-24. 2416, 2417, 2418, 2419,

2421— burning the dead. 2423— Greeks attacked, 62— in Italy, 2415-24
^jewellery, 2416— mythology. 2418-20— origin. 2416-17— poftery, 2422— Home dominated by, 2618, 2424— temple, 2424
Etymandius, valley of, 2560
Euagoras, ruler of Cyprus, 1818
Euboea, Greek province, 2505, 2517,

2536, 3962
Euchetes, monks in Mesopotamia, 2882
Eucratidas, king of Bactria. 1848, 2598,

1S4S
Eudamidas, Spartan general. 2526
Eudemus, Greek leader, 1202
Eudes : see Odo
Eudocia, Byzantine empress, 2957, 2958
Eudoxia, Koman empress. 2792
Eudoxia, empress of Russia. 3342, 3332
Eiidoxos of Cyzicus, 5660
Euergetes, Alexander Theopator : see

Alexander Balas
Euganei : see Etruscans
Eugene II., pope, 3935
Eugene III., pope, 3729, 3730— Arnold of Brescia triumplis over, 3950— and Crusades. 3778, 4032
Eugene IV., pope, 3754— Basle Council summoned. 3647. 3753— and Holy Roman Emperor. 3648— measures for expulsion of Turks from

Europe, 2986
Eugene, prince of Savoy, 4442— Austrian empire ambitions. 4526
-— on Louis XIV. and tiie Turkish wars,

3017— Milan campaign. 4451— Turkish campaigns, 3020, 3130, 4443,
4445— in War of Spanish Succession. 4453

Eugenics, Galton's theories, 6423-30
— Ruskin's views on 2805
Eugenie, empress of the French, 5006,

4953, 5107— see also with Napoleon III. for pic-

tures
Eugenius, popes : see Eugene
Eugenius, Roman emperor. 2786, 2785
Eul-mash-shakin-shum, king of Baby-

lonia. 1610
Eumenes, governor of Cappadocia. 1826,

2568, 2574
Eumenes I., king of Pergamus, 1828
Eumenes II., king of Pergamus, 1829,

1831
Euphemia, of Sweden, 3576
Euphemia, songs, of Swedish literature,

3576
Euphrates, river, Alexander's passage of,

2556— improvement of cliannel by Nebu-
chadnezzar II., 1424— irrigation systems, 1632— scene on to-day, 1658— map showing alterations by silting,

2.59, 260— valley, physiographieal conditions in

Babylonian times, 259
Eureka Camp, disturbances among gold-

diggers (1854), 1078
Enrich, king of the West Goths, 3510
Euripides, 2514, 2453
Europe, Arab conquests, 2389— Arabian culture and its influence,

1942— Aryan race in, 2372-74— Byzantine influence, 2930— chronology. Eastern Europe, his-

tory, 3355
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Europe, French Revolution to otir own
time, 5279-80
Reformation to the Revolution,
4583
South-Eastern Europe (a.D. 500
to 1792), 3103— civilisation, jEgean influences, 287,
292, 294

bearing of Salzkammergut and
Veneto-Illyrian civilisations on,
294

Eastern influence. 281
ethnograpliical influences. 2387-
97

Hittite influences, 295
Phoenician influences, 296
physical conditions determine
course, .359

rise of, 281-298
Roman effect on nationalities,
2390-91

universal diffusion, 53, 55— Eastern, to the French Revolution,
general survey, 2895— Egyptian and Mesopotamians, trade
routes in, 283. 284— ethnologj-, 326, 2443-50— fauna, transformations in Drift and
Glacial Periods. 125— French Revolution and Napoleonic
era, 4637— fusion of races, 2374— growth of the European conception,
2387-97— history in the light of biology,
6Ma-S2— history since 1815, 4779— history since 1871. 5163— Louis XIV. 's domination in, 4393— maps, great empires between A.D. 777
and 814, 2934
illustrating the second division of

Europe. 2S94
illustrating the sixth division of
H.iRMSwoRTH History, 2356
modern Europe, 4778
Napoleonic era. 4636
Turkey and Protected States
from fourteenth to seventeenth
centuries. 30S2
Western Europe from Reforma-
tion to French Revolution. 4138— Mongol invasion, 1486. 2387-88— Napoleonic wars : see Napoleon— Neolithic culture, 154— peoples of Western, history, 3423,

3447— Powers of to-day, 5295— prehistoric land connections with
Asia, Africa, and America. 122— prehistoric North-West. 118, 119— Reformation and the wars of religion,

4140— Reformation to Revolution, general
survey. 4139— Reformation and after, 4169— Roman civilisation, effect on, 2390-
91— Scythians, 2443-50— sea routes of earlv Levantine traders,

282. 283— settlement after downfall of Napo-
leon. 4761— trade history and struggle for com-
merce of the world, 4625— trade of Western, from the Refor-
mation to the Revolution. 4585— Trafalgar's influence on, 4735— Western, in Middle Ages, general
survey of period. 3371— Western, end of the Jliddle Ages
and birth of a new world, general
survey, 3411

•— see also names of countries
Eurotas, river, 2488
Eurydice, cjueen of Macedon. 2528, 2575
Eurymedon, battle, 1816, 2502
Eusebius, bishop of Csesarse, and his-

torian. 247, 2782
Eusebius, bishop of Nicomedia, 2782
Eustace of Bouillon, 4018
Eustace, son of Stephen of England,

3864
Eustathius of Sebaste, 2882
Euthydemia, citv, Sangala renamed as,

1848

Euthydemus I. of Bactria, 1847, 1848— Antioehus lIL's defeat of, 1842
Euthydemus II. of Bactria, 1848
Euthymenes, Greek navigator. 5660
Eutyches, archimandrite of Constanti-

ncjple, 2^91
Euyuk, in Asia Minor: see Oyuk
Eva;rius Scholasticus, Byzantine his-

torian, 2'.t2:j

Evil Dues, 3875
Evil Merodach : see Amel-Marduk
Evolution, assumes existence of life, 99— Uarwin's theor>-, 100, 5004— influence on history, 10— necessity for a primary cause, 92— racial, 20-30— Saleeby's article, 6405-32
Evrenos, Turkish vizir, 2982, 2984
Ewald, Johannes, 4577
Ewe, negro tribe, 326
Exarchs, otticials of Byzantine Empire,

2916
Excise Tariff Act (1906), Australia,

63.58-59

Exchange as factor of industrial civilisa-

tion. 193. 201— various mediums used, 196— see also Coinage
Exeter Sound, Davis names, 6327
Exhibition of 1851, 4978
Exmouth, Lord, 5526
Exodus, Biblical account discussed,

1757— identified with expulsion of Hvksos
from Eg5-pt. 2063— in reign of King Meneptah, theory
disproved, 2115

Eylau, battle, 4732
Eyre, governor of Jamaica. 5524, 6198
Ezekiel, Hebrew prophet. 1781
Eziongeker, Arabian town. 1422
Ezra, Hebrew prophet. 1849, 1850, 1851
Ezzelino da Romano. 3951. 3950— attempt to conquer Lombardy, 3952— tyranny, 3954-55

Fabius Maximos, Q., Roman dictator,
2645

" Facetiae " (by Poggio), 3758
Factory Act, India. 1345
Factory and Workshop Act (1868), 5259
Factory system, establishment and

history, 4628-29— growth of and results, 5239-44— in 1834, 52^-3— legislative measures, 5255, 5259— modern conditions. 6303-98
Facundas, bishop of Hermiane, 2912
Fad el Allah, Borneo sultan, 2236
Faenza, Manfredi rule over, 3958
" Faerie Queene," of Spenser, 4281
Faesulse, battle, 2787
Fascuendez, Joao Alvarez, 6013
Fa Hien, Chinese Buddhist, 1206
Faidher^be, General, 5138
Failly, General de, 5120, ,5093

Fairfax, Thomas Fairfax, Lord, 4343,
4347

Fairs, 3646, 4603
Fakhr ed-din, leader of the Kases, 1980
Fakhr ed-din Junah Khan : see Mo-

hammed Tuglilak
Fakir, 1249
Falaise, castle. 3805
Falaise, treaty of, 3866-67, 3913
Falasha, Jewish inhabitants in Abys-

sinia. 2252
Falckenstein, General Vogel von, 5072.

5070
Falconry, in fifteenth century, 3659
Faierii, Latin community, 2622
Faliero, Marino, doge, 3959
Falk. liennan minister. 5214
Falkirk, battle, 4517
Falkland. Lucius. Carey, viscount, 4344
Falkland Islands, British improvement

of industries, 5632— discoverj", 5472— education, 5590— government, 5572— inhabitants, 5613— statistics, 5905— vnlue to Britain. 5669
Fallit^res, President Armand, 5223, 5227
Falsterbo, fisheries, 4069



Fal—Fir

Falsterbo. Hanse towns pledge castle to
Swecieu and regain, 4076-78

Falum mines, 4068
Famagusta, commerce in fourteenth

century, 4045
Family Compact (of 1733), 4162, 4502
Family Compact (of Canada), 6118-27,

6140-51)

Famine, in Eevpt (1066-72), 2147— in India (i861), 1322
f1873-74), 1331
(1876-78), 1336
(1896), 1346
(1899-1900), 1349
Lawrence's efforts to cope with,
1324— in Ireland, 6017

Fano, island, typical woman, 3563
Fans, race, 326
Fanti, General Manfredo, 5038, 5046
Fanti, people of W. Africa, 346, 2259
Faquet, M., 5386
Farewell, Lieutenant, 2286
Fame Island, St. Cuthbert the hermit

of. 3507
Parnese, family, Parma ruled, 3968— see also names of rulers
Faroe Islands, acquisition by Denmark,

3545— present condition, 3545— Norwegian settlement (9th century),
3542, 3544

— statistics, 5415
— Vikiiiffs occupy, 4061
Farokhsir. Mogul emperor, 1240, 1241
Farsistan, province. 1970, 1971, 1973
Fashoda, village. Upper Nile. 2267
Fashoda incident (1898), 2171, 5192,

5494. 5523-24
Fastrada, wife of Charlemagne, 3492
Fatemid dynasty, Abu-Jazird revolt

against, 3982— Carthage wrested from, 3989— dissensions in Egypt, 4032— Egj'pt conquered, 2144— Nur-ed-din's destruction of supre-
macy in Egypt,1962— quarrel with Bagdad Caliph, 4020— struggle with the caliphate, 1958— Syria supremacy, 1958

Fatiles, in Albanian mythology, 3065
Fatima, daughter of Mohammed the

Prophet, 1907
Fatima, wife of the caliph Moktadi,

silk as part of dowrv, 1984
Fatteh Ullah Imad Shah, of Berar, 1224
Fattepur Sikri, battle, 1226— mosque, 1136— palace ruins at Agra. 1230
Faure, President Felix, 5225, 5227
Fausta, wife of Emperor Constantine,

2780, 2782
Faustina, wife of Emperor Antoninus,

2756
Faustina, wife of Marcus Aurelius, 275S
Faust legend. Eastern source, 2924
Favre, Jules, 5123, 5125, 5123
Fawkes, Guy, 1605, 4327, 432S
Fayum, race. 244
Fayyum, Egyptian district,

Fedayiji, Turkish political party, 5202
Federalist party in U.S.A., 620.5-20

Federated Malay States : see Malay
Federation of German Workmen's

Unions, 5271
Federmann, Nicholas, 5917
Fehrbellin, battle, 4495
Felix. Burgundian bishop, 3505
Felix v., anti-pope, 3754, 3754
Felix harbonr, arctic regions, 6330
Fellahin, Egyptian peasants, 328,

2174, 349
Felup, negro tribe, 328
Feminist movement, 5386
Fenelon, Abbe, 78
Fe^ian outrages, 5002-4, 5002, 6127
" Fennomanen," Finnish language

movement, 5162
Peodor, Ru.ssian tsars : see Theodore
Feodosia (or Kaffa), Genoese colony,

4058
Ferdinand I. (the Upright) of Aragon,

3976. 3999
Ferdinand I., emperor of Austria,

revolution against (1848), 4918-24,
4936-40

Ferdinand II., of Aragon : see Fer-
<iinand V. of Castile.

Ferdinand, duke of Brunswick (1780-
1806) : see Charles William Fer-
dinand

Ferdinand I., tsar of Bulgaria, 5210,
5319, 5323, 5328, 6372

Ferdinand I. of Castile (d. 1065), 3988
Ferdinand in. (the Holy) of Castile

(1100-1252). 3995
Ferdinand IV. of Castile (1295-1312),

3096
Ferdinand V. (the Catholic) of Castile

(1452-1516), 3999-4005, 4224,
422S— alliance with Emperor Maximilian,
3688— alliance with Louis XII., 3831, 3978— industrial conditions under, 5937-38— Naples and Navarre annexed by,
3831-34— subjugation of the Moors, 3412

Ferdinand, archbishop of Cologne
(d. 1835), 4S93

Ferdinand I., Holy Roman emperor
(d. 1564), 4293— Austrian policy, 4214, 4522— elected to Hungarian throne (1527),
3125— religious settlement (1555), 4222— succession agreement with Charles
v., 4220

Ferdinand IL, Holy Roman emperor
(1619-37), 4301, 3129— candidature for the imperial crown,
4297— refusing his signature to Protestant
liberties, 4302— reign in Hungary, 3128— Tliirty Years War, 4301-10, 4155-6— zeal for Roman Church. 4205

Ferdinand in., Holy Roman emperor
(1637-57), reign in Hungary, 3129

Ferdinand II. of Leon (d. 1188), 3993
Ferdinand I. of Naples (Ferrante)

(1458-94), 3978
Ferdinand II. of Naples (d. 1496),

3830, 3978
Ferdinand III. of Naples (d. 1516) : see

Ferdinand V. of Castile
Ferdinand IV. of Naples (d. 1825) : see

Ferdinand I. of the Two Sicilies

Ferdinand I. of Portugal (d. 1383),
4006

Ferdinand VI. of Spain (1712-59),
Asiento contracts repurchased,
5944— colonial policy, 5953-54, 5935— ^;u^opean policy, 4505

Ferdinand VII. of Spain (1784-1883).
4840, 4846, 4734— Holy alliance supports, 6266— Mexican throne offered to. 5997— reinstated after Peninsular War,
4752, 5981— revolution against (1823), 4847, 5957— South American colonies under,
5957-81

Ferdinand (Araadeus of Savoy) king
of Spain (1870-73), 5227, 522S

Ferdinand I. of Tuscany, 1980
Ferdinand III. of Tuscany (d. 1824).

4842
Ferdinand I. of the Two Sicilies (1751-

1825). 4843
Ferdinand II. of the Two Sicilies (d.

1S59). 5043
Ferdinand Albert II. of Brunswck-

Bevern, 3021
Ferghana, province of Asiatic Russia,

description, 1539, 1541— formation of (1876), 1521— for history of former khanate see
Khokand— rebellion (1898), 1544— She tribe's migration to, 1452

Ferid Khan (d. 1545) : see Sher Shah
Ferments, may prove spontaneous

generation, 106
Fernandez, Garcia, 5880
Fernandina, Isla, Cuba so-called by

Columbus, 5884
Fernando : see Ferdinand
Fernando Po, island. 2276
Feroz Shah Rukn ed-din, ruler of Slave

dynasty (1236), 1218

GENERAL INDEX
Feroz Shah IL, Khilgi ruler in Delhi

(1290), 1219
Feroz Shah IIL, ruler of Delhi (1351-

1388), 1223
Ferrara, rise under Este familv, 3968,

3972— university, 4131
Ferraris. Italian inventor, 5372
Ferrieri, Archbishop, 5005
Fertits, negro tribe. 338
Fetichism, origins of, 205
Fetwas, Mohammedan regulations, 2979
Feudal system, 4091-4120— Crusaders' influence on. 3387— economic conditions under. 6381-90— Edward I. modifies, 3875-76— emancipation of serfs, 409S— Prankish enforced on the Greetos,

2971— growth during Danish invasions,
3839-40— in Holy Land, 4048— in Holy Roman Empire, 4405— introduction into Italy. 3933— in Japan, 473, 488-93— Keltic clans, basis of, 2435— Lydia a feudal state, 1794— Norman conquest develops, 3858-59— system broken in England by the
Wars of the Roses. 3419

Feuerbach, Ludwig Andreas. 5268
Feuillants, French political party, 4658
Fe::, Cordovan rebels flee to, 3980— founded (806), 2207— stormimr bv El Roghi reported, 6367
Fezan, oasis, 2231
Fichte, German philosopher, 4742
Ficino, Marsilio, 3122, 4125
Fickler, Joseph, 4924
Ficquelmont, Count Karl (1848), 4934
Fidense, Veiian citv, 2620
Fiefs, in Feudal system. 4099-4120
Field of the Cloth of Gold, 4235
Fielden, John, 5255
Fielding. Henry, 4546
Fieschi, Joseph, 4907
Figueroa, General Fernando, 6009
Figueroa, Rodrigo de, 5925
Fiji Islands, 958-62— administrations 5566— Briti.sh influence in, 5626— decrease in population, 5626— education, 5592— ethnology, 328— legislative council oi. .5565— native types 351, 937, 941— scenes in, 9fll— serfdom in. 4'^'91

Filipino : see Philippine
Fillmore, Millard, president U.S A.,

6229, 6234, 62.55

Fingalls, Irish name for Norwegian
invaders, 3540

Fingo, tribe (Fingu), 328, 2287, 5510-12
Finisterre, battles a747), 5527; (1805),

4727, 4774, 5527
Finland, geographical description, 3530— legislation. Russo-Finnish commis-

sion, 6370— literature, 5162— national language movement, 5162— people of : see Finns (below)— revolt against Sweden (1596), 5160— Russian acquisition and supremacy,
5160— Swedish conquest and rale, 3572,^
3574, 5160— typical scenes, 31S9, 3537

Finland, Gulf of, ice-floe in, 3537
Finno-Ugrian group of peoples, 328,

641, 648
Finns, race, 3190— Baltic Sea settlements, 3704— early history. 3572— ethnology, 328, 349— language, Teutonic words in, 3424— Teutons* early intercourse with, 3424
Firdusi (Abul Kasim Mansur), Persian

poet, 1952
B'ire, first discovery and importance of.

187. US— altars, 1S17
Firishtah, Mohammed, historian, 1219
Firkeh, battle. 2171
Firozshah, battle, 1294, 5500, 1295
First cause, logical necessity for, 92, 97

6505



GENERAL INDEX
Fisher, Sir John, 54:i0

Fisher, Australian premier, 6358, 6359-
60

Fisheries, mediseval, 4069-70— primitive fishing, 147— see also under countries
Fitzgerald family, feuds with the

Butlers, 430fi

Fitzjames. Captain, 6340
Fitzroy, Sir Charles A., 1048, 1049
Fitzroy, Robert, 994
Flagellants, brotherhood, 3626, 3629
Flahault, Count, 49:)6

Flaminian Way, '2045

Flaminius, C, Roman consul, 2642,
2643-44

Flaminius, T. Quinctius, 25S7
Flammarion. Professor, on end of the

world, 6443
Flanders, ethnology, 328— Hanseatic settlements, 4079— in Hundred Years War between

France and England, 3809 et seq.
— peasants revolt (1324), 3070
— Spanish war of the seventeenth

century, 4323— trade in Middle Ages, 4062-65. 4070
Flathead, Salish Indian tribe, 328
Flavian, patriarch of Constantinople,

2891
Flax, neolithic cultivation. 161
Fleix, peace of (1580), 4290
Flemings : see Flanders
Fleurus, battles (1690), 4444; (1794),

4671, 4678
Fletiry, Cardinal, ministry in France,

4502, 4508, 4503
Fleury, Joly de, French minister, 4568
Flinders, Matthew, 1070— Australian surveys, 1036
Fhnt tools : see Stone
Flodden Field, battle, 3919, 4231, 3918,

3929
Flood, biblical, Babylonian account,

1643
Flood epoch, old term for Pleistocene

Ase, 116
' Floralia," Eoman festival, 2612
Florence, bankers, 4602— baptistery doors of St. John, 4132— cathedral, erection, 4128, 4126— contribution to Emperor Rupert.

3633— Garibaldi's statue, 5049— Medicean house, survey of history,
3415— peace conference at Rome (1454),
2994

— production of poets and artists
compared with London, 46, 49— Renaissance history, 3953-74— Savonarola's preaching, 375.5-59— views of, 3970

" Florentinum," decree of union of
(1439), 2987

Flores, island on Lake Peten, 5754
Florianus, Roman emperor (276), 2773
Florida, De Soto's expedition, 5698— discovery by Ponce de Leon, 6013— Drake attacks, 5525— French settlement. 6015-16— Spain cedes to England. 6068. 6071— U.S. acquires from Spain, 6213-14,

6226-27— Spain acquires. 6209
Flotte, Peter. 3782
Fodi Kabba, British expedition against,

5519
Fogaras, territory, 3053
Foi, in Feudal sy.stem, 4100
Foix, Gaston de, 3832, 3833
Folk, of the Teutons, 3438
Foa, people of Dahomey, 2262
Fonseca, Spanish archbishop, 5921
Fontaineblean, peace of, 5498
Fontenoy, battle (1745), 4503, 4504,

I'jOS, 6057
Fontenoy en Puisaye, battle (841), 3496,

3035
Fontevrand, Order of, 3733
Forbes, Francis, 1040
Forbes, John (1710-59), 6063
Forbes, Major, 5513-14
" Force Bill," U.S.A., 6219
Forchheim, peace (874), 3147
Forde, Colonel, 12o8, 5498

Forey, General, Mexican campaign, 5032
Forge, a-; first industry, 30
Forisfactura, in Feudal system, 4102
Forli, ( irdalatti rule over, 3958
Formariage, in Feudal system, 4112
Formosa, 328, 588
Formosus, pope, 3382
Formula Concordise, Lutheran confes-

sion of faith, 4294
Forrest, Sir John, facing p. 1083
Fort Aztlan, earthworks, 5709
Fort Dauphin, Madagascar, 2351
Fort Duqnesne, battle, 6058, 6063, 6059
Fort Enterprise, arctic regions, 6.522

Fort Erie, Indian attack, 6073
Fort de France, 6176, 6187
Fort Frontenac : see Kingston
Fort Garry : see Winnipeg
Fort Lafayette, N.Y., 6246
Fort St. David, India, defence of, 1255
Fort St. Louis, Quebec. 6024-29
Fort St. George : see Madras
Fort Sumpter, surrender to Confeder-

ates, 6239
Fort Washington, British attack, 6088
Fort William, Bengal : see Calcutta
Fort William Henry, Montcalm cap-

tures, 6062
Fortescue, Sir John, 3906
Fortresses, famous, 363
Forty-five, rebelUon of the : see

Jacobites
Forty-Second Highlanders, Canadian

campaign, 6063-68
Forty-two Articles (1553), 4245
Foscari, Francesco, doge, 3962, 3965
Fossa Drusi, construction of, 3436
Fossil, excavation, 131
Fostat, ancient city on site of Cairo,

built by the Moslems, 1915— capital of Caliph rulers, 2142— for modern city see Cairo
Fotherby, arctic voyages, 6332
Fotheringbam, Monteith, 5521
Fouche, J., French minister, 4839
Foucquet, Nicholas, 4397, 4396
Fourier, Charles, 4897, 5262, 4S96
Pox, Charles James, 4548
Fox, Lake, arctic voyage, 6333
Fox, Commodore, 5527
Fox Indians, 312
Fox's Libel Act (1792). 4800
Fra Mauro, map of world (1457), 51
Fragellae, Roman colony, 2658
Fraktin, Hittite bas-relief at, 7725
Fram, Xansen's ship, 6341. 6342
France, absolute monarchy in, 4156— Arab invasion, 3986— area and population, 5398— army, military tournament (1662),

4398
organisation of Louis XIV., 4402
reforms under Napoleon III.,
5094

types, 4216, 4217, 5389— art of to-day, 5388— in Atlantic Ocean history, 5665, 5667— Austrian negotiations (1868-70),
5094, 5095, 5099— Austrian war mediation (1866), 5073— Bourbon dynasty, 4157-65— Bourbon monarchy and approach of
Revolution, 4563-75— Bourbon monarchy's fall, 4859-70

•— Bourbon monarchy's restoration,
4839-40— Bourbon powers and Great Britain,
4501-8— " capitulations " of Francis I. to the
Turks. 3004. 3017— Capet kings, 3766-3808— CaroHngian dynasty. 3761-69— Charta of 1814, 4839— Church and State quarrel. 5392— colonial possessions, 4630, 5226, 5398

;

see also under names of colonies— commercial history, 4621— the Commune (1871), 4663, 5223— constitutional reforms of 1869, 5095— consuls installed, 4694, 4693— currency, 5398— Danish raids and conquests, 3378,
3548— drama of to-dav, 5386— Dutch war (1671), 4425— education to-day, 5395

6506

Fis—Fra

France, educational scheme of Napoleon,
4706— English wars : in thirteenth century,
3866-72; (1777), 4567; (1793-
1801), 4770 ; naval engagements,
5525-27 ; see also names of wars— ethnology, 328— evolution of mediseval, 3789-9S— feudalLsm in, 4091-4120— finance, 5398— financial administration, histflry,
4622— founding of mediseval, 4093-97— franchise (1814-48), 6387-88— Frankish empire, 3471-96— German wars (1497), 3082 ; (1689),
4442; (1870) : see Franco-Prussian
War— gipsies in, persecution of, 3110— government, 5398— Holy League's war against, 3688— Huguenot wars, 4285-92— industry and commerce, 5398— Italian campaign (1867), 5093— Italian pohcy of Napoleon III., 5037— labour agitation under the Second
Empire, 5266— Literature and learning in thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries, 4131— literature of present day, 5382— Louis XIV.'s empire, 4393-4404,
4431-45— Louis Philippe, 4859-70, 4905-24— Mazarin's influence and policy, 4314-
22— Mexican expedition (1866-67), 5086— Milan war (1701), 4451— modern conditions, 5377-96. 6374— monarchy restored (1814), 4762— music of to-day, 5388— Napoleon's wars and reign : see
Napoleon— navy, present condition, 6374— Pacific Ocean acquisitions, 1115,
1116— papal ban (1302), 5743— parlement in seventeenth century,
4313— parliament, 5381— poetry of mediseval times, 3802-8— provisional government of 1848,
4784— public building operations under
Napoleon III.. 5266— religion re-established by Napoleon,
4705— Republican movement under Louis
Philippe, 4905-24— Republic proclaimed (1870), 5123— Revolution of 1830, 4864— Revolution of 1791; see French
Revolution— Richelieu's supremacy and policy,
4313-22— Second Empire, 5005-32, 5093-94,
5105-23— Second Republic, 4949-56— Seven Years War (1756), 4164— socialism in, 5260— social life under the Capets, 3799-
3808— social problems and reforms in, 5260-
5267— Spanish Succession negotiations
(1870), 5101

—Spanish Succession War's influence
on, 4402— Spanish war (c. 1540), 5948— States (ieneral, assembly under
Louis XVI, (1789). 4573— Swiss alliance renewal (1663), 4402— Third Republic, history of. 5223-27— trade corporations. 6388-90— trade in twelfth centiu-y. 4060-65— trade in seventeenth century, 4417— Turkish alliance (1535). 4586— Turkish dispute (1901), 5226-27— Valois rulers. 3809-34— see also names of rulers, wars, etc.

France, Anatole, 5384
France, Isle of : see Mauritius
Francesco, Cliristian name : see Francis
Franche Comte, 4404
Francliise, parliamentary, changes

effected by Reform Bill (1867),
5003, 5163



Fra—Fre

Franchise. Bill (1865), 4994-05— industrial progress influenced by,
6387— Reform Bill (1832), 4806, 5003— reform (1884), 5175— Turkey, 63Sii— universal suffrage in Australia, 1078— women's suffrage : see Women's
suffrage

Francia, ancient country, 66
Fiancia, Jose Gaspar, 5964-84
Francis, of Anjou, projected marriage

with Queen Elizabeth, 4273
Francis of Assisi, St., 3740, 3740. 3741,

3053-56
Francis I. of Austria, 4825, 4820— and French Revolution, 4641— meeting Napoleon after Austerlitz,

4730
Francis of Brittany, revolt against

Louis XI., 3825 et seq.
Francis I. of Carrara, 3060-72
Francis II. of Carrara, 3069-72
Francis I., king of France (1515-47),

4228-30, 4229— accession to French throne. 3834— alliance against, for protection of

Italy, 4212— betrothal to Claudia of France, 3833— the " capitulations " of 1535, 3004— and Emperor Charles V., 4211— and Henry VIII., 4231— Italian wars, 3600, 4212— at tomb of St. Denis, 4210— troops of, 4216, 4217
Francis II. of France (1559-1560), 4285,

4354, 4286
Francis I. of Gonzaga. 3207
Francis, duke of Guise, death at

Orleans (1563), 4286— leader of Catholic party in France,
4285

Francis I., of Lorraine, Holy Roman
emperor. 4529

Francis II., Holy Roman emperor : see
Francis I. of Austria

Francis, duke of Joinville, 4005. 4906
Francis of Mercy, Baron : see Mercy,

Baron Francis of
Francis IV., duke of Modena, flight into

Austria (1831), 4876— reactionary reign, 4842
Francis II. of Naples, Sicilian insurrec-

tion (1860), 5043— surrender at Gaeta to Victor Em-
manuel (1861), 5040

Francisan Order, Canadian missions,
6022— foundation, 3740, 3055— the friars and their influence on
literature and art, 3397— missionary work in America, 5024,
5929— papal persecution of, in fourteenth
century. 3623— quarrel with Pope John XXII.. 3745

Francis Charles, archduke of Austria.
renunciation (IS+S). 4940

Francis Ferdinand, archduke of Austria
(1909), 5.^.32

Francis Foscari, doge of Venice, 3962,
3965

Francis Joseph, emperor of Austria,
4936, 5090— Austrian throne ascended, 4940— character and life, 5336— conference of German princes at
Frankfort, 5062— coronation in 1867, 5090— German federation, policy, 4962-69— Italian campaign. 5026— Napoleon III.'s meetings with, 5087— in Prussian war of 1866, 5078— at Santa Lucia (1848), 4927

Francis Rakoczy II., prince of Transyl-
vania. 3130, 3134

Francis Sforza : see Sforza
Francis Xavier, St., 487, 523, 827. 5930
Franco, Joao, Portuguese premier, 5407
Francois : see Francis
Franco-Prussian war (1870), 5107-51— casualties, 5151— " charge of the eight hundred," 5114— effects on European history. 4787— disposition of French army at be-

ginning, 6105

Franco-Prussian war, French Council
of War (May, 1870), 5099— French demands the immediate
cause of, 5102— French soldiers' unrealised dream of
victory, to face p. 5105— horrors of war, as suggested by
Dor6's pictures, 5152— the interrogator, an episode, 5151— march on Paris, 5125— Metz, capitulation, 5113, 5120, 5130— mobilisation of German army, 5103— national monument " (iermania,"
5091— neutrality of the Powers, 5104— official declaration of, 5103— Paris siege (1870-71), 5126, 5138,
5145. 5149— peace negotiations (1871), 5149— Sedan, surrender (1870), 5120-21— Strassbiu-g, capitulation (1870), 5125— three armies of Germany and their
disposition, 5105

Franconia, formation of duchy in seven-
teenth century, 4307

Frankenhausen, battle, 4177
Franc-tireurs, in Franco-Prussian war,

5126
Frankfort, Grace of (1539), 4217
Frankfort-on-the-Main, commercial his-

tory, 4607— conference of German princes (1863),
5062— constitution granted (1816), 4833— Diet of (1338), 3624
of (1863), ,5064— Federal Parliament (1848-51), 4019-

24, 4935-38, 4943-47, 4957-74— Prussian acquisition and rule (1866),
5080, 5081, 5082— Synod of (704), 3527— views of, 4606

Frankfort-on-the-Oder, 4306
Frankincense, ancient Egyptian trade

in. 2244
Frankish Empire, 3471-96— Alamanni campaign (496), 3474— assault at arms, 3580— Boniface's reformation of the Church,

3524— boundaries under Convention of
Mersen (870), 3582— Burgundian war (fifth century), 3474— cavalry modelled on Bvzantine
cavalry, 2933— Charlemagne's empire, 3481-06— Christianity accepted, history, 3517— Danish raids and conquests, 3546— ethnology of Franks, 328— federation of tribes to form, 3448,
3471— feudalism enforced in Greece, 2971— Gothic wars of sixth centurj', 3456— Gregory's efforts to influence the
Gallic Church, 3520— kings from 511-737, list of, 3470— literature and the arts in time of
Charlemagne. 3490— Lombard kingdom destroyed bv
(774), 3465, 3468, 3484— Middle Ages, history survey, 3371,
3374— monastic school of the Charlemagne
period, 3526— nobility, rise of, 3478—

•
Northern Gaul conquered. 4094-97— the papacy allied with (eighth cen-
tury), 3481— policy towards neighbouring peoples
in sixth century, 3475— rise to power, 3471-80, 2388. 2392-93— Saxons subdued by Charlemagne,
3482— in sixth century, extent of territory,
3457— Slavs as enemies of, 3404— Thuringian kingdom destroyed by
(531), 3475— Verdun Partition Treaty (843), 3496— warrior, statue of, 3479— see also names of rulers

Franklin, Benjamin, agency in London,
6077-78— character, 6090— French embassv, 6093-6101, 4569— portrait, 6098

GENERAL INDEX
Franklin, Sir John, arctic exploration,

6336-40, 1056, 6322, 6323, 6328,
6333, 6337

Franklin, Canada, 6175
Franklin, relief expedition, 6332
Franks, people : see Frankish Empire
Fransecky, Prussian general, at Konig-

gratz, 5076
Franz, Christian name : see Francis
Franz Josef's Land, 300, 6341
Frascati, settlement of, 2704
Fraser, Sir Andrew, 6362-63
Fraser, General Simon. 6089
Fraser canon, 6069
Fraser river, 6173
Frater Georgius : see Martinuzzi
Frederic I. of Aragon : see Frederic II.

of Sicily (1296-1337)
Frederic, duke of Augustenburg, claims

to Schleswig-Holstein (1863), 5063,
5065, 5154, 5066

Frederic II., Austrian duke (d. 1246),
3118

Frederic III. (the Fair) of Austria,
king of the Romans (1314-30),
3622

Frederic I., grand duke of Baden (1852-
1907), 5219

Frederic II., grand duke of Baden
(1907), 5219

Frederic, duke of Bohemia (d. 1189),
3154

Frederic V., of Bohemia and the
Palatinate (d. 1632), 4301, 4303

Frederic III., elector of Brandenburg :

see Frederic I., king of Prussia
Frederic I., of Denmark and Norway

(1523-33), 4370, 4370
Frederic II., of Denmark and Norway

(1550-1588), 4372, 4370
Frederic III., of Denmark and Norway

(1648-1670), 4375, 4402, 4370
Frederic IV., of Denmark and Norway

(1671-1730). 4494, 4494, 4500
Frederic VI., of Denmark and Norway

(d. 1839), 4578, 5153
Frederic VII., of Denmark (1808-63).

4943-45, 5154, 5064, 5065
Frederic VIIL, of Denmark (1909),

5414
Frederic III., German emperor (1888),

5213, 5214— Bismarck opposed by (1863), 5059— campaign in Prussian war against
Austria (1866), 5073— command in Franco-Prussian war
(1870), 5105— as Crown Prince, 5057— marriage. 4996

Frederic I., landgrave of Hesse-Cassel :

see Frederic I., of Sweden
Frederic IV., duke of Holstein-Gottorp

(1700), 4404, 4408
Frederic I., Barbarossa, Holy Roman

emperor (1121-1190), 3602-10— ambassadors before the pope and
doge, 3602— on crusade, 4034-36— death, story of, 3392— defeat at Legnano (1176), 3391— election as German king (1152), 3603— entering Milan, 3604— finding his body, 3600— Italian victories, 3045— law for peace of empire enacted, 4121

— and papacy, 3730— reception of delegates of the pope
and doge, 3605— relations with king of Bohemia, 3153— republicanism repressed by, 3391— sons knighted at Mainz (1184), 3609

Frederic II., Holy Roman emperor
(1194-1250), 3392-95, 3612-15,
3652, 3653— Cologne merchants reprimanded,
4065— crusade undertaken, 4040— French clergy oppose, 3781— Italian reign, 3950-52— paval relations wi h, 3735, 3944— religious views, 3739— treaty with the Sultan Alkamil
(1228). 1964

Frederic III., Holy Roman emperor
(1415-93), 3651-67, 3652, 3653— accession, 3953
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Frederic III., arrogant claims of, S400
— claim to Hungarian tlirone, 3054— marriage, :i419— swearing allegiance to, 3041
Frederic of Naples (1406). -^Sn, 3978
Frederic of Nuremburg (fl. 1411), 3637,

:ii;:i9

Frederic III., Elector Palatine, Calvin-

ism introduced by, into his terri-

tory, 4293
Frederic I., of Prussia (16.57-1713), 4451
— recognised as king of Prussia, 4449
— relations with Poland, 3282— serfs liberated, 6382
Frederic II., the Great, of Prussia (1712-

86). 4537-45, 4558-62— Austrian alliance (1769), 4559— Austrian Succession War, 4503, 4528
— commercLal policy, 4633— English alliance (1756). 4505— father's harsh treatment of, 4538
— Fiirstenbund formed 4562

;— military genius, 4540
i— Poland policy, 4558— portraits and pictures, 4163, 4540,

4541. 4543, 4544— Russian policy, 3359
Frederic, duke of Savello : see Savello,

Frederic, duke of

Frederic (the Masnanimous) of Saxony
(1547) : see John Frederick of

Saxony
Frederic in. of Saxony (1518). 4181

Frederis II. of Sicily, 3976, 3998
Frederic III. of Sicib% 3976
Frederic II., duke of Swabia (fl. 112a),

3599
Frederic V., duke of Swabia, on Crusade

(1190), 4036-38
Frederic I. of Sweden (1719), 4580, 4581

Frederic I. of Wiirtemberg (d. 1816),

4834
Frederic Augustus I., elector of Saxony :

see Augustus II. of Poland
Frederic Augustus II., elector of Saxony

:

see Augustus III. of Poland
Frederic Augustus I., king of Saxony

(1750-1827), 4832, 4833
Frederic Augustus II.. king of Saxony

(1795-1854), 4879, 4922
Frederic Augustus III., king of Saxony

(1904), 5219
Frederic Augustus, duke of York (1763-

1827), 4694
Frederic Charles, prince nf Prussia

(1828-85), 5073, 5105, 5130, 5136

Frederic Francis II., grand duke of

Mecklenburg. 5136
Frederic William, the Great, elector of

Brandenburg (1640-88), 4386-92,
^•357— alliance with emperor (1672), 4427— alliance with Dutch against Louis
XIV. (1672), 4425

— campaign against France (1674),
4429— commercial policy, 4633— foundation of the Prussian monarchy,
4385— power in imperial election, 4408— quarrel with French king (1684), 4438— reforms of, 4388— war with Sweden (1676), 4495

Frederic William I., elector of Hesse
(1831), 4878— attitude in Prussian annexation,
5082— federation of Germany, policy, 4966-
74— revolution of 1848, 4922

Frederic William I., king of Prussia
(1688-40), 4533-37— commercial policy, 4633— meeting with Crown Prince, 4532— visit ing a boys' school, 4535

Frederic William 11., king of Prussia
(1744-1707), 4562

Frederic William III., king of Prussia
(1770-1840), 4835-38, 4S29— break with Napoleon and alliance

with tsar (1813), 4756— reactionary measures, 4835— reliaious views, 4827
Frederic William IV., king of Prussia

(1795-1861), 4884-85, 4882, 4962— foreign policy failure, 4885
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Frederic William IV., German federation
IKolicy, 4903, 4061-69— Nuremberg claim, 501.5-18— retirement from government (1857),
5029— revolution of 1848, 4919-24— Russo-Turkish war, policy, 5010— Schleswig-Holstein question, 4943-
45

Fredericksburg, battle (1862), 6247
Fredcriksborg, fort. Gold Coast, 2273
Fredrikshamm, peace of (1809), 4851,

5162
Free Church of Scotland, established

(1843), 4895
Freeman's Farm, battle (1777), 6090
Free-Soilers, in U.S.A., 4234
Freethought, development in Middle

Ages, 3739
Free Trade, agitation against Corn

Laws, 4817— Government support (1852-65), 4980-
5003

Fregellse, revolt against Rome, 2658
Freiburg, market house, 367

1

— archbishop of (1841), 4974
— Diet of (1840), 3108
Preire, ex-president of Chili, 5988
Fremantle, Australia, 1065
Fremont, John C, (1813-90), 6228-29,

6229, 6234-5
French, General, 2340
French East India Company : see East

India Company (French)
French Indo-China, protectorate, 1415
French Guiana, statistics, 5995
French Guinea, 2275, 6196
Freach Revolution, 4637-47, 4649-78
— Austrian interference, 4641, 4661
— British attitude, 4770— celebration of Mass during the Reign

of Terror, 4677— Church estates sequestrated, 4656
— Committee of Public Safety, 4668
— Commune in power. 4663— the Directory, 4643, 4674, 4679
— economic and industrial results,

6383-90— enrolling volunteers in the Republi-
can army. 4663— foreign attitude, 4659— gaoler reading names of prisoners

condemned, 4675— general survey of period, 4637-47
— guillotine scenes, 4673— Napoleon's rise to power, 4643
— National Guard, 4642— Prussian declaration of war, 4663
— Reign of Terror, 4669— Republic proclaimed (1791), 4664
— Swiss Guard massacred, 4663— West Indies affected, 6103-95
French West Indian Company : see

West Indies
Frere, Sir Bartle, 2327, 5513, 5517, 2327
Frentanii, tribe, 2414
Frescobaldi, banking business, 4064
Frey, Norse deity, 3534
Freya, Norse goddess, 3534, 3561
Freycinet, Charles de, 5126
Friars, influence on literature and art,

3397— see also under names of various
orders

Friedland. Albert Wallenstein, duke of :

see Wallenstein
Friedland, battle (1807), 4732
Friendly Islands : see Tonga Archi-

pelago
Friends. Society ol, Canadian settlers.

6119— as pioneers of missionary work, 5640— Pennsylvania and New Jersey colon-
ised, 6053-54

" Friends of India," Bengal " partition
"

agitation, 1348
Friesland, 3523, 3682
Frigga, Norse goddess, 3534
Frisians, ancient peojile. 328, 3430, 3479
Fritzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm, 5272
Friuli, margraviate founded by Charles

the Great (706), 3694
Frobisher, Sir Martin, 5525-26, 6018,

6321-27, 4271
Frobisher Sound, 6018
Frode, Are : see Are Frode

Fre—Put I

Froebel, Julius, 4039
Fronde, furiii.ition of the new Fronde

(I-. 165(1), 4310— riots of 1648, 4314
Friola I., Galicia conquered, 3985
Froissart, 78
Frontenac, Count, 602.S-34, 6031
Fructuosus of Tarraconia, martyred

(207), 3500
Fruit, nciilitliii' culture, 161
Frundsberg, George von, 4212, 4213
Fuad Pasha, 5012-13
Fudai, class of old Japanese land

owners, 493
Fuego, volcano, -5729

Fuegians, people, 328, 350, 5613
Fufluns, god. 2418
Fuggers, banker family of Hungary,

3137, 4175, 4596, 5943
Fugger, Anton, 4598
Fugger, Jacob, 4595, 4418
Fuh-chan-fu, open to foreign trade, 5506
Fu-hi : see Fu-hsi
Fujiwara, Japanese family, ancestry

461, 467, 470— chronolog>', 416— influence, growth of, 470— struggles against and loss of power,
471

Fugi-yama, volcano. 431, 429
Fu-hsi, legendary Chinese ruler, 748, 752
Fukuda Toknzo, on constitution of the

Yamato Society, 465
Fukuzawa Tukichi, Japanese educa

tionalist, 600, 601
Fulahs, race of people, 328. 402
Fulbe, African tribe, British expedition

against, 5519— Hausa states conquered, 2224— extent of range, 5555— type of. 2219— Western Sudan kingdom. 2227
Fulda, abbey of. possessions in time of

Charlemagne, 3491
Pu lin, Chinese name for the Roman

Empire, 1464
Fulk, king of Jerusalem, formerly

cotmt of Anjou (1131-44). 4029-32
Fulvia. wife of Mark Antony, 2682
Fumbina, state, West Sudan : see

Adamawa
Fund), African tribe, 2249
Fundy, Bay of, French settlement, 6020
Funeral ceremonies : see burial customs
Funza River, Chibcha settlement, 5808
Fur. British empire trade, 5582— Canadian trade, 6019-34, 6055, 6104.

6128-30— North American trade. 6055
Furachogae, legend, 5806
Furlo Pass, 2645
Furs, negro tribe, 338
Furstenau, town, gipsy monument

described, 3105
Furstenberg family, imperial eagle on

shield of. 3509
Furstenbund, league of German princes,

4562
Further India, 1387-1415— Brahman influence, evidences of, 1390— Buddhism in, 1390— climate, 1125, 1126— countries of, and their history,

1393-99— early history, 1387, 1389— ethnology, 1388— flora, 1126— French policy, 1128— inscriptions as source of history, 139C— languages, 1389— races, 1127— river systems, 1125— see also names of coimtries in

Furtwangler, authority on ancient
Troy, 179

Fury Strait, Parry names. 6338
Fusagarugas, people. 5822-23
Fusan. Japanese settlement, 464, 864,

868
Fussen. peace (1745), 4530
Fust. Johann. printing inventions, 4172
Fustel de Coulanges. M., 5386
Futa Jallon, Fulbe kingdom, 2226
Futti Ali Shah, 19S2
Future of the human race, article,

6431-32
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6a, tribe, 328
Gabert, archbishop of Eheim3 : see

SylvesttT II.

Gablenz, Anton von, 5071
Gablenz, Ludwig von, 507:5

Gabotto, Giovanni : see Cabot, John
Gabriel Bathory, prince of Transyl-

vania (160S-i:i). X143
Gabriel Bethlen (Isethlen), prince of

Transylvania (lC.l:{-29), 3128,
:?14:i, 42!Hi, :!1'29, 4301

Gabrini, Nicholas : see Rienzi
Gaekwar of Baroda, 1244
Gaels : sec Hiulilanders
Gaelic, lanu'iiau'c. :i498

Gaeta, .'>ii4ii, 4(i:.4

Gaetano, Benedetto, cardinal : see Boni-
face VIII.. jiope

Gsetulicus, Cn. Lentvdus, 2718
Gage, General, 6078-85
Gagern, Friedrich von, 4024
Gagern, Heinrich von, 4958-59. 4957
Gagern. Max von, 4916-24, 4944
Gaika tribe, 328. 5509-13
Gaillenreuth Cave, 127
Gains Casar, grandson of Augustus

(d. 4 A.D.), 2707
Gains Caligula : see Caligula
Gaja Bahu IV., king, 1378
Gakmak, sultan nf Egypt, 2153
Galapagos Islands, 110
Galatia, kingdom, Asia Minor, founding

by the Gauls, 1828, 2430— identity of Galatians with Kelts,
2425— Macedonia invaded. 2579-80— Roman conquest. 1830. 2384

"Galatian, wounded," 2579
Galba, Koman emperor, 2724, 2725,

2T24
Galba, P. Sulpicius, 2583
Galachas, people, 328, 1128
Galeazzo, prince of Milan (d. 1402),

3632
Galeka, tribe of Kaffirs, 328, 5512-13
Galerius, Koman emperor, 2775, 2776— Christian persecutions, 303, 2875,

3509
Galicia, Moorish rule : see Spain-Moors
Galicia, cession to Poland proposed

(1683), 5032
Galileo (1564-1642), 4143, 4142
Galim, kingdom. West Sudan, 2228
Galla, African people, 328, 2254, 2268
Gallas, Matthias, count of (fl. 1634) :

see Matthias, count of Gallas
Gallegos, 328
Galli. identity with Kelts, 2425
Galhenus, Roman emperor (d. 268),

2770, 2769
Gallienus, son of Valerian, 1866
Gallinas, ethnology, 328
GalUpoli (ancient Kallipolis), Turkish

con(|nest, 1357, 2981, 4059
Galhsoniere, governor of Quebec, 6058
Gallo, Isla del, !>outh America, 5906
Galton, Sir Francis, 6423-30
Gallus, Roman c;esar, 2784
Gallus, Asinius, Roman consul (c.

27 B.C.), 2692
Gallus, C. Cornelius, 2689
Gallus, Trebonianus, Roman emperor,

2769
Galtamelak, Padnan statue. 4129
Galumalemna, Sanioan chief (1787), 975
Galway, Lord, 44tiO

Gama, Christoforo da, Portuguese
sailor, 2254

Gama, Vase D da : see Vasco da Gama
Gambacorta Family, Pisa ruled by, 3958
Gambetta, Leon, 5120, 5121, 5123, 5126
Gambia, 5518-19. 5570. 5594
Gambuli, Aramrean tribe, 1679, 1708
Gancho types, 593,!

Gandamak, Treaty of 1879 between
Britain and Afghanistan, 1336.1528

Gandhara, Indian tribe, 1201, 1S46
Gando, kingdom, Niger district, 2227
Ganesa, son of Eiva, god of cunning,

1207, 1390
Ganesha, 1171
Ganges, river. India, account of river

system, 1149
— delta, civilisation of, 1149— drainage area, 1124

Ganges, feast of, at Benares, 1209— Fakir's Rock, 1137— source. 1140
Gangootri, 1140
Ganthakara, monastery, 1376
Garakontie's baptism (Iroquois chief),

6025
Garama>a, country east of the Tigris,

2857
Garamantes, people, 328
Garanchacha, legend, 5818
Garay, Francisco de, 6013
Garborg, Arne, 5160
Garcia, Diego, in Paraguay, 5914
Garcias, Galicia and Portugal under

(1065), 3987
Garcilasco de la Vega, history of Incas

written, 5825. 5854
Gardarike, ancient kingdom, 3539
Gardens of Midas, 2405
Garenganja, Africa : see Katanga
Garfield, J. A., president U.S.A., 6257-

60, 6255, 6257
Gargem, Inex V., 4959-60
Garhwalis, Tibetan natives, 328
Garibald, duke of Bavaria in 6th

century. 3462
Garibaldi, Giuseppe, 5035-50, 5020, 5029— Austrians harassed by, 4931-32— Caprera his island home, 5047— entry into Naples (1860), 5045— farewell to Admiral Mundy at

Naples, 5046— fights for the French in Franco-
Prussian war, 6138— Italian freedom struggle, 4784,
4954, 5020, 5033— manifesto to Italy, 5039— Mazzini's relations with, 5035— Mentana defeat (1867), 5093— monument in Rome, 5048— policy opposed to that of Cavour
and Victor Emmanuel, 5049— retreat near Ravenna, 5047— Rome defence, 4932, 5036— Sicilian expedition (1860), 5043— statue at Florence, 5049— wounded at Aspromonte (1862),
5050

Garigliano, battle (915). 3940
Garnier, Marie Jos, 1415
Gamier-Pages, Etienne, 4908
Garnier-Pages, Louis, 4912
Garter, Order of, oSS3
Gasaland, district, 2290
Gasca, Pedro de la, 5912, 5913
Gascons, people, 328
Gaselee, Sir Alfred, 5507
Gases, molecular motions controlled

by gravitation, 96
Gastein, treaty (1865), 5066
Gaston, duke of Orleans, 4314
Gatacre, General, 2339
Gates, General 6090
Gathas, ancient songs in the Avesta,

1808
Gatinara, battle (1524), 4212
Gattamelata, Erasmo, 3965. 3962
Gau, district of the Alamanni, 3448
Gauchos, race, 328, .376, ISS
Gaugamela, battle, 2556
Gauhar, Fatemid general, 2145
Gaul, ancient province. Europe,

Prankish kingdom, 3472-96, 4094-
97, 2388— Goths settle in, 3452— insurrection against Nero (68), 2724— Huns driven from (451). 2790— Julius Csesar's rule in, 2668— political divisions, 2432— serfdom under Roman Empire,
4093— Teutons driven out by Csesar, 3435— see also (iauls

" Gaul, The Dying." 1829. 1833
" Gaul and His V^ife, The." 1833
Gauls : Asia Minor invasions, 1827— Attains of Pergamus defeats, 1829— Bronze Age migration, 149— bronze work, examples of, 2437— characteristics, 2426— chariot burial. 2436— clan system, or vassalage, 2430-37— Crimean invasion, 2450— ethnology. 328— Italy invaded, 2429

Gauls, for kingdom of Galatea : see

— Rnino inv.aded, 2622-23, 2427— RiiiiKHi c(,n(|\iest, 2384, 2630, 2632— W(i(](lcii houses, 2437
Gaumata, A. Magus : see Bardia
Gaunt, John of : see John of Gaunt
" Gauss," Polar exploration, 6347, 6348
Gautama, family of Buddha, 1186
Gaveston, Piers, 3874, 3880
Gaw-Laya, king of Arakan, 1393
Gawler, Colonel. 1068
Garvock, commander of punitive ex-

pedition against the Wahakis, 1323
Gaza, 1080, 2554. 4033
Gebal, or Byblos (modern Jebeil),

ancient Phcenician town, 236, 1736,
1743, 2552

Gebaud, king of the Alamanni : see
(iibuld

Gebeleizis, Thracian god, 2401
Gebert, pope : see Sylvester II.

Gebhard of Ziihringen, bishop of Con-
stance, 3596

Gedrosia, ancient Baluchistan, 2566
Gedymin, grand duke of Lithuania

(1316). 3216
Geez, Semitic language, 2251
Geges, dialect. 3064
Geiler of Kaiserperg (d. 1510), 3756
Geiserich, king of the Vandals, Africa

invaded. 2202. 3452— alliance with Attila, 3029— Carthage conquered and state
founded, 2790— Huns invited to invade Western
Europe, 3454— predatory expeditions from Car-
thage, 2203— Rome sacked (455), 2792— works of art sent from Rome to
Carthage. 3454

Geismar, great oak of, .352.5

Gelimer, Vandal king, 2204, 2910
Gelon, General, 2382
Gemistus Plethon, treatises of. 2975
Gena'sius, head of the Paulicians,

struggle tor religious purity, 2937
General Councils of the Church : see

Councils of the Church
General Security, Committee of, 4642
Geneva, 4207. 5364. 4208
Geneva, Council of (1549), 4200
Genghis Khan, Mongol leader (1162-

1227), character, 1484— death of (1227), 1484— Indian conquests (1221-1222), 1218— inviision of Western Asia. 1966— Kharism conquered by (1218), 1483— laws of, 1485— Mongol empire founded, 4059— religious attitude, 1485— Russia invaded (1222), 3305
—=: youth and early battles of, 1482
Genghis Khan, legendary hero in Mon-

golian tradition, 1469
Gennadios, patriarch of Constantinople,

2993
Genoa, duke of (1848), 4928
Genoa, Byzantine possessions, 2396— commercial history, 4600— Crusades aided by : see Crusades— defence of Constantinople (1453),

2991— maritime explorations, 5661— Renaissance history, 3958— rise of city during Middle Ages,
3941— San Lorenzo chnrch, Sacro Catino
preserved in, 4026— Saracens devastate (935-993). 4009— slave-trade with South America, 5944— Spanish war. 3998-99— trade with East. 4054-59— trade with England and Holland
(1317), 4060— Venice at war with Holy Land
(1257), 4042, 4045— views of port, 4057

Genovilly, Commodore Charles Rigault
de, 1413

Gentz, Friedrich von, 4882
Geoffrey of Anjou. 3862
Geoffrey of Monmouth, 3806
Geography, course of geographical dis-

covery, 50
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Geography, development of ancient

science. 23(55— hnvv it detciinines history, 15 at seq.— limited Icnowledge of tlie ancients,
50

•— study in relation to history, 9
Geok Tepe, 260
Geology, fossils and animals of the

earth, chart facing 96— periods and systems of earth's
development, 89— stages of the earth's history, 86— see also under various periods

Geometric art, styles of the Dorians, 200
Georgakis, < :reek' patriot (d. 1828), 4853
George (Podiebrad), king of Bohemia

(1420-71), 3174, 3175, 3123— chosen king, 3651— Hungarian crown refused, 3174— regent for King Ladislaus, 3173
George I. (Terterii), Bulgarian tsar

(1280-85), 3046
George II. (Terterii), Bulgarian tsar

(1322-23), 3047
George I., of England, 4490, 4509— ancestors drawing lots for Guelf

succession, 3422— in coronation robes, 4510— Georgia charter granted by, 6042
George 11., of England, 4510, 4512.

4513
George in., of England, 4520, 4769, 4519— children of, 4553— colonial administration, 4547— insanity, 4775— policy, 4547— thanksgiving service in St. Paul's

Cathedral, 4557
George IV., of England, 4800, 4801— coronation, 4S02, 4804— regency, 4775— in royal robes, 4803
George I., of Greece (1909), 5013, 5327,

5012
George, prince of Greece, governor of

Crete 5212
George V. of Hanover (1819-78), 4971,

5083, 4972, 5072, 5081
George 1., Russian ruler, 3287
George II., Russian ruler, 3287
George, king of Saxony (1902-1904),

5219
George, crown prince of Servia (1909),

6373
George I. (Tubou), of Tonga, 982, 983
George II. (Tubou), of Tonga, 983, 983
George I. (Rakoczy), prince of Tran-

sylvania, 3129. 4310
George II. (Rakoczy), prince of Tran-

sylvania, 3129, 3278, 3129
George I., grand duke of Vladimir

(1315), 3312
George II., grand duke of Vladimir

(1217), 3304
George, prince of Wales, Indian tour

(1905-06), 1352, 1313-16, 1351,
1352

George Donitrijevitch, Russian prince
(1431), 3313

George Dolgoruki, grand duke of Kiev
(1147), 3302

George Frederic of Baden-Durlach, 4302
George Brankovic, fugitive Servian king,

1443, 2087
George Frederic, prince of Waldeck,

4388, 4444
George the Syncellus, historian (792),

247
George William, elector of Branden-

burg (1620-40), 4302, 4385
Georgetown, British Guiana, 5579
Georgetown 5995, 0195
Georgia, (ii^tri;-t, America, 6042, 6217
Georgia, region in Transcaucasian

Russia, 1495
Georgians, ethnology, 329
Georgios Phrantzes, historian : see

Plirantzes, Georgios
Georgius Maniaces, Byzantine general :

SCI.' Maniaees.
Gepidse, Gothic race, 329, 2389, 3032
Geraldine, family, 3931
Gerberga, wife of Carloman, 3467
Gerhard III., the Great, count of

Holstein (1292-1340), power in
Denmark, 3560, 4075-76

Gerhard, provengal of Knights' Hos-
pitallers. 4209 •

Gerhard, count of Plon, 4075
Gerjin, ancient town, 1727
Gerlacb, Ernest L. von, 4966, 4974
Gerlache, Captain A. de, 6348, 6351
Germain, Lord George, 6106
German East Africa, liistory, 2348
" Germania," national monument of

Frunco-ciernian war, 5091
Germania, Roman province, 3436
Germanicus, adopted son of Emperor

Tiberius, German expeditions,
2709, 3444, 2711, 2713

Germans, Teutonic people, ancient
weapons of war, 3428— Arminius, the saviour of German
nationality, 3444— ethnology, 329— federation of tribes, history of, 3438— (ierman, orii;in of word, 3433— Hungarian settlements, 3135— origin and early history of settle-

ments in Western Europe, 3426— riders in the Roman army, 3441— rise to power, 3431— in Roman army, 3443— Temes settlements, 3144— Roman relations with, 2391— Transylvania settlements, 3142— see also (icrniuny
German South West Africa, 2348, 3669-

70, 2276, :):i48

Germanus of Auxerre, St., 3505
Germanus, nephew of Justinian, 3460
Germanus, patriarch of Constantinople

(729), 2938
Germany, Act of Federation (1815),

4830— African colonies, 2276, 2348, 5348,
5672— ancient laws, 4095— area and population, 5356— army, conscription adopted by
states south of the Main (1868),
5087
mobilisation of (1870), 5013
modern conditions, 5342
organisation of a united German
army (1867), 5088

pictures, 5338
resolutions respecting (1867), 5085
strength maintained, 5214— art, ancient German compared with

Durer, 2362
modern school, 5353
Renaissance, 4135-36— Asia Minor, policy of development,

1992— Baltic Sea supremacy, 3368— British relations (modern), 5345,
5654— Byzantine influence, 2930— Charlemagne's permanent influence
on history, 3584— Charles V.'s reign and influence on,
4211-22— Christianising of, in 8th century, 3480— the Church and the State, struggle,
19th century, 5214-17— colonial expansion, 5348— colonial stAtistics, 5356— colonisation of Elbe districts, 3699— commercial decay of 16th century,
4175, 4594, 4631— conference of princes at Frankfort,
(1863), 5062— constitution of the German Empire
(1870-71), 5125-51— the constituent Reichstag of 1867,
5084— court ball of the 16th century, 3685— criminal law in ancient Germany,
4095— currency, 5356— Customs Union, 4882-85— Danish conquests under Waldemar
II., 3703— decay of Holy Roman Empire, 3663— development of modern constitution,
4830— discovery of Pytheas, 2595— downfall of Holy R-oman Empire,
4406— duchies' struggle for independence,
4943-47

Geo—Ger

Germany, early kings' reigns, history,
3581-89— early maritime expeditions, 5661— education of to-day, 5354— emperor, title assumed by king of
Prussia, 5143-45— Enghsh official visits (1909), 6373— expansion of empire on the east,
3693-3702— federation of states, Bernstorff's
policy, 5057
foundation in 1866, 5080
Greater Germany movement,
5060

negotiations and progress (1870-
71), 5142-45
phns of Frankfort Parliament,
4957-74

provisions of federal constitution
of 1867, 5083

welding of the states and Customs
Union, 4881-85— feudalism in : see feudalism— fortifications of town in 15th century,

3660— foundation of the Prussian monarchy,
influence on future greatness, 4385— Franconian emperors, 3591-99— Franco-Prussian war : see that title— French wars (1497), 3682, (1689)
4442, and see names of various
wars— gipsy persecutions, 3108— governed from Italy in 10th century,
3588— gavernment, 5356— growth of commercial prosperity,
5350— growth of states from territories of
empire, 3665— Hohenstauffen dynasty, 3601— Holy Roman Empire : see that title— independent federations, reassert ion

in 13th century, 3616— industrial development, the domestic
system, 5238— industry and commerce, 5356— Kaiser's limited power, 5340— Keltic settlement, 2432— literature of to-day, 5352— local government introduced (1872),
5218— mediaeval castles, 3705, 3709— mediaeval city walls, 3667— medieval plans for founding towns,
3700— inediiBval towns and states, 3661-74— military systems of 17th century,
4436— modern conditions, 5339-56, 6373— modern kingdom founded by Frederic
William I., 4534-44— Napoleon's policy towards, 4708— navy, estimates (1909), 6373, 6375-

76
growth of, 5214
modern condition, 5344
warships, pictures, 5347— origin of principalities, 3661— Pan-German ideals, 534!)— peasants' revolt (1525), 4177, 4186— Poland relations in media-val times,

3714— political parties (1867), 5083-84— Prussia head of the Confederation
(1866), 4787— Prussian territory enlarged (1866),
5080— for Prussian history : see Prussia— Reformation : see Reformation— reforms since 1870, 5217— Reichstag, constitution, 5340— religious wars of the 16th century,
4f50-56, 4219-22— revolutionary movement (1840-48),
4914-24— Roman Empire in, 2695— Roman wars with tribes of, 2695,
2697— shopkeepers' agitation, 5276— social conditions in 12th century,
3603
in 15th century, 4169— social democracy in, 5268-78— socialism in, 5217— state insurance of workers, 5273
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Germany, f5ocial and legivlative devel-
(i])ment in modern times, r)2i:i-22— stockaded house of 12tli century,
3700— Tacitus on, 4093-97— Teutonic Order in, 3703 et seq.— Thirty Years War and its effects,

4156, 4410— tradesmen and social reform move-
ments, 5275— trade, development (12th century),
4060-65
history up to 16tli century,4060-87
progress in mediaeval towns, 3673— trade guilds in mediaeval times, 3672— Triple Alliance, 5231— weights and measures, 5356— see also names of rulers, wars, etc.

Gere, margrave (d. 936), 3585, 3695, 939,
^6.97

Gerontius, Roman governor in Spain,
killed by the Gauls, 3510

Gerrha, ancient city, 1886
Gershuni, Russian revolutionist, 5299,

5302
Gerson, mediaeval scholar, 3751
Gertrude, queen of Hungary (1200),

Magyars revolt against, 3138
Gertrude, daughter of tlie Emperor

Lothair, 3599
Ges tribes, history, 5679
Geta, P. Septimus, 2765
Getse, race, conquered by Alexander,

2542— ethnology, 329— Lysimachus defeated by, 2578— Olbia captured, 2450— ruled by Odrysaean kings, 2404— in Transylvania, 2400
Geza I., of Hungary (972-97), 3115
Geza n., of Hungary (1141-61), 3117
Gezer. city, 1766, 2119
Geza, king of Dahomeh, 2260
Ghalib, defeat by Al Mansur, 39S3
Ghana, negro state, W. Sudan, 2218
Ghazan, Mongol emperor (1295-1304),

1491, 1970
Gbazni, Afghanistan, captured by

British, 1290— Persian conquests of Mahmud, 1951— stormed by Afghans (1839), 1287
Ghazni dynasty in India, history of,

1215, 1216
Ghent, French relations with, 3809, 3814— guild of painters, 4135
Ghent Convention (1814), 4776, 6213
Ghent Pacification (1576), 4260
Gherardino of Boyo San Domino (c.

1254), 3956
Gherdek-Kaisi, tomb, 2590
Ghibellines, Italian political party,

3391-92, 3601, 3948-74, 3949
Ghiberti, Lorenzo, 4129, 4132. 3963
Ghilgit, British expedition (1898), 5502
Ghilzais, Pathan tribe, 311, 1127, 1523,

1445
Ghirgas ed-din, ruler of Ghor (1163-

1203), 1216
Ghirlandajo, Domenico, 4131, 4129
Ghiselin, Augier, ?.006

Ghiyas ed-din Balban, ruler of Delhi
(1206-87), 1219

Ghiyas ed-din Tughlak, ruler of Delhi
(1321-25), 1220, 1222

Ghor, dvnasty and kingdom, 1215, 1216
Ghurkas, race, 1276, 5499. 330
Giacomo Tieppolo, doge of Venice (1229),

3946
Giambelli, fireships used in naval

warfare by, 5526
Giammu, Aramaean prince, 1663
Giants' chambers, of Stone Age, 169
Gibbethon, siege of (c. 910 B.C.), 1769
Gibbon, history defined by, 6406
CKbelet, 4026, 4033
GibeHnm Minus : see Gibelet
Gibraltar, British capture (1704), 5452,

5486, 5527— Moors hold, 3996— Napoleon's attack, 6100— origin of name, 3514— people of, 560, 5600— siege (1705), 4454 ; (1780-82), 5490,
/.55;— Spanish troops marching out (1704),
5455

Gibraltar, value to Britain, 5667— views of, 2370, 5602, 5603
Gibuld (Gebaud), king of the Alamanni

(496), 3474
Gifu, 429
Gila, river, Pueblo ruins, 5721-22
Gilbert, Sir Humphrey (c. 1539-83),

5445, 4167,6018-6177,5446, 6179
Gilbert, Rosanna : see Montez, Lola
Gilgamesh, Babvlonian hero, hero of

Krech, 1643, 1700, 1642
Giliaks, 329, 671, 660-1
Gilukhipa, princess of Mitani, married

to Egyptian king, 1646, 2079
Gilyaks, race : see Giliaks
Gilzan, Shalmaneser IV . receives am-

bassadors from, 1664
Gimil-ihshu, king of Isin, 1597
Gimil-Sin, king of Ur, 1597, 1700
Gimirrai : see Cimmerians
Gindibu (Jundub or Gundub), Arab

sheikh, 1883
Ginga Bandi, queen of Angola, 2312
Gingihlovo, battle, 5513
Gioberti, Vincenzo, 4901, 5020, 5036
Giorgone, Itahan painter, 4126
Giotto, Italian painter (1266-1337),

3963, 4124, 4127-28
" Giovine Europa, La," newspaper, 4914
Gipps, Sir Geo., 1045, 1046
Gipsies, 3104-12, 329— pictures. 3107, 3109, 3112
" Girona Wrecked," picture, 395
Girondins, French poUtical party, 4641,

4659
Girra, war-god. 1611
Gisela, of France (c. 911), 3761
Gisela, of Hungary (995), 3135
Giselbert, duke of Lotharingia, 3585
Gish-khu, Babylonian city and state,

1591, 1593
Giskra, John, Hussite preacher, 3122
Gisulf II., of Salerno (1052), 3942
Giustiniano, Giovanni Longo, 2991
Glut, Armenian patriarcli (465-475),

2929
Gizeh, battle (969), 2145— pyramids, Egypt, 2034, 2035, 2030,

2031, 2033
Gizor, Crusaders fight (c. 1188), 4037
Glacial period, animals which survived

in Europe, 120, 121— consequences on fauna, 119, 120— course of progress of Drift fauna, 125— explanation of term, 89— extent in Europe (map), 155— fossils and animals of, chart facing 96— in geological chart, 90— hunting, Cormon's picture, 143— reconstructed from Schussen de-
posits, 138, 140

Gladiatorial games, origin, 2657, 2657
Gladstone, W. E., as Chancellor of

Exchequer, 4980 et seq.— Irish Home Rule, efforts to estab-
lish, 5179— ministry and its policy, 5004, 517.3-77— political measures discussed, 5163-68

— portrait, 51S7
Gladwyn, Detroit defended, 6104
GlagoUtic script, of the Slavs, 3077,

2945, 3080, 3083
Glass, earliest Egyptian manufacture

and use, 254, 256— invention erroneously attributed
to the Phoenicians, 1750— Phoenician ware, 1753

Glancias, prince of the Taulantii, 2544
Glencoe, massacre of (1692), 4480
Glendower, Owen, Welsh rising, 3888-89
Glenelg, Lord (1778-1866), 5510-14
Gloucester, Humphrey, duke of (1391-

1447). 3894
Gloucester, Thomas, duke of (1355-97),

revolt apainst Richard II., 3886
Gloucester, statute of (1278), 3876
Glover, Sir John, 5518
Gliimer, General Adolf von, 5138
Glycerins, Roman emperor (472), 2793
Glyptodon, prehistoric animal, 126
Gnaeus, Roman general, 2643
Gnesen, archbishopric, 3589, 3696. 3255
Gnostics, sect, 2864, 3509
Gnupa, Swedish ruler in Denmark

(fl. 934), 3557
Goa, area and population, 5400

GENERAL INDEX
Goajiris, Aruac Indians, 346, 5683
Gobi desert, 1438, 1443, 1471
Gobir, Hausa state, 2226
Go-Daigo, early Mikado of Japan,

476, 477, 479
Goddard, Thomas, 5499
Godeffroy and Son, Johann Cesar, 977
Godegisel, son of Gunjok, king of the

Burgundians, 3474
Goden, Icelandic officials, 3568
Godeskalk, gospel book of pictures in

Syrian style, 2925
Godfrey, of Bouillon, king of Jerusalem,

4018-24, 4022, 5005
Godfrey (the Bearded), duke of Lor-

raine (1046), 3592, 3776
Godfrey (the Younger), duke of Lor-

raine (1076), 3594
Godfrey L, of Villehardouin (1160-1213),

History of Fourth Crusade, 3808
Godfrey 11., of Villehardouin, 2971
Godolphin, earl of (1645-1712), 4488
Godomer, king of the Burgundians

(523-32), 3458
Godonov, Russian ruler (1598), 3314
Godoy, Spanish minister, 4734
Godunov, Boris : see Boris Godunov
Godwin, earl of Wessex, 3844-45
Goeben, General von, 5138
Goethe, German poet, 73
Goidals, Celtic tribe, 3497
Goiwansa, Singhalese caste, 1367
Gokenin, class of Japanese landowners,

491
Gblconda, ancient kingdom, 1236, 1224,

1133
Gold, ancient Egyptian mines, 1568— ancient gold diggers in Mashonaland,

2292, 2293— ancient mines of Kush, 2243— Austrahan discoveries, 1074— Australian mining scenes, 1062— British Colombian discovery, 6127— Californian discovery, 6229— Central American exports, 6010— currency history, 4589— Siberian mines, 706— standard in Middle Ages, 4063— South American exports, 5995— South American mines, 5938-45— Transvaal mines history, 2333— West Austrahan fields, 6361
Gold Coast, 2259-64— British wars, 5509, 5518-19— defences, 5594— Dutch settlements, 2272— education, 5589— first European fort, 2271— government, 5570— rise of British power, 2272— treatv making in 1672. 2275
Golden Bull (1082), 3947
Golden Bull of Eger (1213). 3951
Golden Bull of Charles IV. (1356),

Hm, 3617, 3627, 3669
Golden Chersonese : see Malacca
" Golden Hind," at Lima, 1115
Golden Hoardes : see Kipchaks
Golden Horn, The, bridges, 4890
Goldes, Amur people, 671, 663
Goldie, Sir George T., 5519
Goldsmid, Colonel, 1330
Goldsmith, Ohver, 4546
Goletta, linmbarded bv British, 5526
GoUheim, battle (1298), 3619
Golgotha, (Georgians secure, 5005
Golizyn, Alexander, 3359
Gohzyn, Vasilij, 3329
Goltz, Count, 5078
Goltz, Freiherr von der, 5209
Goluchowski, Count, 5061
Gomates, king of Persia, 1581

Gomez, president of Venezuela, 6377
Gomez, General Jose Miguel, 6009
Gomez, General J. V., 5985
Gonaquas, African people. 329, 2282
Gondi, Jean Francois, Cardinal de Retz

(fl. 1648), 4319
Gonds, Dravidian tribe, 225, 1153
Gonsalvo de Cordova (1443-1515),

3832, 3978, 4005, 4005
Gonzalo of Aragon, death, 3987
Good Hope, Cape of, discovery by Por-

tuguese, 1976, 3411— Vasco da Gama rounds, 4008— see also Cape Colony
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Goor, General von, 4454
Gordian Knot, 2551
Gordianus I., Itoman emperor, 27C8,

•^769

Gordianus n., Roman emperor, 2768,
27 a 9

Gordianus III., Koman emperor, 2769
Gordium, citv of Asia Minor, 2549
Gordon, General Sir Charles, death, 2109— in Taiping rebellion, 804, 811, 5506— mission to Khartoum, 5175, 5520— scenes in China, Sll— Sudan administration and death,

2169-70, 2250
Gordon College, Khartonm, 5568
Gordon Riots (1780), 4550, 4550
Gorezkowski, Mantua defeated by

(1848), 4926
Gorgey, Arthur, 4940-41
Gorgos, Greek explorer, 2593
Gorky, Maxim, 5311
Gorm the Old, Danish king, 3557
Gorst, Sir Eldon, 6366
Gortchakoff, Prince (1798-1883), 1329,

521)9, 5130, 5130
Go-sekk6, source and privilege, 470
Goshen, Republic of, 5516
Goshi, class of Japanese samurai, 491
Go-Shirakawa, Japanese emperor, 471,

plate facing 417
Gosport, Lord, 6120
Gotar, Swedish tribe, 3571, 3572
Gothabhaya, last of the Lambukanna

rulers of Ceylon, 1378
Gothenburg system, 5413
Gothic architecture, in Greece, 2971
— jirobable Norman origin, 3552
Gothland : see Gotland
Goths, Teutonic people, 3423-47, 2787-

98, 329— Alarie's reign, 3450-51— Arab invasion of Spanish possessions,
3513— Arianism renounced, 3511

— Christianity accepted, 3517— Claudius' campaign against (c. 265),
2770— Prankish wars with, 3456-62

— golden crown of the Visigoth king,

3459— high moral standard of, 3512— Huns alliance with (c. 462), 3032— Huns attacks on, in 4th century.
3028-32— in 6th century, extent of territory,

3457— in triumphal procession of Theo-
dosius I., 3453

— Justinian's Italian war (6th century),
3459

— origin and early settlements in

Western Europe, 3428— Ostrogoths in Middle Ages, 3371,
3372— painting of " the Goths in Italy,"
3446— Roman alliance with, 4093-94— Roman empire invaded, 2786-98,
3449-54, 2388— Rome taken (410), 2789, 2795— Spain conquered and ruled, 2388,
3510-13— the Lombards succeed to power of, in

Italy, 3460— Theodoric's rule In Italy (5th
century), 3455-57— Vesuvius, battle of (553), 3460— Visiwths in Middle Ages, 3371, 3374

Gotland ((iothland, Gotoland), 3571,
4(1(17-70, 4076, 3560

Gottfried ((iotrik), Danish king (d. 810).
3.j:)7, 3486

Gottfried, of Strassburg, poems, 3807
Gottfried, Heary, count of Pappenheim.

killed at Lutzen (1632), 4307
Gotthard Kettler, duke of Courland

(d. 1587), 3247, 3716
Guttingen, professors of, 4878
Gottorp, duchy of, 4372, 4375
Go-Uda, early Mikado of Japan, 476,

47S
Gough, Hugh. Viscount (1779-1869),

5505-6, 1292, 797, 1294, 1293, 1296
Gouina, cataract. Upper Xiger, 2223
Goutroux, M., French writer, 5393
Government, continuity in systems, 2364

Government, see also under countries
Govind 11., Sikh leader, 1241
Gower, luiglish poet, 3906
Grabus, prince of P»onia, 2531
Gracchi, The (121 B.C.), 2651-55
Graei, (ireek tribe, 2481
Grafton ministry, N. American policy,

6(176-77

Graham, James, marquess of Montrose :

see Montrose
Graham Land, discovery by Biscoe, 6345
Grahamstown, 5509
Graham's Valley, Arctic regions, 6330
Graia Island, 1423
Grail, epics of, 3806
Grain elevator, 6139
Gramont, Due de (1819-80), 5102, 5099,

5032. 509S
Grammont, Lady, 4469
Grammont, religious community, 3733
Gran, archbishopric, 3589— citadel and cathedral, 3134
Granada, Alhambra, 4001— Moorish conquest, 3995-4005, 3994— Moorish kingdom of Spain, history,

3412, 3514, 4000-5— see also Spain and Moors
Granada, Edict of (1526), 5913
Gran Chaco, 5826, 5682
Grand Canon, Colorado, 6258
Grand Chartreuse, convent, 3726
Grand Trunk Railway. 6132, 6149
Granicus. battle (334 B.C.), 2548, 1820
Granson, battle (1476), 3419
Grant, Sir Hope (1808-75), 801, 807
Grant, J. A., African exploration (1827-

92). 2300, 2302, 2230
Grant, Jchann, 2991
Grant, Ulysses S., president V.S.A.

(1869-77), administration, 6256-
57, 6266— American Civil War campaign, 6250-
54— portrait, plate facing 6255— tomb, 62.56

Granvelle, Antoine Ferrenot de (tl. 1563),
4259

Granville. George Carteret, earl, ad-
ministration (1742-44), 4514

Grasse, Comte de, 5527, 6100
Gratian, Pvonian emperor (375), 2786
Grattan, Henry, Irish patriot, 4772, 4773
GraveUnes, battle (1558), 4254
Griivell, Prussian minister (1849), 4964
Gravelotte, battle (1870), 5113
Graves : see Burials
Gray, bishop of Ely, 3906
Greased cartridges, cause of Indian

Mutiny, 1303
Great Alliance (of 1701), 4452
Great Britain, area compared with

Australia, 1012— circumnavigated by Pytheas, 2595— Keltic migration, 2428— see also England, Scotland, Wales,
and British Empire

Great Chariot, in Buddhist doctrine,
12(16

Great Council, under Richard I. and
John and Henry III., 3868-72

Greater Phrygia. ancient kingdom,
I'oman acquisition, 1832

•' Great Eastern," 5003
Great Mother of the Gods (Ma or

Animas), Xature goddess, 1790,
1790

Great Northern War (1700-21), 4495-
4500, 4451, 3332

Great Wall of China, 411, 754, 1451 , 757
Great Zab, battle (750), 1929
Greco-Buddhist art, in Eastern Tur-

kestan. 1478
Greece (ancient), 2377-86, 2451-2589— .Egean origin of civilisation, 290, 292— alliance against Eome, 2586-87
— alphabet introduced, 2484— architecture, 292, 2456, 2461, 2589,

28G— art : see Greek art— Asia Minor immigration, 1792— Assyrian influence on, 2592-93
— Atlantic Ocean explorations, 5660— Athens and Sparta, rise of, 2488-92— Babvlonian influence on, 1583— calendar, 2486, 2495
— characteristics, 2377

Goo—Grc

Greeca (ancient), chief dates in historj',
2.588— civilisation, general survey, 2589-
2600— coins, first use, 2484— colonial expansion, 2446, 2481-83— commercial development, 2378— decline and fall, last days, 2587— decline of citv states, political union
of statejs, 2586— Dorian invaders and civilisation,

290, 292— drama, rise of, 2502— earliest signs of civilisation, 2407-8— earthquakes, 6372— Egyptian settlement, 2126— explorations in East, 2592-93— form of government, 68, 2378— games in honour of gods, 2488— golden age of, 2497-2509— Hellenes, 330— Hellenic independence of Macedonia
declared, 2587— Heroic, or Legendary, Age, 2461-72

— Homeric Age, significance, 2468-72— house, interior, 2480— Hellenic League against Persia,
2538-39

— Hellenism : see Hellenism— Illyrian invasion, 2400— Indian influence on, 2597-98
— influence upon the world, 2451-60— intellectual development, zenith,

109,2381— languages and racial intercourse, 2590
— laws, Draco's and Solon's codes, 2492

Persian laws adopted, 2593-94
written codes, 2486— legends, historical value, 46, 2372

— literature, influence of, 2456-60
— Macedonian conquest, 2535-39
— Macedonian supremacy, 2573-83
— maritime power, 81, 2378-79
— Me-sopotamian influences, 295— Mycenaean civilisation, 2461-66
— mythology : see Greek mythology— naval power, rise of, 2500— Olympiads, 2488— peoples of, 2407-09— Persian campaigns against, 1815,

2379-80
— Persian influence on, 2589— philosophy, 2945-96, 2871— political development, 2481-96
— political differences, 2378, 2452
— pottery specimens, 2493, 2519, 2569— republican form of government, 2378
— revolt against Macedonia, 2574, 2581
— rivalry of the states, 2511-20
— Roman war under Pyrrhus, 2632— scientific knowledge, 2592-93
— Scythian commerce with, 2446-47
— Scythian influence, 2591
-slavery in, 2815, 2827— Slavs in, 204, 2394— soldier, type, 2.532— Stone Age ancestry recognised, 154
— written codes, 2486
Greece (medireval and modern), area and

population, 5327— Aragon conquers part of, 3991— concessions to, under Berlin Treaty
(1878), 5206— currency, 5327— " Don Paciflco's " affair (1850), 4977— Egyptian campaign in (1826), 2161— finance and commerce, 5327

— Frankish rule in, 2971— government, 5327— independence estabUshed( 1830), 4858
— King Otto expelled (1862), 4888— modern history, 5322, 6372
— organisation after War of Inde-

pendence, 4887— people, 329, 349— Turkish War (1897), history, 5212
— Venetian victories over Turks in

17th century, 3019, 4445— War of Independence (1814-30),
4851-58— weights and measures, 5327

Greek art, a Cretan renaissance, 1565— examples, 2448. 2460, 2467. 2471— glorification of Homer, 2471— in India, 1848— influence on Etruscan, 2422
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Greek Art, influence on world, 2456-59,
2589-92— Persian conciuests effect on, 2589,
2593— renaissance, 2456— sculpture, 2488

Greek Church : see Orthodox Eastern
Church

Greek Cross, 2363
Greek Empire (liyzantine) : see Byzan-

tine Enii>ire

Greek mythology, adaptation by Eo-
mans, 2600— gods of, 2401-02— influence on Egyptians, 2590— influence in Syria, 2597— of Homeric age, 2472

Greeks : see Greece
Greenland, aborigines, 5692— Cortereale's expedition, 6324— Bavis's explorations, 6327— discovery of, 3546, 632i, 6012— Frobisher's voyage, 6327— views, 6339— Viking settlements, 4061
Greens, political party in Bvzantiuni,

532, 2910
Gregorian music, 3522
Gregory, patriarch of Antioch, 2923
Gregory, patriarch of Constantinople,

4853
Gregory I., pope (590-604), 3518-22,

3373, 3373, 3519
Gregory II., pope (715-731), 3465
Gregory HI., pope (731-41), 3466
Gregory IV„ pope (827-44), 3762
Gregory V., pope (996-99), 3723, 3939
Gregory VI., pope (1044-46), 3724, 3723
Gregory VII., pope (1073-85), 3727-28,

3943-44, 3728— agreement with Robert Guiscard,
3942— allegiance claimed from William the
Conqueror, 3860— contest for supremacy with the
emperor, Henry IV., 3387, 3594— declared deposed by Diet of Worms,
3595— First Crusade inspired by, 4012-13— humiliation of Henry IV. at Canossa,
3590

— papal power in France under, 3780-
81

Gregory VIII., pope (1187), 4034
Gregory IX., pope (1227-41), 3044,

3952, 3394, 3950
Gregory X., pope (1271-76), 3617
Gregory XL, pope (1370-78), 3406, 3628,

3747
Gregory XII., pope (1406-09), 3408,

3635-36
Gregory XIII., pope, 3639
Gregory XVI., pope (1830), 4876, 4895,

4S77
Gregory of Tours, historian, 3457, 3808
Gregory Acydinus, 2974
Gregory Palamas, 2974
Grenada, W. Indies, 6176, 6199, 6192-93
Grenadines, W. Indies, 6176
Grenfell, Lord, 2171, 5523
Grenville, Lord (1759-1834), admini-

stration (1806), 4773, 4775
Grenville, George (1712-70), 6073-76,

4548
Grenville, Sir Richard, 4277, 4274
Greotingi, ancient tribe : see Greutungs
Gresham, Sir Thomas (d. 1597), 4604,

4279, 4616
Greutungs (Greotingi), ancient tribe of

Goths, 3428
Gr6vy, Jules, President of the French

Kepublic (1879), 5223, 5227
Grey, Earl (1764-85), 4S09, 4806
Grey, Sir Edward, 6368,5523, 6372,6375
Grey, Sir George (1812-98), in New

Zealand, 994— portrait, 994— Soutlv African administration (1854),
2321— in South Australia, 1068— in Western Australia (1812-98), 1064

Grey, John, bishop of Norwich (d. 1214),
3869

Grey, Lady Jane, 4246, 4245, 4246
Grey, Lord Leonard (d. 1541), 4367
Griftenfeld, Count (d. 1699), 4494, 4^93

Grigor Lusavoric, founder of the
Armenian Church, 2928

Grijalva, Juan de, Spanisli explorer,
5893

Grikwaland : see Griqualand
Grillparzer, Franz, 4926
Grimaldi family, 3957, 4602
Grimm, Jakob, 4S79
Grimm, Baron Melchior (1723-1807),

3354
Grimm, Wilhelm, 4S79
Grimoald, duke of Benevento (787),

3469
Grimoald, king of the Lombards

(d. 671), (Duke Grimoald I. of
Benevento), 3464

Grimoald, Fraakish mayor (654), 3479
Grinnell, Arctic expedition, 6340
Griqualand, diamond fields sale dispute,

2326— settlement by Hottentots, 5510— sold to Orange Free State, 2324— state formed under British protec-
tion, 2284, 2319

Griquas, Hottentot tribe, 2284, 5630
Gritzena, Frankish castle, Greece, 2971
Grochow, battle (1831), 4875
Grocyn, WiUiam, 3906
Groot, Gerhard, 3759
Gros, Baron, 5506, S07, 882
Grossbeeren, battle (1813), 5155
Grosswardein, peace (1538), 3125
Grosswater Bay, Newfoundland, 61S0
Grotius, 78, 6391
Grouchy, Marquis Emmanuel, 4767
Gnin, Karl (1813-1887), 5268
Griinwald, battle (1410), 3225
Guadalajaia, 6010, 5960
Guadalquivir, 384
Guadeloupe, area and population, 6176— Frencli colonise, 5950— Iiist(jry of colony, 6184-93— sugar plantation, 6193
Guadja Trudo, kmg of Dahomey (1708-

30), 2263
Guaicuris, Indian tribe, 330
Guam, 6318, 6319, 6272
Guanacaure, luca, legends, 5843-44
Guanahani, island. West Indies, 5884
Guanajuato, 6010, 5960, 5942
Guanches, atiorigines of Canary Islands,

330, 2184
Guaranis, South American tribe, 5684-

85
Guari, bastard Hausa state, 2224
Guasca, Zippa of Bogota takes, 5823
Guatabita, state, history, 5808-23
Guatabita lake, legend, 5808
Guatemala, currency, 6010— federation with Central American

states, 6007— Maya remains, history, 5732-60— people, 330— revolutions of 19th century, 6005-7— Spanish conquest, 5901-2— statistics, 6010
Guatemocin, Aztec ruler : see Quauli-

temoctzin
Guatusas, American Indians, 330
Guayana Vieja, BoUvar invests (1817),

5967
Guayaquil, revolution (c. 1820), 5976
Gudda-Guddi, battle (1875), 2257
Gudea, patesi of Lagash, buildings and

enterprises of, in Babylonia, 1565— Elamite victories, 1700— imports stone from Nagan, 1635— imports from Phcenicia, Syria, and
Sinai, 1644— inscriptions of, 1594— sculpture, 270— statues, 1597, 1644

Guebres, Parsee people, 339
"Guecha," Chibcha title, 5809-19
Guelf, Italian political party, origin and

history, 3391-92, 3599, 3948-74,
3949, 3422

Guerani, Spanish relations with, 5930-
36

Guernsey, government, 5557— people and language, 5599-5600— states in session, 5556— views of, 5600, 5601
Guerra, Cristobal (fl. 1499), 5889
Guerrazzi, Francesco Domenico, 4931
Guerro, M. A., president of Panama, 6009
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Guesde, Jules, Frcndi Socialist, 5378
Gugard, Marie, 0(i2t

Guiana, Britisli aciiuisition, 6192— extent of district, 6199— Raleigh's expeditions, 5949, 6179— settlers go to Jamaica, 6188— see also British and French Guiana
Guichard, bishop of Troyes (1305). 3785
Guido, archbishop of Vienna, 3598
Guignes, Joseph de (1721-1800), oa

history of Central Asia, 1451
Guilbert of Metz (fl. 1434), project of

French conquests, 4316
Guildford, Frederick, earl of (Lord

North), (1732-92), administration,
4550, 4773, 6077-94

Guilds, trade, artistic, in Netherlands,
4135— compulsory, established in Germany
(1897), 5275— in Old Japan, 508, 510— power and development of, 201, 3672

Guild Houses, 4066
Guilford, I'.S.A., battle (I'^.SO), 6100
Guilhem, Figueira, poems, 3802
Guillotine, scenes during French Revo-

lution, 4673
Guinea, district. West Africa, 2271, 5400
Guinea slave-trade with South America,

5944
Guinea, coin, origin of, 2358, 4620
Guinea Company, 2272
Guiscard, Robert : see Robert Guiscard
Guise, Francis, duke of (fl. 1560) : see

Francis, duke of Guise
Guise, Henry of (fl. 1574) : see Henry

of Guise
Guizot, Francois (1787-1874), historian,

4105, 4907, 5265, 4912
Gujerat, Bombay, India, Aryan migra-

tion to Ceylon from, 1369— battle (1849), 1296— British conquest, 5499-5500— Larike, Greek name for, 1369
Gujeratis, 330
Gukumatz, Maya god : see Kukulkan
Gulas, Greek city, 2461
Guldberg, Ove Hoegh, 4578
Gulf oJ Ocean, of Pliny, 3429
Gundikar, Burgundian king of Worms,

killed in 437 A.D., 3453
Gundobad, king of the Burgundians

(d. 516), 2793, 3474
Gundub, Arab sheikh : see Gindibu
Gurgumi, becomes Assyrian province,

1674
Gungunu, king of Ur, 1597
Gunhild, German empress, 3591
Gunjok, king of the Burgundians

(d. 473), 3474
Gunpowder, use in mediaeval war, 4174
Gunpowder Plot ( 1605), 4327
Guns, Turkish siege (1532), 3004
Giinterstal, battle (1848), 4924
Giinther von Schwarzburg, 3625, 3627
Gupta dynasty, in India, 1204
Gura, battle (1876), 2257
Gursei, Asiatic tribe, 2564
Gurgum, Hittite state : see Amq
Gurkas, race : see Ghurkas
Gurko, Count, 5205, 5206
Gurob, Mycenfean vases found at, 2466
Guru, teacher in India, 1179
Gusi, prince of Takliaiii, 1662
Gustave TroUe, archbishop of Upsala,

convicted of high treason, 3578
Gustavus I. (Vasa), of Sweden (1523-

1560), 4377-78, 4379— election in 1523, 3578— proclamation at diet of Strengniis,

3579— rebuking his people for drunkenness,
4376

Gustavus II. (Adolphus), of Sweden
(1611-32), 4379-82, 4307— before the battle of Liitzcn (1632),
4300— Thirty Years War, 4155, 4304

Gustavus in., of Sweden (1771-92),
4581-82, 4582

Gustavus IV. (Adolphus), of Sweden
(1792-1800), ioS-l

Gustavus v.. of Sweden, 5413
Gutenburg, Johannes (b. 1400), inventor

of printing, 4172, 203, 4173
Guthrum, Danish chief, 3i,oi,253S,2553
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Gutium, in BabyUiniaii civilisation,1595
Guy, Bristol iiicrclunit, 6177
Guy of Lusignan, Iviiig of Jerusalem

(d. 1194), wr.i, 40"40

Guy of Normandy, 3786
Guyan, M., French writer, 5393
Guyot de Provins, poems, 3807
Guzman, Nuuo, 5903
Gwalior, state, India, British wars with

(1803), 1273-74
(1817-19), 1277
(1843), 1292— fortress captured by British, 1263,

5499— founded by Sindhia, 1244— Mahratta fortress, 1263
Gwynn, Nell, 4469
Gyges, king of Lydia, 1795, 1683
Gyongyosi, Stefan (1640-1704), Hun-

garian poet, 3132
Gypsies : see Gipsies
Gyula, Convention (1541), 3125
Gyulay, Count Franz (1859), 5026

H
Haa-ab Ra : see Apries
Haakon I. (the Good), of Norway 3565
Haakon IV. of Norway (1217-63), 3567
Haakon V. of Norway (1343-80), 4077,

4078
Haakon VI. of Norway (1343-80), 3570,

3576
Haakon VII. of Norway (1905),

5235-36, 5236, 5412
Habeas Corpus Act (1679), 4471
Habibulla Khan, amir of Afghanistan

(1901), 1350, 1531, 1526, 6364-5
Habitations of man, evolution of, 191— Neolithic, 168— pictures of all ages, 21, 153— see Cave-dwellings, Lake-dwellings,

Pile-huts, etc.

Hachiman, Japanese god of war, 465 :

see also Ojin
Haddad (Ramman, Rimmon), Canaan-

itegod, 1640, 1724, 1733, 17o3, 1639
Hadendowas, Hamite people, 322
Hades, gates of, 2486
Hadhramot, 276
Hadi, Abbassid caliph (785-86), 1936
Had], El, askia of Sonrhay (1582-87),

(luarrels with Morocco, 2221
Hadjaj, Mohammedan general, 1924
Hadjin, Moslem outrages, 6366
Hadji Omar, Fulbe fanatic, 2229
Hadrian I., pope (772-95) 3484, 3469
Hadrian II., pope (867-72), 3936
Hadrian IV., pope (1154-59), 3950,

3931, 3730
Hadrian VI., pope (1522-23), 4212
Hadrian, Roman emperor (117-38),

2753-56, 2753— in Britain (119 a.D.), 3500— Egyptian visits. 2138— Greek tastes, 2755— tomb, 2755
Hadrian's villa, 2754
Hadrian's wall, Britain, 3500, 2749
Haebler, Konrad, U.S. history, 6201-75
Hafides, dynasty, in Tunis, 2208
Hafiz, El, caliph of Egypt (1131), 2147
Hafrsfjord, Harald's victory in (872),

3565
^ _ ai, Hebrew prophet, 78

Haggi, sultan of Egypt (1389-90), 2152
Hague, The, statue of William II., 5291
Hague Conference, 202, 5350
Haidah, tribe, 330, 5692, 5697, 5707
Haidarabad, state, Deccan, 5498-5501,

1244
Haidarabad, town, India, 5582. 1363
Haidar Ali, sultan of Mysore (1761-99),

1259, 1263, 5499, 1263— tomb at Seringapatam, 1135
Haidar Beck, embassy to Lord Corn-

wallis, 1271
Haidar Khan, 12S7
Haidar Pasha Ismid Railway, 1992
Haidra, fortress, 2911
Haifa, during Crusades, 4026, 4031, 4043
Hai-Fong, capture in 1873, 1410
Haiti (Hispaniola or San Domingo),

aborigines' extinction, 362— area and population, 6176— Bolivar takes refuge in, 5965, 5981— Columbus's discovery, 5884

Haiti, Cromwell's expedition, 5952— Drake's expeditions, 5525, 5949— French acquisition (1795), 5955— French expedition (1802), 4708— government, 6176— negro republic, 4708, 5965— products and exports, 6176— revenue, 6176— Spanish settlement, 5886— people, 330— trade in 16th century, 5039-42
Haitun Raimi, Inca festival, 5866-68
Haikim, Fafeniid caliph of Egypt (996-

1020), 214fi, 4012
Hakin, cali)ih cjf Spain : see Chakam
Hakluyt, Richard, 6037
Hakodate, 543
Hakon : see Haakon
Hakone. lake, Japan, 420, 427
Hakor, king of Egypt (404 B.C.), 2128
Halbherr, Frederico, 285
Halfdan the Black, Norwegian warrior

of 9th century, 3565
Halicarnassus, Herodotus born at, 9— mausoleum, 225, 228— siege by Alexander the Great, 2549
Halicz, capital of Russian empire (1150),

3301— market day scene, 3302— Mongol conquest (c. 1240), 3306— Russian rule, 3301
Halidon Hill, battle (1333), 3881, 3915
Halifax, Charles Montague, earl of

(d. 1715), 4489
Halifax, Nova Scotia, foundation by

British, 6060, 6108— growth, 6122— Howe withdraws British forces to,

6085— Loudon's army quartered at, 6062— population, 6175— trade, 6146, 6156— views, 6153, 6172
Halil Sherif Pasha, 5204
Halima, lama of Tibet, 1501
Hall, Captain, arctic exploration, 6340
Hallelujah, Year of (1233). 3956
Hallelujah Field, b.attle (430), 3505
Hallstatt culture, 294
Halmahera, a Molucca island, 925
Halys, battle (i>7!) B.C.), 1796
Halys, river, 403
Ham, fortress of, 4905
Hamadaa : see Ecbatana
Hamatb, city and kingdom, Assyrian

conquest, 1577, 1672, 1776— commerce in time of Crusades, 4030-
31— Hittite inscriptions, 1718— in Hittite times, 1727

Hamburg, bishopric founded (831), 3695— foundation of, by Louis the Pious,
3494— Hanseatic warehouses, 4081— trade in Middle- Atres, 4065, 4069

Hamburg-American Shipping Co., 5350
Hamdanide, dynasty, in Mossul history,

1946
Hameenlinna, lake, Finland, 3537
Hami, Chinese occupation of (7th

century), 1471
Hamid Bey, school of art at Constanti-

nople founded, 5210
Hamilcar, Carthaginian general (d. 480

B.C.), 2192, 2382
Hamilcar Barca, Carthaginian general

(d. 229 H.r.), 2196-97, 2638-41, 2640
Hamilton, Alexander (1757-1804), 6209,

6110, 6207, 6207-8
Hamilton, Angus, articles, Afghanistan

and Baluchistan, 1523— Korea, 857— Middle East, 1123
Hamilton, James, of Bothwellhaugh,

assassination of the Regent Moray
(1570), 4362

Hamilton, Patrick (16th century),
martyrdom, 4353

Hamilton, Bermudas, 6200
Hamites, African people, 2251, 330, 2268,

2243
Hamitic language and dialects, 5555
Hammers, of Stone Age, 139
Hammarabi, king of Babylon, 1599-

1602— correspondence, 1556

Gut—Hap
Hammarabi, expulsion of Elamites

from Babylonia, 1599— irrigation works. 1634— as law-giver, 1566-67— literary revival under, 1566— portrait, 266— sculpture, 266, 270— sul)ject to Elam, 1565
Hammurabi's code of laws, 274, 1599-

1601, 1601— antiquity of, 1602— influence on later legislation, 1583— the Mosaic code derived from, 1785— picture of Babylonian social life, 1630— slavery under, 2822— stele taken by Elamites to Susa, 1704
Hampden, John, English patriot (1594-

1643), 4332, 4332
Hampton, General, Canadian campaign

(1812-14), 6113
Hampton, Va., normal and agricultural

institute, 6304
Hampton Court Conference, 4327
Han, Chinese dynasties. Eastern, 760— later, 769— Western, 755
Hand weavers, ruin of by factory

system, 5244
Handuruwo, Singhalese caste : see

Goiwansa
Hannibal, Carthaginian general (247-

183 B.C.), 2641-50— advance to Rome, 2647— death, 1831, 2650— defeat and return to Carthage, 2648— Macedonian alliance, 2582— march across the Alps, 2642-43— personal power, 2646— portrait, 2641— recalled to Carthage, 2649— swcariiii: ciiniity to Rome, 2642
Hannington, Bishop, miu-der in Uganda

(1885), 2302, 2299
Hanno, Carthaginian navigator (5th

century B.C.), 2198, 5660
Hanno, king of Gaza, 1673
Hanno, German mercenary, 2957
Hanoi, town, 1415, 1409, 1411
Hanotaux, Gabriel, 5386
Hanover, German federation policy,

4965-74— Gottingen professors' protest (1837),
4878

hatred of Prussia, 5081— new constitution (1819), 4832
Prussian acquisition of (1866), 5072,
5080, 5081— revolutionary movement of 1848,
4922

" Hansa of the Seventeen Cities," 4 062
Hanseatic League,4060-65,4071-87, 6390— Ualtic trade, 3367— Brazilian trade, 5930-31— Danish burghers ousted by, 3560— Danish wars with, in 15th century,

3562— Norwegian prosperity ruined by,
3570, 4579— pictures, 4072, 4081— power of, in 14th century, 3400— privileges granted by Edward TV.
and Henry VII., 3809, 3908— privileges curtailed by Danish kings,
4369— ships, 4085— South American trade, 5938— in Sweden, 3573, 3574— Teutonic order and, 3713— Waldemar IV.'s contest with, 3560

Hanseman, Prussian mmistry (1848),
4920

Hansetag Convention (1366), 4084
Hapai, Tonga island, 983, 982
Hapi, ancient name for River NUe, 2023
Hapi, Egyptian god, 2096
Hapirti, ancient tribe, 1698
Hapsbargs, House of, Austrian mon-

archy, 4521-31— Austrian empire, development, 4407— financial transactions with Fuggers,
4600— foundation of power at treaty of
Vienna (1515), 3242— Hungarian dynasty, 3125-34— League of Schmalcald to oppose,
4216

6514
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Hapsburgs, Naples inherited by (1516),
:3'J78— possessions in the 15th century,
3421— rise of, general survey of history,
3399-3400— rise to power in 13th century, 3618-
24— struggles with Mohammedans, 4586— summit of European power, 4446— treaty with Luxemburg family
(1364). 3162

Haraj, Turkish poll-tax, 3098
Hara-kiri, suicide, 4i7
Harald, name of rulers : see Harold
Hara, Kast Africa, Mohammedan con-

ilMCst n.'iiin), 2269
Harbaville diptych, 29r,9

Harbin, Russian rights, 6357
Hardegg, Count H., 4925
Hardenberg, Prince, Prussian chancellor

(1750-1822), ministry, 4828-38
Hardicanute, king of England : see

Harthacnut
Hardinge, Sir Henry (1785-1856),

1293, 12'J4

Hardwar, pilarims at, 1139
Hare, WiUiam, 921
Harem, glimpse of life in, facing 2985
Hares, Alpine, survivors of Drift and

Glacial Periods, 120, 121
Hareth, HI. Nabatjean king, 1858
Hargreaves, James (d. 1778), spinning-

jenny invented, 4554
Hargreaves, Australian prospector, dis-

covery of gold in 1851, 1074
Harlaw, battle (1411), 3916
Harley, Robert : see Oxford, earl of
Harmarch : see Ea-Harmarchis
Harmodius, statue of, 2556
Haro family, Sancho IV. of Castile

favours. 3996
Harold, Danish king (fl. 826), 3557
Harold (Blaatand), king of Denmark

and Norway (941-91), 3558
Harold, king of England (1035-40),

3842-44
Harold, king of England (1066), 3846,

3846
Harold (Haarfager), king of Norway

(830-930), 3544, 3565, 3566
Harold (Hardrada), king of Norway

(1047-1066), 2955, 3846, 4010
Haroun-al-Raschid : see Harun-al-

Rashid
Harpalus, treasurer to Alexander the

Great, 2566, 2573
Harra, the day of, 1921
Harran, city of Babylon, 1645, 1626,

1640
Harris, Gen. Lord, 5499
Harrison, Benjamin H., president

U.S.A. (1889-93), plate facing 6255
Harrison, W. H., president t'.S.A.

(1841). 6226, plate facing 6255
Harrison, General, Canadian campaign

(1812), 6113
Harris papyrus, 2070
Hart, Sir Robert, 823, 846, 6358
Hartford convention, U.S.A., 0212.

6216
Harthacnut, king of England (1040-42),

3842
Hartmann von Ane, epic poems, 3807
Haruko, empress of Japan, 581, 582,

572
Harun al Rashid, Abbassid caliph (786-

809), 1936-42— Charlemagne's relations with, 3492— Christian pilgrimages permitted,
4013— palace remains at Bagdad, 1937— portrait, 1935— queen's tomb, 1936

Harvey, Colonel, Canadian compaign
(1812), 6113

Hasan : see Hassan
Hasanzai Pathans, expedition against

1327
Hasdrubal, Carthaginian general (d. 221

H.C), 2641, 2642, 2648, 2197
Hashimids, Mohammedan party, 1931
Hashishins, seit : see Assassins
Hasmonsean dynasty, of Juda'a, 1856
Hassan, son of the Caliph Ali (d. 669),

makes peace with Muaviya, 1918

Hassan ibn Ahmad, Karmati leader
(971), 2145

Hassam Busurg, emir of the Jelair

(d. 13.-)()), 1491
Hassan Gangu, founder of Bahmani

dynasty (1347), 1224
Hassan ibn Norman, Arabian general,

defeated by i'.erbers (696), 2205
Hassan-i-Sabbah (d. 1124), leader of the

Assassins (1961),

Hassenpflug, Daniel von (1794-1862),
4966-74, 4878

Hasting, Northman chieftain, 3549, 3541
Hastings, Marquess of, (1754-1826),

1276, 5499, 1275
Hastings, Warren (1738-1818), 1261-65,

.5493—99— aiid Cheyt Singh, 1264— impeachment, 1265, 4552— Nuncomar's charges again.st, 1264— and the Oudh Begums, 1264— portrait, 1261— trial in Westminster Hall, 1260
Hastings, battle (1066), 3845, 3846
Hatamoto, class of Japanese land-

owners, 491
Hathepfut, queen of Egypt, 2068-69
— fleet of, 1422— temple of, at Der-el-Bahari, 2082
Hathor, Egyptian goddess, 2097-98
— identified with Syrian and Arabian

deities, 265— seafarers' goddess, 2028— temple of, 2041, 2046, 2047
Hatshepsut, queen of Egypt: see

Hathepfut
Hattar, Swedish political party, 4580
Hattin, battle (1167), 4033, 4038
Hatto, archbishop of Mamz (891-913),

3584
Hatton, Sir Christopher, 4268
Hatun-Colla, Inca conquest, 5837-71
Hatunruna, Inca official, 5863
Hau, Mediterranean tribe, 2014
Hauar, conquest by Egyptians, 2062
Haugloitz, Christian, Prussian minister

(1752-1831), 4731
Hau-Khoin : see Hereros
Hauran, district, Syria, 1981
Hausa states. Western Sudan, 2222-27
Hausas, negro people, British expedition

against, 5519— ethnology, 330, 2217— language, 2010, 2227, 5555— troops, 5524— types of, 2219
Hauskerle, term explained, 3559
Haussmann, Georges Eugene, 5015
Havana, Columbus's tomb, 5955— British take (1762), 5527, 6193— French privateers seize (1555), 5948— population, 6176— Spain acquires (1763), 6071— views, 6797, 6198
Havayins, Bedouin tribe, 1904
Havelock, Sir Henry (d. 1857), 1307-10,

4992, 5501, 1310, 1300
Havre, 4519, 4273
Hawaii, 968-74
— American annexation, 974, 6270— canoe, native double, 969— constitutions, modem, 971, 972— Cook's discovery, 968— ethnological connections with Tahiti,

330, 952— Hawaiian people, 330— Huia girls, 937— kings and queens of, 970, 971, 973— missions in, 971
— native, masked, 969— population, 6318— postal rates, 6319— products and revenue, 974— scenes, 969, 970, 971, 972— serfdom in, 4091
Hawaiki, Polynesian myth, 951
Hawara, ancient town, Egypt, temple,

2059
Hawke, Admiral Lord (1705-81), 5527,

45 IS
Hawkins, Sir John (1532-95), attacked

by Spanish fleet at Vera Cruz
(1568), 4275— naval exploits, 5525-26— jiortrait, 4271— privateering campaigns, 5948-49
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Hawkins, Sir John, at San Juan d'Ulloa,

6017— Slave traffic, 5444, 5474
Hawkins, Richard, 5948
Hawkwood, John, 3967
Hayashi, Count, 565
Haydon Bridge, 350

1

Hayes, R. B., president U.S.A. (1877-
81), 6255. 6257

Haynau, General (1786-1853), 4941,
4932

Hayti : see Haiti
Hazael (Hezion of the Bible, king of
Damascus (842 B.C.), 1664, 1728,
1773

Hazaras, Mongol people, 330, 1127, 1524,
5502

Head, Sir Francis, governor of Canada
(1793-1875), 6119-20

Head-hunting, 892
Hearne, Samuel, arctic voyage, 6333
Hearst, W. R., newspapers, 6302
Heathfleld, Lord, defence of Gibraltar

(1780), 5490, 4549, 4551
Heaven, Temple of, 736
H(5bert, Jacques (1755-94), 4669
Hebrew peoples, 1755-85, 1849-58— in Abyssinia, 2252— in Babylonian captivity, 2823, 1754— brought as captives before As-

syrian king, 1576— in Cyrene under the Ptolemies, 2189— Egyptian oppression of. 2063— Greek influence on, 2597— in Indian Ocean, 1422-23— Identified with Hyksos people in
Egypt, 2063— kingdoms of : see Israel and Judah— last rebellion under Eleazar, 1864— migration into Canaan, 1571, 1757— religion : see Hebrew religion— return from exile (514 B.C.), 1850 ;

(539 B.C.), 1849— revolt against Egyptians, 2107— signification of name, 1740— the " Ten Tribes "
: see " Ten

Tribes
"

— under the Roman Empire, 1860-64— for history after the dispersion see

under Jews
Hebrew prophets : see under Hebrew

religion
Hebrew rehgion (Judaism), 1781-85
— Babylonian influence on, 1642, 1785— Byzantine agrarian policy influenced

by, 2935— influence in Persian Empire (c. 6th
century B.C.). 1850— power of the priesthood, 1776-78— promulgation of Deuteronomy as

the legal code, 1780— the prophets, their feud with the
priesthood, 1776, 1783— in Yemen before Islam, 1888

Hebrides, islands, 3542
Hebron, 1761, 1645, 1762
Hecatompylus, Alexander's march to,

2558
Hecker, Friedrich, German democrats

led by (1847), 4915-24, 4938,

4965
Heckscher, Moritz, ministry in Frankfort

Parliament (1848), 4959
Hecla Strait, 6338
Hedeby, town, Jutland, 3557
Hedjaz, province, Arabia, 1981

Hedwig, queen of Poland (1384-99),

3221
Heemskerk, Admiral, 4325
Hegelochus, Macedonian commander,

2550. 2551
Hegemon, title of prefect of Egypt,

2137
Hegesipus, Athenian, 2535
Hegesistratus, Persian commander. 2549
Hegesypyle, wife of Miltiades, 2591
Hegira (or Flight) of Mahomet, 1900
Heidebauern, German people in Hun-

gary, 2136
Heidelberg, captured by Tilly (1623),

4302— castle blown up (1689), 4442— pictures, ^ros, ^771— political conference (1848). 4920-22
— university foundation, 4131
Heilbronn, treaty (1633), 4307
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Heimdal, in Xorse legend, 35:54

Heimin, Japanese social order, 584
' Heimskiingla " of Siiorre Sturlesson,

3570
Helena, Greek princess (d. 1458), 2995
Helena, wife of Emperor Constantius,

2782
Helena, queen of Italy (1900), 5231,

5375, 5231
Helena Glinska (d. 1538). rule in Russia

for son. Ivan IV.. 3318
Helena Pavlovna, Russian grand-

duchess, emancipation of her serfs,

5193
" Heliand," poem. 3483
Heligoland, 5345, 5669— battle (1864). 5065
Heliodorus, minister of Seleucus IV.,

attempt to usurp the throne. 1844
Heliogabulus, Roman emperor (d. 222),

2766
Heliopolis, EgA'ptian prehistoric capital,

242— on obelisk, 2054— temple, 2056. 2073— worship of Mnevis and Bennu, 2096
Heliopolis, battle (1800). 2158
Hellas : see Greece, Ancient
Helleland : see Labrador
Hellenes : see Greece, Ancient
Hellenic League. 2538
Hellenic States : see Greece, Ancient
Hellenism : 2589-2600— of Asia under the Roman Empire.

1859— decay of, 2391— Gandhara art influenced by, 1S46— instance of Intellectual conquest,
2377— of the Jews, 1853— in the Mohammedan world, 1940— renaissance. 2380— Rome dominated by. 2599-2600— zenith of culture, 2381

Hellespont, as Persian satrapy, 1813
Hellespont, briilge. 2500
Hellespontine Phrygia, 1832
Helmund, river. 2560. 1994
Helsingborg Castle, 4076-78, 4077
Helsingborg, peace (1365), 4077
Helsingfors, town, Finland, views, 5161
Helvetian Desert, 3435
Helvetii, ancient people, 330, 2432, 3435
Hemp worship, 2308
Hendrik Witbooi, Xamaqua chief. 2284
Hengstenberg, Prussian minister (1854),

4974
Henrietta of Orleans, daughter of

Charles of England (1644-70),
4424

Henrietta of Orleans (1848). brings son
into Clianilier of Deputies. 4912

Henrietta Maria, queen of England
(1609-69). 4329, 4:132

Henry, duke of Aumale (1822-97),
4905. 4908. 4906

Henry, duke of Bavaria (fl. 982), 3588,
3586, 3585

Henry (Bretislav). duke of Bohemia and
Moravia (d. 1222), 3154

Henry (of C'arinthia), king of Bohemia
(d. 1335), 3159, 3620, 3622

Henry (the Younger), duke of Bruns-
wick (1514-68), 4217

Henry, duke of Burgundy (d. 1112),
in first Crusade, 3988

Henry, Latin emperor of Byzantium
(1206-16), 2970

Henry 11. (of Trastamare), king of
Castile (1369-79), 3997

Henry in., king of Castile (1390-1406),
3997

Henry IV. (the Helpless), king of Cas-
tile (1454-74), 3997

Henry, count of Champagne (d. 1197),
4040

Henry I. (Beauclerk) of England (1100-
35), 3860-64, 3S62— Feudalism under, 4119— invasion of Normandy, 3798

Henry II. (Plantagenet) of England
(1154-89), 3865-66, 3866— Cologne merchants protected, 4061— on Crusade III., 4034— currency reform. 4065— Ireland under, 3931-32, 3542

Henry 11., marriage. 3864— quarrel with Pope, 3730— sons revolt against, 3771-72
Henry IH. of England (1216-72),

3870-72. 3S72— French fiefs restored to, 3775— revolt against Louis X., 3798— Sienese monevlenders expelled, 4064
Henry IV. of England (1400-13), 3888

et seq., 38S4— Hansa charters confirmed. 4080— rebellion and banishment, 3888
Henry V. of England (1413-22). 3814-

18, 3889-94, 3890. 3891, 3893
Henry VI. of England (1422-71),

3894-98, 3892— German merchants' rights con-
firmed, 4086— as king of France, 3398, 3818

Henry VII. of England (1485-1509),
3900-10. 3904— alliance with Maximilian, 3828— compared with Louis XI. of France,
3819— Irish policy, 3932

Henry VIII. of England (1509-47),
4231-41— alliance with Emperor Maximilian,
3689— alliances with Emperor Charles V.,

4212, 4218— alliance with France (1525), 4213— arctic expedition sent out, 6326— betrothal to Katharine of Aragon,
3909— Cabot encouraged. 6324— embarking at Dover, 1520, 42.35— Holbein's portrait, 4232— " Holy League " joined, 3833-34— last interview with Wolsey, facing
4231— place in history. 4250-51— Reformation policy, 4150— wives, 4233

Henry I. of France (1031-60), 3771,
3776, 3770

Henry 11. of France (1547-59), 4602,
4221, 4230

Henry III. of France (1574-89), 4289-90,
3255. 4289

Henry IV. of France (1589-1610),
4154-56, 4292, 4292— Canadian fur trade encouraged,
6019-20— economic policy, 4621— entr.v into Paris. 1594, 4291— marriage with Margaret of Valois,
4287

Henry I. (the Fowler), German king
(919-36), election, 3584, 3585,
3695

Henry of Guise (1550-55), 4290
Henry II., Holv Roman emperor and

German king (1002-24). 3589— Bishop Bernard receiving at Hildes-
heim, 1003. 3587— efforts to reform papacy, 3723— Italian campaigns. 3941-42

— Polish wars, 1003-5. 3195— tomb at Bamberg. 3589— union for universal peace proposed.
3776

Henry III., Holv Roman emperor and
German king (1046-56), 3591-92— Bohemian wars, 3151— marriage with Gunhild, 3591— and papacy, 3724, 3943— relations with France, 3776

Henry IV., Holv Roman emperor and
German king (1084-1106), 3593-96

— ccmtest with Gregory VII., 3388— pictures, 3590. 3593, 3597— relations with duke of Bohemia,
3152

Henry V., Holv Roman emperor and
German king (1111-25), 3596-99,
3728, 3798, 3944

Henry VI., Holy Roman emperor and
German king (1191-97), 3610-11,
3392— extent of empire, 3734— crusade organised, 4040— death. 4058— Italian policy, 3950— marriage with Constance of Sicily
3608 '

Henry VH. of Luxemburg, Holy Roman
emperor and German king (1312-
13). 3620-22— Dante's belief in. 3400. 4122— Florence closes gates against (1311),
3965— Italian supremacv, 3953— Milan submits to. 3968— Pope Clement V.'s intrigues, 3783— relations with Philip the Fair. 3778— Robert of Sicily deposed, 3976

Henry of Lipa, Bohemian noble, 3159
Henry of Mecklenburg, prince of the

Xetherlands, marriage with Queen
VVilhelmina (1901). 5235

Henry of Xortenberg, general of the
German Empire. 3620

Henry, bishop of Olmutz (d. 1150),
3152

Henry of Plauen, grand master of Teu-
tonic Order (1413), 3714

Henry L, duke of Poland (d. 1238), 3202
Henry H. (the Pious), duke of Poland

(d. 1241)), 3202
Henry, king of Portugal (1578-80),

4256. 4257
Henry the Navigator, Portuguese prince

(1394-1460), 3411, 4008, 5662,
5876. 4586

Henry, prince of Prussia (1726-1802),
4540

Henry (the Proud), duke of Saxony
(d. 1139), 3601. 3599

Henry (the Lion), duke of Saxony
(1129-95). Bavaria given back to
(1154), 3602— conquests, 3699— inheritance of duchy, 3601— opposition to Emperor Henry VI.,
3610— portrait, 3606— power and downfall. 3607— refusal to aid Frederic Barbarossa,
3606

Henry, count of Schwerin, 1225, 3559,
3614, 3703

Henry I. (the Bearded), duke of Silesia
(120.3-38). 3155. 3702

Henry 11., duke of Silesia (1238-41),
3155. 3614

Henry IV. (Probus), duke of Silesia

(1278). 3702
Henry Raspe, landgrave of Thuringia

(1246). 3614
Henry Matthias, count of Thurn (1580-

1640), 4301
Henry, Patrick, 6080. 6075, 6070
Henty, Thomas, 1057
Henu, ancient Egyptian official, 2051
Hepburn, James, earl of Bothwell :

see Bothwell, James Hepburn
Hepbaestion, Macedonian general, 2564,

2566
Hephtalit^e : see White Huns
Heraclea, battle (313). 2780— (324 B.C.). 2574
Heracleotes, Greek race. 2517
Heracles, son of Alexander the Great,

1826. 2576
Heraclidse, rulers of Lydia, 1794
Heraclides, explorer. 2592
Heraclius, Bvzantine emperor (610-41),

2917-18— Moslem victories over. 1913— Persian conquests (623 A.D.). 1881
Herad, Norwegian assembly, 3565
Herffontfechus, Thracian town. 2533
Herat, conquest by Timur (1381). 1495— Persian sieges. 1287, 4990, 5503— view. 1528
Herberstein, Sigismund, 3326
Here, Scandinavian army, term ex-

l>lained. 3378
Heredity, influence on history. 6409-13
Hereford, map of the world (1307), 51
Herero, African people. 330, 2283
Hereward the Wake, Ely defended. 3856
Herihor, high priest of ancient Egypt,

2119
Heriu-sha, ancient people, 2038
Herkhuf, ancient Egyptian commander,

2038
Hermandad, Holy brotberliood in

Castile, 4002-03
Hermann of Hesse, archbishop of

Cologne (1475), 3654
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Hermann, count of Salm (1080-88),
:i595

Hermann of Salza, leader of the Teu-
tonic kui^lits, 3614, 3708

Hermann Billung (ti. 936), Saxon gov-
eniniciit entrusted to, 3585

Hermannstadt, gipsies granted privi-
leges, 3110

Hermanrich : see Ermanaric
Hermas, the " Shepherd " WTitings,

2859
Hermeias, minister of Antiochus III.

of Syria (o. 222 B.C.), 1842
Hermenegild, St. (6th century), martyr-

dom, 3511
Hermes, George, 4893
Hermes, s-'od, 2409, 2457, 2400
Hermits, -J.sSS, 2882
Hermolaus, conspiracy against Alex-

ander, 2563
Hermunduri, ancient people. 2696. 3475
Hernici, Italian tribe, 2414, 2624
Herod, king of Judaea (40-44 B.C.),

1862, 2685
Herod Agrippa : see Agrippa IT.

Herod Antipas, son of Herod (4 b.c-
38 A.D.), 1862

Herodotus, historian, 7, 8, 9, 50, 2508
Hero worship, 206
Herrad, abbess of Landsperg, illu-

minated MS., 2968
Herschel, Sir William, 103
Herschell, Sir Farrer, 5252
HeruHans, Teutonic people, 3429
Herwegh, George, 4924
Herzegovina : see Bosnia and Herze-

govina
Herzen, Alexander, Russian reformer,

5296
Herzog, Edward, bishop of Swiss Old

Catholics, 5232
Hesehti, king of Egypt : see Semti
Hess, Moses (1812-75), 5268
Hess, General (1788-1870), 5026, 5029
Hesse Cassel, duchy, constitution (1830),

4878
— German federation, policy, 4960-74,

5143— Prussian acquisition and rule (1866),
5080, 5081— quarrels with Frederic William I.,

4878— revolutionary movement (1848),
4922-24— under William I., 4833

Hesse Darmstadt, duchy, constitution
(1820), 4834— German federation policy. 4960-74— military treaty with Prussia, 5087— modern history, 5221— rebellion (1832-33), 4880— revolditionary movement (1848),
4916-24

Hesychastes, sect : see Quietists
Hetepsekhemui, kiimot Kgvpt. 2033
Hetman, title of Cossack leader, 3264
Hexamilion, wall across the Hellespont,

298.>. 2988
Heyd, Willhelm, 4056
Hezekiah, king of Judah (c. 727 B.C.),

1778-79, 1578, 1675
Hezion, king of Damascus : see Hazael
Hiaksai, ancient Korean kingdom, 862
Hiawatha, 5704, 5703
Hicks, General (1831-83), 2170
Hidalgo, D., Mexican revolt, 3997,

5960, 5997
Hidetado, shogun of Japan, 487, 503,

499, 525, 501
Hideyori, emperor of Japan. 486, 487
Hideyoshi, emperor of Japan (1536-91),

lSl-86, 488
Hienzes, German settlers in Hungary,

3135
Hiephoa, king of Annam (1883), 1415
Hierakonpolis, ancient city, Egypt,

239, 2014, 2027
Hierocles, governor of Bithynia (c.

284), 2874
Hieroglyphics, development of art in

Egypt, 2019-20— develop into syllabic writing, 203— Drift Man's picture writing, 146, 151— earliest symbol, 2017— of Hittites, 1718, 1730, 1729— illustrations of signs, 265

Hieroglyphics, introduced in Baby-
lonia, 1558— invention ascribed to Menes, 2032— Kosetta key to, 2133, 14— Siinierian, 263, 265

Hieron of Soloi, explorer, 2592
Hieronymites, monks, commission on

South American natives, 5925
Hieronymus of Prague (d. 1416) : see

J erome
Higgins, justice, Australian wages

dispute case tried, 6358-59
High Commission, Court of, 4336, 4267
High Tartary : see Eastern Turkestan
Highlanders, Keltic iieople, 330
Hikuptah, ancient name for Memphis,

2023
Hildebad, king of the Ostrogoths

(6th century), 3459
Hildebrand, cardinal : see Gregory VII.,

pope
Hildegaid, empress, marriage with

Charlemagne, 3467. 3492
Hilderich, Vandal king (523), 2204, 2910
Hillah, town on site of Babylon, 280,

1957— see also Hira
Hillier, Sir Walter, 6358
Hilmi Pasha, 5324
Himalaya, mountains, 1123, 1124, 1148— Kincliinjunga peak, 5580— passes, 1148— scenes, 1144— source of the Jumna, 1140
—; wooden bridge in, 1138
Himeko, empress regent of Japan :

see Jingo Kogo, empress regent
Himeko, queen of Japan : see Piraihu
Himera, battle (480 B.C.), 2192, 2382
Himilcus, Carthaginian traveller, 2198
Hims, commerce in time of Crusades,

40.30-31

Hims, battle (1281), 2151— (1299), 2152
Himyarites, ancient people of Arabia,

330. 1888
Hinayana, in Buddhist doctrine : see

Little Chariot
Hinomar, archbishop of Eheims, 3768
Hindustan : see India
Hinduism, 1205-14— deities, 1171— forms of worship, 1208, 1209— lower deities of, 1208— sacred books, 1212— temples, 1129, 1132— see also Brahmanism
Hindu Kush, mountains, 2560, 1123,

1124
Hindu Rao, Mahratta prince, 1246
Hindus : see India
Hi-nin, Japanese class of people, 445,

584
Hintsa, Katfir chief, 5512
Hipatius, proclaimed Byzantine em-

peror (532), 2910
Hippalus, Greek navigator, 1425
Hippias, tyrant of Athens, 1812, 2497
Hippo, city, N. Africa, 2202, 2382
Hippocrates, 2512
Hippodamus. Greek architect, 2519
Hippodrome, in Byzantium, 2909
Hippoly.as, pupil of Trenseus, 2869
Hipponon, prehistoric Egyptian town,

246
Hippopotamus, goddess of Ancient

Egypt, 2(191

Hira, on the Euphrates, ancient city,
1910, 1426, 1910— see also Hillah

Hirado, Portuguese trading centre
(1542), 412

Hiram, king of Tyre (c. 1000 B.C.), 1422,
1743

Hirpinii, tribe of Italy, 2414
Hirsau, monastery, 3595, 3729
Hirsch, Moritz, 5011
Hischam, Omayyad caliph (724), 1926,

3516
Hischam, caliph in Spain (741), 3516
Hischam I., caliph of Spain (788-96),

3980
Hischam II., caliph of Spain (976-1012),

3982-84
Hischam III., caliph of Spain (1026-31),

3984

GENERAL INDEX
Hispaniola : see Haiti
Hissarlik, hill of Troy, excavations, 176,

17.^. 179-184
Histia'us of Miletus, 1812, 1814
History, climatic iiiHiiences, map, 391— Bryce's introductory article, 1-60— does history make for progress ?

56-59— educational value, 114— first historical inscriptions of Ancient
Egypt, 2062— five eras of, 186— growth of modern knowledge, 35-48— human and geological, relative
lengths, 90— in the light of biologj', 6405-32— pateontological antiquities begin,
175— summary and chronology, 60-73

Hitosubashi, Japanese prince : see
Tokugawa Kei ki

Hittin, near Tiberias, Palestine. Sala-
din's defeat of Crusaders, 1187

Hittites, ancient people, 1717-32— .lEgean civilisation and, 295— architecture, specimens of, 1725,
1733— Aramseans and their relation to, 1724— art, specimens of, 1719, 1725, 1732— Babylon conquered, 1566, 1603— in Babylonian civilisation, 1595— castle reconstructed from Senjirli
remains, 1733— character of their writings, 1730— characteristics of people, 330, 1718— downfall of empire, 1570, 1578— Egyptian wars, 2107-14— gods, sacrificing to, 1725— theKhatti, 1719— the Kummukhi and Muski, 1722— influence in Syria, 1732— languages of, 1556, 1718, 1721— origin discussed, 1718— portrait of a king, 1732— pottery, 1561— Kamses II. defeats at Kadesh, 1720— rock sculpture and hieroglyphics,
1718, 1719, 1724— Shalmaneser I.'s campaign against,
1786— soldier type, 1732— sources of history, 1792— spies caught by the Egyptians, 1721— types, 1723

Hiuen Tsang, Chinese traveller (645
A.D.). 1191, 1206. 1401

Hlubi, Zulu tribe, 2326, 5513
Hoang-ho, Chinese river, 715, 848, 719
Hobart, li)52, 1055
Hobbes, Thomas, 4575
Hobson, W. R., arctic explorer, 6325
Hobson, Captain, 990, 992
Hoccleve, Thomas (b. 1368), poet, 3906
Hoche, Lazare, 4682, 4671
Hochelaga, 6016-17, 5702, 6020
Hochst, battle (1622), 4302
Hochstadt, battle (1703), 4453— (1704), 4458— (1800), 4702
Hochstetters, family of bankers, 4600
Hodgkin, Dr. Thomas, on Western

Europe in the Middle Ages, 3371
Hoei He, people : see T'igurians

Hoe Rotary printing press, I9S

Hofer, Andreas (1767-1810), campaign
against Napoleon, 4745

Hoffding, Professor, on personaUty,
641)9, 6428

Hogarth, D. G., rise of civilisation in

Europe, 281-98
Hogue. La, battle (1692), 4160, 4444,

4480. 4625, 5526, 4161
Hohenfriedeberg, battle (1745), 4530,

4540
Hohenlinden, battle (1800), 4703
Hohenlohe, Prince, German Imperial

Chancellor (1894), 5213, 5220, 5219
Hohenstauffen family, 3601-15
— ancestral castle, 3611— Italian supremacy, 3939-52— and origin of name Ghibeline, 3392— struggle for the Imperial crown

(1125), 3599— Swabian duchy granted to, 3596
— see also names of rulers

HohenzoUern family, castle, 3705
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Hohenzollera family, origin of, 3401— Prussian emiiire founded, 4533— see also iiaiin's of rulers
Hohermuth, George. 5917
Hohis, order of liraliman priests, 1212
Hohlefels cave, U5
Hojeda, Alonzo, 5889, 5891
Hojo family of Japanese regents, 416,

474-77
Holbein, Hans. work. 4136
Holberg, Ludwig (1684-1754), Danish

writer. 4577
Holderness. coast erosion at. 117
" Hold with Hope." Greenland, 6329-32
Holkar. founder of the kingdom of

Indore, 1244, 5499
Holland : see Netherlands
Holmgard : see Novgorod
Holm-Riigen, ancient people : see Rugi
Holstein, duchy, Danish war (1700),

4498— Prussian and Danish dispute : see
Schleswiiz-Holsteiu

Holsteia-Glucksburg family, succession
to power, 4973

Holstein-Oldenburg family, Danish sym-
patliies. 4943

Holy Alliance (1815), 4794, 4795
Holy Communion, festival of Corpus

Christi instituted (1264), 3740
Holy Grail, epics of, 3806
Holy Land : see Palestine
Holy League (1511), 3688, 3833-34— (1576), 4289. 4290
Holy Roman Empire, 3581-3702— army tax instituted (1427), 3646— Austrian monarchy's development,

4521-31— Charlemagne's empire, 3481-96— Charles IV.'s work for, 3160-62— Charles V.'s empire, 4211-22— coinage rights conferred on electors,
3665— commercial history, 4630-32— courts of justice constitution, 3664— crown of Charlemagne, 3486— decay of revenue. 3663-64— election of emperors, introduction of
principle. 3582-85— Electoral Union formed (1424), 3644— electors, enumeration of, 3400— extinction (1806), 4730— Franconian emperors, 3591-99— French ascendancy over, 4432-45

•— German principalities, relations with,
3661-74— gold florins, 3665— Hapsburgs' power, general survey of
history, 3399— Hohenstauffen rulers, 3601-15— Hussite wars. 3642-49— in Italy. 3933-52— Maximilian's reforms, 3675-91— Moravian supremacy, 3148— papal relations, 3385-96, 3616-24,
3625-36— peace edicts, 3663— reform of constitution (1495), 3678— regalia of the German emperors, 3583— religious conflicts of the states (16th
century), 4293, 4300

— religious settlement of 1555, 4222— revival of in 10th century, 3581-90— rise of the electorate, 3617— second birth of, under Charlemagne,
3376— supremacy in Hungary claim, 3116— Switzerland's revolt from, 3662— Turkish invasions, 3651-59— union of princes (1663), 4414— Westphalia peace effects (1648),
4311, 4405-6

Holy Sepulchre, disputes re possession
of, from 1187-1850, 5005— plot ure, 5007— see also Crusades and Crimean War

Holzappel, Peter Melander, count of
(1585-1684), 4311

Homathcoh, river, Canada, 6069
Homage, in feudal system, 4100-8
Home Rule (Ireland) movement, 5165,

5178-79, 5424, 5647
Home Rule Bill (1893), 5178, 5179
Homer, 2469, 2468, 2468-72
" Homo " in feudal system, 4103
Homs, battle (1832), 2162

Homyakoff. Nicholas, 6576
Hon-do, island ; see Hon-shu
Honduras, federation with Central

American states, 6007— Hondurans people, 330— Maya ruins, 5732-42— statistics. 6010
Honduras, British : see British Hon-

duras
Hongi, Maori chief, 987
Hong Kong, administration, 5566— cession to I'.ritain, 5505-7— education. 5588— proclamation of British possession

(1841), 800— views, 843, 5541
Honolulu, 974, 972, 6319
Honoria, sister of Roman emperor,

offer to marry Attila, 2790, 3029
Honorians, body of troops, 3509
Honorius, pope, 2892
Honorius, emperor of Rome (395-423),

2787, 2789
Hon-shu, 418, 432
Honter. Johannes (1498-1549), 3143
Hood. Viscount (1724-1816). 6100
Hooker, Richard, theologian (d. 1600),

4268. 4269
Hoo-kew-shan, palace. 835
Hooper, John (d. 1555), 4247
Hopetoun, Lord, facing page 1083
Hopton, Baron (1598-1652), 4346
Horace, Roman poet, 2682, 2692, 2699,

2694
Horbehudti, Egyptian legend of, 242
Horemheb, king of Egypt. 2106
Hormuz VI., Persian king, 1910
Hormuz IV., king (573-90 A.D.), 1881
Horn, Count Arvid, 4580
Horn, Count Philip of Montmorency-

Nivelle (1522-68). 4259
Horse, African use, 2007— Asiatic origin probable, 159— early use of. 1693— Near East, import, 1572— in Neolithic Period, 159, 160— picture showing development, 160
Hor-Soks, Mongol Turki race, 330
Hortuma, Mohammedan general, 1943
Horuk Barbarossa, Greek pirate (1517),

2209
Horus, Egyptian sun god, 242, 2015,

2090-91, 2981, 2093
Horyu, Japanese Buddhist temple, 514
Hosain, emir of Jagatai, 1494
Hosain, Sefld ruler of Persia, abdicati<in
Hosea, Hebrew prophet, 1774, 1783
Hoshea, king of Israel, 177-75, 1670
Hosie, Sir A., on opium trade, 6358
Hosius, Spanish bishop, 3509
Hospitallers, order of knighthood

(Knights of St. John and Knights
of Malta), 4028-29, 4043-46— castle in Syria, 4031— driven from Rhodes, 4214— in Malta, 3943, 4214— Suleiman's revenge on, 3002— see also Crusades

Hottentots, African race, 2279-84— connection with Nagada Egyptians,
2028— Dutch wars with (17th century), 2282— ethnology, 20, 330, 351— Namaqua tribe's empire, 2283— racial struggles, 5629, 5651— type, 351

House-bridge, Kashmir, 1138
House ot Lords : see Lords, House of
Houses, early construction by stationary

peoples. 191— mediaeval plan, 2365— pictures of all ages, 21— Saxon arrangement of, 2365— 16th century plan of, 2365
Housing of the working classes in

England, 6400-2
Houston, Samuel (1793-1863), 6000
Houville, Gerard d', 5386
Hovas, Maiiagascar people, 331, 2350
Howard of Emngham : see Nottingham,

earl of
Howe, Admiral Lord (1726-99), 4671,

5527, 6088, 6085-96
Howe, Joseph, reform leader in Novia

Scotia (1804-73), 6122, plate facing
6057

Howe, General Sir Wm. (1729-1814),
American War of Independence,
0085-94

Hsiao-i, Chinese emperor : see Wu Ti
Hsiaoking, Confucian Book of Filial

Love. 730
Hsien-feng, Chinese Manchu emperor,

797, 799
Hsi Hsia, ancient kingdom of Chinese

empire, history of (884-1227), 1475
Hsien-pi : see Sien-ije
HsUan Tong, emperor of China (1909),

6357
Hsiian Tsung, reign of Emperor Lungchi,

767
Hsiian Tsung, emperor of the Nu-chi,

fliglif of. from Mongols, 1214
Huachi, San Martin lands at, 5974
Huadca, Cliinese ruins, 5831
Huaina Capak, 5845-73, 5827
Huanaco. antiquities, 5838-40
Huang-ti, legendary Chinese ruler, 748
Huaqin, battle, 5964
Huaracuy, Inca festival. 5866-68
Huaraz, antiquities, 5838-40
Huascar, Inca of Peru, 5845-74, 5908,

5873
Huastecs, American-Indian people, 336,

5734, 5756, 5772-98
Huaxyacac, 5770
Hubertsburg, treaty (1763), 4165, 4506,

4545
Hiibner, Austrian ambassador to France

(1859). 5025
Hudson, Henry (d. 1611), 6329-32,

5448. 6050. 6050, 5449
Hudson's Bay. 6035, 6332
Hudson's Bay Company, Canadian trade,

6128-30, 6321— Charter granted by Charles II.,

5452— foundation, 5448, 6055, 6333— French attacks on trading stations,
6031— North-West Territories, settlements,
6175

Hudson River, 6087-99, 6050
Hudson's Straits, 6327
' Hudson's Tutches," island, 6332
Huehuetlapallan, Tultec settlement,

5764
Huemo Kadphises (or Kadaphes), ruler

of the Yue-tshi. 1457
Huesca, Aragon loses (1096), 3989
Huesch, General, 5374
Huexotla, state, 5790
Huexotzinco, state, 5763-97
Hugh IV. of Cyprus (1324-59), 4045
Hugh (Capet), king of France (987-96),

3766-68, 3763, 3765
Hugh (of Provence), king of Italy (925-

46). 3937
Hugh, count of Joppa, 4029
Hugh (of Lusignan). count of La

Marche, revolt (1241), 3798
Hugh of Lower Burgundy (d. 956),

power in France. 3762-64
Hugh of Payens, Templars founded

under (c. 1119), 4028-29, 3783
Hugh, count of Vermandois (1057-1102),

on Crusade, 4018
Hugh, town, 1252
Hugo, name of rulers : see Hugh
Hugo, Victor (1802-85). 5382, 4952— on Napoleon III,, 4951— " Seven Wonders of Ancient Civili-

sation," poem, 225
" Huguenot Lovers," picture, 4151
Huguenots, 4285-92, 4152— Charleston settlement, U.S.. 6015,

6017— emigration to Canada forbidden,
6022— emigrants to Cape Colony, 2313— escaping from France (1685), 4437— flight from France. 4625— massacre of St. Bartholomew, 4205,
4288— persecutions, pictures, 4158, 4159— Richelieu's campaign against (1626),
4314

Hngues de Besze, poetry, 3807
HiihanyiS, Hun ruler, 1465
Huilcabamba, Incas conquer, 5862
Huilcamayo, Inca settlement, 5843
Huilcapayo, battle (1809), 5964
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Huillcanota, Incas invade, 5846
Huillcas Huaman, Inca antiquities, 5844
Huing Nu, Mont;<)lian tribe, 1203, 1451
Huiracoclia, Inca god, 5842-71, 5856
Huiracocba, Inca king, 5856-58
Huitramannaland, Viking settlement,

<i()ll

Hui Tsung, Chinese Sung emperor, 771
Huitzilihuik, king, 5783-89
Huitzilopochtii, Aztec god, 5763, 5772-

77
Hulagu, Mongol ruler of 13th century,

1489-90— Assassins destroyed by, 1966— expedition against Irak and Syria,
1487— friendship for Christians, 4042

Hull. General, 6112
Hulst, Gerard, 13S3
Hulwud, Hindu temple, 1129
Humanists, Italian and Cierman move-

ments, 3758-59— Luther supported by, 4183— Paul II. persecutes, 4126— reinforced by scholars from Con-
stantinople, 3411

Human race : see Man
Human sacrifices, in Ashanti and Da-

homey, 2260, 2260— Aztecs and Nahuas, 5771-5800— among Bulgarians, 3035— Chibchas offer, 5809-12, 5815— suppression in India, 1282— traces of amongst Slav peoples, 3192— see also cannibalism
Humber, river, Kewfoundland, 61S0
Hultea, Philip von, 5918
Humayun, Mogul emperor (1530-56),

1226-27, 122S, 1227, 1227
Humbert I. of Italy (1878-1900), 5231,

5375, 5230
Humbert (White Hand) of Maurienne,

Turin dynasty founded, 3949
Humboldt, Alexander (1769-1859), 5954,

4837
Humboldt, William (1767-1835), 4837
Hume, kiiiK of Kanem (d. 1151), 2233
Hume, David (1711-76), historian, 4517,

4557, 4147
Hume, Joseph, 5249
Humphrey, duke of Gloucester (1397-

1447), 3894
Huna, in Indian epics, 1451
Hunabku, Maya god, 5744
Hunac Eel, 3Iayas ruled by, 5751-52
Hunavo, people in the Avesta, 1451
Hundred, of the Teutonic people, 3437
" Hundred Associates," 6022-26
"Hundred Courts," 4119
Hundred Days, The, 4766
Hundred Years War (1338-1453),

3809-24, 3881-3910, 3398
Hunerich, king of the Vandals (477),

2204
Hungarians : see Magyars
Hungary, 3113-44— Anjou dynasty, 3119— Arpad dynasty, 3114-18— Austrian relations to-day, 5329-36,

5222— Bohemian war (1468), 3175— Byzantine art in, 2933— conspiracy against Hapsburg rule
(1664), 4415— constitution (1849), 4784, 4971
(1861), 50^1—

" County courts," or assemblies
of nobles, 5061— Croatia absorbed by, end of 11th
century. 3083— crown, 3126— Crusades : see Crusades— dress of soldiers of the 16th century,
3132— German element and their influence
3135-44— gipsies in, 3110-11— Hapsburg power in, 3125-34, 4521-
31— Hundred Years War, 3126— Kossuth's rebellion (1848), 4933-41— literature, Arpad times, 3118
16th centurv, 3128
17th century, 3132
18th century, 3134— Magyars of the Middle Ages, 3113-24

Hungary, Maximilian's war against
(1516), 3686— Mongol invasion, 1486, 3118— Naples' alliance with, 3976-77— nobles' costumes, 3133— peasants revolt (1514), 3124— Poland united with (1370), 3120— Protestant movement, 3127-30— revolutionary movement (1848),
4918-24, 5005— Roman Church established (c. 999),
3116— Roman settlement, 3113— Saracen raids (1092), 4009— Serb migration to in 17th century,
3100— social democracy in, 5277— struggle for independence (1861-67),
5088-90— survey of history to French revolu-
tion, 2897-99— Thirty Years War, 4301-12— Turkish wars (1444), 2987, 3121, 3657
(1526), 3002, 2124
(1663), 4414
(1697). 3130— typical scenes, 3139— under Maria Theresa (1740-80), 3134— village in Carpathian Mountains,

3139— see also names of rulers, wars, etc.

Hung-Siu-tsewen, .')."i06

Hung-wu, Cliinesi' Ming dynasty. 776
Hunkyar Shalessi Convention (1833),

4888
Huns, 1451-66, 3027-32, 331— Asiatic kingdoms, 1451-54— Bulgarians connection with. 3033— Chinese wars with. 1454, 1462— decline of power, 3030-32— European invasions of, 1466, 2387,

3028, 3453-54— hordes merged in other races, 3032,
3033— struggle with the Goths, 3449-50— the reign of Attila, 3028— struggle with China, 1231, 1451— Tibetan alliances, 1454— Western migration, 1465

Hunsa : see Zaque
Hunsahna, Chibchas ruled by, 5813
Hunter, Captain John, 1033, 1034
Hunter. Robert, 6297-99
Hunter, Colonel, Sudan campaign, 5524
Huntingdon, Earl of, heads faction

against John of Gaunt, 3886
Huntingdon, Earldom of, Scots kings

hold, 3912
Hunyadi Janos, Hungarian hero (1387-

1456), 3121— castle, 3121— death (1456), 2995— portrait, 3122— Turkish wars, 2987, 2788, 3657
Hunzas, Aryan people, 324
Hupas, American Indian tribe, 321
Huron, lake. 6021
Hurons, American Indians, 331, 5702,

6021-27, 6021, 6023
Husain : see Hussein
Huskisson, William. 4798
Huss, John (1369-1415), condemned by

Council of Constance (1415), 3168— persecution and martyrdom, 3639-
42, 3752, 3408— pictures, 3165, 3167, 3169— reformation work in Bohemia,
3166-68

Hussein, son of Ali the Caliph, 1919
Hussein, Mohammedan commander of

Syrian army, 1922
Hussein Ali, king-maker of the Delhi

empire, 1240
Hussein Avni Pasha, Turkish minister

(d. 1876), 5198, 5202, 5204
Hussite wars, 3159-72, 3644-49, 3753-

54
Hu Ta-hai, plate facing 748
Hutchinson. Thomas, 6077
Hutten, Ulrich von, German poet and

humanist (1488-1523), 4185, 41S5
Huxley, T. H., 103, 6414-32
Hyacinthus, god, 2408
Hydah Indians, totem, 211
Hydaspes, 1202, 2564
Hyderabad : see Haiderabad

GENERAL INDEX
Hyder Ali : see Haider AH
Hydrogen, gas, 96
Hyksos, people, 331— expulsion from Egypt, 2062— and Hebrew exodus. 60, 2064— invasion and conquest of Egypt,

2059-64— horse introduced into Africa
(2000 B.C.), 2007— influence on Egyptian art, 2030

Hylozoism, scientific creed, 107
Hypatia, teacher of philosophy, 2888
Hyperboreans. 637-44, 1460
Hyperides. li^uler of Greek revolt against

Ma<-cil<jni,-i, 2574
Hyphasis. river, 1202, 2564
Hyracotherium, 160
Hyrcania, province, Asia, 260, 1852,

1869, 2560
Hyrcanus, John, king of Judaea (135-

106 B.C.), 1857
Hyrcanus II., king of Judoea (63 B.C.),

1857, 2664
Hyspaosines, satrap, 1845

lamutbal, district of Elam, 1702
lanias, Hyksos king of Egypt, 2060
lapygii, tribe of Italy, 24i4-15
latbur, ancient province, Elam, 1708
laubidi, king of Hamath, 1776
la'udi, ancient Hittite state, 1726
lazyges, Sarmatian tribe, 2450
Ibeas, negro race, 331
Ibell, Karl von, 4836
Ibernia, identified with Ireland, 2428
Iberian peninsula : see Spain and

Portugal
Iberians, people, 331— in Gaul, 2430— in Italy, 2411-12— in Southern France, 2428— of Spain, 2439-42— probably earliest inhabitants of

Britain, 3497
Iberville, Pierre Lemoyne, explorer

(1661-1706), 6029-36, 6036
Ibex, European survivor of Drift and

Glacial Periods, 120, 121
Ibi-Sin, king of Ur, 1597
Ibn ali Amir : see Mansur, Al
Ibn Ruzzik, vizir of Egypt, 2147
Ibn-Sin, ruler of the Ur dynasty,

1700
Ibn-Sina, historian : see Avicenna
Ibn Talun, Turkish governor of Egypt

(868) : see Ahmad Ibn Tulun
IbnTimnah (1061), 3942
Ibo, negro tribe : see Abo
Ibrahim, sultan of Bornu (1818-46),

executed by usurper Omar, 2235
Ibrahim, emir of Karaman, 2989
Ibrahim, candidate for MogiU throne

(1720), 1240
Ibrahim I., Turkish sultan (1640-48),

3015, 3014
Ibrahim, leader of the Young Turks,

5205
Ibrahim ebn al Aglab (877), 2207
Ibrahim Bey. emir of Egypt (1735-

1817), 1798, 2156
Ibrahim ibn Jacob (965), 3193
Ibrahim Koiko, sultan of Darfur

(d. 1874), 2242
Ibrahim Lodi, ruler of Punjab and

Delhi (1517-26), 1224, 1225
Ibrahim Padshah, tomb, 1133
Ibrahim Pasha, viceroy of Egypt

(1789-1848), 2161-62
Ibsen, Henrik, 5160, 5159
lea, battle (1820), 5976
Ice Age, mammoths of, plate following

88— see also Glacial, Interglacial and
Postglacial Periods

Icebergs, in Polar seas, 6334-35
Ice Haven : see Barentz Bay
Iceland, 3565-70— discovery, 3545, 6324— geographical description, 3530— language, 4061— literature, 3569— Norsemen land on, 357— people, 22, 331— Richard III. sends expedition, 6324— Vikings occupy, 4061
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Icelus, favourite of Galba, 2725
Ice pack, of Polar regions, 6332, 6342
Ichthyosaurus, 120
Iconodules : see Image Worship
Iconium, 1972
Ictinus, Oreek architect, 2507
Icutemal, Quiche ruled by, 5758
Idacansas, C'liifc:"has ruled by, 5818
Idadu I., priest-king of Elam, 1701
Idadu II., priest-king of Elam, 1701
Idsean Cave, Cretan shields, 296
Ideographs, Chinese, 722, 724
" Ides of March," 2673
Idibi'ilu, Arab sheikh, 1883
Idin-Dagan, king of Isin, 1597
Idiorhythmic monasteries, 2974
Idris IV., king of Bornu. 2234
Idstedt, battle (1849), 4945
Idumeans : see Edomites
Idun, goddess, in Norse legend, 3534
— apples of, 3533
Ife, negro tribe, 348
Ignaque, lake, Chibcha legend, 5806
Ignatieff, lUissian general (1878), 5203
Ignatius, St., 2858, 2859, 2868
Ignatius, patriarch of Constantinople

(d. 878), 2949
Ignatius Loyola : see Loyola
Igor I., Russian ruler, 3288, 3286
Igor II., Russian ruler, 3286
Igorrotes, race, 331
Iguala pronunciamento, 5997
Iguanodon, 126
Ihangiro, East Africa, 2300
Ihre, J., Swedish philologist, 4581
II Kamon, regent of Japan (1859), 555
Iking, Confucian classical book, 730
Ikshidites, Mohammedan sect, 1947
Ikshidite dynasty, 1958
Ilanaga, king of Ceylon, 1375
Ilancueith, Princess, 5788
Ilbars, l'zl)ig prince, 1517
Ilbeki, Hadji, Turkish commander

(1371), 2983
Ilbert Bill, India, 1339
Ilek, khan of Kashgar, 1953
Ilghazi, emir of lliardin, 4028
Hi, Confucian book of ceremonies, 730
III Chutsai, administrator of Mongol

Empire, 1484, 1487
Ilium, tlie great tower, 182
Ilkans, Mongol dynasty, 1490-91,

1969-71. 4042-46
Illiberis, Council, Spain, 3509
lUimani, Mt., 5S10
Illinois Indians, 312
Illinois, river, French settlements, 6029
Illyria, 2544, 3450, 2938
Illyrians, early history, 2399-2400— ethnology, 331, 2372— in Italy, 2414— invade Macedonia, 2529, 2530— Macedonian support for against

Cireeks, 2582— Roman conquest of, 2582— use of term Illyrian nation, 3102
Ilm, prehistoric settlement, 136
Ilocanos, Malay race, 331
Ilorin, Fulbe state, West Sudan, 2227
Iloru, railway construction, 6368
Iluma-ilu, king of Southern Babylonia,

1603, 1702
Ilu-shuma, patesi of Ashur, 1599, 1648,

1651
Imad ed din Zenki, emir of Mossul,

1962, 4029-32, 4048-49
Image worship (Christian), Charle-

magne's decision against, 3527— efforts to suppress in 8th century,
2892, 2937— origin, 2886— war of the Byzantine emperors
against, 2896

" Imago Mundi " of Petrus de AUiaco,
5875

Imatra Waterfall, Finland, 3537
Imerians : see Georgians
Imholfs, banking family, 4600
" Imitation of CUrist." 3759-60
Immortality (of soul), Begbie's articles,

6448-52; Egyptian belief, 2094,
2099— Lithuanian belief in, 3190— Mahomet's doctrine of, 1906— Neolithic belief in, 173

Imoschagh : see Tuareg

Imperial Bank of Persia, 1990
Imperial Conference (British), 5439
Imperial Council (for British Empire),

(jucstion of, discussed, 5645
Imperial Press Conference (1909), 6377
Imperial Tobacco Corporation, Persia,

I'.c.to

Impey, Sir Elijah, 1264
Impressionist School of Painters, 5390
Inari Temple, avenue of Torii, 420
Inarus, Egyptian prince (460 B.C.),

revolt against Persians. 1816, 2128
Inca Garcilasco : see Garcilasco de la

Vega
Inca Roca, 5848-55
Incas, 582.5-74— antiquities, 5834, 5837— bridge near Guaranda, 5824— ethnology, 331, 5865— pottery, 5860— present-day types, 5850— ruins, 5847, 5850, 5851— shrine, 5857— social organisation copied by Jesuits,

5932-33— Spanish conquest, 5907-12— warriors, 5912
Inca Urco, 5859
Indabigash, king of Elam, 1711
Independence, American War of : see

Cnited States of America
Independents, religious sect, 4348, 4347
Index, in Roman Church, 4202
India, 1145-1363, 6362-65— Afghan invasions, 5498— after the Mutiny, history, 1317-22— agriculture, 1126, 1151— Alexander's invasion, 1424, 2563-64
— animal life, 1362— Antiochus III. of Syria's march to,

1843— Arabian trade with, 1428— architecture, 1214, 1235, 1130-32,
1183, 1195-96, 1213— area, 1148, 1353, 1363— army : see Indian Army— art, Greek influences, 1129-1139,
2598— Aryan invasion and conquest of

native races, 1155-66, 5616, .5618— as an evolutionary breeding ground,
5616— Assyrian invasion, 1201— Bactrian conquests, 1848— bridges, 1138— British administration, 5559-64,
561,5-22— British commercial supremacy, 4629— British Empire's expansion, 1267-99,
4817-18, 5457, 5497-5501— British Empire foundation, 1251-64,
4165, 4552— British wars in, 5497-5503— cavalry soldier of, 1236— civilisation in early times, 1146— climate, 1125— coloured pictures, facing p. 1184— currency, 1363— dates in history of, 1361— defences, 5593— designs, registration of, 1363— drainage system, 1124— Dutch in history of, 1259— East India Co. : see East India Co.— economic conditions in, 1354— education, a Mohammedan school,
5621
progress in, 1322, 5586
reform of colleges (1894), 1350
Simla C(jntVreuce (1901), 1349— Egyptian trade with (13th and 14th

centuries), 2153— ethnology, 330. 1127, 1151, 1155,
1156. 1160, 5616— exports, 1356, 1363— famine : see Famine— feudatory states, 5560— finance, debt, 1356, 1363
expenditure, 1363
Lawrence's reforms, 1323
Mavo's policy, 1328
position (1880), 1318
rate of exchange fixed, 1345

—flora, 1126— French interests, history, 1252-59,
4164, 4505, 4518, 5498-99
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India, frontier expeditions, 1323, 1332
1347, 5502-3, 6364— frontier protection policy, 1348— future of, discussed, 5646— gipsies originate from, 3106— government system, 1268, 1279-80— government transferred to the
Crown (1.858), 1312, 4992— Governor-General's Council, appoint-
ment and working of, 1262, 1280— Greek influence on, 2597-98, 1848,
5618— hill forts, 1143— Hindu fakir, 1249— Hindu laws of succession. 1298— Hinduism in : see Hinduism— imperial title proclamation, 5172— Imperial Government's relations
with, 5546— imports, 1356, 1363— infanticide in, 1283— irrigation schemes, 1324, 1356— jemadar, 1248— judicial system, 1264— the land and the people, 1145-54— land settlement, 1342-43— languages, 1153, 1160. 1211, 1354— Legislative Council, 5561— literature, 1167, 1211, 1214— local government in, 1353, 5563— Macaulay on wonders of, 1333— Mahmud of Ghazni's conquests, 1951— Mahratta power in, 1238-44— maps, 1161, 1266— Mayo's policy, 1328— minerals, 1151— missionary work in, 5641— Mogul empire, 1225-44— Mohammedan supremacy before the
Mogul empire, 1146, 1215-24— Mongols, invasion in 13th century,
1483— Morley's measures to secure repre-
sentative government, 5562, 6363— mosque, palace, and temple, facing
p. 1184— mutiny : see Indian Mutiny— native agitation in 1890, 1343— native rule and British compared,
5621— native states, relations with supreme
government, 1354— people of, 313, 349, 1157, 1247, 1248,
1249, 1329— Persian invasion (600-500 B.C.), 1201— Persian quarrel re Herat (1856), 4990— Persian relations, 1285— Persian trade with, 1426, 1993— plague in : see Plague— Police Commission, report, 1352— population, 1148, 1151, 1353, 1363— Portuguese and British struggles in,
5448-50— Portuguese commerce, 4591— postage rates, 1363— press, 1356

•— provincial government, powers, 1353,
5562— public works constructed by British,
5632— railways, 1322, 1356— rainfall, 1150— rajah on state elephant, 1245— regulating Act for better adminis-
tration of (North's). 1261, 1262— religion, of ancient Dravidian
peoples, 1159
of the Aryan conquerors, 1165
blending of religions beliefs, 1205
Brahmanism growth, 1167-84
deities, 1171
influence of Buddhism, 1185-99
Jainism influence, 1193-99
statistics, 1154
se* also Brahmanism, Buddhism,
Hinduism, and Jainism— revenue, 1356, 1363. 5597— revenue settlements in, 1280-81— revenue system under Akbar, 1232— Roman trade with. 1425— Russian influence in Persia question,

1285, 1988, 1993— Russian plans of invasion, 1522— sanitation. 1323, 5637-38— scenery, facing p. 1184— scenes in, 1129-44, 1357
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ladia, Seleucus's invasion of, 1838— Siklis' The to power, hi?tory, 1241-42— Syrian influence on literature, 2924— taxation, 1356— telegraph rates, 1363— 'J'luigs and Dacoits in, 1283— Tibetan Embassy (632 a.d.), 1474— Timiir's invasion of, 1495— trade, in time of Crusades, 4030-32^ trade statistics, 1356, 1363— trade marks, 1363— trade route to, discovered by
Portuguese, 1976— trade route in Middle Ages, 4054— weights and measures of, 1363— western passage to, Cohimbus's
efforts to find, 5878— women, position of, 1210

India Act (1784), 1265
India Act (1858), 1312
Indian Army, administration, 1321— Uiirint; East India Company's rule,

1280— at time of Mutiny, 1318— reorganisation (1862), 1318, 1320— reforms from 1880, 1320— reforms under Lord Lansdowne, 1346— soldiers of native regiments, 1319— strensth of. 1:!20

Indian Archipelago : see Malaysia
Indian Civil Service. 5562-63. 1353, 1338
Indian Mutiny (1857), 1301-12, 4990-92,

5500-1
— attitude of natives before, 1301— British troops embark, 4995— causes of, 1303— growth of, 1306— incidents and scenes during, 1302.

1304, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1309,
1310, 1311, 1312— proclamation of pardon, 1317— rewards to loyal rulers, 1321— Sepoys in, 1301, 1303

Indian Ocean, 1417-36— Arabs in, 1427, 1431, 1432— British ascendancy In, 1432-36— Chinese in, 1425, 1428— commerce, 1422— Hebrews in, 1422— Malays in, 1428— map of bed of, 1419— Persian trade with, 1426— primitive migrations, 1417-21— Phcenicians in, 1422— Portuguese in, 1432, 1433— races of, 1420— Roman trade, 1425— Russia in, 1436— Spanish in, 1432— Vasco da Gama's expedition blessed,
1416

Indians, American : see American
Indians and names of tribes

Indicopleustes, Byzantine traveller and
writer : see Cosmas Indicopleustes

Individual rights, establishment of, 2376
Individualism, 6308, 4573
Indo-China : see Further India
Indo-Chinese, section of Mongolic

family, 331
Indo-European people : see Aryan
Indo-Germanic people : see Aryan
Indo-Iranian peoples, 1160, 1162
Indonesia : see Slalaysia
Indo-Scythians, 1457
Indonesians, 331, 1009, 1388, 1420
Indore, 1273, 1274, 1244
Indra, Aryan deity, 1165, 1171
Indulgence, Declaration of (1688), 4474
Indulgences, 3684, 4180. 41S2
Indus, river, 1149. 2564, 1124
Industrial arbitration : see Arbitration,

Industrial
Industry, industrial development of

Great Britain. 5237-48— mediaeval conditions, 6388-90— survey of world's progress, 6381-
6403

Indy, Vincent d', 5388
Infanticide, 1283, 1906
Infant mortality, 6421-27, 6308
Ingeborg of Denmark, queen of France

(1176-1236), divorce, 3776
Ingelheim, imperial diet (788), 3485
Inglefteld. Sir E. A., 6325
Ingles, Rear-Admiral, 572, 575

Inglis, Sir John, 1300
Inguiomerus, prince of the Clierusci,

3442
Ingushis, Caucasian tribe, 324
Ingvar, Danish chief (9th . century),

English raids, 3554
Ink, use by ancient Egyptians, 2019
Inkerman, battle (1854), 4987, to face

4975
Inland Sea, Japan, 426, 418
Innocent I., bishop of Rome (402-417),

Innocent II., pope (1130-43), 3729, 372S,

3950, 2961
Innocent III., pope (1198-1216), 3734-

36, 3736— Alfonso the Koble supported by,
3993— Aragon as fief of, 3996-97— as guardian of Frederic II., 3950-52— Bulgarian negotiations with (1202),
3042— Crusade V. organised, 4040— Frederic II. 's relations with, 3392— French relations, 3772-76, 3780-82— growth of papal power, 3944— policy in temporal affairs, 3764— relations with John of England, 3869

Innocent IV., pope (1243-54), election,

3951— entry into Naples, 3953— Frederic II. 's quarrels with, 3J95,
3614, 3778, 3781— Haakon IV. of Norway offered the
imperial crown by, 3568— inscription on tomb. 3952

Innocent VI., pope (1352-62), 3626, 4134
Innocent VIII., pope (1484-92), 3755
Innsbruck, Maximilian's tomb, 4136
Innuites : see Esquimaux
Inouyci. Admiral Baron, 562, 607
Inquest of sheriffs (1170), 3865
Inquisition, in France, 3800— in Netherlands. 4259— in Portugal, 4008— in Spain, 3409, 4004, 4254— men of justice, 4262
Instinct, faculty of, 108-9
Institutes of Justinian : see Justinian

code
Instrument of government (1653),

4350, 4365
Insubrians, Gallic tribe, 2429, 2641
Insurance, state insurance of workers in

(Jermany, 5273
Intellectual capacity, development of, in

man. 44-46
Intelligence, development of in animals

and man, 108— successful struggle for survival, 6414
Interdicts, 3735
Interglacial Period, climatic and bio-

logical conditions, 130^ European fauna, 120— human remains at Taubach, 129
Interim of Augsburg : see Augsburg
International arbitration : see Arbitra-

tion, inttTuational
Internatioaalism, 0402
International League. 223
Inti, Inca god, 5828, 5843
" Inti huatana," 5854
" Inti Raimi," Inca festival, 5854
Invention, progress of, 42
Investitures, Concordat of Worms

(1122), 3598— Gregory VII., prohibition of lay
investitures (1075), 3594— Paschal II. 's decision (1111), 3596— settlement of claims of the pope and
emperor, 3390

lol, Carthaginian city, 2382
lona, island, 3505, ,3506'

Ionia, country, Asia Minor, art and cul-

ture, 1798— Gyges attack on towns, 1795— history of the Greek cities, 1798— peopled by immigrants from Greece,
1792— as Persian satrapy, 1813

Ionian Islands. 5606, 5012, 3962
lonians, 3:n, 2467— tirst contact with Assyria, 1674— repulsed from CiUcia, 1676— versatihty, 2490
Ionic architecture, 292, 280

lowas, American Indian tribe, 344
Iphicrates, Athenian general, 2528
Iphigenia and ( )restes, 2444
Ipsus, battle (301 B.C.), 1826, 2380
Iquazu Falls, 5811
Iraca, title, Chibchas adopt, 5808
Irak, ancient country, Abdallah the

pretender's revolt, 1922— Mohammedan feuds in, 1917-18— Omayyad rule in, 1020— population, mixed nature of, 1938— under Turkish rule, 1981
Irala, Domingo de, 5914
Iran : see Persia
Iranians, Aryan race, 331, 2443
Irawadi, river, 5500, 1387, 1391
Ireland, ^Egean influences on early art,

292— agrarian legislation, 5164— agrarian outrages, 5174— Anglo-Norman occupation, 3866— before the Restoration, 4367-68— Charles I.'s policy in, 4341— Christianity in, 3523— close of the Victorian era, liistory,

5163-5192— colonisation of Ulster, 4329— Cromwell's oppressive government,
4350, 4368— Desmond's rebeUion (1580), 4368— disestablishment of the AngUcan
Chiu-ch, 5164— EngUsh pohcy in 14th and 15th
centuries, 3910— Enghsh rule up to time of Henry
VII., 3931-32— EngUsh war with Edward Bruce,
3880— eviction scene, 5171— famine, 6115— family feuds in, 4366— Fenian disturbances, 5002-04— future discussed, 5647— Gaehc race in, 2428-29— Gladstone's policy, 5173-5174— grievances against England, 4771-4— Home Rule movement, 5165, 5178,
5424, 5647— Irish people, meaning of tenn, 331— Keltic people, history, 2425-38— language, 3498— " moonUghting " outrages, 6170— Norwegian invasions, 3540, 3542— Parliament under Act of Renuncia-
tion (1783), 4773— poUce searching for arms, 5172— rebelUon of (1798), 4773— relations with England to-day, 5424

— religious difficulties and persecutions,

4772— Salisbury's policy, 5185— Shan O'Neill's rebellion (16th cen-

tury), 4367— Strafford's government of, 4331, 4368
— Tyrone's rebelUon (16th century),

4368— union with England (1801), 4771,
4774— WilUam III.'s campaign in, 4480

Irenseus, bishop of Lyons (180), 2868

Irene, Byzantine empress, mother of

Constantine V., 2939
Irene, Byzantine empress, wife of Con-

staiitine V., 2919
Ireton, Henry (1611-51), 4343
Irish : see Ireland
Irish Land League : see Land League,

Irish

Irish Local Government Act (1898), 5191

Irjar, battle (1866), 1519
Irkata, ancient town, Phoenicia, 2072
Irkhulini, Idng of Hamath, 1727
Irkutsk, 681, 678
Irmengard (daughter of Emperor Louis

II.), abduction, 3936
Irnach, king of the Huns, 1466

Iron Age, 177-78
Iron chair, torture of, 217
Iron crown of Lombardy, 3463
Ironsides, i>arliauientary force, 4346
Iroquois Indians, 5700-6, 331
— Brautford settlement, 6110
— Canadian settlers' struggles with,

6021-34— Denonville's expedition against, 6031— enmity to settlers, 6055
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Iroquois Indians, Johnson's influence

on, 6058— lanfiuage and liabits, 6023
Irrigation, effect of, at Riverside, Cali-

fornia, 365— extent of, in Babylonia and Egypt,
1557— in Egypt, 2168— in India, 1324,1356— in Mesopotamia, 1632— Persian wheel in the Punjab, 1106

Iruks, Asiatic race, 2486
Isaac I. (Comnenus), Byzantine em-

peror (1057-59), 2957
Isaac II. (Angelus), Byzantine emperor

(1185-95), 2963
Isaac, emperor of Cyprus (1181), 4038,

4036
Isabella, queen of Castile (1451-1504),

3999-4005, 4004, 422S— Columbus aided by, 5881— crowns of Castile and Aragon united,
4224— industrial conditions under, 5937-38

— marriage to Ferdinand of Aragon
(1469), 3997— opposition to slave traffic, 5922— see also Ferdinand V. of Castile

Isabella of Angouleme, queen of Eng-
land (d. 1246), 3871

Isabella of France, queen of England
(1292-1358), 3880, 3881, 3S79

Isabella of Bavaria, queen of France
(1371-1435), 3814-16, 3819

Isabella, queen of Hungary (1539), 3125,
3127

Isabella of Montferrat, marriage to
Henry of Champagne, 4040

Isabella II., queen of Spain (1833-68),
4900, 5100, 5100

Isabella, town, San Domingo, 5886
Isaiah, Hebrew prophet, Michael Angelo

frieze of, 1782— prophecies of, 1778— as statesman, 1783
Isandlhwana (Isandula), battle (1879),

22H8, 2327, 5513, 2289
Isasgegh, battle (1849), 4940
Isauria, ancient province, Asia Minor,

1859
Isaurians, ancient people of Asia Minor,

1789
Ishbi-Ura, overthrow of the Ur dynasty,

1597
Ishme-Dagan, king of Isin, 1597
Isbtar, goddess, Babylonian worship,

1639, 1640— dispute regarding statue of, 1646— identified with Ashtaroth, Athtar,
and Hathor, 265— Susan goddess identified with, 1715

Ishtar-khundu, king of Elam : see
Shutur-nakhundi

Ishtar-nakbundi, king of Kliidalu : see
Slnitruk-nakliundi

Isiaslav I., llussian ruler (1054), 3286
Isiaslav II., Russian ruler (1146), 3287
Isidore, Cardinal, 2992, 2990
Isidore, bishop of Seville (560-636),

forged decretals ascribed to, 3762
Isin, ancient city, Babylon, 1597, 1609,

1608, 1704
Isinawarman, king of Cambodia (626),

1401
Isis, goddess, 236, 2003— absorption of other female divinities,

2098— continuity of worship, 2362-63, 2888— legends, 2092
'

— revival of worship, 2125— Rome temple, 2689— Tentyra temple, 2046
Isjaslav, Russian ruler (1075), 3298
Iskander Bey (c 1403-68) : see Skan-

derbeg
Isker, Tartar town, 651, 676
Iskhupri, battle (671 B.C.)., 1681
Islam : see Moliainniodans
Isles, Lord of the (1411), 3916
Isliman, sultan of Melle (1335), 2220
Ismail, son of Mehemet All, 2161
Ismail, Samanide leader (d. 907), 1951
Ismail el Safi, shah of Persia (d. 1536),

1515, 1983, 3001
Ismail Pasha, khedive of Egypt (1830-

95), 5013, 2163, 2250

Ismalians, Mohammedan sect, 1946,
I960— for Assassins : see Assassins

Isocrates, Greek philosopher, 2571,
2518

Ispabara, king of Ellipi, 1674, 1706
Ispahan, 1986, 1973, 1989
Isperich, Bulgarian leader, 3034
Ispuinis, king of Urartu, 1787
Israel, lost tribes : see Ten Tribes
Israel, kingdom, Palestine, 1571-72,

1768-81— Ahaz of Judah's efforts to gain
possession, 1778— David's conquest, 1571, 1763— Hebrew religion not accepted, 1781— Judah's separation from, 1768— made an Assyrian province (722
B.C.), 1774— precarious position between Assyria
and Egypt, 1691— relations with Aramaean kingdom of
Damascus, 1664, 1730— tribute paid to Assyria, 1664— under Saul, 1760— under Solomon, 1572

" Israel in Egypt " picture, 2063
Israelites : see Hebrew peoples
Issa, Greek town, 2400
Issedones, people of the Tarim basin,

1458
Isshak I. (1539-1553), askia of Sonrhay,

2221
Isshak II., askia of Sonrhay (1587),

2221
Issik Kul, lake, llussian Turkestan,

1452
Issus, battle of (333 B.C.), 2552, 1821
Isthmian games, 2378
Istrus, (ireek colony, 2448, 2578
Isurumuniya, Temple of, 1370
Isvara, Hindu god : see Suri
Isvolsky, Russian foreign minister

(1908), 5325, 5334
Italic, Aryan stock of people, 331
Italicus, prince of the Cherusci, 3441,

3445
Itali (ancient people of Italy), 2413-15
Italians : see Italy
Italy, 3414-18, 3933-75, 5020-50— agriculture, 5372— area and population, 5376— art, jEgean influences on, 294

Bvzantine, 2966
continuity of, 2363
mediaeval, 3947
Renaissance, 4121-36— Austrian relations, 1821 campaign,

4845
1848 revolt, 4783-84, 4900-02,

4925-32
1859-62 campaigns, 4785-86,

5020-30, 5033-50
1866 campaign, 5070, 5080— Bologna revolution (1831), 4876— Byzantine dominion in, 2916, 2930,

3940— Charlemagne's empire, 3933-38— condition after Napoleonic wars,
4781-84— Crusades : see Crusades— currency, 5376— early peoples of, 2411-2424— ethnology, 331— Florence and Venice power, 3953-
75— Prankish kingdom in, 2392-93— Frederic Barbarossa's wars, 3606— French campaigns (1495-1522)
3830-34, 4212— Gauls' invasion, 2429— German supremacy, 3938-53— Gothic invasion, 2388, 3450-54— history in 13th and 14th century,
general survey, 3401-09— Holy League to expel German
troops (1526), 4213— Huns invade (452), 3030— industry and commerce, 5376— Justinian's wars against the Goths
(6th century), 3459— literature of the Renaissance, 4121-
36— Lombard power in, 3374-76.3455-
71, 2389— map (1st century B.C.), 2621

Iro—lye

Italy, Mazzini's services to, 5035— Middle Ages, history, 3933-38— modern conditions, 5371-76, 6374— Napoleon I.'s campaigns, 4679-94— Napoleon III.'s poUcy, 5037, 5093-
94— navy (1909), 6374— Norman kingdom in, 3552-54, 4009-
10, 2394— Odoacer's rule in, 3454, 3455— Otto I.'s power in (10th century),
3588— Papacy : see Papacy— papal hostility to the state, 5231— papal states revolt (1831), 4876— pile dwellers, 2411— Prussian alliance with (1866), 5069— racial changes and development,
2375— recent history of, 5230-31— Renaissance period, 3953-74, 4121-
36— republicanism in (12th century),
3390— Roman empire : see Rome— Saracen raids, 3762, 3934, 3936,
3939, 4054— secret societies and revolutionary
propaganda (1820), 4876— Sicilian revolt, 3975-79— social democracy in, 5278— Spanish supremacy, 3975-79— Staufer conquest, 2395— Theodoric the Ostrogoth's rule in,

3455— trade development in Middle Ages,
4060-65— Triple Alliance with Austria and
Germany (1887), 5231— unification, 5020-30, 5033-50

Itelemes, people : see Kamchadales
Iter-Kasha, king of Isin, 1597
Ithobal II., king of Sidon (c. 700 B.C.),

1676, 1746
Ithobal, king of Tyre (c 600 B.C.),

1747
Ithobal, king of Tyre (c. 900 B.C.),

1744
Ito, Admiral Count, 607
Ito, Prince Hirobumi, 532, 562, 884, 6356
Itsuku-shima : see Miya-jima
Itur, ancient name for river Nile, 2023
Iturbide, Mexican revolution (1812),

5997-6007
Itzaes, Maya tribe, 5750-55
Itzamal, Mava sacred city, 5750-55,

5748, 5749, 5790
Itzamna, Maya god, 5744-52
Itycohuatl, Mexican king, 5795
Itzco-puatl, Mexican king, 5791
Itzstein, Johann Adam von (1837),

4879
luaa, Egyptian noble, 2080
Ivajlo, pretender to throne of Bulgaria

(1277-1279), 3045
Ivan I., Russian ruler (1328-40), 3309,

3312
Ivan II., Russian ruler (1353-59),

3309 3312
Ivan ill.^ Russian ruler (1462-1505),

3315-17, 3317, 3309, 3241, 2996,
3326

Ivan IV. (the Terrible), Russian tsar
(1547-84), 3318-23, 3309, 3320— appeal to pope (1581), 3257— cruelties, 3322— Metropolitan Philip refusing to
bless, 3321— war with Poland (1579), 3256

Ivan v., Russian ruler (1682-89), 3314,
3331

Ivanko, Boyar chieftain of Kricim
(1195-1200), 3042

Ivory Coast, West Africa. 2275
Ivrea, margrave of (c. 888), 3937
Ivry, battle (1590), 4292
Iwakura, Prince, 592, 595
Iximcat, Spanish explorers reach (1524),

5760
Ixtlilxochitl, Chicliimec ruler, 5785-800
Ixtlilxochitl, D. F. de Alba, historian,

5726-28, 5766. 5793
lyemitsu, shogun of Japan, 503
lyemocbi, shogun of Japan, 568
lyeyasu Tokagawa, shogun of Japan

(1598-1616), accession, 416
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lyeyasu Tokagawa, administration, 489
— attitude til Cliristiniiity, 525
— l)iirial ccrcnii lilies law, 458
— deatli and biuial, 5lil, 502
-^ defeats Hideyori, 487— laws, 493— rptniner of Ota Nobunaga, 4S2— suci'cssidn question, 501
Izard, General, 6113
Izz ed-din Kilij-Arslan, 2962

Jacatra : see Batavia
Jackman, Charles, 6327
Jackson, Andrew (1767-1845), president

U.S.A., administration, 6218-21
— campaigns in U.S.A., 6114, 6213— Georgia treaty upheld, 6217
— portrait, plate facing 6255
Jackson, Thomas J., 6242, 6243
Jackson Harmsworth Arctic expedi-

tion. ():!41-42, 6188-98
Jacob Barradai (fl. 541), 2892
Jacobin Club, 4654
Jacobites, Christian sect, 2892
Jacobites, British political party rising

(1715), 4509— (1745), 4515
Jacquerie, peasant rising (c. 1358),

3812, 3S15
Jade Bay, 4973
Jafar, son of Yahva, 1937
Jaffa, 2070, 4025, 4033, 4038, 4043
Jafna, Cevlon, 1379, 1381
Jagatai. kingdom, 1491-92
Jag Deo Fort, 1143
Jagel, battle (1864), 5065
Jagellons, dynasty, 3221-27
Jagga, African tribe, 2291, 2312
Jaghri Beg, Seljuk ruler (d. 1060), 1953

Jagiello, king of Poland (d. 1433)

:

see Ladislaus II. of Poland
Jahve : see Yahve
Jaime, name of rulers : see James
Jain, religion, 1154, 1197-99
— temples, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1199
Jaipal, prince of Lahore, 1215, 1216
Jaipur, state, India, 1241
Jallonke, Sudanese negro tribe, 336
Jaloka, temple ascribed to, 1205
Jamadagin, in Brahma legend, 1184

Jamaica, area and population, 6176,
6188-98

— British seizure, 5450, 5454, 5485,

5952
— Columbus driven on shore at, 5888
— constitution and government, 5570
— Cromwell captures, 6188, 6192
— defences, 5594
— education, 5589
— government, 6198— negro revolt, 5524, 6198— products, 6176— views, 6190, 6191
James, St., Apostle, 2850 2853
James I. of Aragon (1213-76), 3996-97
James n. of Aragon (1291-1327), 3998
James II. of Cyprus (1460-73), 4045
James I. of England (1603-25), 4327-

29, 4328
— charters granted, 1606, 6022,6037-

38, 6045
— Chinese trade charter, 5505
— colonial projects encouraged by,

5450, 6177-84
— " Impositions " levied, 6074
— regency for, in Scotland, 4358
— Union of English and Scotch

crowns under, 4154
James H. of England (1685-88), 4474-

76, 44S0— American colonies under, 6046-55
— attempt to exclude from succession,

4471— New York named after, 6053
— revolution against, 4441, 4486, 4488
James of Molav, 3785-86
James I. of Scotland (1406-37), 3915-16,

3017, 3889, 3918
James II. of Scotland (1437-60), 3916-

17, 3928
James HI. of Scotland (1460-88), 3916,

3017
James IV. of Scotland (1488-1513),

3916-19, .397?', 3918
— marriage, 3928

James IV., relations with England, 3910— slain at Flodden Field, 4231
James V. of Scotland (1531-42), 4240,

3917, 4353-54
James VI. of Scotland : see James I.

of England.
James de Vitry, on Crusades, 4047
James Edward Stuart, the old Preten-

der, 4515, 481)9

James, Captain, Arctic voyage, 6333
Jameson, Dr., 5513-14, 2334, 6368, 2334,

5516
Jameson Raid (1895), 2334, 2334, 5516
Jamestown, 6037-42, 5448, 6041
Jane Seymour, 4233, 4233
Jan Jonker, Afrikaner, 2283
Jangalis, Indian tribe, 331
Janina, gulf of, 2409
Janissaries, Turkish soldiers, 2979,

2987, 3098, 4855
Jankau, battle (1645), 4310
Jankovics, Theodor von, efforts for

Russian education, 3352
Jankul (the " Saxon "), voivode of

Moldavia (1579-82), 3063
Jan Mayen, island, 6332
Jannseus Alexander, king of Judaea

(104-78 B.C.), 1857
Japan, 417-633— American legation, 534— American relations, 536, 538, 540,

542, 544, 5507, 6355— anti-foreign policy, 439, 553, 558,
566, 574, 576, 1110— archers, 498, 512— Arima peasants and Christian re-

volt (1637-38), 527— army and navy organised and
strengthened, 572, 575, 586-87

— art in, 428, 436, 438— banking, development and state

control, 603— British Columbia policy, 5650— British relations, 553, 557, 558,
558, 559, 567, 574, 5507— Buddhism in, 513-21— Buddhist temples in, 514, 516, 617,
519, 520, 522— Buk^ (military nobility), ascendancy,
471— caste system, 506— Christianity in, 523-31, 594— colonisation problems, 5650— conscription in, 587— constitution moulded on Prussian
lines, 586— cost of living, increase, 600— the country and the people, 417-3 2— creators of new Japan, 563-70— Daijo Kwan created, 469— dates in history of, 416— Dutch in, 488, 503, 526, 527, 528,
529, 531, 536, 554— early history, 457-65— earthquakes, 423, 429— education, 585— embassy to pope (1683), 523— emigration and foreign travel for-

bidden, 503— Europeanisation and general de-
velopment, 585-603

— evening meal, old style, 508— family life in old Japan, 468— feast of dolls, 434
feast 442— feudalism, 473, 488-493, 582, 583— flower-culture in, 428— Formosa expedition (1874), 588— government to-day, 598— home scenes, 551— hospital in 1905, 454— hotel and tea-house, 552— immigration in prehistoric times,
419— immigration from Korea, 459, 461— indemnity payments, 561— industrial development, 601-03

— Korean relations, 463, 465, 484,
485, 864, 874— Kublai Khan demands tribute, 476— Kuge (court nobility) created, 468,
469, 470— landowners, classes of, 489, 491— landowners councils (17th century),
493— land tenure, systems, 469, 491, 493

GENERAL INDEX
Japan, making and shaping of the

nation, 457-65— maps, 432, 457, 509— mercantile fleet development, 601— Mikado's limited power, 468, 478— missionaries (official), 521— Mitsukuni's history of, 511— Mongol invasion, attempts, 4GG,
474, 476, 476— national debt in 1906, 591— national exhibitions, 596— nobleman's house, 468— Parliament, opening, 451— Parliament houses, 579-81— peasants' condition, 491, 505— penal codes promalgated, 596— people, origin, 332, 457-58, 6420
qualities of, 433-48
types of, 350, 436, 437, 459— politics and political parties, 596— population, 433— Portuguese in, 488, 527, 529— postal administration, 591— pottery, 547, 548— railways in, 590, 593— recent history, 6355-56— Russian war, 617-32, 874-85— Saigo Takamori's rebellion (1877), 58 i— Samurai in, 467-81— scenes in life of new, 545-52— scholars and liistorians, old style, 511— Shintoism in, 458, 513-21, 527, 595— Shogunate rule, 467-81, 503-12, 536.

555, 568, 570, 573, 578— Shogun's court, 450, 500— silk factory, 455— slave trade of foreigners, 529— social orders, 435, 445, 448, 584— soldier-priests, 515— soldiers, 453— Taikwa laws, 469— tea-house, 508, 550, 552— Tokugawa dynasty, " the golden
age " (1582-1745), 482-503— towns formation, 505, 507— trade, foreign and internal, 507, 508,
601,5507— trading guilds, 508, 510— treaty period (1854-64), 553-562

— tribal constitution, 465, 467, 469— views, 422, 428, 429— volcanoes, 429— warships, 452, 473— western nations' first relations with,
553-62, 485, 487, 523, 529— winter in, 438— women in, 435— workers and craftsmen, 545-550— Xavier in, 487, 523

Jarapolk I., Russian ruler (973-77),
3286, 3291

Jarapolk n., Russian ruler (1132), 3287
Jarls, Scandinavian chiefs, 3557, 3571
Jarnac, battle (1569), 4287
Jaroslav I., Russian ruler, 3286, 3296,

3301
Jaroslav II., Russian ruler, 3287
Jaroslav III., Russian ruler, 3287
Jaroslav Borita of Martinitz, 4298
Jaroslav Osmomsyl, prince of Halicz

(d. 1187), 3301
Jaroslavitch, Russian ruler (1304), 3309
Jaroslavitz, battle (1812), 4755
Jason, Tagus of Thessaly, 2526-28
Jassy, peace (1792), 3360
Jats, Punjab people, 332
Jaur6s, M., French politician, 5378
Java, 909-14
— Boro Budur temple, 897, 899, 910— British expeditions, 905, 5504
— Buddlusm in, 910— centre of early Malayan trade and

civilisation, 898— Chinese earlv trade with, 895— Dutch in, 902, 913-14— Mongol-Chinese invasion (1293), 896
— native conditions and Dekker's

reform campaign, 907— people, 332, 349— tea cultivation, 6356
Jaxartes, river : see Syr Daria
Jay, John, 6101, 6208
Jayasimha I., founder of Chalukya

dynasty (ti. 500 A.D.), 1204
Jayawarman V., ruler of "ambodia

(968-1002), 1391
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" Jay's Treaty " (1794), 6110
Jazyges, tribe of Sunnatia, 3-1-17

Jeanne : see Joan
Jeans, Prof. J. H., pear-shaped nebula,

theory of universe, 82, 83
Jebus, negro tribe, 348, 351
Jebusites, tribe, 1762
Jeddab, railway scheme, 6366
Jefferson, Thomas (1743-1826), presi-

dent U.S.A., administration, 6209-
10, 62U— portrait, plate facing 6255— secretaryship of state accepted, 6208— territory division scheme, 6204

— war of 1812 advocated, 6110-11
Jeffreys, Judge (1648-89), 4474, 4481
Jehander Shah, Mogul emperor (1712-

13), 1240
Jehangir, Mogul emperor (1605-27),

1233-35, 1231, 1232
Jehoahaz, king of Judah, 1780
Jehoiachin, king of Judah (597 B.C.),

1026, 1781
Jehoiakim, king of Judah, 1780
Jehoram : see Joram
Jehoshapbat, king of Judah (873-48

B.C.), 1422, 1771-72
Jehovah : see Yahve
Jehovist writings, historic value, 1755
Jehu, king of Israel (843-15 B.C.), 1771,

1783, 1574, 1664, 1664
Jelal ed-Daulet Abu Tahir, Buidan

Sultan (d. 1043), 1954
Jelal ed-din, head of the Assassins

(d. 1221), 1967
Jelal ed-din of Khiva (13th century),

Mongol wars. 1483, 1966
Jelal ed-din Khilji : see Feroz Shah II.

Jelal ed-din Rumi, poet : see Kumi
Jellacic, JosepTi (1801-59), Croatian

party led by (1848), 4937-41
Jellalabad, India, 1289, 5500
Jellinge, runic stone at, 3558
Jemappes, battle (1792), 4666, 4666
Jemenites, Arab sect, 3516
Jena, battle (1806), 4731
Jenghiz Khan : see Genghis Khan
Jenicharies, Turkish troops : see Janis-

saries

Jenkins Ear, War of (1739), 4502, 5488
Jennings, Sarah : see Marlborough,

duchess of

Jen Tsung, Chinese Sung emperor, 770
Jephthah, before the sacrifice of liis

daughter, 1759
" Jeques," Chibcha priests, 5812
Jerabis, Carchemish mound at, 1722
Jerba, tower of skulls, 2212
Jeremiah. Hebrew prophet, 1783, 1784
Jeremias Mogila (or Movila),voivode of

Moldavia (1595-1608), 3063
Jericho, battle (c. 69 B.C.), 1858
Jeroboam I., king of Israel (953-27

B.C.), 1768, 2120
Jeroboam II.. king of Israel (790-49

B.C.), 1774
Jerome of Prague (1416), burnt as a

heretic, 3168, 3408
Jerome, Jerome K., " John Smith

"

essav, 6308-10
Jersey, island, 5557, 5599-5600. 5601
Jerusalem, city, Antiochus IV. (168

B.C.) sacks, 1853— Arabian fountain, 1940— building of, by Hyksos people, tradi-

tion, 2064— Christian kingdom in (1099-1187),
3386-95, 4023-40, 1960, 4056— Christ's entry into, 2836— Crusaders acquire (1099), 4021;
(1228) 1964— David's conquest, 1761— Egyptian destruction of, 1572— Genoese dominant in, 4026~ Holy Sepulchre, 5007— importance in development of the
Hebrew religion, 1782— Lvsias, regent of Syria, besieges
"(c. 162 B.C.), 1854— Mo.slem capture (637), 1914— Moslem conquest, monument, 1911— Nebuchadnezzar's destruction of,

1779— Omar's mosque, 1911— Persian capture (615 .\.D.), 1881— rebuilding (c. 514 B.C.), 1850

Jerusalem, (1099 a.d.), 4025— Romans destroy, in 70 A.D., 2739,
plate facing 1859— Saladin's capture of, 1964, 4033— Samarian siege of, 1777— as sanctuary, 1572— Selim's conquest (1517), 5005— Sennacherib's advance on, 1618,
1676, 1778— under Solomon, 1768— the temple, 1849, 1864, 2739, 1858— worship of God centralised in, 1778— views in and around, 1767— set! also Crusades

Jervis, Admiral (1734-1823), 4683, 5527
Jesuits, Order of, Abyssinia mission

(1555), 2254, 4204— Canadian missions, 6020-35, 6068— China missions, 827— Cracow University, 3261— efforts to stamp out Protestantism,
4205— expelled from France and Spain,
4563— expelled from Portugal, 4563— foundation by Ignatius Loyola,
4202-04, 4257-58— German prohibitions against, 5216

— in Japan, 523, 527— in Poland, 3257— position in Europe (c. 1850), 4974— reconstitution of society (1814),
4892— San Jose settlement, 5928— South American missions, 5929-36

— Swiss Confederation influence, 4902—
• Tibet mission (17th century), 1504— universal campaign against, 5935-36

Jesup Expedition, to Siberia, 153
Jesus Christ, 2837-45— birth, 2837— crucifixion. 2841— pictures, 2836, 2838, 2839, 2840,

2841, 2842, 2843, 2845— resurrection and ascension, 2844— see also Christianity
Jeswant Rao, Holkar of Indore, and

the British supremacy, 1273, 1274
Jetawana, garden belonging to IJudd-

histic order, 1188
Jettha Tissa I., king of Ceylon, 1375
Jews, anti-Semitism : see Anti-Semitism— in Arabia, 1901— Armenian settlements under the

Bagratids, 3024— Babylonian captivity, 280, 1754,
2823— England removes political dis-

abilities, 4992-94— ethnology, 332— exiled in Babylon, 280— for history before exile : see Hebrew
people— Greek influence on, 2597— in India, 1152, 1154— money-lending business in Middle
Ages, 4064— in the Netherlands, 4614— pers3Cution in Europe (c. 1347),
3626— Roman empire, 2798— Russia expels, 5201— Russia grants permission to settle in,

3335— in Spain, 3508, 3512— Sultan's protection of those ex-
pelled from Spain (1492), 3000— taxation by Emperor Sigismund,
3644

Jey Singh II., Jaipur ruler, 1241
Jezebel, wife of Ahab, 1744. 1771
Jhansi, 1298, 1310, 5501
Jilolo, oldest Moluccan kingdom, 925
Jimma : see Jumma
Jimmu, first " heavenly king " of Japan,

416, 461, 467
Jina, name of Buddha : see Buddha
Jinas, in Jain religion, 1199
Jingi Kwan, Japanese minister, 469
Jingoism, origin of term, 5171
Jingo Kogo, empress of Japan, 416,

450, 458, 462, 464
Jinriksha, Japanese, 587
Jitschin, battle (1866), 5075
Jivaros, South American Indians, 332
Joab, captain of David's army, 1765

Jay—Joh

, Joachin of Fiore, doctrines of, 3956
I
Joan of Arc, 3818-24, 3822, 3823, 3824
Joan, queen of Castile, mother of

Ferdinand V., 3999
Joan, queen of Castile (1479-1554),

4226
Joan of Navarre, queen of England,

3884
Joan of England, sister of Richard I.,

4040
Joan of Navarre, queen of France

(1272-1305), 3785
Joan of France, daughter of Louis X.,

3787
Joan of France, daughter of Louis XI.,

marriage to duke of Orleans, 3828
Joan I., queen of Naples (1343-82),

3414, 3976
Joan n., queen of Naples (1414-35),

3414, 3976-78
Joan, queen of Navarre (1560), sui-

picious death, 4287
Joash, king of Israel, 1774, 1777
Joash, king of Judah, 1777, 1777
Job, Book of, Egvptian precursor of,

2101
Jobst of Moravia (d. 1411), 3630, 3637
Jodhpur, durbar, 6363
Jodo, sect of Japanese Buddliists, 515,

518
Johann : see John
Johansen, Arctic exploration, 6341-42
Johannesburg, 2333, 2329
Johannson, archbishop, 6370
John, St., Apostle, 2850
John, negus of Abyssinia (d. 1889),

2256
John of Antioch, liistorian, 2923
John ra. of Aragon (1458-70), 3999
John, archduke of Austria (1782-

1859), 4881, 4935, 4958-64, 4959
John of Austria, Don (1547-78), 4255,

3009, 4260, 3010
John n. of Avennes (d. 1304), 3619
John, king of Bohemia (1310-1346),

3159
John, Bulgarian prince, 3038
John (the Fearless) of Burgundy (1370,

1419), 3814 et seq., 3818
John I. (Tzimisces), Byzantine emperor

(969-976), 2952-.53, 3291
John n. (Comnenus), Byzantine em-

peror (1118-43), 2961
John m. (Ducas Vatatzes) (1222-54),

Byzantine emperor, 2972
John VI. (Cantacuzene), Bvzantine

emperor (1347-91). 2974, 2982
John Vni. (Palfeologus), Bvzantine

emperor (1423-48), 2974, 2975— peace with Murad II., 2986
John, Byzantine chancellor, 2954
John of Calabria, 3978
John I. of Castile (1379-90), 3997
John IL of Castile (1406-54), 3997
John, king of Denmark and Norway

(1481-1513), 3562
Joha of England (1199-1216). 3867-70,

3871, 3866-70, 3772, 3735
John, bishop of Ephesus (fl. 545),

2888, 3071
John of Epiphanea, Byzintine historian,

of Svrian orisin. 2923
John of France (1350-64), 3882, 3S09,

3809 et seq.

John of Gaunt (1304-99), 3882, 4008
John, son of Rudolf of GennaTiv, 3620
John (zipolya), king of Hungary

(1526-40), 3125, 3127, 3124, 3004
John (Sigismund), king of Hungary

(1540-71), 3125
John of Joinville, 3808
John de Medici, see Leo X., pope
John du Molay : see Du Molay
John I., voivode of Moldavia (1561-

1563), 3062
John n., voivode of Moldavia (1572-

1574), 3062
John of Pian de Carpine, 826
John I. (Albert), king of Poland (1492-

1501), 3238
John n. (Casimir), king of Poland

(1648-68), 3278-79, 3279, 4384,
3273

John HI. (Sobieski), king of Poland
(1674-96), 3278-80, 3281, 3018,
4435, 3281
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John VIII., pope (872-82), 3761-64,

John X., pope (914-28), 3719, 3719
John XII., pope (955-64), 3722, 3939,

3710-20
John XIII., pope (965-72), 3939
John XXII., pope (1316-34), 3623, 3744
John XXIII., pope (1410-15), 3408,

3749, 3749, 3638, 3751
John I. of Portugal (1385-1433), 4006,

4U08
John II. of Portugal (1481-95), 4008
John III. of Portugal (1521-57), 4256,

4267
John VI. of Portugal (1816-26), 4842,

4S44, 6007-08, 4848
John, Prester, 1480, 4042, 5875
John, king of Saxony (1854-1873),

5062, 5062
John, count of Schwarzenberg (fl.

1640), 4386
John III. of Sweden (1569-92), 4378,

4379
John of Vicenza, 3955
John of We>;el, writings, 3760
John Alexander, Bulgarian tsar (1331-

136:>), 3047
John Asen I., Bulgarian tsar (1186-

96), 3042
John Asen II., Bulgarian tsar (1218-41),

3043
John Asen III., Bulgarian tsar (1279),

3046
John Chrysostom : see Chrysostom
John George, count of Arnim, 4306
John Frederic I., elector of Saxony

(1532-47), 3169, 4219, 4221
John George I., elector of Saxony

(1585-1636), 4306
John George III., elector of Saxony

(1080-01), 4432. 4432
John Henry, margrave of Moravia

(1349-75). 3161
John Hyrcanus, king of Judsea (135-

106 B.C.), 1857
John Kurkuas, Byzantine commander

(04()-(»42), of Armenian origin, 2919
John Malalas,Byzantine historian, 2915,

2923
John Moritz, count of Xassau, 5950
John Philip (of Schonborn), elector of

Mainz. 4386
John Philoponus (of Csesarea), 2923
John Sigismund, elector of Branden-

burg (1608-19), 4295, 4209
John Sisman III., Bulgarian tsar (1365-

0:5). 3048
" John Smith," essay, 6308-10
John Strasimir, Biiltzarian ruler in

Widdin (14th ccuturv), 3048
John WilUam, duke of JuUers (d. 1609),

succession dispute. 4295
Johnson, Andrew, president U.S.A.

(1865-69), 625 5-56, 625.5

Johnson, Samuel (1709-84), 4546, 4547
Johnson, Sir William (1715-74), 6058,

6062, 6110
Johnston, Sir Harry, British Empire

articles. 5441. 5545
Johnston, General Joseph, 6242-54, 6242
Johnstone, Commodore (1781), 5490
Johor, adniiiiistration, 5564
Joinville Land, discovery, 6345
Jokiakarta, sultan, Javanese ruler, 914
Joliet, Louis (1645-1700), 6028
Jolofs. Sudanese negroes, 348, 2226,

2250
Jonathan Maccab ai'us, 1856
Jones, Paul (1747-92), 6094
Jones Sound, discovery by Baffin, 6333
Jongleurs, rise and development, 3800
Jonker Afrikaner (1836-62), Namaqua

chief, 2283
Joram, son of Ahab. king of Israel, 1770
Joram, son of Jehoshaphat, king of

Judah. 1771
Jordan, river, valley of the, 1959
Jordan d'Agliano, count, 3952
Jordanes, liisf(irian. .!428

Joscelin of Tell-Bashir, 1656
Joseph I., Holv lionian Emperor (1705-

11), 4460-64, 4523. 4464, 3132
Joseph II., Holy Boman Emperor

(1765-90), 4559-62, 4559— Church's position under, 4974— commercial policy, 4634

Joseph II., coniiiaf ion procession, 4560— gipsv iMiartincnt. 3111— rciu'ii in Hiiuwirv (1780-90), 3134
Joseph, Archduke Palatine (1825), 4827
Joseph II. of Portugal (1750-77), 4563,

4564
Joseph Bringas, Byzantine official, 2952
Joseph Bonaparte, king of Naples

(1768-1814), 5025, 4734, 5957-58,
472S

Joseph Napoleon (son of Jerome of
Westphalia), 5025

Joseph dhu Nuas, Jewish Sabsean king,
fall of kingdom (525 A.D.), 1889

Joseph Ferdinand, elector of Bavaria
(d. 1609), 4448

Joseph's Canal, off river Kile, 2021
Josephine, empress of France (176.3-

1814), 61S7. 4746, 4679, 4741, 46S2
Josephus, Flavins, his.orian, 78, 1852,

2721
Josiah, king of Judah (640-609 B.C.),

1623, 1780
Jost, margrave of Moravia (1357-1411),

3164
Jotham, king of Judah, 1777
Jotunheim in Scandinavian myth,

3534
Joubert, Barthelemy Catherine (1769-

99), 4682-05
Joubert, Piet, (1831-1000), 2328, 5516
Jourdan, Jean Baptiste (1762-1833),

4681, 4740
Jovellanos, Spanish patriot, 4752
Jovian, Roman emperor (363-64), 1878,

2785, 2786
Jowaki, Patlian clan. 1523
Juarez, Carlo Benito, 6000-5
Juba, king of Mauiftania, 2692
Juba I., king of Nuraidia (d. 46 B.C.),

2200, 2672, 2674
Jubbera, scenery, 1144
Jubilee of Queen Victoria (1887), 5176,

5177
Judsea : see .Judah
Judah, kingdom, 1760-5, 1770-81— Ass>Tian representation of people,

1756— Bedouin sheiks of, 1949— Damascus, supremacy in, 1664— the Hasmonfpn dynasty, 1856-58— Hebrew religion in, its relation to,

1781-85— Israel's separation from, 1768— people enslaved by Nebuchadnezzar,
1754— relations with Assyria and Egypt,
1691— under Eoman empire, 1858, 1862,
2739, 2755

Judaism : see Hebrew religion
Judas Aristobulus, king of Judsea, 1857
Judas Maccabifus, 1854
Judges, Book of, historic value, 1758
Judith, queen of Abyssinia 2252
Judith, empre.ss, wife of Louis tiie Pious,

3495, 3934
Juel, Admiral Niels, 4493
Juggernaut, temples. 1208, 1209
Jugurtha, king of Numidia (d. 104 B.C.),

wars with Borne. 2199, 2656
Jugi, son of Genghis Khan, 1492
Julia, daughter of Emperor Augustus

(39 B.C.-14 A.D.), 2702, 2707,
2706, 2709, 2706

Julia, Donna, wife of Emperor Septimus
Severus. 2764

Julian (the Apostate), Roman emperor
(331-363), 2785-86, 2783, 2886,
1878

Julian de Medici, Florence ruled by
(1469-79), 3967

Juliers, duchy, succession dispute (1609).
4204. 4295

Juliers, fortress, 4295
Julius, hishoji of Rome, 2889
JuHus II.. ]io|ie (1503-13), 4126, 3833-34
Juhus Africanus (221 A.D.), historian,

247
Julius Agricola (78-84 A.D.), Roman

general : see Agricola
Julius Ciesar, 2661-76— assassination, 2675. 2676— Britain invaded, 2G67, 2668, 3498,

3500— in Egypt, 2131, 2674

GENERAL INDEX
Julius Ca'sar, German auxiliaries em-

ployed by, 3443— portrait, 2i565— revives the Roman spirit, 2606— in Spain, 2674— Teutons, policy towards, 3435— triumph scenes, 2670, 2671— Vercingetorix before, 2069
July, revolution of, 4781,
Jumala, Finnish deity, 3190
Jumma Mosque, at Ahmedabad, 1134
Jumma musjid, at Agra, 1136
Jumna Canal, India, 1223
Jumna, river, 1140, 1144
Jundub, Arab Sheikh : see Gindibu
Junius, letters of, 4550
Junin, battle (1824), 5980
Junker, Wilhelm. 2230
" Junkers," of Hanse towns, 4083
Juno, goddess. 2600. 2623
Junot, General Audoche (1771-1813),

6007, 4743, 5957
Jupiter, Olympus statue, 225, 231
Jupiter, planet, its solidification, 81

Jurakina, wife of Mongol emperor

:

see Xai Ma Chen
Juran, goddess, 2418
Jurassic geological system, 89, 90— fossils and animals of, chart facing 96

Jurievitch, Russian ruler (1175), 3287
Jurishitz, Niklas, 3004
Jury, trial by, institution by Henry II.,

3865
Justice, earlv conception and develop-

ment of. 218-19, 219, 220, 221
Justin the Martyr (d. 165 a.d.), 2861, 2563
Justinian I., Byzantine emperor (519-

565), 2907-15— administration of Egypt, 2139— and his code, 2909— conquers the Goths, 2388-89— Italian war of, 3458— portraits, 2908, 2912— suppression of paganism, 2888— trade under, with Far East, 1426— vandals defeated in Africa (c. 523),
2204

Justinian II., Byzantine emperor (685-
605. 705-711), 2918, 3035

Justinian Code, 2908-09, 2949
Justinian's palace, Constantinople, 2923
Justinus I., Bvrantine emperor (518-

527). 2794, 2907, 2908
Justinus II., Byzantine emperor (565-

578), 2915
Jiiterbogk, battle (1644), 4310
Jutes, early inhabitants of Jiitland, 332
Jutland, Denmark, Austrians and

Prussians conquer (1864), 5065— Austrians crossing the Liim fjord,

5067— Charles X. of Sweden's conquest of,

4384— early history, 3557— geograhpy, 3529— law enacted (c. 1241), 3559
Juxon, bishop of London, 4341

K
Ka, dream soul, 2094
Ka, preliistoric Egyptian king, 246
Eaaba, sanctuary at Mecca, biurnt (683),

1922— legend of origin, 1892— Mohammed's last pilgrimage to, 1905— Mohammed takes possession of (630
A.D.), 1903— pilgrims at, 1S90— praying tower, 3014

Kabards, Caucasian race, 332
Kabil, Maya god, 5744
Kabir, Hindu reformer, 1206
Kab-nl, Maya temple, 5749
Kabul, Afghanistan, Britisii capture,

under Pollock (1842), 1290— British garrison (1839), 5500— British march from disaster (1842),
1288, 5500— British occupation (1879), 5502— British resident accepted at, 1336— British resident murdered (1879),
1336, 1528, 5502— scenes and views, 1341, 1529

—- women's costumes, 1445
Kabul to Kandahar march (1880), 1336,

1528, 5496
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Kabul, river, 2564
Kabul Sultan, 1494
Kabyles, people, 2184, 1793, 235, 235— see also Berbers and Tuareg
Kacharis, natives of the Terari, 332
Kachri, Djami mosaics, 2973
Kacongo, ii:itive kingdom, 2310
Kadaphes, prince of Kushang, 1848
Kadashmanbel, king of Babylonia,

1606, 2(178

Kadashman-kharbe I., king of Baby-
lon, 16(17

Kadasbman-kbarbe II., king of Baby-
lon, 16(j8

Kadesb, on the Orontes, Egyptians
capture (c. 1460 B.C.), 2072,
(608 B.C.), 2125— Hittites defeated by Egyptians (c.

1297 B.C.), 1720, 2110, 1720
Kadesia, on the Euphrates, battle

(636 A.D.), 1913
Kadi, Mohammedan chief justice in

Egypt, 2141
Kadi-el-Fadil, chancellor to Saladin,

2148
Kadija, wife of Mohammed the prophet,

1896
Kadir, Abbassid Caliph (d. 1031), 1954
Kadphises (Kieu-tsieu-Kio), prince of

Kushang, 1204, 1848
Kadusi, ancient people, 1819
Kaffa (or Feodosia), Gfenoese colony,

3962, 4058
Kaffirs, African people, 2285-91, 2004,

332— British wars, 5509-13, 2316, 2320— famine brought on by superstition,
2322— racial struggles in S. Africa, 5629-
5630— relations with Hottentots, 2281— types, 351, 2288

Katfraria, province, 2320, 2322-23
Kafur, Egyptian eunuch, 2144
Kagoshima, 539, 5507— liicture, 524
Kabinah, Berber priestess : see Damia
Kahira, El, fortified palace, 2145
Kahun, papyri discoveries, 2057
Kaidu, Mongol prince (d. 1301), 1489
Kaiekbos, king of Egypt, 2031, 2033
Kaietur Fall, B. Guiana, 6194
Kai-Feng-Fu, gateway, 751
Kai Kobad, Ala ed-din (1219-1236),

Seljuk ruler in Asia Minor, 1971
Kaim, Abbassid caliph (1031-1075),

1954
Kairuan, N. Africa, 1920, 2205
Kaiser Wilbelm II. Land, 6348
Kaisites, Mohammedan tribe, 1923,

1925, 1926, 3516, 3979
Kait Bey, sultan of Egypt (1468-96),

1977, 21.53

Kajars, Turkish tribe, 1987
Ka-ka-u, king of Egypt, 2033
Kakchiquel, Maya state, 5742-60, 5820
Kakbyens, race of Burma, 332
Kikobau : see Thakombau
Kalaat es-Suebe, fortress, 4028
Kalabsba temple, Egypt : see Talmis
Kalabom, founder of Siamese dynasty

(fl. 1627), 1404
Kalakana I., king of Hawaii, 972-73,

973
Klakisha, ancient people, 1792
Kalamate, 4853
Kalangs, negrito race of Java, 332
Kala Shergat : see Ashur
Kalaun (1279-90), Mameluke sultan,

2151, 4043
Kalb de, French agent in America

(1767), 6092-6188
Kaldan, khan of the Kalmucks,

1510, 1503, 1509
Kaliemoku, Hawaiian counsellor, 970
" Kalevala," Finnish sagas, 5162
Kalhi, Sumerian scribe, 267
Kaliman I., Bulgarian tsar (1241-1246),

3044
Kalingas, invasion of Ceylon (1215),

1380
Kalisch, treaty (1343), 3207; (1813)

4757
Kalkhi : see Nimrud
Kalki, an incarnation of Vishnu, 1207
Kallipolis, ancient city : see Gallipoii

Kallundborg, charter, (1360), 3560
Kallundborg, treaty, Hansa rights

under, 4078
Kalmar, Union ol (1397-1523), 3561-

63
Kalmucks (Eleuths), Western Mongol

people, 332— destruction of remnants of Mon-
golian empire by (17th century),
1509— against the Kirghiz (18th century),
1516— relations with Tibet, 1503— rise in West Mongolia, 786— Turkestan rising (1760), 788— types, 350, 1467

Kalno : see Kullaui
Kalojan, Bulgarian tsar (1197-1207),

3042
Kalojohannes, f;reek painter, 2966
Kalparunda, tribute paid to Shalman-

eser IV., 1664
Eal-Rukhuratir, priest-king of Elam,

1701
Kilugareni, battle (1595), Turkish

defeat, 3012, 3056
Kal-UU, Elamite ruler, 1701
Kalunda, negro people of Africa, 2304
Kamaharero, Herero chief, 2283
Kamakura, Japan, 474, 480
Kamanya, king of Uganda, 2301
Kimares ware, 285, 1564
Kambakhsh : see Mohammed Rambaksh
Kambula, battle (1879), 5513
Kamchadales, Siberian race, 332, 664— dwellings, 667— " fly-whisk " worship, 644— types, 350, 642, 666
Kamchatka, 662, 664— climate, 696— Cossack occupation, 678— natives, 665, 666— peasant's dwelling, 679— scenes In, 667— volcanoes of, 695
Kamehameha I., king of Hawaii

(1789-1S19), 968, 970
Kamehameha V., king of Hawaii

(1864-74), 971, 972, 973
Kamenskii, Count (1735-1810), 4851
Kamenski, A., Russian writer, 5314
Ka-meri-Ra, king of Egypt, 2049
Kamerun, 2276
Kamerun, mountains, 2003
Kamil, El, Moslem sultan (1218-1238),

rule in Egypt, 2149
Kamimura, Vice-Admiral, 607
Kamlucks, people, 3276
Kamma, in Buddliist doctrine, 1193,

1194
Kamon-no-Kaini, Tairo, regent of

Japan (1859), 555
Kamran, son of Mogul emperor Babar,

1226, 1227
Eamu-Tamato, traditional ruler of

Japan (660 B.C.), 459
Kanakas, people, 332
Kanarese, Mongol people, 332
Kanauj, council of, 1206
Kandahar, Alexander at, 2560— British capture (1839), 1287, 1289,

5500— British occupy (1878), 5502— march of Lord Roberts (1880), 1336,
1528, 5496— Perisan army sent to, 1984

Kandalanu : see Ashurbanipal
Kandem, battle (1848), 4924
Kandy, 5503-4, 1383, 209, 1377
Kanem, Sudan kingdom, 2232
Kanembu, Sudanese tribe, 334, 2233
Kangaroo hunting, 1017
Kang-bsi (1662-1723), Chinese Manchu

emperor, 786, 786— campaign against the Kalmucks,
1510— drives Zungarians out of Tibet
(1720), 1504, 1510

Kang Yu-wei, Chinese reformer, 820,
822

Kanisbka, Indian king, 1204
Kannstatt, mammoth remains, 122
Kano, Hausa state, 2223, 2224, 6368
Kansas, constitution drawn up, 6236-38— creation of territory, 6230-31— settlement, 6232-35

Kab—Kar
Kansu, province, 1439, 1513
Kansuh el Gburi (Kansuveh Alguri,)

Mameluke sultan of Egypt (1501-
16), 1977, 2153

Kant, Immanuel (1724-1804), 4147,
6392, 6403

Kantakuzen, appointment in place of
I'.ilii'skos (1.S48), 5005

Kantemir, Dimitrie, Roumanian scholar
and autliur (1673-1723), 3058

Kanuris, Sudanese negro tribe, 334, 2233
Kanwa, Indian kingdom of, 1203
Kanwa, battle, see Fattehpur Sikri
Kanzler, Danish official, 3559
Kanzler, General Hermann (1822-88),

5093
Kao che, people : see Uigurians
Kao Isu, founder of Chinese Han

dynasty (d. 193 B.C.), 756
Kao Tsung, Chinese Tang emperor (650-

83). 766
Kao Tsung, Chinese Sung emperor

(1127-62), 771
Kapilavastu (Kapilavatthu), 1186, 1191
Kapolna, battle (1849), 4940
Kapolna, union (1427), 3143
Kara Ali, Turkish sailor, 4854
Karafuto : see Saghalin
Karageorge, Servian leader, 4850
Karagwe, kingdom, E. Africa, 2300
Karaindasb, king of Babylon, 1604,

1605. 1653
Kara-Kalpaks (Black Bonnets), Mongol

people, 332
Kara Kbalil Tshenderli, Turkish judge,

raising of the janissaries, 2978
Karakhardash, king of Babylon, 1606,

16.33

Kara-Kirghiz : see Kirghiz
Kara-Khitai, Turkish clan, 1482
Kara Koinlo (or Black Ram), tribe of

Turkomans, 1975
Karakoram, ancient city of China,

1483
Kara Koram Mountains, 1123, 1124
Karaman, Asia Minor, 1976
Kara Mustafa. Turkish general (d. 1683),

3017. 3019, 4434
Karantania, Slav province, 3078
Kara Yusuf, ruler of the Turkomans

(d. 1420), 1497, 1973,1975
Kardam, Bulgarian ruler, 3036
KareUans, 332
Karens, Burma people, 332
Kargos, Sudanese negro tribe, 338
Karia alphabets, 256, 258
Karibu-sha-Shusbinak, priest-king of

Elam, 1700, 1701
Karijites, Mohammedan party, 1945,

754, 2142, 1923
Karkar, battle (854 B.C.), 1728
Karling dynasty : see Carolingian

dynasty
Karl Knutsson Bonde, king of Sweden :

see Charles
Karlmann, count of the East Mark

(872). wars with Moravia. 3146
Karlowitz, peace of : see Carlowitz
Karlsevne, Thorfinn, 3546, 6011
Karlstad, treaty (1905), 5236
Karma, in Jain doctrine, 1198
Karmates : see Ismailians
Karmati, people of Arabia. 2145
Karoo, S. Africa, desert scene, 5591
Karnak, temple, Thebes, 2045, 2050.

2077— additions to, by Tiberius, 2137— Amenhotep I. builds. 2067— Amenhotep III.'s additions to, 2079— Hall of Columns, 2107. facing p. 2034— Khonsu, gate of temple, 2042— monuments commemorating Tlioth-

mes III.'s victories, 2072— pylone, 20S8— Rameses II. 's additions, 2109— Sphinxes, avenue of, 20S8— storehouse built by King Sebichos,
2122— tablet of ancient kings, 2030— treaty with Hittites, inscription, 2112

Karolyi," Kaspar, 3127
Karons, negrito race. 332
Ears, fortress. 5008, 5009. 5010
Kartavirya, Kshatruga prince, 1184
Kartchadast : see Carthago Nova
Kartikhadasti, : see Kition
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Kas-Khu

Kastveli, language, 1128
Karun, river, 1697, 1989
Kasamatsu, earthquake, 429

Kasan, coiuiuered from Tartars, 3319
Kaschau, battle (1848), 4940
Kasdim (C'haUlseans), ancient people in

KmI Arabia, 1885
Kasembe, kingdom, Africa, 2306
Kases (or Kaisites), Druse sect, 1980

Kash, district, Turkestan, 1493

Kashgar, town, Eastern Turkestan, on
ancient trade route, 1460— pictures, 1461, 149S, 1311, 151.1— Timur's relations with rulers, 1494

" Kashima," Japanese battleship. 003
Kashmir, British expeditions, 5502
— dancing woman, 1247— mountain scenery, 1142— jieople of, 332— temple, 1132
Kashmir, council of (1st century a.d.),

1204
Kashmir Gate, Delhi, 1308
Kashshu, tribe, 1675, 1703
Kashshu-nadin-akhe, king of Baby-

lonia, 1610
Kashta, king of Ethiopia, 2121
Kasi, Aryan tribe in India, 1169
Kasim, son of Harunal Rash id, 1943
Kaskaskia, river, 6029
Kaski, ancient people of Asia Minor,

1722
Kasmark, conferred on Zapolya, 3140
Kasongo, kingdom, Africa. 2306
Kassai, Prince of Tigre, 5520
Kassai, river, 2004
Kassapa, prince of Ceylon (479), 1376
Kassapa IV., king of Ceylon (912-2»

A.D.), 1377
Kassites, Babylonia conquered, 1566.

1603, 1604— Babylonian conquests of, 1702— Babylonian dynasty, 61, 1599, 1608— Elamite conquests, theories, 1703— language, relation of Elamite to. 1699
KassonkS, Sudanese negro tribe. 336
Kastriota, John George (1403-68) : see

Skanderbeg
Kasyapa, 1190, 1196
Katai, El, suburb of El Fostat, 2143
Katakana Japanese script, 461, 514
Katalaun, battle : see Mauriazen
Katanga, kingdom, Africa, 2306
Kate of Tarsus, deposed, 1666
Katharine : see Catharine
Katkof, Michail, 5195
Kato Kiyomasa, 515
Katsena, Haiisa state, 2223, 2224
Katsura, Count, 5C5, 6356
Katte, Hans Hermann of, 4536
Kattigura oJ the Romans, 1425
Katwalda, 3444
Katzbach, battle (1813), 4758
KauSmann, Russian general. 1521,1520
Kaunitz, Prince von, 4530, 4530
Kawachi, 461
Kay, Robert, 4554
Kays, Arab tribe, in Egypt, 2142
Kazaks : see Kirghiz
Kborov, battle (1648), 3273
Kearsage, fight with Alabama, 6249
Keats, John, 4820, 4822
Kebbi, bastard Hausa state, 2224
Keble, John, 4895, 4896
Kedar, ancient people, 1884
Keewatin, Canada, 6175
Keftin, race, identity with Cretans, 2409
Kei, river, 5510
Kei-ki : see Tokugawa Kei-ki
Keiko, emperor of Japan, 464
Keiokaruoa, river, 5509-10
Kejstut, Lithuanian prince (d. 1382),

3218-19, 3282
Kelat, 1532, 1532
Kelbites, Arab sect, 3515, 1926, 3979
Kelishin, inscrii)ti(in 1787
Kellerman, Frangois, 4702
Kellett, Sir Henry, 0325
KeJlgren, I. H., Swedish poet, 4582
Keltiberians, race of Spain, 2442
Kelts, 332, 2425-38— alliance with Carthaginians (218

B.C.), 2642— art examples, 2426, 2428, 2430, 2431— in Carthaginian army, 2646— "Clans" system, 2433-36

Kelts, divergence from Indo-European
origin, 22— funerary urns, 2430— in (ireat Britain, 2428, 3497, 3504— Greek influence on, 2590— Irish tribes, 3931— Macedonia invaded, 2579-80— Picts of Scotland, 2428— prehistoric race of Europe, 2373,
2374— social system and European civi-

lisation, 282— Teutonic borrowings from, 3426
— Teutons occupy territory of, 3433— type, 349
Kelvin, Lord, 103
Kemal, Bey, 5200, 5205
Kemet (Kemi), native name for

ancient Egypt, 2022
Kempis, Thomas i : see Thomas k

Kempis
Kench, irrigation, 6367
Kenkenes, king of Egypt , 2031
Kennedy, William, 6325
Kenneth McAlpin (844), 3911
Kent, Earl oJ, heads faction against

John of Gaunt, 3886
Kent's Cavern, Torquay, 116
Kenz, Arab tribe in Egypt, 2142
Kepler, J. (1571-1630), 4143
Keppel, Sir Henry, 5504-5
Kera, dynasty of Darfur, 2241
Kerait, Asiatic tribe, 1482
Kerak, 4028-30, 4034
Kerauli, 1298
Kerbogha of Muscat, 4021
Kerem, Armenian monastery, 3026
Kerim Khan, shah of Persia (1751-

1779), 1982, 1987
Kerim Pasha, Turkish general, 5203
Kerkha, river, 1697
Kerpheres, king of Egypt, 2031
Kertch, silver vase of, 2591
Kesselsdorf, battle (1745), 4530, 4541
Kesta Stypioles, Roman general, de-

feated at Chrysobullon (883), 2144
Ket, Robert, 4244
Ketboga, Mongol general, 1490
Ketbugha, sultan of Egypt, 2151
Kettler, Gotthard von : see Gotthard

Kettler
Kewala, in Buddhist doctrine, 1198
Keying, Commissioner, 794
Khabbash, Egyptian prince (487 B.C.),

revolt against Persians, 1812, 2128
Khabini of Til-abnaia, 1660
Khabiri, tribes, 1740
Kbabur, river, 1592
Kha-em-naset, Egyptian prince, 2109
Khafra, king of Egypt, sphinx and

pyramid, 244, 2035, 2036
Khagan, Khazar official, 3192
Khaiber Pass, 369, 1337, 1340
Khair ed-din Pasha, 5202
Khaires, king of Egypt, 2031
Khalid (Saifallah), 1908, 1910
Khalil, Mameluke sultan (1290-1303),

2151
Khalil, Mongol ruler, 1497
Khalil Sherif Pasha, 5202
Khallata Nagu, king of Ceylon (d. 109

B.C.), 1374
Khalludush (or Khallushu), king of

Elam, 1619, 1707
Khallutusb - in - Shushinak, king of

Elam, 1704
Khalsa, the term applied to the Sikh

army, 1286, 1293
Khalule, battle (689 or 691 B.C.), 1578,

1619, 1707
Khama, Bechuana chief, 2330
Khammurabi : see Hammurabi
Khamtis, Assamese race, 334
Khan, Mongol ruler, 3306
Khandalla, India, 5635
Khanigalbat : see Malatia
Kharga, temple, 2128
Kharigis : see Karigites
Kharijites : see Karijites
Kharism, Central Asia, 1482, 1483
Khartoum, British take (1898), 5523-

24— founded (1823), 2161— Gordon's mission to, 5175, 5520— modern development, 6367— view, 385

GENERAL INDEX
Khasekhemiu, king of Egypt (2nd

(lynMsty), li49, 2017, 20l8, 2033
Khasi language, 1128, 5554
Khasis, ludo-Cliinese tribe, 334
Khasisadra, Ark of, 1786
Khatmandu, India, 5499
Khattak, Pathan clan, 1523
Khatti, ancient Hittite people in Baby-

lon, 1595, 1792— empire, 1719— a Hittite people, use of term, 1717— Mitani war, 1646— prince's portrait, 1723— Ramses II., defeats at Eadesh, 1720— see also Hittites
Khattu-shih (Khetasar), king of the

Khatti, 1720
Khattusil, Hittite king, 2112, 2114
Khatusaru, prince of the Khatti, 1722
Khazars, people, 3192, 3032, 3114, 3034
Khedive, title of rulers of Egypt, 2164
Khem of Achmin, Egyptian deity, 2091
Khemi, ancient name for Egypt, 2022
Kheneres, king of Egypt, 2031
Kherson, 3292
Kherti, king of ancient Egypt, 2051
Kheta, ancient people : see Khatti
Khetasar, king of the Khatti : see

Khattu-shiU
Kheti, king of Egypt : see Akhthoes
Kheyber, oasis, 1902
Khian, king of ancient Egypt : see

Janias
Khiang, Tibetan tribe, 1474
Khidalu, province and town in the

Zagros, 1699. 1707, 1709
Rhilji dynasty, in India, 1215, 1219
Khitan, tribe of Tungusian stock,

1471, 658, 411, 769, 770, 771 :

see also Liao Dynasty
Khiva, Russian province, 1541-42— area and population, 1539— insiu-rectlon against Persians, 1517— Mongol conquest, 1966— Persian conquests, 1517, 1965— Russian conquest (1839), 1519, 1520,

1520, 1522— struggles for possesion of, 1518
Khiza Khan, ruler of Hindustan

(d. 1421), 1223
Khizuran, wife of the Caliph Mahdi,

1936
Khlesl, Melchior, chancellor, 4296
Khmers, race, 1388, 1401
Khnumhotep, tomb painting, 2056
Khoi-Khoin, native name for Hotten-

tots, 334
Khokand, khanate of Central Asia,

1518-21, 1512
Khonds, Dravidian tribe, 1153
Kbonsu, Egyptian god : see Khunsan
Khorassan, province, Persia, 1990,1927,

1984, 1948, 1495
Khorsabad : see Dur-Sharrukin
Khoshots, Mongol tribe, 332
Khosru I., king of Parthia, 1874, 2752
Khosru I. (Anushirvan), Sassanid

ruler of Persia (531 a.d.), 1880
Khosru II. (Aparvez), Sassanid ruler of

Persia (590-628 A.D.), 1881, 1881,
1882

Khotan, 1478
Khotin, battle (1673), 3017
Khu, spiritual element in ancient

Egyptian beliefs, 2095
Khublai Khan : see Kublai Khan
Khuenaten : see Amenhotep IV.

Khufu, king of Egypt : see Cheops
Khulkas, nomadic Mongol people, 334
Khumaraweyh. king of Egypt, 2144

Khumbaba, king of Elam, 1643, 1700
Khumbakhaldash I., king of Elam

(689-681 B.C.), 1707
Khumbakhaldash IL, king of Elam

(681-76 B.C.), 1678, 1708, 1711

Khumbakhaldash III., king of Elam,
1711

Khumbanigash I. (Ummanigash), king
of Elam, 1706, 1617

Khumbanigash II., king of Elam,
1709-10

Khumban ummena, Elamite ruler, 1703
Khunm, ancient Egyptian god, 2091
Khunm (Khonsa), Egyptian god, 2042,

2098, 2114
Khurbatila, king of Elam, 1608, 1703
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Khurshid Pasha, governor of Egypt

(1805), 2100
Khusrev Pasha. 2160
Khusru, son ot JehanRir (d. 1622), 1234
Khusru Malik (1160-1186), 1216, 1217
Khusru Shah, Khilji ruler of Delhi

(l:!21), 1220
Khut-Atea, ;incient city, 2103
Khuteludush-in-Shushinak, king of

Ehim, 1704
Khutran-tepti, priest-king of Elam, 1701
Khyber Pass : see Khaiber
Kia Buzurg-umid, 1962
Kiachta, Kussiiin trade with, 414
Kiakki of Shinukhtu, 1673
Kiamil Pasha (1909), 5325, 6371
Kiang, river, 718
Kiaochau, China, German lease, 5348
Kibi. Cliiuese province, 459
Kickapoos : see Aluomiuian
Kidin-Khutran, Eluniite ruler, 1703
Kidin-Khutrutash, king of Elam, in-

vasion of IJabylonia, 1608, 1703
Kidston, premier of Queensland, 6360
Kieff : see Kiev
Kiel, peace (1814), 5155
Kiel Canal, 5345
Kielland, Alex., poet (d. 1906), 5160
Kiea-Lung, Chinese emperor, 412
Kietlicz, Heary, archbishop, 3201
Kieu-tsieu-kio, prince of Kushang : see

Kadpliises
Kiev, city and ancient duchy, churches

and monastery of St. Michael, ^2'J3— kingdom founded by Northmen in
9th century, 3539— Mongol defeat of Grand Duke in
13th century, 1483— Polish conquest (1069), 3298— sacked by Mestislav (1169), 3304— sacked by Tartars (1240), 3306— school and bishopric founded by
Vladimir, 3292— splendour during 10th century, 3296— university founded by Peter Mogila,
3270

Kikata, tribes of India, 1158
Kildare, Gerald Fitzgerald, 9th earl of,

(1487-1534), 3932, 4367
Kildare, Thomas Fitzgerald, 10th earl

of (1513-1537), 4367
Kilich Arslen : see Suleiman II.

Kilkenny, statute of (1366), 3910, 3y32
Kilhecrankie, battle (1689), 4480
Kilwa, E. Africa, 1429, 2293
Kimberley, diamond mines, 2324— siege of, 2337, 2338, 2341— view, 2324
Kimera, king of Uganda, 2301
Kimmei, early mikado of Japan, 470
Kin, Asiatic people, descendants enter

Manchuria (1618), 778— Khitan conquered (1125), 1482— migration to China, 411— Mongol subjection of 13th century,
1482, 1484, 1486— wars with Chinese emperors in
12th century, 771

Kinalia, capital of Amq, Syria, 1726
Kinchinjunga, peak, Himalayas, 5550
" Kindred " (Sippe) of the Teutons, 3437
King, Philip G., 1032, 1035, 1036
King (Hex), office, among Teutonic

tribes, Roman pohcy of appoint-
ing, 3444— of Aryan people in India, 1164, 1170— development of office in Scandinavia,
3534

Kingo, Thomas, hymn writer, 4577
Kings, Books of, 1757, 1785
King's Lynn, 4087
King's Mountain, battle (1780), 6100
King's Peace, 2.j15

Kingston, Rt. Hon. Charles, facing 1083
Kingston, Canada, 6111-13, 6127, 6175,

6121
Kingston, Jamaica, 6176, 6191, 6192,

6198
King-worship, of Semitic origin, 1558
Kinkosan pottery, Kioto, 547
Kin-lung, fnijieror of China, 5505
Kinoshita Hideyoshi : see Hideyoshi
Kin-sha-kiang, river, 718
Kintang, British fleet off, S04
Kintiel, Pueblo ruins, 5717
Kintu, first king of Uganda, 2300

Kioko, African people, 2308, 2305
Kioto, ancient name for Saikio : see

Saikio
Kiowas, N. American Indian race, 334
Kipchak, or Golden Horde, 650, 1491-

92, 3306, 334
Kipling, R., " Recessional," facing p. 1

Kipwa Lake, Canada, 6125
Kiroata, Hindu divinity, 1207
Kirantis, Tibetan race, 334
Kirata, tribes in India, 1169
Kirghiz, people of Central Asia,

334, 1471, 1515-18, 1538— conquest of West Siberia, 648— defeat of, by Tunus Khoja, 1516— league of Zungarians, Bashkirs, and
Kalmucks against, 1516— pictures, 657, 1444, 1547— snlnuission to Mongols, 1482

— SCI- also Cossacks
Kirghiz Steppe, view across, 636
Kirk, Sir John, 5636
Kirkhi, ancient name for southern

portion of the Nairi country, 1786
Kirri, made king of Tarsus, 1664
Kirti Sri Raja Simha, king of Ceylon

(1747-1780), 1384
Kish, ancient town of Babylon, 1591,

1630
Kishis, Caucasian tribe, 324
Kishm, island, Persian Gulf, 1989
Kisilbashes, Turkish tribe, 1983
Kissians, tribe, 1703
Kissingen, battle (1866), 5079
Kissis, tribe of Sudanese negroes, 346
Kita, W. Africa, 2277
Kitai : see China
Kitara, E. Africa, 2300
Kita Shirakawa, Imperial priest of

Japan, 501
Kitchener of Khartoum, Lord, Dongola

expedition, 5523— and Lord Curzon, 1352— portrait, 2170— South African campaign, 2340, 5516— Sudan campaigns (1892-99), 2171-
72, 5523-24

Kitchen-middens, of America, 5676-77— of Denmark, 140, 141, 154, 156
Kition, Cyprus, 1743
Ki-tze, Korean sage and king (1122

B.C.), 410, 862
Kiu-shu, Japan, 418, 429, 432
Kiva of Pueblo Indians, 5710-11
Kiverova Horka, Treaty (1582), 3257
Kiyomori, head of Japanese Taria

familv, 471
Kizzil Bahis, race, 334, 1127
Klausenburg, Transylvania, 3142
Kleber, Jean (1753-1800), 2158, 4704,

4694
Kleph, Lombard king : see Clepho
Klewitz, Prussian minister, 4830
Klokotnica, battle of (1240), 3043
Klostergrab, Austria, 4297
Kmeri, native king of Usambara, 2298
Knes, Turkish official, 3097
Knights, of Ancient Rome, 2652— ceremony of conferring knighthood,

4103— foundation of Christian orders, 3733— in Mediseval France, 8802-04— pictures, 3S02, 3803, 3S04, 4003— rise during Crusades, 2395, 4028-29— revenues in time of Crusades, 4046— in Spain and Portugal, 3992, 4003— see also names of orders
Knossus : see Cnossos
Knowledge, its growth and accumula-

tion, 35-56— traditional, among animals, 110
" Know-nothings," poUtical party,

6230-34, 6263
Knox, John, Scottish reformer (1505-

72), 4356, 4356-59, 4359, 5358
Knud, Swedish bishop, 4381
Knut, kings of Denmark : see Canute
Ko, family constitution in Japan, 445,

468
Koa-Nullah, scene, 1142
Kobad I., Sassanid ruler of Persia (488-

531 A.D.), 1879
Kobad II., Sassanid ruler of Persia

(628 A.D.), 1882
Kobe, Japan, 509
Ko-bito, aborigines of Japan, 457

Khu—Kor

KoboDaishi, 514, 461
Kodama, General Viscount, 589
Kodoi, mountain tribes of Wadai, 2240
Koerber, Ernst von, 5222
Kohat, 1532
Kohinoor diamond, 1225
Koi-koin : sec Hottentots
Kojiki, Chinese historical writing, 461
Kokushu, Japanese class of landowners,

491, 493, 498
Kolajis, Sudanese negro tribe, 338
Kolarians, race, 334, 1127, 1153, 5554
Kolding, battle (1849), 4945
Kolin, battle (1757), 4543
Kolo, Slav national danoe, 3099
Koloktroni, Theodore, 4S53
Koloman, prince of Halicz (1205), 3301
Kolowrat-Liebstein, Franz Anton, Count

of (1778-1861), 4899, 4918
Kolthum, Arab general, 3516
Koma-ga-take, volcano, 429
Komei Tenno, emperor of Japan (1847-

1867), 571
Konneritz, Saxon ministry (1848), 4922
Komiyo Tenno, mikado of Japan (1337),

478
Komom, surrender (1849), 4940-41
Komura, Count, 565
Konaszevicz, Hetman Peter (d. 1622),

Cossack campaigns, 3260, 3268
Konavlia, Serb province : see Travunia
Kongelov, (1665), 4492
Koniggriitz, battle (1866), 4786, 5076
Konigsberg Compact (1656), 4390
Konigsmark, Count. 4311
Koniya, battle (1S32), 2162
Konoye, emperor, 471
Kopal, Karl v.. Colonel, 4927-29
Kupenick hoax, 5343
Koptos : see Coptos
Korai, ancient kingdom : see Chosen
Korais, Adamantios (1748-1833), 4852
Koran, sacred book of Islam, compila-

tion of, 1900, 1906— ethical code of, 1898— in Abbassid age not treated as
absolute guide of life, 1939— Othman's attempted revision, 1917— Persian interpretation, 1950— the Sunna, or supplement, 1945

Korana, Hottentot tribe, 339, 2284
Koranna, early people of Egypt, 234
Korarika, N.Z., 996
Kordofan, 6367
Korea, 857-85— agriculture, 859— Anglo-Japanese agreements (1902),

879
; (1908), 883— Buddhism in, 513, 862— China and Japan despatch troops to

(1885), 817— Cliina and Japan, early relations,
463-65— China-Japan, wars (1592-98), 778,
S6i, 484, 485; (1884), 869; (1894),
869, 872— Chinese conquests (1122 B.C.), 459

;

(108 B.C.), 862; (667 A.D.), 766— Christianity in, 866— Curzon, Lord, on, 856— discovery and early explorations, 857— fisheries, 859— French railway concession, 874— great dates in history, 885— independence acknowledged by
China (1895), 872— insurrection (1907-8), quelled by
Japan, 6356— Japanese Empress Jingo conquers
(202), 462— Japanese expedition and treaty
(1876), 590— Japanese influence growth, and pro-
tectorate estabUshed, 872-85, 6356— Kublai Khan in, 776, 863

— Manchu invasion and conquest
(1636-37), 866— people, 334— population, 859— recent liistory, 6356— Russo-Japanese agreements (1896),
874

; (1898), 876
; (1905), 882— Russo-Japanese war : see Japan— trade, 859— wall against Tartars built, 863

Korea, Straits of, 419
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Koreo-Japanese language, 3128
Koriaks. people, :i50. 643, 662, 664
Korkay (lireekColchi), ancient town in

tlie Culf of Manaar, 1182
Kormisos, Bulgarian ruler (d. 762), 3035
Kormleaje, llussian term, 3337
Korokas : see Kanakas
Koro-pok=giiru, supposed earliest in-

h.iintants of Japan, 457, 666
Kororofa, bastard Hausa state, 2224
Korosofo, state. Western Sudan, 2227
Korsor, treaty, 4078,
Korungas, Sudanese negro tribe, 347
Korskoff, Alexander (1753-1840), 4694
Koryaks, Arctic race, 334
Kosa, African tribes, 2285, 2322 : see

also Kaffirs
Kosala, Aryan tribe in India, 1168
Kosciusko, Tadeuscz (d. 1817), 4678
Kosinski, Christopher, Cossack leader,

revolt against Poland (1592), 3266
Kossseans, tribe, 1703
Kossovo, battle (1448), 2988, 3093, 3094
Kossuth, Louis (1802-94), English visit,

4979— portraits, 4934, 4937— president of Hungarian republic, 4785— reform campaign, 4899— revolt and defeat, 4916-19, 4933-41
Kossuth (the Younger), 5332
Kotoku, emperor of Japan, 416, 469
Kotrag, Bulgarian leader, 3034
Koturgurs, Hunnish tribe, 2911
Kotuz, Mameluke regent, 1969
Kotzagirs, people : see Kutiirgurs
Kotzebue, August von, 4835
Kotzebue Sound, 122
Kovno. Hanse depot founded, 4082
Koxinga : se« Kang-hsi
Kozulo Kadphises, 1457
Kozum, Uzbeg chief, 652, 676
Krafft, Adam, sculpture, 4136
Krapf, Lewis, 2230
Krasnovodsk, railway station, 1545
Krej, Nilitic negro tribe, 338
Kreh (or Kareli), Kaffir chief, 5512
Kremnitz, Hungary, 3137
Kremsier, Reichstag of (1849), 4971
Kresimir, Croatian king (fl. 1059), 3083
Kiim-Tartars, 345
Krishna, IndiaJ god, 1177, 1207
Krjesmir, Croatian prince (fl. 950), 3083
Krocyka, battle (1739), 3022
Kroma Mom Chit : see Crom Cliiat

Kronberg, fortress, 4372. 4374
Kronstadt, 3141, 3144, 3143
Krooboys, 334
Kruger, Paul, 232S, 2335
Kruja (Crtija), Albania relief of Skan-

derbeg (1466), 2997
Krum, Bulgarian prince (802-14), 2940,

3036
Krus (Krooboys), Sudanese negroes, 334
Krywe-Krywejto, Lithuanian high priest

3188
Kshatriyas, Indian caste, 1173, 1176,

1178, 1184
Ktesias : see Ctesias
Kublai Khan, Mongol emperor (1260-

94), 1489
— Buddhist zeal, 744— Christianity accepted, 3308
— Coleridge's poem, 775
— conquers western borderlands of

China, 1487— conquest of Sung (Chinese) empire,
774

— - founds Tuan dynasty, 774— in Korea, 863— procession, 777— Thai defeated (1253-54), 1402— tribute from Japan demanded, 476— Venetian explorers visit, 3962
Kudlich, Hans, 4938
Kue, ancient people of Cilicia, 1723
Kue, country : see Cilicia

Kuei, ruler of the To ba (336 A.D.), 1467
Kuen Lun, mountains : see Kun Lun
Kufa, city, near the Euphrates, 1915,

1917, 1923
Kug6, Japanese nobility, 468-71, 493
Kugerni, people, 3471
Kuhnenfeld, General, 5026
Kui, tribe, 1388
Kuikatecs, American Indian tribe,

5768-69

Kukai : see Kobe Daishi
Kukas, Sikh sect, 1332
Kuk-Kirmesh, Elamite ruler, 1701
Kuk-Nasnur, Elamite ruler, 1701
Kulkulkan (Cukumatz). Maya god,

5748-52, 5771-74, 5743. 5744
Kuku Nor, Sien-pe state, 658
Kulabes, negro aborigines of Angola, 332
Kulasekha, king of Pandya, 1182
Kulasekhara, king of the Cholas, 1379
Kulb-ed-din, founder of slave dynasty

(d. 121U), 1217, 1218
Kulevcha, battle (1829). 4858
Kulfans, negro tribe, 338
Kul Fira' un, inscriptions, 1698
Kulikovo, battle (1380), 3313
Kuli Khan, Murshid, 1241
Kulin, prince of Bosnia (1180-1204),

3096
Kuljar, Central Asia, 1520, 1546
Kulle-Shahin, Rounielian Beglerbeg,

defeat at Vasap (1442), 2987
Kulm, Teutonic order in, 3708
Kulm, battle (1126), 3152
Kulm, capitulation (1813), 4758
Kultoyin, commander of Turkish army

(712 A.D.), 1470
" Kulturkampf," political term, 5214
Kumani, people : see Kummukhi
Kumara Dasa, king of Ceylon (515-24

A.D.). 1376
Kumamoto, Japan, 421, 588
Kumano, Japanese legendary battle,

459
Kumarila, traditional reviver of the

Brahman religion. 1206
Kumasi, Ashanti, 2260. 5518
Kumaso, ancient people, 461, 464
Kum-Bum Monastery, 1476
Kummukhi (or Kumani), ancient Hit-

tite people, 1722
Kumruba, race, 1184
Kunbis, Indian agricultural class, 1239
Kunersdorf, battle (1759), 3358
Kung, Chinese king (c. 154 B.C.), 726
Kung, Chinese prince, 802, 806
Kung-fu-tsze : see Confucius
Kunibert, king of the Lombards (690-

7Ul)). 3464
Kunigunde, German empress, 3589
Kuninge, of the Teutons, 3440
Kunjaras, negro tribe, 338
Kun-lun, mountains, 710, 713, 1123,

1431, 1438
Kunovitza, battle (1443), 2987
Kunulua : see Kinalia
Kununjik Palace, 1647
Kuper, Admiral Sir A., Japanese expe-

ditions, 559, 560. 562, 5507
Kuprili : see Mohammed Kuprili
Kurbskij, Prince Andrew, 3320
Kurdistan, area, population, and com-

merce, 1996— independent Turkoman state
(founded 14th century), 1971— people of, 334, 1467— revolt (1909), 6366— Turkomans of the Black and White
Ram in, 1973

Kurds : see Kurdistan
Kure, Japanese harbour. 419
Kuria Muria Islands, Arabian Sea, 5558
Kurigalzu, Babylonian ruler, 1608,

1653, 1703
Kurigugu, Elamite ruler, 1701
Kurile Islands. 312, 417, 590
Kurinis, Caucasian people, 335
Kurisches Haff, 166
Kurkus, Kf>!arian tribe C34
Kuroki, General, 882
Kuro-shio (Black Brine, Black Tide),

influence on Japan's climate, 417
Kuru. Indian tribe, 1168
Kurumbars, types. 7757
Kurunegala, Ceylon, 558S
" Kus," Maya mound, 5740
Kusagesaka, in Japanese mythology,

459
Kush, ancient country, Africa, 2243,

2067, 2115
Kush. on the Pruth, battle (1710 or

1711), 3021
Kushana, tribe, 1204
Kushang, tribe of the Yue-tshi, 1848
Kushites, African people, 1683. 2243
Kushlek, Naiman prince, 1482-83

GENERAL INDEX
Kusinara, deathplace of Buddha, 1189
Kusunoki Masashige, Japanese com-

niaiuler. 470. 477, 4S1
Kutahiya, peace (]8:i:!). 2162
Kutb ed-din Mohammed, sultan of the

Kliarismiaii.s, 1482
Kutb Shah of Golconda, dynasty

founded (1512), 1224
Kutchins, Indian people, 321, 350
Kutcbuk-Kainarje, peace (1774), 3023,

:;:i:)9, 4«."j2

Kuteiba, Mohammedan general (8th
century), 1924

Kutha, Babylonian towTi, 1591, 1640,
1745

Kuti : see Gutium
Kutub Minar. Delhi, 77.37, 1218
Kutuchta, Buddhist high priest. 1511
Kuturgurs, Hunnish tribe. 3032
Kutur-Lagamar (or Chedorlaomer), king

of Elam. 1702
Kutur-Mabuk, king of Tarsa, 1701
Kuturnakhundi I., king of Elam, 1701
Kuturnakhundi 11., king of Elam, 1704
Kuturnakhundi III., king of Elam, 1707
Kutusoff, Mikhail (1745-1813), Russian

soldier. 4754, 4851
Kuvrat, prince of the Kuturgurs (7th

century). 3032
Kuweni. enchantress of Singhalese

legend, 1367
Kuyper. Abraham (b. 1837), 5234
Kuyuk Khan, Mongol emperor (1246-

48). 1487, 3308
Kuyunjik : see Nineveh
Kuzai, Arab leader (5th century), 1894
Kuzmin, Russian wTiter, 5314
Kwala Lumpur, tin mine. -5.559

Kwambaku, chief counsellor to Japan-
ese emperor, 469. 486

Kwamena, king of Ashanti (1800-24),
2260

Kwammu, emperor of Japan, 416, 467,
4H9

Kwandes, Kanaka tribe, 332
Kwazoku, Japanese nobility, 584
Kwisses, Kanakan tribe, 332
Kybele : see Cybele

La Barre, Canadian governorship, 6030
Labashi-Marduk, king of Babylon, 1626
Labian, c invention (1656), 4391
Labienus, in Parthian war (38 B.C.), 2684
Labour and labour disputes, arbitration

in, 1083, 1096. 5251-53
— Australian disputes, 7057, 6358-61
— child labour in U.S.A., 6294— conditions from Jliddle Ages to

modern times, 6381-6403— division, origin and importance of,

193— early supply by slavery, 201— efforts to cure evils of factory

system, 5245— factory acts, 5255— France, movements, history, 5260-67
— free, evolution of, 201— French official policy under tlie

Second Empire, 5265-5266— French reforms under the Third
Republic, 5267— German movements. 5268-78— need of as cause of migrations, 24— progress of social reform, 5255-59

— results of legislation, 5259
— rights of, 6396— rise of the factory system, 5237-44
— trades unions established, 5249-53
— unemployment : see that title— value dependent on. 6397 : see also

social problems and reforms
La Bourdonnais, Bertrand Francois

(1699-1753), 1254
Labourers, statute of. 3890
Labour Exchange Bank, of Owen, 5246,

5247
Labour Party, in England, 5247-48,

6396, 6373
Labrador, Cartiers' explorations, 6016— discovery by Northmen, 3546— Davis' explorations, 6327— Frobisher reaches, 6327— Newfoundland acquires coast line,

6178— Portuguese explorations, 6011-13
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Labranda, battle of, 1815
Labrandus, Carian god, 2408
Labuan, '.i:i2, 5505
La Cadie : see Acadia
Lachares, Athenian leader, 2586
Lachat, E., bishop of Basle, 5232
Lachine, rapids, 6020, 6157
Lachisb, ancient city, 1742
Lacinian Promontory, 2648
Laco, Graccinus. 2715
La Cosa, Juan de, 5889
Lacouperie, Terrien de, 261
Lacquer painting, Japanese 547
Ladakhis, Mouu'niian tribe, 334
Lade, battle (407 B.C.), 1815
Ladies' Peace. (1529). 4213
Ladislaus (posthumous), duke of

Austria and king of Bohemia and
Hungary (d. 1457), 3121, 3173

Ladislaus IL, king of Bohemia (1140),
3152

Ladislaus VI.. king of Bohemia (1471-
1516) (also king of Hungary), 3124,
3176, 3177-79

Ladislaus L, king of Hungary (1077-
95), 3116

Ladislaus IV., king of Hungary (1272-
90), 3118

Ladislaus, king of Hungary (1302-4)

:

see Wencealaus III. of Bohemia
Ladislaus, king of Naples (1390-1414),

3977-78
Ladislaus (Hermann), duke of Poland,

(1103). 3198
Ladislaus IL, duke of Poland (1138-46),

3199
Ladislaus (Lokietek), king of Poland,

(1320-1333), 3202, 3206
Ladislaus II. (Jagiello), king of Poland

(1386-1434), 3222-26, 3219
Ladislaus III., king of Poland (1424-44)

(also king of Hungary), 2987, 3657,
3223, 3121, 3227

Ladislaus IV. (Sigismund), king of

Poland (1632-48), 3260, 3261, 3269
Ladislaus, voivode cf Wallachia (1364-

82). 3053
Ladislaus IV., voivode of Wallachia,

flight to Hungary (1462), 2996
Ladislaus, Henry, duke of Moravia,

(1197), 3154
Ladoga Canal, 3333, 3340
Ladrone Islander, 349
Lady Evelyn Lake, Canada, 0124
Ladysmith, siege of, 2337, 2338, 2339,

2342
La Farina, Giuseppe, 5045
La Favorita, battle (1707), 4681
Lafayette, Marquess (1757-1834), in

American War of Independence,
6093-6100— in French Revolution, 4650, 4658— portraits, 26,5-5, 4864, 6093— revolution of 1830, 4868

La F6re Champenoise, battle (1814),
4760

Laffitte, Jacques (1767-1844), 4864. 4865
Lagash (Shippula), Babylonian city and

state, 1591, 1593, 1630
Lagerbring, S., Swedish historian, 4581
Lagman (judge), Swedish official, 3571
Lagoa Santa. 5679
Lagora (district), Thrace, 3035
Lagos, 5518, 2275, 5640. 5669
Lagr6e, Captain Dontard de, 1415
La Guayra, battle (c. 1810), 5962 !

La Guayra, view, 5959
La Haye. Jacques de, 3016
La Hogue : see Hogue
Lahore, India, 1324, 1325, 1275, 1363,

1217
Laibach Congress (1821), 4844
Laimokopion, bastion, near Constanti-

nople : see Boghaskessen
Laing's Nek, battle (1881), 2330, 5516
Laissez-faire doctrine, 5258
Lajazzo. commerce after Crusades,

4045-46
Laji Tassa, king of Ceylon, 1374
Lake, Lord, Indian campaigns, 5499
Lake Chad, group of Sudanese tribes,

334
Lake-dwelUngs, in Bronze Age, 117— communal life, 164, 167, 168— evidences of agriculture, 159, 165— New Guinea, 165

Lake - dwellings, spinning, weaving,
cooking, 165

Lake George, Canada, 6058-63
Lake Prosperous, 6323
Lake school of poets, 4819
Lakshmi, goddess of good and beauty,

1171, 1208
Lala, country of : see (iujerat
Lalcaca, Dr., assassination, 6364
Lalashahin, Turkish vizir of 14th

centnrv. 2982
Lallaof Malatia, 1666
Lalli of Melitene. 1663
Lally, Thomas Arthur, Count de, 1257
Lamaism, l'>Oii, 1550, 1476, 1499
Lamar, Jos(5, 5992
Lamarck, Jean Baptiste (1744-1829),

103, 6409-25
Lamartine, Alphonse de (1790-1869),

4912-14
Lamas : see Lamaism
Lambakanna caste, in Ceylon, 1375
Lamberg, Field-Marshal (1848), 4938-39
Lambert of Spoleto. king of Italy, 3937
Lamennais, Abbci Hugues Felicite Robert

de (1782-1854), 4860, 48'.U. ,">204

Lamia, influence of the sea on di'velop-

ment, 368
Lamian War, 2574
Lamorici^re, Christophe (1806-65),

French general, 4905, 4956, 5046,
4950, 5040

Lampongs, Malay people, 334
Lamuts, Mongol tribe, 346, 671
Lancaster Sound, 6333
Lance, Egyptian prehistoric flint, 2.35,

239
Land Act (Ireland), (1882), 5174
Landeck, battle (1511), 4453
Land League (Irish), 5174
Landof IV. of Benevento (d. 1077), 3942
Land routes of ancient civilisation,

map, 2S4
Landschaft, explanation of term, 3534
Landumans, negro tribe, 334
Landwehr regiments, of Prussian Army,

William l.'a reforms, 5054
Lanfranc, archbishop of Canterbury

(d. 1089), 3799. 3859
Langa, Zulu chief, 2326
Langarus, prince of the Agrianes, 2544
Langensalza, battle (1866), 5072, 5074
Langland. William, works of, 3892-94
Langobards, ancient people : see Lom-

bards
Langrand-Dumonceau, financial opera-

tions (c. 1856), 5011
Langside, battle (1568), 4271, 4356
Langton, Stephen, archbishop of

Canterbury, 3735, 3869
Language, Arab words spread by

Crusades, 4049-50— first result of culture and fixation by
writing, 203— unifying influence of, 55— see also under names of languages

Langue d'oil and langue d'oc, 3799
Lankester, Sir E. Ray, 6414, 6419
Lankuku. Elamite ruler. 1701
Lannes, Jean, duke of Montebello

(d. 1809). 4683
Lansdowne, Henry Charles, marquess of

(1845), 1344 et se((. 1345
Lansdowne Bridge, at .Sukkur, 5636
Laodice, wife of Antiochus II. of Syria,

poisoner of her husband, 1841
Laodicea, 4023-30, 4033
Laomedon, satrap of Syria (321 B.C.),

1837
Laon, battle (1§14), 4760
Laon, town, commune, history, 4118
Laos, people : see Shans
Laos, Further India, 1415
Lao-tse, apostle of Taoism, 536, 738
La Paz, 5995, 5961
Lap6rouse, Count J. F., 975
La Petrie, Madame de, 6024
Lapis lazuli, Babylonian, trade in, 1606,

1644
Laplace's theory of solar system, 79,

Si, 83
La Plata, Jesuit missions, 5929-35
— revolutions of 19th century, 5963-92
La Plata River, 5684, 5890, 5914
Lapoukine, Russian police official : see

Lopokhine

Lapps, people of Lapland, 334, 3577,
6375

Lara, family, 4996
Laran, gml. 2418
La ReveilRre, Louis, 4679
Largs, battle (13th century), 3912, 3914,

3925
Larnaca, massacre (1909), 6366
La Rothiere, battle, 4759
Larsa. ancient kingdom, 1630
La Salle, Rene, 6029-30
Lascars. Indian and Malay sailors, 334
Las Casas, Bartolome de (1474-1566),

5943, 5925. 5929
Lascelles, Sir Frank, 1990
Lasistan, kingdom of the South Cau-

casus. 1880
La Soutfri"re, eruption, 6198
Las Salinas, battle, 5912
Lassalle, Ferdinand (1825-64), social

reformer, 4897, 5270, 6390-97
Laswari, battle (1803), 1274, 5499
" La Tene " culture, origin, 2590
Lateran Council (1179), 3730— (1215), :;7:!6, 3738
Latini, Brunetto, as politician, 4122
Latimer, Bishop (d. 1555), 4247, 4247
Latin Americans, ethnology, 335
Latin Empire : see Byzantine Empire
Latin League. 2619, 2624
Latin, or Romance, races, 335
Latins, ancient inhabitants of Latium,

334, 2384. 2414
Latour, Count Baillet de, 4934-39
La Tsang, Tibetan chieftain (1705), 1503
Latzko, voivode of Moldavia, 3059
Laud, William, archbishop of Canter-

bury, 4329, 4331, 4335, 4329
Lauderdale, John Maitland, duke of

(d. 1682), 4473
Laudon, Ernst Gideon, baron von, in

Seven Years War, 4544, 4544
Laudonniere, Florida settlement, 6015
Lauenburg, duchy, 5066, 5154
Laufach, battle (1866), 5079
Lauffeld, battle (1747), 4515
Laura, monastery, 2952, 2953
Lauroe, monastic villages, 2882
Laurentian, geological period, 90
Laurentum, 2624
Lauria, Roger de, 3998
Lautrec, Odet de Foix, Vicomte de, 4212
Laval, 6(i26. 6025
Laval University, Quebec, 6147-51
La Valliere. Madame de, 4435
La Vega, bishopric founded (1502), 5921
La Vendue, war (1793-95), 4664, 4671
Lavinium, Laurentum conceded to, 2624
Lavisse, M., French historian. 5386
Law, John (1671-92), 4629, 6029, 6028
Law, continuity of, 2364— origin and development, 210-24— see also under countries and Roman

law
Lawman, of Iceland, 3568
Lawrence, C. 6060
Lawrence, Sir Henry (1806-57), 1295,

5501, 1300
Lawrence, John, baron (1811-79),

1323-26, 1299, 1299
Lawrence, Major Stringer (1697-1775),

1255
Laurier, Sir Wilfrid, 6154, 6057
Lawton, General, 6272
Laxenburg Alliance (1682), 4432
Layard, Sir A. H., 1556, 270, 275, 1557,

1679
Layko, voivode of Wallachia (1364) :

see Ladislaus
Lazar, Stefan Vuk, ruler of the Serbs

(d. 1389), 2983, 3094
Lazes, Caucasian people : see Georgians
Le, dvnasty of Annam and Tonquin,

1409
League of the Just, secret society, 5268
Leather, Moorish dyeing industry, 2205
Lebanon, district, Syria, cedar exports

to Babylon. 1635— the Druses, 1980, 2146, 5012— sheikh of, 1974— view in, 1959
Lebedia, former kingdom, 3114
Leboeuf, Edmond (1809-88), 5105
Lebrun, French consul, 4705
Lebunion, battle (1091), 3041
Lechfleld, battle (955), 3586
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Lecompton constitution of Kansas,
62:i6-;58

Ledru-Rollin, Alexandre (1807-74),
4912-14, 4924, 5264, 4949

Lee, Joseph, king of the gipsies, 3110
Lee, General, U.S.A., 6242-54, 0242, 6247
Leeward Islands, 6176,5571,6198,5589,

6184
Lefort, Admiral, 3334, 3342
Leftu, General, 5123
Leghorn, siege (1496), 3680
Legion of Honour, 4644, 4706
Legnano, battle (1176), 3391, 3606, 3730
Legnia, Agusto B., 5955
Lehmann, Gertrude, 4878
Leibnitz, Gottfried (1646-1716), 3017,

3334, 4147
Leicester, Robert Dudley, earl of, 4261,

4274, 42(iS

Leicester, Simon de Montfort, earl of :

see Montfort
Leichordt, Ludwlg, 1050
Leif Eriksen, Norse Viking, 3546,

5878,6(111
Leiningen, Prince Friedrich Karl, 4959
Leipzig, battle (1813), 4758
Leire, ancient capital, Denmark, 3536
Leith. treaty (1560), 4354
Leiv Eriksen : see Leif Eriksen
Leleges, ancient people, 1792
Lelevel, Joachim. Polish historian, 4875
LeLoutre. Arcadian revolt, 6060
Lemaitre, Jules, 5386, 5393
Le Mans, battle (1871), 5138
Lemberg, Armenian colony, 3025
Lemnos, island, 2996
Le Moyne, Charles, 6031
Le Moyne, Pierre : see Iberville

Lenapt^ tribe : see Delaware tribe

Lencan, Indian tribe, 335
Lenngren, A. M., Swedish poet, 4582
Lens, battle (1648), 4319
Leo I., Byzantine emperor (400-474),

fleet annihilated by Vandals, 2204
Leo II., Byzantine emperor (474). 2794
Leo III. (the Isaurian), Byzantine

emperor (717-741), 2935-38, 4009,
2892, 1927

Leo IV., Byzantine emperor (775-80),
2939

Leo V, (the Chameleon), Byzantine
emperor (813-820), 2940

Leo VI. (the Wise), Byzantine emperor
(886-911), 2949-51, 3037

Leo VI., of Cyprus (d. 1393), 4046
Leo L, pope (440-61), 2891, 3030
Leo in., pope (79.5-816), 2940, 3485
Leo IV.. pope (847-55), 3935
Leo VIIL, pope (963-65), 3939
Leo IX., pope (1049-54), 3727— capture by Normans, 3942-43— portrait, S728— reforms of, 3383, 3592, 3942— separation of the Eastern and

Western Church. 2955
Leo X., pope (1513-21), election, 3688— and Emperor Charles V., 4211— enmity to French, 3834— excommunication of Luther, 4187— irreverence of, 3758— literature encouraged by, 4126— portrait, 3758
Leo XIL, pope (1823-29), 4843, 4876,

4877
Leo XIIL, pope (1878-1903), 5217
Leoben Treaty (1797), 4682, 2085
Leon VI., king of Lesser Armenia

(c. 1375), 3025
Leon, Spani. 3985, 3991-93, 3980, 3982,

3988, 3995
Leon, Council of (1135), 3991
Leon, Isla de, independence, 5957
Leonard of Mitylene, 2990
Leonardo da Vinci : see Vinci
Leondari, battle (1397), 2984
Leonidas, king of Sparta, 2500
Leonnatus, governor of Hellespontine

Phrygia (c. 323 B.C.), 1825, 2568,
2574

Leonnorius, commander of Gallic army,
1828, 2579

Leontius, Byzantine emperor (698-705),
2918

Leopold, of Anhalt-Dessau, 4438
Leopold I., duke of Austria (1157-94),

3867, 4038

Leopold II., duke of Austria (1292-
1326), 3622

Leopold, Austrian archduke (1609), 4295
Leopold, Austrian archduke (1866), 5075
Leopold, prince-regent of Bavaria, 5218
Leopold I., of Belgium, 4873, 4875
Leopold IL, of Belgium, 5361-62, 5233,

2347, 5234, 6368
Leopold, bishop of Breslau (1840), 4893
Leopold, of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen,

51U0
Leopold I., Holy Roman emperor

(1658-1705), alliance with Louis
XIV., 4425, 4438— Austrian policy, 4522— claim to Spanish throne, 4446— commercial policy, 4634— death, 4460— elected emperor, 4408— portrait, 4407— reign in Hungary, 3130— Transylvania supremacy (1683), 3144— War of Spanish Succession, 4453— war against Turks (1663), 4415— war for conquest of Milan, 4451— wars with Louis XIV., 4432, 4442

Leopold II., Holy Roman emporor
(1790-92), 4562, 4502, 4659

Leopold II., grand duke of Tuscany
(1821-59), 4842, 4931, 4928

Leopold George, prince of Coburg : see
l.eopold I. of Belgium

Leopold William, archduke, 4310
Leopold, K. G. af, Swedish poet, 4582
Leo Sguius, of Nauplia, 2970
Leosthenes, Greek general, 2574
Leovisild, king of the Goths (568-586)

3511
Lepanto, batUe (1571), 3009, 3011, 3012,

4255
Lepchas, tribe, 335
Lepe, Diego de, 5889
Le Phung, conquests in Tonquin, 1413
Lepidus, M. ^milius, Roman consul

(77 B.C.), 2661
Lepidus, M. .ffimilius, Roman Triumvir

(d. 13 B.C.), 2004, 2672, 2676, 2680,
2686, 2718

Lepontic language. 2413
Lepsius, Professor Karl, 1556, 1557
Lerma, Spanish minister, 4323
Leroux, Pierre (1797-1871), 5264
Lesbos, ancient city, 2996
Lesghians, Caucasian tribe, 335, 1128
Leslie, David, Scottish general (d. 1682),

4334, 4351, 4365
Lesseps, Ferdinand de (1805-94), 5634,

1435, 4954, 1434, 2163, 5013
Lesser Antilles : see Antilles, Lesser
Lesser Armenia, 1978-79, 3025, 1955
Leszko, duke of Poland (1194-1200),

3201
Leszko, duke of Poland (1278-89), 3202
Leto, (Jreek goddess, 2097
Letourneur, in French Revolution, 4679
" Letter to Diognetus," 2862
Letter of Majesty (1609), 4297
" Letters from Turkey," 3132
Lettic, Aryan family, 335
Letts. Aryan tribe, 335, 3703
Leu, Peter, Swiss peasant leader, 4902
Leuco-Syrians. ancient people of Hittite

origin, 1724
Leuctra, battle (371 B.C.), 2516
Leuthari, Teutonic chief, 3460
Leuthen, battle (1757), 4544
Levant, trade, 4053-59, 282, 283
Levant (Turkey) Company (British),

4280, 4617
Levantine Company, French trading

company, 4624
Levantines, in Egypt, 2178
Levis, Duke Fransois, 6063-68
Levschin, Rostovzof, 5193
Lewanika, Barotse king, 2304, 2305
Lewes, battle (1264), 3872
Lewis, names of rulers : see Louis
Lewiston, U.S.A., 6112
Lexington, battle (1775), 4550, 6079,

6105
Lex Visigotarum, 3512
Leyden, views, 5.359

Lhassa, approach to, 1503— British Mission to (1904), 5502-3,
1348, 1350, 1505— capital in the 7th century, 1474

GENERAL INDEX
Lhassa, a traveller's first siglit of, 1506— treaty of, signing, 1349— views of, l:>50, 1507
L'Hopital, Michel de, 4286
L'Huys, Drouyn de, 4952, 5078, 5080
Li, Chinese tribe, 720
Li, Annam dynasty of (1010-1225), 1409
Liang, Chinese dynasty, 764, 768
Liao, dynasty, 771
Liaotung peninsula, 820, 658
Libau, refugees in U.S.A., 0201
" Liber de Republica " (Petrarca), 4123
Liberal Unionists, political party, 5179
Liberia, 2204, 5647, 5612
Liberian Group, 335
Liberians, natives of Liberia, 335
Liberty, growth of the idea of, 13
Liberty Statue, New York, 0200
Libit-Ishtar, king of Isin, 1597
Libui, tribe of Italy, 2412
Libussa, suicide of Hannibal at, 1831
Libya, division of Egypt, 2554
Libyans, ancient people, Cyrene peopl*

defeated, 2187— dynasty rules Egypt, 2120— Egyptian war, 2028, 2114, 2116, 2117— ethnology, 243, 244, 335, 2184— influence on Egyptian civilisation,
2015— mercenaries in Egyptian army,
2065, 2119— relationship with ancient Egyptians,
2023

Licbnowsky, Prince Felix, 49C0
Lichtensteiu, castle of, 3705
Licinius, Itoman emperor, 2780-81
Lick observatory, California, 0202
Lictors, Roman officers, 2GS8
Liduer, B., Swedish poet, 4582
Lie, Jonas, poet, 5159, 5160
Liebknecht, Wilhelm, 5271, 5271
Liebsteinsky, Kolowrat, 4918
Liechtenstein, principality, 5337
Liegnitz, battle (1241), 3155, 3614— (1760), 4545
Lietbert, archbishop of Cambray,

4013
Life, the beginning of on the earth,

99-107, chart facing 96— how it became possible on the earth,
91-98

Light Brigade, Balaclava charge, 4987
" Light of the World," picture. 2841
" Lightning stones," Stone Age im-

plements, 132
Ligny, battle (1815), 4767
" Ligius," in feudal system, 4103
Liguria, region of Italy, 2412
Ligurians, people, 2643, 335, 2430,

2412-13
Liholiho, king of Hawaii, 970
Li Hung-chang. 820, 809, 810, 804,
Likendeeler, pirate. 4080
Liki, Confucian book of ceremonies, 730
Li Kuang-li, Chinese general, 2599
Liliuokalani, queen of Hawaii (1891-93),

973, 973
Lilyba?um, town of Sicily, 2637
Lima, 5910, 5995, 5974-89, 5966
Limasol, Templars' stronghold, 4046
Limbas, Sudanese negro tribe, 335
Limerick Treaty (1691), 4480, 4771
Limpopo, river, 2004
Limu List, Eponym chronicle, 1667
Linacre, Thomas, 3906
Lincoln, Abraham, president U.S.A.

(1861-65), administration, 6238-55— pictures, 0251, 0253, 6254, 6255
Lindenau, Bernhard, 4879, 4879
Lingam, the symbol of Siva, 1209
Lingua geral, Tupi language, 5683
Liniers, Captain Jacques de, 5956-58
Linnffus, Carl. 4581, 4581
Linz, peace (1645). 3129
Lion of the Pira'us, inscription, 3540
Lionel of Clarence (1338-68), 3932
Lippe, Steuerverein (1834-36), 4973
Lippe-Detmold, 5221
Lippi, Lippo, work as painter, 4129
Lippspringe, assembly (782), 3482
Liribamba, Cara buildings, 5827
Lisbon, Alfonso of Portugal seizes (1147),

3990— English attack (1591), 4277— Junot occupies, 5957— picture, 5290
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Lisbon, trade with East Indies, 4059
Lisle, Leconte de, French wTiter, 5382
Lisle, Rouget de. 4001
Lissa. island, /ioso

List. Prof. Friedrich, 4838
Literature : see under various countries
Lithuania, grand duchv, 3211-40— converted to Christianitv (1386-87),

3224— gipsies in, 3108— Hanse towns shut out, 4080— incorporated with Poland, 3253— map, 3220— national hero Kejstut, 3218-19— pagan religion. 3188— people, 3186-90— survey of history to French Revo-
lution, 2900— Teutonic influence on. 3427— Teutonic Knights in. 3710-16, 3214— typical scenes in. 31S7— union with Poland. 3219, 3221-27,
3249

Little Chariot of Buddhism, 1206
Littleton, Sir Thomas (1422-81), 3906
Litter, African, 195
Liturgies, in government of ancient

Egypt, 2139
Lityerses, god of Phrygia. 1794
Li Tzu-eheng, Chinese emperor, 783
Liu. House of, Chinese dvnastv. 763
Liudolf, king of Italy (956-57). 3939
Liu Hsin, Chinese emperor, 760
Liu-pang : see Kao Tsu
Liu-pei, Chinese Shu Han emperor, 761
Liverpool, Lord (1770-1828), 4775
Livia, wife of Emperor Augustus. 2702,

2700
Livilla, wife of Drusus, 2713
Livingstone, David, 2230, 5642
Livius, M., Roman Consul, 2648
Livonia, duchy, condition of peasants

under Teutonic Order. 3712— conversion to Christianity, 3212— decay of German power in. 3716— first northern war, 3246-47— German power founded in, 3708— Knights of the Sword in, 3706— missionaries to. 3704— people of. 335, 3190— Polish claim to renounced, 3261— Piussian campaign against, 3320— Swedes and Danes in, 3211-12
Livonian Order : see Sword, Knights of

the
Livy, historian, 2692
Li-yiian, Chinese Tang emperor, 765
Lizard League, 3227, 3714
Ljuvgats, in Albanian mythology, 3065
Llamas, 5S61-67. 5S13, 5804
Llaneros, 5962-65
Llanos, Chibchas inhabit. 5809-12
Dewelyn, prince of Wales (1246-82),

Edward I. conquers. 3878
Lloque Yupanki, Incas ruled bv, 5846
Loango, 231(). 2311, 2310
Lobengula, Mata,bele chief, 2290, 2289,

2332. 5513, 5517-18
Lobkowitz, German minister, 4424
Lob Nor, lake, 1463, 1124
Lobositz, battle (1756), 4543
Local Government Act of 1888, 5185
Local Government Board, Poor Law

Board absorbed, 4809
Loch, Lord (1827-1900), 802, 807
Loch Leven Castle, 4356, 4301
Locke. John (1632-1704), 4147, 4575,

6040
Lockhart, Sir W., 1347
Locmariaquer, dolmen at, 171
Locrians, Greek race. 2467
Locris, Greek state, 2505, 2517
Lodi, battle (1796), 4680
Lodovico Sforza : see Sforza
Logons, Sudanese tribe, 334
" Logos," Christian doctrine, 2871
Logretta, Icelandic Legislature, 3568
Loigny, battle (1870), 5136
Loisy, Abb6, 5393
Loja, revolution (1820), 5978
Lok, Captain John, 5444
Loka, Singhalese leader, 1377
Loki, in Xorse legend, 3534
Lollards, rise in England, 3891-92
Lolos, Mongolic race, 335
Lomami, river, 2004

Lombard League, 3391
Lombards, banking business in 14th

century, 4064-65— Catholic missionaries to, 3462— conquest of Italy, 2389— empire in Italy, 3455-69— ethnology, 335— fall of kingdom (774). 3468, 3484— Prankish war, 8th century, 3466-68— influence on Italy, 3933-34— Iron Crown of, 3403— origin and early settlements, 3430— settlements on the Elbe, 3447— survey of history in Middle Ages,
3374-76

Lombardy, 3455-69— Austrian war (1859), 5025-30— Basilius I.'s addition of to kingdom,
2948— bankers and moneylenders, 3956— crown kept at ]\Ionza, 3974— Frederic Barbarossa's wars with, 3606— Frederic III. assumes crown, 1452— Henry VII. 's coronation as king of
(1311), 3621— mediaeval history, 3940-52— Nationalist movement against
Austria (1848-49), 492.5-32— reign of Bohemian king, 3160

Lonbok, island, 5235
London, Bank of England, 4592— central criminal court fresco, 221— Customs Houses, 4592— foreign merchants' leagues, 4062-65— German merchants in (c. 1468). 4086— old Mercers' Hall, 4027— Great Fire (1666), 4470, 4471— pauper popul.vtion, 6401— Plague, 303, 4470— production of poets and artists

compared with Florence, 46, 49— Roman remains found, 3503— Roval Exchange, 4004— steelyard, 4065, 4086— Tower of : see Tower of London— views of, 44S2, 4483, 5281-82
London, conference (1867), 5086

(1871), 5130, 5167, 5196
London, convention (1884), 5516— — (1832), 4888
London, treatv (1359), 3398

(1604), 4617
(1831), 4872, 5063, 5360
(1885), 1415, 2168

Londonderry, siege (1690), 4480
London Missionary Society, 5642
London Workmen's Association, 5248
Longchamp, William. :'.S67-68

Longemanus : stf Artaxerxes
Longfellow, H. W., on Acadians, 6060
Longibardia : see Lombardy
Longinus, Palmyran philosopher, 2771
Long Island, 6086
Longjumeau, treaty (1568), 4287
Longobardi, Nicholas, 827
Long Parliament, 4334-38, 4345
Longueville, Anne, duchess of, 4319
Longueville, Henry of, 4316
Longus Tiberius, Roman consul, 2643
Lonnrot, E., 5162
Loo Choo Islands : see Riu Kiu Islands
Lopez, Carlos, 5984-86
Lopez, Francisco S., 5984-86
Lopez Soarez, Portuguese admiral. 1381
Lopoukhine, Russian police official.

scandal (1909), 5302
Lords, House of, 5192, 5434-35, 5429
Loredano, Jacopo, 2991
Loredano, Leonardo, doge, 3963
Loredano, Luigi. 2987
Lorencez, Count, 5032
Lorenzino of Medici, 3968
Lorenzo de' Medici (the Magnificent)

(1448-92), 4125, 3415, 3967, 3972
Lorenzo of Portugal, 826
Lorraine, 5149, 4404
Lorraine, dukes of : see under Christian

names
Lorsch, Abbey of, 2967
Losonczi, Stefan, 3126
Lost Tribes of Israel : see Ten Tribes
Lostwithiel, battle (1645), 4346
Lotbair, king of France (865-69), 3935— marriages, 3764, 3936
Lothair, king of France (954-86),

3764-66, 3763
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Lothair I., Holy Roman emperor (823-
55), 3494, 3494-96, 3934-35— crowned by the pope (823), 3495— division of empire (817), 3494— partition of kingdom at Verdun
(843), 3496, 3581

Lothair of SupUnburg, Holy Roman
emperor (1125-37). 3599, 3698

Lotharingia, 3586, 3935
Loti. Pierre. 5383
Loubet, Emile, 5223, 5227
Loudoun. Earl (1705-82), 6062
Louis, arcliduke of Austria (1784-1864),

4899, 4918
Louis L, king of Bavaria (1825-48),

4915-16, 4918, 4834
Louis II., king of Bavaria (1864-1886),

5218, 5077, 5142
Louis of Bavaria-Landschut (fl. 1462),

war with Albert Achilles, 3652
Louis I., king of Bohemia (d. 1526),

see Louis II., king of Hungary
Louis of Bourbon, prince of Conde :

see Conde
Louis, mirgrave of Brandenburg (1323-

52), 3625
Louis (the Roman), elector of Branden-

burg (1352-65), 3625
Louis II. (the Stammerer), king ol

France (877-79), 3761-62, 3703
Louis III. of France (879-82), 3761, 376.3

Louis IV. of France (936-54), 3763,
3764-65

Louis V. (le Faineant) of France (986-
87), 3703, 3764, 3766

Louis VL of France (1108-37), 3770,
3771,3798

Louis Vn. of France (1137-80), 3793— burial, 3779— in Crusades, 3771-73, 3778, 4032— distributing gold to the poor, 3773— portrait, 3770
Louis Vin. of France (122.3-26), 4130,

3772, 3775, 3870, 3770
Louis IX. of France (1226-70), 3789-98— arbitrates between Henry III. and

English barons, 3872— canonisation, 3782— Crusades, 3387, 3779, 4040, 4041— dispensing justice, 3399— ecclesiastical policy, 3781— feudalism under, 4104-5, 4118— French fiefs restored to Henry HT
of England, 3775— Henry III. of England defeated a*

Taillebourg, 3871— in the hands of the Saracens, 3777— meeting with Henry III., 3774— mission to Great Khan of th<

Mongols, 826— portrait, 3770— procession to Notre Dame, 3797
Louis X. of France (1314-16), 3770,

3798, 6381
Louis XI. of France (1461-83), 3825-34,

3826, 3827, 3829— alliance with Lancastrians, 3898— compared with Henry VII. of
England, 3419— in the home of a peasant, 3418

Louis Xn. of France (1498-1515), 3830
et seq. 3832, 3978, 3682

Louis Xin. of France (1610-1643),
4314. 4313-14

Louis XIV. of France (1643-1715),
4316-22, 4393-4404— alliance with Charles II. of England,
4468— Canadian policy, 6024-33— Cardinal Chigi pleading before, 4401— claim to Spanish throne, 4446— embassy to Siam. (1673) 1404— " L'etat c'est Moi " deckiration, 4403— European policy, 4157— great alliance against (1701), 4452— mistresses, 4435— Molifere dining with, 4433— portraits, 4394, 4395— reception of Cond4. 4416— relations with England and Nether-
lands, 4417-30— secret convention with Hapsburgs,
4424— slave-trade encouraged, 5944— Swedish relations, 4495— wars of, 4431-45
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Lcuis XIV., and William of Orange,
4442

Louis XV. of France (1715-74), 4501-8,
4502, 4564, 4507

Louis XVL of France (1774-92), acces-
sion, 4565, 4566— among peasant subjects, 4574— arrest, 4656— attempt at flight, 4653— execution, 4666— portrait, 4650— in prison, 4657— revolution against, 4639-42, 4649-66

Louis XVIII. ^of France (1814-24),
4S:J'.l-40, \763, 4S41, 4762

Louis the German, Frankish king (c. 804-
76), :i4i)4, :U96, :i581, 3489

Louis in., Frankish king (d. 882), 3762
Louis I., grand duke of Hesse Darm-

stadt (1806-30), 4834
Louis IV., grand duke of Hesse-Darm-

stadt (1877-92), 5221
Louis I. (the Pious), Holy Roman

emperor (778-840), 3494-96— coronation, 3486, 3934— deposition, 3493— party struggles under, 3762— portrait, 3492— sons revolt against, 3762
Louis II., Holy Roman emperor (844-

875), 3935-36
Louis III., Holy Koman emperor (901-

905), 3937
Louis IV. (the Child), Holy Roman

emperor (899-911), 3583, 3762
Louis V. (the Bavarian), Holy Roman

emperor (1314-46), 3622-24— candidature for Imperial crown, 3787— crowned at Rome, 3623— Guelf towns federate against (1328),
3976

— in Italy, 3976-77
Louis L, king of Hungary (1342-82),

3119-20, 3120, 3209, 3210
Louis II., king of Hungary (1516-26),

3124, 3178, 3179
Louis, duke of Orleans (1371-1407),

3814 et seq., 3818
Louis, duke of Orleans (1488), 3828
Louis, duke of Orleans (d. 1842), 4906,

4906, 4908
Louis Bonaparte : see Bonaparte, Louis
Louise, of Orleans, queen of Belgium,

marriage (1832), 4873
Louise (princess of Parma), queen of

Bulgaria, 5210
Louise, of Hesse-Cassel, 4943, 4973
Louise, queen of Prussia, 4731, 4731
Louise, of Savoy (1476-1531), 4229
Louise, infanta of Spain, 4905
Louise Henrietta, electress of Branden-

burg, 4386
Louise Ulrica, queen of Sweden (1751),

4581
Louis Napoleon (Prince Imperial) (d.

1879), 5513
Louis Napoleon, president of France :

see N;i]'Oleon III.

Louis Phihppe, of France (1838-48),
4866-70, 4905-24— Duchess of Berry's intrigues against,
4870— franchise under, 6388— portraits and pictures, 4865. 4866,
4S67. 4869, 4906, 4907, 4912

Louis Philippe, count of Paris, 4912
Louis Piiihp, crown prince of Portugal,

iiss.issination, 5408, 5409
Louis Wilham, margrave of Baden

(l(i:i:.-17()7), 4440, 4444,4453
Louis William grand duke of Baden

(1818-30), 4835
Louisbourg, Canada, 6035, 6056, 6057-

63, 6156
Louisiana, Acadians flee to, 6061— ceded to France, 4703, 6209— discovery by La Salle, 6029-36— French settlement, 6019— Spain acquires, 6068, 6071— U.S.A. acquires, 6209
Louvain, Hotel de Ville, 4066
Louvre, Paris, 3793, 4134, 5096
Love, survival value of, 6414
Lovett, William (1800-77), 5248
Lowen. battle (891), 3550, 3583
Lower Burma : see Pegu

Lower Canada, 6109, 6126-27 : see also
C:\na (la

Lowlands, typical scenery, 369
Loyola, Ignatius (1491-1556), 4202-4,

4257-58, 4203
Luburna (or Liburna), of Patini, 1662
Liibeck, city on the Baltic, founded by

Henry the Lion, 3607, 3698— in Hanseatic League, 4071-87— support of Christian II. in the
Count's war, 4370— Swedish Commercial Treaty, 3573— trade ill Middle Ages, 4065, 4067— treaty (1029). 4303

Lubeck Confederation (1418), 4084
Lucania, Roman colonies in, 2650
Lucca, 3956, 3949, 3958
Lucera, fortress, description, 3395
Luceria, Roman colony, 2630
Lu-cheng, defeat of Mongols at, 1487
Luchuans, Mongolic people, 335
Lucien Bonaparte : see Bonaparte,

Lucien
Lucius IIL, pope (1181-85), 3950
Lucka, battle (1307), 3620
Lucknow, Durbar (1867), 1325, 1326— kingdom founded by Sadat, 1241— population, 1363— siege and relief in Mutiny, 1306-10,

1309, 1311, 499t)-92, 5501
Lucullus L. Licinius, Roman consul and

general (d. 57 B.C.), 2661-64, 1835,
1834, 1835, 2661

Ludolf, duke of Swabia^ 3585
Ludolf, Job, on the gip.sies (1691), 3104
Ludolflngs, Saxon family, 3695
Ludwig : see Louis
Lueger, Karl, 5222
Lugal-kigub-nidudu, king of Erech and

Ur, 1594
Lugal-kisalsi, king of Erech and Ur,

1594
Lugal-shag-engur, patesi of Lagash,

] 593
Lugal-zaggisi, patesi of Gish-khu, 1593
Lugard, Sir J., 5521, 5519, 5522-23
Lugdunum, ancient city, 2694
Lugdunum, battle (197), 2765
Luidgard, wife of Charlemagne (d. 800),

3492
Luitprand, king of the Lombards (712-

744), 3465
Lukki, ancient people, 1724, 1792
Lukokesha, female ruler of Lunda, 2305
LuU, king of Tyre, 1675, 1745
Lulongo, river, 2004
Lulumeeans, ancient people, 1801
Lumbini, grove of, 1186
Lumsden, Sir P., 1342
Luna, Hastings' stratagem for capture

of, 3541, 3549
Lund, Sweden, 3557, 3558, 5679
Lund, peace of (1679), 4496
Lunda. 2304-5
Lundy's Lane, battle (1814), 6114
Luneville, peace of (1801), 4703
Lung-chi, Chinese emperor, 767
Luque, Fray Hernando de, 5906
Lupercalia, Roman festival, 2617
Lur, i)eople, 2266
Lurigrans, Cypriote kings : see Cyprus
Lushais, 335, 1330
Lusson, Sieur de, 6028
Lutarius, liahitian leader, 1828, 2579
Luther, Martin (1483-1546), 4179-91,

419;3_99— attitude towards the Turks, 3004— challenge to papacy, 4150— differences with Erasmus, 4197— differences with Zwingli, 4207-8— doctrines in Poland, 3248-50— house at Frankfort, 4188— pictures, 3169, 4140, 4168, 4178,
4180, 4181, 41S3, 4186, 4189, 4192— usury denounced, 4594

Lutherans, Church organisation, 4198-
99— in England, 4237— faith of Martin Luther, 4195— Frederic William III.'s efforts for

unity, 4827— religious conflicts in 16th century,
4293-99— Zips converted to (1546), 3140— see also Luther, Martin

Luther, battle (1620), 4303, 4374

Lutke, Admiral, arctic exploration, 6336
Lutwidge, Captain, 6336
Lutz, Johann, 5216, 5218
Lutzen, battle (1632), 4155, 4300, 4307,

4380— (1813), 4757
Lutzingen, battle (1704), 4458
Luxemburg Dynasty, 3629, 3159-72
Luxemburg Duchy, 5302, 5086
Luxemburg, Francois, duke of, 4430
Luxemburg Palace, 5'i81

Luxor, sphinxes, avenue of, 2088— temple, 2079, 2085
Luzon, Malay conquest (1500), 929
Luzzara, battle (1702), 4453
Lycaonia, 1789, 1724
Lycia, ancient kingdom, art of, 1861— kingdom founded, 2372— the Lycian League, 1830— origin of name, 1724— Macedonian conquest of, 2549— people, 2408— as Persian satrapy, 1813— piratical expeditions to Egypt, 2114— pottery, 1799— script due to Hittite (Lydian) civi-

lisation, 295— territory of the ancient Lydians, 1789— tombs from, ISGl
Lycophron, ruler of ThessalJ^ 2532
Lycurgus, Athenian statesman, 2585,

2585
Lycurgus, mythical law-giver, 2488
Lydgate, poetic work, 3906
Lydia, kingdom, Asia Minor, 1794-99— art, 1799— Cimmerian wars, 1580, 1796— influence on early Greek civilisation,

205— Macedonian conquest, 2548— Media's alliance with (585 B.C.), 1804— Persian conquest (546 B.C.), 1798— as Persian satrapy, 1813— Roman acquisition (116 B.C.), 1832—
- territory of the early Lydians, 1789

Lyell, Sir C, 128, 129
Lyncesti, ancient people, 2522, 2524
Lyne, Sir Wilham, facing 1083, 6358
Lyonesse, 117
Lyons, 4607, 4093, 4907, 385
Lyons, Council of (1245), 3614, 4042— (1274), 4042
Lyppeius, prince of lUyria, 2531
Lyre Bird, 1018
Lysander, Spartan leader, 2512
Lysandra, wife of Agathocles, of Thrace,

1839
Lysias, regent of Syria, 1854
Lysimacheia, 1844
Lysimachus, of Thrace (d. 281 B.C.), alli-

ance with Seleucus, 1838— conquests in Asia Minor, 2577-78— coiuiuest of Thrace and Macedonia,
2578— defeat and death, 1839— p:)rtrait from a coin, 1827— Thrace obtained as share of Alex-
ander's conquests, 2568— in wars of the Diadochi, 1826

Lysippus, sculjitor, 2571
Lytton, Edward Bulwer, earl of (1831-

91), viceroy of India, 1335, 1335

M
Ma, Nature goddess : see Great Jlother

of the Gcods

Maarra, Crusaders revolt, 4021
Ma '.t, Egyptian goddess of justice, 2098
Mabi, African tribe. 347, 2239
Mabuada, African kingdom, 2304
Macao, area and population, 5400
— buildings, 829, 830, 838— Portuguese settlement in 1560, 412— Roman Catholic cathedral, 830— woman, type, 717
Macarius. Clui-tian mystic (d. 391), 2883
MacArthur, John. 1034
Macarthy, Sir Charles, 5518
Macartney, Lord (1736-1807), 787, 788,

5505, 791
Macassar, 923, 924
Macaulay, Thomas, Lord (1800-59),

4822, 4823, 5259— on the wonder of India, 1333
Macbeth, Duncan killed by, 3911, 3912,

3917
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Maccabseus, Jonathan, burial, 1855
Maccabssus, Judas, lS5;i

Maccabseus, Simon, coins of, 1850
Maccabees, lelnllioii of, 75, 1854
McCarthy, Charles, governor of Sierra

Leone. '22()0

McClellan, General, 0343, 624S-50
McClintock, Sir J. L., explorer, '>325

M'Clure, Sir Robert, explorer, 6325
McCormick, Robert, explorer, 6325
Macdonald, Angus, " Lord of the

Isles." 3010
Macdonald, Sir Claude, 823
Macdonald, Etienne, duke of Tarento

(17t3.'i-lS4()), 4694, 4755
Macdonald. Flora, 4517
Macdonald, Sir John, Canadian states-

man. 6128. 612S, 6144, 6255
McDowell, General, defeat at Bull Run

(1861). 6242
Macedonia, 2521-83
•— Alexander the Great's empire, 2541-

87— army, 2539, 2566, 2569, 2539— Athenian wars, 2528, 2531, 2537-38— barbarian invasion, 2582— Cassander's rule in. 2576— Chalcidian League joined, 2525, 2531— Chalcidian League war, 2525, 2526— coins, 2528, 2577— Demetrius II., 2582— disputes after Alexander's death, 2568— dominion over Greece, 2573-83— Galatian (Gauls) invasion of, 2579-80— Greek states revolt against, 2581— Hellenic independence declared, 2587— horseman, 2525— Illyrian invasion, 2400, 2529— Keltic invasion, 2430— Lysimachus' rule, 2577-79— modern history, 5319— people of, 335, 2405— Persian alliance against, 1819— Philip the Great's empire, 2529-39— rise to power, 2380-81— Roman wars, 2384, 2582-83, 2650— Spartan alliance, 2522, 2526— Thessaly invaded. 2526— Thrace conquered. 2533— treaty with Carthage, 2586
Maces, stone, prehistoric. 238, 239
MaeGill University, Montreal, 6146
Machiavelli, Niccolo, 78, 4142, 4147
Machinery, Arkwright's spinning jenny,

5241— factories in 1834, 5243— industrial changes caused by, 5240-
44, 6393— invention and evolution of, 199— relation to progress, 6407, 6427

Machoerodus, 126
Mack, Baron Karl, surrender at Ulm

(1805), 4728
McKenna, on naval estimates, 6375
Mackenzie, Sir Alexander, 5453
Mackenzie, William Lyon, 6120-22
Mackenzie, Canada. 6175
McKinley, William, president U.S.A.,

6269-75
; plate facing 6255

Maclean, Kaid, 2210
MacMahon, Marie Edme, marshal of

France (1808-93), 5026,5105,5709,
5223

McMahon Boundary Commission, 1994
Macnab, Scottish chief in Canada, 6115
Macnaghten, Sir William, 1288
Macoris, San Dfjmingo, population, 6176
Macpherson, Charters, 1282
Macpherson, Sir John, 1268
Macquarie, Lachlan, 1038, 1039
Macrinus, Parthian emperor : see

Artabanus V.
Macrinus, M. Opellius, Roman emperor

(217), 2766. 2707
Macro. Nsevius (d. 38 A.D.), 2715
Macusis, Caribbean peonle. 324
Madagascar, 2350-52. 5'226

— Malay migration to. 894, 1429
Madai, or Medes, ancient people : see

under Media
Madaktu, city of Elam, 1699, 1707
Madeleine, church of, Psiris, 5096
Madhya-desa, mvthical dynasties, 1390
Madi, people, 338, 2267
Madison, James, president of U.S.A.

(1809-17), administration, 6210-13

Madison, James, Canadian policy, 6111— portrait, plate facing 6255— I'.S. Government scheme, 6200
Mad Mullah : see Sayyid Mohammed
Madocus, Thracian chief : see Ama-

docus
Madras, kingdoms, 1182— mutiny of 1806. 5500— population of, 1353— Singhalese invasion, 1379
Madras, town, Dupleix and La Bour-

donnais capture, 1254— English factory established, 1252— Fort St. George founded, 1253, 5451— population, 1363— restoration to English, 1255
Madrid, colonial collections in, 5954— lobby of the Cortes during the

Spanish Republic, 5229— modern conditions, 5405— Napoleon captures (1808), 4743— national party capture (1808), 5957— view, 5290— Wellington captures (1812), 4750— peace (1526), 4212
Madura, 1182. 1183, 1379
Madurese, Malay race, 335
Madyas of the Ashkuza, 1686
Msecenas, C, friend of emperor Augus-

tus, 2684, 2686, 2095, 2702
Msedi, Thracian tribe. 2541
Maelius, Spurius, 2626
Mseonians, ancient tribe, 1789
Maes, or Titianus, Macedonian mer-

chant, 1460
Maeterlinck, Maurice, " Pellfias and

Melisande," 5388
Mafeking, siege of, 2337, 2338, 2342
Maffeo, Nicolo, explorations. 3962
Magadha, kingdom. 1185, 1202, 1203
Migalhaes, Fernao de : see Magellan
Magamega, Park of, Ceylon, 1371
Magars, Tibetan tribe, 335
Magdala, fortress. 2256, 5520
Magdalena, river, Carib tribes, 6688— Chibcha settlements, 5804-18
Magdeburg, archbishopric founded,

3586, 3696— bishopric founded to convert Poland,
3194

Magdeburg, b.attle (1644). 4310
Magdeburg, concert of (1688), 4444
Magellan, Ferdinand (Magalhses), Por-

tuguese explorer, 50, 54, 5525, 5663,
5892— Pacific Ocean explorations, 1108— passing through Straits of Magellan,
1111— Philippines discovered, 26

Magellan Strait, 1108, 5814. 5948, 6017
Magenta, battle (1859), 4785, 5022,

5023, 5026
Magersfontein, battle (1899), 2339
Magha, Kalingi prince, 1380
Magna Charta (1215), 3753, 3866-70
Magnan, General Bernard Pierre, 4956
Magnano, battle (1799), 4694
Magnetic Pole, 6329, 6330, 6348, 6353,

6378
Magnentius, Roman soldier, 2784
Magnesia, city, 1799, 2506— battle (190 B.C.), 1830, 1844, 2650
Magnus I., king of Norway, 3566
Magnus V., king of Norway, 3567
Magnus VI., king of Norway, 3570
Magnus I., king of Sweden, 3573-74
Magnus II., king of Sweden and Nor-

way (1319-50), 3574-76, 4075-76
" Magnus Intercursus." 3909
Mago, ruler of Carthage, 2192
Mago, brother of Hannibal (d. 203 B.C.),

2641, 2648-49
Mago family, rule in Carthage, 2194
Maguire, Rochefort, explorer, 6337
Magwangwaras, Bantu negro tribe, 335
Magyars, race. 335, 3117— Bulgarian wars, 2950, 3037— European migration, 2392, 3380,

3692, 3694— Italian raids, 3940— mediaeval history, 3113-24— migration to Hungary, 2950— in modern Austria-Hungary, 5332— Moravia conquered. 3148— origin and extent of early territory,
2950

Mac—Mai
Magyars, Otto I. defeats (955), 3586— .Siberian origin, 645, 648— suppression of other nationalities

in Hungary, 5222— survey of early history, 2897— see also Hungary
Mahabharata, Indian epic, 1167-68,

1182, 1214
Mahadeva, Hindu god : see Siva
Mahajogin, Hindu god : see Siva
Mahakala, Hindu god, 1207
Mahanama, king of Cevlon, 1876
Maharajpar, battle (1843), 1292
Maharbal, Carthaginian commander

(216 B.C.). 2646
Mahasena, king of Ceylon, 1376
Mahaveliganga massacre, 5503
Mahavira Wardhamana : see Nataputta
Mahawansa, chronicle. 1368, 1373-75
Mahawihara, monastery of, Ceylon,

1368, 1373, 1374, 1376
Mahayana, in Buddhist doctrine : see

(ireat Chariot
Mahdi, Abbassid caliph, 1935
Mahdism, in Sudan, 73, 2169-72, 5478
Mah6-Seychelles, view, 553S
Mahendrawarman, of Cambodia, 1401
Mahinda, son of Asoka, 1193, 1371
Mahinda IV., king of Ceylon, 1377
Mahmud, Afghan leader, 1986
Mahmud (the Great), sultan of Ghazni

(998-1030). 1215-16, 1951
Mahmud, Seljuk sultan, 1957
Mahmud I., Turkish sultan, 3021
Mahmud II., sultan of Turkey (1807-

39), 4851-58, 4888
Mahmud Dramali, Turkish soldier

(1821). 4854
Mahmudiyah Canal, Egypt, 2161, 2022
Mahmud Lodi, defeated by Babar

(1529), 1226
Mahmud Shah II., ruler in the Bahmani

dynasty (1482-1518), 1224
Mahmud Shah II., last of the rulers of

the Tughlak dynasty, 1223
Mahmundzai, Afghan dan, 1523, 5502

6364
Mahogany, Honduras industry, 6200
Mahomet : see Mohammed
Mahommedanism : see Mohammedan-

ism
Mahrattas, 71. 336, 1238-44— army, organisation of in 17th

century, 39— British struggles with, 1243, 1273-
74, 1277, 5498-5500— Cornwallis, relations with, 1268— Hastings, negotiations with, 1262— Pima durb<ar (1790). 1281

" Mahratta tribute," tax, 1238
Ma'in, ancient people : see Minseans
" Maine," U.S. battleship, 5230
" Mainmorte," in feudal system, 4112
Maintenon, Madame de. 4435
Mainz, (iermanv, Charlemagne's bridge

over the Rhine. 3491— diet (1105). 3596— "Diet of Christ" (1188), 4034— siege (1689), 4444— views, 385
Maipu, battle (1818), 5972
Maisonneuve, Paul de. 6024
Malta Capak, 5846-49
Maitreya, 1196
Maiwand, battle (1880). 5502
Majestas Carolina, legal code, 3161
Majorianus, Roman emperor, 2792
Majuba Hill, battle (1881), 2330, 2330,

5175, 5516
Makalanga, Kaffir people, 2285
Makaraka, African tribe : see Niam-

Niam
Makdishu, E. Africa. 1428, 1429, 2293
Makololos, people. 335, 2289, 2303
Makonnen, Ras, prince of Tigre, 2258
Makuas, Bantu negro people, 335
Malabar coast. S. India, 26, 1184
Malabat Khan, Mogul general. 1235
Malacca, Malay Peninsula, early Euro-

pean settlements. 1399— founding of (1252), 894. 1428— Portuguese capture (1511), 900, 1402— Roman trade with. 1425
Malacca, Straits of, 1436
Mai-Amir, Elamite inscriptions, 1698.

1714, 1715
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Mai—Mat-
Malaga, Berber power in, 3084
Malagasy, Malayo-African people, 335
Malakoff, the (Sebastopol), I'rench

capture (1855), 4990, 5010
Malalas, Byzantine clironicler : see

Jolin Malalas
Malaria, in Africa, 2006— and Roman Empire, 2802
Malaspiaa, Saba, historian, 3973
Malatesta, Sigismondo Pandolfo, 3964
Malateste, family, 3958
Malaya Desa, ancient state, 1393
Malayalim, Dravidian people, 325
Malay Peninsula, 1398-99, 5564, 5594— Britisli expt-dition (c. 1875), 5504— British influence, its effect, 5622— cutting a road, 5G17— opening of first state railway, 5593
Malays, 335, 887-95— Ce.vlon invasions, 1380— conversion to Mohammedanism and

its civilising effects, 5623— in Further India, 1588— in Indian Ocean, 1428— language, 1128, 5554— in Madagascar, 1429, 2350— nautical history, 1428— position and progress, 1420— type, 349
Malaysia, 887-927, 1006-9, 6356
•— see also names of islands, Java,

Sumatra, etc.

Malay States, recent history, 6356
Malchus, Carthaginian general, 2192
Malcolm I. of Scotland. 3836
Malcolm II. of Scotland. 3911
Malcolm III. (Canmore) of Scotland.

3911-12, 3857
Malcolm IV. (the Maiden) of Scotland,

3913
Maldive Islands, government, 5564
Maleans, Greek race, 2517
Malesherbes, Christian, French minister,

4565, 4iG7, 4666
Malietoa Talavou, Samoan king, 977
Malietoa Vaiimpo, Samoan king, 975
Malik el-Aschraf Salah ed-din Khalil,

Acre captured (1291), 4043-44
Malik el-Mansur, Egyptian ruler. 4043
Malik Kasur, general (d. 1316), 1220
Malik Rahim, Buidan sultan, 1954
Maliidi, Arab settlement, 1429
Malmo, 4078. 4497, 5154
Malory, Sir Thomas. 3906
Mai Paharia, Dravidian tribe, 1153
Malplaquet, battle (1709), 4461, 4401
Malta, island, defences, 5593
— British rule in, 5604-6
— British take (1800), 4702, 5527— education, 5586— Hospitallers in, 3002, 3943, 4046— Napoleon seizes, 4691— Turkish defeat (1565), 3006, 300S— tvpical characters, 5607— views, 5604. 5005
Malta, Knights of : see Hospitallers
Malthias of Janof, 3751
Malthus, on multiplication, 6423
Mama Huaco, legend, 5844
Mama Oello, legends, 5843-46
Mamelukes, dynasty, 1934, 2149-61
— Beys massacred (1811), 2161, 4886— camwaigns against Crusaders, 4046,

4049— defeated by Ottoman Turks (1516),
1977— in Nubia (1812), 2249— white slave dynasty of Burgi
Mamelukes, 2152

Mamertines, 2196, 2637
Mammoths. 121-25, 150— plate following 88, 123, 120, 151, 102
Mamun, Abbassid caliph, 1943-44
Man, appearance on earth, 127-31— ascent of, geological chart facing 96— evolution of, 20-35, 6405-32
— growth of knowledge, 35-48— higher progress, 203-24— living types of, 349-351
— mastery of the earth, 108-114
— material progress. 185-201
— place in Nature's kingdom, 15-35
— prehistoric Drift Man. 115-25
— prehistoric remains, 110, 133, 154
— primitive man, 145-63
— in Stone Age, 132-44

Man, strength and stature, 41
Man, Isle of, government, 5557— House of Keys, 5550— Manx language and people, 336, 3498— Norwegian kingdom in, 3542— proclamation of laws, 555,9— relations with England, 5484
Managua, population, 6010
Manai Khan, Tartar khan, 3313
Manasseh, king of Judah, 1779
Manasses, Constantine, Bulgarian

Chronicle of, 3049
Manba, Cara settlement, 5826
Mance, Mile., Montreal partly founded

by, 6024
Manchester, bread riots (1819), 4799,

4799— factory hours (1825), 6394
Manchuria, 682, 6357
Manchus, 336, 660, 710, 717, 849, 850,

5506
Mancini, Maria. 4322
Manco, Inca of Peru, revolt against the

Spaniards, 5911
Manco Capak, Inca ruler, 5843-69
Mancos, river, cave dwellings, 5716,

5723
Manda, barbarians, 1595, 1801
Mandalay, 1342, 1398, 1397, 5509
Mandans, Siouan tribe, 344
Mandaras, tribe. Lake Chad group, 334
Mandingans, Sudanese negroes, 336
Mandingo, former kingdom,2229— negro people, 2217-18, 2219
Mandrocles, bridge, 2990
Manes, founder of the Manichsean sect

(238 A.D.), 1877
Manetho of Sebennytos, Egyptian his-

torian, 247, 2026, 2030-34
Manfred, king of Sicily (d. 1266), 3395,

3614. 3615, 3952
Manfredi family, Faenza ruled by, 3958
Manfredonia, foundation, 3952
Mangbattu, people, 336, 2265
Mangites, of Bokhara, 1518
Mangkassara, Malay natives, 336
Mangu Khan, Mongol emperor, 1487
Manhattan Island, 6050
Maniaces, Georgius, 2955
Maniago, electric works, 5372
Maniak, Turkish vassal, 2916
Manichfflan sect, 1877
Manikus, Zulu chief. 2290
Manila, British capture, 934, 5527— cession to U.S.A., 936— opened to trade (1803), 934— scenes in, 931
Manin, Daniele, Italian patriot, 4783,

4926-32, 4927, 5020, 5036
Manioc, discovery and use, 5681, 5804
Manipur, rebellion (1891), 5502
Manipuris, natives of Manipur, 336
Manishtusu, of Kish, obelisk, 1594, 1704
Manitoba, agricultural life, 6135, 6137— area and population, 6175— Canada absorbs, 6128-30— school cpiestion, 6134
Manius Aquillius, Roman Consul : see

Aquillius, Manius
Manjusri, Buddhist divinity, 1205
Manlius, M., Roman magistrate, 2626
Mannar, Isle of, Dutch acquire, 1384
Manoa, Raleigh's expedition, 6018
" Manors " of Templars, 4046
Mansfeld, Peter Ernest von. Count :

see Ernest of Mansfeld
Mansfield, abolitionist (1772), 6393
Mansur, Abu Jafar, caliph, 1932
Manshur, Shah, of Farsistan, 1973
Mansur, Al, regent of Spain (d. 1002),

3982-83, 3985-88
Mansur, Al (successor to Yusuf, c. 1195),

war with Spaniards, 3990
Mansura, battle (1219). 2149
Mansura, battle (1249), 2150
Mantati, Kaffir people, 2287
Mantegna, Andrea (1431-1506), 4128
Manteuffel, Edwin Hans, Baron (1809-

85), 5072, 5136, 57.36. 5138
Manteuffel, Otto, Baron (1805-82),

Prussian policy. 4969
Mantinea, battles, 2512. 2516
Man-Tses, Sze-chuen people, 336
Mantua, attempt to divert course of

river Mincio, 3972— Austria retains (1859), 6030

GENERAL INDEX
Mantua, fortress, 303— Napoleon captures, 4681— riae under Gonzaga, 3968
Mantzikert, battle, 2957
Manu, mythical author, 1173
Manuel I. (Comnenus), Byzantine em-

peror, 2961-62, 3117, 4058
Manuel IL, Byzantine emperor, 2975,

2984. 2986
Manuel (the Magister), regent of Byzan-

tine empire (842), 2942
Manuel, rider of Epirus, 3043
Manuel, king of Portugal (1909),

5409, 5409
Manuel Philes, poet, 2973
Manutius, Aldus, printing by, 4126
Manx language, 3498— people, 336
Manyuemas, Bantu people, 336, 2308
Maollin, Kinkatcc god, 5768
Maoris, 336, 955, 987, 997— art, 955— house, 999— migrations, 952, 986, 987— missions among, 988— parUamentarv representation; 5579— risings of 1846 and 1860, 994, 996,

996, 998, 5524— types, 351, 944, 997— see also New Zealand
" Maors," Keltic headmen, 2434
Mar, Earl of, Jacobite rising, 4509
Maracanda, ancient Samarkand, 2562
Maran, Solomon Islands, view, 5544
Maranon, river, Jesuit missions, 5930
Marash, Hittite state, 1718, 1726
Marat, Jean Paul (1744-93), assassi-

nation, 4668, 4074, 4670
Maratbis : see Mahrattas
Marathon, battle, 1815, 2497-98
Marathon, plain, 2498
Marbach, League (1405), 3634
Marbod (Maroboduas), king of the

Sueir (d. 19 A.D.). 3436, 3442-44
Marburg, conference (1529), 4189, 4190
Marcello, Bartolommeo, 2994
Marcellonus, Roman general, 2793
Mareellus, M. Claudius (d. 23 B.C.),

2702, 2700
March, George, Earl of (1338-1420),

plot, 3889, 3894
Marchand, Major, Fashoda expedition,

2171
Marchena, Juan Perez de : see Perez

de Marchena
Marcian, Byzantine emperor (450-59),

2792, 2794
Marcion, Christian writer, 2865
Marco Polo : see Polo. Marco
Marcomanni, 3442-45, 3442, 3447
Marcus Aurelius, emperor of Rome
(161-18(0, 2755-61, 2758, 2759

Mardonius, Persian commander, 1815,

2497, 2otH), 2502, 2521
Marduk, Babylonian god, creation of the

world, 1640— defeats other Babylonian gods, 277
— identified with Egvptian Osiris, 2092
— parallel with Jehovah, 1642
— statue, 1604, 1609, 1704, 1813
— temple destroyed, 1603, 1812
— Tiamat destroyed by. 1039

Marduk-aphu-iddina I., of Babylon, 1608

Marduk-aplu-iddina H.. king of Baby-
lon : sie Mennlach-Valadan

Marduk-balatsu-iqbi, king of Babylon,
1614. 1667

Marduk-bel-usati, king of Southern
Babylonia, 1612

Marduk-nadin-akhe, king of Babylon,
1609, 1656, 1011

Marduk-shapik-zer-mati, king of Baby-
lon. 1609, 1057

Marduk-shum-iddina, king of Babylon,
1612, 1613

Marduk-zakir-shum seizes throne ot

Babvlon, 1617
Mareb. ruins of dam, Arabia Fehx, 1886

Marengo, battle (1800), 4702

Margaret, regent of the Netherlands
(1506), 3686

Margaret, queen of Bohemia. 3156

Margaret of York, duchess of Burgundy,
supports Perkin Warbeck, 3901

Margaret of Anjou (1430-82), queen of

England, 3892, 3894-98
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GENERAL INDEX
Margaret (1356-1412), qjeen of Den-

mark, Norway, and Sweden, 3560-
02, 3562, 3576, 4077, 4078-80

Margaret of France, wife of Edward I.

of England, 3876
Margaret of Flanders, trade priviloKPS

conferred (1252), 4070
Margaret of Flanders wfe of Philip

the Bold (14th century), 3812
Margaret of Valois (1553-1615), queen

of France, 4287
Margaret, German empress (d. 1356),

marriage with Lewis IV., 3624
Margaret, queen of Hungary, crusade

to Palestine (1195), 3119, 3119
Margaret of Navarre (1492-1549), 4230
Margaret of Parma (1522-86), 4259
Margaret, queen of Malcolm Canmore

of Scotland (d. 1093), 3912, 3921
Margaret (Maid of Norway), queen of

Scotland (1286-90), 3879, 3914
Margaret Tudor. (1489-1541), queen

of James VI. of Scotland, 3910,
3916, 392S, 4353

Margaret Ebner, nun, visions, 3747
Margaret Maultascli, daughter of Henry

of Carinthia (tl. 1340), 3624
Kirgarita, island, 5965-67
Margary, A. R., murder, 814
Margat (or Margot), castle, 4043, 4046
Marg Dabik, battle (1516), 2153
Marguerette, Paul and Victor, 5383
Mari. king of Damascus (8th century),

1667, 1730
Maria, duchess of Amalfl (1035), 3942
Maria, queen of Hungary (1382-85),

3120, 3120
Maria of Loretto, Cellini works for, 3064
Maria de Molina (d. 1321), regency in

Castile, 3996
Maria 11. (da Gloria) of Portugal (1834-

53), 4847
Maria, queen of Sicily (1368), 3976
Maria Caroline, queen of Naples, 4843
Maria Christina, queen-regent of

Spain (1833-40), 4900
Maria Christina, queen-regent of Spain

(1885), 5228
Maria Comnena, marriage, 4033
Marianne Islands, Pacific Ocean, 962,

5230
Maria Padilla, mistress of Pedro the

Cruel, 3997
Maria Palseologa, tsarina of Bulgaria

(1272), 3045
Maria Theresa (1717-80), archduchess

of Austria, queen of Hungary
and Bohemia, 4521-31, 4525,4527— commercial policy, 4634— pipsy enactments, 3111— Hungarians support, 3134— palace, 4524— succession war, 4164, 4502, 4528

Maria Theresa of Spain (1638-83),
queen consort of France, 4320,
4322, 4399, 4448

Marie de Medici (1573-1642), queen of
France, 4313, 4316

Marie, empress of Russia, 5797
Marie Am61ie, queen of the French,

wife of L. Philippe, 4906
Marie Antoinette (1755-93), queen of

France, accession, 4565, 456G— diamond necklace affair, 4569— execution, 4672— influence in politics, 4639— mob in Tuileries palace, 4662— portraits, 4650, 4654, 4668— in prison, 4657— trial. 4672
Marie Louise of Austria, marriage to

Napoleon (1810), 4944
Marie : see also Maria and Mary
Marienburg, Germany, headrjuarters of

Teutonic Order, 3215, 3710, 3713— siege (1411), 3714— compact (1656), 4390
Marignano, battle 3689, 3690, 4228,
Mariah, king of Damascus, 1575
Marino, revolution led bv, 5962-6
Marinus of Tyre (c. 100 A.D.), 5662
Maristan, hospital, Cairo, 2156
Marius, C, consul, 2656-58, 2656
Mark Antony : see Antony
Mark, St.. Kvangelist, 2852, 2853
Markets, beginnings of, 196

Markets, early history of weekly mar-
kets. 4603— in 13th century, 3395

Markham, Commander A. H., 6340
Markland : see Newfoundland
Marks, Frankish divisions, 3486
Markward of Annweiler. 3050
Marlborough, John Churchill. Duke of

(1650-1722), campaigns, 4160,
4454-63, 4454, 4459— favourite of Queen Anne, 4489— portrait, 4491

Marlborough, Sarah Jennings, Duchess
of (1660-1744), 4489. 4491

Marlowe, Christopher (1564-93), 4281
Marmaiu, Libyan king, 2114
Marmont, Auguste (1774-1852), duke

of Ragusa, 4749, 4750
Marmot, European survivor of Drift

and Glacial periods, 120, 121
Maroboduas, king of the Sueir : see

Marbod
Maronea, Tliracian town, 2532
Maronites, monotheistic sect, 336, 1980
Maroons, slave race, 5485, 6188
Maroto, Basque general (1839), 4900
Marozia, Roman woman, ascendancy

over the popes, 3382, 3719
Mar-Prelate controversy (16th century),

4279
Marqasi, Hittite state : see Marash
Marquette, Jacques, Mississippi dis-

covered, 6028
Marquesans, Polynesian people, 340
Marquesas Islands, 4905, 941, 962
Marracioii, tribe of Italy, 2414
Marrast, Armand (1801-52), 4951
Marriage, 1164— Byzantine legislation, 2936— Chinese ceremony, 747— connection with religion, 213— English ceremony, 215— feudal customs, 4102, 4111— group marriage, 211-13— Inca customs, 6864-65— Indian customs, 1156,1164,1174,1211— mixed marriages prohibited by

Athenians, 2592— monogamy, the highest form, 213— Moorish ceremony, 214— the " Rakshasa " form of, 1177— Roman ceremony, 2559— Saxon laws, 4095— Slav customs, 3185— United States of America, 6260— various customs, 214— Zulu wedding dance, 209
Marruciui, tribe, 2634
Mars, planet, non-habitability, 96, 105
Marsa Muscet, fortifications, 5605
" Marseillaise, The," Rouget de Lisle

singing, 4661
Marseilles (ancient Massilia), Britain's

trade with, 8rd century B.O., 3498— Carthaginian wars, 2192— commerce extended by Pytheas'
vovages, 2594-95— Gauls in, 2426. 2427

Marshall Islands, 6362
Marsl, tribe of Italv, 2414, 2634, 2659
Marsian War (b.O. 92). 2659
Marsigho of Padua (d. 1328), 3745
MarsiH, Luigi (1342-94), 4124
riarsin, Marshall (1656-1706), 4454
Masinissa, Numidian chief, 2648
Marsk, Danish official, 3559
Marston Moor, battle (1644), 4337. 4346
Martaban, British annexation, 1398
Martia (Ummanish), of Susa, 1810
Martignac. Jean Baptiste (1776-1832),

French minister, 4859, 4861
Martia (the Elder), king of Aragon

(1395-1410), 3976, 3999
Martin (the Younger), of Aragon. 3976
Martin I., pope (649-53). 2918
Martin IV., pope (1281-85), 3975
Martin V., pope (1417-31), 3408-9,

3642. 3647. 3752, 3753
Martin, John, " Fall of Babylon," 1628
Martin von Oanin, archbisliop of Posen

(1840), 4893
Martinique, history of colony (1635-

1763), 6184— area and population, 6176— Frencli colonisation. 5950— Rodney's victory (1782), 6193

Mar—Mat
Martinique, views, 6187
Marti Qazzi, George, bishop of Gross-

wardein (d. 1551), 3125
Marx, Karl (1818-83), socialist, 4897,

4S97, 5244, 5268, 5271, 6396-97
Mary, the mother of Jesus, adoration,

development of doctrine. 2884
Mary of Burgundy (1457-82), wife of

Emperor Maximilian, 3421, 3691,
3827

Mary I., queen of England (1553-58),
4247-9, 4248, 6326

Mary II., (1662-94), queen of England,
4127, 4477, 4485

Mary of Modjna, queen of England.
4476

Mary of England, queen-consort of
Louis XII. of France (1496-1533),
3834

Mary, princess of Orange (d. 1670), 4421
Mary of Guise (1515-60), queen of

Scotland, 4240, 4353
Mary, queen of Scots (1542-87), 4354-

58, 4271— pictures, 4352, 4354, 4355, 4357,
4359, 4361, 4364

Mary : see also Marie and Maria
Maryland, U.S.A., British colonisation,

5450, 6039-40, 6177— confederation of American states

opposed, 6201-3
Masa, ancient people, 1792
Masaccio, Tommaso (1401-28), Italian

painter, 4129, 4129
Masais, Eastern Hamite race, 336
Ma-san-po, Korean port, opened to

Japanese, 876, 878
Mascames, Persian general, 2403
Mascarenes, islands, 2352
Masham, Mrs., 4491
Mashikulumbwe, African tribe, 2304
Mashonaland, British rule, 5513-18— Matabele conquest (1837), 2289— people, 336— ruins of ancient settlements, 2292
Masinissa, king of Numidia (d. 149

B.C.), 2197, 2382, 2648, 2649
Maskat, Arabia, 1981, 1993, 2294— view, 1980
Massabat, tribe In the Sudan. 2242
Massachusetts, assembly banislies Roger

Williams, 6046— colonisation and early history, 6045-
56, 5450— expedition against Quebec, 6033— slavery abolished (1780), 6215— taxation protest, 6076

Massachusetts Bay Co., 6045
Massachusetts Charter Act (1774), 6078
Massachusetts Indians, 312
Massacre of Amboise : see Amboise
Massagetse : see Scythians
Massai, East African tribe, 2269
Massalits, tribe of Wadai group, 347
Massiina, Andr(5, duke of Rivoli (1758-

1817), 4682, 4683,4694, 4748
Massilia : see Marseilles

Massina, Western Sudan, 2226, 2229
Massowah, Eritrea, 388
Mastaba, tombs in Egvpt, 2034
Mastino H., Ghihelline leader, 3969
Mastodon. 131. 126
Mastud, ruler in Slave dynasty, 1219 •

Masulipatam, storming of (1758), 1258
Masuri, scenery, 1144
Mataafa, Samoan king, 978
Matabeles, 336, 2289-90, 2318, 2332,

5513-18
Matacoans, Indian race, 336
Matanzas, Cuba, population, 6176
Mataram, Japanese kingdom, 912, 914
Matate, African people, 2303
Maternity, historic importance of, 6411— Roman views on, 2803— State endowment, 6307-8
Mathematics, among Babylonians, 1636— origin of modern system, 2369
Mathy, Karl, minister of Baden (d.

1868), 4914-24. 4964. 5087
Matienzo, Florida expedition, 6014
Mati-il of Agusi. 1669
Matilda (1080-1118), queen-consort of

Henrv T. of England, 3862
Matilda (or Maud) (1102-67), empress

of Germany and queen of England,
3862, 386 4, 3864
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Mat—Mel

Matilda (1046-1115), countess of Tus-
cmiv, 3500, 3044

Matjoi, people, 2066
Matra, British agent at Tangier, 5482
Matriarchy, 213, 202, 2247
Mat Saleh, Borneo insurrection, 5505
Matsudaira Tashinaga, Japanese dai-

niiyo, 570
Matsushima Bay, views, 422, 428
Matsya, Aryan tribe in India, 1169
Mattaniah, of Judah : see Zedekiah
Mattattaias, Hebrew priest, 1854
Matter, immutability disproved. 92— life potential in, creed, 107— li\ing and lifeless, 101, 106
— new conception of, 105
Matthew, St., Apostle, 2852, 3904
Matthias, Holy Roman emperor (1612-

10), king of Bohemia and Hungary,
4296-99, 3128, 4205

Matthias, count of Gallas, 4308
Matthias, Hunyadi, king of Hungary

(1458-00), 3122-24, 3123, 3124
— crusade against Bohemian king

(1468), 3175-77— wars with Frederic III., 3654
Matthias Basarab, voivode of Walla-

chia (1632-54), 3056, 3058
Mauclair, French writer, 5388
Maud, queen of England : see Matilda
Maupas, Charlemayne Emil de, 4956
Maupassant, Guy de, 5383
Maupeon, Nicholas Augustin de, chan-

cellor of France (1768), 4565, 4567
Maura, Spanish premier, 5405
Maurennahar, former province, 1516
Maurepas. Jean, French minister, 4565
Mauretania, ancient kingdom, N. Africa,

see Morocco
Mauri, people of N. Africa : see Moors
Mauriazen(or Katalaune), battle (451),

3(130, 3454
Maurice, prince of Anhalt-Dessau, 4543
Maurice, elector of Saxony (1548-53),

4199, 4218, 4221, 4222
Maurice, Rev. F. D. (1805-72),

social reform, 5257, 5258
Mauricius, Byzantine emperor (582-

602), 2916, 3073, 3074
Mauritius, island, 2352, 5491, 5567, 5588,

5594
Maurya dynasty, in India, 1202-4
Mausolus, prince of Caria, 2518— Halicarnassus mausoleum, 225, 22S,

2517
Mautenra, king of the Khatti, 1720
Mauthi, in Albanian mythology, 3065
Mautias, Athenian leader, 2529
Maviti, B)ntn negroes. 336
Mavrocordato, Nikolaus, voivode of

Wallachia : see Nikolaus
Mavrogordato, Alexander, Greek po-

litical system organised, 4854
Max Emmanuel : see Maximilian, Em-

manuel
Maxentius. Roman emperor (306-13),

defeated by Constantine, 2780-81
Maximian (or Maximianus), Roman em-

peror (286-305 and 306-8), 2775-
•79. 2776, 2780

Maximilian I. (1573-1651), duke of
Bavaria, 4295, 4209, 4301

Maximilian 11., duke of, Bavaria (1679-
1726), 4916, 4019, 4453, 4464

Maximilian I., Holy Roman emperor
(1493-1519), 3419-20, 3675-01— French relations, 3682, 3828— Hungarian war (1506), 3686— Italian campaigns, 3680, 3686,
3832-33— marriage, 3421, 3656-57. 3827— pictures, 3681, 3687, 3691— portraits, 3676, 3677— scheme for partition of Turkey, 3001— succession treaty, 3242— Switzerland's revolt against, 3662— taken prisoner at Bruges, 3656— tomb, 3690, 4136

Maximilian II., Holy Roman emperor
(1564-76), 4203-94— in Hungary, 3126— tribute to the Turks (1568), 3009— Protestant faith, 4202-3

Maximilian, archduke of Austria, em-
peror of Mexico (1864-67), 6002-7,
5025, 5032, 5086

Maximilian, portrait, 6004
Maximus. revolt against Constans, 2918
Maximinus, C. Juhus Varus, Roman

emperor (235-38), 2768, 2768
Maximinus Dara, Roman emperor

(305), 2779-80
Maximus, Clemens, Roman governor:

see Clemens Maximus
Maximus, Galerius Valerius, Roman

emperor (28r,-:505) : see Galerius
Maximus, M. Clodius Pupienus, Roman

emperor (238), 2760
Maximus, Valerius, historian, 2716
Maxtla, Aztec king. 5790-92
May. princess of Wales, Indian tour

(l'.)0.->-6), 1852
May, Sir William, 5430
Maya, mother of Buddha, 1186, 1188
Mayadhana. king of Ceylon, 1381
Mayapan, Maya ruins, 5747-55
Maya-Quiche, Central American race,

336
Mayas, Central American race, 5725-60— architecture, 5716-22— Dresden MS., 5731— masks, 5760— religious customs, 5743, 5745— sailing practised by, 5688— sculpture at Itzamal, 5748— Spanish conciuest of, 5902— temples and palace, 5737, 5738, 5739—

• temple of the Cross, 5744
Mayence : see Mainz
Mayenne, duke of (fl. 1589), 4292
" Mayflower," 6045, 6047
" May Laws" (1837), 5214
Mayo, Richard Southwell, Earl of

(1822-72), Viceroy of India, 1327,
1328, 1329, 1330

Mayor of the Palace, Byzantine office,

2951
Mayor of the Palace, Frankish office,

3376, 3478
Maypuris, Arawak tribe, 321
Mazarin, Jules, cardinal, 4314-22 4317,

4310, 4622
Mazdak, Zoroastrian reformer, 1879
Mazceus, satrap of Babylon, 2556
Mazeppa, Ivan, Cossack hetman (1644-

1709), 3275, 4500, 3274, 3275
Maziat, Syria, centre of assassins'

power, 1062
Mazzini, Giuseppe (1805-72), Italian

patriot, Austrians opposed by,
4927-31, 4902— portrait, 5034— relations with French republicans
(1848), 4914— Roman republic led by, 4954— Rome defended (1849), 4784— work for unity of Italy, 5035-36, 5030

Mbengas, Bantu negroes, 336
Meadow, battle of the, 3516
Mecca, 1892-1906— caravan on the way to, 1939— the first caliph opposed by, 1909— grand sherifat established, 1981— Othman's favouritism, 1916— pilgrims to the Kaaba, 1890, 1894— railway scheme, 6366— siege (691). 1924
Mechitar da Pietro (1676-1749), 3026
Mechitarists, religious sect, 3026
Mecbum, Turkish ruler, 1470
Mecklenburg duchies, constitution of

Mecklenburg - Schwerin annulled
(1851), 4972— position in early 19th century, 4832— Wallenstein's acquisition of, 4304

Medes, ancient people : see under Media
Media, history, 1801-24— Ashkuza wars, 1803— Assyrian wars, 1680. 1684, 1686, 1801— Babylonian relations, 1623, 1625-26,

1686— Elam superseded by, 1713— first appearance in history, 1575— Lvdian war (585 B.C.), 1797— Nineveh sacked by, 1686, 1687— nomads of Central Asia, 1456— partition of satrapies. 1837— pays tribute to Shalmaneser II., 1666— pioneer of Persia, 1801— population, 1801— rising against Alexander the Great,
2566

GENERAL INDEX
Media, royal house overtlirown by

Cyrus. 1805— unification. 1804
Median wall, l)uilt, 1627. 1634
Medical missions, 5642
Medici family, banking business, 4602— power in Florence, 3415— see also Christian names of rulers
Medicine Hat, 6147
Medina, Bartolomii de. 5942-43
Medina, hislory, 1801-24, 1894, 1900,

1002, 1021
Medinet Habu, temple ruins, 208G, 2117
Mediolanum: see Milan
" Mediterranean race," 1735, 2374-76
Mediterranean Sea, the Atlantic opened

up frfiin, 5601— British possessions and influence in,
5563— influence on humanity, 2300, 5664— map of coasts, 2373— piracy in, 2442, 4059— its significance in history of the
world. 26. 28, 29, 2371-76

Medocus, king, 2404
Medum pyramid, 258, 2035
Meerssen, treaty (870), 3496, 3582
Meerut, mutiny (1857), 1304, 4900
Megabazos (or Megabyzus). Persian

ccmimander, 164. 1816, 2403
Megabetes, commander of expedition

against Naxos (c. 500 B.C.). 1814
Megalithic structures, 169, 170, 171
Megalopolis, ilreek city, 2516, 2536— battle. 2573
Megara, Greek city, 2484, 2536
Megastbenes, Greek historian, 1183,

1202, 2508
Megiddo, Syria. 2071. 2125
Mehemet Ali, viceroy of Egypt (1769-

1849), 2159, 4888. 4890, 5509— Hedjaz occupied by (1818). 1981— Louis Philippe's relations with, 4905— massacre of Mamelukes (1811). 4886— Sudan conquests. 2161, 2169. 2250
Mehemet Bey, in Young Turk move-

ment, 5200
Mehemet Bey, Turkish general, con-

quests of. 3002
Mehemet Riishdi Pasha, 5198, 5204
Mehemet : see Mohammed
Mehidpur, battle (1817). 5499
Mehti-em-saf, king of Egypt (6th

dynasty) : see Merrenra
Meidum, pyramid : see Medum
Meiji, Japanese epoch, 580
Meinhard of Gorzand Tyrol, Duke, 3618
Meinhard, bishop of Uxkull (d. 1106),

3212. 3704
Mejlis. National Assembly. 1094. 1996
Mekha, Egyptian king, 2016
Me ki lien, Turkish ruler, 1470
Mekong, river in Further India, 1387,

1406, 1408. 1413
Melanchthon, Philip, 4184, 4184. 4189
Melanesia. 953-54, 957-58, 5626— art. 952— canoe, native, 958— languages, number of British sub-

jects speaking, 5554— Malays in. 890, 894— people, characteristics and types,
336, ,35;, 1007, 1420— village life, 959

Melanochroi, Caucasian man. 337
Melas, Michael von (1729-1806). 4702
Melbourne, Lord (1778-1848), adminis-

tration, 4S09, 4810
Melbourne, Australia, founding (1837),

1058— scenes in, 105S, 1059, 1084, 1091— premiers' conference (1908). 6359
Melchior of Hatzfeldt, in Thirty Years

War, 4310
Melden. Ludwig von, Austrian com-

mand in Hungary (1549). 4940
Meleagrus, Macedonian leader, 2568
Melek-kiryat. god : see Melkart
Melekshah, Seljuk ruler (1072-02), 1956
Melikertes of Corinth, god, 1737
MelikofE, Loris. general. 5205
Melisande (d. of Baldwin II. of Jeru-

salem), marriage (1129), 4029
Melitene, city in Asia Minor, 1646,

1656, 1723
Melkart, god, Tyrian cult, 1737
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Melle. former kingdom, 2218, 2221
Meloria, battle (1284), 3946-47. 3958
Melos, oxeavations at, 2408, 2408
Melukhkha, kiag of, governor of Musri

(IciHMKlent on, 1883
Melville, Andrew, reformer, 4358
Melville Islands, 6338
Mem. prehistoric Egyptian town, 246
Memiath Temple, 119G
Mem ion, Persian general. 2548-50
Memaon, colossi, 2048, 2076, 2077,

2082, 2138
Memnoae, son of Carlo I. of Epirus,

claims supported by Turks. 2986
Memory, faculty of, 108-9, 112-13
Memphis, Egypt, Alexander tlie Great

at. 2554— buildings of, 2074, 2079— capital of King Menes. 2028, 2029— engineering marvels, 1560— Ethiopian conquest (750 B.C.), 2121— in hands of Assyrians. 1681— Hikuptah, ancient name for, 2023— rivers, 2050
Mena, early king of Egypt, chronology,

61, 250— historical originals, 2032— seal, 251
— tomb, 246
Menabe, former kingdom, 2351
Menado, North Celebes state, 924
Menahem, king of Israel, 1670, 1774
Menam, river, Siam, 1387
Menam valley, Siam. 1408
Menaader, Bactrian king, 1848, 2599
Menander, livzantine historian (6th

century), 1744, 2914
Menangkaban, Sumatra, 894
Menapii, Keltic tribe in Britain, 2428
Menawatji, battle (1874), 2242
Mencius, Chinese pliilosopher, 730,

731, 733-34
Mench6, ruins of, 5732-56
Mende tribes, British wars with, 5518
Mendesian Nile, 2022
Mendicant orders : see Friars
Mendiago, tribe : see Fulbe
Meadis, tribe of Temne Group, 337
Mendog, grand duke of Lithuania (d.

1263). 3215
Mendoza, Pedro de (d. 1537), 5914
Mendoza, district in Chili, 5970
Menelaus, execution ordered, 1854
Menelik II., emperor of Abyssinia

(1844), 2257-58, 5231, 6367, 2257
Menendez de Aviles, Pedro, 6016
Meneptah, king of Egypt, 2114
Menes, Egyptian king, founder of first

dynasty, 2026, 2028-29, 2031,2032— Egyptian civilisation under, 1560— fo\iniN Menii)his, 242— prolialjle identification with Aha,
2017

Meng dau Meng, Burmese ruler (1853-
78), 1396, 1398

Meng-tsze : see Mencius
Mengyitsanke, Burmese rider, 1314
Menkauhor, king of Egypt, 2037
Menkaura, king of Egypt, 2036, 2036,

2037
Menkheperura Thothmes IV., king of

Egypt : see Thothmes rV'.

MeuneJer, Egypt : see Memphis
Mennonites, Canadian settlers, 6119
Meaou, Baron Jacques, 2158, 4704
Menotti, Giro, Bologna revolutionary

leader (1831). 4876
Menschikov, Alexander, Prince (1672-

1730), 3345
Menschikov. Alexander, Prince (1787-

1SG9), 4rtS7. 5000, 5007
Mentara, ruler of Pegu, 1394, 1403
Meatawey Islanders, 337
Menthesuphis, king of Egypt, 2039
Mentiu, Bedouin tribe, 2035
Mentu, P^gyptian god : see Month
Mentuhotep I., king of Egypt, 2052
Menuas, king of Urartu, 1667, 1787
Merbaal, king of Tyre, 1747
Merchant Adventurers' Company, 4063,

4615
Merchant Companies : see Chartered

companies
" Merchant's Table," dolmen near

Carnac, 171
Mercia, 3504,3506-7

Mercy, Count Claudius (1666-1733),
government of Temes, 3144

Mercy, Baron Francis ol, 4310
Merenra, king of Egypt, 2038
Mergeutheim, battle (1645), 4310
Mergui, J5ritish annexation, 5500
Meri-Atum, Egyptian prince, 2109
Merida, 5755, 5962, 6010
Merinides, dynasty, 2208
Merira, king of Egypt, 2038
Mermillod, Kasper, banished, 5232
Mermiada;, Lydian family, 1795
Merneit, ancient Egyptian king, 250
Merodach : see Marduk
Merodach-baladan, king of Babylon

(d. c. 698 B.C.), Assyrian war,
1578, 1608, 1616, 1618, 1655— bas-relief portrait, 1617— Dur-Iakin his capital, 1697— Elamite support 1706— envoy sent to Hezekiah, 1778— escape to Elam by ship, 1644—-monument, 1644

Meroe, ancient kingdom, Africa, 2247
MeroviQgians, 3471-96, 4096
Merpeba, Egyptian king, 2018, 2032
" Merrimac " in American Civil War,

6245, 6250
Merry del Val, Cardinal, 5374
Mers, people of India. 1282
Merseburg. treaty (1033), 3196
Mersen, treaty of (870 a.D.). 3935
Mersina, massacre (1909), 6366
Merv, early history, 1462— fortress, 1517— occupation by Seljuk Turks, 195S— ruins of ancient, 1517— struggles for possession of. 1518— Tekke Turkomans of, 1516— view in modern, 1517
Mervan I., Omayyad chieftain, 1923
Mervanll., Omayyad chieftain, 1928
Mesa Verde, tribes, 5712, 5714, 5715
Meschetta, palace, 2925
Mesflembria, battle (917), 3038
Mesha, king of Moab, stele of, 1731
Meshed, Persia, mosque, 1967— Kussian consul-general appointed

(1889), 1990
Me-silim, king of Kish, 1593
Mesko I., duke of Poland, 3193-94, 3150
Mesko II., king of Poland, 3195, 3591
Mesniu, followers of Egyptian god

Horus, 2015
Mesopotamia, 259-80, 1629-44, 1996— Aramaean migration into, 1657, 1658— climate, 1689— contest for, between Assyria and

Babylonia, 1608— Elamite intercourse with, 1700— Hittite civilisation in, 1718-33,
1645-46, 295-6— Kliarijites, kingdom, 1945— land routes of early traders to

Europe, 283, 284— Persian plunder of (604 A.D.), 1881— religion bearing on history, 274— Roman pro^ince formed, 2752— types of people, 266, 267— see also AssjTia and Babylonia and
Sumerians

Mesrob, Armenian alphabet designed by,
2928

Messalina, wife of Claudius, 2720
Messalla, Valerius, consul, 2680
Messalla, Valerius, soldier. 2688, 2692
Messana, Sicily. 2196. 2637— Hiero II. of Syracuse invades. 2196
Messapii, Italian tribe. 2399, 2414
Messene, Asiatic state, history, 1886
Messenia, 2490. 2516. 2536
Messenhauser, Wenzel, 4939-40
Messina, bombardment (1848), 492S— destroyed by earthquake, 5370,

5375 ; later shocks, 6374— insurrection (1820), 4844
Mestizos, race, 337, 4588
Metal, 175-76, 188-89, 1254, 1561— precious, use as exchange, 196— see also names of various metals
MetauTus, battle (207 B.C.), 2648
Metcalfe, Charles Theophilus, Baron,

(1785-1846), 1279, 1279
Mete, Hun ruler, 1452
Metelino, battle (1457), 2996
Meteor-iron, use in Stone Age, 176

Mel—Mic
Methodius of Thessalonica (d. 885).

2944, 3080, 3146
Methone, Macedonia, town, 2529, 2532
Methuen, Lord, South African cam-

l)aign, 2338
Methymaa, alliance with Athens, 2517
Meton, astronomer and engineer, 2508
Metric system, 5399, 5654
" Metropolis," by T'pton Sinclair, 6311
Metten II., king of Tyre, 1745
Metternich, Prince Clemens (1773-1859),

4825-38, 4917-22, 4746, 4898-4902— expelled by revolutionists, 4783— mediation in Russo-Prussian War
with ^Tapoleon, 4757— policy towards German states, 4881— reactionary influence on Germany,
4835— relations with Italy, 4844— support of Louis Plulippe, 4870— portraits, 4793, 4827

Metz, siu-render to Germans (1870),
5110, 5113, 5120, 5130, 5129

Meucci, Antonio, telephone invented,
5372

Mexican Gulf, Spanish occupation, 6182
Mexico, 5725-5800, 5893-5903, 5997-

6008, 6010— aboriginal carvings, 5794— aboriginal races, 5725-5800 : see
also names of races— dates of chief events, 6316— Maximilian's empire, 6002-7, 5032,
5086— people of, 337

1

— pottery, 5799— revolutions of 19th century, 5958-
60, 5997-6005— silver mines, 5942-45— Spanish discovery and conquest of,

5893-5903— Texas separated from, 6227-23— United States war with (1847),
6227-29— views, 5727

Mexico city, Bazaine's entry (1863),
5996— poi)nlation, 6010— views, 6001, 6005

Mezzabarba, Papal legate to Pekin, 829
Mezzeria, svstem of land teniu-e, 5372
Miani, battle (1843), 1290, 1293, 5500
Miaotzu, Chinese aboriginal tribes, 720
Micaiah before Ramoth-Gilead, 1773
Michael, Asen, Bulgarian tsar, 3044
Michael, Bulgarian tsar (1323-30), 3047,

3092
Michael I. (Rhangabe), Byzantine em-

peror (811-13), 2940
Michael II. (the Phrygian), Byzantine

emperor (820-29), 2940
Michael III., Byzantine emperor (842-

67), 2042
Michael IV., Byzantine emperor (1034-

41), 2954
Michael V. (Calaphates). (1041-42),

Byzantine emperor, 2955
Michael VII. (Ducas Parapinaces).

Byzantine emperor (1071-78), 2957
Michael VIII. (Pahieologus), Byzantine

emperor (1259-82), 2972
Michael, king of Poland (1669-73),

3279, 3680
Michael III., tsar of Russia (1613-45),

3314, 3324, 3325
Michael (Wysevyc), prince of the

Southern Serbs (912-26), 3038
Michael (Obrenovitch), prince of Servia

(1860-68), 5012
Michael II., the Bold, voivode of

Wallachia (1593-1601), 3056-57,
3056, 3057

Michael Acominatus of Athens, arch-
bishop, defence of Acropolis, 2963

Michael Apafi, prince of Transylvania
(1661-90), 3130

Michael Cerularius, patriarch of Con-
stantinople. 2892. 2955

Michael Psellus, Byzantine author (11th
century), 2955

Michelangelo, Buonarroti, 963. 4129— paintings, 1762, 1782, 1783, 4134,
4135

Michelborne, Sir Edward. 5448
Michelet, on sorcery beliefs. 4116
Michigan, British occupation, 6113
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Mic—Mog
Hichigan Lake, Xicolet explores, 6022
Michillimackinac, Indian risings, 6104— war of 1812, 6112-1-t

Michizane. 470, 471
Mictua, Hunsa king, 5822
Michuacan, 5797. 5901
Micipsa, king of Numidia, 2199
Micmac Indians, 337, 6020-35, 6060
Micronesia, art, 95.3— civilisation, development, 954, 962— peojile. 1008. 1420
Microscope, early invention, 6382
Mictlan, Aztee <:(irl. :.77()-77

Midas, kint: of I'lirvsia (700 B.C.),

167;i, 1723, 17it4, 1796, 1795
Midas, gardens of, 2405
Middens : see Kitchen middens
Middle Ages, characteristic landscape,

U02— Church's blessing on the young
soldier, 3410— economic and social conditions,
6381-91— end of and the birth of a new-

world, survey of history, 3411-21
— market scene in 13th century, 3395
— soldier of fortune, type of, 3393— stately piety of, pictures, 3416, 3417— Western Europe, general survey

of period. 3369, 3371-83, 3370
Middle East, 1123-1552— map of. 1120— regions included in term, 1122— see also names of countries
Middlemen, in economics. 5239
Middleton, Christopher, 6333
Uidgard, in Scandinavian mythology,

3534
Midge, Siberian pest, 698
Midhat Pasha, Turkish minister (1876),

5023, 5198. 5204
Miebis, king of Egypt (1st dynasty),

20:! 1. 2032
Mieroslawski, Louis, 4947, 4946, 4965
Migdol, battle, 1780
Miguel, Dom (1802-66), usurper, 4848.

4S4S. 4899
Mihail, voivode of Wallachia, 3054
Mihintale Dagoba, 742
Mihirakula, king of the White Huns

(495), 1204
Mikado, title of ruler of Japan, loss of

power and restoration, 468, 511— relations with Buke and Shogun,
493, 499— see also names of mikados

Mikes, Klemens (1690-1762). 3132
Milan, king of Servia (1882-89), 5012.

5210, 5321
Milan, Austrians storm (1849), 4931-32— cathedral, 3974— Charles V. conquers (1521), 4212— claimants to throne (1402), 3830-33— Eugene of Savoy's campaign, 4451— Florence at war with, 3967— Frederic Barbarossa's treatment of,

3391— French conquests, 3684, 3684, 3690,
4680— importance under emperor Diocle-

tian, 2776— Middle Ages, 3941— peace conference at. Rome. 2994— revolt (February, 1853), 5025;
(of 1898), 5230— Roman colonnade, 2777— Rupert's campaign against (1401),
3632— Sforzas, survey of history, 3417— thirteenth to fifteenth century
history, 3968-74

Milan, council (355), 2798
Milan, decree (1807), 4646. 4734
MUan, edict (313), 2776, 2878
Miletus, city, 1798, 2484, 2549— Lydian attacks on, 1797— revolt against Persia, 1814— view, 2483
Mildenhall, Sir John. 1250
Milford Sound, N.Z., 984
Miliran Bridge, battle, 2774, 2780
Militsch of Kremsier (d. 1347). 3751
Miljutin, Russian war minister, re-

organisation of Russian Army, 5196
Mill, John Stuart (1806-73). 4823
Millais, Sir J. E., paintings, 1759, 4151

Millais, J. G., research work, 5637
Millennium, dates for, 6438
Millerand, Alexandre, Social Democrat,

Millet,"j. F., " Man with the Hoe." 189
Millot, General Charles Theodore. French

commander in Annani, 1410. ltl.'>

Mills : see factory system
Milner, Lord, 2335
Miloslaw, battle (1848). 4947
Milos Obrenovitch of Servia (d. 1860),

4851. 5011, .5012

Miltiades, bust. 2500
Milton, John, 4348, 4350, 4351
Milyae, ancient people, 1789
Mimizuka, monument at Kioto, 485
Min, god, 245, 2016, 20 77,2091
Mina, only Babylonian-Greek word,

1583
Mina, Xaverio, Spanish general (1789-

1817). 4750, 4841
Minaean people, 330, 1887
Minamoto, Japanese family, 471-81.

416. 472
Mind, existence of, 92, 6432
Mindanao, a Philippine island, 930
Mineral wealth, historical effects of

development, 31-33
Ming dynasty (1368-1644), 776, 777, 779,

780. 780, 4059
Ming Ti (58-75 A.D.), Chinese em-

peror. 760, 1463
Mingrelians, Georgian people. 329
Minhmang, king of Annam, 1412
Minh-huongs, people, 337
Mining, Greek slaves in silver mines,

2828— slave labour in ancient Egypt, 2817— wage statistics, 6398— see also under countries
Minnetarees, Siouan tribe, 345
Minoan periods in history, 1564
Minorca, island, 5486-88. 563
Minos, king, state founded by, 2372
Minstrels' art, 2468-70
Minti, Burmese ruler (c. 1300), 1394
Minto, Gilbert Elliot, Earl of (1751-

1814), 1275. 227.5

Minto, Gilbert John Murray Kynynmond
Earl of (1845). 1346, 1352,6363

Minucius, M., Roman dictator, 2646
Minucius, Felix, Pioman advocate, 2862
Minuit, Peter (d. 1641), 6050
Miocene geological system, 89, cliart

facing 06
Miquelon, island. 6068. 6178
Mirabeau, Gabriel Count (1749-91),

4572, 4640, 4649. 4658, 4655
Mirambo, African leader ( 1830-86). 2298
Miranda, General Francisco ( 1 75 6-1 8 1 6)

,

insurrection, 5955-57
Mirat, India : see Meerut
Mir Casim, nawab of Bengal, 1259
Mircea (the Old, or Great), king of

WaUachia (1386-1418), 3053, 3054
Miridites, Albanian tribe, 3065
Mirislav, battle (1600), 3056
Mir Jaffar, nawab of Bengal, 1258
Mir Mahmud Khan, of Kelat, 1531
Miroslav, Croatian prince (fi. 950), 3083
Mise of Amiens (1264), 3872
Mishmis, Tibetan tribe, 337
Misithra, Frankish castle, Greece, 2971
Misls, of the Sikhs, 1286
Misphragmuthosis, king, 2062
Misr, Semitic name for Egypt, 2023
Misr. ancient city, Egypt : see Fostat
Misri, name for rulers of Egypt, 2023
Missi dominici, of Frankish empire,

duties and powers, 3488
Missing link, 1447
Missionaries, 5639
— and Kaffir troubles, 2316— Quakers as pioneers, 5640— Spanish missions in South America,

5929-36— tribute to work of, 5639, 5642-43
Mississippi Bay, Yedo, Japan, 544
Mississippi Company (1716), 4629-30
Mississippi River, aboriginal tribes,5693-

5706— American rights after War of Inde-
pendence, 6101— delta, S5— discovery and French settlement,
6028-36, 6013

GENERAL INDEX
Mississippi River, early explorations,

01114-15— navigation during U.S. Civii War,
6248-50— Spanish disputes, 6209-13

Missolonghi, siege of (1824), 4855
Missouri, ((uniiromise, 6216-38
Missouri Indians, Siouan tribe, 344
Missunde. battle (1849), 4945
Mita of Muski(7(lO B.C.), 1673, 1674,1723
Mita, king of I'lirygia : see Midas
Mitani (.Mahariua), ancient kingdom,

Aryan ori'/iii of pfoplc, 1801— destrui-tiim, 1047. 21(i.s— Egyptian relations, 16o6, 1645, 2068,
2071, 2078— extent of empire, 1645— Hittite conquest, 1719— identified with Mesopotamia and
Syria, 1645— information furnished by Hittite
inscriptions, 1721— tablet letter of king, 274

Mitchell, Sir Thomas, 1070
Mithra, god, Mesopotamian cult, 298
Mithradates, kingdom of Pontus

founded by, 1827
Mithradates ( Euergetes), king of Pontus,

murder, 1833
Mithradates I. (Arsaces VI.), king of

Parthia (174 B.C.), 1869, 1871
Mithradates II., king of Parthia (d. 76

B.C.), 1870
Mithradates III. (Orodes), king of

Parthia, 1870, 1871
Mithradates (Eupator) (131-63 B.C.),

king of Pontus, 1833-35— coins, 197, 1S32
Mithradatic wars, first (88 B.C.), 1834,

2658— second (83-81 B.C.), 1835— third (73 B.C.), 1835, 2661-64
Mithrenes, Persian general, 2548, 2556
Mitislav, Russian ruler (1125), 3287
Mitla, remains, 5770, 5776, 5734, 5735,

5736
Mito, Japanese house of, 501, 510-11
Mito, Hitachi district, Japan, political

school, 533, 540-41, 555
Mitsukuni, prince of Mito, 511
Mittermayer, Anton, 492
Mittermayer, Karl Joseph, 4879
Miura, Viscount, minister, 872
Mixtecs, American-Indian people, 5768-

98, 337
Miya-jima (Itsuku-shima), Shinto

temple gateway, 422, 429
Mnevis, Egyptian sacred bull, 2033,

2096, 2138
Moabites, 337, 1736, 1765
Moabite Stoue, 1731, 1731
Mobariz, governor of the Deccan (d.

1724), 1244
Mobariz ed-din, sultan of Farsistan

(1313-1358), 1971
Mocenigo, Tommaso, doge of Venice

(1414-23), 3962
Mocha, British factory at, 5448
Mocteuzoma I., Mexican ruler, 5722
Model Parliament of Edward I., 3875
Modena, Italo-Austrian war (1859),

5025-30— power and possessions in Middle
Ages, 39-49— rise under Este rule, 3968

— secret societies under Francis IV.,

4842
Modestinus, Roman jurist, 2767
Modyopahit, Javanese kingdom, 911

Moeris, lake, ancient Egypt. 2021

Moesogoths, Goth people, 329, 2400

Moga, General, 4939-41
Mogallana, convert to Buddhism, 1188

Mogila, Peter, archbishop, 3269
Miigling, republican plans (1848), 4924

Mogok, ruby mines, Burma, 5585
Mogul Empire. Akbar's kingdom, 1229
— Babar's kingdom. 1225— cavalry soldier, 1236— decline and fall. 1238-44. 5498-5501
— European relations with, 1253
— foundation and extent of, 5615, 5620
— Persian wars of 17th century, 1236
— plot to restore, 1303— revenue system of Akbar, 1232— Roe. Sir Thomas, describes, 1233-34
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Mogul Empire, llzbeg invasion, 1236
Mohacs, battles (1526), 3002, 3124, 3180;

(1687), 3018, 4440
Mohallab, Irakan general, 1923
Mohammed (Mahomet), the prophet,

1806-1906, 1901— dislike for cultivators of the soil, 1909— doctrines, 1906— Mecean war, 1901— transhtion to heaven, 1904
Mohammed, king of Bornu (1515-39),

2234
Mohammed, emir of Cordova (d. 1012),

3984
Mohammed, emir of Cordova (1199-

1213). 3990-91,3993
Mohammed the Ikshid, governor of

Kcypt (935), 2144
Mohammed, of Ferghana, Syrian con-

(iuests(c. 940), 1958
Mohammed, Moorish ruler of Granada

(852-86), 3980
Mohammed (ben Alahmar), Moorish

ruIiT of Granada (1232-1272), 3995,
4001

Mohammed, ruler of Khiva (1199-1220),
1965, 1966

Mohammed, Ghaznavlde ruler in Persia

(1030), 1953
Mohammed, shah of Persia (1836),

attempt to recover suzeranity in

Afghanistan, 1988
Mohammed, Seljuk ruler (1104), 1957
Mohammed I. (1413-21), Turkish emir,

2985
Mohammed II., Turkish sultan (1451-

81), 298S, 2989, 2998, 3657— conquest in Asia Minor (1473), 1976— Crimea subdued (1475), 3317— entry into Clonstantinople, 2992
Mohammed III., Turkish sultan (1595-

161)3), 3012, 3073
Mohammed IV., Turkish sultan (1648-

87), :i014, 3015
Mohammed V., Turkish Sultan, 6366,

6371-72
Mohammed Abdallah ibn Tomrut,

Berber ruler. 2208
Mohammed abd-el Wahab, Moham-

medui reformer, 1981
Mohammed Ahmed, Sudan Mahdi,

Sudan revolt (1881), 2169
Mohammed Ahmed Granj. prince of

Harar. 2254
Mohammed Akbar, rebel son of Aurang-

zib (d. 1706), 1237
Mohammed Ali, claims to nawabship

of the Carnatic (c. 1749), 1256
Mohammed Ali, Shah of Persia (1907),

10!(4, 6365, 1994
Mohammed Ali, viceroy of Egypt (1769-

1849), see Mehemet Ali
Mohammedanism and Mohammedans,

66, 1891-1952, 4053-59, 4585
— Arabian culture in Abbassid period,

1940— army organisation, 1912, 1930— art and architecture, 1133, 1941— Baluchistan, 1531— Bedouin influence on Western Asia,
1929— Central Asia, 1478, 1480, 1499, 1539— commerce controlled by Arabians,
1930— companions of the Prophet, 1907— Crusades, 1960, 2394-6, 338.5-95— Cyprus, excellence of Mohammedan
public officials, 5608— Egyptian conquest. 1914— European culture, its effect on, 2389— Europe threatened with conquest in
Middle Ages, 3380— greatest extent of empire attained
under Vclid, 1924— India, 1154, 1215, 1247, 1249,
5497-98

— intellectual advance prevented by,
5639-5640

— Ismailians, 1946— Java, 912— Koran the nucleus of Moslem power,
1906— Malays converted to, 899, 5623— marriage ceremony, 214— Mecca pilgrims sacrificing, 1905

— Mongol hostility to, 1487, 1968

Mohammedanism and Mohammedans,— .Nortn Africa, 2205— Omayyad caliphs, 1919— Persian conquests, 1910, 1912— religion as created by Mahomet, 1899— Saladin's supremacy, 1964— secret of power, 1922— sects the result of the Persian con-
version, 1936— Shiites, a Persian form of, 1923— spiritual authority of the caliphs,
1934— Sudan, 2218— Sultan of Turkey's claim to spiritual

supremacy, 3001— Sumatra, 915— Syrian conquests, 1913— Turkish protection of the caliphs,
1954— Uganda persecutions, 2302— vizir of the caliphs, creation and
duties (if (iftice, 1934— see alsd Caliiiliate

Mohammedan law, fetwas and iirf, 2979
Mohammed Babar, emperor : see Babar
Mohammed Bello, Fulbe ruler (1810),

2226
Mohammed ben Abu Bakr, of Sonrhay

(1501), 2220
Mohammed Bey Abu-Dhahab (d. 1775),

collegiate mosque founded, 2156
Mohammed el Amin, sultan of Bagirmi

(1751-85), 2237
Mohammed el Amin, Bornu sheikh (d.

1835), 2234. 2234
Mohammed el Fadl, king of Darfur

(1709-1839), 2242
Mohammed el Hasin, siUtan of Darfur

(1839-73), 2242
Mohammed Hakim, brother of Akbar,

1228
Mohammed ibn Bachtyar, Khilji chief-

tain (12th century), 1217
Mohammed ibn Kasim, Mohammedan

general, Indian conquests, 1924
Mohammed Kambaksh, son of Aurang-

zib, 1239, 1240
Mohammed Kasim Hindushah Firishtah,

historian ; see Firishtah
Mohammed Kuprili, Turkish grand vizir

(d. 1661), conquests of, 3016
Mohammed Lebbo (fl. 1816), Massina

kingdom founded, 2229
Mohammed Muazzer, son of Aurangzib :

see Shah Alam Bahadur Shah I.

Mohammed Selim, Mogul emperor : see
.Tehangir

Mohammed Shah I., Khilji ruler of
Delhi (1296-1316), 1219, 1220, 1222

Mohammed Shah, Seiad ruler of Delhi
(1435-45), 1224

Mohammed Shah, ruler of Delhi (1719-
48), 1241

Mohammed Shaibani (fl. 1500), con-
quest of Turkestan, 1498

Mohammed Sherif, sultan of Wadai
(d, 1858), 2240

Mohammed Tughlak, ruler of Delhi
(1325-51), 1222-23, 1222

Mohammed Yakub Bey (d. 1877) : see
Yakub Bev

Mohawk Indians, 331, 6027
Mohicans, Indian tribe, 337, 5696
Mohmands, Afghan clan : see Mah-

mundzai
Mohl, Professor Robert von, 4959
Mohn, Professor, ice-pack investiga-

tions, 6342
Moi. tribe, origin of, 1388
Moimir, king of Moravia (fl. 846), 3145
Moir brothers, slave trade in Nyassa-

land put dowm, 5521
Moira, Lord : see Hastings, Marquess

(if

Moizz, Fatemid ruler of Egypt, 2145
Moizz El, Fatemid caliph, 2145
Mo'izz ed Daulat, Buide commander,

prntect(jr (if the caliph, 1948
Moizz ed-dinGhori, Ghor ruler. 1217
Moizz ed-din Jihandar Shah, Mogul

emperor (1712-13) : see Jehandar
Shah

Moizz ed-din Eei Kobad, ruler in slave
dynasty (1287-90), 1219

Moizz ed-dowlet Khusru Shah (1152-60),
Ghazni ruler, 1216

Mog—Mon
Mojeque, temple ruins, 5840-50
Mo-ji, Japanese port, 426
Mojos (Moxos), Indian race, 337
Mokhtar, Sliiite leader, 1923
Mokis, Indian tribe, 344
Mokra, ancient kingdom of Sudan, 2249
Molathemides dynasty : seeAlmoravides
Molay, J. de, last (irand Master of the

Templars. 3404, 4046
Moldavia, history, 2899, 3059-63— autonomy (1856), 5011— Cusa chosen as prince (1859), 5012,

5020, 5030— early names given to. 3052
Molt^, Count Louis Metthien, 4908
Molii:'re, French dramatist (1622-73), 78,

4145. 4433
M;>ller. Edward von, 5220
Mollwitz. battle of (1741). 4530, 4540
Molnar, Albert Szsnczi, 3130
Molon, Median satrap. 1842
Moltke, Count Hellmuth von, 5072-73,

5055, 5105-7, 5113, 5115
Molucca Islands, 900-927
Mombasa, E. Africa, 1429, 2293, 2294,

2294
Momemphis, 2126
Mon language, 1123, 5554
Monaco, 3957. 5396. 5398
Monasticism, Buddhist, system of, 1188,

1194, 1372— Constantine V.'s war against, 2939— Gregory the Great's encouragement,
3522— Henry "VTII. abolishes in England,
2360, 4238— idiorhythmic monasteries, 2974— monastery as a refuge, 3403— mysticism and its rise, 2883— rise of, in Christian Church, 2881

Monastic orders, rise of, 3733, 3737,
3798-800— see also names of orders

Monck, Lord, 6128
Monckton, General Robert, 6066
Moncontour. battle of (1569), 4287
Mondhir, reign as Caliph, 3980
Mond See, lake dwellings in, 176
Monet, Claude, 5388, 5390
Money, Greek development influenced

by, 2487— shells used, 5707— universal medium of exchange, 196— see also Currency
Moneyleuding, early banking system,

4594-601— mediaeval development, 4064-65— origin of practice, 4605— Renaissance period in Italy, 3956
Mongkut, king of Siam. 1406, 1406
Monglap, battle of (1862), 1413
Mongols, history, 1466-68, 1481-87,

1488-98— armour, 1485— battle, old engraving, 1493— China conquered,and Mongol dynasty
founded, 771-74— Christian sympathies during Cru-
sades, 4042— climatic influence on race, 392, 393— Egypt invaded (13th century), 2151— European invasions, 1486, 4059

— Gobi Desert types, 1443— Genghis Khan's empire, 1484, 4058— Hungary invaded (1241). 3118— Indian invasions. 1483, 5616— Japanese invasion attempted (1281),

466, 474. 476— Kalmucks destroy empire. 1509— Kublai Khan's empire (1260), 1489— Mogul Empire in India : see Mogul— Mohammedanism adopted, 3310— origin and distribution of race, 337,
1128, 1481— Persian empire, 1966, 1973— Russia invaded. 1483, 3305— Silesia invaded (1241), 3155— soldier of Timur's army. 14S3— Timur's empire, 1493-97, 1972-73— Transylvania invaded, 3142— Western Asia invaded, 1966, 1972— women, 717

" Monitor," in American Civil War,
6245. 6250

Monk, General (1608-70), 4351, 4365,
4465, 4466, 5526
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Mon—Mub
Monmouth, Duke of, rebellion against

James II., 4474, 4480, 4487
Monogamy, highest form of marriage,

2i:_i

Monomach, Russian ruler (1114), 3286
Monomotapa, former kingdom, 2285
Mononsahela, battle (1745), 6058
Monophysite heresy, 2140, 2891
MonopoUes, Charles I.'s grants, 4332— Elizabeth witlulraws patents, 4270— trade eucouraced bv, 4617
Monotheism, 1642, 2102, 2386
Monotheletism, Christian sects, 2917
Monroe, Colonel, defence of Fort William

Henry, 6062
Monroe doctrine, 398, 5670, 5981-82,

5994, 6226. 626.3-66
Monroe, James, president U.S.A.,

6213-17, 6226, plate facing 6255
Mons, tribe, 1388-89
Monsoons, trade winds, 1139, 1425
Montagu family : see Montecchi
Montague, Charles (d. 1715) : see

Halifax, Earl of
Montaigne, Michael de, French essayist

(1533-1592), 78, 4145. 4281
Montalembert, Count, 4950, 5099
Montaperti, battle (1260), 3952, 3964-65
Montboliard, battle of (1871), 5144,

5149
Montcalm, Marquis de, 6062-68, 60G2,

6104
Monte Berico, battle (1848), 4928
Montebello, Jean Lannes, Duke of, 4683
Monte Caceros. battle (1852), 5984
Monte Carlo, 5396, 539G
Monte Casino, monastery, 2966, 3522,

3940
Monte Catini, battle (1315), 3959
Montecchi, feud with Cappelletti, 3948
Montecuccoli, Count Raimund, Austrian

general 3130, 4414, 4414, 4427
Montejo, Francisco de, 5750, 5903
Montefeltro family, 3958, 3968
Montenegro, 5328— foundation of kingdom, 3096— modern history, 5322— people, 337, 3091— Turkish supremacy opposed, 3100
Montenotte, battle of (1796), 4679
Montereau, battle of (1814), 4760
Monterey, Mexico, 6010
Montes, Colonel I., president of Bolivia,

59S5
Montespan, Madame de, 4435
Montesquieu, Charles, 222, 4639
Montevideo, Uruguay, population statis-

tics, 5995— revolutions of 19th century, 5956-63— views, 5975
Montez, Lola, favourite of Louis I.

of Bavaria, 4915-16, 4918
Montezuma I. (Ilhucaniina), emperor

of Mexico, 5722, 5791-92, 5795
Montezuma II., last emperor of Mexico

(1477-1520). 5760, 5798-5800,
5805-99, 5895. 5896

Montfau?on gallows, 3792
Montfort, Simon de. 69, 3397, 3871-73
Montfort, castle, 4046
Montgelas, Count, 4834
Montgomery, General (d. 1775), 6082.

6102, 6105-6
Montgomery, Ala., convention of

Southern states. 6328-29
Month, Egvptian god of war, 2098
Montiel. battle of (1369), 3997
Montmagny, governor of Canada, 6024
Montmorency, Henry de, 4314
Montpellier, university. 4131
Montpensier, Antoine d' Orleans, Duke

of, marriage to Infanta. 4905, 4906
Montreal,Canada.Anglo-French struggle

for (1759), 6066-68, 6146-47
— Canadian legislature meets at, 6127— cathedral, 6147— foundation by French, 6024-26— growth and social life, 603,5-36— Indian city on site of, 6016— MacfUII university, 6146— population, 6146, 6175— trade, 6146— views, 6150, 6162, 6163
Montreal (Mount Royal), erection by

Baldwin I.. 4028— Saladin captures, 4034

Montrose, James Graham, Marquess of
(d. 1650). 4303. 4:jr,5

Monts, Sieur de, Canadian fur trade
organised, 6019-21

Montserrat, West Indies, 6176-84
Montt, Manuel, president of Chili

(1851-61), 5989
Montt, Pedro, president of Chili, 5985
Monumentum Ancyranum, 3006
Monza, 39fl2. 3974
Mooker Heath, battle of (1574). 4260
Moon, absence of atmosphere, 96— age of, 88— life on, possibilities, 104— separation from earth, 84— size relative to earth, 81
Moon worship, in South America,

5826. 5836
Moonland, South Africa : see Unyam-

wesi
MoonUghters, outrages in Ireland, 5170
Moor, battle of (1848), 4940
Moor, William, Arctic vovage, 6333
Moore, Sir John, 4740, 4743
Moore, Thomas E. L., explorer, 6337
Moorhouse, Colonel, death, 1270
Moors, ethnology, 337— marriage ceremony, 2 14— North African settlements, 2200,

2205— Spanish and Portuguese conquests :

see Spain and Portugal
Moose-hunting in Canada, 6125
Moquegua, battle of, 5980
Moqui Indians, 342. 5709-22. 5724
Moquihuix, Mexican ruler. 5796-97
Moraine, lake, Canada, 6129
Moraines, remains of Glacial Periods,

125
Moral and social principles, growth of,

47, 210-11
Morat, battle of (1476). 3419
Moravia, administration by Ctibor of

Cimburg (1469-94). 3177— Albert V. of Austria acquires
(1423), 3171-72— Bohemian wars, 3152. 3154— Byzantine missionaries sent to,

2944— conversion to Christianity, 3080— early history, 3145-48— Hapsburg supremacy thrown off

(c. 1322). 3160
Moray, James Stewart, Earl of (d. 1570),

4356, 4362
Mordini, Antonio, and Garibaldi, 5045
Mordvins, Finnish race. 337
More, Sir Thomas, 4238. 4239
Morea, Greece, 2971, 2996, 4059
Moreau, general of Napoleon I..

4681, 4694, 4702, 4703, 4710
Moret, Spanish politician, 5401
Moreton Bay, penal settlement, 1060
Morgan, Henry. Welsh buccaneer, 6188
Morgan, John Pierpont, 6274, 6312
Morgarten, battle of (1315), 3622
Moriah, mount, 1767
Morillo, General, 5964-69
Moritzstadt. Brazil, 5950
Moriyoshi, shogun of Japan, 476, 477
Morland, Colonel, 5519
Morley, Lord, French declaration of

rights discussed. 6385— Indian reforms, 5562, 6363
Mormons in U.S.A., 6236, 6286
Mornington, Lord : see Wellesley,

Marriuess of
Morny, Count de, 4956
Morocco, Almohades dynasty (1149),

2208— Almoravide dyn.asty, 3989-90— Bocchus' reign. 2200— caliphate rule overthrown, 2207— Fatemide rule overthrown. 3989— French influence in, 2214, 5226— Kabyles defying tax-gatherers, 2216— Merinides dynasty (1269), 2208— modern conditions and recent his-

tory, 2214, 6367— Roman empire absorbs, 2720, 3282-84— Sonrhay overthrown, 2222— Spanish interests in, 3981-82, 5402— Spanish Moors, relations with, 2205.
3989— Tangier campaigns of Charles II.,

5497

GENERAL INDEX
Morocco, West Sudan supremacy over-

thrown, 2228— Zeireites' rule overthrown, 3989
Morocco Company founded (1585),

2272, 4617
Morosini, Francesco, 3019, 4445
Morrell. Benjamin, explorer, 6351
Morris. Sir Edward, 6378
Morrison, Colonel, battle of Chrystler's

Farm (1814). 6114
Morrison, Dr., missionarv, 824. 832
Mortara, Austria captures (1849).4931
" Morte d'Arthur," 3906
Mortier, Marshal, death, 4907
Mortimer. R.^zer (1287-1330), intrigue

with qufcii Isabella, 3881
Mortimer, Roger, lord-lieutenant of

Ireland (1395-97), 3932
Mosaic Code, derived from Babvlonia,

1785
Mosaic theory of earth's origin, 29
Moschi, ancient people, 1789
Moscow, burnt to the ground (1547),

3319— civil war with Tver (1304), 3312— Lithuanian treaty (1449), 3236— Napoleon's occupation, 4755— patriarchate founded (1598), 3324— residence of grand dukes, 3310— retreat from. 4755. 4757— university founded (1755), 3346— views. 3307. 3311
Moselikatse, Matebele chief, 44, 2289.

2319
Mosgus, Lake Chad group, 334
Moshesh, Basuto chief (1820-08).

2320, 2324. 2389. 5510-12
Moslim, Mohammedan general, sack

of Medina (683), 192i
Mosquera, Joaquim, Bolivar succeeded

by, 3992-94
Moss, Convention of (1814), 5157
Mosses, forms in Schussen Drift

remains, 130, 159
Mossi, West Sudan, 2221, 2229
Mossis (Nigerian group). 338
Mossul, 1945. 1946. 1947, 6366— battle of (750), Omayyads defeated.

1929
Motagna valley, Maya remains. 5733
Motadhid, ruler of Seville, 3984
Motanna, Mohammedan general. 1912
Motawakkel, defence of Cordova, 3995
Mother of the Gods, Nature goddess:

see lireat Mother of the Gods
Motherhood : see Maternity
Moulin-Quignon, fraudulent Drift re-

mains. 134
Mound-builders, of N. America, 5690,

5693-5706
Mountain, the, French revolutionary

party, 4659
Mountains, character influenced by,

355, 368, 371— formation. S7— influenced by history, 28, 32— snow-caps, reason of, 95
Mountstephen, Lord (1829), plate facing

6123
Moxos (Mojos), Indian race, 337

Mozab, brother of caliph, 1924
Mozaffar Abdal Melik Modhaffer, rule

in Spain (d. 1008), 3983
Mozaffar-ed-din of Bokhara, defeated

by Russians (1868), 1519
Mozaffarides, independence of Far-

sistan secured, 1971— TIninr destroys, 1495
Mozambique, E. Africa, 2346, 6369
Mozambique current, 26
Mozambique negro, 351
Mpongwes, negro race, 337
Mpororo, native state, E. Africa, 2302
Mpwapwa, trading station, 2270
Msiri, Unvamwesi chief (d. 1891). 2306

Mtesta, king of Uganda (d. 1884). 2301

Mstislav. grand duke of Kiev. 3305
Muata Yamwo, Africa : see Lunda
Muaviya, caliph, 1917-19
Muaviya II.. son of Yezid. 1922
Muayyad, El., sultan of Egypt, 2152
Muazzem, son of Aurangzib : see Shah

Alam Bahadur Shah I.

Mubangi River, exploration, 5523
Mubarek Shah, ruler of Delhi, 1220

Mubarek Shah II., ruler of Delhi, 1224
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Mucasseciuere, people of S. Africa. 2280
Muchik, Peruvian race : see Chirau
Mucianus, C. Liciaius, governor of

Syria, 2728, 2741
Mudki, battle of (1845), 1293, 5500
Mughals : see Mogul empire
Muhldorf, battle of (1322), 3622
Muir Glacier, Alaska, 6272
Mukallu, king of Tabal, 1680
Mukanna, Al, the prophet, 1935
Mukattam Hill, battle of (1517), 2153
Mukdea, Manchuria, 414, 7S2
Mukhtar Pasha, victory over the

Russians (1877), 5205
Muktadi, Abbassid caliph (1075), 1956
Mulai Hafid, pretender sultan of

Morocco, 2214, 2216, 6367
Mulai Ismail, sultan of Morocco,

Tangier ceded to (1684), 5509
Mulai Mohammed, one-eyed Kalifa,

claim to Morocco tlirone, 6367
Mulattos, half-breeds, 337
Mulbe, Von der, campaign, 5073
Mules, pack carrying, 194
Mulraj, revolt at Multau (1848), 1295
Multan, India, British capture after

revolt (1848-49), 1295-96— Moslem capture (715), 1924— Pir Mohammed's captiu-e, 1495
Multiplication, law of, 6421-23
Mu lu, Chinese name for Merv, 1462
Mtinchengriitz, engagement at, 5075
Munda, battle of (45 B.C.), 2674
Mundas, Bengali race, 337
Mundella, A. J., arbitration, 5251
Mundequete, Congo people, 2311
Mundrucus (Tupi-Guarani) race, 346
Mundus, Sudanese tribe, 338
Mundzuk (Bendeguz), Hun leader (5th

century), 3028
Munemori, head of Taira family, 472
Munich, treaty of (1325), 3622
Munro, Sir Hector (1726-1805), Indian

campaign, 1259, 5498
Munster, Congress (1648), 4311
Munster-Ledenburg, Count, adminis-

trator of Hanover (1819), 4832
Muntimir, Croatian prince (c. 900), 3083
Muqueta, Chibcha state, 5819
Murabites : see Almoravides
Murad I., Turkish emir (1359-89),

1972, 2982
Murad 11., Turkish emir (1421-51),

2986, 2999, 3657
Murad HI., Turkish sultan (1574-95),

3010
Murad IV., Turkish sultan (1623-40),

3014
Murad V., Tiu^kish sultan (d. 1904),

5198. 5202, 5203. 5204
Murad Baksh, son of Shah Jehanl., 1236
Murad Bey, emir of Eg>'pt, 2156
MuTEena, Roman governor. 1835
Murat, Marshal Joachim, 4758. 4762
Muratori, Ludovico Antonio, 2865
Muratorian canon, 2865
MuraviefE, General, 5010
Murcia, Castilian conquest (1243),

3991, 3995
Murena, M. Terentius Varro, 2692
Murex, purple dye, 1571
Murray, General, Quebec attacked

(1759). 6066-68
Murray, James, governor of Canada

(1763), 6103
Murri, Abbate (1909), 5374
Mursa, battle of (350), 2784
Murshid Kuli Khan : see Kuli Khan
MurshiU, king of the Khatti, 1721
Mursilis, Hittite prince, 2108
Mus, Decius, self-dodication, 2627
Musa, Abljiissid caliph : see Hadl
Musa, king of Darfur (1637-83), 2242
Musa, Mohammedan general. 1925
Musa, Turkish emir (1410), 2985
Musa ibn Noseir,Arab general, 2205, 3513
Musailima, Arabian prophet, 1908
Musasir, state. 1673, 1786
Muscat : see Maskat
Muscovy, grand duchy, 2901
Muscovy Company, Arctic expeditions

sent out (1580, 1607), 6327-29— foundation. 677, 6326
Mush, Armenia, poetical contests, 3025
Mushezib-Marduk, king of Babylon

(692 B.C.), 1618-19, 1707
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Mushi-Kongo, W. African negros, 337
Mushir-es-Sultarch, Persian minister

(19U9). 6365
Muskcnu, Babylonian freemen, 2821
Muskhogean (Appalachian) stock, 337
Muskhogees, tribe : see Creek Indians
Muski, ancient people, 1723
Muskoki tribe, 5698-706 : see also

Creek Indians
Musk-ox, 124
Muslim, Abbassid general : see Abu

Muslim
Musri, Ass>Tian overseer, 1883
Mussa, sultan of Melle (1311-31), 2220
Mussato, Albertino (1261-1329), 4122
Mussumba, Central Africa, 2305
Mustafa. Turkish imposter, (1402), 2986
Mustafa I., Turkish sultan (1617-18),

3014, 3014
Mustafa II., Turkish sultan (1695-1703)

3018, 3020
Mustafa HI., Turkish siUtan (1754-

73), 3022
Mustafa Kuprili, Turkish grand vizir,

3019
Mustafa Pasha, Turkish soldier, de-

feated by Napoleon (1799), 2158
Mustafa Pasha, leader of the Young

Turks (1867), 5205
Mustagh Ata Mountains, 1123-24
Mustaio, El, cahph of Egy'pt, (1412),

2151
Mustansir H, caUph of Egypt (1036-94),

2146
Mustanzir, Abbassid caliph (d. 1242),

1968
Mustapha II., sultan (1695), 4445
Mustarshid, Abbassid caliph, 1958
Mustazim, Abbassid caliph (1242-58),

1968
Mutabil, governor of Dur-ilu, 1700
Mutakkit Nusku, king of AssyTia, 1656
Mutamid, Abbassid caliph, 1945
Mutassim, Abbas.sid caliph (833), 1944
Mutavakkil, Abbassid caliph (847-61),

1945, 1945
Mutiny, Indian (1857) : see Indian

Mutiny
Mutsu-hito, emperor of Japan, 449,

571, 573, 581
Muttallu, king of the Khatti, 1721
Muttra, massacre by Ahmed Khan

Abduli (1761), 1247
MuvaSak, brother of caliph, 1945
Mu-wang, Chinese ruler, 752
Muzaffar ed-din, shah of Persia (1896-

1907), 1991, 1991
Muzaffar Jang, claimant to Deccan,

1255
Muzo, emerald mines, 5820
Muzos, S. American tribe, 5619
Mwanga, king of Uganda (1884), 2302
Mycale, battle of, 1816, 2502
Mycenae, ethnology of people, 337— excavations, 2462-66— lion gateway, 2465— reconstructed city, 2463— religious customs, 2462
Mycenaean civihsation, alphabetical

writing, 2420— development, 2461-66, 2463, 2464,
2465— Egyptian influences, 287— Etruscans Influenced by, 2408— legend of the siege of Troy, 1792— pottery and porcelain, 1564, 1568

Mycerinus, king of Egypt : see Men-
kaura

Mylse, battle of (260 B.C.), 2637
Myonnesus, naval battle of. 1844

Myra, Lvcian rock-tomb, 1861
Myriocephalon, battle of (1176), 2962
Mysia, Asia Minor, migration of people

to Asia, 2400— Persian satrapy, 1813— Roman acquisition (116 B.C.), 1832— Slav origin of Mysians. 1791
Mysore. British wars with Haidar Ali

and Tippu, 1259, 1268, 1272.
5499— Haidar All's rule, 1259, 5499— native rule restored 1340— Tippu Sultan's rule, 1268, 1272, 5499

Mysticism rise and growth of, 2883,
2974, 3747

Mytilene, 2517, 2550, 1796

Mytilene

;

see also Lesbos

N
Nabaiati (Nebaioth), people, 1884
Nabarzaaes, Persian Chiliarch, 2560
Nabatica, 1804, 1885, 1863
Nabonassar, king of Babylonia (747

B.C.), 1612, 1615
Nabonidus, king of Babylon (555-38

B.C.), 1626, 1798, 273, 1634, 1581
Nabopolassur, king of Babylon (625-

605 B.C.). 1623, 1686, 1804, 1634
Nabu-aplu-iddina, king of Babylonia,

1612
Nabu-bel-shumate, king of Babylonia

(c. 651-649 B.C.), 1711, 1713
Nabu-dan, king of Assyria, 1655
Nabula, Syrian monk, 2925
Nabu-mukin-apli, king of Babylonia

(960 B.C.), 1612, 1658
Nabu-nadin-zer, king of Babylonia

(734-33 B.C.), 1616
Nabu-nasir, king of Babylonia : see

Nabonassar
Nabu-shum-ishkun, king of Babylonia

(746-8 B.C.). 1612, 1615
Nabu-shum-ukin, Babylonian governor

(733 B.C.), 1616
Nabu-ushaUim of Bit-Dakuri, 1678
Nabu-zer-aapishti-ushthesir, 1678
Nachan kingdom, in Maya legend, 5733
Naehod, battle of (1866), 5073, 5074
Nachtigal, Gustave, 22-30

Nadab, king of Israel (c. 910 B.C.), 1739
Naddodd, Faroe Island colonist, dis-

covery of Iceland (867), 3545
Nadios, king of Babylon : see Nabu

nadin-zer
Nadir, shah of Persia (1730-47), 1986-7,

1982, 1242
Nadir, Jewish tribe in Arabia, 1902
Nadir Jang, nawab of the Deccan,1255
Naefels, battle of (1388), 3662
Nafrid dynasty, in Granada, 4001
Nagada, royal tomb, Egypt, 2026
Nagars, Dard tribe, 325, 1158, 1332, 337,

1388
Nagasaki, pictures, 430, 522, 543
Nagoya, Japan, 421, 499
Nagpur, 1299, 1274, 1277, 1244
Naharina, ancient kingdom : see Mitani
Nahias, Turkish district. 3097
Nahr el Kelb, stele of, 1663, 1742
Nahr-sharri canal, 1634
Nabua races, Mexican Indians, 337,

5728-5800, 5709, 5722, 5769
Nahum, Hebrew prophet, 1784
Naidaijin, privy councDlor in Japan, 46£

Naifaaurut, king of Eg>pt (409 B.C.),

2128
Naimans, Asiatic tribe, 338, 1482
Nairi country, Assyrian name for region

8o\ith of Lake Van, 1786, 1662, 1656

Nairs. Hindu tribe, 338
Nakimoff, Admiral, 5010
Namaqua (Namas), African people, 338,

2283, 2284
Namchao. kingdom of the Thai, 1402
Namdoji Prau, Burmese ruler (1760-63),

1396
Namikawa, Japanese cloisonnS worker,

545
Nana, goddess of Erech, 1701, 1713, 1715
Nanak, religious reformer, India, 1241
Nana Sahib, in Indian Mutiny, 1300

1306, 5499-5501
Nancy, battle (1477). 3419
Nandar Kumar Brahman : see Nun

comar
Nandi tribes, 5522
Nanking, views, 762. 842
Nanking treaty (1842), 797
Nan Liang, state, China, 1467
Nansen, Fridtjof, 6341-42, 6340
Nantes, Edict of (1598), 4205, 4292— revocation of (1685), 4160, 4625
Napata, ancient kingdom, Africa, 2120,

2244, 2246
Napier, Lord (1786-1834). 792
Napier, Admiral, Sir Charles, 2162
Napier. Sir Charles (1782-1853), Sin(»

campaign. 1290, 5550
Napier, Sir" Robert : see Napier of

Magdala
Napier of Ettrick, Lord (1819-98),

Governor-General of India, 1331



Nap—Nee

Napier of Magdala, Lord, Abyssiuian
expedition (1868), 12:J7, 2256, 5004

Naples, city, (Jaribaldi's entrance into
(1860), 5045— Icingdom of Aragon acquires, 3999,
4005— conquered by Napoleon (1799), 4693— constitution enforced (1820). 4843— Frencli Icing's claim to, 3830, 3414— Hungarian conquest (1347), 3119— Joseph Bonaparte proclaimed king,
4729

— mediaeval history, 3940-52— misgovernment of Ferdinand I., 4843— republicans defeated (1848), 4928— rulers (1266-1516), 3975-78
— Sicilian revolt, 5042— trade with East, 4054
-- university, 4131— Victor Emmanuel's campaign against

(1860-61), 5049
Napoleon I., Bonaparte, emperor of the

French (1804-14), 4676, 4776— Austria joins coalition against (1813),
4758

— Austrian war (1809). 4743— battlefield pictures, 4711-24— blockade of British ports decree, 4731—
• British sea power and. 4690— British war (1803). 4710— burial in the Invalides (1840), 4905,

4909, 4910, 4911— campaigns, general survey, 464.5-47
— - Canadian war of 1812 influenced by,

6111-14
— crossing the Alps, 32
— Directory dissolved, 4694— divorce of Josephine. 4141, 4746
— educational scheme, 4706
— Egyptian campaign, 2156, 4690-94,

5499— emperor of the French, 4725-34— European coalition against (1805),
4726— exile to Elba (1814), 4760, 4ieO— exile to St. Helena, 4768— fall of, 4753-60— fame among the Japanese, 535— First Consul. 4701-10

— invasion of England, plans, 4735
— Italian campaign, 4679-94
— Louisiana policy, 6209—10
-marriage to Marie Louise (1810),

4744
— Moderate party's conspiracy against.

4686
— Mohammedanism professed in Egypt,

2157
-Peninsular War, 4739-52
— pictures, miscellaneous, 4G^0, 46S1,

4684, 4685, 4687. 4690, 4691, 4692,
4693, 4706, 4707, 4709, 4726,4727,
4729, 4730, 4731— Poland policy, 4732— portraits. 4695-4700, 4725— Prussian league with Russia against
(1813), 4756— Prussi.an war (1806), 4731— religion. 4705— retreat from Moscow, 4755— retiu-n from Elba and final over-
throw, 4761-66— rise to power, 4642-44— Royalist plot against (1803), 4710— Russian alliance at treaty of Tilsit

(1807), 4733— Russian war (1807), 4732
— Russian war (1812), 4754
— Russo-Austrian coalition against,

4693— Spanish policy, 4734, 5957-64,
— Syrian campaign, 4692
— Trafalgar's influence on plans, 4735
— Waterloo campaign (1815), 4767-68
Napoleon III., emperor of the French

(1852-70), 4949-56, 5005-32, 5093-
5123— American policy. 6246— attempt on French throne. 4905— Austrian and Prussian policy (1866),
5069, 5070, 5078— British policy towards, 4977-81— Cavour's alliance with, 5036— Cavour's influence over, 5042— " compensations " for Prussian ag-
grandisements claimed, 5080, 5085

Napoleon III., and Count Bismarck,
after Sedan, 5118— decline of power, 5093-5123— deposed (1870), 5123— Emperor Francis Joseph's meetings
with (1867), 5087— empire re-established, 4952, 5005-32— Franco-Prussian War (1870), 4787,
5109-11— liberal measures (1867), 5086— in London, 4993— Mexican policy, 6000-4— Orsini's bomb outrage, 4992, 5020— Pius IX. supported by, 4974, 5040,
5093— portraits, 4953, 5025, 5106, 5107— as president and dictator, 4784,
4950-56— presiding over council at the
Tuileries, 5113— prisoner in the hands of the Prus-
sians, 5119— Prussian policy, 4786, 5069, 5070,
5078— Siamese delegates received, 5031— social policy, 5265— surrender (1870), 5117, 5121

Napoleon code, 4706
Napoleon Joseph, king of Rome, duke

of Reichstadt (1811-1832), 4745
Naqsh-i-Rustam, tombs at, 1811, 1812,

1813, 1877
Naraggara, battle (202 B.C.), 2649
Narai, king of Siam (c. 1650), 1404
Naramsin, Babylonian ruler, 61, 1594,

1700— sculptures, 263, 264, 270, 1704
Narbonaid, king of Babylon, 61
Narbonne, 4133, 3986, 4093
Narcissus, Roman freedman (41 A.D.),

2719, 2720
Nares, Arctic expedition (1875), 6340,

6337
Narmer, ancient Egyptian king, 2017,

2032, 246, 247, 2020, 248
Narnia, Roman colony, 2634
Narragansett Indians, 6046
Narses, Roman general, 3372. 3460
Narses, king of Persia, 1877, 1877
Narva, battle (1700), 4451, 4500
Narvaez, Panfilo de, 5898, 6014
Narvaez, Ramon Maria, duke of

Valencia, ministry (1848), 4900
Naseby, battle (1645), 4347
Naselli, governor of Palermo (1820), 4844
Nasir, Abbassid caliph, 1965
Nasir, Omavvad governor in Khorassan

(747). 1929
Nasir Allah of Bokhara (1827-60), 1518
Nasir ed-din, the Avubride governor of

Damascus (1260), 1969
Nasir ed-din, shah of Persia (1848-98),

1988, 1990. 1991
Nasir ed-din, Khodja, 2980
Nasir ed-din Khusru Kban : see

Khusru Shah
Nasir ed-din Mahmud Shah, ruler in

slave dynasty (1246-66), 1219
Nasir ed-din Sabuktegin of Ghazni,

Indian conquests. 1951, 1215
Nasir Mohammed, Mameluke sultan

(1293-1341), 2151
Nasir Ullah Khan, amir of Afghanistan,

European antipathies, 5503
Nassau, duchy, 4835, 5080, 5081
Nassau, Bahamas, 6176, 6792
Nastesen, Ethiopian king, 2128
Natal, Boer struggle with British, 5514-

16— British supremacy asserted, 2319— constitution and government, 5567— defences, 5593— education, 5590— first Boer settlement, 2318— Indemnity Act passed, 6369— native question, 2344— self-government, grant, 5648— statistics, 2345— Zulu power, 2287
Natalie, queen of Servia, 5321
Nataputta, founder of Jainism, 1198
Natchez Indians, 338
National African Company : see Royal

Niger Company
National Assembly, France, constitution

under Louis XVI., 4639, 4645,4649
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National Assembly, economic conditions

uiidiT, (;:!sl-ss
" National Congress," India self-govern-

ment oigaiiisntion, 1343
National Covenant (1638, Scotland),

4334, 4:',r,r,

" National factories " of France, 4949
National Guard of France, 4650, 4865
Nationalists, Irisli jiarty, 4772
National Society (fJennan), 50.")2

Nations, Battle of the (l.M:i), 4758
Nations of the world, alrihabet of the

world'.s races. 311-52— chronological chart, 74-77— see also names of nations
Native Indian Association, 6364
Native states of India, area, 1363— Lawrence's policy, 1324— supreme Government's relations

with, 1354— see also names of states
Nattmossor, Swedish political faction,

4580
Natural selection theory, 92, 6412-30
Nature, man's place in, 15-35
Nature worship, 205, 1817
Naucratis, Greek settlement, 1789, 2126

2.")91

Naupactus, Peace Congress of, 2586
Nausicles, Athenian general, 2532
Nautch dance, 1247
Navajos, Athabascan tribe, 321, 5720
Navarino, battle (1827), 2161, 4855, 4856
Navarino, Bay of, 4856
Navarre, history, (15th century), 3999— independence and growth of king-

dom (12th century), 3986-88,
3991-93— Spain annexes, 3833

Navas de Tolosa, battle (1212), 3991,
3993, 4007

Navero, E. G., 5985
Navies : see under countries
Navigation Acts (1651-60), British

colonial, 6190-92— Dutch trade affects, 1385, 4614— enforcement against U.S.A., 6203-17— N. American colonies affecting, 6039,
6046, 6071-76— provisions and result, 4351, 4619— (1846-49) repeal, 6195

Naviglio, battle (1859), 5026
Naxos, island, 1814
Nazareth, Crusaders capture, 3387, 4040
Nazibugash : see Shuzigash
Nazi-maruttash, king of Babylon, 1654
Nazin-es-Sultanah, Persian minister

(1900), 6:!6r.

Ndlambe, Kaffir chief, 5509-10
Neale, Edward Vansittart, 5257
Neandathal, race of primitive man, 152,

338
Nearchus the Cretan, Macedonian ad-

miral and explorer, 50, 1424, 2566,
2592

Nabaioth, of the Bible : see Nabaiati
Nebenius, Karl Friedrioh, 4838
Neb-hapet Ra Mentahotep, king of

Egypt, deification of, 2067
Nebo, god, J6/.5

Nebraska, U.S.A., 6230-31
Nebuchadnezzar I., king of Babylonia

(c. IIOOB.C), 1609, 1656, 1704, 1608
Nebuchadnezzar II., king of Babylon

(604-562 B.C.), 1580-81, 1623-26
— buildings. 1625, 2821— efforts to improve trading facilities,

1424— instructing his generals, 1624— irrigation works. 1634— Jerusalem captured and destroyed
(586 B.C.). 1781, 1779— Jews carried into captivity, 1754— palace ruins. 1625— Zedekiah sentenced by, 1780

Nebuchadnezzar HI., rebel subject of

Darius : see Xidintu-Bel
Nebula, evolution of earth from, 79-

88. 81, 83, 84
Necherophes, king of Egypt, 2033
Necho II., king of Egypt (610-595 B.C.),

1623. 1780, 2125
Necho, prince of Sais and Memphis

(c. 671 B.C.), 2122
Necker, Jacques (1732-1804), French

financier, 4567, 4568,4649.457'(?,4572
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Nectanebus I., king of Egypt, 2128
Nectaaebus 11., king of Egypt, 2129
Neferai-ka-Ra, king of Egypt, 2037
Neferhotep, kiug of Egypt, 2059
Nefer-ka-Ra, king of Egypt, 2038
Nefer-khepru-Ra, king of Egypt: see

Amenhotep IV.
Neferkheres, king of Egypt, 2031, 2033
Nefertari, queen of Egypt, 2109
Negri, Theodore, 4854
Negritoes, branclx of Etliiopic man,

338, 349— development of type, 1420— of Malaysia, 889-90— in Pliilippine Islands, 1009— surviving dialects in Britisli Empire,
5554

Negroes, people, 338, 2«08-10— art of Benin negroes, 22G3, 2264
— colom' problem of United States

:

see U.S.A.— future of in Africa disnussed, 5651-
52— influence on peoples of N. Africa,

2186,2206— missionary interest in, 5641— North African kingdoms, 2217-50
— of North Central Africa, 2265-70
— origin of characteristics, 20-22
— slavery : see slavery and U.S.A.— Tropical Africa, problem of treat-

ment, 5629— types, 351, 2244
— see als) names of races and kingdoms
Negub, tuimel of, 1635
Negus, title of ruler of Abyssinia, 2256
Netaemiah, Hebrew prophet, 78, 1850
Nehemiah, Book of, 1849
Neill, Colonel, 1300
Neitakert, queen of Egypt: see

Nitocris
Neith, Egyptian goddess, 2097
Nejd, Arabia, 1908
Nekan : see Necho
Nekhebet, Egyptian goddess of births,

242, 2097
Nekhen, town, ancient Egypt. 2014
Nekherophes, Egyptian king, 2031
Nekht, king of Egypt, 2032
Nekhtnebf, kings of Egypt : see Nec-

tanebus
Nekusiyar, candidate to Mogul throne

(1719-23), 1240
Nelson, Admiral Horatio (1758-1805),

Arctic expedition (1773), 6336— Cape St. Vincent battle, 4683, 46S9— Copenliagen battle, 4704— Egyptian campaign, 2156, 4691, 5527— portrait, 4738— Trafalgar (1805), 4728, 4735-36, 4738
Nelson. Dr., 6119-21
Nemanja, Servian ruler : see Stephen I.

Nemart, prince of Shmun, 2121
Nemean games, 2378
Nemequeae, Zippa king, 5822-24
Nemeti, Germanic tribe, 3435
Nempes, Nigerian tribe, 338
Nemus Dianse, sacred grove of Aricia,

2619
Nemza, race, 5822
Neneter, king of Egypt, 2033
Neo-Platonism„ 2872
NeoUthic Age, 154-73, 2013
Nepal. India, British war with (1814-

15), 1276, 5499-5501— Chinese invasion (1792), 5505— situation in the Himalayas. 1124
Nepete, Roman colony, 2621-22
Nepherite", king of Egypt (409 B.C.)

:

see Naifaaurut
Nepos. Julius. Roman emperor (d.

480), 2793
Neretva (or Pagania), Serb province,

3076
Nergal. Babylonian god, 1640
Nergal-shar-usur, king of Babylon : see

Xeriglissar
Nergal-ushezib, king of Babylon (694-

93 B.C.). 1619, 1707
NerigUssar (Nergal-shar-usur), king of

Babylon, 1626
Nero, J?oman emperor (54-68 A.D.),

2721-24— Christian persecutions, 2722, 2860— mother murdered, 2722— portrait, 2723
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Nero, watching Christians burnt alive,

2S56
Nero, C. Claudius, consul, 2648
Nero, Claudius Drusus, Roman general

:

see Drusus
Nero, Tiberius Claudius, Roman general :

see Tiberius Claudius Nero
Nerses Klajetsi, Armenian catholicus

(1066-73), 3025
Nerses III., Armenian patriarch (640-

61). 2929
Nertchinsk, treaty (1689), 414
Nerva, Roman emperor (97), 2748, 274S
Nestorians, 338— in Central Asia, 1479— in China, 825— doctrines of Nestorius, 2890— massacre in Asia Minor, 6366— wedding guests, 1479
Nestorius, patriarch of Constantinople,

doctrines, 2890
Neterkara, king of Egypt, 2040
Neterkhet, Egyptian king, pyramid of,

255
Netherlands. 4253-62, 4417-30, 4609-

14, 5357-63— area and population, 5363— art, 4135-36, 4418— in Atlantic Ocean history, 3655-67— Belgian revolt against (1829-38),
4873— Belgium united with (1813), 4872— British naval wars. 4351, 4419,
4420, 4422, 4620, 5525-27— colonies : see names of colonies— commercial history, 4609-14, 5363— currency, 5363— barrier treaty with England (1709),
4462— education to-day, 5234, 5360— Elizabeth's negotiations with, 4273,
4283— finance, 5363— French war (1671), 4424-25— government, 5363— independence declared (1648). 4150— Indian Ocean influence, 1433— industry of to-day, 5363— Louis XIV. 's relations with, 4404,
4417-30— modern conditions, 5234-35, 5357-
63— Napoleon's alliance with, 4683— Napoleon's annexation of (1810),
4746— slave trade in W. Africa. 5474— social democracy in, 5278— social reforms, 5234— South African wars with Hotten-
tots (17th century). 2282— S. American trade, 5949-52— Spanish naval defeat (1607). 4325— Spanish rule, 4153, 4253-62— United Netherlands founded (1579),
4261

-united with Empire (1548), 4220— Virginia trade. 6038
Netrimu, king of Egypt : see Neneter
Neubrunn, battle (1866), 5079
Neuburg, palatinate, 4295, 4388
Neuchatel, 22
Neueuburg. 4903, 5018
Ne-ueser-ra, king, pyramids of, plate

facing 1953, 2037, 2038, 2038
Neusohl. Hungary, 3137
Neuss, siege (1474), 3654
Neville's Cross, battle (1346), 3915
Nevis. Leeward Islands, 6176, 6184,

6198-99
New Amsterdam, 6050-56, 6192
New Britain, native of, 942
New Brunswick, area and population,

statistics, 6175— camping party, 6124— early settlers and history, 6122,
6134— Indian tribes, way of living, 6023— modern trade and prosperity, 6154-
56

New Caledonia, natives, 939, 940
New Carthage, Spain, 2640. 2643
Newcastle, Duke of (d. 1768), 4514, 4515
New England, Canadian relations with

in time of early settlers, 6033-35— Canadian settlers : .see Canada— colonisation. 4329, 6045-56

Ncc—New
New England. Navigation Act, 6203
Newfoundland, history (1497-1909),

6177-79— acquisition by Sir Humphrey Gil-
bert, 5445— British recover, 6035— Cartier's explorations, 6016— D'Iberville conquers, 6035— di.scovery by Cabots, 6177, 6324— discovery by Cortereal, 6013, 6324— discovery by Northmen, 3546, 6011— education, 5590— English settlement, 5453, 6018— fisheries, 6011-18. 6019, 6068, 6101,
6175, 6177-79, 6324-26, 6378— government, 5574, 5648, 6175, 6178,
6378— lumber industry, 6185— statistics, 6175— views, 6179-83

New France : see Canada
New Granada, 5918, 5960-94
New Guinea (Papua), administration,

5578— area, 945— British take possession in 1883,
1074, 1075— Cook's expedition (1768), 6345— education, 5592— lake dwellings, 165— Papuan language, 5554— Papuan people, 339, 889, 890, 942,
5624^ recent history, 6362— tree dwellers, 20

New Hampshire, colonisation, 6046
New Hebrides, 939, 6362
New Jersey, 6053
New Lanark, 5245, 5247
Newman. Cardinal. 4895, 4896
New Orleans, 6029, 6209, 6068, 6250
New Orleans, battle (1814), 4776, 6114
New Plymouth, foundation, 6045-46
"New Protection" in Australia, 6358-

59
New Providence, West Indies, 6188
New Siberian Islands. 124, 6336
New South Wales, 1029-50— commercial crisis (1843), 1046— constitution (1842), 1047— constitution and government, 1072,

5576— convict settlements, 1031, 1048,
5479— development, 1043-50— federal movement, attitude towards,
1084, 1089— founding of colony, 1029-41— gold discoveries. 1076— Industrial Arbitration Act (1901).
1083, 1096— Labour Party, 1083, 1093— land question in modern times, 1080— legislative council, 5575— separation of Victoria from (1850),
1060— sheep farming, introduction, 1034— strikes (1908), 6360— tariff poUcy, 1096

— Wages Dispute BiU (1908), 6360
New Spain, 5960
Newspapers : see Press
New Sweden, 4382
New Testament, canon, liistory of con-

struction, 2865
Newton. Isaac (1643-1727), 4143, 4473

4476
New York, city, foundation, 6053— Frontenac's scheme to capture, 6032— population, 6318— smart set, 6306-11— views, 6260, 6280, 6281, 6293, 6313,

G315— War of Independence, 6087-6100— Well's criticism, 6306-14
New York State. 6203, 6217, 6220
New Zealand, 985-1002
— aborigines: see Maoris— agricultiu-e, 986— circumnavigation by Captain Cook^

6345— cities, 993— decrease in indigenous population,
5626— defences, 5593— discovery by Dutchman 5457



New—Nor
New Zealand, "Dreadnought"' offered

to Great Britain, 6:ir><)-62— early inhabitants, origin, 5624— education, 6592— gold discoveries, 997, 998— government and administration,
5579— Hawke's Bay Conference (1863), 999— industries, 995— labour and land laws, 1001— liquor traffic, 6361— Maori wars (1845-48, 1860-70),
994, 996, 996, 99S, 5524— map, 9S6— population, 985, 1002— postage and telegraph rates, 1002— recent history, 6361-62— scenes, 9S4, 989, 991. 993, 995,
996, 907, 09S, 999, 1000— self-government, 5648

New Zealand Company (1825), 990
Ney, Marshal (1769-1815), 4757, 4748,

4766, 4755
NezahuacoyotI, Chichimec emperor,

5786-97
Nezahualpilli, Chichimec emperor, 5793-

5800
Nezib, battle (1839), 2162
Nezim Bey of Bremet, Albanian poet,

poems of, 3066
Nez Percys, North American tribe, 338
Ngaundere, province of Adamawa, 2228
Ngoyo, native kingdom, 2310
Nguyen Angue, king of Annam, 1411-

12
Nguyen Hoang, ruler of Annam, 1410
Niagara, 6111-13, 6109, 6068, 6058
Niagara Falls, 6026, 6211. 6214
Niam-Niam, African people, 321, 2265,

2268, 5513-18, 5523-24
Nibi, king of ElUpi, 1674, 1706
Nicsea, 2564, 4018-20
Nicaea, council of (325), 2879— (787), 2939. 2941
Nicaaan Creed, 2879
Nicanor, general of Antigonus, 1838
Nicanor, Macedonian commander, 2549,

2564
Nicanor, Syrian commander, 1850
Nicaragua, currency, 6010— federation with Central American

states, 6007— mountains, 5729— Nahua races in, 5756— postage rates, 6010— statistics, 6010— U.S. incorporation scheme, 6266
Nicaragua Canal, 4905, 6266
Nicaraguans, 338
Nice, 5037, 5041
Nicephorus I., Byzantine emperor

(802-810), 2940
Nicephorus 11., Byzantine emperor

(963-969), 2952, 29,59

Nicephorus III. (Botaneiates), Byzan-
tine emperor (1078-81), 2957

Nicephorus. patriarch of Constanti-
nople (800-15), 2937

Nicephorus Blemmydes, Greek scholar
of 13th century, 2'.i72

Nicephorus Phocas, Byzantine general,
Bulgarian campaign (895), 3037

Nicetas, patriarch of Constantinople
(766-80), 2917

Nichiren, Japanese Buddliist saint,
515, 516, 518

Nicholas, patriarch of Constantinople,
2949

Nicholas, Guarani convert, 5935-36
Nicholas I., prince of Montenegro (1841)

5322, 5328
Nicholas I., pope (858-67), 3718-19— excommunication of Photius, 2892— forged decretals used, 3762-64— marriage of Lothair III.opposed,3936— negotiations witli Boris of Bulgaria,

2946
Nicholas 11., pope (1058-61), 3943-44,

3594, 3942
Nicholas III., pope (1277-80). 827, 3953
Nicholas V., pope (1447-55), 2994, 3409,

2988, 4125-28
Nicholas I., tsar of Russia (1825-55),

Crimean policy : see Crimean War— German policy. 4966— and Poland (1835), 4782

Nicholas I., portrait, 4850— Sehleswig-Holstein question, 4944— Turkish policy, 5006-5010
Nicholas II., tsar of Kussia (1894),

5195-96, 6370— pictures, 5198, 5199. 5200, 5301
Nicholas Longobardi, 827
Nicholas Mavrocordato, voivode of

Wallachia (1716-30), 3058
Nicholson, John, 1308, 5501
Nicholson's Nek, battle (1899), 2338
Nicias, peace of, 2512
Nicobarese, 338
Nicolas : see Nicholas
Nicolaus of Damascus, historian, 2692
Nicolet, Jean, 6022
Nicomedes I., king of Bithynia, 1827,

1S27
Nicomedes III., king of Bithynia, 1834,

2384
Nicomedia, 2875
Nicopoh, battle (1392). 3120
Nicopolis, Thrace, 2750
Nicuesa, Diego de, 5891
Nidaros, Norway : see tirontlieim

Nidintu-Bel (Nebuchadnezzar III.),

rebellion against Darius. 1810
Niebla, Castile conquers, 3995
Nieboer, writer on slavery, 2810
Niebuhr, Barthold G. (1776-1831), 4827.

4S29
Niel, General Adolphe (1802-69), 5026
Nietzsche on evolution, 6414-17
Niffer : see Nippur
Nigantha.. 1198
Niger, Pescennius, elected Roman

emperor in Syria (193), 2763
Niger, river, 2278, 2223
Nigeria, British expeditions (1886-

1906), 5518-19— British forces in, 5594— clay lamps made in, 2270— education in southern province,
5589— frontiers. 2278— future discussed, 5647— Government and administration,
5570— native open-air school, 5595

— recent history, 6368
Nigerian group of Sudanese negro

tribes, 338
Nightcaps, Swedish party : see Natt-

mossor
Nightingale, Florence, 4990
Nigrinius, Airdius (118). Roman general,

2754
Nihab, l':gvptian king. 2016
Nihilists of Russia, 5193,,579J, 5195, 5795
Nihongi, ancient chronicles of Japan.

458, 461, 462
Nil, ancient city. Syria. 2072. 2075
Nijni Novgorod, Russia. 1221. 3304, 3303
Nika riots at Byzantium (532), 2910
Nike, temple ot. 2517
Nikko, .lapan, .'>20, 429, 427, 501, 502.

503
Nikolaus : see Nicholas
Nikolsburg, peace (1622), 3129
Nikon, patriarch of Moscow, 3329, 3329
Nile, river. 2022-23
—Darius' canal to the Red Sea, 1812— cataract, 2023— dams, 2168— early Arabian division into three

arms, 5662— Egypt's dependence upon, 2173— fixed time-table for floods. 2176— flowing with honey legend. 2033— fortifications built by Senusret III.,

2056— influence of insufficient floods on
early dynasties, 2040— irrigation systems, 1632, 6367— map of the basin, 2022— map of the delta, 2024— mud deposit, rate. 233— origin of name, 2023— prehistoric times, 233— scenes on, 2025— swamp dwelling races of the Upper
Nile, 2266

Nile, Battle of the (1798), 2156, 4691,
4771, 5527, 4688

Nile, Blue, Khartoum bridge, 6367
Nile god, 2689

GENERAL INDEX
Nilgiri Hills, India, 1125, 1150, 1157
NiUtic group of Sudanese negro tribes,

338
Nilotic family of languages, 5554
Nilus, Christian mystic (d. c. 430), 2883
Nilus, hermit, 3725
Nima Quickt-, Mava chief, 5758
Nimeguen, treaty (1678), 4160, 4430
Nimes, Roman town, 2777
Nimes, Edict of Grace (1629), 4205
Nimrud, ancient Babylonian city, 1654,

1663, 279, 1655, 1659, plate facing
1669

Ninepins, Egyptian prehistoric. 241, 242
Nineveh, Assyrian city, buildings, 270,

272, 275— destruction of (607 B.C.), 1580, 168e,

1685, 1687— in the hands of the MitanI, 1646,
1647— monument records, 276. 277, 1652— mound from Mossul, 1947— Nalium's denunciation of, 1784— Nimrud palaces restored, plate facing
page 1669— situation, 1572

Nineveh, battle (267 .\.d.), 2917
Ningirsu, Lagash divinity, 1595
Ningpo, open to foreign trade, 5505-6
Ninib-apil-Eshara, king of Assyria, 1655
Ninib-kudurri-usur, king of Babylonia,

1610
Nino, Peralonso, 5889
Nippon ; see Honshu
Nippon Yusen Kaisha, 601
Nippur, Babylonian city, antiquity, 1630— documents regarding, 1636— Elamite attacks, 1700, 1703— Sumerian pyramid, 261— worship of Bel, 1558, 1639, 268
Niquirans, Nahuan peoiJe, 338
Nirvana, 1196, 1197
Nisco, N., historian of Italy, 3975
Nish, battle (1443), 2987
Nishada, tribe, 1158, 1169
Nisib, battle (1839), 4891
Nithard, historian, 3581
Nitocris. queen of Egypt, 2039
Nitrate shipping at Pisagua, 59S6
Nitrogen in the air, 95

Nizam of Haidarabad, origin of title,

1244
Nizam el Mulk, vizir of the Seljuk

sultan, killed by assassins, 1961

Nizam Iskander, ruler of the Punjab
andDelhi(d. 1517), ,1224

Nizam Shah, dynasty foundei' in

Ahmednagar (1490). 1224
Nizam-ul-Mulk, ruler of Chitral (d. 1895),

1346
Njegos, Danilo Petrovic, 3101
Njord, Norse deitv. 3534
Nkole, native state. East Africa. 2302
No, social position in Japan, 445

Noah's Sacrifice, Maclise's picture, 207
Noailles, Madame de, 5386
No-Amon : see Thebes
Nobles, battle of the (740), 2206
Nobunaga : see Ota Nobunaga
Nodzu. Field Marshal, 599
Nogai, Moncnl general, 650

Nogai Khan, Tartar chief, 3046
Nogais. Mongol people, 338, 1492
Nogi, General Count, 599
Nola, Etruscan town, 2423
Nomads, early history in Central Asia,

1449-50— ri.se and fall of nations in Central
Asia, 1465-71— types, 376, 1442, 1444, 1893

Nomarch, official of ancient Egypt, 2054
Nombre de Dios, Drake's attack (1572),

5948, 6017
Nompanem, Chibcha king, 5818
Nonoual, Tutul Xius inhabit, 5750
Nootkas, North American tribe, 5707
Norbert, St. (d. 1134), 3699
Nordenskicild, Arctic expedition (1878),

6329. 6340
Nordenskicild, Gustaf, cliff dwellings

discovered, 5716
Nordhngen, battle (1634), 4308, 4382,

4383
Norfolk Island, 967, 5480, 1032
Noricum, Roman pro\ince, 2432, 3436,

3455
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GENERAL INDEX
Norman Conquest of England, 3380,

3857-64, 3S56
Normandy, Duchy of, 3378, 3550-51,

4010, 5599
Normann Ehrenfels, Count (1784-1822),

4854
Normans, 338— disappearance from Mediterranean,

2335— in Italy, 2394, 3552, 3940 et seq.— in Normandy, 3378, 3550-51, 4010
— rise of power, 2394-95
— sea-going Norman warriors, 3414
Norsemen : see Northmen
North, Frederic, Lord : see Guildford,

Earl of

North Africa, recent history, 6347-68
North African Mission, 5642
Northallerton, battle (battle of the

Standard) (1133), 3863, 3913

North America, aboriginal tribes, his-

tory, 5675-78, 5691-5724
— aboriginal tribes, rehtions with

colonists, 6044-56, 6072-73
— British colonies revolt : see United

States— British Empire after Peace of Paris

(1763), 6071— British possessions, 6055 : see also

names of colonies— British struggle for power against

French. 4505, 4518, 6057-68
— Cabot's discoveries, 3909-10, 5889
— colonial boundary disputes, 6054— colonial trade, 6071-73— discoveries after Columbus, 6011-18
— discovery and colonisation, 1112-13
— Drift period, 130— English missions, 6044
— map, 6001— prehistoric land connections with

Europe and Asia, 122— Viking expeditions, 4061, 5692, 6011— see also Canada, Ignited States, &c.

Northampton, peace (1329), 3915
North Battleford Bridge, Canada, 615S

North Borneo, Britisli protectorate, 6356
Northbrook, Thomas George Baring,

1st Earl of (1826-1905), 1331, 1331

North Carolina, British colonies, early

histors', 6040-42
Northcote, Lord, 6359
North Devon, Arctic regions, 6338— War of Independence in, 6099-6100
North-east Passage, search for, 5658,

6017 : see also Arctic exploration
Northern Nigeria : see Xigeria

Northern War. the Great (1700-21)

:

see Great Northern War
North German Confederation, formation

5085
Northmen (Vikings), 338, 3529-56— Charlemagne's attempts to repel,

3492— civilisation of, 2359— early exploits and expeditions, 3536— early relations with Russians, 3181— influence of their expeditions, 3556— invasions of England by : see
Danes— land in Iceland, 357— languages spread by, 4061— maritime explorations, 5661— in the Mediterranean, 3365-66— mythology : see Scandinavian myth-
ology— North American voyages, 4061, 5692,
6011— origin and early history, 3529-36— and origin of Eist Teutons, 3428— raid on Jumala's temple (1026), 3190— return from an overseas expedition,
3375— tribal divisions, 3534— trade activities, 4064-65, 4069-70,
4076-77, 4083, 4086-87— voyages of discovery, 4009-10— see also Danes, Swedes, Norwegians,
&c.

North Pole : see Arctic exploration
North Sea, 566n, 4080, 5661
Northumberland, Duke ol, regent for

Edward VI., 4245
Northumberland, county, England,

Danish raids and conquests, 3554,
3548

Northumbria, ancient kingdom Britain,
3506-07, 3505, 3911

North-West Company, 6128-30
North-West Passage, attempts to dis-

cover, importance to history,

1111, 4167— Davis, expedition to find, 6018— effect on British Empire, 5466
— Frobisher's search for, 6018— maritime efficiency promoted by

efforts to find, 5658, 5665 : see

also Arctic exploration
Norway, 3565-70, 4369-75, 4577-79,

5153-62, 5411-16— area and population. 5416— cessions to Sweden (1658), 4375— constitution (1814), 5157— conversion to Christianity, 3565— disputes concerning the crown
(1130-1240), 3566— dissolution of union with Sweden
(1905), 5235-36, 5412— early history, 3565-70— geographical account, 3529— government (modern), 5426

— industry and commerce, 5416— invasions of Ireland and Scotland,
3540— Irish influence on people, 3542— literature, 3570, 4577, 5159-60

— modern conditions, 5411-16— Norwegian language spread, 4061— people, 338, 3564— progress in 19th century, 5158, 5236
— scenery, characteristic views, 3535— Scottish possessions held by, 3911-12
— Swedish conquests (c. 1000), 3571
— tr.ide in Middle Ages, 4070— union with Denmaxk and decline

of power, 4579— union with Sweden under Magnus II.,

3574— union with Sweden under Charles

XIV., 5155, 5157— see also Northmen
Norway, Maid of : see Margaret, queen

of Scotland
Norwegians : see Norway
Notaras, Lukas, 2990
Notation, origin of system, 263, 2369
Notker Labeo of St. Gall (d. 1022), 3725
Nott, Sir William, 1289, 1290, 5500
Nottingham, Howard of Effingham,

Earl of (1536-1624), 4275, 552.5-26

Novara, battles, (1513) 3834, (1821)
4845, (1849) 4783, 4931-32, 4953

Nova Scotia, Acadians in, 6060
^Alexander founds colony, 6022— Anglo-French struggle for, 6056,

6060-61— .area and population statistics, 6175— British settlers, 6107-09— discovery, 3546— French and English settlements,
early history, 6020-35, 6122, 6134— fruit farm, 6154— Faguendez circumnavigates, 6013— government, 6154— modern dtvelopment, 6156— views, 6154, 6155, 615S

Novaya Zemlya, discovery by Burrough
(1556), 6326

Novelise of Justinian. 2909
Novgorod (Holmgard), Russia, ancient

capital of Swedish kingdom, 3539— Hanseatic League's trade with, 4080,
4081— independence of princely power,
3301-02— school founded by .Taroslav, 3297— trade in Middle Ages, 4067-68— trading relations witli Ugria, 650— union with Moscow (1471), 3316

Novi, battle (1799), 4694
Novi Bazar, 5334
Novoberdo, Servia, 2995
Nsakkaras, Welle tribe, 348
Nu tribes, S. America, 5680-86
Nubar Pasha (182.5-99), 5013
Nuba group of negro tribes. 338
Nubia, country, Africa, 2243-50— converted to Clvristianity. 2248— Egyptian campaign against, 2039,

2055, 2056, 2078— Mamelukes in 1812, 2249— Mohammedan conquest (1275), 2249

Nor-Odc
Nubia, people, 338, 2244, 2245, 5551— revolt against Arab nile (864), 2143— Seti I.'s improvements, 2107
Nn chi, Asiatic people : see Kin
Nuers, Nilitic tribe, 338
Nugent, Count Laval (1777-1862),

4927-28
Nukhashshe. Syria, 1719. 1727
Numa PompiUus, 2634, 2634
Numerianus, Roman emperor (284 a.d.),

2773
Numidia, Berber kingdom, 2382, 338,

62, 2199, 2200, 2384, 2656
Nuncomar, a Brahman, 1264
Nunez Vela, Blasco, 5912
Nupe. Hausa state, 2224, 2227— British expedition against, 5519— clay lamps made in. 2271— speech and people, 338, 5555
Nur-Adad, king of Tarsa, 1598
Nurchazi, Manchu prince, 658
Nur-ed-din, Seijuk ruler (1145-73).

1962-63. 2148, 4028-32
Nur-ed-din Mohammed Selin : see Je-

hangir
Nur Jehan, wife of Jehangir, 1234
Nur Mahal, favourite consort of Shah

Jelian I., 1235. 72.35

Nuremburg, S. Sebaldus statue, 4136— Council (1524), 4186
Nuremberg peace (1532), 4191, 4215
Nurhachu, first Manchu emperor of

China, 783-84, 784
Nutkas, Indian tribe, 339
Nutmeg, trade, 898
Nutria, Pueblo ruins, 5717
Nuwara Eliya, mountain, 5580
Nyangwe, Central Africa, 2296
Nyassaland, Africa, administration,

5566— British Protectorate, 2332, 5520-21,
5629— the Nyassa-Tanganyika road, 5630

Nyaung Mendarah, Burmese ruler, 1394
Nyslott Castle, Olofsborg, Finland, 3537
Nystad, peace (1721), 3332

Oannes, deity : see Ea
Oasr Eggomo, Sudan, 2234
Oastler, Richard, 6394, 5255
Gates, Titus, plot (1678), 4471
Oaxaca, 5762, 5770
Obaidallah, Moslem general, 1920
Obeid Allah (908), North African rule,

1926, 1946. 2207
Obertyn, battle (1531), 3062
Obeyd, El, battle (1883), 2170
Obi, river scene, 670
Oboda, Nabatiean king, 1857
Obongos, Bushman race, 339
Obrenovitch, Milos : see Milos
O'Brien, Smith, 4975
brier, Pierre, 4134

Occam, William of, 3745, 3746, 3906
Oceania, 937-1009— beginning of history, 953-55— characteristics of the islands, 945-50— colonisation, 1003— map, 947— mission work in, 1004. 1008— modern conditions, 1006-09, 6362— people, characteristics, 950-53— pictures, 7.37, 937-44— Western powers in, 1003-5— see also names of islands
Oceans, age of, 88— relative sizes. 383— see also names of oceans
Ochterlony, General, 5499
Ochus, satrap of Hyrcania : see Darius

II. of Persia
Ochus, son of Artaxerxes II. : see

Artaxerxes III. Ochus
Ococingo, ruins, 5732-37
O'Connell, Daniel (1775-1847), 4800,

4800
O'Connor, Feargus, 4811, 5248
Octavia, wife of Mark Antony, 2684,

2702
Octavia, wife of emperor Nero, 2722
Octavius, C. : see Augustus, emperor
" Octavius," of Minucius Felix, 2862
" Octroi " duty, 3796
Odenathus, king of PaIm>Ta, 1866
Odessus, Greek colony, 2578
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Odin, Xorsc deity, 3534, 3561
Odo. Abbot (927-41), 3766
Odo, count of Cliampagne (d. 1037), 377G
Odo, king of France (888-98), 3.550,

3761-64, 3763
Odoacer, king of tlie Heruii (d. 4 93),

2:588, 27<k;-04, 3454-55
Odoric of Pordenone, 827
Odrys;«', kingdom, 2403
Odryss;»^ans, 2404, 2522, 2578
" Odyssey," 19, 2470
CEnotria, (ireek name for Italy, 2411
Oesel, island, 3708
Oaversee, battle (1864), 5065
Ofen : see litida Prstli

Offa, king of Morcia (7.-)7-796), 3506
Oi^aly. Thomas Fitzgerald. Lord : see

Kildare, Tlionias Fitzgerald, lOtli

carl of

Offa'sDyke, 3506
O^aki, earthquake, 249
O^dai, khan of the Mongols (1229-41),

772, 1485-86
" O^doas." bv Alfieri, 3972-74
Oglethorpe, Sir James (1696-1785),

Georgia colonised by, 6042
O^otai Khan, Mongol ruler : see Ogdai
O'Higgias, General (1776-1842), 5971-88

Ohio valley, aboriginal tribes. 5698-5701
— Anglo-French dispute (1744), 6058
Oao-usu-no-mikoto, Prince, 462
Ojibbeways, Algonqnian tribes, 312

Ojia. emperor of Japan, 464-65

Okaz, Arabia, early importance, 1894

Okerselk, battle (1864), .5065

Okhotsk, Sea of, 680, 696
Okitsu, temple, Buddhist images, 527
Oklahoma, creation of state, 6275
Okrikas, Nigerian tribe, 338
Oktar, Hun leader, 3028
Oku, General Count, 599
Okuma, Count, .5.39, 565
Ohod. defeat of Mahommed (625), 1901

Olaf I. (Trvggvesson), Norwegian king
(995-1000), 3565, 4010, 3571, 3840

Olaf n. (Haraldsson), Norwegian king
(1016-30), 3565-66, 4010, 4011

Olav (Hvite), Norwegian chief, 3540
Olaf, king of Denmark and Norway

(1380-87), 3560. 4078
Olaf, Swedish chieftain, 3557
Olaf (.skotkonung), Swedish king (993-

1024), 3571
Olaus, Swedish reformer, 4497
Olbia, Oreek colony, 2446, 2450, 2486
Old Age peasioES in England, 6402
Old Calabar, Soiitliern Nigeria, 2278
Oldcastle, Sir John, 3892, 3894
Oldenburg, 4973
Old Man of the Mountains, 1962
Old Tokio : see Yedo
Oleg, Russian ruler 3285-88, 32S6
Olesnicki, Cardinal, 3236
Olga, Russian princess, 32S6. 3290
Olgerd, grand duke of Lithuania (1341-

1377), 3218
Olid, Cristotal de, 5902
Oligarchy, Greek conception of, 2378
Oliva, peace (1660), 3258, 4392
Olivares, Spanish minister of Philip

IV., 4324
Olive Branch Petition, 6082
Olkhonese, Huriat tribe, 339
Ollanta drama, .'1854

OUantaytambo, Inca ruins, 5850, 5S51
OUech, Colonel, 5055
Ollivier, Emile, 5087, 5098, 5099
Olmecs, 5779
Olmiitz, Archbishop's castle, 4941— Austrian imperial family take refuge

in castle (1848), 4939— bishopric founded by Wratislav II.

(1062), 3152
— stipulation of (1850), 4969-74— battle (1866), 5079— peace (1470), 3176
Olopen, first Christian missionary in

China. 825
Olymnia, Greek sanctuary, 2378, 2476,

2486
Olympias, mother of Alexander the

(Jreat. 2541, 2575
Olympian Games, 2378, 2455, 2488
Olympus, Mount, 2523
Olynthus, town of Asia Minor, founded.

Olynthus, Macedonian war, 2533-34— rise to power, 2524-25— Spartan war, 2526
Om. mcgalithic chamber at, 169
Omaguas, tribe, 346, 5686
Omahas, Siouan tril)e, 344
Oman, 2293-94, 5558
Omar, the second caliph (634-44),

1911-12, 1911
Omar II., Omayyad caliph (717-720),

1926
Omar, sultan of Bornu (1846-53),

2235, 22:iH

Omar ibn Chassun (d. 917), 3980
Omar Pasha, Turkish general, 2996
Omar Shah, Khilji ruler of Delhi, 1220
Omar Khayyam, 78
Omayyad Caliphs, 1919-30, 3979-84,

1935
Ombos, temple to god Sebek, 2091
Om Dulreikat, battle (1899), 5524
Omdurman, battle (1898), 2171, 5523
Ommanney, Sir Erasmus, 6325
Ommayyad : see Omayyad
Ommiade : see Omayyad
Omortag, Bulgarian ruler of 9th

century, 3036, 2940, 2941
Omphalopsychites, Christian sect, 2974
Omri, king of Israel, 1769
Omri, royal house of, 1772, 1782
On, Siberian prince, 650
On, Heliopolis obelisk. 2054
Oneidas, American Indians, 6034
O'Neill family, in Ireland, 4367-68
O'Neill, Hugh, Earl of Tyrone : see

Tyrone, Hugh O'Neill, earl of

O'Neil, Shan, 4367
Ong Khan (or Wang), rival Mongol

leader to Genghis Khan. 1482
Onomarchus, Phocian general. 2532
Onondagas, Iroquoian tribe, 331, 6027,

6034
Ontario, agriculture, 6132-46— American invasion (1812), 6113-14— area and population, 6175— education : see Canada— industries and trade, 6143-46— opening up of province, 6108— province created (1791), 6109
Opata-Pima, Nahuan tribe, 339
Open company, 4063-64
Ophir, 2292
Opimius, L., Roman Consul, 2655
Opio, Babylonian town, 1591
Opium trade, abolition attempted by

British (1839), 792— edict of 1906 against. 823, 852— Shanghai conference (1909), 6358— smoking abolished in Chinese army,
852— war with China (1840-42), 790
791-92, 794, 795. 797, 5505-06

Oppas, Archbishop of Seville, 3513
Opritshina, tsar's private property in

Russia, 3322
Orakzai, Pathan clan, 1523
Oran, conquered by Spain (1509), 1509
Orang-Benua, Malay tribe, 336
Orange Free State : see Orange River

ColoTiy
Orange River, 2004
Orange River Colony (former Orange

Free State), Basuto wars, 2324,
5514— Boer independence, 2320, 5516— Boer settlement, 2318— British annexation (1900), 2342— British supremacy (1848-54), 2320,
5516-17— British war (1899-1902), 233.3-43— constitution and government, 5567— constitution granted (1907), 2344,
5648— defences, 5593— education, 5590— diamond fields ownership dispute,
2326— organisation of Free State, 2323-24— statistics, 2345

Orang-Lauts, INtalay tribe, 336
Oranienbaum Palace, 3334
Oraon, Draviilian tribe, 1153
Orcagna, sculpture bv, 3963
Orchan, ruler of Ottoman Turks, 1972
Orchomenus, Greek city. 2461
Orchomenos, battle (c. 86 n.C), 1834
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O'dalaffi, flirt ruled by, 3958
Ordan Padjah. 1480
Ordeal, tri^d by. 217. 219, 222
Ordonnance du Commerce (1673), 4624
Ordono II., "985
Ordos, Slianas tribe, 344
Oregon, 0227-29
Orejones. Spanish name for Incas, 5870
Orellana, Francisco de,, 5916
Oreseoli family, overthrow (1032), 3946
Orestes, leader of the Huns (475),

279:',

Orestes, king of Macedonia. 2524
Orestes, sacrifice of, 2444, 2445
Orford, Robert Walpole, Earl of (1676-

1745) : see Walpole
Organa, prince of the Kuturgurs (7th

century), 30:i2

Orgueil, Mont, Jersey, 5601
Origen, of Alexandria, father of the

Church, 2S0>i. 2869, 2871
Orissa, famine (1306), 1324
Orizaba, Mexico, 8000
Orkhan. Turkish emir : see I'rkhan
Orkney Islands, 3542
Orleans family, representative on

French ihrone (1830), 4870— see also Christian names of dukes
and Louis Philippe, king of
France

Orleans, France, sieges (c. 448), 3030,
(c. 1428) 3818, (1563) 4286

Orleans, battle (1870). 5136
Orlov, Prince Alexis (1787-1861). 5010
Orlov, Gregory (1734-83). 3346
Ormeson, Henri (1751-1807), 4568
Orindeo, river, Arnae navigators, 5683-

Ormuz, Persian Gulf, 1976, 1984, 5450,
1976

Ormuzd religion : see Ahuramazda
Oroanda, ancient people. 1792
Orochs, Siberian tribe, 339
Oroctes, satrap of Sardis, 1810
Orodes, king of Parthia : see Mith-

radates III.

Orohippus, 160
Oromo, people : see Galla
Orontobates, Persian satrap, 2549
Orphans, Hussite sect, 3172
Orpheus, worship of, 2494
Orisini. bomb thrown at JV'apoleon III.

(1858), 5020. 4992
Orsua, Pecho de, Spanish explorer.

murdered by followers (1559), 6916
Orthodox Eastern (Greek) Church,

adopted by Vladimir of Russia
(977), 3292— Catharine the Great's reforms, 3354— Cossack support, 3268— Croatia, 3084— decree of union rejected (1439), 2987— Gregory's opposition to claims of
bishop of Constantinople, 3520— Holy Sepulchre, quarrels with
Romans, 5005 : see also Crimean
War— Moscow patriarchate, 3324-42— Muscovite princes support. 3315— Peter Mogila's work for, 3270

.— power increased in 8th century,
2938— schism produced by reforms of
Nikon, 3329— separation from Rome, 2946, 2955— Slavs converted. :5079— struggle with Catholic Church in

Poland, 3259— union with Roman Church, attempt
(1596), 3259

Orthon inscriptions, 2977
Ortlopp. Emile. 4878
Orvieto, alliance (1281). 2973. 3975
— cathedral erection, 3964-65
Osages. Siouan tribe. 344
Osaka. Japan 487, 492. 494
Osborn. Sherard, arctic explorer, 6325
Oscans. primitive Italic race, 339
Oscar I., king of Sweden and Norway

(1844-59), 5156, 5157
Oscar 11., king of Sweden and Norway

(1872-1907). 5156-57, 5158. 5413— dissolutions of union with Norway
(1905). 5236

Osiris, Egyptian god. 235-36, 242, 2092-
96, 2019, 2093, 2124
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Oslo, Norway, 3566
Oiman, 3rd caliph (644-56), 1916
Osman, king of Bagirmi (d. 1846), 2238
Osman I. (or Otiiman), (1299-1326),

Turl<isli ruler, 1972, 2978
Osman II., Turkish sultan (1618-22),

3014
Osman in., Turkish sultan (1754-57),

3(122

Osman Bey Dhu-1-Fikar, bey of Eg>-pt
(istli ceiuury). 2155

Osman Digna (c. 1836). British wars
with. 2170. 2171, 5523

Osman Nuri Pasha, Turkish general,
in Kusso-Turkish War (1877),
5205. 520S

Osman Turks : see Turks
Osmanii Turks : see Turks
Osnabriick, congress (1648), 4311
Osorkon I., king of Egvpt. 2120
Osorkon II., king of Egypt, 2120
Osroene, kingdom, 2857
Ossa, mountain, 252o
Ossets, Aryan race, 339
Ossory, Countess, 4469
Ostia, 2619, 2773
Ostiaks, agriculture unknown, 637— bear worship, 644, 645— dancing, 651— decadence under Russian control.

684— origin, 339, 641— town principalities, 651— village, 654— winter costume, 650
Ostmen, 3540
Ostrogoths : see Goths
Ostrogski, Constantin, 3259, 3266
Ostrolenka, battle (1831), 4875
Ostyakes : see Ostiaks
Oswego, battle (1745), 6058
Oswia, king of Northumbria, 3505
Oswold, British agent in Canada.

Franklin's negotiations with, 6101
Otago, X.Z. colony, founding, 994
Ota Nobunaga, Japanese ruler, 479,

481, 518
Otbertini family, possessions of. 3949
Othman, name of rulers : see Osman
Othman Turks : see Turks
Otho, Christian name : see Otto
Otoes, Siouan Indians. 344, 350
Otomis, Indian race of Mexico, 339
Otono Miya : see Moriyoshi
Otranto, 2998. 3978
Ottawa, Canada, 6128, 67.52, 6159, 6160
Ottawa, tribe, history, 5696-97
Otto, duke of Athens, 2396
Otto, bishop of Bamberg, 3211, 3733
Otto of Northeim, duke of Bavaria

(1061-70). 3594
Otto of Wittelsbach, duke of Bavaria.

created a duke (1180), 3608
Otto ni., duke of Lower Bavaria (1305-

08). elected king of Hungary. 3119
Otto I., king of Greece (1832-62),

4888, 4889
Otto I., Holv Roman emperor and

German king (936-73), 3585-88.
3383— France, relations, 3764-66— Italy secured by, 3939— papal relations, 3722— wars of, 3695-96

Otto n., Holy Roman emperor and
German king (973-83), 3588, 3939

Otto ni., Holv Roman emperor and
German king (980-1002), 3588-
89, 3939-41, 3589— guardianship, 3766-68— policy, 3696— \-isit to Poland (1000), 3195

Otto IV., German emperor (1208-15).
3612-13, 3613, 3772, 3734

Otto, prince of Olmutz (d. 1126). 3152
Otto, Roman emperor (69), 2724, 2725
Otto Christof of Sparr, 4390
Ottokar I., duke of Bohemia (1198-

1230), 3154-55, 3399
Ottokar, king of Bohemia, (1253-78),

3156-57, 3617-18— Crusade against Prussia (1254-55),
3710— reign in Hungary (1260), 3118

Ottoman Turks : see Turks
Otumba, battle, 899, 5897

Oudenarde, Hotel de Ville, 4066
Oudenarde, battle (1708), 4459, 4462
Oadh, India, annexation by Dalhousie,

1299— begums and Warren Hastings, 1264— British interference on behalf of
Saadat All, 1271— Hastings' administration, 1262, 1264,
5498— mutiny of 1857 : see Indian Mutiny— Rent Act of Lord Dufferin, 1343— talukdars, durbar at Lucknow
(1867), 1326— Oudh Tenancy Bill (1868), 1326— treatment after the mutiny, 1317— Wazir's embassy to Lord Cornwallis
(1788). 1271

Oudinot, Marshal Nicolas (1767-1847),
4>.I54

Oudinot, Victor (1791-1863), 4932
Our Lady of Montesa, Order of, 4003
Outram. Sir James (1803-63), 1310,

4992, 5501, 1300
Ovaherero : see Hereros
OvampDs, Bantu negro race, 339
Ovando, Nicholas de (16th century),

5888, 5890
Ovid, Roman poet. 2706, 2707
Oviedo, kingdom founded. 3985
Owen. Robert (1771-1858), 4897, 5245

6398. 5255, 5250, 4896
Oworos, Yorubas tribe, 348
Ox, in Xeolithie times, 159
Oxenstierna, Axel (1583-1654), Swedish

chancellor. 4307, 4379, 4382
Oxenstierna, Jons Begtsson, archbishop

of t'psala, 3578
Oxford, Robert Harley, earl of (1661-

1724), 4489. 4491
Oxford, in Civil War (1642-46), 4346
Oxus (Amu Daria). river, Central Asia,

1455, 1536, 1520
Oxyartes, father-in-law of Alexander

the Great. 2562
Oyama, Field-Marshal Prince, 599
Oyapok, Dutch settlements. 5950
Oyo, state. West Sudan, 2262
Oyos, Yorubas race, 348,
Oyos, 1725, 1790

Paardeberg, battle, 2341
Paccha, 5827-72
Pachacamak, Inca god, 5836, 5859,

5866
Pachacamak, state, 5831-38
Pachacutek, Inca king, 5846-71
Pachacutek, state, 5838
Pacific cable, completion (1903), 6275
Pacific Ocean, Australian defence, 6359— Briti-ih acquisitions, 1114, 5626— Drake's voyages, 1113, 1117— European discoverv, 1107, 5891— history, 1101, 1106— Japanese trade agreement, 6355— Malav migrations to, 894— map, 1102— Panama Canal, importance of, 5658— political supremacy in 992, 1004— races, 1103, 1116, 1119— United States power, 974
" Pacifico, Don," affair, 4977
Pacinotti, 5372
Pactolus, 237
Padan-Aram, 1726
Padeira, 1191
Paderborn, diet of, 3482
Padi, king of Ekron. 1675, 1779
Padua, 4128, 3962, 3965, 4131
Pa'e, 1713
Pselignii, 2414
Pseonia, 2518
Pseones, 164, 2529-30
Paestum, 3518, 2649
Paez, Jose Antonio, 5965-94
Pagan, Burma, 1393
Pagania : see Neretva
Fagasse, Port Pherse. 2532
Pagasaeus, Gulf of, 2406
Page, Theogene Francois, 1413
Paine, Thomas, 6385
Paira. Ticiinmi, 3460, 3468
Pakhir-ishshan, Elamite ruler, 1703
Paktyas, 1799
Palacky, Franz, 4946, 4947
Palsemon, 2408

Osl—Pan

Palseo-Asiatic nations, 662, 666
Palseohtbic Period : see Stone Age
Pal«ologi family, 3949, 3962
Palseontology, applied to history, 175
Palaeozoic period, 89, 90, chart facing 96
Palakuttu Canal, 1634
Palamites, 2974
Palanquin, 194
Palatinate, 4440, 4301
" Pale," the, 3931-32
Palembang, 915-17
Palenque, 5732-56, 5738-39
Palermo, 3938, 3946, 2968, 4844, 3401
Palermo stone, 248, 249
Palestine. Babylonian tenets, 1642— Crusades : see Crusades— Egyptian rule and relations with,

1681, 1738, 2107, 2115, 2120, 2125— Elamite expedition, 1702— Fatemide supremacy, 1960— Hadrian, revolt against (132-4), 2755— Mohammedan campaign, 1910— Northmen's expeditions, 4010— pre-Semitic elements, 1735— Roman Empire in, 1860— Sargon's empire, 1595— Semitic migration, 1735
Palestro, battle, 5026, .5027

Palettes, ancient Egyptians, 241, 242,
2027, 238, 248

Palfy. Count, 4926
Pali language. 1211
Pa-Ii-chian. 808
Pahkao, General, 5109, 5123
Paliha, festival of, 2617
Pallas, 2719
Pallas Athena, 288
Pallavicino, Marquis, 5049
Pallegoix. D. J. B., bishop. 1405
Palhser's Act (1776), 6175
Palma, Cornelius. 117, 2753
Palmerston, Lord, 497.5-80, 4987-5002,

4798, 5001— Louis Philippe's relations with, 4905— Polish policy, 5032
Palmyra, 1864, 756.5, 2771
Palmyra Island, 395
Pamirs, 1123, 358, 1522— scenery, 1453, 1438, 1453, 1537
Pammenes. 2532
Pampas, Drift remains in, 130, 131, 144
Pampas Indians (Puelches), 342
Pamphylia, 7.S6-7, 2549
Panama, Balboa crosses. 5891— Drake's attack. 5948— Morgan's attack, 6188— Pan-American congress, 5981— Spanish fort, 6263— statistics, 6010
Panama Canal, Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans linked by, 5658— bankruptcy of company, 5225— construction and purchase bv U.S.A.,
6266. 6275. 6264. 6265, 6270

Pan-American federation, 6266-69
Panammu, king, 1727
Patf Chan, 1464
Panchan-Lama, of Tibet, 1501
Panchatantra. 1214
Panches tribe, 5819
Panchow, 411
Panda, Zulu prince, 2288, 2318, 5512
Pandu, hero of the Mahabharata, 1168
Pandu, king of Tamils, 1376
Pandukachaya, 1370
Pandulf IV. of Capua, 3942
Pandulf family, 3940
Panduwasu, king. 1369
Pandya. 1159, 1182. 1183, 1379
Paneum, Mount, battle, 1844
Pangasinans, ethnologv, 339
Pan-Germanism, 5330," 5348
Panin, Count Nikita, 2906
Panipat, battles of (1526), 1225, (1556),

1227. (1761). 1243
Panja, dvnastv, 1393
Panjdeh incident, 1340, 1530
Pan Ku, 749
Pannonia. 2432, 3147
" Pannonian Legends." 2944
Pannonius. -Janus, 3122
Pausala, 1195
Pan-Slav movement, 4935, 4945-47,

5331
Pantsenus of Alexandria, 2871
Pantheon, statue, 2918
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Pan—Pel
Panticapseum, 2446, 2591
Pantshala, tribes, 1168
Panuco, (iaray's colony, 6013
Paoli, Pasquale, 4679
Papacy, history of, 3717-60— auti-popes, 3406, 3635, 3747— Austrian feud with (1867-68), 5091— Avianon, popes, 3403,3631,3634-35,

3744— Bishop of Rome's position, 2889,
3519— Charlemagne's relations with, 3469,
3484— Constantinople patriarchs' charges
against, 2892— Crusades, policy re, 3387, 4044, 4050— degradation, period of, 3382— deposition of popes by Henry III.,

3592— election decree of 1059, 3594— elevation by false decretals, 3718— Franconian emperor's struggle with,
3591— Frankish relations with, 2940, 3466-
68, 3481, 3524— German emperor's relations with,
3616, 3620, 3625, 3387— growth of power, 3397, 3419, 3943-
52— infaUibility, 3718, 5098, 5104— Italy's relations with, 4901, 5231,
5374— Leo IX. purifies, 3383— Lamennais champions, 4894— Middle Ages, importance during,
3409— Napoleon I.'s relatiops with, 4682,
4746— Napoleon III. supports, 5093— Otto I. reforms, 3588— papal states revolt (1830), 4876— Pippin's donation, 3376, 3481— Rome under rule of, 3717, 3949— temporal power developed, 3519— see also names of popes

Papago tribe (Opata-Pima), 339
" Papal Merchants," 4064
Papal States, foundation, 3376, 3466— independence (781-800), 3469
— Pius IX. refuses reforms in, 5059
Paper introduced by Arabs, 4050
Paphlagonians, 2551
Papineau, Joseph, 6115-22
Pappenheim, Gottfried Henry, count of,

4307
Papua : see New Guinea
" Paradise Lost," 4351
Paraguay, Brazilian war, 6008— discovery and early history, 5914— independence secured, 5964— Indians, ethnology, 346— Jesuit missions, 5929-36— revolutions of nineteenth century,

5963-86— statistics, 5995— trade in sixteenth and seventeenth
centurios, 5940

Paraguay River, 5683-86
Parakesariwarman, king of the Cholas,

1377
Parakrama, king of Ceylon : see

Parrakkama Bahu I.

Paramaribo, 5995
Paramindr Mataa Chulalongkorn : see

C'hulalongkorn
Parangi, 1381
Para'se, 1700
Parasurama, 1207
Pa-rehehui, 246
Paris, Abbey of St. Denis, 3794— army welcomed after Italian cam-

paign (1859). o02S
— building operations under Napoleon

III., 5015, 5266— capitulation to Bliicher, 4760— capitulation to Wellington, 4768— Communist revolts, 4907. 5223, 5224— exhibition (1855). 5013, 5014, 5015— exhibition (1867), 5087— fortifications built by Louis Philippe,
4907— Franks conquer, 4094— freedom for citizens. 4117

— Fronde riots (1648), 4314
— Haussmann's improvements, 5015
— H6tel de Ville captured (1830), 4863

Paris, mediaeval history, 3789-98— Palace of Justice, 3791— Parlement, 4565, 4570— Peace Congress (1856), 5010, 5019— Peace of (1898), 5230— Revolution of 1848, 4908-24, 4949-50
— 4913, 4915, 4917, 4948— royal palaces, 3795— siege by the Danes, 3544, 3545, 3550— siege by Henry IV., 4292— siege of 1870-71, 5125-26, 5138,

5i45, 5149, 5132, 5133, 5134, 5135.

5139— university, 3789-90, 4131-33— views, 5016. 5017, 5096, 5097, 5283
— treaties (1763), 1432, 4165, 4506,

4520, 5668, 6068, 6071-72, 6178 ;

(1815), 4768; (1856), 5130, 5167,
5196

Parisot de la Valette, Jean, 3006
Park, Mungo, 5460, 22,30

Parker, Admiral, 5527
Parker, E, H., on Korea, 463
Parker, Matthew, 4266, 4269
Parkes, Sir Harry, 574, 801, 567
Parkes, Sir Henry (N.S,W.), 1084, 1083
Parliament, British, Charles I,'s reign,

4331, 4336, 4338— constitution under Lancastrian kings,
3902-8— constitution at present day, 5437— Cromwell's protectorate, 4350, 4345

— destruction by fire (1834), 4811
— Gunpowder Plot, 4327— House of Lords and Commons, 5434-

35— Long, 4334, 4345— party government, 4467, 5433— powers of, 5429— reforms of the nineteenth century,
4801— Rump, 4348— Septennial Act (1716), 4509— Walpole's influence, 4512

Parliamentarian party, 4326, 4344
Parma, 3968, 3952, 3972
Parmenio, 2549, 2551, 2558, 2562
Parnell, Charles Stewart, 5170, 5173,

5177
Parnell Commission, 5185
Paropamisus : see Hindu Kush
Parrakkama Bahu I., 1378
Parrakkama Bahu 11., 1380
Parrakkama Bahu III., 1380
Parrakkama IV., 1380
Parsees, 339, 1152, 1154, 1868
Parsons, Col., 5524
Parsons, Robert, 4272
Parsva (Parsvanatha), 1198
Parthenon, Athens, .2507, 2996, 3019,

2474. 2509
Parthia, history of empire, 1457, 1868— army, 1871— Babylon absorbed by, diagram, 75— ethnology of people, 339— founding of, by Arsaces, 1841— kings of, 1871— Mesopotamian civilisations, 260— Roman wars, 1871, 2684, 2752, 2758— Seleucid conquests, 1845, 1869
Partiacus, Ursus, 2948
Partisans in French politics, 4622
Parysatis, wife of Alexander the Great,

2566
Parysatis, wife of Darius II., 1817
" Parzival," 3807
Paschal I., pope. 3495
Paschal II., pope, 3598, 2959, 3780, 3390,

3596
Pasha, title of, 2155
Pashaliks, 3097
Paskevitch, Prince, 4941, 4875, 4876,

4858
Passage-graves of Stone Age. 171
Passarowitz, peace of. 3021, 3132, 4059
Passau, treaty of, 4222
Pasteur on spontaneous generation, 107
Pasto, 5976
" Pastor .ffiternus " bull, 3756
Patagonians (Tehuelches), 339
Pataliputra : see Patna
Patarenes, 2989, 3041
Paterculus, Velleius, 2716
Paternus, Tarrutenius, 2761
Paternal descent, origin. 213
Paterson, William, 4626
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Patesis, priest-kings of Ashur, 1593,

1648, 1700
Pathans : see Afghans
Patini, 1726
Patkai Mountains, 1149
Patmos, 2960
Patna (ancient Pataliputra), 1190, 1203,

1259, 1203
Patricians, 2626, 4083
Patricias of the Romans, 3481
Patrick, St.. 3523
Patriotism, 2375-76, 2595-96
Pattala, 2564
Paul I., pope, 2932
Paul II., pope (Pietro Barbo), art en-

couraged, 4128-29— Bohemian policy, 3654— crusade urged by, 2997— Humanists persecuted, 4126— Podiebrad excommunicated, 3175
Pauim.,pope, 4217, ^27.9

Paul IV., pope, 4254
Paul v., pope, 3946
Paul I., tsar of Russia. 4693, 4703, 4705
Paul, St., 2847, 2848, 2849. 2850
Paulician, 2937, 2949, 3050
Paulinus, 3505
Paulists, slave traders, 5935
Paulus, Roman jurist, 2767
Paulus Diaconus, 3490
Paulus iEmilius. 2563. 2816
Paulus L. jEmilius, 2646-47
Pausanias, king, 2524, 2539
Pavia, General, 5100
Pavia. Italy, 3972-74, 3467, 4085
Pavia, battle of, 1525, 4212
Pavilion Marsan, 4839
Pavlikeni, sect, 3050
Pavlov, W., 878
Pawnees, 150, 339
Payaguas, ethnology, 339
Paysii, 3050
Pazmany, Peter, archbishop. 3128
Peace Conference at the Hague : see

Hague
Peace of God proclaimed, 3769
" Peace with Honour," 5172
Peace Preservation Act (Ireland), 5165
Peacocking in Australia, 1080
Pearl, river : see Chu Kiang
Peary, Commander R. E., 6275, 6342,

fi339. 6342
Peasant crusade, 4015-17
Peasant rising in England (1381), 3886,

3890
Peasant rising in France (1358). 3812,

3815
Pechenegs, Bruno's mLssion, 3295— Bulgarian revolts, 2950, 3041— ethnology, 339— Kiev besieged, 3290— Magyar struggles with. 3114
Pechili invaded by Huns, 1451

Peckham, archbishop, 3876
Pecqueur, Constantin, 5264
Pedersen, Christian : see Christian

Pedersen
Pedro : see Peter
Peel, Robert, 5255, 6394
Peel. Sir Robert, 4807, 4817, 4975, 4798

Peel, Thomas, 1063
Pegovist, battle, 3054
Pegu, 1297-98, 1397, 1393-97, 1403
Pehlevi, language, 1128
Pei-Wei, 1467
Peiho, battle. 5506
Peithon, 1837
Pekah, king of Israel, 1670, 1774
Pekah. ruler of Samaria, 1730
Pekahiah, king of Israel, 1774
Peking, British occupation (1860 and

1900), 802-23, 5506-7, 822— buildings, etc., 736, 759, 813, 842
— foreign troops, future withdrawal

promised, 6357— municipal reforms. 846— pictures. 758, 773, 813. 830. 838— siege, U.S. intervention, 6276
Peking, convention of (1860), 805
Peking, peace of (1901), 823
Pelagius, 2890
Pelasgians, 339, 2372, 2409, 2416
Pelayo (or Pelagius), 3980, 3985
Pelham, Henry, 4515
Peligni, 2399, 2634
Pelion, 2544
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Pellene, 2517
Pellew Islands, 5230
Pelly. Sir L., 1335
Pelopidas, 2516, 2528
Peloponnesian League, 2490
Peloponnesus, 2468, 2988, 2380. 2512,

2522. 2538
Pelusian Nile, 2022
Pelusium, Alexander's conquest, 2554— battle (525 B.C.). 2127— battle (170 B.C.). 1844
Pemba Island, 2295
Pembroke, Richard Clare, Earl of, 3542,

Z9:'j0

Penang ( Prince of Wales Island),
acquisition by British (1785), 1399

Peneestas, 2554
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Naviga-

tion Co., 5634
Peninsular War, 4739-68
Penn. Admiral, 5454
Penn. William, 6053-54, 6052, 6053
Penna, Dr. A., 6377, 59S5
Pennefather. Colonel, 5500
Pennsylvania, (;ii.',:;-54

Pennsylvania University, 6315
Penny, William, Arctic explorer, 6325
Pensacola, I'.S.A.. 6213
Pentapolis, 2188, 3951
Pentaur, 273
Pente, 5754-55
Pentrii, 2414
" People's Charter," 5248
Pepe, General. 4843. 4845. 4928
Pepi I., kiim ui P:t;vpt, 2038. 2039
Pepi II., king of Egypt. 2038, 2039
Pepin, King : see Pippin
Pepoli. 3957-58
Pepper, Indian trade, 5468
Pepperell, John, 6057
Perabsen's tomb, 249
Perak, British expedition, 5504
Perceval. Spencer, 4775
Perctarit, king of the Lombards. 3464
Percy Family, revolt against Richard

II.. :;^sS-89

Perdiccas I., king of Macedonia, 2405
Perdiccas II., king of Macedon. 2521-23
Perdiccas, General, 1825-26. 2564,

2568, 2574
Perennis, 2761
Perestralo, Raphael, 411
Perez de Marchena, Fray Juan, 5880,

5.S81

Perezel, General Moritz, 4940
Pergamene 263
Pergamus, 1827, 2381— art of, 1829— civilisation, 1831— loyalty to Rome, 1830— Roman conquest, 1832, 2384— ruins and sculptures, 1829, 1831,

IS33
Pericles, 2504-9, 2512, 2504
Perier, Casimir, 4865, 4864
Perim. 1433
Perinthus, 2533. 2537
Periyar dam, 5619
Ferkunas, 3188
Permian system, 89
Permians, ethnology, 339
Peroses, 1879
Terovsky, General, 1519
Peroz, king of Persia. 1466
Perrot, Canadian explorations, 6028
Perry, Commander (U.S.), 540, 5507,

541. 542
Persano, Admiral. 5080. 5040
Persepolis, 1808, 2556-58, 1803. 1809
Perseus, king of Macedonia, 2583, 2583
Persia, Abbassid dynasty. 1932— Achaemenian Empire. 1821— Afghan rule, 1986— Alexander's campaigns, 1820, 2546— Arabia under. 1884— Aramaic language. 1824— area and population, 1996— army. 1822— art. 2589— Asia Minor annexed, 1799— British relations with, 1329-30,

1988-89, 1993-95, 5450, 5503— Buide dynasty, 1947— Byzan'ine wars, 1880, 29H, 2916-17— Carthage allied with. 2192— China explored, 1428

Persia, Christianity rejected, 1875— civilisation and its origin, 1824— coinage, 1814, 1996— communism, 1879— concessions to foreigners, 1990— customs reforms, 1991— Egyptian relations with, 1819, 2140— empire's rise, 1804— ethnology of Persian race, 339— fire altars, 1817— Ghazan's code of laws, 1970— Greek and Macedonian wars. 1815,
2379, 2497, 2502, 2538-39, 2546-66,
1820, 1821— Indian relations with, 1285— Iran, nomads in, 1449, 1456— Khiva's relations with, 1517— Mahmud of Ghazni's conquests,
1951-52— map of empire (600-400 B.C.), 1563— Meglio or national assemblv, 1994,
1996— Mogul wars, 1236— Mohammedan conquests (633 A.D.),
1882, 1910. 1912. 1948— Mongol empire. 1486, 1966, 1970.
1973— nationalist movement, 1994— Parthian empire : see Parthia— Phoenicia under, 1747— poetical revival, 1952— postal and telegraphic rates, 1996— railway, line opened (1888), 1989— recent historv, 6365— religion. 1817. 1875. 2589-90— Roman wars. 1880, 1876, 2769, 2785— Russian relations with, 1987-88,
1991-95, 3333— Sassanid dynasty, 1875— sculptures, 1803— Scythian war. 2447— Sefid dynasty founded, 1983— Spartan alliance. 2515— Tajiks, 339, 1128, 1523. 1539, 1445— Thracian conquest, 2403-04— Timur's conquest. 1495— trade and industries, 1426, 1984.
1996— Turkish wars. 1471, 1953— types. 316. 1873. 1985— weights and measures, 1996— women enrolled in army, 1882— Zoroastrians, 1873

Persian Gulf, ancient extent, 1697— British influence in, 1989, 1993,
5503, 5558— Russian influence in, 1436, 1993-95— trade with China, 1426— trade in time of Crusades. 4030

" Persian Wheel " (irrigation), 1166
Persigny, duke of, 4956, 4969
Persis, province. 1807
Personality : see Indi^^duahty
Perth, Australia, 1065
Perth, Scotland, parliament of. 4327
Perthes, Boucher de. Drift remains dis-

covered. 127. 128, 129. 132
Pertinax. P. Helvius, emperor, 2763,

2763
Pern, aborigines. 5825-74— antiquities. 5805, 5835, 6839, 5846.

5847— boundary dispute with Bolivia.
6377-78— currency. 5995— dates of chief historic events, 6316-17— Drake's expeditions, 5525, 5948— ethnology of race. 339— Incas : see Incas— mining industr>', 5942— revolutions of nineteenth century,
5972-92— Spanish conquest, 5905-12, 5909,
5910— Spaniards and Peruvians, 5927— statistics, modern, 5995— trade in si.xteenth and seventeenth
centtiries, 5940— types, 5865— views, 5810, 5813

Peru, Upper : see Bolivia
Perigua, 3947 5038, 3972— lake of, 2644
Perugino, 3964
Perun, 3292
Perusia. 2420, 2682

Pel—Pha

Peruzzi, 4064
Pescadores (Hokoto) Islands, 417
Pescara, 4212
Peschiere, 4928, 5030
Peshawar, 5500
Peshwa of the Mahrattas, 1242-43, 5498
Pet. Arthur, 6327
Peta. battle of, 4855
Peten, 5733
Peten-Itza, 5754-55
Peter II. of Aragon, 3996-97
Peter in. of Aragon, 3401, 3975-76,

3996-98
Peter IV. of Aragon, 3998
Peter of Aspelt, 3159, 3620. 3621
Peter, duke of Bourbon, 3828
Peter I., emrieror of Brazil, 4847-99,

6007-8, 6008
Peter H. of Brazil, 6008
Peter of Bruys, 3731
Peter of Bulgaria, (927-969), 3038
Peter (Asen) of Bulgaria (1196-97),

3042
Peter of Castelnau, 3774
Peter I. of Castile, The Cruel, 3813,

3996-97
Peter I. of Cyprus, 2152, 4045
Peter Damiani. 3725
Peter the Hermit (1093-99), preaching

the Crusades. 3385, 4010, 4015-17,
4014. 4010, 4017

Peter di Media, 3830
Peter Melander, count of Holzappel

:

see Holzappel
Peter, of Moldavia (1379-8S\ 3059
Peter IV. of Moldavia (1448-49), 3060
Peter V. of Moldavia (1451-57), 3060
Peter Rares, of Moldavia (1527-28),

3061
Peter the Stolnic, voivode of Moldavia

(1553-61) : see Alexander IV.
Peter vn. of Moldavia (1574-77 and

1584-92), 3062
Peter of Pisa, 3490
Peter the Severe of Portugal (1367), 4006
Peter II. of Portugal, 4454
Peter IV. of Portugal : see Peter I.,

emperor of Brazil
Peter I., the Great, of Russia, 3314,

3330, 3331. 3333, 3335, 3337,
3338, 4498— Alexis murdered, 3342— Arctic expedition sent out, 6333— Cossacks, 3275— foreign tours, 3332— great Xortiiern War (1700-21), 4451— journal founded bv, 3336— Poland protected, 3282— religious reforms, 3342— Swedish campaign, 4498— Turkish campaign, 3358

Peter II. of Russia. 3345, 3314, 3346
Peter lU. of Russia, 3314, 3348
Peter, St., 2851
Peter, king of Servia (1909), 5321, 6372
Peter II. (Orsello), doge of Venice, 3083,

3941
Peter I. Island, 6345
Peterhof, palace, 3334
Peterwardein, battle of (1718), 3021
Pethor, 1724
Petion, Jerome, 4662
Petition of Right (1628), 4331
Petitioners, 4471
Petra, 1864, 1863
Petrarch. Francesco, 78, 3745, 3950,

3963, 4122, 3956
Petri, Laurentius, 4497
Petrie. Professor W. M. Flinders, 223,

250, 1557
Petrified forest in Arizona, 5723
Petronelia of Aragon, 3991
Petronius Maximus, 2792
Petropavlovsk. 067
Petrovitch. George, 4850
Petrucci, Pandolio, 3968
PetTus de Ebulo (c. 1194), 3950
Peucker, General E. von, 4959
Peyronnel, Count, 4862
Pfalzgrave : see Palatinate
Pfizer, Paul, 4884, 4922
Pfordten. 4966
Pfuel. General. 4961
Phaellus, 2532
Phsestus, 286
Phagyi-dan, 1397
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'* Phalanstere," 4897
Phalanx, Macedonian, 2539
Phalsecus, 2535
Phaleas of Chalcedon, 2519
Phanarists, 2993
Pharaohs of Egypt : see names of

Pharaohs
Pharisees, 1857
Pharnabazus, 1817, 1818, 2550
Phamaces, 1835, 2674
Pharos. 225, 2:i2

Pharsalia, hattlo of, 2672
Phatnitic Nile, 2(i22

Phaulkon, Constantine, 1404
Phaya Tak, king of Siam, 1405
Phayllus, 2532
Phayre, Colonel, 1332
Pheidippides. 41
Pheidon, 2519
Phendingkang, king of Siam, 1405
Pherse, 2532
Phidias. 62, 2506
Phila, 2580
Philadelphia, U.S.A., British occupa-

tion (1777) and evacuation, 6090-
94— Congress (1774), 6078-96, 60S0— Convention (1787), 6205-6— foundation by Peun (1683), 6054— Independence Hall, 60S7— Mint, 6256— State Hou.se bell, GOSO— university, 6315

Philae, temples of, 2081
Philaret, metropolitan of Moscow, .3-32-5

Philetserus, king of Pergamus, J826,
1827

Phihki, 4851
Philip the Bold of Burgundy, 3812, 3881
Philip the Good of Burgundy, 3816, 3S10
Philip I. of Castile and Aragon, 3678
Philip of Courtenay, 3975
Philip, count of Flanders (e. 1180), 3772
Phihp, archduke of Flanders, 3909
PhiUp I. of France, 3770, 3771, 3798
Philip II., Augustus, of France, 3770.

3775. 3772-81, 3790— Crusade III., 4034— English alliance, 3866-70— literature under, 4131— marriage, 3735— Spanish quarrels, 5939— taxation under, 3790
Philip in. of France, 3770
Phihp IV., the Fair, of France, 3775-78,

3781-87, 3770— France's condition under. 3789-96— Pope's quarrel with, 3402, 3743, 4130— Templars abolished. 4046
Philin V. of France, 3778. 3787. 3770
Philip VI., Valois, of France, 3809, 3881,

3S09, 3S13
PhiUp of Heinsberg. archbishop of

Cologne. 3610
Philip the Magnanimous, of Hesse, 4189,

4216, 4218. 4220 4191
Phihp II. of Macedon, 2380, 2448, 2529-

40, 197, 2531
Phihp III., Arrhidseus. of Macedon,

2568, 2575, 2577
PhiUp V. of Macedonia, 1843, 2582-83,

2647-48, 25S3
Philip, brother of Perdiccas of Macedon,

2522
Philip, physician to Alexander the

Great, 2551
Philip, metropolitan of Moscow, 3322,

.3.32/

Philip Louis, of Xeuburg, 4295
Philip II., duke of Orleans, 4501, 4503
Philip Egalite, duke of Orleans, 4570,

4649, 4669
Philip II. of Spain, 4253, 425S, 4264— Armada, 4274— countries ruled by, 4222, 4256— Elizabeth's relations with, 4269, 4283— Genoese bankers' relations with, 4602— marriage to Mary, 4247— papacy supported, 4152— place in history, 4263— Portugal conquered, 4256, 5931, 5935— sea campaigns against privateers,

5947— South American policy, 5949— trade legislation, 5938
Phihp III. of Spain, 4323, 5932

Philip IV. of Spain, 4323, 4324
Philip V. of Spain, 4448, 4501, 4447
Philip of Swabia, Holy Roman emperor,

3611, 3735. 3772, 3950, 3610
Philip, son of Emperor Ma.ximilian I..

3833
Philiphaugh, battle of (1045), 4347,

4363
Philippa of Hainault, 3810, 3882
Philippi, battle, 2681— foundation, 2530
Philippicus, emperor, 2918
Phihppines, American-Spanish War, 936,

5230— British occupation (1762), 934, 5527— Chinese relations with, 896, 930— history. 929-36— NationaUst iusurrection, 936, 6269-
72, 929, 930, 933, 934— natives, 340, 889, 1009— postal rates, 6319— Spanish rule, 930-36, 5229— statistics of area, population, etc.,

936, 6318— views, 931, 932, 933, 934, 935
PhihppopoUs, 2537, 2982— battle of (1208), 3043
Philippon, 4750
Philippus, M. Juhus, Roman emperor,

2769
Phihppus, son of Herod, 1862
Phihstines, Egypt invaded, 2116— ethnology, 340, 1737, 1793— Israelitish conflict with, 1758
Philhp, Captain Arthur, 1031, 1033,

1032, 1033
Philocrates, peace of, 2534, 2536
Philometor gods, 2131
Philopoemen, 2587
Philo of Alexandria, 2717
Philo of Byblos, 1753
Philosofoif, Russian minister, 5309
Philosophy, general survey, 45— Greek, 2495-96— progress after Reformation, 4142
Philotas, 2562
Philp, Australian labour poUcy, 6361
Phipps, Captain, 6336
Phips. Sir William, 6033-35
Phocas, Byzantine emperor (602-610),

2917
Phocians, 2467, 2532, 2535
Phocis, 2505, 2517
Phoebidas, 2315
Phoenicians, African settlements and

circumnavigation, 1424, 2125, 2190— Alexander's conquest, 2552— alphabet, 1571, 1748— art, 1751— Ashurnasirpal's invasion, 1662— civilisation, 285, 1749— Egyptian wars and protectorate,
1739, 2072, 2125— empire's rise into power, 1571— ethnology, 340— European settlements, 2373— glass-ware, 1753— Greek seas commanded by, 290— history of race, 1735-53— Indian expeditions, 1422— mariners, 25— navy, 1750, 1751— religion, 1752— remains of buildings, 1738, 1739,
1752— Seleucid empire, 1838— Sennacherib's enumeration of kings,
1745— shipbuilding, 1696— Spanish invasion, 2442— trade, 1423, 1750

Phoenix Park murders. 5174
Photius, patriarch of Constantinople,

2844, 2892, 2946, 3079
Phraates II., king of Parthia, 1870
Phraates III. (Arsaces XII.), king of

Parthia, 1870, 1871
Phraates IV., king of Parthia, 1874
Phra Chan Phra-Satthong dynasty,

1404
PhraKlang : see Phaulkon. Constantine
Phra Naset, king of Siam, 1403, 1411 .

Phrantzes, Georgios, 2976
Phraortes, king of Media, 1804, 1810
Phra Phet Rucha, king of Siam, 1404
Phra Ruang, king of Cambodia, 1401
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Phra Ruang, king of the Thai, 1402
Phrataphernes, satrap of Parthia, 2560
Phrygia, art, 2590— Asiatic migration of people, 2400— Cimmerian and Thracian invasion,

3 796— ethnology of people, 340, 1791, 2405— legendary history, 1794— Lydia absorbs, 1798— Macedonian conquest, 2548, 2549— Persian rule, 1813
Phrynon, 2534
Phthiotis, 2467
Phunoi, race, 1451
Piacenza, 3945, 2959, 3956
Piade : sec Yaya
Piankhi, Ethiopian king, 2120
Piankhi, high priest, 2119
Piari, battle. 2114
Piarists, religious order, 3281
Piast, dynasty, 3194
Picard, French naval report issued by,

6374
Piccinino, Niccolo, 3962, 3974
Piccolomini, Enea, Silvio de (1405-64) :

see Pius II.

Piccolomini, Enea Silvio, 3100
Piccolomini, Octavio, 4310
Picenum, 2414
Pichegru, General, 4669, 4671, 4686,

4710
Pichincha, battle, 5978, 5988
Picts, 340, 2428, 2^,35, 3502, 3911
Picture-writing : see Hieroglyphics
Picuris : see Pueblo Indians
Pidasa, 1792
Pidati, 2065
Piedmont, Austrian campaigns, 1925-

32, 5025-30— Church's position in 1850, 4974— Italian unity movement, 5036
Piedras Negras cities, 5732-37
Pierce, FrankUn, president U.S.A.

(1853-57), 6230-32, 6255
Pierians, Thracian tribe, 2400, 2405
Piero : see Peter
" Piers Plowman," 3892
Pietro : see Peter
Pierusing, king of Siam, 1405
Pile-huts of Stone Age, 144, 166
" Pilgrim Castle," 4023. 4046
Pilgrim Fathers, 6045, 6047-51
Pilgrimage of Grace (1536-37), 4238
Pilgrimages : see names of places of

ilesfiiiation
" Pillars of Hercules," 2371
Pillersdorf, constitution of, 4934
Pimai, king of Egypt, 2120
Pimi hu, queen, 463
Pinches, Dr., on Babylonian civilisation,

280
Pindar, 2516. 2516, 2544
Pindaris, tribe. 1275, 1277, 5499
Pineda, American voyages, 6013
Pinetjem I., king of Egypt, 2119
Ping Wang, emperor of China, 752
Ping-yang, 864
Pinkie Cleugh, battle of, 4244, 4354
" Pinta," 5SS2, 5883
Pinzon, Martin Alonzo, 5883-84, 5889
Pipils, Nahuan race, 338
Pippin the Short (715-68), 76. 2392,

3376, 3466, 3481, 3482. 3524, 3525
Pippin (777-810), 3468
Pippin (d. 838), 3494
Pippin of Herstal, 3479
Pirseus, 2508— Lion of the, 3540
Pirates, Algerine. British expedition

(1816), 5509, 5526— Baltic ports freed from, 4080— Borneo and China Sea outrages,

— Caribbean Sea, 5952— Elizabethan seamen, 5660— German rivers freed from, 4071-73— Mediterranean, 2209, 4059— North Africa. 2209, 5509, 5526— South America, British expedition,
5527— Taurus. 1859— Turkish, 3005— West Indies. 6188— Zeng T'skukcs, 3015

Pires, Thome. 778
Pirkheimer, Willibald, 4136
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Pir Mohammed, 1495
Pirna, battle of (1756), 4542
Pirot, battle of, 5210
Pisa, baptistery and leaning tower, 393S— Barcelona's struggle with, 3998— Caponi conquers (1406), 3967— cathedral, 2966, 393S— Guelf and Ghibeline struggles, 3958— mediseval growth, 3941, 4054— Moslem campaigns, 4011— Saracens capture (1004-1011), 4009— trade with East, 4054-59
Pisa, council of, 3408, 3636, 3749
Pisani, Vittore, 3962
Pisano, Andrea, 3963
Pisano, Giovanni, 4125, 4127
Pisano, Niccolo, 4127
Pisco, 5973-74
Pisidia, 1789, 2408, 2549
Pisiris, king of Urartu, 1673, 1722
Pisistratidre, 61
Pisistratus, 2494
Piso, Cj. Calpurnius, 2692, 2711
Piso, C. Calpurnius (c. 65, A.D.), 2723
Pissuthnes, 1817
Pistoja, 3965
Pistoria, 3949
Pitakas 1374
Pitcairn Island, 340, 966-67, 967, 5542
Pitch Lake, La Trea, Trinidad, 5587
Pit-dwellings of Stone Age, 166
Pithecanthropus erectus, 152, 154
Pitholaus, 2532
Pithora Rai, ruler of Ajinir, 1217
Pitt, William, the elder : see Chatham
Pitt, William, the younger. Act of

Union, 1801, 4774— administration, 4769— Catholic emancipation policy, 4774— death, 4774— portrait, 4771
Pittsburg, U.S.A., battle (1744), 6058
Pius II., pope, Bohemian king's rela-

tions with, 3174— Crusades preached, 2755, 2996-97,
3659— Frederic III.'s relations with, 3652— learning, 4126— policy, 3755— portrait, 3754— Roman buildings preserved, 4128

Pius V. pope, 4269, 3009
Pius Vn., pDpe, 4892, 4746— rule, 4843, 4876
Pius VIII., pope, 4877
Pius IX., pope, Austrian laws of 1868

denounced, 5091— flight to Gaeta, 4931, 4953, 4955— Italian liberation movement, 4901,
5050— Napoleon III.'s negotiations with,
5040— papal troops defeated (1860), 5046— portrait, 4954— reforms inaugurated, 4953-55— Turkish negotiations (1848), 5005

Pius X., pope, 5374
Pizarro, Fernando, 5908, 5911-12
Fizarro, Francisco, conqueror of Peru,

5874, 5905-5912, 5904, 5909, 5911
Pizarro, Gonzalo, 5911-12, 5916
Placentia, Newfoundland, 6177, 61S1
Placentia, Roman colony, 2641
Placidia, daughter of Theodosius, 2788,

2792, 3452
Plague, Bohemian epidemic, 3162, 3179— Egyptian black death, 2152— English epidemic in fourteenth cen-

tury, 3889
— European ravages of black death,

1346-1368, 3404— German black death, 3626— Indian epidemics, 1347— Italian black death, 3976-77— London plague, 4470, 303— Norwegian black death, 3570— Swedish black death, 3574
" Plain,'' the, French political party,

4664
Plains of Abraham, 6068, 6065
Plancius, Peter, geographer, 6327
Plancus, L. Munatius, 2692
Planets, 96
Piano Carpini, John de, 3306
Plantagenets, ancestry, 4029 : see also

names of Plantagenet rulers

" Planum Dominem " in feudal system,
4103

Plassey, battle (1757), 1258, 5498
Plataea, battle of, 63, 1815, 2502, 2521
Platseans, Greek race, 2497
Plateaux as centres of American civi-

lisations, 30
" Platina "

: see Sacchi, Bartolommeo
Plato, 103, 2518, 2520
Platypus, 1018
Plautianus. P. Fubrius, 2765
Plautilla, 2766
Plautus, 2653
Play, primitive instincts, 111, 208-10
Plebeians, 63, 2626
Plehve, 5302
Pleiade, 4281
Pleistocene : see Glacial
Plesiosaurus, 126
Plessis Castle, 3800
Plestia, battle of, 2645
Plethon, Gemisthus, 4125
Pleuratus, 2400
Plevna, battle of, 5205
Pliny, the elder, 2741
Pliny, the younger, 2751, 2861
Pliocene, geological system, 89, chart

facing 96
Plock Cathedral, 3199
Plocnik, battle of, (1388), 3094
Plombieres, Kapoleon III.'s agreement

with Cavour, 5025
Plotina, wife of Trajan, 2750
Plotinus, 2872
Plumbago mine, Ceylon, 5588
Plutarch, 12U1, 2454, 2726, 2452
Plutarchus, tyrant of Eretria, 2536
Plymouth Company, 6045-46
Pnom-Penh, 1403, 1413
Pobiedonostev, Constantine, 5195
Pocahontas. Princess, 6037. 6039
Pocock, Admiral, 6527
Pocomans (I'oconches) : see Mayas
Podesta, 3944
Podiebrad, George, king of Bohemia :

see George
Podol, battle of (1866), 5075
Poedikulu, 2414
Pceni, 246
Poggio, " Facetise," 3758
Poissy Abbey Conference, 4284
Poitiers, battle of (732), 3374, 3480,

3980 ; (1356), 3810
Poitiers, Synod of, 3769
Poklav, god, 3188
Pola, Roman amphitheatre, 3068
Poland, Baltic Sea supremacy, 3368— Bohemian relations with, 3150, 3157,

3160, 3162, 3203— Boleslav I.'s empire, 3195— Christianity introduced, 3194— Christmas customs, 3234-35— Chronica Polonorum, 3198— church organisation, 3696— church in twelfth century, 3200— Cossacks, 3264, 3272— decay, 2903, 3255— elective monarchy, 3255— ethnology of Poles, 340— European interference, 3244, 3255— Frederic William's policy, 4389— German relations with (eleventh cen-
tury), 3150, 3196 ; (fourteenth cen-
tury), 3714— German settlers, 3205, 3701— Hanseatie traie, 4082— Horodlo cons'titution, 3232— law revision, (1562), 3251— Lithuania, relations with, 3222, 3236,
3253, 3249— Livonia protectorate, 3716— map, 3220

^- military system of Casimir IV., 3208— Moldavian relations with, 3061— national characteristics, 3186— nobles' struggle with crown, 3200,
3244, 3255— Northern war (1556-61), 3246— origin of name, 3182— Otto III.'s concessions, 3589— partition of (1772), 3359,
(1793), 3360, 4678; (1795)
3384— peasant emancipation, (1864),— peasants, oppression of by nobles,
3238

4558
;

3284,

5194

Pir—Pom
Poland, peasant revolt (1846), 4875— Prussia ceded to (1454), 3227— Prussian independence recognised

(1657), 3278, 4391— reformation, 3248— revolt (1848), 494.5-47, 6005— succession settlement by Boleslav
III., 3198— Russian relations with (1500), 3241,
3243; (1579), 3256; (1617), 3260 ;

(1656), 3280; (1717), 3282, 3357;
(1830), 4874; (1832), 4875 ; (1863),
4998,5030-32; (1909), 6370— Slav kingdom, 3193— succession wars, 3198, 3256— Swedish alliance (1562), 3247— Swedish king (1586), 3258— Swedish peace (1629), 4380— Swedish wars (1604-60), 3258, 4384 ;

(1704), 3282— taxation system inMiddle Ages, 3204— Teutonic order, 3204, 3225, 3716— Turkish wars, seventeenth century,
3017, 3278— types, 3201, 3210, 3225— wedding toilet of Boyar lady, 3228

Polari Arctic expedition (1871), 6340
Polar exploration : see Arctic and

Antarctic
Polar seas, icebergs, 6334-35
Pole, Cardinal, 4247, 4248
Polemon, 2554
Policy, Court of, in British Guiana,

5571-5572
Polignac, Jules, 4861
Polignac, Duchesse de, 4570
Poliorcetes, Demetrius, 1827
Poljanovka, treaty of (1634), 3261
Polk, J. K., president U.S.A. (1845-49),

6228-29, plate facing 6255
Poll tax in Turkey, 3098
Pollajuoli, 4129
Pollio, Asinius, 2700
Pollock, General, Afghan campaign,

1289, 1290, 1292, 5500
Pollux, 2030
Polo, Marco, 776, 3962, 4058-59, 4058,

5875
Polo, Borneo, 896, 920
Polockij, Simeon, 3270
Polonnaruwa, 1376-77
Poloozes, 3305
Poltava, battle of (1709), 3332, 3339,

4462, 4500
Polybiades, 2526
Polybius, 2587, 2642, 2652, 5660
Polycarp, 2859, 2859
Polyclitus, 2514
Polycrates, 2126, 2490
Polydorus, 2528
Polygnotus, 2504
Polynesia, history, 945-67, 1104-05— Malay immigration, 891— Maori wars, 5524— negroid mixture in race, 1420— religion, 954, 1007— white races, effect on people, 1116
Polynesians, British influence on race,

5626— ethnology of race, 340, 892, 948,
950-53, 1006, 5624— future of race, 5626

Polyperchon, 1826, 2574-75
Polyphron, 2528
Polytheism, development, 206
Pomare kings of Tahiti, 963-64
Pomare, queen of Tahiti. 963. 964
Pombal, Sebastian, 4563, 5935-36
Pomeiock, Va., 6043
Pomerania, Polish conquest under

Boleslav III., 3198
•— Polish suzerainty overthro^^Ti, 3199— Sweden's acquisition, 4386— Teutonic knights' struggle for, b206— Thirty Years War, 4304
Pomerellen, 3710
Pompadour, Marquise de, 4505, 4565,

4565
Pompeii, 2741, 2653, 2742-2745
Pompeius Cn. Magnus, 2668, 2672— militarv organisation, 2663— Mithradatic war, 1835, 2663— murder, 2674
— Palestine campaign, 2664— portrait, 2664— rise to power, 2661
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Pompeius Sextus, 2680, 2680, 2681,
2684, 2686,

Pompeius Strabo, C, consul, 2659
Ponce de Leon, Juan, 6013-14, 1510,

5890
Pondicherry, 1235, 5498, 12S5
Pons, count oi Tripolis, 4029
Pontano, Giovanni, 4126
Pontgrave, Canadian fur trade organ-

ised, 6019-21
Pontiac. wars with English, 6072, 6104
Pontius Pilate, 2841
Pontonchan : see Champoton
Pontremoli, 3972
Pontrincourt, baron de, 6020
Pontus, cxteiisiou (if kingdom, 1833— foundation by Jlithradates, 1827— Influence grows, 108— Mithradates VI. loses, 2384— Mithradatic wars ; see Mithraditic

wars— Scythian war, 2450
Pontus Euxinus : see Black Sea.
Ponzona family, 3949
Poole, Arctic explorer, 6332
Poole, bishop of Japan, 523
Poonah : see Puna
Poor Kunz revolt, 3760
Poor Law (150S), 4280, 6393-94
Poor Law (1834), 4809
" Poortus " 4070
Pope, Alexander, 4556, 4546
Pope's line of demarcation (Alexander

VI.), 5889
Popes : see names of popes and papacy
Popham. Captain, 5499
Popo, district, 2263
Popocatepetl, 5729
Poppoea Sabina, 2722, 2723
Poppel, Niklas von, 2901
Popeyan, revolution, 5976
Pores, Turkish tax, 3098
Pork, races who eat, 5552
Porphyry, 2872
Port Arthur, 456, 682, 820
Port-au-Prince, Hayti, 6176
Port Blair, 1330
Port Jackson, 1032, 1035
Portland. Duke of (d. 1809), 4775, 4775
Port Louis, JIanritius, 5538
Port Natal, 2319
Port Novelles, battle of. 5138
Portobello, revolution. 5940, 5954, 5969
Portobello. battle (1739), 6057
Porto Farina, bombardment, 5526
Porto Rico, area, 6176— municipal buildings, 6200, 6013,

6318. 6319, 5890, 6270
Porto Santo. 4008
Port Philip Association, 1057
Port Royal, .Taniaica, earthcjuake, 6192
Port Royal, Xova Scotia, 6020, 6033-35,

6056
Port Said, 1435
Portsmouth, Duchess of, Louise de

Querouaille, 4424
Portugal, Abyssinian embassv to

(fifteenth century), 2253— African expeditions of fifteenth
century, 2271— area and population, 5400— Atlantic Ocean history, 5662, 5664— Beresford's government, 4842— Brazilian affairs : see Brazil— church's position in nineteentfa
century, 4974

— colonies : see names of colonies.
— constitution (1821), 4842
— currency. 5400— early people, 2439-42— East Indian route discovered (1496),

4059
— ethnology of people, 340— foundation and growth of kingdom,

3937-88, 3991— government, modern, 5400, 5410— Indian Ocean exploration, 1432, 1433— Jesuits expelled, 4563— King Carlos' assassination, 5408,
5408— maritime camnaigns. 4007-8— maritime discoveries, 3411, 4008.
4059, 5876, 6011 ; see also Cabot,
Cortereal, and names of discoverers

--Miguel's revolt (1833), 4848, 4899— modern conditions, 5406-10, 6374

Portugal, Napoleon's relations with, 4733— J'acitic Ocean explorations, 1108— Pombal's dictatorship (c. 1777),
4563— products, 5400— Spanish rule, 4256, 4324, 5931, 5CJ5— statistics, 5400— trade statistics, 1976, 4591, 5400

Portuguese East Africa. 5400, 2294, 2346
Porus, Prince, 1202, 2564, 2565
Poseidon, sanctuary at TaJstum, 247a
Posen, 3194. 4947
Posidonius, 3498
Postage and telegraph rates, Australian

cable rates reduced, 6377— penny rate between U.S.A. and
Great Britain, 6275 ; see also under
countries

Postglacial Period, 130, 145
Potala, 1503. 1506, 1507
Potatau I., Maori king, 996, 996
Pofatau IL, Maori king, 996
Pote, in feudal system, 4112
Potemkin, Gregory, 3023, 3354
Potgieter. Heudrik, 2317
Potidaea, 2:.22, 2.'.25, 2526, 2531
Potocki family, 2905
Potosi, silver mines, 5942
Potsdam Palace, 5342
Pottery, early use of, 161-63, 189— first industry, 38— see also under names of countries

and races
Pottinger, Eldred, 1287
Pottinger, Sir Henry, 5505
Poulaho, King, 982
Pownal, 'iltn

Poya, Buddhist observance, 1188
Poynings' Law, 3910, 3932, 4367, 4772
Praemunire, statute of, 4237
Prtetorian Guard, 2714, 2763
Prsetuttii. 2414
Pragers. Hussite sect : see Calixtins
Pragmatic Sanction, 3781, 4502, 4523
Prague, archbishopric founded, 3161,

3624— buildings under Charles IV., 3158,
3161— Reformation movement, 3166— siege (1420), 3171— Slav congress, 4935, 4945-47— university founded, 3161, 4131— views, 3158

Prague, battle of, 4543
Prague, compacts of. 3649
Prague, peace of (1433), 3172
Prague, treaties of (1635), 4308, (1866),

5079, 5154
Prairial. law of, 4670
Prajapati, 1186
Prakrita, language, 1211
Prato, 3950
Prayer Book, 4243, 4266
Praxiteles, 263, 2750
Predestination, doctrine of, 4209
Predmost, mammoth remains, 122
Prehistoric animals, plates following

88, 126
Prehistoric times, 7-184
Premonstratensian Order, 3699, 3704
Premvshd dynasty, 3617-18
Prendergast. Gen., 5502
Prerogative, roval, 4331
Presburg. Treaty of (1806), 4729
Presbyterianism, 4332, 4895, 4348, 4327,

4359
Presjani, khan of Bulgaria, 3036
Press, censorship, 4331— civilisation aided by, 204— London conference (1909), 6377
Pressburg, 3130, 3139
Pressburg, br.ttle of (1848), 4940
Prester, John, legend, 1480, 4042
Preston, battle of (1648), 4348
Preston, battle of (1715), 4509
Pretoria, 2329
Pretorius, Andries, 2318, 2320, 5516
Prevost, Sir George, 6111-13
Pr(5v6t<5, in feudal system, 4112
Priam's Treasure, 180, 183
Prib.vlov Islands, 122
Price, Hon. Tom, 6361
Pride's Purge, 4348
Priene, 1799
Priesthood, origin of, 207
" Priestly Code " of the Hebrews, 1756

GENERAL INDEX
Prieto, Joaquin, 5988
Prigaanj. Bartolommeo : see Urban VI.
Prim, Juan, 5100, 5101
Primary Geological Period, 89, 90,

chart facing 96
Prince, Teuton office of. 3440
Prince Edward Island, 6154, 6175,

6107-9. 6122. 612«, 0161
Prince Imperial : see Louis Napoleon
Prince of Wale:' Island : see Penang
Princes Islands, '> too
Princeton, I'.S.A., congress sits at, 6203
Princeton University, 6313, 5000, 5167,

624S
Printing, Chinese use, 769— invention and effects on civilisation,

204, 4139, 4172— pres.ses, 198— Russian progress, 3336
Priscillanists, 2786
PriscilHanus, 3509
Priscus, Byzantine general, 2916
Priscus, Greek rhetorician, 3029
Prisse papyrus, 2037
Prittwitz, General von, 4919
Privateering, Alabama incident, 5000,

5167, 6248— American, 6092-93, 6212-13— Elizabethan. 4273, 5939-42, 5947-48— French attack English shipping from
Louisbourg, 6057

" Privilegium Bilinus " (1156), 3602
Privy Council, United Kingdom, 5574,

5576
Probus, M. Aurelius, 2773
" Procheirns " of Basllius, 2949
Procop, the Great, Hussite leader

(fi. 1425), 3172. 3646
Procop, prince of Moravia, 3165
Procopins of Caesarea. 50, 2192, 2923
Procopius of Gaza, 2923
" Progress," Watts's picture, 6404
Progress and History, 56-59, 6405-32
Prokersch-Osten, Count Anton, 4965
Prokop : see Procop
Prome, Burma, 1297, 1393
Pronchischef, Ru.ssian explorer, 6336
Property, development of idea, 213-16
" Prophetic Code " of Hebrew prophets,

1756
Proscription in Ancient Rome, 2660
Prosias, 164
Proteas, Macedonian commander, 2550
Protection, Australian tariff, 1082, 1096,

6358-59
-^Canadian policy, 6144— Chamberlain's proposals, 5192
— German tariff, 5350— Imperial federation aided by, 5644— W. Indies sugar bounties : see Sugar
Protestants, French prosecutions, 4158,

4159— history of movement, 4201-22— Hungarian and Transylvanian, 3218— Luther's faith, 4194— Mary's persecutions. 4247— origin of name. 4188— Philip II. 's persecutions, 4254— Roman Catholics' conference at
Poissy Abbey. 4284— Roman emperor's conflicts in the
sixteenth century. 4293— Schmalcalden League. 4191— Ulster massacre. 4341— see also Reformation

Protestant Union of the states of the
empire, 4295. 4298. 4301

" Protevangelium of James the
Younger." 2858

Protoplasm, 93-94
Proudhon, Pierre Joseph, 4949, 4951,

5264. 6399
Provence. 3991. 340. 4130
Province of the walls, in Byzantium,

2947
Province Wellesley. 1399
Provisions of Oxford. 3S71-72
Provsions of Westminster, 3876
Provisors. statute of, 4237
Pruczi (Old Prussians) : see Lettic
Prudhomme, Sully. 5382
Prusias. king of Bithynia, 1831
Prussia, alliances of mediaeval towns,

3713-14— arniv. formation by Great Elector,
4390
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GENERAL INDEX
Prussia, organisation by Frederic

William I., 4534— reforms of William I., 5052— Scharnhorst's reforms, 4742— standard bearer, 4545— Austrian war (1866), 4786, 5068,
5069, 5079— Bohemian crusade against, 1254-55,
3710— commercial history, 4C32— constitution, dissensions under
Frederic William IV., 4904— constitution annulled (1851), 4972— constitution of 1867, 5083— crusade against (1147), 3211— customs reorganised, 4830, 4973-74— development of power, 4164, 4533— Egyptuin policy (1840), 4885— ethnology of people, 340— financial history, 4633— French war (1870-71) : see Franco-
Prussian war— German federation, attitude towards,
4882, 4957-74— gipsies in, 3112— Hanover and other states incorpo-
rated (1866), 5081-83— Hanse trade : see Hanseatic League— Hesse-Darmstadt treaty, 5087— Italian alliance (1866), 5069— monarchy, 4385 4450,— Napoleonic wars : see Napoleon— Old Prussians : see Lettic— parliamentary reform (1849-54),
4973— peasants, freedom of, under Teutonic
order, 3712— Polish possessions, 3227, 3278— Polish sympathies : see Poles— Progressive party (1861), 5056— provinces, division of (1815), 4828— Radical liberalism (1862), 5058— religious emigrants, 4632— religious unity, 4827— revolution (1848), 4914-24— Russian war with (1759), 3358— Schleswig-Holstein question, 4943-
45, 4959-74, 5063, 5154— Seven Years War, 4506, 4541— Silesian wars, 4540— Spanish crown negotiations, 5100— Teutonic Order : see Teutonic
Knights— Tilsit, Treaty of, 4733, 4739— West Prussia acquired, 4559— William II. 's powers defined, 5340

— Zollverein (1849-65), 4973-74, 5088
— early history : see Brandenburg ;

for history after 1870 : see
Oerniaiiy. and also names of rulers

Prussian League, 3227
Psalms, penitential, 1785
Psamatichos, kings of Egypt : see

Psanietik
Psametik I., prince of Sai's and

Memphis, 1580, 1683. 2123
Psametik II., king of Egypt, 2125
Psametik III., king of Egypt, 2127
Psammuthis, king of Egypt : see

Psiniut
Psamtek I., : see Psametik
Psellus : see Michael Psellus
Psimut, king of Egypt (400 B,C.), 2129
Pskov, 3316
Psusennes II., king of Egypt, 2120
Ptah, Egyptian god, 2032, 2096, 2124
Ptahhotep, 2037
Ptahshepses' tomb, 2036
Pteria, 1790, 1791, 1793
Pterodactyles, 136
Ptochiotropheion, hall in Byzantium,

2955
Ptolemais, 2132
Ptolemies in Egypt (time-table), 75
Ptolemy Euergetes. king of Alexandria,

165 B.C.. 2131
Ptolemy I. Soter, king of Egypt, 1826,

2131-32, 2381
Ptolemy 11., Philadelphus, 284-247 B.C.,

reign, 1424, 1840, 2131, 2132,
2596

Ptolemy IH., Euergetes, 1841, 2131,
2136

Ptolemy IV., Philopator, 2131, 2134 ,

Ptolemy V., Epiphanes, 14, 1844, 2131
2133

Ptolemy VI., Philometor, 2131
Ptolemy VII.. Eupator, 2131
Ptolemy VIU., 2131, 2134
Ptolemy IX., 2131
Ptilcmy X., Lathyros, 2131, 2136
Ptolemy XI., Alexander, 2131
Ptolemy XII., 2131
Ptolemy XIII., Auletes, 2131
Ptolemy XIV., king of Egypt, 2131
Ptolemy XVI., 2131
Ptolemy of Alorus, king of Macedon,

Ptolemy Ceraunos, ruler of Macedonia
and Thrace, 1839, 2578-79

Ptolemy, JIacedonian general, 2562
Ptolemy, (ireek geographer, 51, 1389-

90, 1429. 2365, 5662, 5903.
Publicani, 2652
Public Safety, Committee of, 4642,

4668
Puchner, General, 4940
Puebia, -5999, 6000, 6010
Pueblo Bonito, 5717
Pueblo Indians, ethnology, 340— history, 5700, 5701, 5705, 5708-24,

5697, 5761
Puelches (Pampas Indians), 342
Punet : see Punt
Puerto Cabelto, revolutions, 5963-69
Puerto Rico : see Porto Rico
Pufendorf, Samuel, 4407
Pugatchef, Cossack leader, 3277
Pu-hai, empire, 658
Pujaclosi, 1191
Pulathi : see Polonnaruwa
Pulchevia, 2792
Pulesti : see Philistines
" Pulpit Paragraph," 5216
Pulque extraction, 5S13
Pulszky, Franz, 4899
Pultusk, battle of (1807), 4732
Pulu : see Tiglath-pileser IV.
Pumapungu, ruins, 5842
Pun : see Punt
Puna, India, durbar of 1790, 1281
Puna, S. America, 5838
Puni, Borneo kingdom, 920
Puniar, battle of (1843), 1292
Punic Wars (1st), 2196, 2637-50— (2nd), 2384, 2641-43, 2649— (3rd), 2384, 2652
Punjab, annexation of, 1297— Aryan invasion, 1163— ethnology of people, 342— land settlement, 1326-1327, 1343— Persian wheel, 1166— prince, 1246— Sikh wars, 1293, 1295
Punt, 245-46, 2051, 2069, 2028, 2244
Puntis, 342
Puqudu, tribe, 1710
Puranas. epic, 1212
Purification oi the Virgin Mary, 2884
Puritans, Elizabethan period, 4267— England's debt to, 4351— New England : see New England— repression of in sixteenth century,

4267
Puree, tribe, 1163, 1201
Puruha, 5826-58
Pusey, Dr., 4895, 4896
Puzur-Ashur, king of Assyria, 1653
Pydna, 2.321, 2528-30, 2575, 2583
Pygmalion, king of Tyre, 1744
Pygmies, Central African people, 2280— Congo valle.v races, 2309— dwarf at com't of King Merenra,

2038— Egyptian race. 2024— ethnology, 342— Hottentots' relationship with, 2279— woman, 2281
Pym, John, 4334, 4335
Pyong-yang : see Ping-yang
Pyramids, Abusir, reconstructed, facing

2035— Cheops' great, 225, 227— erection and history, 252, 253, 255,
2020, 2034-38— funerary, of Abydos, 2053— Gizeh, 2030, 2031, 2033— Mexican, 5772. 5773. 5775— Sakkara's, 255, 2033— Seneferu's, 258

Pyramids, battle of, 2156, 4691
Pyrenees, views, 2441

Pru—Qut

Pyrenees, peace of (1659), 4322, 4325,
4621

Pyrgo, aqueduct near, 2946
Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, 2S76, 2577,

2580-81, 2632
Pythagoras, 45, 1637, 2495, 2495
Pytheas of Hassilia, astronomical calcu-

lations, 2592— Atlantic Ocean explorations, 5660— Baltic voyage, 50.— Britain and Germany discovered,
259c, 3498— Goths mentioned by, 3429— scientific discoveries, 2594

Pythian games, 2378
Python, god, 2408
Python, Macedonian envoy, 2536

Q
Qa, kings of Egypt, 249, 2032, 2033
Qarluk, tribe, 1471
Quadruple Alliance, 4890
Quakers : see Friends, Society of
Quapaws, 342
Quartening Acts, 6075-8
Quas, ethnology, 342
Quaternary period, 89, 90, chart facing

96
Quatre Bras, battle of, 4767
Quauhtemoctzin (Guatemocin), Aztec

ruler, 5900
Queahs, 342
Quebec, city, Alexander's expedition

(1628), 6022— American siege (1775-76), 6102,
6106, 6082-85— British, under Wolfe, capture (1759),
4520, 6064, 6066-68— buildings erected by early settlers,

6022, 6042— Cartier reaches site, 6016-17— Chaniplain surrenders, 5487— French settlement, 6021, 6024— growth and social hfe, 6035-36— Laval university, 6026, 6147-51— Phips besieges (1691), 6033— population statistics, 6175— trade, 6143-44— views, 6150, 6153, 6164, 6165
Quebec, province, area, 6175— creation (1791), 6109-10— education, 6147-51— French element, 6151-54— government to-day, 6151-54— population, 6146, 6175
Quebec Act, 6078-82, 6104-5, 6119
Quechua language, 5843-54
Queen Adelaide Province, 5510
Queensland, administration and govern-

ment, 1073, 5577,— history, 1060, 1073, 6.360-61— scenes, 1060, 1061
Queenstown Heights, 6112, 6114
Quelenes : see Chiapas
Quemuenchatocha, 5824
Querouaille, Louise de, 4424
Queseda, Gonzalo Ximinez de, Spanish

explorer, 5824, 5918
Quesada, Hernan Perez de, Spanish

explorer, 5918
Quetta, 1532, 1991
Quetzalcoatl, king and god, 5768-5800,

5896
" Quia emptores," statute, 3876
Quiches, 342, 5741-60 : see also Maya

Quiches
Quicksilver, American mines. 5942
Quidi-Vidi, Newfoundland. 6181
Quierzy, agreement of (754), 3466
Quietists (Hesychastes), 2974, 3047
Quietus, Lucius, 2753
Quilla, goddess, 5843-44
Quinantzin, 5783-85
Quintillus, Roman emperor, 2770
" Quipus," of Peru, 5814, 5845-54
Quirigna, ruins of, 3732
Quiroga, General Antonio, 4S41
Quito, 5817, 5826-73, 5958-78, 5982

5995
Quito, lake, 5801
Quitus, 5806, 5826-38
Quivira, legendary city, 5903, 6014
Quiros, discovers AustraUa, 5457
Quraidhah, tribe. 1902
Qurais, tribe, 1894, 1901, 1903, 1909
Qutlug, Turkish ruler, 1470
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Ba, Egyptian god, 212, 2036, 2037,
2092, 2098, 2098, 2102: see also
Amoii

Ra-Harmachis, Egyptian god, 2015,
2100

Raab, battle (1848), 4940
Rabah, sultan of Boriiii, 2236, 2237
Rabelais, 78
Rabia, Arabian tribe, 1928
Rabisu, Egyptian official, 2090
Rabula : see NabiUa
Race, alphabet of world's races, 311-

352— civilisation's influence, 281-82— deterioration, 6417-20— environment's inlluence on, 19-26,
387-98, 388, 389, 391, 392, 393,
395, 396, 397— ethnological cliart, 352— mental characteristics, 114— types of mankind, 349, 350, 361

Racine, 78. 4145
Rack, torture, 217
Racova, battle of (1475), 2998
Rada, (iirolamo de, 3066
Radadf, king of Egypt, 2036
Radagais, 2787, 3451
Radama I. of Madagascar, 2351
Radbertus, ;ibb(jt, :'.721

Radegast, Wcudisli ^hX, 3698
Radetsky. Field -Marshal, 4902, 4925-

S-l, 4U2U, 4!t.jl, 4'.):i7-41

Radium, 88
Radomir of Bulgaria, 3040
Radowitz, Joseph von, 4919, 4969
Radul the Fair, of Wallachia (1462-

73), 2996, 3055
Radul IV., or V., of Wallachia (1496-

1508), 3055
Radziwill, family, 2905
Radziwill, Prince Michael, 4874
Radzyn, peace of, 1681, 3017
Rae, Dr. John, 6325, 6340
Ra-en-user, king of Egypt, 2037
RafHes, Sir Stamford, 1399, 5504
Raft ed-darajat, l24o
Rati ed"daula, 1240
Raghib Mohammed, 3022
Raghuji Bhonsia, 1244
Ragoba, peshwa : see Ragonath Rao
Ragonatb Rao, peshwa, 1262
Ragusa, Marmont, Duke of (1830),

4865
Ragusa, republic, 3087, 3086, 3085
Rahetep, 2035
Rahit, battle of (684), 1923
Rahula, son of Buddha, 1186
Raidan, 1888
Railways, civilising influence, 5634— standard gauge, origin, 2358— see also names of railways
Raimond : see Raymond
Rain on the Lech, battle of (1632),

4306
Rainald, archbishop of Cologne, 3603
Rainer, Archduke, 4826
Rainer, Mount, U.S.A., 0259
Rainulf, Count (c. 1030), 3942
Raisuh, 2276
Rajagaha, Buddhist council, 1190
Rajagriha, 1185. 1186
Raja Ram, 1242
Raja Simha : see Simha
Rajina, siege of, 1379
Rajputs, 1226, 342, 1237
Rakan, Buddhist images, 521
Rakka, 1937, 4030-31
Rakshasa, Indian god, 1181
" Rakshasa " marriage, 1177
Raleigh, Sir Walter, Azores expedi-

tion, 5526— Cadiz raid, 5526— execution, 4328— Guiana expeditions, 5949, 6018,
6179— pictures, 4272, 4275— Virginia colonised, 4167, 6018, 6337

Rallies, les, 5225
Ram, rajah, 1242
Rama, fortress, 1769, 1770
Rama, Indian god, 1172, 1184
Rama Khomheng, king, 1388, 1402
Ramaniga. 1286
Ramas, 342
Ramathibodi, king of Siam, 1402

Ramatshandra, 1207
Ramayana, Indian epic, 1167, 1214,

i:i67

Rameses I., king of Egypt, 2107
Rameses II., king of Egypt, 74, 1720,

1720, 1721, 1742, 1792, 2083,
2084, 2108

Rameses III., king of Egypt, 1422,
2115, 2118

Ramesides, dynasty, 61
Ramesseum, 239, '2084

Ramessu II., king of Egypt, 247
RamiUies, battle of (1706), 4460, 4457
Ramiriqui, 5818
Ramiro I. of Aragon, 3986
Ramiro 11. of Aragon, 3991
Ramman (Adad, or Hadad), 1640,

1724, 1733, 1753, 1639
Ramming, General, 5073
Ramorino, Italian campaign, 4931
Ramoth-Gilead, 1770
Ramses : see Rameses
Raaa Sanka, Rajput leader, 1225
Ranavalona III., queen of Madagascar,

2351
Randolph, earl of Moray, 3915
Randolph, Governor Edmund, U. S.

government scheme (1787), 6205
Raneb, king of Egypt, 2033
Rangoon, 1278, 1297, 1363, 1364, 1396
Ranjicic, Gima, gipsy poet, 3111
Ranjit Singh of Lahore, 1275, 1276,

1286, 1524
Ranke, Leopold von, 5055
Rano, Hausa state, 2223
Rantaseutu lake, 3537
Rapanui : see Easter Island
Raphael, 2849, 3968, 4129, 4133
Raphia, battle of (217 B.C.), 1842
Rapier, use of in battle, 3395
Rasch ed-din Khodja, 1512
Rasekhem-ka, of Egypt, 2040
Rashi, i)ri)vince, 1711
Rashtiakuta, 1205
Raspail, Francois Vincent, 4949
Rassam, Hormuzd (British consul of

Chald»an descent, not Armenian,
as stated in text), 1557, 5520

Rassunu : see Eezon
Rastadt, fortress reduced (1849), 4965
Rastadt, peace of (1714), 4464
Rastislav, king of Moravia, 3146
Rastka, Servian archbishop : see Sava
Ratbod, duke of the Frisians, 3480
Ratchis, king of the Lombards, 3466
Rathouris, or Ra-en-user, king of

Egypt, 2037
Ratisbon : see Eegensburg
Ratnapura : see Ava
Ratoises, or Radadf, king of Egypt,

2036
Rat Portage, Ont., 6156
Rattazzi Urbano, Italian minister,

5018, 5020, 5036, 5038, 5040,
5093

Rattvik, Sweden, girls of, 3577
Ravaillac assassinates Henry IV., 4292
Ravenna, Byzantine influence, 2930,

2913 2931— Church state absorbs (1213), 3950— Exarch's power in 7th century, 3463— Garibaldi's retreat, 5047— Goths besiege (491-93), 2794— Polenta family rule over, 3958— Roman court at, 2790, 3451— Tlieodoric's palace, 3457
Ravenna, battle (1512), 3832, 3833
Rayahs, tenn explained, 3097
Raymond Berengar IV. of Catalonia,

as regent of Aragon, 3991
Raymond of Poitou, 4025,2961
Raimond de Puy, 4029
Raymond IV. of Toulouse, 4017-26
Raymond VL of Toulouse, 4130, 3774-75
Raymond VII. of Toulouse, 3798, 4033
Raymond, count of Tripolis, 4033
Raziyah Begum, queen of Slave

dynasty, 1218
Reason, definition, 108
Rebecca Riots (1843), 4811
Rebecque, Henri Benjamin Constant

de (1767-1830), 5264
R^benac, Vicomte de, 4436
Rebu, tribe, 2412
Recared, king of the Ctoths (586-601),

3372, 3511

GENERAL INDEX
Reccared family, 3988
Reccesvinth, king of the Goths (649-

72), legal code, 3512
Recent (human) geological system,

" Recessional," by Kipling, facing
page 1

Rechabite rebel Hon, 1772, 1782
Recbad, Effendi : see Mohammed V.

of Turkey
Rechberg, Count, 5032, 5061
Recife, Dutch settlement, 5950
R6collets, Frencli order, 6022, 6034
" Red Book " liturgv, 4378
Redistribution Bill (1884), 2177
Red River expedition, Canada, 6130
Red River, 1388, 1415
Red Russia, 3216
Red Sea, 1433, 1424, 1421, 1430
Reet, 1357
Reform Bill and Act (1832), 4806, 4810,

5003, 5431
Reform Bill (1866-67), 5000, 5003-04,

5163
Reformation, history of period, 3743-

60, 4139-56, 4179-4209 : see also
names of reformers— Bohemia, 3166— Denmark, 4370— England, 4236— Genevans renouncing Romanism,
4207— Norway, 4370— sacking of a monastery, 4148— Spanish opposition, 4226— Sweden, 4377— wars of religion, 4149-56— Zwingli's doctrines, 4206

Regensburg, Bvzantine art, 2967— Council of (1471), 2997— Diets (1575), 4294; (1608), 4295 ;

(1640), 4311— Treaty of (1684), 4438— view, 4599— Wallenstein's army captures (1634),
4308

Reggio, in Middle Ages, 3949
Regnier, Henri, 5386
Regulus, M. Atilius, 2637, 2638, 2639
Rehoboam, son of Solomon, 1572, 1768,

7^159

Reichenau, monastery, 4010
Reichensperger brothers, 4974
Reichsbadt, duke of : see Napoleon,

Joseph
Reid, Rt. Hon. G. H., facing p. 1083
Reid, J. H., 6358
Reigate valley, recovered from sea, 117
Reincarnation, 1180, 1500
Reindeer, domestication by various

tribes, 158, 195, 640-41, 641— skull used as drinking vessel, 140, 145
Reindeer Period, 134, 137, 140, 145
Rejangs, 342
Rekab, god, 1733
Relevium, in feudal system, 4102
Relics of saints, 3720
Religion, coutinuiiy in forms, 2362-63— develdi'mciit of, 204-15, 290— persecution for first time in history,

1568 : see also countries and races

Religious orders : see Kniglitsand Mon-
astic orders ; also names of orders

ReUgious peace (16th century), 4293
Remus, 2617
Renaissance, Germany, 4172— Great men and their achievements,

4121-36— Hungary, 3122— Italy, 3953-74, 4281— Roman law readapted, 4121
Renan, Ernest, 1738, 5392
Rene, king of Anjou, 3414
Renoir, French painter, 5390
Repartimiento, 5023
Representative assemblies, origin of, 218
Reptile fund, in liermany (1869), 5082
Reptiles of Saurian age, plate following

88
Republican Party, in U.S.A., formation,

6220, 6232, 6257
Reqnesens y Zuniga. Luis de, governor

of Netherlands (1573), 4260
" Reserved Rights," privileges granted

to Bavaria and Wiirtemberg, 5143
Reshid Pasha, 2162
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Restitution, Edict of (1629), 4304
Retief, Pieter, Boer commandant, 2318
Retz, Jean Fran9ois Paul de Gondi,

Cardinal de : see Gondi
Reuben, king of Lesser Armenia : see

Bhiipen
Reunion, Act oi (1842), 4818
Reunion, French claims, 2352
Reuter, Baron J. de, 1990
Reval, castle, 3215— Swedish occupation, 1561, 4378— foinidation, 3214, 3559
" Revenge," loss of, 5945
Reventlow, Count Friedrich, 4945
Rewbell, policy in French Directory,

4679
Rex, title : see King
Reyes, Rafael, 6009
Reykjavik, woman, 35G4
Reyten, Thaddeus, facing page 3283
Rezon, king of Damascus (c. 950 B.C.),

1728
Rezon, king of Damascus (c. 738 B.C.),

1577, 1670, 1730
Rhsetia, Eoman province, 2432, 3436
Rbsetians in Gaul, 2430
Rhea, (Jreek goddess, 292
Rheinfelden, capture (1638), 4310
Rhens, electoral conference (1338), 3624
Rhigas of Pherae, Constantine, 4852
Rhine, 3436, 3491, 3445
Rhine, battle of (1672), 4425
Rhine, Confederacy of (1658), 4409
Rhine, Confederation of (1806-13), 4730
Rhinoceros, carcasesof Ice Age, 121-122
Rhode Island, colonisation (1635), 6046
Rhodes, Asia Minor territory acquired,

1830— Athens' relations with, 2517-18— colossus, 225, 229— Hospitaller's rule, 4043, 4046— Levantine traders visit, 282— Rome's relations with, 1830, 2630— Turkish attacks, 3002, 4043— view, 3005
Rhodes, Cecil, 2331, 2332, 5470
Rhodesia, administration, 5566— defences, 5593— future discussed, 5649— history, 2332, 5514— statistics, 2345
Rhodesia, Southern, 5568, 5590
Rhodopian oracle, 2401
Rhoxolani, Sarmatian tribe, 2448, 2449
Rhupen (Reuben), king of Lesser

Armenia (1080), 1955
Rialto, Venice, 4605
Riasan, Mongol attack (1237), 3305
Rib-Adda, Prince Gebal, 1740
Ribadda, Egyptian governor, 2107
Ribault, Jacques, 6015
Ribuarii, tribes, 3448, 3471
Ricasoh, Baron Bettino, dictator of

Tuscanv (1859), 5037, 5038, 5050
Ricci, Matteo, 827, 827
Rice-growing, 7 IS, 455, 550
Richard of Albano, cardinal, 3596
Richard of Aversa, 3942
Richard, earl of Cornwall, 3615
Richard I. of England, Coeur de Lion,

1963, 3866-68, 386S, 3869— Cologne merchants favoured, 4061— Philip Augustus' relations with,
3772, 3779, 3866-68— Scottish king's relations with, 3913— third Crusade under, 3386, 3772,
3779, 3866-68, 4034-40, 4035, 4036

Richard IL of England, 3882-94, 3884,
3SS7, 3888, 4079

Richard III. of England, 3900, 6324,
3903. 3904

Richard II. of Normandy, 3842
" Richard the Redeless," 3894
Richard, abbott of «t. Vannes, 4013
Richard, duke of York (father of

Edward IV.), 3895-96, 3932
Richard, duke of York (son of Edward

IV.), 3900, 3901, 3902
Richards, Sir George H., 6325
Richardson, C. L.. 533, 558, 561
Richardson, Sir John, 6340, 6325
Richardson, Samuel (1689-1761), 4546
Richelieu, Cardinal, 4154, 4313, 6022— portrait, 4316— state barge, 4318 I— Thirty Years war, 4308 I

Richelieu, Duke of (1820), 4839, 4S43
Richepin, Jean, 5383
Richmond, Duchess of, 44(}9

Richmond, Virginia, 6240, 6247
Ricimer, Roman general (c. 459), 2792
Ricoldo da Monte Croce, 4047, 4050
Riddarholm Canal, Stockholm, 3575
Ridgeway, Colonel, 1342
Ridhouan, Seljuk ruler, 1962
Ridley, Nicholas, 4247
Ridom, conspiracy (1571-72), 4272
Riedkirchen, General, 5026
Rieger, Ladislaus, 4947
Riego, Spanish rebel (d. 1823), 4841,

4843, 4846, 4847, 6007
Riel, Louis (1844-85), Canadian rebel,

5524, 6130-4, 6130
Rienzi, Cola di, tribune of Rome, 3406,

3946, 3947, 3950, 4121
Rieti, battle of (1821), 4845
Riga, archbishopric, 3712— foundation, 3366, 3704— trade, 4068, 4076— views, 3213
Righi, Professor, Italian inventor, 5372
Right, Declaration of (1688), 4479
Rights, individual, 2376
Rights of Man, declaration of, 4575,

6385-86
Rigord (d. 1209), 3808
Rigsraad, Danish Council, 3563, 4369
Rig-Veda, sacred book, 1181, 1212
Rimak, Peruvian god, 5836
Rimini under the Malatesta, 3958, 3964
Rimmon : see Ramman
Rim-Sin, last king of Larsa, 1598, 1701
Ring-nebula, theory of universe, 79,

81, 83
Ringsted, assembly, 3557
Rinnoji-no-Miya, 518, 579, 581
Rio de Janeiro, installation as Brazilian

capital, 5957— French possession, 5931— population statistics, 5995— Portuguese government transferred
to, 6007— views, 6002. 6003

Rio, treaty of (1825), 4848
Rio Tinto, Northmen's expeditions, 4010
Ripon, Marquess of, 1338, 1342
Riu-Kiu Islands (Loo Choo), 459, 590,
Rivarola. Cardinal (c 1823), 4876
Rivers, their intluence on history

and civilisation, 382-86, 385, 397
Riverside, Cal., irrigation, 365
Rivifere, Major Henri Laurent, 1415
Rivoli, battle of (1797), 4681
Riyoshu, Japanese landowners, 489, 491
Riyo-siu, Japanese god, 459
Rizal, Dr., Philippine hero, 936
Rizzio, David, 4271, 4352, 4356, 4360
Ro, Egyptian king, 246
Roanoke, Raleigh's settlement, 6018
Robert of Abrissel, 3733
Robert of Anjou (c. 922), 3764
Robert of Anjou (c. 1342), 5005
Robert Guiscard, duke of Apulia (1015-

85), campaigns, 2958, 4054-55,
3380, 3554. 3942

Robert, count of Bethune, 3776
Robert L, count of Flanders, 2958, 4018
Robert I. of France, 3776
Robert II., the Pious, of France (990-

1031), .3^95, 3770,3771
Robert, earl of Gloucester (c. 1139),

3864
Robert the Wise of Naples (1309-43),

3965, 3976
Robert of Normandy, son of William

the Conqueror, 3860, 4018
Robert L, the Bruce, of Scotland (1274-

1329), 3914-15, 3917— capture of wife and child, 3916— character, 3920-21— Edinburgh charter, granted, 3927
—r StirUng monument, 3922— war with England. 3879-80
Robert IL of Scotland (1371-90), 3915,

3917
Robert IIL of Scotland (1390-1406),

3915, 3917
Robert the Strong, progenitor of the

Capets (d. 867), 3550
Roberts of Kandahar, Lord, Afghan

campaign (1879-80), 1336, 1528,
5496, 5502

Res—Rom
Roberts ot Kandahar, Lord, South

African campaign, 2340, 2340, 5516— portrait, 1336
Roberval, J. de la Roque, 6017
Robespierre, Maximihan, 4640, 4660,

4669, 4670
Robinson, George Augustus, 1026
Roch, Shah, Mongol ruler in Persia, 1973
Rochambeau, General, 4661, 6096
Rochdale co-operative movement, 5253
Rochefort, Henri, 5122, 5123
Rochelle, France, Canadian settlers sail

from, 6028— Protestant stronghold, 372— siege of (1573). 4288— (1627-28), 4314, 4331
Roches, Peter des, 3871
Rock-dwellers : see cave-dwellers
Rockefeller, John D., 6312, 6274
Rockingham, Charles, Marquess of

(d. 1784), 4548, 4552, 6076-94
"Rock scorpions " of Gibraltar, 5600
Rocky Mountains, views, 5580, 6069
Rod, Edouard, French writer, 5383
Rodadero, Monte, Inca remains, 5844-58
Roderick of Cordova, king of the Goths,

3514, 3513
Rodin, Auguste, 5388, 5390
Rodney, Lord, Admiral, 4567, 6100,

5527, 4519, 4518
Rodoald, king of the Lombards (652-

653), 3464
Roe, Sir Thomas, Indian mission (1615),

1233, 1233, 5448
Roger, bishop of Salisbury, 3864
Roger L of Sicily (1031-1101), 3380,

3547, 3554, 3942
Roger IL of Sicily (1097-1154), 3554,

3942-43
Roger de Lauria, governor of Attica,

Turkish aUiance (1363), 2983
Roger del Principato, death (1119), 4028
Roghi, El, Morocco throne claimed

(1909), 6367
Rogolubski. Russian ruler (1158), 3287
Rohilkhand, Hasting.s' policy, 1262
Rohillas, 1262, 5498-5500
Rojas, Francisco de, 5913
Rokn Ed-din, head of the Assassins

(1255-56), 1967
Rokn Ed-din Bibars L of Egypt, 4042-43
Roland, Paladin, frontispiece, to face

page 3481, 3806, 3986
Roland, Madame, execution (1793), 467S
RoHin, Alexandre, 4908
RoUo (Rolf) the Northman, 3378, 3543,

3550, 3761
Rols, 342
Roma, goddess of Rome, 2678
Roman of Moldavia (1386), 3059
Roman II. of Moldavia (1447-48), 3060
Roman of Volhynia (d. 1205), 3301
Romance or Latin races, 335
Roman Cathoho Church, Charles

Martel's appropriation of property,
3480— China, 825— civilising effect of, 2359— Councils : see Councils of the Church— Croatia, 3084— ])enmark abolishes, as national
religion (1536), 4371— England under Elizabeth, 4269— England under James II., 4474— episcopacy in Roman empire, 2796— European position (1850), 4974— Frankish empire's relations with,
3524— France in Revolution period, 4573,
4656— France in present dav. 5392— (;erman quarrels (1844), 4893-94— (Germany after Reformation, 4258— Greek Church's quarrel with, 2946,
2955, 3259 : see Crimean War for
quarrel re Holy Sepulchre— Greek Church attempts union with
(1596), 3259— Gregory the Great's reforms, 3522— growth of power (325-814) 3517-28— Holy Roman emperor's influence,
3723— Hungary under Sigismund I., 3140— Hungary under Stephen I., 3116— Ireland under Cromwell, 4351— Irish penal laws, 4771-4772
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Rom—Rud
Roman Catholic Church, Jubilee in-

stituted everv 25 years, 3755— Korea, 866, 868— mediaeval ceremony of blessing young
soldier, 3410— mediaeval extension of power, 3372— mediaeval heresies, 3738— mixed marriages question, 4828— Papacy : see Papacy— Photius's struggle with, 3079— Poissy Abbey, conference with
Protestants, 428i— Poland, 3229, 3259— Prussian establishment (1821), 4827— Prussian quarrel, 19th century, 4893,
4974, 5214-17— Reformation : see Reformation— Switzerland, 19th century, 4782

Romanisation of early world, 54-55
Roman law, English law founded on,

2602— Justinian Code, 2908— Renaissance readaptation of, 4121— Theodosius II. 's code, 2792
Romano, Ziborio, 5044
Romanofi dynasty, foundation (1613),

3325 : see also names of rulers

Romanovski, General. 1519
Romansch, cthiuildgy. 342
Romanus I., Lacapenus, Byzantine

emperor (919-944), 2948, 2951
Romanus II., Byzantme emperor (959-

96:i), 2952
Romanus III., Byzantine emperor (1028-

:i4), 2954
Romanus IV., Byzantine emperor (1067-

71), 1955. 2957, :!'I5S

Romanus the Melode, hymn writer, 2923
Roman wall from Tyne to Solway : see

Hadrian's Wall
Rome (ancient), rise and faU, 62-64.

2382-86, 2601-2805— pageant of, 2609-16— actors, 2653, 2655— African province founded after fall

of Carthage. 2199— agriculture, 2653-54, 2656, 2831— Appian Way, 2630— army, Augustus organises, 2694
decline of, 2653
German auxiliaries, 3441, 3443
Marius, organises, 2657— Asian empire, 1832, 1859— Atlantic explorations, 5660— augury, practice of, 2627— Augustan Age, 2691-2707— Britain conquered, 3498— Byzantine influence, 2932— Byzantine civilisation influenced by,

2919— Carthage, peace with, 2192-4, 2649-
50— Christianity : see Christianity— Chronological table, 65, 2800— Cimbrian wars, 3434— citizenship, allies, discontent at with-
holding of, 2658
development, 2607
dress of citizen, 265S
Italians receive (84 B.C.), 2660— city state, rise of, 2617-36— coinage, 197, 2636— colonies, 2622-51— Colosseum, 2613, 2741, 2757— Constantine's refonns, 2781-82— constitutional and social ideals,

2383-85— consuls' administration, 2626— culture, development, 2601-08— Dacian wars. 2746, 2750— Danube provinces war (169), 2761— degradation of emperors after Tiberius
2717-28— Diocletian's reforms, 2775-78

— division of empire into east and west
(395), 2387, 2787— drama in, 2653— Eastern empire of Byzantium : see
Byzantine Empire— Egypt conquered, 2137— empire's fall, cause, 2801— Etruscan war and domination, 2424,
2618, 2630— extension of power, 2384, 2628, 2630,
26.50

-Are in time of Nero (64 a.D,), 2722

Rome, foundation, legend, 2617, 2619— frontier fortifications of empire, 3445— Frankish domination, 2393— Gauls .subdued. 2641— Gauls attack Capitol, 2429-30, 2625— gladiatorial combats, 2657, 2657— Greek influence on historv, reUgion,
and art, 2453-54, 2599-2608— Holy Roman empire : see Holy
Roman Empire— Illyrians subdued, 2582— Indian Ocean commerce, 1425— Jugurfehine war (111 B.C.), 2199— Julius Caesar's rule, 2606, 2668— land tenure, reforms, 2654— legions mutiny (70), 2739— map of barbarian invasions, 2797— map of empire, 2738— Marsian war, 2659— merchant wars, 2652— navy formed, 2637— Papacy : see Papacy— Parthian wars, 1871, 2387, 2752,
2758— people, character and ethnologj-.
342, 2601-3— Persian wars, 1876— Plebeian's rise to power, 2626— Portus Claudius built, 2719— Pnetorian emperors, 2763— Pyrrhic war, 2632— republic, dechne of, 2651-60— rival Caesars' wars (30.5-14), 2781— rural depopulation, 2653, 2656— Sabine alliance, 2634— sacred geese legend, 2625— Saleebv on causes of greatness and
decadence, 6409, 6416-17— Samnite war, 2628-30— Scythian war, 2450— senate, government by, 2651— serfdom under empire, 4092-97— Slav relations with, 3069— slavery, 2815, 2830— social conditions and upheavals,
2652-54— spirit of ancient Rome. 2601-8— Sulla's dictatorship, 2659-2660— S\Tian wars, 1844, 2583— taxation, 2652-53— Tiberius Cassar's reign, 2709— triumph of a Cfesar, 2608— triumvirate, 2661— views, Appian way, 2630, 2632, 2633
aqueducts, ruins of, 2799
arch of C'onstantine, 2778
Aurelian wall, 2771
baths of Caracalla, 2733
Campagna, 263.3

Capitol. 2729
Circus Maximus, 2690, 2730
Colosseum, 2613, 2757
dwelling houses, 2734
Forum, 2703, 2704, 2705, 2731,

2735, 2751
general view, 2736
palaces of the Ca-sars, 2700
Palatine Hill, 2701
Pantheon of Agrippa, 26.99, 2732
Sacred Way, with temple of Jovis
Statoris. 2735
Servian Wall, 2656
Stadium, 2747
Temple of Venus, 2729
Trajan's column, 2751— waUs built, 2634— water supply of Agrippa, 2700

Rome (mediaeval and modem), Gothic
conquest, 2387-88 2787-99, 3447-
58— French invest (1849), 4784, 4932— Garibaldi's defence, 5036— German college founded (1532), 4258— German pillage (1527), 4213, 4214— Hun invasion, 2790-93, 2791, 2797— Italian troops invest (1870), 5092— moneylenders in, 3956— Odoacer overthrows 3454-55— peace conference (1454), 2994— revolution of 1848-49, 4953-54— Saracen raids (841 and 846), 4ij09

— Theodore the Ostrogoth's reign,
3455-58— Vandal sack (455), 2203-4, 2792— views. Garibaldi's monument, 5048
general view, 5289

GENERAL INDEX
Rome, Palatine Hill to-day, Z701

St. John Lateran, 3945
Rome, Bonaparte kings : see their

names
Romer, Friedrich, 4922
Romer, Ole, Danish physicist, 4577, 4578
Romilly, Sir S., 6349
Romitu, aiuitut Egyptian people, 2022
Romuald, hermit (c. 1018), 2725
Romuald, duke of Benevento (c. 671),

3464
Romulus, 2617, 2618
Roacaglia, Diet of (1158), 3606, 3944
Roncevalles, battle of, 3484, 3986
Ronge, Johannes. 4893-94, 4930
Ronororaka, stone figiu-es, 965
Ronsard, Pierre de, French poet, 4281
Rooke, Admiral Sir George (1650-1709),

4454-54:,5

Roon, Field-Marshal (1803-79), 5056,
5056

Roosevelt, Theodore, president, U.S.A.,
6275, 63(18, 6314, 6269, 0271, plate
facing 6255

Roothaan, Johann Philip, 4892
Rorke's Drift, defence (1879), 2288.

2291, 2327, 5513
Rosas, Juan Manuel de, 5984-86
Rose, Sir Hugh : see Strathnairn, Lord
Roseau, Dominica, fair, 6186
Rosebery. Lord, 5185, 51S7, 5495, 6377
Rosetta Nile, 2022
Rosetta Stone, 14, 2133
Roshen-akhtar Mohammed Shah, Mogul

eniiieror (1719-48), 1240
Roskilde, Denmark, giant chamber, 196
Roskilde, peace of (1658), 4375, 4384
Ross, Polar expeditions, 6338, 6340,

634,5-6, 6330, 6337
Rossbaoh, battle (1757), 4543
Rossbrunn, battle of (1866), 5079
Rossi, Count Pellegrino de, 4953, 5034
Rossi, Roberto di, Aristotle translated,

4125
Rostand, Edmond, 5387
Rostov, Russia, 3302
Rothari, king of the Lombards (636-

652), 3463
Rotislav, Rusaan prince (d. 1066),

3300
Rotterdam, view, 5359
Rouen, treaty of (158S), 4290
Roumania : see Rumania
Roumelia under Turkish rule, 3097, 6372
Roundheads : see Parliamentarians
Rousseau, Jean Jacques, 78, 2809, 4575,

6384, 4568
Rousseau, Waldeck, 5392
Roveredo, battle of (1796), 4681
Rovere iamilv, Urbiuo under, 3968
Rowntree, Seebohm, 6401
Rowton Heath, battle of (1645), 4347
Roxana, wife of Alexander the Great , 2562
Royal African Company of England,

2274, 5452
Royal Exchange, London, 4616, 4604
Royal George, 5529
Royalists, in civil war between Charles I.

and Parliament, 4344, 6186, 4320
Royal Niger Company, 2278, 5519
" Royal Prince," 5528
" Royal Road " into Asia, 283-85, 284
Royal Society founded (1660), 4473
Rozgony, battle of (1312), 3138
Rua (Rof, Rugha, Rugilas), Hun leader,

3028
Ruad : see Arvad
Ruanweli Dagoba, ruins, 1364
Rubruquis, Wilham de, 50
Ruch, Shah, Mongol ruler, 1497
Rucuyennes, Carib tribe, 324
Rudau, battle of (1370), 3711
Rvidiger, Count, 4941
Rudolf of Austria, son of Emperoi

Albert (d. 1307), 3620
Rudolf IV., duke of Austria (1358), 3162
Rudolf I., duke of Burgundy, 3762
Rudolf II., duke of Burgundy, 3762,

3937
Rudolf in., duke of Burgundy, 3589,

3776
Rudolf of Burgundy, king of France

(923), 3763
Rudolf I. of Hapsburg, German emperor

(1273-91), 3157, 3399, 3617-19,
3619
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Rudolf II., German emperor (1576-

1612), 3010, 3012, 3126, 4294
Rudolf, the Stammerer, Count Palatine

(1300), 3620
Rudolf of Rheinfelden, Swabian duke

(d. 1080), 3594-95, 3596
Rudra, incarnation of Siva, 1207
Rudrawarman, king of Cambodia, 1401
Rudwan el-Gelfi, 2155
Rue 1, peace of (1649), 4316
Rufus, Virginius (68), 2724
Riigea, 3558, 3699, 3429
Rugi (Rugians), Teutonic people, 3428.

3429, 3459, 3455, 3438
Rum, kingdom, Asia Minor, 1956, 1971,

3105— see also Iconium
Rumania, area and population, 5327— dialects, 3051— Dobrudsha ceded to (1878), 5206— ethnology and origin of people, 342,

3051— finance and industries, 5327— foundation of state (1861), 5012— government, 5327— history, 3051, 5020, 5030, 5322— Moldavian people, 3059— Turkey's struggle with (1877); 5204— WaUachian kingdom, 3051
Rumans, in United States, 41
Rumat, people of W. Sudan, 2222, 2228
Rumi, Jelal ed-din, mystic poet, 1970
Rumili, castle, 1452, 2990
Rumjanzoo, Peter, 3359
Rump Parliament (1649), 4348
Runeberg, Joh. L., Finnish poet (1804-

77), 78, 5162
Runjiber, Anatolian peasants, 3016
Ruotsi, Scandinavian tribe : see Rus
Rupee, rate of excliange fixed, 1345
Rupert, bishop of Worms, 3078
Rupert of the Palatinate, emperor

(1400-10), 3628, 3631, 3632, 3967
Rupert, Prince, Royalist leader (d.

1682), 4.34i

Rupert's Land, Manitoba absorbs, 6130
Rurik, Scandinavian hero, 3181, 3183,

3285, 32S6, 3539
Rus f Ruotsi), Scandinavian tribe, 3539
Rusas I., of Urartu, 1578, 1673, 1788
Rusas II. of Urartu, 1788
Rusas III. of Urartu, 1788
Ruskin, John, 2805, 4823, 6413
Russell, Admiral, 4444, 5526
Russell, Lord J.. 4975-95, 6126-27
Russell, Lord William, trial and exe-

cution (1683), 4471, 4474, 4475
Russia, history, 2896-2906, 3181-92,

3263-3368, 5193-5212, 5295-5316— agrarian conditions, 5305— Alexander I.'s reign, 4849— area, 5316— army, Cossacks, 3265, 5304, 5305
foundation by Peter the Great,

3334
reforms, 519G, 5299
tsar among his soldiers, 5301— Austrian alhauce (1726), 3358— Baltic provinces obtained, 3332— Baltic Sea, influence in, 3368— Byzantine influence, 2944, 3294— Byzantine wars, 2942, 3288, 3290— Central Asia, power in, 1519-22,

1539, 1542-49— Christianity adopted, 2944, 3292— convicts in Siberia, 6S6-S7— Cossack power, 675, 3263-77— Cossack types, 3265, 3266, 3267— costumes of Royalty, 3327— Crimean war : see Crimean war— crown regaha, 3356— currency, 5316— drimkenness in, 5312— Duma, 5294, 5316, 6370, 6376— ethnology and origin of people, 342,
457, 2944, 3181-82, 3539-40— European power, growth, 4498— Finland acquired (1809), 5160— Frencii alliance under Nicholas II.,

5226— Hungarian campaign (1849), 4940-41— image worship, 2937— Japanese war (1904-05), 617-32,
874-85— Khiva expeditions (1839-73), 1519-
22, 1520, 1521, 1522
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Russia, maps, 3320, 3328— modern conditions and recent history,
5295-5316, 6370— Mongol empire (1222-1462), 1483,
3305-13— naval power under Peter the Great,
3332— nobles' charter, 3346— Xorthern wars with Sweden
(1700-21), 3332, 4500— Northmen found kingdom in 9th
century, 3181, 3285, 3539, 4061— origin of name, 3181-82, 3539— Parliament of Catherine 11. 3349— Peter the Great as founder of modem
Russia, 3331-44— police organisation, 5301— population, 5316— postal system, 3329— priests and officers, 5315— railway construction, 5310— reactionary movements (1825), 4850,
(1881), 5195; (1905-06), 5296— Roman as mouarcli of all Russia
(c. 1200), 3301— Romanof dynasty founded, 3325— rulers' portraits, 3286, 3287, 3309.
3314— Russian Academy founded (1783),
3352— San fe"tefano Peace (1878), 5206— Scvthian kingdom in Crimea, 2444-
50— serfs emancipation, 3350, 5193 , 6382— strikes, 5309— trade, Dutch, in 16th century, 3328
English, in 16th century, 3320-28,

6326
Gennan, in Middle Ages, 4067-68
modern statistics, 5316— Treaty of Paris, secession from

(1870), 5130, 5167, 5196— Turkestan conquests, 1519-22— Turkish relations with, 3100-02,
3357 3359— Turkish wars (1677-79), 3017;
(1683-1711), 3100-1, 3333, 3357-
58; (1769), 3359; (1792), 3360;
(1809), 4851; (1827-28), 4858;
(1877), 5171, 5204

; (1853-56) : see
Crimean war— Ukraine acquired (1667), 3326— Ukraine revolt (1767-68), 3351— weights and measures, 5316— Western culture introduced, 3326-28— women rulers, 3345-54

Russian (Eastland, or Baltic) Company,
4280, 4617

Rustchuk, battle of (1811), 4851
Rustum, Persian general, 1913
Ruthenians, ethnology, 342
Ryacotta Fort, 1143
Rye House Plot (1683), 4475
Ryot, Indian peasant cultivator, 1281
Ryswick, Dutch fair, 4597
Ryswick, treaty of (1697), 4160, 4444,

6034-35

Saarbrucken, 5107
Sabn>ans, commerce ruined by the

Ptolemies, 1888— ethnology of race, 342, 330— Jewisli rulers, 1889— towns, 1887— Yemen ruled by, 1887
Sabako, king of Ethiopia, 2121
Sabazius, form of the Greek god

Dionysus. 1791
Sabelli, tribes, 2414, 2628. 2659
Sabina, wife of Hadrian. 2753, 2755
Sabine, Sir Edward, 6337
Sabines, 342, 2414, 2620, 2634
Sabiaianus, defeat (505), 3033
Sabrina land, discovery (1839), 6345
Sac89, conquest by Alexander, 2562
Saccas, Ammonius : see Ammonius

Saccas
Sacchi, Bartolommeo, 4126
Sacheverell, Dr., 4489
Sachs, Hans, Meistersinger, 3004
Sac Indians, 312
" Sacred Bridge," Ama-no HashidatS,

426. 429
" Sacred edict," of emperor Kang-hsi,

786

Rud—St.

" Sacred lance," at siege of Antioch
(1098), 4021

Sacrifice, 207, 1172, 2462— human : see Human Sacrifices
Sacsahuaman, Inca sun-worship, 5868
Sadducees, rise of, 1857
Sa'di, Persian poet, 1970
Sadi (or Taki), Elamite king. 1702
Sadon, Talaing kingdom, Burma, 1393
Safed, Moslem conquests, 4034, 4043
Satfarid dynasty, 1945, 1950
Safid, ' Tlie Sofy." dynasty. 71
Safvet Pasha, grand vizir, 5203
Sagalassians : see Shakaleslia
Sagan Pasha, capture of Constantinople

(1453), 2992
Sagas, poems, 3532, 3542, 3569
Saghalin, island, 416, 418, 590, 671
Saguntum, 2641
Sahak, Armenian catholicus, 2928
Sahaptin, tribe, 5707
Sahara, 1999, 2183, 2206— negro type. 351
Saho, Mahratta ruler, 1242
Sahura, king of Egypt, 2037
Said Pasha, Suez Canal concession

granted (1854), 2163
Saif ed Dauleh, Hamdanide ruler, 1946
Saigo Takamori, Satsuma clan. 564,

588
Saigon, town and province. 1413
Saikio, Kioto, capital of Japan, 420,

474, 569, 581
Sails, first use of, 191, 5688
St. Antonius, order of, 3733
Saint-Arnaud, General J. L. de (1796-

1854), 4956, 4987
St. Augustine, Flor., 6016, 6219
St. Augustine, Spanish colony, 6021
St. Balaam, monastery, 27
St. Bartholomew, Massacre of (1572),

4155, 4205, 4270, 4288. 4288
St. Bartholomew of Property, 4652
St. Basil, cathedral, Moscow, 3311
St. Benedict of Aviz, knights of, 3992,

4003
St. Brice's Day massacre, 3842
St. Caterina, Portuguese settlement,

5930
St. Cezaire, 27
St. Charles, Canada, Papineau rebellion

(1837), 6120
St. Christopher, : see St. Kitts
St. Clair sur Epte, treaty of (911), 3550
St. Denis, Canada, Papineau rebellion

(1837). 6120
St. Denis, France, fair of, 4603
St. Eustache, products of. 5995
St. George, Windward Island, 6176,

6193
St. George's, Bermudas, 5539
St. George's Chapel, Windsor, 4344
St. Germain, fair of, 4603— peace of (1673), 4428; (1679), 4496
St. Germain-en-Laye, treaties of (1570),

4287; (1035), 4309
St. Gothard, battle of, 3016, 3130. 4415
St.'Gothard Pass, discovery, 3956
St. Gothard Tunnel, 5232
St. Helena, 5453. 5538, 5568, 5590,

5667-68
St. HeUer, Jersey. 5601
St. James of Compostela : see Santiago

de Comoostela
St. James, Knights of, 3992, 4003
St. John, Henry : see Bolingbroke,

Viscount
St. John, Knights of : see Hospitallers
St. John, I-eeward Islands, 6176, 6184
St. John, N.B., population, 6175
-trade, 6146, 6154-56— views, 6168. 6169
St. John's, Canada. 6082
St. John's, Newfoundland, 6178, 5537,

6179, 6183
St. Just. 4670. 6396
St. Kitts, 5950-52, 6176, 6184, 6193,

6199, 6184
St. Lawrence, Gulf of, 6013, 6016-17
St. Lawrence, river, aboriginal tribes

on, 5700-2— French explorations and early settle-
ments. 6019, 6036, 6056— racecourse on ice, 6150

St. Leger, Sir Anthony, deputy in Ire-
laud, 4367



St.—Sat

St. Lucia, Windward Island, 6170, 6193,
6199

St. Mark's, Venice, 2966, 3941, :i90J,
3962. 39li-l

St. Mary in Aracoeli, 25.9/

St. Martin's Cross. lona. .'iSOr,

St. Mary of Jerusalem, Knights of the
Hosjutal of : see Teutonic Order

St. Paul, Cliurch of, Rome, 2887
St. Peter Port, Guernsey, 5607
St. Petersburg, Academy of Fine Arts,

3346— Academy of Science, 3334, 3352— foundation (1703), 3332— views, 3336, 3341, 3343, 5285
St. Pierre, Great Britain loses (1763),

60(58, 6178
St. Pol, constable of France, 3828
St. Quentin, battle of (1871), 5138
" Saints, The," battle (1782), 4563,

4567. 6100
Saints, Christian, adoration in early

Church. 2884
St. Sebastian, storming of (1813), 4747
Saint-Simon, Count Claude Henri de,

" New Christianity," 4896, 5261
St. Sophia, mosque, Constantinople,

2920, 2992, 2993, 2921
St. Thomas, Christians of, 2850
St. Thomas Islands, 5400
St. Thome, cocoa plantations, 6374
St. Vincent, Cape, battles of (1797),

4683, 4689. 5527
; (1833), 4899— Portuguese settlement, 5930

St. Vincent, Earl (1734-1823) : see
.Tervis, Admiral

St. Vincent, West Indies, 5613, 6176,
6102, 6198-99

St. Vitale, Ravenna, 2932, 2913
Saionji. Marquess, 565, 6356
Sais, cawital of Psametik kings, 2124
Saitic Dynasty of Egypt, 61
Sakee : see Scythians
Sakais (Samangs), Malay race, 342,

349, 1388
Sakalavas, Malagasy tribe, 342, 2350
Sakkara, Egypt, list of kings found in

tomb near, 2030— mausoleum of Apis bulls, 2096— pyramid, 255, 2033— tomb of Thi, 2030. 2038
Sakya, tribe, the Buddha belonging to,

1185
Sakya Muni : see Buddha
Salabery, Colonel de, battle of Chateau-

guay (1814). 6113
Saladin (1137-93), 1963-64, 2148,

4032-40, 5005, 1963. 4034
" Saladin tithe," 4034
Salado, battle (1340), 3996
Salamanca, battle of (1812), 4750
Salamis, battle, 62, 2406, 2500,

2503. 2505
Salamis Harbour, 2406
Salazar, mission re Spanish succession

(1870), 5100
Saleeby, Dr. C. W., articles by, 99-107,

2801-5, 6405-32
Salerno, 2650, 3939, 4054
— university, 4131
Salic law, 3787
Salii, federation of Frankish tribes, 3471
Salisbury, Earl of, Orleans besieged

(1428), 3818
Salisbury, Robert Cecil, 1st earl.

minister of Queen Elizabeth, 4277
Salisbury, Robert Cecil, Marquis of,

5004, 5177, 5187. 5191
Salish, Indian race, 328
Sallentinii, Italian tribe, 2399, 2414
Salmoxis. festival, 2402
Salome Alexandra, of Jud.Ta, 1857
Salomo. bishop (911), 3584
Salsette, India, 1131, 5499
Salta, battle (c. 1809), 5964
Salt Lake City, 62S0
Salutati Colucio (1331-1406), 4124
Salvador, reimblic, 6007, 6010, 5729
Salz, peace of (803), 3483
Salzbuig, see founded, 3078
Salzkammergut, Iron Age graves, 294
Sama Veda, sacred book, 1212
Samaitia : see Samogitia
Sam'al, Hittite state, 1726
Samangs, Malay race : see Sakais
Samanid, dynasty, in Persia, 1051

Samaria, 1577, 1671, 1730, 1769, 1772,
1774

Samaritans, sect, 1776
Samarkand, 1483, 1496, 1520, 1924— irrigation wells near, 1543— trade, 1462— views, 1488, 1508
Samarkand, province, 1539, 1541
Samarra, caliph's residence, 1944
" Sambaquis," origin of, 5677-79
Sambaji. Maliratta leader (d. 1689),1239
Sambos (Zimbos), 342
Samhud, term explained, 242
Samkhya philosophy, 1180
Samnites, 342, 2414, 63, 2628-30, 2659— see also Sabines
Samo, Slav leader (627-62), 3075
Samoa, 975-79, 6270, 6319— natives, 342, 351, 940, 978— views, 976
Samoa, convention of (1899). 2277
Samoan islands, U.S. possessions, 6318
Samos. island, modern conditions, 5326
Samogita, conquest byTeutonic Knights,

3711
Samoyedes, Finno-TJgrian race, 265,

342-43, 350, 642
Samsams. Malay race, 343
Samuel, Bulgarian tsar, 2953, 3040
Samurai of Japan, 473-588, 534, 535
San, African people : see Bushmen
San Augustin, Chibcha ruins, 5814-17—

• Drake's expedition, 5949
Sancho L of Castile (1026-35) : see

Sancho II. the Great, of Navarre
Sancho IIL of Castile (1157-58), 3993
Sancho IV. of Castile (1284-95), 3996
Sancho II. the Great, of Navarre (970-

1035), 3986-88
Sancho VII. of Navarre, 3993
Sancho I. of Portugal (1185-1212),

4006. 4038
Sancho II. of Portugal (1223-48), 4007
Sancho (son of Alfonso VI.), defeat by

Moors at Ucles (1108), 3989
Sancroft, archbishop of Canterbury

(1617-93), 4474
Sanctuary, privilege of, 3396, 3403
Sand Mountains, 1464
Sand River Convention (1852), 2320
Sandemann, George, article, 6321-53
Sandhurst, Victoria, 1059— see also Bendigo
San Domingo, capital of San Domingo

Republic, 5886, 5921, 5939-42— Columbus buried in, 5955, 6195— negro outrages, 6195— population, 6176
San Domingo, repubUc, 6176, 6266
Sandshil (or " Pilgrim Mount"), 4023
Sanekht, Eygptian king, 252, 2034
Sanfedists, Italian political union, 4876
San Francisco, 62S4-S5
Sangara, king of Khattis, 1662
San Germano. moneylenders of Renais-

sance period, 3956
Sangraal, origin of, 4026
San Ignacio, church, in Argentine, 5933
Sanjaks, Turkish divisions. 2978
San Juan de los Llanos, Chibcha

remains, 5804-12
San Juan, river, tribes, 5712-21
San Juan de Ulua, 5525, 6998. 6000,6017
Sankara Acharya f788-820), 1206
Sankolinsen, Prince, 806
San-kuo-chi, Chinese romance, 761
San Lazzaro, monastery, 1717, 3026
San Lorenzo, church, 3963, 3970
San Lucar de Barrameda, trade, 5939
San Marino, republic, 5375-76
San Martin, Jos6 de, 5967-88, 5971
San Martino, battle (1859), 5027
San Miguel, colony ifounded, 5907
San Pietro in Vincoli, Rome, 2932
San Salvador, republic : see Salvador
San Silveslro in Capite, monastery, 2932
Sanskrit, 8, 1128, 1160, 1182, 1211, 5618
San Stefano, treaty of (1878), 5171,

5206, 5209
Santa, river, aborigines and antiquities,

5830, 5831. 5838-40
Santa Cruz, General, 5986-89
Santa Cruz, Spanish treasure fleet

l)urned(1656), 5486
Santa F6 de Bogota, revolution, 5968
Santals, Indian tribe, 343

GENERAL INDEX
Santa Lucia, battle (1848), 4927— sculi)turea, ,5757, 5759
Santa Maria, French privateers, 5948
Santa Maria Maggiore, Rome, 2932
Santa Marta. South America, 5917
Santana (or Santa Ana ), General A. L. de,

dictator of Mexico, 5997, 6228
Santa Sabina, Rome, 2932
Santiago de Chili, revolution, 5971— view, 5946
Santiago Compostela, 3982, 4013
Santiago de Cuba, American naval

victory (1898), 5230, 6270, 6267— po]iulation, 6176
San Vincenzo, monastery, 3940
San Vitale: s( c St. Vitale
Sao Paulo, Urazil. 0008
Sao Salvador, Congo, 2309
Saparda. ancient people, 1803
Saphadin, see Adil Serf-ed-din
Sapor : see Shapur
Sappho, i)oetess, 2496, 2496
Sara, derisive verses, 1904
Saracens : see Arabs and Mohammedan-

ism, and Moors— use of name. 343, 1885
Saragossa, 2(i!>4, 3987, 3989, 3991
--siege (1809), 4743
Sarai, capital of Mongol empire of

Kiptchak, 3306
Sarakol^s. Sudanese race, 336
Saras, Sudanese tribe, 334
Saras, battle, 5523
Saraswati, goddess, 1171, 1207, 1208
Saratoga, battle, 6089, 6090-94, 6106
Sarawak, administration, 5564— Brooke founds British dependency,

921-22, 5504
Sardanapalus : see Ashurbanipal
Sardica, council of (343), 2889
Sardinia, Aragon acquires, 3998-99— Austrian wars (1848-49) 4925-32,

(1857-59) 5020-30— constitution, 4845, 4972— Crimean policy : see Crimean War— Frederic II. absorbs, 3951— Genoa acquires, 3958— Italian unification movement, 5038— people, 343, 1793, 2412— Roman occupation and Carthaginian
wars, 2196, 2640— Saracen wars, 3941, 3980, 4011,
4055

Sardis, Alexander the Great conquers,
2458— Antiochus I. defeated at Coloe
(262 B.C.), 1829— Cimmerian capture, 1797— manufactures, 1795— ruins, 1796— sieges, 1814, 1842

— Spartan rule, 1818
Sardis, battle of (394 B.C.), 1818

Sards : see Sardinia, people
Sarduri I., king of Vrartu, 1666

Sarduri II., king of I'rartu, 1788

Sarduri III., king of Urartu, 1684, 1788

Sarduris, king of Armenia, 1575, 1669

Sargon, king of Agade (Akhad), 61,

277, 1559, 1594, 1700
Sargon II., king of Assyria (722-705

B.C.), astronomical records, 273
— Babylon conquered. 1578, 1617
— Bas-relief portrait, 1673
— Elam's struggle with, 1706
— Hittites' relations with, 1723
— palace, 1674, 1675— Samaria conquered, 1577, 1671
— Syrian revolt subdued, 1776

Sargon L of Babylon, 749

Saria : see Sofo
Sariputta, converts to Buddhism, 1188

Sark, island, 5557, 5599-5600
Sarmatians, 343, 2443-50, 2450, 2746

Sarmizegethusa, Dacia, 2750

Sarts, p.'ople, 1515, 1516, 1539

Sasbach. battle of (1675), 4430

Saskatchewan. Canada, 6130, 617d

Sassaks, Malayan race, 343

Sassanid dynasty, 65, 1426, 1875-82

Sassur. mos(|ues and temples, plate

following page 1184

Sati : see Suttee
Satnami, Hindu sect, 1237

Satrap stele, Egyptian inscription, 2132

Satscho, Japanese clans, 564
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GENERAL INDEX
Satsuma, Xew Japan created by clans,

563-64— rebellion (1877), 588-89, 591— Richardson's murder, 538, 553,
561, 563

Saul, king, 1571. 1656, 1759, 176J
Sattba : see Buddha
Satuk, ruler of Kashgar (d. 1037), 1480
Saturninus, L. Antonius (88), 2746
Sault-Sainte Marie, 6026-28
Saurian Age reptiles, plate facing 88
Sautre, WiUiam, burnt at stake. 3892
Sava, Servian archbishop (1221), 3090
Savaii, Samoan island, 979
Savannah, battle (1779). 6099
Savannah, geographical term, 2005
Savannah River tribes : see Shawnees
Savonarola, 69. 3755-59, 3755, 3756,

3757. 3759, 3955
Savoy, 502.5-30. 5037, 5041
Savoy, Eugene of : see Eugene, prince

of Savoy
Savoyards, 343
Saxe, Marshal, 4503
Saxe-Weimar, duchy, 4831
Saso Grammaticus. 3559
Saxons, Britain invaded, 3502— Christianity introduced, 3482, 3528,

3527— ehainwork, 2361— clothes. 2366— Frankish, relations with, 3448,

3475, 3482, 3585— Henry the Fowler's policy, 3585
— house, ground plan. 2365— origin and amalgamation with West

Teutons, 3430, 3448— racial characteristics and distribu-

tion, 343— ship (200 A.D.), 2368— social system, 4095, 4109, 4119
— weapons. 2360
Saxony, army. 5087-88— constitution, 4879, 4972— Frederic Augustus I.'s reign, 4832— German federation. 4959-74— modern history, 5219— Prussian invasion (1756), 4541— revolutionary movement (1848),

4922— tax on business houses. 5276— Thirty Years War, 4301
Sayce. Professor A. H., 7-557

Sayyid Mohammed, Mad Mullah, 552 1-22

Sbeltniurdus : see Gebeleizis

Sborniks, Bulgarian manuscript col-

lections, 3049
Scandinavia, -Egean influence, 292— conquests of Xorthmen in Europe,

3380 : see also Xorthmen— early civilisation, 292, 3530— emigration of the Goths. 3428— geographical account, 3529— history in 19th century, 5153-62— language, origin of. 3530— mythology, 3531. 3532. 3533— orgin of name, 3530— people, 343 : see also Northmen ;

see also Denmark. Finland, Ice-

land, Xorwav and Sweden
Scania, 3557, 4494
Scanian War (1675-79). 4494
Schaal, Father Adam, Jesuit, 828. 828
Scharnhorst. General G. H. D., 4742
Schellenberg, battle of (1599). 3056
Schemnitz. niining colony. 3137
Soberer, General, defeat (1799). 4694
Schipka Cave, remains of Drift man, 152
Schleswi?. hattle (1848), 4942. 4944
Schleswig, duchy, Danish war, 3562
Schleswig, Mark of, cession to Canute.

3558
Schleswig - Holstein, dispute (1848-66).

4786. 494.3-45. 4959-74. 4977.
4993, 5063. 5082, 5153-54

Schlickmann, Von, S. African atroci-
ties. 5512

Schliemann, Dr. H., 179-84
Schmalcalde, league. 4191. 4216. 4219
Schmalz, Janke (1815). 4829
Schmerling. Anton von (1848), 4959-74.

5061. 5062
Schmidt, Johannes (1872). on Indo-

Germanic languages. 1160
Schoffer, Peter (1450). 4172
Scholastics, theological school, 3397

Sehonbrnn, treaty of (1805), 4729
Schonen, 4069, 4075-78
Schujskij, family, dispute with Bielskij,

3318
Schulenburg, Johann Matthias, Count,

defence of Corfu (1717). 3021
Schulze-Delitzsch, Hermann (1808-

ISSoi. self-help movement, 5270
Schumacher, Peder : see (Jritfenfeld

Schuyler, General (1733-1804), 6082-90
Schwarzeaberg, Prince (1771-1820),

Xapoleoaic campaigns, 4759
Schwarzenberg, Prince Felix (1800-

52). 4;;):J9. 4962-74. 5010
Schwechat, battle (1848), 4940
Schweinfurth, George, 2230
Schweitzer, Jean Baptista von (1833-

75),— German labour agitation, 5272
Schwerin, MaximiUan, Count of, Prus-

sian ministry (1848), 4920, 5054
Science, British research work, 5636— continuity in development, 2365-66
— discoveries of antiquity, 6382— progress, Brvce on, 9-10
Scilly Isles, 117
Scilurus. Scythian king. 2449
Scipio .ffimihanus. 2654
Scipio, Lucius CorneUus, 2650
Scipio, Metellus, 2674
Scipio Nasica, P. Cornelius, 2654
Scipio, Pubhus Cornehus, 2643
Scipio. Pubhus Cornehus, Africanus

Major, 2643, 2648-49, 264,^

Sciri, Gennan race. 2450
Scopas, sculptor, statue of Niobe, 2571
Scotland, historv (844-1513), 3911-19

;

(1513-1660) 4353-65— Boniface VIII. claims as fief of

papacy, 3877— Britain raided (4th century), 3502— Charles I.'s negotiations, 4347, 4363
— Communistic land tenure, 2433-34,

2436— Edward I.'s campaigns, 3398. 3878
— Edward III.'s campaigns, 3881— Elizabeth's alhance with Protestants,

4271— episcopacy in, 4327, 4332— Henry VII. 's alliance with, 3910
— Kelts in, 2428-29— literature of the 18th century, 4517
— Norwegian power in, 3540, 3911-12
— people, 343— Presbyterianism estabhshed, 4359
— rebellion of the Forty-five, 4515— union with Enghsh Parliament

(1707), 4491
Scots Greys, 5532
Scott, Sir Percy, 5430
Scott, Capt. R. P., Antarctic explorer.

6345. 6348-53, 634S-51
Scott, Thomas, murder, 5524
Scott, Sir Walter, 4819. 4823
Scott, General Winfield, U.S., 6228,

6230, 6227
Scotus. John Duns (d. 1308), 3745-46,

3906
Scribonia, wife of Augustus, 2702
Scripu, Church of, 2949
Scroggs. Arctic expedition (1722), 6333
Scylax o! Caryanda. explorer, 2589
Scyles, Scythian king, 2447
Scyris. Cara dynasty, 5826-27
" Scythian Issedon," 1460
Scythians, Buddhist converts, 1204
— Cimmerian country invaded, 1796
— civihsation, influence of, 2591
— Egvptian king drives out, 2125
— history, 2443-50— Indian conquests of Sakae. 1203-04
— Macedonian conquest, 2537— origin and distribution, 343, 1449,

1458, 2443— Parthians defeated, 1870— Persian expedition against, 1811
— scenes from (rreek wars, 2447
— Silierian wanderings, 645-48
Scythians of Herodotus : see Ashkuza
Sea, earth's formation influenced. 86
— historv and civihsation influenced,

19, 26, 27, 397
Sea monsters, 98
Seal-cyHnders of Babylon, 1564, 1603
SeaUngs, dvnastie officials, 250, 251
Seankhkara, king of Egypt, 1422, 2051

Sat—Sem
Sebastian, king of Portugal (1554-78),

4256. 4256
Sebastopol, siege (1854-55), 4985,

4986, 4987, 4987-90, 4991, 5010
Sebek, Egyptian god, 2057, 2091, 2093
Sebekhotep V., king of Egypt, statue,

2245
Sebeknofru, queen of Egypt, 2058
Sebennytic Nile, 2022
Sebichos, king of Egypt and Ethiopia

(701 B.C.), 2122
Sebituane, Makololo chief, 2303
Secondary geological period, 89, 90,

chart facing 96
Secunda, battle of (741), 3515. 3979
Seda. Festival, ancient Egypt. 2467, 2018
Sedan, battle of (1870), 5115, 5116,

5120-22
Seddon. Richard, 1001
Sedeinga, temple to Queen Teie, 2080
Sefid dynasty of Persia, 1983
Segestes, prince of the Cheruscl, 3442,

3444
Segu, W. Sudan. 2229. 2277
Seiad Dynasty of Delhi, 1215, 1224
Seignobos, on feudalism, 4102, 4112
Seikenji, temple, Buddhist images, 521
Seimu, emperor, expedition, 464
Seistan, province, 1950
Seistan, town, trade route, 1991
Sejanus, Roman knight. 2712-15
Seka, Egyptian king. 2016
Sekhemab Perabsen, of Egypt. 2033
Sekhmet, Egvptian goddess, 2079, 2098
Sekigahara, battle (1600), 487, 488
Sekukuni, Bechuana chief, 5512-13
Selangor, tin mine, 5589
Selborne, Lord, 2343
Selection, law of : see Natural selection

Selengese, Mongol tribe, 323
Seleucia, on the Tigris, 1839, 1836
Seleucia Pieria, port of Antioch, 1839
Seleueid Empire, 62, 1837. 1839, 1845,

2381; astronomical tablets, 273-74
— Antiochus III.'s victories, 1812
— Bactrian kingdom founded, 1847
— Parthian wars, 63, 1869— Ptolemaic wars. 1840— worsliip of the king and queen, 1829
Seleucus L Nicator, of Syria (356-280

B.C.), 63, 1826, 1836, 1837, 1839,
1841, 1843. 2381, 2577-78

Seleucus H. CalUnicus (246-226 B.C.),

of Svria, 1841, 1843
Seleucus IV. Philopator (187-173 B.C.),

of Svria, 1844
Seleucus 'ra. Soter (226-223 B.C.), of

Svria. 1842. 1843
Seleucus VI. of Syria (96 B.C.), 1846
Selim Shah, ruler in Delhi, 1227
Sehm L, Turkish sultan (1512-20),

1977, 1983, 2153, 3001, 5005
Selim II., Turkish sultan (1566-74),

3009, 4293
Selim m., Turkish sultan (1789-1808),

3023. 3023, 4851, 4851
SeUmije Mosque, Stamboul. 3002. 3003
Seljuk, empire in Western Asia, 69, 77,

343, 1953-65. 1971-72, 4011-13
Selkirk, Lord, 6128-30
Sellasia, battle of (221 B.C.), 2582, 2586
Belongs, race of Further India, 1388
Semangs, race of Further India, 1388
Sembilan Islands, cession, 5504
Semele, goddess. 1791. 2401
Semempses, of Egypt, 2031, 2032, 2033
Semenkh-ka-Ra, king of Egypt, 2105
Semerkha, king of Egypt, 2018
Semerkhet, rock sculpture, 252
Semigaes, South American tribe, 5679
Seminoles. Indian tribe, 337, 6213
Semipalatjnsk, province. 1539, 1541
Semiramis, hanging gardens at Baby-

lon. 225, 226. 1624
Semirchensk, province 1539. 1541
Semites, alphabet, 265, il28, 1699,

2484— Arabian migrations, 1585, 1589, 1885— Babylonian migrations, 1559-92
— civilisation, early extent of, 260— Egyptian invasion, 2015— Mediterranean settlements, 2372-74
— Palestine migration, 1735
— racial characteristics, 343— types. 266, 267— see also Assyria, Babylon, etc.
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Sem—Shi

Semneh, town, Egypt, 2056, 205S
Sempach, battle of (1386), 3662
Sempronius Longus, consul, 264."?

Semshtshina, state property, 3322
Semsu : see Neklit
Semti(Hesepti), king of Egypt, 249-50,

2017-18. 2032
Sen, of Egypt (1st dynasty), 2032
Sen, of Egypt (2nd dynasty), 2033
Sen (Qa), tombs, 249
Sena I., king of Ceylon (846-60), 1377
Sena Gallica, battle (207 b.c ), 2648— colony, 2632
Senafe, battle of (1895), 2258
Sendling Gate, battle of (1704), 4460
Seadsh, African people : see Zingi
Sendsh Coast, 1429
Seneca Indians : see Iroquois
Seneca, philosopher, 78, 2721, 2722
Senefru, kina; of Egypt, 237, 258
Seneffe, battle of (H>74), 4428
Senegal, French railway enterprise, 2277
Senegambia, 2002, 2271, 2275-77
Seajirli, Aramean and Hittite remains,

1680, 1724, 1732, 1732, 17.33, 1752
Senlac, battle of (1066), 3845, 3846
Senmut, nurse to Egyptian queen, 2069
Sennacherib, king of Assyria, 1617-21,

1675-77, 1578-79— art under, 270— Egyptian wars, 2122— Elam wars, 1707-8
— irrigation works, 1635
— Jerusalem menaced, 61, 1778— Phoenician kings enumerated, 1745-

46— Phcenician ships built, 1644— pictures 1616, IGIS, 1621, 1679— pi)rtrait in bas-relief, 1678
Sennav, Sudan, 2249
Senones, (iallic tribe, 2429
Senusret I., king of Egypt, 2055-56
Senusret II., king of Egypt, pyramid,

252, 2056
Senusret III., king of Egypt, 2056-58,

2053
Senussi. hostility to Christianity, 2216
Seoul, Korea, 863, 864, 869
Seoul-Fusan Railway, 876, 879
Seoul-Wiju Railway, 876-82
Sephouris. kiii<.' of Egypt, 2031, 2035
Sepopo, Makololo ruler (d. 1876), 2304
Sepoy Mutiny (1S.')7): see India, Mutiny
Septuagint version of Scriptures, 2597
Seram (Ceram), islaiul. '.125, 927
Serapis, Egyptian god, 2096, 2132, 2596
Serbs : see Seryians
Serdarra, Pass of : see Caspian Gates
Serers, negro race, 343, 2259
Serfdom, abolition in various European

countries, 6381-82— see also Feudalism, Russia, and
Slavery

Sergei. J. T., Swedish sculptor, 4583
Sergian tribe, 2660
Sergius of Emesa, zoologist, 2923
Sergius IV., duke of Naples, 3554, 3942
Sergius of Ras'a-in, physician, 2923
Sergius II., pope (844-47), 3935
Seigneur, in feudal system, 4100-20
Seringapatam, British victory over

Tippu (1792), 1269— Hyder All's tomb, 1135— storming (1799), 1273, 1273. 5499
Sermon of Benares (of Buddha), 1187,

1193
Serrano, Francisco, 5100, 5101
Sertorius, Q., Roman governor, 2661
Servia, 2896, 3089-3103, 5317, 6372-73— area and population, 5323— bandits, 3081— Bulgarian relations with, 3038, 3047,

3092, 5210— Church, 3090, 3097— dancer of Middle Ages, 3101— European settlement, 3076— finance and industry, 5328— golden age, 3092— government, 5328— Hungarian supremacy, 3090— Miirad's death, rejuieing, 305S— Obrenovitch family recalled', 5012— " orthodox " woman, 3091— people, racial characteristics, 343— Turkish relations with, 2983, 2995,
3094-3112, 5321 '

2 L '^

Serviles of Guatemala, 6007
Servilius, Cn., Punic War, 2643-47
Sesokhris, king of Egypt, 2031, 2033
Sesostris, ruck sculptures, 1718, 1790
Set, Egyptian god, 236, 242, 2015, 2062,

2091, 2003
Setau, Egyptian viceroy of Kush, 2109
Sethenes, king of Egypt, 2031
Sethos dynasty, 161 : see Seti I. and II.

Seti I., king of Egypt, 250, 2107
Seti II., king of Egypt, 2115
Setnakht, king of Egypt, 2115
Setsu, Shinto mythology, 459
Settlement, Acts of (1652) 4351, (1701)

44S1
" Setui, king, people of," 252
Seuthes, king of the Odrysoe (Thrace),

2404, 2:.7:'., 2.-.78, 2578
Seven Bishops, trial of (1688), 4476, 448i
Seven Cities. Island of, 5878
Seven Sisters, waterfall, Norway. 3535
Seven Star Mountains, 7 11
Seven wonders of ancient civilisation,

225. 220-32
Seven Years War (1756-63), history,

4164, 4505-8, 4539-45— British Empire affected, 5488— France injured by. 4564— Sweden's part in. 4581— W. Indies affected, 6192-93
Seven Years War, Scandinavian (1563-

70), 4372
Severus, Flavins Valerius, Roman

emperor (305). 2779
Severus, Libius, Roman emperor (461-

65), 2792
Severus, L. Septimus, Roman emperor

(146-211). 2138, 2650, 2763-65,
2764. 2765

Severus, Septimus, Arch of, 2765
Seville, Alcazar, 3981, 3983— Castile conquers, 3995— Moorish rule : see Spain— trade with colonies, 5922, 5937-40,

5947-54— Vandals destroy, 3510
Sexagesimal system, 263
Seychelles, archipelago, 5567, 5588
Seymour, Admiral Sir, 822, 823
Seymour, Sir Beauchamp, 2165
Seyyid Bedr el Mukaddam, revolt against

Napiileon (17'.i8), 2157
Seyyid Mohammed Rahim Khan,

Ivussian campaign, 1520. 1521
Seyyid Said, Imam of Maskat (d. 1856),

2294
Sezzc family, 3949
Sforza family of Milan, 3417
Sforza, Francesco, duke of Milan (1401

66), 3417. 3974
Sforza, Francesco Maria, duke of Milan

(1492-1535), 4212
Sforza, Giacomo Addendolo, 3974
Sforza, Lodovico, " II Moro," duke of

Milan, 3677. 3830-33, 3974
Sforza, Maximilian, duke of Milan

(d. 1530), 3833
Shaaru, king of Egypt, 2035
Shabaka, king of Ethiopia, 2121
Shabataka, king of Egypt and Ethiopia :

see Seliichos

Shackleton, Lieut., Antarctic expedition,
6350, 6353, 6378. 6351, 6353, 6354

Shadows, realm of, 205
Shaftesbury, earl of ( 1621-83), 4470, 4473
Shaftesbury, earl of (1801-85), 5255,

5257
Shagarakti-buriash, 273
Shagarakti-Shuriash, of Babylon, 1654
Shah Ahmed, inosque, 1129
Shah Alam Bahadur Shah I., Mogul

emiHTiir 12:!7, 1240, 1240
Shah Alamghir, Mogul emperor 1259,

1259
Shah Durani : see Ahmed Khan
Shah Jehan I., Mogul emperor (1627-

68), 1234-35. 1233
" Shahnameh," Persian epic, 1952
Shah Shuja, amir of Afghanistan (1839),

128.')-88, 1524-26. 5500
Shah Zindeh, mosque, 1508
Shaibanids, Mongol dynasty. 1491, 1515
Shaibek Khan (d. 1510), 1515
Shai Bhonsla. 1238
Shakalesha (or Sagalassians), invasion

of Egypt, 1793, 2116

D

GENERAL INDEX
Shakespeare, William. 70, 4281, 4281
Shakif Arnun (or Belfort), 4334
Shalib, Turkish poet, 4891
Shallum, king of Israel. 1774
Shalmaneser I., king of Assyria, 1572,

1654, 1786
Shalmaneser II., king of Assyria, 1574,

1613, 1663 1728, 1787
Shalmaneser III., king of Assyria, 170,

ltil5. 1668
Shalmaneser IV., king of Assyria, 1577,

1616, 1671, 1004, 1668
Shamanism, religiim, 274, 1477, 266
Shamash, sun-gdd, 163H, 1038
Shamash-ibni of Bit-Dakuri, 1678
Shamashirba, king nf Baljylon. 1812
Shamash-mudam-miq, king of Baby-

lon, 1612
Shamash-shum-ukin, king of Babylon,

1579,-80 1621, 1678. 1684
Shams ed-din Altamsh, ruler of slave

dynasty (1210-1236), 1218
Sbamsbi-Adad, patesi of Ashur, 1648
Shamshi-Adad, king of Assyria, son of

Tiu'lath-l'ileser, 1657
Shamshi-Adad IV., king of Assyria,

1613-14. 1667
Shan States, 1394, 1398— race inhabiting, 343-34, 1389
Shang, Chinese dynasty, 750
Shangallas, negroid race, 343
Shanghai, 843, 5505-6— opium conference (1909), 6358
'Shankardachi, of India, 1239
Shans (Laos), 547, 1389, 1401
Shansi, China, 1451
Shantung, 820, 1451
Shapur 1. (Sapor), king of Persia (241-

72), 1876. 1876
Shapur II., king of Persia, 1877
Sharakan, liturgical book, 3025
Shardana, ancient tribe, 1793, 2065,

2114-16, 2412
Shargani-shar-ali : see Sargon of

Akkad (Agade)
Sharpe, Alfred, expedition, 5521
Sharras, Mongol race. 344
Sharuhen, Palestine, 2062
Shaughnessy, Sir T., plate facing 6123

Shawnees, Indian tribe, 312, 5696-99
She, Iranian people. 1452
Shealfe, Colonel, 6112-13
Sheba, queen of, 1765
Sheba, sheikh of Bichri, revolt, 1763
Shechem, 1760 : see also Nablous
Sheger-ed-durr, queen of Egypt, 2149
Sheikh-el-Beled, Mameluke ruler, 2155
Shekh Feizi, Hindu scholar, 1228
Shekib Effendi, papal conference, 5005
Shell mounds : see Kitchen middens
Shelley, Percy Bysshe, 4820. 4822
Shellfish eaters of Denmark, 155

Shell money, 196, 5707
Shem, Semites descended from. 1589
Shembaun, of Burma, 1396, 1405
Shen Tsung. Chinese emperor. 770
Shen-nung, Chinese ruler, 748
Shenyu, Hun ruler, 1452
Shepenapet, Ethiopian princess, 2122
Shephelha, Palestine, 2117
Shepseskaf, king of Egypt, 2036
Shepstone, Sir Theophilus, 2328, 5ol2,

5516
Sher Afzul, Chitral throne seized. 1346

Sher Ali, amir of Afghanistan 1322.

1328, 1331, 1336, 1528, 5172, 5502

Sheriff Muir, battle of (1715), 4509

Sherman, General W. T., 6252-54
Sher Shah fFerid Khan, d. 1545), 71,

1226-27, 7229, 1232
Sher Singh, Sikh leader, 1294, 1296

Shesh, hair-wash recipe, 2032
Sheshonk I., king of Egypt (930 B.C.),

61, 1768. 2020
Sheshonk ni., king of Egj'pf . 2120
Sheshonk IV., king of Egypt, 2120

Shet Huttising, Jain temple. 1195
Shetland Islands, 2595, 3542
Shettha Tissa II., king of Ceylon. 1376

Shevket Pasha, revolutionary, 6371
Shi, positiiin in Japan. 445

Shiba Park, Tokio, 504, 510
Shibata, 483
Shihab ed-din : see Omar Shah
Shihab ed-din Mohammed Khurram :

see Shah Jehan I.
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Shih-Huang-Ti, emperor of China (2 IC-

10 B.C.), 754-.'')5, 755, 1451
Shihking, ('liincsi- classic, 730
Sliiite Caliphate of Cairo, 4020
Shiites, Mdhainiiiedan sect, 67, 1905,

1!)2:!, 104.-), 1983
Shi-koku. .lapan, 418, 429, 432
Shilanum-shukamuna, king of Uaby-

loiiia, 1610
Shilkhakha, king of Elani, 1701
Shilkhak-in-Shushinak, king of Klani,

1704
Shilkhina-khamru-Lagamar, king of

EUmi, 1704
Shilluk, Sudanese tribe, 338, 2266, 2267
Sliilu, Xilitic tribe, 2266
Shimazu, .Japanese prince, 483
Shimoda, .Japan, 553, 568
Shimoneseki, bombardments (1863-64),

559, 560. 562, 562
Shimonoseki, Treaty of, 872, 5507
Sliin, linddliisf sect, 515
Shinagawa Forts, Japan, 538
Shingaikwan, 519, 521
Shintoism, in Japan, 513-21, 527, 595

Ship money, Cliarles I. levies, 4332
Shipwrecks, ancient Russo-Byzantine

acrecment, 3288
Shiraki, conciuest in Korea (202), 462

Shiraz, Persia, 1987, 1987
Shirku, vizir of Egypt, 1962, 2148, 4032

Shirley, William, governor, 6057
Shirpurla : see Lagash
Shirukdu, Elamite ruler, 1701
Shishak, king of Egypt : see Sheshonk
Shi Tsu. Chinese emperor, 1502
Shive Dagon Pagoda, 1392
Shizoku of Japan, 584, 588
She, siicial position in Japan, 445

Shogitai rebellion (1868), 578-80
Shoguns of Japan, 425, 450, 452, 473-

544, 475, 497, 500, 504, 510. 511

Shore, Sir John : see Teignmouth, John
Shore, Lord

Shoshonean, tribe, 344
Shotoku, Japanese prince, 513
Shovel, Sir Cloudesley, Gibraltar cap-

tured (1704), 4454
Shu Han, kingdom and dynasty, 761

Shubbiluliuma, Hittite king, 1719. 2108
Shujah Daulah, nawab of Oudh, 1259
Shuking, Chinese classic, 730
Shukovsky, Russian poet, 5193
Shulis, Sudanese tribe, 338
Shumash-shum-ukin, brother of Asluir-

Iwnipal, 1710
Shumer : see Sumerians
Shumo-shu Island, 417
Shun Ti, Mongol emperor (1368), 1509
Shunga dynasty, 1203
Shupria, ancient country, Asia, 1788
Shushan : see Susa
Shushinak, Elamite god, 1698, 1715
Shutoku, Japanese Mikado (1141), 471
Shutruk-nakhundi, king of Elam, 1704
Shutruk-nakhundi, of Khidalu, 1709
Shutur-nakhundi, king of Elam, 1706
Shuzaku, Japanese mikado, 471
Shuzigash, king of Babylon, 1607
Siam, history, 1389, 1394, 1401-8
— kings and queens, 1406, 1407— Malay jurisdiction, 6356— people, 344, 1389, 1408
Siberia, land and history, 635-707— convicts, 686, 687, 701-2, 6356— gold-mining, 706, 6356— maps, 634, 656, 676-77— peoples, 344, 635-78, 642-43, 646-47,

649-71, 674— railways, 691, 693-95, .706-7, 5307— recent history, 6356— reindeer, 640, 641— Russian advance in, 673-707, 6336— Russian colonists, 669— scenes, 636,638, 639, 645, 664,679,
684, 689, 701, 705— Termak's expedition, 676— vehicles, 668, 682— water supply, 706

Siberian railway, 693-95, 706-7, 5307
Sicania : see Sicily
" Sicilian Vespers " (1282), 2973, 3401,

3776, 3973, 3977, 3998
Sicily, Byzantine art, 2966
— Carthaginian wars, 2194, 2382,

2637-38

Sicily, Dionysius of Syracuse rules over,
2515— early peoples, 2412— Edmund of England accepts crown,
3871— French rulers, 3401, 3975-78

— Garibaldi's expedition (1860), 5042-
44, 5044— German Emperor's claims (1189),
3610— liberators (1860), 5044— mediaeval history, 3940-52— Neapolitan rule, revolt, 5042-44

— Xorman conquest, 3942-43, 4011,
4056— Phoenician settlement, 2190— Pisan expedition against, 4011— poets of 13th century, 3956

— revolutions (1812), 4783 (1820), 4842— Saracen occupation, 2395, 3942, 4054— slaves revolt, 2653-54— Spanish rule, 3953, 3975-78, 3991,
3996-98, 4005— Spartan invasion, 2512— Staufer conquest, 2395— sulphur mining, 5373

Sickingen, Franz von, 4185, 4185
Siculi : see Sicily, early peoples
Sicyon, Greek province, 2490, 2517
Siddhartha : see Buddha
Sidi Ali, bey of Tunis (d. 1902), 5226
Sidi Innbarak, expedition, 5522
Sidmouth, Henry Addington, first vis-

count (1757-1844), 4771, 4773
Sidney, Algernon, 4471, 4474, 4476
Sidon, Alexander's conquest, 2552— Assyrian rule, 1579, 1679, 1745-47
— Crusades, 4026-56— Persian rule, 1748, 1819— Phoenician state, 290, 1737-50— views, 1734
Sidonia, Medina, duke of (1588), 4275
Siduri, king of Urartu, 1787
Siegfried I., archbishop, 4013
Siegl, Franz, revolutionary, 4924
Siena, cathedral, 3964— federation with Tuscan towns, 3950— moneylenders, 3956, 4065— Petrucci's rule, 3968— siege (1553), 4230— Visconti's rule ((1351-1402), 3972
Siena, Council of (1424), 3647
Sienerehs, negro tribe, 338
Sien-pe, 657-58, 1452, 1466-67
Sierra Leone, 5570, 5588, 5594, 5633,

5647— negro colony founded, 2264, 2274,
5478, 5509, 5518-19

Sieyfes, Abb6 (1748-1836), 4570, 4655,
4694, 4701, 6383-6

Siffin, battle of (657 A.D.), 1918
Sigambri, tribe, 3432, 3438, 3471
Sigibert, king of the Ribuariis, 3474
Siginulf of Benevento, 3935
Sigismund I. of Bohemia : see Sigis-

mund, emperor
Sigismund, king of the Burgundians

(d. 523), 3458
Sigismund, Emperoi (1410-37), reign

as German emperor, 3168-72,
3637-49, 3753— Council of Constance, 3408— gipsy charter granted, 3110— Hungarian reign (1387), 3120, 3163-
68, 3630— Polish throne claimed (1382), 3163— Polish treaty (1412), 3226— portraits, 3120, 3638

Sigismund, king of Hungary (d. 1437) :

see Sigismund, emperor
Sigismund of Luxemburg (1402), 4082
Sigismund the Great, king of Poland

(1506-48), 3240-41, 3243
Sigismund II., king of Poland (1548-

72), 3245, 3245, 3253
Sigismund III., Vasa, king of Sweden

and Poland (1556-1632), 3247,
3258, 3259, 4378, 4379

Sigismund Bathori, prince of Tran-
sylvania (1586-1602), 3126

Signia, Roman colony, 2624
" Signory," 3956-58
Sihala : see Cevlon
Sikh Wars (1845-49), 73, 1293, 1295,

7295, 1296, 5500
Sikhs. Amritsar temple, Lahore, 5622

Shi—Sin

Sikhs, origin and history of race, 344,
1154, 1241, 1286

— warriors and weapons, 1277
Sikkim, India, 1124, 1504, 5499, 5502
Sikyalki, Pueblo Indians inhabit, 5712
" Silent company," 4063-64
Silesia, Bohemian rule (1327-1526),

316U-8U, 3702— Charles IV. 's administration, 3161
— Frederic II. of Prussia takes from

Maria Theresa, 4503, 4528-31— Frederic the Great's Silesian War,
4539-45— German colonisation, 3206, 3702— history (12th to 13th centuries).

3155, 3702— Hussite wars, 3172— Mongol invasion (1241), 3155— Polish war of Barbarossa, 3153
Silex tools : see Stone Age
Silihdaris, Turkish soldiers, 2979
" Silestria" (or " Vatan"), 5200
Silius, C., intrigue with Empress

Messalina, 2720
" Silken Thomas " : see Kildare,

Thomas Fitzgerald, tenth earl

Silphium, wealth to Cyrene, 2184
Silurian geological system, 89, 90,

chart facing 96
Silurian race, 344
Silveira, Count, Portuguese rebel, 4842
Silver, Central American export, 6010
— currency history, 4589— India, decline in value, 1345
— S. American mines, 5938-45, 6010
Silvester, pope, 3319
Silzibul, Turkish chief : see Dizabul
Simarra, Assyrian province, 1669
Simbabwe, Mashonaland, 2292, 2293
Simcoe, J'. G., lieut. -governor, 6109
Simebelar-Khuppak, Elamite ruler, 1701
Simeon, Bulgarian prince (893-927),

2950, 3U37, 3080
Simeon the Proud of Russia (1341-53),

3309, 3312
Simeon Stylites, Christian ascetic, 2883
Simeon the Younger (963-1042), 2974
Simha I., king of Ceylon, 1380-81
Simha II., king of Ceylon, 1381-83,

1384
Simirra, province of Assyria, 1774
Simla, India, 5499, 1354— education conference (1901), 1349
Simmash-shipak, king of Babylonia,

1610
Simnel, Lambert, 3901-2, 3932
Simocattes, Theophylactus, Byzantine

historian (c. 620), 2922
Simon, General Antome, 6009
Simon Maccabseus, king of Judsea

(142-135 B.C.), 1856
Simon, Count of Monfort (d. 1218),

campaign against Albigenses,
3774-75

Simonet, on Feudalism, 4104-16
Simon's Bay, Cape Colony, 5572
Simony, in Mediaeval times, 3724-27
Simpson, Arctic explorer (1838), 6340
Simpson, Sir George (1S35), 5459
Simuuich, General Balthasar von, 4940
Simson, Professor Martin Edward, 4963-

64, 5084
Sin, Babylonian moon-god, 1638, 1638
Sin, place in the evolution of civilisa-

tion, 210
Sinai Peninsula, 5653
Sinan, Turkish pasha, 2986
Sinan, Turkish grand vizir (1593), 3010
Sinchi Roca, Inca ruler, 5846
Sinclair, Upton, novelist, 6311
Sind, India, 344, 1286, 1290, 5500
Sindhia, founder of Gwalior, 1243-44
Sindhia, Gwalior restored to (1886),

5499— Indian mutiny, loyalty during, 4992
Sindwal (Sindwalt), 3460
Sineus, leader of Rus tribe 3539
Sin-gamil, ruler of Erech, 1598
Singan fu, tablet, 2924
Singapore, 905, 1399, 1428
Sin-gashid, ruler of Erech, 1598
Singhalese, people, castes of, 1367
— characteristics and origin, 325-26,

1366— conversion to Christianity, 1382
— craftsmen at work, 1367
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Singhalese, India invaded (12tli century),
1:379— women, 1366

Singphos, Tibetan tribe, 344
Sinha, aiipointment on viceroy's coun-

cil, 6:563

Sinhalese : see Singhalese
Sin-idin-nam, king of Larsa, 1598
Sinigaglia, ancient Sena Gallica, 2632
Sinigaglia, naval battle, 3460
Sinjar, sultan, at liaj^dad, 1965
Sin-magir, kinsi of Isin, 1597
Sin-muballit, king of Babylon, 1599
Sinope, Turkish fleet destroyed, 5009-10
Sinia, ancient Korean kingdom, 862
Sin-shar-ishkum, last king of Assyria,

1580, 1686, 16S5
Siouan, Indian group, 344
Sioux-Dakotas, Indian tribe, 344,

5702-4, 5706
Sipa, ruins of, 5838
Sipahdar, Persian nationaUst, 6365
Sippar, ancient city. Babylonia, 266,

1591, 1640, 1704
Sippara, 267
Sippe, of the Teutons : see kindred
Si-Ptah, king of Egypt, 2115
Sirasanghabodhi of Ceylon : see Vijaya

Bahu I.

Sirdar-as-Sad, Bakhtian chief, 6365
Siri Kajoor Pass, 1290
Sirimeghawanna, king of Ceylon, 1376
Sirrbas, dynast of Klimioti, 2524
Siryanians, Finnish tribe, 344
Sisman I. of Bulgaria (963), 3040
Sisman H. of Bulgaria (1330), 3047
Sisowath, King, U15
Sitabaldi, Britisli defence (1817), 5499
Sitalces. king of Odrysse, 2404, 2522
Sitaris beetle, 109
Sitka, Alaska 6273
Sittard, battle of (1543), 4218
Sittius, P., Roman general 2674
Situa Raimi, Inca festival, 5866-68
Situla, Egyptian, 2096
Siva, god, 1171, 1206, 1390, ISOl
Sivaji, founder of Mahratta power

(d. 1680), 71, 1238, 5498
Sivas, capture by Timur (1400), 1496
Sivatherium, 126
Six Articles (1539), 4238
Sixtus IV., pope (1471-84), 2997,

3754, 3755, 4126
Sixtus v., pope (1585-90), 3010, 4202
Sizu, prince of Cilicia, 1679
Sletsch, Cossack society, 3264
Skalds, Icelandic poets, 3569
Skahtz, battle of (1866), 5075, 5075
Skanda, Hindu god : see Subrahmanya
Skanderbeg, Albanian hero (c. 14o:3-

68), 2989, 2996-97, 3066, 3067
Skanor, castle of, 4076-78
Skanor, fisheries, 4069
Skiri, Teutonic people, 3430
Skjold, legendary founder of Danish

kingdom, 3536
Skobelev, General Michael (1844-82),

1521, 5206
Skolotai : see Scythians
" Skra " of Novgorod, 4068
Skraehngs : see Esiiuimaux
Skrine, Francis H., articles, 1499-1522,

1535-52
Skrzynecki, Jan Boncza, 4875, 4S76
Skull worship, in Congo regions, 2307
Skulls, palaeozoic, 5679
Siuphas of Arta, Greek patriot, 4851
Slachter's Nek, Boer surrender, 5514
Slankamen, battle of, 3020, 4440
Slave dynasty, India, 1215, 1218
Slave Coast, Africa, 2259-64
Slavery, history of, 2807-35, 2806, 2S23— Babylon, 1600, 2814-25
— Bahamas, trade, 6013
— Brazil, 2835, 5931-36, 6008
— British policy, 5473-78, 6393
— Cape Colonv, 2316— Central African, 2809-10, 5520-21
— cocoa plantation agitation, 6374— colonial expansion affected by,

5473-78
— Egypt, 2246, 2813-20— Elizabethan trade, 5474, 5525, 5948— Emancipation Act (1833), 4807
-Greece, ancient, 2483, 2826-30
— Hammurabi's laws, 2824

Slavery. Haiisa states, 2224
— insects practise, 110— Japanese trade, 529— modern wealth derived, 6382-93— New England, 6050— North American Indians, 5707— North America and Southern States,

2814, 2835, 5470-78, 6038-44,
6041 : see also U.S.A.— origin of, 201— Quakers' efforts to abolish, 5640— Rome, Ancient, 2830-35— Russian serfs : see Russia— Spanish American colonies, 5473-74,
5922-27, 594:3-44— Sudan trade, 2235, 2250, 5478— Tuareg raid on negro villages, 2225— West African trade, 2259-64, 2274,
2810-11, 547:3-78, 5627— West Indian trade, 2835, 5475-78,
5952, 6186-95— Zanzibar trade, 2296— see also Serfs and Feudahsm

Slavonia, 3068, 3075
Slavs, Avar supremacy, 3075— Byzantine influence, 2918, 2944, 3081— Charlemagne's conquests, 3078— conversion to Christianity, 3078— distribution, historv, and racial char-

acteristics, 22, 344, 2393-94, 2895-
2901, 3075, 3069-80, 3097-3102,
3181-92, 3494— family life and customs, 3073, 3184— Frankish relations with, 3475-76,
3494— funeral pyre, facing page 3113— glagolitic alphabet and inscriptions,

2945, 3077— Greece invaded (588-705), 2916-18
— Greek influence, 3081— Hungarian immigration, 3115— Hungarian nationalist movement,

1848, 4936-38— lUvrian nation, 3102— jewellery, 3076— Uterature, 3080-81, 3095, 3077— marriage customs, 3185— Moors employ in Spain, 3515,
3981-84— music, 3185— Pan-Slav movement in Austria-
Hungary, 4945-47, 4995, 5331— Prague Congress (1848), 4935, 4945-
47— religion, 3074, 3184— Roman civilisation inherited by, 3070— Russian rule invited, 2944

— Slavonic liturgy controversy, 2945
— Teuton influence on language, 3427— Teutonic regions occupied, 3693-94
— war of Uberation, 3100— see also Croatia, Lithuania, Servia,

etc.

Sleeping Sickness, 5637
SUklestad, battle of (1030), 3567
Slivaitza, battle of (1885), 5210
Slobodse, battle of (1811), 4851
Slovaks, 41, 325, 344
Slovenia, 3075, 4946
Slovenians : see Slavs
Slum life, in modern cities, 6400
Sluter, Claus. artist, 4136
Sluys, naval battle (1340), 3809
Sma. king (if Egypt, 246
Smen Khkara, king of Egypt, 2059
Smilac of Bulgaria (1292), 3046
Smith, Adam, 4517, 4518, 6396
Smith, B. Leigh, explorer, 6341, 6337
Smith, Francis, Arctic explorer, 6333
Smith, Sir Harry, Aliwal battle (1846),

1294, 129G— Boers defeated (1848), 5516— Cape Colony administration, 2320— Kaffir wars, 2316, 5510
Smith, Captain John, Virginia expedi-

tion. 6037-38, G03S
Smith, Justice, Dinizulu tried by, 6:!69

Smith, Sir Sidney, 4692, 5527
Smoking, lOiiviitiun laws against, 2155
Smolensk, battle of (1812), 4754
Smollett, Tobias (1721-71), 4546
Smyrna, 1700, 1973, 4045
Smyrna-Aidin Railway (1856), 1092
Smyrna-Kassaba Railway (1862), 1992
Smythe, General, campaign, 6112
Snake charmer, 1357

GENERAL INDEX
Sneferu, king uf Egypt, 254, 2033-35
Snorre Sturiesson (d. 1241), 3569
So, .African people, 2233
Soane, Bishop (1660), 4492
Soarez, Fernando, 2351
Sobeslav, king of Jioliemia, 3152
Sobeslav II., duke of Bohemia, 3154
Sobona, Roman settlement, 168
Sobrabe, cominest by Raniiro I., 3987
Sobraon, battle (1846), 1294, 5500
Social constitution, during Wars of the

Roses, 3904-6
" Social Fabric of the Ancient World,"

Patterson, 2807-:J5
Social Problems and Reforms, 3313-78.

521:3-22, 5230-31, 525.5-78, 5351-
52, 5357-62, 5367, 5377-96, 5401-5
5414, 6262, 6287-6314, 6358-61,
6381-6403

Socialism, aims of, 6396— Argentine experiment, 6400— Chartist movement, 5248— Fourierism, 5262-63— Gemistus advocates, 2975— (ireek system, 2364— Jesuits practise in America, 5934— Marx's work and teachings, 4897,
5268— New Zealand, 1001

— Owen's scheme, 5245-48— remedies proposed by, 6399-403— Saint-Simonism, 5261-62— Spartan system, 2490— U.S.A., 6262, 6299-300, 630.5-10— sec also Social Problems and Reforms
Society of Friends : see Friends
Society of Jesus : see Jesuits
Society for Promoting Christian Know-

ledge, work in Cliina, 8:U
Society of the Sisters of Mercy, founda-

tion (1634), 4204
Socrates, king of Bithynia, 1834
Socrates, philosopher, 2510, 2513, 2514,

2516
Sodom, 219
Sofala, East Africa, 2346
Sofia, 2983, 5320, 5292
Sofo. Hausa state, 2223
Sofronii (Stoiko), bishop of Vraca, 3050
Sottas, Turkisli students revolt. 5198
Sogamosa, Cliibcha state, 5808-24
Sogdiana, 1470, 2560, 2562
S'lgud, Asia Minor, 2978
Soiron, Franz von, 4923
Soissons, Count de, viceroy, 6010
Sok : see Scythians
Sokolli, grand vizir, 3009, 3010
Sokoto, Sudan, 2227, 5519
Solari, Stanislao, agricultural experi-

ments. 5372
Soldier of fortune, in Middle Ages, 3393
Soleb, temple to Amenliotep III., 2079
Solemn League and Covenant, 4363
Solferino, battle (1859), 5026, 5024
Solimas, negro tribe, 346
Solis, Diego de, Paraguay discovered

(1515), 5914
Sohs, Juan Diaz de, explorer, 5892
Sollas, Prof. W. J., 79-88
Sollo^ub, Russian writer, 5314
Solomon, king of Jiuiah and Israel, 220

1422, 1572, 1765-67, 1766, 2119,
2252

Solomon Islands, 943, 5544
Solon, 2492, 2495. 2827
Solway Moss, battle of, 4240, 4353

Solyman the Magnificent : see Suleiman
Solymi, people of Asia Minor, 1789
Somail, power in Sjiain, :v.i79

Somahland, 344. 22i;s i;;i. 5521-22. 6367

Somdet Phra Paraniindr Maha Mongkut,
king of Siam ; see Mongkut

Somers, Sir George, wrecked. 5447

Somers, Lord Chancellor, 44S9
Somerset, Lord Charles, governor of

Cape Colonv, 2315, 5514
Somerset. Duke" of. the Protector (d.

1552), 4242. 4:'44, 4354

Someswara. Chola king (1255), 1380

Somme Valley, Drift remains, 127-28,

132-3 4

Somnath, temple gate, 1216
Somondoco, Cliibcha remains, 5821

Somrath Phra Marai, of Cambodia, 1412

Sone. Viscount, <'.:', .,6

Songo, Congo district, 2311
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Soninke, Sudan tribe, 2217
Sonrhay, kingdom, 344, 2218-28
Sontay, Annam, 1415
Soochow, storming of, 811
Soor, battle of (1745), 4530, 4540
Sopeitbes, Indian kingdom. 2593
Sophia, Russian empress, 3315-17
Sophia, regent of Russia, deposed by

Peter the Great (1689), 3331
Sophia Amalia, queen of Denmark,

wife of Frederic III., 4375, 4375
Sophia Charlotte, queen of Prussia

(1701), 4461 .

Sophia Dorothea, wife of Frederic
William I. of Prussia, 4533

Sophists, rise of. 2511-12
Sophocles, 62, 2462
Sophronius, patriarcli, 2917
Sorai, Indian tribe, 1184
Sorbonne, foundation, 3790
Sorbs, Slav race, 348
Sorcery, in Middle Ages, 4116
Sordones, Gallic tribe, 2412
Sorel, French historian. 5386
Soso, Hausa state. 2227
Soto, Fernando de, Spanish explorer.

5698-99, 5706, 5903, 5903. 6014
Soubise, Charles de Rohan, Prince de

(1715-87), 4543
Soudan : see Sudan
Soult, Marshal, 4740, 4743, 4747
SouTJs river, Canada. 6161
South Africa, 2279-2349— Arab settlements, 2292-96— Belgian settlements : see Congo— British colonisation, 2313-44, 5453,

5629-30, 5651-52— British states and protectorates,
map, 2322— diamond fields dispute, 2326— Dutch children at school, 5595— Dutch settlements, 2282-84, 2313-
20, 5651— geographical features, 2004-7— German settlements, 2348— gold mines, 5470— labour question, 2327, 2343, 5652— native races and states, 2004-7,
2279-2312 : see also names of
races and states— natives, treatment by Boers and
British, 5512-17, 5629, 5651-52— Portuguese settlements, 2346-48— racial struggles. 5620-30, 6368-70— recpnt history, 6368-70

— self-governing states, 5648— union of colonies, new constitution,
6368-69— wars, general article, 5509-18— wild animals destroyed by sports-
men, 5630— Zulu wars : see Zulu wars— see also Cape Colony, Transvaal, etc.

South America, aborigines, history and
legends, 5675-5874, 5923. 5929-36— dates of chief events, 6316-37— El Dorado : see El Dorado— Elizabethan exploits. 55S5— gipsies, 3106— Jesuit missions. 5929-36— maps. 5915, 5983— public works constructed by British.
5631— revolutions in 19th century, 5955-94— slave trade, 5943-52— Spanish colonisation, 4847, 5889,
5994— statistics, 5995— Tertiary and Drift periods. 130-31— see also names of countries and
colonies

South Austraha, history, 1067-71, 5576,
C361

South Australian Land Company (1831).
1067

South Carolina, T'.S.A., British coloni-
sation, 6042-44— protective tariff opposed, 6218-21— secession from union, 6238 : see also
U.S.A., civil war— War of Independence, 6099-6100

South Pole : see Arctic and Antarctic
Southern Nigeria : see Nigeria
Southern Rhodesia : see Rhodesia
South Sea Bubble (1720), 4509, 4626-27,

4511

South Sea Company, whaling industry,
5471

South Sea Islands : see Oceania
Southesk, Lady, 4469
Southwold Bay, battle of (1672), 4426
Soyots, Finnish tribe, 344
Spahis, cavalry soldiers, 2979, 3097
Spain, history. 3412-14. 4224-25, 4323-

25, 4563-67. 5223-30. 5401-5— African colonising enterprises. 2276— alphabets of earliest times. 256, 258— American War of Independence :

see United States— American war in Philippines (1898).
5228-30— Andalusians in Egypt (815), 2143— area and population, 5400— Armada : see Spanish Armada— Atlantic Ocean history, 5664— Austrian succession war, 4162— barbarian invasions. 3509-10— Barbary states expedition, 2209— Bourbon dynasty founded, 4464— Byzantine influence, 2926— Carlist rebellion, 4900, 4974— Carthaginian invasion, 2196, 2640-41— Charlemagne's campaign, 3483— Charles V.'s reign (1515-56), 4226-30— Christianity in, 3508— colonies : see South America and
names of colonies— constitution, 5957-68, 4900— Cromwell's hostility, 4351— Danish raids and conquests, 3548— deterioration, 6409, 6419-20— education, 5404— emigration (1900-4), 5403— federal republic (1873-74), 5227— Ferdinand VII. 's reign, 4840-47— Franco-Spanish War, 5948— gipsies, 3110— Gothic rule, 2383. 3510-11— government. 5400. 5405, 5964— Indian Ocean navigation. 1432— industry and commerce. 5400— Isabella II. deposed (1870), 5100— Keltic immigration, 2442— Liberal rising (1868). 5100— Madrid rebellion (1820). 4841— mining operations of the Fuggers.
4598— modern history, 5278. 5401-5. 6374— Moors in, 1925, 1935, 2205-8, 3374.
3412, 3513-16, 3979-4005, 4011,
4227, 4253, 3405— Naples ruled by, 3831-34, 3975-78— Napoleon's relations with, 4640,
4682. 4742, 5757-58 : see also
Peninsular War— naval campaigns (16th and 17th
centuries). 5525-27. 5947-50— naval programme, 5402, 6374— Navarre annexed by. 3831-34— Netherlands revolt against, 4153-64— North American exploration, 6013— Northmen in, 4010— Pacific Ocean explorations, 1107— papal power's growth, 3992— Peninsular War. 4739-52— people. 344. 2439-42. 3514, 315— Philip II. 's reign (1527-98), 425.3-64— Phoenician invasion. 2442— pope's line of demarcation for dis-

coveries, 5889— Portuguese union. 5931, 5935— religious problems of to-dav. 5405— revolution (1823). 4847— Roman empire's influence 3508— Roman provinces organised, 2694— Sicily ruled by. 3975-78— Teutonic immigration, 3451— Vandal invasion, 3452, 3509-10— War of Succession : see Spanish
snccessinn

Spalatro, DJDcleti.in's palace, 3068
Spanish Americans, 345
Spanish Armada (1.588), 4154, 4255.

4262, 4274, 427S, 4279, 4283,
5525-26

Spanish mark, 3986-88
Spanish Succession. War of (1702-13).

4157-02. 4446-64. 5488
Sparrow-hawk, sacred bird of Egyp-

tians, 2027, 2035
Sparta, Achiiean war. 2586— Athenian war. 2511-13

Son—Ste

Sparta, constitution. 2490— decline and fall. 2587— development, 2488— Macedonian alliance, 2522-26, 2538— Macedonian War, 2573-81— Persian war 1818, 2497-2502, 2515— racecourse (dromos) and gymnasia,
2491— racial characteristics, 345, 2378— socialistic system. 2490

Spartocides, race. 2515
Spasinus Charax, 259; also Mohammerah
" Specie Circular " of U.S.A., 6223
Speech. I'vulurion of. HI
Speier, Diets of. 4187-88, 4192
Speke. J. H.. 2300, 2302, 22.30

Spencer, Herbert, 6407, 6421-23, 6428.
103

Spenser, Edmund, 4281
Speranskij, Michael. 4849
Spercheus, river, battle of (996), 3040
Sphinxes, avenues, 2079. 2088— of (iizeh, 2035-36, 2076, 2087— " Hyksos " sphinx, 2061, 20
Spice Islands : see Molucca Islands
Spicheren, heights of, 5109
Spilkergea, Joris van, explorer, 1383
Spinning Jenny, 5241. 5242
Spinola, Ambrosio, 4296
Spinoza (1632-77), 4147
Spion Kop, battle of, 2337, 2340
" Spirit of Christianity," 2846
Spiritual power, relation to temporal.

218
Spitamenes, Persian commander, 2562
Spithridates, satrap of Lydia, 2548
Spitigneo, duke of Bohemia, 3151
Spitzbergen, 6329, 6332
Spoletium, Roman colony, 2634
Spoleto, history, 3462, 3945-72
Spores, ancient tribe, 3069
Sporck. General Johann von, 3016
Spurs, battle of, :i776. 4231
Squarcione, Paduan artist. 4128
" Squatter sovereignty," 6230
Squatting, in New South Wales, 1042
Srinagar, bridaes. 113S
Srinagar, mountains, 1142
Sri Wira Parakkama Narinda, king of

Ccvlon (17ol-::;4). 1384
Ssirbsundighi. battle (1371), 2983, 3094
Stadion, Count Franz, 4933-34
Stadion, Count Johann, 4743, 4826
Stadtlohn, battle of (162:!). 43ii2

Staffarda, liattle of (1692), 4444
Stahl, Professor Frederic Julius, 4904,

4966, 4974
Stamboul : see Constantinople
Stambuloff, General, 5210, 5320
Stamford Bridge, battle, 3846, 4010
Stamp Act (1765), 4548, 6074-76
Standard, b ittle of the. 3863. 3913
Stangebro, battle of (1595), 4378
Stanhope, James. Earl of, 4512
Stanislaus I. Lescsynski, of Poland,

3282, 3283, 4451
Stanislaus H., of Poland, 3283, 3284
Stanislav, bishop of Cracow, 3197-98
Stanley, Sir H. M.. African explorations,

2230. 22^11. 23(19. 2347, 5234 »

Stann Cruk, British Honduras, 6010
Stanwix, fort, siege (1777), 6090
Staple Guild, 4063
Star Chamber. 3908. 4268. 4332-36
Starhemberg. Count Guido. 4454
Starhemberg. Count Ruii?er. 4435, 4.43',

State, devel.ipinent of ide:i. 216-22— duties of, 6382-92, 6400— Grotius' definition, 6391
Stateira, wife of Artaxerxes II., 1817
States of the Church : see Papal states
States General, France : see National

.\ssembly
Statira. wife of Alexander. 2566
" Statutory Civilians," 1338
" Statutum GwalUse," 3878
Staufer, conquest of Sicily and South

Italy, 2395
Steam, invention. 6393
Steamships of early days, 4806, 5634
Stecknitz Canal, construction, 4069
Steel tools. e;irliest use of, 2368
Steele, Sir Richard. 4546, 4556
Steenstrup, on kitchen middens, 156
Stefan : see Stephen
Stegosaurus, 126
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Stein, Baron von, Prussian minister,
4739, 4756, 482!), 4S37, 5034

Steinau, battle of (1633), 4307
Steinbereer, " Colonel," in Samoa, 976
Steinkirke, battle of (1692), 4444
Steinmetz, General, 5073, 5105, 5109
Steles : see Assyria, Babylon, and

Kgypt
Stellaland, republic suppressed, 5516
Stenbock, Count Masaus. 4497
Sten Sture the Younger, 3578
Steno, Michele, duKe of Venice, 3962
Stensen, Niels, Banisb geologist, 4577
Stephen, count of Blois, 4018
Stephen, king of England, 3862-64.

3 SO 4
Stephen I., king of Hungary, 3115, 3116
Stephen II., king of Hungary, 3117
Stephen III., king of Hungary, 3117
Stephen III., voivode of Moldavia (c.

1393), 3059
Stephen, voivode of Moldavia (d. 1447),

3060)
Stephen VI. the Great, voivode of

Moldavia (1457-1504), 2998, 3060
Stephen VIII., voivode of Moldavia

(d. 1540), 3062
Stephen XI. Resvan, voivode of Mol-

davia (d. 1595), 3063
Stephen XIII., voivode of Moldavia

(1653-58), 3063
Stephen, Archduke Palatine, Hungary

and Transylvania governed by
(1848), 4919, 4938

Stephen Bathori, of Poland, 3126, 3127,
3127. 3143, 3256, 3257

Stephen II., pope, 2392, 3376, 3524
Stephen IV., pope, 3481
Stephen I. (Nemanja), of Servia (1159-

95), 3089
Stephen II. of Servia (1195-1224), 3090
Stephen IV. (or Uros II.), of Servia

(1275, or 1281-1320), 3090
Stephen Dusan of Servia (1331-35),

3086, 3092, 3093
Stephen Uros IV. of Servia (1355-67),

3094
Stephen, son of Lazar, Servian ruler

(1389-1427), 3095
Stephen of Thiers, 3733
Stephen (Bocskay), prince of Transyl-

vania (1605-6), 3012, 3126
Stephen Langton, archbishop of Canter-

bury, 3735. 3869
Stephens, Thomas, Indian expedition

(1579), 5446
Sterling, derivation of term, 4064-65
Sterne, Lawrence (1713-68), 4546
Stesichorus, (ireek poet, 2495, 2496
Stettin, peace of (1570), 4374— siege of (1677), 4496
Steuerverein, formation between Hano-

ver, Oldenburg, and Lippe, 4973
Stewart, Alexander, ixplnrer, 6325
Stewart, General Sir Donald, Afghan

cnnipaii;n (1879-80), 1336, 133S
Stewart, Henry, Lord Darnley : see

Darnley, Henry Stewart, Lord
Stewart, Uoval house : see Stuart
Stewart Island, 6378
Stevn. iire-i.ient, 2335
Stigand, archbishop, 3846
Stiklastad, battle, 3566, 4010
StiHcho, Roman general (d. 408), 64,

2787. 3450, 3451
Stirling, C!aptain, governor of Western

Australia (1829), 1063
Stirling, 3914-15, 3922
Stirling Bridge, battle (1297), 3924
Stirpiculture, 6429
" Stirps regia," Teutonic family, 3440
Stjernhjelm, G., Swedish poet, 4498
Stock companies, development, 4063-64
Stockhausen, Prussian minister, 4969
Stockholm, 3573, 3575, 4381, 5413— blood-bath (1520), 3562, 3578
Stoglaw, Russian law code, 3319
Stoiko, Bulgarian historian : see So-

fronii, bishop of Vraca
Stolbowa, peace of (1617), 5160
Stolypin, Russian Premier, 5297, 5304,

6365, 6370
Stone Age, of primitive man, 115-177
— Australian aborigines' nearness to

men of, 5624— Babylonia and Elam (Sayce), 1558

Stone Age, Britain, 3497— Egyptian relics, 233, 23S, 240, 2012— family group, 141— horses of, 159, IGO— human skeleton, 133— hunters' return from the chase, 36— implements and weapons, 132-76,
134, 135, 13S, 139, 144, 176— kitchen middens, 140, 141— ornaments, 156— pile hut, 144— Scandinavia, 3530— tombs and burial customs, 169, 173— wrestlers in, 3499

Stonehenge, Druid ceremony, 174
Stone Indian. 350
Stony Creek, battle (1812), 6113
Stoponian, battle of (981), 3040
Storm at sea, 3S1
Stormberg, battle of (1899), 2339
Stortebeker, Klaus, pirate, 4080
Stoss, Veit, wood carvings by, 4136
Strabo of Amasea, Greek historian,

2692
Strachan, first bishop of Toronto, 6119
Stradanus, printing office, 198
Strafford, Thomas Wentworth, Earl of,

4331-35, 4332, 4334, 4:!68

Straits Settlements, currency question,
5655— defences, 5593— education, 5588— formation and present status, 1399— future of, 5649— government, 5564— indiarubber forest, 5583

Stralsund, guild struggles, 4084— sieges of (1628). 4303
; (1714), 450:1

Stralsund, battle of (1809), 4745— treaty of (1370), 3400, 4078
Strassburg, 4431, 5125, 5355
Strassburg, battle of (c. 355), 2785
Strassburg, oaths (842), 3489, 3581
Strategy, tri]ile attack system, 2969
Stratford de Redcliffe, Lord, 5009
Strathclyde, early kings, 3911-12
Strathnairn, Lord (Sir Hugh Rose),

Indian Mutiny, 1310, 5501
Stratimirovt, Georg, organisation of

Servians and Croatians, 4937
Stratonice, wife of Antiochus Soter,

1840, 1S41
Strauss, David Frederick, 4894, 4902
Strengniis, Diet of (1523), 3579
Striegau, battle of {1745), 4540
Stroganoff family in Siberia, 414, 675-76
Strongbow, Richard de Clare (d. 1177) :

see Pembroke
Strozzi, Filippo di Fillippo, 3967
Struensee, Count Johan Frieirieh,

Danish minister (1737-72), 4578
Strutt, R. J., on radium, 88
Struve, Gustav von, 4914-24, 4960
Stuarts, royal house. 3913, 4618-20— see also names of kings and queens
Stuart, Charles Edward (Young Pre-

tender), 4515, 4515, 4516, 4517
Stuart, James (Old Pretender), 4509.

4515
Stuart, James, Earl of Moray : see

Moray. James Stuart, Earl of

Studion. monasterv of, 2941. 2942
Stuhmsdorf, treaty of (1635). 3261
Sturdza, Michael (1848), .5005

Sture, Sten, see Sten Sture
Sturlesson, Snorre : see Snorre Stur-

lesson

Sturt, Charles, Australian explorer, 1070

Styria, Bolieniiau rule (1261-76). 3156
Styrum, Count Hermann, 4453
Su-abu, king of Babylon, 1599, 1651
Suaheli : see Swaheli
Subartu. ancient country. 1717
Subha, king of Ceylon, 1375
Subhagasena, Indian king, 1843
Sublime Porte, origin of term, 4890 :

Submarine cables, construction, 5633
Submarines, in naval warfare, 5428
Subrahmanya (Skanda), god, 1207
Subterranean world, Hyperborean belief

in, 644
" Successors," wars of the : see Dia-

doclii. wars of the

Suchau, Cliiua. ancient trade route, 1460

Suchet, General, eanipai<:n. 4747
Sucre, Antonio Jose de, 5971, 5796

GENERAL INDEX
Suczava, capital of Moldavia, 3059
Sudan, Central, Eastern, and Western,

general article, 2000-10, 2217-50— British expeditions and administra-
tion (1881-98), 2169-72, 5478,
5519-24, 5557, 5586, 5653— education, 5586— Egypt invaded, 2143— French expeditions (1898-1901),
2229 2236-7— future cession to Britain, 5653— Mahdi rebellions (1881-98), 73, 2169-
72, 5478— map of Western Sudan, 2229— Mehemet All's conquests (1820-22),
2161.2169.2250— Mohammedan trade (9th century),
1938— peoples of, 335, 2219, 5551 : see also
general articles— village scene. 2222

Sudas, Indian ruler, 1167
Sudbury, Simon, archbishop, 3891
Suddhodama, father of Buddha, 1186
Sudetic Mountains, mosses of, 130
Sudra, Indian caste, 1173-78
Sudozai, Afghan clan, 1523
" Sudwegr," 4010
Suenu, iilentification with Assouan, 2021
Suevi, Teutonic people, Caesar's expedi-

tions against, 3436— distribution of race, 345, 3432— Golliic conquests, 64, 3510— Rhine settlements, 3435— Slav frontier settlements. 3476— Spain invaded (5th century), 64, 76,
3509-10

Suez Caual, ancient construction by
Necho and Darius, 2125, 2128— Beaconsfleld buys shares, 1434, 2164,
5168—-British control vital to British
Empire, 5653— commercial importance, 1433, 5671— construction by De Lesseps, 2163,
4606, 5011-13, 5634— map, 1434— view, 1436

Suffetes, Carlbagiiuan judges. 2198
Suffolk, Michael de la Pole, Earl of,

im]ieafliinent.(1386). 3886
Suffolk, William de la Pole, impeach-

ment and death (1450), 3895
Suffrage : see Franchise
Sugamuxi : see Sogamo5a
Sugar, Arab cultivation, 4049— bounties, 6195-98, 6360— Spanish colonial cultivation, 5926— trade in, 4610— TT.S.A., 6319
— W. Indian industry, 6186-200, 6193
Sugar Loaf Rock, 5811
Sugawara, 471
Suger, abbot of St. Denis (1081-1155),

3771, 3796-98
Sui (Liu), Chinese dynasty, 765
Suidger of Bamberg : see Clement II.,

pope
Suiko, empress of Japan, 469
Suinin, emperor of Japan, 416. 464

Suipacha. battle (c. 1809), 5964
Suizenji Park, 421
Sujin, emperor of Japan, 464
Sukhi, tribute paid to Assyria, 1612
Sukhodaya. kingdom. 1388, 1402
Sukhum Kaleh, Turkish capture. 5205
Sukknr, Lansdowne Bridge, 5635
Suleiman Solon, king of Darfur, 2242
Suleiman Pasha, governor of Egypt

(16th century), 3005
Suleiman I. or II. (the Magnificent/.

sultan of Turkey (1522-66), 71,

3002, 3002, 3124. 4214-15
Suleiman III., Turkish sultan (1687-

1691), reign. 3019
Suleiman, Omayyad caliph (715-717),

1925-26. 1927

Suleiman (Kilich Arslan), Seljuk ruler,

1956. 1972. 4019
Suleiman I., Turkish leader, migration

to Asia Minor (1225), 2978
Suleiman, Ottoman crown prince,

invasion of Europe, 2981-82

Suleiman, Turkish emir (d. 1410), 2985

Sulla, L. Cornelius Roman dictator,

62, 1834, 2658-60, 2660
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Sully, Maximilian de Bethune, duke of

(l.">60-l(ill). 4200, 4292
Sulpitian iiiisslDii in Montreal, 6024-26
Sultaaabad, view, 1909
Sultepeque, silver mines, 5942
Sumatra, Java, 894, 9U4, 907, 915-17,

927, 6356
Sumer : see Sumerians
Sumerians, people of Sumer, Babylonian

rule, 61, 1585-88, 1596-98, 2820
— binial of dead, 1607— civilisation of, 259-67, 1558, 1585,

2015— extent of territory, 259— languas^e and picture-writing, 263,

265, i559, 15So, 1585-88
— navigation and trade, 1644— type of races, 266
" Sumter," IJ.S.N., in civil war, 62i9
ITumu-ilu, king of Ur, 1598
Sumu-la-ilu, king of Babylon, 1599
Sumur, conquest by Egyptians, 2072
Sun, the source of life, 94
" Sun and Moon " spectacle, China, S41
Sun-worship, Egypt, 2015, 2099— Home, 2767, 2772
— South America, 5809-12, 5817, 5826,

5836-69
Sunda Islands, 926. 4009
Sunderland, Charles. Earl of, 4512
Sunderland, Countess of. 4469
Sung Empire, China, 763-71, 1487-89
Sunna II., king of Uganda, 2301
Sunna, supplement to the Koran, 1945
Sunnanvader, Peter, 43S1
Sunni Ali, ruler of Sonrhay, 2220
Sunnites, sect of, 1945. 1983
Siintel. battle of (782). 3483
Suoraalaiset, I'grian Finns : see Finns
Supay, Cliibcha god, 5817
Supremacy, Act of (1559), 4266
Supreme Being, incarnation in various

religions, 206
Sura, Persian title, 1871
Sura Tissa, king of Ceylon, 1373
Suraj-ud-Daulah, nawab of Bengal

(d. 1757), 1257-58, 1258, 5498
" Suras " of the Koran, 1906
Surasen, Indian tribe. 1168
Surat, India, 71, 1252, 1252
Surinam, 5950, 5995 .

Surrey, derivation of name, 3429
Surrey, Thomas Howard, 2ad Earl of

:

see Norfolk. Thomas Howanl
Survival of the fittest. 300, 6412-29
Surya, Aryan god, 1165. 1171
Susa, Alexander's capture, 2556— Assyrians capture. 1684, 1713— Assyrian plan of, 1700— Cyrus' reign, 1808— Darius' reign, 1810— Elamite defeat, 1709— Elamite king's residence, 1698— Greek art in, 1824— Hammurabi's code excavated. 1704— inscriptions and remains, 1698, 1701,

1714-15, 264— palaces, 1800, 2589— tumulus on site, 261, 1698, 1699
Susdal, Russia, 3304
Susian, negritic, 1704, 1705
Susiana, province, Persia, 1697
Susquehanna, tribe, 5702
Susus, netrro tribe, 336
Sutarna of Mitani, 1646
Sutekh, Eaviitian god : see Set
Suten, title of king of Upper Egypt, 2017
Suto tribes, racial struggles, 5630
Sutrium. Roman colony, 2621, 2622
Suttee, Hindu custom, 1211, 1282, 128:j,

plate following 1184
Sutu tribes, 1610, 1658
Suva, caiiital of Fiji Islands, 9G1
Suwarrow, Russian general, 4693-94
Svante Nilsson, regent of Sweden, 3578
Svatopluk, king of Moravia, 3146
Svealand (Zealand), Sweden, 3571
Svear, Swedish tribe, 3571, 3572
Sven Estridssiin, king of Denmark

and Js'orwav (1047-76), 3558
Sven Sture the Elder, 3578
Sven Tveskjaeg, king : see Sweyn
Sverdrup, Arctic expedition, 6342, 6341
Sverdrup, John, 5159
Sverre, Sigurdsson, Norwegian kins

(1177-1202), 3567

Svetambara, of Jain religion, 1199
Svetslav, Jacob, 3045
Sviatopolk, ruler, 3286, 3206
Sviatopolk II. of Russia (1093), 3286
Sviatoslav I. of Russia (964-73),

3040, 3290, 3286, 3289
Sviatoslav II. of Russia (1073), 3286
Svidrigeilo, of Lithuania, 3236
Svolder, battle of (1000), 3571, 4010
Svonimir, Croatian king (1076), 3083
Svyatislav of Russia : see Sviatoslav
Swabia, Castihan claim to, 3995— German royal dynasties, 3401— Hohenstauffens acquire, 3595— people, descent of, 345 : see also

Suevi
Swabian Leagues (1376), 3628— (1488), 3655, 3656
Swahilis, people, 345, 2297, 5522
Swally, battle of (1615), 5448
Swamp dwellers of Upper Nile, 2265
Swan, river. Western Australia, 1063
Swantewit, Wendish god, 3699
Swati, tribe, Tirah campaign, 5502
Swaziland, 345, 2286, 5513, 5568
Sweating system, 5239, 6395
Sweden, 3534-40, 3571-78, 4377-84,

4388, 4500, 4580-82, 5156-62,
5235-36, 5411-16— area and population, 5416

I

-— army under Gustavus Adolphus,
4382

I

— Bernadotte as king, 4746, 5155
I — black death (14th century), 3574

I

— Brandenburg's relations with, 4386,
4389, 4495-96

^^ Bromsebro, peace of (1645), 4382— Byzantine art in, 2933— Charles XL's reforms, 4496— colonies : see names of colonies— constitutional reforms, 4582, 5156— conversion to Christianity, 3571— crown lands confiscated in 17th
century, 4384— Danish wars (1563-1721), 4372-75,
4384, 4494— Finland ruled by and ceded (1800),
5160-61— geographical description, 3529— gipsies, 3108— government of to-day, 5416— Gustavus Adolphus' reign (1611-
32), 4379-82— Gustavus Vasa's reforms (1523-
60), 4377— Hanse towns' relations with, 4076— Hattar v. Nattmosser (Hats and
Caps) struggle (1738-57), 4580— industries of to-day, 5416

— Kalmar, union of, 3561, 3576, 4372— liquor traffic, 5413— literature, 3576-4581— miUtary service, early history, 3573— navy, early history, 3573-74
— nobles' privileges, 4382— patron saint, 3572— people, ethnolog\, 345 ; types, 3577— PoUsh war of Charles X., 4384— Poltava, battle (1709), 4500— Northern War (1700-21), 3332,

4451, 4498-500— Russian empire (9th century), 3539,
4061

— Russian treaties (1617), 3325— Russian wars (1700-21): see
Northern War above; (1741) 4580,
(1788) 4582— social conditions, 4388, 5156-62,
5411-16— Thirty Years War, 4301-12, 4380— trade in Middle Ages, 4067-70

:

modern times, 5416— traitor bishop's entry into Stock-
holm (1526), 4381— Upsala, Decree of (1593), 4378

Swedenborg, E., philosopher, 4581
Swedish Academy, founded (1786),

4582
Sweyn Forkbeard, king of Denmark

and Enaland (986-1014), 3556-58,
3571, 3840-42

Sweyn II., King of Denmark, revolt
against William the Conqueror,
3857

Swift, Jonathan. 4556, 4546
Swiss : see Switzerland, people

Sul—Syf

Switzerland, 5369— army, 5368— Bronze Age civilisation, 177— Charles the Bold's campaign, 3419,
3827— church and state, relations of, 5232— constitution (1848), 4903— education, 5368— federation (1315), 3400, 3622

-French alliance (1663), 4402— government of to-day, 5366-69— " Helvetic Republic " established,
4693— hotel industry, 5366— independence from Holy Roman
Empire, 3662— Jesuit influence, 4902— modern conditions, 5232-33, 5365-
69— people, 345— referendum, 5232, 5369

— Reformation, 4206— repubhcan (1840 - 48), 4781 - 83,
4902-3, 4914— Revolution of July (1847), 4781-83— social democracv, 5277-78, 5367

Sword, Knights of the, history, 3212-14,
3246, 3703-16, 3707

Syagrius, Roman general (486), 2793
Sybaris, Greek city, 2484
Sybilla, marriage to Guy of Lusignan

(1180), 4033
Sydenham, Lord, 5524, 6127
Sydney, N.S.W.. 1032, 1039, 6360— views, 1037, 1095
Sydney, Cape Breton, coal and iron

industry, 6156— population, 6175— views, 6155, 6158
Syene, Egypt : see Suenu
Syennesis, king of CiUcia, 1804
Syllabic writing, 203
Syllenborg, Charles, Count of, 4580
Sylvester I., pope, 3762
Sylvester II., pope. 3723, 3723, 3768
Sylvester III., pope, 3724
Sylvius, iEneas : see Pius II., pope
Symeon, Bulgarian ruler : see Simeon
Synyangong, battle of (1755), 1396
Syphax, Numidian chief, 2648-49
Syracuse, Athenian alliance, 2517-18— Carthaginian relations with, 63,

2194, 2637, 2647— Etruscans opposed. 2618— Roman siege (212 B.C.)

Syr Daria, province, 1539, 1541
Syr Daria (Jaxartes), river, 1536,

2562
Syria, Ahmad ibu Tulun's conquest,

2143— Aramfean migration, 1724— area and population, 1996— Assassins, sect, 1962— Assyrian subjugation, 1663, 1669,
1730— British drive out Egyptians, 2162— Byzantine period, 2922-24

— church, 2924-28, 2925— Crusades : see Crusades— deities worshipped in Egypt, 2098
-Egyptian wars, 1840-41, 2070.

2075, 2112, 2115, 2129, 2143-44,
2162— Fatemid rule thrown off, 2147— Greek influence, 2381, 2597— Hittite influence, 1718, 1732— " land of the Khatti," 1720— literature, 2923

Macedonian conquest. and
alUance, 2583— Mehemet Ali's wars, 2162— Mohammedan conquests, 1904-17,
1958

^Mongol invasions, 1969. 2151— Napoleon's invasion (1799), 2157— origin of name, 1717— people, 345, 349— Persian plunder (604 A.D.), 1881— Roman empire, 1860— Roman war, 2384, 2583, 26,->0

— Seleucid empire, 1S36, 1837-46,
1843, 1860— Timur's conquest. 1496, 1973— Turkish rule, 1979— Venetian and Genoese trade, 3962— views, 1959
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Syr—Ter

Syrian Code, 2.'>97

Syrian Gates, 2.").'i2

Syrian Pilgrim Way, 283
Syrian Wars : sec Syria
Syria Palsestina, iiruvince, 1864, 27.')5

Syrmus, kins "i tlic Trilialli, 2542
Szatmar, peace of (171 1), 3132
Szechenyi, Count Stephen, Hiingariiin

leader, 4827, 4S27, 4019
Szechuen, province, China, 1461, 1487
Szegedin, peace of (1444), 2987, 3121
S-rekely, Moses, revolt, 3126
Siigetvar, battle of, 3006, 3126, 312S

Taaffe, Count, 5221, 5321
Tabal, ancient people, 1723
Tabasco, 5747-70, 5894
Taboo, among Polynesians, 1007
Tabora, East Africa, 2296-98
Tarboutes, Hussite sect, 3170, 3643
Tabriz, battle of (1514), 1983
— revolution, 6365
Tachu, battle of (1427), 3172
Tachos, kins, 1»111. 2129
Tacitus, Cornelius, historian, 2748, 2752,

3440-41, 4093-97, 2741
Tacitus, M. Claudius, emperor, 2773
" Tactica," book. 2937, 2969
Taoullis, Indian tribe, 321
Tadoussac, French settlement, 6017-21
Taft, William H., 6269, 6275, 627G
Tagals, I'ilipinos of Luzon. 929
Taginffi (i Uialdo Tadino), battle of. 3460
Tagliacozzo, battle of (1268), 3401
Tagliamento, battle of (1797), 4682
Tagong, ancient Burmese capital, 1393
Taharka, king, 1679-82, 1746, 2122
Tahirides, dvnasty in Khorassan, 1950
Tahiti, 345, 963-65, 938, 963, 4905, 6345
Tahsio, Chinese classic. 730
Tahuantinsuyu, Inca kingdom, 582.3-71

Tahutmes III., king of Egypt. 254
Tai, language, stock language. 1128
Taiho, .lapanese code (689), 469
Taiken Gate, battle (1155), 471, 472
Taikwa laws of Japan (645), 416, 469
Tailaings, people of Burma : see Mons
Taille, in Feudal system. 4114
Taipale, on Sauna Canal, Finland. 3537
Taiping rebellion, 793, 797-804, 5506
Taipiags. :'.45

Taira, .lajwnese family, 471-72, 472
Tai Ting-Ti, emperor of China. 774
Tai Tou, queen of Abyssinia, 2267
Tai Tsu (Chao Kwang-yin), emperor of

China (960-75), 769-70
Tai Tsu, emperor of China (1206), 774

Tai Tsu, emperor of China (1368) : see

Hung-wu
Tai-Tsu, emperor of China (1616) ;

see Xurhaehu
Tai Tsung, Chinese emperor (763-79).

767-68
Tai Tsung, Chinese emperor (976-98),

770
Tai Tsung, emperor of China (1229), 774
Tai Tsung, emperor of China (1627),

7S0. 783-84
Tai Tsung, Tang emperor of China.

(ti27-49), 766. 766
Tai Won Kun, of Korea, 868-74
Taiiks, 339. 1128, 1445, 1523, 1530
Taj Mahal, 1235. 1234, 1184
Takakhsa Falls, Canada, 0069
Takauji : see Ashikaua
Takegahana, eartlupiake (1891), 429
Takeru, Japanese clan. 461
Takinlu, king of Arvad, 1683
Takt-i-SuUman, temple on, 1205
Taku Forts, bombardment, 799-801, S03
Talaings, Indo-Chinese race. 345
Talamancas, Indian race. 345
Talana Hill, battle of (1899). 2337
Talavera, battle of (1S09). 4745
Talbot, earl of Shrewsbury, 3822
Talca, battle (c. 1817), 5972
Talcahuano, battle (c. 1817), 5971
Talien-Wan, British troops landing. 804
Tallard, Marshal (1652-1728), 4456
Talleyrand. Prince, 4708. 4762, 4839
Talmis, temple, Egypt. 2137
Talon, Jean B., 6026-30
Talukdars, in India, 1282
Tamanieb, battle of (1884), 2170
Tamasese, king of Samoa, 977

Tamasp I., of Persia, 1517, 19S2, 1983
Tamasp 11., of Persia. 1986
Tambraparni, saered Indian river, 1182
Tambukies, Kallir tribe. ;'.46

Tamea-Mea : see Kamehameha I.

Tamerlane : see Timur
Tametomo, Japane.sc archer, 471, 473
Tamils, 345, 1373, 1374. 1376
Tamir Muni, Tamil sage, 1182
Ta-mo, nr Bodhidharma, 742
Tana (or Azov), (ienoese colony, 3962,

4058
Tanagra, terra-cotta, 2509
Tanais, Greek colony, 2446
Tancred, in First Crusade. 4018-26
Tancred of Hauteville, 3554
Tandil, devil gates and rocking stone,

5815
Tang (Cheng Tang), Chinese ruler, 750
Tang dynasty in China, 765-8, 768
Tang dynasty, later (923-34), 769
Tanganyika, British dominion. 5521
Tangier, 1927, 5452, 5497. 22/5— cession to Morocco (1684). 5509. 5667— mole constructed by British, 5631
Tanguts, Mongol race, 345
Tanis, Egyptian royal residence, 2119
Tannegui, Ch. M., Count Duchatel,

French politician (1848). 4908
Tannenberg. battle of (1410). 3225.

3714. 4082
Tantia Topi. 1310-12, 5501
Tantras, collection of prayers, 1212
Taoism, Chinese religion, 724, 736-38
Taoist temple, 737
Tao Kuang, emperor, 789, 791-97
Taos, Indian tribe, 340-42
Tapuya tribe. South America. 5679-86
Tara Bai, Maliratta queen. 1239. 1292
Tarahumaras, Indian tribe, 339
Tarakhum, ruins, 1913
Tarantass, lUissian vehicle. 668
Taranto, trade with East. 4054
Tarasca, Aztec settlement. 345, 5763-97
Tarascon, Castle of, 3808
Tardi Beg Khan, tomb, 1228
Tarentum, 2630-32, 2648
Tariff Reform : see Protection
Tarim, river, 721. 1439
Tarkhu (or Tarku), Hittite deity, 1724
Tarquin the Proud, 78
Tarquinii, Etruscan cemetery, 2420
Tarranto, duke of : see Macdonald,

Marshal
Tarqui, Columbian victory, 5992
Tarshish, Carthaginian trade, 2198
Tarsu, Etruscan god, 2418
Tarsus, Cilicia, 283, 2153, 2551, 6366
Tartars, Alani conquered, 3305— Buddhism debased by. 1205— Bulgaria invaded, 3045-46— Chinese states ruled by. 762, 767— Chmelnickis alliance, 3272-73— Cossacks : see Cossacks— Crimea ruled by, 673, 6280— ethnology of race, 345. 1128, 1467— Hungarian alliance (1507), 3242— Hungary invaded (1240-43). 2898— Lithuanian alliance (1410), 3225— Lithuanian wars, 3218-19, 3229-30,

3240— Mohammedanism among. 1480— Moldavia invaded, 3060-63— origin of name, 1468— Polish war with, 3207— Russian struggles with, 673-76.
2901-2, 3305-26— Siberian empire, 650-52. 675-76, 700— Sien-pe : see Tungusians— women, types, 1442. 1443— see also Mongols and Fzbegs

Tashkent, Turkestan. 1519
Tasman, Abel Janszen, 1029-30, 1030.

5457
Tasmania, history, 1019-1056, 1057— aborigines, 154, 345, 351, 1018, 1019-

27, 1027, 5624-5— Capt. Cook lands in, 1028— convicts, 1024, 1052, 5480— discovery by Tasman (1642), 5457— government, 1071, 5577— House of Assembly in session. 5577— map. 1010— natural features, 1018
Tassilo II., of Bavaria, 3078, 3485
Tasso, Italian jioet (1544-95). 4144-45

GENERAL INDEX
Tatian, early Christian writer. 2862
Tatius, Titus, Sabine king, 2634
Tats, modern Persians, 339
Taubach. Drift deposits, 129-138
Taubman, Capt. Goldie : see. Goldle,
Ta-ueret : see Thoueris
Tauri, Cimmerian tribe, 2444
Taurisci, Keltic race, 2432
Taurus Mountains, 283, 1789, 1956,

1957. 2551
Taus, battle of (1431), 3172, 3648
Tavastians (Tavastes), 346, 3572
Tavoy, Jkitish annexation, 5500
Taxiles, Indian prince, 1201, 2564
Taylor, General Zachary, 6229-30, 6226,

plate facing iVi:u>

Tay Son, Annam reliellion (1755), 1411
Tazis, Mongol race, 346
Tea picking, in Ceylon, 1374
Tea tax, opposition (1767), 6076-77
Teanum, treaty with Rome, 2628
Teb, battle of (1884), 2170
Tebriz : see Tabriz
Techotl, Mexican king. 5785-93
Tecpanecs, Mexican race. 5782-92
Tectosagi, Gallic tribe, 1828, 2430
Tecumseh, Indian chief, 6112-13, 6212
Teda, Sudan people : see Tibu
Tefnakht, king of Sais, 2120
Tegner, Elserias, Swedish poet, 78
Tegucigalpa, Hondiu-as, 5982, 6010
Teguas, Indian race, 342
Teheran, 1987, 1988, 1989, 6365
Tehuantepec, Maya civilisation. 5725-97
Tehuelches, or Patagonians, 339
Teie, (]iieen of Egyiit, 2080, 2077-5
Teignmouth, John Shore, lord, 1270
Teima inscription, 1S84

Teisbes(or Teshub), Hittite deity, 1721
Tekke Turkomans, 1516, 1521. 1539
Teknomymy, rule by eldest son, 216
Tela d'Manzalat, battle of (581), 2916
Telegraph rates : see under countries
Telemark : see Thelemark
Telephanes of Phocea, (ireek artist. 2589
Telerig, ruler of Bulgaria : see Cerig
Telescope, early invention. 6382
Teleutias, Spartan general, 2526
Tell Hesy, site of Lachish, 1742
Tell, William, 5365
Tell el-Amarna, 285, 2103-5
Tell el-Amarna letters, 273. 1605, 1644-

45, 1719, 1739, 2078. 2103-5
Tell el-Kebir, battle (1882), 2165
Tell es-saftye, fortress, 4027
Telljezer, battle (1177), 4033
Tello, Babylonian antiquities, 266. 1591.

1636, 1644, 1886, 1587, 1595
Teleutias, Spartan admiral, 2527
Telugus, Indian race, 325
Tembus (Amatembu, Tambukies), 346
Temesvar, Hungary, 3102, 3126
Temmu, 416
Temne tribes, Sudan, 346, 5518-19
Temperature and life, 94-5
Templars, history of order. 1962. 3404.

3745, 3783-87, 4028-29, 4042-46
— see also Crusades
Temple, Sir Richard, 1328, 1331, 1332
Ten Articles (1536). 4238
Ten Thousand, march of, 1818
" Ten Thousand Immortals," 1800
Ten Tribes of Israel, 1775-76, 5675
Tenamitec, Chiehiniec state. 5782
Tenasserim, annexation. 1398, 5500
Teney-ocan, Chichimec state, 5782-84
Tencteri, Teuton tribe, 3438
Ten-ji, emperor of Japan. 470
Tenjin, Japanese deities, 465
Tenoch, Mexican priest. 5787-88
Tennyson, Lord, 5002, 5004
Tenochtitlan, 5709. 5896-900
Tenochtitlan, Xahua state. 5762-5800
Tenson, Jajiauese deities, 465
Tentyra, Teni]ile of Isis. 2046
Teo Chichimecs, Mexican race, 5780
Teotihuacan, Mexico, Nahua remains,

5738, 5773-78, 5772, 5773, 5777
Tepeguanas, Indian tribe, 339
Tequendama Waterfall, legend. 5808
Terai, India, (ihurka struggle for, 1276

Terauchi, Lt.-Gen., Japanese army, 599

Terence, dramatist, 2653
Terentius Varro, C, consul. 2646
Teres, Thracian prince. 2404. 2537
Terituches, Persian revolt. 1817
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Ternate, Malay island, 025-27
Terra Australis, early charts, 6345
Terror, mount, 6348-50
Tertiary, geological period, 89, 90, 122

;

chart facing 96
Teshub, deity : see Teisbes
Tesse, Reie de Froulai (c;ount of), 4454
" Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs,"

2858
Testri, battle of (687), 3479
Teta, king of Egypt, 2032, 2038
Tetradrachm, (ireek coin, 197
Te Tsung, Chinese emperor (780), 768
Tetuan, Morocco, 2275
Tetwas, Kaffir tribe, 2287
Tetzel, Johaan, 4180, 41S2
Teumman, king of Elam (665 u.C),

16S3, 1684, 1709, 1710
Teutoburg Forest, battle of (9 A.D.), 344
Teutonic Order. 3218, 3703-16, 3707-15
— Crusades, 4046— Esthonia acquired (1346), 3650, 4076— (Jotland occupied (1398), 4080-87
— Holy Roman empire's relations, 3663— Kronstadt held by, 3141— Kulm district acquired (1226), 3214— Livonian Order united with, 3214— Polish treaty (1343), 3207— Polish wars, 2900, 3225-27— Prussian conquests, 3204, 3710-14,

3614, 4074
Teutons, 32, 64-66, 282, 2393-94,

3423-45, 3447-54 : see also Goths— Britain invaded, 3403-4— Christianity accepted, 3517
•— clan system, or retiiuies, 2437— homestead of chief, 3701— household utensils, 3429— •' kindred " of, 3437-42— Marbod's supremacy, 3443— march of a tribe, 3425— noble families, rise of, 3440— racial characteristics, 346, 3435— Roman wars, 63, 2656-57, 3445— Slav wars, 3693~ weapons of war, 3428
— West Teutons : see Germans
Tewftk, khedive of Egypt, 2164
Tewflk Pasha, grand vizir, 6371-72
Texas, 6000, 6227-29
Texel, battle of (1673), 4439
Textiles, primitive, 147, 189
Tezcatlipoca, Nahua god, 5774
Tezcatlipoca, Aztec god, 5772-77
Tezcuco, citv, Mexico, 5899-90. 5902
Tezcuco, state, 30, 5730, 5762-800
Tezozomoc, Teepanec king, 5785-91
Thackeray, William Makepeace, 4820,

4S22
Thai, race, history, 1388-1402
Thakombau, king of Fiji, 938, 960
Thales of Miletus, 1625, 1637, 1797,

2496
Thames, Dutch fleet in (1667), 4423
Thanesvara, battle of (1191), 1217
Thapsus, battle of (46 B.C.), 2674
Thebais, jaovince of Egvpt, 2139
Thebaw, 1398, 1342, 1343. 1344
Thebes, archives discovered (1887), 1568— Assyrian conquest, 1580, 1682— Athenian conquest and alliances,

2495, 2517, 2538
— confederation formed, 2517— decay of power, 2124— destruction by Ptolemy X., 2136
— Egyptian court removed, 2104— kings of, 2049— Macedonian conquests, 2538, 2544-

46— Memnon colossi, 2077, 2138, 204S.
2076, 20S2— Ramesseum, 2109-10, 2084— rise of power (370-362 B.C.), 2516-17— Spartan conquest, 2515— temples, 2052, 20G8, 2074, 2109-10,
2117 : se3 also Karnak— tombs, 2050-52, 2073-74

Thelemark (Telemark), 3564, 3568
Themata, Byzantine officials, 2936
Themistocles, 78. 2498. 2.505

Theodahad, iJuthic ruler in Italy, 3458
Theodefred, duke of Cordova, 3513
Theodeliada, queen, 2389, 3463

|

Theodomir, (iothic general, 3513
j

Theodora. Byzantine empress, wife of
i

Justinian I., 2907, and frontispiece

Theodora, Byzantine empress, wife of
Theophilus (842), 2892, 2942, 2943

Theodora, Byzantine empress (1042),
daughter of Constantine IX., 2955

Theodora, ascendancy over the popes
(901-964), 3382, 3719

Theodore, king of Abyssinia (1855-68),
1327, 2255-56, 5004, 5519-20

Theodore, Svetslav, tsar, 3046
Theodore I., Lascaris, Byzantine em-

peror (1204-22), 2970, 2972
Theodore II., Lascaris, Byzantine eui-

iwror (1254-58), 2972
Theodore Angelus, of Epirus, 3043
Tneodore II., of Misithra, 2985
Theodore!., of Russia, 3323, 3314
Xheodore III., of Russia, 3017, 3329,

3314, 3328
Theodore of Tarsus, 2932, 3505
Theodoric, Frankish kings : see Thiernv
Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoth, 2388,

2749, 3317, 3455-58, 3457
Theodoric II., king of the Goths,

Spanish conquests, 3510
Theodorovitch, tsar of Russia, 3314
Theodorus Prodromos, poet, 2961
Theodorus of Studion, abbot, 2941
Theodosia, Greek colony, 2446
Theodosius I., emperor (346-95), 2786,

2787, 2887, 3450, 3452, 3453— portrait, 2787
Theodosius, Byzantine emperor (408-

50), 2788, 2792, 2889, 3029
Theodosius, Byzantine emperor (715-

717), 2918
Theodosius column, Constantinople,

3452, 3453
Theodotus, governor of Coele-Syria, 1842
Theodulos : see TlKinias Magistros
Theophanes, Byzantine monk, 2937
Theophania, Empress, 3588, 3939
Theophano, Byzantine empress, 2952
Theophilus, Byzantine emperor (829-

842), 2942, 2943
Theophilus, Roman jurist, 2909
Theophrastus, 2571, 2568
Theophylactus, patriarch (920), 2952
Theophylactus Simocattes : see Simo-

Thera pottery, 182
Theresa, saint, 78
Therese, electress of Bavaria, 4460
Thermopylse. battle of, 1844, 2501
Thermopyhc Pass, 369, 2500
Thessalian League, 2532
Thessalonica, wife of Cassander, 2575
Tnessalonica, 2396, 2576, 2986, 2989
Thessaly, 2518, 2528
Theubald, Frankish king, 3460
Theudebert, Frankish king (539), 3459
Theudes, leader of the Goths, 3511
Thi, Kgyptim, tomb at Sakkara, 2038
Thibaut of Champagne, king of Xavarre,

3778, 3798, 3802
Thierry, king of the Franks, son of

Clovis, 3458
Thierry, king of the Franks (674), 3470
Thierry, king of the Franks (720), 3470
Thiers, Louis Adolphe, French states-

man, 4864, 4907, 4950, 5149, 5147,
5223— portraits, 4864, 5142

Thinis, kingdom, Egypt : see Abydos
Thinites, Egyptian dynasties, 2031
Thin le : see Uigurians
Third Estate, of French National

Assembly, 4649, 4651, 6383-87,
6396

Thirty-Nine Articles, 4209, 4266
Thirty Years War (1618-48), 4154-56,

4301-12
—

• Denmark's part in, 4374— England's part in, 4329— French poUcy in, 4316— Hungary's part in, 3128— Protestant movement affected, 4209— Sweden's part in, 4380— Westphalia, peace of, 4309, 4311
Thhukits, 346, 5692, 5697, 5707
Thomas, Hans, of Apsberg, 3655
Thomas Aquinas, St. : see Aquinas
Thomas a Kempis, 3759-60, 3760
Thomas of Lancaster, enmity towards

Edward II. of England, 3880
Thomas Magistros (Theodulos), 2973
Thomas Palseologus, despot, 2996

Ter—Tjb

Thomas, St., apostle, 5875
Thomas, the Slav (9th century), 2941
Thomas of Woodstock, duke of Glou-

cester (1355-97), 3886
Thomasonian settlement, India, 1282
Thompson, Paulet : see Sydenham, Lora
Thomson, Basil, 1006
Thomson, James, Scottish poet, 4517
Thomson, Joseph, 2230
T.iomson, Sir Ronald, 1989
Thor, Xorse god, 3534, 3561
Thorfinn Karlsevne : see Karlsevne
Thorgisl, Norwegian ruler, 3540
Thorn, Prussia, foundation, 3710
Thorn, treaties of (1411), 3225, 3714

;

(1466) 3227, 3716
Thorne, Robert, Arctic expedition, 6326
Thoros of Edessa, murder (c. 1097), 4020
Thorwaldsen, sculptor, 78
Thos, Indo-Chinese race, 346
Thoth, Egyptian god, 2092, 2093
Thothmes L, king of Egvpt, 2067, 206.9

Thothmes IL, king of Egypt, 2068, 2069
Thothmes III., king of Egypt, 2030,

2069, 2077
Thothmes IV., king of Egvpt, 2075-77
Thoueris, Egyptian goddess, 2091, 2093
" Thousand and One Nights," 273
Thrace, Aryan tribes immigration into

Asia Minor, 1790, 1796—-Athenian confederation, 2518— early history, 2400-5— extent of kingdom, 2400— Galatian conquest, 2578-80— Greek settlements, 2409— Keltic settlement, 2430— Lysimachus' conquest, 2578—-Macedonia invaded, 2522— Macedonian conquest, 2533, 2542— mythology, 2401-2—
- Odrysfean monarchy, 2404— people, 346, 1791, 2372—-Persian subjection, 2403— Turkish invasion (1356), 2981

Thrasamund, king of the Vandals, 2204
Three Kingdoms, romance, 761
Three Rivers, Canada, 6022-36
Throgmorton plot (1583), 4272
Throwiag knife, 2307
Thubaal, king of Sidon : see Ithobal 11.

Thucydides, historian, 62, 2504, 2513
Thugs, suppression of, in India, 1283
Thule, Columbus's statement, 5878
Thun, Count Leo, 4971, 4971
Thundering Winds, Temple of, 735
Thunderstorms, use of, 95-96
Thuparamaya Dagoba, ruins of, 1364
Thuringians (Diiriuge), 346, 3475
Thurn, Henry Matthias, count of (1580-

1640), 4298, 4301
Thurn, Count (1845), 4928-30
Thurzo, Alexius, riches, 3137
Thynians, Balkan tribe, 2400
Tiahuanaco^ Central America, 5840-58
Ti teu pu li : see Dizabul
Tiamat, god, 276, 1639, 1640
Tibareni, people of Asia Minor, 1789
Tibbus, race of Sahara, 346
Tiber, god, 2689
Tiberias, 1982, 4031, 4033
Tiberius, Claudius Nero, Roman em-

peror (14-37 A.D.), 2694, 2706-16,
2708-12, 2716, 3436, 3443

Tiberius II., Byzantine emperor, 2915
Tiberius III., Byzantine emperor, 2918
Tiberius Gemellus, grandson of Tiberius,

2716, 2717
Tibet, 1473-75, 1499-1507. 1550-52— Anglo-Chinese convention. 6365— British expeditions and treaties,

1350, 1504-5, 5502-3, 1505— Buddhism in, 1474-75, 1499— Chinese relations with, 1474-75,
1501, 1552, 5505, 6358— flora and fauna, 1549-50— Xorsemen, 1502— Hun, alUances, 1454— Indian embassy (632 a.d.), 1474— Lamaite monasteries, 1472— Lhasa palaces, 1507— Mongol invasion, 1487— mountains, 1438, 1439. 1457— people (Bod-Pa), 346, 1550— physical features, 1123, 1549-50— products of, 1550-52— soldiers, 1501
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Tibet spring carnival, facing p. 1499— statistics, lo:j.'J— tratie, 1552
Tibeto-Burmese languages, 1128, 5554
Tibu, Sudan race, 22:n
Tical (or Tikal), Maya monuments, 5733
Ticinum, ancient city, Italy : see Paira
Ticonderoga, 6062-63, 6082-90
Tides, cS4, 2594
Tidor, Moluccan state, 901, 925-27
Tiea, Cliinese ruler of the universe, 729
Tientsin, treaty of, 799, 5506-7, 79S
Tiepolo, Giacomo, doge of Venice, 3946
Tierra del Fuego, 5613, 6017
Tiers Etat, France : see Third Estate
Tigellinus, Ofooius, 2722
Tiglath-pileser I., king of Assyria, 1574,

1601), 1648, 1656-57, 1786, 2816
Tiglath-pileser III., king of Assyria

(95U H.O.), 1659
Tiglath-pileser IV. (Pulu), king of

Assyria (745-727 B.C.), 1575-77,
1616, 1668-69, 1730, 1777— pictures, 1617, 1670, 1671

Tigranes, of Armenia, 107, 1835-70, 1S43
Tigris, river, 1424, 1632, 1823, 1657,

2556
Tigrish, language in Abyssinia, 2251
Tiho, site of, 5755
Tii, queen of Egypt : see Tele
Tikopia islander, .357

Tilly, Count, 4301, 4303, 4374
Tilsit, treaty of (1807), 4645, 4733
Timbuktu, Sahara, 2220-28, 2221
Time, orisin of system, 2369
Timesitheus, C. Furius, 2769
Time-table of the nations, 74-77
Timnis, Sudanese tribe, 346
Timor, Malava. 027, 5400
Timotheus of Gaza, grammarian, 2923
Timur (or Tamerlane), 1493-98— Angora victory (1402), 2984— Chinese administration. 776— Delhi captured (1398), 1223— portrait and pictures, 1491, 1493,

1494, 1495. 1496, 1497— Siberian conquests, 630— tomb, 14S8— Western Asia invaded (1380), 1972
Tinayre, Marcella, Trench writer, 5386
Ting, Scandinavian Assembly, 3557,

3565, 3571
Tinne tribes (Tinney), 321, 350, 5712
Tiwidi, Sebastian, 3128
T'ssaphernes, revolt against Persia, 1817
Titian, painter (1477-1576), 4122, 412S
Titauus, Macedonia : see Maes
Titicaca, 5S34, 5S37, 5838-71
Ti Ping, Chinese emperor (1278), 772
Tippu Sabib, British struggle with,

1263-73, 1269, 1272. 1274, 5499
Tirab, king oT Darfu (1752-85). 2242
Tirah campaign (1895-98), 5502
Tirhakah, king of Egypt : see Taliarka
Tiridates I. (Arsaces II.). king of Parthia

(248-214 B.C.), 1868-69
Tiridates 11., king of Parthia, lfi7

1

Tiridates, Parthian prince, 1874
Tirnovo, Bulgaria, 3035, 3045
Tirnovo, Synod of (1211). 3043
Tiryns, Greece, 2461, 2465
Tisquesusa, Chibcha king, 5822-24
Titus, arch of, 2740
Titus, emperor of Rome (40-81), 1864,

2739, 2741, 2741
Tiu, Egyptian kin^. 2016
Tivoli, Hadrian's villa. 2754
Tizocic, Aztec king, 5798
Tja, king of Egypt, 2017, 2032
Tjeho, king of Egypt : see Tachos
Tjeser, king of Egypt. 2032, 2033
Tlaloc, Aztec god, 5746. 5776-77
Tlas, king of Egypt, 2031. 2033
Tlatelulco, Mexican state, 5796-97
Tlazatlan, Chichimec state, 5782
Tlazeala, 5730, 5760, 5800, 5896
To ba, Chinese tribe, 1467
Toba, emperor of China. 471, 763
Tobacco, trade, 4610. 6038
Tobago, 5571, 6176.. 6193, 6176, 6199
Tobas, South American Indian race, 346
Tobiah, the Ammonite, 1850
Tobolsk, Siberia. 676. 685
Tocantins, Indian tribe, 346
Todar Mai, revenue official. 1232. 1233
Todas, race in India, 206, 346, 1157

Todleben, General, 4981, 4987
Toghluk Timur, luince of Kashgar, 1494
Toghril Beg, Stljuk ruler, 1953
Togo, Admiral Count, 607
Togoland, West Africa, 2261, 2276
Togos, ni'LTo tribe, 326
Tono Valley. Canada, 6069
Tokar, liattle of (1884), 2170
Tokimure, Hojo regent of Japan, 473
Tokio, .lapan: see Yedo
Tokiyori Hojo regent of Japan, 475
Tokoly, Emerich, jirince, 3130
Tokugawa dynasty, 487-512, 564-80
Tokugawa lyeyasu : see lyeyasu
Tokugawa Kei-ki, shogun of Japan,

555, 570 573, 578, 581
Toledo, alphabet of. 3992
Toledo, Council of (633), 4108
Toledo, Moorish struggles with Chris-

tians. 3980-84, 3'988, 3993
Tolentino, treaty of, (1797), 4682, 4684
Tolistoboii, Keltic tribe, 1828, 2430
Tollan : see Tula
Tolosa, battle of (1212), 2208
Tolstoy, Count Leo, 5296, 5311
Toltec Gorge, 5767
Toltecs, 346, 5693, 5728, 5761-68, 576.5

Tomagata, legendary Chibcha king, 5818
Tombos, granite quarries, Egypt, 2058
Tomsk, 685, 697. 699
" Tonalamatl " M.S., 5732
Tonga Archipelago, 340, 940, 980,

981-83,
Tongaland. north of Zululand, 346, 5516
Tongans, 340
Tongas (Amatonga) : see Tongaland
Tonk, native state, India, 1326
Tonkin : see Tonquin
Toiiiiuin, 1388-89, 1409-15— French war and acquisition, 816,

1410, 1410-15, 5226— people, 346, 717, 1388-89
Tools. 2368-69
Tjpeka constitution, U.S.A., 6236
TOplitz, battle of (1813), 4758— conference at (1860), 5051— contract of (1819), 4836
Torata, battle, 5980
Tordesillas, treaty of (1494), 5664
Torgau, battle of (1760), 4545
Torgau, league of, 4187
Toronto, Canadian legislature meets at,

6118, 6127— mayoralty of Mackenzie, 6121— population, 6175
—-university, 6146— views, 6752, 6166— York as nucleus of, 6109
Torode, African tribe, 2226
Torquemada, Thomas de, 4004
Torres navigates Torres Strait, 414
Torres Vedras, 4748
Torrington, George Byng, Viscount,

naval engagements, 4480, 5527
Torstenson, Lennart, 4308
Tortona, 3945, 3972
Tortosa, 3990, 4026, 4031, 4033, 4043
Torture, 217, 222, 722-23, 2829
Toscanelli, Paolo dal Pozzo, share in

discovery of America, 5877, 5877
Toskans, dialect, 3064
Toski, battle of (1889), 2171
Tosorthros, king of Egypt, 2031, 2033
Tostig, rebellion, 3846, 4010
Totems, Alaskan Indian, 211, 6273
—

• American chff dwellers, 5707— ancient beUef in, 212-13
— Canadian Indians, 6023
— goat's horn of Troglodytes, 2024
Totila, Ostrogoth : see Badvila
Totonacs, people, 5772-98, 5895
Toucouleurs, Sudanese negroes, 346
Toulouse, 4094, 4130, 4133
— university, 4131
Toulouse, battle of (1814), 4752
Tournaments, 4106, 4107, 4398
Tournon, Cardinal de (1734), 829, 829
Tours, battle of (732) : see Poitiers

Tower of London, 4273
Townshend General, 6066-68
Towton, battle of (1461), 3897, 3898
Toxandria, battle of, 3448
Toyotomi : see Hideyoshi
Tracey. Admiral Sir R., 573, 575

Tractarian Movement, 4823. 4979
" Tracts for the Times," 4896

Trade, .\merican trade with Old World,
4610— Anglo-German comparison, 5350— British Empire, 5465-72— development, 193-201, 4625-34— European conditions (16th century),
4175— maps of world's commerce, 28, 20— maritime commerce, 4609-20— medieval, 4053-87, 6388-90— national relations dependent on, 31— primitive barter, plate facing 360— race movements affected by, 24-26

— restrictions which hindered, 6388-90— Western commerce, 4585, 4060-65— see also countries, companies, etc.

Trade, Board of, powers in labour dis-
putes. 5252

Trades Unions, 5249-53, 5267, 5272, 5378
Tradition, continuity in development of

civilisation, 2357-58
Trafalgar, battle of (1805), 4728, 4735,

4737, 4774, 5527, 5955
Trafalgar Square, London, 5252
Trajaa, emperor, 2748-52, 2750
^Cliristian persecutions, 2861— Dacian campaign, 2750, 3449— forum built by, 2750, 2751— Parthian wars, 1874, 2752— Slavs i)reserve memory, 3070
Trajan, Arch of, Benventum, 2752
Tranquillus, Suetonius, 2746
Transalpine Gaul, extent, 2430-32
Transandine Tunnel, 53
Tfanscaspian Railway, 1522, 1045
Transcaspian Territory, 1539, 1541
Traasoxania, 1953. 1966, 1987
Transport, development of means of,

190, 194, 195
Transportation of convicts : see con-

victs

Trans-Siberian Railway, 685-707, 602,

693, 694, 695
Transubstantiation, 3721
Transvaal, 2328-44, 2344— Boer conquest from Matabeles, 5514— Boer RepubUc founded, 2318— British annexation (1877), 2328,

5512, 5516-17— British wars, 2333, 2335-42, 5509-
18, 6272— constitution and government, 2344,
5567, 5648— defences, 5593— diamond fields dispute, 2326

— education, 5590— gold mines, 2333—-independence guaranteed, 2320
— Jameson Raid (1895), 2334, 5516— Mozambique agreement, 6369
— statistics, 2345
Transylvania, 2899, 3128-29
— Gennan settlements, 3141
— gipsies, 3110— Hungarian queen's property, 3141
— Hungary separated from (1547), 3143
— Kapolna league, 3143— Mongol invasion, 3142
—-reformation, 3143— Turkish supremacy, 3012, 3126, 3129
-war of indepe.-.dence (1703), 3130
Trappist monks, 5131
Trasimene Lake, battle of (217 B.C.),

2644, 2644
Trausi, Thracian tribe, 2402
Trautenau, battle of (1866), .5073, 5074

Travendal, peace of (1700), 4500
Travunia (or Konavlia), province, 3076
Tree-dwellers, 20
Trent, Council of, 4201, 4218. 4257
" Trent " incident. 5000, 6127
Trenton, battle (1776), 6088
Treri, ancient people, 1803

Treves, " Holy Coat " of, 4893— Porta Xigra, 2777— Roman emperor's residence, 2772

Trevisa, Venetian possessions, 3962
Triassic geological system, 89. 90, 96

Triballi, Servian race. 2537, 2542. 2579

Triennial Act, of Charles I., 4336

Trier : see Treves
Trieste, 3026. 4824
Trinacria : see Sicily

Trinidad, 6176, 6199— British acquisition, 4771, 6192
— defences, 5594
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Triaidad, eilucation, 5589— government and administration,

5571, 6199— Indian coolies imported, 6195— pitch lake at La Trea, 5oS7— races of. 5613
Trinity, Chri^tim doctrine. 2946
Tfinobantes, British tribe, 3498
Triple Alliances (1667) 4422; (1668)

4404
; (1716) 4512 ; (1887) 5231

Tripoli, Turkish suzerainty. 2209. 2214
Tdpolis, during Crusades, 4020-43
" Tristan and Isolde." epic. 3807
Tristan d'Acunha, 5472. 5542
Tfitsu, Arvan tribe in India. 1163
Trocadero, fort, storming of (1823), 4847
Trochu, General (1815-96). 5123, 5123
Trocmeri. ( Gallic tribe. 1828
Trocmi. Kdtii- tribe. 2430
Troelodytes. 2024-28. 2107
Trois-ilets, Martinique, 61S7
Trojans : see Troy
Tromp, Martin Harpertzoon, Dutch

admiral (d. 1653). 4:147, 4351, 4349
Trondhjem : see Drontheini
Troppau. Conference of (1820). 4844
Troubadours, -ysoi. 3801, 4051
Trousers. Saxi>n. 2S06
Troy, Asiatic miaration of Trojans, 2400— civilisation, 2408— excavation, 178-84, 178, 179, 181,

182, 183, 184. 2408, 2467— origin of Trojans. 1791— siege. 1792, 1794. 2467— see also Hissarlik
Troyes, Chevalier de, 6031
Troyes. council of. 3780
Troyes, treatv of (1420). 3816, 3894
Trukanini, 1024. 1026, 1027
Tryphon, Diodotus, 1843
Tsai-Tien Hwang Hsu, emperor of

China. 812. 819. S19
Tschernajev, General Michael, 1519
Tseaou-shan, Palace of, S35
Tseng Kwofan. Cliinese viceroy, 809
Tseng, Marquis, S12
Tsetse fly, in Africa, 2006
Tshi Group. Sudanese negroes. 346
Tsin dynasty (265-317). 762
Tsitnapishtim. Babylonian god, 1643
Tso Chung-tang. General. 806. 810
Tsu Hsi, dowager empress of China.

801. 810, 812, 81G, 850. 6357
Tu. IMohammedan rebellion, 806
Tuamotu Islands, 964-65
Tuaregs, race, 2218, 2225, 2232— ethnology. 323, 346— types, 2233
Tuchers, bankers of Niiremberg, 4600
Tuchi, Hun officials, 1452
Tucuman, battle (c. 1809), 5964— Spanish trade, 5940
Tuduk, king of Annani. 1412-15
Tugela, river, British retreat. 2338
Tughlak dynasty, in Delhi. 1215. 1220
Tuileries, Palace. Paris, 4665. 5096, 5225
Tukulti-ashur, kins of Assyria. 1655
Tula (or Tollan). 5728. 5764-97
Tukulti-Ninib I. of Assyria, 1572-75,

1608, 1654-55
Tukulti-Ninib II., king of Assyria. 1659
Tulan. Mava town. 5756-58. 5768
Tulancingo. Xahua city. 5779-97
Tuleiha. Arabian leader. 1908
Tuli. Mnncdl emperor (1226), 1966
Tullis, battle of. 1709, 1710
Tulun. Ahmed ibn. governor. 1945, 2143
Tumalis, Sudanese tribe. 338
Tumys Bykow, mammoth, 150
Tundama. Chibchas found state, 5808
Tundra, Siberian plain. 695
Tungchih, emperor, 810-12. 817
Tung-cho. Chinese regent. 760
Tunghu tribe, defeat by the Huns. 1452
Tungri. tribe. 3433. 3438
Tungusians, Siberian race, 346, 393, 643,

647, 654-57. 663. 664
Tunis. 1944, 2208. 2209, 2213. 3005— British relations with, 5605— French protectorate, 2213, 5226
— pirates, 5509— Pisan expedition against. 4011
Tunja, S. Am-rica, 5806-24, 5968
Tunjer, Arab tribe in Africa 2239-41
Tupak Yupanki. Inca king. 5827-72
Tupi tribes, S. America, 5679-89, 5930

2753

4160.

Tupi-Guarani tribes, 346
Tupinambas, Indian tribe, 340
Tupper. Sir Charles, 6128, 6126, 6057
Tupu, Samiian title, 975
Turanians. 2(i5, 346, 1879
Turbo, Marcius, Roman general
Turcoing, tiattle of, 4671
Tureo-Tartar race : see Tartars
Turenne, Viscount of (d. 1675),

4310, 4319, 4319. 4428
Turgai, Russian province, 1539, 1541
Turgenieff, Itussian novelist, 78
Turgot, Baron, 4565. 4567
Turguts : Mongol race, 332. 788
Tnrin, battle of (1706). 4460— counts of, 3949, 3968— papyrus, 2030— peace of (1381), 3962
Turis, Pathan tribe. 1523
Turisha, invasion of Egypt, 2116
Turkanas, African race. 346
Turkestan,1451-71. 1492,1509-22, 1533— agriculture, 1543— drainage system, 1124— dynasties, 1498— Greek culture in. 2599— people of, 1127. 1515, 1467, 1516— Syrian inscriptions disinterred, 2924— water-mill, 1463— see also Eastern and Western

Turkestan
Turkestan, town, 1516, 1519
Turkey, 2898. 2977-3023, 4788, 4891,

5196-212, 5317-26— Angora defeat (1402), 2984— area and population, 5326— Army, origin of, 2978; reorganisa-
tion (1880), 5209— Austria invaded (1663), 4414— Balkan oppressions, 3097-3102— British attitude toward.s, 5653— Bulgarian supremacy, 3048— Byzantine relations with, 1470, 2396.
2916, 2958— " capitulations " of Francis I. (1535).
3004, 3017— Christian military frontier, 3015— constitution (1877), 5204— Crimean War : see Crimean War— culture, early sources of, 2980, 2998,
3006— franchise granted. 6-356— French dispute (1901), 5226-27— (ierman influence, 5210— government, 5326— Holy League against (1495), 3000— Holy Roman Empire wars, 3657— Holy Sepulchre, policy re, 5005-9— Hungarian wars, 3120-21, 3130, 3227— industry and commerce, 5326— literature, 2998, 3006, 5200— maps, 3082— MaximiUan I.'s scheme, 3001— Mehemet Ali's campaigns against
(1832-39), 2162, 4890— Molda\dan relations, 3061— Mongol wars, 1493, 1496, 4059— Xorth Africa ruled by, 2209— parliament, 5207, 5320— Persian relations with, 1471, 1984— Pohsh war (1672), 3278— pubUe debt, origin of. 5011-12— recent liistory, 6370-72— Russian relations with, 3357-60— Russian wars(1677-79), 3017

; (1711).
3333; (1769), 3359; (1853-56). see
Crimean War; (1877), 5171, 5204— Skanderbeg's struggle against, 3067— succession rules estabUshed, 2979— Transylvania w-ars, 3143— TTigurian alliance against China, 1471— Venetian wars, 2998, 3019— Wallachian relations, 3053— weights and measures, 5326— women's emancipation movement,
5201— Young Turk revolution (1908), 5198,
5202, 5322

Turkey Company : see Levant Company
Turkey in Asia, 1996— Kurdish revolt (1909). 6366— types of peoples, 1974— see also Asia Minor, Syria, etc.

Turkheim, battle (1675), 4429
Turki : see Turks
Turkinsk, Siberian hot spring, 698

Tri— Uig

Turk Islands, 5570, 6176
Turkoman's Wells, battle of, 2148
Turks, Asia Minor conciuest.s, 1971-72— character, 1978, 2977, 3012— Crusades, see Crusades— empire in Central Asia, 1469-70— European ci-vilisation affected by,

2396— Mongol empire's struggle with, 1497— origin and distribution, 346-47,
1127, 1468, 1538, 1972, 2977— rise of power (1250), 69— Russian conquest, 1521— Seljuk empire, 347, 195.3-65— Western Asiatic supremacy, 1975-81— Yakuts compared with, 3,92

Turner, Sir George, plate facing 1083
Turusha (or Tyrrhenes), tribe of Asia

Minor, 347, 1793, 2423
Turuspa : see Tuspa
Turvasa, Aryan tribe in India, 1163
Tusayan, Indian cities, 5709-11, 6014
Tusayas, Pueblo Indian tribe, 340-42
Tuscany, 3950-2, 3958, 4842, 4931-32,

5025-30
Tuscarora tribe, 347, 5702
Tusculum, 2626, 3950
Tusculum, counts of, 3382
Tushilange, negi'O tribe, 322, 347
Tushis, Caucasian race, 324
Tushratta, king of the Mitani, 274,

1645, 1719, 2078, 2089
Tutelos, Indian tribe. 344
Tutu, Osai, king of Ashanti (1719), 2260
Tutuila, Samoan island, 979
Tutul Xius, Mava tribe. 5750-55
Tver, civil war (1304), 3312
Tvrtko, ban of Bosnia (1376), 3096
Twain, Mark, 6274
Tycoon : see Taikun
Tyler, John, 6226, plate facing 6255
Tylos, island. 1422, 2592
Tyndale, William, 4241, 4241
Tyndall, scientist, 103
Typhtocastron, ruins, 3106
Typos, edict of the (648), 2918
Tyr, Norse god, 3534
Tyra Danmarksbod, DanLsh queen, 3557
Tyranny, form of Greek monarchy

2378, 2494
Tyras, Greek colony, 2446
Tyre, 1571, 1737, 1743-53, 1670-84— Alexander besieges, 1749, 2552-54
— Alexander's festival, 2555— Crusades, period of, 4026-56— kings, Ust from Tyrian archives, 1744— ruins of ancient city, 1741— trade, 2925, 2972
Tyrgils Knutsson, Marsk, 3574
Tyrol, 4745, 4927-32
— people, 347— Roman buried treasure, 2770
Tyrone, Hugh O'Neill, earl of, 4368
Tyrrell, Father, 5393
Tyrrhenes, ancient tribe, 347, 1793, 2423
Tyrtseus, Spartan poet, 2490. 2494
Tzendal, Maya civilisation, 5756
Tzin dynasty, China, 411
Tzu Hsi, dowager empress of China :

see Tsu Hsi
Tzutuhil, Maya state, 5756-60

U
Uashasha, tribe of Asia Minor, 1793
Uazet, Egyptian goddess. 242
Ubbe. Danish chief (9th century). 3554
Ubi, Teutonic tribe, 3436
Ucles. Moorish victory (1138). 3989
Uddaka Ramaputta, Brahman. 1186
Udgahi, Order of Brahman priests. 1212
Uenephes. king of Egvpt. 2031. 2033
Uganda, history. 2299-2302— administration. 5566— British expansion, 2302. 5629— British expedifion (1899), 5522-23— Daudi Chwa, king of, 2301— future discussed, 5647
— relijious persecutions, 2302
— self-government policy adopted, 5649
Ugolino, Cardinal : see Gregory IX.
Ugrians, habitat, 390— industrial development. 650— Russian rule (1465). 651— Siberian wanderings. 648-51— tribes belonging to stock, 347, 3033
Uigurians, account of, 1468
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Uig-Vai

Uigurians, alphabet, 2924— Mongol wars, 767, 1471, 1482— Turkish relations with, 1469, 1471
Uitlanders, in Transvaal, 2333
Uizanas, king of Abyssinia, 2252
Uji, chief, Japan, 465, 467
Uji Tea Gardens, Kioto, 550
Ujiji, slave raids, 2296
Ukin-zir ((.'hinzer), of Babylon, ISIS
Ukraine, ii75, :ii63, 3326, 3351
Ulam-Buriash of Elam, 1604, 1702
Ulm, 2750, 4728, 3G71
Ulm, public peace of (1331), 3663
Ulmecs : see Olmecs
Ulpian, Roman jnrist, 2767
Ulrica Eleanora, of Sweden 4580
Ulrich of Rosenberg, (fl. 1440), 3173
Ulrich, duke of VVurtemberg, 4216
Ulster, colonisation, 4329— Home Rule objections, 5647— massacre of Protestants (1641), 4341— O'Neill family, 4367
Ultramontanists in Switzerland, 4902
Ulu Mongol, Siberian empire, 1515
Ulundi, battle (1879), 2288, 2827
Umbadara, of Elam (d. 743 B.C.), 1706
Umbquas, Indian tribe, 321
Umbrians, tribe of Italy, 347, 2414
Umhlakaze, Kaffir prophet, 2322
Umma : see Oish-khu
Ummanatdash, : see Khumbakhaldash
Ummanigash : see Khumbanigash
Ummanish, king of Lusa : see Martia
Umman-manda hordes, 1595, 1801
Umman-menanu, of Klam, 1619, 1707
Umsilikagi tribe, 5514
Unam Sanctam, papal bull (1302), 3743
Unemployment, Bismarck's attempt to

solve problem, 5273— Owen on the duty of the state, 5245— result of modern conditions, 5244,
5254— street singers, 5254— United States, 6262

Uniformity, Act of (1662), 4421— (1599) provisions of, 4266
Union, Act of (1707), 4491— (1801), 4774
United Empire Loyalists (U.E.L.),6108-9,

6116-22, 6144-56
United Irishmen, 4773
United Kingdom, agriculture, 5438
— area and population, 378, 5437— customs and excise, .5438— finance, 5437— fisheries, 5438— government, 5429, 5437— imports and exports, 5438— industries, 5438— nationalities, 5423— for history, see England, Scotland,

Ireland, and Wales
United Provinces, India, 1353
United States of America, history, 6201-

75— aborigines: see American Indians— agriculture, 6319— Ashburton treaty (1842), 6127— Atlantic Ocean, struggle for supre-
macy, 5668— birth-rate, decline of, 6303— boundaries defined (1783), 6101

— boundary disputes among states

(1777), 6203— Canadian relations : see Canada— cattle-raising industry, 6319— child labour, 6297-99, 6294— cities, views, 6277-SO
— Civil War (1861-65), 4998-5002,

6127-29, 6239-55
— Congress, first congress, 6201-08

House of Representatives, 6201
representation of states, 6201-16,
6256, 6318-19

— constitution established, 6205-7
— dates of chief historic events, 631 6-17
— declaration of independence, 6084— education, 6314
— finance, Cleveland's administration,

6260
Hamilton's measures, 6207-8
panic during Van Buren's presi-

dency, 6223
revenue (1806), 6214; (1907),
6319

statistics of present day, 6319

Un ted States of America, fisheries, 6319— French relations with, 6208-9, 6094— government of present day, 6318— home ideals, 6306-7— immigration 5669, 6287-93, 6308,
6318; Chinese excluded, 62
Ellis Island scenes, 628!). 6291
political views of aliens, 6231-32— Indian reservations, 6318— Indian wars, 6212— map, 6061— Mexican war (1847), 6000, 6228— mint, Philadelphia, 6256— National Bank, 6207, 6218-21, 6226— national characteristics, 6295-6304— navy, Amoy visit, 6357
Australian visit, 6359
Civil War engagements, 6248-50,
6244, 6245, 6248, 6249
Japanese visit, 6355
Pacific squadron, 6268— negroes, census statistics, 6318
evolution of, 6298, 6301
Normal Institute, 6304
problem of future, 5612-13
rights after Civil War, 6255
slavery : see Slavery below
voting powers, 6205-6

J— newspapers and magazines, 6300-2,
6314— North-west frontier dispute with
tireat Britain, 6227-29— oldest house in the States, 6219— pan-American movement, 5981.
6266-69— physical features of people influ-

enced by environment, 22-23, 23— politics compared, 1092— population, 6287-93, 6308, 6318— postal and telegraph rates, 6319— president, 6206, 6381— railways, 6226, 6250, 6292, 62.3.3— rich men, 6311-14— Secessionists : see Ch il War above— slavery, abolition movement, 6206,
6216, 6223-54
auction, 6222
Compromise of 1850, 62^0-31, 6237

—education of slaves forbidden,
2814
freedom proclaimed (1862), 6251
Fugitive Slave Law, 6224, 6230
" (Jag Laws," 6224
legal status, 6215. 622-3-24

plantation home life, 6301
soil deteriorates by slave labour,
2835
Wilmot proviso, 6229— social conditions and social future,

Wells's article, 6287, 6314— socialist movement, 6305-10
— southern confederacy scheme. 6235— Spanish war in Cuba : see Cuba— Stamp Tax (1765), 4548— states, number of increases (1818),

6214 ; list of (1909), 6318— statistics and general information,
6318-19— territorial expansion, 6226— trade, British and French inter-

ference, 6210-17
free, supjiorted by southern
states, 6217—21

protective tariffs, 6203, 6217,
6257-69

reciprocity treaty with Canada.
6144
Spanish Mississippi trade, 6209
statistics, 6319
Washington's policy. 6204-8— tradition. Wells's article, 6295-6304— treasury established, 6221— universities and colleges, 6314, 0310.

6313, 6315 : see also names of

universities— War of 1812, 4775,6107-14, 6212-13.
6220— War of Independence (1775-83),
4165, 4547-52, 4567. 4638, 5489,

5527. 6071-6106, 6212
— weights and measures, 6319
Universities' mission, 5642
Unki, Hittite state : see Amq
Unman-Manda, tribes, 1595. 1801

Unoi, iilontilication with Huns, 1451

Unqi : see Amq

GENERAL INDEX
Unruh, Hans Victor von, 4961
Unyamwesi, Miramho's empire, 2298
Unyoro, of I'giinila, 5522
Unyoro, uitivc kingdom, 2300, 2-302

Upanishads, 1 i«(i, 1212
Upasakas, 1194
Uposadha days, 1188
Upper Burma : see Burma
Upper Canada, province created (1791),

6109-10— union with Lower Canada (1810),
6116-17— see also Canada

Upsala, early importance, 3571— royal barrows at Old Upsala, 3573— university, 4382
Upsala, decree of (1573), 4378
Upstallsboom, Frisian assembly, 3479
Ur of the Chaldees (Inukayyar), 1591,

1591, 1600, 1611, 1630, 1639-40
Ur dynasty, 1596, 1700
Uraja, chief of the Ostrogoths, 3459
Ural-Altaic, races and languages, 347,

648, 1128, 5554
Ural Mountains, 638
Urartu, 1666, 1670, 1673, 1722, 1787
Urban II., pope, 2959, 3385, 3728, 3769,

3778, 3942, 4010-15, 4013
Urban III., pope, 4034
Urban IV., pope, 3395
Urban V., pope, 827, 3627, 4314-15
Urban VI., pope (Bartolommeo Prig-

nani), 3406, 3629, 3407
Urbino, Montrefeltri rule, 3958, 3968
Ur-Engur, king of Ur, 261, 1576
Urenlil, tablet, 262, 266
Urf, Mohammedan decrees, 2979
Urga, Mongolia, Buddhism in, 1510
Urhya, Confucian dictionary, 730
Uri, 370
Uriu, Vice-Admiral, 007
Urkium, priest-king of Elam, 1701
Urlumma, patesi of Gish-khu, 1593
Urnina, king of Lagash, 263, 1595
Uros (or Bela Uros), Zuanp, 3089
Uros II., Servian ruler : see Stephen IV.
Urraca, king of Castile (1109-26), 3991
Urtaki, king of Elam (c. 676 B.C.), 1679,

1684, 1708, 1709
Uruguay, republic established, 5963— revolutions of 19th century, 5963-

86 : see also Montevideo— statistics, 5995
Uruk : see Erech
Uruk, in South Babylonia : see Warka
Urumush : see Alu-usharshid
Uruts, Mongol tribe, 344
Urville, Admiral Dumont d', Antarctic

expedition (1837), 6345, 0346. 6351
Usambara, native state, Africa, 2298
Usaphais, of Egypt, 2031, 2032
Usbegs : see Uzbegs
Usertsen I. : see Senusret
Usk, patesi of Gish-khu, 1593
Ushant, battle (1780), 4567
Ushant, battle (1794), 5527, 4571, 4671
Ushu, ancient town, Syria, 1747
Usipetes, tribe, 3438
Uskokes, fugitives in Austria, 3015
Usoga, native state. East Africa, 2301
Usumacinta, Maya civilisation, 5732-47
Usun, nomad tribe, 1454, 1557
Utahs, North American tribe, 344
Utica, North Africa, 2191, 2373
Utilitarianism, movement, 4820
Utopia, Plato's ideal, 2520
Utraquists, Hussite sect, 3643, 3753
Utrecht, view, 5359
Utrecht, peace of (1474), 4087
Utrecht, treaty of (1713). 4162, 4464,

4489, 5944. 6021. 6055, 6056, 6060,

6177, 6188
Utrecht, Walloon TTnion of (1579), 4261
Utuki, sun-god of Sippar, 266
Uturgurs, Hunnish tribe, 3032
Uxii, tribe of Persia, 2556

Uxmal, Maya ruins, 5741-52, 5752,

Uzbeg, Tartar khin, 1492, 3312
Uzbegs, 347, 1127, 1236, 1515, 1538

Uzun Hasan, Persian ruler, 1975, 2998

V
Vaalpens, African race, 347

Vac (or Vao Nigne), 141-3-15

Vaisyas, Indian caste, 1173, 1176. 1178
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Vajradhara, Buddhist divinity, 1206
Valabhi, Jain council of, 1198. 1204
Valdivia, Pedro de (1''44), S9i:i

Valencia, Ramon Maria Nawaez : see
.N'awaez

Valencia, 3984-88, 3991-99
Valens, Roman emperor (364-378),

2781, 2786, 2889, 3450
Valens, Fabius, iloman soldier, 2726
Valentin, prefect, 5127
Valentinian I., Koman emperor (363),

27S6, 2786
Valentinian II., Roman emperor (375),

2785, 2786
Valentinian III., Roman emperor (423),

2790, 2792, 3030
Valerian, Roman emperor (253-260),

1S7G. 1877, 2770, 2874
Valerian Way, 2634
Valetta, 3006, 5564, 5604, 6606— British naval battle, 5527
Valhalla, in Norse mythology, 3534
Valiahd : see Ahmed Mirza
Valide mosque, Stamboul, 3015
Valkyries, S531, 3534
Valla, Laurentius (d. 1457), 3758, 3978,

4126
Valladolid, Mexico, revolution, 5960
" Valley of the Kings' Tombs," 2044
Valmev, battle of (1791), 4664
Valparaiso, naval battle (1851), 5946
Valois kings in France, 3809-33
Van, Armenia, 1788, 3025
Van, lake, 259, 1786
Van Buren, Martin, president of U.S.A.,

6221-25. plate facing 6255
Vancouver, Captain George (1792), 5456
Vancouver, B.C., 5453, 5456, 6143,

6167, 6175
Vandals, African people, 347, 2201-4,

2388, 2790, 3452, 3458, 3511— Hun alliance, 3029— origin and early history, 3428,
3429— racial character, 347— Spain invaded, 76, 347, 2388, 3509

Van Diemen's Land : see Tasmania
Van Dyck, painter, 78
Van Eyck, Hubert, 4135-36
Van Eyck, Jan, 435-6, 4134
Vangiones, (Jerman tribe, 3435
Van Ransselaer, General Stephen (1765-

1830), 6112. 6111
Vanth, goddess, 2420
Vao Nigne : see Vac Nigne
Varagians, driven from Russia, 3296
Varanes I. (Bahram), of Persia, 1877
Varanger Guard, Harald Hardraada as

captain, 4010
Varaai family, Camerino ruled by, 3958
Variation, law of, 6412-13, 6423
Variaja, Scandinavian settlers in

Europe : see Warager
Varna, battle of (1444), 2987, 3121, 3227
Varna, siege of (1828), 4858, 4S57
Varro, C. Terentius, consul, 2646-47
Varro, M. Terentius, 2692
Varus. P. Quinctilius, 2696, 3443
Vasco da Gama, Portuguese navigator,

1107. 1416, 1427, 1427, 3411,
4007-8

Vasile, Lupu, voivode of Moldavia
(1634-53), 3063, 3063

VasiHj I., Russian ruler (1389-1425),
3309, 3313

Vasilii II., Russian ruler (1425-62),
3313. 3309

Vasilii III., Ivanovitch, Russian ruler,
(1505-33), 3309, 3317

Vasilii IV., Schujskij, or Chonishi), tsar
of Russia (1606), 3324, 3314

Vassal, in feudal system, 4099-4120
Vasvar, peace of (1664), 4415
Vatican Council (1869-70), 5104
Vattezhat, Tamil alphabet, 1183
Vaudeville, in poetry, 3552
VaudDis : see Waldenses
Vaudreuil, Marquess de, 6058-68
Vaux, Pierre de : see Waldus, Petrus
Veda (or Bedur). type, 1157
Vedaala philosophy : see Vedas
Vedas. Indian sacred writings, 1155,

1166, 1180—81, 1212
Veddhas, people, 347, 1370, 555J
Vefasade, Mohammedan sage, 2999
Vega, Garcilasco de la : see Garcilasco
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Vegetarianism, in British dominions,
5549

Vehmic tribunals, 3664
Veii, Etruscan town, 2619-20, 2623
Veis (Vey), Sudanese race, 347
Velasquez, Diego, 5891-98
Velasquez, Spanish painter, 4324
Velbuzd, battle of (1330), 3047, 3092
Valid I., Omayyad caliph, 1924-25,

2926 1927
Valid II.,' Omayyad cailph (743-744),

1928
Vellore, mutiny (1806), 5500
Venables. General (1655), 5454
Vend(^e, La, war (1793-95), 4664, 4671
Vendome, Duka of, 4463
Vaneti, ancient tribe, 2414-15, 3069
Venatia, Austrian negotiations, 5070
Venetians : see Venice
Veneto-Illyrian civilisation, 294
Venezuela, 5957-94, 5995— boundary dispute with Great Britain

5994, 6271, 6377— German pioneer colonists, 5917— natives, 347, 5683— U.S. claims, 6377— views, 59.59

Venice, Austrian wars (1848-49, 1859),
4925-32, 5025-30— Byzantine relations with, 2396, 2948,
2958-70— Charles of Anjou's alliance with
(1281), 3975— " Closing of the Grand Council

"

(1300), 3415-16— Constantinople defended (1453), 2991— Croatians conquered (1000), 3083— doge at a council of war, 3415— Genoese war with, in Holy Land
(1257), 4042, 4045— Grand Council Hall, 395S, 3959— Hungarian struggles with, 3083, 3120— independence established, 3936-37— League of Cambray against, 3689— Louis XII. of France's struggle with,
3833— maritime explorations, 5661— Maximilian's alliance and war with,
3678, '3686— medieval scenes, 3962, 3968, 3969— Naples' league with, 3977— Napoleonic war, 4682— Persian ambassadors to. 4055— ]{enaissance period, 3953-74— rise of power in 10th and 11th
centuries, 3940— ships of war, 3012, 3377— siege (1848-49). 4783, 4930— trade, 4054-60, 4586— Turkish relations with, 2988, 2994,
2998, 3019— views, 3420, 3960. 3961

Venice, treaty of (1177), 3606, 3944
Venus, planet, 97
Venus of Milo, 289
Vera Cruz, Drake and Hawkins fight

Spaniards, 5948— foundation by Cortes, 5894— French, English, and Spanisli troops
occupy, 6000— U.S. campaign, 6000. 6228

Veragua, discovery of gold, 5891
Verapaz, Maya state, 5758
Vercingetorix, rising, 2668, 2669
Vardun, treaty of (843), 3496, 3581,

3935
Vergennes. Count, 4565, 6093
" Varhansung," boycott by Hansa

towns. 4074
Varkhoyaask. Siberia, 389, 691, 696
Verlaiae, Paul, French writer, 5383
Verona federation (1164), 3945
Veronese, Paul (d. 1588), 4123, 4126
Verrocchio, Andrea del, 3963, 4129
Versailles, Compact of (1756), 4541
Versailles Palace, 4434, 4441
Versailles, peace of (1783), 4165, 4552,

4568, 5490, 6101, 6209
Versailles, treaty of (1871), 5143, 5149
Verus, Lucius, emperor, 2758, 275S
Vesali, Buddhist council, 1190
Vaspasiau, Roman emperor (70 A.D.),

2137, 2720. 2725. 2728. 2737-40
Vespucci. Amerigo, 5889, 5892
Vestii, tribe. 2414. 2634
Vesuvius, battle of (553), 3460, 3461

Vai—Vii
Vatrano, proclaimed emperor, 2784
Vettisfos, waterfall, Norway, 3535
Vey, Sudanese race, 347
Viceaza, 3956, 3972
Viceroy of India, powers and duties of

5560-62
Vicksburg, siege (1862-63), 6244, 62.50
Vico, Italian cities ruled by, 3958
Victor, Roman bishop (180-192), 2867
Victor II., pope, 3725
Victor III., pope, 4011
Victor Amadaus II., duke of Savoy,

4440. 4445
Victor Emmanuel I., king of Sardinia.

4842, 4S45
Victor Emmanuel II. of Italy, Austrian

wars, 4929, 4932, 4998— Garibaldi meets, 5029— Mazzini's negotiations with, 5030— Naples campaign (1860-61), 5049— papal troops defeated (1860), 5046— portrait, 5020— Sardinian tlirone ascended (1849),
4783, 4932— united Italy under, 73

Victor Emmanuel III., king of Italy
(1900), 5231, 5231, 5375, 6374

.Victoria, Australia, 1071-85, 6360— government and administration,
1071, 5576— immigration in early times, 1058— labour dispute, 6360— Legislative Assembly, 5575— population, 1088— views, 1059— wages boards, 1097

Victoria, Briti.sh Columbia, 5537, 6152,
6175

Victoria Falls, Zambesi river, 2004,
2331. 5635

Victoria, Empress Frederic of Germany,
5213, 4990

Victoria, Queen and Empress, death and
funeral (1901), 5184, 5192— Diamond Jubilee procession, 5180,
5181— Empress of India, proclamation,
1334, 1337, 5172— jubilee (1887), 5176, 5177— pictures of scenes in life of, 4780.
4812, 4813, 4814, 4815, 4816, 4817,
4819, 4821, 4978, 4983, 4992, 4993,
4994, 4998. 4999— portraits, 4796, 4982, 5179, 51S2— Prince Consort with, 4976

Victoria Eugenie, queen of Spain,
daughter born, 6374

Victoria Land, discovery (1894), 6348
Victory Point, cairn to Franklin, 6340
Vienna, city bank founded (1706), 4634— French occupation (1805), 4728— revolution (1848), 4916-24, 4933-40,

4960— Turkish sieges (1528 and 1683), 3004,
3018, 4215, 4435— university founded, 4131— views, 4524, 4.531, 5286. 5333

Vienna, battle of (1683), 3279, 4435
Vienna, concordat of (1448), 3647
Vienna, congress of (1815), 4763, 4790
Vienna, treaties of (1276), 3157

; (1515)
3242 : (1606) 3127

; (1809) 4746
(1864) 4786, 5154

Vienna Neustadt, battle of (1246), 3118
Vijava, ancient king in S. India, 1183
" Vigil, The," to face 3761
Viguez, Cleto G., 6009
Vikings : see Northmen
Vilagos, surrender of (c. 1848). 5005
Villafranca, peace of (1859). 5030
Villalar, l)attle of (1521). 4227
Villa Viciosa, battle of (1710), 4462. 4463
Villegaignon, Brazilian colonisation

scheme, 5931, 6015
Villeins, in feudal svstem, 3891, 4110-14
Vill61e, Count, 4846, 4859, 4861
Villeneuva, Admiral, 4726, 4728. 5527
Villiers de I'lsle Adam. Philip, 4214
Vimala Gah Temple, 1197
Vimila Dhamma Surys^ I., king of

Ceylon (1592-1620), 1383
Vincent, General, 6113
Vincent de Paul (1576-1660), 4204
Vinci, Leonardo da, 4129. 4133
Vincke. leader in Prussian Chamber

(1859), 4919-20, 5052
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Vindelici. Keltic race, 2432
Vindex, C. Julius, revolt. 2724
Vinegar Hill, battle of (1798), 4773
Vinius, T., favourite of Oalba, 2725
Vinland, Viking settlement, 6011, 6324— see also Nova Scotia
Virgil, Roman poet, 2682, 2692, 2G94
Virgilius, bishop of Salzburg {745-85),

conversion of the Slavs, 3078
Virginia, I'.S.A., British colony founded

by Kaleigh. 6018, 6037-44— British legislation opposed (1774),
6078— Gilbert's expedition (1578), 5446

•— Indian risings, 6039— views. €043
Virgin Islands, 6176. 6199
Visconti iamily in Mil:ui. 3968
Visconti, Bernabo, :?Ot;'.i

Visconti, Filippo Maria (1412-47), 3974
Visconti, Gabriels (d. 1408). 3974
Visconti, Giammaria (d. 1412). 3974
Visconti, Giovanni Galeazzo de (b. 1351),

3969-78. 3974
Visconti, Matteo (d. 1322), 3974
Vishnu, god. J171. 1172, 1206-9. 1390
Vishnuwardhana, Indian king, 1205
Visigoths : see (ioths

Visivamitra, Indian king, 1167
Vistaspa, kina in Iranian legend. 1810
Vitalian, rival ni Justinian 1., 2907
Vitalien brothers, pirates, 3711. 4081
Vitellius, emperor. 2726, 2725. 2727
Vittore, household spirit, 3065
Vittoria, battle of (1813), 4752. 4749,

4731
Vizir of the Caliphs, office, 1934
Vlachs : see Roumanians
Vlad II. (Beakul), voivode of Walla-

chia (1430-46), 3054
Vlad IV., voivode of Wallachia (1455

or 1456-62), 3055, 3035
Vlad v., voivode of Wallachia (1481-96),

3055
Vladice, voivode of Wallachia : see

Vladut
Vladimir, Russia. 3302. 3304, 3305
Vladimir, Khan, Bulgarian ruler (835),

3036
Vladimir, Khan, Bulgarian ruler (888-

93), 3037
Vladimir of Kief, "Chiliast" doctrine

supported. 3940
Vladimir, Russian ruler (977-1015),

3291, 32Sti

Vladimir Monomach, Russian ruler
(1114-25). 3299-300, 3297

Vladimirko, Russian pi ince, 3301
Vladislav : see Ladislaus
Vladivostock, 414, 682, 690
Vladut, or Vladice, voivode of Walla-

chia (1510-12). 3055
Vodka, consumption in Russia, 5312
Vogue, M. de, French writer. 5384
Voguls (Vogules), race, 347, 644
Voivode, cipsy chief, 3105
Volsci, tribe of Italy, 2414, 2624
Volsiaii, Italy, 2420, 2622
Voltaire, 3349, 4573, 4508
Volternum : see Capua
Volterra, Etruscan sepulchres, 2420— federation with Tuscan towns.

3950
Vorskla, battle of (1399). 3229
Vossem, convention of (1673), 4428
Votan, Maya god. 5744
" Voyageurs " of Canada, 6055
Vsevolod. Russian leader (1078-93),

3286
Vsevolod II., Russian ruler (1138). 32S7
Vsevolod, grand duke of Vladimir

(1175), 3304
Vuaregga (Vuarua, Vuarunga, Vua-

vinza), negro tribe. 347
Vulcanius, Bonaventura, 3104
Vulci : Isis arotto. 2420
Vultures, stele of, 1593, 1693

W
Wace, Robert, 3806
Wachaga, race, 347
Wadai, state. Sudan. 2237. 2238
Wadai. group of tribes. 347
Wadchaega. African tribe, 2298, 2299
Wade, General, 6113
Wadi Maghara, 2035

Wadstrom, Carl Bernhard (1764-99),
2276

Waganda, race. 347
Wages, Australian dispute, 6358-61— law of. 6397-98— statistics. 6396-98
Wages boards, in Australia, 1097
Wagogo, African tribe, 347. 2298
Wagram. battle of (1809), 4744
Wahabis, Muliammedan sect. 1323. 1981
Wahehe, African people, 348, 2290
Wa-Huma race, Africa, 347, 2299
Waiau. river, 9S4
Waimar (the Great), prince of Salerno

(tl. 1017), 3552
Waimar family of Salerno, 3940
Waitakerei Falls, N.Z., 9S4
Waitangi. treaty of, wiUi Maoris, 992
Wajiji, tribe. 347
Wakefield, Edward Gibbon, 1067
Wake Island. U.S. annexation, 6272
Wakidi, native race, Africa. 2301
Wakka, legendary tribe of Ce.vlon. 1366
Wakwafi, people. N.E. Africa. 2269
Walarchapat, village, Armenia : see

Ktclimiadsin
Walcheren Expedition (1809). 4744
Waldeck, George Frederick, Count of.

4411. 4411
Waldeck, George William of, 4432
Waldeck, Leo, 4961
Waldemar, of Brandenburg, 3625
Waldemar I., the Great, king of Den-

mark (1157-82). 35.58

Waldemar II., king of Denmark (1202-
41), 3559— Baltic supremacy, 3366— Esthonia conquered, 3214, 3706— German struggle with, 3703— and the Hanseatic League, 4075

Waldemar III., king of Denmark, 340n.

4075
Waldemar IV., Atterdag. king of Den-

mark (1340-75). 3560, 4076-78
Waldemar, king of Sweden (1266-75).

3573
Waldemar, Swedish duke (d. 1317).

revolt against King Birger. 3574
Waldenses (Vaudois), 348, 3772-74.

3781. 3800. 5374
Waldersee, Field-Marshal von, 5507,

()275

Waldstein : see Wallenstein
Waldus, Petrus, heretical teaching, 3731
Wales, Prince of (1909) : see George,

prince of Wales
Wales, history. 3877-78, 3888-89— Kelts in, 2425
Walfish Bay, 6369-70
Walker, David, Arctic explorer, 6325
Walker, Sir Hovenden, 6035
Walker. William, 6266
Wallaby hunting. 1017
Wallace, Alfred Russel, 5004
Wallace, Sir William, 3879, ^97.3, 3914-

15. 3914. 3915
Wallachia, 2899. 3051-58— autonomy (1856). 5011— Cura chosen as prince (1859), 5020.

!
5030— gipsy migration to, 3107— literature (17th century). 3057— Turkish e(jniiuest (1462). 2996

Wallachia Minor : see Moldavia
Wallenstein, Albert, duke of Friedhnid.

4155, 4303, 4304. 4305. 4380
Wallia, leader of the Goths, 3510
Wallis, Count Joseph (1811). 4826
Walloons, iieople. 348, 3582
Walmiki, epic, 1367

i

Walpole. Robert, earl of Orford (1676-

i
1745), 4502. 4509, 4512. 6072

Walpole, Spencer, (ni child labour. 6393
Walsiagham, Sir Francis, 4265, 4268
Walter de Brienne, duke of Athens

(1342), 396.5-67. 3971
Walter, Hubert, minister of Richard I..

3S68. 3906
" Waltharius," poem, 3725
Waltheof, ennsiiiracy against William

the Ciiiuiuenir. :!857

Walther von der Vogelweide, 3608
Wandewosh, battle of (1760), 1257
Wandorobbo, people, 2270
Wauege, African tribe, 2290
Wanga, king of Ceylon, 1368
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Wanen, lake dwellings of. 159
Wangenheim, WUrtemberg minister

(1823), 4838
Wang Mang, Chinese emperor. 758
Wang-wen-kao, early Chinese poet, 726
Wan-li, Chinese Ming enijieror, 778
Wanyambo, country. E. Africa, 2300
Wanvamwesi. .African people, 348, 953,

2297. 2298
Wanyoro (Banyoro), people, 348, 5522
Wapisiana, tribe. 321
Wapokomo, race, 348
War, .\mphictyonic League regulations,

2488— di'velops class dilferentiation. 218— industrial result of abolilion, 6402-3— inllucnce on national jiliysique, 281)5— methods altered by Emperor Maxi-
milian. 4174

Wariiger ( Viiringjar. Varinja. Varanger).
early Scandinavian settlers, 3426,
3539

Warbeck, Perkin, 3901-2. 3932
Warburton, Egerton, 1070
Ward, Sir Joseph, 6361-62
Wareni (Wereni. Varini). people. 3476
Wargaon, battle (1779), 5499
Warham, Thomas, archbishop of Can-

terbury (1450-1532), 4238. 4238
Warjager : see Warager
Warka (Criik), in South Babylonia.

1887, 1639-40— see also Erech
Warna, battle of (1444), 3657
Warna, Aryan name for caste, 1174
Warrangur Fort, 1143
Warraus, race, 348
Warren, Sir Charles, 5516, 2340
Warren, Commodore, 6057
Warsaw, Poland, 4874, 3281, 3239,

3237. 4875
Warsaw, battle of (16.56), 4384, 4390
Warships, pictures, 795
Wars of the Roses, 3895-3910, 3896
Warua, Bantu race. 348
Waruanda, tribe. 347
Warundi, tribe. 347
Warwick, the king-maker, 3898
Warwick, Edward of, executed by

Henry VII., 3902
Wasabha, king of Ceylon, 1375
Wasagara, Bantu people. 348
Washington, Booker T., 6274. 6299
Washington, George, 6062-63. 6077,

60S2-6101, 6110— Philadelphia Congress (1774), 6078
— portraits, 6085. 6095, 6255— presidency, 6201-8— scenes in life of, 6080, 6092. 6093.

6202. 6206
Washington, U.S.A.. British destroy

(1814). 6113-14. 6212— Civil War operations : see U.S.A.
Civil War— population. 6318— views, 0276. 6277, 6278— Wells's criticism of. 6309-10

Wasmann, Father, 6408
Wasodhara, wife of Buddha. 1186
Wasoga. native race. Africa. 2301
Wassandani, African tribe, 2280
Waswahili : see Swahilis
Watatum, people, 2269
Wataveita, Bantu race. 348
Watch, Babylonian origin, 1583. 1637

Wat-Ching, pagoda, 1404
Water, agency in making new land, 5-5

— and life on earth. 95— proportion to land. 95. 383
— as temperature equaliser. 95

Waterboer, Griqua chief. 2284
Waterford, siege of. 3932
Waterloo, battle of (1815). 4765, 4767

Water-mill, underground, in Russian
Turkestan. 1463

Watling Island, West Indies. 5884
Watson, English admiral, 1258
Watt, James, 4554. 4555
Wattha, Gamani, king of Ceylon (109

B.C.). 1372. 1374
Watussi, iiecple of Uganda, 2300
Watutu, /-ulu people. 2297
Watwa ( llatwa). African race, 322, 2280
Waverley Novels, 4820
Wawitu, African jieople. 2302
Wayao, African tribe, 2290

6573
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Waziri, tribe. 1523, 5502
I

Wealth, inheritance of, Saleeby's article,

6427
" Wealth against Commonwealth,"

630:?-4

Weaving, American Indian, 1S5— in XeoHthic times, 165, 166
— orisi!! anil early nse, 190

Webb, General, 6062
Webb, Sidney, on sweated trades, 6395
Webb, Mrs. Sidaey, 5253
Webster. Daniel, 6230
Weddell, James, 6345, 6351
Wedgwood, Josiah (1730-95), 4629, 4633
Wedge-writing : see Cuneiform
Wedmore, treaty of (878), 3835
Wehlan, treaty of (1657), 3278, 4391
Wei, Chinese kingdom and dynasty,

761, 763. 764
Weiblingen : see Ghibeline
Weidah, listrict. West Africa, 2263
Weights and measures, Canada, 6175— Central America. 6010— metric system. 5399— South American system. 5995— uniform system for British Empire

advocated, 5654, 5655— United States of America, 6319
Wei-hai-wei, territory, China, 5566,

5588, 820, 5507, 5582
Weil, town, CJermany, 3664
Weimar, diet of (1862), 5060
Weinsberg, town. 4136
Weissenburg, battle of (1870), 5107
Weitling. Wilhelm (1808-71), 5268
Welcker, Karl Theodor, 4879, 4879,

4922-23. 4964
Welden, General von, 4929
Welf, duke of Bavaria (fl. 1075). 3594
Welhaven, Norwegian poet, 5160
Welle group, of negro races, 348
Wellesley, Sir Arthur : see Wellington,

duke of

Wellesley, Richard CoUey, marquess of
(Lord Alorningtou), 1267, 1271,
1272. 5499

Wellington, Arthur Wellesley, duke of,

4764. 4981— entrenchment at Torres Vedras, 4784— France invaded (1813), 4759— funeral, 4980, 4981— Indian campaigns, 1274, 5499— opposition to Reform Bill. 4806— in Peninsular War, 4646, 4743, 4745,
4748, 4749, 4752— Waterloo campaign, 4766

Wellington, Xew Zealand, 989, 990
Wellman, Walter, 6344
Wells, H. G., " Social Conditions in the

United States," 6287-6314
Welsers, family of bankers, 4600
Welsh (Cymry), 348
Welsh language, origin of, 3498
Wenceslaus. king of Bohemia (d. 935),

3148, 3149
Wenceslaus king of Bohemia (1230-

1253). 3155
Wenceslaus, king of Bohemia and

Poland (1283-1305), 3118, 3157,
3202

Wenceslaus, king of Bohemia and
Hungary (d. 1306), 3119. 3157

Wenceslaus, king of Bohemia (1378-
1419) : see Wenceslaus, Holy
Koman Emperor

Wenceslaus, king of Bohemia (o. 1431),
3753

Wenceslaus. Holy Roman emperor
(1378-1400). ,3/6.3. 3629— election (1376). 3628— reign in Bohemia (1378-1419), 3162

— Visconti buys title from. 3972
Wends, people, bishoprics founded

amongst, 3695
— chiefs betrayed by Margrave Gero

(939). 3697
— Danish campaign against, 3558— ethnology. 348— German name for the Slavs, 3069— (Jernian wars with. 3695
Wen Ti, early Chinese emperor. 756
Wentworth, Thomas, earl of Strafford :

see Strafford
Wentworth, William C, 1047
Wenzel : see Wenceslaus
Wenzel Bible, :!751
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Werder, German general (1870), 5130.
5133, 5149

Werelii. peace of (1790). 4582
Wergeland, Xorweaian poet, 5160
Werth, John von, 4309
Wertheim, battle of (1866), 5079
Wessel, Joh. Herman, 4577
Wessenberg, Johann Philip, 4882.

4934-39, 4962
Wessex, ancient kingdom. Britain. 3378.

3507. 3554
West Africa, British expansion in, and

its effects, 2272. 5627— British forces. 5594— British Gambia Trading Company
(1618), 5450— Dutch colonies. 2271— primitive system of landing, 5627— slave-trade. 5474. 5627

Westcar papyrus, legends in, 2036
Westerlings, 4076. 4086-87
Western Australia. 1063-66, 6361— colonisation. 1049, 1064— convict settlements, 1064, 5481— gold-fields, 6361— government and administration,

1074, 5578— scenes, 1065
Western Australian Association,

founded in 1835. 1063
Western Caliphate : see Omayyad
Western Europe : see under Europe
Western Turkestan, history. 1515 et seq.— Tekke Turkomans of, 1516
West Goths : see (ioths

West India Company, Dutch trading
company (1621), 2272. 5950

West India Company, French trading
company (1664-74). 4624, 6024-26

Wesf India Docks, dock labourers at,

5254
West Indies, agricultural development.

6192-98— British, 5450, 5613. 5631, 5648, 6176,
6182, 6188. 6217— Danish. 6176— Dutch. 5363, 6176, 6182— early history : see Antilles— French. 6176. 6182, 6193-95— history of colonies. 6179-6200— islands included in, 6176— piracy, 6188— slavery, 4807. 6186-95, 6392-93-— Spanish. 5919. 5939, 6179— statistics. 6176— trade, 6190-98— United States possessions : see Porto
Rico

Westminster, peace of (1674). 4428. 6053
Westminster, treaty of (1756). 4541
Westphalia, 1733
Westphalia, peace of (1648), 4073, 4155,

4209, 4311. 4382, 4309
West Saxon kingdom. Britain. 3504
Wettin Family, 3618
Wexford, massacre of (1649), 4350
Weyprecht, Franz Josef Land dis-

covered (1873), 6341
Whalata : see Biru
Whale fisheries, 5471, 6333, 6345
Whangawa Bay, Chatham Islands, 5540
Whately, Grenville's secretary, 6077
Whig Party, 4471. 4509
Whig Party, in United States. 6221-34
Whitby, C;e<lmon Cross at. 3506
Whitby, Synod of (654), 3505
White, Sir George. 2337. 2-3.3,9

White Huns (Hephtalitfe), 1204, 1466,
1879

White Lily Society, 788
Whiteloek, General. 5492, 5956
" White Mountain," battle (1620),

4301
White Plains, battle (1776), 6087
White races, growing preponderance in

population. 41— map of geographical expansion. 361
White Ram, tribe : see Ak Koinio
White Terror, revolution, 4839
Whitgift. John, archbishop of Canter-

bury (1583-1604), 4267, 4269
Wichmann. archbishop of Magdeburg

(1152-92), 369S
Wide-awakes : see Hattar
Wido II. of Spoleto and Camerino, 3762,

3936-37

Waz-Wil
Widoni family, of Tuscany, 3949
Widukind. Saxon duke (fl. 785). 3482,

3484. 3557
Wielpolski, Marquess, 5030-32
Wiesbaden Tariff Conference (1851),

4973
Wiesloch, battle of (1622). 4302
Wijaya I., traditional king of Ceylon,

1368. 1369
Wikrama Raja Singha, of Kandy. de-

jiosition bv British. 1385. 1386
Wilhelmina. queen of Holland (1890),

5234. .0235, 6374
Wilhelmshaven, arsenal and harbour

constructed. 4973
Wilkes, Charles, 6345, 6351
Wilkes, John (d. 1797), 4548. 4549
Wilkes Land, discovery (1837). 6345
Wilkie, Sir David, R.A., ethnological

types by. 313-20
Wilkinson, General, 6113-14
Wilkinson, Sir Gardner, 1556, 1557
Willa, Italian queen. 3939
Willcocks, General Sir James, 6364
Williman, Dr. Claudio, 59S5
William, of Champlitte, prince of Aeha;a

{c. 1210). 2396, 2970
William, of the Iron Arm, count of

Apulia (1038). 3380
William, duke of Austria (1384), 3221
William, duke of Brunswick (1830),

4878
William I. the Conqueror, king of Eng-

land, 3842. 3857. 3857— coronation. 3842. 3846— crown promised to by Edward the
Confessor. 3846— death and burial. 3858. 3859— description by a contemporary, 3848—-feudal svstem under. 4119— Scottish wars. 3911-12

William II. Rufus, king of England,
3860. 3860. 3861, 3912

William III., king of England, 4426,
4442. 4885

j

— American colonies under. 6046-55— great alliance of (1701). 4452
• — in the Netherlands, 4160, 4426

j
— plans against Louis XIV., 4440— quarrels \nt\i parliament, 4479— throne offered to, 4476
William IV., king of England, 4800,

4811. 4807. 4808
William of Holland, German king (1247-

56). 3615
William I., German emperor (1871-88),

5051-62. 50.52, 5069-91, 5124, 5125,
5142, 5143— armv reforms. 5052— Austrian war (1866), 5070. 5078— Baden revolt suppressed, 4965— character of, 5213— coronation at Konigsberg. 5053— departure for the front (1870), 5128— estrangement from son (1863). 5059— imperial title adopted, 5145, 5146— at Koniggriitz (1866), 5078— militarv preparations (1870). 5103— Prussian revolt against (1848), 4784 .— refusal to attend conference of Ger-
man princes (1863), 5062— Schleswig-Holstein mission to Russia
4966

I

— and Sedan. 5122

I

— Spanish policy (1870), 5100, 5102
I
— triumphal entry into Berlin, 5150

i William II., German emperor (1888),
.5213-21. 527.5— as art critic, 5353— on Casa Blanca incident, 6374— Enslish church delegates welcomed
(1909). 6373— Italian king meets, 6374— na\'y created, 5344

— pan-German aims. 5349— personal characteristics, 5353, 5355— reviewing Prussian officers, 5338— Russian tsar meets (1909), 6370
—-social policy, 5274— ' Yellow Peri! " picture, 604
William, landgrave of Hesse (1632). in

Thirty Years War. 4307
William I., elector of Hesse Cassel (d.

1S21V 4833, 4833
William II., elector of Hesse Cassel,

4834, 4878
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William III. (the Pious), count of HdI-
laiul (i:i04-:57), :}}-2-J

William I., king of Holland (181:5 -4i)),

4872, -jsrs

William III., king of Holland (d. 18'.)()),

William, duke of Juliers (fl. 1543), 42 is

William, grand duke of Luxenihui;.'
(I'.M)!)). 5362

William, of Nangis (d. c. 1300), Fieucli
historian, 3808

William, duk.' of Xassau (1814), 483.)

William, of .Notzaivf, 3782-87
Wil iam of Occam : see Occam
William (the Silent), prince of Orange

(d. l.'>34). 41.-.3, 4257, 4259
William II., prince of Orange (d. 16.50)

4418, 4420
William -IX., count of Poitiers or

Poitou (d. 1127), 3801, 4051
William, archbishop of Riga, 3247
William the Lioa. king of Scotland

(1165-1214), 3013, 3866
William of Tripolis, on Crusades, 4047
William II. of Villehardouia. 2971
William I., king of Wtirteniherg (1816),

4834
William II., king of Wiirtemberg (1801).

5219
William Clito, count of Flanders (d.

1127), 3862
William Imbert, 3784
Williams, Roger, 6046
William Slavata, count of Chluni and

K(isehunil>erg, 4298
Williamstown, Victoria, 1058
Willibrord, Anglo-Saxon missionary to

Friesland (7th century), 3523
Willich, Prussian leader, 4924
Willigis, archbishop of ilainz, 3588
Wil'isen, Wilhelm von, 4945
Willoughby, Sir Hugh, Arctic expedi-

tion (1553), 1112, 6017, 6326
Willoughby of Parham, Lord, governor

of Barliados (1652). 6186, 6199
Wills, William John, 1070
Wilmot, Sir Eardley, 1056
Wilmot Proviso, I'.S.A., 6229
Wilna, 3224. 3218, 3216, 3217
Wilson, Captain Allan, 5513. 5515
Wimpfen, battle of (1622), 4302
Wimpffen, Baron, 5121
Wiaturg, South Africa, 2318
Winchelsey, Archbishop, 3876-77
Winchester, General, 6113
Windisch-Graetz, Prince Alfred (1787-

1862), 4935-41, 4946-47, 4960,
5029

Wind Mountain, Canada, 6129
Winds, early geological effects, 86— influence on political expansion, 39G
Windthorst, Ludwig (1812-91), 5214
Windward Islands, area and population,

6176— education, 5589— government, 5571, 6199— history, 6192-95— products, 6176
Winfrid, Anglo-Saxon missionary : see

Boniface, St.

Wingate, Sir Francis, Sudan under, 6367
Wingate. Sir Reginald, 2171, 5522-24
Wingfield, Sir C. liidiun official, 1326
Wingless Victory, (ireek temple of, 2S0
Winnebagos, tribe, 344
Winnipeg, town, Canada, foundation

and growth, 6130-34
— population, 6175— seized bv rebels, 4130— views, 6'l52, 6170, 6171
Winslow, John, Colonel (1702-74), in

Nova Scotia, 6060
Winter, Dutch admiral : see 1)8 Winter
Wireless telegraphy, 6377, 5526
Wisby, town, Sweden, 3366, 4067, 3573,

4076— see also Gotland
Wisnioviecki, Jeremias, Polish voivode,

3269
Wissmann, Captain, 2230
Witchcraft, 3192, 2287
Witichis, king of the Ostrogoths in

Italv (6th centurv), 3441, 3459
Witiza. <iothic king (701-10), 3513
Witold, prince of Lithuania (d. 1430),

4082, 3230, 3229, 3225

Witte, Count, 5290
Wittelsbach family, 3624, 3669
Wittenborg, John, 4077
Wittstock, battle of (1636), 4309
Wladislaus : sec Ladislaus
Wo, old (_'hinese name for Japan, 462
Wochuas : see Aduias
Wolfe, Archdeacon. S24
Wolfe, General James (1727-59), 452;),

6053-68, rior,:,, (;oiJ3

Wolfe's Cove, 6ii6s, t;i(i6

Woltf, Sir Henry Daimmoad, 1989
Wolfgang, William, of Neuburg, 4296
Wolfram von Eschenbach, poems, 3807
WoUemborg, Signor, 5373
Wolofs, Sudanese negroes, 348
Wolseley, Garnet, Viscount, 2281, 5518,

5520, 5524, 6130
Wolsey, Thomas, Cardinal (c. 1471-

1530), 4231, 4236— scenes in life of, to face p. 4231,
4236, 4237

Woman's suffrage, in Australia, 1078,
5578, 6360— United States, 6262

Womea, of ancient Egypt, position.
2024— in Babylonia, status, 1600— Babylonian marriage market , 2S 19— factory legislation : see Factories— the first agriculturists, 187— in India, position, 1210— Mohammedan, 1906— in Roman civilisation, status, 2384— rider of Lunda kingdom, 2305— seclusion in Russia abolished by
Peter the Great, 3340—-in United States, position, 6306-11

Wonders of the ancient world, the Saven,
225, 226-32

Wood, Captain, 6333
Woodville family, 3900
Woolcombers' revolt, 3967
Worcester, l)attle of (1651), 4351, 4365
Wordingbord, peace of (1435), 4087
Wordsworth, Wdliam, poet, 4819, 4S22
World, Babylonian conception, 1637— Chaldsean conception, 1637— contraction with civilisation, 48— creation : see Creation— end of the world articles, 6433-58— ethnological map, 361— geological and human periods, 90— maps, early, 8, 50, 51— maps showing British Empire, 5462-

63— modern projections, 52— proportions of laud and water, 3S3
World's history, introductory articles,

7-224, luiip facing ]). 281
Worms, city, Gerniaiu', 3453, 3593
Worms, Concordat of (1122), 3390, 3598,

3728, 3944
Worms, Diet oJ (1076), 3388, 3594— (1495), PuWic Peace Edict, 3664— (1521), Martin Luther before, 4184
Worms, Privilege of (1231), 3612
Woronzov-Dashkov, Princess Catharine

Konianovna, 3349, 3352
Worth, battle of (1870), 5109, 5111
Wrangel, Charles Gustavus, Swedish

commander, 4310, 43S3
Wrangel, General Friedrich von (1848),

4944-45, 4961
Wrangel, General Waldemar, 4495
Wrangell, fort, Alaska, views, 6273
Wratislav II., king of Bohemia (1061-

92), 3151
Wrestlers, of the Stone Age, 3499
Wrison, Sir H., 6399
Writing, acquisition of art, 203-04— antiquity of, 1556, 1583, 1630— of Central Asia, 1480— development in Ancient Egypt, 2019.

2027— phonetic, 203— syllabic, 203, 204— see also Hieroglyphics
Wu, early C'liinese kingdom and

dynasty, 761
Wu-Hou, empress of China, facing

748, 766, 766
Wu-hwan, Tungusian tribe, 657
Wu»ku, g.nernor of Hohsi, 1467
WuUeuweber, Jiirgen (d. 1537), 4188
Wulwas, tribe, 335

GENERAL INDEX
Wiirmser, .\ustrian genera^, 4081
Wiirtemberg, army, reformed on Prus-

sian iriodel (c. 1867), 5088— constitution (1819), 4834— constitntioa of 1848 annulled, 4972— Germm federation, 4959-74, 5088,
5142— modern history, 5219— revolutionary' movement (1848),
4922-24

Wu San-kuei, Chinese hero, 784
Wu Ti, Chinese emperor (140-87 B.C.),

756-58— and (ireek civilisation, 2599— Hun war, 1454, 1402— palace of, 759
Wu Ti, Chinese emperor (502-49), of

Liang dynasty, 742-43, 764
Wu Ti, Ciiinese eni|jeror (558 A.D.), of

Chen dynasty, 743
Wu-tsuag, Cliincse emperor, 743
Wa Wang, Chinese ruler, 750, 1451
Wyatt, Sir Thomas, 4247
Wychtfe, John, 3750, 3750, 3890-92,

3630, 3751
Wylich, of Winnenthal, 4388
Wyllie, Sir W. H. Curzon, 0303-64

Xaintrailles, French captain, 3S10
Xaltocan, history of, 5782-85
Xanten, peace of (1614), 4296
Xantboohroi, 348
Xanthus, Lycian tomb, 1861
Xantippus (Greek general), 2637
Xavier, St. Francis : see F'rancis Xavier
Xenophanes, philosopher, 2496
Xeres de la Frontera, battle, 3514
Xerxes I., king of Persia (485-65 B.C.),

78, 1812, 1S13, 2478, 2500
Xerxes II., king of Persia, 1817
Xibalbay, 5733, 5735, 5770
Xicalancs, 5779-97
Xieng-Mai, Further India, 1402
Ximenez, Cardinal, 2209, 4220
Xingu, Carib tribes on, 5087-88
Xions, battle (1848), 4947
Xochicalco, 5730, 5773-78, 5775
Xochiquetzal, Aztec goddess, 3778
Xoites, dynasty of Egypt, 2050
Xoloth, king, 5780
Xosas (Amaxosa), tribes, 348

Yahuar Huacac, reign, 5848-55
Yahve (Jahve, or Jehovah), 1764, 1781
Yahya, the Barmecide, 1937
Yajur Vedas, sacred book, 1212
Yak Caravan, 195
Yakub Bey, soldier, 1512, 1546
Yakub ibn Laith, 1945, 1950
Yakub Khan, amir of Afghanistan, 1332,

1330, 1386, 1528, 5172, 5502, 1524
Yakuts, Turkish tribe, 348, 390, 392,

636, 643, 044, 652, 653, 654, 6S9
Yakutsk, 677, 691, 696
Yalu, Aryan tribe in India, 1103
Yalu, river, 874, 879, 882
Yamagata, Field-Marshal Prince, 599
Yamamoto, Admiral Count, 007
Yamashiro, Japan, 461

Yamato Dak6, prince, 416, 462, 464

Yamato-Iware-Biko : see Kamu-Ya-
inato

Yamato Settlements, Japan, 458, 402
Yanangyet, oil-wells, Burma, 55S4
Yandako, peace of (1826), 1397
Yangchou, mission station burnt, 8()9

Yangtse Kiang River, 24, 718, 7 IS, 1387

Yangtse ports opened, 799
Yankees, 348
Yanut-Ammon, king of Egypt, 1082 .

Yao, Chinese ruler (2256 B.C.), 749
Yaos, Indo-Chinese people, 348
Yarimuta, Delta region of Xile, 2023
Yarkand, 1442. 1463, 1512
Yaroslav, Prince, daughter married to

Harald Hardraada, 4010
Yaru, Assyrian name for Xile, 2023
Yasalalaka Tissa, of Ceylon, 1375
Yasodharma, Gupta king (c. 530), 1204
Yassak, fur tax, 678
Yasutoki, Hojo regent of Japan, 475

Yathrib : see ;>re(liua

Yatung, conference (1002), 1350
Yauri, Hausa state, 2224
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Yaya, or Fhde, Turkish soldiers, 297S
.Yedigar (Yadgar), prince, 652
Yedinas, Sudanese tribe, 33i
Yedo (oldTolvio), 581, 592— lyemitsu's improvements, 503— scenes, 490, 494, 497, 508, 5:i7— temples, 516, 520— views of city, 425, 427, 445, 4SG-S7,

504, 510, 519, 584, 597
Yedo Bay, 512, 538
Yeh, viceroy, 799, 799, 5506
Yeh-hona-la, of China, 819
Yehu Chutsai : see Hi Chutsai
Yellow Peril, 604, 1117-19
Yellow River (Hoang-ho), 715, 848, 719

Yellowstone Park, 6259
Yelu Apaoehi (c. 907), 658
Yemama, Arabia, 1886, 1908
Yemen, Arabia, Jewish kings, 1889— Persian interference (575), 1881— recent history, 6366— revolt against the first caliph, 19u8
Yemenites, Druse sect, 1980
Yenadies, Indian race, 1167
Yenissei, river, 694
Yenisseian languages, 641
Yen King, capital of Nu-chi, 1482
Yen Tsung, Chinese traveller : see

Hiuen Tsang
Yen Yen, Tartar race, 1467-69
Yeor, Israelite name for Nile, 2023
Yermak, Cossack chief, 652, 662, 676
Yesdigerd I., Persian ruler, 1878
Yesdigerd II., Persian ruler, 1879
Yesdigerd III., Persian ruler, 1882, 1912
Yevanna, 1792
Yezid, Uniayyad caliph (680), 1920
Yezid I., son of Mohallab, 1925-26
Yezid II., Omayyad caliph, 1926
Yezid III., Omavyad caliph (744), 1928
Yezo, .Tapan, 418, 429, 432
Yi Ta-jo, Korean emperor, 863
Yitsung, Chinese emperor, 743
Ynghngl, kings, Sweden, 3571
Yngve Frey, 3536
Yo Fei, Chinese hero, plate facing 748
Yokohama, Japan, 424, 426
Yokosuka, Japan, 419
Yola, Hausa state, 2228
Yolande of Brienne, 3394
Yomuds, Turkish tribe, 347
Yong-i Yi, Korean prince, 885
Yopaa (or Mitla), ruins, 5770, 5776
Yorck, General, 4756
Yorinaga, leader of Minamoto, 471
Yoritomo, shogun, 471, 474, 475
York, Frederick Augustus, duke of,

(1763-1827), 4694
York, Kichard, duke of (father of Ed-

ward IV.), 3895-96, 3932
York, Richard, duke of (son of Ed-

ward IV.), 3900, 3901, 3902
York, Canada, 6109-13, 6121 : see also

Toronto
York, England, 3554, 6401
Yorktown, battle (1781), 4552, 4567,

6097, 6100
Yoruba, West Africa, 2224, 2261
Yoruba races, 348
Yosemite Valley, Cal., 6258, 6259
Yoshimune, Japanese shogun, 503
Yoshinaka, Japanese shogun, 472
Yoshitoki, Hojo regent of Japan, 475
Yoshitsune, Japanese prince, 471-74
Yoshu, Japanese landowners, 491
Young, Sir Allen, Arctic explorer, 6325
Young, Brigham, Mormon, 6236
Young England party, 5258
Young Italy League, 5035
Young Pretender : see Charles Edward
Young Turks, history of movement,

5198, 5201-2, 5323, 6366,6370-71
Younghusband, Col. Sir F. E., Lliasa

expedition, 1503, 1505
Ypres, Cloth Hall, 4066
Ypsilanti, Alexander (c. 1821), 4852
Ypsilanti, Demetrius (c. 1821), 4854
Yu, Cliinese ruler, 749
Yuan-chuang, Cliinese pilgrim, 712
Yuan dynasty (1260-1368), 774
Yuan Shih'kai, Chinese viceroy, 846,

8.50, Sol, 6357
Yuan Ti, Chinese emperor, 758, 762
Yucatan, 350, 5728-58, 5893, 5902, 6266
Yue-tshi, tribe, 1203, 1457, 1848, 1870
— migration westward, 1452

Yue-tshi : see also Indo-Scythians
Yugor Strait, discovery, 6327
Yukaghirs, Siberian race, 153, 34S
Yukon, Canada, 5631, 6175
Yu Lang, prince, 6357
Yumas, Central American tribe, 339
Yumoto, lake, Japan, 426
Yunca, language, 5871
Yunga race : see China
Yung-eheng, Chinese emperor, 788
Yung=-lo, Cliinese emperor, 777, 77S
Yungay, battle (1839), 5988
Yunnan, China, 806, 814, 1414, 1487
Yunneu tribe, 658
Yunus Khoja, of Tashkent, 1516
Yupanki Pachacutek : see Pachachutek
Yurtes, Asiatic tribe, 14(59

Yuruks, Turki race, 348
Yusuf, Kaisite leader, 1935, 3979
Yusuf, prince of Almoravides (1086),

2207, 3989
Yusuf, son of Abd al Mnmen, Valencia

and Murcia conquered (1163), 3990
Yusuf L of Granada (1333-54), 40i).i

Yusu! Bey of Kharismia, 1494
Yusuf Pasha, Turkish general, 2153
Yusuf, prince of Kashmir, 1229
Yusufzais, ^^.tchan tribe, 311, 1523
Y=yung, Marquis Tseng, 812

Zabergan, Byzantine war (558), 2911
Zabibi, queen of Aribi, 1670, 1883
Zabinas : see Alexander Zabinas
Zabum, king of Babylon, 1599
Zaeatlan, Central America, 5782
Zaccaria of Achaia, 2986
Zachariah, king of Israel, 1774
Zachi, Maya state, 5755
Zachluima (or Lachlumia), 3076
Zadar, Dalmatia sells to Venice, 3084
Zafir, El, caliph of Egypt, 2147
Zagan-Araptan, Kalmuck, 1503, 1510
Zagros, mountain range, 1697
Zahir, El, Caliph of Egypt, 2146
Zahringen family, extinction, 3617— Henry IV. opposed, 3594, 3595— power in 12th century, 3599
Zaid, slave of :Mahomet, 1900, 1912
Zakka Khels, expedition, 5503, 6364
Zakkara, tribe, 1793 : see also Cretans
Zalaca, battle (1086), 2207, 3989
Zalmoxis (or Zamolxis), god, 1791
Zama, city of Numidia, 2382
Zama, battle of (202 B.C.), 2197
Zamama-Shumiddina, king, 1655, 1704
Zambesi, river, 5513, 5651, 2004, 2332
Zambos (or Sambos), 342
Zamolxis (or Zalmoxis), god, 1791
Zamora, capture (981), 3982
Zanfara, Hausa state, 2224
Zanini, Field Marshal Peter, 4934
Zanzibar, 2295, 2349, 5566— Sidi Mubarak claims throne, 5522— slave trade, 5520-21, 2295— view, 2296
Zapana of Hatun-CoUa, 5857
Zaparos, South American race, 348
Zapotecs, 348, 5768-5800, 5734
Zappa-Zapp, Arab chief, 2308
Zaque (or Hunsa), state, 5806-24
" Zaque," Chibcha title, 5818
Zar, "Scorpion King" of Egypt,

246-47, 2032
Zara, battle of, 2964, 2965
ZaraJshan, river, 1538
Zarathustra : see Zoroaster
Zaru, mythological battle, 242
Zealand, Denmark, 3557, 4375
Zealand, Sweden : see Svealand
Zebed, (ira^co-Arabic inscription, 2926
Zebehr Pasha, slave hunter, 2236, 2249
Zedekiah, king of Judah, 1780, 1781
Zefu bin Mohammed : see Zappa-Zapp
Zeirites, Airican family, 2207, 3989
Zeitun, siege of (1894), 5211
Zelandia, Formosa, 7S5
Zelaya, Josi5 Santos, 6009
Zeman Shah, Afghan ruler, 1272, 1524
Zemarchus. Byzantine embassy, 2914
Zemindars, in India, 1281, 1248
" Zemes," Maya gods, 5742
Zemsem, sacred spring, Mecca, 1S94
Zendals, Indian race, 336
Zeng, fortress, 3015
Zenki : see Imed ed-din Zenki

Yay—Zwi
Zeno, emperor (474-91), 2794, 3033
Zenobia, queen, 1866, 2139, 2771, 1867
Zeata, battle of (1697), 3020, 3100,

3130, 4145
Zeppelin, airships, 5346
Zerubbabel, priest, (539 B.C.), 1849
Zer, ]':gyptian king, 246, 251
Zet, Egyptian king, 250- 52
Zeta (or Duklja), 3076, 3095
Zeus, god, Ji^gean worship, 290— coin copy of statue by Phidias, 2505— Olympian temple, 2474— Pergamus altar, 1829, 1831— statue, 2470
Zhob valley, Tirah campaign, 5502
Zia Bey, leader of Young Turks (1867),

52U(), 5205
Zichy, Count Ferdinand, 4926
Zieten, Hans Joachim voa, 4544, 4544
Ziggurat, temple platform, 268
Ziglag, ill Edomite territory, 1761
Zimarch, mission to the Turks, 1470
Zimri, Elah murdered by, 1769
Zimrida, king of Lichish, 1742
Zimrida, king of Sidon, 1740
Ziagi, African people, 2285
Zipaquira, race, 5823
Zipoites, king of Bithynia, 1827
" Zippa," Chibcha title, 5806-24
Zippa, state : see Bogota
Zips, Hungary, history, 3137-41
Ziska, John, 3171, 3644, 3645
Zittau, battle of (1757), 4543
Ziyad, Moslem general, 1920
Ziyan Caan, foundation, 5750
Zobah, ancient kingdom, Syria, 1728
Zobel, General von, 4927
Zobiede, queen, tomb, 1936
Zoe, Byzantine empress, 2954
Zoe, mirriage with Ivan III., 2996
Zola. Emile, 5383
Zolkiewski, General, 3254
Zollverein, 4973-74, 5088
Zoogeographical, kingdoms and pro-

vinces, 122
Zopyrion, Macedonian general, 2573
Zorndorf, battle of (1758), 4545
Zoroaster (Zarathustra), 186, 1810, 1868,

186 9
Zoroastrians, history of origin and

tenets, 1478-79, 1868— Persian types, 1873— priesthood reformed under Maz-
dak, 1879— Sassanids defend the faith, 1875— tower of the dead, 1872

Zosimus, bishop of Borne, 2890
Zosimus, Roman historian. 2787
Zoskales, king of Abyssinia, 1888
Zotuta, province, 5754
Zotzils, Maya race, 336
Zrinyi, Count Nicholas, death at Szige-

toar (1566), 3006, 3007, 3126, .3/27

Zrinyi, Nikolaus (1616-64), 3130
Zsitva Torok, peace of, 3012, 3127
Zubeir, companion of Mahomet, 1918
Zirufd Junge, mausoleum, 1133
Zulfikar, Mogul general, 1240
Zulla : see Adulis
Zululand, 5516, 5567-68
Zulus, British expedition against, 5521
— ethnology, 348— history, 2286-91
— Hlubi tribes revolt, 2326— northern conquests, 2290— racial struggles in S. Africa, 2287, 5630— warrior, 2285— Watuta tribes, 2297
— wedding dance, 209— witch doctors, 2287— women, 22S8, 5550
Zulu wars (1838), 2318-19; (1879),

2288. 2327, 5512-14
Zumala-Carregui, Thomas, 4900
Zumpancoa, state, 5783
Zumpango, lakes, 5778
Zungarians, 1504, 1516
Zuhi tribes, 340-42, 5711-22
Zupa, in Balkan peninsula, 3073
Zupans, Slav chieftains, 3073, 3077
Zuravna, peace of (1676), 3017
Zurich, 392. 42!)6

Zurich, peac? of (1859), 5038
Zusmarshausen, battle of (1648), 4311

Zweatibald, king of Lotharingia, 3583
Zwingh, Ulrich, 4189, 4206, 4206
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